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(SEAL)    Court File No. T-474-20 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

AND: 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPLICATION 

TO THE RESPONDENTS: 

A PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED by the Applicants. The relief 

claimed by the Applicants appears on the following page. 

THIS APPLICATION will be heard by the Court at a time and place to be fixed 

by the Judicial Administrator. Unless the Court orders otherwise, the place of hearing 

will be as requested by the Applicants. The Applicants request that this application be 

heard at Regina, Saskatchewan. 

IF YOU WISH TO OPPOSE THIS APPLICATION, to receive notice of any 

step in the application or to be served with any documents in the application, you or a 

solicitor acting for you must prepare a notice of appearance in Form 305 prescribed by 

the Federal Courts Rules and serve it on the Applicants' solicitor, or where the 

e-document T-474-20-ID 183

FEDERAL COURT  
COUR FÉDÉRALE

 
F 
I 
L 
E 
D 

April 06, 2021 
06 avril 2021

 
D 
É 
P 
O 
S 
É 

Sarah Mantler

REG 84

AR0001
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Applicants are self-represented, on the Applicants, WITHIN 10 DAYS after being 

served with this notice of application. 

Copies of the Federal Courts Rules information concerning the local offices of the 

Court and other necessary information may be obtained on request to the Administrator 

of this Court at Ottawa (telephone 613-992-4238) or at any local office. 

IF YOU FAIL TO OPPOSE THIS APPLICATION, JUDGMENT MAY BE 

GIVEN IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO YOU. 

April 17, 2020 

Issued by: ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

ROBERT M’VONDO 

REGISTRY OFFICE 

Address of local office: Winnipeg Local Office Regina Local Office 

400 – 363 Broadway  2425 Victoria Avenue 

Winnipeg, Manitoba  Regina, Saskatchewan 

R3C 3N9 S4P 3V7 

Amended on April 6, 2021, in accordance with the 
Order of Madam Prothonotary Molgat issued 
April 6, 2021

AR0002
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TO: CLINTON WUTTUNEE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: LUX BENSON: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: JASON CHAKITA: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: MANDY CUTHAND: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: DANA FALCON: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: HENRY GARDIDPY: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: GARY NICTOINE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: SAMUEL WUTTUNEE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: SHAWN WUTTUNEE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: BURKE RATTE: 100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 3Y6 

TO: RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION: PO Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO: Unsuccessful Chief candidates: 

TODD BAPTISTE 

LESTER NICOTINE 

TO: Unsuccessful Councillor candidates: 

ALVIN BAPTISTE  

ALVIN LEROY NICOTINE 

ANDREA NICOTINE 

CAROLYN ROSE KISKOTAGAN 

CHARLES MEECHANCE 

CHARLOTTE BENSON 

CHUCKIE HARRIET NICOTINE 

DEANNA BUGLER ARCAND 

DENNIS RUSSEL NICOTINE 

DICKIE LEE BAPTISTE-BULL  

DONNA ANGUS  

EDGAR BAPTISTE  

ELLEN CUTHAND 

ELVIN FREDRICK NICOTINE 

GERALD MEECHANCE 

GLEN BUGLER 

IDA WUTTUNEE 

JACOB MOOSOMIN/MOOSUK 

KEITH WUTTUNEE 

KELLIE WUTTUNEE 

LANGFORD DOUGLAS WUTTUNEE 

LYNALE BENSON 

MARGARET NICOTINE  

MICHAEL WUTTUNEE 

RUDY W. WUTTUNEE 

SABRINA THERESA PEEAYCHEW 

STEWART SR. BAPTISTE  

TREVOR CUTHAND 

AR0003
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AMENDED APPLICATION 

This is an application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections 

Act, S.C. 2014, c. 5 (“First Nations Elections Act”) contesting the election of Chief and 

Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation conducted on or about March 20, 2020, 

wherein Burke Ratte was the Electoral Officer (“EO RATTE”), CLINTON 

WUTTUNEE was elected to the office of Chief, and LUX BENSON, JASON 

CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIDPY, GARY 

NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and SHAWN WUTTUNEE were elected to the 

office of Councillor. 

The Applicants make an application for the following relief: 

1. An Order setting aside the Red Pheasant First Nation election of Chief and eight

Councillors conducted on or about March 20, 2020, pursuant to s.31 and s.35

of the First Nations Elections Act; and

2. Costs on a solicitor and client basis jointly and severally against CLINTON

WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND,

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL

WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, and Red Pheasant First Nation, in

addition to any person that opposes this application.

AR0004
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The grounds for the application are: 

3. The Red Pheasant First Nation is and at all material times has been on the 

schedule of Participating First Nations and as such elections of the Red 

Pheasant First Nation are governed by the First Nations Elections Act, and the 

First Nations Elections Regulations.

4. The Applicants MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN are 

Electors and Members of Red Pheasant First Nation eligible to commence this 

election appeal proceeding.

5. On or about March 20, 2020, the results of the Red Pheasant First Nation 

election (“Election”) were announced by EO RATTE.

6. The Respondent EO RATTE was the Electoral Officer.

7. CLINTON WUTTUNEE was elected to the office of Chief, and LUX 

BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, 

HENRY GARDIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE were elected to the office of Councillor, all of whom 

are named as Respondents to this application. Each of the Respondents in this 

paragraph and/or their agents or persons acting on their behalf including but not 

limited to Shelley Wuttunee (wife of SHAWN WUTTUNEE), Leroy 

Nicotine Jr., Cody Benson (Band Manager for Red Pheasant First Nation), 

Austin Ahenakew (Director of Finance for Red Pheasant First Nation), and 

Deloris Peyachew (Indian Registry Administrator for Red Pheasant First 

Nation)(collectively referred to as “Participants”) contravened the First 

Nations Elections Act, the First Nations
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Elections Regulations and/or other applicable laws, which contraventions 

include but are not limited to vote buying, forging requests for mail-in ballots, 

paying for electors to request their mail-in ballots, forging mail-in ballot 

declarations, and other electoral corruption as identified herein in a manner 

that likely affected the result of the Election of the Chief and eight 

Councillors conducted on or about March 20, 2020, or in any event warrants 

the setting aside of the Election in its entirety. 

8. The Respondent Red Pheasant First Nation is named as a Respondent for the

limited purpose of a costs award being made against it in relation to these

proceedings.

9. The balance of the persons identified on page 3 hereof as being served with this

application were unsuccessful candidates in the Election. Those persons are

served pursuant to section 34 of the First Nations Elections Act. While those

persons are not respondents to this application, the Applicants consent to any

of those persons becoming a respondent.

10. To date, certified election results have not been received from EO RATTE or

otherwise.

11. A large number of candidates, most notably the Participants, contravened the

First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Elections Regulations. These

candidates and most notably the Participants offered and in fact provided money

and other valuable consideration to electors and persons that have influence

upon electors in exchange for the vote and/or mail-in ballot of electors. The
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Applicants are aware of certain instances at this point in time, with full 

particulars of these and other instances within the exclusive knowledge of the 

Participants and candidates in question. The following paragraphs contain 

particulars that are presently within the knowledge of the Applicants. 

Additional particulars will be provided following production and cross-

examination. 

12. CLINTON WUTTUNEE, JASON JAKITA, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the Participants including themselves) 

engaged in electoral corruption and vote buying when they procured the forgery 

of a request for mail-in ballot, purchased the mail-in ballot, and forged the mail-

in ballot declaration of Robin Dean Wuttunee who was incarcerated between 

January 12 and June 23, 2020, at the Edmonton Remand Centre.

13. CLINTON WUTTUNEE, JASON JAKITA, and SAMUEL WUTTUNEE had 

several communications with Robin Dean Wuttunee between January and the 

Election in which they arranged for the purchase of his mail-in ballot and 

provided instructions in relation thereto. They sent $300 to Heather Wuttunee 

by e-transfer that was to be forwarded by her to her brother, Robin Dean 

Wuttunee, for the purchase of his mail-in ballot.

14. Concerned that the Election was rapidly approaching, the Participants 

instructed Deloris Peyachew to forge a
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replacement for photo ID for Robin Dean Wuttunee, which she did on or about 

March 10, 2020, and filed same with a forged request for mail-in ballot with 

EO RATTE by text message to unlawfully procure the issuance of a mail-in 

ballot. 

15. The Participants sent the mail-in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee to an address

in North Battleford that they controlled with someone acting on their behalf,

which is that of Leroy Nicotine Jr. or someone else.

16. The Participants then received the mail-in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee, and

SHAWN WUTTUNEE (on his behalf and on behalf of the Participants)

requested that his wife, Shelley Wuttunee, forge the mail-in ballot declaration

of Robin Dean Wuttunee, which she did on or about March 17, 2020, indicating

that she witnessed Robin Dean Wuttunee solemnly declare that he had

appropriately cast his mail-in ballot in North Battleford on that date. However,

Robin Dean Wuttunee was in the Edmonton Remand Centre and did not and

could not have made that solemn declaration before Shelley Wuttunee in North

Battleford. The Participants, or persons acting on their behalf, forged the mail-

in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee and unlawfully cast votes for Chief and

Council candidates.

17. The Participants caused Deloris Peyachew to forge a replacement for photo ID

for Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, and filed same with EO RATTE by text message

approximately nine days prior to the Election to unlawfully procure the issuance

of a mail-in ballot. CLINTON WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the Participants

including himself) further engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote
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buying, when he caused Constance Johnston to purchase the mail-in ballot of 

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee on or about three days prior to the Election for $700, 

and gave her the cash to do so. Shelley Wuttunee (wife of SHAWN 

WUTTUNEE) on behalf of the Participants then forged the mail-in ballot 

declaration of Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, which she did on or about March 18, 

2020, two days prior to the Election. 

18. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he attended to the

house of Heather Meechance on Red Pheasant First Nation on or about

February 9, 2020, and persuaded and assisted Heather Meechance to forge a

request for mail in ballots in relation to each of her niece and nephew, Rickell

Frenchman and Romello Meechance, in exchange for which GARY

NICTOINE (through his agent Rosalie Kelly) provided Heather Meechance

$100 through etransfer. While Heather Meechance did not have some of the

required information to forge the request for the mail in ballots, GARY

NICTOINE already possessed and provided same to assist Heather Meechance

in forgoing the said ballots. GARY NICTOINE also offered Heather

Meechance and/or her family members $200 for each mail in ballot that was

given to GARY NICTOINE.

19. On February 18, 2020, Heather Meechance received the mail in ballots of

Rickell Frenchman and Romello Meechance. GARY NICTOINE and MANDY

CUTHAND (on behalf of the Participants including themselves) met with

Heather Meechance, got her to purport to be Rickell Frenchman and Romello
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Meechance and to forge the voter declaration cards, and picked up the said mail 

ballots, at which time they called CLINTON WUTTUNEE and placed him on 

speakerphone. CLINTON WUTTUNEE told Heather Meechance that he would 

send her money in exchange for the mail in ballots. Heather Meechance then 

waited with GARY NICTOINE and MANDY CUTHAND until she received 

the etransfer of $400 from CLINTON WUTTUNEE (through his agent Austin 

Ahenakew), at which time Heather Meechance provided the mail in ballots to 

GARY NICTOINE and MANDY CUTHAND. 

20. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when on March 5, 2020,

he offered to purchase the mail in ballot of Breanna Wahobin ($50 when the

request for mail in ballot was sent, and $300 upon receipt of the purchased

ballot) and then on March 10, 2020, he in fact purchased the mail in of ballot of

Breanna Wahobin for $300 $350, and the mail-in ballot of Jerette Wahobin for

$350.

21. CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, and Cody Benson (on behalf of the

Participants including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption, and in

particular vote buying, when during the first week of February, 2020, they paid

Paul Tobaccojuice $200 to request his mail-in ballot, and offered to purchase

his mail-in ballot when it arrived.

22. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he purchased the

mail in ballot of Paul Tobaccojuice for $200 on or about February 14, 2020.
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23. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he is purchased the

mail in ballot of Trezdin Kiskotagen on February 18, 2020, for $200, at which

time GARY NICTOINE added it to his briefcase that he was carrying that had

several further purchased mail in ballots.

24. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he offered and then

paid Dion Bugler $50 for requesting his mail-in ballot. GARY NICTOINE and

the Participants then caused Deloris Peyachew to forge a replacement for photo

ID for Dion Bugler, and filed same with the forged request for mail-in ballot

with EO RATTE by text message to unlawfully procure the issuance of a mail-

in ballot.

25. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when prior to the Election

he offered to purchase the mail in ballot of Dion Bugler prior to the Election for

$150.

26. CLINTON WUTTUNEE and DANA FALCON (on behalf of the Participants

including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote

buying, when they purchased the mail in ballot of Dion Bugler for $500 prior

to the Election. DANA FALCON handed Dion Bugler $300 in cash, which he

obtained from an e-transfer from CLINTON WUTTUNEE and/or persons

acting on his behalf. The remaining $200 was paid by e-transfer from Austin
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Ahenakhew on behalf of CLINTON WUTTUNEE and the Participants to 

Loraine Bugler, the mother of Dion Bugler on or about March 17, 2020. 

27. HENRY GARDIDPY (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he purchased the

request for mail-in ballot and the mail in ballot of Wendall John Albert for $20

at the end of February, 2020. HENRY GARDIPY and the Participants then filed

the forged request for mail-in ballot with EO RATTE by text message to

unlawfully procure the issuance of a mail-in ballot, which the Participants

forged to cast votes for Chief and Council in the Election. While Wendall John

Albert had not requested a mail in ballot, HENRY GARDIDPY already had a

mail in ballot issued to Wendall John Albert which he had him sign. The votes

to be cast for candidates were blank when it was signed and returned to HENRY

GARDIDPY.

28. HENRY GARDIPY (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he purchased the

mail in ballots of Michael Ernest Stevens and Ardella Benson prior to the

Election for $60 each.

29. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the Participants including himself)

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he offered

to purchase the mail in ballot of Angel Nicotine on or about January 26, 2020.

Thereafter, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE again offered to purchase the mail in ballot

of Angel Nicotine, and offer to have someone assist Angel Nicotine with filling

out the papers to get her mail in ballot.
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30. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE and GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants

including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote

buying, when they paid $100 to Heather Wuttunee at the beginning of February,

2020, to request her mail-in ballot, and then purchased the ballots of Heather

Wuttunee prior to the Election., Veronica Whitford, and Darian Wuttunee at the

start of February, 2020. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE and GARY NICTOINE

instructed and knew that Veronica Whitford was forging the signature for the

mail in ballot of her daughter (Darian Wuttunee). $200 was paid for each of the

ballots.

31. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE and GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants

including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption and vote buying when

they paid $100 to Veronica Whitford to request her mail-in ballot at the

beginning of February, 2020, and instructed Veronica Whitford to forge a

request for mail-in ballot of her daughter, Darian Whiteford, and paid her a

further $100 for doing so. GARY NICTOINE and the Participants then caused

Deloris Peyachew to forge a replacement for photo ID, and filed same with the

forged request for mail-in ballot with EO RATTE by text message to unlawfully

procure the issuance of a mail-in ballot.

32. The Participants forged a request for mail-in ballot for Wesley Wuttunee and

received his mail-in ballot. SHAWN WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the

Participants including himself) engaged in electoral corruption, and in

particular vote buying, when he contacted and then met with Westly Wuttunee

prior to the Election on or about February 20, 2020. SHAWN WUTTUNEE
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already had the mail in ballot of Westly Wuttunee in his possession, which 

Westly Wuttunee then signed. SHAWN WUTTUNEE paid Westly Wuttunee 

$200 for the mail in ballot. 

33. SHAWN WUTTUNEE and his wife Shelley Wuttunee (on behalf of the

Participants including himself) engaged in electoral corruption, and in

particular vote buying, when he contacted and then met with Burton Ward.

SHAWN WUTTUNEE already had the mail in ballot of Burton Ward in his

possession, however it was not shown to Burton Ward. SHAWN WUTTUNEE

paid Burton Ward $300 for the mail in ballot.

34. Upon learning that Patricia Bird, an Elector, needed a new furnace, CLINTON

WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) exploited her

financial vulnerability and engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular

vote buying, by attempting to purchase the vote and mail in ballot of Patricia

Bird and the family members of Patricia Bird.

35. DANA FALCON (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged in

electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he replied to a

Facebook post by Jeff Wuttunee offering to sell his mail in ballot. DANA

FALCON then met with Jeff Wuttunee and purchased his mail in ballot.

36. Leroy Nicotine Jr. (on behalf of the Participants and himself) engaged in

electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he offered to purchase

the mail in ballot of Lionel Brabant Jr. However, Lionel Brabant Jr. did not have

a mail in ballot. Instead, Leroy Nicotine Jr. picked up Lionel Brabant Jr., gave
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him a list of candidates to vote for, paid him for voting for those candidates, 

and dropped him of at the polling station. 

37. Leroy Nicotine Jr. (on behalf of the Participants) engaged in electoral 

corruption, and in particular vote buying, on February 27, 2020, when he 

contacted Justin Brabant and offered to purchase his mail in ballot. They met 

on the same date, and the mail in ballot was purchased for $300 in cash.

38. The Participants engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, 

when they retained Cameron Nicotine to purchase mail in ballots for them. On 

behalf of the Participants, Cameron Nicotine offered to purchase the mail in 

ballot of Jennifer Peyachew for $200 on or about February 18, 2020. Cameron 

Nicotine assisted Jennifer Peyachew with completing her request for mail in 

ballot, after which he gave her $40.

39. LUX BENSON and HENRY GARDIDPY (on behalf of the Participants) 

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when they 

retained Darrel Peyachew to purchased mail in ballots for them. On behalf of 

the Participants, Darrel Peyachew, LUX BENSON and HENRY GARDIDPY 

purchased the mail in ballots of several Members in Great Falls and Billings, 

Montana, including but not limited to the purchase of the mail in ballots of 

Shadric Chippewa and Gregory Chippewa for $200 each.
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41. None of the payments made to voters by the Participants and persons acting on 

their behalf had any legitimate or lawful justification or purpose.

42. The Participants unlawfully possessed a large number of mail-in ballots, which 

mail-in ballots were not their respective mail-in ballots.

43. The Participants forged each mail-in ballot that they purchased and the 

associated mail-in ballot declaration, unlawfully casting votes for Chief and 

Council candidates. The Participants then filed those forged mail-in ballots to 

EO RATTE, who accepted them.

44. EO RATTE was deceived by the Participants and others when he received 

forged documents and unknowingly accepted a large number of requests for 

mail-in ballot on behalf of other electors directly from the Participants by text 

message.

45. Several persons attended to polling stations and were permitted by EO 

RATTE to deposit several mail in ballots, notwithstanding the limitation that 

an Elector may only vote once. This conduct further enabled electoral 

corruption, and in particular vote buying, to occur in the Election.
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47. EO RATTE was deceived by the Participants and others when he received  

forged documents and unknowingly mailed and delivered a large number of mail 

in ballots to persons other than the electors in question.

49. Contraventions of the First Nations Elections Act, the First Nations Elections

Regulations and/or other applicable laws likely affected the result of the

Election of the Chief and eight Councillors conducted on or about March 20,

2020, or in any event warrant the setting aside of the Election in its entirety.

Certain of the specific provisions of the First Nations Elections Act and the

First Nations Elections Regulations are referenced in this Application, however

all provisions thereof are relied upon in relation to this Application. Sections 3,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28, 30-35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41 of the

First Nations Elections Act and sections 3, 4, 5, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, and

25 of the First Nations Elections Regulations are specifically relied upon.
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50. The conduct of the Participants predominantly giving rise to this Application as

aforesaid exhibits electoral corruption and a complete disregard for the First

Nations Elections Act. In the circumstances, the Participants should be wholly

responsible for the costs incurred to rectify their criminal conduct, rather than

the Members of Red Pheasant First Nation and in particular the Applicants.

51. The Applicants are impecunious and cannot afford to prosecute this application.

An award of costs on a solicitor and client basis jointly and severally against

the Participants and Red Pheasant First Nation, in addition to any person that

opposes this application, is in the interests of justice and is appropriate in the

context of this application pursued in the public interest including the Members

of the Red Pheasant First Nation, and the fact that the Applicants and the

Members of the Red Pheasant First Nation would otherwise be deprived of the

ability to seek the relief requested in this application.

52. The Participants have engaged in misconduct during this proceeding,

particulars of which are in the full knowledge of the Participants engaging in

same. Full particulars will be provided at the hearing of this Notice of

Application upon direction of this Honourable Court in relation to the issue of

costs.

53. Such further and other grounds as Counsel may advise and this Honourable

Court may allow.
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This application will be supported by the following material: 

54. Affidavits sworn by the Applicants and Electors with knowledge of the facts in

dispute;

55. Such other evidence as may be filed in accordance with the Rules;

56. Materials certified by the Electoral Officer and transmitted under Rules 317 and

318, including those materials enumerated below; and

57. Such further and other materials as Counsel may advise and this Honourable

Court may allow.

Pursuant to Rule 317(1), the Applicants request the Electoral Officer, BURKE 

RATTE, to send a certified copy of the following material that is not in the 

possession of the Applicants but is in the possession of the Electoral Officer to the 

Applicants and to the Registry:  

1. all documents retained pursuant to subsection 25(1) of the First Nations

Elections Regulations;

2. certified election results;

3. all versions of the membership list provided by the Red Pheasant First Nation;

4. all versions of the voters list;

5. all documentation that identifies who voted and by what mode;

6. all documentation that identifies mail-in ballots that were sent to electors, and

mail-in ballots that were received from electors; and

7. all emails, letters, text messages, or other correspondence between January 1,

2020, and April 17, 2020, in the possession, custody, or control of EO RATTE

that include any one or more of CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON,
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JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY 

GARDIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and SHAWN 

WUTTUNEE; 

8. all emails, letters, text messages, or other correspondence received or

transmitted by EO RATTE in connection with the Red Pheasant First Nation

election, including but not limited to all requests for a mail in ballot.

DATED at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 17th day of April, 2020. 

PHILLIPS & CO. 

Per: “Nathan Phillips”______________________ 

Nathan Phillips, 

Solicitors for the Applicants, 

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 

CONTACT INFORMATION AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE 

Phillips & Co. 
Barristers & Solicitors 

2100 Scarth Street 

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 

T: (306) 569-0811 

F: (306) 565-3434 

Email:  nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca   

Lawyer in charge of file:  Nathan Phillips 
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Court File No.: T-474-20 
e-document 
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FEDERAL COURT 

F COUR FEDERALE 

Court File No. 1~ -20 ----
E 

FEDERAL COURT 
D Apr 17, 2020 

Robert M'vondo 

Y LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOM lwl-~nipeg, MAN 

Applicants 
AND: 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 
CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 
PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election 

NOTICE OF APPLICATION 

TO THE RESPONDENTS: 

A PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED by the Applicants. The relief 

claimed by the Applicants appears on the following page. 

THIS APPLICATION will be heard by the Court at a time and place to be fixed 

by the Judicial Administrator. Unless the Court orders otherwise, the place of hearing 

will be as requested by the Applicants. The Applicants request that this application be 

heard at Regina, Saskatchewan. 

IF YOU WISH TO OPPOSE THIS APPLICATION, to receive notice of any 

step in the application or to be served with any documents in the application, you or a 

solicitor acting for you must prepare a notice of appearance in Form 305 prescribed by 

the Federal Courts Rules and serve .it on the Applicants' solicitor, or where the 
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Applicants are self-represented, on the Applicants, WITHIN 10 DAYS after being 

served with this notice of application. 

Copies of the Federal Courts Rules information concerning the local offices of the 

Court and other necessary information may be obtained on request to the Administrator 

of this Court at Ottawa (telephone 613-992-4238) or at any local office. 

IF YOU FAIL TO OPPOSE THIS APPLICATION, JUDGMENT MAY BE 

GIVEN IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO YOU. 

April 17, 2020 

~ ( 7,20ZD 

Issued by: 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 
ROBERT M'VONDO 

REGISTRY OFFICER 

Address of local office: Winnipeg Local Office 
400 - 363 Broadway 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3C 3N9 

Regina Local Office 
2425 Victoria Avenue 
Regina, Saskatchewan 
S4P3V7 

Bureau local de Regina 
2425 avenue Victoria 
Rtglna (Sa1katchewan) 
S7K2HI 
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TO: CLINTON WUTTUNEE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: LUX BENSON: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: JASON CHAKITA: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: MANDY CUTHAND: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: DANA FALCON: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: HENRY GARIDPY: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: GARYNICTOINE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: SAMUEL WUTTUNEE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: SHAWN WUTTUNEE: P .0. Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0V0 
TO: BURKE RATTE: 100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 3Y6 
TO: RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION: PO Box 70, Cando, SK, SOK 0VO 

TO: Unsuccessful Chief candidates: 
TODD BAPTISTE 
LESTER NICOTINE 

TO: Unsuccessful Councillor candidates: 
AL VIN BAPTISTE 
AL VIN LEROY NICOTINE 
ANDREA NICOTINE 
CAROLYN ROSE KISKOTAGAN 
CHARLES MEECHANCE 
CHARLOTTE BENSON 
CHUCKIE HARRIET NICOTINE 
DEANNA BUGLER ARCAND 
DENNIS RUSSEL NICOTINE 
DICKIE LEE BAPTISTE-BULL 
DONNA ANGUS 
EDGAR BAPTISTE 
ELLEN CUTHAND 
EL VIN FREDRICK NICOTINE 
GERALD MEECHANCE 
GLEN BUGLER 
IDA WUTTUNEE 
JACOB MOOSOMIN/MOOSUK 
KEITH WUTTUNEE 
KELLIE WUTTUNEE 
LANGFORD DOUGLAS WUTTUNEE 
L YNALE BENSON 
MARGARET NICOTINE 
MICHAEL WUTTUNEE 
RUDY W. WUTTUNEE 
SABRINA THERESA PEEA YCHEW 
STEWART SR. BAPTISTE 
TREVOR CUTHAND 
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APPLICATION 

This is an application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections 

Act, S.C. 2014, c. 5 ("First Nations Elections Act") contesting the election of Chief and 

Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation conducted on or about March 20, 2020, 

wherein Burke Ratte was the Electoral Officer ("EO RATTE"), CLINTON 

WUTTUNEE was elected to the office of Chief, and LUX BENSON, JASON 

CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY 

NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and SHAWN WUTTUNEE were elected to the 

office of Councillor. 

The Applicants make an application for the following relief: 

1. An Order setting aside the Red Pheasant First Nation election of Chief and eight 

Councillors conducted on or about March 20, 2020, pursuant to s.31 and s.35 

of the First Nations Elections Act; and 

2. Costs on a solicitor and client basis jointly and severally against CLINTON 

WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL 

WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, and Red Pheasant First Nation, m 

addition to any person that opposes this application. 
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The grounds for the application are: 

3. The Red Pheasant First Nation is and at all material times has been on the 

schedule of Participating First Nations and as such elections of the Red 

Pheasant First Nation are governed by the First Nations Elections Act, and the 

First Nations Elections Regulations. 

4. The Applicants MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN are 

Electors and Members of Red Pheasant First Nation eligible to commence this 

election appeal proceeding. 

5. On or about March 20, 2020, the results of the Red Pheasant First Nation 

election ("Election") were announced by EO RATTE. 

6. The Respondent EO RATTE was the Electoral Officer. 

7. CLINTON WUTTUNEE was elected to the office of Chief, and LUX 

BENSON, JASON CHAKIT A, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, 

HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE were elected to the office of Councillor, all of whom 

are named as Respondents to this application. Each of the Respondents in this 

paragraph and/or their agents or persons acting on their behalf (collectively 

referred to as "Participants") contravened the First Nations Elections Act, the 

First Nations Elections Regulations and/or other applicable laws, which 

contraventions include but are not limited to vote buying and other electoral 

corruption as identified herein in a manner that likely affected the result of the 
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Election of the Chief and eight Councillors conducted on or about March 20, 

2020, or in any event warrants the setting aside of the Election in its entirety. 

8. The Respondent Red Pheasant First Nation is named as a Respondent for the 

limited purpose of a costs award being made against it in relation to these 

proceedings. 

9. The balance of the persons identified on page 3 hereof as being served with this 

application were unsuccessful candidates in the Election. Those persons are 

served pursuant to section 34 of the First Nations Elections Act. While those 

persons are not respondents to this application, the Applicants consent to any 

of those persons becoming a respondent. 

10. To date, certified election results have not been received from EO RATTE or 

otherwise. 

11. A large number of candidates, most notably the Participants, contravened the 

First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Elections Regulations. These 

candidates and most notably the Participants offered and in fact provided money 

and other valuable consideration to electors and persons that have influence 

upon electors in exchange for the vote and/or mail-in ballot of electors. The 

Applicants are aware of certain instances at this point in time, with full 

particulars of these and other instances within the exclusive knowledge of the 

Participants and candidates in question. The following paragraphs contain 

particulars that are presently within the knowledge of the Applicants. 

Additional particulars will be provided following production and cross-

examination. 
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12. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he attended to the 

house of Heather Meechance on Red Pheasant First Nation on or about 

February 9, 2020, and persuaded and assisted Heather Meechance to forge a 

request for mail in ballots in relation to each of her niece and nephew, Rickell 

Frenchman and Romello Meechance, in exchange for which GARY 

NICTOINE (through his agent Rosalie Kelly) provided Heather Meechance 

$100 through etransfer. While Heather Meechance did not have some of the 

required information to forge the request for the mail in ballots, GARY 

NICTOINE already possessed and provided same to assist Heather Meechance 

in forgoing the said ballots. GARY NICTOINE also offered Heather 

Meechance and/or her family members $200 for each mail in ballot that was 

given to GARY NICTOINE. 

13. On February 18, 2020, Heather Meechance received the mail in ballots of 

Rickell Frenchman and Romello Meechance. GARY NICTOINE and MANDY 

CUTHAND (on behalf of the Participants including themselves) met with 

Heather Meechance and picked up the said mail ballots, at which time they 

called CLINTON WUTTUNEE and placed him on speakerphone. CLINTON 

WUTTUNEE told Heather Meechance that he would send her money in 

exchange for the mail in ballots. Heather Meechance then waited with GARY 

NICTOINE and MANDY CUTHAND until she received the etransfer of$400 

from CLINTON WUTTUNEE (through his agent Austin Ahenakew), at which 
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time Heather Meechance provided the mail in ballots to GARYNICTOINE and 

MANDY CUTHAND. 

14. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electornl corruption, and in particular vote buying, when on March 5, 2020, 

he offered to purchase the mail in ballot of Breanna Wahobin ($50 when the 

request for mail in ballot was sent, and $300 upon receipt ofthe purchased 

ballot) and then on March 10, 2020, he in fact purchased the mail in of ballot of 

Breanna Wahobin for $300. 

15. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he purchased the 

mail in ballot of Paul Tobaccojuice for $200 on or about February 14, 2020. 

16. GARY NICTOINE ( on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when is purchased the 

mail in ballot of Trezdin Kiskotagen on February 18, 2020, for $200, at which 

time GARY NICTOINE added it to his briefcase that he was carrying that had 

several further purchased mail in ballots. 

17. HENRY GARIDPY (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he purchased the 

mail in ballot of Wendall John Albert for $20 at the end of February, 2020. 

While Wendall John Albert had not requested a mail in ballot, HENRY 

GARIDPY already had a mail in ballot issued to Wendall John Albert which he 

had him sign. The votes to be cast for candidates were blank when it was signed 

and returned to HENRY GARIDPY. 
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18. SAMUEL . WUTTUNEE ( on behalf of the Participants including himself) 

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he offered 

to purchase the mail in ballot of Angel Nicotine on or about January 26, 2020. 

Thereafter, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE again offered to purchase the mail in ballot 

of Angel Nicotine, and offer to have someone assist Angel Nicotine with filling 

out the papers to get her mail in ballot. 

19. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE and GARYNICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants 

including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote 

buying, when they purchased the ballots of Heather Wuttunee, Veronica 

Whitford, and Darian Wuttunee at the start of February, 2020. SAMUEL 

WUTTUNEE and GARY NICTOINE instructed and knew that Veronica 

Whitford was forging the signature for the mail in ballot of her daughter (Darian 

Wuttunee). $200 was paid for each of the ballots. 

20. SHAWN WUTTUNEE ( on behalf of the Participants including himself) 

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he 

contacted and then met with Westly Wuttunee on or about February 20, 2020. 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE already had the mail in ballot of Westly Wuttunee in 

his possession, which Westly Wuttunee then signed. SHAWN WUTTUNEE 

paid Westly Wuttunee $200 for the mail in ballot. 

21. SHAWN WUTTUNEE ( on behalf of the Participants including himself) 

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he 

contacted and then met with Burton Ward. SHAWN WUTTUNEE already had 

the mail in ballot of Burton Ward in his possession, however it was not shown 
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to Burton Ward. SHAWN WUTTUNEE paid Burton Ward $300 for the mail 

in ballot. 

22. Upon learning that Patricia Bird, an Elector, needed a new furnace, CLINTON 

WUTTUNEE ( on behalf of the Participants including himself) exploited her 

financial vulnerability and engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular 

vote buying, by attempting to purchase the vote and mail in ballot of Patricia 

Bird and the family members of Patricia Bird. 

23. DANA FALCON (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged in 

electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he replied to a 

Facebook post by Jeff Wuttunee offering to sell his mail in ballot. DANA 

FALCON then met with Jeff Wuttunee and purchased his mail in ballot. 

24. Leroy Nicotine Jr. ( on behalf of the Participants and himself) engaged in 

electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he offered to purchase 

the mail in ballot of Lionel Brabant Jr. However, Lionel Brabant Jr. did not have 

a mail in ballot. Instead, Leroy Nicotine Jr. picked up Lionel Brabant Jr., gave 

him a list of candidates to vote for, paid him for voting for those candidates, 

and dropped him of at the polling station. 

25. Leroy Nicotine Jr. (on behalf of the Participants) engaged m electoral 

corruption, and in particular vote buying, on February 27, 2020, when he 

contacted Justin Brabant and offered to purchase his mail in ballot. They met 

on the same date, and the mail in ballot was purchased for $300 in cash. 
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26. The Participants engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, 

when they retained Cameron Nicotine to purchase mail in ballots for them. On 

behalf of the Participants, Cameron Nicotine offered to purchase the mail in 

ballot of Jennifer Peyachew for $200 on or about February 18, 2020. Cameron 

Nicotine assisted Jennifer Peyachew with completing her request for mail in 

ballot, after which he gave her $40. 

27. LUX BENSON and HENRY GARIDPY (on behalf of the Participants) 

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when they 

retained Darrel Peyachew to purchased mail in ballots for them. On behalf of 

the Participants, Darrel Peyachew, LUX BENSON and HENRY GARIDPY 

purchased the mail in ballots of several Members in Great Falls and Billings, 

Montana, including but not limited to the purchase of the mail in ballots of 

Shadric Chippewa and Gregory Chippewa for $200 each. 

28. Several persons attended to polling stations and were permitted by EO RATTE 

to deposit several mail in ballots, notwithstanding the limitation that an Elector 

may only vote once. This conduct further enabled electoral corruption, and in 

particular vote buying, to occur in the Election. 

29. Contraventions of the First Nations Elections Act, the First Nations Elections 

Regulations and/or other applicable laws likely affected the result of the 

Election of the Chief and eight Councillors conducted on or about March 20, 

2020, or in any event warrant the setting aside of the Election in its entirety. 

Certain of the specific provisions of the First Nations Elections Act and the 

First Nations Elections Regulations are referenced in this Application, however 
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all provisions thereof are relied upon in relation to this Application. Sections 3, 

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28, 30-35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41 of the 

First Nations Elections Act and sections 3, 4, 5, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 

25 of the First Nations Elections Regulations are specifically relied upon. 

30. The conduct of the Participants predominantly giving rise to this Application as 

aforesaid exhibits electoral corruption and a complete disregard for the First 

Nations Elections Act. In the circumstances, the Participants should be wholly 

responsible for the costs incurred to rectify their criminal conduct, rather than 

the Members of Red Pheasant First Nation and in particular the Applicants. 

31. The Applicants are impecunious and cannot afford to prosecute this application. 

An award of costs on a solicitor and client basis jointly and severally against 

the Participants and Red Pheasant First Nation, in addition to any person that 

opposes this application, is in the interests of justice and is appropriate in the 

context of this application pursued in the public interest including the Members 

of the Red Pheasant First Nation, and the fact that the Applicants and the 

Members of the Red Pheasant First Nation would otherwise be deprived of the 

ability to seek the relief requested in this application. 

32. Such further and other grounds as Counsel may advise and this Honourable 

Court may allow. 
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This application will be supported by the following material: 

33. Affidavits sworn by the Applicants and Electors with knowledge of the facts in 

dispute; 

34. Such other evidence as may be filed in accordance with the Rules; 

35. Materials certified by the Electoral Officer and transmitted under Rules 317 and 

318, including those materials enumerated below; and 

36. Such further and other materials as Counsel may advise and this Honourable 

Court may allow. 

Pursuant to Rule 317(1), the Applicants request the Electoral Officer, BURKE 

RATTE, to send a certified copy of the following material that is not in the 

possession of the Applicants but is in the possession of the Electoral Officer to the 

Applicants and to the Registry: 

1. all documents retained pursuant to subsection 25(1) of the First Nations 

Elections Regulations; 

2. certified election results; 

3. all versions of the membership list provided by the Red Pheasant First Nation; 

4. all versions of the voters list; 

5. all documentation that identifies who voted and by what mode; 

6. all documentation that identifies mail-in ballots that were sent to electors, and 

mail-in ballots that were received from electors; and 

7. all emails, letters, text messages, or other correspondence between January 1, 

2020, and April 17, 2020, in the possession, custody, or control of EO RATTE 
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that include any one or niore of CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, 

JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA . FALCON, HENRY 

GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, atid SHAWN 

WUTTUNEE; 

8. all emails, letters, text messages, or other correspondence received or 

transmitted by EO RATTE in connection with the Red Pheasant First Nation 

election, including but not limited to all requests for a mail in ballot. 

DATED at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 17th day of April, 2020. 

PIDLLIPS & CO. 

Per: A~ 
N atlfanhillips, 
'Solicitors for the Applicants, 
Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 

CONTACT INFORMATION AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE 

Phillips & Co. 
, Barristers & Solicitors 

2100 Scarth Street 
Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 
T: (306) 569-0811 
F: (306) 565-3434 
Email: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca 
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips 

I HEREBY 6Efff1PI tha~,v~ -~PUlll@ftt j9 1 lfU8 j' Ofrl 
the ori1inal issued ~ed in the Court on the 

1 
L---

day of fu~t l , A.O. 20 7,.-D 

Dated this ~Y of++~..:::::.~'""-
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Date: 20200420 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, April 20, 2020 

PRESENT: The Honourable Mr. Justice Favel 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

 

ORDER 

 PURSUANT to Rule 384 of the Federal Courts Rules and in accordance with Section A 

(Dispute Resolution through Dialogue) of Part III of the Practice Guidelines for Aboriginal Law 

Proceedings (April 2016); 
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 THIS COURT ORDERS that: 

 

1. The application shall continue as a specially managed proceeding. 

2. The application is hereby referred to the Chief Justice for the appointment of a case 

management judge. 

blank 

"Paul Favel"  

blank Judge  
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Date: 20200421

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, April 21, 2020 

 

PRESENT: The Chief Justice 

 

 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants 

 

and 

 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

 

ORDER 

 

 IT IS ORDERED pursuant to Rule 383 that Prothonotary Sylvie M. Molgat is assigned 

as Case Management Judge in this matter. 

 

"Paul S. Crampton"  

Chief Justice 
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           May 5, 2020 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat dated May 

5, 2020;  

  
“The parties shall, by no later than May 15, 2020, provide the Court with: (i) a jointly-proposed timetable 
for next steps in this proceeding; and (ii) their common availability for a case management conference (in 
the event that the Court determines that one is required).” 
 
 
            Yours truly, 

 

          Habab Elkhalifa  

 

          Habab Elkhalifa 

          Registry Officer 
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           May 21, 2020 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat dated May 

21, 2020;  

  
“Further to the Case Management Conference [CMC] held on May 21, 2020: 
 

1. The parties shall discuss and request a CMC before bringing any motions.  
 
2. Working cooperatively, the parties shall confer and submit by May 25, 2020: 

 
(i)           a jointly-proposed timetable for next steps in the application, up to and including cross-

examinations on affidavits; 
(ii) a jointly-proposed timetable for the Applicants’ R. 369 motion concerning counsel for the 

Respondent First Nation; 
(iii) a jointly-proposed timetable for a motion in writing in respect of the R.318 objection by the 

Respondent, Burke Ratte; 
(iv) the parties’ commonly availability for a further CMC.” 

 
 
 
            Yours truly, 

 

          Habab Elkhalifa  

 

          Habab Elkhalifa 

          Registry Officer
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           June 3, 2020 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat dated June 

3rd, 2020; 

  
“A Case Management Conference shall take place by telephone on June 4, 2020 at 4:30 pm. EDT for a 
duration of no more than 1 hour.” 
 
            Yours truly, 

 

          Habab Elkhalifa  

 

          Habab Elkhalifa 

          Registry Officer 
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           June 5, 2020 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat dated June 

4rd, 2020; 

  

“1. Regarding the Applicants’ R.369 motion for removal of the solicitor of record for Red Pheasant First 
Nation et al, the following timetable shall apply:  

(i) Directions to Attend for cross-examination shall be served by no later than 12:00 noon local time on 
June 9, 2020; 

(ii) Any documents requested pursuant to Rule 91(2)(c) shall be delivered electronically by no later 
than 12:00 noon local time on June 11, 2020; 

(iii) Conduct money shall be tendered and cross-examinations conducted on June 12, 2020, at the place 
and time agreed by the parties in Saskatoon, SK; 

(iv) The Respondent may serve and file supplementary written representations (limited to issues arising 
from cross-examination and not exceeding 5 pages in length) by no later than 2 days following 
receipt of the transcript of cross-examination;  

(v) The Applicants’ written representations in reply shall be served and filed by no later than 3 days 
following receipt of the transcript of cross-examination or service of the Respondents’ 
supplementary written representations, whichever comes first; 

2. The Applicants shall, by no later than June 19, 2020, seek any order required to validate service on any 
non-parties by Informal Request for Interlocutory Relief in accordance with the Notice to the  Parties and 
the Profession (August 25, 2017) as contemplated by the Practice Direction and Order (COVID-19) dated 
April 4, 2020.”  
 
            Yours truly, 

          Habab Elkhalifa  

          Habab Elkhalifa 

          Registry Officer
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Date: 20200605 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, June 5, 2020 

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Sylvie M. Molgat 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

And 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

 

DIRECTION 

UPON the parties having submitted a jointly proposed timetable in accordance with the 

Direction dated May 21, 2020, and further agreed that deadlines shall begin to run from May 29, 

2020 as contemplated by the Practice Direction and Order (COVID-19) dated April 4, 2020, the 

following schedule shall apply for the completion of next steps in the application:  

1. The Applicants shall serve their supporting affidavit(s) by no later than July 29, 2020; 

2. The Respondents shall serve their responding affidavit(s) within 30 days of service 

of the Applicants’ affidavits, or by August 28, 2020, whichever comes first; 
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3. A Direction to Attend for cross-examination shall be served promptly upon receipt 

of the affidavit in question upon which cross-examination is sought, and in any event 

by no later than 7 days from the deadline for the Respondents’ affidavits.  

4. Counsel will use best efforts to facilitate opposing counsel’s service of a Direction to 

Attend upon affiants in question. Any documents requested pursuant to Rule 91(2)(c) 

shall be produced by the affiant by email in PDF format no later than 7 days prior to 

cross-examination.  

5. Cross-examinations shall occur as promptly as possible in the circumstances: 

a) The Respondent, Burke Ratte, shall attend in Winnipeg to be cross-examined. 

No conduct money is payable to Burke Ratte. The cross-examining party may, 

at their election, conduct the cross-examination by videoconference or in 

person;  

b) Affiants tendered by the remainder of the Respondents (other than the 

anticipated affiant Burke Ratte) shall attend to Saskatoon at the offices of Royal 

Reporting for cross-examination. Conduct money is agreed to be fixed per 

affiant at $150;  

c) All affiants tendered by the Applicants shall be cross-examined at the location 

determined in accordance with Rule 90. Conduct money is agreed to be fixed 

per affiant at $100 for those cross-examined in North Battleford. For those 

Applicants’ affiants cross-examined at a location other than North Battleford, 

conduct money shall be calculated in accordance with the Federal Courts 
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Rules. For those Applicants’ affiants outside Saskatchewan, it is anticipated 

that the cross-examination will occur by teleconference or videoconference as 

facilities permit; 

d) In the event that a witness may, for legitimate reasons, have difficulty attending 

scheduled cross-examination, the parties shall work together to constructively 

reschedule any cross-examination that cannot proceed as scheduled; 

6. The parties, working cooperatively, shall strive to accommodate any reasonable 

requests for an extension of time. Where on consent or unopposed, any extensions 

required may be sought by way of Informal Request for Interlocutory Relief in 

accordance with the Notice to the Parties and the Profession (August 25, 2017); 

7. The parties shall, by no later than 10 days following the completion of cross-

examinations, provide the Court with a jointly proposed timetable for the completion 

of further steps in the proceeding, together with their common availability for a Case 

Management Conference. 

Blank 

"Sylvie M. Molgat"  

Blank Case Management Judge  
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           June 12, 2020 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat dated June 

12, 2020;  

  

“The motion record submitted by the Respondent on June 11, 2020 cannot be accepted for filing. 
The parties are directed to paragraph 1 of the Court’s Direction dated May 21, 2020.”  
 
 
 
            Yours truly, 

 

          Habab Elkhalifa  

 

          Habab Elkhalifa 

          Registry Officer
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           June 19, 2020 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat dated June 

19, 2020; 

  

“A Case Management Conference [CMC] shall be held by telephone on June 25, 2020 at 2:00 p.m. EDT, for 
a duration of no more than one hour. In anticipation of the CMC, the parties shall submit, by no later than 
June 23, 2020, a draft agenda of the issues to be discussed, the parties’ respective positions and proposal 
as to how the issues may be resolved.”   
 
            Yours truly, 

 

          Habab Elkhalifa  

 

          Registry Officer
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           June 29, 2020 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat issued orally 

on June 25, 2020; 

  

“Further to the Case Management Conference held on June 25, 2020, the Court directs as follows:  
1. Regarding the Applicants’ informal request dated June 19, 2020 for an order validating service, the 

parties shall, by June 29, 2020, provide the Court with a draft order as required by the Notice to the 
Parties and the Profession: Informal Requests for Interlocutory Relief (August 25, 2017);  

2. Regarding the Respondents’ motion in writing for an order pursuant to Rule 94(2): 
(i) The Respondents’ motion record is accepted for filing; 
(ii) The Applicants’ shall, by no later than June 26, 2020, serve and file their responding motion 

record; 
(iii) Cross-examinations on affidavits shall be completed by no later than July 6, 2020;  
(iv) Transcripts of the cross-examinations shall be filed within 2 days of receipt; 

3. The parties, working cooperatively and in consultation with one another shall discuss and submit, by 
no later than July 3, 2020: (i) a jointly proposed revised timetable for the completion of next steps in 
the Applicants’ written motion for removal; and (ii) proposal to resolve the issue of service pursuant 
to s. 34 of the First Nations Elections Act, on the late Lester Nicotine. In the event that the parties 
are unable to agree, each party shall submit their own proposed timetable for the Court’s 
consideration.”  

 
            Yours truly, 

          Habab Elkhalifa  

          Habab Elkhalifa 

          Registry Officer
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           July 3, 2020 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat issued on 

July 3, 2020; 

  

“Further to the Court’s oral Direction of June 25, 2020, and by way of clarification:  

(a) Cross-examinations which are to be completed by July 6, 2020 are in respect of 

affidavits filed on the Respondent’s motion only;  

(b) Original affidavits may be produced at a later date if required;  

(c)  The cross-examination of Clinton Wuttunee already commenced shall be 

completed followed by the cross-examination of the Applicant.”      

 
 
            Yours truly, 

 

          Habab Elkhalifa  

 

          Registry Officer
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Date: 20200703 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, July 3, 2020 

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Sylvie M. Molgat 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

 

DIRECTION 

UPON informal request for interlocutory relief by letter from the Applicants dated June 

19, 2020 for an order validating service pursuant to s. 34 of the First Nations Elections Act of the 

Notice of Application upon the non-party, Jacob Moosomin/Moosuk, as contemplated by the 

Updated Practice Direction and Order (COVID-19) dated April 4, 2020 and Rule 147 of the 

Federal Courts Rules; 

CONSIDERING the facts and submissions relevant to the request as set out in the said 

letter;  
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CONSIDERING that the Respondents do not oppose the request for an order validating 

service; 

AND CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied that the Notice of Application came to 

the notice of the non-party, Jacob Moosomin/Moosuk; 

THIS COURT ORDERS THAT: 

1. The Applicants are dispensed from the requirement to bring a formal motion. 

2. The Applicants’ service on Jacob Moosomin/Moosuk is validated pursuant to Rule 

147 of the Federal Courts Rules. 

Blank 

"Sylvie M. Molgat"  

Blank Prothonotary 
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           November 18, 2020 

 

 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

  

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat issued on 

November 18, 2020; 

  

“A Case Management Conference shall be held by telephone on November 30, 2020 at 2:00 p.m. 

EST, for a duration of not more than one hour.” 
 
 
 

           Yours truly, 

 

          Jean Lee  

 

          Registry Officer
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Federal Court 
  

Cour fédérale 

 
           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           November 30, 2020 
 
 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
 
Nathan Phillips J.R. Norman Boudreau 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
  
 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
 Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 
 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat issued on 
November 30, 2020; 

  
“The parties having participated in a Case Management Conference [CMC] on November 30, 
2020, the Court directs as follows: 
1. The parties, working cooperatively shall promptly meet and consult, by video or telephone 
conference, with a view to reconciling their respective positions regarding: (a) the Applicants’ 
motion to remove the solicitors for the Respondent First Nation;  (b) the Respondents’ motion for 
relief from production; and (c) a mutually-agreeable revised timetable for the completion of any 
cross-examinations and further steps leading up to the hearing of the application; 
2. In the event that the parties are unable, despite their genuine best efforts, to reach 
agreement: 
(i) The Applicants shall, by December 4, 2020, succinctly set out by way of letter their request 
and rationale in respect of the motions; and 
(ii) The Respondents shall, by December 9, 2020, similarly set out their position and rationale 
in reply;  
3. The parties shall, by December 11, 2020, submit a jointly proposed timetable for the 
completion of further steps. To the extent that any deadlines are not agreeable, the Court will 
consider the parties’ individual proposals;  
4.  A further CMC shall be held by telephone on December 14, 2020 at 2:00 p.m. EST for a 
duration of no more than one hour.” 
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           Yours truly, 
 
          Jean Lee  
 
          Registry Officer
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 

           K1A 0H9  

 

           December 15, 2020 

 

 

   

           BY EMAIL 

 

 

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 

 

Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net 

  

Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 

Phillipsco@phillipsco.ca dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 

 

 J.R. Norman Boudreau 

 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 

 

 John Isfeld  

 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca 

 

 

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

ET AL. 

 Court File: T-474-20 

 

 

 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat issued on 

December 14, 2020; 

  

“Further to the Case Management Conference [CMC] held on December 14, 2020: 

1. The parties shall, by December 18, 2020, provide their common availability for a CMC 

earlier in January 2021, in the event that such a CMC should be required;    

2. The parties shall adhere to the following schedule for the completion of next steps: 

(i) All cross-examinations shall be completed, by videoconference if necessary, by January 20, 

2021;  

(ii) The Applicants shall serve and file the Applicants’ record by no later than February 9, 

2021; 

(iii) The Respondents shall serve and file their Respondents’ records within 20 days after service 

of the Applicants’ record, or by March 1, 2021, whichever is earlier; 

(iv) If an expedited hearing request has not already been jointly submitted, the Applicants shall 

serve and file a Requisition for Hearing by no later than March 11, 2021; 

3. In anticipation of the next CMC, the parties shall jointly submit a draft agenda by no later 

than January 19, 2021; 
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4. A CMC shall be held by telephone on January 26, 2021 at 2:00 p.m. EST for a duration of 

no more than one hour.” 
 

           Yours truly, 

 

          Jean Lee  

 

          Registry Officer
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Federal Court Cour fédérale

Ottawa, ON

K1A 0H9

January 27, 2021

BY EMAIL

Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents

Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden

mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca dwwinegarden@shaw.ca

J.R. Norman Boudreau

nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca

John Isfeld

jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca

RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE

ET AL.

Court File: T-474-20

This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Molgat issued on

January 27, 2021;

“The Court has reconsidered the directions orally communicated during the Case Management
Conference on January 26, 2021. In light of the parties’ positions, an amended and
comprehensive Direction shall follow.”

 Yours truly,

Alexander Petranski

Registry Officer
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Date: 20210201 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, February 1, 2021 

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Sylvie M. Molgat 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

 

DIRECTION 

UPON the Court having held a Case Management Conference [CMC] with the parties on 

January 26, 2021; 

AND UPON the parties having once again failed to cooperate in jointly submitting a draft 

agenda for the CMC in accordance with the Court’s Direction dated December 14, 2020;  

CONSIDERING the Applicants’ voluminous correspondence, including letters dated July 

31, 2020, October 19, 2020, November 27, 2020, January 22 and 28, 2021 and February 1, 2021, 
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as well as the letters by the Chief and Council Respondents dated November 27, 2020, December 

9, 2020 and January 24, 28 and 29, 2021; 

CONSIDERING that applications for judicial review are to be heard and determined 

without delay and in a summary way with as much speed and as little encumbrances and delays of 

the kind associated with trials as possible; 

CONSIDERING the underlying purpose of the Federal Courts Rules as set out in Rule 3, 

and that parties must ensure that the steps taken in proceedings are proportionate, in terms of the 

costs and time required, to the nature and complexity of the dispute; 

CONSIDERING that counsel for the Applicants and counsel for the Chief and Council 

Respondents continue to demonstrate an unwillingness or inability to communicate or otherwise 

cooperate in advancing the proceeding in an efficient manner; 

CONSIDERING that the sheer number and nature of interlocutory motions proposed by 

the Applicants (and to a lesser extent the Chief and Council Respondents) far exceeds what would 

appear reasonable, and show a shocking disregard for the principle of proportionality;  

AND CONSIDERING that any proposed motions raised to date are matters that can and 

should properly be dealt with before the hearing of the application on its merits; 

THE COURT DIRECTS that: 

1. The schedule for the completion of next steps is suspended until further Direction or 

Order. 
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2. To the extent that certain deponents may have provided undertakings during cross- 

examinations, there shall be no further examination arising out of any undertakings 

given. 

3. There being no dispute that one of the unsuccessful candidates to be served in 

accordance with section 34 of the First Nations Elections Act is deceased, the 

Applicants shall prepare and submit, by no later than February 3, 2021, a draft Order 

dispensing with service on the late Lester Nicotine and validating service effected on 

Lori-Ann Moosomin in accordance with the affidavit of service of Reginald David 

Bugler sworn October 16, 2020.  

4. No motions shall be made returnable at the hearing of the application unless leave is 

granted by the application Judge.  

5. The parties, working cooperatively, shall discuss and submit, by no later than 

February 10, 2021, a jointly proposed list of any interlocutory motion(s) to be brought 

together with an expedited schedule for the Court’s consideration. To the extent that 

the parties are unable to reach agreement, each shall submit a separate list and 

schedule.  

6. The parties shall carefully consider the reasonableness of bringing, or of opposing, 

any motion. Should the Court find that the bringing or opposition to any motion was 

unreasonable, the Court will be inclined to exercise its discretion in making an award 

of heightened costs, payable forthwith. 
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7. A Case Management Conference shall be held by telephone on February 22, 2021 at 

2:00 PM EST, for a duration of no more than one hour.  

Blank 

"Sylvie M. Molgat"  

Blank Case Management Judge  
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Date: 20210209 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, February 9, 2021 

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Sylvie M. Molgat 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICOTINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

ORDER 

UPON the Court’s Direction dated February 1, 2021; 

AND UPON review of the Applicants’ letter dated February 3, 2021 and the Respondents’ 

letter of even date; 

THIS COURT ORDERS that : 

1. The Applicants are dispensed from the requirement to bring a formal motion. 
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2. Service upon the late Lester Nicotine is dispensed with, and service effected upon 

Lori-Ann Moosomin is validated in accordance with the affidavit of service of 

Reginald David Bugler sworn October 16, 2020. 

blank 

“Sylvie M. Molgat”  

blank Case Management Judge  
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Date: 20210406

Docket: T-474-20

Ottawa, Ontario, April 6, 2021

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Sylvie M. Molgat

BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants

and

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND,

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE,

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

ORDER

UPON informal request by the Applicants, by letter dated July 31, 2020, seeking to amend

the Notice of Application to include particulars set out in their supporting affidavits served on July

29, 2020;

AND UPON the Applicants having provided the parties and the Court with a revised copy

of the draft amended Notice of Application by letter dated October 19, 2020;

CONSIDERING that the Respondent, Burke Ratte, takes no position in respect of the
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proposed amended Notice of Application, as endorsed on September 25, 2020 and confirmed by

letter dated October 20, 2020;

AND CONSIDERING that the Chief and Council Respondents do not oppose the

proposed amendment to the Notice of Application, as confirmed by letter dated February 10, 2021;

THIS COURT ORDERS that :

1. The Applicants are granted leave to amend their Notice Application in the form

endorsed September 25, 2020 and enclosed as “PDF Tab 2” to their letter dated

October 19, 2020 [Amended Notice of Application].

2. The Applicants shall file the Amended Notice of Application endorsed in accordance

with Rule 79 of the Federal Courts Rules, with proof of service, within 3 days after

the date of this Order.

3. There shall be no order as to costs.

blank

“Sylvie M. Molgat”

blank Case Management Judge
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Date: 20210407 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, April 7, 2021 

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Sylvie M. Molgat 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

 

ORDER 

UPON the Court’s Direction dated February 1, 2021;  

AND UPON the Applicants and the Chief and Council Respondents, unable to agree on a 

jointly proposed list of interlocutory motions or schedule, having each separately submitted a list 

of their proposed motions by letters dated February 10, 2021;  

AND UPON the Court having held a case management conference with the parties on 

February 22, 2021; 
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CONSIDERING that this application, brought pursuant to sections 31 and 35 of the First 

Nations Elections Act, seeks to set aside the Red Pheasant First Nation election held on March 20, 

2020;  

CONSIDERING that that the Applicants served 14 affidavits in support of the application, 

and that the Chief and Council Respondents have also served 14 affidavits; 

CONSIDERING that cross-examinations of the numerous affiants, in addition to being 

hampered by circumstances arising from the COVID-19 pandemic, associated public health 

advisories and restrictions affecting First Nations communities among other, have been plagued 

by the inability of counsel for these parties to work cooperatively in advancing this proceeding; 

CONSIDERING that the Applicants served and filed a motion in writing on May 21, 2020 

for an order removing the solicitor of record for the Chief and Council Respondents and 

disqualifying him and his firm from acting for them [Disqualification Motion]; that those 

Respondents served and filed a responding motion record; that cross-examinations were held, and 

that the Applicants requested on July 31, 2020 that the motion be determined by the application 

judge; 

CONSIDERING that the Chief and Council Respondents served and filed a motion in 

writing for relief from production in respect of the Direction to Attend served on Clinton Wuttunee 

in respect of his affidavit filed in response to the Disqualification Motion [Rule 94(2) Motion], 

which motion is ready to be disposed of;   

CONSIDERING the affidavit evidence of Mary Linda Whitford, sworn May 21, 2020 in 

support of the Disqualification Motion [Whitford Affidavit] in which she deposes as follows:          
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“I have very little money. I am retired. I live on my pension which is merely enough to pay my 

bills on a month to month basis. My grandson lives with me and I help him as well. I do not have 

the resources to spend on legal counsel for a long legal fight as occurred in relation to the last 

election appeal when Mr. Stooshinoff also acted for our First Nation and its Chief and Council.”  

CONSIDERING that despite the Whitford Affidavit and a stated intention to seek to have 

this application determined expeditiously in accordance with the general principles codified in 

Rule 3 of the Federal Courts Rules, the Applicants have since sought to bring no less than 8 

interlocutory motions in this application, and that Chief and Council have sought to bring several 

motions in response;   

CONSIDERING that, in addition to the Disqualification Motion, the Applicants propose 

to bring a motion for leave to file 2 additional affidavits, a motion to enforce the Direction to 

Attend and undertakings of the Respondent Burke Ratte, and a motion to strike the affidavits 

tendered by the Chief and Council Respondents which will require a hearing and involve very 

voluminous motion materials;  

CONSIDERING that, in the event that the Applicants are permitted to bring a motion to 

strike the affidavits of the Chief and Council Respondents, Chief and Council would propose to 

bring  a motion for relief from production in respect of all the Directions to Attend served by the 

Applicants, and in turn, their own motion to strike the Applicants’ affidavits;  

CONSIDERING that applications are to be heard and determined without delay in a 

summary way, and that any interlocutory motions have the potential to unduly and unnecessarily 

delay their determination;  
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CONSIDERING the principle of proportionality; that this proceeding has become 

increasingly time-consuming and costly, and that the Applicants have limited finances;   

AND CONSIDERING Rule 3 and Rule 385(1)(a) of the Federal Courts Rules;  

THE COURT ORDERS that: 

1. This proceeding is hereby referred to a dispute resolution conference in the form of 

a mediation. 

2. The parties shall, by no later than April 12, 2021, confirm their common availability 

to attend a pre-mediation case management conference to establish a timetable for 

the exchange of mediation briefs, and fix a date for the mediation session.   

Blank 

"Sylvie M. Molgat"  

Blank Case Management Judge  
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Date: 20210426 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, April 26, 2021 

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Sylvie M. Molgat 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

 

ORDER 

UPON the Court having ordered, pursuant to Rule 386 of the Federal Courts Rules, that 

this proceeding be referred to a dispute resolution conference; 

AND UPON a pre-mediation case management conference having been held on April 26, 

2021; 

AND UPON the Court requiring that representatives of the Respondent First Nation with 

full delegated authority to settle the dispute or issues at stake be in attendance at the mediation; 
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THE COURT ORDERS that: 

1. A dispute resolution conference in the form of mediation shall be conducted with the 

parties and their solicitors, via Zoom, on May 28, 2021, commencing at 11:00 a.m. 

Eastern (9:00 a.m. Central) for a duration of a full day. 

2. The Respondent First Nation shall, by no later than April 30, 2021, designate and 

identify its representative(s) for the purposes of the mediation, and confirm that the 

representative(s) have full delegated authority to settle the dispute or any issues raised 

in the proceeding. 

3. The parties shall serve and file concise mediation briefs, of no more than 15 pages in 

length, in sealed format clearly marked confidential by no later than May 18, 2021, 

which briefs may include any key documents which the parties consider to be 

relevant to the mediation. The inclusion of such documents in the mediation briefs 

shall be without prejudice to the parties’ position as to producibility, admissibility or 

relevance of these documents. 

4. The mediation briefs filed by the parties shall be treated as confidential in accordance 

with Rule 388 of the Federal Courts Rules. 

5. A further pre-mediation case management conference [CMC] shall be tentatively 

scheduled to be held by telephone on May 21, 2021 at 10:00 a.m. EDT for a duration 

of no more than one half hour.  The parties shall, by no later than May 18, 2021, 

advise the Court whether this CMC is required, and if so, submit a draft agenda 

setting out any issue(s) to be discussed. 
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Blank 

"Sylvie M. Molgat"  

Blank Case Management Judge  
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           June 11, 2021 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
 
Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  NicholasS@wmcz.com 
  
Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 
mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca 
 dwwinegarden@shaw.ca  
 
 J.R. Norman Boudreau 
 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 John Isfeld  
 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 
 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Aylen, P issued on 
June 11, 2021; 

  
“A case management conference shall be held, by Zoom (audio only), on June 18, 2021 at 
2:00 pm (Eastern) to address the timetable for next steps in this proceeding. The parties 
shall confer, by teleconference or video-conference, in advance of the case management 
conference and shall, by no later than June 16, 2021, provide the Court with a status update 
and a proposed timetable for next steps in this proceeding.” 

 
            Yours truly, 
 
                     Kathy Craigie  
    
          Kathy Craigie  

Registry Officer
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Date: 20210611

Docket: T-474-20

Ottawa, Ontario, June 11, 2021

PRESENT: The Chief Justice

BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants

and

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND,

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE,

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

ORDER

IT IS ORDERED pursuant to Rule 383 that Prothonotary Mandy Aylen is assigned as

Case Management Judge in the place of Prothonotary Sylvie M. Molgat in this matter.

"Paul S. Crampton"

Chief Justice
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Date: 20210618 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, June 18, 2021 

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Mandy Aylen 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

ORDER 

UPON a case management conference held June 18, 2021 to address the timetable for next 

steps in this proceeding; 

CONSIDERING the submissions of the parties filed in advance of the case management 

conference; 

CONSIDERING the submissions of the parties at the case management conference; 

CONSIDERING the reasons for the Court’s determinations given at the case management 

conference; 
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THIS COURT ORDERS that: 

1. In relation to the various pending and proposed motions referred to in the parties’ 

correspondence filed June 16, 2021: 

(a) The Applicants shall, by no later than June 23, 2021, confirm the specific 

motions that they intend to file or pursue. 

(b) The Respondents shall, by no later than June 28, 2021, confirm the specific 

motions that they intend to file or pursue.  

(c) Subject to any further order or direction of the Court, all motions shall be 

determined in writing. 

(d) All moving motion records (including briefs of authorities), to the extent not 

already served and filed, shall be served and filed by no later than July 12, 2021. 

(e) All responding motion records (including briefs of authorities), to the extent not 

already served and filed, shall be served and filed by no later than July 23, 2021. 

(f) All reply motion records (including briefs of authorities), if any, shall be served 

and filed by no later than July 30, 2021. 

(g) The parties shall ensure that their written representations include cost 

submissions addressing entitlement, quantum, timing of payment and whether 

counsel should be personally liable for costs (to the extent such an order is 

requested). 
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(h) The moving motion records shall include a draft order. 

(i) Written representations on the motions shall comply with the formatting 

requirements, and shall not exceed the page limit, prescribed by the Federal 

Courts Rules. Any non-conforming written representations will be rejected for 

filing without leave to amend. 

(j) For those motions where motion materials have already been filed and where the 

motion materials do not deal with the issue of costs as required by this Order, 

the parties shall serve and file cost submissions in relation to those motions in 

accordance with the deadlines in (d) through (f). 

(k) For those motions where motion materials have already been served and filed 

and where reply motion records were not served and filed, the parties shall serve 

and file reply motion records in accordance with the deadline in (f). 

(l) To avoid the need to file duplicate evidence, the parties may rely on affidavits 

and transcripts from one motion on a different motion, provided that the evidence 

to be relied upon is clearly identified. 

2. No further motions may be brought in this proceeding without obtaining leave of the Court. 

3. Following the Court’s determination of the motions, an expedited timetable shall be 

established for the delivery of the parties’ application records. 

4. The Court will not entertain “letter writing campaigns” from counsel. Unless invited by the 

Court to make detailed submissions, the Court will not entertain same from the parties and 
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the correspondence will be rejected for filing. 

5. Any request for a case management conference may only be made after the requisitioning 

party has: (a) conducted a teleconference or video-conference with counsel to address the 

issue sought to be canvassed at the case management conference; and (b) submitted a 

requisition to the Court for a case management conference that sets out an agenda for the 

case management conference, a brief statement of the position of the parties as expressed 

during the teleconference or video-conference, and the availability of all parties for a case 

management conference. 

Blank 

“Mandy Aylen” 

Blank Case Management Judge  
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           July 14, 2021 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
 
Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  NicholasS@wmcz.com 
  
Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 
mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca 
 dwwinegarden@shaw.ca  
 
 J.R. Norman Boudreau 
 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 John Isfeld  
 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 
 This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Aylen, P issued on 
July 14, 2021; 

  
“The Court is in receipt of Mr. Stooshinoff’s letter dated July 13, 2021 and the Applicants’ 
responding letter of today’s date. 
 
The Court will not be providing a copy of the recording of the case management 
conference held June 18, 2021 so as to permit the Applicants to respond to Mr. 
Stooshinoff’s letter. The Court’s Order following the case management conference clearly 
sets out the deadline for filing moving records. 
 
The Court will also not entertain Mr. Stooshinoff’s informal request for an extension of 
time. Mr. Stooshinoff clearly did not consult opposing counsel in advance of transmitting 
his request to the Court and as it is opposed, the extension of time will not be granted by 
way of informal motion. If the Respondent seeks to bring the motions contemplated in 
the Mr. Shoostinoff’s letter, a formal motion for an extension of time, on proper evidence, 
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is required. In that regard, the Respondent shall consult with opposing counsel regarding 
a timetable for the delivery of motion materials and shall, by no later than July 16, 2021, 
provide the Court with a jointly-proposed timetable of any extension of time motion. The 
parties should note that the Court expects any such motion to be brought and fully briefed 
on an expedited basis so as not to materially delay the determination of the pending 
group of motions. 
 
The July 23, 2021 deadline for responding motion records (for those motions that have 
been brought) remains in place.” 
 

 

 
 

 
            Yours truly, 
 
                     Kathy Craigie  
    
          Kathy Craigie  

Registry Officer
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           July 19, 2021 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
 
Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  NicholasS@wmcz.com 
  
Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 
mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca 
 dwwinegarden@shaw.ca  
 
 J.R. Norman Boudreau 
 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 John Isfeld  
 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
 
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 

This is to advise of the following Direction of Madam Prothonotary Aylen, P issued on 
July 19, 2021; 

  
“On the consent of the parties, the following timetable shall apply to the Respondents’ 

motion to extend the time for service and filing of the Respondents’ motions: 
 

 
(a) The Applicants shall serve and file their responding motion record by no later than 11:00 am 

(Sask. Time) on July 20, 2021. 
 

(b) The Respondents shall serve and file their reply motion record by no later than 11:00 am (Sask. 
Time) on July 21, 2021.” 
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            Yours truly, 
 
                             CB 
    
          Chantal Baumberger 

Registry Officer
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Date: 20210721 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, July 21, 2021 

PRESENT: Case Management Judge Mandy Aylen 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

ORDER 

UPON MOTION by the Respondents, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, 

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nictoine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn 

Wuttunee and the Red Pheasant First Nation [the Moving Respondents], heard in writing pursuant 

to Rule 369 of the Federal Courts Rules, for:  

(a) An order from this Honourable Court under Rule 8(1) for an extension of time for the 

Moving Respondents to file two motions: (i) a motion to strike the Applicants’ 
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affidavits; and (ii) a motion for relief from the Applicants’ Directions to Attend; and 

(b) An order that this motion be decided on the basis of written representations pursuant to 

Rule 369 of the Federal Courts Rules; 

CONSIDERING the motion materials filed by the Moving Respondents, including the 

affidavit of Darren W. Winegarden sworn July 15, 2021; 

CONSIDERING the responding motion record filed by the Applicants, who oppose the 

relief sought, asserting that: (a) the affidavit of Mr. Winegarden in support of the motion should 

be struck; (b) that the Moving Respondents have failed to meet any of the requirements set out in 

Hennelly (below); (c) that it is not in the interests of justice to grant the requested extension of 

time; and (d) the Applicants should receive their costs of responding to the motion, payable 

forthwith, on a solicitor and client scale and payable, in part, by Mr. Winegarden personally; 

CONSIDERING that the Respondent, Burke Ratte, does not oppose the relief sought; 

CONSIDERING the reply motion record filed by the Moving Respondents; 

CONSIDERING that a case management conference was held June 18, 2021 to establish 

a schedule for the delivery of motion materials; 

CONSIDERING that following the case management conference, the Court issued an 

Order setting out the schedule for the delivery of motion materials as discussed at the case 

management conference, which Order required that all parties serve and file any moving motion 

records by no later than July 12, 2021; 
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CONSIDERING that the Moving Respondents failed to meet the July 12, 2021 deadline 

for service and filing of their moving motion records and now seek an extension of time to do so; 

CONSIDERING that the evidence before the Court is that counsel for the Moving 

Respondents held a mistaken belief as to the deadline for service and filing of the Moving 

Respondents’ moving motion records, which explanation the Court accepts. Contrary to the 

assertion of the Applicants, the Court does not find that Mr. Winegarden’s affidavit warrants being 

struck pursuant to Rule 82 or otherwise, nor can it be said that his affidavit provides evidence in 

respect of a materially contentious issue; 

CONSIDERING that on a motion for an extension of time pursuant to Rule 8(1) of the 

Federal Courts Rules, the moving party must demonstrate: (i) a continuing intention to pursue the 

motions; (ii) that the motions have some merit; (iii) that no prejudice arises from the delay; and 

(iv) that there is a reasonable explanation for the delay. However, the real test is ultimately that 

justice be done between the parties and thus the failure to give a positive response to one of the 

preceding factors is not necessarily determinative [see Canada (Attorney General) v Hennelly 

(1999), 244 NR 399 (FCA); Alberta v Canada, 2018 FCA 83]; 

CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied, based on the materials filed by the Moving 

Respondents, the Court’s familiarity with this matter as Case Management Judge and the 

submissions of the parties at the case management conference held June 18, 2021, that the Moving 

Respondents have a continuing intention to pursue the motions, that the motions have some merit, 

that no prejudice arises to the Applicants from the short extension of time sought by the Moving 

Respondents and that the Moving Respondents have offered a reasonable explanation for their 

brief delay; 
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CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied that it is in the interests of justice to grant the 

requested extension of time, particularly given how quickly the Moving Respondents attempted to 

remedy their error, the minimal delay caused by the error and the significance of the motions 

sought be brought; 

CONSIDERING that Rule 410(2) of the Federal Courts Rules provides that “unless the 

Court orders otherwise, the costs of a motion for an extension of time shall be borne by the party 

bringing the motion”. While pursuant to Rule 410(2), the party seeking the extension of time prima 

facie bears the burden of costs, the Court has the discretion to make a different cost order [see Abi-

Mansour v Canada (Aboriginal Affairs), 2014 FCA 272]. In this case, the Applicants seek costs in 

the amount of $5,000.00 payable forthwith, $2,000 of which they assert should be ordered payable 

by Mr. Winegarden personally; 

CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied that the circumstances of this motion do not 

warrant an award of costs payable to the Applicants, yet alone an award of costs payable by counsel 

personally. To the contrary, the Court finds that the Applicants should not have opposed this 

motion and have failed to heed the Court’s repeated warnings (including a recent warning at the 

case management conference held June 18, 2021) regarding the parties’ failure to advance this 

proceeding in an efficient, reasonable and cooperative manner. To the extent that the Applicants 

have incurred significant costs in responding to the request for an extension of time, those costs 

were incurred as a result of an overly aggressive litigation strategy adopted by the Applicants (such 

as, for example, demanding extensive internal documents and particulars from counsel for the 

Moving Respondents regarding their misunderstanding as to the deadline for service and filings of 

their motions), which the Court finds was not warranted. A motion on this nature would typically 
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be, and should have been, dealt with informally through the cooperative efforts of counsel. 

Accordingly, no award of costs will be made on this motion; 

THE COURT ORDERS that: 

1. The Moving Respondents are granted an extension of time to July 23, 2021 to serve and 

file their motion to strike the Applicants’ affidavits and their motion for relief from the 

Applicants’ Directions to Attend [the Respondents’ Motions]. 

2. The deadline for the service and filing of responding motion records to the Respondents’ 

Motions is extended to July 30, 2021. 

3. The deadline for the service and filing of any reply motion records to the Respondents’ 

Motions is extended to August 4, 2021. 

4. There shall be no costs of this motion. 

Blank 

“Mandy Aylen” 

Blank Case Management Judge  
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Date: 20210830 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, August 30, 2021 

PRESENT: The Honourable Madam Justice Mandy Aylen 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICOTINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

ORDER 

[1] In the underlying application, the Applicants contest the election of Chief and Council of 

the Red Pheasant First Nation held March 20, 2020. The Applicants allege that the Respondents 

and others acting on their behalf have engaged in various forms of electoral corruption.  

[2] With the exception of the Respondent, Mr. Ratte, and his counsel, the conduct of the parties 

and their counsel throughout this proceeding has left much to be desired. Over the last 16 months, 

the parties and their counsel were repeatedly warned by the previous Case Management Judge and 

then by me (following my appointment in June 2021) that their behaviour to date has shown a 

shocking disregard for the principle of proportionality, as well as an unacceptable unwillingness 
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or inability to communicate or otherwise cooperate in advancing the proceeding in an efficient 

manner. 

[3] Notwithstanding these warnings, the parties have persisted with such conduct, which has 

resulted in the six motions that are presently before the Court. The materials filed by the parties on 

the motions are extensive - over 5,000 pages (exclusive of authorities). In their motion materials, 

the parties devote a great deal of effort detailing the alleged litigation tactics employed by the 

opposing parties and leveling serious allegations of professional misconduct against opposing 

counsel, rather than, on many of the motions, addressing the substantive issues before the Court. 

[4] It is clear to the Court that the parties have lost sight of the fact that: (a) applications are to 

be heard and determined without delay and in a summary way, with as much speed and as little 

encumbrances and delays of the kind associated with trials as possible; and (b) parties must ensure 

that the steps taken in proceedings are proportionate, in terms of the costs and time required, to the 

nature and complexity of the dispute. Accordingly, as part of my determination of these motions, 

I have set a timetable to address all remaining steps in this proceeding so as to ensure that this 

application now advances to a hearing on the merits efficiently and expeditiously. 

I. Background 

[5] This proceeding is an application commenced pursuant to sections 31 and 35 of the First 

Nations Elections Act. In the contested election, the Respondent, Clinton Wuttunee, was elected 

to the office of Chief and the Respondents, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana 

Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee and Shawn Wuttunee [collectively, the 

Individual Respondents], were elected to the office of Councillor. The Respondent, Burke Ratte, 
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was the Electoral Officer. The Applicants are electors and members of the Red Pheasant First 

Nation. 

[6] The Applicants allege that each of the Individual Respondents and/or their agents or 

persons acting on their behalf, including but not limited to Shelley Wuttunee (wife of Shawn 

Wuttunee), Leroy Nicotine Jr., Cody Benson (Band Manager for Red Pheasant First Nation), 

Austin Ahenakew (Director of Finance for Red Pheasant First Nation) and Deloris Peyachew 

(Indian Registry Administrator for Red Pheasant First Nation) [collectively, the Participants], 

contravened the First Nations Elections Act, the First Nations Election Regulations and/or other 

applicable laws, which contraventions include, but are not limited to, vote buying, forging requests 

for mail-in ballots, paying for electors to request their mail-in ballots, forging mail-in ballot 

declarations and other electoral corruption. Further particulars of specific acts of alleged vote 

buying and corruption are detailed in the Amended Notice of Application. 

[7] The Applicants plead that: 

A. The Participants unlawfully possessed a large number of mail-in ballots (which 

were not their respective mail-in ballots) which they forged and thereafter filed with 

Mr. Ratte; 

B. Mr. Ratte was deceived by the Participants and others when he received forged 

documents and unknowingly accepted a large number of requests for mail-in ballots 

on behalf of other electors directly from the Participants by text message; 
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C. Several persons attended polling stations and were permitted by Mr. Ratte to 

deposit several mail-in ballots, notwithstanding the limitation that an elector may 

only vote once; 

D. Mr. Ratte was deceived by the Participants and others when he received forged 

documents and unknowingly mailed and delivered a large number of mail-in ballots 

to persons other than the electors in question; and 

E. Mr. Ratte has failed to deliver certified election results. 

[8] The Applicants specifically plead that the Respondent, Red Pheasant First Nation, is named 

as a Respondent “for the limited purpose of a costs award being made against it in relation to these 

proceedings”. 

[9] By way of relief, the Applicants seek an order setting aside the election and costs on a 

solicitor and client basis jointly and severally against the Individual Respondents and Red Pheasant 

First Nation, in addition to any person that opposes this application. 

[10] On the issue of costs, the Applicants plead: 

50. The conduct of the Participants predominantly giving rise to this 

Application as aforesaid exhibits electoral corruption and a 

complete disregard for the First Nations Elections Act. In the 

circumstances, the Participants should be wholly responsible for the 

costs incurred to rectify their criminal conduct, rather than the 

Members of Red Pheasant First Nation and in particular the 

Applicants. 

51. The Applicants are impecunious and cannot afford to prosecute 

this application. An award of costs on a solicitor and client basis 

jointly and severally against the Participants and Red Pheasant First 

Nation, in addition to any person that opposes this application, is in 

the interests of justice and is appropriate in the context of this 
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application pursued in the public interest including the Members of 

the Red Pheasant First Nation, and the fact that the Applicants and 

the Members of the Red Pheasant First Nation would otherwise be 

deprived of the ability to seek the relief requested in this application. 

II. The Motions Before the Court 

[11] On the first motion, the Applicants seek: 

A. An order that Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C., and the firm of Stooshinoff Bitzer is 

removed as counsel of record and disqualified from acting for any of the parties 

pursuant to Rule 125 and 3, and/or the jurisdiction of this Honourable Court to 

control its process and procedure; and 

B. Costs on a joint and several basis against Red Pheasant First Nation and the 

Individual Respondents, the quantum of which shall be determined by the Court 

when hearing the Notice of Application. Alternatively, costs on a full indemnity 

basis in the amount of $10,000.00 payable forthwith. 

[12] On the second motion, the Applicants seek: 

A. An order pursuant to Rule 97 striking the affidavits tendered by all of the 

Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte); 

B. In the alternative, an order compelling the Respondents and their witnesses to 

produce the documents identified in their Directions to Attend, answer questions 

refused at the cross-examinations thus far (as set out in Schedules C-K to the Notice 

of Motion), comply with undertakings and re-attend for cross-examination at their 

own expense within 10 days; and 
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C. Costs in favour of the Applicants against the Respondents, the quantum of which 

shall be determined by the Court when hearing the Notice of Application. 

Alternatively, costs fixed in the amount of $10,000.00 payable forthwith. 

[13] On the third motion, the Applicants seek: 

A. An order pursuant to Rule 312 granting the Applicants leave to file the affidavit of 

Tomas Pritchard (formerly Lionel Brabant Jr.) sworn February 8, 2021; and 

B. Costs of the motion fixed in the amount of $1,000.00 payable forthwith. 

[14] On the fourth motion, the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte) seek an order pursuant to 

Rule 94(2) of the Federal Courts Rules that the affiant Clinton Wuttunee be relieved from the 

requirements sought by the Applicants in their Direction to Attend dated June 11, 2020. 

[15] On the fifth motion, the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte) seek an order, pursuant to Rule 

94(2), that the Respondents’ affiants, Clinton Wuttunee, Dana Falcon, Gary Nicotine, Henry 

Gardipy, Jason Chakita, John Benson, Lux Benson, Mandy Cuthand, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn 

Wuttunee, Austin Akenakew, Cody Benson and Shelly Wuttunee, be relieved from the production 

of documents sought by the Applicants in their Directions to Attend dated September 4, 2020 and 

all subsequent Directions to Attend served by the Applicants. 

[16] On the sixth motion, the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte) seek an order, pursuant to 

Rule 97(c) of the Federal Courts Rules, that the affidavits of Wesley Wuttunee, Paul Tobaccojuice, 

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, Burt Ward, Wendall John Albert, Dion Bulger, Michael Earnest Stevens, 

Breanna Wahobin, Alicia Moosomin and Mary Linda Whitford, all be struck from the proceeding 
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herein and that their evidence be disallowed from appearing on the Court record of the matter 

herein. 

[17] The Respondent, Mr. Ratte, takes no position on the motions. For the purpose of this Order, 

any further reference to the Respondents and to Respondents’ counsel shall exclude Mr. Ratte and 

his counsel. 

III. Analysis 

(1) The Applicants’ Motion to Remove Counsel for the Respondents 

[18] The jurisprudence of this Court recognizes that, pursuant to Rule 125 of the Federal Courts 

Rules, the Court may order the removal of a solicitor of record because of the existence of a conflict 

of interest [see McLean v Suhr, 2018 FC 1000 at para 26]. 

[19] As recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada, the solicitor-client relationship involves 

certain fiduciary responsibilities, one of which is the lawyer’s duty of loyalty. The duty of loyalty 

to a client includes more than the obligation of confidentiality. It has three other dimensions: a 

duty to avoid conflicting interests, a duty of commitment to the client’s cause and a duty of candour 

with the client on all matters relevant to the retainer. The general rule is that, without full disclosure 

and independent legal advise, a lawyer may not represent one client whose interests are adverse to 

the immediate interests of another current client, even if the two mandates are unrelated [see 

Canadian National Railway Co v McKercher LLP, 2013 SCC 39; Strother v 3464920 Canada Inc, 

2007 SCC 24]. 
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[20] In relation to the duty to avoid conflicting interests, the Supreme Court of Canada has 

developed the “bright line rule”, which applies to concurrent representation of clients in both 

related and unrelated matters. The bright line rule holds that a law firm cannot act for a client 

whose interests are adverse to those of another existing client, unless both clients consent. It applies 

where the immediate interests of clients are directly adverse in the matters on which the lawyer is 

acting. The bright line rule cannot be successfully raised by a party who seeks to abuse it [see 

McKercher, supra at paras 31-37]. 

[21] When a situation falls outside the scope of the bright line rule, the question becomes 

whether the concurrent representation of clients creates a substantial risk that the lawyer’s 

representation of the client would be materially and adversely affected. The determination of 

whether there exists a conflict of interest becomes more contextual and looks to whether the 

situation is liable to create conflicting pressures on judgment as a result of the presence of factors 

which may reasonably be perceived as affecting judgment [see McKercher, supra at para. 38]. 

[22] In this case, the Applicants asserts that Mr. Stooshinoff has a disqualifying conflict of 

interest in acting for the Individual Respondents and the First Nation. The Applicants assert that 

while Mr. Stooshinoff is required to obtain the consent of the First Nation to act where there is a 

conflict of interest, consent has not been, and cannot be, obtained in the circumstances. 

[23] The Applicants rely on the decision of Justice Barnes in Papequash v Brass, 2018 FC 325, 

aff’d 2019 FCA 245, which also involved an election appeal in which allegations of electoral 

corruption were made and the counsel at issue was acting both for the alleged vote buyers and the 

First Nation. In that decision, Justice Barnes stated at paragraph 2: 
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…I also question whether the Key First Nation should have been 

represented in this proceeding by the same legal counsel as the other 

named Respondents. Given the allegations of misconduct directed 

at some of those Respondents, the Band should undoubtedly have 

been represented by separate, independent counsel whose sole 

mandate would be to advocate for the best interests of the First 

Nation and its members. 

[24] The Applicants also rely on decisions of the Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan in Cyr vs 

McNabb, 2017 SKCA 27 and an unreported fiat, which matter involved allegations of voting 

irregularities. Counsel was alleged to have been in a conflict of interest in acting for the First 

Nation and the appellants (the elected candidates). When the appeal was heard, the Court declined 

to remove counsel due to the delay in bringing the motion for removal and the consequential delay 

that would arise from any removal, but reserved the question of whether counsel could represent 

the elected candidates and the First Nation at the cost hearing. As both the appellants and the First 

Nation were in jeopardy of having a cost award against them, the Court held that counsel could 

only act at the cost hearing for both the First Nation and the appellants if he obtained a waiver 

from both clients. 

[25] In considering whether there is a disqualifying conflict of interest that prevents Mr. 

Stooshinoff from acting both for the Red Pheasant First Nation and the Individual Respondents, it 

is important to note that the Applicants have made no allegation against the Red Pheasant First 

Nation other than in relation to the issue of costs – that is, the Applicants assert that the Individual 

Respondents and the Red Pheasant First Nations should be jointly and severally liable for their 

costs of this application. It is not entirely clear to the Court upon what basis the Red Pheasant First 

Nation could be held liable for the Applicants costs, but that is an issue for the hearings judge. 
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[26] In the case of electoral corruption, there can be no doubt that the interests of the Red 

Pheasant First Nation and the individuals involved in carrying out the electoral corruption are 

directly adverse. However, at this point in the application, there has been no finding of electoral 

corruption. Rather, there is only an allegation of electoral corruption. 

[27] I find that the decisions in Papequash and McNabb are distinguishable from the 

circumstances presently before the Court, as in those cases, the Court had already made a finding 

of electoral corruption or irregularity when it addressed the issue of conflict of interest. Moreover, 

in the case of Papequash, the comments of Justice Barnes relied upon by the Applicants were 

made in obiter and he did not have a removal motion before him. 

[28] Unless and until: (a) there is a finding by the Court that the Individual Respondents have 

engaged in electoral corruption; and/or (b) the Court has to consider costs submissions which put 

at jeopardy both the Individual Respondents and the Red Pheasant First Nation, the interests of the 

Red Pheasant First Nation and the Individual Respondents are not directly adverse. 

[29] The Applicants assert that there is sufficient evidence before the Court of electoral 

corruption such that it is evident that a direct adversity of interest has crystallized. However, it is 

not the role of the Court on this motion to make a determination as to whether or not there has 

been electoral corruption. To do so would be improper, as it would usurp the role of the hearings 

judge. 

[30] Having found that, at present, the interests of the Red Pheasant First Nation and the 

Individual Respondents are not directly adverse, I need not address the Applicants’ extensive 
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submissions that Mr. Stooshinoff’s alleged conflict of interest cannot be, and has not been, relieved 

by consent, whether express or implied. 

[31] Accordingly, I find that the Applicants have not met their burden of demonstrating that Mr. 

Stooshinoff has a disqualifying conflict of interest that presently prevents him from acting on this 

application. However, whether or not Mr. Stooshinoff can act for both the Individual Respondents 

and the Red Pheasant First Nation at any cost hearing will be an issue to be addressed by the 

hearings judge following their determination on the issue of alleged electoral corruption. 

[32] That said, Mr. Stooshinoff remains bound by his professional obligations imposed by the 

applicable provincial law society, both in terms of his duty of loyalty and duty of confidentiality. 

To the extent that Mr. Stooshinoff comes into possession of evidence or information of electoral 

corruption, a conflict of interest will have crystalized and he will be obligated to take steps to 

address any such conflict, irrespective of the Court’s determination on this motion. 

[33] With respect to the costs of this motion, I do have concerns regarding the Applicants’ 

conduct in bringing this motion and whether it was brought for purely tactical reasons. In this 

regard, the motion was filed over 14 months ago and Mr. Stooshinoff has continued to act for the 

Respondents during this time, without the Applicants further objecting and insisting on the Court’s 

determination of this motion at a much earlier stage of this proceeding. 

[34] The Applicants assert that there are offers to settle in relation to this motion that have been 

served by both the Applicants and the Respondents. As such, the Applicants requested that the 

Court make an order granting them their costs of this motion, but leaving the quantum to be 

addressed by the hearings judge. I see no reason to depart from the Applicants’ general proposal 
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and as such, I find that the Respondents, having been successful in responding to the motion, are 

entitled to their costs of this motion, the quantum of which is to be determined by the hearings 

judge. In considering the appropriate quantum, the hearings judge is at liberty to consider my 

concerns noted above regarding whether this motion was tactical in nature. 

(2) The Respondents’ Rule 94(2) Motion Regarding the June 9, 2020 Direction to 

Attend Served on Clinton Wuttunee 

[35] The June 9, 2020 Direction to Attend at issue on this motion was served on Clinton 

Wuttunee for the purpose of his cross-examination on his affidavit served in response to the motion 

to remove Mr. Stooshinoff as solicitor of record for the Respondents [Removal Motion]. The 

Applicant did not request that the Court make a determination of this motion prior to the 

determination of the Removal Motion. 

[36] As I have already made a determination on the Removal Motion, I find that this motion is 

moot and that this is not a case where the Court should exercise its discretion to decide the moot 

issue, as to do so would be a waste of judicial resources [see Borowski v Canada (Attorney 

General), [1989] 1 SCR 342]. Accordingly, this motion shall be dismissed. 

[37] Having not had to consider the merits of the motion, I find that the costs of the motion 

should be made payable in the cause. 

(3) The Respondents’ Rule 94(2) Motion Regarding the Fourteen Directions to 

Attend 

[38] Pursuant to Rule 91(2)(c) of the Federal Courts Rules, a Direction to Attend served for the 

purpose of a cross-examination may direct the person to be examined to produce for inspection at 
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the cross-examination all documents and other material in that person’s possession, power or 

control that are relevant to the application. 

[39] Pursuant to Rule 94(1), a person who is being examined on an oral examination must 

produce for inspection at the examination all documents and other material requested in the 

Direction to Attend served on that person that are within that person’s power, possession and 

control, other than any documents for which privilege has been claimed. However, a person served 

with a Direction to Attend may bring a motion, pursuant to Rule 94(2) for an order that the person 

being examined be relieved from the requirement to produce for inspection any document or other 

material requested in a Direction to Attend, if the Court is of the opinion that the document or other 

material requested is irrelevant or, by reason of its nature or the number of documents or amount 

of material requested, it would be unduly onerous to require the person to produce it. 

[40] In considering whether to relieve a party of a production obligation under Rule 94, the 

Court must keep in mind the following: 

A. Parties cannot expect that the summary process mandated for applications will 

permit them to test every detail of every statement made in affidavits or in cross-

examinations against any and all documents that may be in the opposing party’s 

possession [see Simpson Strong-Tie Co v Peak Innovations Inc, 2009 FC 392, aff’d 

2009 FCA 266]. 

B. A party is not required to accept an affiant’s bald assertion in cross-examination. 

However, a party is limited in its endeavours to test that assertion to the questions 

it may put to the affiant and the affiant’s answers in the course of cross-
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examination. If documents exist that can buttress or contradict the assertion of a 

witness on cross-examination, production may only be enforced if they have been 

listed or sufficiently identified in a Direction to Attend [see IPL Inc v Hoffmann 

Plastics Canada Inc, 2006 FC 1085 at para 13; Autodata Ltd v Autodata Solutions 

Co, [2004] FCJ No 1653]. 

C. Rule 91 may not be used to expand production of documents on an application so 

that the process becomes similar to discovery of documents in an action. On an 

application, production is limited to what is required by relevancy [see Stanfield v 

Canada (Minister of National Revenue), 2004 FC 584]. 

[41] In considering this motion, it is also critical to keep in mind the scope of permissible cross-

examination. An affiant is required to answer questions on matters which have been set out in the 

affiant’s affidavit as well as any collateral questions arising from their initial answers, as well as 

those facts sworn to by the deponent of any other affidavits filed in the proceeding [see Merck 

Frosst Canada Inc v Canada (Minister of Health), [1997] FCJ No 1847, aff’d [1999] FCJ No 

1536; Simpson Strong-Tie, supra; Sawridge Band v Canada, 2005 FC 865]. 

[42] On this motion, the Respondents seek to be relieved of the requirement to produce the 

documents detailed in the fourteen Directions to Attend dated September 4, 2020 and the 

subsequent re-dated Directions to Attend served on the Respondents’ affiants. In the alternative, 

the Respondents seek a direction from the Court for the Applicants to redraft and restrict the 

requests for documents only to those documents that are directly related to each affiant’s affidavit 

evidence and to disallow a fishing expedition. 
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[43] The materials prepared by the Respondents on this motion are problematic, in that the 

Directions to Attend at issue on this motion are not included in the motion materials. While the 

Court has permitted the parties to refer to and rely on materials from other motions in dealing with 

the six motions presently before the Court, the Respondents have not indicated in their materials 

where the Directions to Attend at issue on this motion are to be found in the thousands of pages 

before the Court. Moreover, the submissions made by the Respondents are generalized, addressing 

only certain document requests made by the Applicants in the numerous Directions to Attend. The 

majority of the specific document requested by the Applicants are not directly addressed by the 

Respondents. 

[44] Based on the my review of the global motion materials, I have determined that each 

Direction to Attend included the following production requests: 

A. All documents and other materials in the affiant’s possession, power, or control that 

are relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20, 

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein; and 

B. The original of the affidavit upon which the affiant was being cross-examined. 

[45] The second of these two production requests does not appear to be contentious and was in 

fact complied with. It is, in addition to the first request above, the balance of the production 

requests, which differ in part from affiant to affiant, that are, as best as I can determine from the 

motion materials, at issue. 

[46] The Directions to Attend served on Clinton Wuttunee, Austin Ahenakew, Dana Falcon, 

Henry Gardipy, Lux Benson, Shawn Wuttunee, Jason Chakita, Shelley Wuttunee, Cody Benson, 
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Gary Nictone, Samuel Wuttunee and Mandy Cuthand contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. Bank statements and credit card statements for the period January 1 through March 

20, 2020, in respect of each bank account or credit card that they, or anyone acting 

on their behalf, were an authorized cheque signer (or similar such authorized 

person) at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, or in respect of which 

they had any legal or beneficial interest at any point between January 1 and March 

20, 2020. For greater certainty, these bank accounts and credit cards include, but 

are not limited to, all of your personal bank accounts and credit cards, and all bank 

accounts and credit cards of Red Pheasant First Nation. These bank and credit card 

statements shall be the official statements issued by the financial institutions, and 

include all transactions on these accounts and credit cards, and cheque images 

depositing or withdrawing funds. 

B. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds, including 

but not limited to email or phone transfers, in respect of which they or Red Pheasant 

First Nation, or anyone acting on their behalf, had any direct or indirect 

involvement of any nature whatsoever between January 1 and March 20, 2020. 

C. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance and/or 

band member assistance made to them or Red Pheasant First Nation between 

January 1 and March 20, 2020, and all documentation relating to or referring to the 

processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of those requests or 

their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation in relation thereto. 
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D. All documentation relating or referring to the repayment or reimbursement of 

financial assistance and/or band member assistance initially paid by Clinton 

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry 

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson and/or 

Austin Ahenakew with respect to the time period January 1 and March 20, 2020. 

E. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance and/or 

band member assistance made to them or Red Pheasant First Nation between 

January 1 and March 20, 2019, and all documentation relating or referring to the 

processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit or reporting of those requests or their 

disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation in relation thereto. 

F. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other 

correspondence that they or anyone acting on their behalf received from any 

member or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf 

thereof, between January 1 and March 20, 2020. 

G. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other 

correspondence that they or anyone acting on their behalf sent to any member or 

elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf thereof, 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020. 

H. All telephone records, logs, ledgers and similar such documents issued by the 

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that they utilized at any 

point in the months of January, February and March, 2020. 
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I. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in their possession, power or control that 

include Burke Ratte. 

J. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in their possession, power or control 

between any two or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy 

Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn 

Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley/Shelly Wuttunee, Leroy 

Nicotine Jr., Cameron Nicotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather Wuttunee and/or 

Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf. 

K. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in their possession, power or control that 

include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to Robin 

Wuttunee. 

L. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in their possession, power or control that 

include, or that relate or refer to anyone of the following people or anyone on their 

behalf: Angel Nicotine, Ardella Benson, Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, Breanna 

Wahobin, Burton Ward, Darian Whiteford, Dion Bugler, Gregory Chippewa, Jeff 

Wuttunee, Jerette Wahobin, Justin Brabant, Lionel Brabant, Jr., Michael Ernest 

Stevens, Paul Tobaccojuice, Rickell Frenchman, Robin Dean Wuttunee, Romello 
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Meechance/Romellow Nathanial Jewell Meechance, Shadric Chippewa, Trezdin 

Kiskotagen, Veronica Whitford, Wendall John Albert and Wesley Wuttunee. 

M. All pictures or videos that they took of any polling station during the election, 

including but not limited to all pictures that they took on March 20 and 21, 2020, 

at Red Pheasant First Nation. 

N. All documents in their possession, power or control that relate or refer to 1291 97th 

104, North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the persons that 

resided at that address or frequented same at any time between January 1 and March 

20, 2020. 

O. Complete export of their Facebook data for each Facebook account that they used 

at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the 

following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the 

cross-examination to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca, in its original format that they 

receive/download it from Facebook, not PDF format, with instructions here 

https://www.facebook.com/help/212802592074644): 

i. Date range: January 1 through March 20, 2020; 

ii. Format: HTML; 

iii. Media Quality: High; and 

iv. Your Information: All categories of data/information shall be selected. 
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P. Complete export of their Google data for each Google account that they used at any 

point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the following 

settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the cross-

examination to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca, in its original format that they 

receive/download it from Google when using the utility located here 

https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout, not PDF format): 

i. Select data to include: All products/categories of data/information shall be 

selected; 

ii. With respect to “Location History”, click the button “Multiple formats” and 

select “KML” and click “OK”; 

iii. Frequency: Export once; and 

iv. File type and size: .zip. 

Q. All documents referring or related to identifying who was present at the Band 

Office of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any point between March 1 and 20, 2020, 

and on what date(s) and time(s) they were present. 

[47] The Directions to Attend served on Clinton Wuttunee contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. The policies at paragraphs 5 and 6 of his affidavit, and all documents referring or 

relating thereto. 
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B. All communications that he or anyone with Red Pheasant First Nation had with the 

family of Arnold Bruce Wuttunee referred to at paragraph 16 of his affidavit. 

C. All documents referring or relating to receipt, consideration, granting or payment 

with respect to the request for funding referred to at paragraph 16 of his affidavit. 

D. All documents referring or relating to him looking into the matter for Robin Dean 

Wuttunee and being advised that he was not eligible to vote, as referred to at 

paragraph 26 of his affidavit. 

E. All documents referring or relating to the requests for money that Robin Dean 

Wuttunee made to him, as referred to at paragraph 30 of his affidavit. 

F. All documents referring or relating to the “Band Lake Code” referred to at 

paragraph 31 of his affidavit and any drafts or consultation in relation thereto. 

G. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in his possession, power or control that 

include, or that relate or refer to, Patricia Bird. 

H. The original of his reply to undertakings given on September 16, 2020, including 

but not limited to his reply of October 19 and December 4, 2020. 

I. With reference to his reply undertaking 1 in letter format dated December 4, 2020, 

all Facebook posts by which he “share[d] that photograph on [his] Facebook page”, 

including but not limited to the March 11, 2020 post (Exhibit A-37). 
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[48] The Directions to Attend served on Austin Ahenakew contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. With reference to paragraph 9 of his affidavit, all information, records, logs, and 

data stored, kept by, or in connection with his “system” in relation to the time period 

January 1 through March 20, 2020, including but not limited to the general ledgers 

for all accounts. 

B. With reference to paragraph 12 of his affidavit, all documents referring or relating 

to request for approval of that process by ISC, approval of that process by ISC and 

implementation of that process. 

C. All documents referring, relating, created by, or kept in connection with, the “ad 

hoc BMA committee” referred to in his affidavit with respect to the time period 

January 1 through March 20, 2020. 

D. The “directive” referred to at paragraph 15 of his affidavit and documents referring 

or relating to same. 

E. With respect to the directive referred to at paragraph 15 of his affidavit, all similar 

such directives that he received in relation to any Member of Red Pheasant First 

Nation with respect to the time period January 1 through March 20, 2020, and all 

documents referring or relating to same. 
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F. The original documents by which he was requested to forward the BCR referred to 

at paragraph 17 of his affidavit, and the email, letter or communication by which 

he forwarded same. 

G. The meeting minutes in relation to the Band Council meeting at which the BCR 

referred to at paragraph 17 of his affidavit was passed, which meeting minutes shall 

be produced in its original Microsoft Word format without redaction or alteration 

of any nature. 

[49] The Directions to Attend served on Dana Falcon contained the following additional 

production request: 

A. All emails, letters, text messages or other correspondence between January 1 and 

March 20, 2020 between her or anyone on her behalf and Dion Bugler or anyone 

on his behalf. 

[50] The Directions to Attend served on Henry Gardipy contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. With reference to paragraphs 3 and 5 of his affidavit, all documents referring or 

related to the requests or statements made by Michael Ernest Stevens including that 

“Every election he tells me that he is supporting me and asks for my help in 

organizing and completing his 0-5, which is a request for a mail-in ballot”. 
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B. With reference to paragraph 5 of his affidavit, all documents referring or related to 

the request made by Michael Earnest Stevens that he assist him with his D-5 request 

for a mail-in ballot. 

C. With reference to paragraph 6 of his affidavit, all documentation referring or 

relating to the payment of money that he made to Michael Ernest Stevens. 

D. With reference to paragraph 6 of his affidavit, all documentation referring or 

relating to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit or reporting of those 

requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation in relation 

thereto. 

E. With reference to paragraph 6 of his affidavit, all documentation referring or 

relating to the repayment of that money to him by the Red Pheasant First Nation. 

[51] The Directions to Attend served on Lux Benson contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. All documents referring or related to any payment that he has made or attempted to 

make to Stephanie Morin Tootosis (or similar such person) anytime in 2020, 

whether by electronic transfer of funds or otherwise. 

B. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other correspondence 

anytime in 2020, in his possession, power or control that include Stephanie Morin 

Tootosis (or similar such person). 
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[52] The Directions to Attend served on Shawn Wuttunee contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. With reference to paragraphs 3 and 4 of his affidavit, all documents referring or 

related to the sale of the work of art from Burton Ward to Bobby Cameron. 

B. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 between him or anyone on his behalf, and 

Bobby Cameron or anyone on his behalf. 

C. With reference to paragraph 10 of his affidavit, all documents referring or related 

to the allegation that someone had gotten Wesley Wuttunee “drunk and then had 

him sign the affidavit”. 

D. All documents referring or related to his purchase of anything at the Kentucky Fried 

Chicken in North Battleford on or about March 14, 2020, as referred to at 

paragraphs 7 and 8 of the August 28, 2020 affidavit of Shelly Wuttunee. 

[53] The Directions to Attend served on Shelley Wuttunee contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. All documents referring or related to identifying what dates and hours she worked 

or was otherwise present at the Band Office of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any 

point between March 1 and 20, 2020 and on what date(s) and time(s) she was 

present. 
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B. With reference to paragraph 4 of her affidavit, all documents referring or related to 

the request “by someone to fill out a voter declaration sheet”. 

C. All documents referring or related to activities at the Band Office of the Red 

Pheasant First Nation on March 17, 2020. 

D. All documents referring or related to requests made to her to sign voter declaration 

forms between January 1 and March 20, 2020. 

E. All documents referring or related to voter declaration forms that she signed 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, including but not limited to the voter 

declaration forms, pictures thereof, money or anything else that she received in 

exchange, etc. 

F. With reference to paragraph 6 of her affidavit, all documents that made her think 

that Robin Dean Wuttunee “was up to something as usual”. 

G. With reference to paragraph 7 and 8 of her affidavit, all documents referring or 

related to her purchase of anything at the Kentucky Fried Chicken in North 

Battleford. 

H. All cell phone(s) and video camera(s) that she used at any point in March, 2020 (to 

be brought to the cross-examination). 

[54] The Directions to Attend served on Cody Benson contained the following additional 

production request: 
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A. All documents referring or relating to the decision to grant a Band Member 

Assistance payment of $400 to Heather Meechance referred to at paragraph 13 of 

his affidavit, and all documentation referring or relating to the payment of same to 

Heather Meechance. 

[55] The Directions to Attend served on Gary Nicotine contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. All text messages requesting financial assistance that he received between January 

1 and March 20, 2020, as referred to at paragraph 4 of his affidavit. 

B. The text messages organized by day requesting financial assistance for each day 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 that he received 200 or more such requests, 

or close to 200, as referred to at paragraph 4 of his affidavit. 

C. All e-transfers that he or anyone on his behalf (including his wife Rosalie Kelly) 

sent to Heather Meechance or anyone on her behalf between 2015 and 2020. 

D. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other correspondence 

requesting financial assistance that he received from Healther Meechance between 

January 1 and March 20, 2020, including but not limited to the request for “help to 

buy groceries” and his response referred to at paragraph 16 of his affidavit. 

E. All documents requesting or relating to the decision to grant a Band Member 

Assistance payment of $400 to Heather Meechance referred to at paragraph 16 of 
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his affidavit, and all documentation referring or relating to the payment of same to 

Heather Meechance. 

F. All documents referring or relating to the alleged redirection of Band finances to 

Reggie Bugler that occurred “in the past” as referred to at paragraph 20 of his 

affidavit. 

G. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, between him or anyone on his behalf, and 

Breanna Wahobin or anyone on her behalf. 

[56] The Directions to Attend served on John Benson contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. With reference to paragraph 4 of his affidavit, all documents referring or related to 

the “adult upgrading course”, including but not limited to his enrollment records, 

transcripts, certificate of completion or graduation and any similar such documents. 

B. With reference to Exhibit “A” to his affidavit, the original film negative or similar 

record from which the photograph was printed. 

[57] The Directions to Attend served on Jason Chakita contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. All recordings, videos and photos that he or anyone on his behalf made on August 

24, 2020, including but not limited to those referred to at paragraph 17 of his 

affidavit. 
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B. With reference to paragraph 17 of his affidavit, the device that those recordings 

were made on, and all cassettes, media, storage and similar upon which that device 

created recordings on August 24, 2020 (to be brought to the cross-examination). 

C. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between July 29 and August 28, 2020, in his possession, power or control that 

include, or that relate or refer to, Dion Bugler. 

D. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 between him or anyone on his behalf and 

Robin Dean Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf. 

E. All recordings of telephone calls between him and Robin Dean Wuttunee (Inmate 

no. 1543410) recorded by the Edmonton Remand Centre February 1 through March 

20, 2020 (the half of the recording where Robin Dean Wuttunee speaks are 

exhibited to the affidavit of Stephanie Reid sworn July 29, 2020, with the other half 

where he speaks requiring his consent to be provided to the Edmonton Remand 

Centre/Alberta Justice and Solicitor General, which consent was requested in the 

July 22, 2020 letter of counsel for the Applicants to his counsel and declined in his 

counsel’s reply letter of July 28, 2020). 

[58] The Directions to Attend served on Samuel Wuttunee contained the following additional 

production requests: 

A. All documents referring or related to the thing that he asked Robin Dean Wuttunee 

- “Ask tara if I can send thst to her house or one of ur chicks” and later qualified 
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with “But around nb”, which he referred to in his Facebook messages to Robin 

Dean Muttunee on February 24, 22020 at 10:59 pm. 

B. All documents referring or related to the thing that he needed “blank”, which he 

referred to in his Facebook message to Robin Dean Wuttunee on February 24, 2020 

at 11:04 pm. 

C. All recordings of telephone calls between him and Robin Dean Wuttunee (Inmate 

no. 1543410) recorded by the Edmonton Remand Centre February 1 through March 

20, 2020 (the half of the recording where Robin Dean Wuttunee speaks are 

exhibited to the affidavit of Stephanie Reid sworn July 29, 2020, with the other half 

where he speaks requiring his consent to be provided to the Edmonton Remand 

Centre/Alberta Justice and Solicitor General, which consent was requested in the 

July 22, 2020 letter of counsel for the Applicants to his counsel and declined in his 

counsel’s reply letter of July 28, 2020). 

[59] The Directions to Attend served on Mandy Cuthand contained the following additional 

production request: 

A. With reference to paragraph 4 of his affidavit, all documents referring or related to 

his “infected abscess”, including but not limited to all medical records with his 

“doctor” and then the “Battleford Union Hospital”, and all communications with 

anyone referring or relating to his “infected abscess”. 

[60] The Directions to Attend served on Constance Johnston contained the following additional 

production requests: 
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A. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other correspondence that 

she had with the Chief or anyone else with Red Pheasant First Nation as referred to 

at paragraph 10 and 12 of her affidavit. 

B. All documents referring or relating to her receipt of financial assistance as referred 

to at paragraphs 10 and 12 of her affidavit, including but not limited to all bank 

statements, e-transfer documents, cheques and similar such documents and the 

correspondence by which same was delivered to her, and all related documents. 

[61] The Respondents assert that the Directions to Attend are inappropriate on the basis that: 

A. The documents sought are not relevant to this proceeding, which is an application 

and not an action. The Respondents assert that the Applicants seek production of 

documents that are completely unrelated to this application, not raised by the 

affiants and for which there is no evidentiary foundation for the demand. 

B. Many of the demands for documents are vague and unclear, in addition to being 

overly broad. 

C. The compilation of the many documents sought would be unduly onerous to the 

Respondents given that they include materials that would never come to the 

awareness of the federal body whose decision is the subject of the application 

herein. 

D. The compilation of the many documents would be unduly onerous to the 

Respondents given the vast number and volume of the materials requested and 
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given the limited scope of the materials and information that is available to the 

Applicants on an application such as this. 

E. Some of the documents sought are outside of the affiants’ immediate control (such 

as official banking records). 

F. Some of the documents sought are inherently difficult to produce and are not 

subject to a simple process of printing, such as social media posts. 

G. It is inherently unfair to request such a vast, wide-ranging and numerous volumes 

of documents given the limited timeframe that was available to compile the 

documents requested, and the many issues surrounding the cause of the short 

timeframe that was available, all of which has not been resolved. 

H. The documentation sought impacts the privacy interests of third parties. 

I. The Applicants have made requests for production of the similar or very same 

documents from multiple affiants. 

[62] The Respondents assert that the Applicants’ approach to the Directions to Attend is an 

abusive procedural tactic employed by their counsel in other proceedings to try to undermine the 

Respondents’ answer and defense by setting the Respondents up for a motion to have their 

evidence struck, which has now occurred. 

[63] The Applicants assert that the motion should be dismissed on the basis that the Respondents 

have failed to discharge their onus to adduce evidence and establish that the documents are not in 
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their power, possession or control, that they are unduly onerous to produce or that they are 

irrelevant. 

[64] The Applicants rely, in large measure, on the Order of Prothonotary Milczynski issued 

May 2, 2017 in the Papequash proceeding, in which counsel for the Applicants in this proceeding 

was counsel for the applicants in Papequash. Prothonotary Milczynski had before her a Rule 94(2) 

motion filed by the respondents in that proceeding, and a motion by the applicants to compel re-

attendance at cross-examination. In dismissing the respondents’ Rule 94(2) motion, the sole 

reasons provided were as follows: 

AND UPON concluding that there is no sufficient basis to conclude 

that the Respondents are unable to produce the documents requested 

at the cross-examination, or that the request is onerous or the 

documents irrelevant; 

[65] The Directions to Attend at issue before Prothonotary Milczynski contained some of the 

same language as contained in the Directions to Attend at issue in this proceeding, such as in 

relation to broad requests for communications, banking and credit card statements and the 

electronic transfers of funds. 

[66] The Applicants assert that there is no meaningful difference between the Papequash case 

and the case presently before the Court, such that stare decisis applies and the same outcome 

should be ordered in this case. 

[67] I disagree. The fact that identical or similarly worded requests for production in a Direction 

to Attend in another proceeding was enforced in that proceeding is not determinative of this 
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motion. First, the reasons for determination contained in Prothonotary Milczynski’s Order are 

limited and do not provide the Court with sufficient insight into the submissions that were made 

by the parties as to the relevance of the documents sought or the onerousness of their production. 

Second, the relevance of the requested documents must be determined based on the pleadings and 

the evidence before the Court, which are inevitably different from those in Papequash. In the 

circumstances, I decline to follow Prothonotary Milcyznski’s Order. 

[68] The Applicants take issue with the timing of the Respondents’ motion, asserting that they 

have waited far too long to bring this motion and have only done so in response to the Applicants’ 

motion to strike the Respondents’ affidavits. However, the evidence before the Court is that the 

Respondents did raise their concerns regarding the Directions to Attend with the Case Management 

Judge in September 2020 and sought leave to bring a motion to address them. It would appear 

from the record that this resulted in a letter writing campaign from the parties, with the Case 

Management Judge ultimately directing that the parties should refrain from making email and letter 

writing campaigns or making any motions without first receiving leave of the Court. The 

Respondents assert that they understood the Case Management Judge’s direction to mean that she 

would not entertain their request for leave to bring their Rule 94(2) motion at that time and as a 

result, the Respondents moved forward and attended the cross-examinations. I am satisfied that, 

in all of the circumstances, the Respondents did raise this issue in a timely manner and the Court 

should entertain the motion at this stage of the proceeding. 

[69] The Applicants also assert that the affidavit of Clinton Wuttunee sworn August 3, 2021 

and included by the Respondents in their reply motion record is improper, as the Respondents did 

not obtain leave of the Court to include the affidavit. I agree. In the circumstances, I have not 
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considered Mr. Wuttunee’s August 3, 2021 affidavit in my determination of this motion. I have 

also only considered those reply written representations made by the Respondents that address this 

motion (as opposed to those that have been included that address other motions before the Court). 

[70] By way of general findings in relation to all of the Directions to Attend, I find that the 

Applicants are improperly attempting to expand production of documents in this application so 

that the process becomes similar to the discovery of documents in an action. The Applicants’ broad 

requests for “all” documents and other materials of various types, among large groups of people 

(including, in some instances, any member of the Red Pheasant First Nation) and with no particular 

focus (such as any communications as opposed to communications about a specific topic on a 

specific date) amounts to an abuse of the process of this Court. The majority of the requests for 

production fail to identify any specific documents and are not tailored to the evidence of the 

specific affiant or the evidence given by others regarding the specific affiant. Rather, the 

Applicants use broad “boiler plate” language for the majority of the Directions to Attend. This lack 

of precision is fatal to the majority of the Applicants’ requests. 

[71] While I have no doubt that there are relevant documents that could be requested of the 

Respondents, such as in relation to specific financial transactions involving identified parties or 

text message exchanges between identified parties as alleged in the Amended Notice of 

Application and/or addressed in the affidavits, the Applicants have not made requests for 

production with the necessary particularity and the Court will not substantively rewrite the 

Directions to Attend for the Applicants. 

[72] Moreover, the Directions to Attend seek numerous categories of documents that are not in 

the possession, power or control of the affiant, such as where the Applicants seek production of 
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documents of others acting on behalf of the affiant or on behalf of third parties, recordings in the 

possession of third parties or official copies of documents in the possession of third parties. 

[73] Further and significantly, in many instances, the Applicants are seeking to test every detail 

of every statement made in affidavits against any and all documents that may be in the opposing 

party’s possession, which this Court has consistently held to be improper. An example of this 

approach would be the request for “all documents referring or related to [Shawn Wuttunee’s] 

purchase of anything at the Kentucky Fried Chicken in North Battleford on or about March 14, 

2020” or the complete export of all Google accounts so, as stated in the Applicants’ written 

representations, the Applicants can verify the location data from a cellphone to determine where 

an affiant was on a particular date and whether that is consistent with the evidence given by that 

affiant in their affidavit or on cross-examination. Such an approach is entirely improper and seeks 

to transform the cross-examination into a “leave no stone unturned” style examinations for 

discovery. 

[74] While the Respondents have not provided the Court with specific evidence as to the 

onerousness of producing the various documents sought, the onerousness is obvious in respect of 

many of the production requests from a simple reading of the request itself, such as in the case of 

a complete export of all of the affiants’ Facebook and Google accounts or the original banking 

records in relation to non-particularized financial accounts or transactions. 

[75] Turning to the issue of relevance, a determination of relevance is to be made based on the 

Amended Notice of Application and the evidence filed by the parties on the application. I am not 

satisfied that the necessary factual foundation exists for many of the requests so as to demonstrate 

their relevance, primarily due to the breadth of the requests. While it may be that a relevant 
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communication may exist between two people, casting the net extremely wide in hopes of 

capturing a non-particularized communication is improper. 

[76] Accordingly, I find that the Directions to Attend are abusive, seek irrelevant documents, 

and are unduly onerous. The Respondents’ affiants are accordingly dispensed with the requirement 

to produce the documents set out therein, subject to the exceptions set out below. 

[77] I find that there are portions of specific Directions to Attend where the Applicants have 

properly particularized the documents sought, the Respondents have not demonstrated that the 

documents sought are irrelevant to the application and the Respondents have not demonstrated that 

it would be unduly onerous to require their production. However, minor modifications are required 

to the specific requests to narrow them and to limit them to documents within the power, 

possession or control of the affiant. 

[78] Accordingly, I find that the Respondents’ affiants are not relieved of the production 

requests in the following Directions to Attend: 

A. In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Clinton Wuttunee: 

i. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other 

correspondence between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in his possession, 

power or control that include Burke Ratte. 

ii. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other 

correspondence between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in his possession, 
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power or control that include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or 

that relate or refer to Robin Wuttunee. 

iii. All communications that he had with the family of Arnold Bruce Wuttunee 

referred to at paragraph 16 of his affidavit. 

iv. All documents referring or relating to him looking into the matter for Robin 

Dean Wuttunee and being advised that he was not eligible to vote, as 

referred to at paragraph 26 of his affidavit. 

v. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other 

correspondence between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in his possession, 

power or control that include, or that relate or refer to, Patricia Bird. 

B. In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Austin Ahenakew: 

i. The “directive” referred to at paragraph 15 of his affidavit and documents 

referring or relating to same. 

C. In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Henry Gardipy: 

i. With reference to paragraph 5 of his affidavit, all documents referring or 

related to the request made by Michael Earnest Stevens that Mr. Gardipy 

assist him with his D-5 request for a mail-in ballot. 

D. In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Cody Benson: 
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i. All documents referring or relating to the decision to grant a Band Member 

Assistance payment of $400 to Heather Meechance referred to at paragraph 

13 of his affidavit, and all documentation referring or relating to the 

payment of same to Heather Meechance. 

E. In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Gary Nicotine: 

i. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other 

correspondence requesting financial assistance that he received from 

Heather Meechance regarding her request for “help to buy groceries” and 

his response referred to at paragraph 16 of his affidavit. 

ii. All documents requesting or relating to the decision to grant a Band 

Member Assistance payment of $400 to Heather Meechance referred to at 

paragraph 16 of his affidavit, and all documentation referring or relating to 

the payment of same to Heather Meechance. 

F. In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Jason Chakita: 

i. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other 

correspondence between January 1 and March 20, 2020 between him and 

Robin Dean Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf. 

[79] With respect to the costs of this motion, I am satisfied that the Respondents are entitled to 

their costs of this motion. As the Applicants have asserted in their motion materials that the 

appropriate quantum of costs on this motion is $10,000.00, I see no reason to deviate from their 
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proposed quantum. As the Respondents were successful in large measure on this motion, I find 

that the Respondents are entitled to their costs of this motion fixed in the amount of $10,000.00. 

However, I decline to order that the cost be made payable by counsel to the Applicants personally 

as requested by the Respondents. 

(4) Motions to Strike Affidavits and Related Relief 

[80] Both the Applicants and the Respondents seek an order from the Court striking all of the 

affidavit evidence of the other parties on the basis of misconduct. 

[81] Pursuant to Rule 97 of the Federal Courts Rules: 

Failure to attend or misconduct 

97 Where a person fails to attend an oral 

examination or refuses to take an oath, 

answer a proper question, produce a 

document or other material required to 

be produced or comply with an order 

made under rule 96, the Court may 

(a) order the person to attend or re-

attend, as the case may be, at his or her 

own expense; 

(b) order the person to answer a question 

that was improperly objected to and any 

proper question arising from the answer; 

(c) strike all or part of the person’s 

evidence, including an affidavit made by 

the person; 

(d) dismiss the proceeding or give 

judgment by default, as the case may be; 

or 

Défaut de comparaître ou inconduite 

97 Si une personne ne se présente pas à 

un interrogatoire oral ou si elle refuse de 

prêter serment, de répondre à une 

question légitime, de produire un 

document ou un élément matériel 

demandés ou de se conformer à une 

ordonnance rendue en application de la 

règle 96, la Cour peut : 

a) ordonner à cette personne de subir 

l’interrogatoire ou un nouvel 

interrogatoire oral, selon le cas, à ses 

frais; 

b) ordonner à cette personne de répondre 

à toute question à l’égard de laquelle une 

objection a été jugée injustifiée ainsi 

qu’à toute question légitime découlant de 

sa réponse; 

c) ordonner la radiation de tout ou partie 

de la preuve de cette personne, y compris 

ses affidavits; 
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(e) order the person or the party on 

whose behalf the person is being 

examined to pay the costs of the 

examination. 

 

d) ordonner que l’instance soit rejetée ou 

rendre jugement par défaut, selon le cas; 

e) ordonner que la personne ou la partie 

au nom de laquelle la personne est 

interrogée paie les frais de 

l’interrogatoire oral. 

[82] In a procedural dispute such as the one presently before the Court in which the Court is 

required to exercise its discretion having regard to fairness and the expedition of proceedings, each 

case will turn on its own facts. However, as a general rule, affidavits will be struck if the affiant 

does not appear for cross-examination. This is consistent with the Federal Courts Rules’ 

interpretive guiding principle found in Rule 3, which provides that the Rules must be interpreted 

and applies “so as to secure the just, most expeditious and least expensive determination of every 

proceeding on its merits” [see Shoan v Canada (Attorney General), 2015 FC 1401 at para 9; Bayer 

AG v Apotex Inc, [1995] FCJ No 1235 at para 11, aff’d (1998), 83 CPR (3d) 127 (FCA)]. 

[83] The striking of a party’s affidavit evidence is a rare and severe step for the Court to take 

and Rule 97 provides the Court with other powers to address a non-attendance for cross-

examination or other misconduct, such as ordering an affiant to answer a specific question, to re-

attend for cross-examination and to bear the cost of any required re-attendance. 

(a) The Respondents’ Motion to Strike the Applicants’ Affidavits 

[84] The Respondents asserts that the 10 affidavits relied upon by the Applications should be 

struck on the basis that the affiants failed to attend their respective cross-examinations. The 

Respondents assert that, on September 2, 2020, all of the Applicants’ affiants were served with 

Directions to Attend, together with conduct money, that directed them to attend a cross-
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examination on September 14, 2020 in North Battleford, Saskatchewan. None of the affiants 

complied with their respective Direction to Attend, either in terms of producing documents or 

attending for cross-examination at the location and on the date and time set for their attendance. 

[85] The Respondents’ submissions on this motion are directed squarely at counsel for the 

Applicants’ conduct, asserting that counsel for the Applicants has obstructed this proceeding and 

engaged in professional misconduct, engaging in “deceitful conduct in seeking an advantage and 

compromised the rights of the Respondents in the litigation”. Specifically, the Respondents assert 

that counsel for the Applicants: 

A. Improperly excluded counsel for the Respondents in the communications with 

counsel for Mr. Ratte while arranging for Mr. Ratte’s cross-examination; 

B. Pressured the Respondents with very detailed Directions to Attend requesting vast 

and voluminous documents while the Court’s June 5, 2020 Direction provided the 

Respondents with very limited time to examine, consider, seek instructions and 

produce the documents requested in the Directions to Attend; 

C. Engaged in an abusive procedural tactic leading up to the cross-examinations, 

seeking to manufacture a procedural breach of the Rules that was intended to create 

an opportunity to apply to strike the Respondents’ affidavits and destroy their 

defence; 

D. Misled the Court Reporters and cancelled the Respondents’ booking with the Court 

Reporter for the Applicants’ affiants’ cross-examinations; 
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E. Improperly instructed their affiants to ignore the Court’s processes and not attend 

for cross-examination as required in their duly served Directions to Attend; and 

F. Took steps to ensure that none of the Applicants’ affiants would appear for cross-

examination by placing the Applicants’ supporters at the entranceway to the venue 

in order to turn away witnesses. 

[86] The Respondents written representations focus predominantly on various provisions of the 

Code of Professional Conduct of the Law Society of Saskatchewan and decisions of the Hearing 

Committee addressing complaints of counsel misconduct, rather than the decisions of this Court 

dealing with motions pursuant to Rule 97. 

[87] The Applicants’ version of events leading up to the scheduled September 14, 2020 cross-

examination of the Applicants’ affiants differs greatly from that of the Respondents. The 

Applicants assert that: 

A. While counsel for the Respondents was initially omitted from the email exchange 

regarding the scheduling of Mr. Ratte’s cross-examination, this omission was 

corrected (with an apology) on August 31, 2020 and Mr. Stooshinoff was included 

on emails exchanged thereafter. It would therefore have been apparent to Mr. 

Stooshinoff by September 1, 2020 that Mr. Ratte’s cross-examination had been 

confirmed as between counsel for the Applicants and counsel for Mr. Ratte for 

September 14, 2020. 

B. Mr. Stooshinoff deliberately scheduled the cross-examinations of the Applicants’ 

affiants at a time when he knew that counsel for the Applicants was conducting Mr. 
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Ratte’s cross-examination. To suggest that counsel for the Applicants should have 

to simultaneously appear on both cross-examinations is improper. 

C. At no time did counsel for the Applicants instruct, direct or otherwise request that 

the Court Reporter cancel Mr. Stooshinoff’s September 14, 2020 booking, nor did 

he suggest that the Applicants’ booking was the same as the Respondents’ booking 

on that date. 

D. The Applicants assisted the Respondents in the service of the Respondents’ 

Directions to Attend, giving address information to Mr. Stooshinoff within less than 

24 hours of his request. 

E. The Applicants did, in fact, propose alternative dates (September 20-22, 2020) for 

the cross-examination of the Applicants’ affiants that were permitted by Rules 7(2) 

and 308, which dates were rejected by counsel for the Respondents. 

F. In the absence of a reply from counsel for the Respondents to their correspondence 

dated September 10, 2020, the apparent cancellation of the double booking for 

September 14, 2020 at the initiative of the Court Reporter and there being less than 

four business hours remaining prior to the commencement of the Respondents’ 

cross-examinations on September 14, 2020, it was appropriate for the Applicants 

to inform their affiants of the cancellation. 

[88] In support of the motion, the Respondents rely primarily on the affidavit of Clinton 

Wuttunee (one of the Respondents) and secondarily on the affidavits of Jason Chakita and Henry 

Gardipy that address, for the most part, the events that transpired on September 14, 2020 (the date 
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for the Applicants’ affiants’ cross-examination). The Applicants rely on an affidavit from Alicia 

Moosomin (one of the Applicants). 

[89] Notwithstanding the serious allegations of professional misconduct being made on this 

motion, neither the Applicants nor the Respondents put evidence before the Court from anyone 

with first-hand knowledge as to what transpired between counsel leading up to September 14, 

2020. The evidence from Mr. Wuttunee and Ms. Moosomin is based on information and belief 

based on information given by the very counsel whose conduct is in question on this motion. 

[90] The most reliable evidence before the Court is the exchange of contemporaneous 

correspondence between counsel leading up to September 14, 2020. The correspondence reveals 

that neither counsel is without blame for the circumstances leading up to this motion. Counsel 

demonstrated a lack of civility and a failure to advance the scheduling of the cross-examinations 

in a cooperative manner, which resulted in the unwarranted escalation of what was a simple 

scheduling conflict. 

[91] One of the rationales underpinning Rule 97 is to ensure that no unfairness arises to the 

Respondents from the conduct of the Applicants or their counsel that would deprive or frustrate 

the Respondents’ ability to cross-examine the Applicants’ affiants. A refusal by the Applicants’ 

affiants to attend for cross-examination would certainly result in unfairness to the Respondents. 

However, the Applicants’ affiants did in fact attend for cross-examination. Nine of the ten affiants 

were cross-examined by Mr. Stooshinoff on September 17, 28, 29 and 30, 2020. The uncontested 

evidence before the Court is that the tenth affiant, Mr. Stevens, attended to be cross-examined on 

January 15, 2021, but the Respondents did not elect to cross-examine him on that date and no 

request has been made since that time to reschedule his cross-examination. I am particularly 
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troubled by the fact that the Respondents have omitted this important detail from their moving 

motion record and failed to address why the severe remedy of striking the ten affidavits is 

warranted in circumstances where cross-examinations were ultimately conducted only a few days 

later. 

[92] Moreover, I am also troubled by the fact that the Respondents omitted key correspondence 

and portions of email chains as between counsel for the parties leading up the contested cross-

examinations, which correspondence (such as Mr. Phillip’s letter dated September 10, 2020) 

evidences that: (a) counsel for the Respondents was aware at the time that he served his Directions 

to Attend that Mr. Ratte’s cross-examination had been scheduled for September 14, 2020; (b) 

attempts were made by the Applicants to reach a compromise on the schedule for cross-

examinations (including offers of other dates); and (c) counsel for the Applicants offered to contact 

their affiants to inform them of the proposed changes in the date and time of their cross-

examinations. 

[93] I am satisfied, based on the evidence before the Court, that there was confusion as to 

whether the Court Reporter had in fact cancelled the Respondents’ booking for September 14, 

2020. That, coupled with the cross-examination of Mr. Ratte on that date, led counsel for the 

Applicants to advise the Applicants’ affiants not to attend for cross-examination. While this 

scheduling conflict should have appropriately been addressed through counsel and failing which, 

through a case management conference with the Court in advance of September 14, 2020, I find 

that conduct of counsel for the Applicants does not, in all of the circumstances, amount to 

misconduct that would warrant the striking of the Applicants’ supporting affidavits. 
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[94] To the contrary, I find that the Respondents have failed to provide the Court with an 

accurate picture of what transpired leading up to the contested cross-examination and failed not 

only to advise the Court that the Applicants’ affiants have now all been cross-examined or made 

available for cross-examination, but to establish why, in such circumstances, the severe remedy of 

striking their affidavits is warranted. I am not satisfied that the Respondents have establish any 

unfairness or prejudice arising from the non-attendance of the Applicants’ affiants for cross-

examination on September 14, 2020 that would warrant the striking of their affidavits and 

accordingly, their motion is dismissed. 

(b) The Applicants’ Motion to Strike the Respondents’ Affidavits and 

Alternative Relief 

[95] The Applicants assert that the affidavits relied upon by the Respondents should be struck, 

pursuant to Rule 97, on the basis that the Respondents have deliberately obstructed the just, most 

expeditious and least expensive determination of this proceeding. Specifically, the Applicants 

assert that: 

A. With the exception of the affiants’ original affidavits and one document, the 

Respondents and their affiants have failed to produce the documents identified in 

fourteen Directions to Attend served by the Applicants and did not bring a motion 

for relief for production in a timely manner. 

B. Counsel for the Respondents has acted notwithstanding that he is in a conflict of 

interest in representing both the Individuals Respondents and the Red Pheasant 

First Nation. 
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C. Affiants that attended for their cross-examinations obstructed their cross-

examinations by repeatedly interrupting and refusing to answer proper questions, 

as particularized in the schedules to the Notice of Motion. 

D. The conduct of counsel for the Respondent resulted in a loss of a half-day of 

scheduled cross-examinations in North Battleford and lost cross-examination time 

in Saskatoon. Moreover, counsel for the Respondent failed to attend multiple cross-

examinations on time, while refusing to conduct the scheduled cross-examinations 

of other affiants. 

E. The Respondents and their affiants failed to attend re-scheduled cross-examinations 

on October 13, 2020 and January 7-9, 2021 in relation to a number of the affiants. 

F. The Respondents have failed to properly answer the undertakings given on cross-

examination. 

[96] The Respondents assert that the motion should be dismissed in its entirety on the basis that 

the motion is part of counsel for the Applicants’ tactical plan to avoid a hearing on the merits and 

instead manufacture a procedural breach and then apply to the Court to strike all of the 

Respondents’ evidence. In this regard, the Respondents assert that counsel for the Applicant has 

improperly sought to remove counsel for the Respondents, served over-reaching and impossible 

requests for production in Directions to Attend, tried to impose strict and unworkable timelines 

and schedules for cross-examinations, made intolerable requests of Court Reporters and counsel 

to attend examinations, insisted on the improper introduction of evidence, made outright deceptive 
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statements and falsehoods to officers of the Court, refused to listen to or cooperate with 

Respondents’ counsel and has demonstrated a fundamental lack of candour. 

[97] The Respondents further assert that Schedules A through L to the Notice of Motion are not 

properly before the Court, as they are not exhibited to an affidavit. I reject this assertion. The 

schedules were prepared to assist the Court and contain excerpts from the cross-examinations held 

in this proceeding, the transcripts of which appear in the motion records. The Respondents further 

assert that the transcripts are also not properly before the Court as they are not exhibited to an 

affidavit. I also reject this assertion. They are the cross-examinations held in this very proceeding 

and there is no suggestion by the Respondents that the transcripts or the schedules are inaccurate. 

As such, I find that both the schedules and the transcripts are properly before the Court on this 

motion. 

[98] The Respondents also take issue with the affidavit of Stephanie Reid, which is relied upon 

by the Applicants in support of this motion. The Respondents assert that Ms. Reid has no 

knowledge of the content of the CDs addressed in her affidavit. I will not exclude Ms. Reid’s 

affidavit, but have taken into consideration the evidence given by her on cross-examination in 

determining what weight, if any, to give to her evidence. 

[99] A significant portion of the submissions of the parties on this motion address issues that 

have been determined in other motions. I have already determined that the Directions to Attend 

served by the Applicants were, in large measure, improper. As such, I find that the Respondents’ 

conduct in relation thereto does not constitute misconduct warranting the striking of their affiants’ 

evidence. Further, I have already determined that counsel for the Respondent, at present, has no 
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disqualifying conflict of interest that would warrant his removal as solicitor of record. As such, 

this factor can also not form the basis for an order striking the Respondents’ affiants’ evidence.  

[100] With respect to the non-attendance at cross-examinations, the Respondents did not address 

this assertion in their written representations. However, what is apparent to the Court from a review 

of the correspondence between counsel is that there was a dispute as to the scheduling of the cross-

examinations on October 13, 2020, with the Respondents, in early October, clearly not agreeing 

to have their affiants attend for continued cross-examination on October 13, 2020 and indicating 

that the affiant availability could not be confirmed before October 14, 2020 and that counsel for 

the Respondents did not accept service of the Directions to Attend relating to the October 13, 2020 

cross-examinations. The Applicants assert that the Respondents also failed to attend re-scheduled 

cross-examinations on January 7-8, 2021, although similar evidence about the events leading up 

to that non-attendance was not provided. 

[101] The parties are in the awkward positon of both asking the Court to strike evidence for non-

attendance at cross-examinations and resisting the striking of their own evidence on the basis of 

non-attendance at cross-examination, both as a result of scheduling disputes between counsel. The 

correspondence evidences both counsel launching accusations of an absence of civility and 

cooperation, yet failing to demonstrate such civility and cooperation themselves. As I did not strike 

the Applicants’ evidence for non-attendance, I will similarly not strike the Respondents’ evidence 

on that basis. 

[102] I find that the balance of the bases advanced by the Applicants for striking the Respondents’ 

evidence are, in all of the circumstances, insufficient to warrant such a severe remedy. Moreover, 

to the extent that there has been delay in this proceeding, the responsibility for such delay lies at 
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the feet of all parties given their on-going failure to co-operate and in the case of the Applicants, 

their improper Directions to Attend, which only served to escalate the disputes between the parties. 

[103] Accordingly, I am not satisfied that the Applicants have establish any unfairness or 

prejudice arising from the conduct of the Respondents, their affiants and their counsel, as detailed 

above, that would warrant the striking of their affidavits, with one exception. 

[104] I have reviewed the excerpts of the transcript from the cross-examination of John Benson 

held January 7, 2021 as set out in Schedule L to the Notice of Motion. I find that the behaviour of 

John Benson and Mr. Stooshinoff on the cross-examination was obstructive and in the case of Mr. 

Stooshinoff, unprofessional. John Benson repeatedly turns his back to the Court Reporter (while 

on video) despite repeated requests to turn around so that his face could be seen. Mr. Stooshinoff 

not only encouraged this behaviour, but engaged in repeated private conversations with the witness 

during his cross-examination, even after such conversations were repeatedly objected to by counsel 

for the Applicants. I am satisfied that this misconduct has had the effect of frustrating the cross-

examination of John Benson and demonstrates a complete disregard for this proceeding. 

Accordingly, the affidavit of John Benson shall be struck. 

[105] I will now turn to address the alternative relief sought by the Applicants on this motion. 

[106] The Applicants seek an order compelling the Respondents and their affiants to produce the 

documents listed in the various Directions to Attend that have not been produced to date. This 

relief has already been addressed by way of the Respondents’ Rule 94(2) motion. 

[107] The Applicants also seek an order compelling the affiants to answer the questions refused 

at their respective cross-examinations. In support of this request, the Applicants have prepared 
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Schedules C through K to the Notice of Motion, which contain 64 pages of excerpts from the cross-

examinations of Shelley Wuttunee, Dana Falcon, Mandy Cuthand, John Benson, Gary Nicotine, 

Jason Chakita, Samuel Wuttunee, Cody Benson, and Austin Ahenakew. However, there is no 

specific list of refusals before the Court, nor any submissions made by the Applicants as to why 

each refused question should be ordered answered. It is not the role of the Court to parse through 

the motion materials (in this case the moving record is 3,547 pages) to compile a list of questions 

and then attempt to discern the basis upon which the Applicants assert that each question should 

be answered. Counsel has an obligation to list out each question at issue and demonstrate how each 

question is relevant [see Poly Form Products v Indusfoam Can Inc (1986), 6 FTR 201]. Having 

failed to do so, the Court will not make a determination in relation to the refusals and compel them 

to be answered. That said, it remains open to the Applicants to argue before the hearings judge that 

the questions that the affiants refused to answer were proper, such that the Court should draw an 

adverse inference against the affiant for their refusal to answer the question. 

[108] The Applicants also seek an order compelling the affiants to answer the undertakings given 

at their respective cross-examinations. The Applicants assert that the Respondents have failed to 

“appropriately respond” to undertakings given at the cross-examinations. However, no chart or list 

of undertakings that remain unanswered, in whole or in part, has been provided by the Applicants. 

It is entirely unclear to the Court, other than in relation to the one example given regarding Clinton 

Wuttunee at paragraphs 53 and 54 of the Applicants’ written representations, what specific 

undertakings are at issue on this motion. 

[109] To the extent that the motion is limited to the undertakings given by Clinton Wuttunee, I 

am satisfied that undertaking nos. 1, 3 and 4 (as they appear on the transcript) have been 
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satisfactorily answered and that undertaking no. 2 was actually a refusal, not an undertaking. To 

the extent that the motion is directed at any other unanswered undertakings, I am not satisfied that 

the Applicants have established that any such undertakings exist and remain unanswered, in whole 

or in part. 

[110] The Applicants also seek an order for the Respondents’ affiants to attend for further cross-

examination at their own expense within 10 days. However, no particulars are provided as to which 

affiants should be required to attend for further cross-examination and for what reason. On that 

basis alone, I decline to exercise my discretion to make such an order. The Applicants had an 

opportunity to conduct cross-examinations and had an opportunity to put all of their questions to 

the affiants, even if they were refused. Seeking re-attendance is but a further example of the 

Applicants’ attempt to turn the cross-examinations into an examination for discovery, which is 

improper. 

[111] Moreover, in the June 17, 2021 case management conference, the Applicants indicated that 

they were content to get on to a hearing on the merits and have this motion determined by the 

hearings judge. Had that been what the Court had ordered, there would have been no opportunity 

for further cross-examinations. Having taken that position before the Court in June, I fail to see 

why the Court should now entertain a request for further cross-examinations. 

(c) Costs of Both Motions 

[112] With respect to the costs of these motions, the Applicants assert that offers to settle were 

served by both parties, such that Rule 420 is engaged. The Applicants request that the costs of at 

least its motion be addressed as part of the hearings judge’s consideration of the costs of the 
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proceeding as a whole. It is unclear to the Court whether the offers to settle referenced by the 

Applicants would also apply to the Respondents’ motion. In the circumstances, I will leave the 

determination of the costs of these motions to be made by the hearings judge so that they may take 

into account any offers to settle that may be applicable. 

[113] That said, having reviewed the transcript excerpts from the cross-examinations of the 

Respondents’ affiants that were highlighted by the Applicants on their motion, I must state that I 

have serious concerns regarding the conduct of a number of the Respondents’ affiants on cross-

examination, as well as Mr. Stooshinoff (in addition to the conduct noted above in the case of Mr. 

Benson’s cross-examination). These are matters that, in my view, should be addressed in the 

Court’s determination of the costs of the application and these motions, as well as its consideration 

of the evidence of these witnesses. 

(5) The Applicants’ Rule 312 Motion 

[114] Pursuant to Rule 312(a) of the Federal Courts Rules, a party may, with leave of the Court, 

file additional affidavits to those provided for in Rules 306 and 307. To obtain leave pursuant to 

Rule 312(a), a party must satisfy two preliminary requirements: (i) the evidence must be admissible 

on the application for judicial review; and (ii) the evidence must be relevant to an issue that is 

properly before the reviewing court [see Connolly v Canada (Attorney General), 2014 FCA 294 

at para 6; Forest Ethics Advocacy Association v National Energy Board, 2014 FCA 88 at para 4]. 

[115] Assuming that the moving party meets the two preliminary requirements, the moving party 

must then convince the Court that it should exercise its discretion in favour of granting leave. In 

determining whether the granting of an order under Rule 312 is in the interests of justice, the Court 
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should be guided by the following three questions: (i) was the evidence sought to be adduced 

available when the party filed its affidavits under Rule 306 or 308 (as the case may be) or could it 

have been available with the exercise of due diligence? (ii) will the evidence assist the Court, in 

the sense that it is relevant to an issue to be determined and sufficiently probative that it could 

affect the result? and (iii) will the evidence cause substantial or serious prejudice to the other party? 

[see Connolly, supra at para 6; Forest Ethics, supra at para 6] 

[116] This Court has recognized that the factors or questions detailed in Connolly are not 

exhaustive and the jurisprudence does not prescribe how they are to be weighed by the Court. As 

each decision is discretionary and fact-specific, there may be other factors that the Court may 

consider. Overall, in exercising its discretion, the Court must always be mindful of the general 

principle in Rule 3 that the Rules must be interpreted and applied so as to secure the just, most 

expeditious and least expensive determination of every proceeding on its merits [see Callaghan v 

Canada (Chief Electoral Office), 2008 FC 1080 at paras 26-27]. 

[117] The Applicants seek leave of the Court to file the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard sworn 

February 8, 2021. In his proposed affidavit, Mr. Pritchard gives evidence about his dealings with 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. (one of the alleged Participants) leading up to casting his vote in the election. 

He states that Mr. Nicotine Jr. drove him to the polling station, gave him a list of candidates to 

vote for (the Individual Respondents), instructed him to vote for those candidates on the list, 

instructed him to take a photo of his ballot after it was marked with his votes, asked to see the 

photo of his ballot after he voted (which he did not have as he did not take the requested photo), 

stated that notwithstanding the absence of the photo “we know that you are good for it” and gave 
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him $300.00 in cash. Mr. Pritchard states that he understood that the $300.00 was for the purchase 

of his vote and was not some form of band member assistance payment. 

[118] Mr. Pritchard addresses in his affidavit why he did not provide an affidavit earlier in this 

proceeding, stating that he was scared for his personal safety, was concerned that the Participants 

would approach him with a gun or other physical force and was worried that his educational 

funding would be withdrawn if he spoke out earlier about what had transpired. 

[119] The Respondents oppose the motion on the basis that the evidence is in large part hearsay, 

the affidavit contains statements that are surely not within the affiant’s knowledge, the affidavit 

contains unfounded accusations that are highly prejudicial to the Respondents, the affidavit 

provides no corroborating evidence or factual basis to support Mr. Pritchard’s assertion as to why 

he did not provide his evidence earlier and to permit the affidavit would violate the Court’s 

Direction as to the deadline for the delivery of affidavit evidence. 

[120] I am satisfied that the evidence of Mr. Pritchard is relevant to the application, as the 

Amended Notice of Application specifically pleads at paragraph 36: 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. (on behalf of the Participants and himself) 

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when 

he offered to purchase the mail in ballot of Lionel Brabant Jr. 

However, Lionel Brabant Jr. did not have a mail in ballot. Instead, 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. picked up Lionel Brabant Jr., gave him a list of 

candidates to vote for, paid him for voting for those candidates, and 

dropped him off at the polling station. 

[121] The Respondent asserts that the evidence is not relevant, as section 35 of the First Nations 

Election Act provides that an elector may only contest an election on the ground that a 

contravention of the Act is likely to have affected the result. The Respondents assert that, among 
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other things, there is no evidence in Mr. Pritchard’s affidavit that there was any perceivable impact 

on the outcome of the election. I reject this assertion, as the evidence is clearly relevant to the 

allegation of wide-spread electoral fraud. The affidavit contains just one instance of the alleged 

electoral fraud of which the Applicants complain. Moreover, the issue of whether this alleged 

instance of electoral corruption, when considered in the totality of the evidence before the Court, 

could have impacted the outcome of the election is a matter for the hearings judge. That said, this 

Court has held that where an election has been corrupted by fraud such that the integrity of the 

electoral process is in question, an annulment may be justified regardless of the proven number of 

invalid votes [see Papequash, supra at paras 34-39]. 

[122] I am also satisfied that the evidence of Mr. Pritchard is admissible. While the Respondents 

take issue with the evidence given by Mr. Pritchard and deny that the events occurred, that does 

not render his evidence inadmissible. Moreover, the fact that Mr. Pritchard does not offer 

corroborative evidence (such as a copy of the voting list) does not render his evidence inadmissible. 

I reject the Respondents’ assertions as to the various instances of hearsay in the Pritchard affidavit. 

To the extent that there is any hearsay evidence in his affidavit (such as at paragraphs 17 and 18), 

it is in relation to a non-contentious issue of the content and timing of transmission of the Notice 

of Application. I find that such evidence is both reliable and necessary, as it would be unreasonable 

and inconsistent with Rule 3 to require such evidence to put in through counsel or a legal assistant. 

[123] Turning to the three remaining considerations, I am satisfied that the Applicants have 

offered an explanation as to why the evidence from Mr. Pritchard was not served when the 

Applicants served their Rule 306 affidavits, which is sufficient for the purpose of this motion. In 

making this finding, I make no determination as to the weight to be given to Mr. Pritchard’s 
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evidence. The Respondents will be afforded an opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Pritchard on his 

affidavit and the opportunity to serve responding affidavits. To the extent that Mr. Pritchard’s 

subjective belief is unfounded, the Respondents will have the opportunity to make that argument 

to the hearings judge. 

[124] I am further satisfied that Mr. Pritchard’s evidence will, for the reasons given above 

regarding its relevance, assist the Court in determining the issues raised on the application and that 

the evidence will not cause substantial or serious prejudice to the other party. As noted above, the 

Respondents will be afforded an opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Pritchard and to deliver 

affidavit evidence to respond to his affidavit. 

[125] Accordingly, I am satisfied that the Applicants should be granted leave to file the affidavit 

of Mr. Pritchard. It will be a matter for the hearings judge to determine what weight to be placed 

upon his evidence. The Respondents will be given the right to serve any responding affidavits and 

to thereafter cross-examine Mr. Pritchard, should they elect to do so. 

[126] The Applicants seek costs of the motion in the amount of $1,000.00. However, there is no 

basis to award the Applicants their costs of this motion. The Applications are seeking leave from 

the Court to rely upon evidence that they did not deliver in accordance with the timetable 

prescribed by the Court. Accordingly, no award of costs will be made on this motion. 

THE COURT ORDERS that: 

1. The Applicants’ motion for an order that Mr. Stooshinoff and the firm of Stooshinoff 

Bitzer be removed as counsel of record and disqualified from acting for any of the parties 

is dismissed, without prejudice to the Applicants’ right to seek similar relief in relation to 
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the cost phase of the application. 

2. The Applicants shall pay to the Respondents, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason 

Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel 

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee and the Red Pheasant First Nation, their costs of the motion 

to remove Mr. Stooshinoff as counsel of record, with the quantum of costs to be fixed by 

the hearings judge. 

3. The Respondents’ motion for relief pursuant to Rule 94(2) in relation to the Direction to 

Attend dated June 9, 2020 and served on Clinton Wuttunee is dismissed as moot. Costs 

of the motion shall be payable in the cause. 

4. The Respondents’ motion for an order pursuant to Rule 94(2) that the Respondents’ 

affiants, Clinton R. Wuttunee, Dana Falcon, Gary Nicotine, Henry Gardipy, Jason 

Chakita, John Benson, Lux Benson, Mandy Cuthand, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn 

Wuttunee, Austin Akenakew, Cody Benson and Shelly Wuttunee, be relieved from the 

production of documents sought by the Applicants in their Directions to Attend dated 

September 4, 2020 and all subsequent Directions to Attend served by the Applicants is 

granted, with the exception of the following requests for production: 

(a) In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Clinton Wuttunee: 

(i) All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in his possession, power or control that 

include Burke Ratte. 
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(ii) All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in his possession, power or control that 

include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to Robin 

Wuttunee. 

(iii) All communications that he had with the family of Arnold Bruce Wuttunee 

referred to at paragraph 16 of his affidavit. 

(iv) All documents referring or relating to him looking into the matter for Robin Dean 

Wuttunee and being advised that he was not eligible to vote, as referred to at 

paragraph 26 of his affidavit. 

(v) All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 in his possession, power or control that 

include, or that relate or refer to, Patricia Bird. 

(b) In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Austin Ahenakew: 

(i) The “directive” referred to at paragraph 15 of his affidavit and documents 

referring or relating to same. 

(c) In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Henry Gardipy: 

(i) With reference to paragraph 5 of his affidavit, all documents referring or related 

to the request made by Michael Earnest Stevens that Mr. Gardipy assist him with 

his D-5 request for a mail-in ballot. 
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(d) In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Cody Benson: 

(i) All documents referring or relating to the decision to grant a Band Member 

Assistance payment of $400 to Heather Meechance referred to at paragraph 13 of 

his affidavit, and all documentation referring or relating to the payment of same 

to Heather Meechance. 

(e) In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Gary Nicotine: 

(i) All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other correspondence 

requesting financial assistance that he received from Heather Meechance 

regarding her request for “help to buy groceries” and his response referred to at 

paragraph 16 of his affidavit. 

(ii) All documents requesting or relating to the decision to grant a Band Member 

Assistance payment of $400 to Heather Meechance referred to at paragraph 16 of 

his affidavit, and all documentation referring or relating to the payment of same 

to Heather Meechance. 

(f) In relation to the Directions to Attend served on Jason Chakita: 

(i) All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020 between him and Robin Dean Wuttunee 

or anyone on his behalf. 

5. The documents ordered to be produced in paragraph 4 shall be provided to the Applicants 

by no later than September 13, 2021. 
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6. The Applicants shall pay to the Respondents their costs of the Rule 94(2) motion 

referenced in paragraph 4 in the amount of $10,000.00, inclusive of fees, disbursements 

and taxes. 

7. The Respondents’ motion to strike the affidavits relied upon by the Applicants is 

dismissed. 

8. The affidavit of John Benson sworn August 27, 2020 is hereby struck. 

9. The balance of the Applicants’ motion to strike the affidavits relied upon by the 

Respondents is dismissed. 

10. The Applicants’ request for an order compelling the Respondents to answer all questions 

refused from the cross-examinations of the Respondents’ affiants is dismissed, without 

prejudice to the right of the Applicants to ask the hearings judge to draw an adverse 

inference from the affiants’ refusals to answer the questions. 

11. The Applicants’ request for an order compelling the Respondents to answer all 

undertakings given at the cross-examinations of the Respondents’ affiants is dismissed. 

12. The Applicants’ request for an order compelling the Respondents’ affiants to attend for 

further cross-examination is dismissed. 

13. The costs of the two motions to strike the affidavits shall be determined by the hearings 

judge. 

14. The Applicants are granted leave, pursuant to Rule 312, to file the affidavit of Tomas 
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Pritchard sworn February 8, 2021. 

15. The Respondents shall serve, and file proof of service of, any additional affidavit(s) to 

respond to the affidavit of Mr. Pritchard by no later than September 13, 2021. 

16. The parties shall be afforded an opportunity to conduct cross-examinations in relation to 

the affidavit of Mr. Pritchard and any other affidavit(s) served by the Respondents in 

response thereto. The parties shall complete any such cross-examinations by no later than 

October 4, 2021. In relation to such cross-examinations: 

(a) The party tendering the affiant shall accept service of any Direction to Attend and 

attendance money. 

(b) Any dispute regarding a request for production in a Direction to Attend shall be raised 

with the Court forthwith and shall be addressed by the Court in advance of the cross-

examination at issue, by way of informal motion to be heard at a case management 

conference. 

(c) The parties shall cooperate in the scheduling of the cross-examinations. Should the 

Court find that any party has failed to do so, the Court will impose cost sanctions 

against such party and their counsel, if appropriate. 

(d) The parties shall confirm the cross-examination schedule with the Court by no later 

than September 24, 2021. If the parties are unable to agree on a schedule for the cross-

examinations, they shall so advise the Court by no later than September 24, 2021 and 
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at that time provide the Court with their respective proposed schedules and the Court 

will unilaterally impose a schedule based on the proposed schedules of the parties. 

17. There shall be no award of costs in relation to the Rule 312 motion. 

18. The Applicants shall serve and file their application records by no later than October 25, 

2021. 

19. The Respondents shall serve and file their responding application records by no later than 

November 15, 2021. 

20. The Applicants shall serve and file a requisition for hearing by no later than November 

22, 2021. However, the Applicants are granted leave to serve and file the requisition for 

hearing as early as October 25, 2021. 

Blank 

“Mandy Aylen” 

Blank Judge  
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FEDERAL COURT OF APPEAL 
BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

AND: 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 
CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, AND RED PHEASANT 
FIRST NATION 

Respondents (Respondents) 

AND: 

BURKE RATTE 

Respondent (Non-party) 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

TO THE RESPONDENTS: 

A LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU by 

the appellants. The relief claimed by the appellant appears below. 

THIS APPEAL will be heard by the Court at a time and place to be fixed by 

the Judicial Administrator. Unless the Court directs otherwise, the place of hearing will 

be as requested by the appellants. The appellant requests that this appeal be heard by 

video conference, or alternatively in person at Regina, Saskatchewan. 

IF YOU WISH TO OPPOSE THIS APPEAL, to receive notice of any step in 

the appeal or to be served with any documents in the appeal, you or a solicitor acting 

for you must prepare a notice of appearance in Form 341A prescribed by the Federal 
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Courts Rules and serve it on the appellants' solicitor or, if the appellants are self

represented, on the appellants, WITHIN 10 DAYS after being served with this notice 

of appeal. 

IF YOU INTEND TO SEEK A DIFFERENT DISPOSITION of the order 

appealed from, you must serve and file a notice of cross-appeal in Form 341B 

prescribed by the Federal Courts Rules instead of serving and filing a notice of 

appearance. 

Copies of the Federal Courts Rules, information concerning the local offices of 

the Court and other necessary information may be obtained on request to the 

Administrator of this Court at Ottawa (telephone 613-992-4238) or at any local office. 

IF YOU FAIL TO OPPOSE THIS APPEAL, mDGMENT MAY BE GIVEN 

IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO YOU. 

September 8, 2021 

Issued by: 

Address of local office: Regina Local Office 
2425 Victoria A venue 
Regina, Saskatchewan 
S4P 3V7 

TO: CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 
CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICTOINE, 
SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, AND RED PHEASANT 
FIRST NATION 
c/o Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C., Lakefield LLP, 410, 475-2nd Ave. South, 
Saskatoon, SK. S7K 1P4, Tel: (306) 933-0004 ext. 227, Fax: (306) 933-2006, 
Email: Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca 

TO: BURKE RATTE 
c/o J.R. Norman Boudreau, Boudreau Law, 100-1619 Pembina Highway, 
Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6, Tel: (204) 318-2681, Fax: (204) 477-6057, Email: 
nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
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APPEAL 

Pursuant to section 27(1)(c) of the Federal Courts Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. F-7, the 

Appellants appeal to the Federal Court of Appeal from the order of the Honourable 

Madam Justice Aylen of the Federal Court dated August 30, 2021 (respectively the 

"Motions Judge" and the "Order") by which the: 

1. Notice of Motion of the Appellants dated May 21, 2020, for removal and 

disqualification of Mr. Stooshinoff as counsel for CLINTON WUTTUNEE, 

LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA 

FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARYNICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE (the "Individual Respondents"), and RED PHEASANT 

FIRST NATION (the "Respondents") was dismissed with costs (the "Motion 

for Removal of Mr. Stooshinoff'); 

2. Notice of Motion of the Respondents dated July 23, 2021, for relief from 

production pursuant to Rules 94 and 91 was granted with costs of $10,000 (the 

"Motion for Relief from Production"); 

3. Notice of Motion of the Respondents dated July 23, 2021, to strike the affidavits 

of the Appellants was dismissed (the "Respondents' Motion to Strike"); 

4. Notice of Motion of the Appellants dated July 12, 2021, to strike the affidavits 

of the Respondents pursuant to Rule 97 was dismissed (the "Appellants' Motion 

to Strike"); 

5. Notice of Motion of the Appellants for leave to serve and file the supplementary 

affidavit of Mr. Pritchard sworn February 8, 2021, was granted, however no 

costs were granted (the "Motion for Supplementary Affidavit"); 
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THE APPELLANTS ASK that: 

1. Paragraphs 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 17 of the Order of the Motions Judge 

be set aside; 

2. Mr. Stooshinoff and his firm be removed and disqualified as counsel for the 

Respondents; 

3. The affidavits of the Respondents and their affiants in relation to the Amended 

Notice of Application be struck; 

4. In the alternative, that the Respondents and their witnesses be ordered to re

attend for cross-examination at their own expense, produce the documents 

identified in their directions to attend, and answer questions refused at the cross

examinations (identified in Schedules C-K to Appellants' Motion to Strike); 

5. Costs of this appeal and those in the court below on a solicitor and client basis 

against the Respondents jointly and severally payable forthwith, or such other 

basis as this Honourable Court may deem just; and 

6. Such further and other relief as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court 

may deemjust. 

THE GROUNDS OF APPEAL are as follows: 

1. The Motions Judge erred in determining that a disqualifying conflict of interest 

only arises when an allegation of electoral corruption against the Individual 

Respondents is proven, rather than when it is alleged; 

2. The Motions Judge erred in determining that a disqualifying conflict of interest 

did not yet exist in relation to the issue of costs, and in particular the Motions 
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Judge considered and determined cost submissions that put at jeopardy both the 

Red Pheasant First Nation and the Individual Respondents; 

3. The Motions Judge erred in failing to strike the affidavits of the Respondents 

in relation to their affiants': 

a. repeated failure to attend for cross-examination as designated in their 

directions to attend; 

b. ignoring their directions to attend, and making no effort to produce the 

documents requested therein; 

c. refusal to answer relevant questions during cross-examination; 

d. misconduct during cross-examination, and the misconduct of the 

Respondents through their legal counsel; 

4. The Motions Judge erred in failing to place the onus upon the Respondents in 

relation to their Motion for Relief from Production, and granting relief from 

production notwithstanding the failure of the Respondents to discharge that 

onus including but not limited to the failure of the Respondents to: 

a. put the impugned directions to attend before the Motions Judge for 

determination; 

b. make submissions in relation to the specific documents identified in the 

directions to attend; 

c. adduce appropriate evidence that the documents identified m the 

directions to attend were onerous to produce; 

d. adduce appropriate evidence that the documents identified m the 

directions to attend were irrelevant; 

e. adduce appropriate evidence that the directions to attend were abusive; 
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5. The Motions Judge erred in determining that relief from production was 

warranted, and in particular the Motions Judge erred in determining that the 

documents identified in the directions to attend were: 

a. irrelevant; 

b. onerous to produce; 

c. not in the possession, power or control of the affiants in question; 

d. insufficiently identified; 

e. abusive; 

6. The Motions Judge erred in deciding the Motion for Relief from Production on 

grounds not pled and absent submission from the Respondents; 

7. The Motions Judge erred in determining that the Respondents' delay of 11 

months in bringing their Motion for Relief from Production was appropriate; 

8. The Motions Judge erred in failing to order the Respondents' affiants to re

attend for cross-examination at their own expense, to produce the documents 

identified in their directions to attend, and to answer the questions identified in 

Schedules C-K to Appellants' Motion to Strike; 

9. In relation to costs of all of the motions, the Motions Judge erred in granting 

costs to the Respondents/refusing costs to the Appellants, while failing to 

consider that the public interest is implicated, the Appellants are impecunious, 

there is an imbalance between the Appellants and the Respondents, success of 

the Appellants, and inappropriate conduct of the Respondents on the motions 

and in the proceeding; 

10. The Motions Judge erred in refusing to defer liability and quantum of costs of 

all of the motions to the hearing judge, particularly as the Motions Judge 
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determined that a conflict of interest concerning Mr. Stooshinoff would arise 

when the issue of costs was being considered, and the Motions Judge 

determined it appropriate for the hearings judge to consider the Appellants' 

offer to settle pursuant to Rule 420 in determining liability and quantum of 

costs; 

11. The Motions Judge erred granting the Respondents costs on the Motion for 

Relief from Production in the amount of $10,000 in the absence of explanation 

for the appropriateness of solicitor and client costs, and evidence of same; 

12. Such further and other grounds as counsel may advise and this Honourable 

Court may permit. 

DATED at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 8th day of September, 2021. 

PHILLIPS & CO. 

Per:/Q 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, 
Solicitors for the Appellants, 
Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 

CONTACT INFORMATION AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE 

Phillips & Co. 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street 
Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 
T: (306) 569-0811 
F: (306) 565-3434 
Email: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca 
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Xiao-Phillips 
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(Court File A-227-21) 

FEDERAL COURT OF APPEAL 

BETWEEN: 

LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

APPLICANTS/ APPELANTS 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 
DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICOTINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTUNEE, BURKE RATTE and RED 
PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

RESPONDENTS 
and 

BURKE RATTE 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND CROSS-APPEAL 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C., 
Lakefield LLP. 

410-2nd Avenue South 
Saskatoon, SK. S7K 1P4 

Telephone: (306) 933-0004 
Telefax: (306) 933-2006 

(Non-party) 
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(Court File A-227-21) 

FEDERAL COURT OF APPEAL 

BETWEEN: 
LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

APPLICANTS/ APPELANTS 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 
DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICOTINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTUNEE, BURKE RATTE and RED 
PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

RESPONDENTS 
and 

BURKE RATTE 
(Non-party) 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND CROSS-APPEAL 

THE RESPONDENT INTENDS TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS APPEAL 

And: 

THE RESPONDENT CROSS-APPEALS in this appeal and asks that the Order be upheld in 
the main and varied only as follows: 

1. That the Compact Discs attached to Affidavit of Stephanie Reid sworn July 29, 2020 not 
be allowed into evidence on behalf of the Applicants. 

2. That the Application matter in the Court below be stayed pursuant to Section 50 of the 
Federal Court Act and Rule 398 of the Federal Court Rules pending the outcome of the 
Appeal matters herein. 

2 
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THE GROUNDS FOR THIS CROSS-APPEAL are as follows: 

1. That the Honourable and Learned Motions Judge failed, in the Order of August 10, 
2021, to exercise the Court's jurisdiction that the Compact Discs attached to the 
Affidavit of Stephanie Reid and determine that their contents are inadmissible in this 
proceeding and are objectionable to the rule oflaw. 

2. Such further and other Grounds as Counsel might bring and this Honourable Court 
shall deem meet. 

. 
-2nd Avenue 

Saskatoon, SK. S7K 1P4 

his 23 rd day of September 2021 . 

Telephone: (306) 933-0004 
Telefax: (306) 933-2006 
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           September 23, 2021 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  NicholasS@wmcz.com 
  
Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 
mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca dwwinegarden@shaw.ca  
 
 J.R. Norman Boudreau 
 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 John Isfeld  
 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 
 This is to advise of the following Direction of the Honourable Madam Justice Aylen 
dates September 23, 2021; 

  
“The Court is in receipt of the Applicants’ letter dated September 23, 2021. The 
Respondents shall provide the Court with a comprehensive response thereto by no later 
than 3:00 pm (Eastern) on September 24, 2021.” 

 
 

 

 
            Yours truly, 
 
                     Kathy Craigie  
    
          Kathy Craigie  

Registry Officer
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Date: 20210927 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, September 27, 2021 

PRESENT: The Honourable Madam Justice Aylen 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

ORDER 

UPON the parties advising the Court that they have been unable to agree on a schedule for 

all of the remaining cross-examinations and providing the Court with their respective proposed 

cross-examinations schedules, all as contemplated by the Court’s Order dated August 31, 2021 

[Order]; 

AND UPON the Applicants having raised a number of issues by letter dated September 

23, 2021, for which they seek directions and relief from the Court; 
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CONSIDERING the submissions of the parties in relation to the above; 

CONSIDERING that Mr. Phillip’s letter dated September 23, 2021 was not provided to 

opposing counsel with any meaningful opportunity to comment thereon before he submitted it to 

the Court; 

CONSIDERING that the Court will not entertain the Applicants’ request for the issuance 

of an order requiring Mr. Pritchard to attend for cross-examination. A Direction to Attend has been 

served for Mr. Pritchard’s cross-examination and he is required to attend, failing which the 

Respondents may make submissions before the hearings judge as to whether his evidence should 

be struck; 

CONSIDERING that, based on the submissions made by the Respondents (other than Mr. 

Ratte), the Court is not satisfied that leave should be granted to the Respondents (other than Mr. 

Ratte) to bring a motion to stay this proceeding pending the appeal of the Order before the Federal 

Court of Appeal. Moreover, the Court notes that the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte) have 

already sought a stay of this proceeding from the Federal Court of Appeal in Court File no. A-227-

21; 

CONSIDERING that the Court will not provide “directions” as to the enforcement of 

paragraph 4(a)(i) of the Order. It is not for the Court to provide the Applicants with legal advice 

as to any remedies they may have if Mr. Wuttunee has not complied with the production of 

documents as required by the Order; 

CONSIDERING that, based on the submissions made by the Respondents (other than Mr. 

Ratte), the Court is not satisfied that leave should be granted to the Respondents (other than Mr. 
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Ratte) to bring a motion for security for costs at this stage of the proceeding. The Court would also 

note that the costs ordered to be paid by the Applicants in the Order were not made payable 

forthwith; 

CONSIDERING that the admissibility of the answers to undertakings of Mr. Ratte will be 

a matter for the parties to address before the hearings judge; 

CONSIDERING that, based on the submissions of the Applicants and given the objection 

of the Respondents, the Court is not prepared to grant leave to the Applicants to include Mr. 

Wuttunee’s text messages in February 2020 with Patricia Bird and the affidavit of Mary Linda 

Whitford attesting to same, by way of informal motion and the Applicants have not established 

that leave should be granted to them to bring a formal motion to seek such relief; 

CONSIDERING that, based on the submissions of the Applicants, the Court will not 

compel the production of an unredacted version of the document produced by Austin Ahenakew 

in furtherance of paragraph 4(b)(i) of the Order. The Applicants may make whatever submissions 

they deem appropriate before the hearings judge regarding any alleged improper redactions; 

CONSIDERING that the issue of whether the affidavits served by the Respondents in 

response to the affidavit of Mr. Pritchard constitute proper responding evidence as contemplated 

by the Order is a matter to be addressed before the hearings judge; 

CONSIDERING that the Court will not attend or participate in any of the remaining cross-

examinations; 

CONSIDERING that the Applicants had an opportunity to bring a motion regarding the 
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production of documents made by Mr. Ratte following his cross-examination and declined to do 

so within the timetable set by the Court. The Court will not permit such a motion to be brought 

now, formally or informally, and will make no order requiring Mr. Ratte to produce the six photo 

text messages or to send any further communication to TrueData. Contrary to the assertion of the 

Applicants, this issue does not fall within paragraph 16(b) of the Order; 

CONSIDERING that the Court will not schedule a case management conference to 

address any concerns with the documents sought in the Direction to Attend served on Mr. Pritchard 

until such time as counsel for the Applicants has received instructions from his client on this issue. 

That said, the parties should be guided by the Court’s previous determinations as to the proper 

scope of document requests to made in a Direction to Attend; 

THE COURT ORDERS that: 

1. The cross-examination of Mr. Pritchard by the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte) shall 

proceed on September 30, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. (Saskatchewan time) by Zoom video-

conference. Counsel for the Applicants shall make themselves or someone from their 

office available to attend. 

2. The cross-examination of Mr. Ratte by the Applicants shall proceed on October 1, 2021. 

3. The cross-examinations of Leroy Nicotine Jr., Clinton Wutunee and Marie Adam by the 

Applicants shall proceed all on October 2, 2021. In the event that the parties are unable 

to agree on an in-person venue for the cross-examinations, they shall proceed by Zoom 
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video-conference. 

Blank 

“Mandy Aylen” 

Blank Judge  
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Date: 20210928 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, September 28, 2021 

PRESENT: The Honourable Madam Justice Aylen 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

AMENDED ORDER 

UPON the parties advising the Court that they have been unable to agree on a schedule for 

all of the remaining cross-examinations and providing the Court with their respective proposed 

cross-examinations schedules, all as contemplated by the Court’s Order dated August 31, 2021 

[Order]; 

AND UPON the Applicants having raised a number of issues by letter dated September 

23, 2021, for which they seek directions and relief from the Court; 
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CONSIDERING the submissions of the parties in relation to the above; 

CONSIDERING that Mr. Phillip’s letter dated September 23, 2021 was not provided to 

opposing counsel with any meaningful opportunity to comment thereon before he submitted it to 

the Court; 

CONSIDERING that the Court will not entertain the Applicants’ request for the issuance 

of an order requiring Mr. Pritchard to attend for cross-examination. A Direction to Attend has been 

served for Mr. Pritchard’s cross-examination and he is required to attend, failing which the 

Respondents may make submissions before the hearings judge as to whether his evidence should 

be struck; 

CONSIDERING that, based on the submissions made by the Respondents (other than Mr. 

Ratte), the Court is not satisfied that leave should be granted to the Respondents (other than Mr. 

Ratte) to bring a motion to stay this proceeding pending the appeal of the Order before the Federal 

Court of Appeal. Moreover, the Court notes that the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte) have 

already sought a stay of this proceeding from the Federal Court of Appeal in Court File no. A-227-

21; 

CONSIDERING that the Court will not provide “directions” as to the enforcement of 

paragraph 4(a)(i) of the Order. It is not for the Court to provide the Applicants with legal advice 

as to any remedies they may have if Mr. Wuttunee has not complied with the production of 

documents as required by the Order; 

CONSIDERING that, based on the submissions made by the Respondents (other than Mr. 

Ratte), the Court is not satisfied that leave should be granted to the Respondents (other than Mr. 
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Ratte) to bring a motion for security for costs at this stage of the proceeding. The Court would also 

note that the costs ordered to be paid by the Applicants in the Order were not made payable 

forthwith; 

CONSIDERING that the admissibility of the answers to undertakings of Mr. Ratte will be 

a matter for the parties to address before the hearings judge; 

CONSIDERING that, based on the submissions of the Applicants and given the objection 

of the Respondents, the Court is not prepared to grant leave to the Applicants to include Mr. 

Wuttunee’s text messages in February 2020 with Patricia Bird and the affidavit of Mary Linda 

Whitford attesting to same, by way of informal motion and the Applicants have not established 

that leave should be granted to them to bring a formal motion to seek such relief; 

CONSIDERING that, based on the submissions of the Applicants, the Court will not 

compel the production of an unredacted version of the document produced by Austin Ahenakew 

in furtherance of paragraph 4(b)(i) of the Order. The Applicants may make whatever submissions 

they deem appropriate before the hearings judge regarding any alleged improper redactions; 

CONSIDERING that the issue of whether the affidavits served by the Respondents in 

response to the affidavit of Mr. Pritchard constitute proper responding evidence as contemplated 

by the Order is a matter to be addressed before the hearings judge; 

CONSIDERING that the Court will not attend or participate in any of the remaining cross-

examinations; 

CONSIDERING that the Applicants had an opportunity to bring a motion regarding the 
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production of documents made by Mr. Ratte following his cross-examination and declined to do 

so within the timetable set by the Court. The Court will not permit such a motion to be brought 

now, formally or informally, and will make no order requiring Mr. Ratte to produce the six photo 

text messages or to send any further communication to TrueData. Contrary to the assertion of the 

Applicants, this issue does not fall within paragraph 16(b) of the Order; 

CONSIDERING that the Court will not schedule a case management conference to 

address any concerns with the documents sought in the Direction to Attend served on Mr. Pritchard 

until such time as counsel for the Applicants has received instructions from his client on this issue. 

That said, the parties should be guided by the Court’s previous determinations as to the proper 

scope of document requests to made in a Direction to Attend; 

THE COURT ORDERS that: 

1. The cross-examination of Mr. Pritchard by the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte) shall 

proceed on September 30, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. (Saskatchewan time) by Zoom video-

conference. Counsel for the Applicants shall make themselves or someone from their 

office available to attend. 

2. The cross-examination of Mr. Ratte by the Applicants shall proceed on October 4, 2021. 

3. The cross-examinations of Leroy Nicotine Jr., Clinton Wutunee and Marie Adam by the 

Applicants shall proceed all on October 2, 2021. In the event that the parties are unable 

to agree on an in-person venue for the cross-examinations, they shall proceed by Zoom 
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video-conference. 

Blank 

“Mandy Aylen” 

Blank Judge  
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           October 5, 2021 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  NicholasS@wmcz.com 
  
Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 
mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca dwwinegarden@shaw.ca  
 
 J.R. Norman Boudreau 
 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 John Isfeld  
 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 
 This is to advise of the following Direction of the Honourable Madam Justice Aylen 
dates October 5, 2021; 

  
“The Court is in receipt of correspondence from counsel for the Applicant and Mr. 
Stooshinoff related to the cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr. In light of his 
documented illness, the deadline for completion of Mr. Nicotine Jr.’s cross-examination is 
extended. However, the Court will not set a fixed date for his cross-examination as 
requested by the Applicant. Rather, Mr. Stooshinoff shall, by no later than 12:00 pm 
(Eastern) on October 6, 2021, provide the parties and the Court with an update regarding 
Mr. Nicotine Jr.’s health and a proposed date for completion of his cross-examination on 
October 7th or during the week of October 11th, which shall proceed by Zoom video-
conference. 
 
With respect to the Direction to Attend served in relation to Mr. Nicotine Jr.’s cross-
examination, Mr. Stooshinoff has advised that the requested documents do not exist or 
have already been, or recently been, produced. Accordingly, the Court sees no issue that 
requires the Court’s intervention at this time. The parties shall therefore proceed with his 
cross-examination, on a date to be set as per above.” 
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            Yours truly, 
 
                     Kathy Craigie  
    
          Kathy Craigie  

Registry Officer
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           October 7, 2021 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  NicholasS@wmcz.com 
  
Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 
mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca dwwinegarden@shaw.ca  
 
 J.R. Norman Boudreau 
 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 John Isfeld  
 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 
 This is to advise of the following Direction of the Honourable Madam Justice Aylen 
dates October 7, 2021; 

  
“The Court is in receipt of Mr. Stooshinoff’s informal motion for relief from compliance with 

portions of the Direction to Attend served on Mr. Nicotine Jr. and the Applicants’ request for a case 

management conference to address same, as contemplated by the Court’s Order dated August 31, 

2021.  

 

Unfortunately, the Court has no availability to conduct a case management conference on October 

8, 2021. Moreover, the Court is satisfied that this issue can be addressed in writing. As such, the 

Applicants shall serve and file any response to the informal motion, by way of letter, by no later 

than 2:00 pm (Eastern) on October 8, 2021.  

 

With respect to Mr. Nicotine Jr.’s cross-examination, the cross-examination shall be held on 

October 12, 2021, subject to (a) confirmation that Mr. Nicotine is medically fit to be cross-

examined: and (b) securing a court reporter for that date. 

 

 With respect to (a), Mr. Stooshinoff shall provide the opposing parties with a status update on Mr. 

Nicotine Jr.’s health by no later than 5:00 pm (Eastern) on Sunday, October 10, 2021. In the event 
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that he remains unwell, the cross-examination will be postponed to another date next week, to be 

agreed to between the parties and again, subject to Mr. Nicotine Jr.’s health. The Court expects 

counsel to make themselves available next week for the cross-examination as need be.  

 

With respect to (b), given that the cross-examination is to proceed by Zoom, the Court sees no 

reason to limit the pool of potential Court reporters to those who are local. Presumably, any Court 

reporter in Canada could assist. That said, the Court will leave it to the Applicants to make the 

necessary arrangements” 
 

 
 

 

 
            Yours truly, 
 
                     Chantal Baumberger  
    
          Chantal Baumberger  

Registry Officer
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           October 8, 2021 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  NicholasS@wmcz.com 
  
Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 
mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca dwwinegarden@shaw.ca  
 
 J.R. Norman Boudreau 
 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 John Isfeld  
 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 
 This is to advise of the following Direction of the Honourable Madam Justice Aylen 
dates October 8, 2021; 

  
“Further to the Court’s Direction dated October 7, 2021, in the event that Mr. Stooshinoff’s 

update to be delivered on October 10th advises that Mr. Nicotine Jr. remains unwell and 

cannot be cross-examined on October 12, 2021, Mr. Stooshinoff shall serve and file a 

medical note from Mr. Nicotine Jr.’s treating physician indicating the particulars of his 

illness and any anticipated date for recovery by no later than 5:00 pm (Eastern) on October 

12, 2021.” 

 

 
 

 
            Yours truly, 
 
                     Chantal Baumberger  
    
          Chantal Baumberger  

Registry Officer
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Date: 20211008 

Docket: T-474-20 

Ottawa, Ontario, October 8, 2021 

PRESENT: The Honourable Madam Justice Mandy Aylen 

BETWEEN: 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 

and 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICOTINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, and RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

ORDER 

UPON INFORMAL MOTION of the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte), as 

contemplated by the Court’s Order dated August 31, 2021, for an order pursuant to Rule 94(2) of 

the Federal Courts Rules that the affiant Leroy Nicotine Jr. be relieved from the requests for 

production nos. 5 and 6 as sought by the Applicants in their Direction to Attend dated September 

24, 2021; 

CONSIDERING the submissions of the parties; 
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CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied that this informal motion can be determined 

based on the written submissions of the parties and that an oral hearing at a case management 

conference is not required; 

CONSIDERING that in their responding submissions, the Applicants have addressed a 

number of issues for which they did not have leave of the Court to address. The Court does not 

have a motion before it to strike Mr. Nicotine Jr.’s affidavit and will not entertain those 

submissions. Moreover, the Court has already issued a Direction regarding the timing of his cross-

examination. The Court will not revisit it as part of its consideration of the Respondents’ motion; 

CONSIDERING that the principles applicable on this motion are as set out in my Order 

dated August 31, 2021; 

CONSIDERING that, having reviewed the Direction to Attend, I find that the Applicants 

continue to improperly attempt to use Rule 91 to expand production of documents on an 

application so that the process becomes similar to discovery of documents in an action. On an 

application, production is limited to what is required by relevancy [see Stanfield v Canada 

(Minister of National Revenue), 2004 FC 584]; 

CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied that request no. 5 is overly broad, as it would 

apply to any electronic transfer to any recipient and from any sender over a protracted period of 

time, with no specific focus. Such a request is not only abusive, but as a result of its excessive 

scope, seeks information irrelevant to this application; 
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CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied that request no. 6 is similarly overly broad, as 

it is not focused on communications regarding a specific topic. Rather, it seeks all communications 

between Mr. Nicotine Jr. and numerous individuals (or those acting on their behalf) over a three 

month period. Again, this document request is abusive and as a result of its excessive scope, seeks 

information irrelevant to this application. While it may be that a relevant communication may exist 

between two people, casting the net extremely wide in hopes of capturing a non-particularized 

communication is improper; 

CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied that request nos. 5 and 6 as set out in the 

Direction to Attend are abusive and seek irrelevant documents. Mr. Nicotine Jr. is accordingly 

dispensed with the requirement to produce the documents set out therein; 

CONSIDERING that the Respondents are only seeking leave to be dispensed with the 

requirement to produce documents in relation to request nos. 5 and 6. While the Applicants have 

made submissions in relation to other requests contained in the Direction to Attend, they are not 

at issue on this motion. However, having reviewed the Direction to Attend in its entirety, I am 

satisfied that: 

(a) Request no. 1 has been sufficiently answered. The balance of the documentation 

sought by the Applicants is irrelevant and constitutes a further attempt by the 

Applicants to conduct the cross-examination like an examination for discovery. 
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(b) Request no. 2 has been answered. Mr. Nicotine Jr. has advised that he does not 

have, nor has he ever had, such documents in his possession. 

CONSIDERING that the Court notes that request no. 6 is virtually identical to, and request 

no. 5 is very similar to, requests for productions that I addressed in my Order dated August 31, 

2021 and found to be abusive and irrelevant. The Applicants have clearly failed to follow the 

guidance provided in my previous Order as to the proper scope of documents that may be sought 

in a Direction to Attend. Moreover, it is abusive to serve Directions to Attend that improperly seek 

such documents and then burden the Respondents with the need to bring a motion to seek relief 

from production. I find that such conduct warrants an award of costs payable by the Applicants 

forthwith, as the production requests should not have been made and once objected to by the 

Respondents, the Applicants should not have opposed the Respondents’ request for relief; 

AND CONSIDERING that the Court is satisfied that an appropriate quantum of costs on 

this motion is $1,500.00; 

THE COURT ORDERS that: 

1. The Respondents’ motion is granted and Mr. Nicotine Jr. is relieved from the request for 

production nos. 5 and 6 as sought by the Applicants in their Direction to Attend dated 

September 24, 2021. 
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2. The Applicants shall forthwith pay to the Respondents (other than Mr. Ratte) their costs 

of this motion fixed in the amount of $1,500.00. 

Blank 

“Mandy Aylen” 

Blank Judge  
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FEDERAL COURT OF APPEAL 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants (Appellants) 

AND: 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, AND RED PHEASANT 

FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents (Respondents) 

 

AND: 

 

BURKE RATTE 

 

Respondent (Non-party) 

 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

 

 NOTICE OF APPEAL 

 
TO THE RESPONDENTS: 

 A LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU by 

the appellants. The relief claimed by the appellant appears below. 

 THIS APPEAL will be heard by the Court at a time and place to be fixed by 

the Judicial Administrator. Unless the Court directs otherwise, the place of hearing will 

be as requested by the appellants. The appellant requests that this appeal be heard by 

video conference, or alternatively in person at Regina, Saskatchewan. 

 IF YOU WISH TO OPPOSE THIS APPEAL, to receive notice of any step in 

the appeal or to be served with any documents in the appeal, you or a solicitor acting 

for you must prepare a notice of appearance in Form 341A prescribed by the Federal 
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Courts Rules and serve it on the appellants’ solicitor or, if the appellants are self-

represented, on the appellants, WITHIN 10 DAYS after being served with this notice 

of appeal. 

 IF YOU INTEND TO SEEK A DIFFERENT DISPOSITION of the order 

appealed from, you must serve and file a notice of cross-appeal in Form 341B 

prescribed by the Federal Courts Rules instead of serving and filing a notice of 

appearance. 

 Copies of the Federal Courts Rules, information concerning the local offices of 

the Court and other necessary information may be obtained on request to the 

Administrator of this Court at Ottawa (telephone 613-992-4238) or at any local office. 

 IF YOU FAIL TO OPPOSE THIS APPEAL, JUDGMENT MAY BE GIVEN 

IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO YOU. 

October 18, 2021 

Issued by:   

  

 

 

Address of local office:  Regina Local Office 

  2425 Victoria Avenue 

  Regina, Saskatchewan 

  S4P 3V7 

 

TO:  CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, AND RED PHEASANT 

FIRST NATION  

 c/o Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C., Lakefield LLP, 410, 475-2nd Ave. South, 

Saskatoon, SK. S7K 1P4, Tel: (306) 933-0004 ext. 227, Fax: (306) 933-2006, 

Email: Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca   

 

TO: BURKE RATTE 

c/o J.R. Norman Boudreau, Boudreau Law, 100-1619 Pembina Highway, 

Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6, Tel: (204) 318-2681, Fax: (204) 477-6057, Email: 

 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
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APPEAL 

Pursuant to section 27(1)(c) of the Federal Courts Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. F-7, the 

Appellants appeal to the Federal Court of Appeal from the order of the Honourable 

Madam Justice Aylen of the Federal Court dated October 8, 2021 (respectively the 

“Motions Judge” and the “Order”) by which the: 

1. Informal Motion of CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON 

CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, 

GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE and 

RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION (the “Respondents”) dated October 6, 

2021, for relief from production of the September 24, 2021, Direction to Attend 

to Leroy Nicotine Jr. was granted with costs of $1,500 against the Appellants 

(the “Motion for Relief from Production”); 

THE APPELLANTS ASK that: 

1. The Order be set aside; 

2. Costs of this appeal and those in the court below on a solicitor and client basis 

against the Respondents jointly and severally payable forthwith, or such other 

basis as this Honourable Court may deem just; and 

3. Such further and other relief as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court 

may deem just. 
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THE GROUNDS OF APPEAL are as follows: 

1. The Motions Judge erred in permitting/considering the Motion for Relief from 

Production in the form of an informal motion absent both a formal motion and 

oral submission during a case management conference, and in particular: 

a. The Order of August 30, 2021, required that the informal motion be 

determined by submission at a case management conference, which the 

Appellants requested; and 

b. The informal motion was opposed, and as such the Practice Directive of 

the Chief Justice issued August 25, 2017, required that the informal 

motion proceed by formal motion;  

2. The Motions Judge erred in permitting the Motion for Relief from Production, 

notwithstanding the Respondents’ delay and non-compliance with the orders 

issued September 28, 2021, and August 30, 2021; 

3. The Motions Judge erred in failing to place the onus upon the Respondents in 

relation to their Motion for Relief from Production, and granting relief from 

production notwithstanding the failure of the Respondents to discharge that 

onus including but not limited to the failure of the Respondents to: 

a. adduce appropriate evidence that the documents identified in the 

directions to attend were onerous to produce; 

b. adduce appropriate evidence that the documents identified in the 

directions to attend were irrelevant; 

c. adduce appropriate evidence that the directions to attend were abusive; 
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4. The Motions Judge erred in determining that relief from production was 

warranted, and in particular the Motions Judge erred in determining that the 

documents identified in the directions to attend were: 

a. irrelevant; 

b. onerous to produce; 

c. abusive; 

5. In relation to costs, the Motions Judge erred in determining that the conduct of 

the Appellants was abusive and granting costs to the Respondents/refusing 

costs to the Appellants, while failing to consider that the public interest is 

implicated, the Appellants are impecunious, there is an imbalance between the 

Appellants and the Respondents, and inappropriate conduct of the Respondents 

in relation to the Motion for Relief from Production and in the proceeding; 

6. The Motions Judge erred granting the Respondents costs on the Motion for 

Relief from Production in the amount of $1,500 in the absence of explanation 

for the appropriateness of solicitor and client costs, and evidence of same; 

7. Such further and other grounds as counsel may advise and this Honourable 

Court may permit. 

DATED at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 18th day of October, 2021. 

 

PHILLIPS & CO. 

 

 

Per: ____________________________________ 

 Nathan Xiao-Phillips, 

 Solicitors for the Appellants, 

 Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 
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CONTACT INFORMATION AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE 

 

Phillips & Co. 
Barristers & Solicitors 

2100 Scarth Street 

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 

T: (306) 569-0811 

F: (306) 565-3434 

Email:  nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca   

Lawyer in charge of file:  Nathan Xiao-Phillips   
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Royal Reporting, A Veritext Company 
800.667.6777  royalreporting.com 

(Beginning of audio recording 2.04) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: This is a Legacy long 2 

distance automated operator with a collect call 3 

from --  4 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 5 

Remand Centre.  6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  7 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE: -- New Edmonton Remand 8 

Centre.  9 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: This call is subject to 10 

recording and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the 11 

call.  To deny this call, press 2.  3, to 12 

block -- thank you for using Legacy long 13 

distance.   14 

MALE SPEAKER 1: What's up, bro?  What's 15 

going on, brother?  Oh, yeah.  Yeah, fuck, I went 16 

to court this -- went to court this past week, 17 

and I got fucking denied bail because I had no 18 

family support in court, didn't have no gas to 19 

go, so, fuck, I said fuck it.  I got to wait 20 

until my next court date comes around beginning 21 

of March.  Not bad, though, I only got -- I got 22 

caught -- I got caught with two -- two stolen 23 

vehicles in a high-speed chase.  Yeah, not that 24 

bad.  Well, they threw a bunch of little bullshit 25 
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charges, but my lawyer said those are all -- 1 

they'll throw those out.  The main ones are the 2 

flight -- flight -- flight from police and the 3 

stolen vehicles.   4 

  Yeah, but, hey, I got a 5 

bunch of shit in Saddle Lake, bro.  I got tools, 6 

welder, I got fucking rims if you need rims.  7 

Where, in Saskatoon?  Oh, okay.  Well -- well, my 8 

sister -- yeah, that's where I was staying, in 9 

Saddle Lake.  My girlfriend knows where all 10 

the -- all my stuff is out there too.  They 11 

have -- my sister's using mine.  You got to tell 12 

her.  That's who I'm getting messages through.   13 

  That's why I was going to 14 

see if you could eTransfer 40 or 50 bucks there 15 

for canteen.  Yeah, that's what -- yeah, that 16 

don't matter if it's tomorrow, as long as I have 17 

some money dropped off on Monday.  Yeah, by 18 

Monday, yeah, by Monday.  Then I'll be able to 19 

make canteen day.  I need it.   20 

  Why?  Can you get it?  21 

Yeah, get me one of those.  I'll sign it, anyway.  22 

You just got to mail it in to me, then I'll mail 23 

it back out to you.  Okay.  Yeah, for sure, bro, 24 

I'll do that.  Just bring it with you to the 25 
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city, and you just got to mail it in to me.  1 

Okay.  I'll phone you back in an hour.  Okay.  2 

Yeah, okay.   3 

  All right.  Right, that's 4 

all good, yeah, as long as I -- as long as I get 5 

something for Monday, then I'll be able to make 6 

canteen day.  Yeah, okay, brother.  Yeah, I know.  7 

I know.  Okay, bro, right on.  Thanks.  Yeah.  8 

(End of audio recording) 9 
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CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

I, LISA MacDONALD, CSR, Certified Court Reporter, 

hereby certify that the foregoing pages contain a 

true and correct transcription of the audio 

recording herein to the best of my knowledge, skill 

and ability. 

 

 

 

    "Lisa MacDonald"    

    LISA MacDONALD, CSR 
    CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER 
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(3.03_Wuttunee_780-863-6426_02-16-20_1836) 
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Royal Reporting, A Veritext Company 
800.667.6777  royalreporting.com 

(Beginning of audio recording 3.03) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is a Legacy long 2 

distance automated operator with a collect call 3 

from --  4 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 5 

Remand Centre.  6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  7 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   8 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: This call is subject to 9 

recording and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the 10 

call.  Thank you for using Legacy long distance.  11 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Hey, bro.  What's 12 

happening?  Yeah, that's what I was telling -- 13 

that shit's fucking -- yeah, I know.  That's why 14 

I was -- I was going to tell her that -- I was 15 

going to tell her to -- well, even that, just 16 

tell her -- give her the erased messages or 17 

something because she's the one that -- I know, 18 

yeah.  Yeah, okay.  Yeah.  Yeah.  Shit, eh?  19 

Yeah.  What -- what -- yeah.  Oh, you won't be 20 

back until -- yeah.  When are you -- when are you 21 

back in the city?  Yeah.  Yeah.  Yeah, because 22 

they got ahold of that -- whoever the hell it is 23 

to get my ballot mailed to me.  Yeah, she 24 

phoned -- I don't know who the hell it is she 25 
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phoned, but I guess it's the one that's sort of 1 

been encouraging her to send -- send people's 2 

addresses or something, paying her actually, 3 

sending -- to get people's addresses to send her 4 

ballots, so -- because she said that she's 5 

in-boxed her and asked for her address to send 6 

her ballot to her.  Yeah, asking who she's voting 7 

for and stuff like that.  Yeah.  Yeah, that's why 8 

I was telling -- I was telling her, don't say too 9 

much on there.  Just try to get ahold of him and 10 

talk to him, I said.  She said, yeah, I just 11 

messaged him, and I said, well, yeah, don't say 12 

too much on there.   13 

  I know.  That's -- yeah.  14 

Yeah, three calls a day, and I have fuck all for 15 

money on my account.  Yeah.  Yeah.  Yeah, Because 16 

I was going to say -- no, I don't think that will 17 

work.  I was going to say, I think I might be 18 

able to fucking wire something this way tomorrow, 19 

but she's probably working, so I don't think that 20 

will work either because tomorrow is the cutoff 21 

for our canteen, eh, fucking -- yeah, so I don't 22 

know.  I'll figure it out.  Yeah.  All right.  23 

And even if someone has a Visa, you could put, 24 

like, 20 bucks on my phone account number -- the 25 
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number of the phone, and I'll put a couple 1 

dollars on my phone account at least for now.  2 

Then I can get some stuff done too that way.   3 

  Just tell her -- yeah, and 4 

just tell her get rid of those messages if 5 

anything.  All right.  Well, I'll -- or I'll 6 

phone her, and I'll tell her.  Okay.  Yeah.  7 

Okay, bro.  Right on.  Yeah.  Thanks, bro.  8 

(End of audio recording) 9 
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CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

 

I, LISA MacDONALD, CSR, Certified Court Reporter, 

hereby certify that the foregoing pages contain a 

true and correct transcription of the audio 

recording herein to the best of my knowledge, skill 

and ability. 

 

 

 

    "Lisa MacDonald"    

    LISA MacDONALD, CSR 

    CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER 
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(Beginning of audio recording 4.02) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is a Legacy long 2 

distance automated operator with a collect call 3 

from --  4 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 5 

Remand Centre.  6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  7 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   8 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: This call is subject to 9 

recording and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the 10 

call.  To deny this -- thank you for using Legacy 11 

long distance.  12 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Hey, what's up, bro?  Not 13 

too much.  So, yeah, I can hear you.  Are you 14 

still out on the res?  Okay.   15 

  Hey, my chick -- my chick 16 

from Saddle Lake there is going to be getting 17 

ahold of you.  Her name is -- she -- yeah, she 18 

knows where all my shit in Saddle Lake is, my 19 

tools, my rims.  I even got a fucking deadly dune 20 

buggy out there, 2014 Komodo 1100.  It's a -- 21 

it's a -- no, no, it's legit.  I bought that -- 22 

you remember that -- that white guy in North 23 

Battleford?  That's who I bought it off of, yeah.  24 

Fuck, it has brand new -- it has a brand new 25 
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swamper rubber on it.  I have a light bar for it, 1 

but I didn't put it on yet.  But that's a nice 2 

dune buggy, that thing.  It's got big rims, big 3 

rubber on it.  It goes pretty fast too.  It goes 4 

about 160 kilometres on the road.  It's got a 5 

4-cylinder Toyota motor in it.  6 

  But, yeah, she -- she's 7 

going to get ahold of you.  I told her to get 8 

ahold of you.  Her name's -- yeah, there's this 9 

thing that they can put money into my account 10 

right online.  It's called trusttransfer.ca.  11 

Trusttransfer.ca.  Just got to go to there and 12 

then put my offender number in.  You can add 13 

money on my account through there.   14 

  Oh, yeah.  I have no more 15 

calling until tomorrow.  All right.  Yeah, 16 

because I was trying to get -- to drop me off 17 

money here, and I don't think anybody managed to 18 

get money to her.  Yeah.  Yeah, because all she 19 

had was 20 bucks, so she's going to come try to 20 

drop that off tomorrow.  At least that's 21 

something.  But, yeah, I'll get ahold of you then 22 

tomorrow, then, bro.  Okay.  Sounds good.  Okay.  23 

Night.  24 

(End of audio recording) 25 
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CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

 

I, LISA MacDONALD, CSR, Certified Court Reporter, 

hereby certify that the foregoing pages contain a 

true and correct transcription of the audio 

recording herein to the best of my knowledge, skill 

and ability. 

 

 

 

    "Lisa MacDonald"    

    LISA MacDONALD, CSR 

    CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER 
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(Beginning of audio recording 5.01) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is a Legacy long 2 

distance automated operator with a collect call 3 

from --  4 

MALE SPEAKER 1:   Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 5 

Remand Centre.  6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  7 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   8 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: This call is subject to 9 

recording and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the 10 

call.  To deny this call, press 2.  Thank you for 11 

using Legacy long distance.  12 

MALE SPEAKER 1:   Not too much, just they 13 

moved me -- they downgraded my security rating, 14 

so I'm on unit 4-B right now.  Little bit more 15 

phone time, yeah.   16 

      Fucking -- was just in 17 

here, and he got sent to Drumheller.  He got sent 18 

to the pen.  Yeah, no, three and a half, but he 19 

said he'll be out here probably by June or July.  20 

No, he -- he's got -- he's going to have his 21 

ballot, bro, so I told him to -- I told him to 22 

vote for you, for -- I don't know who all to tell 23 

him to vote for.  I didn't know who was all on 24 

the list.  Yeah, I just -- well, yeah, I told him 25 
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to make sure -- I told him to make sure for you, 1 

for -- and I'm pretty sure -- I told him, because 2 

he said he was going to vote for -- anyway, so -- 3 

yeah, because he'll be getting his ballot sent to 4 

Drumheller there.   5 

  Yeah, I -- I got my -- just 6 

put it on one of your text messages.  I'll give 7 

you my ORCA number.  That's all you really need.  8 

Pardon?  Yeah.  No, no, you just stop at the -- 9 

there's a little kiosk thing at the jail here.  I 10 

got -- oh, shit, eh?  Let's see.  Other than that 11 

it's just -- email address, that's the only other 12 

thing, because she comes -- she drops -- she 13 

drops money -- yeah, she drops money off for me 14 

all the time.  Okay, yeah, then just go on my 15 

wall on Facebook.  There is an address there for 16 

the -- for the jail, and then there is -- email 17 

address on my wall on Facebook.  Yeah, yes, I 18 

think she does too.   19 

  I'm waiting to get my -- I 20 

know that -- that's what I was going to tell you, 21 

you got to try to get to her -- like, she's the 22 

type where she -- you'll give her a couple 23 

hundred, she'll give it to you right then and 24 

that sort of thing, eh?  Well, not you, but I 25 
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guess if someone does, you know.  I know.  I 1 

know.  I know how they are.  And I told -- I 2 

told -- yeah.   3 

  Yeah.  Okay, sounds good.  4 

Just -- yeah, because I have -- I have no call.  5 

I can't phone her because I have no free calls 6 

now.  I used up all my calls, so, yeah, just -- 7 

okay.  Okay.  Sounds good, brother, and I'll -- 8 

I'll phone you tomorrow.  I'll talk to -- 9 

probably later tonight.  I'll try and borrow a 10 

phone call.  Okay, bro.  Thanks.  Yeah.  11 

(End of audio recording) 12 
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CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

 

I, LISA MacDONALD, CSR, Certified Court Reporter, 

hereby certify that the foregoing pages contain a 

true and correct transcription of the audio 

recording herein to the best of my knowledge, skill 

and ability. 

 

 

 

    "Lisa MacDonald"    

    LISA MacDONALD, CSR 

    CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER 
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(Beginning of audio recording 1.34) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is a free call from --  2 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 3 

Remand Centre.  4 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  5 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: Three-way calls are 7 

prohibited.  This call is subject to recording 8 

and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the call.  To 9 

deny this call, press 2.  Thank you for using 10 

Telmate.  11 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Hey, what's up, bro?  Not 12 

too much, just watching some TV right now.  Yeah, 13 

I just -- I went to court this morning.  They're 14 

going to have my case resolved within two to 15 

three weeks, so I'll either -- I'll either -- 16 

yeah, they'll -- that's what they said in court 17 

today.  They adjourned it for two weeks, and my 18 

lawyer and the Crown are going to come to a 19 

resolution by then.  Yeah, well, my lawyer said 20 

that -- he asked me how I feel about probation, 21 

so -- because I've never had probation out here 22 

before and stuff.  No.  Stolen vehicle, flight 23 

from police and suspended driving times two.  24 

Yeah, yeah.  They dropped that because there's 25 
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no -- there's no evidence -- well, the Crown said 1 

there is not enough to support that charge, so 2 

they dropped that, and they're -- no, just 3 

possession because they -- because they can't 4 

prove that I stole the vehicle.  Yeah, yeah.  And 5 

they had me charged for possession of a firearm, 6 

and they never found no gun.  They just found a 7 

box of .22 shells under the seat of that car, but 8 

they could be anybody's, eh?  They could have 9 

been in the vehicle before, yeah.  So my lawyer 10 

said all these little bullshit charges they got 11 

on me -- they said they'll be thrown out because 12 

none of them can be supported.  The only ones 13 

that can stick are for the driving charges.  14 

Yeah, those are the only ones they can make 15 

stick.  And I've never been charged in Alberta 16 

before, so they're, like, my first-time offences 17 

out here, so I should be able to get out on 18 

probation, and I'll probably start working in the 19 

city here.   20 

  I know.  That fucking mess 21 

is what fucked me up when my -- yeah, I know.  22 

Once my mom passed away, I just kind of fucking 23 

threw everything away and gave up.  Fuck, man, I 24 

just fucking -- this past -- eh, I got some nice 25 
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guns, though.  I got a semiautomatic fucking 1 

.308.  It shoots three different kinds of rounds.  2 

It shoots SKS rounds, AK rounds and .308 rounds.  3 

Then I got a full -- I got a full automatic SKS 4 

too with a banana clip.  Holds 50 rounds.  And 5 

they're brand new guns.  Yeah, they're brand new 6 

from a store, yeah.  No, I have everything in 7 

Saddle Lake.  Those ones I have, I have them 8 

stashed, those ones there, and we even had some 9 

submachine guns, 9 mill submachine guns too.  10 

Fucking how deadly.  Firearms, I got that double 11 

barrel shotguns.  They're brand new with price 12 

tags on them.  Yeah.   13 

  I was going to see if you 14 

can drop -- come put some money on my phone 15 

tomorrow, even 30 bucks or something.  Oh, okay.  16 

Yeah.  Yeah.  Yeah, because I was going to say, 17 

the kiosk is open here right, until midnight.  If 18 

you come here right until midnight and put money 19 

in my account -- well, it's like a little 20 

automated thing at the front.   21 

  Yeah, but -- yeah, yeah.  22 

He's mailing them to me.  I thought I would have 23 

already had them in here.  Nothing came in yet, 24 

but he's going to get them priority couriered to 25 
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me, so, yeah, I'll get them filled out.  He 1 

wired -- he wired 50 bucks to me.  I don't know 2 

if it -- yeah, yeah, he said 50 bucks.  Yeah, 3 

right on.  I just put that on my canteen, though.   4 

  I have some -- I have some 5 

business ideas for the cities here, for Edmonton 6 

and for Chrissy in Vancouver if we're -- like, 7 

that chick in Saskatoon that started that bannock 8 

business delivering and everything, eh?  I have 9 

an idea for that, and I'm going to write a 10 

proposal together to get some funding for it for 11 

-- I want to -- I went to get employed.  And a 12 

couple of girls around the city here that can 13 

deliver, they got their license and vehicles, eh, 14 

and, like, specialty bannock too.   15 

  What's that?  Yeah, I know 16 

that -- going to priority courier me those -- so 17 

he's going to send them in here.  That was two 18 

days ago he said he was going to do that, and I 19 

haven't got nothing yet, though.  What's that?  20 

Yeah, yeah.  It don't matter, whatever -- 21 

whatever -- whatever works because she could sign 22 

it for me, eh?  Okay.  Yeah, whatever -- whatever 23 

works, yeah.   24 

  Hey, is that truck -- is 25 
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that truck still yours at -- those are all yours, 1 

eh?  I got a wicked motor for that fucking -- 2 

that little red -- that Blazer.  That's the one I 3 

was always trying to get from him there before he 4 

passed away.  He was going to make me a deal on 5 

that one, but I got a fucking wicked 396 done up 6 

for that thing and a tranny for it too.   7 

  Okay.  Yeah, yeah, that 8 

sounds good.  That's what I was just telling -- 9 

yeah.  All right.  That sounds good.  And, yeah, 10 

when is the next time -- yeah, they're going to 11 

try and move me to Fort Saskatchewan here in a 12 

week or so.  I know, man, that's what I was told.  13 

Like, I had -- I've been on the waiting list all 14 

month, but that -- that woman come talk to me and 15 

said they're going to try to get me in there 16 

within a week or so.  It's just full right now.  17 

There's no room at all.  No.  No, fucking had 18 

one, but she lost it, so I didn't think she has 19 

anything anymore.   20 

  No, I -- no, just what if 21 

I -- what if I -- fuck, my envelopes will be in 22 

tomorrow.  I can -- I can write you a letter and 23 

then send it to -- out on -- it will take a 24 

day -- a day or two to get to your address in 25 
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Edmonton.  Yeah, I'm pretty sure 1 

there's something -- it has something with my 2 

signature on it at the house, but, yeah, I don't 3 

know if you want to -- yeah, I know.  Yeah, I 4 

know.  I know.  I'll figure something out anyway.  5 

Yeah, ask if she can look on Facebook.  I might 6 

even have something on my Facebook that has my 7 

signature.  Yeah, yeah, I'll do that because -- 8 

yeah, yeah.  All right.  Yeah, that will work.   9 

  I was going to say, I'm 10 

trying get my daughter -- I'm trying to get my 11 

daughter's truck to North Battleford.  It's in 12 

Saddle Lake.  I was going to see if you -- is 13 

anyone with a truck able to pull it on a trailer 14 

I'll -- I'll score someone my quad to haul that 15 

truck to Red Pheasant because I got a 2012 Honda 16 

600 at Tara's right now.  I'm willing to give 17 

that up for someone to haul that thing out.  That 18 

quad needs tires and -- that quad needs tires and 19 

a battery; that's it.  Yeah.  Yeah, because 20 

I'll -- it has a car-hauling trailer, a band 21 

trailer, I'm pretty sure, and if not, they can 22 

borrow Mosquito's, and I know he has that.  Yeah, 23 

yeah.  I just want to get that truck, yeah.  24 

Yeah, it don't matter.   25 
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  You can just put it at the 1 

kiosk, and I'll give you my ORCA number.  Okay, 2 

yeah, I'll get -- okay, yeah, because she'll 3 

start hitting you up as soon as she sees you.  4 

Fuck, since I've been in here she -- it's -- 5 

ready?  1543410.  Yeah, yeah, my number, and then 6 

put it in -- it's called a pre-paid account.  7 

That's for the phones, pre-paid account.  Yeah, 8 

that's it.  Yeah, that will help out.  That way I 9 

can phone back and make sure -- I always talk to 10 

my daughter in winter all the time, so -- but, 11 

yeah, I should -- by the sounds of it I should 12 

have a good chance of being out within two to 13 

three weeks, and then I'm fucking going to start 14 

working.  I want to get a business up and going.   15 

  Yeah, I know.  I know, man.  16 

Fucking how many times I've been in jail, and, 17 

fucking, you told me I say -- say fucking do 18 

something with my life already, and I need to.  19 

Yeah, I know.  You should try to see if you -- 20 

yeah.  I was going to say, you should get me 21 

hired on over there to do something at River 22 

Creek.  No, my record ain't bad.  Yeah, because I 23 

got hired -- I got accepted at Gold Eagle before, 24 

but I never went for -- yeah.  Well, yeah, I'll 25 
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see how -- yeah, I'll see what happens, see how 1 

my charges end up.  Maybe I won't even be charged 2 

for that much because he said he's going to make 3 

a deal with them, so hopefully -- hopefully he 4 

gets a decent deal.  Yeah, I know.  Okay, sounds 5 

good.  Okay, brother, yeah.  So, yeah, just -- 6 

yeah.  7 

  There's a couple of other 8 

voters in here too, there's -- and Billy Cuthand.  9 

Oh, okay.  All right.  Okay, boys, good to hear 10 

from you guys, and I'll get back to you in a day 11 

or two, bro.  Okay.  Love you guys.  Yeah.  12 

(End of audio recording) 13 

 14 
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(Beginning of audio recording 2.10) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is a Legacy long 2 

distance automated operator with a collect call 3 

from --  4 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 5 

Remand Centre.  6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  7 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   8 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: This call is subject to 9 

recording and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the 10 

call.  To deny this call -- thank you for using 11 

Legacy long distance.  12 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Hey, bro.  What are you up 13 

to?  Are you back in Alberta?  Oh, okay.  I 14 

mailed out that letter to my girlfriend in 15 

Saskatoon.  Her name -- white girl.  So she's 16 

going to be messaging you something, and I sent 17 

that letter out on Thursday, so she'll probably 18 

get it by tomorrow or something.  19 

  Yeah.  They moved me to -- 20 

to boot camp here on -- so I'm good behavior and 21 

shit.  Yeah.  But, yeah, I was going to see if 22 

you guys could get a couple bucks together for 23 

some canteen here for tomorrow.  I just need it 24 

in by tomorrow or Wednesday.  Yeah.  Yeah, either 25 
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that, or you can go on that trusttransfers.ca, 1 

and you can put money on my account through 2 

there.  Trusttransfers.ca, yeah.  And then my 3 

ORCA number is on my wall on Facebook.  But, 4 

yeah, just -- if not, just send some money, get 5 

the boys to send me some money or something.  6 

Okay, bro.  Okay.  Yeah.  7 

(End of audio recording) 8 

 9 
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(Beginning of audio recording 3.05) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is a Legacy long 2 

distance automated operator with a collect call 3 

from --  4 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 5 

Remand Centre.  6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  7 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   8 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: This call is subject to 9 

recording and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the 10 

call.  To -- thank you for using Legacy long 11 

distance.  12 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Yo.  Not too much, just 13 

chillaxing and watching a movie there for a bit.  14 

So that -- what?  That -- yeah, it's -- info if 15 

you're just inbox -- or text her.  Yeah.  Did she 16 

get ahold of you?  Yeah.  Yeah, no, that -- my 17 

chick in Saskatoon there, her name's -- I had -- 18 

yeah, I'll give you her phone number and just ask 19 

her if she got that letter yet that I sent her.  20 

Yeah, yeah, because I -- yeah, because I sent her 21 

my autograph.  Yeah.  Should I -- what's that?   22 

  Yeah, trust -- 23 

trusttransfer.ca, but you got a www in front of 24 

it.  They'll give you a list of the different 25 
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jails in Alberta.  Holy fuck, like -- like that 1 

time when we were at Country Roads with the paint 2 

ball guns or what we were at -- fuck, that was 3 

funny.  Yeah, it's kind of a -- she had to go 4 

through a few things and put her banking info on 5 

there or something.   6 

  So I heard -- this morning, 7 

I guess, that girl's boyfriend beat her -- beat 8 

her to death this morning, I guess.  Was that 9 

yesterday?  Oh.  Whose kid was -- yeah, whose 10 

daughter is that?  Oh, shit.  Okay.  Yeah, I 11 

think I know who that is.  Holy fuck.  I know.  I 12 

just phoned home to my kids, and I told my 13 

daughters to quit trying to -- quit trying to 14 

shack up early because of that kind of shit.   15 

  Hey, I have a -- I have a 16 

toolbox full of new tools.  I don't know how much 17 

is in there right now, but I left my -- I have my 18 

big toolbox there, a big fucking steel one like a 19 

-- it's like a Snap-On toolbox, and it's got all 20 

brand new Mastercraft Maximum tools in it.  I 21 

don't know, whatever.  Take a look at it if you 22 

go to the reserve.  Just stop in at the house 23 

there and -- you remember where we lived, eh?  24 

Right by -- right -- yeah, right next door to -- 25 
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and show you those tools.  They have them inside 1 

the house.  She took them inside.  That -- my 2 

quad's there too, that quad I was telling you 3 

about, that Honda -- it's a Honda Ranger 600, 4 

2014.  Yeah, it's -- that quad's parked beside 5 

the house.  It needs a -- it, yeah, needs -- no.  6 

It needs tires and a battery; that's it.  It runs 7 

good, that thing.  It's pretty fast.  It's the 8 

kind that has gears just like a dirt bike, one 9 

down and the rest up, I think, or one -- one up 10 

and the rest down, one or the other.  Yeah.  11 

Right now you can figure that out.  Check it out.   12 

  And you got my ORCA number, 13 

anyway, eh?  Okay.  Yeah, just see what -- 14 

whatever you can put in there, don't matter.  All 15 

right, bro.  Yeah, just get ahold of my chick 16 

there, and she'll send that to you.  Get her to 17 

picture message you or something.  Okay, bro.  18 

Later on, guys.  Yeah.   19 

(End of audio recording) 20 
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(Beginning of audio recording 4.94) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is free call from --  2 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 3 

Remand Centre.  4 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  5 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: Three-way calls are 7 

prohibited.  This call is subject to recording 8 

and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the call.  To 9 

deny this call, press -- thank you for using 10 

Telmate.  11 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Yo, bro.  Not much.  12 

They're going to fucking probably get us 13 

quarantined here soon.  They're talking about a 14 

ten-day lockdown.   15 

  Yeah, I know.  Nothing went 16 

in.  Yeah.  Yeah.  Well, it -- yeah, that's 17 

what -- I don't know what the heck's wrong with 18 

that.  And you can't cancel that either, eh?  19 

Shit, eh?  Yeah, I was going to see if you could 20 

get ahold of -- because I got until tomorrow 21 

evening to have money for my -- my order, and 22 

then -- then we might be fucking hooped for ten 23 

days after that.  Yeah, yeah, because, if 24 

anything, just send it to -- she'll come drop it 25 
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off right away because right -- right -- yeah, 1 

right now she -- she got 30 bucks for me so far 2 

because my order is 75.  I ordered just munchies 3 

for the second lockdown shit.   4 

  And my -- fuck that lawyer 5 

I have is fucking me around big time, man.  He's 6 

just doing -- like, he keeps adjourning my case, 7 

adjourning, adjourning, just to fucking get paid 8 

from Legal Aid, man.  Fucking shit's bullshit.  9 

And I got -- I got fucking -- I got him to read 10 

some of my disclosure.  They have no evidence on 11 

ten of my charges, no evidence whatsoever.  All 12 

they have is for my recent -- my recent one is 13 

when I got picked up with that car.  I have four 14 

charges that all -- those are -- the only ones 15 

they can nail me on is for possession of a stolen 16 

vehicle, driving while suspended and -- what the 17 

fuck is it again -- they're trying to say 18 

dangerous driving.  And the fastest I got up to 19 

was 120 clicks, and it was 2:30 in the morning, 20 

so there was no fucking traffic on the road.   21 

  Yeah.  You don't know any 22 

lawyers or someone that -- fuck, because I -- 23 

like, this lawyer is fucked in the head.  His 24 

name is -- yeah, because, fucking, I'm getting 25 
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fucked over big time.  He didn't even look at 1 

my -- he didn't even go through my disclosure.  I 2 

had to ask him about a couple things because he 3 

was saying, oh, I might get pen time because of 4 

the gun.  I said, what gun?  He said, oh, there's 5 

a firearm involved.  I said, there's no 6 

fucking -- I said, read my fucking disclosure, 7 

buddy, like for real.  I said, look at least at 8 

the part with the gun, and he goes, oh, fuck, 9 

there is no gun, and I said, yeah, man.  Like, 10 

you've been my lawyer for fucking almost four 11 

week -- or four months now, and you haven't even 12 

fucking looked at my disclosure.  Like, holy 13 

fuck, I could be out on a bail of some sort right 14 

now, and he ain't even trying to do that.  Yeah.   15 

  And the -- yeah, I know.  I 16 

got -- like, he wants to buy that big welder off 17 

me that's in Saddle Lake.  It's a $15,000 welder.  18 

It's a brand new Lincoln fucking TIG welder.  19 

It's an industrial welder.  What's that?  Yeah.  20 

No, I -- where is he?  Yeah.   21 

  Yeah, like -- like, even 22 

if -- shit, I don't even know how fucking -- 23 

because, you know, I got my day school money too 24 

that's coming in.  If I can make a deal with a 25 
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lawyer to fucking -- I'll fucking get them to 1 

handle my day school case.  My mom -- my late 2 

mom's money too -- I got to put in for that 3 

application because I can get her money.  I'm the 4 

oldest, eh?  Yeah, so I can get my mom -- my late 5 

mom's money too.   6 

  I just need to try to get a 7 

lawyer to fucking get my ass out of here.  8 

There's a thing called treatment bail too where I 9 

can go to rehab for my sentence -- for bail or 10 

for sentencing, and my lawyer doesn't even want 11 

to fucking do anything about that.  I had six 12 

court -- I had six court dates.  He only showed 13 

up to one of those six court dates.  He didn't 14 

even get someone to come in for him.  He just 15 

fucking left me hanging, man.  Yeah.   16 

  And there is a thing -- 17 

this lawyer that I talked to, her name is -- she 18 

said there's equity -- there's equity bail and 19 

assurance bail.  She said if you have anybody out 20 

there that would be willing to sign that for you, 21 

they'd release you right away, but I don't know 22 

how to go about that.   23 

  Yeah.  Well, what -- that's 24 

what I mean, like, what does a vehicle have -- 25 
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like, does it have to be a brand new vehicle 1 

or -- that's the thing I wanted to look into, but 2 

she has a fucking 2018 Nissan car, and she still 3 

owes about, I don't know, 7,000 on it, but that's 4 

fuck all.  I'm not even with her, but she's 5 

willing to help me get -- help me to get out.  6 

Oh, and -- supposed to be buying that quad off of 7 

her.  I don't know when.  I just -- my daughter's 8 

telling me that.   9 

  Yeah, what are you up to?  10 

Oh, yeah.  How's everything out that way?  No 11 

Coronavirus cases out there?  Like, you never -- 12 

you never heard nothing about anything around the 13 

res, though, eh?   14 

  Truck hijacked at the 15 

store.  Some white guy that -- from Saskatoon 16 

fucking threw her out of her vehicle, and her arm 17 

got wrapped around the seatbelt, and he drug her 18 

about 100 feet, I guess.  Fucking -- she owes me 19 

fucking 200 bucks, that dumb bitch too, man.  20 

Fucking keeps on sluffing.  She keeps bringing 21 

these fucking retards to the res.  So the last 22 

time I was out there, fucking, she was trying to 23 

plan a fucking robbery on a store to rob -- while 24 

working.  I told her, you fucking do it, I'll 25 
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fucking shoot you.  I don't give a fuck if I go 1 

to jail for the rest of my life, you fucking 2 

bother my wife like that, I'll fucking -- you 3 

know, I ain't going to put up with that shit.  4 

Yeah, that dumb bitch owes me 200 bucks, though.   5 

  Fuck, it's an Alberta -- -- 6 

it's an Alberta truck.  It's a '90 -- '91 single 7 

cab short box, like a 454 SS.  It's sitting at 8 

the house there on the reserve -- smashed it up, 9 

though, fucking when me and -- retaliated, 10 

fucking smashed the windows all up and shit.  And 11 

that truck only has 76 original -- 76,000 12 

original kilometres, and I was the third owner on 13 

it when I bought it.  Yeah, fucking I'd take 14 

about 3, 400 bucks for it the way it sits.  Nice 15 

shape still, yeah.  It's a rare one, anyway.  16 

Fucking has a little bit of fucking scratches on 17 

the body, no dents or anything.  I don't think 18 

there's any rust.  There might be a little bit of 19 

rust on it now.  Now, when Buddy bought that 20 

truck three years ago he paid 17,000 for it in 21 

Edmonton here.  It was a show truck.   22 

  And my dad -- you can go 23 

soften up my dad.  Yeah, well, my -- I told my 24 

dad you're running for council, and he told me, 25 
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well, tell him to come see me.  He said we got 1 

lots of votes over here because they're -- yeah, 2 

they're thinking of going Todd's way.  Yeah, but 3 

that's what he told me.  He said that nobody has 4 

really come to talk to us or anything, he said, 5 

so we'll probably end up going Todd's way.  Yeah, 6 

that's what I mean.  If you guys -- you guys 7 

should go talk to him, go take him some coffee 8 

and donuts.   9 

  Who's that?  I know, man.  10 

They're fucking retards, fucking -- yeah.  Fuck.  11 

Yeah.  Yeah.  Fuck, eh?  I know, fucking dumb, 12 

man.  Actually that whole fucking side of the 13 

family except -- eh?  But the rest of them are 14 

just fucking nuisances, man.  Fucking -- I'm 15 

going to get your ballot, and I'm going to give 16 

it to -- I said, fuck, no, and I made -- put that 17 

on Facebook about, no, like, I ain't listening, 18 

you know, don't -- don't listen to what people 19 

say.  I fucking choose who I vote for.  I got -- 20 

put that on there.  But, yeah, fucking trying to 21 

say something about getting my ballot and giving 22 

it to -- I was, like, fuck, no, I said, leave my 23 

shit alone, man.  24 

  But, yeah, fucking 25 
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tomorrow, Tuesday, at 4:00 is the latest they'll 1 

let money be dropped off for canteen, so -- yeah.  2 

Yeah.  And then just send it to -- and she'll get 3 

it dropped off.   4 

  Do you talk -- do you 5 

talk -- do you talk to -- no?  Yeah, that fucker 6 

owes me 200 bucks too right now.  I sold him a 7 

deadly Arctic Cat 800 Crossfire Ski-Doo.  Fuck, 8 

he didn't finish paying for it, that cunt, and 9 

he's trying to sluff on it.  I was going to say, 10 

fuck it, just go take it from him, man.  It's a 11 

fucking nice orange one.  It used to have Dukes 12 

of Hazard stickers on it, but I took that deco 13 

kit off of it.  Yeah, he lives -- remember 14 

where -- old farm was?  Remember that house where 15 

we were demolitioning his truck?  That's where -- 16 

that's where his house is now.  Yeah, where -- 17 

used to -- the house -- where he put his house 18 

there, that's Elliot's house now, he bought it 19 

off him, and that's where that Ski-Doo is.  It's 20 

a bright orange one with a blue windshield and 21 

blue lights.  Just fucking tell him that 22 

fucking -- told me to repo the Ski-Doo since you 23 

don't want to finish paying for it because I told 24 

him I wanted 15, and then he was, like, fucking 25 
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I'll give you 800 for now, and I said, great, 1 

well, yeah, right now.  And he said tomorrow I'll 2 

give it to you, and he gave me 600, and fucking 3 

he told me he'd give me the rest of the money the 4 

next week.  He never did.  So I told him, well, 5 

fuck, when I get out I'm going to fucking just 6 

come take that Ski-Doo, and he was, like, I'll 7 

get you your money, I'll get you your money.  And 8 

he's being saying this all fucking month, but 9 

that -- that fucking Ski-Doo is done right up, 10 

man; like, fucking thing's crazy fast.   11 

  But, yeah, no, see what you 12 

can do, then, brother.  I'm trying to work on 13 

getting a better lawyer to get my ass out of 14 

here.  Okay.  Sounds good.   15 

  Yeah, and if you want, just 16 

go grab that Ski-Doo.  Tell him I told you, you 17 

can take it, or if not, don't matter.  Yeah.  18 

Okay, yeah, or I'll just wait until I get out, 19 

and I'll do it.   20 

  And another thing I was 21 

going to say too is I have a -- I got a fucking 22 

real nice new horse trailer for sale out here 23 

too.  I just -- everything is just put away, so 24 

if you know anybody that wants to buy a horse 25 
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trailer, a two-horse trailer -- yeah, I know.  1 

Okay, bro.  Okay.  Right on.  Thanks.  Yeah.   2 

(End of audio recording)3 
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CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

 

I, LISA MacDONALD, CSR, Certified Court Reporter, 

hereby certify that the foregoing pages contain a 

true and correct transcription of the audio 

recording herein to the best of my knowledge, skill 

and ability. 

 

 

 

    "Lisa MacDonald"    

    LISA MacDONALD, CSR 

    CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER 
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AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is a one-time free 1 

three-minute call from --  2 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 3 

Remand Centre.  4 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  5 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: Three-way calls are 7 

prohibited.  Your phone does not accept collect 8 

calls.  This call has been provided by Telmate as 9 

a courtesy for friends and family.  You cannot 10 

received additional calls from this inmate until 11 

you set up a pre-paid account.  We can take your 12 

credit or debit card information over the phone 13 

and connect you immediately back to your call.  14 

This call is subject to recording and monitoring.  15 

Press 1 to accept the call.  To deny this call, 16 

press 2; 3 to block all -- thank you for using 17 

Telmate.   18 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Not too much.  Just 19 

waiting.  I might -- they're going to see if they 20 

can get me out on Thursday.  I got a court 21 

hearing coming up, but if -- if I don't get out, 22 

then I'm going to -- they're going to lock the 23 

jail down for ten days without letting us out.  24 

That's why I was trying to get some money 25 
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together so I can fill up on canteen here.  Just 1 

on -- on my Facebook there just get ahold of my 2 

sister.  She knows how to get money to me.  3 

What's that?  Yeah, send it to her, yeah.  Okay.  4 

Right on.  Fuck, yeah.  Okay.  You have that -- 5 

you have that eTransfer info anyway, eh?  6 

Fucking, if I had somebody to sign a surety, 7 

they'd let me out for sure on Thursday.  That -- 8 

that a surety is fucking -- I tried -- I offered 9 

them 3,000 bail.  They wouldn't take it.  No.  10 

They said a surety they would do, but you got to 11 

own your own vehicle.  Yeah, either -- either -- 12 

I know I -- I didn't -- I got to try to get ahold 13 

of her.  That's why I need this money, to put 14 

some money on my phone account so I can phone 15 

her.  Well, hopefully -- okay.  Right on, bro.  16 

Okay.  Hopefully I'll see you guys soon.  Yeah.  17 

(End of audio recording) 18 
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CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

 

I, LISA MacDONALD, CSR, Certified Court Reporter, 

hereby certify that the foregoing pages contain a 

true and correct transcription of the audio 

recording herein to the best of my knowledge, skill 

and ability. 

 

    "Lisa MacDonald"    

    LISA MacDONALD, CSR 

    CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER 
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(Beginning of audio recording 5.57) 1 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE:  This is a free call from --  2 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Robin Wuttunee, Edmonton 3 

Remand Centre.  4 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: -- an inmate at --  5 

AUTOMATED MALE VOICE:      New Edmonton Remand Centre.   6 

AUTOMATED FEMALE VOICE: Three-way calls are 7 

prohibited.  This call is subject to recording 8 

and monitoring.  Press 1 to accept the call.  To 9 

deny this call, press 2.  Thank you for using 10 

Telmate.  11 

MALE SPEAKER 1: Good day, Telmate.   12 

  Congratulations councillor.  13 

How's that, going to move to the res now, or just 14 

handle it from the city?  Yeah.  Right on.  So 15 

are you going to live on the res?  Fuck, yeah, 16 

build a house.  I'll help you build a house, bro.  17 

Get the boys to get me all the material, and I'll 18 

just build it because I have all the fucking 19 

carpentry tools to build a house.  I even have a 20 

laser leveller.  Fuck, I should just start 21 

contracting, eh, when I get out?  Like, I have 22 

enough shit to do it.   23 

  But, yeah, fuck, yeah, man, 24 

right on.  Congrats -- too made it in there, eh?  25 
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Fuck, yeah, he said he was going to score me some 1 

cash when he gets in, so I got to hit him up 2 

here.  Canteen is coming up.  Fuck, yeah -- that 3 

fucking asshole ripped me off $150.  Now she 4 

won't even answer my calls.  Yeah, I know.  Oh, 5 

well.  Fuck -- yeah.  Oh, well, that's the -- 6 

that's the last she'll get from me, anyway, but I 7 

told her that -- I told her, like, it's pretty 8 

sad you got to fucking do that to your family, 9 

especially when I'm in jail, and she's not.  She 10 

has her old man that works and then her 11 

brother-in-law living in the basement that works 12 

too.   13 

  But, yeah, I just thought 14 

I'd say congrats.  I just heard that you guys got 15 

in there.  Like, fuck, yeah, man.  Now I can make 16 

some shit happen this fucking year.  Four years, 17 

eh, four-term are your guys's term?  Right on.  18 

Fucking rights.  Well, I'll work on something.  19 

When I get out, I have some stuff I want to bring 20 

in for -- I'll get a proposal written up and try 21 

and get a high fence put up again, but not 22 

for hunting -- well, it could be for hunting too, 23 

but I want to do it for -- to get a wild -- a 24 

wild meat restaurant going -- going around, like, 25 
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plus a -- a cooking kitchen at powwows and shit, 1 

eh, but I want to be able to harvest my own wild 2 

meat in a high fence, like, elk, moose and bison.  3 

Those are the three main ones.  4 

  Yeah.  Well, I'll talk 5 

about that shit when I get out, but, yeah, April 6 

2nd I go to court, and this lawyer says they're 7 

going to have everything resolved on the 2nd, so 8 

I hope -- I hope I'm out of here on the second.  9 

Yeah.  I'll keep in touch.  Okay, bro, I'll let 10 

you go.  Yeah, right on.  11 

(End of audio recording) 12 
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CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

 

I, LISA MacDONALD, CSR, Certified Court Reporter, 

hereby certify that the foregoing pages contain a 

true and correct transcription of the audio 

recording herein to the best of my knowledge, skill 

and ability. 

 

 

 

    "Lisa MacDonald"    

    LISA MacDONALD, CSR 

    CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER 
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BETWEEN: 

Court File No. T-474-20 

FEDERAL COURT 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

Applicants 
AND: 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 
CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 
PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

Respondents 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election 

AFFIDAVIT OF TOMAS PRITCHARD 
(FORMERLY LIONEL BRABANT JR) 

I, Tomas Pritchard (formerly Lionel Brabant Jr), of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 

have personal knowledge of the matters deposed to herein, MAKE OATH AND SAY 

THAT: 

1. I am a Member and eligible Elector of Red Pheasant First Nation. I make this 

affidavit in relation to the March 20, 2020, election of Red Pheasant First Nation 

(Election) . 

2. Leroy Nicotine Jr. and the Respondent Clinton Wuttunee are my cousins. 

3. Leroy Nicotine Jr. worked closely with, and I understood him to being working 

on behalf of, the Respondents Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy 

Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, and Samuel Wuttunee (all but 
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one of the Chief and Council elected in the Election) in relation to their campaign for 

the Election. 

4. Leroy Nicotine Jr. posted to Facebook bragging about how close he was to the 

Chief and Council, and his work on their campaign. 

5. Marked and attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true copy of my Facebook 

messages with Leroy Nicotine Jr., which I have reviewed and compared with my 

Facebook account to ensure that it accurately reflects my Facebook messages. 

6. While my Facebook messages in Exhibit "A" speak for themselves, I provide 

the following additional information. 

7. Exhibit "A", Page 8, Leroy Nicotine Jr. 's Facebook message to me on March 

13, 2020, at 11 :59 am: To my surprise, Leroy Nicotine Jr. came to Mount Royal 

Collegiate, which is the school at which I was assigned as a teacher candidate during 

my studies to become a teacher at the University of Saskatchewan. I thought that 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. would pick me up at my home after 4 pm when I was done school 

for the day. 

8. Exhibit "A", Pages 5 and 6, Leroy Nicotine Jr.'s Facebook messages of photos 

to me on March I 3, 2020, at 12:03 pm and I 2:04 pm: these are photos from the inside 

of Leroy Nicotine Jr.'s truck while he was parked outside my school. 

9. Exhibit "A", Page 4, my Facebook message to Leroy Nicotine Jr. on March 13, 

2020, at 12:08 pm: this is a photo of my Certificate of Change of Name confirming 

that my name changed from Lionel James Junior Brabant to Tomas William 

Pritchard, which occurred in 2018. Aside from my health care card, my Certificate of 

Change of Name was my only identification at the time. I did not have money to get 
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other identification. The Electoral Officer accepted this and my health care card at the 

polling station as my identification to vote. 

10. Exhibit "A", Page 3, my Facebook message to Leroy Nicotine Jr. on March 13 , 

2020, at 12: 12 pm: I met Leroy Nicotine Jr. in his truck shortly after this message. 

Wallace Wuttunee was also in the truck. Leroy Nicotine Jr. provided me a list of 

candidates to vote for and asked for a photo of my ballot showing who I voted for in 

exchange for payment. The list of candidates that Leroy Nicotine Jr. gave to me and 

instructed me to vote for included the Respondents Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, 

Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, and 

Samuel Wuttunee. 

11. Leroy Nicotine Jr. instructed me to take a photo of my ballot after I had marked 

it with my votes for Chief and Council at the Saskatoon advance poll, and then to 

show that photo to him. Leroy Nicotine Jr. told me that Wallace Wuttunee would 

enter the Saskatoon advance poll with me to show me what to do, and confirm that I 

was able to take a photo and did take a photo of my completed ballot. Leroy Nicotine 

Jr. then dropped me off at the Saskatoon advance poll for the Election, and Wallace 

Wuttunee followed me into the advance polling station. However, security guards at 

the advance polling station told Wallace Wuttunee to leave. 

12. I voted at the advance poll in Saskatoon. However, there were security guards 

present at the voting booths and as a result I was unable to take a photo of my 

completed ballot. 

13. After I voted I exited the advance polling station in Saskatoon and returned to 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. ' s truck. Leroy Nicotine Jr. asked me to show him the photo of my 

ballot. I told Leroy Nicotine Jr. that I was unable to take a photo because there were 
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security guards, which was confirmed by Wallace Wuttunee. Leroy Nicotine Jr. then 

said that we know that you are good for it, pulled out a wad of cash, and gave me 

$300 in cash . 

14. The $300 in cash that I received from Leroy Nicotine Jr. was not Band Member 

assistance and had no relation to any Band Member assistance program of Red 

Pheasant First Nation. I understood the $300 in cash that I received from Leroy 

Nicotine Jr. to be for the purchase of my vote. 

15. After I voted and returned to his truck, Leroy Nicotine Jr. took back the list of 

candidates that he had given to me and had instructed me to vote for. I do not have 

that list as I returned it to Leroy Nicotine Jr. 

16. Exhibit "A", Page 2, Leroy Nicotine Jr.'s messages to me on April 2, 2020, at 

I 0:05 pm and I 0:08 pm: Leroy Nicotine Jr. asked me to delete a post, which was a 

reference to a public Facebook post that I had made asking for Chief and Council to 

help urban members of our First Nation. At the request of Leroy Nicotine Jr. I deleted 

my Facebook post, and told Leroy Nicotine Jr. that I had done so in my message of 

10:08 pm . 
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17. I have been advised by Nathan Phillips and I do verily believe to be true that 

marked and attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true copy of his emails with Nicholas 

J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. , on April 23, 2020, and his email of April 27, 2020, at I 0:05 am 

by which he provided a complete copy of the issued Notice of Application in this 

proceeding, paragraph 24 of which includes the following in relation to me: 

24. Leroy Nicotine Jr. (on behalf of the Participants and himself) 
engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he 
offered to purchase the mail in ballot of Lionel Brabant Jr. However, 
Lionel Brabant Jr. did not have a mail in ballot. Instead, Leroy 
Nicotine Jr. picked up Lionel Brabant Jr., gave him a list of candidates 
to vote for, paid him for voting for those candidates, and dropped him 
of at the polling station. 

18. Exhibit "A", Page 1, Leroy Nicotine Jr. ' s message to me on April 27, 2020, at 

12:33 pm: As noted above, Nathan Phillips emailed the Notice of Application to 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoft: Q.C., at I 0:05 am on April 27, 2020. 88 minutes later, Leroy 

Nicotine Jr. sent me this Facebook message asking me to call him. As requested, three 

minutes later I called Leroy Nicotine Jr. as he requested. During that call Leroy 

Nicotine Jr. asked me who I had talked to, and that only Leroy Nicotine Jr. and I 

knew about what had happened. Leroy Nicotine Jr. kept asking me who I was talking 

to. I told him I wasn't talking to anyone. 

19. My father passed on April 25 , 2020. Even at my father ' s funeral Leroy Nicotine 

Jr. was bothering me. Leroy Nicotine Jr. kept watching me, who I talked to, what I 

was doing. I felt like I could not do anything. When I was walking up the aisle to look 

at my father's body, everyone else was looking forward however Leroy Nicotine Jr. 

was looking directly at me instead. He continued to watch me at my father ' s funeral. 

20. Marked and attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true copy of a statement that I 

wrote on April 12, 2020, ofmy own free will. 
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21. I have wanted the truth of what happened to me to be known. However, I was 

grieving my father ' s death. In addition, my son was born in January, 2020. As a result 

of what Leroy Nicotine Jr. told me on April 27, 2020, and my interaction with him at 

my father's funeral thereafter, I was scared for my family including my newborn son. 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. had my home address, which I had given him in my Facebook 

messages of March 13 , 2020, 11 :47 am within Exhibit "'A'' page 8, when Leroy 

Nicotine Jr. instead picked me up from my school. I was scared for both my physical 

safety , and concerned as to whether Leroy Nicotine Jr. or the Respondents Clinton 

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry 

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, and Samuel Wuttunee would approach me with a gun or 

other physical force . 

22. I was also scared because Chief and Council are the persons that make decisions 

as to who gets financial assistance for school, of which I was in receipt of and 

continued to require. Leroy Nicotine Jr. - my cousin - is aware that I had a newborn 

son to provide for, and that I was struggling financially. Leroy Nicotine Jr. 's 

comments on April 27, 2020, made me feel concerned that I would not get the help I 

need from my own First Nation if I was involved in this election appeal. I therefore 

stayed home and to my university studies. I wanted to stay out of the corruption at my 

First Nation. 
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23. I confirm that Nathan Phillips made attempts to assist me in drafting an affidavit 

for use in this proceeding. Those attempts included that he: 

a. Spoke with me in April and on May 1, 2020 

b. Attempted to call me on various occasions in May, 2020 

c. Emailed me on May 1 and 12, 2020 

d. Sent me text messages on May 12 and 28, 2020 

e. Attempted to call me in July, 2020 

f. Emailed me on July 23, 2020 

24. I did not reply to any of those communications or pick up the phone calls from 

him after May 1, 2020. While I still do not feel safe, in February, 2021, I felt safe 

enough to resume contact with anyone on behalf of the Applicants in this election 

appeal to provide my evidence. I then spoke with Nathan Phillips to provide this 

affidavit. 

25. I make this affidavit in good faith for the purpose of informing this Honourable 

Court and in support of this Notice of Application to set aside the March 20, 2020, 

Election of Red Pheasant First Nation, and for no improper purpose. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
this 8th day of February, 2021 

W.----~ 
Be· for Oaths, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Tomas Pritchard 

in and for Saskatchewan, 
My commission expires: /.l-PRI t. 3o

1 
20'2.S"'. 

Slleldol Wuylenko, Notary Public 
Rayner Agencies Ltd. 
#100 - 810 Central Avenue 
Saskatoon, SK S7N 2G6 
Phone:306-373-0663 

: n .y 
Jublit 

M't APPO!tlTMl:NT 
', EXl'IRES • 
', .APRIL 30, 2025 ••• .. .. 
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Phillips & Co. 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street 
Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 
T: (306) 569-0811 
F: (306) 565-3434 
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips 
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This is Exhibit "A" referred to in the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard (formerly Lionel Brabant Jr) 
Sworn before me at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
this 8th day of February, 2021 

Being a commiss· ner for Oaths, 
in and for Saskatchewan, 
My commission expires: A PR/ L. 3o J 20 2. -S--

SINlldon Wuyleaka, Notify Public 
Rayner Agencies Ltd. 
#100 - 810 Central Avenue 
Saskato<>n, SK S7N 2G6 
Phone:306-373-0663 
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Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Talk to me lol 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Hi 

lV V ~ 2( 2., ~ OC! PM 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

You missed a call from Leroy. 

I I 1/ ,U,W "t t I 

Tomas William Pritchard 

You called Leroy. 
Duration: 2 minutes 

<- O l"'fvl 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

What's up call me 

,.. ,->f,Jl 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Your welcome brother 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Thank you again 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Alright just been stressed like I said before I don't get my reserve funding anymore and it's been hard 
going food bank and trying to keep up with my studies as well as handling baby suppose to finally get our 
child tax been also doing a program to get free baby stuff so it's been few weeks 
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Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Buy food 

~UL 1 , 1 PM 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

150 is sent 

M, -, ..... ,., ... 1.- 'J 11 p ,1 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Let me know when your struggling 

I IVI 

Tomas William Pritchard 

It is deleted 

i!U.r...) PM 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Delete your post try talk to me if you need help 

JJ\. 'L L.VL.J U 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Tomaswp5@gmail.com 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

What's your email? I'll get you some help and delete that post 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

This week or next week they will get help 

_, r r1vl 
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Tomas William Pritchard 

So what's going on for the urban natives or nothing 's happening for them? 

r. r J 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Ok 

I~ ~ ,_ J L 1 ~ PT\. 

Tomas William Pritchard 

But be right down 

I ✓- u PM 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Might have to run home for my wallet thought I had in my bag 
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Tomas William Pritchard 

iom 

gedTo 
m 

Tomas Wi R:D·-------~ 

t of Spouse ~ 
1u conjoint ou de la 

To 

Mar 1 '3 2020 12 08 PM 
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Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Ok 

IV r3 :? 2 '2 05 PN' 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Mar '3 2020 1204PM 
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Tomas William Pritchard 

Kk I know wheee that is 

r,1 ,L.,. ~~f--1,1 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Ma 13 2020 12 03 P 
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Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

I'm on the west side 

1vic1 1 .t..1.:::u .c. u rM 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Kk sounds good I'll see if I can step out a little early just watching a movie 

,d J ,.vd, ,L. .t. t-'1111 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

I'll be outside 

J?O 2 02 PM 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Yup 

,v, r , 20 0 , "' 01 PM 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Loi kk well I go for break but have to be here after lunch for my lessons but I can go now if your up for it 

I lol .} LVc..v '~ u I I~•· 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Yeah I'm outside here I followed your little location on snap 

£Jc.v 2 Ju dv 

Tomas William Pritchard 

I go for lunch in like 15 mins actually 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Lmao shit well hang on for like 20 mins if you can get me there and back are you at Mount Royal? 

i:l' 
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Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

I didn't see the till after 4 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Haha I'm outside your school @ 

.I .J 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Lmao I didn't read your message 

'I !:) IVI 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Wtf 

1v1 r I J2J I t 58 M 

Tomas William Pritchard 

8-103 11 0th street 

I il -'V.! I .. M 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Kk won 't be until 4ish 

IVI..:' .!VLV I - ,...(vl 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

K well I'll come get you I need an address 

l\'1· f I t:ULv ,v'l 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Sutherland 

1v1 .&..J- 1 1 2 AM 
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Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Where's your place 

,via 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Shit if I park at kfc or Tomas cooks can you come scoop me lol or come get me at home? 

IV 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

I don't think so 

Al 

1 a J Lv,u 39AM 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Is there any free parking? 

.J r., 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Kk 

fol 1J 2020 ◄ 01 AM 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Ok well get ahold of me when you come 

',lc:i ._ ._J U 0::1 VI 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Yeah was gonna go down after I'm done class 

1/ J _,_,_._. 11,,1...., I I 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

You gonna come vote today? Get a hold of me if you come vote TCU place 

1111c.., 2v 1 !;, AM 
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Tomas William Pritchard 

Teaching in class 

11/lcl v, v ( ,\r,,1] 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

What's up 

M ~ G. 'J52~'VI 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Alright sounds good 

UL .. ..,, I I 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Alright .. well I'll come see you when I get back ... 

, UL..., r ✓I 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Been busy with school gonna go vote in the city here on the 13th 

IVi I ,. ... 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

You ever fill out that paperwork I told you fill out 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Sounds good 

r-tc c. .._,.,.,_: o 54 PM 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Love you too take care inbox once I have it 

r .., "v ,_ L.v .J r-lv1 
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Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Love you 

f - ~ , .!IJ 8 53 PM 

Tomas William Pritchard 

Alright than 

;; ,.., .t!U, 8 '9 PM 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Faster you print it off the faster you will be able to send for your ballot 

._. ,._ J ::J r-1\/1 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Go print this off somewhere than talk to me I'll tell you how to fill it out 

, .c.l..LV b 8 1 
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Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Red Pheasant Cree Nation #108 
Appendix 5-D - Request for Mall-in Ballot 

INFORMATION FOR TkE ELECTOR: 

Tht 8M\d Counut Eik110n ol N RM P~ CfM Madon 91DI flWI be ""'Id on Fndsy, IIMcft 2~. 2020 

lf)Cll.l~lo'tOtebymad41t:.laAot.yournustcomoteteltulorm~M!ndlflotneElectora10fflC&'DymM tp lf!f1 
ote-mait Tne rl~ao,oell'Sbekl\lrr 

YoY MUSI •so lndude • C111, of,,-, of ....uty. wet. H • COIIY ol yout Centfluh of INllM Statu•. dr+nf• 
lkaftN. hNlth e.d, OJ ........ document that PfGNM ,our ldMufy, Do not prOYtft 1M oftgi1n.1f ld91'1tfflealion. 

If~ E.ieclotal ~ ,.C.-vM i,.s ~ on o, Ntot. .... ,. llla,ch 14 ... 2020 • mtlMn b&lol ~CUQ• #II bt 
tent 10 you al the aoet,.,111 prOVldiiMI If~~ aft'!' qUNboM. pf,l,as. tontae:111'1& Eledot.tl Ol'bc',e, 

n ..... ~wnJ)Ottl&nltoOO'•th&tonot )'OlJNIOUlll\ll~~·••ur111ttohfE1Ktor#Ofhcef· ~'!!!!..!l!!~Mlil'IO 
~in~ .u tn. pol#IO , .. 11on ,..,.._,. ,w ~your,_._'" r,.itc,,11, '° 1.r.t l)ol"'9 slabofl so ihal trwv ma, tMt ~ 
11 you h.Ne m.J youi- meiM"t belol:1 )'OU muti tlff'O kl the polling •tato'I • 1...0,n athd,r.,t •~.-.O tNII VQl.l M..,. llll your 
~ .... balot, 

M•U. Tnt. Fu. Eftlll to: ..... ._ 
~ PhNNlll CrN N.,_, ......, .. _ 
PO So11.tOS 136,l~Str.el 
'l'{,n""Pe(t MB R2.X 2M4 
l..-lll("l,ltl\4,d.._M'f> .. •'((>" 

t-204·21M7M (c.11 
1-aTT-231-1169 (1011 lrN! 
, .204.334.gne 1w., 

________________ am a qualified eldctOr of the 

:Nam.of~~ (a.ndNumbe,I} 

Red Pheasant Cree Nabon and do hereby request that a mail-•n baUol paCQge be sent lo me at 

PMW1tode 

T- L....J _ _ . __ E.,... _____ _ 

Fgt Ylf by ltHt EltsMAI Offlctc onlr 

ReQUMt recerved on _______ MaJl·Wl Salk>l sen1 on ____ _ 

Fe "'1) "' 2 848 PM 
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Tomas William Pritchard 

No I didn't yet 

Leroy Nicotne Jr. 

Did you send for your ballot 
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This is Exhibit "B" referred to in the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard (formerly Lionel Brabant Jr) 
Sworn before me at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
this 8th day of February, 2021 

fa ~ 
s· 'a:;(fiOh emg a comm1ss1oner or at s, 
in and for Saskatchewan, 
My commission expires: ,4PR:r L- 3~ -Zo 2 S-. 

SlleldoR Wuylenko, Notary Public 
Rayner Agencies Ltd. 
#100 - 810 Central Avenue 
Saskatoon, SK S7N 2G6 
Phone:306-373-0663 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

nathanphillips 
April 27, 2020 10:05 AM 
Stooshinoff Law 

Subject: RE: Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
Attachments: 2020-04-17-Notice of Application-sealed .pdf; 2020-04-27-Acknowledgement of Receipt-NS.pdf 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C., 

Attached is the Notice of Application for service. Also attached is an Acknowledgement of Receipt, please insert the 
names of the parties on behalf of whom you are accepting service, sign, and return. 

I look forward to hearing from you by 4 pm today, otherwise my clients will proceed with personal service. As noted in 
my below email, as a result of COID-19 my clients would like to avoid the necessity for health exposure occasioned by 
personal service. 

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation. 

Yours tru ly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 

Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 

Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 

·r. 

From: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Sent: April 23, 2020 2:58 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 

JI 

Subject: RE: Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 

Good afternoon Mr. Phillips. I have your email. I will forward to the Red Pheasant Chief and Council for instructions 
however no one has been served and we have no idea of what it is your client(s) are alleging or what the alleged ground 
of appeal is and therefore I cannot make any further comment or take a position in the absence of that 
information. Thank you . 

Nicholas J Stooshinoff Q.C. 
Stooshinoff Bitzer 
#300 - 416 21st Street East 
Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2 
Phone: 653-9000 [ Fax: 653-5284 

Confidentiality Warning: This message and any attachments are solely for the use of intended recipients. 
They may contain privileged and/ or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination, 
distribution or copying of this email and any attachment is strictly prohibited. 
If you receive this email in error please contact the sender and delete the message 
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and any attachments associated therewith from your computer. 
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated. 

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Sent: April-23-20 2:23 PM 
To: Stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net 
Subject: Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C., 

I have been retained to prosecute an election appeal pursuant to the First Nations Elections Act. The election appeal has 
been commenced, and I am seeking your cooperation in the context of COVID-19 to facilitate service. I understand that 
you generally act for Red Pheasant First Nation. 

Red Pheasant First Nation, and each of its members of Band Council, are named respondents to the election appea l. My 
clients take the position that it would be a conflict of interest to have the same legal counsel represent both Red 
Pheasant First Nation, and the members of Band Council in their personal capacities, as there are allegations that make 
concu rrent representation problematic. In this respect, I direct your attention to para 2 of Papequash v. Brass, 2018 FC 
325 (affirmed Rodney Brass v. Papequash, 2019 FCA 245): 

... I also question whether the Key First Nation should have been represented in this proceeding by the same 
legal counsel as the other named Respondents. Given the allegations of misconduct directed at some of those 
Respondents, the Band should undoubtedly have been represented by separate, independent counsel whose 
sole mandate would be to advocate for the best interests of the First Nation and its members. 

Please advise if you will accept service of the Notice of Application on behalf of Red Pheasant First Nation. If so, please 
advise of your preferred contact information for service and I will provide an acknowledgement of receipt for your 
execution along with the Notice of Application for service. In addition, as you necessarily have close working contact 
with the individual members of Band Council, please advise if you will facilitate service upon the individual members of 
Band Council. If so, please advise of their contact information for service (or their legal counsel) and I w ill complete an 
acknowledge of receipt for each of them to execute. It is my preference to have service effected by cooperation, rather 
than involve the Sheriff in the circumstances of COVID-19. 

I look forward to your anticipated cooperation. 

Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 

Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Sol1cltors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel : #1 (306) 569-0811 

Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 

II 

2 
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This is Exhibit "C" referred to in the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard (formerly Lionel Brabant Jr) 
Sworn before me at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
this 8th day of February, 2021 

Being a commissfoner for Oaths, 
in and for Saskatchewan, 
My commission expires: /IPF?£ L 3o, 2o2'>-· 

Sllelclol Wuylenko, Notary Public 
Rayner Agencies Ltd. 
#100 - 810 Central Avenue 
Saskatoon, SK S7N 2G6 
Phone: ~373-0663 
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Mary Linda Whitford, et al v
Clinton Wuttunee, et al

Burke Ratte
on Monday, September 14, 2020

2010 11th Avenue, Suite 300
Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 0J3

royalreporting.com | 1.800.667.6777
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Mary Linda Whitford, et al v Clinton Wuttunee, et al 
Burke Ratte on 9/14/2020  1

royalreporting.com
1.800.667.6777

 1                 Court File No. T-474-20

 2                      FEDERAL COURT

 3

 4                        BETWEEN:

 5

 6          MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

 7                                          Applicants

 8                        - and -

 9

10

11         CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA,

12         MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY,

13         GARY NICOTINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN

14         WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT

15         FIRST NATION

16                                          Respondents

17

18                        Volume 1

19 __________________________________________________

20              CROSS-EXAMINATION ON AFFIDAVIT

21             OF BURKE RATTE BY MR. N. PHILLIPS

22                HELD:  September 14, 2020

23                Via Zoom Video Conference

24 __________________________________________________

25
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Mary Linda Whitford, et al v Clinton Wuttunee, et al 
Burke Ratte on 9/14/2020  2

royalreporting.com
1.800.667.6777

 1  FOR THE APPLICANT(S):

 2  MR. NATHAN PHILLIPS

 3  Phillips & Co. - Phillips Legal Professional

 4  Corporation

 5  Haldane House, 2100 Scarth Street

 6  Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6

 7  (306) 569-0811

 8

 9  FOR THE RESPONDENT(S) EXCEPT BURKE RATTE:

10  NICHOLAS STOOSHINOFF, Q.C. (Not in attendance)

11  DARREN WINEGARDEN

12  Stooshinoff Bitzer

13  #300 - 416 - 21st Street East

14  Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 0C2

15  (306) 653-9000

16

17  FOR BURKE RATTE:

18  NORMAN BOUDREAU

19  JOHN ISFELD

20  Boudreau Law

21  100-1619 Pembina Highway

22  Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 3Y6

23  (204) 318-2688

24

25
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Mary Linda Whitford, et al v Clinton Wuttunee, et al 
Burke Ratte on 9/14/2020  3
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1.800.667.6777

 1  OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER:

 2  MELANIE CAIRNS

 3  Royal Reporting Services Ltd.

 4  200 - 2010 11th Ave

 5  Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 0J3

 6  (306) 352-3234

 7

 8

 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Mary Linda Whitford, et al v Clinton Wuttunee, et al 
Burke Ratte on 9/14/2020  4
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 1                   INDEX OF UNDERTAKINGS

 2      (Undertakings are inserted and indexed by your

 3        Court Reporter as a courtesy service to be

 4         utilized at the discretion of Counsel).

 5 ----------------------------------------------------

 6 UNDERTAKING DESCRIPTION                        PAGE

 7 ----------------------------------------------------

 8   UNDERTAKING NO. 1:                           30

 9   REVIEW RECORDS AND PROVIDE A COPY OF THE

10   NOTICE OF NOMINATION MEETING IF LOCATED

11   UNDERTAKING NO. 2:                           42

12   REVIEW DOCUMENTS AND PROVIDE COPIES OF THE

13   FOUR DOCUMENTS THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN MAILED

14   OUT TO ELECTORS IF LOCATED

15   UNDERTAKING NO. 3:                           45

16   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

17   COPIES OF SAMPLE DOCUMENTS WHICH WOULD

18   HAVE BEEN MAILED OUT IN THE SECOND PACKAGE

19   TO VOTERS

20   UNDERTAKING NO. 4:                           115

21   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

22   COPIES OF MAIL-IN BALLOT CONTROL SHEETS

23   FOR ALL ELECTORS FROM WHO MR. RATTE

24   RECEIVED WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION

25
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Burke Ratte on 9/14/2020  5
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 1   UNDERTAKING NO. 5: (REFUSED)                 123

 2   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

 3   COPIES OF NON-REDACTED MAIL-IN BALLOT

 4   CONTROL SHEETS FOR ALL ELECTORS

 5   UNDERTAKING NO. 6: (REFUSED)                 136

 6   OBTAIN AND PROVIDE COPIES OF NON-REDACTED

 7   TELEPHONE RECORDS AS IDENTIFIED IN THE

 8   DIRECTION TO ATTEND

 9   UNDERTAKING NO. 7: (UNDER ADVISEMENT)        138

10   OBTAIN AND PROVIDE COPIES OF NON-REDACTED

11   TELEPHONE RECORDS AS IDENTIFIED IN THE

12   DIRECTION TO ATTEND FOR EACH OF THE PHONE

13   NUMBERS PROVIDED BY MR. PHILLIPS

14   UNDERTAKING NO. 8:                           140

15   SEND MR. RATTE'S CELLPHONE TO AN EXPERT OF

16   MUTUAL AGREEMENT TO SEE IF THE DATA CAN BE

17   RETRIEVED

18   UNDERTAKING NO. 9:                           145

19   REVIEW TELEPHONE RECORDS TO DETERMINE AND

20   ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT MR. RATTE HAS EVER

21   RECEIVED A TEXT MESSAGE OR PHONE CALL FROM

22   780-777-6936

23   UNDERTAKING NO. 10:                          150

24   REVIEW TELEPHONE RECORDS TO DETERMINE AND

25   ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT MR. RATTE RECEIVED
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 1   PHONE CALLS OR TEXT MESSAGES FROM EITHER

 2   OF THE TWO PHONE NUMBERS IDENTIFIED ON

 3   EXHIBIT A-26

 4   UNDERTAKING NO. 11:                          160

 5   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE A

 6   COPY OF THE VOTER DECLARATION FORM FOR

 7   ARDELLA BENSON

 8   UNDERTAKING NO. 12:                          161

 9   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

10   COPIES OF THE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

11   FORMS FOR ROMELLO MEECHANCE AND RICKELL

12   FRENCHMAN TONIGHT

13   UNDERTAKING NO. 13:                          169

14   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

15   COPIES OF THE REJECTED 13 MAIL-IN BALLOT

16   PACKAGES BY 9:00 A.M. TOMORROW

17   UNDERTAKING NO. 14:                          171

18   REVIEW RECORDS TO DETERMINE AND ADVISE HOW

19   MANY PERSONS VOTED IN PERSON

20   UNDERTAKING NO. 15:                          172

21   REVIEW RECORDS TO DETERMINE AND ADVISE HOW

22   MANY PERSONS VOTED BY MAIL-IN BALLOT IN

23   TERMS OF ALL OF THE MAIL-IN BALLOTS THAT

24   WERE RECEIVED AND IDENTIFY HOW MANY

25   MAIL-IN BALLOTS WERE REJECTED
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 1   UNDERTAKING NO. 16:                          176

 2   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

 3   COPIES OF THE FOUR MAIL-IN BALLOT PACKAGES

 4   FOR MICHELLE BRETZER, MICHELLE NICOTINE,

 5   BRIAN WUTTUNEE AND CHANTEL BEAR

 6   UNDERTAKING NO. 17:                          177

 7   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

 8   COPIES OF THE ACCEPTED BALLOTS AND VOTER

 9   DECLARATION FORMS FOR MICHELLE BRETZER,

10   MICHELLE NICOTINE, BRIAN WUTTUNEE AND

11   CHANTEL BEAR

12   UNDERTAKING NO. 18:                          177

13   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

14   COPIES OF THE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOTS

15   FOR MICHELLE BRETZER, MICHELLE NICOTINE,

16   BRIAN WUTTUNEE AND CHANTEL BEAR

17   UNDERTAKING NO. 19:                          178

18   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

19   COPIES OF THE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

20   FORMS WITH RESPECT TO THE 13 REJECTED

21   MAIL-IN BALLOTS

22   UNDERTAKING NO. 20:                          182

23   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE A

24   COPY OF THE OUTER ENVELOPE AND THE

25   DECLARATION FOR PERSONAL DELIVERY FOR
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 1   MAIL-IN BALLOT BY 9:30 A.M. TOMORROW IF

 2   LOCATED

 3   UNDERTAKING NO. 21:                          183

 4   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE A

 5   COPY OF THE LETTER OF IDENTIFICATION THAT

 6   WAS ATTACHED TO THE FORM 5-D FOR ROBIN

 7   DEAN WUTTUNEE

 8   UNDERTAKING NO. 22:  (REFUSED)               188

 9   REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

10   COPIES OF ALL MAIL-IN BALLOTS, VOTER

11   DECLARATIONS, REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOTS

12   AND PROOF OF ID DOCUMENTS ISSUED BY

13   DELORIS PEYACHEW

14   UNDERTAKING NO. 23:                          199

15   PROVIDE A COPY OF THE ELECTORAL OFFICER'S

16   HANDBOOK MR. RATTE USED WITH RESPECT TO

17   THE ELECTION

18   UNDERTAKING NO. 24:  (UNDER ADVISEMENT)      208

19   MAKE INQUIRIES TO DETERMINE AND ADVISE

20   WHETHER OR NOT THE FIRST DATE THAT MR.

21   RATTE RELEASED ANY VOTER DECLARATION FORMS

22   WAS MAY 19, 2020

23

24

25
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 1                     INDEX OF EXHIBITS

 2 ----------------------------------------------------

 3 EXHIBIT DESCRIPTION                             PAGE

 4 ----------------------------------------------------

 5   EXHIBIT A-1:                                 33

 6   2020-09-04 DIRECTION TO ATTEND - BURKE

 7   RATTE

 8   EXHIBIT A-2:                                 37

 9   NOMINATION MEETING NOTICE RPCN POSTED

10   EXHIBIT A-3:                                 47

11   NOTICE ADDRESS RELEASE FORM #1

12   EXHIBIT A-4:                                 47

13   DECLARATION TO NOMINATE CANDIDATES RPCN #2

14   EXHIBIT A-5:                                 47

15   NOMINATION FORM RPCN #3

16   EXHIBIT A-6:                                 48

17   REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT RPCN #4 FINAL

18   EXHIBIT A-7:                                 58

19   MAIL-IN BALLOT PACKAGE SENT OUT TO VOTERS

20   WHEN A REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT WAS

21   ACCEPTED BY MR. RATTE

22   EXHIBIT A-8:                                 69

23   2017-01-15 AFFIDAVIT OF BURKE RATTE -

24   T-1856-16

25
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 1   EXHIBIT A-9:                                 73

 2   DOCUMENTS PRODUCED BY BURKE RATTE ON

 3   SEPTEMBER 9, 2020

 4   EXHIBIT A-10:                                83

 5   DOCUMENT PRODUCED BY BURKE RATTE ON

 6   SEPTEMBER 10, 2020

 7   EXHIBIT A-11:                                103

 8   ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE MAIL-IN BALLOT

 9   DECLARATION (EXHIBIT A)

10   EXHIBIT A-12:                                105

11   RICKELL FRENCHMAN VOTER DECLARATION

12   REDACTED

13   EXHIBIT A-13:                                106

14   ROMELLO MEECHANCE VOTER DECLARATION

15   REDACTED

16   EXHIBIT A-14:                                111

17   REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT ROBIN DEAN

18   WUTTUNEE (EXHIBIT H)

19   EXHIBIT A-15:                                114

20   AUTHORIZATION OF ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE

21   EXHIBIT A-16:                                120

22   HEATHER MEECHANCE VOTER DECLARATION

23   REDACTED

24   EXHIBIT A-17:                                125

25   ARNOLD BRUCE WUTTUNEE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN
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 1   BALLOT

 2   EXHIBIT A-18:                                125

 3   ARNOLD BRUCE WUTTUNEE VOTER DECLARATION

 4   EXHIBIT A-19:                                126

 5   BREANNA WAHOBIN VOTER DECLARATION

 6   EXHIBIT A-20:                                128

 7   DARIAN WHITFORD REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

 8   1

 9   EXHIBIT A-21:                                142

10   DARIAN WHITFORD REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

11   2

12   EXHIBIT A-22:                                146

13   DION BUGLER VOTER DECLARATION

14   EXHIBIT A-23:                                146

15   DION BUGLER REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

16   (EXHIBIT D)

17   EXHIBIT A-24:                                147

18   JERETTE WAHOBIN VOTER DECLARATION REDACTED

19   EXHIBIT A-25:                                147

20   MICHAEL STEVENS VOTER DECLARATION REDACTED

21   EXHIBIT A-26:                                148

22   VERONICA WHITFORD REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

23   BALLOT

24   EXHIBIT A-27:                                151

25   WESLEY WUTTUNEE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT
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 1   EXHIBIT A-28:                                151

 2   WESLEY WUTTUNEE VOTER DECLARATION

 3   EXHIBIT A-29:                                151

 4   WESLEY WUTTUNEE VOTERS LIST REDACTED

 5   EXHIBIT A-30:                                153

 6   2020-07-31 LETTER FROM NATHAN PHILLIPS TO

 7   THE FEDERAL COURT

 8

 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 10:26 a.m.)

 2 BURKE ALEXANDER RATTE, Affirmed,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 4    Q.   Mr. Ratte, you were the electoral officer in

 5         the March 20th, 2020 election of the Red

 6         Pheasant First Nation?

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   We have up on the screen here that -- you can

 9         see just fine, right?

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   We have your Affidavit sworn in this

12         proceeding on August 27th, 2020.  You recall

13         executing that, right?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   And if we go to Exhibit D here, and this is

16         what you indicate is the statement of the

17         votes?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   And we are going to page 2 here -- pardon,

20         page 3, and it indicates that it's -- the

21         term of office starts March 18th, 2020.  That

22         was an error on your part, right?

23    A.   I don't recall.  I would have to look at

24         previous documents on when the term starts

25         and ends.
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 1    Q.   Well, when does --

 2    A.   It could be.  It could be, but I -- I just

 3         don't -- I just don't -- I don't recall

 4         because the election was held on the 20th.

 5    Q.   So the term of office should start on the

 6         20th, then?

 7    A.   I'd have to look at --

 8 MR. BOUDREAU:              He just said he doesn't

 9         recall.

10    A.   I don't know.

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              He said he doesn't

12         recall.

13    Q.   Well, you're a certified electoral officer

14         pursuant to the First Nations Elections Act,

15         correct?

16    A.   Yes.

17    Q.   Your understanding is that the term of office

18         for a chief and council in a First Nations

19         Elections Act -- when does it commence?

20 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, if you have

21         something, you can put it to him.  As of now

22         he said he does not recall, but if you have a

23         document which states the commencing date of

24         the term of office, put that to him, and he

25         will -- he will provide you with an answer.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, I've

 2         provided the witness with Exhibit D to his

 3         Affidavit in this proceeding.  I'm clarifying

 4         what appears to be an obvious error.  If the

 5         witness can't confirm it's an obvious error,

 6         then that concerns me even more.  I'm simply

 7         giving the witness a fair opportunity to

 8         simply acknowledge it was an error, and we

 9         can move on.

10 MR. BOUDREAU:              And he said that he does

11         not recall.

12    Q.   To be clear, you don't know whether --

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              I think he said he does

14         not recall.  That is his answer.

15    Q.   You don't recall, you don't know, when the

16         term of office actually starts?

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              He said he does not

18         recall.  That's his answer.  If you have a

19         document to show something different, put

20         that to him, and he will confirm or deny.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, for today's

22         purposes I want to hear from the witness that

23         is being cross-examined.  You will note that

24         Rule 95 provides for the manner in which

25         objections are to be made.  Can you please
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 1         comply with that rule?  I would like you to

 2         briefly state the nature of your objection so

 3         that it can be clearly articulated and on the

 4         record so that the Court can subsequently

 5         review that objection.  I'm not looking for

 6         your assistance today or your interruptions.

 7         If you have -- I'm quite comfortable

 8         cross-examining your client directly, so

 9         please just briefly state your objections

10         going forward, okay?

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              My client provided an

12         answer.  His answer was he does not recall,

13         and that is his answer.

14    Q.   Exhibit D to your Affidavit, page 3 of

15         Exhibit D, it says -- and that's your

16         signature right below it, right?

17    A.   Yes.

18    Q.   You signed this document?

19    A.   It appears so, yes.

20    Q.   What date did you sign it?

21    A.   I can't tell from the rough page, but

22         it looks right there.

23    Q.   But do you recall what day you signed this

24         statement of the votes?

25    A.   Oh, it more than likely would have been after
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 1         the ballot count.

 2    Q.   Which was when?

 3    A.   20th.

 4    Q.   Of?

 5    A.   Of March.

 6    Q.   So if you're signing --

 7    A.   That's the date of the election.

 8    Q.   Just for the purpose of a clean transcript

 9         today, if you're going to state a date, can

10         you just state the full date, so March 20th,

11         2020?

12    A.   March 20th, 2020.

13    Q.   Yes.  So what day do you recall signing this?

14    A.   March 20th, 2020 was the date I recall

15         signing this.

16    Q.   Do you have actual recollection of signing it

17         on that day?

18    A.   Yes, because it's handwritten, and that's an

19         immediate declaration of the results after

20         the ballot count, which was early in the

21         morning.

22    Q.   My question, though, was different.  You have

23         actual recollection of signing this on March

24         20th?

25    A.   Yes, I do.  I have to talk to my legal for a
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 1         second, is that acceptable, or --

 2    Q.   It's not actually when we're in the middle of

 3         the cross-examination, so --

 4    A.   Okay, okay.

 5    Q.   So when you signed this document you

 6         obviously read it, right?

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   And you read:  (as read)

 9             This count was diligently conducted in

10             accordance with the First Nations

11             elections regulations.  Candidates are

12             elected to a four-year term effective

13             March 18th, 2020 ending March 18th,

14             2024,

15    A.   Mmhmm, yes.

16    Q.   You read that?

17    A.   I read that.  I agree, yes, that's what it

18         says.

19    Q.   And you don't know whether that's correct or

20         not sitting here today?

21 MR. BOUDREAU:              Asked and answered.  He

22         said he does not recall.

23    Q.   I'm asking -- may I please have your answer,

24         sir?

25    A.   I don't recall.  That's the answer I gave
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 1         earlier.

 2    Q.   I'm asking, sitting here today --

 3    A.   Mmhmm, yes.

 4    Q.   -- you don't know whether that statement is

 5         correct or not, do you?

 6    A.   Well, I did sign it.  It appears to be my

 7         signature, and it was in the Court documents,

 8         so I actually signed the document, and that's

 9         the date that I read on the document.

10    Q.   I want to be absolutely sure that this is not

11         some miscommunication here, so I'm going to

12         pose the question again.  With reference to

13         this statement, it's page 3 of Exhibit D to

14         your Affidavit in this proceeding --

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   -- sworn August 27th, 2020:  (as read)

17             This count was diligently conducted in

18             accordance with the First Nations

19             elections regulations.  Candidates are

20             elected to a four-year term effective

21             March 18th, 2020 ending March 18th,

22             2024.

23         And you see that statement, correct, sir?

24    A.   I see that.

25    Q.   Sitting here today, witness, you don't know
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 1         whether that statement is correct or not, do

 2         you?

 3    A.   That's what appears on the document with my

 4         signature.

 5    Q.   My very direct question was, though, sitting

 6         here today, you don't know if that statement

 7         is correct or not, do you?

 8    A.   I think to resolve the issue, look at

 9         ministerial order and see if the minister has

10         signed for a date because I can't give you --

11         for some reason I'm thinking the ministerial

12         order read March 18th, but I don't have that,

13         so that will be the best way to resolve this

14         issue.

15    Q.   So that's to say you don't know?

16    A.   Well, I just answered your question, and I

17         think if you produce the ministerial order,

18         which I don't recall what it said, I'm

19         thinking offhand that it indicates March

20         18th, but the Band called the election on the

21         20th, which they're -- they're allowed to do.

22         So if we see ministerial order, I think that

23         will probably satisfy both of us.  Then I can

24         confirm whether or not this is a correct or

25         incorrect date.  I believe it's the correct
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 1         date, and I believe it's based on the

 2         ministerial order, but I don't have it here

 3         in front of me, I don't think.  Do you have

 4         it?  So that -- that's the best way I can

 5         help with the question that you're asking.

 6    Q.   So you don't know.  You need to look at this

 7         ministerial order --

 8    A.   Let's look at the ministerial order, sir, and

 9         that will explain why there would be the

10         March 18th date that you're asking about.

11    Q.   And you said you don't have that here?

12    A.   I wouldn't.  I don't -- I don't know if I was

13         ever given it.  I think I was given direction

14         by the Band to go with the 20th, from what I

15         recall, because they select the dates, but

16         the ministerial order fixes the term, so

17         basically I've gone days after or days prior,

18         I mean, in my years of doing this, okay?  So

19         Bands for whatever reason call it on a

20         different date, it could be a weekend issue,

21         it could be a funeral, it could be whatever,

22         and so I'm thinking -- I'm thinking, this is

23         my answer, that I put the 18th even though

24         the election was on the 20th based on the

25         ministerial order, so that -- that's the
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 1         answer.  I could get you a copy of that.

 2    Q.   So, from your perspective, it's acceptable

 3         for you as an electoral officer to take

 4         direction from the chief and council as to

 5         how the election is to be conducted?

 6    A.   The election dates are set by -- by the chief

 7         and council whether or not the ministerial

 8         order says one or the other, and, again, as I

 9         was explaining, there could be a number of

10         reasons -- I've been doing this for a number

11         of years -- there could be a number of

12         reasons why.  It could be it falls on a

13         weekend, it could be it falls on (inaudible)

14         because there's a funeral or -- in our

15         communities because I'm Anishinaabe, and

16         welcome to Treaty 1 area.  This is my area.

17         And I'm just explaining this because it looks

18         as though from your body language you're

19         having a difficult time understanding what

20         I'm trying to say here, is I think if you

21         look at the ministerial order, you'll find

22         the answers to your question.

23    Q.   My question was different, though, sir.  My

24         question was let's leave this date issue

25         aside.
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 1    A.   Sure.

 2    Q.   In general, it's acceptable for you in your

 3         capacity as an electoral officer to take

 4         direction from the chief and council --

 5 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that.

 6    Q.   -- as to how the election is to be conducted?

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

 8         question.

 9    A.   I'll just say yes.

10 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

11         question.  You have to be more specific in

12         terms of what is it that you're asking my

13         client.

14    Q.   Mr. Ratte, if you don't understand the

15         question, you can ask me to rephrase it.

16         Feel free to do so.  Take all the time you

17         want to answer a question, that's fine, but

18         if you're responding, that means that you

19         understand the question.

20                            So, Mr. Boudreau, please

21         don't interrupt.

22 MR. BOUDREAU:              I can interrupt as much

23         as I want as long as the question is not

24         proper, and if I'm asking -- if I'm telling

25         my client not to answer a question because a
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 1         question is not proper, I will do so.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the succinct

 3         nature of your objection with respect to that

 4         question?

 5 MR. BOUDREAU:              Your question is too

 6         broad and not specific enough.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, we'll let the Court

 8         decide that.

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              All right.

10    Q.   Do you endorse your counsel's answer?

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              He will endorse the

12         question if the -- I can speak on behalf of

13         my client on cross-examination, and I can

14         provide an answer on behalf of my client on

15         cross-examination.

16    Q.   You endorse the basis of your counsel's

17         objection?

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              He says yes, yes.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              He hasn't said a word,

20         Mr. Boudreau.

21 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, well, I can ask --

22         I can speak for him.

23    Q.   So you are refusing to respond, Mr. Ratte?

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              He is not refusing to

25         respond.  He is -- I am asking you to
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 1         reformulate your question to be a more

 2         specific question.  Your question is too

 3         broad.  You have to speak a more specific

 4         question.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              I disagree.

 6 MR. BOUDREAU:              Okay.

 7    Q.   Nevertheless, we'll move on, and we'll let

 8         the Court consider the transcript.  In the

 9         conduct of this particular election -- and

10         today when I'm referring to election, we're

11         obviously referring to the March 20th, 2020

12         election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

13    A.   Understood.

14    Q.   In the course of the election you were in

15         communication with the band members of chief

16         and council, correct?

17    A.   No.

18    Q.   You had no communications whatsoever with the

19         members of chief and council?

20    A.   Not that I recall.

21    Q.   Did you have text messages with any member of

22         chief and council?

23    A.   I don't recall, and unfortunately my

24         cellphone started -- it burned out, so I'd

25         have to look back on it to see if I did get
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 1         any of the -- but I don't recall.

 2    Q.   You don't remember whether you had any text

 3         messages with any member that was in office

 4         prior to the election?

 5    A.   I don't recall.

 6    Q.   At anytime between, let's go with, January

 7         1st and the date of the election, March 20th,

 8         you simply don't recall whether you had any

 9         text messages with --

10    A.   I don't recall, sir.

11    Q.   Emails?

12    A.   I don't recall.

13    Q.   Telephone calls?

14    A.   I don't recall.  I don't have my cellphone

15         that I was operating during the election

16         timeframe.

17    Q.   I'm looking for your recollection, though,

18         sir.

19    A.   I just gave you my answer, I don't recall.

20    Q.   You're referring to a cellphone, so you

21         simply have no knowledge, then, you don't

22         remember anything about this election, your

23         communications with the members of chief and

24         council?

25    A.   I don't recall.
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 1    Q.   And at this point I think it's important to

 2         understand who it is that's present today and

 3         in what capacity, so obviously we have

 4         yourself, Mr. Ratte.  You're represented by

 5         Mr. Isfeld and Mr. Boudreau?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Myself, Nathan, Phillips,

 8         I'm representing the applicants.  We have the

 9         court reporter as well.  My understanding is

10         that we also have Mr. Darren Winegarden.

11                            You're on the line, Mr.

12         Winegarden?

13    A.   Can't hear anything.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              If you can unmute, Mr.

15         Winegarden.

16 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yes, I am.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're going to have to

18         speak up, Mr. Winegarden.

19 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yes, I'm -- I am on the

20         line.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              And who is it that you

22         have with you?

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              I'm sorry, I didn't catch

24         what he said.

25 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I don't have anyone with
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 1         me.  I'm just watching the proceeding.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              So you're by yourself,

 3         then?  Mr. Winegarden?

 4 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yes.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              There's nobody there that

 6         is able to listen to the cross-examination of

 7         Mr. Ratte?

 8 MR. WINEGARDEN:            No, it's just myself.  I

 9         have headphones on.

10    Q.   So as I understand it, Mr. Ratte, you

11         undertook a number of obligations in relation

12         to the election, one of which was sending out

13         notices of the nomination meeting; that's

14         correct, sir?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   You have one of those here with you today?

17    A.   I would think so.  I don't know.  I have to

18         refer to my legal.  I don't --

19    Q.   Can you please find it?

20    A.   No matter what files, it's all --

21    Q.   Can you please find -- go through your

22         documents and just give me the blank -- give

23         me that Notice of Nomination Meeting?  I'd

24         kind of like to see it.

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              We provided you with
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 1         these documents.  Don't you have these

 2         documents in front of you so that you can

 3         just put it to the witness?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              The witness would like to

 5         go through his documents, Mr. Boudreau.  I

 6         would like to see this Notice of Nomination

 7         Meeting that the witness sent out.  He says

 8         that he has his records here.  Let's see

 9         them.

10 MR. BOUDREAU:              All right.  Okay.

11 MR. ISFELD:                I believe it's an exhibit

12         to the Affidavit.

13    A.   Yeah, hold on.

14 MR. BOUDREAU:              So if you can put on the

15         screen --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's wait for your

17         co-council to identify the exhibit number.  I

18         have the Affidavit up.

19 MR. ISFELD:                It is up.

20    Q.   So I ask again, Mr. Ratte, can you go through

21         your documents --

22    A.   Can you give me one minute?  Thank you.

23    Q.   Thank you.

24    A.   Here we go.  It's all there.

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible).
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 1    A.   No, I don't need it.  Okay, I got it.  I got

 2         it.  I'm looking for the --

 3    Q.   If it helps you, Mr. Ratte, you might as well

 4         just lay out your boxes here because you're

 5         going to be referring to some documents as

 6         well, so --

 7    A.   No, I'm quite fine (inaudible).  Quite fine,

 8         yeah.  Okay.  I think it's under -- yeah.

 9         Okay.  That's it for the boxes?

10 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah.

11    A.   Okay.  It would appear that that document

12         you're requesting (inaudible).

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              So --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay, so you're

15         undertaking to do that, then?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, we undertake to

17         look for that document, and if we can find

18         it, we will send it, correct.

19                UNDERTAKING NO. 1:

20                REVIEW RECORDS AND PROVIDE A COPY OF

21                THE NOTICE OF NOMINATION MEETING IF

22                LOCATED

23    Q.   You're not confident whether you would have a

24         copy of the notice of nomination meeting?

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              I said that is -- that is
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 1         the undertaking that we are providing you.

 2         We are providing you with the undertaking

 3         that we are going to look for the document.

 4         If we find it, we will give it you to.

 5    Q.   My question, Mr. Ratte, is you don't know

 6         whether you have a copy of the notice of

 7         nomination meeting that you sent out in

 8         relation to this election, do you?

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

10         question.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the basis of the

12         objection?

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              We already provided an

14         undertaking that if we have -- we have a copy

15         of the document, we will provide it.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, these are

17         some rather basic documents.  If your client

18         doesn't have them, that raises some concerns

19         for me, and I think will raise some concerns

20         for the Court.  I want to probe at this point

21         what documents your client actually does have

22         in relation to this election because it

23         appears as though he brought three boxes of

24         documents with him today, and he doesn't have

25         the basic documents.  I'm simply wanting to
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 1         ask the witness some basic questions as to

 2         what documents he has and what documents he

 3         doesn't have.

 4 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah, that's more than

 6         fine.  You can just email it to me, Mr.

 7         Isfeld.

 8    Q.   While you're sending that, Mr. Isfeld, I'm

 9         just going to move on and ask one question.

10         When we get that, we'll return to that, just

11         so we're using time effectively today.

12                            Mr. Ratte, you see

13         another document up on your screen here.  You

14         recall seeing this, correct, sir?

15    A.   Examination --

16    Q.   Have you seen this document before?

17    A.   Yes, I have.  I'm just trying to recall it.

18    Q.   Okay.

19    A.   Yes, I -- yes, I see that, and I have seen

20         it, yes.

21    Q.   Yes?

22    A.   Yes.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

24         the first Exhibit, A-1.  Melanie, do you have

25         that?  The description of the document will
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 1         be direction to attend dated September 4th to

 2         Mr. Burke Ratte.

 3 COURT REPORTER:            Okay.  Thank you.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              So, Melanie, I'm just

 5         renaming the documents as we go along so I

 6         can send them to you later on, so I've just

 7         opened up a renamed document, so it is A-1

 8         here.

 9                EXHIBIT A-1:

10                2020-09-04 DIRECTION TO ATTEND - BURKE

11                RATTE

12    Q.   When this election appeal was commenced and

13         you received the Notice of Application to the

14         Federal Court to 474-20, you gave all of the

15         documents that you had that had any relevance

16         whatsoever in relation to the election to

17         your lawyer, Mr. Boudreau?

18    A.   That's what I recall.

19    Q.   Where they have remained since?

20    A.   Yes, (inaudible) all hardcopies and some,

21         well, files that (inaudible).

22    Q.   And on election night, which was March 20th,

23         2020, what did you do with all of your

24         election documents?

25    A.   Packed them up, and depending on which
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 1         documents, put them in an envelope, seal it,

 2         what I normally do when I conclude an

 3         election.

 4    Q.   So which documents did you seal, then, in an

 5         envelope?

 6    A.   Well, it can vary.

 7    Q.   I'm just talking about this specific

 8         election.  Which ones do you recall actually

 9         sealing in an envelope on election night,

10         March 20th?

11    A.   It would have been spoiled ballots placed in

12         the ballot box, mail-in ballots rejected,

13         those kinds of documents.  I can't recall

14         specifically exactly what I did there.

15    Q.   So I'm looking for the best of your

16         recollection on all of them, sir.  We had

17         spoiled ballots, and we've got mail-in

18         ballots rejected.  Do you recall anything

19         else that you put in sealed envelopes?

20    A.   I'm trying to think here.  The ballots were

21         placed in the box, which is here.  That's all

22         I recall.

23    Q.   You don't recall sealing any other documents

24         in connection with the election?

25    A.   No, I didn't.  I don't recall.
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 1    Q.   Do you recall whether you sealed those

 2         spoiled ballots and mail-in ballots rejected

 3         on March 20th, or when did you do it?

 4    A.   It would have been on the night of the count,

 5         which would have been the 20th (inaudible).

 6         Things take a while.

 7    Q.   And so all of the other documents you didn't

 8         seal them; you simply kept them in your

 9         files?

10    A.   A banker box with files, yeah.

11    Q.   So, Mr. Ratte, in relation to your documents,

12         you have everything in relation to the

13         election of any relevance whatsoever; it's

14         all been preserved, right?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   You haven't destroyed anything?

17    A.   No, I haven't destroyed anything because I'm

18         obligated (inaudible) to keep everything at

19         within 150 days (inaudible).

20    Q.   So I believe I may have just overlooked it in

21         your answer, but there's one item, your

22         cellphone, you said that there was some sort

23         of issue with it.  We'll come back to it

24         later on.

25    A.   Mmhmm, sure.
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 1    Q.   But your cellphone is the one exception,

 2         you're saying that you don't have your text

 3         message communications because that cellphone

 4         no longer works?

 5    A.   As I mentioned earlier, it's here, because I

 6         believe it's damaged, so it no longer works.

 7    Q.   No, I'm just looking to clarify your answer

 8         because I want to a full, fair and complete

 9         answer.  You said that you have everything in

10         relation to the election, those documents are

11         with your lawyer, and that cellphone --

12    A.   Well, I have the original hardcopies, not the

13         cellphone.

14    Q.   Okay.

15    A.   (Inaudible).  But I handed it over to my

16         legal to --

17    Q.   Okay, so that's fine, your answer will be to

18         say every hardcopy document in connection

19         with the election, it's all been preserved,

20         it's all with your lawyer?

21    A.   Yes.

22    Q.   And it's here right now?

23    A.   Well, with the exception of the notice, but

24         John's just trying to send it over to you.

25    Q.   Well, that's the Notice of Nomination
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 1         Meeting, right, so --

 2    A.   It's still an election document.

 3    Q.   Yeah.  But you have all those documents here

 4         with you today?

 5    A.   With the exception of one notice, I should.

 6    Q.   And that's this document that you're

 7         referring, then, sir, right?

 8    A.   Correct.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              So if we can have that as

10         Exhibit A-2, nomination meeting notice.

11                EXHIBIT A-2:

12                NOMINATION MEETING NOTICE RPCN POSTED

13    Q.   And this is what you posted where?

14    A.   At the band office with the voters list on

15         the date.

16    Q.   And so what did you mail out to electors?

17         Was it this?

18    A.   This is one of the four -- four documents

19         that were mailed out to First Nation members

20         to the different addresses from the First

21         Nation, so it's all processed.

22    Q.   So if you can just identify those four

23         documents for me, please, sir?

24    A.   Well, it would be the notice, okay?  Can I

25         speak -- actually, no, I stand corrected.
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 1         That's the notice of the vote, okay, for

 2         posting.  The one that's mailed is a

 3         combination of (inaudible), and underneath is

 4         the address release form followed by -- so

 5         that's one (inaudible).

 6    Q.   Maybe it's better --

 7    A.   Well, one second, please.

 8    Q.   Yeah, I'm just thinking if he has -- if you

 9         actually have the document, then we can

10         actually --

11    A.   Well, let's --

12    Q.   We'll just exhibit that.

13    A.   Well, can I just finish answering you first?

14    Q.   Sure, go ahead, yeah.

15    A.   I'm trying to answer the question.  Plus the

16         mail-in nomination declaration (inaudible) so

17         essentially four documents that (inaudible)

18         based on what I (inaudible) from the First

19         Nation in -- in the Act.

20    Q.   So do you have a copy of that matter that you

21         mailed out?

22    A.   I'll have a look.

23    Q.   Okay.  Thanks.

24 COURT REPORTER:            While we're off the

25         record --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.

 2 COURT REPORTER:            -- the witness is

 3         difficult to understand.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you need him to speak

 5         up or --

 6 COURT REPORTER:            I need him to speak up.

 7         What I'm hearing is a strong start, and then

 8         his voice trails off -- and with --

 9    A.   I'm just looking for the documents.  I want

10         to see if I have the actual documents.

11 COURT REPORTER:            -- with a mask on, I want

12         to make sure that you receive a clear

13         transcript.

14 MR. ISFELD:                So they're just asking

15         you to speak louder .

16 WITNESS:                   I will.  I'm sorry about

17         that.

18 COURT REPORTER:            So, gentlemen, the

19         options are to consistently speak up and

20         clear or to remove the mask.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Or the shield.  Does this

22         plastic thing -- like, I mean, neither of you

23         have it, but --

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible).

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's fine.  We can't be
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 1         heard by the court reporter either.

 2 COURT REPORTER:            Mr. Phillips, whatever

 3         you're doing is clear.  Mr. Boudreau,

 4         whatever you're doing it's coming through

 5         clear.  It's just the witness.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, Mr. Boudreau, do

 7         you want this thing because obviously there's

 8         no concern here.  Do you want it just this

 9         way in-between the two of you here?  Because

10         it seems like you're quite far, which that's

11         the concern.

12 MR. BOUDREAU:              Sure.  Mr. Ratte's

13         preference --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I'm simply asking

15         what the preference is.  Do you want it this

16         way, this plastic shield, so that they can

17         actually hear you on the mic?  Because it

18         seems like you're much closer to Mr. Isfeld

19         than you are to me, sir.  I am, like, 10 feet

20         from you.

21 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, we're all in the

22         same boat, I would say.

23 WITNESS:                   We're all like a family.

24         You know how you bring your wife to a

25         shopping centre and child and gather
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 1         together?  We're like a family; how is that?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're together that

 3         often, Mr. Boudreau, that he's part of your

 4         family?

 5 WITNESS:                   Anyways, back to your

 6         request, Norman, the documents -- we just

 7         don't have (inaudible).

 8 MR. BOUDREAU:              Okay, so we will look for

 9         the documents, and we will undertake to

10         provide you with documents if we can find

11         them.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your co-counsel seems to

13         pull out electronic documents.  I mean, if we

14         can just get through this, if he has it, I'm

15         more than -- I'm more referring to receiving

16         an electric copy.

17                            Do you have it, Mr.

18         Isfeld?

19 MR. ISFELD:                Not in front of me.  I

20         can look through my (inaudible).

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              So that's your

22         undertaking, then.

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah.

24 MR. ISFELD:                Yeah.

25
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 1                UNDERTAKING NO. 2:

 2                REVIEW DOCUMENTS AND PROVIDE COPIES OF

 3                THE FOUR DOCUMENTS THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN

 4                MAILED OUT TO ELECTORS IF LOCATED

 5    Q.   So that was the Notice of Nomination Meeting

 6         that you mailed out to every -- all of the

 7         electors that we just discussed, right?

 8    A.   No, it was more than that.  It was

 9         technically four documents.

10    Q.   Within the Notice of Nomination --

11    A.   Okay, I'll go slower.  It was a nomination

12         address release form, okay, mail-in

13         nomination declaration, mail-in nomination --

14         nomination form, and the ballot request form.

15    Q.   Yes, I understood.  I was just referring to

16         the fact that it was all one package, that

17         they were all mailed out at one time to

18         each --

19    A.   Yes.  The regulations require that.

20    Q.   Yes.

21    A.   And that's the --

22    Q.   No, that's fine, just so we're on the same

23         page here.

24    A.   It would have been that and then (inaudible).

25         Yeah, okay, we're just -- Mr. Phillips, we're
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 1         just finding the --

 2    Q.   No, that's -- I'm more than happy to accept

 3         the --

 4    A.   And then the mail-in ballot request

 5         (inaudible).

 6    Q.   Yeah, which is actually my next question, so

 7         that was the first package that you mailed

 8         out to all of the voters?

 9    A.   Correct.  Well --

10    Q.   What was the next package that you mailed out

11         to the voters?

12    A.   Well, it would have been -- that I mailed

13         out?  It would have been -- let me think

14         here.  It would have been the mail-in voting

15         a packages that -- which I received, the

16         ballot request form, identification, and that

17         would have been on day 30 of the process,

18         right?

19    Q.   Do you have those blank packages?

20    A.   That were mailed?

21    Q.   Yes.  Think you can send that on to me?

22    A.   Like, in other words, a sample of the

23         mail-outs?

24    Q.   Yeah, no, for this specific election, because

25         I think you provided some forms that are just
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 1         the appendices to the handbook?

 2    A.   Yeah.

 3    Q.   I'm looking for a copy of the package that

 4         you actually mailed out.

 5    A.   Well, again, normally we -- I don't have it

 6         here because I -- actually I have -- I have

 7         (inaudible).  So you want including the

 8         ballot as well, like, everything?

 9    Q.   Yeah.  Like, I want -- like, I want an actual

10         copy of what it is that you mailed out.

11    A.   I can provide those.  I just don't have --

12    Q.   Well, that's fine, sir.

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              We're good, just we

14         are -- we can provide you with a copy that

15         has been redacted if you want an actual copy

16         that has been sent out that --

17    A.   Did you mean --

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              I can provide you with

19         the copy that --

20    A.   Which we sent out or not send out with the

21         top half?

22 MR. BOUDREAU:              And if you want a copy

23         that's been sent out, it's been sent, so it's

24         going to be on -- unless he can get a

25         photocopy of what's sent, it's going to be
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 1         difficult to provide.  We can provide you

 2         with a sample of what the documents are.

 3    A.   An unused --

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              Unused blank --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's what I'm actually

 6         looking for.

 7    A.   Okay.

 8                UNDERTAKING NO. 3:

 9                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

10                COPIES OF SAMPLE DOCUMENTS WHICH WOULD

11                HAVE BEEN MAILED OUT IN THE SECOND

12                PACKAGE TO VOTERS

13    Q.   So the only thing that you customized was the

14         name on the front of the envelope, right, so

15         it could be mailed out?  Inside the envelope

16         nothing was --

17    A.   Well, and there's the ballot.

18    Q.   Yes.

19    A.   (Inaudible).

20    Q.   So we're on the same page, then, you'll just

21         provide a complete copy of that package that

22         is identical to what you would have mailed

23         out to all of the electors?

24    A.   (Inaudible).

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              So I have your
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 1         undertaking, Mr. Boudreau?

 2 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).  You know

 3         what, I have the documents here from the

 4         initial mail-out package.  It will take a

 5         minute just to --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Sure.  We'll go

 7         off the --

 8 MR. ISFELD:                It will take a minute

 9         just to confirm that those are the four

10         documents that he's talking about.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm more than happy to go

12         off the record if you request it, Mr. Isfeld,

13         that's fine.  We'll go off the record, then,

14         for a moment.

15 (Off the record momentarily)

16    Q.   So, for the record, Mr. Isfeld has provided

17         the four documents in question.  Witness,

18         those four documents, we'll mark them as

19         exhibits.  This is the first document up on

20         the screen, correct?  This is the Notice

21         Address Release form?

22    A.   Could I see the bottom, please?  Correct.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we'll have that as

24         Exhibit A-3.

25
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 1                EXHIBIT A-3:

 2                NOTICE ADDRESS RELEASE FORM #1

 3    Q.   This is the second of the four documents.

 4         We'll have this marked as Exhibit A-4.  This

 5         is the Declaration to Nominate Candidates; is

 6         that correct, sir?

 7    A.   Correct.

 8                EXHIBIT A-4:

 9                DECLARATION TO NOMINATE CANDIDATES RPCN

10                #2

11    Q.   The next document here on the screen is the

12         third of four documents and this is the

13         Mail-In Nomination form?

14    A.   Correct.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              So this is Exhibit A-5.

16    A.   Correct.

17                EXHIBIT A-5:

18                NOMINATION FORM RPCN #3

19    Q.   And so this is the next document, the Request

20         For Mail-in Ballot.  This is A-6?

21    A.   Correct.

22    Q.   We'll have this as Exhibit A-6, pardon.

23         That's correct, sir?

24    A.   Correct.

25
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 1                EXHIBIT A-6:

 2                REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT RPCN #4 FINAL

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll just go off the

 4         record again for a minute.

 5 (Off the record momentarily)

 6    Q.   So there was this package, then, that

 7         followed once there was a request for mail-in

 8         ballot.  Mr. Ratte, can you identify for the

 9         record what documents were contained within

10         that package?

11    A.   Sure.  It would have been the election

12         notice, the voter instruction, the mail-in

13         ballot return, I call it the white envelope,

14         with declaration printed on it that contained

15         the ballot or ballot, and it contained a

16         return envelope to mail back for follow-up

17         and, of course, the (inaudible).

18    Q.   So my understanding is that there actually

19         was one -- or least one that was returned

20         undeliverable; is that correct, sir?

21    A.   There could have been.  I would have to look.

22         I don't recall offhand, but it does happen,

23         yeah.

24    Q.   Well, it's in your Affidavit.  Do you

25         actually recall there being an undelivered
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 1         mail-in ballot package?

 2 MR. BOUDREAU:              So if it's in -- if it's

 3         in the Affidavit --

 4    A.   (Inaudible).

 5 MR. BOUDREAU:              Just a second.  If it's

 6         in the evidence (inaudible) to the witness a

 7         copy.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm looking for --

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible) the passage

10         in the (inaudible.

11    Q.   Mr. Boudreau I'm looking to probe at least

12         his actual recollection.

13                            Do you actually recall,

14         Mr. Ratte, whether there was an undelivered

15         ballot, mail-in ballot --

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. --

17    Q.   -- that was returned to you in relation to

18         this election?

19 MR. BOUDREAU:              Hold on, hold on, hold

20         on.  Mr. Phillips, you mentioned yourself

21         that this (inaudible).  As a result, point

22         out to Mr. Ratte where is that information is

23         found so that he can refresh his memory.

24    Q.   The question, Mr. Ratte, that I'm posing to

25         you right now is as follows:  Do you recall
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 1         in relation to this election if you received

 2         returned to you from Canada Post as

 3         undeliverable any of those mail-in ballot

 4         packages that you sent out to any voters

 5         following their request for mail-in ballot?

 6 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

 7         question.  So --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is this basis of

 9         your objection in accordance with Rule 95,

10         Mr. Boudreau?

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              The answer to the

12         question is that you referred to the

13         Affidavit itself.  It's unfair to Mr. Ratte

14         when you refer to the Affidavit that he

15         has -- it's some time ago, and you referred

16         to the Affidavit.  I just simply ask you to

17         put it -- point it out to him where in the

18         Affidavit that evidence is found, and we will

19         (inaudible) what he said.  So do you know

20         where in his Affidavit that is found?

21    Q.   That's nowhere in my question, Mr. Boudreau,

22         that I just posed.  I clarified what the

23         specific question was to the witness.

24                            Did you understand the

25         question, witness?
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 1    A.   Yes, I did.

 2    Q.   So do you actually recall --

 3 MR. BOUDREAU:              Still maintaining the

 4         objection.  Mr. Isfeld, do you have the --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              So when I ask the witness

 6         for --

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Do you have the passage

 8         of the Affidavit of my client so that he can

 9         refer himself to that?

10                            And, Mr. Ratte, before

11         you answer the question, I would like you to

12         review your Affidavit and answer that

13         question.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect my

15         objection.  I posed a specific question.  I

16         want a specific answer.  I'm looking for the

17         actual recollection of the witness.  Let the

18         reflect that Mr. Isfeld is reading through

19         Mr. Ratte's Affidavit.  It's taking some

20         time.

21 MR. ISFELD:                There has been no

22         direction given on where in the Affidavit it

23         is contained.

24    Q.   That's not my question, and I am objecting to

25         this process.  I want the actual recollection
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 1         of the witness.  I posed a very clear

 2         question.

 3                            Mr. Ratte, do you recall

 4         what's in your Affidavit?

 5    A.   I would have to read it, but I -- yeah, it's

 6         all there.

 7    Q.   Do you recall signing your Affidavit?

 8    A.   Mr. Phillips, I do recall signing it.

 9         (Inaudible) quite a lengthy document.  I

10         can't say (inaudible).  As far as on exhibits

11         (inaudible) I just haven't memorized it.

12         Maybe I should have, I don't know, but I

13         haven't.

14    Q.   It's fair to --

15    A.   I'd have to refer to the document that I

16         signed, so --

17    Q.   It's fair to say with respect to the events

18         in relation to the election you have very

19         little actual recollection.  We need to refer

20         to documents that you kept in connection with

21         the election in order to refresh your memory,

22         correct?

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              That's incorrect.  That's

24         incorrect.  That's not -- that's not the --

25         the evidence that you heard so far, Mr. Ratte
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 1         has a very good recollection of what took

 2         place during that election.

 3    Q.   And his communications with members of chief

 4         and council?

 5 MR. BOUDREAU:              I'm not -- I am not here

 6         to answer your questions, sir.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              So let the witness answer

 8         the questions, then, Mr. Boudreau.  Please

 9         don't interrupt again.

10 MR. BOUDREAU:              As I said, I'm going

11         to --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              If there is an

13         objection --

14 MR. BOUDREAU:              I'm going to --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- a proper objection,

16         please state it succinctly and in accordance

17         with Rule 95.

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              I will do so.  Again, I

19         will object again to the question.

20 MR. ISFELD:                I do ask that the

21         Affidavit be referred to.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              All right.

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              Okay.  Put it to the

24         witness.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              I object, but
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 1         nevertheless --

 2 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible).

 3 MR. ISFELD:                It's paragraph 10.

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              Paragraph 10.

 5    A.   (Inaudible).

 6    Q.   I'm not looking for you to read out the

 7         paragraph.  You can read it to yourself.

 8    A.   (Inaudible).

 9    Q.   Go ahead.

10    A.   Yeah.

11    Q.   I'm objecting, but nevertheless --

12    A.   (as read)

13             Each mail-in ballot package contained

14             the following:  One ballot for chief for

15             the election; one ballot for the

16             election of councillors.

17         That's A, B.  (as read)

18             C, one copy of the voter declaration

19             form contained in appendix 7-B of the

20             handbook.  The voter declaration form

21             must be completed with the name, band

22             number, birth date and address of the

23             voter, and must be witnessed by someone

24             who is 18 years of age or older; D, one

25             return envelope.
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 1         Okay, that's (inaudible).  (as read)

 2             As of the date of this Affidavit, three

 3             mail-in ballot packages have been

 4             returned as undeliverable, and six were

 5             returned by voters at the polling

 6             station.

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Okay.  Are you going to

 8         ask him the question?

 9    Q.   So my question was -- I want the Court to

10         have a pretty good idea of what this package

11         actually looked like, so, conveniently, we

12         actually have an actual -- you have an actual

13         package that was returned as undeliverable.

14         Can you find that for me, please?  You have

15         all your documents here, so...

16    A.   I'll have a look.

17    Q.   Go ahead, take your time.

18    A.   Thank you.

19 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).

20 WITNESS:                   This one here?

21 MR. BOUDREAU:              We're off the record now?

22 COURT REPORTER:            Mr. Isfeld, please

23         remember that when you're speaking to unmute

24         yourself.

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, if we can please be
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 1         off the record.

 2 COURT REPORTER:            Yes, we're off the record

 3         right now, correct?

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              All right.

 5 (Off the record momentarily)

 6    Q.   Mr. Ratte, you have that document up on the

 7         screen now that has been scanned here?

 8    A.   I see it.

 9    Q.   Okay.  So if you can just go through each of

10         the pages and confirm that they're the exact

11         same as the actual package that you just gave

12         me, the mail-in ballot package?

13 MR. ISFELD:                It's the string --

14    A.   Oh, what am I doing here?  I'm sorry.

15    Q.   That's fine.  So here is the first page.

16    A.   Okay.  Yeah, that looks -- yeah, that's,

17         yeah, the first page, yeah.

18 MR. ISFELD:                He's asking if you've

19         looked at the package.

20    A.   Well, it looks like the package, yeah, okay,

21         so we have the Notice of Election.  That's

22         the first one.  Notice of Election, got it.

23         (Inaudible).  Notice of Election, there we

24         go.  Ballots.  Oh, you're going way too quick

25         for me there.  The top's a ballot?
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah, it's up for you.

 2         Just we'll go off the record again.  Sorry,

 3         we'll get this ironed out off the record.

 4         There's no point of this being on the

 5         transcript.

 6 (Off the record momentarily)

 7    Q.   So, witness, you've looked through each of

 8         the pages of this document?

 9    A.   Correct.

10    Q.   And you've confirmed that these pages were

11         the documents that you had put in an envelope

12         that you sent out to every voter in

13         connection with the election.  When you

14         received and accepted a request for mail-in

15         ballot, you sent them out this package with

16         these documents in this order?

17    A.   Correct.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we'll have this as

19         Exhibit A-6, then.  And so aside from

20         Exhibits 3, 4, 5 -- oh, pardon, we have two

21         exhibits A-6.  That last one should be

22         Exhibit A-7.  I apologize, Melanie.

23 COURT REPORTER:            A-7, okay.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Did you get that,

25         Melanie, the change to A-7?
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 1 COURT REPORTER:            Yes.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  Thank you.

 3                EXHIBIT A-7:

 4                MAIL-IN BALLOT PACKAGE SENT OUT TO

 5                VOTERS WHEN A REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

 6                WAS ACCEPTED BY MR. RATTE

 7    Q.   So aside from Exhibits A-3, A-4, A-5, A-6 and

 8         A-7, you did not mail anything out to

 9         electors, then, correct?

10    A.   Not that I recall.

11    Q.   In connection with this election, obviously?

12    A.   Not that I recall, yes.

13    Q.   So let's come back to Exhibit A-1 for a

14         moment, then.  We have some documents, and

15         Exhibit A-1 is the Direction to Attend, so

16         can you tell me which documents that you've

17         brought here today in accordance with this

18         Direction to Attend that you are prepared to

19         provide to me?

20    A.   I have here the -- the ballots that were

21         placed in the ballot box and processed and I

22         have the spoiled (inaudible).  I have the

23         mail-in ballots --

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              Wait, wait.  Just a

25         second.  Mr. Phillips, what is your exact
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 1         question?  You're asking him what are the

 2         documents that are -- he is willing to

 3         provide?  We have provided you with --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, I'll ask

 5         the question again --

 6 MR. BOUDREAU:              Okay.  Ask the

 7         question --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- because it seems like

 9         you're just --

10 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible).

11    Q.   It seems like your client understood the

12         question, and you understood it, but, never

13         mind, we'll ask it again.

14                            Mr. Ratte, you have up on

15         the screen Exhibit A-1.  This is the

16         Direction to Attend (inaudible), and I

17         believe you said before that you read this

18         when you -- when you got this, right?

19    A.   I read it before I signed it, of course.

20    Q.   Before you signed it?

21    A.   This is the Direction to Attend, yeah,

22         that -- oh, I'm sorry, I -- I have read this,

23         and I'm looking at it right now to refresh

24         me.

25    Q.   Take your time.
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 1    A.   Okay.  I'm fine.

 2 MR. BOUDREAU:              I think you can ask your

 3         question now.

 4    A.   Yeah, I'm fine.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              The witness is reading

 6         through the document.

 7    A.   Yeah, I did.  Okay.  Okay.  Okay.

 8    Q.   Mr. Ratte, you have had an opportunity to

 9         read Exhibit A-1 again?  You're comfortable

10         that you understand the document?

11    A.   Yes, I've read the document.

12    Q.   So can you please provide me those documents

13         that you are agreeing to produce in

14         accordance with this Direction to Attend?  I

15         would like to review them.

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Again, Mr. Phillips, you

17         requested the --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, I'm not --

19 MR. BOUDREAU:              No, I can ask -- I can

20         put my objection here on this matter.  In

21         this case, Mr. Phillips, you -- and I sent

22         you a letter on September 11th, 2020 about

23         this matter, so this --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              If you're not willing to

25         provide these documents, so be it.
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              I'm not saying that I'm

 2         not going to agree to provide the document,

 3         but certainly any documents that are in

 4         contravention of the Privacy Act will not be

 5         provided, so any documents that mentions any

 6         of the names or in any way identifies any of

 7         the individuals would need to be redacted

 8         before being provided.  As such, we are more

 9         than willing to proceed, but just (inaudible)

10         providing is if there is any of these

11         documents that would breach the Privacy Act

12         or would be in contravention of the type of

13         disclosure that is allowed to provided, these

14         documents would need to be redacted before we

15         would.  And that's is my proviso, so on that

16         basis you can proceed.

17    Q.   Again, do you want me to repeat the question,

18         or do you understand, sir?

19    A.   I understand, and I think, once again --

20    Q.   So the document --

21    A.   Once again, we can provide it at a later

22         date.

23    Q.   Well, we're here today, and you have all the

24         documents with you.

25    A.   Well, again --
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 1    Q.   Sir, you have all the documents with you,

 2         right?

 3    A.   Right.

 4    Q.   So identified in this direction to attend,

 5         you have them here with you.  You brought all

 6         your files with you and everything that you

 7         have and it's a hardcopy you gave your

 8         lawyer, Mr. Boudreau, immediately after the

 9         election -- well, following the election,

10         which was back in April, so we have -- you

11         have all those documents that are identified

12         in this Direction to Attend here with you

13         today, correct?

14    A.   Well, let's go through it again.  Maybe if we

15         go through them one item at a time, that way

16         we'll both know.  How is that?  Let's go

17         through them one at a time.  Go ahead.  I've

18         read it.  I just maybe don't understand what

19         you're asking here.

20    Q.   Yeah.  I have page 2, paragraph 1, so

21         (inaudible) Direction to Attend, but at this

22         moment before we go into the document

23         paragraph by paragraph, I'm looking for you

24         to -- you have already indicated that you've

25         read it and you're comfortable with this
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 1         document; is that correct, sir?

 2    A.   It's right here in front of me.

 3    Q.   Yes.  So that's correct, you've read it, and

 4         you're comfortable with it?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   Yes.  So what documents are you willing to

 7         provide to me?

 8    A.   Well, let's go through them one by one.

 9    Q.   You have all of them here with you?

10    A.   Well, if we're just -- let's go over

11         it together just so we're both on the same

12         page.  That's not unrealistic, is it?  So

13         let's go --

14    Q.   So the witness has requested that we proceed

15         paragraph by paragraph.  I disagree, but

16         we'll go through paragraph by paragraph.

17         Paragraph 1, it speaks for itself.  Paragraph

18         2, the original of your Affidavit, you have

19         it here, sir?

20    A.   I would assume I do, yeah.

21    Q.   Where is it?

22    A.   It's there.

23    Q.   Paragraph 3?

24    A.   The original electoral voters list, we do

25         have that here, but, again just (inaudible).
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 1 MR. ISFELD:                Are you satisfied with

 2         the (inaudible)?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I put it there because we

 4         may be referring to it later.

 5    A.   Well, on number 3, the electoral voters list,

 6         do we have it here?  The mail-out electoral

 7         sheet --

 8    Q.   Well, number 3 --

 9    A.   Well, I'm going through --

10    Q.   Well, you want us to go paragraph by

11         paragraph.

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   So I can see the original --

14    A.   I can't -- I can't show you that because it's

15         a hardcopy with personal information, but I

16         can advise that that is the -- that is the --

17         I don't know, does it matter, but my -- you

18         know, our -- our information is protected,

19         right, so I have it here, but I can't show it

20         to you.

21    Q.   How long have you had that understanding?

22         You've been an electoral officer for --

23    A.   I've also been in Indian registry many years

24         ago.

25    Q.   So let's --
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 1    A.   I've worked with Indian registry, sir, and

 2         you're not allowed to have our information.

 3    Q.   So let --

 4    A.   (Inaudible).

 5    Q.   Let's go back to 2015.

 6    A.   So I do have it, but --

 7    Q.   Let's go back to 2015 at least.  You've held

 8         that same understanding since 2015?

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              Objection.  On that

10         basis.  You are talking about this case here.

11         If you ask him a question on this case and

12         pursuant to this matter at this time, you can

13         do that.  You are not -- I will object to any

14         question that is not related to this.

15    A.   The answer is it's here.

16    Q.   How long have you had that understanding for?

17    A.   Number 3 is here.

18    Q.   My understanding, you are -- you've indicated

19         that you're objecting to provide any of this,

20         names, addresses, birth dates.  Am I hearing

21         you correctly?

22    A.   Yeah, you're hearing me correctly.

23    Q.   So how long have you had that understanding?

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

25         question.
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 1    Q.   You have it today?

 2 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

 3         question.  That's irrelevant.

 4    Q.   You have that understanding today?

 5    A.   I have information.

 6    Q.   I'm asking about your objection to provide

 7         that information.  Am I hearing you say that

 8         that is your understanding today, that you

 9         can't provide that information?

10    A.   Yes, I --

11    Q.   So how long have you had that understanding?

12 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

13         question.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the specific

15         objection?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              It's not relevant.  It's

17         not relevant to the matter here how long he

18         has this understanding, how long he believes

19         that is to be the case.  That has nothing to

20         do -- it's not relevant.  My client's

21         position is that this -- these information

22         are contrary to the Privacy Act and will not

23         be provided.  We can provide you with a

24         redacted copy of the documents if that's the

25         case, but we're not going to provide you with
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 1         the documents as it stands right now with the

 2         information which will breach the Privacy

 3         Act.

 4    Q.   This is not your first election appeal, is

 5         it?

 6 MR. BOUDREAU:              You can answer that

 7         question.

 8    A.   No, it isn't.

 9    Q.   You were involved in an election appeal with

10         respect to the Key First Nation starting in

11         about 2016, right?

12 MR. BOUDREAU:              What is the relevancy of

13         that question?

14    Q.   You swore this Affidavit in that proceeding,

15         correct, sir?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

17         question.  This is -- this matter is not

18         before the Court.  Don't answer that

19         question.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client claims a

21         particular process or procedure or exemption

22         from providing documents that are very

23         relevant, very material to the proper just

24         determination of this proceeding on its

25         merits.  Your client, represented by you, Mr.
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 1         Boudreau, has sworn this Affidavit in 2017, a

 2         adopting a practice directly contrary to what

 3         you are representing today.

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer the

 5         question.

 6    Q.   So I ask the witness, do you recall swearing

 7         this Affidavit?

 8 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

 9         question.

10    Q.   Do you recall swearing this Affidavit, sir?

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

12         question.

13    Q.   This is your signature?

14 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

15         question.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marketed

17         as Exhibit A-8.

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              I'm opposed to the

19         marking of this document because it has not

20         been identified.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              I've asked your witness

22         to --

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

24         question.

25
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 1                EXHIBIT A-8:

 2                2017-01-15 AFFIDAVIT OF BURKE RATTE -

 3                T-1856-16

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Phillips, in four

 5         minutes we are going to adjourn this

 6         examination for an hour and a half and come

 7         back at 1:30.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              My time is rather

 9         limited.  I would like to return at 1 p.m.

10 MR. BOUDREAU:              I am --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I need to get to

12         Saskatoon tomorrow for another

13         cross-examination, so I would like to return

14         at 1:00.

15 MR. BOUDREAU:              That's unfortunate for

16         you.  You should not have booked, in fact, a

17         cross-examination tomorrow.  You knew that

18         this matter was going to be lengthy.  You

19         said so yourself in your letter saying that

20         you would take the entire day.  I was not

21         anticipating it being the entire day,

22         certainly not, and I am entitled to have an

23         hour and a half for lunch, me and my counsel

24         and my witness, and I have other matters to

25         attend to at 1 that's happening.
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 1    Q.   Returning to Exhibit A-8 that is up on the

 2         screen, would you like to say anything about

 3         this Affidavit, Mr. Ratte?

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

 5         question.  Don't make any comments on that

 6         question.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              And the specific nature

 8         of your objection pursuant to Rule 95?

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              It's irrelevant.  It's

10         irrelevant, and it's not within the

11         proceeding.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Irrelevant and not in the

13         proceeding, that's your objection?  This is a

14         practice that your client adopted in a sworn

15         document in front of the Federal Court in

16         relation to another election of another First

17         Nation conducted pursuant to the First

18         Nations Elections Act that was set aside in

19         full for vote buying.  You can't get much

20         more similar than that, Mr. Boudreau.  This

21         is the practice he adopted then.  He

22         disclosed requests for mail-in ballots in

23         full without redaction.

24    Q.   Have you seen that, sir --

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that
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 1         question.

 2    Q.   -- exhibits J -- J and L, I and G?  There is

 3         also voter declarations produced in full

 4         without redaction, Exhibit G, for example; do

 5         you see that, sir?

 6 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

 7         question.

 8    Q.   There's some of them that -- Exhibit T, by

 9         the way.  There is also Exhibit H, which is

10         the voters list that you -- that you produced

11         in full without redaction.  Do you see that

12         on your screen, Mr. Ratte?

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              Don't answer that

14         question.  All right, Mr. Phillips, it's now

15         12 noon, and, as I indicated earlier, we are

16         adjourning this matter now, and we will be

17         returning at 1:30.  Thank you very much.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Just give me one moment

19         to finish this question.  I just need to let

20         the record accurately reflect the reference

21         to be put.  It is Exhibit H, though.

22 MR. BOUDREAU:              Thank you.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we're --

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              We are off the record

25         now.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, we're staying on

 2         the record for a moment.  I'll be back here

 3         at 1:00.  I would like to start at that time.

 4         If you are refusing to do so, so be it.

 5 MR. BOUDREAU:              Okay.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Melanie, we'll go off the

 7         record for lunch, then.

 8 (Recessed at 12:00 noon)

 9 (Reconvened at 1:24 p.m.)

10    Q.   So, Mr. Ratte, we're back here, and we'll

11         resume the cross-examination.  I have

12         confirmed with your counsel just before we

13         started that the only documents that you have

14         produced in connection with the Direction to

15         Attend were on September 9th and September

16         10th.  You see up on the screen the documents

17         from September 9th.  If you can take a look

18         at those for me, sir.  Those are the only

19         documents that you produced on September 9th,

20         correct, in connection with the Direct to

21         Attend?

22    A.   Well, that's what I see here, yes.  Yeah,

23         that's right.

24    Q.   But those are all --

25    A.   Based on what you show me, that's what I
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 1         recall, yes.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, we'll have that as

 3         the next exhibit here.  That will be A-9.

 4 MR. ISFELD:                Okay.

 5                EXHIBIT A-9:

 6                DOCUMENTS PRODUCED BY BURKE RATTE ON

 7                SEPTEMBER 9, 2020

 8    Q.   And I want you to confirm for me, sir, that

 9         all of those documents that you just looked

10         at in what is Exhibit A-9 now, those were all

11         documents that you actually received in

12         connection with the election that you've

13         actually acted upon?  All of those voter

14         declaration forms in there, those are all

15         accepted by you, and those mail-in ballots

16         were actually counted?

17    A.   Based on the -- the heading and stuff, it --

18         it looks like it.

19    Q.   So all of these Voter Declaration Forms are

20         A-9.  You actually counted the mail-in

21         ballots that were enclosed with these in

22         connection with the election as legitimate

23         and lawful votes?

24    A.   Well, they appear to be.

25    Q.   Well, with respect to A-9, for some reason
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 1         your counsel produced the first document

 2         twice.  I don't know why.

 3    A.   Is that the one here with Arnold Bruce

 4         Wuttunee?  Was that the --

 5    Q.   Information, yes.

 6 MR. ISFELD:                If I can provide some --

 7         that was one of your documents (inaudible).

 8    A.   Okay.  Fair enough.

 9    Q.   So all of these Voter Declaration Forms in

10         here -- sorry, the first two pages are

11         identical.  I'll just -- I believe they're

12         identical, but for some reason your counsel

13         emailed it twice.  So they're identical?

14    A.   They're identical.

15    Q.   I'll just delete the first page then from

16         Exhibit A-9 if that's all right with you.

17    A.   Sure.

18    Q.   They appear to be identical to me.  So that's

19         Exhibit A-9, then.  And just going through to

20         confirm, the next voter declaration form was

21         Breanna Wahobin.  Did you accept that the

22         mail-in ballot that was inclosed with this as

23         well, counted that vote in relation to the

24         election, yes?

25    A.   I may have.  I'm sure I did.  I don't recall
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 1         specifically counting the vote, but just

 2         based on what you're showing me, I would have

 3         counted it, yeah, processed it -- processed

 4         it and then -- processed it (inaudible).

 5    Q.   Well, this one, for example, for Breanna

 6         Wahobin, you have an Affidavit from her, I

 7         believe she signed an authorization, so can

 8         we get the unredacted one?

 9    A.   If there is an Affidavit, I'm sure, yeah,

10         counsel will provide that to you.

11    Q.   Can I get that now?

12 MR. ISFELD:                We don't -- we don't have

13         an authorization.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              From Breanna?

15    A.   Did she send one in or --

16    Q.   There is an Affidavit for her.  I'm not going

17         to take the time at this moment to look for

18         an authorization.  You have an Affidavit of

19         Breanna Wahobin.  She is going to be

20         cross-examined by the other lawyers in the

21         election appeal.  Will you provide the

22         unredacted one?

23 MR. ISFELD:                Well, we -- we'll take

24         that under advisement.

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah.  Well, actually --
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 1         actually, we have not received an

 2         authorization from her, so we cannot release

 3         those documents.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, she signed an

 5         Affidavit in this proceeding on behalf of the

 6         applicants.

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Right.  That's fine.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              She going to be

 9         cross-examined.  She is entitled to actually

10         have the full document in front of her.

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, yeah, and for her

12         to provide us with an authorization, we will

13         release the document.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              You are refusing to

15         provide the second page of Exhibit A-9?  It's

16         a redacted form.

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, we do not have an

18         authorization from her to release the

19         document.  As soon as we receive the

20         authorization, we will provide the document

21         unredacted.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll go off the record

23         for a moment.

24 (Off the record momentarily)

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              So I just indicated that
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 1         I am willing to get Breanna Wahobin on the

 2         phone to directly provide authorization to

 3         Mr. Ratte, the electoral officer here, and he

 4         is declining to accept that to provide the

 5         unredacted form of the voter declaration

 6         form.

 7                            Is that correct, sir?

 8 MR. BOUDREAU:              That's right, and the

 9         reason for that is I cannot identify the

10         individual that you want to put on the line,

11         so unless she provides us with -- ultimately

12         we can maybe put her on Zoom, have her show

13         us the identification that she has in our

14         discussion in accordance with the Law Society

15         rules identification process, that -- we can

16         do that.  Otherwise I am not going to take

17         the word of anyone that you are going to put

18         on the line providing the authorization for

19         this.  And I believe that this was conveyed

20         to you in our (inaudible).

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you willing to

22         provide the unredacted voter declaration form

23         for Breanna Wahobin, and it will not be used

24         unless it is put to Breanna Wahobin?

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              No, we can't do that .
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 1    Q.   If you can look at your screen, we now have

 2         received from you on September 10th -- this

 3         is the Chipewyan voters list.  That's all I

 4         received on September 10th.

 5 MR. BOUDREAU:              We cannot see what it

 6         says.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Neither can I because

 8         you've heavily redacted it, sir.

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, it says, yeah,

10         okay, Gregory William --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, I'd like to see it

12         too.  Can I get the unredacted one?

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, the reason it is

14         redacted is --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm not looking for

16         you --

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, the reason it is

18         redacted is because it provides information

19         that is confidential; that's all.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              We can go back to the

21         Affidavit that your client swore in T-1856-16

22         that was just marked before the break as

23         Exhibit A-8 wherein your client exhibited a

24         written unredacted form, a voters list, voter

25         declaration form s, requests for mail-in
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 1         ballots, so why is your client being

 2         obstructive this time around when that

 3         election was set aside in full for vote

 4         buying?  We're trying to get to the merits

 5         here, Mr. Boudreau.  We're conducting

 6         cross-examinations of chief and council

 7         tomorrow.  We would like to have the

 8         unredacted documents to actually put to them.

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              Why are you raising your

10         voice?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              What of these documents

12         are not legitimate?

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              Sir, do not recognize

14         your voice to me.  If you do raise your

15         voice, I am going now, okay?  Is that clear?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, when you

17         interrupt, it is difficult to have the court

18         reporter hear what I am saying.  I want the

19         transcript to clearly reflect what I am

20         saying, so please don't interrupt me again,

21         okay?

22 MR. BOUDREAU:              Do not raise your voice.

23         If you do, I'm off the line.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              I disagree.

25    A.   Does a respectful workplace apply in courts?
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 1         I'd like to think they do.  If you raise your

 2         voice one more time, sir, I am leaving.  And

 3         so we're asking you to please -- well,

 4         whatever, I'm not a lawyer, but, you know

 5         what, I don't appreciate anyone yelling

 6         (inaudible).

 7    Q.   Well, I disagree --

 8    A.   Please stop.

 9    Q.   -- that I was yelling, but nevertheless --

10    A.   Please stop.

11    Q.   Nevertheless --

12    A.   Please stop.  Do not raise your voice to me.

13    Q.   Sir, all we need to do is just have no

14         interruptions --

15    A.   Sir --

16    Q.   -- so that the court reporter can hear

17         everything that everyone says.

18    A.   I will leave if you raise your voice one more

19         time (inaudible).  It's inappropriate

20         language, behaviour, and I don't have to put

21         up with that, okay?

22    Q.   I'm not raising my voice, sir.

23    A.   I just saw you raise your voice, and you were

24         yelling.  In my opinion, you were yelling,

25         you were raise your voice, and you yelled
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 1         at --

 2    Q.   Mr. --

 3    A.   -- Mr. Boudreau and that I take issue with.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              That is not -- Mr.

 5         Isfeld, am I yelling?

 6 (Everyone speaking at the same time)

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Isfeld --

 8 MR. ISFELD:                I'm not being examined.

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, he's not being

10         examined.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client is not

12         (inaudible), is that correct, sir, for the

13         record.

14 (Everyone speaking at the same time)

15    A.   You were yelling at Normal Boudreau, and if

16         you raise your voice one more time in this

17         room, I will leave.

18    Q.   You're not accurately stating what is

19         occurring here.

20    A.   (Inaudible).

21 COURT REPORTER:            Pardon me.  For the

22         witness -- I'm very sorry to interrupt.  For

23         the witness, I'm having a very hard time

24         understanding what the witness is saying, and

25         I believe that it's because of the mask,
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 1         so --

 2 WITNESS:                   What I was stating was

 3         Mr. Phillips was yelling at my lawyer, and

 4         I'm just warning that if he proceeds to do

 5         that again, I will leave.  That's what the

 6         discussion was.  Can you hear me?

 7 COURT REPORTER:            I can.  Thank you.

 8 WITNESS:                   Miigwech.  Thank you.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Isfeld, you are an

10         officer of the Court.  What your client

11         said does not --

12 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Isfeld is not being

13         examined at this time.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, you're

15         raising your voice.

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              I am not raising my

17         voice.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's move on.

19 MR. BOUDREAU:              All right.  We'll move

20         on.

21    Q.   Can we have no interruptions?  You see on

22         your screen the document that we've been

23         discussing, sir?

24    A.   I do.  It looks like a voters list from Red

25         Pheasant.  You says something about Chipewyan
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 1         earlier --

 2    Q.   So this is the document that you produced to

 3         your lawyer, Mr. Boudreau, on September 20th,

 4         correct sir?

 5    A.   If that's -- yeah, it looks like the voters

 6         list that I used during the election.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Heavily redacted, but

 8         we'll have that as Exhibit A-10.

 9                EXHIBIT A-10:

10                DOCUMENT PRODUCED BY BURKE RATTE ON

11                SEPTEMBER 10, 2020

12    Q.   So, Mr. Ratte, aside from Exhibits A-9 and

13         A-10 that we just went through, you have not

14         produced anything in relation to the

15         Direction to Attend.  We did have Exhibits

16         A-2 through A-7 that you provided this

17         morning during the cross-examination, so

18         aside from Exhibits A-2 through A-7 provided

19         this morning and Exhibits A-9 and A-10, you

20         have not produced anything following your

21         receipt of the Direction to Attend, which is

22         Exhibit A-1, correct, sir?

23    A.   Can you go back to A-1?  I just want to read

24         or study it.

25    Q.   Yeah.  This is the Direction to Attend, and
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 1         it's now up on the screen again.

 2    A.   Okay.

 3    Q.   Do you see that, sir?

 4    A.   I do see the document referring to A-1, I

 5         guess.

 6    Q.   This is Exhibit A-1.

 7    A.   Okay, Exhibit A-1.  Okay.

 8    Q.   So --

 9    A.   What is it that I have to produce?

10    Q.   I'll state my question again.

11    A.   I assume you're going down the list.

12    Q.   No, I'm stating -- I'll state my question

13         again for you so that we're on the exact same

14         page.

15    A.   Sure.

16    Q.   And if you could speak up for the court

17         reporter, because I think that she has

18         difficulties hearing you?

19    A.   Yes.  I'll lean over from this point on.

20    Q.   For the record, there is a plastic screen in

21         front of the witness between him and the

22         microphone, and he also has a mask on, so

23         that's why there is some difficulty, and

24         perhaps it's difficult to hear each other,

25         the witness might be misperceived, but I'm
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 1         clear.  With respect to exhibit -- is that a

 2         fair description, Mr. Ratte, what I just

 3         said?

 4 MR. ISFELD:                I think you need to

 5         repeat the question.

 6    Q.   What I just said with respect to the plastic

 7         screen and the mask, is that a fair

 8         description?

 9    A.   It could be difficult to understand given the

10         circumstances in Canada with COVID-19.

11    Q.   Very good.  So my question is with respect to

12         Exhibit A-1, the Direction to Attend, this

13         morning you provided Exhibits A-2 through

14         A-7, correct?

15    A.   That's what I recall.

16    Q.   And we just stopped with Exhibits A-9 and

17         A-10, correct?

18    A.   Correct.

19    Q.   And Exhibits A-9 and A-10 are the only

20         documents that you produced following receipt

21         of the Direction to Attend on September 4th,

22         correct?

23    A.   Correct.

24    Q.   You have not produced anything else following

25         receipt of the Direction to Attend, correct?
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 1    A.   Not that I -- no.

 2 MR. ISFELD:                And you have our position

 3         on those documents and the discussions that

 4         we've had (inaudible).

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Isfeld, what is the

 6         objection here?  I would like to get on with

 7         the cross-examination.  We have a very

 8         limited period of time this afternoon, okay?

 9 MR. ISFELD:                Okay.

10    Q.   Again, Mr. Ratte, you were interrupted there.

11         Exhibits A-2 through A-7 and Exhibits A-9 and

12         A-10, those are the only documents that you

13         have provided following receipt of the

14         Direction to Attend, which is Exhibit A-1?

15    A.   That's what I understand.

16    Q.   You have not provided anything else?

17    A.   No, that's not what it looks like.

18 MR. ISFELD:                Yeah.

19    Q.   You have all of the hardcopy documents right

20         beside you.  There's three file boxes,

21         correct?

22    A.   As far as I'm concerned, I do, although there

23         was the -- the one document that was emailed

24         to you earlier this morning, but as far as

25         I'm concerned I have everything (inaudible)
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 1         made through the direction.

 2    Q.   And that was Exhibit A 2 that you were just

 3         referring to, the one that was emailed this

 4         morning?

 5    A.   Correct.

 6    Q.   You have them here, but you're not providing

 7         any of them?

 8    A.   No.  I looked -- well, you saw me look

 9         through them, I just can't seem to find it,

10         so we ended up accommodating you and just

11         emailing it.

12    Q.   No, listen to the question.  I don't think

13         you understand.  You have all of the

14         documents with you right now, but you are

15         refusing to provide any of them, correct?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, the reason why he

17         is refusing to provide the documents is

18         because they ought to be redacted.  We don't

19         have authorization to provide those documents

20         which contains personal information.

21    A.   That is correct.

22    Q.   So you're not providing any of them, then?

23    A.   No.

24    Q.   And you haven't redacted them yet or provided

25         them, have you?
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              So we asked -- you asked

 2         to provide us with the documents -- when was

 3         that, John?

 4 MR. ISFELD:                So September 4th was when

 5         you sent the Direction to Attend, correct?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the objection?

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, well, we're telling

 8         you the reason why these redacted documents

 9         were not provided.

10 MR. ISFELD:                So you sent the Direction

11         to Attend September 4th requiring all of

12         these documents to be provided on September

13         7th.  That was on a Friday to a Monday of a

14         long weekend.  So there were --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              And I offered to extend

16         that period of time, correct?

17 MR. ISFELD:                Yes, and we had --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              This discussion is not

19         responsive to the actual question I'm posing,

20         Mr. Isfeld.

21 MR. ISFELD:                There was a discussion

22         providing (inaudible) documents and what

23         would be appropriate to provide before

24         cross-examination, and you provided us with

25         the documents you required prior to the
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 1         cross-examination, and we provided those

 2         documents.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I provided you with

 4         Exhibit A-1, the Direction to Attend.  You

 5         are not fairly stating our communications.

 6    A.   And also --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you willing to

 8         provide the documents identified, whether

 9         they're in redacted form (inaudible) the

10         documents identified in Exhibit A-1?

11 MR. ISFELD:                In a reasonable enough

12         time we can provide redacted copies largely.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Of all of the documents

14         identified in Exhibit A-1?

15 MR. ISFELD:                Unless protected by

16         privacy.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              What specifically are you

18         redacting?

19 MR. BOUDREAU:              The personal information

20         contained in the documents.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              You need to define that.

22 MR. ISFELD:                As defined in the Privacy

23         Act.

24    A.   Well, I think I'm going to have to comment,

25         and I will.  Again, personal information
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 1         contained (inaudible) names or postage

 2         (inaudible).

 3    Q.   This is page 6 of Exhibit A-9.  Do you see

 4         that up on the screen?

 5    A.   I see it.

 6    Q.   You have read the Affidavit of Heather

 7         Meechance?

 8    A.   I have, but I don't recall her name or what

 9         was in it.

10    Q.   She says that she --

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, it's your right to

12         put something -- put the Affidavit to him so

13         that he can review it.

14    Q.   Heather Meechance says that she forged this

15         document.

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Again --

17    Q.   Now, Mr. Ratte, you see whose signature is on

18         the bottom, Mandy Cuthand?

19    A.   Yeah, I don't know, I can't read the writing,

20         but it may be Mandy Cuthand.

21    Q.   You have the original.  Can you get it?

22         Because then you can look.  If you're having

23         some difficulty, get the original document.

24    A.   Well, I'm looking, and I'd like to review the

25         original document.
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 1    Q.   Can you please find it?

 2    A.   So let me look at it.  Yeah, sure, I can look

 3         for it.  It will take me a while.

 4    Q.   While you're looking, get the Romello as

 5         well.

 6    A.   So let me just clarify, for who?

 7    Q.   Romello Meechance as well as Rickell

 8         Frenchman.  You see both of them up on the

 9         screen there, sir, so you know who you're

10         looking for, this one.

11    A.   Hang on.

12    Q.   Pages 6 and 7.

13    A.   I'm just going to make a note on here.

14    Q.   Your counsel has already pulled these out

15         before because they redacted it, so they

16         should have them off to the side already.

17 WITNESS:                   Do you have them on the

18         side or --

19 MR. ISFELD:                I can get them.

20    A.   Oh, okay.  Sorry.  Okay.  Oh, right here

21         okay.  Thanks.  Okay, sir, what are you

22         looking for?  Frenchman is the last name and

23         Romello Meechance?

24    Q.   Rickell Frenchman and Romello Meechance.

25    A.   Very good.  I have them in front of me.
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 1    Q.   You see up on the screen the Affidavit of

 2         Heather Meechance within which she says under

 3         vote that she forged those documents?

 4    A.   That's in an Affidavit, so --

 5    Q.   Yes, it's in the Affidavit of Heather

 6         Meechance.

 7    A.   (Inaudible) under the other person who is the

 8         elector.

 9    Q.   Does that concern you?

10    A.   It could, I guess, yes.

11    Q.   As the electoral officer with respect to this

12         election does that concern you that somebody

13         said they forged documents, voter declaration

14         forms?

15    A.   Of course it does.  I mean (inaudible).

16    Q.   That would be a serious strike as to the

17         legitimacy of this election, correct?

18    A.   But you haven't asked me -- I mean

19         (inaudible) so I don't know what --

20    Q.   My question is the voter declaration forms,

21         if they're forged, that's a serious strike to

22         the legitimacy of this election, correct?

23    A.   It can be a strike for that particular vote.

24    Q.   And does that concern you?

25    A.   Of course it would concern me, yes.
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 1    Q.   Because it undermines the legitimacy of the

 2         election, correct?  How do you know whether

 3         or not these people are actually casting

 4         these ballots, that's the concern, right?

 5    A.   Well, in the documents you filled out the

 6         electoral officer (inaudible) process, the

 7         witness, the (inaudible).  So on my end of

 8         it, it was getting kind of (inaudible).  As

 9         far as the nominations and vote buying and

10         forging, I mean, I can't really speak to

11         that.

12    Q.   Do you know who can?  Mandy Cuthand.  You see

13         his signature on the voter declaration form

14         in front of you.  Heather Meechance testifies

15         that she forged those documents.

16    A.   So she is admitting to committing fraud

17         filling out the top part and having someone

18         else (inaudible) is that this -- this elector

19         is doing?

20    Q.   You have seen Heather Meechance's Affidavit.

21         Yes, she said that those two documents are

22         forged.  Does that concern you?

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              That's been asked and

24         answered.  It was asked, and he answered.

25    Q.   Well, no --
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 1    A.   Sir, I think I've answered you.  I've already

 2         answered the question.

 3    Q.   Both of those witnesses, Heather Meechance

 4         and Mandy Cuthand, are going to be

 5         cross-examined in this proceeding --

 6    A.   Okay.

 7    Q.   -- starting tomorrow.

 8    A.   Okay.

 9    Q.   I would like that forged -- those two forged

10         documents to be put to them so that they can

11         directly testify were those documents forged;

12         is that the signature of Mandy Cuthand.  Do

13         you want that evidence to be able to be

14         before them --

15    A.   I don't know --

16    Q.   -- so that they can be directly questioned on

17         it?

18 MR. ISFELD:                Well, you have the --

19    A.   Well, you have them.

20 MR. ISFELD:                You have those documents.

21    A.   You have it right there.  You have them right

22         there.

23    Q.   It's redacted.  That's the key qualification,

24         redacted.

25    A.   But you have it, sir.  You have the name.
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 1    Q.   It is a forged document.  Heather Meechance

 2         testifies that it was forged, that she

 3         directly forged both of them.  She knew the

 4         exact date that it was signed, which rings

 5         true because it's February 18th for both of

 6         them.  Do you, sir, want the truth to come

 7         out?  Do you, sir, want these two original

 8         documents to be able to be placed before

 9         those witnesses when they're cross-examined

10         starting tomorrow?

11    A.   Of course I do, but I --

12    Q.   Then can I please get a copy of it?

13    A.   But I -- let me finish.  Can I please finish?

14         Because they have a section 11 membership,

15         which means that they're part of no band

16         list, not a 10 list, it is protected under

17         the Privacy Act.  I'm not sure (inaudible)

18         but because of the departmental list, it is

19         absolutely protected under privacy.  Section

20         10, different ball game, different type of

21         membership (inaudible) because it's under the

22         (inaudible) band.  In this particular case,

23         this is a section 11 departmental, so what we

24         release is what I can (inaudible) release

25         unless I have written authorization, which we
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 1         have done.  If Rickell Frenchman and Romello

 2         Meechance were to send in something, I'll be

 3         glad to hand these over to you, but until

 4         then I cannot --

 5    Q.   Do you see --

 6    A.   -- I cannot release anymore information than

 7         what I have released.

 8    Q.   Okay.  And if it wasn't physically possible

 9         for them to sign these forged forms, will you

10         give me the forged forms so that I can

11         actually put them to Mandy Cuthand for

12         cross-examination?  You see that this was

13         signed at Cando, right?  Cando is in

14         Saskatchewan, right?  We're looking at the

15         voter declaration forms for Rickell Frenchman

16         and Heather Meechance.

17    A.   Yeah, I see that.  Oh, okay.  Which one,

18         Romello or --

19    Q.   Both are them were signed at Cando?

20    A.   So they're both signed at Cando, which I was

21         assuming to be the physical address of the

22         voters, and they're witnessed by an

23         individual, and that's what their address is.

24         It's not the location.  It's not asking them

25         what location like a legal document and what
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 1         city.  That's why we (inaudible).

 2    Q.   Yes.  Look at paragraph 2 of the Affidavit of

 3         Heather Meechance.  They cannot possibly be a

 4         legitimate document.  Rickell Frenchman and

 5         Romello Meechance were incarcerated in

 6         February.

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Phillips, just -- Mr.

 8         Phillips, regarding the -- just our client's

 9         position is he needs the authorization if he

10         is providing the documents.  It's as simple

11         as that.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, there is no

13         evidence put before the Court to contradict

14         that they were both incarcerated in February,

15         correct?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              It doesn't matter.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              It does matter.

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              No, no.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              The truth matters, Mr.

20         Boudreau.

21 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Phillips --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              These documents --

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Phillips, you've told

24         me before not to interrupt you, and I'm

25         asking you the same, do not interrupt me
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 1         while I state my position here.  So my

 2         client's position, and rightfully so, is that

 3         he needs a written authorization in order to

 4         release the information unredacted.  He does

 5         not have that written authorization.  As

 6         such, he cannot provide you the document.

 7         That is -- bottom line that is as far as we

 8         can go.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Who do you want the

10         written authorization from, Heather Meechance

11         that forged the documents, or Rickell

12         Frenchman or Romello Meechance who were

13         deprived of the opportunity to vote while

14         they were incarcerated in February as well?

15 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, this document --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              So the answer --

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              It's the voter's document

18         that needs to be provided.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau --

20 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible).

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, this

22         document cannot possibly be legitimate

23         because they were incarcerated in February.

24         It's sworn to be before Mandy Cuthand, no

25         less --
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              And that's fine.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- an elected member of

 3         chief and council in this election, before

 4         Mandy Cuthand.  He purported to witness it

 5         being sworn before him in Cando,

 6         Saskatchewan.  This cannot possibly be a

 7         legitimate document.  I would like to put

 8         that to Mandy Cuthand directly tomorrow.

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Phillips, you make

10         those submissions to the Court, not to me.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is your client neutral in

12         these proceedings, or is he not, because

13         there is no chance that this document is

14         legitimate.

15 MR. BOUDREAU:              My client is simply

16         requesting the authorization from Mr.

17         Frenchman and the other individuals in order

18         for him to provide the document.

19    A.   I already stated, sir, earlier, I just need

20         something from them, and I'll gladly give you

21         them undredacted.  And were they actually

22         incarcerated?  Was there a search made?

23    Q.   You have the Affidavit of --

24    A.   Well, whether that's word of mouth or

25         Affidavit, were they --
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 1    Q.   It's not just word of --

 2    A.   Well, were they -- are they actually

 3         incarcerated?

 4    Q.   It's not word of mouth, sir.  You have

 5         paragraph 2 of the Affidavit of Heather

 6         Meechance.  You've read it now.  There is

 7         nothing to contradict it.

 8    A.   I've read -- I've seen the Affidavit, but

 9         where is the proof that they were actually

10         incarcerated (inaudible)?

11    Q.   Yeah, themselves, not by somebody else.

12    A.   I understand the issue, but we're looking

13         at --

14    Q.   No, somebody else forged their ballot for

15         them.

16    A.   Who witnessed it?  So I see nothing.  I have

17         no -- nothing here authorizing me to release

18         this information for Rickell Frenchman and

19         Romello Meechance, and the story is, which

20         I'll call it -- the allegation is they were

21         incarcerated.

22    Q.   This is not the only example of this conduct

23         where people were incarcerated.

24    A.   Well, this specific -- these --

25    Q.   Listen to the --
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 1    A.   The allegation is they were incarcerated, and

 2         once I get something from these two

 3         individuals authorizing me to release their

 4         personal information to the courts, I'll do

 5         it.  I'm not being uncooperative.  I'm being

 6         reasonable.

 7    Q.   Please look at the screen, sir, and tell me

 8         what this document is.

 9    A.   Okay, that's 7-B.  Robin Wuttunee filled it

10         all out.  The witness, Shelley Wuttunee.

11    Q.   Robin Wuttunee filled that out, this voter

12         declaration form?

13    A.   Well, that's what it said, and he signed.

14    Q.   And you --

15    A.   Again, I don't know -- again, this process

16         (inaudible) you know, I give them a form 5-D

17         back, I send the voters with identification,

18         of course, and he complies, and, I mean,

19         I'm -- I'm allowed to send out a voting

20         package.

21    Q.   It's fair to say that you've relied

22         exclusively upon voter declaration form of

23         the mail-in ballot --

24    A.   Well, I had to.

25    Q.   -- with respect to the legitimacy of the
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 1         mail-in ballot, correct, sir?

 2    A.   Yes, yeah.  There is --

 3    Q.   There is nothing else you relied on?

 4    A.   There is nothing else I can -- I'm obligated

 5         to do that.

 6    Q.   So if this document is forged, then there is

 7         a serious question about the legitimacy of

 8         this particular election; is that correct,

 9         sir?

10    A.   Well, there's a -- there is a concern when

11         things like this occur, and I am concerned.

12    Q.   With this specific type of document, a voter

13         declaration form, being the only mode that

14         you have to (inaudible) a mail-in ballot?

15    A.   I agree.  I agree with that, yeah.

16    Q.   It's a serious strike with the legitimacy of

17         an election?

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              Wait just a second.  My

19         client cannot ascertain the gravity of the

20         legality of the infraction, so on that basis

21         we are going to direct him not to -- not to

22         make that kind of statement.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this as

24         Exhibit A-11.  I have the document up on the

25         screen there.
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 1                EXHIBIT A-11:

 2                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE MAIL-IN BALLOT

 3                DECLARATION (EXHIBIT A)

 4    Q.   You counted these ballots, the mail-in ballot

 5         that was enclosed within this Exhibit A-11,

 6         correct sir?

 7    A.   Correct, yeah.

 8    Q.   So this demonstrated forged document you

 9         counted --

10    A.   I don't know if it's forged, yeah.

11    Q.   You've seen the Affidavit of Shelley

12         Wuttunee, correct?

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Phillips --

14    A.   Yeah, I assume this is --

15 MR. BOUDREAU:              My client is not here to

16         educate whether or not these documents are

17         forged.

18    A.   I don't know --

19 MR. BOUDREAU:              He's here to provide you

20         with the information relative --

21    A.   I don't know with any of these reports.  It's

22         all an allegation.

23    Q.   You don't know if any of the voter

24         declaration forms are legitimate?

25    A.   I don't know if they're forged.  They're
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 1         legitimate in the sense that I sent out a

 2         5-D -- or I received a 5-D -- 5-D or I-d, and

 3         I'm obligated to send out the package.  That

 4         I can -- but other than that, that's it.  I

 5         have -- I have no -- I mean, I don't know if

 6         these have been forged.  It's an allegation.

 7         I know what's in the Affidavit of that

 8         individual claiming they're forged, but I

 9         don't know.  I mean, how would I know?  How

10         would I know they did that?  I don't know.

11    Q.   Just for clarity, are you refusing to provide

12         the voter declaration forms with respect to

13         the mail-in ballots of Rickell Frenchman and

14         Romello Meechance so that they can be put

15         directly to those witnesses tomorrow?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Objection.

17    A.   You already have them.

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              This question was asked

19         and answered.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want a very clear

21         answer on the record here.

22 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, you have our

23         answer.  Mr. Ratte provided the answer.  It

24         was asked and answered.  Don't answer the

25         question, please.
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 1    Q.   Up on the screen you have the specific voter

 2         declaration form for Rickell Frenchman that

 3         we just discussed?

 4    A.   I have it in front of me here.

 5    Q.   Yeah, I'd like to see it, but you won't let

 6         me.

 7    A.   Sir, I provided you with the --

 8    Q.   The redacted one that's up on the screen?

 9    A.   Yes.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              And you wouldn't provide

11         me with the unredacted one.  How about just

12         the unredacted portion where Mandy Cuthand

13         signs it so that it can be put directly to

14         ask him if it's a forgery?

15 MR. BOUDREAU:              Again, the document

16         that's been provided is redacted.  If you

17         have a signed authorization giving us the

18         authority to release those forms, we will

19         provide you with that document.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that as

21         Exhibit A-12.  This is the specific voter

22         declaration form with respect to Rickell

23         Frenchman.

24                EXHIBIT A-12:

25                RICKELL FRENCHMAN VOTER DECLARATION
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 1                REDACTED

 2    Q.   And you have up on the screen the specific

 3         voter declaration form with respect to

 4         Romello Meechance.  We'll have that as the

 5         next exhibit, A-13.  That's correct, sir?

 6    A.   Correct.

 7                EXHIBIT A-13:

 8                ROMELLO MEECHANCE VOTER DECLARATION

 9                REDACTED

10    Q.   Yeah, and you counted both of those votes,

11         A-12 and A-13, with respect to Rickell --

12    A.   Correct.

13    Q.   -- Frenchman and Romello Meechance?

14    A.   Correct.

15    Q.   The mail-in ballots for chief and council

16         that were enclosed with both of those, you

17         counted them, they went in the ballot box?

18    A.   Correct.

19    Q.   With respect to Rickell Frenchman, where did

20         you send his mail-in ballot package?

21    A.   I cannot disclose that person's personal

22         information (inaudible).

23    Q.   Did you send it to the same address that was

24         on the voters list that was provided to you?

25    A.   I can't discuss the personal information.
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 1         (Inaudible)  I won't discuss any personal

 2         information.  I won't reveal any personal

 3         information (inaudible).

 4    Q.   This is a point of objection for all of these

 5         questions; is that correct, sir?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   You have to say yes.  Yes?

 8    A.   Yes, it is, stating what's in the Privacy

 9         Act.

10    Q.   I know about the Privacy Act.  Is that

11         correct?

12 MR. BOUDREAU:              My client is not --

13    Q.   Does your --

14 MR. BOUDREAU:              Just a second.  My client

15         is not a lawyer.  This is a legal question,

16         and he is not going to answer that question.

17    Q.   I just want to know succinctly what the

18         specific objection is.  It's related only to

19         the Privacy Act with respect to all of the

20         documents that have been requested, the

21         Privacy Act (inaudible), correct?

22 MR. BOUDREAU:              Again, my client is

23         not --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking you, Mr.

25         Boudreau.
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              No, you're not asking me.

 2         I'm not under cross-examination.  It is still

 3         our position if there is permission to

 4         provide you (inaudible).

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Melanie?

 6 COURT REPORTER:            Yes.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              We actually do have

 8         Mr. -- Mr. Winegarden didn't come back on?

 9 COURT REPORTER:            No.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, if we get Mr.

11         Winegarden on the line and he gives you the

12         authorization for Mr. Mandy Cuthand to have

13         his portion of exhibit -- his client's

14         signature portion of this Exhibit A-12, then

15         you'll provide it?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Unless (inaudible) we

17         receive also confirmation from Mr. --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, if you just

19         listen to the question, I'm only looking for

20         the -- because you won't provide anything,

21         Mandy Cuthand's signature portion, his

22         address and his -- in that box there, his

23         information.

24    A.   Well, again, these are the file number -- as

25         I stated earlier (inaudible) were provided
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 1         for all family members and no birth date, no

 2         Indian status or Indian -- Indian number.

 3    Q.   No, my question is different here.  If we get

 4         authorization from Mandy Cuthand, you'll

 5         produce all of those (inaudible) unredacted

 6         for Many Cuthand?

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, no.  This is --

 8         this is the information from Mr. --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              (Inaudible).

10    A.   I'm actually not clear on who -- who are you

11         asking?

12    Q.   Whose privacy interest is it that you're

13         asserting here, is it Mandy Cuthand, or is it

14         Rickell Frenchman, on this exhibit?

15    A.   Well, it's both.  It will be both.  Actually,

16         it is both.

17    Q.   So you're refusing to remove any portion of

18         the redactions with consent?

19    A.   (Inaudible).

20    Q.   No, but unless both of them consent?  One of

21         them can't consent to their own portion of

22         redactions?

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              The position is that the

24         authorization that we'll require is the

25         authorization form of (inaudible.
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 1    Q.   And I'm talking because --

 2 MR. BOUDREAU:              And that's not -- that's

 3         not -- the ballot here belongs to Rickell

 4         Frenchman.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              With respect to Mandy

 6         Cuthand, yes or no, Mr. Boudreau --

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              No.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Will you --

 9 MR. BOUDREAU:              No.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- remove those

11         redactions if we get Mandy Cuthand's

12         authorization?

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              No, no.  We need -- we

14         need Rickell Frenchman's authorization.  The

15         ballot belongs to Rickell Frenchman.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, it was forged by

17         Heather Meechance, so it doesn't belong to

18         anybody.

19    A.   Well, you keep bringing it up.  That's an

20         allegation.

21    Q.   It's in the sworn Affidavit of Heather

22         Meechance.

23    A.   It's still an allegation.

24    Q.   We'll move on.  This is the request for

25         mail-in ballot that you accepted from Robin
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 1         Dean Wuttunee, correct, sir?

 2    A.   Yeah, it looks like it, correct.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this as

 4         Exhibit A-14.

 5                EXHIBIT A-14:

 6                REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT ROBIN DEAN

 7                WUTTUNEE (EXHIBIT H)

 8    Q.   And this is what you accepted when you sent

 9         out the mail-in ballot package --

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   -- to whomever it is --

12    A.   I would agree.

13    Q.   -- that purported to forge this document and

14         purported to be Robin Dean Wuttunee accepting

15         the ballot; is that correct?

16    A.   Well, I wouldn't use the word forged.  I

17         would use the term that this looks like I

18         document I would have received in order to

19         send it in, yeah.

20    Q.   Whatever it is, this is the specific document

21         that you received in response to what you

22         sent out with the mail-in ballot, correct?

23    A.   That's correct, yeah.

24    Q.   That's Exhibit A-14.  I do want to ask you,

25         though, you did note keep any information as
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 1         to where you sent out mail-in ballots, did

 2         you?

 3    A.   I don't follow you.

 4    Q.   You did not keep any records as to where it

 5         is that you sent out a particular mail-in

 6         ballot?

 7    A.   One second.  One second.

 8    Q.   You kept records as to where you sent

 9         specific mail-in ballot?

10    A.   The address of the individual, yeah, on a

11         separate sheet other than the voters list.

12    Q.   Where is that document?

13    A.   It's here.

14    Q.   Will you produce that document?

15    A.   Again, privacy -- privacy issue, however, in

16         my (inaudible) skills it would have been --

17         it was simply -- you know, it needs to be

18         simple, we had a little sheet as we move

19         along and were printed off (inaudible).

20    Q.   You've had several authorizations, one of

21         which is Robin Dean Wuttunee.  I would like

22         to see that sheet for Robin Dean Wuttunee.

23         Why didn't we get it here?

24    A.   Was it requested?

25    Q.   Yes.  May I see it now?
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 1    A.   Well (inaudible).  I don't know.

 2 MR. ISFELD:                So that sheet has

 3         multiple addresses on it, and we provided

 4         (inaudible) Robin Dean Wuttunee (inaudible).

 5    Q.   No, right now I would like to see that.

 6    A.   Sir, how am I going to redact something

 7         (inaudible).

 8    Q.   Your lawyer is there.

 9    A.   Well, I'm also here too, and (inaudible).

10 MR. ISFELD:                How are we going to

11         redact it?

12    Q.   So you've had this document since April.  I

13         specifically requested it.  You've got an

14         authorization.  Please send it PDF.

15    A.   What was requested?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              No, wait, wait, wait.

17    A.   What specifically are you talking about?

18         Because I don't appreciate if something's

19         going around and I'm thinking that he's doing

20         something or he did.

21 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible).

22    Q.   There you go, Exhibit G to the Affidavit of

23         Robin Dean Wuttunee, do you see that up on

24         the screen, sir?

25    A.   I'm looking at it right now, yeah.
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 1    Q.   So you accept that you --

 2 MR. BOUDREAU:              Wait, wait, wait.  Can

 3         you move that (inaudible) there, John?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              You got this a long time

 5         ago.  There, you have it on the screen.  Do

 6         you see that, Mr. Boudreau?

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              And which section on that

 8         that you requested in --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Paragraph 3, all

10         documentation identified, where mail-in

11         ballot was sent to me, do you see that?

12    A.   Okay.  Well, if it can't be redacted up

13         there, I won't repeat that.

14 MR. BOUDREAU:              I submitted to

15         (inaudible).

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              You received several

17         other -- we'll have that as Exhibit A-15.

18         That was the document we just went through,

19         the authorization you received and failed to

20         comply with.  That's A-15.

21                EXHIBIT A-15:

22                AUTHORIZATION OF ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE

23    Q.   Do you acknowledge that's the document, sir,

24         the authorization you received, sir?

25    A.   I'm looking at it, and I see my name on it.
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 1         I acknowledge the form (inaudible).

 2    Q.   Exhibit A-15, that's the authorization of

 3         Robin Dean Wuttunee.  You received several

 4         other authorizations, Mr. Boudreau, from

 5         other voters as well, and how do you refer to

 6         this document, sir, this sheet identifying

 7         where it is that you sent out mail-in ballot

 8         packages?

 9    A.   It's all part of the mail-in control,

10         controlling.

11    Q.   Mail-in control, this is how you refer to it?

12    A.   Yes (inaudible).

13    Q.   So may I get your undertaking to produce this

14         mail-in ballot control sheet in relation to

15         all of the electors from who you received an

16         authorization?

17    A.   Sure.  I have no problem --

18 MR. ISFELD:                If that authorization is

19         provided to the others, it will be provided.

20                UNDERTAKING NO. 4:

21                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

22                COPIES OF MAIL-IN BALLOT CONTROL SHEETS

23                FOR ALL ELECTORS FROM WHO MR. RATTE

24                RECEIVED WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              Can we take five minutes,
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 1         so we can take a look at that document?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Which document?

 3 MR. BOUDREAU:              The control sheet.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'd like to look at it.

 5 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, I understand.

 6    A.   You know what let's do it this way

 7         (inaudible).

 8 MR. BOUDREAU:              And I have a (inaudible)

 9         as well.  I mean, just I'd like to have a

10         break as well.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              We've been going for less

12         than an hour.

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, yeah.  And I would

14         like to look at the documents, sir.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              And I would like to look

16         at them too.

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, I understand.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              So you're looking for a

19         five-minute break or what?

20 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, yeah.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  It's 2:15.  We'll

22         come back at 2:20.

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              Give us ten, ten minutes.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Melanie?

25 COURT REPORTER:            Yes.  Five minutes.
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              Ten minutes at least.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              It will be five minutes.

 3         (Inaudible.

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible).

 5 COURT REPORTER:            Okay.  Thank you.

 6 (Recessed at 2:13 p.m.)

 7 (Reconvened at 2:18 p.m.)

 8 MR. BOUDREAU:              As I indicated on the

 9         break, instead of providing you with an

10         undertaking, we can provide you with -- I'm

11         forwarding right now --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm looking for both, Mr.

13         Boudreau, so I'll simply answer the -- ask

14         the questions.

15 MR. BOUDREAU:              So --

16    Q.   Mr. Ratte --

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              I was not finished again,

18         so instead --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              I didn't get a single

20         question out before we resumed.  Mr.

21         Boudreau, we have limited time.  Please don't

22         interrupt, okay?  Mr. Ratte --

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              As I said to you before,

24         instead of providing you with an undertaking,

25         we can provide you with the address -- email
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 1         the sheet now, and provide you with documents

 2         redacted immediately.

 3    Q.   Well, first of all, your client has an

 4         obligation to answer lawful questions put to

 5         him.  This is a lawful question.

 6                            Mr. Ratte, what address

 7         does your record disclose as to where it is

 8         that you sent the mail-in ballot package for

 9         Robin Dean Wuttunee?

10    A.   Can we go back to the document, please, so I

11         can respond to the question?

12    Q.   You have your mail-in ballot --

13    A.   No, no.  You have it -- (inaudible).  Thank

14         you.  Okay.  There we have it.  That's the

15         redacted 7-B, right?  Well, actually, no.

16         Robin Dean.  That's the notification sent.

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              With the authorization

18         7-B form?

19    A.   Oh, no, no, the actual form that he was --

20         we're just looking.  I believe it was

21         (inaudible).

22    Q.   This is the document that you're looking for,

23         Exhibit 11, right?

24    A.   That's correct, yeah.  So, yeah, I see it

25         here, Robin Dean Wuttunee, appendix 7-B,
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 1         witness, and, yeah, I have it on my control

 2         sheet.

 3    Q.   Can you read out that address, sir?

 4    A.   Robin -- okay.  It's Robin -- it's Robin Dean

 5         Wuttunee, address 1291 - 97th, 01, North

 6         Battleford, Saskatchewan, S as in Sam, 9, A

 7         as in Alpha, O, J as in Julia, 6 is the

 8         postal code.

 9    Q.   So why did you have to look at the exhibit in

10         order to say that for Exhibit A-11?

11    A.   Because I wanted to go back to the document

12         that we were discussing, okay, that's why,

13         rather than --

14    Q.   For Robin Dean Wuttunee?

15    A.   Because I'm trying to answer your question

16         because you had the voters -- you had the

17         voters list posted.  Let's go back to the

18         question, just the reason that it related to.

19         That's the reason why I'd asked for that to

20         be --

21    Q.   So what is this actual -- well, you know

22         North Battleford?

23    A.   I've actually been there until I was hired to

24         do the election, I don't know the area, but I

25         know where it is on the map, and I've been to
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 1         Red Pheasant now, and I stayed in North

 2         Battleford.  Yeah, I know where it is, yeah.

 3    Q.   We have up on the screen here the voter

 4         declaration form with respect to Heather

 5         Meechance.  This is the one that you accepted

 6         as legitimate in connection with the

 7         election, correct, sir?

 8    A.   I would say correct.

 9    Q.   You counted the ballots, mail-in ballots, for

10         Heather Meechance?

11    A.   Well, they were processed.  Now, we may --

12         may have to -- we don't know if they were

13         actually counted, but they were processed.

14    Q.   What I mean to say is you placed them in the

15         ballot box?

16    A.   Yeah, and then --

17    Q.   And then you subsequently (inaudible)?

18    A.   Correct, yeah.  I'm not sure if they were

19         valid, but they were processed as far as --

20    Q.   Being put into the ballot box?

21    A.   They were put in the ballot box, yeah.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              So I'll have that as

23         Exhibit A-16.

24                EXHIBIT A-16:

25                HEATHER MEECHANCE VOTER DECLARATION
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 1                REDACTED

 2    Q.   Sir, the address that you have on the top for

 3         Exhibit A-16 for Heather Meechance, it's

 4         redacted, sir, right?

 5    A.   I see that.

 6    Q.   Going back to Exhibit A-12 -- well, actually,

 7         you have your document book right beside you

 8         there as to where mail-in ballots were sent,

 9         right?

10    A.   I do.

11    Q.   So with respect to Rickell Frenchman where

12         their mail-in ballot package was sent, was it

13         sent to the same address as Heather

14         Meechance?

15    A.   I won't comment on that again based on the

16         Privacy Act won't allow any personal

17         information (inaudible).

18    Q.   That would be the actual address.  I'm

19         looking for you to tell me if it was the same

20         address.

21    A.   Once again -- once again, I will not provide

22         any of that, anything involving personal

23         information from the (inaudible).

24    Q.   You're not telling me what the actual

25         address -- that's not what I'm asking.
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 1    A.   I'm not giving it to you.

 2    Q.   I'm not asking at this point.  What I am

 3         asking is were they sent to the same address,

 4         those two mail-in ballots?

 5    A.   No, I will not -- I'm not -- I will still not

 6         do it unless I get written authorization from

 7         those individuals.  I will gladly, sir, give

 8         you the documents unredacted if I receive as

 9         we have (inaudible) got written

10         authorization, gladly, sir, I'll give you

11         that.

12    Q.   So I'm requesting that you produce the

13         mail-in ballot control sheet (inaudible) that

14         you sent out all of the mail-in ballot

15         packages.  You are refusing to produce that?

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, no, we are not

17         refusing to produce that.  We are agreeing to

18         produce that, and it's going to be provided

19         to you redacted for addresses that we don't

20         have authorization for due to the Privacy

21         Act.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              And that's your

23         undertaking to do that?

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, we gave you that

25         undertaking before.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              And you are refusing to

 2         produce any portion of the rest of it?

 3 MR. BOUDREAU:              That's correct.

 4                UNDERTAKING NO. 5: (REFUSED)

 5                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

 6                COPIES OF NON-REDACTED MAIL-IN BALLOT

 7                CONTROL SHEETS FOR ALL ELECTORS

 8    Q.   We will take that up with the Court, but my

 9         question at this point is not what the

10         address was that you sent the mail-in ballot

11         packages to Heather Meechance and Rickell

12         Frenchman.  That's not my question right now,

13         so please don't misunderstand.  Whatever the

14         legitimacy of that election -- that objection

15         might be, the Court will determine that.  My

16         question is very different than that.  My

17         question is your mail-in ballot control sheet

18         here, it has the address of where you sent

19         the mail-in ballot packages.  Did you send

20         the mail-in ballot packages for Heather

21         Meechance and Rickell Frenchman to the same

22         address?

23 MR. ISFELD:                And you've asked that

24         question, and he's answered it.

25    Q.   Your answer --
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 1 MR. ISFELD:                He's refused to answer it

 2         on the basis of the Privacy Act.

 3    A.   I will not identify any -- any information

 4         that pertains to (inaudible) birth dates,

 5         band numbers or --

 6    Q.   You understand that in Heather Meechance's

 7         Affidavit she testifies that she forged those

 8         requests for mail-in ballots, and they were

 9         sent.

10    A.   I understand there's an allegation on the

11         record.

12    Q.   And they were sent to her, so they should be

13         the same, and you're refusing to tell me if

14         those addresses are the same?

15    A.   No, I -- what I said was if I get written

16         authorization, sir, I'll be more than happy

17         to give you that.

18    Q.   Right now I'm not even asking for the

19         address, I'm simply asking for a yes or no,

20         are those the same addresses or not?

21    A.   I will not confirm either way.  I just won't

22         do it.

23    Q.   Same thing goes for Romello Meechance?

24    A.   I will not confirm either way.

25    Q.   Up on the screen this is the request for
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 1         mail-in ballot that you accepted in relation

 2         to Arnold Wuttunee, correct?

 3    A.   Yeah, it looks (inaudible).

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll accept that, and

 5         we'll have that as Exhibit A-17.

 6                EXHIBIT A-17:

 7                ARNOLD BRUCE WUTTUNEE REQUEST FOR

 8                MAIL-IN BALLOT

 9    Q.   Up on the screen is the voter declaration

10         form in relation to Arnold Bruce Wuttunee?

11    A.   True.

12    Q.   And you accepted this, and you counted the --

13         well, you put these ballots in the ballot

14         boxes in relation to the election?

15    A.   They were processed and placed in the ballot

16         box.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.  So we'll have that

18         as Exhibit A-18.

19                EXHIBIT A-18:

20                ARNOLD BRUCE WUTTUNEE VOTER DECLARATION

21    Q.   Up on the screen you have the voter

22         declaration form for Breanna Wahobin.  You

23         accepted this and put these ballots into the

24         ballot boxes, correct, sir?

25    A.   I would have (inaudible).
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 1    Q.   That you did receive.  This is from your

 2         records, right?  You accepted this one?

 3    A.   Correct, I would have (inaudible) so yeah.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              So this will be Exhibit

 5         A-19.

 6                EXHIBIT A-19:

 7                BREANNA WAHOBIN VOTER DECLARATION

 8    Q.   Do you see up on the screen a request for

 9         mail-in ballot in relation to Darian

10         Whitford?

11    A.   Yes, I do.

12    Q.   And you accepted this one and sent out a

13         mail-in ballot?

14    A.   It appears as though I did, yeah, based on

15         the documentation that it was processed, yes.

16    Q.   And so how did you get this one?

17    A.   I don't understand the question.

18    Q.   How did you receive this request for mail-in

19         ballot?

20    A.   It could have been texted to me, which it

21         probably looks like.  It could have been I

22         sent a screen shot of it.

23    Q.   And so you obviously printed it off and --

24    A.   That's my guess, and then I would have

25         printed it off.
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 1    Q.   So you saved your text messages, then?

 2    A.   No, I didn't save the text messages.

 3    Q.   Well, we have this one.

 4    A.   Well, what would have been saved was the

 5         document, right, and sent in for printing.

 6         That's all that would have been saved.

 7    Q.   So you sent it to your desktop or --

 8    A.   Yeah, I just sent it, yeah.

 9    Q.   You emailed it to yourself or what?

10    A.   Yeah, I emailed it to myself and then printed

11         it off, so it would have a date (inaudible).

12    Q.   And so when you emailed that to yourself, you

13         included some particulars as to it, right?

14    A.   No, I just -- no, just, as I mentioned

15         earlier, it would have been just a screen

16         shot of it.  That's all I was -- that's all I

17         was required to accept.  So by either text,

18         mail, there is -- there is a number of

19         methods.

20    Q.   It's pretty quick, though, when you're

21         forwarding it by email, as soon as you get

22         the text message, you sent the form?  You're

23         going to forward it within minutes, right?

24    A.   Yeah.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay, so we'll have that
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 1         as Exhibit A-20.

 2    A.   Sure.

 3                EXHIBIT A-20:

 4                DARIAN WHITFORD REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

 5                BALLOT 1

 6    Q.   Will you undertake to go back and identify

 7         with reference to your telephone records

 8         which phone number this text message was sent

 9         from?

10    A.   I can't do that.

11    Q.   But you just indicated that you will have the

12         email.

13    A.   No.  What happens is it comes up as my --

14         278-478 (inaudible) that I have, so when I

15         text myself a screen shot picture, the only

16         thing that comes up in the email is my -- my

17         cell number and nothing else and the document

18         that I forwarded.

19    Q.   No, I understand that, but you just said that

20         you generally do this in a couple minutes,

21         correct, that you forward these types of --

22    A.   Well, whenever it goes (inaudible).

23    Q.   But it's going to be in about the same order

24         as when you received them, correct?

25    A.   Give or take a day or so, yeah, I would think
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 1         so.

 2    Q.   So you do recall receiving a bunch of text

 3         messages now in connection with the election?

 4    A.   I recall receiving texts, fax and documents

 5         given to me through the five weeks.  That's

 6         what I recall.

 7    Q.   And they were mostly text messages when you

 8         received the request for mail-in ballots?

 9    A.   Well, no, I -- I wouldn't say that.

10    Q.   Well, your lawyer did for you.

11    A.   It's a mixture of --

12    Q.   Would you like the see the statement of your

13         lawyer?

14    A.   Well, again, I'm here, you, know discussing

15         the issue.

16    Q.   That's what you told your lawyer, most should

17         be text messages, most of your requests for

18         mail-in ballot that you will receive -- that

19         you received were received by text message,

20         correct?

21    A.   Probably -- reflecting back, probably

22         (inaudible) mail-in ballot about 80 percent.

23    Q.   So 80 percent of your requests for mail-in

24         ballots that you received in the --

25    A.   Well, I don't know.  Again, I do not -- I
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 1         don't know how to answer the question.

 2    Q.   That's fine.  Let me just -- I just want to

 3         clarify this.

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   So approximately 80 percent of the requests

 6         for mail-in ballots in connection to this

 7         specific election you received by text

 8         message, correct?

 9    A.   It could be somewhere in that -- it was a

10         higher percentage (inaudible) voters.  Again,

11         we're talking about this is an elector, what

12         are your options, submit it, mail it back.

13         It's not exclusively by mail.  It's not just

14         faxing (inaudible).  It can be text

15         messaging, could be whatever means.  It could

16         be hand-delivered.

17    Q.   So those text messages by which you received

18         a request for mail-in ballots, you received

19         some of those from the persons that were

20         elected as chief and council in this specific

21         election, correct?

22    A.   I received many of them -- well, how do you

23         know that?

24    Q.   I'm asking you.

25    A.   No, how do you -- how would I know who they
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 1         were for?

 2    Q.   No, who they're from, who texted it to you.

 3    A.   Oh, I see.  No, I -- again, it would have

 4         been whoever the voter would authorize --

 5    Q.   No, but I'm asking you, though.  What is your

 6         recollection as to who it is --

 7    A.   I'm just saying an example because I don't

 8         know.  I don't know specifically because

 9         those records unfortunately (inaudible).

10    Q.   Well, let's --

11    A.   Well, what -- what it would be is whoever the

12         vote authorizes to send in (inaudible) but

13         that's how it works (inaudible), and the

14         three most common methods I described to you

15         are text, fax and email.

16    Q.   You received upwards of seven or eight

17         requests for mail-in ballots in connection

18         with this election, right?

19    A.   Well, yes, so 740-plus, and I recall getting

20         back about 600 before.

21    Q.   So you received about 600 requests by text

22         message?

23    A.   It could be.  It could be that high.

24    Q.   So that's a lot to receive in text message.

25    A.   Is that a lot?
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 1    Q.   You received a lot of -- a fair number of

 2         votes from the members of --

 3    A.   Mr. Phillips, why would you say that's a lot?

 4         If you choose to send me a document in that

 5         method, why are you singling that out and

 6         saying it's a lot?  To me, it's not unusual.

 7         Again, if you have an option of texting it to

 8         me either (inaudible) or whatever, but I

 9         don't understand what the flag is here.

10         You're obviously insinuating a lot.  No, it

11         is a lot.  Was it alarmingly?  No, absolutely

12         not because you as a voter -- you have those

13         options.  You have those options.

14    Q.   My question is this, sir:  You received those

15         text messages from some of them, right?

16    A.   Correct, and if my -- if my phone was

17         working, I would be able to present that to

18         the courts and show where I would have gotten

19         the form from.

20    Q.   You received at least some of those text

21         messages requesting mail-in ballots from the

22         candidates that were elected to chief and

23         council in this election?

24    A.   Possibly, but I don't recall.  I don't recall

25         specifically from who, and unfortunately my
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 1         phone has been destroyed, and it's here so

 2         the Court can examine the cellphone if they

 3         want to.

 4    Q.   So I want to be very clear here, sir, you

 5         don't recall how many requests for mail-in

 6         ballots you received from the persons that

 7         were actually elected to chief and council?

 8    A.   No, I don't.  I do not specifically recall

 9         how many, no, I do not.

10    Q.   In connection with this election, you didn't

11         have any other text messages with any of the

12         chief and council, correct?

13    A.   I don't understand the question.

14    Q.   So photo text messages, which is what this

15         would have been, right?

16    A.   It would have been -- yeah, if they -- if

17         they texted me, and I would have copied it

18         off, and I know that because (inaudible).

19    Q.   Okay, but you didn't have any other pic or

20         photo text messages with the members of chief

21         and council aside from these requests for

22         mail-in ballots, correct?

23    A.   I don't recall.  Again, I can refer to my

24         phone (inaudible).

25    Q.   But I'm looking for your recollection.  You
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 1         don't recall --

 2 MR. BOUDREAU:              He said he doesn't

 3         recall.

 4    Q.   You don't recall receiving any photo text

 5         messages from --

 6    A.   No, sir -- sir, I do not recall.  I do not

 7         recall, okay?

 8    Q.   You'll see that one of the items we requested

 9         in the Direct to Attend was your telephone

10         logs, correct, sir?

11    A.   Right.

12    Q.   They would disclose how many text messages,

13         photo text messages, you received from chief

14         and council.  Possibly they would, correct?

15    A.   Possibly.

16    Q.   You've seen those records before from your

17         telephone provider?

18    A.   I'm not sure if I follow.

19 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, we can go back --

20 MR. ISFELD:                You're asking about

21         technical --

22 (Everyone speaking at the same time)

23    Q.   You obviously get the telephone log, your

24         record, your bill, from your cellphone

25         provider, right?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   Then you see --

 3    A.   Text messages (inaudible).

 4    Q.   It does, though.  Will you -- it's already

 5         been identified in your Direction to Attend,

 6         and you failed to produce it.  Will you

 7         undertake to produce your telephone records

 8         as requested in the Direction to Attend?

 9    A.   Again, personal information as far as phone

10         numbers I won't release.  You get me a

11         written authorization, and that's fine.

12    Q.   No, I'll give you the phone numbers right

13         here.

14    A.   That's fine.

15    Q.   I'll give you the list of phone numbers, and

16         you'll produce --

17    A.   Yeah.

18    Q.   -- your telephone records for all the text

19         messages --

20 MR. BOUDREAU:              Wait, wait, wait.

21    A.   No, no, no, I'm not -- I'm not saying I'll do

22         that, but if you want --

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              We'll take that under

24         advisement.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              To be clear, the
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 1         undertaking being requested is to produce

 2         your telephone records as identified in the

 3         Direction to Attend in full, but I understand

 4         that you are refusing to do that.

 5                UNDERTAKING NO. 6: (REFUSED)

 6                OBTAIN AND PROVIDE COPIES OF

 7                NON-REDACTED TELEPHONE RECORDS AS

 8                IDENTIFIED IN THE DIRECTION TO ATTEND

 9    Q.   I am now requesting that whatever other

10         redactions you might make, that you produce

11         them in relation to specific phone numbers,

12         and those phone numbers --

13    A.   Let me be clear that the plan I have with

14         Rogers, I'm not billed for text messages,

15         only calls (inaudible).

16    Q.   I understand that.

17    A.   (Inaudible).

18    Q.   Photo text messages show up differently.

19         They identify a date, time, person.  I'll

20         give you the phone numbers right now.  I'll

21         give you those numbers.

22 MR. ISFELD:                Well, we said that we'll

23         take it under advisement.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm giving you the phone

25         numbers, Mr. Isfeld.
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, so send us --

 2 MR. ISFELD:                Are you sending us a

 3         list?

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              Hand out your list.

 5         We'll take it under advisement.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              The first phone number is

 7         306-442-7917.

 8    A.   Oh, so you don't have the document or -- is

 9         there a document, or where are you getting

10         that from?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              The undertaking has --

12         the undertaking has to be on the record, Mr.

13         Boudreau.

14 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah, I'm going to give

15         you an undertaking.  Once you provide me with

16         your document, the list of phone numbers on

17         an email to us, then we will undertake to

18         give -- we have taken under advisement to

19         whether or not we are going to provide it,

20         okay?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              (Inaudible) clear on the

22         transcript.

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              Sorry?

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're simply saying that

25         you're taking under advisement any phone
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 1         number that I provide to you; is that what

 2         I'm hearing?

 3 MR. BOUDREAU:              That's right.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              All right.  I'm going to

 5         send this to you.

 6 MR. BOUDREAU:              So send us another list

 7         of the phone numbers, we'll look at it, and

 8         we are taking this under advisement.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              The email has been sent.

10                UNDERTAKING NO. 7: (UNDER ADVISEMENT)

11                OBTAIN AND PROVIDE COPIES OF

12                NON-REDACTED TELEPHONE RECORDS AS

13                IDENTIFIED IN THE DIRECTION TO ATTEND

14                FOR EACH OF THE PHONE NUMBERS PROVIDED

15                BY MR. PHILLIPS

16    Q.   So let's take a look at your cellphone, then.

17         You said you have it here?

18 MR. ISFELD:                Yeah, we have it.

19    A.   I believe the provider (inaudible).

20    Q.   Will you agree to have it examined by an

21         expert to see if we can get a copy of it?

22    A.   I'll agree to get you that, of course.  I

23         mean (inaudible).

24    Q.   No, but my question is will you agree to have

25         us submit it to an expert?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   Okay, so --

 3    A.   (Inaudible).

 4 MR. BOUDREAU:              There is going to be a

 5         process how to send this to -- number one,

 6         who is it that you're going to send --

 7    A.   To do the best job.

 8 MR. BOUDREAU:              -- the phone to.

 9    Q.   Simply somebody -- you are agreeing to have

10         it sent to an expert to have the data

11         retrieved subject to mutual agreement by --

12    A.   Correct (inaudible).

13    Q.   Okay.  And the data --

14    A.   (Inaudible).

15    Q.   And the data that is retrieved will be

16         produced?

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible) because

18         obviously --

19    Q.   That's agreed to, right?

20 MR. ISFELD:                Well, subject to the

21         privacy --

22 MR. BOUDREAU:              Again, subject to the

23         same privacy parameters and also subject to

24         Mr. Ratte's personal information (inaudible.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll deal with getting
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 1         an expert to retrieve the data, and we'll go

 2         from there.

 3                UNDERTAKING NO. 8:

 4                SEND MR. RATTE'S CELLPHONE TO AN EXPERT

 5                OF MUTUAL AGREEMENT TO SEE IF THE DATA

 6                CAN BE RETRIEVED

 7    Q.   So we have up on the screen Darian Whitford's

 8         mail-in ballot request.  This is Exhibit

 9         A-20.  I believe we went through it.  Do you

10         confirm that this one was accepted?

11    A.   Yes.

12    Q.   So did you send out a mail-in ballot in

13         relation to this?

14    A.   This indicates I did if it has a highlighter

15         strike through -- strike through with a

16         highlighter.  That would be -- I marked them

17         off my list.  What's the voter ID number on

18         the bottom right-hand corner?  I can't see

19         it.

20    Q.   369.  Do you see it?

21    A.   There, 369?  That's Whitford hyphen Frank,

22         right?  Right.

23    Q.   How about for this one up on the screen?

24    A.   Can I go back to that one there for Darian

25         Whitford-Frank?
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 1    Q.   Exhibit A-21 is -- or A-20 is on the screen

 2         there.

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   How many mail-in ballots did you send out for

 5         Darian Whitford?

 6    A.   (Inaudible).  I sent out two, and the reason

 7         being is -- actually, my legal sent you the

 8         first one, okay, but we got a request in with

 9         an address change, so there were two actually

10         sent here.

11    Q.   Two mail-in ballot packages were sent out to

12         Darian Whitford, so you sent out one to --

13    A.   Two (inaudible) sent to you, but that's what

14         we're here for, right, to clear things up?

15    Q.   So Exhibit A-20 on the screen, you sent out a

16         mail-in ballot in response to this?

17    A.   Yeah, I sent one to -- initially to 154

18         Dickinsfield Court, Edmonton, Alberta.  Then

19         I was sent an address update for Darian

20         Whitford in Edmonton, but it appeared as

21         though Darian had moved.

22    Q.   So what is that address update for?  Is that

23         this on the screen?

24    A.   Is it Dorian?  It's Darian, right?

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              Right here.
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 1    Q.   Is that the document you're talking about?

 2    A.   Yeah, yeah.  Okay, yeah, right here.  They're

 3         both here, yeah.

 4    Q.   So where does it say address update?  This is

 5         a separate --

 6    A.   That's an update --

 7    Q.   That's a completely separate request for

 8         mail-in ballot?

 9    A.   Yeah, that's an update based on the fact that

10         there was an address update.  I'm thinking I

11         would have got a text messages from this

12         individual stating they moved, but, again I

13         was busy.  So I can confirm two were sent,

14         reason being it looks as though the one

15         Edmonton address -- like I said, 11635 - 102

16         Avenue wouldn't (inaudible) something.

17    Q.   But you said --

18    A.   And there's ID with it (inaudible) correct.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, we'll have the

20         second one marked as A-21.

21                EXHIBIT A-21:

22                DARIAN WHITFORD REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

23                BALLOT 2

24    Q.   We have it up on the screen.  This is the one

25         you were referring to, right?
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 1    A.   Because this states Darian sent her driver's

 2         license, so in this case there was a letter

 3         (inaudible).

 4    Q.   Yeah, so whoever sent in Exhibit A-20 wasn't

 5         submitting a legitimate request for mail-in

 6         ballot?

 7    A.   Again, it was a different address, so

 8         immediately (inaudible) and, again,

 9         without -- I can't confirm specifically

10         because, again, I don't have my phone, but

11         I'm thinking that Darian would have contacted

12         me with an address update, so that's -- I am

13         guessing, I'm sorry, I apologize, but that's

14         what I'm guessing happened in this case,

15         which is typical for some of our people to be

16         very transient and move a lot, so I have

17         to --

18    Q.   So which is it, is it Exhibit A-20 that's

19         legitimate, or is it Exhibit A-21?

20    A.   Well, they're both -- they're both

21         legitimate.  I took the second one as an

22         update.  That's my position.

23    Q.   An update.  You sent in a --

24    A.   Yeah (inaudible).

25    Q.   -- a new request for mail-in ballots after?
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 1    A.   I received the first one with the letter

 2         confirming it, okay, so you go back to the

 3         first one.

 4    Q.   Exhibit A-20?

 5    A.   Yeah, and then the second, and, again,

 6         without my -- I thought I'd explained this,

 7         but -- and, Norman, maybe you can help me

 8         here, but I thought I explained to Mr.

 9         Phillips I would have got a text messages or

10         something from that individual, that's why I

11         would have sent another one out, but I don't

12         have a record, so that's the best I can do,

13         which in this case they come with a driver's

14         license or in the worst case it came from

15         (inaudible).  Either is acceptable.  I have

16         to take them at face value.

17    Q.   Will you undertake to advise then -- because

18         obviously this was received via text message,

19         go through your --

20    A.   Well --

21    Q.   It's on the screen, Exhibit A-21.

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   The one that you sent --

24    A.   (Inaudible).

25    Q.   Will you undertake to go through your
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 1         telephone records and confirm whether you

 2         have ever received a text message from that

 3         phone number that's identified on Exhibit

 4         A-21, which is obviously the phone number,

 5         purports to be, 780-777-6936?

 6 MR. ISFELD:                Again, if we have

 7         authorization from that individual, we will

 8         accept it.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              You do have the

10         authorization.  You have it already.  We have

11         the unredacted form up on the screen, Mr.

12         Isfeld.

13 MR. ISFELD:                From Darian?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              So will you undertake to

15         go through and confirm whether you ever

16         received a text message or phone call from

17         that phone number, 780-777-6936?

18 MR. ISFELD:                Do you have the

19         authorization?  Do you have that?  We do, so

20         we will review it, and if they authorized it,

21         we can produce the record.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's the response for

23         the undertaking then.

24                UNDERTAKING NO. 9:

25                REVIEW TELEPHONE RECORDS TO DETERMINE
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 1                AND ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT MR. RATTE HAS

 2                EVER RECEIVED A TEXT MESSAGE OR PHONE

 3                CALL FROM 780-777-6936

 4    Q.   Up on the screen is the voter declaration

 5         form that you accepted in relation to Dion

 6         Bugler, and you placed the mail-in ballot

 7         enclosed with it into the ballot boxes,

 8         correct, sir?

 9    A.   Correct.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have it as Exhibit

11         A-22.

12                EXHIBIT A-22:

13                DION BUGLER VOTER DECLARATION

14    Q.   Up on the screen is the request for mail-in

15         ballot in relation to Dion Bugler that you

16         received, correct, sir?

17    A.   Right.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have it as Exhibit

19         A-23.

20                EXHIBIT A-23:

21                DION BUGLER REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

22                (EXHIBIT D)

23    Q.   Up on the screen is the voter declaration

24         form that you received in relation to Jerette

25         Wahobin, and you accepted and based those
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 1         ballots in the ballot boxes, correct?

 2    A.   Correct.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'll have that as Exhibit

 4         A-24.

 5                EXHIBIT A-24:

 6                JERETTE WAHOBIN VOTER DECLARATION

 7                REDACTED

 8    Q.   Up on the screen is the voter declaration

 9         form for Michael Stevens that you acted upon

10         and placed the ballots in the ballot boxes,

11         correct, sir?

12    A.   Correct.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that as

14         Exhibit A-25.

15                EXHIBIT A-25:

16                MICHAEL STEVENS VOTER DECLARATION

17                REDACTED

18    Q.   Up on the screen is the mail-in ballot

19         request form for Veronica Whitford.  You

20         would have accepted this and sent out a

21         mail-in ballot to that address for Veronica

22         Whitford, correct?

23    A.   Correct because this document permitted me to

24         do that.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that as
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 1         Exhibit A-26.

 2                EXHIBIT A-26:

 3                VERONICA WHITFORD REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

 4                BALLOT

 5    Q.   You received this via text message as well,

 6         right?

 7    A.   Looks that way just given the whole form

 8         itself (inaudible).

 9    Q.   This particular text messages you received

10         from Gary Nicotine, correct?

11    A.   I don't know.  Again, I can't -- I don't

12         know.

13    Q.   Will you undertake to review your records and

14         advise --

15    A.   Of course we'll look at all the (inaudible).

16    Q.   Your telephone records, will you undertake to

17         go through your telephone records?

18    A.   I'll get ahold of Rogers and I'll see.

19         That's the best I can do and just take it

20         from there.

21    Q.   I provided you the phone number in relation

22         to the prior undertaking with respect to Gary

23         Nicotine.  You'll go through and search for

24         both Veronica's phone number as well as

25         Gary's, and the phone number up on the screen
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 1         is on Exhibit A-26 itself.  You'll check --

 2    A.   So you want me to check both numbers for

 3         what, to see if they texted me or --

 4    Q.   This was for both, yes.

 5    A.   Oh, okay, sure.

 6    Q.   Thank you.  That's that undertaking.

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              So, I'm sorry, Mr.

 8         Phillips, can you remind me how the

 9         (inaudible) be attached to --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              The undertaking is to

11         look through the telephone records and any

12         other records, we'll say, as well to

13         determine who sent this text message.  Is

14         that acceptable?

15 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible) this phone

16         number sent to (inaudible) whether or not

17         that particular email was sent.

18    A.   The problem is (inaudible).

19 (Everyone speaking at the same time)

20    Q.   From the phone number of Gary Nicotine that I

21         already --

22 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible) go through

23         it.

24    Q.   Or from the phone number of Gary Nicotine.  I

25         already provided an email --
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 1 MR. ISFELD:                Well, that's been

 2         undertaken.

 3 MR. BOUDREAU:              Yeah.

 4    Q.   I'm asking in relation to this specific

 5         exhibit, this individual number, and it seems

 6         like you're giving it; is that correct, sir?

 7    A.   I'm getting it, yeah.

 8 MR. ISFELD:                If we have an

 9         authorization to provide that.

10    A.   (Inaudible).

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Because you already have

12         Veronica Whitford's authorization.

13 MR. ISFELD:                Yes, and we'll review

14         that and (inaudible).

15                UNDERTAKING NO. 10:

16                REVIEW TELEPHONE RECORDS TO DETERMINE

17                AND ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT MR. RATTE

18                RECEIVED PHONE CALLS OR TEXT MESSAGES

19                FROM EITHER OF THE TWO PHONE NUMBERS

20                IDENTIFIED ON EXHIBIT A-26

21    Q.   Up on the screen is the request for mail-in

22         ballot that you received from Wesley

23         Wuttunee; it's the mail-in ballot there?

24    A.   Yeah.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that as
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 1         Exhibit A-27.

 2                EXHIBIT A-27:

 3                WESLEY WUTTUNEE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

 4                BALLOT

 5    Q.   Up on the screen is the voter declaration

 6         form that you received in relation to Wesley

 7         Wuttunee, correct, sir?

 8    A.   Yeah, correct, I believe.

 9    Q.   You placed those ballots into the ballot

10         boxes, correct?

11    A.   (Inaudible).

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that as

13         Exhibit A-28.

14                EXHIBIT A-28:

15                WESLEY WUTTUNEE VOTER DECLARATION

16    Q.   Up on the screen is the voters list in

17         relation to Wesley Wuttunee, correct, that

18         you've redacted?

19    A.   Correct.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that as

21         Exhibit A-29.

22                EXHIBIT A-29:

23                WESLEY WUTTUNEE VOTERS LIST REDACTED

24    Q.   Up on the screen is a letter.  Have you seen

25         this before sir?
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 1    A.   It looks familiar, sir, but I don't recall at

 2         this point.

 3    Q.   Okay.  I'm specifically asking about this.

 4         It's called an Amended Notice of Application.

 5         Have you seen this before, sir?

 6    A.   I'm sure (inaudible).

 7    Q.   Just take a look at it.  It's up on the

 8         screen, sir.

 9    A.   Okay.  (Inaudible).  Okay, fine.

10    Q.   You recall reading this before, right?

11    A.   Well, yeah, I recall getting it from counsel

12         (inaudible).  Good.  Good.  Okay.  I

13         finished.

14    Q.   I haven't changed it yet.

15    A.   Okay.  (Inaudible).  Okay.  I read it.  Good.

16         Okay.  Thank you.  Okay.  I'm done.  Number

17         40 I don't believe the voters history

18         prepared by (inaudible), but anyway --

19    Q.   I'm just looking for you to read it.

20    A.   Yeah, I'm reading it.  (Inaudible).  Okay I'm

21         good.  That's fine.

22    Q.   Again, I'm just simply looking for you to

23         read it.

24    A.   Yeah, I know.  Okay I'm on 49.  Okay.  And

25         the last page?  Okay, sir.
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 1    Q.   So this is page 20 of the amended --

 2    A.   Got it.

 3    Q.   This is page 20 of the Amended Notice of

 4         Application.

 5    A.   Okay.

 6    Q.   It's page of this PDF, and we'll have this

 7         marked as the next exhibit, Exhibit A-30.

 8                EXHIBIT A-30:

 9                2020-07-31 LETTER FROM NATHAN PHILLIPS

10                TO THE FEDERAL COURT

11    Q.   So you've read through this, and it includes

12         some other documents, but we're concerned for

13         the time being with this document.  You

14         received this at the end of July, on July

15         31st; is that correct, sir?

16    A.   Yes, I received this.

17    Q.   Okay.  And you certainly had it in your

18         contemplation responding to these matters

19         when providing your Affidavit in this

20         proceeding August 27th, 2020, correct, sir?

21 MR. ISFELD:                Well, Mr. Phillips, do

22         you think it would be helpful to explain --

23         because I don't think he knows what this

24         stuff is and where --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm not looking for -- if
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 1         you have an objection, please state it.  We

 2         have a limited period of time.

 3 MR. ISFELD:                Again, you're

 4         misrepresenting this document as a court

 5         document in this proceeding when in fact it

 6         was objected to by all of the respondents.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's enclosed within my

 8         letter which proposes -- as a proposed

 9         Amendment to Notice of Application which --

10 MR. ISFELD:                Mr. Phillips --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's identified as an

12         Amendment to Notice of Application, my

13         letter, which is up on the screen right now.

14 MR. ISFELD:                I just want to be clear

15         that it is your proposed Amendment to Notice

16         of Application.

17    Q.   So, Mr. Ratte, you swore your Affidavit

18         August 27th, 2020 in this proceeding?

19    A.   Correct.

20    Q.   And so you responded to everything that you

21         had received at that point, correct?

22    A.   I would assume so, yeah.

23    Q.   So you have already indicated or testified

24         today that you didn't destroy any documents,

25         you still have everything available to you,
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 1         correct?

 2    A.   Correct.

 3    Q.   So you don't assert that you incurred any

 4         prejudice or anything else associated with

 5         any amendments to the Notice of Application,

 6         correct, sir?

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Objection on this point.

 8         This is a legal question.  I am not going to

 9         allow him to answer question.  This is a

10         proceeding before the Court, and we are not

11         going to be (inaudible).

12    Q.   You haven't changed your position or anything

13         consequent upon -- you would not have done

14         anything different, correct, in terms of your

15         Affidavit having regard for whether or not

16         the Court grants these amendments; is that

17         correct, sir?

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              Again, that's a

19         hypothetical question, and we will not --

20    Q.   My question is you have this Amended Notice

21         of Application beside your Affidavit, and you

22         responded to the matters --

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              That document is --

24    Q.   -- in the Affidavits that you received from

25         the applicants, correct, sir?
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              That document is not in

 2         court.  It's not a file document.

 3    Q.   Well, you had it when you swore your

 4         Affidavit in order to -- you replied to all

 5         of the Affidavits from the affiants that you

 6         received, correct, sir, 14 of them?

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Again, this Amended

 8         Notice of Application is not filed with the

 9         Court, so it was not given to my client.

10    Q.   Is that a refusal to answer anymore

11         questions?

12 MR. BOUDREAU:              You have my answer

13         already.

14    Q.   You are not seeking to file any other

15         evidence in connection with these proposed

16         amendments, are you?

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              We have not yet received

18         the amended filed notice of application.

19         Once it is filed, we will contemplate whether

20         or not (inaudible).

21    Q.   With reference to paragraph 13 of your

22         Affidavit, sir --

23    A.   (Inaudible).

24 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).

25    A.   Yeah, that's the document.
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 1    Q.   In paragraph 13 the last sentence --

 2    A.   All right.  There it is.  Okay.

 3    Q.   The last sentence says:

 4             Were received from both Rickell

 5             Frenchman and Romello Nathaniel Jewell

 6             Meechance.

 7         Do you see that, sir?

 8    A.   I do, yes.

 9    Q.   You don't actually have firsthand knowledge

10         that that's the case, do you, who you

11         received it from, because you just got them

12         in the mail, right?

13    A.   Yeah, I got them in the mail.  That's who

14         signed the document, I assumed who.  It was

15         either them or maybe (inaudible).  Okay.

16         Again, I assume (inaudible) I would have

17         received a copy, but that's -- that's all I

18         can say to that.

19    Q.   And that holds true for all of the voters,

20         their mail-in ballots that you identified in

21         your Affidavit, you don't know whether or not

22         it was actually received from them, right?

23         You're just assuming it was received from?

24    A.   I am assuming.

25    Q.   So on the very next paragraph, 14, Paul
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 1         Tobaccojuice, you're assuming that he sent

 2         it, right?

 3    A.   Correct.

 4    Q.   Because you received it by mail, right?

 5    A.   I'm assuming I did, yeah.

 6    Q.   Breanna Wahobin, same deal, next paragraph?

 7    A.   Correct.

 8    Q.   Jerette Wahobin, same thing, next paragraph?

 9    A.   Wahobin, yeah, correct.

10    Q.   Veronica Whitford, same thing in the next

11         paragraph, right, you're simply assuming --

12    A.   Correct.

13    Q.   -- this is the person who sent you the --

14    A.   Correct.

15    Q.   Because you had to rely on the voter

16         declaration forms, correct?

17    A.   (Inaudible).

18    Q.   The voter declarations forms, you had to rely

19         upon them, and only those?

20    A.   Correct, yeah, yes, but --

21    Q.   They could have been forged, right?  The

22         entire approach to this election that you

23         have, that you adopted, there are systemic

24         concerns as a result, then, correct?

25 MR. ISFELD:                Well, it's not for our
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 1         client to determine whether those documents

 2         are --

 3    A.   I just can confirm I received it.  That's all

 4         I can say.

 5    Q.   I don't believe you provided the voter

 6         declaration form in relation to Ardella

 7         Benson redacted or unredacted.  With you

 8         undertake to do so?

 9    A.   Certainly if -- redacted or unredacted if we

10         have a letter of authorization.

11    Q.   No, the question is your counsel has

12         purported to redact documents on your behalf.

13         I'm requesting an unredacted one, but I'm

14         assuming that --

15    A.   Let's get back to how this works, but then

16         maybe you forgot.  I will not release any

17         personal --

18    Q.   It's not --

19    A.   I will not -- stop.  I will not release any

20         personal information to you or any of the

21         Courts unless I have written authorization,

22         so I'll either send you a redacted copy or a

23         non-redacted (inaudible), okay?

24    Q.   We were already on the same page, so --

25    A.   Thank you.
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 1    Q.   -- if you don't have an authorization, for

 2         the time being you're sending me a redacted

 3         version?

 4    A.   (Inaudible).

 5    Q.   So that's Ardella Benson.

 6                UNDERTAKING NO. 11:

 7                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE A

 8                COPY OF THE VOTER DECLARATION FORM FOR

 9                ARDELLA BENSON

10    Q.   And with respect to Veronica -- with respect

11         to Romello Meechance and Rickell Frenchman,

12         will you undertake to provide a request for

13         mail-in ballots?

14    A.   Form 5-D?

15    Q.   Yes, the request for mail-in ballots.  That's

16         what the 5-D is.

17    A.   Request for mail-in --

18    Q.   We don't have an authorization, but I assume

19         your same response holds, right?  We'll have

20         that objection reviewed by the Court, but

21         will you undertake to provide that by email

22         tonight?

23    A.   Whatever is possible, sir, I'll do my best.

24 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, seeing as how the
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 1         cross-examinations of chief and council are

 2         tomorrow, will you undertake to provide it

 3         tonight?

 4 MR. ISFELD:                We don't know how late

 5         we're going to be here.

 6                UNDERTAKING NO. 12:

 7                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

 8                COPIES OF THE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

 9                BALLOT FORMS FOR ROMELLO MEECHANCE AND

10                RICKELL FRENCHMAN TONIGHT

11    Q.   You in your Affidavit indicated that you

12         receive 13 mail-in ballots that you rejected

13         because the affiants stated -- or the voter

14         sent an Affidavit stating that they had lost

15         or never received their ballot package; is

16         that correct, sir?

17    A.   I recall something to that nature, yes, I do.

18    Q.   So how is that possible?

19    A.   How is it possible?  What happens in the

20         process is, first of all, it's 4:00, and

21         (inaudible), but what it is, is individuals

22         have sent in -- or they have requested a

23         mail-in voting package, which would be a form

24         5-D (inaudible).  The mail-in packages were

25         processed, and at the polling station, and in
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 1         the literature that's there, the only way you

 2         can vote by person is (inaudible)

 3         declarations that they've lost the package.

 4         The issue at hand is before me, so if you

 5         come up to me, sir, and say (inaudible).  I

 6         process the mail-in (inaudible) if you sent

 7         me a form 5-D, I send out the documents, the

 8         voting package.  If you show up at a poll

 9         with an Affidavit stating you've lost it, I

10         have to let you vote.

11                            Now, what happens is

12         respecting all the voting is you've already

13         voted in person providing me with a, which I

14         discovered later, false Affidavit stating

15         that you've lost it and in fact you didn't

16         because it was sent it and I received it from

17         you, we don't know until after the fact,

18         after the poll closes, and we start

19         processing the ballots.  So I would

20         characterize those things as individuals that

21         falsified a document, stated they lost their

22         packages after they mailed it in, so they

23         (inaudible).

24    Q.   So all 13 of those are definitely falsified

25         or forged documents?
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 1    A.   Well, those individuals that provided

 2         Affidavit --

 3 MR. ISFELD:                Sir, he doesn't have the

 4         knowledge for that, and that's a legal

 5         question, and he doesn't know whether it was

 6         falsified or not.

 7    A.   Well, I can tell you that one of the

 8         Affidavits was stating they lost it, and I

 9         was (inaudible) declaration from them, so if

10         you lose something, how is it (inaudible).

11    Q.   Precisely.  And I think you yourself used the

12         words voter fraud, correct?

13    A.   With those specific individuals.

14    Q.   These 13 ones?

15    A.   Yeah.  And I called it that at the

16         (inaudible) -- well, called it fraudulent

17         declarations given to me because clearly I

18         received a voting package from them, but on

19         the other hand they came to the poll,

20         provided me with a statement signed by a

21         justice of the peace (inaudible) stating they

22         lost it, so I think it's pretty clear that it

23         was (inaudible).

24    Q.   May I please see those 13?

25    A.   No, because, again, under the Privacy Act we
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 1         have personal information on the actual

 2         declaration and the voting package, although

 3         they are here, and they will be retained with

 4         my legal's office securely.

 5    Q.   But, see, there's a key distinction here, you

 6         received an Affidavit from that individual in

 7         the election, right --

 8    A.   Yes.

 9    Q.   -- saying that they lost their ballot?

10    A.   13, I think it was, right?

11    Q.   Yes.  And you accepted upon -- you accepted

12         that Affidavit and acted upon it?

13    A.   I have (inaudible) blacked out (inaudible)

14         person.

15    Q.   So the key distinction here, though, is that

16         you accepted that that person actually lost

17         their mail-in ballot, so they did not submit

18         their mail-in ballot by mail, so if you're

19         accepting that their Affidavit (inaudible) in

20         the course of the election but could not have

21         been them and mailed out the mail-in ballot

22         package --

23    A.   (Inaudible).

24 MR. ISFELD:                He's not in a position to

25         answer that question.  He followed the rules
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 1         and accepted the Affidavits.  The rules say

 2         that if he gets an Affidavit, he has to let

 3         them vote in person, and that's what he did.

 4         That's the answer that he has given you.  He

 5         is not in a position to determine whether or

 6         not that was fraudulent or was it the voting

 7         package.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client already used

 9         the word voter fraud in relation to it.

10    A.   Are you not understanding how the process

11         works?

12 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible.

13    Q.   No, I understand the protection that you are

14         referring to.  What I want to get at is those

15         13 mail-in ballots --

16    A.   Well, those 13 Affidavits, that was -- they

17         were witnessed by a lawyer.

18 MR. ISFELD:                Don't answer, okay?

19 WITNESS:                   All right.

20 MR. ISFELD:                He is not in a position

21         to determine whether those mail-in ballots

22         were fraudulent, okay?  He has followed the

23         rules, he accepted the Affidavits, because

24         that's what the legislation says that he has

25         to do, and he let them vote in person.
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 1    Q.   To be absolutely clear, you received 13

 2         completed mail-in ballot packages with

 3         filled-out voter declaration forms sworn or

 4         declared in front of a witness, correct?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   And it enclosed ballots completed for chief

 7         and council, correct?

 8    A.   Yes.

 9    Q.   But otherwise would have gone into the ballot

10         boxes, correct?

11    A.   Correct, and they did not.

12    Q.   Because you checked the voters list, and you

13         saw that that person already voted in person?

14    A.   And provided declarations stating that, yes.

15    Q.   Yes.  And so my concern is this:  What about

16         the voters that didn't show up in person to

17         vote?

18 MR. ISFELD:                Well, you're asking him

19         to speculate.  This isn't something that he

20         can answer.

21    Q.   No, it's identifying a systemic concern with

22         the election.  You only caught those 13

23         because persons showed up, and those actual

24         voters showed up to vote in person.  What

25         about the ones that didn't show up?  You
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 1         simply accepted their mail-in ballots,

 2         correct?

 3 MR. ISFELD:                Again, you're asking him

 4         to speculate, and it's not a proper question.

 5    Q.   Well, sir, what the applicants are requesting

 6         right now is that those 13 fraudulent mail-in

 7         ballot packages be produced so that they can

 8         be put before the Court for the Court to make

 9         its own assessment of those packages whether

10         or not any of, for example, the chief and

11         council respondents were connected to that

12         voter fraud.  Will you produce those 13

13         packages?

14    A.   Yeah.

15 MR. ISFELD:                Those packages can be

16         produced with redactions of personal

17         information.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you going to redact

19         off the names of the chief and council too?

20 MR. ISFELD:                We're going to redact the

21         personal information as we have for the other

22         documents that have been provided.

23    A.   I thought we were very clear on this.

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Phillips?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              Do you think we can have,

 2         like, a five-minute or a ten-minute break.

 3         It's 2:30.  I'd like a five or ten-minute

 4         break.

 5    A.   It's getting a little hot in here.  Did you

 6         crank up the heat?

 7    Q.   Well, I assume that's a joke, sir.

 8    A.   It is a joke.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  All right.  We'll

10         take a break, Melanie.  Are you okay?

11 COURT REPORTER:            Yes.

12 (Recessed at 3:24 p.m.)

13 (Reconvened at 3:30 p.m.)

14    Q.   So just to be clear, that last undertaking

15         with respect to 13 ballot packages, it was

16         granted, but I think you're taking the

17         position that you're going to redact some

18         personal information, correct?

19 MR. ISFELD:                Yes.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  We'll have an

21         objection before the Court, but,

22         nevertheless, will you produce those by 9

23         a.m. tomorrow?  Because they need to be

24         submitted in other cross-examinations.

25 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).
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 1                UNDERTAKING NO. 13:

 2                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

 3                COPIES OF THE REJECTED 13 MAIL-IN

 4                BALLOT PACKAGES BY 9:00 A.M. TOMORROW

 5    Q.   Did you investigate any of those 13 mail-in

 6         ballot packages?

 7    A.   Well, not at the time (inaudible) because I

 8         wouldn't have known (inaudible).

 9    Q.   Did you investigate any of them after the

10         vote?

11    A.   No, I haven't.

12    Q.   It wasn't concerning to you?

13    A.   It was concerning, but I -- I did not

14         investigate.

15    Q.   Now, I understand that you also received four

16         mail-in ballot packages (inaudible); is that

17         correct?

18    A.   As I put in my Affidavit, correct, and

19         (inaudible).  So which two voters were those

20         if you can refresh my memory.  Is it in my

21         Affidavit?

22    Q.   You don't identify the voters.

23    A.   Oh, I don't?  I don't know if (inaudible).

24         It would have been spoiled mail-in ballots

25         (inaudible).
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 1    Q.   Who are these voters?

 2 MR. ISFELD:                We would have to look

 3         through the ballots.

 4    Q.   Can you do that?  Do you have them in a

 5         separate package?

 6 MR. ISFELD:                Well, I can't promise it

 7         all (inaudible).

 8    A.   So maybe do that as well perhaps.  I'm not

 9         sure.  (Inaudible.

10    Q.   While you're doing that, Mr. Isfeld, can you

11         get the voters list, Mr. Ratte?  I have a

12         specific question just to look through it

13         because I need an answer from you after you

14         look through it.  So you have the voters list

15         there?

16    A.   I do.

17    Q.   Okay.  So I want you to go through and count

18         up how many persons voted in person.

19    A.   You want me to actually go and count?

20    Q.   Yeah.  You just need to count up how many

21         persons voted in person.

22    A.   (Inaudible) number because it -- what the

23         rules state (inaudible) so I didn't -- I

24         didn't highlight them.  (Inaudible) ID

25         number, mail it.  That's all.  The only
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 1         information I can point to is whether the

 2         voter got (inaudible).  That's all I can

 3         (inaudible).

 4    Q.   Sorry, you're not able to tell me whether

 5         they voted in person?

 6    A.   I can tell you who voted in person and who

 7         would have voted by mail-in ballot with

 8         exception to the (inaudible).

 9    Q.   Will you undertake to advise how many persons

10         voted by mail-in ballot and how many persons

11         voted in person, both the total number of

12         ballots that were received as well as --

13    A.   We can -- I'll only do that at a later date.

14    Q.   Yeah, that's fine, but -- so I'm just

15         finishing my --

16 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).

17    Q.   Will you undertake to advise how many persons

18         voted in person?  Yes?

19    A.   Yes.

20                UNDERTAKING NO. 14:

21                REVIEW RECORDS TO DETERMINE AND ADVISE

22                HOW MANY PERSONS VOTED IN PERSON

23    Q.   Will you undertake to advise how many persons

24         voted by mail-in ballot in terms of all of

25         the mail-in ballots that were received as
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 1         well as identifying how many mail-in ballots

 2         were rejected?

 3    A.   Yes, I can do that.

 4 MR. ISFELD:                It's in the Affidavit,

 5         so --

 6    A.   I have the list in the Affidavit, yes.

 7                UNDERTAKING NO. 15:

 8                REVIEW RECORDS TO DETERMINE AND ADVISE

 9                HOW MANY PERSONS VOTED BY MAIL-IN

10                BALLOT IN TERMS OF ALL OF THE MAIL-IN

11                BALLOTS THAT WERE RECEIVED AND IDENTIFY

12                HOW MANY MAIL-IN BALLOTS WERE REJECTED

13    Q.   And for these two specific undertakings I

14         want to be clear that I'm requesting that you

15         identify those totals by reference to the

16         voters list and only the voters list.  You're

17         able to do that, right, sir?

18    A.   Yes, I believe.  It will be redacted, I'm

19         sure, but, yeah.

20    Q.   Well --

21    A.   I have the ability to determine at this point

22         who voted in person and who voted by mail-in.

23    Q.   Well, let's perhaps see how the undertaking

24         comes back (inaudible).

25 MR. ISFELD:                So we have the four
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 1         mail-outs that were rejected because there

 2         was two (inaudible).

 3    A.   No, this would be the (inaudible).

 4    Q.   What is the --

 5    A.   Voted in person.

 6 MR. ISFELD:                Okay.

 7    A.   So just three, right?  (Inaudible).

 8         According to our records (inaudible) four

 9         individuals.  According to our records they

10         were marked up.  They were marked up

11         (inaudible).  I'll have to look at the

12         (inaudible).

13    Q.   So you receive two mail-in ballots for --

14    A.   It could have been.  I was (inaudible).

15         Michelle Jamie Bretzer I had marked off

16         (inaudible) so this -- this one was already

17         processed so (inaudible).

18    Q.   Sorry, you held it up to me.  You are willing

19         to provide me these?

20    A.   No, I'm just waiting for (inaudible).  This

21         is the processed one, the duplicate.  Next

22         one is (inaudible).  That one.  Same with

23         Michelle nicotine, I received mail from her.

24         I thought that was a mail-in.  I would have

25         to -- this is the (inaudible).
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 1    Q.   This is --

 2    A.   As being processed.

 3    Q.   By mail-in ballot?

 4    A.   So I assumed it would have been (inaudible).

 5         So I want to be clear, that's -- that was

 6         (inaudible) Michelle Bretzer and Michelle

 7         Nicotine.  When I looked at the package, it

 8         was already marked off, there was a line

 9         through it, it was assigned a process number

10         with voter ID number, the rest of the name,

11         and there was a pen mark through -- strike

12         through the name, and it was also

13         highlighted, so that told me that it was

14         processed, so I obviously turned it in.

15                            Brian R. Wuttunee, same

16         thing (inaudible).  You mentioned already

17         (inaudible).  This is also a duplicate

18         because we marked off -- okay.  When I asked

19         the deputy did Brian R. Wuttunee already

20         vote, he said, yeah.  The only way to track

21         it is the pen mark through his name, it was

22         signed (inaudible) signed and processed.

23                            Same with Chantel Bear.

24         Yeah, got all that sheet.  That was the same

25         situation for Chantel Bear, processed it
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 1         (inaudible) we already had her marked off, so

 2         with all the information (inaudible).

 3    Q.   What was the last one?

 4    A.   Right during the -- during the -- processed

 5         the -- Chantel Bear.

 6    Q.   Chantel Bear as well.  Okay.

 7    A.   (Inaudible).

 8    Q.   So --

 9    A.   So that's it.  Those are the four.

10    Q.   To be clear, these four mail-in ballots that

11         you have of those four electors, Michelle

12         Bretzer, Michelle Nicotine, Brian Wuttunee,

13         Chantel Bear, you received two different

14         completed mail-in ballot packages for them?

15    A.   Well, I -- I -- based on whatever I got from

16         that last and voter declaration, they were

17         just (inaudible).  We've already seen

18         (inaudible).  Again, it's no worse than other

19         cases, it happens, but, again, going through

20         the -- going through the process, whenever

21         they came up, they were already marked off,

22         so I might (inaudible).  These four I would

23         have (inaudible) ID at the moment then I

24         processed it and (inaudible).

25    Q.   To be clear, these are a very different
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 1         category from the 13 that we already

 2         discussed voting in person and signing an

 3         Affidavit?

 4    A.   Correct, yeah.

 5    Q.   Yeah, so this is completely different.  These

 6         were mail-in packages that you received?

 7         They were completed --

 8    A.   I don't have an explanation on why, but,

 9         again, just based on processing, they came

10         (inaudible).

11    Q.   Will you undertake to produce those four

12         mail-in ballot packages for Michelle Bretzer,

13         Michelle Nicotine, Brian Wuttunee --

14    A.   Sure, sure.

15    Q.   -- and Chantel Bear?

16    A.   Yeah.  I'm sure they'll be redacted.

17    Q.   We'll deal with that objection.

18                UNDERTAKING NO. 16:

19                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

20                COPIES OF THE FOUR MAIL-IN BALLOT

21                PACKAGES FOR MICHELLE BRETZER, MICHELLE

22                NICOTINE, BRIAN WUTTUNEE AND CHANTEL

23                BEAR

24    Q.   And I'm also looking for you to produce the

25         accepted ballots and voter declaration form,
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 1         so obviously there's what you accepted --

 2         these are the four that you rejected, but can

 3         you go get the other ones that you actually

 4         accented?

 5    A.   I can look at the list to see what I signed.

 6         That's the binder (inaudible).

 7    Q.   But you will give me that undertaking to get

 8         those four that --

 9    A.   Undertake, right.

10    Q.   Yes.

11                UNDERTAKING NO. 17:

12                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

13                COPIES OF THE ACCEPTED BALLOTS AND

14                VOTER DECLARATION FORMS FOR MICHELLE

15                BRETZER, MICHELLE NICOTINE, BRIAN

16                WUTTUNEE AND CHANTEL BEAR

17    Q.   Will you also undertake to provide the

18         requests for mail-in ballots for all of those

19         four electors (inaudible).  Will you

20         undertake to do that?

21    A.   Of course as we did with the other --

22 MR. ISFELD:                Again, with all of the

23         personal information redacted.

24                UNDERTAKING NO. 18:

25                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE
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 1                COPIES OF THE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

 2                BALLOTS FOR MICHELLE BRETZER, MICHELLE

 3                NICOTINE, BRIAN WUTTUNEE AND CHANTEL

 4                BEAR

 5    Q.   I want to just be clear as well with respect

 6         to the 13 fraudulent mail-in ballot packages,

 7         will you undertake to produce the request for

 8         mail-in ballots for those?

 9 MR. ISFELD:                Again, redacted

10         (inaudible).

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that objection

12         determined by the Court.

13                UNDERTAKING NO. 19:

14                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

15                COPIES OF THE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

16                BALLOT FORMS WITH RESPECT TO THE 13

17                REJECTED MAIL-IN BALLOTS

18    Q.   The mail-in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee,

19         was it delivered by mail or in person?

20    A.   I don't recall.

21    Q.   You don't have it recorded anywhere?

22    A.   I'd have to look at the document to do it.

23         (Inaudible).

24    Q.   Well, can you --

25    A.   I just have the record of the -- for request
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 1         (inaudible).

 2    Q.   Can you look at it for me?

 3    A.   (Inaudible).

 4 MR. ISFELD:                What are you asking for,

 5         again?

 6    Q.   Robin Dean Wuttunee, was it delivered by mail

 7         or in person.  Your client is (inaudible).  I

 8         asked him a while ago, but he didn't provide

 9         it.

10 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).

11    Q.   You'll see it on the Direction to Attend

12         specifically.

13    A.   I don't see it here offhand.  We would have

14         to (inaudible).

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Isfeld, you obviously

16         got the Robin D. Wuttunee mail-in package

17         before you.

18    A.   This list?

19    Q.   Well, while you're doing that, you also have

20         the declaration for personal delivery for

21         mail-in ballot, correct?  Do you have those

22         all in one place?

23    A.   They would be -- there's some of them here,

24         all the ones that were hand delivered to me

25         at the polling station (inaudible).
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 1    Q.   Can you look for those?

 2    A.   Sure.  So what is -- what I don't have I had

 3         for -- they're somewhere in here.  Okay.

 4         Yeah, it's all mixed.  (Inaudible).

 5    Q.   Well, the Robin Dean one is kind of

 6         important, so if you can find that one, your

 7         counsel --

 8    A.   Robin Dean Wuttunee.

 9    Q.   Robin Dean Wuttunee.  Your counsel pulled it

10         out specifically before in July, so it should

11         be up at --

12    A.   It should be right here, then.  So you want

13         to know how it was delivered to me, is that

14         the question, or --

15    Q.   Yes.  I also want the outer envelope too.

16    A.   Pardon me?

17    Q.   I also want the outer envelope with it.

18 MR. ISFELD:                Was this one of the ones

19         that was provided by (inaudible)?

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              A declaration?

21 MR. ISFELD:                Or, sorry, an

22         authorization?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.

24 MR. ISFELD:                So this was provided with

25         respect to (inaudible).
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes, but you didn't

 2         provide the outer envelope even though I

 3         specifically requested it.

 4    A.   Well --

 5 MR. ISFELD:                Well, we did see that

 6         envelope.  It's in this box somewhere.  As

 7         you can see there's 700 ballots, so we can

 8         get it to you.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have --

10    A.   Sorry about that.  I can't -- I can't seem to

11         locate the other envelope with that --

12    Q.   Do you have the voter declaration form?

13    A.   -- for you at this time.

14    Q.   Do you have the vote declaration form?

15    A.   Yeah.

16    Q.   Can you find that.

17    A.   So that was the bottom one.

18 MR. ISFELD:                That would be

19         (inaudible).

20    A.   Yeah, (inaudible).  So Robin -- Robin Dean,

21         so that's number 720.  Okay, I have the 5-D

22         form here that I should have probably

23         presented earlier, correct?

24    Q.   Yeah, it's up on the screen.

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   But I'm looking for the voter declaration

 2         form which would have been attached to the --

 3    A.   It will be somewhere in that box.

 4    Q.   Can you find it for me, please?

 5    A.   No, because I'll get -- I'll have to get it

 6         later because there's 680-plus envelopes in

 7         here, so I -- it's just -- I don't know.  I

 8         know you have a time limit, sir, but there

 9         is --

10    Q.   Will you provide a scan --

11    A.   I'll provide it later.

12    Q.   -- of the outer envelope, and if there is a

13         declaration record --

14    A.   If there is an outer envelope.

15    Q.   If there is a declaration for personal

16         delivery for mail-in ballot, will you also

17         provide that --

18    A.   (Inaudible).

19    Q.   -- by 9:30 tomorrow morning?

20    A.   I'll do my best.

21    Q.   That's an undertaking, correct?

22                UNDERTAKING NO. 20:

23                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE A

24                COPY OF THE OUTER ENVELOPE AND THE

25                DECLARATION FOR PERSONAL DELIVERY FOR
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 1                MAIL-IN BALLOT BY 9:30 A.M. TOMORROW IF

 2                LOCATED

 3    Q.   So you see up on the screen Exhibit A-14, the

 4         request for mail-in ballot of Robin Dean

 5         Wuttunee, and specifically this is page 2.

 6         It's, how did you refer to it, assigned -- or

 7         it's signed by Deloris Peyachew, right?

 8    A.   It's a letter of identification, I would call

 9         it.

10    Q.   Okay.  And how would these (inaudible) --

11    A.   I would have to go through every -- every

12         Form 5-D and see what was attached

13         (inaudible).

14    Q.   Will you undertake to do that?

15    A.   So this is the -- well, we can definitely do

16         it for you, but (inaudible).

17 MR. ISFELD:                I don't think we're going

18         to be able to establish by 9:00.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              I wasn't asking for it by

20         9:00.

21 MR. ISFELD:                Okay.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm just asking for the

23         undertaking.

24    A.   Sure, (inaudible).

25                UNDERTAKING NO. 21:
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 1                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE A

 2                COPY OF THE LETTER OF IDENTIFICATION

 3                THAT WAS ATTACHED TO THE FORM 5-D FOR

 4                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE

 5    Q.   Do you recall approximately what percentage

 6         of requests for mail-in ballots you would

 7         have (inaudible)?

 8    A.   I don't recall.

 9    Q.   Did you follow up with a single one of these

10         with Deloris Peyachew with the First Nation

11         as to whether or not they were legitimate

12         proof of ID that was issued by the First

13         Nation?

14    A.   When I initially processed it, I was

15         (inaudible) Deloris Peyachew.  She had

16         mentioned that (inaudible) difficult that was

17         the case that she (inaudible) letters that

18         (inaudible).  So I remember having a

19         conversation with her, so I -- I knew there

20         would be something coming and then

21         (inaudible).

22    Q.   And so was that just verbal, or did you check

23         emails and text messages?

24    A.   I just (inaudible).

25    Q.   You didn't --
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 1    A.   I mean, that's the protocol (inaudible).

 2    Q.   You didn't follow up in relation to

 3         (inaudible)?

 4    A.   I didn't see a need to because it was signed

 5         by -- you have the signed documents

 6         (inaudible).

 7    Q.   You didn't follow up with Deloris Peyachew,

 8         though, as to whether any --

 9    A.   I -- again, I just -- I didn't see the need

10         to.  We had a discussion, that was brought

11         up, a verbal -- verbal discussion and

12         (inaudible) information.

13    Q.   In the Direction to Attend I requested all of

14         the mail-in ballots, the voter declarations,

15         request for mail-in ballots, proof of ID

16         issued by Deloris Peyachew.  Will you

17         undertake to produce those?  I understand

18         that you're taking the position to redact

19         those, but will you produce those?

20 MR. ISFELD:                With redactions, yes.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              So the voter --

22 MR. ISFELD:                It will take some time

23         for the documents.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              The voter declaration

25         forms as well as the request for mail-in
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 1         ballots in relation to all of the -- at this

 2         time proof of ID for Deloris Peyachew?

 3 MR. ISFELD:                What's the relevance of

 4         this?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              They're attached to a

 6         number of fraudulent ballots that were

 7         ballots in this election.  There is a common

 8         source here.  My clients want to have that

 9         evidence before the Court.  Will you provide

10         that undertaking?

11 MR. ISFELD:                So you're asking for us

12         to provide the ones for the alleged

13         fraudulent ballot?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, no, for all of them,

15         any mail-in ballot (inaudible) Deloris

16         Peyachew as we see in Exhibit 14.

17 MR. ISFELD:                Are you saying that these

18         are connected to the fraud?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking for the

20         undertaking.  Will you provide it?

21 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, no (inaudible) of

22         your request.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              After the

24         cross-examination.  Will you do it or not?

25         It's identified in the direction to attend.
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 1 MR. ISFELD:                What is the relevance of

 2         those documents?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you refusing to

 4         produce it or not?

 5 MR. ISFELD:                Well, in absence of an

 6         explanation of the relevance of the

 7         documents, yes, refused.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              We have the Affidavit of

 9         Robin Dean Wuttunee with respect to his

10         Exhibit A-14 up here on the screen.  This was

11         obviously at issue in the -- not a legitimate

12         matter and not to Robin Dean Wuttunee, so the

13         question becomes --

14 MR. ISFELD:                Well, I object to your

15         use of the term obvious.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you refusing --

17 MR. ISFELD:                It evidences that it was

18         issued improperly.  We have provided that

19         copy to you.  Are you suggesting that every

20         one of those forms was --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              How could his address

22         possibly be North Battleford when it's

23         uncontradicted and uncontroverted that he was

24         incarcerated throughout that period of time?

25 MR. ISFELD:                That doesn't say that
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 1         what you're asking --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm not getting into an

 3         argument here, Mr. Isfeld.  I've requested

 4         the undertaking.  Are you going to provide it

 5         or not?

 6 MR. ISFELD:                No, we will not provide

 7         it.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, it's identified in

 9         the Direction to Attend.  We'll deal it by a

10         motion to the Court.  Time is precious today.

11                UNDERTAKING NO. 22:  (REFUSED)

12                REVIEW RECORDS TO LOCATE AND PROVIDE

13                COPIES OF ALL MAIL-IN BALLOTS, VOTER

14                DECLARATIONS, REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

15                BALLOTS AND PROOF OF ID DOCUMENTS

16                ISSUED BY DELORIS PEYACHEW

17 MR. BOUDREAU:              On that basis, Mr.

18         Phillips, it's 4:00 now.  We are going to go

19         until 4:30 (inaudible).

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm not accepting that

21         proposition, but we'll see how far we are

22         able to get today.

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, that's my cutoff

24         date and my client's cutoff date, 4:30.

25    Q.   You kept a list of which persons had thus far
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 1         requested a mail-in ballot, correct?

 2    A.   Yes.

 3    Q.   You were providing information to the chief

 4         and council in connection with the election,

 5         correct?

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   You didn't have any communications with chief

 8         and council?

 9    A.   I don't normally do.  I'm appointed as

10         electoral officer, and things start, I'm

11         impartial, and there's no need to really

12         speak to the public at all.  I'm in charge of

13         the process, not council by any means.

14    Q.   We have the undertaking with respect to your

15         telephone records and how many communications

16         that people -- you've have actually had with

17         them.  To be clear, what recollection do you

18         have of having phone calls or text messages

19         with anybody that is actually a member of

20         chief and council?

21    A.   Again, well, I -- I could be very specific

22         (inaudible) but then I would be guessing, and

23         I don't want to do that.  I'd rather be

24         specific (inaudible).

25    Q.   Suffice it to say you have no recollection?
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 1    A.   No, I have no recollection at this -- at this

 2         moment, but (inaudible).

 3    Q.   But it's not proper for an electoral officer

 4         to have communications with candidates in

 5         especially elections; is that what you're

 6         saying?

 7    A.   Well, I -- I don't like to, I don't think

 8         that there is a behind it, although I just

 9         typically -- you're under contract, and the

10         process is (inaudible).  I'm an independent

11         contractor, and you need to be -- council of

12         the day signs a BCR-appointing an individual

13         and the voters list and (inaudible) and I

14         happen to be on the Saskatchewan list of

15         trained electoral officers (inaudible) so

16         there's some communication obviously, but I

17         have -- I didn't even actually meet with

18         council, now that I think of it.  I dealt

19         with some of the administration, and when I

20         showed up at the post I was given the -- I

21         was given the information prior, some details

22         and the list and got the appointment via BCR,

23         you should have all that, so there is -- so,

24         yeah, there is going to be -- during the

25         process you don't normally -- there's no need
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 1         to communicate with them because, again,

 2         they're -- (inaudible) nominations

 3         (inaudible).

 4    Q.   I want to talk a little bit about the process

 5         by which mail-in ballots specifically were

 6         dealt with, so, as I understood it, you sent

 7         out the Notice of Nomination Meeting, we went

 8         through that already, we exhibited those

 9         documents.  Voters sent out to you, in fact,

10         a request mail-in ballot with photo ID, not

11         necessarily photo ID, and upon receiving

12         that, you accepted the request for mail-in

13         ballot.  You then looked at the voters list

14         to see if you had sent out the mail-in ballot

15         for that, or did you do that?

16    A.   Well, we try and check to -- what the process

17         is we check to see (inaudible) again the Form

18         5-D can be -- it's a blank document.  It can

19         be distributed by any means by anyone, so

20         it's not only restricted to (inaudible) pass

21         it around, there's all kinds of methods, and

22         I checked it with the Department of Indian

23         Service Canada on that.  They

24         confirmed the -- no, yeah, there's -- there

25         is no one -- like, it's not -- it's not
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 1         controlled in a mail-in voting package.

 2         You're getting it, there's documents

 3         (inaudible) it was initially sent off with

 4         the nomination mail -- the nomination

 5         mail-out, and it's all ongoing right up until

 6         the sixth prior day.  So that would have been

 7         sent out.  When I get that back with whatever

 8         type of (inaudible) I get back, I like to see

 9         if you're on the voters list.  (Inaudible).

10         Don Phillips, he's on the list, there it is,

11         I do a strike through with pen.  This is how

12         I protect the voters.  I (inaudible) on the

13         one list that I have, a hardcopy of the

14         voters list, put a strike through it on your

15         name, and I'll issue (inaudible) and then I

16         give you a label, book, and it's all in

17         numerical order as we move along (inaudible).

18                            And that's the tracking

19         that I use.  I think it's effective, it

20         works, it works well for me.  And after the

21         mail-out which starts on -- during the

22         process, I try (inaudible) until six days

23         prior to the election day, and after the poll

24         closes on election day I process them, so

25         hopefully that's (inaudible).
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 1    Q.   Well, a little bit off topic, but --

 2    A.   Well, I'm just going over the entire process.

 3    Q.   We'll just jump to a different question.

 4    A.   Sure.

 5    Q.   You can only accept mail-in ballot packages

 6         that were received up until when?

 7    A.   Six days prior to the election.

 8    Q.   So the voter declaration form goes with the

 9         mail-in ballot?

10    A.   No voter declaration form (inaudible).

11    Q.   Or request for mail-in ballot?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   So when you receive that -- my original

14         question was before you send out that mail-in

15         ballot package are you checking to see if you

16         already sent one out?

17    A.   I am, and I think it will show (inaudible)

18         you know, I had one person issue two forms

19         or -- it was caught, it's already dealt with,

20         the individual, I dealt with him already, and

21         then I see (inaudible) that's one example of

22         (inaudible) because they move, and I'm

23         assuming without wherever -- you know, that

24         they move because we have to -- like, there's

25         a good example of it right here that we
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 1         talked about.

 2    Q.   But we've already gone through four of them,

 3         Michelle Bretzer, Michelle Nicotine, Brian

 4         Wuttunee and Chantel Bear --

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   -- when they were sent out mail-in ballot

 7         packages and sent back (inaudible)?

 8    A.   Yeah.

 9    Q.   Well (inaudible) purported to be fraudulent,

10         so --

11    A.   Well, they're different.  They're actually a

12         different example here than the other one,

13         but I will confirm if there were one or two

14         declarations there, or maybe it was an error

15         on my deputy's part.  I don't know at this --

16         I just don't know.  So, again, these are

17         human beings, they're deputies, they're

18         crossing these off, okay, as you come up, and

19         it's very clear, they're briefed, they're

20         trained, if there's a pen strike through, a

21         number assigned, you've got to mail it.  If

22         you can't vote, call me, call me.  That's why

23         I know how many declarations were handed to

24         me, the 13, and I questioned every one and

25         said, so you lost your mail-in?  Yeah.  Okay,
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 1         you lost it?  Yeah.  Okay, we'll send you to,

 2         vote, here you go, and you attach it to the

 3         ballot.

 4    Q.   Assuming the voter came in and simply didn't

 5         vote, how many persons -- how many persons

 6         were on the voting list?

 7    A.   Those that were issued mail-ins?

 8    Q.   No, no.  How many persons total?

 9    A.   On the voters list?

10    Q.   Yes.

11    A.   According to the list I have here, it was

12         1,868.

13    Q.   So less than half, significantly less than

14         half, actually voted?

15    A.   40 percent, yeah.

16    Q.   So you're assuming that your system only

17         works if somebody came in the door to vote to

18         say that they had lost a mail-in ballot to --

19         regarding these fraudulent ballots being

20         requested by mail-in correct?

21    A.   It's not my system.  (Inaudible) under the

22         Act (inaudible).  That that's what I am.

23    Q.   But in the person --

24    A.   The onus is on the voter to provide me with a

25         declaration stating he or she lost it.  I'm
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 1         given that, okay, yeah, I sent you one up,

 2         all right, you can vote, or return the

 3         package (inaudible).  An example is

 4         (inaudible) lost it.

 5    Q.   With respect to these 13, though, I'll state

 6         my question succinctly here, you would not

 7         have caught those examples of voter fraud if

 8         those electors didn't come in to vote in

 9         person, correct?

10 MR. ISFELD:                Again, that's

11         speculative.  That's not -- that's not a

12         proper question.

13    Q.   The system that you used in connection with

14         the election will not catch that type of

15         conduct in respect of an election?

16    A.   How would it?  How would it?  How would --

17         this is their best that they came out with,

18         it's been around a long time, and, again,

19         I -- I did it the Form 5-D in with a piece of

20         ID.  I issued.  At that point you have to use

21         it unless you come to my poll and you sign a

22         voter declaration stating you've lost it.

23         That's it.

24    Q.   Okay.

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              And when you say your
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 1         system, it's, in fact, my client complies

 2         with the handbook that was provided to him.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              The handbook which I have

 4         requested in the Direction to Attend that

 5         you've refused to produce, correct, Mr.

 6         Boudreau?

 7 MR. ISFELD:                Can you start with any

 8         facts?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Have you produced it?

10 MR. ISFELD:                We had a conversation in

11         the course with you about what would be

12         produced, an extensive list of what you

13         wanted us to produce in advance of this

14         cross-examination, and we provided those

15         documents.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's not an accurate

17         statement.  The emails speak for themselves

18         and when we go to court we can deal with the

19         issue.  Are you refusing to produce that

20         handbook or not?

21 MR. ISFELD:                Now?  Are you asking for

22         us to produce it now?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm saying will you

24         produce it.

25 MR. ISFELD:                Yes, we can produce a
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 1         copy.

 2 MR. BOUDREAU:              To be clear, my

 3         recollection was never -- which is providing

 4         the handbook.  That is a misstatement on your

 5         part.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Have you produced it?

 7         It's a yes-or-no question.  Have you produced

 8         it?

 9 MR. ISFELD:                I do not believe we have.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Paragraph 5 of the

11         Direction to Attend we have up on the screen.

12         It directly requested the handbook, correct?

13         It wasn't produced, correct?

14 MR. ISFELD:                Not to my recollection,

15         no.

16    Q.   So I want to come back, Mr. Ratte.  We've

17         got --

18    A.   Handbook for me.

19    Q.   That's what you identified in your Affidavit.

20         Which handbook did you rely upon with respect

21         to this election?  Which handbook did you

22         rely upon?

23    A.   The electoral officer's handbook.

24         (Inaudible).

25    Q.   So did you use the 2015 one or the 2018?
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 1    A.   Well, it's irrelevant.  It's -- there's no --

 2         again, there have -- there haven't been any

 3         changes.

 4    Q.   Is there a 2018 handbook?

 5    A.   No.  There hasn't been any changes on it

 6         since it came out in 2015 when the first

 7         edition was published.  I referred to it as

 8         2018.  I'm not sure why.

 9 MR. ISFELD:                Yeah, we --

10    Q.   So the point is that your Affidavit says

11         (inaudible) correct?

12 MR. ISFELD:                I can answer this.  So

13         the current handbook is the 2015.  That's the

14         one that was provided.  And you provided us

15         to us instead the (inaudible).

16    A.   Yeah.  Oh, it is '18.  My mistake.

17    Q.   Nevertheless, you'll provide a copy I hear

18         you say?

19    A.   Yeah.

20                UNDERTAKING NO. 23:

21                PROVIDE A COPY OF THE ELECTORAL

22                OFFICER'S HANDBOOK MR. RATTE USED WITH

23                RESPECT TO THE ELECTION

24    Q.   Anyways, coming back to the mail-in ballot

25         process, I just need to understand one thing
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 1         which unfortunately takes describing the

 2         process to understand a single matter.  With

 3         respect to knowing the particulars that are

 4         disclosed on the voter declaration form, the

 5         only people that know that are the witness

 6         that was present when it was signed and the

 7         voter until the mall-in ballot voter

 8         declaration form reaches you and you count

 9         it?

10    A.   Correct.

11    Q.   And so --

12    A.   After 8 p.m. when the poll closes on election

13         day.

14    Q.   Yes, I'm coming to that right now.  So after

15         the poll closed on March 20th, you opened up

16         all of the mail-in ballots?

17    A.   Correct.

18    Q.   And --

19    A.   One at a time.

20    Q.   Yes.  And so the voter declaration forms, you

21         read them, right?

22    A.   Correct.

23    Q.   And only you read them, right?

24    A.   Only I read them.

25    Q.   You didn't show them to anybody, right?
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 1    A.   I didn't show them to anyone else, no.  I

 2         read them.  I personally viewed them and

 3         decided whether or not they were valid or

 4         not.  That's -- yeah, I read them, yeah.

 5    Q.   No, but it was only you that read them?

 6    A.   I'm the only one that read them.  I read

 7         every ballot, name on the ballot --

 8    Q.   Sorry, did you read out the particulars on

 9         the voter declaration form?

10    A.   Well, you have to because you have the deputy

11         across from me with the opening, then I'd

12         say, did Mr. Phillips vote in person?  Did I

13         send him a mail-in?  Pen strike through,

14         number assigned.  Yeah, yeah, he did receive

15         a mail-in because he had a pen strike through

16         with a voter ID number on it.  Valid, yeah.

17         Okay.  There it is.  So I have my deputy

18         across from me.  I would ask the name of --

19         and they'll look for the name on the voters

20         list and go, yeah, there it is right there,

21         it's valid (inaudible).  And then we carry

22         on, and we did it 684 times.

23    Q.   To be clear, you did not read out the date

24         that a particular voter declaration form was

25         signed, did you?
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 1    A.   I don't recall doing that.  I don't see the

 2         point.  It's a matter of do a scan on this --

 3    Q.   No, I --

 4    A.   Well, no, let me finish.  Is it filled out by

 5         the voter?  Yeah.  Sign.  Yeah.  Is it filled

 6         out by the electors?  Yeah.  Did I send it

 7         out to the voter?  The deputy will say, yeah,

 8         here is the name.  For example, Chantel Bear,

 9         is it valid or not, have I crossed them off

10         and given them a voter ID number, say, yeah,

11         put her name on the (inaudible).  Yes, you

12         have done all that.  Okay, and we then we see

13         (inaudible).  Oh, okay, so that's good.  I go

14         through -- I go through personally each and

15         every one, and that's why it takes so long to

16         do this, but it's important, and, you know, I

17         get it done.

18    Q.   No, I understand.  I'm not criticizing you.

19         I hope I'm not --

20    A.   No, no, I'm just saying what I did because

21         you weren't there.

22    Q.   Yeah.

23    A.   And I feel it -- I'm just the electoral

24         officer appointed, and this is what I do in

25         processing stuff.
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 1    Q.   When I'm asking you specific questions, I'm

 2         just looking for the actual did you do this

 3         with the ballot.

 4    A.   Okay.

 5    Q.   So, just to be clear, you did not read out

 6         the date that a particular voter declaration

 7         form was --

 8    A.   I don't recall reading that out.  I don't see

 9         the need for it.  Like I mentioned earlier,

10         we go through the form, is it signed, filled

11         out by the voter, is it signed by the

12         witness, filled out, date, did this person

13         (inaudible).  Did I actually send it to them?

14         You check on the master list (inaudible).

15         Explain.  Name is struck out in pen.  There's

16         a voter ID number to the left of the name.

17         Okay.  It's fine.  It's been processed

18         properly.  Okay.  Very good.  We process it.

19         I mark the document with a highlighter, I

20         carefully open up the return envelope, pull

21         it out, and then I'll place it in the box,

22         ballot box.

23    Q.   And you did not tell anybody the contents of

24         any particular voter declaration form in

25         terms of the date that it was signed?
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 1    A.   No, not the date.  Again (inaudible).

 2    Q.   No, you're explaining it fine.

 3    A.   No (inaudible).  That's the only --

 4    Q.   Did you read out --

 5    A.   (Inaudible).

 6    Q.   Did you read out the address of any voter

 7         declaration form?

 8    A.   I don't recall doing that, and I don't see

 9         the need for that because I've already

10         examined it, it's filled out, completed, and

11         sealed.  All I'm asking my deputy is

12         everything (inaudible).  Did I actually send

13         it out to them with the voter ID number?

14         Yes, yes.  (Inaudible) vote here (inaudible)

15         and then I mark the ballot (inaudible).

16    Q.   And so you've already said that -- well,

17         there was only spoiled ballots that went into

18         the sealed envelopes, I think, sealed and

19         rejected?

20    A.   Well, rejected mail-ins --

21    Q.   As well as the spoiled ballots, those ones in

22         sealed envelopes, but --

23    A.   Well, those are different, the ballots placed

24         in the ballot box, you know, not placed in

25         the ballot box.
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 1    Q.   But you sealed those?

 2    A.   Yeah.

 3    Q.   But my question, though, is the voter

 4         declaration forms in relation to the mail-in

 5         ballots, you retained those on election night

 6         going forward, correct?

 7    A.   Well, I mentioned earlier, we keep all

 8         documents (inaudible).

 9    Q.   You didn't provide anyone access to those

10         before you gave them over to your lawyer,

11         correct?

12    A.   No.  No, absolutely not.

13    Q.   And then your lawyer -- the first date that

14         you provided access to any of those was on

15         May 19th, 2020, correct?

16    A.   I'm assuming that (inaudible) but I don't

17         know offhand.

18    Q.   May 19th, 2020?

19 MR. ISFELD:                What's the question, for

20         the record?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              May 19th, 2020.

22 MR. ISFELD:                What was the question?

23    Q.   The first date that you provided access to

24         any of the election documents, whether it be

25         voter declaration form or request for mail-in
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 1         ballot, or anything --

 2 MR. ISFELD:                That's the date that you

 3         first requested them.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              But that's the first date

 5         you provided any of those documents.  That's

 6         fine.

 7 MR. ISFELD:                Well, I can't answer that

 8         without looking back to see when we first

 9         started (inaudible).

10    Q.   Will I have your undertaking --

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              What is the purpose for

12         the question?

13 MR. ISFELD:                I can tell you that we

14         did not provide any other documents to

15         anybody before we received a signed

16         authorization from you signed by -- I don't

17         know which person it was that you sent, but

18         those are the only documents we provided.

19    Q.   I'll perhaps put my question just a little

20         bit differently here because I think you're

21         misinterpreting the intent of the question.

22         The first date you provided access to any of

23         those documents that you had sealed or set

24         aside, including the voter declaration

25         forms -- the first date you provided those --
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 1         access to any of those to anyone was May

 2         19th, 2020, correct?

 3 MR. BOUDREAU:              What is the purpose of

 4         your question?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              The voter declaration

 6         forms for Romello Meechance and Rickell

 7         Frenchman indicate a specific date, February

 8         18th.  I want to demonstrate for the Court,

 9         produce the facts, that that date could not

10         possibly be known by anyone other than the

11         person that was present when the voter

12         declaration form was signed.  You have the

13         Affidavit of Heather Meechance, and she says

14         she forged those voter declaration forms,

15         somehow she can backdate, so my point is

16         through these lines of questions is

17         attempting to confirm that there is no other

18         way that you could possibly know that date

19         that those voter declaration forms were

20         signed before, so, again, I ask the first

21         date that you released any voter declaration

22         forms, any documents, was May 19th, 2020?

23    A.   What are you asking me?  I didn't give

24         anything to her.  I can't see the purpose of

25         it, and I know I -- I know I didn't authorize
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 1         anything, and I'm certain Norm's office

 2         didn't release anything.

 3    Q.   Yeah.  The first possible date would have

 4         been May 19th, 2020, as far as I'm concerned.

 5         Will you undertake to advise?

 6 MR. ISFELD:                Yes.

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   Now --

 9 MR. ISFELD:                We will --

10 MR. BOUDREAU:              We're taking it under

11         advisement.  We are not undertaking to

12         provide it.  We are taking it under

13         advisement.  And, Mr. Phillips, I still don't

14         see the object of the question or the purpose

15         of your request.

16                UNDERTAKING NO. 24:  (UNDER ADVISEMENT)

17                MAKE INQUIRIES TO DETERMINE AND ADVISE

18                WHETHER OR NOT THE FIRST DATE THAT MR.

19                RATTE RELEASED ANY VOTER DECLARATION

20                FORMS WAS MAY 19, 2020

21    Q.   The voter declaration forms of Rickell

22         Frenchman and Romello Meechance -- the first

23         time that you produced those to anybody,

24         whether redacted or unredacted, whatever --

25         the first date that you did that was
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 1         September 9th, correct?

 2    A.   I don't know.  Do you have any documents?  I

 3         don't recall.  Is that somewhere in here?

 4    Q.   It was in your Affidavit.

 5    A.   I can't memorize those dates.  I won't be

 6         able to do that.  Possibly, but --

 7    Q.   No, I just need to confirm --

 8 MR. ISFELD:                You're asking about the

 9         specific --

10    A.   Is it in the Affidavit?

11 MR. ISFELD:                Romello Meechance and

12         Rickell Frenchman?

13    Q.   Romello Meechance and Rickell Frenchman, the

14         first date that those voter declarations

15         forms were provided to anybody --

16    A.   Well, I'm not going to be -- my answer is I

17         don't know.

18    Q.   Your legal counsel might be -- because you

19         gave all of your documents to your legal

20         counsel, so --

21 MR. ISFELD:                Those were not provided

22         (inaudible).

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              On September 9th.

24 MR. ISFELD:                I believe it was

25         September 9th, yes.
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 1    Q.   Thank you.  That's all I was looking for.  Do

 2         you endorse your counsel's answer?

 3    A.   Yes, I do.

 4    Q.   Okay.  So just stepping back for a moment,

 5         those voter declaration forms with Rickell

 6         Frenchman and Romello Meechance, nobody saw

 7         them, you read them yourself on September

 8         9th, and nobody saw them on the night after

 9         the election aside from yourself.  You have

10         already testified that you didn't read out

11         the address that was identified on it or the

12         date that it was signed, correct?

13    A.   Correct.

14    Q.   So that means that -- and you opened up the

15         mail-in ballots yourself, the packages,

16         correct?  You have to answer yes.

17    A.   Yes, the white envelope came, and I opened it

18         and read off of it.

19    Q.   And so moving pack just one more step in the

20         process, the only other person that saw the

21         voter declaration forms was the voter

22         themselves and the witness in front of whom

23         they --

24    A.   I would say that's correct, your statement is

25         accurate.
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 1 MR. ISFELD:                Well, also you're asking

 2         him to speculate, and he doesn't know

 3         (inaudible.

 4    A.   Yeah, I don't know offhand but -- because,

 5         again, that's a good point, the rules

 6         (inaudible).  You can vote at home.

 7         (Inaudible.

 8    Q.   Yeah, I'm just trying to clarify, that's the

 9         only point in time, from your perspective,

10         that somebody could know the date that a

11         voter declaration form was signed, is if they

12         were there, they were present when they

13         signed?

14    A.   Yeah, basically, yeah, my recollection of

15         things.

16    Q.   My understanding is your counsel has

17         indicated a concluding time of 4:30, and

18         that's a firm demand on your counsel's part?

19 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, you requested a

20         number of undertakings for us to complete, so

21         normally -- how long do you believe that you

22         are going to be at this particular stage?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              I could go a ways longer,

24         but at this point --

25 MR. BOUDREAU:              That's a reasonable
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 1         request.  It's now 4:25.  I'm asking you, how

 2         long do you need to complete this

 3         cross-examination?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm simply stating what

 5         it is that you stated.  That's what you

 6         stated, correct?  You have obligations to --

 7 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, because we do have

 8         to go back to the office and work and provide

 9         you with all these undertakings that you need

10         for tomorrow morning at 9:30.  Tell me, how

11         long do you need to finish this

12         cross-examination?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's also a function of

14         the fact that a lot of the documents have not

15         been produced or have been redacted.  There

16         are several questions that need to be asked

17         in that respect once the other half of the

18         documents are provided to the Court, so there

19         are several applications to be made in terms

20         of a motion being necessary to the Court to

21         determine the appropriateness of redactions,

22         the refusals to answer questions, refusals to

23         produce documents with our without

24         redactions.  There are issues here that need

25         to be brought to the attention of the Court
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 1         subject to the requested information.  Is

 2         that fair to say, Mr. Boudreau?

 3 MR. BOUDREAU:              Well, no, my question to

 4         you is how long do you believe your

 5         cross-examination is going to take?  It's now

 6         4:30.  How long do you still need do finalize

 7         your cross-examination?

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, there are other

 9         questions (inaudible) undertakings being

10         provided as well.  I asked the witness

11         specifically how many persons voted in

12         person, and he's indicated that it will take

13         some time to --

14 MR. BOUDREAU:              It was an undertaking.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              There is a number of

16         questions that are necessary for that to

17         conclude, and I simply cannot follow through

18         with those lines of questions as a result.

19         If your client is able to provide that

20         number -- same thing goes with respect to the

21         Robin Wuttunee mail-in ballot (inaudible)

22         advise how -- the manner in which -- at this

23         point in time I'm also cognisant that you --

24         I am respectful of your request to end at a

25         particular time.
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              No, no, no.  So my

 2         question to you is how long -- you know there

 3         are some -- our position, some undertakings

 4         and some conditions were given to finish, so

 5         if you have more questions to put to my

 6         witness, tell me how long it will take to do

 7         these questions approximately, okay?  If you

 8         do not have more questions, but you would

 9         like to adjourn your cross-examination

10         until --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              So --

12 MR. BOUDREAU:              -- until the undertakings

13         have been provided, you are free to do that

14         as well.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Boudreau, I'm

16         cognisant that we're at 4:30 at the moment.

17         If you want to continue past 4:30, I'm quite

18         happy to continue.

19 MR. BOUDREAU:              My question to you is how

20         long do you believe that you need?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client has failed to

22         produce the documents necessary for me to

23         continue with my questions.

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              Okay, so --

25 (Everyone speaking at the same time)
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, that's not what I'm

 2         saying.  I'm saying you have given

 3         undertakings without taking them under

 4         advisement, for example, whether a person

 5         voted in person, and there are a number of

 6         questions that follow along, so at this point

 7         in time I believe your client to give the

 8         answer he can continue here.  If your client

 9         wants to count the ballots -- we're already

10         at 4:30 at the present moment.

11 MR. BOUDREAU:              So then we will complete

12         this examination, we will provide you with

13         the undertakings, and if you want to

14         reconvene, we will do that at a later date.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              What I'm saying --

16 MR. BOUDREAU:              Thank you very much.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, what I'm saying, Mr.

18         Boudreau, is that you will get your

19         undertakings and that we will address the

20         appropriateness of the refusals to answer

21         questions and to produce documents with the

22         Court given (inaudible) refused to produce

23         documents.  He was very --

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              Wait, wait, wait, wait.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              There was the voter
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 1         declaration -- for example, Robin Wuttunee,

 2         your client has agreed that the outer

 3         envelope should have been produced.  Like, I

 4         mean, the voter --

 5 MR. BOUDREAU:              Mr. Phillips, with all

 6         due respect, you were supposed to conduct

 7         those cross-examinations via zoom from your

 8         office.  I got an email from you on Sunday

 9         yesterday at 4 p.m. indicating that you were

10         in Winnipeg now and that you have booked the

11         room and that you are going to conduct this

12         cross-examination in person.  That is where

13         we are at today.  It was actually (inaudible)

14         because I offered for me to do it before

15         (inaudible) so --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              You offered to have the

17         cross-examination, yes, so I --

18 MR. BOUDREAU:              Of course.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- came to Winnipeg to

20         conduct the cross-examination to go through

21         the documents, none of which -- almost none

22         of which have been produced here today.

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              Okay.  So --

24 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).

25    A.   (Inaudible).
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              It was scheduled --

 2    A.   But, sir, this is a very unrealistic

 3         (inaudible) as far as I'm concerned.  It's

 4         very unrealistic and unprofessional.  How can

 5         we reasonably have -- comply with all your

 6         requests by 9:00 tomorrow when we scheduled

 7         this meeting at the 11th hour so you can --

 8         and you're cross-examining clients tomorrow

 9         morning?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              First of all, it was the

11         June 6th direction to the Court that was

12         agreed by counsel --

13 MR. ISFELD:                (Inaudible).

14    A.   (Inaudible).  It's ridiculous for the record

15         for you to come here and demand all this

16         information which I'm more than happy to

17         provide on the 11th hour the day before your

18         cross-exam of other individuals.

19    Q.   Do you recall receiving --

20    A.   This is ridiculous.

21    Q.   -- Exhibit A-1 on September 4th --

22    A.   Why are we here today?  Why are we here

23         today?

24 MR. BOUDREAU:              All right.  So --

25    Q.   You received Exhibit A-1, the Direction to
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 1         Attend, on September 4th.  You produced

 2         Exhibits A-9 and A-10, next to nothing

 3         relative to the documents that were

 4         requested.  That's where we are today.

 5         Unfortunately that's where we're going to

 6         remain today until the Court makes a

 7         determination as to the appropriateness of

 8         the refusal to produce documents and your

 9         inappropriate redaction of documents.

10 (Everyone speaking at the same time)

11    A.   You're being difficult.

12 MR. ISFELD:                Prior to

13         cross-examination you sent to us the

14         documents.  We provided those documents.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              A-1 speaks for itself.

16         It was received on September 4th.  You

17         produced Exhibits A-9 and Exhibits A-10.

18         That's nowhere near what was required prior.

19         Anyways, we'll leave it with the Court's

20         determination in respect to the matter, and

21         that will conclude the cross-examination for

22         to.

23 MR. BOUDREAU:              All right.  One more

24         comment.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Thank you, Melanie.
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 1 MR. BOUDREAU:              On more comment, Melanie,

 2         on that is that you indicated to us you would

 3         like to bring a motion regarding your

 4         (inaudible).  I brought that submission.  We

 5         did that.  And now you are threatening a

 6         motion to the Court for us to produce the

 7         document.  That is (inaudible).  All right?

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's not an accurate

 9         way to characterize matters, Mr. Boudreau.

10         Our email communication -- we all

11         communicated by email, correct?  The emails

12         speak for themselves.

13 MR. BOUDREAU:              That's correct

14         (inaudible).

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              There is a particular

16         deadline for cross-examinations to occur.

17         You agreed for this specific date for the

18         cross-examinations.  We are here -- I came to

19         Winnipeg to conduct the cross-examination,

20         and your client failed to produce the

21         documents identified in the Direction to

22         Attend.

23 WITNESS:                   I never refused anything,

24         Mr. Phillips.  That's a false statement.

25         False statement.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              I will conclude the

 2         cross-examination for today.  We'll let the

 3         Court determine the appropriateness of the

 4         refusals to answer the questions as well as

 5         to produce documents and redactions.

 6 MR. BOUDREAU:              (Inaudible).  I object.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Off the record, Melanie.

 8         Thank you.

 9 (Adjourned at 4:35 p.m.)

10
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        (PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED AT 2 P.M.)

THE COURT REPORTER: Good afternoon.  The time is 

2 p.m.  We're here today to take the oral 

questioning of Burke Ratte, and I note for the 

record that it is being conducted through video 

connection due to the current COVID situation.  I am 

the court reporter, and my name is Stephanie 

Marocco.  I will be affirming the witness and taking 

down the questioning from my home office, located in 

the city of Edmonton.

Would counsel for the witness 

please confirm that this is, in fact, the witness.

MR. ISFELD: Yes.  Burke Ratte is the 

witness.

THE WITNESS: I am Burke Ratte.

THE COURT REPORTER: And before I affirm the 

witness, would the counsel present please state 

their names and locations for the record. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Nathan Phillips, counsel for 

the applicants.  I am in Regina.

MR. BOUDREAU: My name is Norman Boudreau.  

I am the legal counsel for respondent, Mr. Ratte, 

and I'm in Winnipeg.

MR. ISFELD: My name is Jon Isfeld.  I am 

also legal counsel for the respondent, Mr. Ratte, 

and I'm in Winnipeg.

THE WITNESS: And I'm Burke Ratte.
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Burke Ratte, having been duly affirmed, questioned by 

N. Phillips, Esq., testified as follows:

MR. BOUDREAU: So we're -- the -- this is 

not the continuation of the cross-examination on the 

affidavit.  This is the examination pursuant to the 

undertakings that Mr. Ratte provided.  

MR. PHILLIPS: For the time being, I don't 

think that we're going to have an issue, 

Mr. Boudreau.  I have -- I've given you the courtesy 

of providing you I think almost most of the exhibits 

that we're going to be marking today, so I don't 

think we'll have an issue.  Let's just take it as we 

go here.  

MR. BOUDREAU: Okay.

MR. PHILLIPS: You did receive that, 

Mr. Boudreau, right?  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yes, I did.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And, Mr. Ratte, you received 

that table, right?  

A I'm looking at it right now on my laptop.  Yeah.  

I'm looking right at it.

(DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD) 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  So -- and, 

Mr. Ratte, I've tried to make this very 

straightforward for us today here.  You have this 

table in front of you.  It's a PDF document.  Down 

at the one -- the first column, it says "Voter 
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Name," and the second column is "Request for Mail-in 

Ballot, (Redacted)."  The third column is "Request 

for Mail-in Ballot."  The fourth is "Mail-in Ballot 

Control Sheet."  The next column is "Address Mail-in 

Ballot Sent to."  "Voter Declaration Form 

(Redacted)."  The next column is "Voter Declaration 

Form."  The next column, "Chief and Councillor 

Mail-in Ballots Received with Voter Declaration Form 

Placed into -- Mail-in Ballot into Ballot Boxes."  

The next column is "Voter's List."  The final column 

is "Voter Envelope Received by Burke Ratte Enclosing 

Mail-in Ballot."  

And so down the first column, 

Mr. Ratte, you'll see the voter name there.  

A Yes, I do.

Q And you'll see that I've identified the proposed 

exhibit label for the "request for mail-in ballot 

(redacted)" as Exhibit A-120.  

A Yeah.

Q And so you'll see that when you click on that, it'll 

bring that specific PDF up.  Do you see that, Mr. 

Ratte?

A I can see it.  Do you want me to do it now?  

Q Yes.  Click on that Exhibit A-120.

A Exhibit A-120.  

MR. BOUDREAU: Mr. Phillips, are you not 

able put up these documents by -- on the Zoom so 
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that we can all see it at the same time?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Sure.  I can -- give me one 

moment, and I can put it up as well, if you would 

like, Mr. Boudreau.  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.  That'd be easier.  

MR. PHILLIPS: All right.  Do you see that?  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You see it?

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  Mr. Ratte, you see 

that?

A I see it.  

Q Okay.  So you can see -- and I've provided all of 

these to you in advance, this -- this PDF sheet 

here, with links to all of these proposed exhibits, 

so you've been able to have these in advance to try 

and expedite or streamline this, this afternoon.  

So you can see that -- can 

you please confirm for me that is this, in fact, the 

request for mail-in ballot (redacted) of Alia 

Desmeales?  

A It is.  Yes, it is.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-120.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Exhibit A-120:

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for 

Alia Desmeales.
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  And now, if we can go 

to Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, you will see that -- 

A I have to kind of go.

MR. BOUDREAU: Are you -- 

MR. ISFELD: Are you going to change it on 

screen?

MR. BOUDREAU: Are you -- can you change it, 

so that we can all see it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  I have Exhibit A-120.  

up on the screen.  The 120 one, that we just had 

marked.  

A Yeah.  I just went over Exhibit A-120.

MR. PHILLIPS: Oh, you want me to put this 

up here, you're saying?  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.  So that we can all see 

it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  I see.  

So now we're going here.  

This is Arnold Bruce Wuttunee.  

A Okay.  Let me click into it.   

Q So this is what we had marked last time as Exhibit 

A-17.  I just want -- I want -- at the end of the 

day, I want you to confirm that this table of 

particulars is correct.  I don't think it's 

contentious, but that's what we have marked as 

Exhibit A-17, the request for mail-in ballot of 

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee.  
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Now, what you have produced 

now is the mail-in ballot control sheet for Arnold 

Bruce Wuttunee, and this is Exhibit A-104.  And I 

suppose it's more efficient for us to go through all 

of these at once.  So the first name up there is 

Paul Tobaccojuice, and the second one is Michael 

Stevens.  In other words, Michael Ernest Stevens, 

and then the next one is Veronica Whitford.  The 

next one is Darian Whiteford.  Then we have Burton 

Ward, Heather Meechance, Breanne Wahobin.  In other 

words, Breanna Wahobin is her actual name on the 

voter's list.  Dion Bugler, Robin Dean Wuttunee and 

Arnold Wuttunee.  So this is the mail-in ballot 

control sheet for all those persons that I've just 

identified, correct, sir?  

A Correct.

Q And it's redacted.  So we see on the PDF table that 

I've provided to you here, I have Exhibit A-104 as 

the mail-in ballot control sheet for Arnold Bruce 

Wuttunee, Breanna Wahobin, Burton Ward, Darian 

Whiteford, Dion Bugler, Heather Meechance, Michael 

Ernest Stevens, Paul Tobaccojuice, Robin Dean 

Wuttunee, and Veronica Whitford.  And so that 

particular correct for all of these, right, 

Mr. Ratte?

A Yes.  

Q All right.  So now if we move along to -- there's 
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only -- so we've -- can we --

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we -- can we please have 

that marked as Exhibit A-104.    

Exhibit A-104:

Voter mail-in ballot control sheet for 

Paul Tobbacojuice, Darian Whiteford, 

Burton Ward, Heather Meechance, Breanne 

Wahobin, Dion Bugler, Robin Dean Wuttunee 

and Arnold Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: There are only other -- two 

other exhibits that pertain to mail-in ballot 

control sheets here.  The first one is Rickell 

Frenchman, you see here?  This is the mail-in ballot 

control sheet, correct, Mr. Ratte, for Rickell 

Frenchman?  

A Sure.  Yeah.  That looks like my handwriting, so, 

yeah.  I would say, yeah.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we can have that marked as 

Exhibit A-88.   

Exhibit A-88:

Mail-in ballot control sheet for Rickell 

Frenchman.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And now, we have the mail-in 

ballot control sheet for Romellow Meechance; is that 

correct, sir, up on the screen here?

A Again, that looks -- yeah.  Correct.  Yeah.  I would 

say, yes.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: All right.  If we can have 

that marked as Exhibit A-92.  Oh, sorry, A-94 is 

what that -- A-94 is what the mail-in ballot control 

sheet is for Romellow Meechance.  I apologize.

Exhibit A-94:

Mail-in ballot control sheet for Romellow 

Meechance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: So we will now come across -- 

back up to Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, on the the first 

page of this summary PDF here, across the column 

"Voter Declaration Form."  And this is Exhibit A-18 

that we had marked before.  You'll agree that that's 

the voter declaration form for Arnold Bruce 

Wuttunee?

A I would agree.  

Q Yeah.  That's what we -- what we had marked before 

there.  

And now, the outer envelope 

for Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, that's what we have up on 

the screen here, sir.  Would you agree that that is 

the -- do you agree that that is the outer envelope 

enclosing the mail-in ballot -- 

A I don't -- I don't know, but I see the envelope with 

a stamp on it, which would have went out to over 

700, so I don't know if it's part of that.  I don't 

know, but --

Q Your counsel specifically produced this document 
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for -- 

A Okay.

Q -- Arnold Bruce Wuttunee.  

MR. ISFELD: To be clear, that is the same 

one that we produced as --

A That was the same -- 

MR. ISFELD: Arnold Bruce Wuttunee is 

together.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I just want to make sure that 

this is the outer Envelope for Arnold Bruce 

Wuttunee.  

THE WITNESS: No.  No.  I -- I was -- those 

are the ones that were together.

MR. ISFELD: Yeah.  

A So what happened was, when I processed the mail-ins, 

one at a time, I opened the white envelope, when I 

was finished confirming it was valid, I stapled -- 

kept together the brown envelopes.  So based on 

that, and 'cause counsel has my files, yeah.  That's 

correct.  It was with that declaration.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Yes.  

So this the outer envelope 

enclosing the mail-in ballot for Arnold Bruce 

Wuttunee?  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  If we can have that 

marked as Exhibit A-134.  
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Exhibit A-134:

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte 

enclosing the mail-in ballot for Arnold 

Bruce Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Now, we come down to Breanna 

Wahobin.  And please confirm for me, sir, that this 

is the unredacted request for mail-in ballot of 

Breanna Wahobin.  

A Yes.  And that looks like my handwriting, so, yes.  

I would say, yeah.  Yeah.  Yes, it is.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we -- can we please have 

this marked as Exhibit A-96.  

Exhibit A-96:

Unredacted request for mail-in ballot for 

Breanna Wahobin.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And now, we have up on the 

screen the -- what was marked as Exhibit A-19.  This 

is the redacted voter declaration form for Breanna 

Wahobin, correct, sir?

A Correct.  

Q And now, we have up on the screen, the unredacted 

voter declaration -- the unredacted voter 

declaration form for Breanna Wahobin; is that 

correct, sir?

A Yeah.  That looks correct to me.

Q Yes.  

Now, this has previously been 
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marked in a prior cross-examination subsequent to 

the one that we did of yourself, sir, as Exhibit 

A-39.  

MR. PHILLIPS: So I'm going to request that 

it be marked as Exhibit A-39 in this 

cross-examination.  Can the court reporter please 

confirm that that's being done.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  

Exhibit A-39:

Unredacted voter declaration form for 

Breanna Wahobin.  

(DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: So we're all on the same page 

here, what we've now just had marked as Exhibit A-39 

is the unredacted voter declaration form for Breanna 

Wahobin, which was previously marked in redacted 

format as Exhibit A-19.  We're all on the same page, 

Mr. Ratte?

A Yes.  

Q Now, I would like to have marked as Exhibit A-99 the 

voter's list for Breanna Wahobin.  This is that 

voter's list, correct, sir?

A Correct.  That is -- yeah.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We can have that marked as 

Exhibit A-99.  

Exhibit A-99:

Voter's list for Breanna Wahobin.
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Now, the next document up on 

the screen is the outer envelope enclosing the 

mail-in ballot of -- 

A Yes.

Q -- Breanna Wahobin; is that correct, sir?

A Correct.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-98.    

Exhibit A-98:

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte 

enclosing the mail-in ballot for Breanna 

Wahobin.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And I just want to confirm, 

coming back for a moment, for Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, 

the address that the mail-in ballot was sent to, is 

that identified on the screen here?  PO Box 232 

Cando, Saskatchewan; you see it there?  And I will 

show you the -- there it is.  You see that, sir?

A I do.  Yeah.  

Q So I want you to confirm that all of these addresses 

here on this address mail-in ballot sent to column 

are all correct.  So that one is correct, Arnold 

Bruce Wuttunee?  It was sent to that address?

A I believe they're all -- they're all correct.  Yes.  

Q Okay.  For Breanna Wahobin, it was correct as well, 

up on the column there?  Same thing for Burton Ward, 

the address identified in the column Address Mail-in 
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Ballot was sent to is correct for Burton Ward, as 

well as Darian Whiteford, as well as Dion Bugler, as 

well as Heather Meechance, as well as Michael Ernest 

Stevens, as well as Paul Tobaccojuice, as well as 

Rickell Frenchman, as well as Robin Dean Wuttunee 

and Romellow Meechance, and Veronica Whitford?  All 

of those addresses in that column, Address Mail-in 

Ballot sent to, are correct?

A It looks correct to me.  Yeah.

Q Okay.  Now, there's just a couple in particular, 

this Rickell Frenchman one, PO Box 446, Cando, 

Saskatchewan S0K 0V0.  Do you see that?

A I see it.  

Q Yeah.  And we'll come -- we've marked that as 

Exhibit A-88.  

A Page 3.  

Q Yeah.  Exhibit A-88 there.  You see that mail-in 

ballot control sheet.  That address is correct?  I 

just want to make sure, specifically for these 

three, that they were all sent to that same address.  

A Yeah.  According to the files I have, I would have 

sent them to that address, and that would have been 

based on the declaration.

Q We're just bringing up Exhibit A-94 now.  It shows 

that same address for Romellow as the Rickell one 

was sent to?

A Yeah.  
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Q All right.  And for Heather Meechance in Exhibit 

A-104, we see that exact same address, PO Box 446 

Cando, Saskatchewan, right there.  

A Yeah.  I see the same address.  Yeah.  

Q Okay.  So I just want to make sure, the mail-in 

ballots -- the mail-in ballot package I have for 

each Rickell Frenchman, Romellow Meechance, and 

Heather Meechance, they were all sent to the same 

address.  That address being PO Box 446 Cando, 

Saskatchewan S0K 0V0.  

A According to my records, that's correct.  

Q Now, there's another column here, "Chief and 

Councillor Mail-in Ballots Received with Voter 

Declaration Form Placed into Ballot Boxes?" and then 

a question mark.  Do you see that, sir?

A Yes.

Q Now, for Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, in relation to what 

we've had marked as Exhibit A-18, is that correct, 

that the mail-in ballots for chief and councillor 

were placed into the ballot box?

A Correct.  Yeah.  That would have been accepted.  

Yeah.  

Q Yeah.  The same thing goes for -- what we've just 

marked as Exhibit A-39.  The mail-in ballots 

received with this were placed into the ballot 

boxes?

A Correct.
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Q Okay.  So those two particulars there, yes, for that 

column are correct?

A From what I see, yeah.  Based on the documents that 

I have here.  Yes.  

Q Very good.  

So now, we will go to Brian 

Wuttunee.  Please confirm for me, sir, that this is 

the request for mail-in ballot of Brian Wuttunee.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have that marked 

as Exhibit A-116.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Exhibit A-116:

Request for mail-in ballot for Brian 

Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And can you please confirm 

that this is the redacted voter declaration form for 

Brian Wuttunee.  

A Right.  Yeah.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-40.  This is was previously marked in 

another cross-examination, but we'll have it marked 

in this one as Exhibit A-40 as well.  

Exhibit A-40:

Redacted voter declaration form for Brian 

Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And the mail-in ballots that 
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were received with that voter declaration form, 

Exhibit A-40, those were put into the mail-in -- 

the -- the ballot boxes, correct, sir?

A Correct.

Q So now, we go on to Burton Ward.  And please confirm 

for me, sir, that this is his request for mail-in 

ballot.  

A Yes.  It looks -- yeah.   

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-100.  

Exhibit A-100:

Request for mail-in ballot of Burton Ward.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And please confirm for me, 

sir, that this is his voter declaration form, Burton 

Ward.

A Correct.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-56.  

Exhibit A-56:

Burton Ward's voter declaration form.

A But that one wouldn't have been -- that one wouldn't 

have been processed, right?  You -- you know that, 

right?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Yes.  And we're -- we're 

coming to that right now. 

 So you see on the table 

here, sir, it says "no, voted in person."
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A Got it.  Okay.  

Q So that's correct?  You see that?

A That's correct.  

Q Okay.  Very good.  

Now, in relation to this 

mail-in ballot package, I believe -- if you go to 

final column, Outer Envelope Received by Burke Ratte 

Enclosing Mail-in Ballot -- and this is one of the 

ones that you were not able to locate the outer 

envelope; is that correct, sir?  

A Yes.  Yeah.  Correct.  

Q And so -- 

A Can I see the declaration again.  

Q Pardon?

A That's for Burton Ward, right?  

Q Yes.  

A Can I see the declaration again.

Q Sure.  It's up on the screen.  

A Yeah.  I mean, there's nothing on the top corner, 

where you have Exhibit A-56 written?  

Q No.  They -- the court reporter always selects a 

place that -- 

A Yeah.  Again, I don't know.  Yeah.  It's strange 

'cause I'm sure there probably were a few that were 

delivered without the outer envelope 'cause they 

were dropped off, so I don't know.  Yeah.  I can't 

explain why there is no outer envelope.  
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MR. ISFELD: There were also a number of 

loose outer envelopes in the box.  

A Yeah.  And those -- and those would have been 

numbered and initialed for people that were dropping 

off with the declaration.  That's, from what I 

recall, the only situation where there wouldn't have 

been an outer envelope 'cause they would have been 

dropped off with the declaration saying that so and 

so dropped it off.  So I don't understand why 

there's -- there is no outer envelope with that one.

Q Can you please describe for me, sir -- 'cause you 

just touched on a subject.  When a mail-in ballot is 

dropped off in person, there's a notation on the 

voter's list or where?

A No.  No.  Well, no.  Not on the voter's list.  

There's a declaration filled it out at the poll.  

Let's say, I -- or whoever, John Phillips, and then 

it lists which -- how many you're dropping off.  And 

what you do is, we just number each one and get that 

individual to initial the corner of each and just 

put together the package.  So if you drop off five, 

there's declaration, and there's five attached to 

it.  And when I process it, I keep them together, 

so . . .  

Q And if a mail-in ballot package was not delivered to 

you by Canada Post, then in that case, it will 

always have a voter declaration form?
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A Yes.  That's correct.  

Q I'm sorry.  Not a voter -- a declaration of a person 

delivering a mail-in ballot?

A Correct.

Q Okay.  So if the ballot -- the mail-in ballot 

package -- the outer envelope -- if that outer 

envelope was not delivered to you by Canada Post, in 

every instance, there should be -- 

A There should be.

Q -- a declaration of a person delivering the mail-in 

ballot package.  

A Correct.  

Q Okay.  Very good.  

A And it's strange 'cause sometimes when you go to the 

post office, they're -- they're either stamped or 

they're not.  When you go to the post office as 

well, in addition, a lot of times the rural post 

offices, they either miss it or they don't -- you 

know, for the outer envelope.  Yeah.  So it's just a 

number of things that can occur during processing.  

Q But in relation to this particular election, it's 

fair and accurate to say that the outer envelopes, 

they're generally stamped.  You have your post -- 

A They're generally stamped by Canada Post, but 

there's been a lot of cases where, for some reason, 

either the postmaster either doesn't or there might 

be a slight line through the stamp.  In some cases, 
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like, I've had it in many elections where there's 

nothing for some reason.  I don't know.  That's 

Canada Post.

Q So in relation to this particular election, 

though, in the vast majority of cases where outer 

envelopes were received by Canada Post to you,  

there's a strike through or there's a mark by Canada 

Post cancelling out -- 

A There is, and in some cases, I noticed that there 

wasn't for whatever reason, when I picked stuff up 

at the post office.

Q But it's only a few cases of the 700 that you got -- 

A I don't know why.

Q It's only -- like, it's only a few -- how many would 

it be out of the 700 that you -- 

A I don't -- I don't know.  I don't really recall 

specific numbers, but I just want to point out that 

for whatever reason that occurs, and I don't -- I 

don't have an explanation of why.

Q Yeah.  

But there's not very many, 

though, in relation to this particular election.  

It's a very small number, right?  

A I -- I don't know.  Again, I don't know the numbers.  

It could be.  Yeah.  I mean, I'd have to look 

through them all again, I guess, but I'm not sure.  

Q To your recollection, though, the vast majority of 
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the outer envelopes did have a cancellation stamp -- 

cancellation mark applied to the postage stamp by 

Canada Post, correct?

A I think so.  Yeah.  

Q Okay.  Now, if we can go down to -- Chantel Bear, is 

the next one on the list here.  And you'll see -- 

can you please confirm for me, sir, that this is her 

request for mail-in ballot redacted.  

A Correct.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-117.  

Exhibit A-117:

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for 

Chantel Bear.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm for 

me, sir, that this is the voter declaration form 

(redacted) of Chantel Bear.  

A Correct.  

Q There we go.  I've made that correction to the 

summary table there.  It's -- please confirm, sir, 

that this is the voter declaration form for Chantel 

Bear redacted.  

A Yeah.  That's correct.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-42.  

Exhibit A-42:

Voter declaration form (redacted) for 
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Chantel Bear.

MR. PHILLIPS: I will be sending -- there 

will be a table at the end here that will be the 

same as what we're looking at.  It will have the 

single correction here.  So Exhibit A-42 there is 

marked as the voter declaration form (redacted) for 

Chantel Bear.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And we see that this is a 

duplicate one, so that's why you see in the column 

here that it was not accepted, a duplicate mail-in 

ballot for Chantel Bear.  Is that correct, sir?

A Correct.  That appears to be what I put in.  That's 

how I . . .

Q So it wasn't accepted?

A Yeah.  I -- yeah.  That was -- at the time, it 

appears that there was a duplicate, so I wrote that 

down.

Q And please confirm for me, sir, that this is the 

request for mail-in ballot (redacted) of Cynthia 

Wuttunee.  

A Yeah.  It looks -- yeah.  Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit one hundred and -- A-121.    

Exhibit A-121:

Request for mail-in ballot for Cynthia 

Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Please confirm for me, sir, 
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that this is the voter declaration form (redacted) 

for Cynthia Wuttunee.  

A Yes.  

Q Yes?

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-32.    

Exhibit A-32:

Voter declaration form (redacted) for 

Cynthia Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And this is also one of the 

ones that voted in person, so you did not count the 

ballots that came with this, correct?

A Yes.

Q All right.  And we have that notation here for 

Cynthia Wuttunee, "no, voted in person."  That's 

correct?

A Correct.  

Q All right.  So the next one is Darian Whiteford.  

And you'll agree with me, sir, that these are the 

Exhibits A-20 and A-21 that we previously marked.  

These are the requests for mail-in ballots that you 

received in relation to Darian Whiteford?

A Yeah.  Darian -- yeah.  It appears -- okay.  So 

wait.  Sending in -- can you go to the first one at 

the top, so that was the first one that was sent.  

Q Exhibit A-20?
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A Yeah.  For whatever reason, yeah.  I sent two out 

because there was -- the individual moved or there 

was something.  

Q Yes.

A Okay.  So one is with the ID.  One is with the 

letter.  Okay.  I get it.

Q Yes.  So those are Exhibits A-20 and A-21?

A Yeah.  

Q It's not a contentious point.  

Now, we have -- and that 

mail-in ballot you sent out, we have the mail-in 

ballot control sheet.  We went over -- 

A Well, I would have sent it two addresses.  The first 

one initially, and then another request came in with 

an ID, right?  

Q So you would have sent --

A Are they -- are they two different addresses, or are 

they the same?

Q Two different addresses.  Yeah.

A Yeah.  So -- you know, again, I'm provided with one 

with -- it looks like a letter.  Then again there 

was contact, I would assume, by the individual, 

which is right here.  You can see that.  So then it 

was sent again because she had -- she had sent a 

piece of ID, so -- yeah.

Q Very good.  

So -- and this is another one 
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that you could not locate the envelope -- the outer 

envelope, correct, sir?  

A From what I'm looking at, yeah.  That's correct.  

Yeah.

Q All right.  So with respect to Dion Bugler, please 

confirm that Exhibit A-23 is the request for mail-in 

ballot for him.

A Yeah.  That looks correct.  

Q And please confirm that this Exhibit A-22 is the 

voter declaration form for Dion Bugler.  

A Correct.  

Q And you accepted and placed those ballots into the 

ballot box, correct, sir?

A Yeah.  It looks as though that would have been 

processed completely.

Q And please confirm that this is the outer envelope 

that you -- with Dion Bugler -- 

A I see a staple mark on the corner.  Do you see that 

there?  

Q Yeah.

A Oh, no.  That's probably from the declaration.  

Yeah.  Yeah.  It looks -- yeah.  

Q Yeah.  I think it's from when you -- 

A Yeah.  Yeah.

Q You described that process earlier that you stapled 

them together.  

A Yeah.  Correct.
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MR. PHILLIPS: So can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-135.  

Exhibit A-135:

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte 

enclosing mail-in ballot request for Dion 

Bugler.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Please confirm for me, sir, 

that this is the request for mail-in ballot 

(redacted) of Eric Brabant.  

A Yeah.  It looks -- yes.  That's Eric.  Yeah.  Letter 

from -- okay.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-122.  

Exhibit A-122:

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for 

Eric Brabant.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Please confirm that this is 

the redacted request for mail-in ballot of Ernestine 

Nicotine.  

A It looks -- it looks correct.  Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-123.  

Exhibit A-123:

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for 

Ernestine Nicotine.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm for 

me, sir, that this the request for mail-in ballot of 
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Heather Meechance.  

A It looks correct to me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-101.  

Exhibit A-101:

Request for mail-in ballot for Heather 

Meechance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Please confirm that this is 

the redacted voter declaration form for Heather 

Meechance, which we previously marked as Exhibit 

A-16.  

A Yes.  

Q And you've provided the unredacted one now.  Please 

confirm that this is the unredacted voter 

declaration form for Heather Meechance.  

A Correct.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-102.  

Exhibit A-102:

Unredacted voter declaration form for 

Heather Meechance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And the ballots that you 

received with that mail-in ballot package for 

Heather Meechance, you placed each of those into the 

Councillor and Chief ballot boxes, correct, sir?

A Yes.  

Q Please confirm that this is the voter's list for 
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Heather Meechance.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-103.  

Exhibit A-103:

Voter's list for Heather Meechance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Please confirm that this is 

the request for mail-in ballot of Jenna Pritchard.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-124.  

Exhibit A-124:

Request for mail-in ballot for Jenna 

Pritchard.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Please confirm that this is 

the redacted voter declaration form of Jenna 

Pritchard.  

A Correct.  It is.  VIP affidavit, so -- okay.  It was 

provided something.  Okay.  Yeah.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-43.    

Exhibit A-43:

Redacted voter declaration form for Jenna 

Pritchard.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And this, again, is one that 

voted in person, so you did not count the ballots 

that were sent, correct, sir?
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A Correct.  Well, not the ballots in -- in -- yeah.  

In the mail.  

Q In the envelope.  Oh, yeah.  Yeah.  

The ballots that arrived in 

the voter -- in the mail-in ballot package, the 

outer envelope for this one, you did not count those 

'cause they voted in person, for Jenna Pritchard?  

And we have that recorded in the column here "no, 

voted in person." 

Now, Jerette Wahobin, can you 

please confirm that this is his voter declaration 

form (redacted), which we've previously marked as 

Exhibit A-24.  

A Yeah.  Yeah.  It looks . . .  

Q And you counted those mail-in ballots, correct, sir?

A It would have -- yeah.  Yeah.  

Q Can we please confirm that this is the request for 

mail-in ballot of Joshlyn Pritchard.  

A Yes.  Pritchard.  Yeah.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-125.  

Exhibit A-125:

Request for mail-in ballot for Joshlyn 

Pritchard.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

that is the redacted voter declaration form for 

Joshlyn Pritchard.  
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A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-44.  

Exhibit A-44:

Redacted voter declaration form for 

Joshlyn Pritchard.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And you placed those ballots 

into the ballot boxes with that mail-in ballot 

package, correct, sir?

A Yes.  

Q Please confirm that this is the request for mail-in 

ballot of Kelly Nicotine.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-126.  

Exhibit A-126:

Request for mail-in ballot for Kelly 

Nicotine.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm for 

me, sir, that this is the voter declaration form 

(redacted) of Kelly Nicotine.  

A Correct.

Q And you did not count these ballots 'cause --

A No.

Q -- Kelly Nicotine voted in person?

A Correct.  

Q All right.  So that's accurately reflected on this 
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table here?

A Yes.  

Q So Michael Ernest Stevens, can you please confirm 

for me, sir, that this is the unredacted request for 

mail-in ballot.

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-105.  

Exhibit A-105:

Unredacted request for mail-in ballot for 

Michael Ernest Stevens.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm for 

me, sir, that this Exhibit A-25, we previously 

marked this is the redacted mail-in ballot voter 

declaration form for Michael Stevens?

A Correct.

Q All right.  

And can you please confirm 

that we now have the unredacted voter declaration 

form, which is up on the screen here.  

A Correct.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-38, the unredacted voter 

declaration form of Michael Stevens.    

Exhibit A-38:

Unredacted voter declaration form for 

Michael Stevens.
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: And you placed those mail-in 

ballots into the ballot boxes that came with that 

voter declaration form, A-38, correct?

A Yes.  

Q Can you please confirm that that is the voter's list 

for Michael Ernest Stevens.  

A Yes, it is.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-108.  

Exhibit A-108:

Voter's list for Michael Ernest Stevens.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the outer envelope -- 

A Yeah.  

Q -- for the mail-in ballots of Michael Ernest 

Stevens.  

A Yes.  

Q Yes?

A Correct.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-107.  

Exhibit A-107:

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte 

enclosing the mail-in ballot for Michael 

Ernest Stevens.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the request for mail-in ballot form 
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(redacted) of Michelle Bretzer.  

A Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-118.  

Exhibit A-118:

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for 

Michelle Bretzer.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the redacted request for mail-in ballot of 

Michelle Nora Nicotine.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-119.  

Exhibit A-119:

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for 

Michelle Nora Nicotine.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm for 

me, sir, that is the redacted voter declaration form 

for Michelle Nicotine.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-46.  

Exhibit A-46:

Redacted voter declaration form for 

Michelle Nora Nicotine.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And you placed the Chief and 

Councillor ballots into the ballot boxes that came 
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with that mail-in ballot, correct?

A Correct.  

Q Please confirm for me, sir, that is the request for 

mail-in ballot of Nikki Brabant.  

A Yeah.  That looks good.  Yeah.  Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-127.  

Exhibit A-127:

Request for mail-in ballot for Nikki 

Brabant.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the voter declaration form for Paul 

Tobaccojuice.  

A Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-109.  

Exhibit A-109:

Voter declaration form for Paul 

Tobaccojuice.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And please confirm, sir, that 

you placed those Chief and Councillor ballots into 

the ballot box that came with Exhibit A-109.  Yes?

A Yes.  Oh, sorry.  I thought I already confirmed it.  

Sorry.

Q I was just waiting for you there.  

And please confirm that this 

is the outer envelope in which you received the 
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mail-in ballot -- 

A Yes.  Yes, I had.

Q -- of Paul Tobaccojuice.  

A Yeah.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-136.  

Exhibit A-136:

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte 

enclosing of the request for mail-in 

ballot for Paul Tobaccojuice.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the request for mail-in ballot of Petula 

Wuttunee.  

A Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-128.  

Exhibit A-128:

Request for mail-in ballot for Petula 

Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

that is the redacted voter declaration form of 

Petula Wuttunee.  

A VIP.  I can see that there.  

Q It is?

A Yes, it is.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-129.    
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Exhibit A-129:

Redacted voter declaration form for Petula 

Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And this is another one that 

voted in person, so you did not count these ballots, 

correct?

A Correct.  

Q All right.  So we see that on the table.  

Now, the next one is Rickell 

Frenchman.  Can you please confirm that this is the 

unredacted request for mail-in ballot of Rickell 

Frenchman.  

A Yeah.  Yes, it is.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-85.  

Exhibit A-85:

Request for mail-in ballot unredacted for 

Rickell Frenchman.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please -- can you 

please confirm that this is the redacted voter 

declaration form for Rickell Frenchman that we 

previously marked at your cross-examination as 

Exhibit A-12.  

A Yes.  

Q Yes?

A Yes.  

Q And now, you've produced the unredacted voter 
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declaration form of Rickell Frenchman, and that is 

this document on the screen?

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-86.  

Exhibit A-86:

Unredacted voter declaration form for 

Rickell Frenchman.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And you accepted the ballots 

for Chief and Councillor that arrived with that 

voter declaration form and put them into the ballot 

boxes, correct, sir?

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that that's been marked as Exhibit A-86.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Thank you.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm, Mr. 

Ratte, that this is the voter declaration -- or, 

sorry, the voter's list for Rickell Frenchman.  

A Yes.  

Q Yeah?

A This is.

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  

Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-89.  

Exhibit A-89:
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Voter's list for Rickell Frenchman.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm, sir, 

that this is the outer envelope with respect to the 

mail-in ballot package of Rickell Frenchman that you 

received.  

A Yes, it is.  

MR. PHILLIPS: All right.  Can we please 

have this marked as Exhibit A-87.  

Exhibit A-87:

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte 

enclosing the mail-in ballot package of 

Rickell Frenchman.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: With respect to Robin Dean 

Wuttunee, can you please confirm that this is the 

request for mail-in ballot that you received and 

processed --

A Yeah.

Q -- which we previously marked as Exhibit A-41.  

A I agree.  Yes, it is.  

Q Can you please confirm that this is the voter 

declaration form for Robin Dean Wuttunee.  

A Yes.  

Q We previously marked that as Exhibit A-11.  And can 

you please confirm that you placed the ballots that 

accompanied this voter declaration form into the 

ballot boxes.  

A Yes.  
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Q And can you please confirm that this is the outer 

envelope with respect to that -- 

A Yes, sir.

Q -- mail-in ballot package that you received from 

somebody purporting to be Robin Dean Wuttunee.

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-111.  

Exhibit A-111:

Outer envelope of the mail-in ballot 

package for Robin Dean Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

that is the unredacted request for mail-in ballot of 

Romellow Meechance.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-92.  

Exhibit A-92:

Request for mail-in ballot unredacted for 

Romellow Meechance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the redacted voter declaration form for 

Romellow Meechance.  We previously had this marked 

as Exhibit A-13.  

A Yes.

Q And can you please confirm that we now have the 

unredacted voter declaration form For Romellow 
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Meechance, and this is it up on the screen.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  Can we please have 

this marked as Exhibit A-93.  

Exhibit A-93:

Unredacted voter declaration form for 

Romellow Meechance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And you placed those ballots 

that came with Exhibit A-93 into the ballot boxes, 

correct, sir?

A Yes.

Q Can you please confirm that this is the voter's list 

for Romellow Meechance.  

A Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-95.  

Exhibit A-95:

Voter's list for Romellow Meechance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the outer envelope that came with --

A Yeah.

Q -- the mail-in ballots of Romellow Meechance.  

A Yes.  

Q Sorry, Romellow Meechance, yes?

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-137.  
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Exhibit A-137:

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte 

enclosing the mail-in ballot of Romellow 

Meechance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this the request for mail-in ballot (redacted) of 

Shaun Brabant.  

A Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-130.  

Exhibit A-130:

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) of 

Shaun Brabant.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the voter declaration form (redacted) for 

Shaun Brabant.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-57.  

Exhibit A-57:

Redacted voter declaration form for Shaun 

Brabant.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And the mail-in ballots that 

came with that Exhibit A-57, you did not place them 

in the ballot box?

A Correct.  I had it reported as voted in person, 

so . . .
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Q Yeah.  

Can you please confirm that 

this is the request for mail-in ballot of Sherry 

Brabant.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-131.  

Exhibit A-131:

Request for mail-in ballot for Sherry 

Brabant.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

this is the request for mail-in ballot of Steve 

Nicotine.  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-132.  

Exhibit A-132:

Request for mail-in ballot for Steve 

Nicotine.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm this 

is the request for mail-in ballot of Veronica 

Whitford.  

A Yes.  

Q That was previously marked as Exhibit A-26.  

And can you please confirm 

that you were not able to locate the envelope in 

relation to the mail-in ballot package for Veronica 
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Whitford.  

A Yeah.  I looked in the files, and -- can I see -- 

can I see the white envelope again, please.  I just 

want to be certain.  I'm trying to figure why there 

wasn't an envelope.

Q We don't have the voter declaration form for 

Veronica Whitford.  It's not -- you just couldn't 

locate the envelope, correct?  

A Correct.  

Q Can you please confirm that this is the request for 

mail-in ballot of Wesley Wuttunee.  It was 

previously marked as Exhibit A-27.  

A Yes.  

Q Can you please confirm that this is the voter 

declaration form for Wesley Wuttunee, previously 

marked as Exhibit A-28.  

A Yes.  

Q Can you please confirm that that is the voter's list 

for Wesley Wuttunee, previously marked as Exhibit 

A-29.  

A Yeah.  

Q Can you please confirm that this is the outer 

envelope within which the mail-in ballot of Wesley 

Wuttunee were received.  

A Correct.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-138.  
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Exhibit A-138:

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte 

enclosing the mail-in ballot for Wesley 

Wuttunee.

MR. PHILLIPS: We will go off the record for 

just a moment here.

(DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

MR. PHILLIPS: We've provided a revised 

table -- a document to Mr. Ratte.  From what we just 

went through, there was one change to Chantel Bear, 

identifying the exhibit for the voter declaration 

form (redacted), correctly identifying it as Exhibit 

A-42.  The only other change was removing the yellow 

squares and having no highlighting on the table, but 

in every other respect, the table is the same.  

And Mr. Ratte has now gone 

through each of the squares in this table and 

confirmed that the particulars identified and the 

reference to the exhibits in question are accurate, 

and that in the case of the address mail-in ballot 

sent to, the address identified in this table is 

correct.  And that the -- for the column "Chief and 

Councillor Mail-in Ballots Received with Voter 

Declaration Form Placed into Mail-in -- into Ballot 

Boxes?" correctly identifies whether or not the 

ballots were placed into the ballot box, and if not, 

the reason why.  And in respect of the final column, 
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if an envelope couldn't be located, it's correctly 

identified in that column.  

A Yeah.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Is all of that fair and 

accurate, Mr. Ratte?

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-139.  

Exhibit A-139:

Table of all mail-in ballot related 

exhibits.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And so, Mr. Ratte, you see up 

on the screen here the authorization that you 

received in relation to Rickell Frenchman?

A Yes, I do.  

Q And this is the authorization that we were able to 

provide you with.  You maintained your objection to 

providing the documents unless the authorizations 

from the voters in question were provided?  

A Yes.

Q And we -- we went out, and I've provided the 

authorizations -- or were able to obtain certain 

authorizations.  

So I just want you to have 

the Court made aware of the circumstances for why 

and how some of these unredacted documents have been 

now produced.  So can you please confirm that that 
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is the -- or the authorization that you received -- 

A Yes, I can.  

Q -- for Rickell Frenchman.  Yes?

A Yes, I do.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-90.  

Exhibit A-90:

Authorization for Rickell Frenchman.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And can you please confirm 

that this is the authorization that you received 

from Romellow Meechance.  

A Yes, it is.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-91.  

Exhibit A-91:

Authorization for Romellow Meechance.

(DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You can take a look at 

these -- four pages of this document up on the 

screen.  Let me know when you want me to switch the 

page.  

MR. ISFELD: Yeah -- sorry, are you 

waiting for Mr. Ratte to respond?  

A Do you want me to look at this and confirm, 

or . . . ?

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Just read it over.  

A Read what over?  This document?  
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Q This page.  I will email it to your counsel here as 

well.

A Exhibit -- 

Q Yes.  Voter declaration form Michelle Nicotine.

A Yes.  I see in if front here.  Yeah. 

MR. ISFELD: Mr. Phillips, are you sending 

them to the court reporter -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You can -- you can remove 

that document.  It seems as though it is a -- you 

can disregard that -- that last email that I sent.  

We will not mark that document, Exhibit -- what was 

to be Exhibit A-115.  Oh, I see.  

Here's where the issue was.  

This was your reply to Undertaking Number 17, which 

is where the other documents came from.  We've 

marked each of those documents individually already, 

so there's no need to.  We will skip over that 

because there's been -- we've been able to proceed 

efficiently today with agreement with marking the 

individual items already.  

I have emailed this document 

to you, sir.  Can you please confirm -- I also have 

it up on the screen -- that this was your reply to 

Undertaking Number 13, these -- the 13 pages within 

this PDF.  

MR. ISFELD: Sorry, can you read out which 

undertaking --
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A I don't understand what's going on right now, sorry. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Your undertaking Number 13.  

MR. ISFELD: Can you read that undertaking 

out for him.  

A Like, I don't know what I'm agreeing to or not.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Just give me -- just give me 

one second; I will go and bring it up for you.

A Sure.  No problem.  No problem.  

Q Right here.  Undertaking Number 13, page 169 of the 

--

A Yeah.  169.  Yeah.  

Q I can take you there, if you would like.  

A Okay.  

MR. ISFELD: So to be clear, those 13 

mail-in ballot packages are referring to the 13 that 

were rejected because the individual had voted in 

person.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can you speak up, Mr. Isfeld, 

or come closer to the mic.

MR. ISFELD: Sorry, the 13 packages 

referred to were the 13 packages where the 

individual had voted in person, so they were 

rejected; is that -- is that correct?  

MR. PHILLIPS: My question is, These 13 

pages in this PDF, these are the documents that were 

produced in relation to that Undertaking Number 13?  

MR. ISFELD: So that makes sense.  So the 
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undertaking was to provide the ballots that had been 

rejected because the individual had voted in person, 

right?  So he's asking if these were the correct 

ballots that were rejected, these 13 -- 

A Well, what I -- what I went over with you is 

correct.  Okay.  What we went over with, to the best 

of my knowledge, looked correct, and it would have 

been rejected because they came in with affidavits 

stating they had lost their package, which, in fact, 

they did.

MR. ISFELD: Yeah.  So these ones -- these 

ones were provided after the last examination.  

THE WITNESS: Okay.

MR. ISFELD: So I think he just wants you 

to look at them and confirm that those are -- that 

that's the case for those 13.  

A Yeah.  Okay.  I'm looking at them as they're 

appearing -- yeah.  Correct.  Correct, correct, 

correct.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Now, can you please confirm 

that the 13 pages that I've just showed you, those 

are the 13 pages that you have produced in relation 

to Undertaking Number 13.  

A Yes.  Yeah.  Of course, I can.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have that marked 

as A-113.  

Exhibit A-113:
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Thirteen pages produced in relation to 

Undertaking Number 13.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

those four pages that I just showed you; those are 

the documents that you've produced in relation to 

Undertaking Number 16.  

A Yes, I can.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have that marked 

as Exhibit A-114.  

Exhibit A-114:

Four pages produced in relation to 

Undertaking Number 16.

MR. ISFELD: Sorry, I see that you have 

the -- the undertakings open.  Just while you're 

asking the questions, can you flip back -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Sure.

MR. ISFELD: -- to the undertaking page --

MR. PHILLIPS: It's right there.

MR. ISFELD: Thank you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You see that, Mr. Isfeld?  

MR. ISFELD: Yeah.  Thank you.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  Can you please 

confirm, sir, that this is the document that you 

produced in relation to Undertaking Number 23.  

A Yes.  Electoral's Handbook.  Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please have this marked 

as Exhibit A-133.  
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Exhibit A-133:

Document produced in relation to 

Undertaking Number 23.

MR. PHILLIPS: Could the court reporter 

please confirm that Exhibit A-45 was marked.    

Exhibit A-45:

Voter declaration form (redacted) for 

Kelly Nicotine.

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: This should be the voter 

declaration form (redacted) of Kelly Nicotine.

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: It was marked?

THE COURT REPORTER: It was.

MR. PHILLIPS: It was?  

THE COURT REPORTER: I'm positive it was, yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It was.  Okay.  Thank you.  

And Exhibit A-56 has been marked today as well?

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ratte, we're coming back 

now to this final column of Exhibit A-139, and you 

will see Exhibit A-134 on the screen here that we've 

marked today.  

A Yes.

Q Do you see that?

A I do.  

Q There is no Canada Post cancellation mark of any 
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sort on here, correct?

A Yeah.  I see that.  

Q We have Exhibit A-98 on the screen now.  

A I do.  

Q And you see that there is no Canada Post 

cancellation mark or anything to strike out the post 

date that you've put on there.  

A I see.  Correct. 

Q We have now Exhibit A-135 and same.  There is no 

mark of any sort by Canada Post marking or 

indicating that it was actually mailed; do you see 

that?

A Yes.  I see that.  Yeah.  

Q We have up on the screen Exhibit A-107, same.  There 

is no mark of any sort by Canada Post to suggest 

that it was actually mailed.  You agree?

A I would agree.  Yeah.  I don't see a mark anywhere, 

if it was stamped.

Q Now, we have Exhibit A-136 up on the screen now.  

A That's sent from an individual, so . . .

Q We can skip over that one.  

A It's not the envelope I provided, anyway.

Q Exhibit A-87 is up on the screen now.  Again, 

there's no mark of any sort -- 

A Right.  I don't see one.

Q -- from Canada Post indicating that it was actually 

mailed.  
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We have up on the screen 

Exhibit A-111 now, and when I -- when we refer to 

Exhibit A-111, we're referring to the third and 

fourth pages of the PDF -- 

A Sure.  Yeah.

Q This is the outer envelope.  And, again, there's no 

mark of any sort to suggest that this envelope was 

actually mailed, correct, sir?

A Correct.  I don't see a mark on the stamp.

Q No.  We now have up on the screen Exhibit A-137, 

same.  There's no mark of any sort to suggest it was 

mailed, hey?

A I don't see a mark on the . . .  

Q Now, we have up on the screen Exhibit A-138.  Again, 

there's no mark of any sort by Canada Post to 

suggest that it was actually mailed, correct?

A No.  No, I don't.

Q So we just went through all of those Exhibits, 

A-134, A-98, A-135, A-107, A-87, A-111, A-137, and, 

finally, A-138.  None of them had any sort of mark 

by Canada Post to suggest that it was actually 

mailed, correct?

A Correct.  Yeah.  I don't see -- I don't see anything 

on the stamp.  

Q Out of those eight envelopes, that's a little 

strange.  Can you look to see if you have a 

declaration of a person delivering a mail-in ballot 
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for those persons.  You should --

A I can look.  Yeah.  I can look.  Definitely.  I see 

the records.  I know --

MR. ISFELD: I believe this was already 

requested of us and our client, and we did look, and 

there were no -- 

THE WITNESS: There were no?  Okay.  

MR. ISFELD: There were no declarations 

for those individuals.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: This actually is an important 

point, so you're in the same office there with the 

records.  Can you look for a declaration of a person 

delivering a mail-in ballot just to see.  

MR. ISFELD: No.  We did.  

A We did.  They did.  Yeah.  They did.  They did.

MR. ISFELD: We did prior to the 

cross-examination.

A What was submitted was based on what -- what I had 

in the boxes, I guess, right?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Oh, have you personally 

looked through the boxes for these declarations of 

persons delivering a mail-in ballot -- 

A Well, what I -- I know at the poll I saw a number of 

them.  Again, the -- you know, I -- as I mentioned 

earlier, sometimes when it goes to the post 

office -- and I don't know why -- they're not 

marked, when I pick stuff up, and/or maybe one of my 
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deputies received it and didn't get the form filled 

out.  But I know every time that I was at the poll, 

'cause there's a lot of stuff going on at the poll, 

I fill them out 'cause I know all the declarations 

are signed by myself.  So I don't have an 

explanation other than one or -- one or the other.  

That's -- that's all I can come up with.  

Q So there's a declaration of a person delivering a 

mail-in ballot.

A There is, yeah.  And I remember filling out a few -- 

a number of them at the poll that day, throughout 

the day.  And these ones here -- I mean, you've 

asked the question.  Either they weren't stamped 

'cause I mentioned earlier sometimes when you get 

mail, especially in the rural post offices, they 

come unmarked or -- and/or maybe somebody did 

deliver it at the poll, and, you know, my deputy 

would have taken them and didn't fill out the 

declaration.  So that's the only explanation I have 

of why there isn't.  I don't know.  I mean, that's 

the only thing I can think of that might have 

occurred.  

Q I think you indicated earlier at that -- today, that 

is, that some persons delivered multiple mail-in 

ballot packages to you at a time -- 

A They did, and I did fill out declarations that day.  

I remember personally filling them out.  
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Q Do you have any other records aside from the 

voter -- the declaration of a person delivering a 

mail-in ballot?  Did you take any notes, or . . . ?

A Well, all I have is the declarations that I know 

that I filled out that are part of the records.  

And, again, at the voting term -- registration 

tables, like, I was not there throughout the day, 

like a lot, 'cause I was, you know, logistically 

observing, making sure things are running at the 

poll.  Like, there's just a lot of stuff going.  So, 

again, it's the only explanation that I can 

logically think of administratively on why there 

isn't either a declaration and/or there isn't a mark 

from Canada Post on the stamp.  That's the only 

thing I can think of.  

Q The declaration of a person delivering a mail-in 

ballot when there were multiple mail-in ballots 

delivered at the same time, there was only one 

declaration filled out, and you recorded the number 

of mail-in ballots on that declaration?  

A There were more than one declaration filled out.  

There was -- I can't remember offhand, but there 

were a few filled out, and -- on polling day, for 

those that dropped off mail-in voting packages.  

Q For those declarations of a person delivering a 

mail-in ballot, though, did you identify which 

mail-in ballots on the face of that declaration 
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accompanied -- were in relation to that declaration?  

So, example -- 

A The ones -- the ones I filled out, yes.  And I did 

it -- I mentioned earlier how I did it.  If you came 

in with five, you filled out the declaration, I put 

numbers one -- one to five, and then I had them 

initial the corners of the actual package.  Okay.  I 

don't know if you follow.  That way, and then I 

would -- 

Q The corners of what package?

A Then I would bundle it all together.  This is what I 

always do in an election.  So there's the 

declaration on top.  Let's say you delivered five 

envelopes, whether they're in the brown envelope or 

the white envelope 'cause they can vary.  Sometimes 

you don't always get the brown envelope.  They're 

stapled together and processed together separately 

as compared to an individual one.  And then I tape 

them all together, so they're -- you know, again, 

those envelopes with declarations that I accepted at 

the poll that I -- where I filled out the 

declaration are -- are still intact, minus the 

ballot that was processed.  I don't know if you 

follow.  

Q You indicated that there's a mark that you placed on 

the top right, or did you place a mark on each -- 

A No.  I usually put -- just indicate -- when you -- 
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if the voter -- if an individual, it can be anyone, 

drops off mail-in voting packages at my poll, for 

example, right, I get them to fill the declaration 

out.  All right.  And then I just get them the 

number of how many packages they're dropping off.  

If it's five, then it's one -- one to five.  Then 

they're going to write a number on the -- on the top 

right corner of each envelope.  That's part of what 

they're dropping off and initial -- and initial 

beside it.  And then I tape those all together, and 

that just shows John -- Jane Doe came in.  Then she 

got -- he or -- whatever dropped off five.  There 

was a declaration, and they're all intact.  That's 

just the system I use in tracking and keeping things 

together.  

Q That number that is written down, is that on the 

actual outer envelope itself, correct -- 

A Well -- yeah.  It is, and it's also on -- well, not 

only the outer envelope or the white envelope.  And 

again, for these ones -- you know, again, is it a 

Canada Post issue, or did a deputy accept them 

without filling out the declaration?  I'm not sure.  

That's the only explanation I've come up with.  

Q How many deputies did you have?

A I'm trying to remember.  I think we had about six, I 

believe.  Yeah.  

Q What are their names?
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A I don't have the names right now, but there's -- 

there's appointment forms that are filled out with 

their names and stuff and any particulars.  

Q Will you undertake to approach each of those six 

deputies and have -- obtain from them particulars 

of -- with reference to Exhibit A-139.  In the far 

right column, we have Exhibits A-134, A-98, A-135, 

A-107, A-136, A-87, A-111, and A-137, and, finally, 

A-138.  Will you undertake to approach your deputies 

and specifically ask them if they received these 

mail-in ballot packages.  

MR. ISFELD: Mr. Phillips, he's not here 

to testify on behalf of his deputies.  

MR. BOUDREAU: That's right.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I think your client just --

MR. BOUDREAU: He's not going to undertake 

that.  That would mean also for him to travel to 

Saskatchewan and so on.  He's not going to do that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Well, he can simply send them 

an email or give them a call.  

MR. BOUDREAU: He's not going to do that.  

You're just cross-examining him.  He can provide you 

with his information, and that's it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: In all fairness, Mr. 

Boudreau, these documents are missing, and it's an 

irregularity.  I simply want Mr. Ratte to go and 

approach his deputies since that was the explanation 
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I was advised -- 

MR. ISFELD: Well, actually, his evidence 

is not that the documents are missing.

MR. PHILLIPS: Pardon?

MR. ISFELD: The evidence -- the evidence 

is that there is no declarations that were signed at 

the poll, so those ballots, as Mr. Ratte -- Mr. 

Ratte recalls, must not have been submitted in that 

fashion.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The witness, Mr. Ratte, just 

fairly acknowledged that these voter declaration 

forms, the outer envelopes enclosing them, could 

have been received by a deputy and simply not 

recorded.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Did I hear you correctly, 

Mr. Ratte?  

A I responded -- I'm just trying to come up with a 

solution on why.  That's it.  I'm just 

speculating -- 

MR. ISFELD: Well, that's -- you know 

what?  That's speculation.  

A I'm speculating.  But that's what I did --

MR. PHILLIPS: That's already -- that's 

already the evidence that the witness gave.  I 

simply want the witness to go and see if that was 

the case.  

MR. ISFELD: Yeah.  And he's speculating.  
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He's not here to testify for his deputies -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I think it's a fair question 

because linking these particular ballots to 

particular persons is important, as you know.

MR. ISFELD: Yeah.  But he's not here to 

testify for his deputies, so he's testified to what 

he knows, okay?  And that's what he's here to give 

evidence for to what he knows.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You have not provided an 

affidavit from any of your deputies, correct, 

Mr. Ratte?

MR. BOUDREAU: You have no -- of course you 

have no affidavit from your deputies.  No.  

MR. PHILLIPS: So all we have is Mr. Ratte, 

and Mr. Ratte has identified that it could have been 

received by a deputy.  I simply want Mr. Ratte to go 

in the circumstances and to the best -- use best 

efforts to go and approach his deputies to ask them, 

Listen, these outer envelopes -- these mail-in 

ballot packages, did you receive them from somebody, 

and if so, who did you receive them from and when?  

MR. BOUDREAU: All right.  And Mr. Ratte is 

refusing to take this undertaking.  

Undertaking Number 1:

Approach each of the six deputies and 

obtain from them particulars with 

reference to Exhibit A-139, A-134, A-98, 
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A-135, A-107, A-136, A-87, A-111, and 

A-137, and, A-138.

(Refused)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please undertake to 

advise of the names of the deputies that you 

retained in relation to this election.  I undertake 

-- I understand that you could not recall their 

names; is that correct?

A Correct.  

Q Would you undertake to advise of their names and 

their current contact information?  

A With their consent, I will.  But I have to contact 

them first, and it's up to them whether or not they 

want to consent to even be involved in the case.  

That's all I can do.

Q So you're -- you're willing to go and contact them, 

then, is what you're saying?

A I'm willing to contact them, and -- but I will not 

give you the names, and I will not give you their 

particulars, but I will contact them.  And if 

they're willing to step forward and submit whatever 

they feel they want to, that's fine.  But I want to 

be very clear, Mr. Phillips, their privacy, their 

information, and -- will not be released.  

Q We have that undertaking, then.  That's been given.  

You will approach the deputies to see if they're 

willing to provide their names and contact 
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information and particulars.  That's the undertaking 

that you're giving, right?

A That's correct.  That's correct.

MR. ISFELD: That's correct.  

Undertaking Number 2:

Inquire of Mr. Ratte's deputies and advise 

if they are willing to provide their names 

and contact information.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: All right.  Well, we'll deal 

with the refusal to provide the requested 

undertakings in due course, but for the time being, 

we'll move on.  And you're not willing to ask those 

deputies in relation to these mail-in ballot 

packages -- 

MR. ISFELD: He's already provided his 

answer.  

A I've already given you my answer.  Mr. Phillips, 

I've already given you my answer, okay?  Once again, 

if they -- it's their choice whether they want to 

even give their name to you or provide anything to 

you.  

Q I'm simply asking about these mail-in ballot 

packages.

A I've already given you my answer.  

MR. ISFELD: He's already given his 

answer.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: And you've refused to do so.  
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Okay.

A No, sir.  I don't believe I have.  I've been very 

cooperative today, very cooperative.

Q No.  Your counsel refused on your behalf.  I 

understand that you -- 

MR. ISFELD: He's refusing -- he's refused 

that undertaking that you requested.  Yes.  

A Yes.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: All right.  That's what I was 

referring to, Mr. Ratte.  

You see these documents up on 

the screen, sir, these email chains?  

A I do.  

Q These are emails chains between Mr. Boudreau and 

myself.  They include others at times.  You see 

that, sir?

A I do.

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  Can we please have 

this one marked as Exhibit A-112.  These are -- this 

is the email chain ending October 15th, 2020, 

between counsel for the applicants and Mr. Boudreau.  

Exhibit A-112:

Email chain ending October 15, 2020, 

between counsel for the applicants and Mr. 

Boudreau.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: The next document up on the 

screen is another email chain between Mr. Boudreau 
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and counsel for the applicants.  You see that, sir?  

A I do.

Q Ending October 25th, 2020.  

MR. BOUDREAU: So, Mr. Phillips, what does 

this have to do with the re-examination on the 

undertakings provided?  

MR. PHILLIPS: First of all, can the court 

reporter please confirm that -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: No.  No.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- it will be marked as 

Exhibit A-140.    

Exhibit A-140:

Email chain ending October 25, 2020, 

between counsel for the applicants and Mr. 

Boudreau.

MR. BOUDREAU: Well, I object to the marking 

of these correspondence between legal counsel, as 

this is a re-examination on the undertakings 

provided and not a brand new examination.  And I 

don't know why you're putting these correspondence 

amongst counsel in a cross-examination of my 

client.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Maybe you can wait for the 

questions; then you'll find out the relevance.  You 

know the relevance 'cause you were involved in these 

emails chains.  

Can the court reporter please 
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confirm that this has been marked as Exhibit A-140.

MR. BOUDREAU: Put that on the record -- put 

that on the record -- no.  No.  No.  No.  Put that 

on the record before you -- you request the court 

reporter to mark these as exhibits.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that this has been marked as Exhibit 

A-140.  

MR. BOUDREAU: I object to the marking of 

these exhibits.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm.

THE COURT REPORTER: I'm not sure what to do.  

It's being rejected to -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.  And I object to the 

marking of these exhibits.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It's being marked at least 

for identification at this point.  The Court can 

review the matter and term the propriety -- 

determine the propriety of the objection.  

MR. BOUDREAU: My client cannot identify --

MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please confirm that 

it has been marked as Exhibit A-112 and Exhibit 

A-140.

MR. BOUDREAU: My client cannot identify 

these correspondence.  It was not part of this 

correspondence.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: It's being marked for 

identification at this point.  There are -- as you 

know, are a few undertakings here that your 

client -- we need to deal with in terms of the 

conclusion of this matter, and I would like to move 

on to that, if I could.  

Can the court reporter please 

confirm that Exhibits A-112 -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: No.  You can't.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- and 140 have been marked 

for identification.  

MR. BOUDREAU: And I object to the marking 

as identification in this cross-examination on 

affidavit.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The Court -- can the court 

reporter please confirm that they've been marked for 

identification.  

THE COURT REPORTER: I'm hesitant to say that -- 

to mark them because counsel is objecting 

vehemently, so I --

MR. PHILLIPS: The Court needs to see the 

documents in question.  We're going to be going 

through them with respect to some undertakings that 

remain outstanding.  This -- these are the positions 

that have been communicated on behalf of you, 

Mr. Ratte.  I would like to know exactly where we're 

at with the small number of undertakings left.  
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MR. BOUDREAU: You can make -- you can make 

your -- your arguments before the Court, but these 

are not to be marked as exhibits in this 

cross-examination of my client.  It was not part of 

these -- any of these emails, and it is improper for 

you to put these emails either for identification 

purpose or as exhibit to the -- to the -- to this 

cross-examination.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Your objection can be noted 

on the transcript, Mr. Boudreau.

MR. BOUDREAU: I'm objecting.

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like the court 

reporter to mark it for identification.  

MR. BOUDREAU: I am objecting to that -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm providing the exhibits to 

the court reporter now.

MR. BOUDREAU: And I'm -- I am objecting to 

that marking as -- as -- of those exhibits for 

identification.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that the -- that the exhibits have been at 

least been marked for identification so the Court 

can at least see what we're talking about.  I think 

that that is -- the proper way to proceed.  The 

Court can determine whether or not they should be 

exhibits.  It's for the Court to decide, not us.  

Can it at least be marked --
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MR. BOUDREAU: Your line of questioning is 

improper, Mr. Phillips.  

THE COURT REPORTER: I haven't been put in this 

position before between opposing counsel.  Usually, 

it's been dealt with, so I am sorry.  I'm not really 

sure what to do right now.  It's a little bit odd 

for me.  Usually, counsel agrees, or one objects, or 

both object to it.  So I am a little hesitant on 

which way to proceed.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We will leave these exhibits 

with you to make the determination as to whether to 

mark them for the time being.  We'll use our time 

efficiently.  I will be referring to them, and we -- 

again, we are requesting that they be marked for 

identification.  With what is opposes -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: You cannot mark them as 

exhibits outside -- outside of this examination, 

while we are both on the -- in the 

cross-examination.  So, again, I am objecting to the 

improper marking of these exhibits.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ratte, you see up on the 

screen the summary of your Undertaking Number 8 with 

respect to your cellphone from the September 14th  

transcript, the cross-examination.  You see that, 

sir?

A Yes, I do.  

Q All right.  I've attempted to address this matter 
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with your counsel in terms of responding 

constructively to any concerns that you might have, 

Mr. Ratte, in relation to the undertaking.  As I 

understand it, you've proposed Truedata Recovery in 

Winnipeg to conduct the matters.  Is that -- the 

recovery of data from your phone; is that correct 

sir?

MR. BOUDREAU: Mr. Phillips, I'm going to 

answer on behalf of my client.  We have provided 

you -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to hear from the 

witness, Mr. Boudreau.

MR. BOUDREAU: No.  No.  You're going to 

hear from me, not from my client because this has 

been dealt with, and this -- I receive -- I must 

have received over 40 emails from you, Mr. Phillips, 

regarding this phone.  So I'm going to reply on 

behalf of my client.  My client was not party to all 

these back and forth.  

So during those -- we've 

provided you with a solution for the phone.  There 

is a -- an organization here -- a business in 

Winnipeg, which is called "Truedata Recovery," and 

it's based in Winnipeg, and they specialize in 

recovery of data for phones.  We have requested that 

this -- this organization be the one recovering the 

data from the phone.  You -- you first refused.  You 
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wanted to have these -- that recovery done 

somewhere, I guess, in the States, as I understand, 

and that is not acceptable to my client.  

And you also indicated that 

the Truedata Recovery in Winnipeg could -- could 

attempt to recover this -- this -- this data but 

without powering the phone.  That is not acceptable 

to my client, and we are maintaining this position.  

My client is willing to have the -- the data 

recovered from his phone using Truedata here in 

Winnipeg, and that is the end of it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. Boudreau?  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yes, I am.  

MR. PHILLIPS: All of our communications in 

relation to this matter have been in writing.  

They've been by email, correct, sir?  Mr. Boudreau?

MR. BOUDREAU: I am not -- I am not on -- on 

cross-examination here.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Well, you wanted to inform 

the Court in relation to this matter.  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.

MR. PHILLIPS: Let's -- let's get it 

straight here.  The communications that you're 

referring to are what I've proposed as being marked 

as Exhibit A-112 and A-140.

MR. BOUDREAU: And I object to this.  I 

object to this.
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MR. PHILLIPS: The Court can determine the 

propriety of your refusal to have the data recovered 

from the phone.  Mr. Boudreau -- Mr. Boudreau -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: Mr. Phillips, you have -- you 

have requested -- you have requested the --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- to all of the concerns you 

have just identified --

MR. BOUDREAU: Let me talk.  No.  You have 

requested that -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Our constructive response --

MR. BOUDREAU: You have requested that this 

matter be put before -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- your correspondence which 

you have --

MR. BOUDREAU: -- the prothonotary, and the 

prothonotary has not yet responded to you.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- have continually refused 

to respond to.  Mr. Boudreau, I would like you to.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Only one person can talk at 

one time.  I can't write two people talking at once.  

MR. BOUDREAU: So -- of course.  Mr. -- Mr. 

Phillips, you have requested that the prothonotary 

be seized with this issue.  The prothonotary has not 

answered to your request, and this is where it 

stands.  We're not going to make any more gain or 

request of any form of undertakings from my client.  

At this point, it is before the Court.  It is before 
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the prothonotary's hands.  Thank you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Boudreau, I will also 

note the reply to undertakings that was provided by 

your client is contained in the Exhibit A-112 

emails, Exhibit A-24, for example.  I mean, these 

replies actually need to go in.  This is what your 

client is saying in relation to the matters.  Do you 

see them?  

Mr. Isfeld, this is your 

email from October 14, 2020, at 4:10 p.m.

MR. ISFELD: Yes.  You can ask him those 

questions.

MR. PHILLIPS: These are actual replies 

here.  These actually need to go in so that the 

Court can review them.

MR. ISFELD: So you can ask him those 

questions.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, this is -- it 

needs to be marked as an exhibit.  The Court 

reporter will deal with whether and how it should be 

marked.  Again, I'm renewing my request that it be 

marked 'cause the Court actually needs to see these 

email chains that contain replied undertakings, 

correct? 

MR. ISFELD: They don't -- you can -- you 

can ask him those questions, and he can confirm -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I can barely hear you, Mr. 
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Isfeld.  Can you come closer to the mic.

MR. ISFELD: Yeah.  So you can ask him if 

those are the correct answers, and he can answer 

them, and then they'll be on the record.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, I'm entitled to 

conduct the cross-examination as I feel most 

appropriate on behalf of my clients.  Replies to 

undertakings have been provided in writing.  I 

simply want those to be exhibited.  What is the 

problem here?  

MR. ISFELD: Well, those emails contain -- 

it's an email chain that you've provided with many 

other emails that don't include those replies to 

undertakings.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, these are the 

replies that you provided in writing on behalf of 

your client, correct?  

MR. ISFELD: Well, this is not getting 

marked as an exhibit, so . . . 

MR. PHILLIPS: The document I have up on the 

screen, what I've proposed as Exhibit A-112, these 

are the replies to undertakings that you purported 

to provide in writing on behalf of your client, 

correct?

MR. ISFELD: And that has been objected 

to.  What is the issue with asking Mr. Ratte those 

questions?  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Are you objecting to your own 

reply to undertakings?  

MR. ISFELD: No.  I'm objecting to the 

entire email chain being provided.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I take issue with them too.  

Pardon?  

MR. ISFELD: We're objecting to the email 

chain being provided.  

MR. PHILLIPS: To the Court so it can review 

the reply to undertakings that have been provided in 

writing?  

MR. ISFELD: Well, that -- no.  But 

there's other emails in that chain that are 

objectionable.  

MR. PHILLIPS: There's several failures to 

reply on your part.  With respect to Truedata, Mr. 

Boudreau --

MR. ISFELD: There's several -- there's 

several emails sent in a matter -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- you have not responded to 

several requests. 

MR. ISFELD: In a short matter of time 

from you saying that we have failed to reply.  We 

replied to all of the undertakings.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Boudreau -- I'll address 

this question to Mr. Ratte, actually.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You understand, Mr. Ratte, 
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that in relation to Truedata Recovery, you see my 

email to your lawyer up on the screen of October 

20th, 2020, at 1:58 p.m., in which we essentially 

agreed to revise our proposal to meet your concerns 

in relation to recovery of data from the cellphone 

to permit Truedata Recovery; do you see that, sir?

MR. ISFELD: You -- you're misrepresenting 

that conversation.  Okay.  You -- you made a 

proposal that was unacceptable for our client, and 

that answer's been provided.  And as Mr. Boudreau 

said, that matter is before the prothonotary.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, there was no 

conversation.  All of the discussions in relation to 

this matter have been in writing -- 

MR. ISFELD: Sorry, the discussion --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- and in email, other than 

the letter to the Court, so now you are not 

correctly stating the facts.  Mr. Isfeld, you're 

also not correctly stating the facts in that my 

clients have revised their proposal to your client, 

and it's up on the screen here.  

We have constructively 

responded to the concerns expressed by your client, 

and we've received nothing in response.  We would 

like this undertaking for the recovery of data to be 

satisfied.  What is wrong with the specific 

revisions that we've provided, to get a response in 
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a constructive manner to the concerns that have been 

expressed?  We've agreed.  Let Truedata Recovery 

perform their examination.  If they determine it 

necessary to power on the phone, have them advise 

us, and we'll agree.  When and if -- we'll have 

discussion if they advise that it's necessary to 

power on the phone.  Let's get on with this matter.  

I don't see the issue here.  You see that, 

Mr. Isfeld?  

MR. ISFELD: Yeah.  Yeah.  Just one -- one 

moment.  Mr. Boudreau is reading the -- the document 

there.  For clarity, this is the email that you sent 

after your -- your letter to the Court, correct?

MR. PHILLIPS: No.  This is --

MR. BOUDREAU: Mr. -- Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: Yes.  This is -- Mr. Isfeld, 

for the first time, your client expressed some 

concerns with respect to my proposal in your letter 

to the Court.  I almost immediately replied to those 

concerns with this revised proposal, and we've 

received nothing in response.  That is the context 

of this email on October 20th, 2020, at 1:58 p.m., 

which we've proposed to be marked as Exhibit 

A-140.  

MR. ISFELD: This is -- yes.  This 

communication was sent after this matter was already 

before the Court, after you had already put this 
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matter before the Court, and we're awaiting response 

from the Court.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, your client did 

not communicate concerns with respect to the 

proposal to myself prior to sending your letter to 

the Court.  You sent your letter to the Court.  

We've responded to those concerns that were finally 

expressed indirectly to the Court rather than to the 

applicants.  What is wrong with these revisions that 

constructively respond to the expressed concerns by 

your client?  

MR. ISFELD: What is wrong -- 

Mr. Phillips, what is wrong with allowing Truedata 

Recovery to attempt to recover the data?  They're an 

expert in a field.  You have provided no objection 

-- no quantifiable objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, in our revised 

proposal, we provide for Truedata Recovery to do the 

examination.  Read what's on the screen.  What is 

wrong with that?  Let's move this along.  You've 

requested a particular person do it.  We've bent 

over backwards to accommodate.  We've provided a 

revised proposal, and we've received nothing in 

response.  What are the continuing concerns with 

this revised proposal, or can we finally get on with 

this matter?  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.  So the last paragraph 
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of your proposal provides that the -- if -- (quoted 

as read):

"If the extension is granted, the phones 

shall be immediately sent to an expert 

selected by the applicant subject to the 

agreement of Mr. Ratte.  Failing which, 

the selection of the first expect shall be 

subject to case management."  

So I can tell you that 

Mr. Ratte is not in agreement to have this matter or 

this phone sent to anyone outside of his -- his 

purview and his -- his -- his own control.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Boudreau -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- this is the specific 

concrete written revised proposal that my clients 

have provided.  You quoted one paragraph of it that 

responds directly to your concern.  The paragraph in 

its entirety (quoted as read): 

"If Truedata Recovery is unable to confirm 

within eight days that it is able to 

recover the photo text messages from the 

phone, Mr. Ratte shall so advise and 

counsel shall confer to determine whether 

an extension should be granted.  If no 

extension is granted, the phone shall be 

immediately sent to an expert selected by 
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the applicants, subject to the agreement 

of Mr. Ratte.  Failing which, the 

selection of a further expert shall be 

subject to case management."

This doesn't provide for the 

phone to be sent to anybody else unless your client 

agrees to that specific person.  

MR. ISFELD: Well, no.  It does.  It says 

that failure will be subject to case management -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: We've bent over backwards to 

accommodate your expressed concerns.  Mr. Boudreau, 

what is wrong with this? 

MR. ISFELD: The undertaking was to 

provide it to an expert that was agreed upon by both 

parties, okay?  Not an expert that was selected by 

the applicant and approved by Mr. Ratte and not an 

expert that was appointed by the Court.  The 

undertaking was to provide it to an expert that was 

agreed upon by both parties -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  So, Mr. Isfeld, if -- 

if I'm hearing you correctly, the issue that you 

take with paragraph 6 of the proposal is that it 

should read along the lines of (quoted as read):

"If Truedata Recovery is unable to confirm 

within eight days that is it able to 

recover the photo text messages from the 

phone, Mr. Ratte shall so advise and 
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counsel shall confer to determine whether 

an extension should be granted.  If no 

extension is granted, the phone shall be 

sent to a different expert that is 

mutually agreeable to Mr. Ratte and to the 

applicants."  

Is that acceptable?  I'm 

willing to compromise here.  

MR. BOUDREAU: Mr. Phillips, my client would 

be willing to send the phone to Truedata Recovery at 

this point and to see whether or not they're able to 

recover the data.  If they are able to recover the 

data, fine.  That would be -- that will resolve this 

issue.  If they're not able to recover the data, we 

will reconvene.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We provided for that, 

Mr. Boudreau, with all due respect, in paragraphs 1 

through 5 of the revised written proposal.  I only 

heard a concern expressed in relation to paragraph 

6.  We've met that concern, I think.  Is there any 

issue taken with the proposal at paragraphs 1 

through 5 on the screen?  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.  So my client is -- 

this is as far as what he's willing to do.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Boudreau, do you have a 

specific concern with any of paragraphs 1 through 5 

of the proposal on the screen?  
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MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.  So any of those 

proposals may, in fact, have my client's personal 

information, which are contained in this phone 

disseminated.  So anything -- anything but a -- a 

company that will retrieve the data that are -- is 

not in the control of my client will not be 

acceptable.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Truedata Recovery is in the 

control of your client.  You're the one who -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: That's correct.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- would be dropping off the 

phone.  

MR. BOUDREAU: That's right. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Again, this is already 

provided for in the proposal at paragraphs 1 through 

5 here.  Again, I return to -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: So if -- if Truedata is 

unable to recover the data, my client will -- we 

will discuss at that time, if Truedata is unable to 

recover the phone, the data.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And that's what I just 

proposed, that we can select a different mutually 

agreeable expert at that point in time, if Truedata 

lacks the skill set or ability to recover the 

data.  

MR. BOUDREAU: No.  No.  My client -- my 

client, at this time, is only willing to send a 
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phone to Truedata, okay?  And if you're willing to 

have him send the phone to Truedata, then we're 

complying with the undertakings.  Anything else 

after that is not agreed upon.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Boudreau, I've provided a 

very reasonable -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: Okay.  And, Mr. Phillips, 

it's almost 5 o'clock.  I have another conference 

call at 5 o'clock.  Your time will be up in one 

minute.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Well, Undertaking Number 24, 

I believe your answer, Mr. Ratte, was (quoted as 

read):

"No voter declaration forms were released 

to any person prior to May 19th, 2020."  

Is that correct, sir?  

A I -- I -- yeah.  I recall -- I believe so.  I 

believe so.  

Q In relation to Undertaking Number 14 and 15, did you 

count up the persons from the master voter list that 

actually voted in person?

A I believe so.  

Q Do you have an actual recollection?  My -- my -- the 

undertaking was that you actually -- one component 

of it was actually look at the voter's list to 

determine from that voter's list who it is that 

voted in person and who it is that voted by mail-in 
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ballot.  I think from the email that I received that 

there was a miscommunication in this respect.  

Now that I think I've 

clarified the issue for you, will you -- will you go 

back and actually look at the voter's list to 

actually, from that voter's list, count up who voted 

in person and who voted by mail-in ballot by 

reference to only the voter's list? 

A Yes.  

Q Thank you, sir.  

There was --

MR. ISFELD: No.  We've provided that 

information to you already.  

THE WITNESS: But I thought -- I thought, 

John, didn't you provide -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: The witness has already -- 

Mr. Ratte has already responded.  I'm content with 

that --

A Whoa, wait a minute, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. ISFELD: That's already been provided 

to you. 

A Wait a minute, Mr. Phillips. 

MR. ISFELD: You know, you said that you 

clarifying --

A I'll -- I'll retract my statement, and my legal will 

deal with the answer.

MR. ISFELD: You said -- yeah.  You said 
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that you're clarifying, but you've asked for the 

same thing that you asked for last time and the same 

thing that we've answered last time. 

MR. PHILLIPS: No.  The response that I got 

back to this undertaking, if we go to the Exhibit 

A-112, you guys -- 

A Well, regardless, I'm retracting my statement.  

We've already given you an answer.  My legal's given 

you the answer, so I retract my statement as a 

"yes" as to "no."  We've already provided it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You have not gone to -- 

MR. ISFELD: Sir, did you have an issue 

with the undertaking that was provided, and -- 

'cause there was never any communication to us that 

there was an issue with that undertaking.  That was 

provided several weeks ago, and you've never 

indicated that there was any issue.  Was there an 

issue with that?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, this is for 

clarifying the reply to undertakings.  As I see it, 

you referred to paragraph 7 and 8 of our client's 

affidavit.  I was not looking for the witness to 

simply look at the affidavit.  I was looking for the 

witness to actually look at the voter's list to 

determine how many persons voted in person and how 

many persons voted by mail-in ballot.  That's the 

important information associated with these 
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undertakings.  Two components, the important 

information sought in Undertakings 14 and 15.  

That's simply the clarification.  

From the reply I got, I think 

that there was a misunderstanding on your client's 

part.  I'm simply looking to clarify that 

misunderstanding and have your client go and confirm 

by reference to the voter's list only given -- 

MR. ISFELD: You want him to count them 

again?

MR. PHILLIPS: The voter's list that we've 

been provided has been heavily redacted, and we 

can't actually do it ourselves.  

MR. ISFELD: He's counted them, and he's 

provided you with the number, and you're asking him 

to count them again?  I -- I don't see the purpose 

of that.  He's already provided you with the answer 

to that undertaking.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Your client couldn't recall.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do I hear you correctly, Mr. 

Ratte?  Did you actually count off the -- the 

voter's list, how many persons voted in person, and 

how many persons voted by mail-in ballot?  

A My legal's already responded to the question.  

Q I don't think -- I'm seeking clarification.  

A My legal's already responded to the question.

Q Is that a refusal to answer the question?
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A My legal -- no.  No.  That's an answer.  My legal 

has already responded to the question.  

MR. ISFELD: Yeah.  And --

A There's no refusal here.

MR. ISFELD: The undertaking was provided, 

and you had your answer weeks ago, and this is the 

first we're hearing of any issue.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, I'm seeking 

clarification from your client of how he went about 

conducting or preparing his reply in this specific 

respect.  It's a very basic, very straight-forward 

question.  Your client is refusing to answer it.  

MR. BOUDREAU: Mr. -- Mr. Phillips, it's 5 

after -- 4 after five.  I have a cross -- I have 

another conference call now.  We are terminating 

this -- this.  We gave you two hours, from 3 p.m. to 

5 p.m. 

MR. ISFELD: And I would also like to 

point out that you had indicated, when we schedulled 

this, that it would take approximately 50 minutes -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Isfeld, whether Mr. 

Boudreau has to go or he doesn't, I have an issue 

that I would at least like to get addressed.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: That being, Mr. Ratte, one of 

the undertakings was that you -- and -- and approach 

or get your detailed logs of photo -- of 

telecommunications provider.  As I understand it, 
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you see up on the screen, my email of October 14, 

4:43 p.m. 

A I believe my counsel's answered the question.

Q The transcript of the cross-examination of Mr. Ratte 

on September 14th, the response was that your 

cellular carrier is Rogers.

A I believe my counsel's answered the question.  

Q One of the multiple ways that Mr. Ratte can obtain 

his detailed logs of text messages and photo text 

messages is identified here, and I directed you to 

the Rogers website.  

MR. PHILLIPS: In short, your client needs 

to request his detailed logs of all text messages 

and photo text messages sent and received for the 

months of January, February, and March 2020 from the 

email address privacy@ric.rogers.com.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Have you done that, 

Mr. Ratte?  

A I believe my counsel's given you an answer to that 

question.  

Q No.  Have you submitted a request to Rogers in this 

manner for your records?

MR. ISFELD: Can I -- can I clarify, Mr. 

Phillips.  So he's just asking -- did you contact 

Rogers and ask them for those records.  

MR. PHILLIPS: No, I'm not.  That's not what 

I'm asking, Mr. Isfeld.  I'm asking, Did he -- did 
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he request this information in the format in the 

manner -- in the process that is designated by 

Rogers.  This process is designated on their 

website.  

MR. BOUDREAU: Okay.  All right. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ratte -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: We've provided -- we've --

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- have you contacted Rogers 

Communication in this prescribed manner to get the 

information from them that was requested in the 

undertaking?

A I contacted Rogers, and there was an agent on the 

phone.  And I had asked, Is there a way of 

recovering data?  And I was told, No.  Okay?  That's 

what I did do.  Okay?  

Q Okay.  

A So that's my answer.

MR. BOUDREAU: All right.

MR. ISFELD: So that is the answer, and, 

as Mr. Boudreau said --

MR. PHILLIPS: No.

MR. ISFELD: -- we have another matter we 

are late for -- 

MR. BOUDREAU: Thank you.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ratte, all you asked for 

was recovery of data versus logs of your data, 

correct, sir?
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MR. BOUDREAU: All right.  Thank you, 

Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ratte -- Mr. Boudreau --

MR. BOUDREAU: Thank you, Mr. Phillips.  

It's 5:07.  I have another call.  I am -- we 

provided you with the -- the time from 3 p.m. to -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Boudreau --

MR. BOUDREAU: -- 5 p.m., and it is now 

over.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Boudreau --

MR. BOUDREAU: The termination -- now, the 

cross-examination is completed, and you are --

MR. PHILLIPS: We'll take this issue up with 

the Court, seeing as how you're --

MR, BOUDREAU: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Phillips.  All right.  We are done.  And those 

complete -- complete this cross-examination on 

affidavit and your cross-examination on the 

undertakings.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Boudreau, are you 

unilaterally terminating the cross-examination, or 

-- or what?  

MR. BOUDREAU: Sorry?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Which is it?  Are you 

unilaterally terminating the cross-examination?  

MR. BOUDREAU: I'm not unilaterally 

terminating.  I'm just saying to you that it is -- 
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it is -- we've provided you with the time allocated.  

Thank you very much.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It is not complete, Mr 

Boudreau.  

MR. BOUDREAU: Yeah.  It is complete.  Thank 

you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It is not, Mr. Boudreau.  

You're refusing to conclude the cross-examination at 

this point. 

THE WITNESS: No.  We're not. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ratte, as I was asking -- 

are you there?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Ratte has disconnected from the 

cross-examination, as has Mr. Isfeld.  I believe 

Mr. Boudreau has -- is in the process of 

disconnecting as well.  There he is.  He's 

disconnected.  

On that basis, we will take 

this issue up with the Court.  Thank you very much 

for your time.

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED

SUBJECT TO ABOVE COMMENTS AT 4:10 P.M.) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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INDEX

Burke Ratte
October 26, 2020
Our File Number 10277-2
Volume 1

(Undertakings are inserted and indexed by your court 

reporter as a courtesy service to be utilized at the 

discretion of counsel)

Undertakings Page

Undertaking Number 1 61

Approach each of the six deputies and obtain from 

them particulars with reference to Exhibit A-139, 

A-134, A-98, A-135, A-107, A-136, A-87, A-111, and 

A-137, and, A-138.

(Refused)

Undertaking Number 2 63

Inquire of Mr. Ratte's deputies and advise if they 

are willing to provide their names and contact 

information.

Exhibits Page

Exhibit A-120 6

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) of Alia

Desmeales.

Exhibit A-104 8

Voter mail-in ballot control sheet for Paul
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Tobbacojuice, Darian Whiteford, Burton Ward,

Heather Meechance, Breanne Wahobin, Dion

Bugler, Robin Dean Wuttunee and Arnold

Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-88 9

Mail-in ballot control sheet for Rickell

Frenchman.

Exhibit A-94 10

Mail-in ballot control sheet for Romellow

Meechance.

Exhibit A-134 11

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

mail-in ballot for Arnold Bruce Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-96 12

Unredacted request for mail-in ballot for

Breanna Wahobin.

Exhibit A-39 12

Unredacted voter declaration form for Breanna

Wahobin.

Exhibit A-99 13

Voter's list for Breanna Wahobin.

Exhibit A-98 13

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

mail-in ballot for Breanna Wahobin.

Exhibit A-116 16

Request for mail-in ballot for Brian Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-40 17
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Redacted voter declaration form for Brian

Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-100 17

Request for mail-in ballot for Burton Ward.

Exhibit A-56 18

Burton Ward's voter declaration form.

Exhibit A-117 22

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for Chantel

Bear.

Exhibit A-42 23

Voter declaration form (redacted) for Chantel

Bear.

Exhibit A-121 24

Request for mail-in ballot for Cynthia Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-32 24

Voter declaration form (redacted) for Cynthia

Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-135 27

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

request for mail-in ballot for Dion Bugler.

Exhibit A-122 27

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for Eric

Brabant.

Exhibit A-123 27

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for

Ernestine Nicotine.

Exhibit A-101 28
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Request for mail-in ballot for Heather

Meechance.

Exhibit A-102 28

Unredacted voter declaration form for Heather

Meechance.

Exhibit A-103 29

Voter's list for Heather Meechance.

Exhibit A-124 29

Request for mail-in ballot for Jenna Pritchard.

Exhibit A-43 29

Redacted voter declaration form for Jenna

Pritchard.

Exhibit A-125 30

Request for mail-in ballot for Joshlyn

Pritchard.

Exhibit A-44 31

Redacted voter declaration form for Joshlyn

Pritchard.

Exhibit A-126 31

Request for mail-in ballot for Kelly Nicotine.

Exhibit A-105 32

Unredacted request for mail-in ballot for

Michael Ernest Stevens.

Exhibit A-38 32

Unredacted voter declaration form for Michael

Stevens.

Exhibit A-108 33
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Voter's list for Michael Ernest Stevens.

Exhibit A-107 33

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

mail-in ballots for Michael Ernest Stevens.

Exhibit A-118 34

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for Michelle 

Bretzer.

Exhibit A-119 34

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for 

MichelleNora Nicotine.

Exhibit A-46 34

Redacted voter declaration form for Michelle

Nora Nicotine.

Exhibit A-127 35

Request for mail-in ballot for Nikki Brabant.

Exhibit A-109 35

Voter declaration form for Paul Tobaccojuice.

Exhibit A-136 36

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

request for mail-in ballot for Paul Tobaccojuice.

Exhibit A-128 36

Request for mail-in ballot for Petula Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-129 36

Redacted voter declaration form for Petula

Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-85 37

Request for mail-in ballot unredacted for
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Rickell Frenchman.

Exhibit A-86 38

Unredacted voter declaration form for Rickell

Frenchman.

Exhibit A-89 38

Voter's list for Rickell Frenchman.

Exhibit A-87 39

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

mail-in ballot package of Rickell Frenchman.

Exhibit A-111 40

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

mail-in ballot package for Robin Dean Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-92 40

Request for mail-in ballot unredacted of

Romellow Meechance.

Exhibit A-93 40

Unredacted voter declaration form for Romellow

Meechance.

Exhibit A-95 41

Voter's list for Romellow Meechance.

Exhibit A-137 41

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

mail-in ballots for Romellow Meechance.

Exhibit A-130 42

Request for mail-in ballot (redacted) for Shaun

Brabant.

Exhibit A-57 42
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Redacted voter declaration form for Shaun

Brabant.

Exhibit A-131 42

Request for mail-in ballot for Sherry Brabant.

Exhibit A-132 43

Request for mail-in ballot for Steve Nicotine.

Exhibit A-138 44

Outer envelope received by Burke Ratte enclosing the 

mail-in ballot for Wesley Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-139 45

Table of all mail-in ballot related exhibits.

Exhibit A-90 46

Authorization for Rickell Frenchman.

Exhibit A-91 46

Authorization for Romellow Meechance.

Exhibit A-113 50

Thirteen pages produced in relation to Undertaking 

Number 13.

Exhibit A-114 50

Four pages produced in relation to Undertaking Number 

16.

Exhibit A-133   51

Document produced in relation to Undertaking Number 

23.

Exhibit A-45   53
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Certificate of Transcript - Remote Questioning

I, Stephanie Marocco, hereby certify that the foregoing 

pages are a true and faithful transcription of the 

proceedings and are a complete and accurate transcript 

of the remote video connection questioning of Burke 

Ratte, Edmonton, Alberta, taken down by me in shorthand 

and transcribed by means of a computer-aided 

transcription system to the best of my skill and 

ability, pursuant to Alberta Rules of Court 

r.6.20(4)(c), and conducted in accordance with those

portions of the Alberta Protocol for Remote Questionings 

under my control.

Dated at the city of Edmonton, Province of Alberta, this 

26th day of October, AD, 2020.

____________________________________

Stephanie Marocco, 

Court Reporter
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 1     (Proceedings commenced at 1:04 p.m.)

 2     COURT REPORTER:        I am ready to swear in the

 3              witness when you guys are.

 4     MR. ISFELD:             Before we --

 5     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.

 6     MR. ISFELD:             Before we do, can I just ask,

 7              so you’re recording this, Mr. Phillips?

 8     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  There’s video recording

 9              being done, yes, through the Microsoft Teams,

10              and we’re using my Team’s account.

11     MR. ISFELD:             Will you be able to provide

12              that to us as well?

13     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Sure.  If you’d like a copy.

14              As long as it’s only utilized --

15     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  Just --

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- for the purposes of this

17              action.

18     MR. ISFELD:             I don’t imagine we’ll be --

19     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I’ll give (INDISCERNIBLE) --

20     MR. ISFELD:             -- watching it.  Just in case

21              any --

22     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     As long as there’s some

23              other -- if there’s some other issue in mind,

24              but as long as I have your undertaking not to

25              release it to anybody, that shouldn’t
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 1              (INDISCERNIBLE).

 2     MR. ISFELD:             And yours as well, right?

 3     MR. RATTE:              Yeah.

 4     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  That’s fine.

 5     MR. ISFELD:             It won’t be released to the

 6              public or anything?

 7     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  Well, Mr. Isfeld, you

 8              use Teams as well --

 9     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- so you know that it’s

11              hosted on Microsoft servers, but, like, I

12              won’t distribute it to --

13     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.

14     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- to any -- without --

15     MR. ISFELD:             But any --

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- without -- without your

17              agreement --

18     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) --

19     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- or without order of the

20              Court.  How’s that?

21     MR. ISFELD:             Perfect.  Sounds good.  If we

22              can do that.

23     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  Or -- or, sorry, or to

24              the court reporter, I should say.

25     COURT REPORTER:        M-hm.
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 1     MR. ISFELD:             One moment.  We’ll be right

 2              on, okay.

 3     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  Sheena, I think that’s

 4              your volume again.  But, anyways, when we get

 5              going, you’ll just do the same as before

 6              and --

 7     COURT REPORTER:        I will.  I will.  Yeah.

 8              Sorry.  I’ll scoot my dog out of the room.  I

 9              bet you you can hear him chewing on his bone.

10     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.  Nathan, I noticed

11              you -- you added a hyphen to your name.  I

12              just thought I’d make sure I’m pronouncing

13              that correctly.  How do you pronounce that?

14     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Xiao-Phillips.

15     MR. ISFELD:             Xiao?  Okay.

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  Whenever the court

17              reporter would like to proceed.  If you’d

18              like to swear in the witness?

19     COURT REPORTER:        Sure.  Can you please state

20              your first and last name for the record?

21     MR. RATTE:              Burke Ratte.

22    Questioned by MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:

23        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Mr. Ratte, today, do

24             you prefer that I refer to you as Mr. Ratte

25             or Burke?  Or what is your preference?
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 1        A.  Burke is fine.

 2        Q.  Okay.  Burke, if you can’t hear me, just ask

 3             me to speak up, or by the same token, you

 4             have to give an answer orally.

 5     MR. ISFELD:             Burke, we can hear you fine.

 6              Thank you.

 7     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Very good.  Oh, we’re getting

 8              feedback.  Seeing as how

 9              Mr. Stooshinoff (sic) is the only -- or, Mr.

10              Winegarden is the only other one, can you

11              just mute your mic?  Or, I don’t know --

12     MR. WINEGARDEN:        Sure.

13     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- who else could be the

14              source of feedback here.  All right.  Okay.

15              The feedback seems to be gone.  You can hear

16              me fine now, Burke?

17     WITNESS:                Yes.

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     All right. Mr. Isfeld, I sent

19              you a download link to what has been marked

20              as Exhibit A-170 on October 2nd, 2021, and

21              the court reporter has the same one, and it

22              actually was delivered from the court

23              reporter’s office.  So did you get a chance

24              to -- to download that?

25     MR. ISFELD:             No.  I actually -- I just
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 1              opened it as we were logging on here.  So

 2              this is the Reply to Undertakings that was

 3              provided, correct?

 4     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     May 18th -- May 18th, 2021,

 5              signed by yourself, yes.

 6     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  Okay.  So the -- this

 7              isn’t a -- a cross-examination on the

 8              undertakings; I want to be clear.  This is to

 9              do with his July 23rd -- sorry, July 23rd

10              affidavit, okay?

11     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     We -- we’re just going to take

12              it question by question.  I don’t think that

13              there will be a contentious issue that arise,

14              but we’ll take it question by question, okay?

15     MR. ISFELD:             I’ll just let you know, he’s

16              not going to be answering questions on this

17              Reply to Undertakings unless they relate

18              directly to his affidavit here, okay?

19     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Like I said, I don’t think

20              it’s going to be contentious.

21     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.

22     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I will simply go question by

23              question.

24     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.

25     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     But can you just look at the
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 1              document, sir, Exhibit A-170?  I -- I can

 2              share a screen with you if that’s more

 3              convenient for you?

 4     MR. ISFELD:             That’s --

 5     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Let me know if I can help you

 6              with that.

 7     MR. ISFELD:             It’s quite a long document,

 8              but it appears to be the Reply to

 9              Undertakings that we provided back in May.

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Sorry.  I’m presenting the

11              wrong screen here.  Let -- let me share the

12              correct screen to you, then we’ll get going

13              here.  Yeah.  Okay.  You see it now, sir?

14     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  I can see it there.

15     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Right now I just want you to

16              confirm that this is the document that we’re

17              talking about, just an authentic copy.

18     MR. ISFELD:             Well, it -- it appears to be.

19              Like I said, it’s hundreds of pages, so we’re

20              not --

21     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     (INDISCERNIBLE) --

22     MR. ISFELD:             -- going to go through every

23              page and look at it.  It’s -- that’s the

24              document.  It looks like it.  The first

25              couple pages look good.
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 1     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.

 2     MR. ISFELD:             It’s filed on the record, so

 3              it’s on the court record already in, I think,

 4              multiple forms on its own as -- and attached

 5              to motion records, et cetera.

 6     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  Mr. Isfeld, like I

 7              said, I don’t think this is going to be

 8              contentious.  I’m just going to flip through

 9              it, and I just want you to confirm it is an

10              authentic copy.  So I’ll just flip through.

11              When we get to the end, we’ll come back, and

12              I’ll just make sure, okay?

13     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  But I’m telling you

14              it’s 600-and-some pages.  Neither myself nor

15              my client can confirm that all of these

16              messages were in the original reply.  You

17              know, we don’t know it that well; it’s 600

18              pages.  So we can give a general statement.

19              It appears to be the right document.  I don’t

20              see any reason why you would have changed it

21              any way, so -- so we could proceed on that

22              basis.

23        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Okay.  Certainly,

24             Burke, you were aware, and instructed your

25             counsel, to sign -- if we go to page 11 of
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 1             the -- your Reply to Undertakings dated May

 2             18th, 2021, that’s your lawyer’s signature,

 3             John Isfeld, correct?

 4        A.  Looks like it to me.

 5     MR. ISFELD:             Yes.

 6        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      So we -- we are in

 7             agreement that this is your Reply to

 8             Undertakings of that date, correct?

 9        A.  Just exactly what my legal counsel stated.

10             It appears to be, yeah.  Appears to be.

11     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Your Reply to Undertakings,

12              we’ll have it marked in this cross-

13              examination as the same Exhibit A-170.

14                     EXHIBIT A-170:

15                     REPLY TO UNDERTAKINGS

16     MR. ISFELD:             What’s the -- what’s the

17              relevance of that reply to this affidavit?

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Again, Mr. Isfeld, I don’t

19              think it’s going to be contentious.  I really

20              only have --

21     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) that’s -- I

22              want to know the relevance of this to the --

23              today’s affidavit.  You’re cross-examining on

24              this affidavit, the July 23rd.  This isn’t

25              going to be a re-opening of all these issues.
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 1     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, I don’t think it’s

 2              going to be contentious.  Can you just wait

 3              for the next couple questions?

 4     MR. ISFELD:             Can you tell me what the

 5              relevance is?

 6     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     The relevance is ascertained

 7              by reference to the question that’s posed.

 8              So may I ask just a couple questions so

 9              then --

10     WITNESS:                Can I --

11     MR. ISFELD:             Well --

12     WITNESS:                I just want to confer with my

13              legal at this point.  Can we just sign out

14              for a minute, for the record?

15     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Well, you’ve been sworn in on

16              the cross-examination.  You can’t now --

17     WITNESS:                Okay.  I’ll --

18     MR. ISFELD:             No.  We can’t talk, Burke, at

19              this point.

20     WITNESS:                Okay.  So -- so what I want to

21              do is --

22     MR. ISFELD:             So --

23     WITNESS:                -- I’m only going to -- I’m

24              only here to respond or talk about this

25              document, Mr. Phillips, and that’s it, okay?
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 1              That’s it.

 2     MR. ISFELD:             That’s -- that’s the purpose

 3              of today.  That’s --

 4     WITNESS:                There’s no more questions

 5              referencing --

 6     MR. ISFELD:             No.

 7     WITNESS:                -- to anything that’s already

 8              been submitted to the courts on my behalf

 9              confirming whatnot.  I’m only here to discuss

10              this here.  That’s it, sir.

11     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld and -- and Burke,

12              again, I don’t think this is going to be

13              contentious.

14     MR. ISFELD:             Mr. Phillips?

15     WITNESS:                Yeah.

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Can I please ask --

17     MR. ISFELD:             Mr. Phillips?

18     WITNESS:                Sir, I’m done.

19     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  So -- so I’m asking you

20              to --

21     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     (INDISCERNIBLE) --

22     MR. ISFELD:             -- tell me the relevance of

23              it.  If you’re not going to tell me the

24              relevance of it, then I’m going to object to

25              you marking it as an exhibit.
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 1     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Okay.  Well, I --

 2     WITNESS:                Yeah.

 3     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- I’m simply going to ask you

 4              the question, and then you can decide for

 5              yourself, Mr. Isfeld, if it’s objectionable,

 6              okay?

 7     MR. ISFELD:             You can ask the questions, but

 8              I’m objecting to this being marked as an

 9              exhibit, okay?  It’s on the record.  It’s on

10              the court record.  You could refer to it as

11              it’s been filed.  So --

12     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I have -- I have already -- I

13              have already requested that the court

14              reporter mark it as Exhibit A-170.  Can you

15              please --

16     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  And I’m telling you

17              that I’m objecting to that.

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, we can’t interrupt

19              each other.  This is a cross-examination

20              being conducted by video conference.  It --

21              the transcript has to be clear.  Please?

22     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.  Sure.

23     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     So can the court reporter

24              please confirm that it’s been marked as

25              Exhibit A-170?
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 1     COURT REPORTER:        Confirmed.

 2     MR. ISFELD:             Well, and can you also note my

 3              objection to that?

 4     COURT REPORTER:        Yes, I can.

 5                    OBJECTION NO. 1:

 6                    TO MARKING OF EXHIBIT A-170

 7     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.

 8        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Burke, your Reply to

 9             Undertakings, May 18th, 2021, signed by your

10             lawyer on that date, as noted on page 11,

11             please confirm that it is accurate,

12             truthful, and do you adopt it as part of

13             your testimony here today?

14     MR. ISFELD:             Nathan, this is not a

15              cross-examination on that Reply to

16              Undertakings, and I’m going to be objecting

17              to any questions you ask him about that Reply

18              to Undertakings unless you can tell me how

19              they relate to the July 23rd affidavit.

20     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Correct me if I’m wrong,

21              Mr. Isfeld and Burke, you have not been

22              subject to cross-examination on this Reply to

23              Undertakings, which has been marked as

24              Exhibit A-170; have you, Burke?

25     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) twice on the
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 1              affidavit in question that this was relating

 2              to.  He’s been cross-examined twice.  You’ve

 3              had ample time to request cross-examination,

 4              you’ve had ample time to bring a motion to

 5              have him compelled to attend a cross-

 6              examination, and you have not done so.  In

 7              fact, there was a timeline set for motions to

 8              occur, and you did not bring a motion related

 9              to this Reply to Undertakings.

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, I simply wanted to

11              confirm that this witness, Burke, has not

12              been cross-examined upon this Reply to

13              Undertakings yet, Exhibit A-170; has he?

14     MR. ISFELD:             Well, and I’ve given you an

15              answer.  He’s been cross-examined twice.

16              He’s been cross-examined on that affidavit.

17              He gave these undertakings, and he was

18              cross-examination -- there was a

19              cross-examination on the undertakings.

20     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     This Reply to Undertakings was

21              issued by yourself, Mr. Isfeld, on behalf of

22              your client, Mr. Burke Ratte, May 18th, 2021;

23              however, the last cross-examination of this

24              witness was in October 2020 --

25     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.
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 1     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- and the first was in

 2              September 2020.

 3     MR. ISFELD:             And you booked --

 4     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Is that correct, Mr. Isfeld?

 5     MR. ISFELD:             You booked both those

 6              cross-examinations.  You requested the dates.

 7              You could have waited until all of these

 8              undertakings were in to conduct that

 9              cross-examination and you chose not to.

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, the record is

11              going to speak for itself.  I am simply

12              pointing out this (INDISCERNIBLE) --

13     MR. ISFELD:             The record will speak for

14              itself.

15     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Pardon?

16     MR. ISFELD:             The record will speak for

17              itself; you’re correct.

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yes.  And at this time, the

19              question is quite straight forward, and I

20              don’t think it’s contentious.  Mr. --

21     MR. ISFELD:             And I’ve told you that we’re

22              not going to be entertaining any questions

23              about that Reply to Undertakings because that

24              is not why we’re here today.  You have an

25              opportunity right now to cross-examine my
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 1              client on his July 23rd affidavit.  That is

 2              the purpose of today’s exercise.

 3     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, you do confirm

 4              that this is your signature, and this is your

 5              Reply to Undertakings?  You have --

 6     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) it appears to

 7              be the document that was filed by my office

 8              in May of 2021.

 9     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Did you file a complete copy

10              of this on the Federal Court file?

11     MR. ISFELD:             Yes.  I believe that I did.

12     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     And so you take no issue with

13              its admissibility at the hearing of this

14              election appeal in this matter, T-474-20?

15     MR. ISFELD:             This is a cross-examination,

16              Mr. Phillips.  Have I objected to it on the

17              record?  Have I written a letter to the

18              Court?  Have I brought any motions to have it

19              excluded?  This is not the time to talk about

20              any objection to this Reply to Undertakings.

21              Like you said before, the record speaks for

22              itself.

23     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I simply want you to confirm,

24              Mr. Isfeld, that you have not --

25     MR. ISFELD:             This is not a
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 1              cross-examination of myself; this is a

 2              cross-examination of my client on his July

 3              23rd affidavit, Mr. Phillips.  And if you do

 4              not get to the affidavit that we are here to

 5              talk about today, we will be logging off,

 6              okay?

 7     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     So to be clear, you’re

 8              refusing to answer any questions in relation

 9              to this document?

10     MR. ISFELD:             That’s correct; unless, you

11              can tell me why they’re relevant to the

12              affidavit that you’re here to cross-examine

13              on today.

14     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Well, perhaps, we’ll come back

15              to it in a little bit, and we’ll start with

16              the remainder of the cross-examination.

17        Q.  Mr. Ratte, you --

18        A.  You can call me Burke.

19        Q.  Pardon?

20        A.  You can call me Burke.  We already

21             established that.

22        Q.  Burke, okay.  Burke, you have received a

23             copy of the document on the screen?  It’s

24             called a Direction to Attend; it’s dated

25             September 24th, 2021.
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 1        A.  Was -- was that this one?

 2     MR. ISFELD:             It’s this document here.

 3        A.  Yes.  Yes, Mr. Phillips.

 4        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      With reference to

 5             number 2, what documents have you brought

 6             with you today?

 7     WITNESS:                I thought we were just talking

 8              about this.

 9     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  So this is the same

10              issue, Mr. Xiao-Phillips.  This is not why

11              we’re here to talk about today.  You have our

12              position on the productions that you’ve

13              requested here to these messages.  You have a

14              Direction from the Court saying that you

15              should have brought a motion if you wanted

16              these things produced, and you did not do so.

17              This is a -- an issue that has been dealt

18              with time and time again.  He does not have

19              anything, other than what has been provided

20              in terms of text messages from that phone.

21              You had ample time, as the Court said in the

22              Direction that we got a couple weeks ago, to

23              request those documents, to bring a motion to

24              have these documents produced, and you

25              haven’t done so.  Move on.
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 1     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, I think you’re

 2              misreading the Direction.  You might want to

 3              read paragraph 2 again.  I think you are

 4              thinking it’s paragraph 1.

 5     MR. ISFELD:             I’ve read it, and this is in

 6              relation to the Reply to Undertakings.  This

 7              has nothing to do with his affidavit.  All of

 8              these are in relation to the Reply to

 9              Undertakings, and we just talked about that

10              at length, and it’s not why we’re here today.

11     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     You’re referring to the

12              September 28th, 2021 Amended Order, and it’s

13              in the recitals at the very bottom of page 3,

14              top of page 4.  It refers to the six --

15     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- text messages, and those

17              are the six that are referred to in paragraph

18              1 of this Direction to Attend.  That’s the

19              issue, and the only issue, that you have

20              taken with the documents requested and the

21              Direction to Attend with the Federal Court,

22              correct, sir?

23     MR. ISFELD:             No.  I’ve also taken an issue

24              with the relevance of any of the requested

25              documents to the affidavit dated July 23rd,
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 1              2021.  And (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     What -- what date did you do

 3              that, sir?

 4     MR. ISFELD:             I’m sorry?

 5     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     What date did you take issue

 6              with it?

 7     MR. ISFELD:             Well, you requested these

 8              documents -- before you sent your Direction

 9              to Attend even, you requested these

10              documents.  I told you that we were not going

11              to be re-opening the cross-examination on

12              this Reply to Undertakings.

13     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  But what date is that

14              communication, Mr. Isfeld?

15     MR. ISFELD:             Well, you know, I can’t tell

16              you what date the email was.  It was a couple

17              weeks ago.  But I can tell you that we’re not

18              going to be re-opening this cross-

19              examination.

20     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Because, Mr. Isfeld, this

21              Direction to Attend, to the best of my

22              knowledge, you have not sent any

23              correspondence to the Court complaining about

24              either items 2 or 3; is that accurate?

25     WITNESS:                I’m here to discuss this, all
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 1              right?  So --

 2     MR. ISFELD:             So --

 3     WITNESS:                -- I want this -- I want this

 4              to stop, all right?

 5     MR. ISFELD:             So -- okay, so we -- no, we

 6              have not sent correspondence to the Court,

 7              but we have a Direction saying that the

 8              issues that happened before the motion should

 9              have been brought are moot, are done with,

10              are over, okay?  So, you know, beat it to

11              death, but the Court has told you that this

12              stuff is over, that you are too late, that

13              you should have brought this motion, you

14              chose not to, your clients chose not to,

15              whether that was for the reason of cost,

16              whether you advised them of the likelihood of

17              their success, I don’t know.  I’m not here to

18              speculate.  But you brought -- you should

19              have brought a motion, you didn’t bring a

20              motion, and I’ve objected to these materials.

21              Now, can we move on to the July 23rd

22              affidavit?

23     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, the Amended Order,

24              September 28th, 2021, refers to the six photo

25              text messages.  That’s item 1 on the
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 1              Direction to Attend.  That’s not what I’m

 2              referring to here today.  I’m limiting my

 3              inquiry to items 2 and 3; two being --

 4     MR. ISFELD:             We have had fulsome discussion

 5              on the Reply to Undertakings already, and you

 6              have it there.  You obviously have it.  I --

 7              I believe I emailed it to you in May.  I

 8              filed it with the court.  You’ve been

 9              provided with that Reply to Undertakings.

10              Clearly, you have it in your possession

11              because you have it up on the screen right

12              now.

13     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I have the Direction to Attend

14              up on the screen right now actually.

15     MR. ISFELD:             Or you had it.  Sorry.  I

16              misspoke.  You had it on the screen just a

17              moment ago.

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     So I want it to be clear that

19              you have not expressed any concern as to

20              items 2 or 3, either to myself or to the

21              Court, until now; have you?

22     MR. ISFELD:             I also just indicated to you

23              that my client does not have any additional

24              communications.

25     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Text messages.  This is
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 1              different.  This is emails or other

 2              correspondence with Clinton Wuttunee or Debra

 3              Laliberty as referred to in the text messages

 4              with Clinton Wuttunee contained within tab 1

 5              to your May 18th, 2021 Reply to Undertakings.

 6              This is different, Mr. Isfeld.

 7     MR. ISFELD:             So (INDISCERNIBLE)  can you

 8              tell me what you’re looking for?

 9     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     This has nothing to do with

10              (INDISCERNIBLE).  Well, I -- I wanted to

11              start with getting the Reply to Undertakings,

12              first of all, that it’s a true, authentic

13              copy, and simply having the witness endorse

14              it as his testimony, then we could go

15              directly to the reference in question.  Like,

16              I mean, I -- all -- Mr. Isfeld, I am not

17              leading you astray.  I -- I really only have

18              a couple direct questions on the Reply to

19              Undertakings.

20     MR. ISFELD:             But -- so this -- this --

21     WITNESS:                No.  This --

22     MR. ISFELD:             -- whole exercise so far has

23              been you talking about an issue that is

24              absolutely irrelevant to the affidavit that

25              you’re here to talk about today.  So I find
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 1              it hard to believe when you say you’re not

 2              leading us astray because we’re way -- we’re

 3              way off in left field here.

 4     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, I have, like, five

 5              minutes of questions, if not less --

 6     MR. ISFELD:             Can you proceed to your

 7              questions?

 8     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- including the response time

 9              from the witness with respect to the Reply to

10              Undertakings.

11     MR. ISFELD:             Can you proceed --

12     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     We could have been done with

13              it by now.

14     MR. ISFELD:             -- to your questions?

15     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Pardon?

16     MR. ISFELD:             Can you proceed to your

17              questions?

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Well, yes.  With respect to

19              the Reply to Undertakings, are -- the single

20              question that I’ve asked thus far, is this

21              Reply to Undertakings, May 18th, 2021, signed

22              by your lawyer on that date, is it accurate,

23              truthful, and do you endorse it as part of

24              your testimony today?

25     MR. ISFELD:             He’s not going to endorse it
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 1              as part of his testimony today.  It’s on the

 2              court record, okay?  It’s been submitted.

 3              It’s a Reply to Undertakings.  We’ve provided

 4              all of the information to you prior to that

 5              as a Reply to Undertakings, okay?  There’s

 6              no -- there’s no reason for that question,

 7              there’s no relevance of that question to the

 8              July 23rd affidavit, and frankly you don’t

 9              need that question.  You don’t need to ask us

10              that question.  We haven’t objected to this

11              Reply to Undertakings.  This is an issue the

12              other respondents have taken, as I

13              understand, with their Reply to Undertakings,

14              and that’s fine.  You can argue before the

15              judge at the hearing about the admissibility.

16              That’s not why we’re here today.

17     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, it seems like

18              you’re taking issue with the third part of

19              that question.  I’ll narrow it to the first

20              two parts; is that acceptable?

21        Q.  In other words, is this Reply to

22             Undertakings, Burke, truthful and accurate?

23     MR. ISFELD:             Well, as I’ve indicated at

24              length, we’re not going to be answering

25              questions about this Reply to Undertakings.
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 1              We submitted it.  There’s no issue as to

 2              whether -- I don’t see what the issue here is

 3              that you’re trying to get at, to be honest.

 4              And we’re not going to be entertaining any

 5              questions about it, okay?  And I’ve said that

 6              several times now.  So move on.

 7        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Basic question.  Is

 8             it accurate and truthful?  Like, this is a

 9             one-second answer.

10     MR. ISFELD:             Well, it’s -- it’s not a

11              one-second answer because you’re going to

12              keep following it up with other questions.

13              I’m telling you we’re not going to answer any

14              questions about that Reply to Undertakings.

15              You have my signature on it, right?

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     If your concern is --

17     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) --

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- the follow-up questions,

19              Mr. Isfeld, I can assure you they’re --

20     MR. ISFELD:             I can tell you that I signed

21              it.  I can tell you that I signed it.  I

22              reviewed it, okay?  So that’s not what you

23              were here to talk about today, and you know

24              that, and the Court knows that.  I submitted

25              it to the Court.  I filed it myself.
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 1     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, can I please just

 2              get the answer to this question, and then I’m

 3              sure you will not have issues with respect to

 4              the balance of my questions.  I would be

 5              surprised if you would be -- have -- find the

 6              remainder of my questions to be

 7              objectionable.

 8     MR. ISFELD:             Well, then go to the remainder

 9              of your questions.

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I would like to establish this

11              first basic answer to my question first --

12     MR. ISFELD:             We’re not going to be --

13     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- before actually --

14     MR. ISFELD:             -- (INDISCERNIBLE) on the

15              Reply to Undertakings.  Now move on, or we

16              will be logging of this meeting, okay?

17        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      So you’re refusing to

18             answer that question, Burke --

19     MR. ISFELD:             Yes.

20        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      -- whether your Reply

21             to Undertakings is truthful and accurate --

22     MR. ISFELD:             Yes.

23        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      -- Exhibit -- Exhibit

24             A-170?

25     MR. ISFELD:             Yes.  It’s irrelevant to
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 1              this -- to today’s proceeding, okay?

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yet, it’s identified on -- as

 3              number 3 on your Direction to Attend, and you

 4              have not brought --

 5     MR. ISFELD:             Well, you wrote the Direction

 6              to Attend.

 7     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- application of concern to

 8              the Court.

 9     MR. ISFELD:             You wrote the Direction to

10              Attend there.  It has nothing to do with

11              my -- with the affidavit that’s been filed

12              here, July 23rd, my client’s affidavit, and

13              none of the items asked for here have

14              anything to do with that affidavit.  So move

15              on to your questions.  Hopefully, they have

16              to do with the affidavit; otherwise, we’re

17              wasting our time here.

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     We will have the Direction to

19              Attend marked as Exhibit A-171.  The Reply to

20              Undertakings has already been marked as

21              Exhibit A-170.

22                     EXHIBIT A-171:

23                     DIRECTION TO ATTEND DATED SEPTEMBER

24                     24TH, 2021

25     MR. ISFELD:             For what purpose are you
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 1              marking the Direction to Attend?

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Just give me a minute,

 3              Mr. Isfeld.  I’m just getting it sent to the

 4              court reporter, okay?

 5     MR. ISFELD:             Well, can you tell me what

 6              purpose?  Like, again, we’re here to talk

 7              about (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 8     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld -- Mr. Isfeld, the

 9              Court will review the Direction to Attend and

10              make its own conclusion as to the propriety

11              of your client’s conduct.

12     MR. ISFELD:             No.  The Court will make its

13              own conclusion.  The Court has made several

14              conclusions already in this matter, and you

15              need to move on.  I mean --

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I’m getting it marked at the

17              moment.

18     MR. ISFELD:             -- (INDISCERNIBLE) relevant.

19     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Please hold on.  It has been

20              sent now.  Can you please confirm you’ve

21              received it, Mr. Isfeld and the court

22              reporter?

23     WITNESS:                I haven’t received that.

24     MR. ISFELD:             I haven’t received anything

25              here.
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 1     WITNESS:                No.

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     We’ll just give you a minute

 3              here.

 4     MR. ISFELD:             Oh, yes.  It just came in

 5              here.  This is the Direction to Attend?

 6     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yes.  The one we just marked.

 7     WITNESS:                Are you sending that to me,

 8              Nathan --

 9     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  I’m going to object to

10              its relevance.

11     WITNESS:                -- as well?

12     MR. ISFELD:             This isn’t evidence to be put

13              to the client.  And I’ll ask the court

14              reporter to confirm I’ve objected to this;

15              that that is marked on the record as well.

16                    OBJECTION NO. 2:

17                    TO MARKING OF EXHIBIT A-171

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     You’ve objected to the

19              Direction to Attend being marked as Exhibit

20              A-171?

21     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  That’s not

22              (INDISCERNIBLE) --

23     WITNESS:                Mr. Phillips, I’d like to have

24              that sent to me as well, please.

25     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     If you’d like to check your
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 1              email, you already have it.

 2     WITNESS:                I don’t have it.

 3     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Your client --

 4     WITNESS:                Oh, here it is now.

 5     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- has the same email,

 6              Mr. Isfeld?  You’ve got it now?

 7     WITNESS:                Yeah.  It just came.

 8     MR. ISFELD:             It’s going a little slow.

 9     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, the basis of your

10              objection?  I -- you received it.  There was

11              no issue on September 24th, correct?

12     MR. ISFELD:             Well, I’m not here to testify.

13     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I’m just wanting to make

14              sure --

15     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) --

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- that the Court has the

17              whole circumstances before it, so --

18     MR. ISFELD:             Well, the Court will have the

19              full circumstances when you write a big, long

20              letter about it, I’m sure.

21     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     The fact remains you’ve had it

22              for over a week.

23     MR. ISFELD:             You’re just -- get to the

24              point.  I want --

25     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     The matter --
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 1     MR. ISFELD:             -- to get to the questions

 2              about the affidavit that we’re here to talk

 3              about.

 4     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, you’ve had the

 5              Direction to Attend for over a week, and the

 6              Direction of the Court has not been complied

 7              with, that you bring any issue to the Court

 8              in a timely manner.  We will leave that for

 9              the Court to make a determination as to

10              propriety of that.  We will move on to the

11              next question, though.

12     MR. ISFELD:             Good.

13        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      In the Reply to

14             Undertakings, May 18th, 2021, it’s Exhibit

15             A-170, I will show you a specific page from

16             Schedule 1.

17     MR. ISFELD:             We’re not going to answer any

18              questions on that Reply to Undertakings.

19        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Please look at the

20             text message on the screen, Burke.

21     MR. ISFELD:             Mr. Xiao-Phillips, we’re not

22              going to answer any questions on that

23              Direction (sic) -- or, sorry, that Reply to

24              Undertakings unless you can (INDISCERNIBLE)

25              me to how this is relevant to the July 23rd
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 1              affidavit.

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     You can read it and --

 3     MR. ISFELD:             Well, tell me how it’s

 4              relevant.

 5        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Please just read the

 6             text message.

 7     MR. ISFELD:             Tell me why it’s relevant.

 8              I’m objecting to the question, okay?  Tell me

 9              why your question is relevant.

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     There’s not a question yet.

11              I’m referring the witness to a document, and

12              then there will be a question --

13     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) --

14     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- Mr. Isfeld.  For the

15              record, this is -- if the Court is looking at

16              this exhibit individually, it’s PDF page 1,

17              9 -- 194.  It is a text message on February

18              10, 10:44 AM, from Chief Clinton Wuttunee to

19              the Electoral Officer, Burke Ratte.

20        Q.  Have you reviewed that text message, Burke?

21     MR. ISFELD:             Hold on.  Don’t answer that.

22              We’re going to read it, okay?

23     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  No.  Take your time.

24              Let me know when you want me to go to the

25              next page, okay?
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 1     MR. ISFELD:             Go to the next page.

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     So just so the Court is aware

 3              which one you’re reading, just read out maybe

 4              the first line so that the Court can tell

 5              which text message you’re on.

 6     MR. ISFELD:             Well, you told them which page

 7              it is, right?  You can read it out if you

 8              want.  You’re the one who’s questioning.

 9     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Fine.  It reads as follows:

10              (as read)

11                     Good morning, Burke.  Upon review of

12                     the mailing list sent to us by Debra,

13                     we have found that many of the

14                     addresses submitted by the team are

15                     not on the list.  We have 433

16                     addresses that have been submitted,

17                     but when we cross-referenced these

18                     addresses, we can only find 324

19                     addresses.  This has left 109

20                     addresses that are not matching up.

21                     How can we better reference this

22                     discrepancy?

23             And then your reply:  (as read)

24                     I’ll check, as we are closer to 400

25                     according to my records.  Period,
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 1                     period.  The others are being held for

 2                     the following reasons: not on voters

 3                     list, incomplete Form 5D, or unable to

 4                     read documents sent from 5D.  I’ll

 5                     have it for you soon.  Just getting

 6                     the mail out in the mail today.

 7                     Thanks, Burke.

 8      MR. ISFELD:            Okay.  So -- so what is --

 9              what is the relevance of these messages to

10              the affidavit?

11        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      The message that

12             Chief Clinton Wuttunee sent you, he’s

13             reviewing your current voters list

14             identifying who you had received completed

15             request for mail-in ballot forms from.

16     MR. ISFELD:             So how is this relevant --

17        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      And you -- you sent

18             back --

19     MR. ISFELD:             -- to the affidavit?

20     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, please don’t

21              interrupt me.  I am asking a question.

22     MR. ISFELD:             Well, but you’re not -- I -- I

23              asked you a question, and you’re not

24              answering.

25     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Please let me just complete
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 1              the question first, then you can make your

 2              objection, okay?

 3     MR. ISFELD:             Complete your question.  Yeah.

 4        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Burke, it’s clear

 5             from this text message -- and the Court can

 6             read the prior ones, as you already have,

 7             when you sent and received them from Clinton

 8             Wuttunee.  It’s clear that you sent a voters

 9             list to Clinton Wuttunee either directly or

10             indirectly through Debra Laliberty; that

11             voters list included the information as to

12             who -- at least information as to who had

13             already submitted a completed request for a

14             mail-in ballot form.  Do you agree with that?

15      MR. ISFELD:            How is that relevant at all to

16              this affidavit, to the July 23rd affidavit?

17              This has nothing to do with that affidavit,

18              and I’m objecting to that question.  He’s not

19              going to answer that.

20        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Burke --

21     MR. ISFELD:             You’re -- you’re trying to put

22              in your testimony here about things that

23              aren’t even related to the reason we’re here.

24              Now, move on to the July 23rd affidavit.

25        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Burke, in your July
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 1             23rd, 2021 affidavit, you speak at paragraph

 2             2 to the following:  (as read)

 3                     The 2020 election of the First Nation

 4                     was held in accordance with the First

 5                     Nations Elections Act.

 6             Do you see that?

 7        A.  I see that, yeah.  Correct.  Now, just to be

 8             clear --

 9        Q.  Is it --

10        A.  Just to be clear, you guys have been debating

11             back and forth.  Now we’re talking about my

12             affidavit of July 23rd?

13        Q.  Yes.  We’re talking about your affidavit as

14             sworn --

15        A.  Just --

16        Q.  -- July 23rd, 2021.

17        A.  Just to be clear, there’s a lot going on

18             here.  Yes.  Point 2, Mr. -- Nathan --

19        Q.  Yes.

20        A.  -- since we’re on a first name basis.  Okay.

21             Nathan, please ask the question again on

22             point 2.  I’m here.  I’m here to answer all

23             questions relating to this affidavit.

24        Q.  Is it appropriate and in accordance with the

25             First Nations Elections Act to send your
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 1             entire voters list with who has submitted a

 2             request for mail-in ballot form that you have

 3             accepted -- is it appropriate and in

 4             accordance with the First Nations Elections

 5             Act to send that to a candidate in the

 6             election?

 7     MR. ISFELD:             So you haven’t established

 8              that he did that.

 9        A.  I didn’t do it.

10        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      I wanted -- I wanted

11             to --

12        A.  I didn’t -- Nathan?

13        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      I want to directly

14             ask --

15        A.  Nathan?

16     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.

17        A.  Nathan, I did not do that.  I sent the names

18             only list to every candidate, which was

19             publicly posted, okay?  That’s the process,

20             okay?  That’s what every candidate did get at

21             the nomination meeting; that’s what was

22             available and was posted at the band level.

23             That is the only list that was ever available

24             for public distribution; names only.  And

25             that is in the process, Nathan.
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 1                    So, yes, this candidate, along with

 2             all the other candidates, did get a voters

 3             list of names only that -- for electors for

 4             their Nation, and that’s standard procedure,

 5             protocol, for any election.  So I can confirm

 6             that.  And more than likely, I don’t recall

 7             specifically, but that’s protocol at the

 8             meeting, and the lists were available, and it

 9             was up to the potential candidates to grab a

10             copy at the -- at the nomination meeting.  So

11             hopefully that helps to clarify that

12             question.

13                    But as far as sharing data on what I

14             have, well, this is just a question from a

15             potential candidate, right, who has numbers.

16             Is that out of the ordinary?  Absolutely not.

17             These numbers are transparent.  They are

18             announced at the end of the process.  People

19             call, candidates call, members call, “How

20             many mail-ins did you send out?”  It’s not

21             confidential information.  It doesn’t

22             identify who the person is; they’re just

23             actual numbers.

24                    This is, again, protocol and what I

25             put in place to run a transparent process.
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 1             If you were to ask me -- anyone would ask me,

 2             “Burke, how many mail-ins did you get?”

 3             “Well, I got, whatever, X, Y, Z, at the

 4             moment.”  So that’s -- again, that’s just the

 5             information I provide as an Electoral Officer

 6             -- Officer, which does not contravene the

 7             process.  You’re allowed that information --

 8             you know, members are allowed that

 9             information.  Again, I was -- and it

10             was -- the final numbers were announced at

11             the -- at the ballot count, so hopefully that

12             clarifies this.

13        Q.  I want to be clear, Burke, you are referring

14             to a voters list as available at the time of

15             the nomination meeting with only the

16             information as to the names --

17        A.  No.  No.  That’s incorrect.  No.  That’s

18             incorrect.  The voters list was posted by day

19             60 of the process.

20        Q.  So on what day?

21        A.  Plus -- plus, it was available publicly

22             because that was -- Nathan, that’s in the

23             process.  The voters list is publicly posted

24             by day 60 of the process at the band office,

25             and is free to anyone to make copies of it,
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 1             do whatever they have.  And in addition, I

 2             provide copies of the voters list at the

 3             nomination meeting, which is day 35 of the

 4             process.

 5        Q.  So I want to know specific dates here so that

 6             we’re clear for the Court.  Which two days?

 7     MR. ISFELD:             I -- I --

 8        A.  It’s in the -- you know what?  You know what,

 9             Nathan?  It is in the documentation.  I don’t

10             have the dates on-hand.  I just recall the

11             date of the election.  I’m sorry.  It’s

12             been -- it’s been a long time, all right?  So

13             the date of my nomination meeting notice

14             would have been the date I physically posted

15             the voters list of names only at the band

16             office, and it was readily available

17             throughout the process to anyone and, of

18             course, at the nomination meeting where I had

19             hard copies available, and it was handed out

20             to those candidates that attended the meeting

21             that wanted one.

22        Q.  So am I hearing you correctly that the only

23             list of voters that you gave out to Clinton

24             Wuttunee, for example, was who are eligible

25             electors in relation to the election?  And
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 1             what else was on that list?

 2        A.  Nathan, the list that was provided, posted,

 3             and public, is -- was the names only list.

 4             If Mr. Wuttunee got a copy of it, great.  I

 5             don’t specifically remember him picking one

 6             up, but it was available.  I do recall

 7             posting it publicly at the band office.

 8             Whether copies of -- were made or not,

 9             that’s -- I’m not sure, but that’s fine if

10             there were, and it was -- hard copies were

11             available at the nomination meeting.  That I

12             can confirm.  So date of my nomination

13             meeting, whatever that is, posting, would

14             have been the date it would have been posted

15             publicly, and of course date of the

16             nomination meeting, whatever that is, because

17             I don’t recall those dates.  It’s been a

18             while, just for the record.

19        Q.  But this list that you’re talking about given

20             to candidates, Clinton Wuttunee, for example,

21             it’s simply the voters list identifying only

22             names of eligible electors, correct?

23        A.  Correct.  Yes.  That’s what I released as far

24             as information on electors, and that’s an

25             obligation; I must post it.  There’s nothing
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 1             in the regs preventing anyone from copying

 2             it.  And I also have it available at the

 3             nomination meeting.  Or as the case --

 4        Q.  (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 5        A.  -- some band members, you know, I have

 6             extras, I give them out.  There’s nothing --

 7        Q.  Do you think you could --

 8        A.  It’s not protected information, and it can’t

 9             be because otherwise we wouldn’t be able to

10             post it.  It’s the other stuff that is, which

11             is the master list with -- you know, with --

12             containing treaty numbers and -- we call it

13             treaty numbers, status numbers, birthdates,

14             and that kind of stuff.

15        Q.  Also identifying, for example --

16        A.  Which was not --

17        Q.  -- (INDISCERNIBLE) --

18        A.  Which was not posted publicly because it’s

19             protected information.

20        Q.  Sorry.  I don’t mean to interrupt you.  It --

21             I think that you’re done speaking.  I just --

22        A.  No.  It -- it --

23        Q.  I apologize for that.

24        A.  It’s -- it’s a Zoom call, I understand.  I’m

25             not -- I’m not offended in any way.
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 1        Q.  Very good.

 2        A.  I’m just trying to give you the -- the

 3             correct information, Nathan.  That’s all I’m

 4             doing.

 5        Q.  But this list that was publicly available

 6             certainly did not include who had already

 7             submitted a request for mail-in ballot to you

 8             in your capacity as Electoral Officer,

 9             correct?

10        A.  No, it did not.  It did not.  No.  It

11             wouldn’t have.

12        Q.  Because that’s private information;

13             inappropriate to provide to candidates, for

14             example.

15        A.  Well, the name -- the names only list is

16             what’s -- legally I’m allowed to release;

17             post it publicly.

18        Q.  And you can’t -- and you can’t release

19             anything else?

20        A.  No.  No.

21        Q.  Including whether or not a voter had

22             submitted a request for mail-in ballot to

23             you?

24        A.  I’m not sure how to answer that one.  Now,

25             are -- are we getting into the Form Ds,
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 1             Nathan, and how that all works, kind of

 2             relevant to my email?

 3        Q.  You mean five --

 4        A.  Is that --

 5        Q.  -- 5D forms, you mean?

 6        A.  I mean 5D, yeah.  Sorry.

 7        Q.  Yeah.  Request for mail-in ballot forms.  So

 8             you can’t release to a candidate a list of

 9             electors in relation to whom you had already

10             received a request for mail-in ballot form,

11             correct?

12        A.  Well, I wouldn’t -- I wouldn’t release --

13             release the -- the information.  As you -- as

14             you’re well of, we -- we -- it’s redacted,

15             right; treaty numbers and -- and addresses

16             and stuff.  When we’re talking about

17             numbers and -- I guess, you’re referring

18             to -- to the text, the Form 5D, which I’ve

19             submitted in my affidavit, is readily

20             available for anyone to distribute.  If

21             you’re an elector, it’s your prerogative if

22             somebody wants to give it to you and --

23             there’s no -- there’s no one method on how it

24             gets back to me.  So I’m not sure where to go

25             with this, but -- John?  Or, I don’t know.
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 1        Q.  I just want to be clear, Burke --

 2        A.  Yeah.

 3        Q.  -- this information that is appropriate or

 4             lawful to give to candidates in the election,

 5             it does not include whether or not a

 6             particular elector has submitted a request

 7             for mail-in ballot to you, correct?

 8        A.  Well, no.  You don’t want to -- you don’t

 9             want to release names specifically.  You

10             know, Nathan sent me a Form 5D, and so-and-so

11             did not.  Or -- and I don’t see that in

12             these -- these text messages that, I guess,

13             you’re still trying to introduce into the

14             questioning here, but I’m not sure.  I’m not

15             sure.  I don’t know.  I’m doing the best I

16             can here.

17        Q.  And so 5D form, it -- it’s the same thing to

18             you as request for mail-in ballot form,

19             correct?

20        A.  Yeah.  It’s request for mail-in ballot, Form

21             5D.  We can use it -- reference either or.

22             5D for the short -- short reference, or

23             request --

24        Q.  Okay.

25        A.  -- for mail-in ballot, Form 5D.
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 1        Q.  Just for the Court when it’s hearing your

 2             testimony today, I just want it to be clear

 3             that you are referring to the same thing; 5D

 4             and request for mail-in ballot form.

 5        A.  Yeah.  For the record.

 6        Q.  That’s all the same to you?  So we come back

 7             to the Direction to Attend, item number 2 and

 8             the list of voters that you sent to Clinton

 9             Wuttunee --

10        A.  Well, I (INDISCERNIBLE) --

11     MR. ISFELD:             Hold it.  Perfect.  I -- I

12              told you already, he doesn’t have any other

13              communications there.  You -- you have the

14              text messages that he sent back and forth.  I

15              -- I told you he doesn’t have any other

16              communications.

17        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Okay.  Well, he says

18             otherwise in his text messages, so would --

19             would you like to go through them, Mr. Ratte,

20             or will you -- Burke, or will you agree that

21             you in fact sent that list of voters to

22             Clinton Wuttunee?

23        A.  I --

24     MR. ISFELD:             Well, he’s already answered

25              that.  He told you --
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 1        A.  I’ve already answered the question.

 2     MR. ISFELD:             -- that he --

 3        A.  (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 4        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      You (INDISCERNIBLE)

 5             the voters that had submitted a request for

 6             mail-in ballot that is.

 7     MR. ISFELD:             Could you repeat the question?

 8        A.  I’m not sure --

 9     MR. ISFELD:             We couldn’t quite hear you.

10        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      You sent a list of

11             voters to Clinton Wuttunee, either directly

12             or indirectly, that list of voters,

13             identifying who had submitted a request for

14             mail-in ballot that had been accepted by you,

15             correct?

16     MR. ISFELD:             He -- he already told you that

17              he didn’t do that.

18        A.  That’s not what that -- that’s not what his

19             text says.  That’s -- no.  That’s not even

20             what it says.

21     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  Yeah.  Regardless, he

22              already told you that --

23        A.  This is --

24     MR. ISFELD:             He already told you that he

25              didn’t do that.  So, no, he’s answered --
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 1     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Actually, he didn’t.

 2     MR. ISFELD:             No.

 3     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     He didn’t, Mr. Isfeld.  And I

 4              would like the answer to my question.  And

 5              just for the record --

 6     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 7     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- the text that the witness

 8              is referring --

 9     MR. ISFELD:             -- (INDISCERNIBLE) --

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld?  Mr. Isfeld, I’ll

11              just -- I’m just going to identify the text

12              because both you and the witness have

13              referred to it.  We still have up on the

14              screen the same text message we were

15              referring to before, February 10th, 10:44 AM,

16              within Schedule 1 of the May 18th, 2021 Reply

17              to Undertakings of Mr. Burke Ratte.

18     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.  So for the record, to

19              be clear, your question is whether he sent a

20              list of voters who had submitted a Form 5D to

21              Clinton Wuttunee.  Is that your question?

22     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yes.

23        A.  No.  The answer’s no.

24        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      To be clear, it was

25             directly or indirectly.  So if you sent it
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 1             through Debra Laliberty, or anybody else --

 2        A.  No.  Not that I’m -- not that -- not that I’m

 3             aware of.  Absolutely not.

 4        Q.  Okay.  We can go through your text messages

 5             then and refresh your memory.

 6        A.  Well --

 7     MR. ISFELD:             Well --

 8        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      So on the very prior

 9             page, Clinton Wuttunee is sending you a text

10             message:  (as read)

11                     I didn’t see this one on the list, but

12                     we did send this.

13             That’s a request for a mail-in ballot form

14             that he’s sending you.  So how is it that he

15             could look at a list that you didn’t send him

16             with precision as to who the --

17        A.  Well, I -- I can testify -- I can testify I

18             didn’t send Clinton Wuttunee a list, okay?  I

19             did not send him a list that would have

20             indicated who I got a mail-in Form 5D from

21             and who I did not.  I did not do that.

22        Q.  You sent it to a third-party with the

23             intention it would be forwarded to Clinton

24             Wuttunee, or at least released to him,

25             correct?
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 1        A.  Absolutely not.

 2        Q.  So can you explain for me then how it is that

 3             Clinton Wuttunee got this list that he’s not

 4             supposed to have?

 5        A.  Well, I’m not exactly sure a list was

 6             (INDISCERNIBLE).

 7     MR. ISFELD:             I -- I -- you haven’t

 8              established that he has this list.

 9        A.  But I didn’t -- I didn’t send Clint Wuttunee

10             anything.

11     MR. ISFELD:             Or -- yeah.

12        A.  I didn’t send him a list.

13     MR. ISFELD:             You haven’t established --

14        A.  No.

15     MR. ISFELD:             -- that he has any list, other

16              than the list that was publicly available

17              that we’ve talked about now for quite a

18              while.

19        Q. MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:       To be absolutely

20             clear, Burke, in my questions, I don’t mean

21             to limit my question to you directly emailing

22             Clinton Wuttunee.  It can be indirect if you

23             send it to a third-party --

24     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  (INDISCERNIBLE) --

25        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      -- and then forwarded
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 1             it to Clinton Wuttunee --

 2     MR. ISFELD:             You made that very clear, and

 3              you specifically asked him, and he said, “No.

 4              That didn’t happen.”

 5        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      You adopt the answer

 6             of your counsel?

 7     MR. ISFELD:             Well, he’s already answered

 8              the question, so --

 9        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      You adopt the

10             statements of your counsel, Burke?

11        A.  My counsel does --

12     MR. ISFELD:             He’s -- he’s asking --

13        A.  -- speak on my behalf.

14        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      So we have the text

15             message here, February 8th, 1:26 PM, within

16             Schedule 1 to your Reply to Undertakings,

17             Exhibit A-170.  Just on the very next page,

18             if the Court’s reading along, it’s PDF page

19             187, Clinton Wuttunee sends you the following

20             text message:  (as read)

21                     When do you think you will be able to

22                     provide the list of 5D so I can

23                     cross-reference the ones that are

24                     unclear?

25             And your replies were as follows:  (as read)
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 1                     I talked to Debra today.  Sending to

 2                     her soon.  It will be officially

 3                     address updates to her as she is

 4                     maintaining election data for the

 5                     band.  Done soon.  Thanks, Burke.

 6                     I just sent in my nomination meeting

 7                     report to her.  FYI.

 8             “Okay,” is Clinton Wuttunee’s response.  So

 9             can you please identify, Burke, who Debra is?

10        A.  Debra Laliberty was a Deputy in the process,

11             so that’s who she is.

12        Q.  A Deputy Electoral Officer, you mean?

13        A.  Yeah.

14        Q.  So somebody you appointed; you are required

15             and responsible to supervise, correct?

16        A.  Yeah.  I appoint them, and I supervise,

17             correct.  Yeah.  That’s correct.

18        Q.  Debra you sent the list of voters that had

19             submitted a 5D form, correct?

20        A.  That’s what I’m seeing, yeah.  And that’s

21             appropriate.  She’s a Deputy, and under the

22             process, Deputies carry the same authority as

23             an Electoral Officer.  Yeah.  Yeah.  I would

24             agree with that, yeah.

25        Q.  To your knowledge, that list was then sent to
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 1             Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

 2        A.  Not to my knowledge.  Now, if Debra did do

 3             that, I was not aware of it.  I was not aware

 4             that that was actually going to happen, or

 5             there was no plan in place that I was aware

 6             of.

 7        Q.  Your reply to Clinton Wuttunee’s text

 8             message:  (as read)

 9                     When do you think you will be able to

10                     provide the list of 5D so I can

11                     cross-reference the ones that are

12                     unclear?

13             Wasn’t, “What are you talking about?  I can’t

14             send you such a list,” or “I can’t send it to

15             you,” or -- it was, “I talked to Debra.

16             Sending it soon.”  It wasn’t taking issue

17             with the propriety of that request; was it?

18        A.  No.  Again, Debra was a Deputy, you know,

19             working -- working with me throughout the

20             process.  That’s what I recall.

21        Q.  This is a text message that Clinton

22             Wuttunee --

23        A.  Yeah.

24        Q.  -- is sending directly to you.

25        A.  Well, I read it -- I read it -- I read it,
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 1             Nathan.  Again, it’s a long time ago, and I

 2             read it.  I read what it says.  As far as

 3             Debra Laliberty’s involvement, she was a

 4             Deputy Electoral Officer.  Maybe these are

 5             questions you need to ask her.  I don’t know.

 6             But -- but from where I stand, there was no,

 7             again, collaborating with her as a Deputy

 8             because when we get these Form, I’ll call

 9             them, 5Ds in, we don’t want to miss anything.

10             So -- and that’s standard protocol for all

11             elections.  So there was, yeah, definitely

12             a -- an Electoral Officer/Deputy Electoral

13             Officer relationship throughout the --

14             throughout the process.

15        Q.  My question was pretty straightforward.  You

16             didn’t express any concern as to the

17             propriety of his request, Clinton Wuttunee,

18             or this list of 5D forms received --

19     MR. ISFELD:             Well, the --

20        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      -- did you?

21     MR. ISFELD:             The document that you’re

22              putting there speaks for itself.

23        A.  Yeah.

24        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Do you agree that you

25             sent and --
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 1     MR. ISFELD:             He’s told you that he doesn’t

 2              recall the conversation.  So --

 3        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Do you agree, Burke,

 4             that you sent and received these text

 5             messages with Chief Clinton Wuttunee?

 6     MR. ISFELD:             You can -- if you don’t

 7              remember, you don’t remember.

 8        A.  I don’t remember.  I mean, I’m reading what

 9             I’m reading, but I don’t recall off-hand.

10             But I’m -- I’m looking at what you’ve

11             presented.  “Thanks, Burke.”

12        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Sorry.  I didn’t hear

13             that last statement that you made.

14        A.  No.  I’m just kind of reviewing what

15             you’ve -- what you’ve -- what you’re

16             displaying here as far as text messages from

17             the -- I guess, this Chief’s phone.

18        Q.  They’re from your phone actually.

19        A.  Yeah.  I’m reading -- I’m reading the

20             responses, and I see that, and I see it

21             signed off as, “Thanks, Burke.”  So I will

22             acknowledge that.  But I -- that’s -- that’s

23             it.

24        Q.  This is from your phone.

25        A.  Yeah.
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 1        Q.  Burke --

 2        A.  Oh, Okay.  What am I talking about here?

 3             I’m -- I’m --

 4        Q.  I think you might have just been confused in

 5             that statement.

 6        A.  That’s why I’m here.  Yeah.  Burke.  It’s

 7             been -- it’s been a long day, Nathan.

 8        Q.  So you --

 9        A.  I see that in my phone, and, you know, the

10             message, that’s what’s written on the

11             message.  So I can confirm that.

12        Q.  That you sent and received these text

13             messages with Chief Clinton Wuttunee on the

14             dates and times indicated?

15        A.  (INDISCERNIBLE).

16     MR. ISFELD:             Well, he said he doesn’t

17              recall.  That’s what the phone says, so --

18        A.  Yeah.

19     MR. ISFELD:             -- he’s relying on the phone.

20        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Do you take any issue

21             with the authenticity or transmittal of any

22             of the text messages as identified in

23             Schedules 1 through 9 --

24        A.  (INDISCERNIBLE).

25        Q.  -- your Reply to Undertakings dated May
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 1             18th --

 2     MR. ISFELD:             Oh, no.  That’s --

 3        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      -- 2021?

 4        A.  (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 5     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE).  That’s --

 6              that’s a little too broad, okay?  If you want

 7              to ask him if he takes issue with these text

 8              messages, you can ask him that.  Most of that

 9              doesn’t relate to today’s proceeding.  So if

10              you want to ask him about those specific text

11              messages, you’ve established some connection

12              at least, so that’s fine.  But the rest of

13              it --

14     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld --

15     MR. ISFELD:             -- is not going to be asked

16              about.

17     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, I prefer to not

18              have to ask this question a hundred times

19              today.  Like, these Reply to Undertakings,

20              this is this witness’s cell phone.  This is

21              this witness’s expert -- this is this

22              witness’s testimony today.

23     MR. ISFELD:             Well, I don’t know why I -- I

24              have to tell you why --

25        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      But I simply -- I
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 1             simply wanted to ask the one overarching

 2             question in relation to this witness’s Reply

 3             to Undertakings, May 18th, 2021 --

 4     MR. ISFELD:             That’s not why we’re here

 5              today.

 6        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- Exhibit A-170.  Do

 7             you take issue with the authenticity or

 8             transmittal of any of the text messages

 9             attached to your Reply to Undertakings?

10     MR. ISFELD:             But you’re -- you’re asking --

11              again, you’re going back to something that is

12              past.  You’ve had opportunity to

13              cross-examine, and you didn’t do it.  This is

14              not a cross-examination on the Reply to

15              Undertakings.  So -- you were doing good.

16              You were doing good for a bit there, okay?

17              You were asking questions to do with the

18              affidavit, and let’s keep going in that --

19              that route so we can be productive, okay?

20     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yes, Mr. Isfeld, but then it

21              becomes impractical in terms of this PDF page

22              number out of 626 pages.  Do you take issue

23              with the authenticity of transmittal of this

24              or this or this?  Can we not just get a clear

25              answer on the record, given that this is --
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 1     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- the Reply to Undertake --

 3              Mr. Isfeld, please do not interrupt me again.

 4     MR. ISFELD:             Well --

 5     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Video conference

 6              cross-examination, clear transcript; is that

 7              agreeable?

 8     WITNESS:                All right.

 9     MR. ISFELD:             Can --

10     WITNESS:                So let me know when I can

11              speak.

12     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  So I’ve told you, we’re

13              not going be to ask -- answering questions in

14              general.  If you can point to a certain

15              message that relates to this affidavit, he’ll

16              answer questions about it because it relates

17              to the affidavit.  So, you know, there’s four

18              paragraphs in this affidavit -- what, four or

19              five paragraphs.  Like, we’ve already spent

20              an hour on this.  Get to the point.

21        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Well, seeing as

22             how --

23     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE).

24        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      -- we’re going to be

25             this way, let’s start with the first text
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 1             message within Schedule 1.  Schedule 1,

 2             referred to in your Reply to Undertakings

 3             between yourself and Chief Clinton Wuttunee,

 4             if you can read these and confirm --

 5     MR. ISFELD:             So --

 6        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      -- that you take no

 7             issue with the authenticity or transmittal?

 8     MR. ISFELD:             So what is the relevance of

 9              this to the July 23rd affidavit?

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld --

11     WITNESS:                But --

12     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- there’s a practical,

13              efficient way to deal with this, and then

14              there’s the path that you appear to want to

15              proceed down.

16     MR. ISFELD:             Well, I don’t want to

17              (INDISCERNIBLE) --

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mine is simply confirming on

19              the record --

20     MR. ISFELD:             -- question.

21     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, my proposal from

22              the outset was, do you take any issue with

23              the authenticity or transmittal of any of

24              these text messages.

25     MR. ISFELD:             And I told you we’re not
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 1              (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     You have had more than a fair

 3              opportunity to review all of these text

 4              messages.  You had all of them back at the

 5              time in question, January through March 2020;

 6              you’ve had them again now.

 7     MR. ISFELD:             And this is not --

 8     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     (INDISCERNIBLE) receiving --

 9     MR. ISFELD:             -- the subject matter --

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- or sending any of these?

11     MR. ISFELD:             This is not the subject matter

12              today.  You’re here -- you are here to

13              cross-examine on the July 23rd affidavit.  So

14              get back to your questions on the July 23rd

15              affidavit, or we’ll be leaving, okay?

16        A.  I need to speak.  I know I’ve already talked

17             to my attorney.  I think it’s gone astray

18             here between the two of you guys.  So my

19             final statement for you today is,

20             Mr. Phillips, the affidavit that my

21             understanding was that we were going to

22             discuss was the one filed on the 23rd, and

23             attached to that is an email, and I’m going

24             to read it, and then I’m -- don’t think I’ll

25             be answering any more questions.  So let’s
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 1             get right to the point here because I’ve been

 2             kind of led into other stuff that is -- that

 3             is not relevant.

 4                    So it’s an email dated January 28th,

 5             2020 sent to Yves Denoncourt.  Do you know

 6             who’s Yves Denoncourt?  That’s the guy

 7             headquarters Ottawa with Indigenous Service

 8             Canada, that’s in the Election Unit.

 9        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Burke, to be clear --

10        A.  No.  I’m -- I’m not -- stop.

11        Q.  -- I have not asked --

12        A.  Stop.  Stop.  I’m not finished.  I’m not

13             finished.

14        Q.  I -- I just simply --

15        A.  Stop.  Stop.  Stop.

16        Q.  Burke, I’m simply --

17        A.  No.  No.

18        Q.  I am simply going to object, and then --

19        A.  I’m just going to keep doing it.

20        Q.  Burke, I’m simply object --

21        A.  January 28th, 2020 --

22        Q.  -- asked a question.

23        A.  -- four or five -- let me finish.

24     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.  Burke?

25        A.  Let me finish.
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 1     MR. ISFELD:             Burke?  It’s --

 2        A.  No.  I want to make the point.  This is the

 3             only thing that we’re talking about here.

 4     MR. ISFELD:             This is -- this is -- here.

 5              It’s on the record.

 6     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     This is it.

 7     MR. ISFELD:             So the email --

 8        A.  No.  I -- I don’t think --

 9     MR. ISFELD:             -- of January 28th --

10        A.  I don’t think anybody gets it here.  This is

11             all we’re talking about --

12     MR. ISFELD:             No.

13        A.  -- today.

14     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.

15        A.  Now, I’ve been led into other conversations

16             that shouldn’t have occurred today.

17             (as read)

18                     Hi.  Perfect -- okay.  Mr. -- Ms. --

19                     morning, Yves.  I’m appointed as

20                     Electoral Officer for Red Pheasant

21                     Cree Nation.  We are conducting a

22                     Chief and council election under the

23                     First Nations Elections Act.  Election

24                     date: March 20th, 2020.  I have a

25                     question relate -- regarding a request
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 1                     for mail-in ballot Form 5D.  Other

 2                     than the initial mail-in nomination

 3                     package that includes Form 5D that is

 4                     sent to electors on day 60 based on

 5                     the addresses and information sent to

 6                     the EO by the First Nation ...

 7             That was the process. (as read)

 8                     ... or by contacting the EO directly,

 9                     is it acceptable for copies of this

10                     form ...

11             That should be, “to be left,” but it’s a

12             typo, “to left.”  Should have been, “to be

13             left.”

14             (as read)

15                     ... at the band office and/or allowing

16                     band members to distribute them

17                     accordingly?

18             That’s it.  And the answer is, yes.  So this

19             is all we’re talking about today, and that’s

20             all I’m talking about today, what’s on this

21             affidavit.  It’s -- it’s one issue, are Form

22             5Ds available for anyone to distribute?  Yes.

23             That’s it.

24     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.

25        A.  That’s all I’m talking about.  I’ve been led
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 1             into this conversation of other stuff.  I’ve

 2             listened long enough.  It’s not relevant

 3             today.  So I’ve read the email out,

 4             Mr. Phillips.  That’s the issue at hand.  Why

 5             did I send an email out to Indigenous Service

 6             Canada?  For clarity for the file.

 7                    I found through my travels in the

 8             Saskatchewan region that the quality of

 9             Electoral Officer service is poor.  Electoral

10             Officers have not been informing the

11             electorate of -- of what the process is

12             relating to documents and -- and to the

13             process.  I have many examples of Electoral

14             Officers in the Saskatchewan region not

15             conducting a proper process.  In this case,

16             Form 5D and the clarity of it; anyone can

17             distribute them.  They can hand you one if

18             you’re an elect.

19                    There are other examples of other

20             processes where Electoral Officers -- I’m not

21             sure what’s going on in the region -- have

22             been giving, I would say, inaccurate

23             information, but not including all irrelevant

24             information and documents that are part of a

25             process, whether, it be Indian Band Election
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 1             Regs, First Nations Elections Act.  So that’s

 2             what started the email; just to have it on

 3             file.  It was really early in the process.

 4             And that’s my affidavit for July 23rd.

 5             That’s it.  That’s all I’m here to talk --

 6             that’s all I’m here to discuss.  That’s it.

 7        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Are you done?

 8        A.  Yeah.  I’m done for the day actually.

 9     MR. ISFELD:             He’s done.  Well, just --

10     WITNESS:                I’m done.

11     MR. ISFELD:             -- give us -- give us one

12              second, would you --

13     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Burke --

14     MR. ISFELD:             -- Mr. -- Mr. Phillips?  Just

15              one second.  I’ll -- I’m just going to give

16              some -- discuss with the witness for a

17              second, okay?  He’s saying he’s done.  I’m

18              just going to talk to him for a second, okay?

19     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Burke, I -- Mr. Isfeld,

20              pardon, I’m not agreeable to having a -- a

21              private conversation with the witness, just

22              to be clear.

23     MR. ISFELD:             Well, I --

24     WITNESS:                That’s fine.

25     MR. ISFELD:             Well, then -- well, then we
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 1              can --

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     And I’m not done conducting

 3              this cross-examination (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 4     MR. ISFELD:             That’s fine.

 5     WITNESS:                No.  I’ll --

 6     MR. ISFELD:             But you’re -- you’re -- can I

 7              tell you --

 8     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 9     MR. ISFELD:             I’ll just -- I’ll -- I’ll talk

10              to him in front of you, okay?

11     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.

12     MR. ISFELD:             So I propose that we could

13              give Mr. Phillips --

14     WITNESS:                M-hm.

15     MR. ISFELD:             -- another chance here, one

16              chance --

17     WITNESS:                M-hm.

18     MR. ISFELD:             -- to ask questions about this

19              affidavit --

20     WITNESS:                Okay.

21     MR. ISFELD:             -- okay?  If he doesn’t ask

22              questions about that affidavit --

23     WITNESS:                (INDISCERNIBLE).

24     MR. ISFELD:             -- then we’re done, okay?

25     WITNESS:                Okay.  Go ahead, John.
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 1     MR. ISFELD:             Did you hear that?

 2     WITNESS:                No.  You -- go ahead, John.

 3     MR. ISFELD:             Did you hear -- did you hear

 4              my proposal?

 5     WITNESS:                Repeat -- yeah.  You repeated

 6              it.

 7     MR. ISFELD:             So you can ask questions about

 8              this affidavit, and if you don’t ask any

 9              questions -- if you’re not asking questions

10              about this affidavit, if you’re going back to

11              the Direction of -- or, sorry, the Reply to

12              Undertakings, or other irrelevant documents,

13              you know, unless you can tie them to this

14              affidavit specifically, we’re done, okay?

15     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Are you done, Mr. Isfeld?

16     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  I’m --

17     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Because it’s not for you to

18              impose conditions on the scope of the

19              cross-examination.  There’s a transcript

20              being prepared, a court reporter is present,

21              and the Court will make --

22     MR. ISFELD:             Yes.

23     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- its own determination --

24     MR. ISFELD:             (INDISCERNIBLE) --

25     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- of the propriety of the
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 1              conduct of Mr. Ratte.

 2     MR. ISFELD:             Those are the conditions of

 3              the --

 4     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     (INDISCERNIBLE).

 5     MR. ISFELD:             -- Federal Court Rules

 6              imposed.  I’m not imposing those conditions.

 7              That’s the rule.  It has to be relevant to

 8              the affidavit.

 9        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Mr. Ratte, at

10             paragraph 3 of your affidavit, you refer to:

11             (as read)

12                     It is a standard practice when

13                     conducting elections in accordance

14                     with FNEA to encourage the use of

15                     mail-in ballots.

16             And then you go on to state some other stuff,

17             right?  When did that standard practice

18             start?

19        A.  2015 when the First Nations Elections Act was

20             rolled out by headquarters.

21        Q.  And it was a standard practice to you -- as

22             of your knowledge as of 2015, correct?

23        A.  It’s part of the process.

24        Q.  And you knew this --

25        A.  It’s the process.
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 1        Q.  But the point is, you knew this as of 2015,

 2             that this standard practice existed?

 3        A.  That’s when FNEA rolled out and was brought

 4             out, and we were trained in Ottawa for the

 5             first time in 2015.

 6        Q.  I’m asking --

 7        A.  Early 2015.

 8        Q.  I’m asking about your knowledge.  To you, it

 9             was a standard practice as of 2015 --

10        A.  Yes.

11        Q.  -- with respect to mail-in ballots?

12        A.  Yes.  Correct.  Correct.  And -- yeah.

13             Correct.  Yeah.  Yes.

14        Q.  So if this is the standard practice --

15        A.  Based on my training and my certification

16             from headquarters, Ottawa.

17        Q.  In 2015?

18        A.  2015, yes.

19        Q.  So if it was a standard practice back then,

20             why, five years later, do you have to go to

21             Indigenous Services Canada on or about

22             January 28th, 2020 to confirm what, you say,

23             is a standard practice?

24        A.  I answered the question previously, and I’ll

25             repeat it again.  What I found in the
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 1             Saskatchewan region was Electoral Officers

 2             not presenting electoral processes that

 3             Indigenous Service Canada has, referring to

 4             either FNEA or the Indian Band Election

 5             Regulations.  I have specific examples,

 6             challenges, throughout the many communities

 7             that I have conducted elections under.  And I

 8             did raise issue with them not that long ago.

 9             Like, look it, we take the same training.

10             This is -- this is the process.  Why are --

11             why are your Electoral Officers in the

12             Saskatchewan region not informing potential

13             candidates correctly of what the process is

14             in this particular case?  And Red Pheasant

15             isn’t the only Nation that’s under FNEA where

16             I’ve conducted an electoral -- election

17             process.  Standard questions.

18                    And it’s actually amazing because I’ve

19             been involved in this -- this type of work

20             for 15 years, and it’s amazing the lack of

21             understanding an incumbent even has on the --

22             the process that they’re either -- that

23             they’re an incumbent, they’ve been elected

24             for many terms or not.  I personally don’t

25             get it.  But I’m always advising, coaching,
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 1             updating incumbents, potential candidates, on

 2             what the process is.  And I really find it --

 3             I’m not -- I’m not sure why they’re ill-

 4             informed, but I, again, referred to Electoral

 5             Officers because it’s an Electoral Officer’s

 6             job to properly inform candidates and even

 7             electors about what’s the process.

 8                    I’ll enter -- just last year, under

 9             the Indian Band Election Regs individuals can

10             run for both Chief and council; in this

11             process, they can’t.  Two bands in specific

12             actually thought I was lying.  Members and

13             candidates said, “You can’t do that.”  So

14             that’s a really good example of, Nathan,

15             John, what’s going on out there.  And it’s

16             really miscommunication.  I think maybe some

17             EO -- Electoral Officers need to be retrained

18             and make sure they’re providing the right

19             information.

20                    So there’s nothing fishy or mysterious

21             on I knew this in 2015; why am I emailing

22             January of 2020?  Just for -- from my

23             experience, having some kind of

24             documentation, if someone raises issue,

25             “Well, this can’t happen.”  “Yes, it can.”
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 1             And by the way, here’s an email from

 2             headquarters.  And it’s happened with other

 3             issues, with other processes that Indigenous

 4             Service Canada has available for our Nations

 5             to conduct the Chief and council process.

 6             I’m just explaining what’s been going on over

 7             the years.

 8                    So hopefully that answers your

 9             question on why, if I knew about this --

10             because this is how I understand your

11             question.  Well, Burke, if you knew about

12             this in 2015, why generate the email to

13             headquarters?  Again, just to clarify again

14             that this is the practice; this is part of

15             the process.  That’s all it is.  There’s --

16             there’s no conspiracy here, Nathan.  And I’m

17             just -- I sent it off early in the process --

18             in fact, not long after we started just

19             gearing up for my nomination meeting, which,

20             you know, these type of questions at a band

21             hall meeting come up, in this case,

22             nomination meeting, very much like a band

23             hall meeting.  Members -- at this time, COVID

24             was -- we were just getting into COVID,

25             but -- so everyone attended.  And so, anyway,
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 1             that’s it.  I’m kind of rambling.  But

 2             that’s -- that’s how it was, Nathan.

 3                    You questioned why did I send the

 4             January 28th, 2020 email to Yves Denoncourt

 5             when I knew in 2015 that this was the case?

 6             Again, it’s -- it’s good to have some type of

 7             document to show individuals that Burke isn’t

 8             making it up.  I put it in layman’s terms.

 9             But I’ve had to do this before with other

10             questions in other Nations.  Look, this is

11             the process.  Here’s the Electoral Officers’

12             Handbook.  If it’s not in there, let me email

13             headquarters.  Yves Denoncourt, what’s the

14             response?  Here you go.  This is the process.

15             I’m not making it up.  Not making the rules

16             up.  This is what it is.  So that’s my

17             response.

18        Q.  So you wanted a document to show people to

19             say that you weren’t making it up, and this

20             is coming directly from ISC that you can use

21             request for mail-in ballot forms in this

22             manner?  That’s why you generated this

23             specific email, correct?

24        A.  Correct.

25        Q.  And so this specific email, you gave to
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 1             Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

 2        A.  No, I did not.

 3        Q.  You gave it -- you discussed it with Clinton

 4             Wuttunee, correct?

 5        A.  No, I did not.

 6        Q.  Who did you give it to?

 7        A.  I emailed it to AJ, the band manager or

 8             administrator.

 9        Q.  Austin Ahenakew?

10        A.  Yeah.  Austin Ahenakew, not the Chief.

11        Q.  Which was --

12        A.  Well -- hey.  Again, the question is, that’s

13             who I sent it to.  I recall sending it to --

14             I don’t see it on here, but I -- I do recall

15             sending it.  I would probably have to find

16             that email just to prove what I’m testifying

17             to you today here.  But I did not send it to

18             the Chief.

19        Q.  It was in relation to this specific election,

20             Red Pheasant First Nation, that you --

21        A.  Well, but this -- this question -- this --

22        Q.  -- sent this email?

23        A.  This is question -- this -- this email.  This

24             email.

25        Q.  You generated it for the Red Pheasant First
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 1             Nation March 20th, 2020 election

 2             specifically, correct?

 3        A.  Specifically, yes.  That’s -- that’s --

 4        Q.  Because you had concerns as to --

 5        A.  That’s -- that’s what the email says, Nathan.

 6             That’s what it -- yeah.  Yeah.

 7        Q.  Because you had concerns as to how request

 8             for mail-in ballot forms were being dealt

 9             with in relation to this election, correct?

10        A.  Well, what I found in the Saskatchewan region

11             was, there’s a lot of inconsistencies from

12             other Electoral Officers.  They’re simply not

13             providing the right information.  That’s what

14             I make a point of doing.  If this is the

15             process, if this is available to you as a

16             candidate or an elector, this is how it

17             works.

18        Q.  You have this text message up on the screen,

19             February 3rd, 6:31 PM.  Clinton Wuttunee is

20             telling you:  (as read)

21                     Do you have a good handle on the

22                     number of 5D forms sent in to date?

23             And your reply was confirmed:  (as read)

24                     Looking at 378, but haven’t processed

25                     today’s.
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 1             Clinton Wuttunee’s reply was:  (as read)

 2                     Okay.  We counting 402.  Maybe we

 3                     didn’t send through -- some through.

 4             Your reply was:  (as read)

 5                     But I have about 15 incomplete forms.

 6                     Let’s reconcile after tomorrow.

 7        A.  So --

 8        Q.  (as read)

 9                     But today’s not counted yet.

10                     Reconcile the numbers, that is.  Mail-

11                     out starts four days after the

12                     nomination meeting.  It will be ready

13                     by then.  Thanks for checking.

14     MR. ISFELD:             What’s -- what’s the relevance

15              of these --

16        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      And going down --

17     MR. ISFELD:             -- messages?

18        A.  We’re talking about --

19     MR. ISFELD:             Like --

20        A.  We’re talking about this, right?

21        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Yes.  Go to now

22             February 4th, 3:47 PM:  (as read)

23                     Hi Burke, I have my fee.

24                     Okay.  We are at Boston Pizza ...

25             And this is your reply:  (as read)
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 1                     ... if you want to come by.  Just

 2                     eating.  Anyone can come by and pay it

 3                     for you, or you.

 4             And Clinton Wuttunee’s reply was:  (as read)

 5                     Thought we were going to discuss those

 6                     15 5D that needed follow-up.

 7             You were discussing specific mail-in ballots

 8             with Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

 9     MR. ISFELD:             What does this have to do with

10              the affidavit?  I -- I’ve told you we’re not

11              going to be answering questions, and if you

12              keep asking questions that aren’t related to

13              the affidavit, we’re going to be logging off.

14              So tell me what this has to do with the

15              affidavit?

16     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, we’ve already read

17              out paragraph 2 for you of the affidavit:

18              (as read)

19                     The 2020 election of the First Nation

20                     was held in accordance with the First

21                     Nations Elections Act.

22             And then this witness, above and beyond that,

23              if it wasn’t directly relevant enough to that

24              paragraph for you, paragraphs 3 and 4, he

25              deals with 5D forms directly.  Mr. Isfeld,
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 1              may I please move on with the

 2              cross-examination?

 3     MR. ISFELD:             This -- the -- you haven’t

 4              explained to me why this is relevant.  This

 5              is not --

 6        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Burke --

 7     MR. ISFELD:             -- about -- this is not about

 8              the process of getting Form 5Ds out to

 9              people.  He’s -- his affidavit is saying

10              anybody can take them and hand them out.  You

11              can put them at the band office.  You can do

12              whatever.  Just get them out.  So this is not

13              relevant to his affidavit.

14     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     This witness has already

15              testified today that it’s not appropriate to

16              provide the information beyond a voter’s

17              name --

18     MR. ISFELD:             He has --

19     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- to anybody else.

20     MR. ISFELD:             He has, and he’s told you that

21              he hasn’t done that.  So --

22     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     And that’s what my direct

23              question is right now.  Did you --

24     WITNESS:                Okay.  You guys, stop.  Stop.

25     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- (INDISCERNIBLE) with --
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 1        A.  We’re talking about what a Form 5D is.  I’m

 2             going to have to stop both you guys.  I’ve

 3             answered the email, why I generated it,

 4             because I found inconsistencies with many

 5             Nations in the Saskatchewan region.  I think

 6             the Saskatchewan region needs to reel in all

 7             their EOs and retrain them because they’re

 8             simply not getting the right information out

 9             which causes confusion.  So that was the

10             purpose of the email, and that is it.

11     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.  And if you continue to

12              try to cross-examine on his Reply to

13              Undertakings, we are going to be logging off.

14              I’m giving you a warning now.  Get back to

15              the affidavit or we will be shutting this

16              off.

17     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, I don’t think

18              that’s an appropriate statement to make.

19     MR. ISFELD:             Well, you’re not asking

20              relevant questions.  We’re done if you’re not

21              going to ask relevant questions.

22     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. --

23     MR. ISFELD:             We’ve been here for, what, an

24              hour and a half, and you’ve asked about three

25              questions that pertain to the affidavit.  So
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 1              get back to the affidavit or we’re moving on

 2              with our day.

 3        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      Burke, you met with

 4             Clinton Wuttunee to discuss specific request

 5             for mail-in ballot forms, correct?

 6     MR. ISFELD:             You’ve -- you’ve asked, and

 7              he’s answered that question.  Move on.

 8     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     No, he hasn’t.

 9     MR. ISFELD:             You’ve asked --

10     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I heard a long objection; I

11              didn’t hear an answer.

12     MR. ISFELD:             No.  He answered that earlier

13              in the cross-examination.  He said he did not

14              discuss specific forms with any of the

15              candidates.  So you have the answer on that.

16              Do you have any more questions about the

17              affidavit?

18     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     And we have Clinton Wuttunee’s

19              text message that I just pointed out to the

20              witness on the screen showing him that he was

21              going to be meeting to discuss 15 specific

22              mail-in ballot forms.

23     MR. ISFELD:             Okay.  That’s --

24     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Mr. Isfeld, this is a relevant

25              question.
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 1     MR. ISFELD:             It’s not a relevant question

 2              to this affidavit here, okay?

 3     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     If that’s the objection, if

 4              that’s the line your client is taking --

 5     MR. ISFELD:             This is on the record.

 6     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- the Court will determine

 7              the propriety of that objection --

 8     MR. ISFELD:             That’s --

 9     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- the propriety of that

10              refusal to respond.

11     MR. ISFELD:             That’s fine.  Ask a relevant

12              question or we’re done -- we’re done here,

13              okay?

14        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      February 7th, 12 PM.

15             If the Court is following along, it’s PDF

16             page 179 to the Reply to Undertakings.  Your

17             message to Clinton Wuttunee:  (as read)

18                     Afternoon.  Period, period.  What is

19                     your total count?

20             You were asking Clinton Wuttunee what his

21             total count for request for mail-in ballots

22             is.  Your very next message --

23     MR. ISFELD:             This --

24        Q.  MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:      (as read)

25                     I have 434, but 37 are incomplete or
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 1                     unable to read.  I can send you the

 2                     labels --

 3     MR. ISFELD:             Mr. Xiao-Phillips, what is the

 4              relevance of this to the affidavit?  Tell me

 5              or we’re going to log off.

 6     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Please just read the message.

 7     MR. ISFELD:             Well, I don’t know what the

 8              relevance is.

 9     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     This is -- this is the message

10              from Burke to Clinton Wuttunee:  (as read)

11                     I can send you the labels to

12                     cross-reference and have the ones I

13                     need sent again or a clear document.

14                     How’s that?

15             You’re offering to send this information that

16              you earlier in this cross-examination said

17              was not proper to send to a candidate in the

18              election.

19     MR. ISFELD:             You already have his answer on

20              this --

21     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     You’re offering to send it to

22              Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

23     MR. ISFELD:             You have his answer on this

24              point, okay?  This has nothing to do with the

25              affidavit.  I’ve given you several warnings
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 1              now, okay, so goodbye.  Okay?

 2     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     You’re refusing to continue

 3              the --

 4     MR. ISFELD:             Have a good day.

 5     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     -- cross-examination; is that

 6              accurate?

 7     MR. ISFELD:             Yeah.  We’re logging off now.

 8              Have a good day.

 9     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     I object, and I wish to

10              continue with the cross-examination.  For the

11              record, Mr. Isfeld and Mr. Burke Ratte have

12              now departed the cross-examination.  Can the

13              court reporter please note that?  The time is

14              2:23 PM.

15     COURT REPORTER:        Noted.  So are you wanting a

16              transcript as soon as possible with this one?

17     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Yeah.  I’ll send you an email

18              right away.

19     COURT REPORTER:        Perfect.  Okay.  Sounds good.

20     MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:     Thank you very much.

21     COURT REPORTER:        Thank you.

22 (Adjourned at 2:23 p.m.)

23

24

25
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 1   UNREDACTED

 2   EXHIBIT A-14: (BURKE RATTE)                  214

 3   ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

 4   BALLOT (EXHIBIT H)

 5

 6

 7

 8

 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
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23
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 10:04 a.m.)

 2 MANDY JOSEPH CUTHAND, Sworn,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Good morning, everyone.

 5         So just to go on the record, I see that we

 6         have here present in the court Nathan

 7         Phillips, and he is accompanied by his

 8         father, Mervin Phillips; is that correct?

 9 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Yes, but it wouldn't be

10         ordinary for the -- what's the purpose of

11         your --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I just wanted to identify

13         who is present in the room.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              I will be conducting the

15         cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, that's fine.  You

17         can do your own --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we have

19         present today the witness, Mandy Cuthand,

20         correct?

21    A.   Yeah.

22    Q.   You're Mandy Cuthand, correct?

23    A.   Yes.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, Mr.

25         Winegarden, Mervin Phillips, co-counsel, and
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 1         last time, I believe, there was the issue of

 2         the speakerphone.  Is anybody else being

 3         linked in by phone, Mr. Winegarden, or --

 4 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Which?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is anyone else being

 6         linked in by conference call or anything

 7         else?

 8 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Do you want someone else

 9         linked in?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I don't.  I'm simply

11         recalling last time we were here for

12         cross-examination you linked in other

13         persons, but if you're not doing that right

14         now, that's fine.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We didn't link anybody

16         in.

17 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We didn't link anybody

18         in.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think you did.

20 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Maybe when we were in

21         North Battleford some other people came by

22         telephone or something.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              No.  When we were in

24         Royal Reporting in Saskatoon here last time

25         all of your chief and council clients were in
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 1         the adjoining room, and you had them on

 2         conference call, but, nevertheless --

 3 MR. WINEGARDEN:            You are mistaken about

 4         that.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           They were not on

 6         conference call.

 7    Q.   We'll move on.  Do you have your Affidavit,

 8         sir, that you swore in this proceeding?  How

 9         do you prefer that I refer to, Mr. Cuthand,

10         or how?

11    A.   Yeah, no problem with Cuthand.

12    Q.   Mr. Cuthand.  Okay.  Your name is a rather

13         unique one.  I think, as far as I can tell,

14         there is only one Mandy Cuthand?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   Yeah, I don't -- like, have you ever run into

17         anybody else named Mandy Cuthand?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   Your signature is also -- here, I'll just

20         show you your Affidavit again here.  That's

21         your signature there?

22    A.   Mmhmm.

23    Q.   You have to answer yes or no for the court

24         reporter.

25    A.   Yes.
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 1    Q.   There's going to be a transcript prepared

 2         here, and it's going to be reviewed by the

 3         Court.  I also ask that respectfully if you

 4         could speak up so that the court reporter can

 5         hear you.  So here is your Affidavit.  Do you

 6         recall signing this?

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   And that's your signature there?

 9    A.   Yes.

10    Q.   And you swore it in front of Mr. Stooshinoff?

11    A.   Yes.

12    Q.   Who is present with you today?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   And, now, I understand that you are being

15         tendered as an affiant or a witness for all

16         of the respondents?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  He's one of them.

18    Q.   Well, the very first paragraph of your

19         Affidavit says:  (as read)

20             I am a band councillor of the Red the

21             Pheasant First Nation, an affiant on

22             behalf of the respondents and the

23             application herein.

24         And it goes on.  Do you see that, sir, in

25         your Affidavit?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's one of the

 2         respondents.

 3    A.   I'm just wondering, though, what was said,

 4         that's all, was there a respondent.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this has

 6         been a point in the past.  I am quite

 7         comfortable conducting the cross-examination

 8         today, and so I would respectfully request

 9         that you not interrupt unless you have a

10         specific objection to a question, and if you

11         have one, please state it in accordance with

12         the Federal Court rules succinctly, and then

13         we will deal with the matter and move on,

14         okay?

15    Q.   Now, do you see paragraph 1 of your Affidavit

16         there, sir?

17    A.   Mmhmm.

18    Q.   Maybe just read it to yourself there so you

19         remember what it says.

20    A.   Okay.  What do you want me to say?

21    Q.   Do you see in your Affidavit you indicate

22         that you are tendered on behalf of the

23         respondents?

24    A.   Yeah.  I'm just responding to this item

25         because I'm just responding.
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 1    Q.   Now, today we're going to be dealing with

 2         some exhibits electronically.  Yesterday

 3         there were 30 exhibits that were tendered

 4         with respect to the cross-examination of the

 5         electoral officer.  You are aware that

 6         cross-examination took place yesterday?

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   You were informed of what took place at that

 9         cross-examination?

10    A.   No.  No, I don't recall because I wasn't

11         there.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let the record reflect we

13         have two additional individuals who have

14         joined in on the cross-examination, I think

15         it's the applicants, Alicia Moosomin and Mary

16         Linda Whitford, both of whom were served with

17         a Direction to Attend in the proceedings

18         yesterday --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you are

20         now taking liberties when it is my

21         cross-examination.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- and did not appear.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt,

24         Mr. Stooshinoff.  I would respectfully

25         request that you not do so.  You have
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 1         identified who is in the room.  That's the

 2         end of the matter.

 3    Q.   As I was saying before I was interrupted,

 4         there are some electronic exhibits that were

 5         marked yesterday, and we're going to continue

 6         with that today, and so you see the screen

 7         here in front of you?  You can see that, sir?

 8    A.   Yes.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What are you showing him?

10    Q.   Well, I'll let the witness look at the

11         document.

12                            When I place a document

13         before you, Mr. Cuthand, if you can take a

14         look through it, and then I'll ask you some

15         questions about it.  So take a look at the

16         document that's on the screen here, please.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Whose document is it?

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want the witness to

19         look at the document.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

21    A.   He's my lawyer.  He can ask a question.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Nathan.  If you want

23         to ask him on his Affidavit, you can ask him

24         on his Affidavit.

25    A.   That's what it's about, not that.
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 1    Q.   You were in chief and council the last time

 2         around, from 2016 to 2020, correct?

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   Yeah.  And following that election there was

 5         an electoral officer's report that is always

 6         issued.  That's what we have up here on the

 7         screen.  I'm just wanting you to look at that

 8         document to confirm --

 9    A.   That's got nothing to do with this, right.

10         Okay.

11    Q.   I just want you to confirm that that is --

12    A.   Leave that alone.  It has to do with this.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We can't confirm a

14         document in your possession.  It's not in our

15         possession.  If you've got a document -- we

16         don't know anything about it.

17    Q.   Well, it was in the application record in

18         relation to that proceeding in relation to --

19         which you were counsel of record, same with

20         your co-counsel, Mr. Winegarden, and the

21         witness here, Mr. Cuthand, was also a

22         personal party to that proceeding, so, yes,

23         he can confirm that this is the document.  He

24         was also on chief and council at the time,

25         and he received this electoral officer's
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 1         report in that capacity, so I want the

 2         witness to look at the document on the

 3         screen.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thanks, Nathan.  Move on,

 5         please.  You can ask him any question you

 6         want on his Affidavit.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

 8         the next exhibit.  This will be A-31.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I object.

10    Q.   The document also includes -- it's part of a

11         tab from the application record, as I

12         mentioned.  It was this, specifically pages

13         303 through 314 of that application record.

14         It's a formal document.  It's on the Court

15         file with the Federal Court.  It reflects

16         what's called the Affidavit of Documents of

17         that electoral officer, Mr. Howard McMaster,

18         and then it goes on, and the first document

19         there is the electoral officer's report that

20         we discussed.  So we'll have that marked as

21         Exhibit A-31, and I will send that to you

22         right now?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Over my objection.

24                EXHIBIT A-31:

25                2016 ELECTORAL OFFICER'S REPORT
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Would you like to receive

 2         a copy of these exhibits at the same time,

 3         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, you'll send us

 5         anything you wish.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I'm asking.  I'm

 7         sending -- as I indicated, we're dealing with

 8         these exhibits electrically, so as I mark

 9         them, so there is absolutely no uncertainty

10         as what the exhibit was, I'm emailing them at

11         the same time to the court reporter.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, that's fine.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you want a copy of it?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm simply asking as a

16         professional courtesy.  Yes?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Just give me one moment

19         to send it to you.

20 MR. WINEGARDEN:            So is that the entire

21         applicant record that you put in as an

22         exhibit?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's not, it's just that

24         electoral officer's report as indicated, and

25         then the enclosing document, which is --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It doesn't matter.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- described as an

 3         Affidavit of Documents.

 4                            You will have it here in

 5         a second, Mr. Winegarden.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not an exhibit

 7         anyway.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's Exhibit A-31, Mr.

 9         Stooshinoff.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  It hasn't been

11         entered properly into these proceedings, and

12         it never will be.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Note your objection, sir.

14         Note your objection, and then let's move on.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I've indicated my

16         objection.  My objection is that --

17 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Your objection is not

18         sustained until the Court sustains it.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I understand that.

20         I'm just telling you why I'm objecting to it.

21         It hasn't been properly introduced; it's not

22         a document referenced in the original

23         pleadings; it is not part of any affiant or

24         witnesses document production or has not been

25         included as an exhibit on any affiant or
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 1         witness in this proceedings.  We're seeing it

 2         for the first time now; it hasn't been

 3         introduced; we won't answer questions on it;

 4         it's not evidence before this proceeding.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client, to be fair,

 6         is refusing to confirm the authenticity of

 7         this document in relation to which --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How would he know it?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

10         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How would he know the

12         authenticity of it?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              I don't interrupt you,

14         Mr. Stooshinoff; please don't interrupt me,

15         okay?  I want a clear transcript to be before

16         the Court, okay?  Okay?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Proceed.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client has refused

19         to answer a straightforward question, is this

20         the electoral officer's report in respect of

21         the 2016 election in relation to a court

22         proceeding in the Federal Court that both

23         your counsel -- and you were counsel for this

24         specific witness.  This specific witness has

25         personal knowledge of this document.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We don't know where that

 2         document came from.  I have already told you

 3         what my objection is.  It's not a document in

 4         these proceedings.  You are putting something

 5         before him in a speculative manner.  We

 6         object to it.  We will wait to see if it

 7         becomes admissible, and if becomes admissible

 8         and you wish to re-examine my client and the

 9         Court so orders, then we will do so.  I'm

10         afraid you have to appreciate that just

11         throwing the document before a witness

12         doesn't prove its authenticity.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm not looking for a

14         lecture from you, Mr. Stooshinoff.  If you

15         don't have an objection, please do not

16         interrupt.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I do have an objection.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              You stated your objection

19         already.  Do you have a further one?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's just a

21         continuation, a further explanation.

22    Q.   So you see the document up on the screen

23         here, Mr. Cuthand?

24    A.   Does that have to do with this?

25    Q.   Yes.
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 1    A.   No, it doesn't.

 2    Q.   Yes, it does.

 3    A.   I'm looking at my Affidavits, and you keep

 4         putting stuff on the screen.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect

 6         that the witness has not even looked at the

 7         document.

 8    A.   I'm not going to answer that.  I'm over with

 9         this.

10    Q.   This is a different document.

11    A.   It's about my Affidavits.

12    Q.   This is not Exhibit A-31.  This is a

13         different document, sir.  Can you please look

14         at it?

15    A.   What about it?

16    Q.   Do you see the document?

17    A.   Yeah.

18    Q.   Specifically do you see your name on it here?

19    A.   That has nothing to do with this, does it,

20         like, my Affidavit?

21    Q.   That's just --

22    A.   Because what was my Affidavit -- like, I got

23         things to do.  Like, I can't spend all day

24         here.

25    Q.   Yes or no, that's your name?
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 1    A.   Yes.

 2    Q.   That's your signature?

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   You signed that document?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   You signed that document on March 3rd, 2020?

 7    A.   The witness, witness, yes.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.  Can we please have

 9         this as the next exhibit, A-32.

10                EXHIBIT A-32:

11                CYNTHIA WUTTUNEE VOTER DECLARATION FORM

12                REDACTED

13 MR. WINEGARDEN:            What was A-32?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, what was

15         A-32?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              As I indicated, I am

17         sending out the exhibit immediately after

18         it's marked.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just identify it for the

20         record.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let me send it to you.

22         Just give me one moment, okay?  I will bring

23         it back up.

24 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We didn't receive the

25         previous one.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Spoke just one second too

 2         soon, hey?  There, you got it, right?

 3 MR. WINEGARDEN:            No, that's something

 4         different.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, it's to Mr.

 6         Stooshinoff.  Do you have his email or no?

 7 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Well, can you include me

 8         with those as well?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Sure.  As I indicated

10         here, this is the Exhibit A-32.  It's been

11         marked and emailed out now to both the court

12         reporter and to Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr.

13         Winegarden at his request.  You have it now

14         Mr. Winegarden, now, right?

15 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I haven't received it.

16         Do you have a Wi-fi connection?  Maybe you

17         don't have a Wi-fi connection.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I'm on the Wi-fi, and

19         it shows as being -- I'll send it again for

20         you, Mr. Winegarden.

21 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I have it.

22    Q.   You might get it twice because I wanted to

23         make sure that you got it there.

24                            So this is a voter

25         declaration form.  Well, technically the top
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 1         of the title is Voter Declaration

 2         Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot, but in this

 3         proceeding thus far with Mr. Burke Ratte

 4         we've been using the name voter declaration

 5         form.  You understand, sir, them to be the

 6         same, right, voter declaration form and Voter

 7         Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot?

 8         I'm going to use those two terms

 9         interchangeably today.  Is that okay with

10         you, sir?

11    A.   What's that?

12    Q.   You see at the top of Exhibit A-32 it says,

13         Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in

14         Ballot?

15    A.   Mmhmm.

16    Q.   So this is a voter declaration form.  That's

17         how it's commonly referred to, right?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   So you understand that when I say voter

20         declaration form this is what I'm referring

21         to, this type of document, okay?

22    A.   (Witness nods head yes.)

23    Q.   You have to answer yes.

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   Very good.  We'll move on, then.  Mr.
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 1         Cuthand, this is your name, again?  This is a

 2         new document here.  Can you please confirm

 3         that's your name?

 4    A.   Yes.

 5    Q.   That's your signature?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   You signed this document?

 8    A.   It looks like it -- huh?

 9    Q.   You signed this document?

10    A.   I was a witness.

11    Q.   You signed this document, right?

12    A.   Yes.

13    Q.   You signed this document on February 18th,

14         2020?

15    A.   February 18, I can't recall the date, like,

16         but must have signed it as a witness.

17    Q.   But you recall --

18    A.   I'm a witness on it.

19    Q.   You recall specifically signing this

20         document?

21    A.   Why are you bringing these up when I'm

22         supposed to be talking about any Affidavit?

23    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

24    A.   I'm not answering anymore questions because I

25         want to go on with my Affidavit.
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 1    Q.   For the record, this is a voter declaration

 2         form, another, technically referred to --

 3    A.   Well, was it brang up in my Affidavit?

 4    Q.   This is a voter declaration form.

 5    A.   Does it bring it up in there?

 6    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, I need to get the name --

 7    A.   I'm not answering it.

 8    Q.   I need to get the name of the exhibit for the

 9         court reporter here, so please don't

10         interrupt.  Just give me one second.

11    A.   Well, I'm going to interrupt because you're

12         bringing stuff up that has nothing to do with

13         my Affidavit.

14    Q.   For the record, this is a --

15    A.   Why do you keep bringing this up?

16    Q.   For the record, that is a Voter Declaration

17         Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot, and --

18    A.   I'm not answering anything, only my

19         Affidavit.

20    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, can you please let me --

21    A.   I'm not --

22    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, can you please let me --

23    A.   I'm just trying to answer my Affidavit.

24    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, can you please --

25    A.   I'm not answering anything else except my
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 1         Affidavit.

 2    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, can you please let me get out

 3         the name of this exhibit for the court

 4         reporter so that we can mark it?

 5    A.   No.  I'm not answering anymore questions with

 6         this.  I'm trying to deal with my Affidavit.

 7    Q.   This is --

 8    A.   I have nothing to say.  It doesn't say

 9         nothing about it on there, does it?

10    Q.   This is a voter declaration form in relation

11         to Rickell Frenchman.  It has already been

12         marked in the cross-examination of Mr. Burke

13         Ratte as Exhibit A-12, and we'll use that

14         exhibit label today.  Can we have that

15         marked?

16                EXHIBIT A-12: (BURKE RATTE)

17                RICKELL FRENCHMAN VOTER DECLARATION FORM

18                REDACTED

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Winegarden, you've

20         received that now?

21 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yes, I have.

22    Q.   Exhibit A-12 that the witness just confirmed

23         that he signed, that's his name, and that's

24         his signature.  He's not sure if it was on

25         February 18th or not.
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 1                            Is that correct, sir?

 2    A.   I just told you I'm not answering anything

 3         except my Affidavit.  It doesn't say nothing

 4         about anything like this.  I'm just answering

 5         my Affidavit.

 6    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

 7    A.   No, no, I'm not answering anything to do with

 8         the screen.  I'm here to answer my Affidavit.

 9    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, do you see that this is the

10         voter declaration form that purports to be in

11         relation to Rickell Frenchman?

12    A.   I just told you, I'm not answering anything

13         except for what's on my Affidavit.

14    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, this is what purports to be a

15         voter declaration form in relation to Rickell

16         Frenchman.  You see that on the screen,

17         correct, sir?

18    A.   I'm just telling you I'm not answering

19         nothing except my Affidavit.  I was brought

20         here for the Affidavit, and I'm trying to

21         wait for my questions on what's going on

22         here.  Can you answer --

23    Q.   You have confirmed that --

24    A.   I'm only answering my Affidavit.

25    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you've --
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 1    A.   I have my rights; I can tell you that right

 2         now.

 3    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, my questions need to be clearly

 4         recorded on the transcript.

 5    A.   You're not questioning about my Affidavits.

 6    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, my --

 7    A.   Question me about that.

 8    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, can you please not interrupt?

 9         The Court needs to review the question

10         uninterrupted so that there is a clear

11         question --

12    A.   I'm not in court.

13    Q.   -- reflected on the transcript and a clear

14         response.  Can we please agree upon that, Mr.

15         Cuthand?

16    A.   I'm not answering any of that.  I'm answering

17         only to my Affidavits.

18    Q.   You have confirmed that you signed this

19         document purporting to be the witness,

20         correct, sir?

21    A.   I just told you, I'm not answering any of

22         that except my Affidavit.

23    Q.   You have purported to witness the voter

24         declaration form of Rickell Frenchman,

25         correct?
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 1    A.   I'm just trying here to answer my Affidavit.

 2    Q.   You did not see --

 3    A.   When are you going to question about my

 4         Affidavit?

 5    Q.   You did not see Rickell Frenchman in February

 6         of 2020, did you?

 7    A.   I'm only answering my Affidavit.

 8    Q.   You did not see Rickell Frenchman --

 9    A.   I'm only answering my Affidavit.

10    Q.   -- at any time in February 2020, did you,

11         sir?

12    A.   I'm not answering any -- only my Affidavit,

13         what was brang up and what I said.

14    Q.   Do you want to know the reason why you could

15         not have possibly seen Rickell Frenchman?

16    A.   My Affidavit.

17    Q.   Would you like to know the reason why you

18         could not physically have seen Rickell

19         Frenchman at any time in February 2020?  You

20         know the reason.  Why is it?

21    A.   I'm not answering any questions except my

22         Affidavit.

23    Q.   Rickell Frenchman was incarcerated in

24         Alberta; wasn't he?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, is that
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 1         evidence?  You're giving evidence?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              It is already evidence in

 3         this proceeding.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is?  How?

 5    Q.   It is.  Rickell Frenchman --

 6    A.   How?

 7    Q.   You did not see Rickell Frenchman in February

 8         2020, did you?

 9    A.   I'm not answering any of the questions.  I

10         just said that; didn't I?  I'll say it

11         over and over.

12    Q.   You purported --

13    A.   I'm not answering any of those questions

14         except my Affidavit.

15    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

16    A.   I'm just answering my Affidavit.

17    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you have purported to witness

18         the execution of this voter declaration form

19         by Rickell Frenchman in Cando.  Cando is in

20         Saskatchewan, correct, sir?

21    A.   I'm not answering any of it.

22    Q.   Well, that's Cando, you know where Cando is,

23         right, sir?

24    A.   I'm not answering it.

25    Q.   Cando --
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 1    A.   I'm only answering my Affidavit.

 2    Q.   Cando is in Saskatchewan, correct, sir?

 3    A.   I'm answering only my Affidavit.

 4    Q.   Can we agree -- this is a fact that the Court

 5         can take judicial notice of -- Cando is in

 6         Saskatchewan, correct, sir?  You have been

 7         there several times.

 8    A.   I'm only answering my Affidavit I just said.

 9    Q.   You were with Gary Nicotine on February 18th,

10         2020, correct, sir?

11    A.   No, I was not.

12    Q.   You said that you have -- what is your

13         recollection of February 18th, 2020?

14    A.   I was at home in pain.

15    Q.   Now, I want to understand just one more

16         thing.  I'm going to bring up one more

17         document on the screen here.  This is your

18         name again, sir, correct?

19 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Have you sent that out?

20    A.   I'm not answer anything except my Affidavit.

21    Q.   This is a new document, sir.  Can you please

22         confirm that that's your name?

23    A.   I know, but I just told you that I'm only

24         answering to my Affidavit.

25    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --
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 1    A.   You'll have to take it up with the lawyer.

 2         Take it up with him.

 3    Q.   The fact that your lawyer is not objecting

 4         means it's a proper question.

 5    A.   Why are you bringing stuff up when I'm here

 6         to answer my Affidavit?

 7    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, this is your name here, correct?

 8    A.   I'm not answering any of that.

 9    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

10    A.   I'm not answering it, only my Affidavit.

11    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, this is your signature, correct?

12    A.   I'm not answering that.

13    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you signed this document,

14         correct?

15    A.   I'm not answering that, only my Affidavit.

16    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, are you saying that you have no

17         recollection, or you are refusing --

18    A.   I'm not answering on any of that.

19    Q.   -- to answer any questions or what?

20    A.   Only my Affidavit.  If you have any questions

21         about my Affidavit, I'll answer them.

22    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, this document is a voter

23         declaration form.  You see it on the screen,

24         correct, sir?

25    A.   I'm not answering that.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right, Mr. Phillips,

 2         we've sort of gone around this dance for some

 3         period of time.  As I indicated at the outset

 4         of your cross-examination of Mr. Cuthand, we

 5         haven't seen these documents.  He certainly

 6         hasn't seen those documents.  I don't know

 7         where they originate from.  We object to the

 8         questions being posed to him with regard to

 9         this documentation, and our position is that

10         the Affidavit evidence submitted on behalf of

11         the applicants does not make any reference to

12         this.  The Affidavit evidence submitted on

13         behalf of my client and the other respondents

14         relating to Red Pheasant do not have this

15         document.  We are objecting to any further

16         questions in relation to this document or any

17         other document that you choose to produce

18         that hasn't been previously disclosed in

19         these proceedings.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this

21         document is Exhibit A-16.  This document was

22         marked as an exhibit in the cross-examination

23         of the electoral officer, Mr. Burke Ratte,

24         yesterday that your co-counsel, Mr. Darren

25         Winegarden, attended.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Possibly.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this

 3         document is an exhibit in these proceeding,

 4         and these are proper questions being put to

 5         this witness.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we haven't seen it,

 7         he hasn't seen it, and we are taking the

 8         position it hasn't been presented in the

 9         context of any of the other applicants or the

10         affiants filed on behalf of the application.

11 MR. WINEGARDEN:            And you haven't disclosed

12         it yet either.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              This document was

14         provided by the electoral officer.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I understand.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              This document was

17         provided by the electoral officer.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You can go about and have

19         it properly introduced as a document in these

20         proceedings, but we are objecting to it.  We

21         are objecting to its introduction, we are

22         objecting to further questions in relation to

23         it, so we'll leave it at that.  You can go

24         and bring your application.

25 MR. WINEGARDEN:            The time for introducing
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 1         evidence has passed.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              This document has already

 3         been properly introduced into this

 4         proceeding.  I indicated that --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we disagree.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

 7         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, I understand what

 9         you're trying to say.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              It is a basic element of

11         professional courtesy.  Please let the

12         transcript be clear in this proceeding so

13         that the Court can fairly evaluate what is

14         taking place here today.  As officers of the

15         court, I believe we owe that obligation.  Mr.

16         Stooshinoff, this is Exhibit A-16 that was

17         properly marked, confirmed by the electoral

18         officer yesterday.  I am requesting that it

19         be marked as Exhibit A-16 today in this

20         cross-examination.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And we object.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              This will be Exhibit

23         A-16.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And, for the record, we

25         object, as is our right, and take the
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 1         position that any further questions in

 2         relation to this document will not be

 3         permitted and that the document not be

 4         entered as an exhibit.

 5                EXHIBIT A-16: (BURKE RATTE)

 6                HEATHER MEECHANCE VOTER DECLARATION FORM

 7                REDACTED

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              You received that Mr.

 9         Winegarden, Exhibit A-16?

10 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yes.

11    Q.   In this proceeding am I to take you, sir, as

12         refusing to answer any questions about

13         exhibits, any further questions about

14         exhibits A-12 or A-16 or A-32, sir?

15    A.   I'm just on my Affidavit.  That's all I want

16         to be questioned about.

17    Q.   Are you refusing --

18    A.   How I see it, that's why I'm here.

19    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, are you --

20    A.   I will not answer any of that.

21    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, are you refusing --

22    A.   I already told you that.  I won't keep saying

23         it.

24    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, are you refusing to answer any

25         questions about Exhibits A-12, A-16 and A-32?
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 1    A.   I -- just to those questions.

 2    Q.   I need a clear answer here.  The Court, I

 3         think, needs to be clearly made aware of what

 4         your position is.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think we'll take a

 6         break, okay?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              How long of a break would

 8         you like, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I would say 15 minutes.

10         Five minutes, 15 minutes.  Let's make it five

11         to 11.

12    Q.   Okay.  Just before we leave, Mr. Cuthand, you

13         are under cross-examination right now.  Have

14         you been cross-examined before in the last

15         proceeding or otherwise?

16    A.   Yes.

17    Q.   Okay.  So you're aware that when we break you

18         are not able to have any discussions with

19         anybody that has any relation whatsoever to

20         this proceeding, not even with your lawyer.

21         Do you understand that, sir?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's not actually

23         correct as a matter of law.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              The witness is able to

25         have discussions?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He is able to have

 2         discussions.  He is warned that he shall not

 3         discuss his evidence with anyone, okay?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll take a break.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Take one.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              I trust that you will

 7         discharge your professional obligations, Mr.

 8         Stooshinoff?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Of course.

10 (Recessed at 10:46 a.m.)

11 (Reconvened at 10:57 a.m.)

12    Q.   So you have returned, Mr. Cuthand, from your

13         break.  You are prepared to start again?

14    A.   Hmm?

15    Q.   You have returned from your break.  You are

16         prepared to start again?

17    A.   Yes.

18    Q.   Very well.  Mr. Cuthand, are you refusing to

19         answer any questions in relation to Exhibits

20         A-12, A-16 and A-32?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

22         We have already gone through this a number of

23         times.  You are presenting to this witness a

24         number of documents that are not properly

25         before this proceeding.  I really don't know
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 1         where you got the documents from.  You say

 2         those documents are in relation to your

 3         cross-examination of Burke Ratte.  He has got

 4         nothing to do with us.  They may be something

 5         vis-à-vis his obligation to you, but they

 6         aren't for this witness or my client.  So I'm

 7         going to suggest that you simply move on

 8         because, as we have indicated in our

 9         objection, these documents are not properly

10         before us, so please move on.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to know

12         specifically with respect to Exhibit A-12 --

13         I'm going to bring it back up on the screen

14         again.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sure.

16    Q.   Are you refusing to answer any questions in

17         relation to this document, Exhibit A-12, that

18         you confirmed --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we're not.

20    Q.   -- that you signed in --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not refusing to

22         answer any questions.

23    A.   It's an objection, so objection, yeah.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Those documents are not

25         properly before us, it's really as simple as
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 1         that, so --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client already

 3         confirmed that he signed this document and

 4         that's his signature and that's his name.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So we're going to take

 6         that position that it's not properly before

 7         the tribunal, not before these proceedings,

 8         and your time for filing documentation is

 9         long past, and so I'm going to ask you to

10         move on.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I think

12         it's somewhat disrespectful to refer to the

13         Federal Court as a tribunal, it's the Federal

14         Court, and the Federal Court, I think,

15         deserves a clear answer on the record as to

16         why specifically your client is refusing to

17         answer questions.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           My client is not

19         refusing.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              With respect to Exhibit

21         A-12, Mr. Burke Ratte yesterday confirmed

22         that this is the voter declaration form of

23         Rickell Frenchman.  Your co-counsel, Mr.

24         Winegarden, was present at that

25         cross-examination by video conference.
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 1 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I wasn't present.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Pardon, Mr. Winegarden?

 3 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I wasn't present at the

 4         cross-examination.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              You were present by video

 6         conference.

 7 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I was listening in on

 8         video conference.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              To be fair, you were

10         listening in as well as seeing all of the

11         exhibits that were being marked, correct,

12         sir?

13 MR. WINEGARDEN:            But I was not present.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah, well, not

15         physically in the room, but seeing everything

16         through the video conference, so I want to be

17         absolutely clear here, this Exhibit A-12,

18         it's been confirmed by the electoral,

19         officer, Burke Ratte, and your co-counsel was

20         in attendance in whatever manner he

21         characterizes it, he heard this exhibit being

22         authenticated, and it was marked as Exhibit

23         A-12 before Burke Ratte.  It's been marked

24         again today because your client has already

25         confirmed that he signed this document, and
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 1         that's his signature, that's his name.  I

 2         want to ask further questions in relation to

 3         this document, Exhibit A-12.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is your client refusing

 6         to answer any further questions in relation

 7         to it?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  This document is not

 9         properly before us, the respondents in this

10         proceeding.  You may be able to make use of

11         it vis-à-vis the undertaking given to you by

12         Burke Ratte to produce it, but that doesn't

13         make it evidence in the proceedings vis-à-vis

14         my clients, so move on.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              I don't understand your

16         objection.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not a document

18         properly before my clients.  You already had

19         your opportunity in your pleadings as well as

20         in your Affidavits to file the documentation

21         you felt was relevant to advance your case on

22         an application.  If this were an action, we

23         may have a different position, but it isn't;

24         it's an application.  You brought an

25         application seeking one piece of relief.  You
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 1         have given it your best shot.  You have filed

 2         all your Affidavits and all the supporting

 3         Affidavits with documentation that you think

 4         advance your application.  That's what we are

 5         going to answer questions to.  This

 6         documentation that you have produced and

 7         shown to us today is beyond the time limit

 8         for the filing of your material, is not

 9         referenced in your pleadings, and is not

10         referenced in the Affidavits of the

11         applicants, and that ends our position on it.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I'll

13         give you the benefit of the doubt with

14         respect to the matter.  The representations

15         that you just made to the Court, I will

16         correct two of those representations for you.

17         Those representations were as follows:

18         Firstly, it's not referenced in the

19         pleadings, and, secondly, there is no

20         Affidavit evidence before the Court in

21         relation to these issues.  With respect --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Not to the issues, Mr.

23         Phillips, the documents.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              This specific document?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           These documents you have
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 1         introduced today.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I'll

 3         direct your attention to the Notice of

 4         Application issued by the Federal Court in

 5         this proceeding issued April 17th, 2020,

 6         specifically paragraph 18 -- or, pardon, 13.

 7         It's also addressed in the surrounding

 8         paragraphs, but this is one of the specific

 9         paragraphs that addresses this --

10 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Which paragraph?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           13.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Paragraph 13.  I'll also

13         direct your attention to paragraph 8 of the

14         Affidavit of Heather Meechance sworn May 1st,

15         2020.  You have your answers on both points.

16         Clearly it was referenced in both the Notice

17         of Application as well as the Affidavit of

18         Heather Meechance.  I renew my request to ask

19         questions of Mr. Cuthand in relation to this

20         document that's up on the screen, Exhibit

21         A-12.  Is your client going to refuse to

22         answer --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, he's not refusing.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- questions in relation

25         to this document that is properly pled and in
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 1         dispute in this proceeding, this forgery,

 2         this document in relation to which there is

 3         already evidence before the Court that it is

 4         a forgery, that being the Affidavit of

 5         Heather Meechance?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is not before the

 7         Court.  The reference in paragraph 13 as well

 8         as the reference to the Affidavit of Heather

 9         Meechance makes reference to Rickell and

10         Romello, and that is hearsay.  They don't

11         have Affidavits.  So they have not produced

12         their Affidavits, and my client is not in a

13         position to respond to hearsay material that

14         is not and will never be properly before the

15         Court.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              First of all, this is not

17         hearsay.  Your client has already confirmed

18         that he signed this document, Mr.

19         Stooshinoff.  He confirmed that that's his

20         signature, that's his name.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is hearsay within your

22         pleadings.  It is hearsay referenced in the

23         Affidavit of Heather Meechance.  It has not

24         been confirmed by either Rickell or Romello.

25         It remains hearsay evidence.  So unless you
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 1         can find a way to have evidence, documentary

 2         evidence, relating to whatever Rickell or

 3         Romello may have said, our position is that

 4         it's not properly admissible before the

 5         Court.  It is also our position that it is

 6         too late to put this material before the

 7         Court.  So, Mr. Phillips, we can spend the

 8         next hour or so going round and round in

 9         circles, or you can move on.  You have your

10         right.  In fact, if you want to adjourn his

11         cross, go ahead --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- you have the right

14         under the rules, but I'm not going to

15         continue to waste everybody else's time.  So

16         you exercise your option under the rules to

17         adjourn to get a ruling, or you move on.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the fact

19         that you did not object for a lengthy period

20         of time when I was asking these questions --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We objected at the

22         outset.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- says volumes.  Please

24         don't interrupt me, Mr. Stooshinoff.  The

25         fact that --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I told you at the

 2         outset --

 3 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Again, counsel, Mr.

 4         Stooshinoff, this is --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please, you're not part

 6         of this, Merv, so --

 7 MR. WINEGARDEN:            You're interrupting as

 8         well.

 9 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Mr. Stooshinoff, stop

10         right now.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please stay out of it,

12         Merv.

13 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Do you have some civil

14         respect?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Merv, please.

16 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           You weren't interrupted

17         when you went on a diatribe for about five

18         minutes.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please, I really don't

20         want to hear from you, Merv.

21 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           And I don't want to

22         continue with you, but enough is enough.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then leave.  Then

24         leave if you wish.

25 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           You're not going to
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 1         interrupt me, and he's going to have the

 2         opportunity to speak to your objection.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He has already spoken.

 4         He's asked me --

 5 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Referencing matters, Mr.

 6         Stooshinoff, in this manner it's very

 7         disrespectful.  The purpose of my being

 8         here --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He has asked me to put it

10         on the record.

11 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           -- is to put civil

12         respect back into this proceeding.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I've put it on the

14         record.  I've put it on the record.

15 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Are you finished?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And that is the end of

17         the matter.

18 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           No, it's not the end;

19         it's the beginning, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, as I've said,

23         Mr. Phillips, I invite you to adjourn the

24         proceedings, bring your application, and

25         we'll get a ruling on it, okay?
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're continuing --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Move on.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, are you

 4         done?  May I please speak clearly,

 5         uninterrupted, so that the Court can hear me?

 6         Is that a yes?  I'll take that as a yes.

 7                            The very fact that you

 8         have permitted several questions to be put to

 9         your client when he was very clearly

10         unresponsive in relation to these documents

11         without objection on your part speaks volumes

12         as to whether or not there is actually a

13         legitimate objection.

14                            Secondly, your point or

15         your assertion that the matters are hearsay

16         and that Rickell Frenchman and Romello

17         Meechance need to come forward fails to have

18         regard for the essential nature of what

19         transpired with your client and the document

20         that is on the screen, Exhibit A-12.  This

21         document is very clearly a forgery.  Rickell

22         Frenchman was not there in Cando,

23         Saskatchewan.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How would you know it's a

25         forgery?
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

 2         me, sir.  I did not --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If you want to make

 4         argument, put it to the Court because there's

 5         no good putting it to me.

 6 MR. WINEGARDEN:            That's not argument.

 7         That's evidence that he's putting before the

 8         transcript.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, again, I

10         did not --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's move on.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- interrupt you.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, let's move on.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want my position.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           There's no point trying

16         to argue with me.  I have already told you,

17         you have the right under the rules to adjourn

18         the cross of this individual and go bring

19         your application, or you can simply move on

20         with your questioning, but our position is

21         not going to change.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              This document was never

23         actually signed before Rickell Frenchman.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did you hear what I said?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              It was not, it was a
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 1         forgery, and you have the --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did you hear what I said?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have the affidavit of

 4         Heather Meechance saying so --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did you hear what I said?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- directly.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did you hear what I said?

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              It cannot possibly be a

 9         legitimate document because Rickell Frenchman

10         was incarcerated.  I tried to ask your

11         client --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is that in evidence?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              It is actually.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Where?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Paragraph 2 of the

16         Affidavit of Heather Meechance.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What does she say?

18    Q.   Incarcerated.  How about we ask your client

19         directly.  Rickell Frenchman -- Rickell was

20         incarcerated in February 2020, correct, sir?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please, move on.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm putting the question

23         directly to your client.

24    A.   No, I will not answer that question.  I don't

25         know.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Move on, Nathan.

 2    Q.   Are you refusing to answer the question?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, we're not

 4         refusing to answer the question.  We have

 5         described our position; you have described

 6         yours.  Take it up with the Court.

 7    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, are you refusing to answer the

 8         question?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, he is not refusing.

10         We have told you our position.  This is not

11         evidence before this court.

12    Q.   I am specifically asking, Mr. Cuthand --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I am specifically saying

14         we aren't objecting.  I'm specifically saying

15         it's not evidence properly before us.  I'm

16         saying it's hearsay.  I'm saying you don't

17         have the evidence of the Frenchman or

18         Meechance, Rickell or Romello.  Move on.

19    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, at no time in February 2020 did

20         you meet with Rickell Frenchman?

21    A.   I won't answer that question.  I'm only going

22         to answer to my Affidavit.

23    Q.   What is the nature of your objection --

24    A.   With the question you asked, I answered.

25    Q.   -- answering that specific question, sir?
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 1    A.   I'm not answering it.

 2    Q.   But what is the nature of your specific

 3         objection to answering that question?

 4    A.   Can't answer.  Ask my lawyer.

 5    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, I can rephrase the question if

 6         you don't understand it.

 7    A.   I understand, but I'm not answering it.

 8    Q.   And why?

 9    A.   Because it's not evidence.

10    Q.   Because you know that Rickell Frenchman was

11         incarcerated in February 2020, correct, sir?

12    A.   I don't know.

13    Q.   You didn't meet with him?

14    A.   I don't know.

15    Q.   You did not see him at any point in time in

16         February 2020, did you, sir?

17    A.   I don't know.  I'm not answering.

18    Q.   Sir, where did you live in February and March

19         of 2020?

20    A.   What?

21    Q.   Where did you live, sir, in February and

22         March 2020?

23    A.   Where did I live?  In Red Pheasant.

24    Q.   In Red Pheasant First Nation?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   On the reserve?

 2    A.   Yes.

 3    Q.   Not in Cando?

 4    A.   No.

 5    Q.   Cando is not on the reserve?

 6    A.   It's, like, five minutes away.

 7    Q.   Cando is in Saskatchewan, though, correct,

 8         sir?

 9    A.   Yes.

10    Q.   Now, I want to understand, Mr. Cuthand,

11         paragraph 4 of your Affidavit here, and you

12         have it in front of you as well.  You can

13         read it to yourself again, sir, so you

14         understand what it is that you testified to

15         before Mr. Stooshinoff on August 28th, 2020.

16         You read it again, sir?

17    A.   Mmhmm.

18    Q.   Do you recall the week of February 18th

19         clearly?  Is that what you are referring to

20         at paragraph 4 of your Affidavit?

21    A.   Yeah.  I was sick.

22    Q.   The statement is in your Affidavit paragraph

23         4:  (as read)

24             I recall that week very well because at

25             the time I was extremely ill and
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 1             suffering.

 2    A.   Yes, I was sick.

 3    Q.   You're referring to that specific week

 4         including February 18th?

 5    A.   Well, that's why I was looking for evidence

 6         of the week I was sick in the hospital.  I

 7         have been trying get to the doctor.  It's

 8         hard.  As soon as I mention lawyer, he thinks

 9         I'm trying to sue him.  Because he didn't do

10         nothing, I ended up at the hospital, so he's

11         not giving me evidence that I was that weak.

12         I'm trying to find it.  I know I was sick

13         that whole four weeks.

14    Q.   Sorry, you made a statement there that I

15         don't understand.  I was trying to find you?

16    A.   I was sick.

17    Q.   Sorry, can you clarify that a little?

18    A.   Huh?

19    Q.   Can you clarify the context of why it is that

20         you were trying to determine where it was

21         that you were?

22    A.   I was -- like, I was sick.  I don't know what

23         days and all this.  Like, I was in pain.

24         That's why I was trying to find the days out

25         there because I don't know if you ever had
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 1         pain.  You don't think of nothing.

 2    Q.   So you don't --

 3    A.   But I'm not answering anything except that.

 4    Q.   So you don't have clear --

 5    A.   I was sick.

 6    Q.   Sorry, it appears on the transcript as though

 7         I'm interrupting you, but it seems in person

 8         here as though you finished your statement,

 9         so if you have something further to say, just

10         let me know so I am not interrupting you.  Is

11         that understood, Mr. Cuthand?

12    A.   What is that?

13    Q.   I will let you say as much as you want in

14         relation to a particular question.  I don't

15         mean to interrupt you.  Please just let me

16         know if you have something further to say.

17         Understood?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you don't recall that week of

20         February 18th well, then, do you?

21    A.   I recall the week I was sick, like, recall,

22         but I'm just trying to find out if that was

23         the week because it was four weeks I was in

24         recovery at home in Red Pheasant.

25    Q.   So is that that week that we're talking
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 1         about, February 18th?

 2    A.   I just told you I had -- like I said on

 3         there, yes, it would be that -- I don't know

 4         what date.

 5    Q.   You just don't remember?

 6    A.   Well, I can't.  It's been a long process

 7         that -- you know, it was a rough month for

 8         me.

 9    Q.   You just don't recall?

10    A.   I don't recall.

11    Q.   You don't have clear memory?

12    A.   Hmm?

13    Q.   You don't have clear memory of that time?

14    A.   Well, no, but -- I don't have no clear memory

15         then, yeah, but that's what I said, I was

16         sick, but I just know I never met with

17         Heather.

18    Q.   You never met with Heather?

19    A.   Hmm?

20    Q.   You're saying --

21    A.   That's what I said, I never seen her --

22    Q.   In February and March?

23    A.   -- at all.

24    Q.   In February and March?

25    A.   Nope, never seen her.
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 1    Q.   How about March?

 2    A.   Never talked to her.

 3    Q.   How about March 3rd, 2020?

 4    A.   She's my cousin, and she doesn't like me.

 5    Q.   I suggest that you met with Heather Meechance

 6         on March 3rd, 2020.  Do you agree with me?

 7    A.   What?

 8    Q.   You met with Heather Meechance on March 3rd,

 9         2020, correct, sir?

10    A.   I can't even answer those dates.

11    Q.   You met with her at the beginning of March?

12    A.   I don't know.  I never met with her.

13    Q.   You are saying you did not meet with Heather

14         Meechance --

15    A.   I never did.

16    Q.   -- at any time in March of 2020?

17    A.   No.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think your question was

19         March 3rd, Mr. Phillips.

20    Q.   The question --

21    A.   I wish I knew all the dates.

22    Q.   The question now is in relation to March.  At

23         no time in March 2020 did you meet with

24         Heather Meechance?

25    A.   I'm just telling you I don't know the dates.
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 1    Q.   Is that what you're telling the Court today?

 2    A.   I'm sorry, but I don't know exact dates.

 3    Q.   Well, let's put it this way, February and

 4         March 2020, you're saying at no time in those

 5         two months did you meet with Heather

 6         Meechance?

 7    A.   I don't recall seeing her.

 8    Q.   This is Exhibit A-16 again.  Pardon, I said

 9         March 3rd before.  It's March 2nd.  This is

10         Exhibit A-16.  We put it before you before,

11         and you objected to answer any questions?

12    A.   Well, I object again to it.

13    Q.   You met with Heather Meechance, and you

14         signed this document with her?

15    A.   I'm objecting to it because it's not -- I

16         never got to see any of this, just this, so

17         I'm objecting to that --

18    Q.   On the basis that you have haven't seen this

19         document before?

20    A.   -- so quit bringing that up.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, he's relying on the

22         legal advice and the position I have taken

23         with you earlier, Mr. Phillips, at the outset

24         of your questioning on the first document you

25         presented to him and the numerous objections
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 1         we have made since then.  We simply reiterate

 2         our objection, and he continues to do so as

 3         long as you're referring to these documents,

 4         so --

 5    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you had this Exhibit A-16 in

 6         front of you?

 7    A.   I said no more questions.

 8    Q.   Do you deny that you met with Heather

 9         Meechance in March 2020?

10    A.   I object to the -- I'm just going on my

11         Affidavit.  I was sick.  I can't remember

12         dates, so I can't answer those.  I can't

13         answer any of the dates.  Like, you're

14         bringing up dates.

15    Q.   It's fair to say, then, that your

16         recollection for February and March 2020 is

17         not that clear?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   Heather Meechance's memory would be better?

20    A.   I just -- I can't go on dates.  You're

21         bringing up dates I don't know.

22    Q.   I'm not just referring to dates, though.  I'm

23         talking about events and people that you met

24         with and otherwise.

25    A.   Well, I can't recall or recollect.  I know I
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 1         never met her, like, seen her at all.  Like,

 2         on my Affidavits I never seen her.  I wasn't

 3         there.

 4    Q.   I know that's --

 5    A.   Like, I can't bring a date up where I was.

 6         That's what you're doing, you're bringing up

 7         dates.

 8    Q.   I know that's what you said in your

 9         Affidavit.  I want the truth this time.

10    A.   I'm going to say no to that question.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

12    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, when was the Saskatoon advance

13         poll?

14    A.   What's that?

15    Q.   The Saskatoon advance poll in respect of the

16         election, the March 20th election of the Red

17         Pheasant First Nation that brings us here

18         today, when was that Saskatoon advance poll?

19    A.   I don't know, I can't remember the date,

20         because I think it was, I don't know, two

21         months before Red Pheasant's or one month.  I

22         can't remember the date of this election

23         poll.

24    Q.   You have given two different answers there,

25         two months and one month.
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 1    A.   Hmm?

 2    Q.   You've given two different answers there,

 3         sir.  Is it two months or one month is your

 4         best recollection?

 5    A.   I don't know.  I'm saying I don't know the

 6         date.

 7    Q.   Okay.

 8    A.   I only know Red Pheasant's -- because you're

 9         trying to tell me about this one, and I can't

10         remember the date.

11    Q.   When was the Red Pheasant First Nation

12         polling station?

13    A.   March 19th or 20th.

14    Q.   You attended the Saskatoon polling station in

15         respect of the March 20th, 2020 election of

16         the Red Pheasant First Nation, correct, sir?

17    A.   Yes, I was there.

18    Q.   You attended in person in Saskatoon, correct

19         sir?

20    A.   Yes.

21    Q.   Can you please take a look at this document,

22         sir?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Would you identify it for

24         the record, please?

25    Q.   This is Exhibit 3 to the cross-examination of
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 1         Mr. Burke Ratte.  You see it's the Notice

 2         of Nomination.

 3 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Did you send us that?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We maintain our

 5         objections.  Please.

 6 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Did you disclose that

 7         document to us?

 8    A.   It has nothing to do with this, so...

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's Exhibit A-3 to the

10         cross-examination of Mr. Burke Ratte.  You

11         were in attendance yesterday, Mr. Winegarden.

12         Would you like a copy of it?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It --

14 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yes.  We didn't receive

15         copies of those exhibits, so please send it,

16         yeah.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              I can send them to you

18         right now if you like.  Give me one moment

19         here.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It doesn't matter.  I'm

21         objecting, Nathan, for the same reasons I've

22         already articulated.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              You haven't even seen the

24         document yet.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't care.
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 1 MR. WINEGARDEN:            That's right, we haven't

 2         seen the document yet.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're objecting when you

 4         haven't even looked at the document yet?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, Nathan.  How many

 6         times do we have to go around this?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              You don't even know what

 8         the document is.  You haven't read it.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It doesn't matter.  It's

10         a document produced after the time on which

11         you were obligated to produce documentation.

12         I've told you we will not answer questions in

13         relation to documentation that is not

14         properly before the Court.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Winegarden, if you

16         can let me know when you get that.

17 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I received a document.

18         Is it Exhibit A-3?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Exhibit A-3, 4, 5 and 6.

20         You received that, right, sir?

21 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I received A-3.

22    Q.   These are basic documents.  This is the

23         notice of -- all four of these documents that

24         we are going to refer to here were mailed out

25         to every elector of the First Nation by Mr.
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 1         Burke Ratte.  The first document is what's

 2         called a Notice of Nomination Meeting.

 3         That's Exhibit A-3.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you're

 5         giving evidence.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              The second document --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you're

 8         giving evidence.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Pardon, Mr. Stooshinoff?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're giving evidence.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, technically this

12         evidence was given by Mr. Burke Ratte

13         already.  All of these documents have been

14         authenticated and marked as exhibits.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he's not my client.

16         He is not anybody that we have any control

17         over.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              You generally don't have

19         control over the truth if your client forged

20         documents.  You're refusing to --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right, Mr. Phillips,

22         that is --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- permit your client to

24         answer questions.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have objected before
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 1         pursuant to the rules.  You are engaging in

 2         offence accusations and abusive conduct.

 3         Anymore outbursts, and we will bring our own

 4         motion to have it taken up with the Court,

 5         all right?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I

 7         disagree with your characterization, but we

 8         will move on.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you.

10    Q.   This is Exhibit A-4.  It's a declaration to

11         nominate candidates.  The next document,

12         Exhibit A-5, is a nomination form.  The next

13         document is a request for mail-in ballot,

14         otherwise referred to as a 5-D, right, sir?

15         Mr. Cuthand?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What is your question,

17         please?  Please state your question.

18    Q.   A request for mail-in ballot is commonly

19         referred to as a 5-D form, right?

20    A.   Yeah, it's 5-D for their ballots.

21    Q.   So you have received and read this form

22         before, right?

23    A.   Yeah, myself.

24    Q.   You've read it, right?

25    A.   For me, yeah.
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 1    Q.   So you have read the form before.  It's an

 2         important form, right?

 3    A.   Well, it has to do with the elections.  What

 4         does that have to do with this right now?

 5         Like, I'm here to answer my Affidavit; that's

 6         it.  I'm not answering anything else but my

 7         Affidavit.

 8    Q.   You have read this document before as well,

 9         correct, sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What document?

11    Q.   It's a Voter Declaration Accompanying the

12         Mail-in Ballot, which is blank.  You have

13         read this document before, right, sir?

14    A.   Yeah.  I get them -- I had my own, like, in

15         the mail.

16    Q.   And you have seen several others in the

17         course --

18    A.   Hmm?

19    Q.   You saw several others in the course of the

20         election as well, correct, sir?

21    A.   I don't remember that, but that's nothing on

22         my Affidavit.  I'm not answering no more

23         questions.

24    Q.   You received this form -- well, let's step

25         back for one moment here.
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 1    A.   I'm just answering my Affidavit.

 2    Q.   This is not actually --

 3    A.   I won't answer nothing else.

 4    Q.   This is not --

 5    A.   I refuse to answer.

 6    Q.   -- the first election.

 7    A.   I refuse to answer anything except my

 8         Affidavit.

 9    Q.   This is not the first --

10    A.   I'm going to keep saying it.

11    Q.   Sir, I gave you a full and fair opportunity

12         to speak.  I need to speak --

13    A.   I'm just telling you I'm not answering

14         anything --

15    Q.   -- uninterrupted so the Court can hear me.

16    A.   -- except my Affidavit.

17    Q.   Sir, I gave you -- I've not interrupted you,

18         have I?  So please don't interrupt me.  Sir,

19         my question is, this was not the first

20         election that you have participated in, in

21         the Red Pheasant First Nation, correct, sir?

22    A.   No.  I'm -- like, I ran, like, five times

23         already.

24    Q.   Yeah.  And so you have received this form in

25         a prior election as well, correct, sir?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   And so you read it at that time as well,

 3         right?

 4    A.   Yes.

 5    Q.   In 2016, that's the prior time that we're

 6         talking about, right?

 7    A.   I'm not answering anything.

 8    Q.   I just want to be clear, sir, the prior

 9         time --

10    A.   Go on with my Affidavit.

11    Q.   The prior election --

12    A.   I'm getting tired.

13    Q.   The prior election that you read it in was

14         four years ago, right?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think it's been asked

16         and answered.  He's familiar with the

17         document.  Please move on.

18    Q.   You have been familiar with this document

19         well before this particular election,

20         correct, sir?

21    A.   Yes.

22    Q.   Okay.  It's a document that you clearly

23         understand, right, sir?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you're asking him

25         to test his knowledge.  He is familiar with
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 1         the document.  Asked and answered.

 2    Q.   You are comfortable with this document, you

 3         clearly understand it, correct, sir?

 4    A.   Yes.

 5    Q.   You clearly understand that when you are

 6         executing the bottom portion of this document

 7         there is a box that says, witness

 8         declaration.  You see that box there,

 9         correct, sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Mr. Phillips, the

11         document that you are presenting or referring

12         to in your questioning, he's familiar with

13         what you're talking about, but the document

14         form itself speaks for itself if you wish to

15         introduce a blank form or document, but we

16         don't have it before us, and we are wanting

17         you to move on, so...

18    Q.   This document, for the record, is Exhibit A-7

19         that was marked as an exhibit in the

20         cross-examination yesterday of Mr. Burke

21         Ratte.  I will request that -- we've marked

22         Exhibit A-3 through 6 already?  Yes.  We will

23         now mark A-7 as well.  This is the package

24         that you get in the mail when you've

25         submitted a request for mail-in-ballot and
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 1         the electoral officer accepted it, so we will

 2         have that as Exhibit A-7, and I will send

 3         that to you right now.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Again, over our

 5         objection.

 6                EXHIBIT A-3: (BURKE RATTE)

 7                NOTICE ADDRESS RELEASE FORM #1

 8                EXHIBIT A-4: (BURKE RATTE)

 9                DECLARATION TO NOMINATE CANDIDATES

10                EXHIBIT A-5: (BURKE RATTE)

11                NOMINATION FORM

12                EXHIBIT A-6: (BURKE RATTE)

13                REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

14                EXHIBIT A-7: (BURKE RATTE)

15                MAIL-IN BALLOT PACKAGE SENT OUT TO

16                VOTERS WHEN A REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT

17                WAS ACCEPTED BY MR. RATTE

18    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, if you can look through the

19         balance of the documents -- or pages, I

20         should say, in this Exhibit A-7, just let me

21         know --

22 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Did you send A-7?  I

23         haven't received that.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's large.  It's just

25         coming through.  Let me know when you get it,
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 1         okay, Mr. Winegarden?  I sent it both as an

 2         attachment as well as a download thing just

 3         in case you don't get it.

 4 MR. WINEGARDEN:            What's involved in that?

 5    Q.   Were going through it right now, Mr.

 6         Winegarden.

 7                            So we've gone through the

 8         first page.  This is the Voter Declaration

 9         Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot that you have

10         already spoken to.  The third page is the

11         outer envelope that you generally receive.

12         You saw several of these in the election,

13         right?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we're not

15         speaking to the document marked as Exhibit

16         A-7 in the cross-examination of Burke Ratte.

17         You can deal with him.  If you wish to ask my

18         client a hypothetical question, what may

19         constitute the package of documents, you can

20         ask him that.

21    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, this is page 5 specifically of

22         Exhibit A-7, and these are appendix 7-C, the

23         instructions for mail-in voting that were

24         sent along with each and every mail-in ballot

25         package that the electoral officer sent out
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 1         to voters whose request for mail-in ballot

 2         had been accepted and processed.  You have

 3         seen this document before?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 5    Q.   That's pages 5 and 6 of the PDF, which is

 6         Exhibit A-7?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, what is

 9         the specific nature of your objection?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is documentation

11         obtained in the course of your

12         cross-examination, according to you, of Burke

13         Ratte, which took place yesterday, September

14         the 14th.  That is not evidence that has been

15         disclosed to us, it is not evidence

16         referenced in your pleadings, and not

17         evidence referenced in your Affidavits.  We

18         are not going to accept documentation you

19         have now generated after the close of the

20         pleadings and the filing of the Affidavits.

21         We have already been through this.  The

22         matter is at an end.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I did

24         not generate these documents, Mr. Burke Ratte

25         did, and Mr. Burke Ratte did --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

 3         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then the point is --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              I let you speak

 6         uninterrupted --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- Nathan then it's

 8         vis-à-vis --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

10         give me the courtesy --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- your claim against

12         him.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- and the respect of not

14         interrupting me.  I let you make your

15         position known on the record.  I gave you

16         that courtesy.  Please reciprocate.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please proceed.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              I thought that we were on

19         the same page with that.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please proceed.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, again, I

22         did not generate these documents, Mr. Burke

23         Ratte did, and Mr. Burke Ratte did in the

24         course of the election.  Mr. Burke Ratte

25         generated these documents after he was
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 1         retained by the First Nation.  Your client

 2         was in office in that time.  He has personal

 3         knowledge of the retention of Mr. Burke Ratte

 4         as an electoral officer, and he has already

 5         testified that he has seen several requests

 6         for mail-in ballots before.  I would like to

 7         establish that your client has also seen this

 8         document, which is the instructions for

 9         mail-in-voting that accompanies each and

10         every mail-in ballot package that is sent

11         out.  I did not generate these documents.

12         Mr. Burke Ratte did.  They were exhibited to

13         his cross-examination yesterday.  They are

14         properly evidenced before the Court, and I

15         would like to put legitimate, lawful

16         questions to your client.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           They are evidence before

18         the Court vis-à-vis your proceedings against

19         Burke Ratte.  They aren't vis-à-vis the rest

20         of the respondents or this particular client.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, your

22         co-counsel attended that cross-examination.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That doesn't make it

24         admissible.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              You are refusing to
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 1         answer any questions --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not refusing.  I

 3         have tried to articulate the objection

 4         repeatedly.  To put it another way, and I

 5         think I have already said this on the record,

 6         you are going through a process of discovery,

 7         and it is our position you are not entitled

 8         to go through a discovery process vis-à-vis

 9         an application, which is precisely what we

10         have before the Court in this proceeding that

11         we are engaged in.  It's a mere application

12         to get the Court to rule on a particular

13         event.  It is different from an action in

14         which you are seeking discovery, and what you

15         are doing and what you have done throughout

16         this whole proceeding, including in your

17         questioning and other your Direction to

18         Attend, is an effort to engage in a discovery

19         to compel parties and witnesses to produce

20         documentation.  They are not obligated to do

21         so.  They have no legal obligation to do so

22         because it's not a discovery.  It is simply

23         an application.  You can ask them questions

24         vis-à-vis their Affidavits and the documents

25         they have attached to their Affidavits, but
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 1         anything beyond that is engaging in what is

 2         discovery, and we object to that.  We have

 3         objected to it in the past.  We continue to

 4         object.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              What are the specific

 6         Federal Court rules that you're relying upon

 7         in relation to that objection?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The sections in the rules

 9         that distinguish between applications and

10         actions.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like you to site

14         the specific rules that you are relying upon

15         in this respect because --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'll do that.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- I think that your

18         position should be clearly made known to the

19         Court so that it can fairly adjudicate that

20         objection.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We intend to do that.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to understand your

23         objection.  Can you please cite the specific

24         Federal Court rules that you're relying upon

25         in this respect?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  Yeah, I'll send

 2         you a letter.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm looking for it right

 4         now because we're here today conducting --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we're going to --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Again, Mr. Stooshinoff --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're going to send you a

 8         letter.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- please don't interrupt

10         me.  Please.  I gave you the courtesy of not

11         interrupting you.  Please reciprocate, okay?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right, yeah.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're here today.  We're

16         conducting the cross-examination of Mr.

17         Cuthand.  I would like to conclude the

18         cross-examination today.  I want to know the

19         basis of your objection so if there is some

20         merit to it I can respond to it.  I don't see

21         any merit to it.  I would like to understand

22         it.  Please enlighten me, what rules are you

23         relying upon?  Do you have any rules or

24         caselaw, or what is it?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, and I have given you
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 1         my position, and am I given to understand

 2         that if I cite a rule for you, you will

 3         change your position?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to understand the

 5         nature of your objection, sir.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  I have described

 7         for you the nature of my objection.  It will

 8         form the basis of a court application, don't

 9         worry about that, and you will have your

10         opportunity to respond to the Court.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              So you have already made

12         up your mind that you are bringing

13         applications to the Court prior to attempting

14         to constructively resolve them or discuss

15         them at a case management conference; am I

16         hearing you correctly, sir?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, can you name

18         anything that we've been able to discuss,

19         first of all, and anything that we have been

20         able to discuss that we have been able to

21         resolve, anything in this whole proceeding

22         since March?  Nothing that I know of.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you willing to

24         discuss this objection?  I am requesting that

25         you do so, so I can understand it.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have told you what the

 2         objection is.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Again, Mr. Stooshinoff,

 4         please don't interrupt me.  I gave you the

 5         courtesy of not interrupting you.  Let the

 6         record reflect Mr. Stooshinoff is laughing,

 7         and he's laughing again.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Continuing to laugh.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

10 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I'll be right back.  I

11         have to move my car.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, are you

13         refusing to even constructively discuss the

14         objection that you have made --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- so that I can

17         understand your position?  I have requested

18         that you identify the rules or any caselaw

19         that you're relying upon, and you have not

20         done so.  I want to understand it so that we

21         address it and move past it, to conclusion

22         hopefully, of your client's cross-examination

23         today.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sure.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you even willing to
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 1         discuss it?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sure.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              So tell me then, Mr.

 4         Stooshinoff, what are the specific rules that

 5         you are relying upon in this respect?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't have them before

 7         me at this time, I haven't prepared this

 8         argument in depth, but we have articulated it

 9         to you in the past, and we were met with the

10         same response.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I didn't hear a rule

12         cited.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we've discussed

14         this in the past when we first engaged in the

15         cross-examination of Chief Clinton Wuttunee

16         and Mary Linda Whitford.  We discussed that,

17         so --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              In relation to a motion.

19         This is the Notice of Application.  This is

20         the proceeding itself.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But your position hasn't

22         changed.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Again, Mr. Stooshinoff, I

24         find myself repeating myself here because --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then don't.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- you keep interrupting

 2         me.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, if you would move

 4         on --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've heard my position.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please, Mr. Stooshinoff,

 8         don't interrupt me.  It's a basic element of

 9         professional courtesy as officers of the

10         Court.  We need to have a clear transcript.

11         Can we agree upon that?  I thought we already

12         had.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have my position.  I

14         have set it out.  I have offered to put it to

15         you in writing.  I will do that.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we have that marked as

17         Exhibit A-7, and you have received it?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And we reiterate our

19         objection.

20    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, in the course of witnessing a

21         voter declaration form, you understand the

22         requirements to be that the voter must be

23         personally present before you, correct?

24    A.   I will not answer that.  It's not on here, is

25         it?
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 1    Q.   And by that are you referring to your --

 2    A.   It's not on my Affidavit.

 3    Q.   And by that you're referring to --

 4    A.   I will not answer anything unless it's on my

 5         Affidavit.

 6    Q.   By that you're referring to your Affidavit?

 7    A.   I'll keep saying it.  I'm only answering to

 8         my Affidavit.

 9    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, do you or do you not understand

10         that it is a requirement of witnessing a

11         voter declaration form that you must be

12         personally present with that voter?

13    A.   Just like I said, I won't answer anything

14         except on my Affidavit.  I'm here for my

15         Affidavit.

16    Q.   Your objection is on the basis of relevance,

17         or what is it?

18    A.   That's right.  I just said it.

19    Q.   This is a relevant question.

20    A.   Well, I just told you that.

21    Q.   Your counsel, pardon, has not objected to

22         this question.  It is proper.

23    A.   I'm just objecting.

24    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, can you please answer my proper

25         question put to you?
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 1    A.   I answered it.  Move on.

 2    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you know that --

 3    A.   Just move on with my Affidavit.

 4    Q.   -- to witness a voter declaration form the

 5         voter must be personally present with you,

 6         correct, sir?

 7    A.   What?

 8    Q.   To witness a voter declaration form --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you stating that as a

10         matter of law, or are you stating that as

11         evidence, or what are you stating that as?

12    Q.   The question, Mr. Stooshinoff, was the

13         witness's understanding.

14                            Mr. Cuthand, you

15         understand that when you are witnessing a

16         voter declaration form, which you have

17         done --

18    A.   That has nothing to do with this, my

19         Affidavit.

20    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

21    A.   Just -- I'm not going to answer that question

22         except my Affidavit.

23    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, I want the Court to know --

24    A.   I just explained to you.

25    Q.   -- what your understanding is.  Please, tell
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 1         me.

 2    A.   Sit here all day on the stand.

 3    Q.   You understand that to witness a voter

 4         declaration form that the voter must be

 5         personally present with you, correct, sir?

 6    A.   I'm not answering anything except my

 7         Affidavit.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we go off the record

 9         for a moment?

10 (Off the record momentarily)

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              There has been a

12         discussion between counsel, and counsel for

13         the parties have agreed to take the lunch

14         break now until 1:30.  We will return at that

15         time.  Mr. Cuthand, the same caution that you

16         were provided prior to the break that was

17         requested --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He has been instructed,

19         Nathan, that he is not to talk about his

20         evidence with any other person.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Thank you, Mr. Cuthand.

22         We'll see you back at 1:30.

23 (Recessed at 11:56 a.m.)

24 (Reconvened at 1:32 p.m.)

25    Q.   Are you ready to proceed, Mr. Cuthand?  You
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 1         have to give a yes-or-no answer.

 2    A.   Yes.  I said yes.

 3    Q.   Can you please take a look at the document on

 4         the screen here for me, sir?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, identify it for the

 6         record, please.

 7    Q.   It's a post from the official Facebook

 8         account of the Red Pheasant communications.

 9         That's correct, sir, right?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, just tell me what

11         it is.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's right there on the

13         screen.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, identify it for the

15         record.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I just did.  It's an

17         official post February 8th, 2020.  Let's get

18         the witness to confirm this first here.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay, Mr. Phillips, like,

20         we keep going over this, all of this stuff

21         could have been presented at some point in

22         time, and you have had many months to do that

23         before filing your material and our pleadings

24         closing, so as far as we're concerned the

25         position we have taken is the correct one,
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 1         and that is that you are engaging in a

 2         discovery process, and we object to it.  Now,

 3         if you have specific questions that relate to

 4         my client's Affidavit, please...

 5    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you were on chief and council

 6         prior to the impugned election in this

 7         proceeding March 20th, 2020, correct, sir?

 8    A.   Yes.

 9    Q.   So you were on counsel on February 8th, 2020,

10         correct, sir?

11    A.   What's that?

12    Q.   You were on chief and council of the First

13         Nation on February 8th, 2020?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   You have -- and when I say "you" now in this

16         question, the Red Pheasant First Nation has

17         an initial Facebook profile from which it

18         distributes communications with its members,

19         correct?

20    A.   What does that have to do with the Affidavit?

21    Q.   That account is Red Pheasant communications,

22         correct?

23    A.   I never go on there, so I don't know.

24    Q.   There is a press release there.  I want you

25         to read through that press release that's on
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 1         the screen.

 2    A.   Like I said, I don't go on there.

 3    Q.   Yeah.  This was one of the places it was

 4         posted?

 5    A.   Hmm?

 6    Q.   This was one of the places it was posted.  It

 7         would have been posted elsewhere, I believe?

 8    A.   I just said I don't go on Facebook.

 9    Q.   But what I'm asking you for is --

10    A.   On those pages.

11    Q.   -- if it's an official press release,

12         obviously it has to be endorsed by the chief

13         and council?

14    A.   What does it have to do with this?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

16    Q.   This press release also refers to it actually

17         being directly considered:  (as read)

18             It has come to the attention of chief

19             and council that there are certain false

20             rumours.

21         Rings a bell, right?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

23 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Did you send this to me?

24         I haven't received this.

25    A.   I just said no, I don't know.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  Let's --

 2    A.   What does it have to do with this?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's try and get back to

 4         it.  So, Mr. Phillips, as I have indicated,

 5         we object to these documents being

 6         referenced, and what you are attempting to do

 7         is put through documentation in the backdoor

 8         which you can't now get in through the front

 9         door.  But if you have a question relating to

10         something that may have occurred or taken

11         place relevant, you know, to something you're

12         interested in, by all means, ask it, but we

13         don't want to be put in a position where we

14         are admitting documentation that we have

15         already taken a strong objection to on the

16         record.  And so we want to maintain that

17         position.  I'm sure you'll understand.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I very

19         much object to that characterization of this

20         matter proceeding with the cross-examination

21         as being the quote/unquote "backdoor."  Mr.

22         Stooshinoff, this is very much the front door

23         and the appropriate way in which to adduce

24         evidence, especially because your client has

25         already admitted that he was on chief and
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 1         council on the day in question, February 8th,

 2         2020.  This is an official press release of

 3         the Red Pheasant First Nation.  I want your

 4         client to look at it and tell me, yes, this

 5         was an official press release.  Mr.

 6         Stooshinoff, I believe that that's a fair

 7         question.  I don't believe that your

 8         objection is sustained or sound, but it seems

 9         as though we are going to have to let the

10         Court decide that matter.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I agree.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to attempt to

13         progress this cross-examination as

14         effectively as possible, and so in that

15         respect I'm going to be putting documents and

16         questions to your respective clients,

17         whomever they may continue to be, the Red

18         Pheasant First Nation, as well as this

19         witness and other persons.  That's a decision

20         that you've made that you're going to

21         represent all of these people, the Red

22         Pheasant First Nation, as well as Mandy

23         Cuthand.  We're going to have to proceed

24         through this cross-examination, Mr.

25         Stooshinoff.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, we may have to.  I

 2         suggest, then, if you intend to try to -- if

 3         your cross-examination of my clients is going

 4         to be based on evidence which has not

 5         previously been disclosed or filed in your

 6         material or alleged in your pleadings, then I

 7         suggest we stop now and you bring your

 8         application and disclosure material and bring

 9         your motion to the Court to have liberty to

10         proceed with questioning on those documents.

11         Seems to me that would be the most practical

12         way of dealing with it because otherwise I'm

13         going continue to object.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the

15         public interest requires that this particular

16         type of proceeding be determined without

17         delay, that it be determined on its merits,

18         and that the Court be able to decide should

19         this election be annulled.  Adjourning the

20         cross-examination is not an option that my

21         clients want to go down that path at this

22         point because it invariably will result in

23         delay.  The rules require a specific period

24         of time for the cross-examinations to be

25         conducted.  My clients are conducting and
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 1         conforming with those rules.  Mr.

 2         Stooshinoff, your objection is just not

 3         sound.  The Court will have before it, if

 4         your clients, whomever they might be, decide

 5         to bring a motion, a full transcript with a

 6         full context as to the nature of your

 7         clients' refusals to answer very basic, very

 8         relevant, very material questions to the just

 9         determination of this proceeding on its

10         merits.  So at this point, Mr. Stooshinoff, I

11         want to proceed with the cross-examination.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You can proceed with the

13         cross-examination.  I'll just refer you to a

14         few cases.  Maybe I'm mistaken, but I suppose

15         we'll just have to leave it to the Court to

16         sort out.  Rule 83, Merck Frosst: (as read)

17             Cross-examination is not Examination for

18             Discovery in that the deponent is not a

19             party, the answers given are not

20             admissions, the deponent cannot be

21             required to inform himself or herself.

22             The deponent can be required to produce

23             only documents within his or her custody

24             or control, and the rules of relevance

25             are more limited.
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 1         Ottawa Athletic Club:  (as read)

 2             The scope of cross-examination on an

 3             Affidavit has long been contentious, and

 4             the Court's answer to the question has

 5             varied over time.  However, there seems

 6             to be consensus that an affiant who

 7             swears to certain matters should not be

 8             protected from fair cross-examination on

 9             the very information he volunteers in

10             his affidavit and should submit to

11             cross-examination not only on matters

12             set forth in his Affidavit but also

13             those collateral questions which arise

14             from his answers.  An affiant cannot be

15             required to inform him or herself even

16             if the affiant is an agent for a

17             corporate party.

18         So it has been previously set out in our

19         material filed with you on June 30th, I think

20         it was, in which we filed our response to

21         your application which we referred to Royal

22         Bank of Scotland.  The Court held that in the

23         limited context of Judicial Review

24         cross-examinations are not discoveries and

25         are limited to what is pled in Affidavits and
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 1         further limited to the particular motion

 2         before the Court.

 3                            In subsequent cases,

 4         Judicial Review in that case where there has

 5         been wrongdoing that may have affected the

 6         outcome of the election, however, a fishing

 7         expedition is not appropriate in that

 8         context.  If there is evidence of vote

 9         buying, the applicants should state their

10         evidence and have the matter heard rather

11         than an attempt to turn this application into

12         an action.

13                            And I have said that at

14         the beginning of your cross-examination of

15         this witness.  We maintain that position.

16         We're not going to agree -- we're not going

17         to agree on the documentary evidence.  We

18         have taken the position that your documents

19         that you are producing to us or showing today

20         we have not seen before, we have not been

21         served with it, they were not part of your

22         material, they were not referred to in your

23         pleadings, they are not involving an affiant

24         that I'm representing, and, therefore, we're

25         going to maintain our objection.
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 1                            Now, there is only two

 2         ways we're going to resolve this.  I suggest

 3         that you consider proceeding and getting your

 4         examinations completed and consider your

 5         position after that, or, alternatively,

 6         adjourning now and bringing your motion to

 7         the Court for the production of the documents

 8         after you have made full disclosure of them.

 9         It's your choice, but we're not going to

10         embark on this endless circle that we have

11         already started this morning.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              With the greatest of

13         respect, Mr. Stooshinoff, you are dealing

14         with an entirely separate question.  Your

15         last statement that there was production of

16         documents, these are documents that I already

17         have that I am putting to your witness there.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You may have them, but --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

20         don't interrupt me again.  We went through

21         this several times this morning, please, do

22         not interrupt.  I gave you large leeway just

23         now to go on a lengthy statement.  Did I

24         interrupt you?  No.  Mr. Stooshinoff, these

25         documents, we have them.  They're actually
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 1         publicly accessible.  This document is on the

 2         official Red Pheasant communications Facebook

 3         profile that anybody in the world can

 4         download.  This is not a matter of whether or

 5         not your client has failed to produce this

 6         document and should have.  This is a question

 7         of a document that's been put before this

 8         witness, and I am looking to have that

 9         witness review the document, confirm it's

10         authentic, as well as to question the witness

11         in relation to that document.  The

12         authorities that I heard you cite, and you

13         didn't provide any citations to any of those

14         authorities, they deal, from what I heard you

15         say, with the issue of relevance.  That's a

16         different sort of question than what I

17         understood your objection to be in terms of

18         some perceived failure to disclose documents

19         disentitling a party conducting a

20         cross-examination to question on those

21         documents.

22                            Now, am I hearing you

23         correctly that you are objecting to these

24         questions on the basis of relevancy on the

25         one hand, or, on the second hand, some
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 1         perceived failure to disclose these

 2         documents?  Which is it?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Both.  And we take the

 4         position that you're out of order in pursuing

 5         that line of inquiry because all of these

 6         documents ought to have been disclosed at the

 7         outset, and you're going to be -- as you have

 8         said yourself, you want to cross-examine my

 9         client on a document that you say is on the

10         public forum, and then you want to confirm

11         its authenticity, but we don't know.  We

12         don't know if it's authentic or not.  We

13         don't know if what you're showing us is

14         authentic or not.  That's the point I'm

15         trying to make.  We have no way of knowing.

16         This is the first time I have seen any of the

17         documents that you have referred to today.

18         Today is the first time I've seen it.  You

19         don't have hardcopy, you are showing it in

20         electronic format, and you are now asking us

21         to confirm that it's authentic, but we can't

22         do that.  And we reiterate our objection.  We

23         can't confirm these documents are authentic.

24         They are not our documents that you're

25         referring to; they are your documents.  They
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 1         are not relevant to the issues at hand.  They

 2         are not alleged in your pleadings or in the

 3         Affidavits.  So for all of those reasons,

 4         plus the overlaying aspect that you are

 5         engaging in a discovery process as opposed to

 6         cross-examination process, it makes this

 7         objectionable, and we reiterate that

 8         position, and we'll maintain it.  So I think

 9         that it's in the interest of all parties to

10         get the question resolved expeditiously.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, with the

12         greatest of respect, you made the assertion

13         that we have no way of knowing whether or not

14         this document is authentic.  With respect,

15         that's not an appropriate response.  Your

16         client has confirmed that he was a member of

17         chief and council on February 8th.  The

18         question is properly put to him, is this a

19         press release that was approved by chief and

20         council at that time, did you participate in

21         its drafting, were you aware that it was

22         published, so on and so forth, all of those

23         matters.  I believe that that's an

24         appropriate question.

25                            Now, with respect to your
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 1         concern as to the document not being

 2         identified in the Notice of Application, Mr.

 3         Stooshinoff, it's a basic concept that you

 4         plead the facts that you're going to

 5         establish.  You are not going to plead

 6         certain evidence.  This is part of the

 7         evidence by which we propose to challenge the

 8         credibility of your clients and their

 9         statements.  The Court is going to have a

10         black-and-white decision to make here with

11         respect to who is telling the truth and who

12         is not.

13                            Now, with respect to this

14         particular witness, I think that it is

15         necessary to have a full and unobstructed

16         cross-examination of him to enable the Court

17         to be able to make that required assessment

18         of credibility.  Now, Mr. Stooshinoff, I've

19         given you quite a bit of leeway with respect

20         to making argument or interrupting or

21         objecting, so on and so forth, but there

22         comes a point where I need to -- it is

23         impairing my client's right to conduct a full

24         and unobstructed cross-examination.  Is it

25         your intention to continue to do this for the
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 1         rest of the cross-examinations?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It will depend, but I

 3         think you put your finger on the nub of it

 4         where we disagree.  You're saying that the

 5         objective of your cross-examination is to

 6         assist the Court in finding out who's telling

 7         the truth or not, whereas your pleadings say

 8         that the objective of the exercise is to

 9         demonstrate that there was vote buying, and I

10         think what you're doing is embarking on a

11         focus to try to demonstrate the distinction

12         between which side is telling the truth or

13         not, whereas you should be focussing

14         exclusively on is there evidence of vote

15         buying, and that is what you have alleged in

16         your pleadings.  So with regard to those

17         other documents, you certainly have the right

18         to bring your application to the Court.  I

19         fail to see why you have not.  I don't know

20         why you haven't.  You are entitled to do it,

21         bring your application, get your documents,

22         but you can't embark on a process in which

23         you have commenced an application in or about

24         March or April.  You have had the following

25         four months to conduct your search for
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 1         relevant documents, you have had your

 2         affiants prepared, they swore their

 3         documents, it was all filed, so by the end of

 4         July this year you've had, what is that, four

 5         months to produce this evidence, and you have

 6         not, and now you wish to try to produce this

 7         evidence in an attempt -- really, I mean, if

 8         we're being honest, it's an attempt to

 9         surprise my clients, my affiants, with

10         evidence that they are unaware of and to

11         catch them unaware, and that's what you're

12         attempting to do, and that's why we find it

13         objectionable that you think that this is

14         somehow the right way to proceed.  It isn't.

15         We are entitled to know the case we have to

16         meet.  We are entitled to know the

17         documentation you have in your possession.

18         You had four months to complete your

19         evidentiary discovery process, and if you had

20         these documents then, it was incumbent upon

21         you to disclose it to us, but you did not,

22         and now you produce it to us at this stage

23         for the purpose which I've already

24         articulated, which is that you want to catch

25         my clients, my affiants, by surprise, and
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 1         that is not acceptable.

 2                            So if you have documents,

 3         and it's after the fact of producing your

 4         case, the rule is put your best foot forward.

 5         You have done that.  What you are now showing

 6         us is after the fact, and it cannot be

 7         permitted to be introduced in evidence.  And

 8         so our position is that we are to not going

 9         to consent to the cross-examination of

10         witnesses on material documentation that is

11         sought to be produced and introduced after

12         your case is closed.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we

16         haven't arrived yet at the issue of your

17         clients' failure to produce anything in

18         relation to the Directions to Attend.  We

19         have the original Affidavits and that's it.

20         We haven't even arrived at the question yet,

21         so, please, leave that off to the side for

22         the moment.  We will come to it this

23         afternoon.

24                            It appears as though you

25         are adopting two very contradictory
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 1         positions.  On the one hand you're saying all

 2         of these documents should have been

 3         disclosed, we should have been provided these

 4         a long time ago, we are entitled to discovery

 5         of these documents, but on the other hand

 6         you're adopting the exact opposite and

 7         contradictory assertion or position that this

 8         is not a discovery.  We need to get a

 9         straight to the point here.  Mr. Stooshinoff,

10         the point is that certain affiants say one

11         thing, and certain affiants say another

12         thing.  The Court is going to have to engage

13         in a credibility analysis with respect to the

14         matter.  It's important that the Court

15         have -- one of the moulds by which the Court

16         can engage in that credibility analysis is

17         having recourse to documents that were issued

18         contemporaneous with the events in question.

19         Your client's understanding as to what was

20         right and what was wrong in the course of the

21         election -- was it right, for example, to

22         sign a witness declaration form in the

23         absence of a witness or in the absence of the

24         voter in question -- is very material.

25                            Now, Mr. Stooshinoff, I
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 1         really don't see your objection here.  These

 2         questions are all relevant.  They're

 3         appropriately put to the witness.  On several

 4         occasions you yourself have not objected, and

 5         your client on his own behalf has simply

 6         refused to answer very basic, very important,

 7         very relevant, very material questions.  So

 8         if I might move on from this discussion and

 9         continue with the cross-examination --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  I have one rebuttal

11         statement to make, and that is I am not

12         confused, and I'm not taking a contradictory

13         position.  What I have tried to make clear to

14         you is that if you had these documents prior

15         to the filing of your Affidavits, then it was

16         incumbent upon you to disclose that as part

17         of that process.  There is nothing wrong with

18         you putting forward affiants who are not

19         parties or anything else if you sought to

20         introduce this documentary evidence.  I'm

21         saying you can't do it now, and you had your

22         opportunity to put it forward, and you

23         didn't, and so we take the position you can't

24         do it now, and that is the way we have to

25         proceed with this.  It's not saying that I'm
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 1         taking a contradictory view on discovery.

 2         I'm saying that your discovery ended when you

 3         filed your Affidavits, and that is where the

 4         matter ends vis-à-vis what you are now

 5         seeking to introduce to my clients.  I think

 6         that you have to -- I think the way to

 7         conceive of it is that it's now simply a

 8         matter of you wanting to cross-examine my

 9         clients, which you are more than entitled to,

10         but you can't do it through trying to compel

11         them to answer questions on documents that

12         they have not produced nor have your affiants

13         produced.  If you wanted to do it, and you

14         are entitled to do it, then you should have

15         had it filed before July 29th, 2020.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you've

19         made an incorrect assumption in that

20         argument, that being that these documents

21         were in our possession all the way along, and

22         we sat on our hands.  That's very clearly and

23         demonstrably incorrect.  One very good

24         example is Exhibit A-12.  This is the voter

25         declaration form of Rickell Frenchman that
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 1         your client confirmed this morning that he

 2         signed.  This was produced by the electoral

 3         officer in connection with his

 4         cross-examination by -- I believe in response

 5         to his Direction to Attend.  You will recall

 6         that the electoral officer refused to produce

 7         a lot of documentation.  We just got this

 8         document on September 9th.  Mr. Stooshinoff,

 9         that's the first --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           September 9th?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's the first

12         incorrect -- you look as me as though you're

13         puzzled or something.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, if you had it

15         September 9th, you didn't provide it to us.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              We requested it from the

17         electoral officer.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no, you said you

19         got it September the 9th.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              You served Directions to

21         Attend, and that brings me on to my second

22         point, that being you indicated, suggested,

23         that our clients have not produced documents,

24         which is completely incorrect, Mr.

25         Stooshinoff.  There is a process.  Directions
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 1         to Attend are served, the documents

 2         identified within those Directions to Attend

 3         are produced, and then we come to

 4         cross-examination.  With respect to my

 5         clients, they have produced the documents

 6         that were identified by PDF format by email.

 7         I don't think -- I have not heard any

 8         complaint from you on that point thus far.

 9         Do you have some sort of perceived issue or

10         do you have a concern as to the production of

11         documents from my clients?  Because I haven't

12         heard it yet.  This is the first I'm hearing

13         of it.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips, you

15         have the right to introduce documents through

16         your clients, and what they have introduced

17         and what you have introduced is contained in

18         the Affidavits submitted on behalf of the

19         applicants, and that's the extent of it.

20         Nothing else is admissible.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?  You have

22         to answer yes or no for the court reporter.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't have to ask me

24         every time.  You can respond.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm looking to make sure
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 1         that I am not interrupting you, so I just

 2         want to be confident that that's the case,

 3         Mr. Stooshinoff, because it unfortunately

 4         appears to be an issue today with you.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You may speak.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you on

 7         behalf of your clients served Directions to

 8         Attend that identified some documents to be

 9         produced.  We have produced those documents

10         by PDF, email to you.  There has been no

11         issue taken.  On the other hand, my clients

12         served Directions to Attend on September 4th

13         in accordance with the jointly-agreed

14         timetable that you signed personally no less,

15         and we have received none of those documents

16         from you.  Now, there is, to be completely

17         accurate, the original Affidavit that your

18         client has sworn in this proceeding that he

19         brought with him.  With that exception --

20         correct me if I'm wrong, but you haven't

21         produced a single document identified in any

22         of the Directions to Attend that were

23         appropriately served upon your office on

24         September 4th; am I correct, sir?

25 MR. WINEGARDEN:            No, he's not correct.  We
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 1         have the original Affidavits present.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think we already

 3         referred to the --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Winegarden, I just

 5         want to -- you indicated you have the

 6         original Affidavit.  I indicated that you had

 7         brought the original Affidavit directly in my

 8         statement.

 9 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yeah, we did.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah.

11 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Right here.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              So I already indicated

13         that with that exception, so what is your

14         concern here?

15 MR. WINEGARDEN:            You didn't say that.  You

16         said that we hadn't brought a single

17         document, and we have got those.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Right before that

19         statement I indicated with the exception of

20         the original Affidavit.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  Let's move

22         on.  Let's stop arguing.  The position we

23         take, Mr. Phillips, is that the documentation

24         that you have requested in your Directions to

25         Attend covers a span of about three months.
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 1         Would you agree with that for each affiant?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you want to deal with

 3         the issue of Directions to Attend now?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The Directions to Attend

 5         that you served on us cover a time span of

 6         about three months, right?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll go through the

 8         Directions to Attend.  That's still to come

 9         this afternoon.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, but do you agree

11         or disagree?  You've asked me the question,

12         so I'm putting it back to you.  Do I have a

13         correct understanding?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, you're asking in the

15         abstract, Mr. Stooshinoff.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              I will be asking in the

18         specific context of this specific Direction

19         to Attend later on.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  You're asking for

21         a response.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, again,

23         you're interrupting me.  Please.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You interrupted me.  You

25         asked for a response on your Direction to
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 1         Attend, and I'm telling you that the

 2         Direction to Attend was served on the 4th

 3         with a requirement that it be -- all the

 4         documentation referred to therein would be

 5         produced to you in PDF format no less by the

 6         6th.  It was served at the end of the day on

 7         Friday the 4th at the commencement of a long

 8         weekend, and so Monday was a holiday, and so

 9         you required the documentation by the

10         Tuesday.  You required documentation of every

11         conceivable nature, emails, faxes, documents,

12         texts, financial statements, Visas, bank

13         accounts, everything that covered a

14         three-month period of time.  Now, surely you

15         knew that would be an impossible task in the

16         weekend's timeframe.  You knew that, and so

17         I'll put it to you directly, Mr. Phillips, we

18         are accusing you of deliberately putting

19         forth Directions to Attend that you knew were

20         impossible to comply with.

21                            Now, had you asked us for

22         a specific document that you could identify

23         for us, we might have been able to comply

24         with that, but if you're asking us to embark

25         on what has been repeatedly described as a
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 1         fishing expedition by you, we have no

 2         obligation in law to proceed with that.  But

 3         you knew that.  You knew that anyway, and yet

 4         you served it on us.  So if there was some

 5         document which you had in mind that you

 6         wanted produced that you felt was related to

 7         the Affidavits filed by these affiants that

 8         you could specifically identify, you failed

 9         to do so, and instead you gave us a shopping

10         list of speculative documents that you would

11         hopefully send us on a wild goose chase to

12         try to rustle up.  Our position is that such

13         documentation is not compellable to be

14         produced.

15                            We refer to Pauktuutit

16         Inuit Women's Association versus Canada.  All

17         of this may be summed up to reflect the

18         summary nature of a Judicial Review

19         application.  In Judicial Review production

20         of documents differs from discovery of

21         documents in that the former is narrower and

22         more concise.  It is therefore up to the

23         applicant, that's you, Nathan, to know his or

24         her case on its commencement.  It is improper

25         to seek production of every imaginable
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 1         document.  That's you, Nathan.  It's improper

 2         to do that, to fish for documents and to

 3         argue that non-specific unidentified

 4         documents ought to exist, and if they do

 5         exist, they will be found.  The applicant's

 6         case -- to take such an approach, that of

 7         planning to build a Judicial Review

 8         application on unknown material which may not

 9         even exist, material not even specifically

10         pointed to let alone clearly identified in

11         Affidavits in support of an application,

12         would be an abuse.  So that is our answer to

13         your Directions to Attend.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You may speak, Nathan.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to know what

17         specifically you are alleging that I have

18         personally done?  You confused in that

19         statement myself with the applicants.  I am

20         counsel for the applicants.  Please respect

21         my position as an officer of the court, Mr.

22         Stooshinoff, and I respect yours.  So please

23         correctly refer to my participation in this

24         proceeding as an officer of the court and as

25         counsel for the applicants, not as an
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 1         applicant.  Mr. Stooshinoff, please identify

 2         what specific impropriety you are alleging

 3         that I have personally engaged in.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That you drafted

 5         Directions to Attend which you knew did not

 6         identify specific documents arising or

 7         relating to any of the affiants on the part

 8         of the respondents that I represent and

 9         instead engaged in a fishing expedition to

10         call for every imaginable financial document

11         or electronic communication during the scope

12         of the three-month period of time that you

13         knew would not be possible to comply with and

14         which you also knew was not relevant and not

15         admissible based on the case authority that

16         we have referred to.  We provided you with

17         this written argument on June the 30th, so

18         you knew at least -- well, July and August,

19         so you have known for at least two months

20         what our position is vis-à-vis the enormous

21         fishing expedition you are engaging in by

22         putting forth a Direction to Attend that is

23         just -- makes no sense.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, you may speak, but
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 1         you have known that, Nathan.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done now?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              You are adopting a couple

 5         of inconsistent positions here again.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              On June 30th you're

 8         suggesting that you made your position known

 9         with respect to the appropriate parameters of

10         disclosure and production of documents in the

11         context of a motion in this proceeding, Mr.

12         Stooshinoff.  There were some documents

13         requested at that time, financial statements

14         and otherwise, so your clients were very

15         clearly on notice of some of the specific

16         documents that you identified, being

17         financial statements and bank statements and

18         so on and so forth, and they shouldn't

19         discharge their obligations at that time to

20         go and get those specific documents.  So your

21         suggesting that they've only had since

22         September 4th to go and get the documents is

23         just not an accurate statement, Mr.

24         Stooshinoff.  Moreover, it's not even

25         accurate in relation to this specific
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 1         Direction to Attend, Mr. Stooshinoff.  You

 2         see on the screen in front of you my

 3         September 4th, 2020 letter to you.  I have

 4         removed the enclosure because I'm going to

 5         mark this as an exhibit.  We'll mark the

 6         first page of this letter that I sent to you.

 7         We will have this as the next Exhibit, A-33.

 8                EXHIBIT A-33:

 9                FIRST PAGE OF SEPTEMBER 4, 2020 LETTER

10                FROM MR. PHILLIPS TO MR. STOOSHINOFF

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I

12         believe that --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I object.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              You are interrupting me

15         again, Mr. Stooshinoff.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I am objecting to

17         you introducing a documentary exchange

18         between counsel which you are now seeking to

19         make as an exhibit after this morning's

20         discussion in which you invited me to engage

21         in a discussion with you to see if we could

22         resolve the matter.  You are no longer

23         interested in engaging in a discussion to

24         resolve the matter.  Now you're engaging in a

25         process of trying to use anything that I say
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 1         or anything that previously existed as

 2         somehow evidence against me or my clients, so

 3         that is objectionable to me, it's

 4         inconsistent with your position, it is not

 5         consistent with an effort on the part of

 6         counsel to engage in a discussion to try to

 7         resolve the matter.  Based on that, I assume

 8         you are not acting in good faith, that you

 9         are intending to try to seek to use a

10         document as evidence against me or my

11         clients, and for that reason I just don't see

12         any point in engaging in any further dialogue

13         with you, Nathan.  It's just not productive.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't have a sincere

16         intention of resolving anything.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              I understood that you

18         were done there, and then you continued to

19         speak.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, you can speak now.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I find

22         it very disrespectful for you to refer to me

23         by my first name.  I have been very

24         respectful of you today referring to you

25         correctly as Mr. Stooshinoff.
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 1                            Secondly, it's a very

 2         serious allegation to make as against another

 3         officer of the court that they are acting in

 4         bad faith and they are acting with intent to

 5         engage in inappropriate conduct.  Now, what

 6         evidence do you have that I have acted with

 7         that intent, that I am acting in bad faith?

 8         I want to know specifically because --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I just told you.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- you should have a very

11         solid evidentiary foundation upon which to

12         make --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I just told you.  I said

14         you were attempting --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- that type of

16         allegation against another officer of the

17         Court.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I just told you.

19         You just invited me to engage in a discussion

20         to see if we could resolve it.  Now, we've

21         had a discussion for quite some time, and at

22         the end of it you said now I'm going to use

23         my letter that I sent you on September 4th,

24         implying you intend to use it as evidence

25         against me or my clients, and I suggest to
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 1         you, Nathan, that is not in the spirit with

 2         which we embarked upon this discussion, which

 3         you invited me to do, to engage in a

 4         good-faith discussion to see if we could

 5         resolve the matter.  Now you are seeking to

 6         try to introduce evidence to use against me

 7         or my position or my clients, and I find that

 8         offensive.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              To be absolutely clear --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If that's not your

11         intention, then, fine, go ahead.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you are

13         not -- I mean, you clearly concluded your

14         statement.  Which is it, do you want me to

15         ask you if you're done, or not, because you

16         keep starting to talk again when I'm

17         attempting to respond to you.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You may speak now.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I want

20         to be absolutely clear here, are you alleging

21         impropriety on my behalf personally?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Jesus Christ.  I just

23         explained it twice.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is that a yes?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have nothing further to
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 1         add.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              This letter on the

 3         screen, it's been marked as Exhibit A-33.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I object.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's been marked for the

 6         purpose of the Court being accurately

 7         informed as to what occurred in connection

 8         with the Directions to Attend.  You will see,

 9         Mr. Stooshinoff, in the letter of September

10         4th, 2020 that I sent you enclosing the

11         Directions to Attend that I made the

12         following specific statement contrary to what

13         you've said in your argument:  (as read)

14             While the deadline for your clients to

15             produce the documents in PDF format is

16             September 8th, 2020, the applicants will

17             consent to a reasonable extension of

18             time if such request is made.  I am

19             available by email, and I will respond

20             promptly between now and September 8th,

21             2020.

22         Mr. Stooshinoff, are you alleging that that

23         offer was made in bad faith or that there was

24         no extension of time offered by the

25         applicants for the production of your
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 1         clients' documents?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We don't communicate very

 3         well, do we?  You may speak.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm looking for your

 5         reply.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm trying to engage you

 7         in discussion.  We don't community indicate

 8         very well, do we, Mr. Phillips?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I want a

10         direction question and a direct answer.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do we?

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              You are alleging

13         impropriety as against a fellow officer of

14         the court.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Nathan.  I said to

16         now bring up this document is not engaging in

17         our discussion today with --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              I will send this exhibit

19         to Mr. Winegarden and to the court reporter

20         as I indicated I would.  Just give me one

21         moment here.  I understood you were done

22         talking.  Give me one moment, Mr.

23         Stooshinoff.  At the same time, I'm also

24         requesting that this press release that we

25         have discussed be marked as Exhibit A-34, and
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 1         I will send that to you as well right now

 2         before we move on.  This is the document that

 3         I brought up on the screen, the February 8th

 4         Facebook post from the initial Red Pheasant

 5         First Nation Facebook account.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And we reiterate our

 7         objection to it.

 8                EXHIBIT A-34:

 9                2020-02-08 FACEBOOK POST - RED PHEASANT

10                COMMUNICATIONS

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           While we're at it, I did

12         refer to my reply to applicants' material

13         dated June 30th and read from it, so I would

14         like to have that marked as an exhibit in

15         these proceedings.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're not conducting the

17         cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Can I have this --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have already filed

20         this document with the Court.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           May I have this marked as

22         an exhibit?  Yes, but this is going to be a

23         transcript going before the Court, so I would

24         like to have this marked as an exhibit.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, Mr. Stooshinoff, it's
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 1         not your cross-examination.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Nathan, you have

 3         engaged me in this, and you have asked me to

 4         embark on it, and you've decided you want to

 5         file your own letter to me.  I refer to other

 6         documentation.  I have already complained

 7         that part of the problem is that we're not

 8         communicating well, and we don't seem to be

 9         comprehending each other's arguments.  I

10         engaged in this discussion for the purpose of

11         taking you at your word that you wanted to

12         see if we could discuss it and resolve it,

13         and clearly we're not able to, so I would

14         like to have this marked so that the Court

15         can have a reference to what was being

16         referred to and have proximity of time and

17         date and the nature of the document which we

18         say you had on June 30th, so if you could

19         mark that, please.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, if I'm

21         to understand, do you want all of the other

22         documents marked in connection with it as

23         well including my client's motion record that

24         provided a thorough response to that

25         submission?  Because if you want a
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 1         contemporaneous account of what was discussed

 2         and the context of it, it also has to include

 3         my written submissions back to you.  So if

 4         you are going to get that marked, I would

 5         like mine marked.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Nathan --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Where does it end, Mr.

 8         Stooshinoff?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, as I

10         said at the beginning, this was part of what

11         was supposed to be a discussion between you

12         and I to see if we could resolve our impasse.

13         You are the one that filed a document that

14         you wanted to have before the Court to assess

15         the nature of our discussion, which I found

16         offensive, and accordingly I would like to

17         have our document that we referred to during

18         the course of our discussion, which you

19         appear to find offensive -- but if we could

20         limit it to the documentation that we both

21         referred to in our discussion, we will leave

22         it to the Court to decide.  With that in

23         mind, I suggest this is an appropriate

24         document to be marked as an exhibit, but not

25         the entirety of your record because we never
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 1         referred to it, and we have not had a

 2         discussion with regard to it.  This was

 3         specifically referred to, cited, and the case

 4         authority read into the record.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You may speak.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I think

 8         that perhaps it is a good time to take the

 9         afternoon break for ten minutes --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sure.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- to consider the matter

12         further before we discuss whether or not this

13         document will be marked, so let's take ten

14         minutes if that's acceptable.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, if I can just say,

16         if you're concerned about something about it,

17         Nathan, I would say -- sorry, Mr. Phillips --

18         I don't mind marking it for identification.

19         Like, if you're concerned about contaminating

20         your record, I think it's -- just in fairness

21         that if the Court is going to be reading your

22         letter that the Court also be reading our

23         documentation, each of which you cited and I

24         cited.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm going to take the
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 1         break to consider the matter --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sure.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- and we'll discuss it

 4         when we return.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, that's fine.

 6 (Recessed at 2:22 p.m.)

 7 (Reconvened at 2:39 p.m.)

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the

 9         motion that you are referring to was a motion

10         for relief from production that you brought

11         on behalf of all of the clients that you

12         appear as solicitor of record for, which is

13         all of the respondents except for Mr. Burke

14         Ratte.  That motion for relief from

15         production was in the context of the

16         applicants' motion to remove and disqualify

17         you for a conflict of interest.  Those two

18         motions, all of those documents in connection

19         with them, are on the Court file.  Now, the

20         Court can itself refer to documents that it

21         has on its record.  Mr. Stooshinoff, the

22         document that you want marked as an exhibit

23         has not been put to the witness, and it

24         hasn't been put to myself.  Quite frankly,

25         I've never heard of a respondent lawyer in
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 1         the middle of a cross-examination, in the

 2         cross-examination proper, attempting to mark

 3         their own exhibit, it just doesn't happen,

 4         so, Mr. Stooshinoff, no, I don't think it's

 5         proper for this document to be marked as an

 6         exhibit.  If you wish to refer to it being as

 7         your June 30th submissions on the Court file,

 8         I think you clearly identified that for the

 9         record.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you finished?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just a correction, that

13         it isn't on the Court file, it's on the

14         motion file, which won't form part of the

15         Court file unless specifically ordered.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I think we're not hearing

17         each other.  I said court file, it is on the

18         court file.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's not, it's on the

20         motion file, and --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Which is on the court

22         file.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  It will only --

24         motions and that sort of thing will only form

25         part of the Court file if the Court so
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 1         orders.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

 3         going down a path that I think we're going to

 4         find very little utility in.  It is on the

 5         court file.  The Court can review the

 6         documents on the court file, which this is

 7         one of them.  It has some inaccurate

 8         statements in it.  I have already made known

 9         those -- some of those inaccurate statements.

10         This will be an issue that we'll take up with

11         the Court, but for today's purposes it's not

12         being marked as an exhibit.  I would like to

13         continue with my cross-examination rather

14         than continually have interruptions, and now

15         you attempting to exhibit documents yourself

16         when I haven't concluded the

17         cross-examination.  May I please proceed, Mr.

18         Stooshinoff?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  I just object to

20         Mr. Phillips's refusal, and I think I'm still

21         entitled to have it marked as an exhibit.

22                            You are free to proceed.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we go off the record

24         for a moment?

25 (Off the record momentarily)
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 1    Q.   It's fair to say that you know Shelley

 2         Wuttunee, correct, sir?

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   You know her fairly well, right?

 5    A.   Well, she works in Red Pheasant.

 6    Q.   Sir, you have to speak up.  I couldn't hear

 7         you.

 8    A.   She works in Red Pheasant.

 9    Q.   Works in Red Pheasant?

10    A.   Yeah.

11    Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  So she is around the band

12         office a lot, and you see her a lot, then?

13    A.   She's the janitor.

14    Q.   You see her a lot, though, right?

15    A.   Oh, yeah.  She's a janitor.

16    Q.   But she also -- you see her on a variety of

17         occasions outside of the band office as well,

18         correct, sir?

19    A.   No, just at work.  I won't hang around --

20         hang out with her.

21    Q.   But work is also your capacity as a

22         councillor?

23    A.   Huh?

24    Q.   Work is also your capacity as a councillor?

25    A.   Huh?
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 1    Q.   When you're referring to work, you're also

 2         referring to what it is you do as a

 3         councillor, right?

 4    A.   Yeah, I worked at an office.

 5    Q.   You know Shawn Wuttunee pretty well, right?

 6    A.   Yeah.  He's a councillor.

 7    Q.   You spend a lot of time with him, right?

 8    A.   Just on meetings, like, just the meetings and

 9         when we're at the band office.

10    Q.   It's fair to say that you're generally aware

11         of what's going on in the band office, right?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are inviting him to

13         speculate because he would never be able to

14         say --

15    A.   But what's this to do with that?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just a minute.  You're

17         inviting him to speculate because he cannot

18         possibly answer what he does not know or is

19         not informed about what is generally going

20         on.  He only has knowledge of what he has

21         knowledge of.  So if you're putting it to him

22         that he has knowledge of other things, he

23         can't answer that because he can't know.

24         It's not within the scope of his knowledge.

25    Q.   I asked this witness if it was fair to say if
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 1         he was knowledgeable as to what goes on in

 2         the band office.

 3                            In the band office

 4         Shelley Wuttunee is an employee there, right?

 5    A.   What's that?

 6    Q.   Shelley Wuttunee is an employee there?

 7    A.   Yeah, I told you.

 8    Q.   You've already said that --

 9    A.   She's a janitor.  You want me to say it

10         again?

11    Q.   -- you spend a lot of time --

12    A.   She's a janitor.

13    Q.   You spend a lot of time in the band office,

14         right?

15    A.   Well, it's my job to be there.

16    Q.   Yeah.  You spent a lot of time in the band

17         office in January 2020?

18    A.   I can't recollect every date I'm there.

19    Q.   But it's just fair to say you spent a lot of

20         time there in January 2020?

21    A.   I can't say a date.  You're bringing up a

22         date.

23    Q.   I'm asking about the month.

24    A.   A month?

25    Q.   Yeah, I'm asking about the month.
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 1    A.   Can't say.

 2    Q.   Tell me about the first week of February,

 3         then.  You spent a lot of time at the band

 4         office then?

 5    A.   First week of February, are you talking --

 6         what does that have to do with this?  Like, I

 7         don't get you.

 8    Q.   Did you spent a lot of time at the band

 9         office --

10    A.   I told you already, I work there.

11    Q.   So you spent a lot of time at the band office

12         the --

13    A.   I go in and out.

14    Q.   You spent a lot of time at the band office

15         the first week of --

16    A.   I go in and out.

17    Q.   Again, Mr. Cuthand, you're interrupting me.

18    A.   Like, I go in and out I'll say over and over.

19    Q.   We need a clear question on the record, so --

20    A.   I'm answering your question.  I go in, I go

21         out, go home.  What more do you want me to

22         say?

23    Q.   Did you spend a lot of time at the band

24         office the first week of February 2020?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Can you define what is --
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 1    A.   I can't answer that.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Can you perhaps define

 3         what "a lot of time" is?

 4    A.   I don't want to -- mornings?

 5    Q.   How many days in the first week of February

 6         did you spend at the band office?

 7    A.   I can't answer.  Two, three hours maybe.

 8    Q.   Each day?

 9    A.   Not every day.  Usually they're having

10         meetings or something.  I can't say I'm

11         there, like, every day.  I can't give you a

12         date every day, like...

13    Q.   So an average of two or three --

14    A.   I don't write it down, everything I do.

15    Q.   So an average of --

16    A.   That's what you're saying.

17    Q.   Sorry, it appears as though you're done your

18         answer, and then you start up again.

19    A.   I don't understand.  Something like that.

20         You're asking me am I there every day?  Do I

21         hang out with this person every day?

22    Q.   So do you spend two or three hours on average

23         a day at the band office?

24    A.   Probably three hours maybe.

25    Q.   Okay.  So in a typical day --
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 1    A.   Not every day.

 2    Q.   Not every day.  So, like, approximately how

 3         many days of the week?

 4    A.   Nobody is ever there -- I guess I could say

 5         that's twice a week, three times a week

 6         maybe.  I don't know.  Sometimes I have

 7         meetings out of the blue, like...

 8    Q.   So for the first week of February is it fair

 9         to say, then, that you spent --

10    A.   Well, the first week of February, I can't

11         predict it.

12    Q.   You don't remember?

13    A.   I'm going to say, yeah, I don't remember.

14    Q.   The second week of February do you remember?

15    A.   I don't remember what dates I've been at the

16         band office.  That's what you're saying, the

17         weeks.  I usually go in Tuesdays and

18         Wednesdays most of the times.

19    Q.   How about March 13th to March 20th?

20    A.   Hmm?

21    Q.   You were at the band office a few times at

22         least March 13th to the 20th?

23    A.   No.  I was on the road.

24    Q.   You were out campaigning during those days?

25    A.   Well, duh, it's elections.
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 1    Q.   You were campaigning for March 1st --

 2    A.   I can't predict where I was; that's what I'm

 3         telling you.

 4    Q.   So March 1st to 20th, let's say, you were out

 5         on the road campaigning full time?

 6    A.   Like I said, March I was sick, and bringing

 7         up March -- and I can't predict the exact

 8         date -- I went to the hospital.  I was at the

 9         hospital the one week, like, and I was

10         recovering for four to five weeks.  Like,

11         that wasn't -- like, not 1st of March.  It's

12         more close to, I don't know, February, March,

13         February, in that week.

14    Q.   So the week before the election were you out

15         on the road campaigning or not?

16    A.   The week before election?

17    Q.   Yeah, March 13th to 20th?

18    A.   It would be at home.

19    Q.   You would be at home?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   So you were at the band office, then, in that

22         week?

23    A.   No.  The band office would be closed that

24         week.

25    Q.   Oh, so it's not -- it's closed because it's
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 1         improper to have activities occur at the band

 2         office in the middle of an election?

 3    A.   No.  It's just closed because it's --

 4         nobody's -- like, they're on the road.

 5    Q.   Yeah, so nobody is supposed to be there at

 6         the band office at that time?

 7    A.   They could be because our -- the day of

 8         voting is the day that we're off -- like, we

 9         have no power that day.  So the 19th of

10         March, like, that's -- no one is in power

11         after that until after election.

12    Q.   So in the band office -- to be fair, I asked

13         for the week prior to the election, the 13th

14         to the 20th.  How far back does that go?  Say

15         two weeks prior to the election it's just

16         closed, everybody is out?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I don't think that's

18         a fair characterization of his evidence.  His

19         evidence was that --

20    Q.   There's still people there, yes, I understand

21         that, but I'm just asking, does that stretch

22         back, like, say, two weeks?

23    A.   For what?

24    Q.   That, you know, there might be one or two

25         people around the band office?
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 1    A.   Probably just the cleaners.

 2    Q.   Okay.  And that's fair to say for at least

 3         the two weeks prior to the election, so the

 4         week of the 13th through the 20th?

 5    A.   What?

 6    Q.   From March 13th to 20th there would be a

 7         cleaner at the band office, and that's it?

 8    A.   Yeah, well, pretty well, because --

 9    Q.   So there would be no activity there?

10    A.   Well, they're on -- it's election month.

11    Q.   So there would be no activity --

12    A.   Well, for five days, no.

13    Q.   There would be no --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're trying to --

15    A.   That's -- that was an understanding.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- put to him an

17         absolute, and he's trying to say --

18    A.   I don't get what you mean.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- he can't answer that.

20         He's speculating because he was home sick, he

21         said, so if he's home sick, he would not know

22         who was there.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

24    A.   Yeah, that's what I'm saying.  You're trying

25         to switch my --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- you are suggesting

 2         answers to this witness in the middle of an

 3         important question on credibility here.

 4    A.   Well, on the credibility, I'd say talk to my

 5         lawyer.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt or

 7         obstruct the cross-examination, Mr.

 8         Stooshinoff.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But you are misconstruing

10         the evidence he has given you.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to hear from

12         the witness, then, not from you.

13    A.   I just answered you.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I heard it, but you

15         are misconstruing it.

16    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, as I was asking, you

17         obviously are intimately aware --

18    A.   I'm just going to answer, like, this, this on

19         my Affidavit.  Why are you asking these

20         questions?  It's not on my Affidavit --

21    Q.   You are obviously --

22    A.   -- so I'm not answering it.

23    Q.   You were --

24    A.   I'm not answering it.

25    Q.   You were a councillor between 2016 and 2020,
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 1         and you were a councillor elect for March

 2         20th onwards.  You, I believe, had intimate

 3         knowledge as to the affairs of the band

 4         office.  Is that a fair statement or not?

 5    A.   Like, I didn't really know who was there,

 6         what was going on that whole month.  Do you

 7         understand that I told, you the dates I was

 8         sick and recovering?  Like, you're trying to

 9         say I know where everyone was.  I don't know.

10         I'm just saying I don't know.

11    Q.   Chief and council are in charge of the Red

12         Pheasant First Nation, right?

13    A.   I'm just saying I don't know.

14    Q.   Chief and council are in charge of the Red

15         Pheasant First Nation, though, right?

16    A.   What?

17    Q.   Chief and council, they are the ones that are

18         in charge of the First Nation, correct?

19    A.   Yes.

20    Q.   They are the ones that make decisions,

21         correct?

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   They make decisions as to what activities

24         occur at the band office, correct?

25    A.   Yes.
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 1    Q.   You are part of that chief and council?

 2    A.   Yes.

 3    Q.   And you were for the two weeks prior to the

 4         election, correct?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   No direction was provided for activities at

 7         the band office in the two weeks prior to the

 8         election, correct?

 9    A.   Can't answer that.  Can't answer that.  I

10         don't know.

11    Q.   You're not aware of any directions being

12         given?

13    A.   I don't know.  Like, I was sick at home.  I

14         don't know if -- who was all there that day.

15         I'm just saying that it's different when

16         you're sick.  Like, if I was there every day,

17         I'd know, right?  I answered it.  I just

18         don't know what you're getting at.

19    Q.   You're --

20    A.   Yes, it's our job to know who goes to work.

21    Q.   How were you feeling --

22    A.   But it's not our job to go watch them.

23    Q.   This morning you indicated that you went

24         personally to the Saskatoon advance poll,

25         correct?
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 1    A.   What's that?

 2    Q.   You went personally to the Saskatoon advance

 3         poll for the election, correct?  That's what

 4         I heard you say this morning.

 5    A.   Yes, I was there.

 6    Q.   Yes.

 7    A.   Yes, I was there.

 8    Q.   You were feeling fine when you were there,

 9         right?

10    A.   But I don't know what date that was.  That's

11         what I would like to know, the date.

12    Q.   You were feeling fine when you were at that

13         Saskatoon advance poll, though, right?

14    A.   But that was in February; wasn't it?

15    Q.   I'm asking about the Saskatoon advance poll.

16    A.   But I'm asking you the date.

17    Q.   The --

18    A.   Was that February?

19    Q.   When you were there, there was voting

20         occurring.  It was an actual poll, right?

21    A.   Yeah, but I wasn't at the polling station.

22    Q.   You were in a hotel --

23    A.   You're not allowed there.

24    Q.   You were in a hotel, complimentary room right

25         next door, right?
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 1    A.   I was at the lobby.  I wasn't in the room or

 2         anything.  I was in the lobby.  That's about

 3         it.  That was as far as we got to be at

 4         the -- another hotel.  You couldn't hang

 5         around the advance polls.

 6    Q.   You were there with Clinton Wuttunee

 7         obviously?

 8    A.   Hmm?

 9    Q.   In the hotel lobby there when you were

10         waiting the whole day during the Saskatoon

11         advance poll, you were there with Clinton

12         Wuttunee, right?

13    A.   A lot of people were there walking by.

14    Q.   Well, no, I'm looking for specific names

15         here.

16    A.   Well, I'm just telling you it was a group of

17         them.

18    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee was one of those persons?

19    A.   Who was sitting there, yeah.

20    Q.   You were there throughout the day, right?

21    A.   Not all the day.

22    Q.   Most of the day?

23    A.   Yeah.  Well, I got to get home.

24    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee was there with you most of

25         the day as well, right?
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 1    A.   Hmm?

 2    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee was there with you most of

 3         the day as well, right, sir?

 4    A.   I don't know how long I was there.  I can't

 5         answer that.

 6    Q.   Lux Benson, he was there with you most of the

 7         day?

 8    A.   I was there when they were there, but I

 9         didn't stay that long.

10    Q.   Actually, you said most of the day already.

11    A.   I didn't say most of the day; you did.

12    Q.   You were there for half the day at the hotel

13         lobby right next door to the Saskatoon

14         advance poll where voting was occurring in

15         respect of the March 20th, 2020 election?

16    A.   I don't know.  Probably stayed there until,

17         like, 5.

18    Q.   So you left at 5 p.m.?

19    A.   Because you couldn't hang around there, so

20         what was the point?

21    Q.   You left at 5 from the hotel lobby?

22    A.   Hmm?

23    Q.   You left at 5 to come back to Red Pheasant?

24    A.   5, 6, I don't know.  I don't know the exact

25         time, but it was about the time.
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 1    Q.   You arrived in the morning?

 2    A.   It was getting dark, so...

 3    Q.   You arrived in the morning?

 4    A.   Yeah, I was there about 10, 11 maybe.

 5    Q.   So from 10 to 5 you were continuously present

 6         at the hotel lobby right next door to the

 7         Saskatoon advance poll where voting was

 8         occurring in respect to this election?

 9    A.   Well, I was just there to go eat lunch.  That

10         was it.

11    Q.   And to hang around, right, with those who you

12         were running with?

13    A.   Well, everybody was running.

14    Q.   But those specifically who you were running

15         with?

16    A.   Well, yeah, everybody when they run they were

17         there.

18    Q.   You ran with a slate, though, like, persons

19         that you promoted to get elected, correct?

20    A.   What?

21    Q.   You promoted certain persons to get elected,

22         right?

23    A.   Yeah.

24    Q.   And those persons are Clinton Wuttunee,

25         correct?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   Lux Benson?

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   Jason Chakita?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   Dana Falcon?

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   Henry Gardipy?

 9    A.   Yes.

10    Q.   Gary Nicotine?

11    A.   Yes.

12    Q.   Samuel Wuttunee?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   Shawn Wuttunee?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   And obviously yourself, right?

17    A.   Yes.

18    Q.   Those were the candidates that you publicly

19         and privately --

20    A.   Yes, that I run with, yes.

21    Q.   -- promoted to voters of the Red Pheasant

22         First Nation in connection with the election,

23         correct, sir?

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   And each of those persons who I just
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 1         mentioned, they also promoted you and you

 2         getting elected as well, correct, sir?

 3    A.   What's that?

 4    Q.   Each of those persons that I just mentioned,

 5         Clinton Wuttunee, for example, they promoted

 6         you to get elected as well, right?  You ran

 7         together at a team, right?

 8    A.   Well, that's how the election runs.

 9    Q.   So this specific election, they promoted you

10         as well, and you ran as a team?

11    A.   Well, that's how elections run.

12    Q.   And that's how this particular election ran

13         as well, right?

14    A.   Every election, yes.

15    Q.   This specific election, though, that's how

16         it --

17    A.   It's not running as teams.  It's just

18         running --

19    Q.   But you ran --

20    A.   -- as council.  I'm running as council;

21         they're running as council; he's running as

22         chief.  Like, it's not a team.  It's --

23         they're running.  We're all running.

24    Q.   But you're promoting each other?

25    A.   And we're not the only ones that are running.
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 1         There was a big list.

 2    Q.   You were promoting each other, though, to get

 3         elected, though, correct?

 4    A.   I don't know.  I just run as chief and

 5         council, right?  Now, most people -- most

 6         times nobody -- everybody doesn't get in.

 7    Q.   Are you saying that Clinton Wuttunee didn't

 8         support you to get elected?

 9    A.   Well, yeah, we all supported each other.

10    Q.   Okay.  So I --

11    A.   That's how it runs.

12    Q.   I must have misheard you, then.

13    A.   Like, everybody runs like that.

14    Q.   I thought we --

15    A.   We're not the only ones.

16    Q.   I thought we had established that, so --

17    A.   Yeah, you run.

18    Q.   -- let me just make sure that we're clear,

19         then.

20    A.   It's not a -- it's not a team.  It's

21         supporting each other.

22    Q.   Well, is a slate a fairer way to refer to it?

23    A.   I don't know what you mean.  That's how you

24         call it, supporting each other.

25    Q.   You call it just supporting each other?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   Well, you only supported each other, right?

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   You didn't support any other candidates?

 5    A.   No.  That's why they're not here.

 6    Q.   And you are personally aware --

 7    A.   That's why they're crying about it.

 8    Q.   I didn't hear that.

 9    A.   I said that's why they're crying about it.

10         They lost.

11    Q.   And you are personally aware that these other

12         persons that I mentioned, Clinton Wuttunee,

13         Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Dana Falcon, Henry

14         Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee and

15         Shawn Wuttunee, they all promoted you to get

16         elected as well, right?

17    A.   Yeah, just supported each other.  That's how

18         elections work.

19    Q.   So you do things for each other in connection

20         with the election, you help each other out to

21         get elected, right?

22    A.   I don't know what you mean.

23    Q.   Well, you give people rides, or you help out

24         where you can?

25    A.   Yeah, just rides to go and -- getting rides
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 1         or helping people stuck, stuff like that.

 2    Q.   So you do everything that you can to help

 3         each other out in the course of this

 4         election?

 5    A.   Help band members, help each other.

 6    Q.   You helped Clinton Wuttunee out in respect of

 7         this election?

 8    A.   Supported.

 9    Q.   You supported him?

10    A.   Supported.  It's different.

11    Q.   Well, how do you define support, then?

12    A.   Helping support family.

13    Q.   And you didn't provide that support to any

14         other candidates?

15    A.   Support, yeah, just support.

16    Q.   But my question is, you did not provide that

17         support to any other candidates?  You limited

18         your support to Clinton Wuttunee --

19    A.   To the candidates, yeah.

20    Q.   -- Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Dana Falcon,

21         Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee

22         and Shawn Wuttunee, correct, sir?

23    A.   Yeah.

24    Q.   So this support -- like, are you married

25         or --
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 1    A.   Hmm?

 2    Q.   Are you married or --

 3    A.   Am I married?

 4    Q.   Yes.

 5    A.   Yeah, I'm married.

 6    Q.   Yeah, okay.  Wife or --

 7    A.   Yeah, wife, kids.

 8    Q.   Your wife supports you obviously, right?

 9    A.   Yeah, support each other.

10    Q.   Yeah, and so this extends to your wife, so

11         your wife helped you out in the election as

12         well, right?

13    A.   What?

14    Q.   Your wife helped you out in the election as

15         well, right?

16    A.   What do you mean?

17    Q.   She supported you, right?

18    A.   Yeah, keeping the kids at home, staying home.

19    Q.   To your knowledge, the wives -- well, I'm

20         assuming the rest of them are married.  The

21         other members of chief and council that were

22         elected, they all have wives as well or

23         spouses?  Let's just say spouses.

24    A.   I don't hang around with them that much.  I

25         can't say how much kids they have and --
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 1    Q.   So, to your knowledge, though, their spouses

 2         supported them in connection with the

 3         election?

 4    A.   I don't know.  Ask them.

 5    Q.   You asked their spouses?

 6    A.   I said you ask them.  I don't know.

 7    Q.   Let's take -- who is Clinton Wuttunee married

 8         to?

 9    A.   I don't know.  I can't -- I can't remember

10         her name, but he has a girlfriend.  They're

11         not married.

12    Q.   Well, let's take --

13    A.   That's what I said, I don't --

14    Q.   So there's Shawn --

15    A.   I can't say anything about them because I

16         don't live with them; you know what I mean?

17    Q.   So --

18    A.   I work with them.  That's it.

19    Q.   So let's take Shelley Wuttunee, for example.

20         She's married to Shawn Wuttunee?

21    A.   Yeah, they're married.

22    Q.   And so, to your knowledge, I mean, she

23         hangs -- or, well, she's employed at the band

24         office, so you see her quite frequently?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   She is probably somebody that you have more

 2         knowledge of, right?

 3    A.   Well, not really.  I just --

 4    Q.   Well, let's say relative to Clinton's,

 5         whomever she might be.

 6    A.   I know they're married.

 7    Q.   Yeah, but Shelley Wuttunee, you're aware that

 8         she supported her husband, Shawn Wuttunee, in

 9         connection with the election?

10    A.   Yeah.  Well, yeah.  That's her husband.

11    Q.   And so she, to your knowledge, didn't refuse

12         any request that was made of her by --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection,

14         Nathan, that's not a proper question.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              On what basis?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Nathan, how it --

17         I'm objecting on the grounds that it assumes

18         facts that have not been presented or proven

19         at this point in time.  Secondly, you are, in

20         effect, inviting him to speculate.  And

21         third, how could he possibly know what

22         Shelley Wuttunee spoke to her husband about

23         or if they disagreed or if they agreed or if

24         she didn't make lunch or if he wouldn't give

25         her a ride?  I mean, it's an inappropriate
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 1         question to ask.  It's something that he

 2         cannot possibly answer.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'll think about it.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              The Court is certainly

 6         not going to get that evidence from you, Mr.

 7         Stooshinoff.  I would like to get it from

 8         this witness.  If he doesn't have

 9         knowledge --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           There isn't evidence --

11    A.   That's what I said, I don't know.  That's

12         what it means, I don't know.  I don't know

13         what you mean.  I don't know.  Like, you're

14         trying to make me answer stuff you think I

15         know about them.  I don't hang around with

16         them, like, every -- every day.  I go home

17         after I'm done work.  I have kids, not like

18         them.  I don't -- I got kids, like, little

19         kids.

20    Q.   So we have already established that you went

21         to the Saskatoon advance poll, and you were

22         feeling fine, right?  You stayed there from

23         the morning to 5 p.m.?

24    A.   I told you already, yes.

25    Q.   Yes.  So for the next week after that
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 1         Saskatoon advance poll you were back at the

 2         First Nation, or you were on the road

 3         campaigning?

 4    A.   Probably at home.

 5    Q.   At home campaigning?

 6    A.   Probably.  I don't know.

 7    Q.   Yeah.

 8    A.   Can't say --

 9    Q.   And so in that week --

10    A.   -- the dates because I -- I don't know the

11         dates exactly when the Saskatoon polls were.

12    Q.   You're going relative, right?

13    A.   Yeah.

14    Q.   So, like, the Saskatoon --

15    A.   Well, you're telling me.

16    Q.   Well --

17    A.   It said -- I'm making you sound like I was

18         not home.

19    Q.   Well, no, that's -- what I'm saying is that

20         some people -- and tell me if this is you,

21         think about things -- I think everybody

22         thinks about dates relative, so the Saskatoon

23         advance poll was, you know, on a particular

24         date in somebody's mind, it occurred then,

25         and they can recall in proximity to that
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 1         event what occurred in the last week or

 2         something, right?  Is that how you're

 3         thinking about things, sir?

 4    A.   No.  It's just that you're asking me after

 5         that week.

 6    Q.   Yeah, no, I'm not --

 7    A.   I don't predict it.  I don't -- I don't

 8         remember.  Like, I'm busy.  I'm a busy

 9         person.

10    Q.   Do you remember --

11    A.   Like, I don't do one thing; I do a lot of

12         things.

13    Q.   Do you remember anything that happened in the

14         week after the Saskatoon advance poll?

15    A.   I can't recollect.  I won't answer that

16         question because I don't know.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think maybe --

18    A.   I'm not answering more because --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just a minute.

20    A.   -- it's supposed to be about my Affidavit.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just a minute.  I think

22         if you want a better, precise response to

23         that question --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is there an objection

25         here, Mr. Stooshinoff, because --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, it's an objection

 2         because you asked him what he did in the week

 3         after the advance poll, and he's already told

 4         you he doesn't know what day that was, and so

 5         it's putting us in a position where he's

 6         being, really, invited to speculate, and so I

 7         object to that.  If you have a precise date,

 8         you can put it to him.  Otherwise it's pure

 9         speculation.

10    Q.   What did you do the day after the Saskatoon

11         advance poll?

12    A.   What's the day after?

13    Q.   The day after the Saskatoon --

14    A.   What's the date?

15    Q.   You tell me.

16    A.   Well, that's what I'm asking you, and you're

17         asking me what's the date.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              So, Mr. Stooshinoff, in

19         order to get the dates I need to refer to

20         some documents here that you objected to have

21         them go in, so are you objecting to this

22         document, and I have -- I'm putting up on the

23         screen right now Exhibit A-2.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I object to that.

25         If you don't have that knowledge, then --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Oh, I have the knowledge,

 2         but I have the document that was issued by

 3         the electoral officer.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I'm asking for your

 5         own knowledge.  What is, to your knowledge,

 6         the date of the advanced poll?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's what we're here to

 8         find out from your client.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  So --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client is the one --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So let's be clear.  So we

12         don't know the date of the advance poll, so

13         you can go ahead now and answer his question

14         you don't know.

15    A.   Yeah, I said I don't know.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, Mr. Stooshinoff, you

17         are instructing the witness as to how to

18         reply to a question?

19    A.   I asked you that.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let me actually conduct

21         the cross-examination, please.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you're --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              I indicated I was putting

24         up Exhibit A-2, the Notice of Nomination

25         Meeting.  This is issued by Burke Ratte.  I
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 1         think it's probably the best evidence on this

 2         point.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're engaging in,

 4         again -- so if you know the date, tell us.

 5         If you don't, let's move on.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is Exhibit A-2.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I think you to said

 8         you don't know the date, so move on.

 9    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, you're not accurately --

10         never mind, the transcript will speak for

11         itself.

12                            Witness, can you please

13         look at the screen?  This is --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're objecting.  Don't

15         look at the screen.  We're objecting to the

16         documentation.  Again, as we have tried to

17         point out, you're trying to put in

18         documentation through the backdoor which you

19         cannot put in through the front door, so we

20         object to that, so move on, please.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              I believe we had this

22         marked already A-2 this morning, if you can

23         please confirm.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's marked over

25         our objection.
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 1 (Off the record momentarily)

 2    Q.   So, Mr., Cuthand, on the screen you have

 3         Exhibit A-2.  This is the Notice of

 4         Nomination Meeting.  I would like this marked

 5         as Exhibit A-2.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We object.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Thank you.

 8                EXHIBIT A-2: (BURKE RATTE)

 9                NOMINATION MEETING NOTICE RPCN POSTED

10    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, do you want to see for yourself

11         what the date of the Saskatoon advance poll

12         was?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  I've been clear.

14    Q.   So you're not wanting that date, then?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have been clear, Mr.

16         Phillips.  Please move on.

17    Q.   Would it surprise you to learn that the date

18         of the Saskatoon advance poll was March 13th?

19    A.   What's the date?

20    Q.   March 13th.

21    A.   Okay.

22    Q.   Does that surprise you?

23    A.   No.

24    Q.   Because you were fine on that date?

25    A.   Hmm?
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 1    Q.   Because you were just fine on that date,

 2         right?

 3    A.   March 13th advance polls.

 4    Q.   But your affidavit says you were bedridden

 5         for the entire month.

 6    A.   I didn't say bedridden.  I said I was sick.

 7         I don't have a date that I was bedridden.

 8    Q.   Those are actually the exact words that you

 9         use, Mr. Cuthand.

10    A.   Yeah, but I don't have the date.

11    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is --

12    A.   Is there a date?

13    Q.   Let me just get this on the record.

14    A.   And so what's the date?

15    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

16         reviewing his Affidavit.  You are looking at

17         paragraph 5 and now 4, Mr. Cuthand.  You use

18         the exact words, "bedridden for the entire

19         month leading up to the election."

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Where does it say that?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Paragraph 5.  So --

22    A.   But I didn't say the entire.

23    Q.   Oh, you did.

24    A.   Oh, well --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, it's the prior
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 1         sentence in paragraph 4.  I wonder when --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I want

 3         to conduct the cross-examination, please.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, but you're

 5         misconstruing --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, let me

 7         conduct the cross-examination.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're misconstruing what

 9         is set out in paragraph 4.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, it's in

11         black and white in paragraph 5.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What's in black and white

13         in paragraph 4?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              (as read)

15             Although I was fortunate to be elected

16             as Band Council councillor in the March

17             2020 election, I was bedridden for the

18             entire month leading up to the election

19             and for a period of time following the

20             election.

21    A.   I didn't say leading up to it.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, and the paragraph

23         before:  (as read)

24             I was in hospital for one day, but it

25             took me about a month to recover.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              It says bedridden.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, paragraph 4 says

 3         something different.

 4    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, paragraph 5 of your affidavit,

 5         that's false?

 6    A.   I just didn't know the dates really.

 7    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

 8    A.   Like, you're throwing dates at me.  I don't

 9         know the exact dates.  Like I said, I didn't

10         stay right through the election.  I didn't

11         say that.

12    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, are you saying that paragraph 5

13         of your Affidavit is false?

14    A.   That's why I wish I had my documents from the

15         doctors, I would know exact, because I had to

16         go to the hospital every day at 12.  So

17         that's why I got a hard time trying to answer

18         stuff like this because I don't know the

19         exact dates.

20    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, we requested those documents.

21         You haven't provided them.  We're left with

22         you and your evidence.

23    A.   I know.  That's why I was trying to --

24    Q.   Paragraph 5 of your affidavit, the following

25         statement, "I was bedridden for the entire
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 1         month leading up to the election," that's a

 2         false statement, correct, sir?

 3    A.   I didn't say right up to.  Like, how is --

 4         what is up to two weeks?  A week?  Like,

 5         that's what I mean, there is no date.

 6    Q.   So --

 7    A.   I can't give you a date.

 8    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, let me just let you read

 9         paragraph 5 of your Affidavit again.

10    A.   I know.  I read it.  I just --

11    Q.   Are you saying that paragraph 5 of your --

12    A.   Like I told --

13    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, are you saying that paragraph 5

14         of your Affidavit is truthful, fair and

15         complete?

16    A.   Not the dates.  I can't recollect dates.

17         You're saying I was bedridden the whole

18         election.  That's what it is.  You're saying

19         I said -- I never said that.  I said I was

20         sick for four weeks in bed.  The only time I

21         went to the hospital was at 12 -- or four

22         weeks.  That's why I was trying to get the

23         dates because I didn't want to put dates

24         because I don't know the dates.  If I could

25         answer the dates, this would be -- I would
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 1         have had them there.  I tried, but they won't

 2         give you it at the hospital, our doctors,

 3         because it -- that's when COVID-19 started,

 4         the week before election.  I know that part.

 5    Q.   My question was, is paragraph 5 of your

 6         Affidavit --

 7    A.   Yeah, I just answered it.  I don't know the

 8         dates.

 9    Q.   Is paragraph 5 of your Affidavit truthful,

10         fair and complete?

11    A.   Yeah, well, what I know, but not on the

12         dates; like, it's a difference.

13    Q.   We're going to come to the -- we're going to

14         now discuss your Direction to Attend, and I'm

15         going to request that that be marked as the

16         next exhibit.  Is that A-35?

17 COURT REPORTER:            Yeah.

18    Q.   Okay.  We'll have that marked as Exhibit A-35

19         and I'm bringing that up for you, Mr.

20         Cuthand.

21                EXHIBIT A-35:

22                DIRECTION TO ATTEND FOR MANDY CUTHAND

23    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

24         just taking some time to read through.  Take

25         your time, Mr. Cuthand.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, keep reading.

 2    A.   You want me to read the whole thing?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

 4    A.   Okay.

 5    Q.   You have read the document, sir?  You need to

 6         answer yes or no.

 7    A.   Hmm?

 8    Q.   You have read the document, sir?

 9    A.   Yeah.

10    Q.   You need to answer yes or no.

11    A.   Oh, yeah.  Yes, I read it.  I didn't hear

12         you.

13    Q.   Okay.  Very good.  So I understand with

14         reference to paragraph 2 you have your

15         original Affidavit here, but you have not

16         brought any other documents identified in

17         this Direction to Attend, have you, sir?

18    A.   No.  I couldn't get any.  I tried.

19    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you're saying that with

20         reference to this Exhibit A-35 you attempted

21         to get some of the documents?

22    A.   Yeah, from my doctor in the hospital, but the

23         doctor wouldn't allow me in the hospital.

24         They were on that -- because of that COVID-19

25         they're really strict right now, like, who
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 1         goes in and out.

 2    Q.   Okay, so that's paragraph 20 of the

 3         document --

 4    A.   Yeah, that's right.  I know I read that.

 5    Q.   -- Exhibit A-35 in front of you, sir, right?

 6    A.   That's what I said, I tried to get that.

 7    Q.   Just for clarity, though, you're referring to

 8         paragraph 20 of that Direction to Attend

 9         document.  Those are only documents that you

10         tried to get, right?

11    A.   Yeah.

12    Q.   You didn't try to get any other documents

13         identified in this Direction to Attend?

14    A.   Well, that's the only thing I could get.

15    Q.   You didn't try to get any of the other

16         documents identified in this Direction to

17         Attend --

18    A.   No, because I don't have nothing like that.

19    Q.   -- except for your original Affidavit,

20         correct, sir?

21    A.   Nothing like that.

22    Q.   Sorry, I'm not understanding your response.

23    A.   I don't have them.

24    Q.   Did you or did you not try to get any of the

25         other documents?
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 1    A.   I looked and couldn't find nothing.

 2    Q.   For which documents?

 3    A.   My doctor's, the day I went there.

 4    Q.   Yes, but that's paragraph 20.  I'm saying

 5         leave paragraph 20 aside for the moment, your

 6         medical record, whatever.  I'm talking about

 7         the rest of your Direction to Attend.

 8    A.   No, I don't have no rest --

 9    Q.   Well, no, it's the document in front of you

10         here, so --

11    A.   What you're referring on there, no, I don't

12         have things on email, anything.

13    Q.   I'm specifically referring to paragraphs 3

14         through 19 of this Direction to Attend and

15         paragraph 1.  You have made no effort to get

16         any of those documents, have you, sir?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think that's a

18         mischaracterization of his evidence, and you

19         have asked it a number of times, and he has

20         answered it three times, and he says, I don't

21         have those documents.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You can ask him again.

24    A.   Like, that's what I said, I don't have them.

25    Q.   I want a clear answer.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's four, four

 2         times.

 3    Q.   You're saying you don't have any of these

 4         documents?

 5    A.   No.

 6    Q.   They just don't exist?

 7    A.   No.

 8    Q.   Do you have a bank account, sir?

 9    A.   Do you?

10    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

11    A.   Yes, I have an account.

12    Q.   You have a bank account, yes?

13    A.   Well, who doesn't?

14    Q.   And you had a bank account from January

15         through March of 2020?

16    A.   I don't know if it was on minus.  I can't

17         say.

18    Q.   But you had a bank account, right?  You had a

19         bank account, right?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   So you see --

22    A.   But I don't know if it's -- it was up.

23    Q.   Obviously the Red Pheasant First Nation has

24         bank accounts too, right?

25    A.   Huh?
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 1    Q.   The Red Pheasant First Nation, it has bank

 2         accounts too, right?

 3    A.   Well, yeah, the -- like, yeah, to pay our --

 4    Q.   So paragraph 3 of your Direction to Attend --

 5         I think you should probably read that

 6         paragraph again because it specifically

 7         refers to bank statements.

 8    A.   Yeah, but I'm not -- I don't look after the

 9         banking, signatures, nothing.

10    Q.   You have access to them, though, correct,

11         sir?

12    A.   Huh?  Do I have access to what?

13    Q.   To, let's say, your own personal bank

14         statements?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   You obviously have access to them, correct?

17    A.   Yeah, I have access to mine.

18    Q.   And you're also still a councillor of the

19         First Nation?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   You obviously have access to the bank account

22         statements for the First Nation as well,

23         correct?

24    A.   What?

25    Q.   You obviously have access to the bank account
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 1         statements for the First Nation, correct?

 2    A.   What do you mean by the account?

 3    Q.   The bank account statements for Red Pheasant

 4         First Nation, you've said that it has bank

 5         accounts.  It obviously has statements?

 6    A.   My bank statements online, that's about it.

 7    Q.   Yes, yeah, but you have access to those for

 8         the First Nation's bank accounts, correct?

 9    A.   I don't know what you're getting at.

10    Q.   I need an answer to my question.

11    A.   I can get a pay stub.

12    Q.   I need an answer to my question.  With

13         respect to the bank accounts at the Red

14         Pheasant First Nation, it has bank

15         statements, correct?

16    A.   Okay.  I don't get what you mean.

17    Q.   There are bank statements that are issued?

18    A.   For our payroll, yeah.

19    Q.   Yeah, and for all of the other bank accounts

20         that Red Pheasant First Nation --

21    A.   I don't know about the other bank accounts.

22         I don't -- can't show them.  I don't -- we

23         don't know about them.  Like, we don't deal

24         with that.  We just get our paycheques.

25         That's it.
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 1    Q.   You're able to request those documents,

 2         though, if you want, correct?

 3    A.   No, no.  I'm not a signer.  You're only

 4         allowed if you're a signer.

 5    Q.   Okay, then, who are the signers?

 6    A.   I don't know.  Ask them.

 7    Q.   You tell me.

 8    A.   No, I don't need to.

 9    Q.   Pardon?

10    A.   I said I don't need to answer anymore of

11         these questions.

12    Q.   Who are the cheque signers for the accounts,

13         then, Mr. Cuthand?

14    A.   I just said I'm not answering anymore

15         questions not to do with my Affidavit.

16    Q.   You've indicated that --

17    A.   I'm done.  I'm just tired.

18    Q.   You've indicated that the chief and council

19         make decisions for the First Nation, so it's

20         the chief and council, correct, that have the

21         authority to request documents and to get

22         access to documents, correct?

23    A.   No comment.

24    Q.   I need an answer to my question, sir.

25    A.   No, it's -- no comment's an answer.
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 1    Q.   You could get these bank statements if you

 2         wanted to, correct, sir?

 3    A.   No.

 4    Q.   You have made no effort to get your personal

 5         bank statements, have you?

 6    A.   Hmm?

 7    Q.   You have made no effort to get your personal

 8         statements, though, correct, as requested in

 9         paragraph 3 of the Direction to Attend?

10    A.   Yeah, but I didn't -- didn't have none to

11         give.

12    Q.   You said that you --

13    A.   Not on my account.  Was that a court order?

14    Q.   You have made no attempts --

15    A.   Was that a court order for me to do that?

16    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you've made no effort to get any

17         of those bank statements, have you?

18    A.   It wasn't a court order.  I don't have to.

19    Q.   So that's what you're telling me, you don't

20         have to get any of these documents, so you're

21         not going to get them?

22    A.   Unless I see a court order.

23    Q.   Okay, so you're not getting them until you

24         get a court order?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   Is that what you're saying?

 2    A.   Yes.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

 4    Q.   In relation to all of the paragraphs except

 5         for -- I think, in all fairness, you

 6         mentioned a qualification in relation to

 7         paragraph 20 of the Direction to Attend, your

 8         medical records, but right now I'm referring

 9         to paragraphs 3 through 19 of your Direction

10         to Attend.  You're just not going to get any

11         of those documents without a court order; is

12         that what you're saying?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Your Direction to

14         Attend --

15    A.   He's talking about my bank account.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- is overly broad, is

17         fishing, does not elucidate the issues on

18         this particular application and is

19         objectionable, and we have said that, but --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's a separate

21         question, Mr. Stooshinoff.  We're examining

22         the --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It might be.  I'm just

24         telling you what our position would be on

25         that, so it doesn't really make much
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 1         difference.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm just

 3         probing and confirming --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, well, sure.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- the obvious question

 6         that these documents are actually in the

 7         witness's power, possession or control.  It's

 8         obvious that he has bank accounts, and he

 9         could have got them if he wanted to, but what

10         I hear you say is that you're not going to do

11         that unless you get a court order telling you

12         to.  Is that correct, sir?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Or if he were to get

14         legal --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt,

16         Mr. Stooshinoff.

17    A.   I'm just not answering anymore questions.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- advice to do so.

19    A.   If it has nothing to do with this Affidavit,

20         I'm not answering anymore questions.

21    Q.   You're simply refusing to get any of these

22         documents?

23    A.   I'm saying -- no, I'm not saying -- I'm not

24         answering any other questions.

25    Q.   On this direction --
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 1    A.   All I'm answering is this Affidavit, which

 2         you got up to here since this morning.

 3    Q.   You are refusing to answer any further

 4         questions in relation to your Direction to

 5         Attend?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, he's --

 7    A.   I object to that.

 8    Q.   I think we will need to let the Court decide

 9         the issue.  I can't seem to get a clear issue

10         with respect to the Direction to Attend.  I

11         want to permit you a full and fair

12         opportunity, Mr. Cuthand.  With reference to

13         paragraphs 3 through 19 of the Direction to

14         Attend, please tell the Court specifically --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I have

16         already articulated this on the record.

17    A.   I just said no, I'm not answering any of

18         that.  How many times do you want me to say

19         it?

20 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           The interruption has gone

21         on just enough, Mr. --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, you'll get your

23         chance.  As I've explained earlier today,

24         you've got --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect
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 1         that Mr. Stooshinoff just raised his hand to

 2         my co-counsel, Mr. Philips.

 3 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Raised his hand?

 4    A.   Oh, boy.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           My god, man, you've --

 6    A.   I've been raising my hands like this.

 7 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Nobody raised their hand

 8         to anybody.  It's ridiculous.

 9 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Come on, let's have some

10         respect.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Philips, it should

12         start --

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect

14         that Mr. Stooshinoff just pointed his finger

15         directly at my co-counsel.

16 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           It's just a matter of --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect

18         that Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden are

19         now laughing.

20 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           The level of respect is

21         not there.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It never existed, Mr.

23         Phillips.

24 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Well, that's pretty

25         obvious.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

 2 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yeah, no doubt.

 3 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Let's just take it one

 4         step at a time.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let the record reflect

 6         that Mr. Phillips, Nathan Phillips, has

 7         raised his hand to his father.  I mean, isn't

 8         that preposterous?  That's what he's talking

 9         about.

10 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           We're talking about --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Merv, get control.

12 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           -- the conduct of a

13         procedure that should be respectful, and it's

14         degenerated into something that's not.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It commenced as a

16         degenerated unrespectful process to begin

17         with and has not changed, so --

18 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           I was on the first

19         conference call with respect to this, and it

20         didn't contain that level of disrespect.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           They always have.

22 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Your interruption during

23         the course of this cross-examination of your

24         witness, now with respect to the Direction to

25         Attend -- the reasons the witness will not
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 1         provide the documents is very, very

 2         important, and with all due respect, the

 3         Court should be afforded the explanation from

 4         this witness why the witness hasn't gained

 5         even basic documents, and we look forward to

 6         that explanation.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But you have already had

 8         a discussion that took place for very nearly

 9         two hours explaining in part why the

10         Direction to Attend was objectionable.

11         Nathan raised it as a specific issue that he

12         wanted to discuss.  We discussed it at

13         length.  I recorded my objection at length.

14         I would be very surprised if my client would

15         take any position different from me after I

16         have put on the record that the Direction to

17         Attend is a fishing expedition, it's too

18         broad, it doesn't request specific documents

19         other than the doctor letter, which my client

20         admits he made best efforts to try to find,

21         and the rest of it is pure speculative

22         fishing for about three months of credit card

23         statements, Visa statements, personal

24         records, banking statements, Red Pheasant

25         records.  It's, Mr. Philips, clearly a
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 1         fishing expedition, which we've objected to,

 2         so that's the end of it, and it applies to

 3         all of those Directions to Attend, and your

 4         son, Nathan Phillips, knew that when he

 5         prepared it and served it on us, that he was

 6         hoping for anything he could get, but he knew

 7         it was completely a fishing expedition, and

 8         you must agree with that.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're back to alleging

10         impropriety again, Mr. Stooshinoff.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, for heaven sakes.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you did

13         raise --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Merv?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              You did raise one point,

16         though, we're back to calling each other by

17         first names again disrespectfully.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think it's

19         disrespectful myself, but be that as it

20         may --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you

22         indicated one point of interest there,

23         though, I would be surprised if my client

24         took a different position than me.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Ask him.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Which client are you

 2         referring to, the Red Pheasant First Nation

 3         that's interested in a legitimate democratic

 4         open election?  Which client are you

 5         referring to of yours, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right, Mr. Phillips,

 7         please proceed.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              No response?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, the

10         interests of the Red Pheasant First Nation is

11         no different from the chief and council that

12         would be directing it.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's not what the

14         Federal Court had to say in the Key First

15         Nation election appeal --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is that the one you were

17         in?

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- that you've been

19         provided --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is that the one you were

21         in and --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              The one that I

23         successfully prosecuted in relation to vote

24         buying, yes.  That was sustained by the

25         Federal Court of Appeal.  I provided that
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 1         citation to you before --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And because of what?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- and you were provided

 4         it --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And what was the

 6         reason --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              You were provided that

 8         citation.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What was the reason for

10         the Court's ruling to that effect, Mr.

11         Phillips?

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, it seems

13         that --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It was based on the --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- outrageous behaviour

17         on the part of counsel involved in the

18         litigation.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, let's

20         move on here.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              I mean, we need to have a

23         productive --

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Finish the debate.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- continuation of this
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 1         cross-examination.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Finish the discussion.

 3         Wasn't that why the Court said that in light

 4         of the misconduct of the parties --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              The Court said the

 6         interests of the First Nation should

 7         undoubtedly have been represented by separate

 8         counsel --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Due to the --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- to attend to its

11         interests.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Due to the conduct of the

13         parties --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's move on.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- including yourself,

16         Mr. Phillips.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you've

18         been clearly put on notice throughout this

19         proceeding that your conflicted role as

20         counsel for both the First Nation as well as

21         personal members of chief and council in

22         their personal capacities is very concerning.

23         It's very alarming.  You continued in that

24         role.  The consequences will follow.  We need

25         to get this election appeal to hearing.  The
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 1         public interest demands it.  Let's move on.

 2    Q.   We have this Direction to Attend.  We will

 3         leave it to the side for the moment, but

 4         there is the single issue -- do you take any

 5         issue that these documents are not in your

 6         power, possession or control, or do you

 7         simply want the Court to make a determination

 8         as to whether or not you have to provide

 9         them?  That's the simple answer that I want.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think you've already

11         had his answer from that.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'll take that as a

13         refusal to answer the question.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You can check the

15         transcript.

16    Q.   And you have not brought a motion for relief

17         from production?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have put you on

19         advance notice and continuous notice of the

20         continuous efforts to engage in a discovery

21         process when it is not permissible under

22         these provisions, and we have notified you

23         throughout these proceedings, and we notified

24         you in advance of today's date.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              We will deal with the
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 1         Direction to Attend matter with the Court.  I

 2         don't think we're going to get any positive

 3         development there.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we certainly hope

 5         so, Mr. Phillips, because we've asked on

 6         numerous occasions --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's move on to the next

 8         questions here.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- for the Court to

10         provide us a ruling.

11    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, can you please look at the

12         screen?  Mr. Cuthand, this is a Facebook

13         post.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

15    Q.   Can you please identify who is in this photo?

16    A.   This has got nothing to do with this.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We've never seen that

18         before.  I don't know that that's not

19         doctored.  I don't know anything about it.

20    Q.   Have you seen this photo before?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on.

22    Q.   Have you seen this Facebook post before, sir?

23    A.   It doesn't have anything to do with this, so

24         I don't need to answer it.

25    Q.   Can you tell me who is in this photo?
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 1    A.   I'm not answering it.

 2    Q.   Can you tell me who is in this photo?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Have you disclosed this

 4         document before?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, what is

 6         your objection?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's a simple question.

 8    A.   I said no.  Can we get to this?  I'm getting

 9         tired.

10    Q.   Have you seen this post before or not?

11    A.   I never did say nothing about this.  You keep

12         bringing up the screen.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

14         the next Exhibit, A-36.  It's a Facebook post

15         of Leroy Nicotine Jr., March 3rd, 2020.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

17                EXHIBIT A-36:

18                2020-03-03 FACEBOOK POST - LEROY

19                NICOTINE JR.

20    Q.   And are you refusing to answer any questions

21         in relation to it?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Not refusing, objecting

23         to the document.

24    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, who are the persons in this

25         photo?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, I don't know if

 2         we're not getting any communication.

 3    A.   Anything to do with this in it, talk to my

 4         lawyer.  I'm here for this, only my

 5         Affidavit.

 6    Q.   It's a basic question.  Who is in this --

 7    A.   You're just basically telling me to answer.

 8    Q.   Just tell me who the people are in this

 9         photo.

10    A.   Talk to my lawyer about that.  It's nothing

11         to do with this.

12    Q.   Who are the people in this photo, Mr.

13         Cuthand?

14    A.   My cousins.

15    Q.   Just give me their names.

16    A.   I'm not answering it.

17    Q.   You know who the people in this photo are,

18         correct?  One of them is Clint Wuttunee,

19         another one is Leroy Nicotine Jr, right?  Is

20         that correct, sir?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we don't

22         know this document; we don't know the date of

23         the document; we don't know if it's

24         fabricated; we have never seen it before.  I

25         keep repeating that we have an objection with
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 1         this document.

 2    Q.   The date of the document is March 3rd.  I

 3         asked the question if your client had seen

 4         this Facebook post before.

 5                            What is the answer to

 6         that question, sir?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I've told you that our

 8         objection is that if you have --

 9    A.   Is it on the affidavits?  No.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- these documents, you

11         were obliged to disclose it in advance.  You

12         have not.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, now

14         you're resorting to your objection on the

15         basis of this should be a process that has

16         discovery, and these documents haven't been

17         provided to you, so we're not going to answer

18         any questions about them.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is that what I hear you

21         say?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  It's not discovery.

23         If you have these documents, and you intended

24         to put it forward as part of your case, you

25         ought to have done that before July the 29th.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, I'm asking you a very simple

 2         basic question.  Who are the people in this

 3         photo?  Have you seen this Facebook post

 4         before?  Are you refusing to answer those

 5         questions?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Not refusing to answer

 7         the questions.  The document is

 8         objectionable.  We have articulated that.

 9         Let's go get a ruling.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

11         note that Rule 95 sub (2) provides for a

12         preliminary answer.  Let's get the

13         preliminary answer, and then the Court can

14         rule on the legitimacy of the question.

15         Given that this proceeding is prosecuted in

16         the public interest and requires the most

17         timely conclusion possible, I think that it's

18         important that we most efficiently and timely

19         get to the conclusion of the

20         cross-examination, so I propose to deal with

21         it in accordance with the procedure and sub

22         rule 95(2) and get a preliminary answer, then

23         have the Court determine the legitimacy of

24         that objection.  Is that agreeable to you?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips, it's
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 1         not.  Do you want to know why?  Because the

 2         preliminary answer provision provides an

 3         answer to a question, and we're not objecting

 4         to the question; we're objecting to the

 5         document.  If the document is genuine, and if

 6         it is permissible to be presented, then my

 7         client will proceed to answer the question,

 8         but it is not -- you're not asking for an

 9         answer to a question.  You're asking for

10         evidence in relation to a physical piece of

11         evidence, a document which we are objecting

12         to.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              You notice that one of

14         your other clients actually are on the main

15         page of this Facebook post as having liked

16         it, so obviously he saw this.  Obviously this

17         document is legitimate, Mr. Stooshinoff.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did you hear what I said?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I said it's not the

21         question that's objectionable, and that's why

22         we can't give you the preliminary answer.

23         We're objecting to the document.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              There are two questions

25         here, one of which is establishing the
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 1         legitimacy or authenticity of this document,

 2         Mr. Stooshinoff.  Have you seen this Facebook

 3         post before?  You're objecting to that very

 4         basic question, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, I am.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah.  On what basis?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I have told you

 8         that -- one more time.  Now, I'm pretty sure

 9         that I have told you this at least ten or 15

10         times today and probably ten or 15 times on

11         prior occasions.  You are seeking to

12         introduce a document that we are taking the

13         position is not admissible and cannot be

14         introduced at this time.  If we consent to

15         it, we run the risk of putting ourself in a

16         position where all this documentation that

17         you are finding somewhere becomes available

18         for the purposes of cross-examination, and we

19         don't want that to be a position before the

20         Court, so we have to maintain consistency in

21         our objection.  Our position has been all

22         along that you had until July 29th to file.

23         You did not.  Any document after that is not

24         going to be admitted.  We will not answer

25         questions on documents that you had an
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 1         opportunity to introduce and did not.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

 3         clearly mistaken in law as to the nature of

 4         the cross-examination.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Well, then, let's

 6         get a ruling on it.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              I can put a document to a

 8         witness.  If the witness can authenticate it,

 9         it can be an exhibit, regardless of whether

10         it was a prior Affidavit or not, Mr.

11         Stooshinoff.  This is very unbelievable today

12         that you appear to be obstructing the

13         cross-examination in this manner.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're saying I'm

15         obstructing?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I find it very

17         difficult --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm obstructing?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you have

21         had months, nearly six months, to get your

22         act together.  It's supposed to be a speedy

23         process.  It's supposed to be a process in

24         which you put your best foot forward, we

25         respond, we cross-examine, and then we go to
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 1         a hearing.  You have not done that.  You have

 2         used every opportunity as a discovery

 3         process, whether it's your Directions to

 4         Attend, whether it's your failure to disclose

 5         documents, whether it's your attempt to

 6         surprise witnesses in cross-examination.  All

 7         of that is objectionable.  We maintain our

 8         objection.

 9    Q.   Let the record reflect I have -- we will have

10         that objection determined by the Court, but I

11         have put a different Facebook post up.  This

12         is from Clinton Wuttunee on March 11th.  You

13         recognize the people in this photo, right?

14 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Did you send that to me?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have the last

16         exhibit.  It was marked.  This is a new one.

17 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I have the last one.

18    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, this is you in this photo,

19         right?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Same objection.

21    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, is this the band office, or

22         where is this?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Same objection.

24    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, on or about March 11th, 2020 you

25         were present wearing a shirt that said,
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 1         "Clint for Chief 2020" and a big red X on it.

 2         You were present with Clint Wuttunee,

 3         correct?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Same objection.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              This has nothing to do

 6         with the document, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you saying you don't

 8         intend to introduce this document?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll be introducing it.

10         For the time being I'm asking a direct

11         question given the --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- objections that you

14         are making.  I am asking the question.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, the

16         objection --

17    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection stands.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your objection is in

20         relation to the document.  I'm asking aside

21         from the document.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I told you, we can't

23         embark on a process in which we're moving

24         away from our position, which I've tried to

25         articulate for you in, all fair fairness,
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 1         that we don't want to see you putting

 2         documents in through the backdoor that you

 3         can't get in through the front door --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- as we characterize it.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

 7         asking, leave this Facebook post -- it's

 8         obviously genuine -- to the side for the

 9         moment.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  You're not --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I am asking an entirely

12         separate question, Mr. Stooshinoff, and

13         please don't interrupt it, okay?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  So are you

15         going to be introducing the photograph?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I am asking a separate

17         question, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Please don't

18         interrupt.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

20    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, on or about March 11th, 2020 you

21         wore a shirt that said on the front "Clint

22         for Chief 2020" and had a big red X on it,

23         correct?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Mr. Phillips,

25         you're referring to a document that is
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 1         subject that in the document that informs you

 2         for your question for cross-examination is

 3         the very document I object to, so he is not

 4         going to answer a question that validates a

 5         document that we are objecting to, okay?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              So are you objecting now

 7         because I haven't disclosed all the questions

 8         I was going to ask your client in

 9         cross-examination before today?  Because now

10         we're talking really in the abstract.  I

11         haven't disclosed information to you in

12         advance of today, so now I can't

13         cross-examine your client on it?  This is

14         absurd, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I'm asking a basic

15         question.  Leave this Facebook post to the

16         side for the moment.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.

18    Q.   On or about March 11th 2020 did you wear a --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  I've told you

20         he can't answer that question because to do

21         so would validate the document that you're

22         relying on to inform you to make the

23         question, and we object to that.  We object

24         to a process that enables you to get in

25         documentation through the backdoor that you
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 1         can't get in the front door.  That's --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm not asking about the

 3         document at the moment, sir.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But, Nathan, don't you

 5         see that if we say yes or no, then you will

 6         be in a position to try to introduce the

 7         document, and we can't permit that to

 8         maintain consistency with our objections.

 9         Surely, you can see that.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's have this marked as

11         Exhibit A-37, and then we'll move on to my

12         question.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll take the matter off

15         the screen.  It's marked as Exhibit A-37.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

17 MR. WINEGARDEN:            You haven't sent that

18         yet.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's just been marked,

20         Mr. Winegarden.  I'm sending it now.

21                EXHIBIT A-37:

22                2020-03-11 FACEBOOK POST - CLINTON

23                WUTTUNEE

24    Q.   Let the record reflect that the screen now

25         simply has the signature page of the
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 1         Affidavit of Mandy Cuthand.  The document,

 2         which is Exhibit A-37, is not in front of the

 3         witness right now.

 4                            Witness, I'm asking you a

 5         different question now; do you understand?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   In March of 2020 you wore a shirt that on the

 8         front of it said "Clint for Chief 2020" and

 9         had a big red X, correct, sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

11    A.   Yeah.  It's not on here.

12    Q.   And by that you mean your Affidavit?

13    A.   It's not on the Affidavit.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Or any other Affidavit.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is absurd.  I'm

16         asking a basic question.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have articulated our

18         objection and the grounds for it.

19    Q.   In March 2020 you saw Leroy Nicotine Jr. wear

20         a shirt that on the front of it said "Clint

21         for Chief 2020" with a big red X on it,

22         correct, sir?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

24    Q.   In March 2020 you saw Cody Benson, the band

25         manager, wear a shirt that said "Clint for
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 1         Chief 2020" with a big red X on it, correct,

 2         sir?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              In relation to those

 5         questions, what is the objection, Mr.

 6         Stooshinoff?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection is the one

 8         I made seven minutes ago and --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you think it's proper,

10         Mr. Stooshinoff, for a band member to hand

11         out -- or a band manager to hand out band

12         member assistance while wearing a vote for

13         Clint shirt?  Because that seems to be where

14         it is that we're going here.  This is a basic

15         question, did the witness observe this event

16         or not, did the witness observe a particular

17         person wear a shirt that said a particular

18         slogan on the front of it.  What is the

19         objection here with that?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is it in your pleadings?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is it set out in

23         anybody's Affidavit?

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the

25         electoral corruption --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is it documentation that

 2         you had in your possession prior to July

 3         29th?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the

 5         electoral --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Well, you've asked

 7         me a question.  I have answered.  Now, I've

 8         asked you questions, and you're not answering

 9         me.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, as I'm

11         sure you're well aware, the electoral

12         corruption --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you answering me or

14         not?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, as I'm

16         well --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you going to --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

19         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're not answering my

21         question.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client is the one

23         under cross-examination right now.  I would

24         like the answers from him.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, not right now.  You
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 1         asked me the question.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I am done.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, as I'm

 5         sure you're well aware, the electoral

 6         corruption of one candidate corrupts not only

 7         that candidate, but also other candidates

 8         that that person campaigned in support of or

 9         in relation to or in proximity with.  Your

10         client has already linked all of the --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Good theory.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- chief and council that

13         was elected to himself.  They supported him,

14         and he supported them.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Good theory.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is another -- it's

17         the evidence that we heard, Mr. Stooshinoff,

18         so don't refer to it as a theory.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's a theory.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              You can't disregard the

21         evidence.  This is another example of just

22         how tight-knit this particular team was in

23         terms of supporting each other.  Not only

24         that, the band manager was involved, Cody

25         Benson, who is supposed to be impartial and
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 1         neutral.  There is also another character,

 2         Leroy Nicotine Jr.  We'll come to him and his

 3         misconduct in the course of the election.

 4         He's also pled in the Notice of Application.

 5         At this point I simply want confirmation that

 6         these persons wore this shirt.  That's a

 7         basic question linking these actors together.

 8         The electoral corruption of one sinks all of

 9         them.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Again, interesting

11         theory, Nathan.  You can try and make your

12         theory stick somehow.  That is up to you.

13         What I'm asking is have you got an answer to

14         the questions I posed to you?  Did you have

15         this document prior to July the 29th?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I take it by your refusal

18         to answer that the answer is, yes, I did have

19         it.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              I just got this document,

21         actually, but nevertheless, Mr. Stooshinoff,

22         it doesn't change the fact that I'm not

23         asking questions about this document.  I'm

24         asking questions --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

 2         asking a question outside of the context of

 3         this photograph that is obviously genuine,

 4         that is obviously authentic.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know that.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              That was obviously taken

 7         before the election.  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know any of that,

 9         and neither do you.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to hear it from

11         the witness.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm objecting.

13    Q.   You know who Leroy Nicotine Jr. is, right,

14         Mr. Cuthand?  Let the record reflect that the

15         witness is not responding.  Mr. Cuthand?

16    A.   Yeah.

17    Q.   You know who Mr. Leroy Nicotine Jr. is,

18         correct?

19    A.   Do I know him?

20    Q.   You know who he is, right?

21    A.   Yeah.

22    Q.   You saw him in February and March 2020?  The

23         Court needs an actual answer.

24    A.   Is that in here?  I don't know.  I can't

25         answer that.
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 1    Q.   What do you mean, Mr. Cuthand?

 2    A.   I can't answer if I seen him that day.

 3    Q.   I'm asking anytime in those two months,

 4         February and March 2020?

 5    A.   No.  Like, I don't know what you're getting

 6         at.  I object to the question.

 7    Q.   On what basis?

 8    A.   Well, it's not on here.  I'm only answering

 9         questions on my Affidavit.  I told you that,

10         like, 16 times.

11    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, it's a basic question.  You know

12         who Leroy Nicotine Jr. is.  I want to know

13         whether you saw him in February or March

14         2020.  You saw him; didn't you?

15    A.   No comment.

16    Q.   You know the answer is yes, correct, sir?

17    A.   No comment.

18    Q.   You actually have to provide an answer.  You

19         are under oath here today, Mr. Cuthand.  An

20         oath means something.  You are required to

21         provide answers.

22    A.   This has nothing to do with my Affidavit, so

23         I'm not going to answer questions about this.

24    Q.   This is a legitimate, lawful, relevant

25         question.  You know who Leroy Nicotine Jr.
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 1         is, sir, correct?

 2    A.   Yeah, I know him.  Yeah, I know Leroy.

 3    Q.   You met with him --

 4    A.   Yes, I know Leroy.

 5    Q.   You met him in February of 2020, correct?

 6    A.   I just can't answer that, if I met him or

 7         seen him that day.

 8    Q.   I'm not asking about a particular day; I'm

 9         asking about the months.

10    A.   Well, you're asking me if I seen him that

11         day.  I don't know.

12    Q.   I'm asking about the months.  You obviously

13         saw him throughout February and March 2020,

14         correct, sir?

15    A.   I can't answer that, if I even seen him.

16         Like, I see him a lot, like, everywhere.

17    Q.   Oh, so you see Leroy Nicotine Jr. a lot; it's

18         just --

19    A.   He lives in my reserve.

20    Q.   It's just too many times to count them?

21    A.   He lives in my reserve.

22    Q.   Okay, so you just see him a lot, including in

23         February and March 2020?

24    A.   Not really.  I don't know if I see him that

25         day-day.  Like, I can't predict the day.
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 1    Q.   I'm not asking day-day; I'm asking

 2         month-month.

 3    A.   Well, you're telling me to predict it.

 4    Q.   And I'm asking February and March 2020.

 5    A.   Well, I don't know.

 6    Q.   Well, we have a photo of you --

 7    A.   Just no, I guess.

 8    Q.   You saw him in March 2020, correct, sir?

 9    A.   No.  No, yes.  What do you want me to say?

10    Q.   Did you say no?

11    A.   No comment.  I don't know.

12    Q.   You're under oath here today, Mr. Cuthand.

13    A.   I know Leroy.  I said, yes, I know him.

14    Q.   You saw him in person in March of 2020,

15         correct?

16    A.   In Red Pheasant.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  We have renewed

18         our objection.

19    A.   He's from Red Pheasant.  I'm from Red

20         Pheasant.  Yes, I see him, but besides that I

21         don't know any other days I see him.  I don't

22         hang around with him.

23    Q.   You met with him in March?

24    A.   I didn't meet with him.  I didn't say that;

25         you're saying that.
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 1    Q.   But I'm asking you to tell me.  You're the

 2         one that's underneath cross-examination here.

 3    A.   I know, but you're saying I met him.  I don't

 4         know about the dates.

 5    Q.   But you met him in those two months, correct,

 6         February and March 2020?

 7    A.   I didn't say that; you did.

 8    Q.   I'm asking you to respond, though.

 9    A.   I'm asking you why you're saying I met him.

10         It has nothing to do with this.  I want to

11         answer my Affidavits, and you keep going off

12         to everywhere.  Like I said, I'm only

13         answering the Affidavit.  I'm saying no, yes.

14         What --

15    Q.   In February --

16    A.   I don't know what you want.

17    Q.   In February and March 2020 you know where

18         Leroy Nicotine Jr. -- well, there's a thing

19         up on the screen here.  That's where he lived

20         on the bottom here, 1291 - 97th, 104?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's what he's put

23         down.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection.

25         Objection for the same reasons that we've
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 1         said throughout this day.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

 3         a very relevant question, and you know the

 4         reason why it's relevant.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are cross-examining

 6         him on a document that we're objecting to.

 7    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

 8    A.   I already answered you.

 9    Q.   -- you know where Leroy Nicotine Jr. lived in

10         February and March of 2020, correct?  He

11         resided in North Battleford, correct, sir?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are referring to the

13         document, Nathan, and, again, we object.

14         We're not going to be validating

15         documentation for the reasons we have set out

16         earlier.  We are happy to go to court and get

17         a ruling on it, and I certainly invite you to

18         join with us, and we will bring that

19         application.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this document

21         marked as Exhibit A-38.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is the unredacted

24         voter declaration form of Michael Stevens.

25
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 1                EXHIBIT A-38:

 2                MICHAEL STEVENS VOTER DECLARATION FORM

 3                UNREDACTED

 4    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, up on the screen is another

 5         document.  This is the unredacted Voter

 6         Declaration Form of Breanna Wahobin.  This is

 7         also witnessed by -- purportedly witnessed by

 8         Leroy Nicotine Jr.; do you see that, sir?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

10    Q.   This is the address of Leroy Nicotine Jr,

11         correct, 1291 - 97th, 104, North Battleford?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

14         Exhibit A-39.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

16                EXHIBIT A-39:

17                BREANNA WAHOBIN VOTER DECLARATION FORM

18                UNREDACTED

19    Q.   So we now have up on the screen, again, the

20         Affidavit of Mandy Cuthand.  I want to be

21         clear.  I'm not asking about in relation to

22         those two documents that were just marked,

23         Exhibits A-38 and A-39.  I'm asking you, Mr.

24         Cuthand, for your knowledge.  You know that

25         in February and March Leroy Nicotine Jr.
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 1         resided in North Battleford, correct, sir?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:            Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 3         We have gone through this, and I'd hoped I

 4         wouldn't have to reiterate the objection

 5         repeatedly, but the nature of your

 6         questioning continues to try to introduce

 7         documentation and to validate documentation

 8         which is not admissible, and we object to

 9         that.  So if you wanted to have those people

10         named or included, there is nothing stopping

11         you from having sought to get Leroy Nicotine

12         swear an Affidavit.  You could have called

13         him, but you didn't.

14 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Can we have just a

15         moment, please?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll go off the record

17         for just a moment here.

18 (Off the record momentarily)

19    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, after the election Leroy

20         Nicotine Jr. got new house on the reserve

21         right next to yours, right?

22    A.   It's got nothing to do with this, does it?

23    Q.   He's your neighbour right now?

24    A.   That doesn't have nothing to do with my

25         Affidavit.
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 1    Q.   He is your next door neighbour right now,

 2         correct, sir?

 3    A.   No comment.  Can't comment on it.

 4    Q.   You don't know who your next door neighbour

 5         is?

 6    A.   What's it got to do with the affidavit?  So

 7         say it now.

 8    Q.   And the specific nature of your objection,

 9         you either don't know, or what?

10    A.   I just object to that question.

11    Q.   You're just flat out refusing to answer?

12    A.   Because it's not in my Affidavit.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's objected on the

14         basis --

15    A.   It's got nothing to do with him.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the nature, Mr.

17         Stooshinoff?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Relevance.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Relevance in term of

20         Leroy Nicotine Jr. has nothing to do with

21         this proceeding or --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, he's not a party.

23         He's not named.  He's got no documentation

24         filed.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              All right.  You want
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 1         relevance, eh?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't want relevance.

 3         I'm just telling you --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll go to Exhibit A-14.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But I think we've already

 6         discussed those exhibits, and they're

 7         objectionable.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, you want an

 9         explanation of relevance.  You can get it

10         right now.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I'm just telling you

12         that we object to those documents, in any

13         event.

14    Q.   Exhibit A-14, this is the request for mail-in

15         ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee.  Guess what

16         address is on there?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have no idea, Mr.

18         Phillips.  We have never seen the documents

19         before.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Actually, you have.  This

21         one is exhibited to the Affidavit of Mary

22         Linda Whitford and Robin Dean Wuttunee.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Which is not admissible.

24         That is not admissible to her affidavit.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's exhibited to the
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 1         Affidavit of Robin Dean Wuttunee.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, but --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              So I would like to

 4         proceed with the questions, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But, Mr. Phillips, as I

 6         keep telling you, just because you stick a

 7         document -- or have an Affidavit and stick a

 8         document on it does not make that document

 9         admissible, and you've --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              So now we can't even ask

11         questions about documents that we actually

12         have provided in the form of an Affidavit

13         from the witness concerned.  Is that the

14         objection that you are now taking?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  I'm taking the

16         objection that an Affidavit may very well be

17         presented in a hearing, in a litigation such

18         as this, but you can't go on top of that

19         Affidavit, append as a document to that

20         Affidavit another document, and thereby make

21         it legitimate or make it admissible.  And it

22         is our position, as we have indicated to you,

23         that what you have been doing throughout

24         these proceedings is attaching documents as

25         exhibits to Affidavits that the affiants know
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 1         nothing about, and it's not their document,

 2         they cannot authenticate it, and it is

 3         hearsay, and you have done that throughout,

 4         and that has been our objection and continues

 5         to be our objection.  If you want to have a

 6         document introduced, you can do it through a

 7         person who can produce it and who can speak

 8         to and verify it as admissible, but you

 9         haven't been able to do that, and you have

10         that done.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              The Affidavit of Shelley

12         Wuttunee says that she signed this form, so

13         how is that for authenticating it, Mr.

14         Stooshinoff?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then if Shelley Wuttunee

16         signed the form, and it's her Affidavit that

17         confirms that, you can ask her anything you

18         want about that.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to ask this

20         witness, Mr. Stooshinoff.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's the problem.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              And I find this very

23         obstructive that you're not permitting these

24         very legitimate questions that are very

25         material to the disposition of this
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 1         proceeding.

 2    A.   It's not on my Affidavit.  Sorry.  If it's

 3         not on my Affidavit, I'm not answering it.

 4    Q.   You know exactly what happened to the Robin

 5         Dean Wuttunee ballot?

 6    A.   No, I'm not answering it.

 7    Q.   You know it went to Leroy Nicotine Jr., Mr.

 8         Cuthand, correct?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we don't know that.

10         You're inviting him to speculate.

11    Q.   It went to his address, correct?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're inviting him to

13         speculate on that.  If you have evidence of

14         that, put it forward, put Leroy Nicotine Jr.

15         on.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I also note that we have

17         the Affidavit of Mr. Burke Ratte, paragraph

18         24, that authenticates the request for

19         mail-in ballot as well.  So you have Robin

20         Dean Wuttunee's Affidavit --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's not my client.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- you have Mary Linda

23         Whitford's Affidavit, you also have the

24         electoral officer in his Affidavit, and now

25         Shelley Wuttunee, and then we also just had
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 1         the electoral officer yesterday, this was an

 2         exhibit in his cross-examination, and I am

 3         trying to discuss it and ask questions with

 4         your client.  It is properly put to him.

 5         It's Exhibit A-14.  We'll have that marked

 6         right now as Exhibit A-14.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 8                EXHIBIT A-14: (BURKE RATTE)

 9                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

10                BALLOT (EXHIBIT H)

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              So, Mr. Stooshinoff, your

12         objection before was that you hadn't been

13         provided these documents.  You were obviously

14         provided this one in July.  That can't be the

15         nature of your objection now.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But you're talking

17         about -- this is a document appended to

18         Robert Dean Wuttunee's --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is exhibited to his

20         Affidavit as well as that of Mary Linda

21         Whitford, so you had them all the way back in

22         July.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But what I'm trying to

24         tell you is that because it's attached to

25         Mary Linda Whitford does not make it
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 1         admissible.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your objection was that

 3         you hadn't received disclosure of the

 4         document.  That's what I'm dealing with, Mr.

 5         Stooshinoff.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, no.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              That obviously can't be

 8         the case here because you received it in

 9         July.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.  I'm --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              So what is the rest of

12         your objection here, then, Mr. Stooshinoff?

13         Let's get to the point.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, we have been trying

15         to get there, Nathan, for eight hours.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is your objection

17         right now?  What is your objection right now

18         to asking questions about this document?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This document is not my

20         client's document, and if you have questions

21         vis-à-vis Robin Wuttunee, you can certainly

22         ask him, and we'll have an opportunity to

23         cross-examine, but it's not properly

24         admissible through the Affidavit of Mary

25         Linda Whitford, and that was the point I was
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 1         trying to make.  And even if Shelley Wuttunee

 2         may have signed the document, her indication

 3         is that she signed lots of documents that

 4         people come and present to her.  That doesn't

 5         mean anything one way or the other.  It

 6         doesn't mean that it's her document.  All I'm

 7         saying is that you can't make a document

 8         admissible through an Affidavit of another

 9         party or another witness who has no direct

10         knowledge of control of the document.  That

11         is the point I'm trying to make.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's that this document

13         is not admissible, so you shouldn't be able

14         to ask questions about it?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Right.  If the document

16         is not admissible, you can't ask questions

17         about it.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

19         a very relevant question, and you know

20         directly why.  This is a demonstrated

21         forgery --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it isn't.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- the Robin Dean

24         Wuttunee mail-in ballot.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It isn't, Nathan.  I have
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 1         no evidence of that, and neither do you.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              He was incarcerated the

 3         entire time.  It could not possibly be a

 4         legitimate ballot, Mr. Stooshinoff.  You're

 5         now --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then let's let the Court

 7         make a ruling on that after we have completed

 8         our case.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              It needs to have the

10         facts before it.  One of those facts is that

11         this ballot went to the address of Leroy

12         Nicotine Jr., who is a supporter and

13         campaigner for the witness that --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then put his

15         evidence --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- is here right now, Mr.

17         Cuthand.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Depose him.  Go get

19         Leroy.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              He's your client's

21         neighbour --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he's not my client.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- this specific client

24         that is under cross-examination right now.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's not my client.  I
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 1         have nothing to do with him.

 2    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm asking some basic

 3         questions here, one of which is, Leroy

 4         Nicotine Jr. is currently your neighbour,

 5         correct, Mr. Cuthand?

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr., he has lived in proximity

 8         to you since the election?

 9    A.   No.

10    Q.   How far away from your house is that of Leroy

11         Nicotine Jr.?

12    A.   I don't know.  Like, I live on the other side

13         of the reserve.  I don't live on that side.

14    Q.   Pardon?

15    A.   I don't live around there.  You can wave at

16         them.  They don't -- they don't live there.

17    Q.   Approximately how far is the distance between

18         your house and that of Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

19    A.   I don't know.  Like, give me a map.  I'll

20         show you.  I don't know the distance.  2

21         miles, 3 miles.

22    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr. --

23    A.   Yes.

24    Q.   -- just moved into that house after the

25         election, correct?
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 1    A.   I don't know when he moved in.  I wasn't

 2         living there.

 3    Q.   He was given that house right after the

 4         election by the chief and council that got

 5         elected, correct?

 6    A.   Did you just hear me?  I don't know when he

 7         moved in.  I wasn't living on townsite.

 8    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr., he moved in after the

 9         election, correct?

10    A.   I don't know when he moved in.

11    Q.   Sometime after the election?

12    A.   Well, then you got to ask him that.

13    Q.   I'm asking you.

14    A.   You don't need to ask me.  I don't know.  No,

15         I don't know.

16    Q.   You know that before the election he was

17         living in North Battleford?

18    A.   I know -- I don't know.  I just said that to

19         you three times.

20    Q.   Before the election he was living in North

21         Battleford, correct, sir?

22    A.   What?

23    Q.   Before the election Leroy Nicotine Jr was

24         living in North Battleford, correct, sir?

25    A.   I don't know where he was living.  I don't
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 1         follow him around.

 2    Q.   As far as I understand it, there were several

 3         houses that were recently purchased for the

 4         First Nation, correct?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, relevance.

 6         This is not --

 7    Q.   They were purchased prior to the election,

 8         correct, sir?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is not a fact in

10         issue.  This is not relevant.  No one has

11         raised it on the part of your affiants or

12         your applicants.  It is not part of the

13         pleadings.  We object on the grounds of

14         relevance.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, your

16         client --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  I'm not going to

18         repeat it again, Nathan, we object on the

19         grounds of relevance.

20    Q.   Housing decisions are made by chief and

21         council, correct, sir, who is allocated a

22         particular house and when?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We object on the grounds

24         of relevance.

25    Q.   You are obviously in that position to have
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 1         awarded him that reward for helping you in

 2         the election.  You were in office both before

 3         and after the election.  You made housing

 4         decisions, correct, sir?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection to the

 6         characterization.  Objection on the basis of

 7         relevance.  It's not part of the pleadings.

 8         Our objection is maintained.  That's now

 9         three times, Nathan.  I don't want to say it

10         again.  Do what you want.  You have the right

11         under the rules to bring your application.

12    Q.   The chief and council gave Leroy Nicotine Jr.

13         a house as a reward for helping him in the

14         course of the election, correct, sir?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection to the

16         characterization, objection to the relevance.

17         Four times.

18    Q.   I want to hear you clearly, sir.  I hear that

19         objection, and we'll take it up with the

20         Court.  Are you saying that you have no idea

21         where Leroy Nicotine resided during the

22         course of the election?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked and answered.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              This question has not

25         been.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Asked and

 2         answered.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I asked in relation to

 4         North Battleford.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you didn't.  You

 6         asked where was he living, you knew where he

 7         was living before the election, where was he

 8         living before the election.  He got the house

 9         after the election, you say.  Where was he

10         before the election?  Asked and answered.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

12         highly improper.  Leroy Nicotine Jr. signed a

13         number of forms identifying his address.  I'm

14         looking for the witness to confirm that that

15         is, in fact, his address.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You should have pled --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              It should be a rather

18         basic question.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You should have pled it,

20         put it in your pleadings, you should have

21         named him, should have done a lot of things,

22         Nathan, but you didn't do that.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Paragraphs 24 and 25 of

24         the Notice of Application directly identify

25         Leroy Nicotine Jr. by name as having
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 1         purchased ballots.  There you go, Mr.

 2         Stooshinoff.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But no one has --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we get anymore

 5         direct?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  You don't have any

 7         evidence of that from anybody who has been

 8         presented as a witness.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, these

10         are relevant questions.  Please let me --

11         please let me ask them of the witness.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Now, you have named Leroy

13         Nicotine Jr. and Lionel Brabant Jr.  Neither

14         of those people have been referred to in any

15         Affidavits.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Would you like to see the

17         text messages from chief and council going to

18         him after he was named in the Notice of

19         Application?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you don't have them

21         in Affidavits before us.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              We have indicated our

23         intention to bring a motion to compel oral

24         testimony from the witnesses that have no

25         longer come forward as a result of having a
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 1         discussion with members of chief and council.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What do you want me to

 3         do, Mr. Phillips?  I've told you our

 4         objection, I've told you why, and I've told

 5         you what the deficiencies in your pleadings

 6         are and why we're taking the position we're

 7         taking.  So if you want to try to prove a

 8         different fact scenario than has been

 9         established by your affiants, you have to try

10         to do that within the rules and --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

12         going to have this matter addressed by the

13         Court.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, fine then.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're going to move on

16         here because --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I agree.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- quite frankly, your

19         objections -- they need to be determined by

20         the Court.  They are simply not sound.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But I agree with that,

22         Nathan.  I agree with the request --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're moving on to

24         different grounds of cross-examination here,

25         Mr. Stooshinoff.  Please don't interrupt.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- to get it before the

 2         Court.

 3    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, this is the second page of

 4         Exhibit A-14.  Do you see that on the screen,

 5         sir?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 7    A.   It has nothing to do with my thing, like,

 8         writing in here.  I'm just not answering to

 9         it.

10    Q.   Deloris Peyachew --

11    A.   I'm not answering.

12    Q.   Please don't interrupt me, Mr. Cuthand.

13    A.   Don't make something up.  I answered.  I'm

14         not answering it.

15    Q.   You're interrupting me, Mr. Cuthand.  The

16         transcript has to reflect the question that

17         is actually posed.

18    A.   I just said no.

19    Q.   You are refusing to let me ask any further

20         questions?

21    A.   I'm not going to be answering anything except

22         only on my Affidavit.

23    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, Deloris Peyachew, she is the

24         Indian registry administrator for the Red

25         Pheasant First Nation, correct, sir?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you intend to rely on

 2         this document?  If you do --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the objection?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have already objected

 5         to this document, okay?

 6    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm asking a basic question.

 7         You can leave this document to the side for

 8         the moment.

 9                            I'm asking, Deloris

10         Peyachew, she is the Indian registry

11         administrator for the First Nation, correct?

12    A.   Yeah.  She works at the band office.

13    Q.   She still works there right now, right?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   She has worked there -- when did she start

16         working there?

17    A.   I don't know, maybe four years now or five

18         years.

19    Q.   Okay, so about the time you got into office

20         the last time, right after that, right?

21    A.   It's been a while.  I can't say exactly how

22         long.  Like, I'm guessing four or five years.

23    Q.   So there is no impediment -- there is to

24         reason why she could not have provided an

25         Affidavit in these proceedings herself.  She
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 1         is an employee of the First Nation, and you

 2         could have requested her to provide one,

 3         correct, sir?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection,

 5         Mr. Phillips.  That is an objectionable --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

 7         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Let me get the entire

 8         question out.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's an objectionable

10         question that you're seeking to present to

11         this witness that is highly objectionable.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, my

13         clients will be requesting an adverse

14         inference.  These voter ID replacements,

15         they're littered all over the place

16         associated with these forged mail-in ballots.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection to the

18         characterization.

19    Q.   There's a reason why she doesn't have an

20         Affidavit before the Court, and that reason

21         is that you did not want to have her

22         cross-examined, right, Mr. Cuthand?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

24         That is highly speculative, imaginative, has

25         got nothing to do with any of the facts, so
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 1         whatever your deep state theory is, it

 2         doesn't apply.

 3    Q.   The simple fact remains, Mr. Cuthand, she

 4         could have provided --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not a fact.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

 7         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  It is not a

 9         fact.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

11         don't interrupt.  I gave you the courtesy of

12         not interrupting you.  Please reciprocate,

13         okay?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You cannot put to this

15         witness questions inviting him to speculate,

16         but also accusing him of wrongdoing by not

17         presenting a witness.  We could say the same

18         thing about you, Mr. Phillips, and your

19         clients.  There is dozens of witnesses that

20         you have referred to in these proceedings

21         that you haven't put forward.  They are

22         littered throughout your clients' and

23         affiants' Affidavits, references to hearsay,

24         references to witnesses who have not come

25         forward, okay?  My friend, we are taking the
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 1         position you can't ask that question.  You

 2         can ask it, but it's objectionable, and I

 3         object to it.

 4    Q.   The simple fact remains, Mr. Cuthand, you're

 5         able to make requests of employees to do

 6         things, correct, sir?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  You are,

 8         again, not listening to what I've told you,

 9         and what I've told you is that you can't

10         circumvent and get an objectionable question

11         or an objectionable document in when you

12         can't do it directly.  We will not engage in

13         that kind of speculative conduct.  It's not a

14         proper question for a witness.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this

16         document has already been exhibited to the

17         cross-examination of Mr. Burke Ratte

18         yesterday, it's attached to two affidavits in

19         this proceeding served in July thus far, and

20         also the voter declaration form is referenced

21         by Shelley Wuttunee herself, which is in your

22         client's affiant, so your objection is just

23         not sound.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is sound.

25    Q.   It's not supported by the law and the facts,
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 1         We're going to have the Court determine that,

 2         but I want to have the Court in possession of

 3         the facts to determine whether or not an

 4         adverse inference is appropriate.

 5                            The fact remains that

 6         Deloris Peyachew -- she remains employed by

 7         the First Nation.  She has been employed

 8         there since after the last election when you

 9         got in.  She could have provided an

10         Affidavit, and she didn't?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

12    Q.   My question right now is, sir, you are able

13         to make requests, reasonable requests, of

14         employees, correct, sir?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

16    Q.   Deloris Peyachew is an employee?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

18    Q.   You could have made that reasonable request

19         of her?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

21    Q.   You made that request of Cody Benson and

22         Austin Ahenakew, and both of them provided

23         Affidavits in this proceeding, correct, sir?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

25    Q.   Yet you didn't do it for Deloris Peyachew?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  You have made

 2         a statement, Mr. Phillips.  You have not

 3         asked a question.  You have implied that my

 4         client could coerce employees to give

 5         evidence one way or the other.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              My question is can you

 7         make requests of employees.  It's just not

 8         connected to your statement, your objection,

 9         Mr. Stooshinoff.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not a reasonable

11         question.  It's not a proper question.

12    Q.   You were in office before the election, so

13         you should know.  Did chief and council --

14         has chief and council ever authorized a

15         specific voter identification to be signed by

16         Deloris Peyachew to be used in the course of

17         any election?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, relevance.

19    Q.   Has Deloris Peyachew ever been authorized to

20         issue --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, for heaven sakes.

22    Q.   -- replacements in the form of what we see in

23         Exhibit A-14, page 2, as a replacement for an

24         identification with respect to mail-in

25         ballots?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Nathan.  I

 2         just am at a loss to understand how you think

 3         that this is somehow admissible or relevant

 4         or -- call her yourself.  You know, I mean,

 5         you could have called her.  Why didn't you

 6         call her?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              She's your employee.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So what?  You could have

 9         called her.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              She is within your

11         control.  You can make requests of employees.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But so what?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's let the Court

14         decide.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You could have called

16         anybody.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              The Court is going to

18         decide.  This is an application, Mr.

19         Stooshinoff, and now you're wanting to turn

20         it into an action.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not.  I'm saying that

22         if you wanted to --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              The simple fact --

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- call Deloris Peyachew

25         to give an Affidavit, go ahead, call her.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              The simple fact remains

 2         that this election is --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But you're trying to

 4         invite the Court to have an adverse inference

 5         drawn against my client when you didn't do it

 6         yourself.  Did you call her, Mr. Phillips?

 7         Did any of your clients call her?

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, what is

 9         your objection?  What is your objection right

10         now, Mr. Stooshinoff?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           My objection is that you

12         cannot -- that the questions that you pose to

13         my client vis-à-vis this particular person

14         with the expressed purpose of inviting the

15         Court to draw an adverse inference is

16         objectionable and is improper.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              You just made a

18         conclusory statement.  Objectionable on what

19         specific basis?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to know the nature

22         of that objection.  I want the facts to go

23         before the Court so it can decide whether or

24         not an adverse inference is appropriate based

25         upon a failure to provide an Affidavit from
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 1         Deloris Peyachew who issued several

 2         replacements for identification that are

 3         littered throughout this election and that

 4         are frequently -- were frequently submitted

 5         in association with purchased mail-in

 6         ballots.  You have several of those on the

 7         record already, we will deal with that at

 8         final argument, but for the time being I

 9         simply want to ask some basic questions in

10         relation to Deloris Peyachew.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

12    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, you did not participate in any

13         discussions as to whether or not band member

14         assistance would be provided to Heather

15         Meechance in February of 2020, did you?

16    A.   Okay.  What is it?

17    Q.   Mr. Cuthand --

18    A.   What is it again, the question?

19    Q.   Did you hear the question?

20    A.   No, because I kind of --

21    Q.   Wasn't paying attention?

22    A.   Well, I have a hearing problem.

23    Q.   Pardon?

24    A.   Hearing problem.

25    Q.   Oh, okay.  I'll speak up again for you, Mr.
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 1         Cuthand.  You did not participate in any

 2         discussions in relation to band member

 3         assistance in relation to Heather Meechance

 4         in February 2020, did you, sir?

 5    A.   No.

 6    Q.   To the best of your knowledge, there were no

 7         discussions in that respect?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  He didn't

 9         participate.  How would he know?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking to the best of

11         the witness's knowledge.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you're not, Nathan.

13    Q.   That's a refusal to answer the question?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  It's not.  If

15         he didn't participate in any discussions, how

16         would he know, so that's the objection.

17    Q.   In February and March 2020, at no point in

18         time did you participate in any discussions

19         as to whether band member assistance would be

20         given to Dion Bugler, did you?

21    A.   No.

22    Q.   In February and March 2020, at no point in

23         time did you participate in any discussions

24         as to whether band member assistance would be

25         given to Robin Wuttunee, did you?
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 1    A.   No.

 2    Q.   In February and March 2020, at no point in

 3         time did you participate in any discussions

 4         as to whether band member assistance would be

 5         given to Burton Ward, did you?

 6    A.   No.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              We will break for just

 8         one minute off the record.

 9 (Recessed at 4:50 p.m.)

10 (Reconvened at 4:58 p.m.)

11    Q.   Mr. Cuthand, the legal fees and expenses that

12         you're incurring in connection with this

13         proceeding, are they being paid by yourself

14         or the Red Pheasant First Nation?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection,

16         Mr. Phillips.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              On the basis of?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's privileged.  It's

19         not an issue.

20    Q.   I provide you the opportunity to answer the

21         question now.  There will be a request for an

22         advance inference when it comes time for the

23         cost determination at the hearing as to

24         whether or not the costs have been born by

25         yourself personally or by the First Nation,
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 1         so do you want to take that opportunity to

 2         answer my question, or do you continue to

 3         object?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  It's

 5         objectionable, as you know.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              There have been several

 7         objections today with respect to proper

 8         questions that have been put, and there has

 9         been the complete refusal to produce all but

10         one of the documents identified in the

11         Direction to Attend --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Not a complete refusal,

13         as we have said, and I don't want to go over

14         it again.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              So why are

16         you interrupting?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's overly broad.  It

18         requires three months of documentation.  It's

19         a fishing expedition.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we've

21         gone through this at some length today.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              I am --

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And as I told you that if

25         a court rules that it's admissible, we shall
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 1         do our very best, but until that happens, it

 2         is on its face inadmissible and

 3         objectionable.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 5         don't interrupt me.  If you'd just listen --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then don't

 7         characterize --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- to the whole

 9         statement --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If you stop

11         characterizing --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, if you

13         would simply listen to the whole statement

14         that I make --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And if you simply stop

16         characterizing it --

17 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Mr. Stooshinoff, you have

18         interrupted a number of times today, and

19         we're completing today.  We're concluding in

20         efforts to proceed to court, and Mr.

21         Phillips, Nathan, was in the midst of

22         summarizing to propose an extent, so you

23         might do him the courtesy of doing that.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, and I'm fine with

25         that, but, as I said, we've heard the --
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 1 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           Well, let's leave it on

 2         that basis.  Let's have some sense of

 3         civilization.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've heard me that it's

 5         the characterization that becomes

 6         objectionable.

 7 MERVIN PHILLIPS:           But your interruption in

 8         the middle of what he was trying to do was

 9         objectionable, and it's happened a number of

10         times, and let's just get to the point.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right, you guys, just

12         proceed.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, there

14         have been several questions that are

15         legitimate that are proper questions to be

16         put today that have been met with a complete

17         refusal or several objections.  There has

18         also been the complete refusal to produce

19         documents with the exception of one document,

20         being the original Affidavit, which is

21         paragraph 2 of this witness's Direction to

22         Attend.  Aside from that, there has been a

23         complete refusal to produce any documents.

24         The Court will be called upon to determine

25         the propriety of those objections and that
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 1         refusal to produce documents, and on that

 2         basis we are adjourning for the day.  Thank

 3         you.

 4 (Adjourned at 5:01 p.m.)

 5
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 7
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 1:51 p.m.)

 2 CLINTON RAGAN WUTTUNEE, Sworn,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 4    Q.   Mr. Clinton Wuttunee?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   This is your Facebook account, a post that

 7         you made on March 11th, correct?

 8    A.   It could be.  It was shared.  It was shared

 9         around Facebook.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Again,

11         Nathan, I understand your situation, I hope

12         you understand mine, and I'm trying make it

13         clear.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is this particular

15         witness's Facebook post, public.  Like, I

16         mean, we can't get much better than this

17         witness for authenticating that it is a

18         genuine post that he made.  Give me a break,

19         Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I will --

21    Q.   Did you post this or not, Mr. Wuttunee?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just a minute.  This is

23         what we will do --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't point at me,

25         Mr. Stooshinoff.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We will --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't point at me

 3         again, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We will --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect

 6         that Mr. Stooshinoff is continuously pointing

 7         at me now.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We will take the position

 9         that with regard to this document, if you can

10         have this witness authenticate this Facebook

11         post as something that he recalls, then we

12         will allow that to proceed.

13    Q.   This Facebook post, it just came off your

14         Facebook account a day or two ago.  It's

15         still on your Facebook account, correct, sir?

16    A.   I don't know.  I haven't looked.

17    Q.   But you made this post on March 11th,

18         correct, sir?

19    A.   I don't think that was from my phone.  It

20         might have been shared.

21    Q.   Clinton R. Wuttunee, that's your Facebook

22         account, right, sir?

23    A.   But it might have been shared.  I don't know.

24         That's my account, yeah.

25    Q.   You have your cellphone with you right now?
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 1    A.   No.

 2    Q.   We have asked you to bring a number of

 3         documents with you.  This would fairly fall

 4         within the parameters of one of those

 5         requests.  Will you undertake to confirm the

 6         authenticity of this Facebook post that you

 7         made on March 11th, sir?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           My client can undertake

 9         to search his own documentation and records

10         to determine whether or not that is his or if

11         it was shared.

12    Q.   What I asked was please undertake, Mr.

13         Wuttunee, to go and review your records and

14         confirm for me that you made this post on

15         March 11th.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, all you can do is

17         ask him to undertake to search if he has that

18         and if he can answer that question if he made

19         that post.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              He should have brought

21         this record with him today.  I brought it.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              He apparently has very

24         little recollection of the time period

25         preceding the election.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we're not

 2         going to get into that.  So you know our

 3         objection to these late documents, so please

 4         proceed with your questioning.  We have given

 5         you a concession on this vis-à-vis this

 6         witness.

 7                UNDERTAKING NO. 1:

 8                RE EXHIBIT A-37:  REVIEW RECORDS TO

 9                DETERMINE AND ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT

10                CLINTON WUTTUNEE MADE THE MARCH 11,

11                2020 POST ON HIS FACEBOOK ACCOUNT

12    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you recall being in a photo

13         that was taken similar to the one that's on

14         the screen, correct, sir?

15    A.   I'd like to just get to the Affidavits, if we

16         could, so I could start answering the

17         questions you gave me that I have prepared

18         myself for.

19    Q.   Trust me, this is an important question, sir.

20         Please answer my question.  You are in this

21         photo, right?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's not what you

23         asked.  You asked if he made a similar photo,

24         which is troubling to me.

25    Q.   Well, tell me, Mr. Wuttunee, you see the
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 1         photo in front of you?

 2    A.   Yeah, yeah.

 3    Q.   This event actually occurred, correct, sir?

 4    A.   It's a photo.  People are in it.  I'm in it.

 5    Q.   Tell me who else is in it.  So who is this

 6         person?

 7    A.   It's a bit blurry.

 8    Q.   Well, here, I can pull it up for you if you'd

 9         like, sir.

10    A.   That's Cody.

11    Q.   Cody Benson?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   Very well.

14    A.   Dana Falcon, Mandy Cuthand, Gary Nicotine,

15         myself, Henry Gardipy, Leroy Nicotine.

16    Q.   Junior?

17    A.   Junior.

18    Q.   His full name is Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

19    A.   Yeah, I guess.  Jason Chakita, Rene Wuttunee,

20         I'm not sure his name, and that's Wallace

21         Wuttunee.

22    Q.   So this event occurred when all of you wore

23         these shirts that said "Clint for Chief 2020"

24         with a big red X on them?

25    A.   That's what the picture shows.
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 1    Q.   I'm asking for your recollection.  This

 2         actually happened, right?

 3    A.   It's a picture.

 4    Q.   All of you posed for this picture

 5         voluntarily, correct, sir?

 6    A.   Yeah.  Nobody gave us money to go -- to post.

 7    Q.   My question is you all voluntarily consented

 8         to have this photo taken, correct, sir?

 9    A.   I don't understand if I should say no.  Like,

10         why would I say no?

11    Q.   It's not a trick question, sir.  All of you

12         consented voluntarily, freely, openly to have

13         this photo taken, correct?

14    A.   I imagine, yeah.  I can't answer for

15         everybody, but --

16    Q.   It's a fair and accurate depiction of what

17         occurred at that point in time, correct, sir?

18    A.   It's a picture.

19    Q.   This picture was taken about a week prior to

20         the election, sir?

21    A.   I don't know.

22    Q.   You don't recall?

23    A.   I don't recall.

24    Q.   The Facebook post says March 11th that you

25         made?
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 1    A.   I don't know if that's the day --

 2    Q.   Does that sound about right?

 3    A.   I don't know if that's the day it was taken.

 4    Q.   Sometime prior to that point, though,

 5         correct, sir?

 6    A.   Before the 11th, I would imagine, yeah.

 7    Q.   Okay.  So March 11th at the latest this

 8         photo -- March 11th, 2020 at the latest this

 9         photo was taken, correct, sir?

10    A.   I imagine.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we'll have this marked

12         as Exhibit A-37.

13                EXHIBIT A-37: (BURKE RATTE)

14                2020-03-11 FACEBOOK POST - CLINTON

15                WUTTUNEE

16    Q.   So Leroy Nicotine Jr is the one that is

17         immediately to your left just behind you in

18         this photograph?

19    A.   Yes.

20    Q.   And so you were pretty comfortable with him

21         in relation to the election, correct, sir?

22    A.   I'm comfortable with everybody before

23         elections.  It's campaign time.

24    Q.   You saw him a lot, though, correct?

25    A.   No.
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 1    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

 2    A.   No.  Just because he's in the picture I

 3         don't -- I don't even know this guy, so are

 4         you going to ask me if I see him a lot too?

 5    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr. in particular, though --

 6    A.   No, I didn't see him a lot.

 7    Q.   -- you saw him in course of the election,

 8         correct?

 9    A.   He's behind me here, yeah.

10    Q.   I'm asking in the course of the election,

11         between January and March 2020, the date of

12         the election.

13    A.   He's a Facebook friend, yeah, so I see his

14         posts.

15    Q.   Are you telling me that he's a stranger to

16         you or you know who is he?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, he's just

18         answered that question.

19    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, Leroy Nicotine Jr, he

20         campaigned on behalf of certain candidates in

21         the election, to your knowledge, correct,

22         sir?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think that's a question

24         for Leroy Nicotine Jr.

25    Q.   I said this witness's knowledge, Mr.
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 1         Stooshinoff.

 2                            Please answer the

 3         question.

 4    A.   Not that I'm aware of.

 5    Q.   You're under oath here today, Mr. Wuttunee.

 6    A.   Mmhmm.

 7    Q.   You have to answer yes or no.  We're having a

 8         transcript prepared.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he's already

10         answered.  He's answered the question.

11    Q.   Cody Benson is also in this photograph, you

12         indicated, correct, sir?

13    A.   Yeah, I see him.

14    Q.   He is also wearing a "Clint for Chief 2020"

15         T-shirt, correct?

16    A.   Lots of people were wearing those.  That's

17         why I got so many votes.  People wanted to

18         wear that shirt, yeah.  I seen some of Todd

19         Baptiste.  I only seen one person wearing

20         that, so that tells you something.

21    Q.   So all the people that supported you in your

22         campaign wore those shirts?

23    A.   I think so because -- because it's marketing.

24    Q.   And Cody Benson is one of them?

25    A.   Well, he's wearing it.
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 1    Q.   As is Leroy Nicotine Jr., he's one of them as

 2         well, right?

 3    A.   He's wearing it.  He's not wearing Todd

 4         Baptiste.

 5    Q.   Both of them openly supported you in relation

 6         to the election, correct, sir?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  You've

 8         already had the answer, and the question that

 9         you put to this witness is improper because

10         you are deliberately asking him to respond to

11         the answer given by another individual, and

12         the question is improper to this particular

13         individual.  You have to answer --

14    Q.   You can't get much more public in terms of an

15         expression of support than wearing a Clint

16         for Chief shirt, correct, sir?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not a public -- it

18         was obviously a private photograph.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Posted by this witness on

20         Facebook just over a week before the

21         election.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This witness denies that

23         he posted it.

24    Q.   He doesn't say that.

25                            You have undertaken to go
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 1         and confirm its authenticity; did I hear you

 2         correctly?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, that's exactly right,

 4         yeah.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah, so when you come

 6         back and say it's authentic, which I'm pretty

 7         sure you will because that's his Facebook

 8         account and that's him in the photograph --

 9    A.   It wouldn't have been done by my phone.

10    Q.   That's Leroy Nicotine Jr. on the comment bar

11         saying, yeah, big X again, publicly

12         supporting you?

13    A.   What's wrong with people publicly supporting

14         me?  What's the big secret?

15    Q.   Well, there's nothing wrong with that, but

16         Leroy Nicotine Jr. was one of those, correct,

17         sir?

18    A.   Well, he's got a big X, whatever that means.

19    Q.   To your knowledge, he did just that, he

20         openly and publicly supported you?

21    A.   But is this on my Affidavit that I'm

22         responding to today?  Like, you're asking me

23         the same questions, like, ten, 20 times

24         again.  We've been through this the last time

25         you cross-examined me.  You asked the same
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 1         question 20 times.  Chief Ira McArthur told

 2         me you were going to do that, and you did

 3         that.  I had a headache for two weeks after

 4         that because -- like, just get to the point,

 5         you know.

 6    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you didn't answer yes or no;

 7         you simply said, mmhmm.  Can you please

 8         confirm for me your answer to my last

 9         question was yes?

10    A.   What was the question?

11    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr., he --

12    A.   What about him?

13    Q.   He openly supported you, to your knowledge?

14    A.   I don't know.

15    Q.   You see it on your very own Facebook post.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Now you're

17         contradicting the witness.  He gave you an

18         answer.  Move on.

19    Q.   How many times did you meet with Leroy

20         Nicotine Jr. between January 1st and March

21         20th, 2020?

22    A.   Looks like once.  Looks like once right here.

23    Q.   This is a photograph.  You met with him at

24         least once?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   I'm asking how many times total.

 2    A.   Once right there.

 3    Q.   You say you only met with Leroy Nicotine Jr.

 4         once --

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   -- between January 1st --

 7    A.   And I met with --

 8    Q.   -- and March 20th, 2020?

 9    A.   -- this guy once because I don't know him

10         too.

11    Q.   I'm asking about Leroy Nicotine Jr., sir.

12    A.   I'm telling you.  How many times do you want

13         me to tell you yes, like, ten times before

14         you understand?

15    Q.   I want a clear answer.

16    A.   I told you.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's given a clear

18         answer.  Asked and answered.

19    Q.   Under oath you're saying you only met with

20         Leroy Nicotine Jr. once between January 1st

21         and March 20th, 2020?

22    A.   Yeah, yeah.

23    Q.   You communicated with him more than once,

24         though, between January 1st and March 20th,

25         2020, correct, sir?
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 1    A.   How?  How did I communicate with him?  Where

 2         is that in the Affidavits?  Can you show me?

 3    Q.   Phone, text message, Facebook messages.

 4    A.   Can you show me?

 5    Q.   You tell me.  You frequently communicated

 6         with Leroy Nicotine Jr., correct, sir?

 7    A.   No, no.

 8    Q.   How many times did you have Facebook messages

 9         with him between January 1st and March 20th,

10         2020?

11    A.   I don't know if I had any.

12    Q.   Will you undertake to go and produce them for

13         us?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              They're identified in the

16         Direction to Attend.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, but, as I pointed

18         out repeatedly to you, your Direction to

19         Attend is a complete effort to engage in

20         discovery and a fishing expedition, which we

21         have advised you on numerous occasions we

22         take the position that is not permissible

23         under these proceedings.

24    Q.   I believe we have already marked this as

25         Exhibit A-37.  Very well.  Have you read this
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 1         document before, sir?

 2    A.   Yeah.

 3    Q.   When did you receive it?

 4    A.   This week.

 5    Q.   When this week?  So it's Monday --

 6    A.   Is today Tuesday today?  Probably yesterday.

 7    Q.   So just yesterday you received this Direction

 8         to Attend?

 9    A.   Mmhmm.

10    Q.   You have to answer yes or no for the

11         transcript.

12    A.   Yes.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

14         the next exhibit, A-48.  Oh, A-49 perhaps.  I

15         think we have the Cody Benson one as A-48.

16 COURT REPORTER:            You're right.

17                EXHIBIT A-49:

18                2020-09-04 DIRECTION TO ATTEND - CLINTON

19                WUTTUNEE

20    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you have not brought any of

21         these documents with you here today except

22         for your original Affidavit identified in

23         paragraph 2 to of the Direction to Attend; is

24         that correct?

25    A.   That's correct.
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 1    Q.   You are refusing to produce any of the other

 2         documents?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, not refusing to

 4         produce.  As we have said over and over

 5         again, Nathan, the same objection applies.

 6         We are understood we are going to have this

 7         matter resolved on a court application.  You

 8         know that, I know that, so let's proceed.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's be clear, Mr.

10         Stooshinoff, the Court will consider the

11         appropriate relief to grant.  There may not

12         be any further cross-examinations if there is

13         no longer Affidavits before the Court.  Mr.

14         Stooshinoff, your clients have flouted the

15         rules, they have not produced -- they have

16         only produced one of the documents identified

17         in their Directions to Attend.  This is

18         inappropriate, Mr. Stooshinoff.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're going to continue

21         with the cross-examinations today, and we're

22         going to let the Court decide --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have flouted the

24         rules --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- what the appropriate
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 1         way to proceed is.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- because you have

 3         deliberately created --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's proceed with the

 5         cross-examination.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- an impossible burden

 7         for witnesses to achieve.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we've

 9         gone through this already.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, now, when we've gone

11         through that --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your opinion is stated on

13         the record already.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We've gone through it

15         now.  You have agreed you've been through it,

16         so you understand that that is our position.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              I need to exhibit the

18         Direction to Attend for each witness, Mr.

19         Stooshinoff.  You can simply refer to your

20         objection on the prior one.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can maintain

22         the position, and we will maintain ours.

23    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, it's not uncommon for you to

24         have telephone calls with other member of

25         chief and council, correct, sir?
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 1    A.   Yes.

 2    Q.   It's not uncommon for some of those calls to

 3         be on speakerphone, correct, sir?

 4    A.   I imagine some may be, but -- if it's

 5         private, yeah.

 6    Q.   Pardon?

 7    A.   If it's a private conversation, then it might

 8         be, or if I'm on Bluetooth in my truck, yeah.

 9    Q.   Yeah, but certainly you have had telephone

10         calls with other members of chief and council

11         when they put their phone on speakerphone,

12         correct, sir?

13    A.   That doesn't happen too often.

14    Q.   It does happen, though, correct, sir?  You

15         just may not know it, but it's done, right?

16    A.   A lot times when the councils get a call they

17         walk out -- they walk out of room, so it

18         doesn't happen very often if at all.  They

19         usually walk out of the room because if we're

20         in a meeting, then they're being disruptive

21         in the meeting, so it doesn't happen that

22         often.

23    Q.   Oh, perhaps you've misunderstood my question.

24         So when you're having calls, say, with one

25         other member of chief and council and there
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 1         is a couple members of chief and council

 2         present, you'll put it on speaker phone,

 3         right, so both of you can hear?

 4    A.   There's probably some times like that, yeah.

 5    Q.   Okay, so it's not uncommon.  It happens,

 6         right?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   Okay.  And so this happened in February and

 9         March 2020, correct, sir?

10    A.   I don't know.

11    Q.   Okay.  So it's possible that it happened on

12         number of occasions in February --

13    A.   You have to be specific, yeah.

14    Q.   Please let me get the question out.  We need

15         to have the transcript clear, okay, sir?

16    A.   Go ahead.

17    Q.   So it's possible that this occurred in

18         February and March 2020, correct, sir; you

19         just don't recall?

20    A.   Theoretically speaking, yeah.  We're not

21         talking specifics here.  You got to tell me

22         specifically what you're getting at.

23         Theoretically it could happen, yeah.

24    Q.   You receive a lot of calls, correct, sir?

25    A.   I receive calls, but I don't know if I would
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 1         say a lot.  There is others that get more

 2         calls than I do that's for sure.

 3    Q.   Others on chief and council?

 4    A.   Well, I have councillors that probably take a

 5         lot of the calls that maybe -- maybe they

 6         call me, but they have their own

 7         representation with other councillors, so I

 8         don't get all the calls.

 9    Q.   It's fair to say that you are very busy,

10         though, and --

11    A.   I get a lot of business calls, yeah.  I take

12         care of business that I have to, yeah.

13    Q.   You had a lot of calls in February 2020,

14         though, in particular, correct, sir?

15    A.   Yeah, we were still doing business in

16         February, yeah.

17    Q.   So it was a very busy period of time?

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   There was a lot going on, and you may not

20         necessarily recall a particular phone call

21         that you may or may not have had, correct?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you're

23         asking him to hypothetically speculate that

24         he doesn't remember a call that he can't

25         remember that he can't remember.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, how many telephone calls did

 2         you have with Gary Nicotine in February of

 3         2020?

 4    A.   Not very many.  He doesn't call me that much.

 5    Q.   Do you know actually know how many it was?

 6    A.   No.  It wouldn't be very many.

 7    Q.   Wouldn't be very many is not --

 8    A.   No.

 9    Q.   That's just you guessing, right?

10    A.   Yeah.  I could guess five.  I could guess

11         two.

12    Q.   But you don't actually recall?

13    A.   Not very many, no.

14    Q.   You don't actually recall, though?

15    A.   Not very many, no, February, no.

16    Q.   Your telephone records would disclose that,

17         though, right?

18    A.   Probably, yeah.  I don't get many calls from

19         him.

20    Q.   And we requested your telephone records,

21         right?

22    A.   Yeah, in your orders to attend.

23    Q.   Yeah, and that would show whether or not Gary

24         Nicotine called you on February 18th,

25         correct?
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 1    A.   I imagine it would if you --

 2    Q.   And you haven't produced that record, have

 3         you, sir?

 4    A.   No.  It's an undertaking that is before the

 5         Courts.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's subject to an

 7         objection.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              You see the relevance

 9         now, Mr. Stooshinoff, right?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't actually, Nathan.

11         I think that it underscores my very point,

12         and my very point that I have tried to put to

13         you is to get you to understand that if you

14         would have made a specific request for

15         specific documents that are relevant --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, if you

17         want to make your argument, there will be a

18         time and a place.  This is not now.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please, please, please.

20         I'm responding to your --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Will you undertake to

22         produce the telephone records?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I am responding to

24         your --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Will you undertake to
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 1         produce the telephone records, then, if you

 2         are now acknowledging that these particular

 3         telephone records are relevant?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, if --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is that a yes, Mr.

 6         Stooshinoff?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If you are asking us to

 8         make a search for evidence of telephone calls

 9         between Chief Wuttunee and Gary Nicotine in

10         the month of February, then we will undertake

11         to make that search, Mr. Phillips.  You

12         should have done that in your Direction to

13         Attend.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              The Direction to Attend

15         speaks for itself, sir.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, yes, it does speak

17         for itself.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're going to let the

19         Court deal with the Direction to Attend.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So are you asking us for

21         that undertaking, Mr. Phillips?  Mr.

22         Phillips, are you asking for our undertaking?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll deal with the

24         undertakings at end of the cross-examination,

25         sir.  There are going to be a number of --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no, we'll deal with

 2         it now.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's my

 4         cross-examination, sir.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, but you asked us for

 6         an undertaking.  Now you're withdrawing it;

 7         is that correct?

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, it's not, sir.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, what is it?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want some clarity here

11         as to the terms of the undertakings that are

12         being requested.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're requestioning it.

14    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop interrupting.

15         I'm trying to conduct the cross-examination

16         here, okay?

17                            Which telephone numbers

18         did you utilize at any point in time in

19         February 2020?

20    A.   Which telephone numbers?  I can't even answer

21         that.  I don't know.

22    Q.   You can't answer that for any of them?

23    A.   I don't know what numbers I -- what do you

24         mean that I utilized, That I -- my own phone?

25    Q.   Yes.
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 1    A.   Oh, my phone that I would have been using?

 2         What was it?  442-7972.

 3    Q.   442-7972?

 4    A.   Yes.

 5    Q.   Any other phone numbers?

 6    A.   In February?

 7    Q.   At any point in time in February.

 8    A.   I don't think I had any other numbers.  I

 9         didn't.

10    Q.   How about Gary Nicotine, what was his phone

11         number in February 2020?

12    A.   I don't know what his number is.

13    Q.   481-5802, does that sound right?

14    A.   5802, Gary?  Could be the one, yeah.  I

15         just -- could have been in my directory, so

16         not sure of the numbers, but that sounds

17         familiar.

18    Q.   Will you undertake to produce your telephone

19         record showing all incoming and outgoing

20         calls for February 2020?

21    A.   February 2020?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  No, I thought you

23         asked vis-à-vis Gary Nicotine, not for the

24         month of February.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Different phones can be
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 1         used.  There are other phone numbers that are

 2         used by other persons on chief and council,

 3         and, Mr. Stooshinoff, are you giving that

 4         undertaking or not?  It fairly falls within

 5         the Direction to Attend.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, not a broad sweeping

 7         undertaking.  If you want --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              I don't want cherry

 9         picking as to what is going to be provided.

10         We've had a severe redaction on some of the

11         documents thus far.  I want the actual

12         records.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  We will give you an

14         undertaking that's restricted to individuals.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I'm telling you.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- you're proposing to

18         simply heavily redact the document; is that

19         what you're saying?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't even know what

21         the document would look like.  You're

22         asking --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll let the Court

24         determine the appropriateness of your refusal

25         to provide the --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not refusing.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- documents identified

 3         in the Direction to Attend, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We just told you, you

 5         don't seem to comprehend that the distinction

 6         we're trying to draw is a broad sweeping

 7         undertaking for a fishing expedition as

 8         opposed to a precise request to produce a

 9         record between Clint Wuttunee and Gary

10         Nicotine.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              We've moved off the

12         Directions to Attend issue.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll let the Court

15         determine the appropriateness of the matter,

16         Mr. Stooshinoff.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

18                UNDERTAKING NO. 2: (REFUSED)

19                PRODUCE TELEPHONE RECORDS FOR CLINT

20                WUTTUNEE SHOWING ALL INCOMING AND

21                OUTGOING CALLS FOR FEBRUARY OF 2020

22    Q.   The election was on March 20th, 2020?

23    A.   Yes, I believe it was.

24    Q.   Prior to the election, what was the most

25         recent time that you saw Dion Bugler?
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 1    A.   Before elections probably.

 2    Q.   Do you know a date, though?

 3    A.   Because I think he moved to Saskatoon.  No, I

 4         don't know a date, no.  I'm lucky if I see

 5         him if he's riding a bike and I'm parked at

 6         Shoppers Drug Mart or something and he asks

 7         me for 20 bucks or $40.  That's usually how I

 8         see him.

 9    Q.   My understanding is that there was a band

10         member assistance request that was made.  As

11         you tell it, it was for rent?

12    A.   Yeah, he asked for rent, yeah.

13    Q.   So if you're going to direct it -- pardon?

14    A.   He asked for some rent money.  I don't know

15         what the date was.

16    Q.   You have no idea?

17    A.   I don't know what the date was.  Is it on --

18         I don't think it's on my Affidavit of a date.

19    Q.   So I understand that for whatever reason you

20         didn't pay it to Dion Bugler.  Why didn't you

21         pay it to his landlord?

22    A.   He didn't give me a landlord.  Like I say, in

23         passing he rides a bicycle.  If he sees me

24         parked somewhere, then, like many other band

25         members, they'll ask you for some money.
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 1         They'll tell you there's an emergency or a

 2         bad luck story, and they want some help,

 3         so -- so he is -- if I recall that properly,

 4         I said I don't have money on me, but do you

 5         have eTransfer, and he said, send it to my

 6         mom's email.  And I helped his mom several

 7         times by email.

 8    Q.   So you approved that payment by yourself,

 9         then --

10    A.   By myself?

11    Q.   -- or do you even have recollection of that

12         particular band member assistance request?

13    A.   I sort of do, yeah.  I do, because you have

14         it in these documents like we did something

15         wrong, which is false, fabricated, and I

16         believe in some of the statements that Dion

17         has made those aren't even his words.

18    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, let's stay on the actual

19         question that's posed.

20    A.   Well, you're asking me a question where it's

21         kind of bastardized.

22    Q.   It's what?

23    A.   Bastardized, you know, it's convoluted.  It's

24         not even true.  It's not even true, and

25         you're asking me questions about it.
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 1    Q.   You have no actual --

 2    A.   Like, you're trying to say -- you're trying

 3         to say that I bought his ballot.  He didn't

 4         even say those words.  I have heard the

 5         transcript.  I have heard the recording.  He

 6         didn't even write those words.  Someone else

 7         wrote for him that we were buying his ballot,

 8         so --

 9    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you recall --

10    A.   -- it's hypocrisy.

11    Q.   -- what the question was that I posed to you?

12    A.   It's hypocrisy.

13    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee --

14    A.   I already answered the question, don't you

15         remember, two minutes ago.  I sent $200 to

16         his mother for his rent.

17    Q.   So unless there's a question that's posed,

18         please wait for the next question, sir.

19    A.   Well, what's the next question, then?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, you can't have it

21         both ways.  You can't challenge him that he's

22         not answering your question and then telling

23         him to stop and wait for your question when

24         he's engaged in answering.

25    Q.   Band member assistance requests, they need to
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 1         be approved by at least two or three other

 2         councillors, correct?

 3    A.   One of my portfolios is administration, so,

 4         you know, just like Canada, they got the

 5         peace order in good government, the

 6         overpowering authority over the provinces.

 7         Similar to that, I kind of have a little bit

 8         of authority if a band member like this comes

 9         to me and it's an emergency -- then I think

10         that I have a little bit of say there that I

11         could help out an individual in need.

12    Q.   Oh, so you have the authority --

13    A.   Sometimes.

14    Q.   -- of yourself to provide whatever band

15         member assistance payments that you want?

16    A.   In emergencies.

17    Q.   You don't have to go to other councillors

18         first?

19    A.   I think the odd time when there's an

20         emergency, you know, that could be

21         overlooked.

22    Q.   Dion Bugler, what is your actual recollection

23         as to whether or not another councillor

24         participated in that band member assistance

25         request?
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 1    A.   What is my recollection of that?

 2    Q.   Did another councillor participate or not?

 3    A.   Well, I would have given instruction to Cody

 4         or Austin, and, you know, they may have

 5         given -- they may have talked it over with

 6         another councillor as well.  I don't know

 7         that.

 8    Q.   You're saying would have?

 9    A.   I --

10    Q.   You don't actually recall, do you?

11    A.   Well, I give direction, and then it may have

12         happened that way, yeah.

13    Q.   You don't actually recall, though?

14    A.   You know, they could have easily said no if

15         they didn't have, you know, a little

16         huddle-up, a little meeting.  Maybe they

17         could have said no and denied it, but this

18         one went through.

19    Q.   I'm looking for your actual recollection.

20    A.   Well, that's what I can remember.

21    Q.   And that's all you can remember?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   He didn't tell you that it was for rent?  He

24         said it was -- please make a payment to my

25         mom?
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 1    A.   No.  He said it was for his rent.  You know,

 2         people give you all kinds of reasons why they

 3         need money, and many times it could be

 4         untrue, and it's such a fast-paced world we

 5         live in right now with band members always

 6         hitting you up for money for one reason or

 7         another.  A lot of them are like all of these

 8         witnesses that you have here, they have

 9         addictions, you know, they're the people that

10         fell through the cracks in society, and you

11         feel sorry for a lot of them, so you help

12         them out without thoroughly investigating

13         their reasons for asking for money.  You got

14         to help them out.

15    Q.   With respect to Dion Bugler, do you recall

16         who it was that approved that band member

17         assistance payment?

18    A.   Well, I would have either talked to Austin or

19         Cody, and then Cody probably would have

20         talked to -- and now I'm speculating, right?

21    Q.   Exactly.  I'm looking for your actual

22         recollection, sir.  You just don't remember?

23    A.   Well, I answered the question.  Now you're

24         just trying to come at another angle.  You've

25         already got my answer.
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 1    Q.   You just don't remember?

 2    A.   You've got my answer.

 3    Q.   Paragraph 13 of your Affidavit, that's

 4         entirely based upon what other people have

 5         told you, correct?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's hang on.  Let's

 7         hang on, hang on, hang on.

 8    Q.   You did not actually participate in those

 9         events?

10    A.   No.

11    Q.   It's based entirely upon what other people

12         told you?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just hang on.  Let him

14         read paragraph 13.

15    Q.   Let me know when you're finished reading it,

16         Mr. Wuttunee.

17    A.   Okay.  Was there a question?  What's your

18         question?

19    Q.   It was Jason Chakita that allegedly met with

20         did Dion Bugler, not you, right?

21    A.   That's correct.

22    Q.   You were not there, correct?

23    A.   Correct.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's not saying he was

25         there.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm simply demonstrating

 2         for the Court that it's exclusively hearsay.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, I'm just confused.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Because if it's hearsay,

 5         I thought we established, and you've

 6         repeatedly complained, that it's

 7         inadmissible, so why is it in his affidavit,

 8         sir?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He is --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              You know it's hearsay, so

11         why is it here?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

13    A.   Well, I read the transcript and listened to

14         the audio.

15    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you were not there.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, but he's --

17    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you were not there with Jason

18         Chakita, were you?

19    A.   I know how Dion -- I know how Dion sounds.

20    Q.   You were not there for before or after

21         whatever may have occurred on a recording

22         that has not even been produced, were you?

23    A.   I was not at that, no.

24    Q.   Yeah, so it's based exclusively on what Jason

25         Chakita told you?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's paragraph 13.

 2         You have just said I listened to the

 3         recording and read the transcript.

 4    Q.   I understand that there was a band member

 5         assistance payment made to Arnold Bruce

 6         Wuttunee?

 7    A.   I think it was to his one of his family

 8         members.

 9    Q.   Constance Johnson?

10    A.   Yeah, to go and pick him up in the United

11         States.

12    Q.   That payment?

13    A.   First of all to go find him in the United

14         States.

15    Q.   So were there two payments?  Because I was a

16         little confused.

17    A.   Yes.

18    Q.   Each of which were $700?

19    A.   He went twice.  I'm not sure what the first

20         payment was for assistance.

21    Q.   They were both in October 2019, or one was

22         later on in February or March?  Because I

23         believe there was one in February or March.

24         Correct me if I'm wrong.

25    A.   I don't know if it was in February or March.
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 1         I think it was before Christmas when they

 2         found him when they went down to the United

 3         States to pick him up, and I think that was

 4         in the fall.

 5    Q.   But there were two payments that were made?

 6    A.   Not to Arnold.  I've never paid Arnold any

 7         money, and I don't -- I don't know where

 8         that's coming from.

 9    Q.   A payment made to Constance to forward on to

10         Arnold?

11    A.   No, no, to go pick him up.

12    Q.   Okay.  So you're saying that there was never

13         any money given to Constance Johnson to

14         forward on to Arnold?

15    A.   You know, one time when Arnold got back he

16         asked me for $100, and that was in the fall

17         or late fall, there was no snow on the ground

18         yet, and I gave him $100.  Same thing with

19         Aaron Wuttunee, he was missing too, he's

20         still missing, and we gave the family money

21         to look for him here in Saskatoon, Edmonton.

22         They never found him.

23    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, if you can go to paragraph 20

24         of your Affidavit, I just want you to read

25         it.  I will be asking a question.  Have you
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 1         read it, sir?

 2    A.   Mmhmm, yes.

 3    Q.   In the course of providing your evidence at

 4         paragraph 20, you say that you reviewed some

 5         text messages.  They're actually Facebook

 6         messages, right?

 7    A.   Mmhmm.

 8    Q.   And they're actually the ones that are up

 9         here on the screen, right, sir?

10    A.   I think they are.

11    Q.   Yeah.  I'll give you a moment to read through

12         them, okay, sir?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we don't -- those

14         aren't ours.  These are ours.

15    A.   In March.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              He says in his Affidavit

17         that on reviewing his Affidavit I note that

18         Robin has included as exhibits several groups

19         of text messages.  I'm wanting the witness to

20         confirm which text messages those were.  I

21         had them up on the screen.  I would like the

22         witness to read through them.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The --

24    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, please read them.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The Affidavit says those
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 1         are attached hereto and marked as Exhibit A

 2         to this, my Affidavit, so go to his Exhibit

 3         A.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm reading the first

 5         sentence, Mr. Stooshinoff, and please don't

 6         interrupt.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you've got me

 8         totally confused.  What are you --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

10         just --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Several groups --

12    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, please.

13                            Mr. Wuttunee, can you

14         please read the Facebook messages up on the

15         screen for me, please?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Hold it.

17    Q.   I'll ask you a question when you're done

18         reading them.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What are you -- are you

20         asking him to comment on Robin's text

21         messages?

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              These are the Facebook

23         messages we already established, Mr.

24         Stooshinoff.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Facebook messages, all
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 1         right, in Robin's Affidavit, is that correct?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              These are Facebook

 3         messages --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, tell me where

 5         the --

 6    A.   Those are not mine.  Those are Robin's

 7         evidence.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's get clear what

 9         you're asking him to comment on.  Are they

10         Robin's?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking him to read

12         these Facebook messages for the time.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Stop, Nathan.  Which text

14         messages, and where are they found?  I don't

15         care if they're on the screen.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              At paragraph 20 of his

17         Affidavit --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I know.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- he's referring to

20         Facebook messages.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Which ones?  In whose

22         Affidavit?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              They're in the Affidavit

24         of Robin Dean Wuttunee --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Let's go --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- and I have them up on

 2         the screen here.  I would like the witness --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't care about those

 4         on the screen.  We don't accept those.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's my

 6         cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Please

 7         don't interrupt.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We don't accept those.

 9         All right.  So we have Robin Wuttunee's

10         Affidavit.  All right.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I find

12         this highly inappropriate.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is this the one?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              I have --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know what you are

16         referring to.  So let's --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's why I want the

18         witness to read them.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  So we have

20         them on the Affidavit, so he's familiar with

21         those, okay?  I don't know that those are the

22         same as these.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's why I want the

24         witness to read them, Mr. Stooshinoff.

25         Please stop interrupting.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's why I want him

 2         referring to the documents in the Affidavit.

 3         Okay.

 4    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, please --

 5    A.   So we're going -- are we going backwards?

 6         Because there's --

 7    Q.   Yes, they're in most recent --

 8    A.   -- March 1st here, then there's March 3rd up

 9         there.

10    Q.   They're in reverse chronological order, so if

11         we go to the end -- if you see up on the

12         screen here, sir, this will be the oldest

13         text message that's within this export.  So

14         you see here -- Mr. Wuttunee, start reading

15         through them for me, please.  It's identical

16         to the one there.  I want --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  We'll read them in

18         the Affidavit.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20         It's my cross-examination, and I want the

21         witness to read the ones up on the screen and

22         to confirm.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are those on the screen

24         an exhibit?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              These are identical to
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 1         those.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay, then he can read

 3         them in the Affidavit.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'll be marking the one

 5         on the screen as an exhibit.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's fine.

 7    A.   Okay, so March 3rd, 9:29.  Okay.  What

 8         address do you want me to use?

 9    Q.   You don't need to read it out loud, sir.  You

10         can read it to yourself.

11    A.   Oh.

12    Q.   I just want you -- I'm going to ask you a

13         question after you're done reading it to

14         yourself.

15    A.   Oh.  Okay.

16    Q.   You have read all of them, Mr. Wuttunee?

17    A.   Yeah.  It's a little confusing, but...

18    Q.   Okay.  I mean, to be fair, what you have

19         reviewed is the Exhibit B to the Affidavit of

20         Mr. Robin Dean Wuttunee.  What I have up here

21         is an identical copy to that.  I will send

22         that to you, and then you can look through

23         this copy to confirm.  We have been using

24         electronic exhibits for the cross-examination

25         as far as it seems like it's been working
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 1         pretty well.  I'm going to propose to have

 2         this one marked in a moment here, and I will

 3         send that you.  If you can please confirm,

 4         given that the witness has reviewed your

 5         paper copy --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, if you just go on

 7         the record and say it's identical to the one

 8         that's been marked as Exhibit B to the

 9         Affidavit of Robin Dean Wuttunee, that will

10         be acceptable to me.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's the same.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, as long as I have

13         that undertaking, that's fine.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, you have my

15         representation they're the same.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have the export time

18         here.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, that's fine,

20         Nathan.

21    Q.   Okay.  So, Mr. Wuttunee, if you go to the

22         last page, page 5 in this matter --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It must be this one.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah, that's the one.

25    A.   The last page?
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 1    Q.   You have it up here on the screen as well,

 2         sir.

 3    A.   Okay.  It's easier to read on here.  I can't

 4         really see too good here.

 5    Q.   I can bring it closer to you if you want.

 6    A.   Doesn't matter.

 7    Q.   Well, either way, you see that Facebook

 8         message to you right, sir, on February 22nd

 9         at 4:37 p.m.?

10    A.   Mmhmm.

11    Q.   You acknowledge that you received that

12         Facebook message at that date and time?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   And then we have a number of other Facebook

15         messages, the next one is from you to Robin

16         Wuttunee, "Hi bro," on February 23rd, 2020 at

17         1 a.m.?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   And then you see all of the other Facebook

20         messages that then follow, right, sir?

21    A.   Yes.

22    Q.   Okay, so all of those Facebook messages, they

23         were actually respectively sent and received

24         on the dates and times indicated as between

25         yourself and Robin Wuttunee, correct, sir?
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 1    A.   Yes.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              If we can have this

 3         marked as the next exhibit, this will be

 4         A-50, I believe.  Thank you.

 5                EXHIBIT A-50:

 6                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE - EXHIBIT-B -

 7                CLINTON WUTTUNEE

 8    Q.   So if you can confirm for me, sir, there is

 9         in your Affidavit some Facebook messages.

10         These messages are an accurate complete

11         representation of all of the Facebook

12         messages that you had with Robin Dean

13         Wuttunee between January 1st and March 30th,

14         2020, correct, sir, Exhibit A-50?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no, I don't

16         think -- Mr. Phillips, you're asking us to

17         comment on a document produced by Robin

18         Wuttunee, and we can't do that.  We can

19         comment on what we have produced, but we

20         can't comment on the rest of it.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, your

22         witness has already confirmed that he sent

23         and received all of these Facebook messages

24         with Robin Dean Wuttunee.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  Yes, but that's a
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 1         different response than the question you're

 2         posing.

 3    Q.   Oh, yes, no, the question I just posed now is

 4         a little bit different.  What I'm essentially

 5         saying, sir, the point I'm getting to, is

 6         there are no Facebook messages here that have

 7         been deleted; they're all there, right?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we haven't checked,

 9         so we don't know.

10    Q.   Well you tell me, sir.

11    A.   Well, I just got to, you know,

12         cross-reference here.  They look fairly

13         similar.  I don't know if there is anything

14         missing.

15    Q.   I just want to make sure that we have you

16         accepting --

17    A.   February 23rd is -- 22nd is the first one.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           "Hey yo."

19    A.   "Hey yo," yeah.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And then, "Hi bro."

21    A.   And then that's the 23rd.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you want to go off the

24         record?  Because we don't -- we'll go off the

25         record.
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 1 (Off the record momentarily)

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we have reviewed the

 3         Facebook messages, and it appears as though

 4         the exhibit to the Affidavit of Mr. Wuttunee

 5         may have omitted two messages.  This is

 6         Exhibit A, I believe, and those are the

 7         messages of March 3rd, 2020, at 9:22 p.m. and

 8         March 2rd at 9:29 p.m.  Those two messages

 9         are respectively "Ok sent that an noone sent

10         nothing" from Robin Wuttunee to Clint

11         Wuttunee, and then the following message from

12         Clinton Wuttunee to Robin Wuttunee, "Ok what

13         address u want me to use?"  You are

14         confirming that --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Who actually sent this?

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you are confirming that all of

17         the other Facebook messages -- they were sent

18         and received as between the Facebook account

19         of Robin Wuttunee and your Facebook account

20         on the dates and times indicated in Exhibit

21         A-50, correct, sir?

22    A.   That they're the same?

23    Q.   Yeah, that you sent and received these,

24         correct, sir?

25    A.   Yeah, they're the same as mine over here,
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 1         yeah.

 2    Q.   Yeah.  And so we have those in Exhibit A-50,

 3         so you're confirming that they're authentic,

 4         that they were sent and received on the dates

 5         and times in question?  You have to answer

 6         yes.

 7    A.   They look like they are, yeah, accurate.

 8    Q.   Very good.  So will you undertake -- I think

 9         you're wanting to go back and confirm or

10         refer to your own records as to the other two

11         Facebook messages there, so will I have

12         your --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Who sent those?

14    Q.   Will I have your undertaking, sir, to go

15         and --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, but we have to know

17         who sent them.

18    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, will you please just listen

19         for the undertaking because I don't think

20         it's going to be a contentious issue here.

21                            Mr. Wuttunee, will you

22         undertake to go back and verify in your

23         records that you sent and received the two

24         Facebook messages at the top of Exhibit A-50,

25         March 3rd, 2020 at 9:29 p.m. and March 3rd,
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 1         2020 at 9:22 p.m.?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we're not -- part

 3         of the problem may be that we don't know who

 4         sent these.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              All I'm looking for is

 6         the witness to go and verify the authenticity

 7         of these two messages being sent and received

 8         from his Facebook account.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we're not going to

10         give an undertaking.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I don't --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think we need an

13         undertaking, but we will advise you if we

14         take issue that we did not receive those; how

15         does that sound?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I prefer

17         to have it in the form of an undertaking

18         that's granted.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, okay, but then if

20         it's an undertaking, all we can do is check

21         and advise you.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, this should be

23         something that takes less than five minutes

24         to do.  Will you undertake to do that by

25         tomorrow morning?  Is that fair?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know if you can

 2         check, but --

 3    Q.   You should be able to check rather quickly,

 4         right, Mr. Wuttunee?

 5    A.   Should be able to, yeah.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay, so by tomorrow

 7         morning you'll go ahead and do that.  Is that

 8         okay, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, again, I just don't

10         want to put anybody in a bind, so we will

11         give you --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Confirm the authenticity.

13         I already indicated the undertaking there

14         so...

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is that Facebook or

16         email?

17 WITNESS:                   Facebook.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Facebook on --

19 WITNESS:                   March 3rd and March 3rd.

20                UNDERTAKING NO. 3:

21                RE EXHIBIT A-50:  REVIEW RECORDS TO

22                DETERMINE AND ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT

23                CLINTON WUTTUNEE SENT AND RECEIVED THE

24                FACEBOOK MESSAGE ON MARCH 3, 2020 AT

25                9:29 P.M. AND THE FACEBOOK MESSAGE ON
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 1                MARCH 3, 2020 AT 9:22 P.M.

 2    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you acknowledge that Robin

 3         Wuttunee was incarcerated between January and

 4         June 2020 in Edmonton?

 5    A.   I acknowledge it because I've seen it in his

 6         Affidavit.

 7    Q.   You understood --

 8    A.   I never follow him closely, so I don't know.

 9         All I know is he was in-boxing me, so I don't

10         know if he was in jail one week to the other,

11         so I guess it looks like he was in jail.

12    Q.   You understood that he was trying to sell his

13         mail-in ballot, though?

14    A.   That he was trying to sell it?  He was trying

15         to get money all the time like any other

16         time.

17    Q.   For his mail-in ballot?

18    A.   Does it say that in here?

19    Q.   No.  It's what you understood?

20    A.   No.  No, I don't.  I dont know.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, but hold it,

22         we're completely off track because, Mr.

23         Phillips, our objection and our -- the focus

24         of our cross-examination on Robin Wuttunee is

25         that those messages are not actually
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 1         emanating from him.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your witness just

 3         confirmed the authenticity of these Facebook

 4         messages, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, no, no.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              And you have given the

 7         undertaking to confirm --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- the other two messages

10         there.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Have I heard you

13         incorrectly?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  You've heard us

15         confirm that we will check to see if that was

16         an exchange that occurred, but we have taken

17         the position that Robin Wuttunee was not the

18         authour, and we object to them being included

19         in his Affidavit because he is not the

20         authour of that Facebook exchange.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, perhaps

22         you're hearing me a little incorrectly here.

23         I'm wanting to confirm that the authenticity

24         of these Facebook messages sent and received

25         from these two accounts, one of which appears
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 1         to be Robin Wuttunee's account and the other

 2         one is Clinton Wuttunee's -- your client is

 3         able to go back and confirm the authenticity

 4         of that pretty easily and within five minutes

 5         of checking his Facebook account.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, yeah, just so long

 7         as we're clear, Mr. Phillips, like vis-à-vis

 8         that the exchange took place, but we're not

 9         admitting that it was a communication with

10         Robin Wuttunee.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, I understand your

12         position on that.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

14    Q.   I'm looking for the confirmation -- nobody

15         else used your Facebook account, right, sir?

16    A.   You know, I always get in notifications that

17         my Facebook has been -- you know, somebody

18         else logged in.  I always get those.

19    Q.   You don't have a concern that you sent and

20         received these particular messages on the

21         dates and times indicated, correct, sir?

22    A.   Not --

23    Q.   I've already asked you this.

24    A.   Yeah, yeah, like, because, you know what,

25         there's two Robin Wuttunees too, so I get
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 1         confused sometimes with the two of them.  So

 2         I'm just saying, like, sometimes I think I'm

 3         talking to the other guy, and, you know, I'm

 4         talking to a different Robin.

 5    Q.   You weren't confused, though, in any of these

 6         messages, correct, sir?  We have gone through

 7         all of them.

 8    A.   Well, now that --

 9    Q.   Now that you've gone through them --

10    A.   Now that we've gone through them.

11    Q.   -- you don't have any concern as to their

12         authenticity that they were sent and received

13         between the two Facebook accounts, one is

14         Robin D. Wuttunee, and the other is yours,

15         Clinton R. Wuttunee, correct, sir?

16    A.   Yeah, those are.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           As long as we're clear

18         it's not actually Robin Wuttunee that is

19         communicating.

20    A.   Like, he gives different email addresses all

21         the time.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

23         adding words here.  The --

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.  I'm trying to be

25         clear on our position because we've already
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 1         set this out in our Affidavit.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's between the two

 3         Facebook accounts.  I understand your

 4         position.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  Okay, yeah.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              But, nevertheless, we'll

 7         deal with that on a subsequent occasion.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And, of course, that

 9         deals with admissibility of it.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's admissible.  Your

11         client has confirmed the authenticity of all

12         but two of the messages, and you've

13         undertaken to go and confirm the other two.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we're saying that

15         it's not admissible vis-à-vis Robin Wuttunee

16         because it's a hearsay communication.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, your

18         client has directly confirmed this particular

19         exhibit and these Facebook messages.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't need to worry

21         about it.  He's got attached to his

22         Affidavit, right?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              The dates and times are

24         sketchy at some points.  This is a more

25         accurate depiction.  Anyways, you are also
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 1         missing two of the most critical Facebook

 2         messages there.  You acknowledge that, right?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we don't --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Right in the time period

 5         where there was the incident in question.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, we don't have them.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              But, anyways, you've

 8         undertaken to go and confirm those two

 9         messages.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I don't know if we

13         can do it by tomorrow morning --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, you've already --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But that is a different

16         matter.  I would say that we should --

17    Q.   It's for tomorrow morning.  Just let me know

18         if you're not able to do it tomorrow morning.

19                            Mr. Wuttunee, it's

20         unfortunately common, the predicament that

21         Robin Wuttunee finds himself in being

22         incarcerated.  Is that a fair statement?

23    A.   It's uncommon?  What did you --

24    Q.   It's common unfortunately?

25    A.   That he is in and out of jail, yeah, it's
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 1         common for him.

 2    Q.   There is, I don't know, a few other

 3         members -- at least a few other members that

 4         are confronted with the same predicament,

 5         correct, sir?

 6    A.   Being in and out of jail?

 7    Q.   Yeah.

 8    A.   Others like who?

 9    Q.   Okay, well, Rickell Frenchman, they were

10         incarcerated for --

11    A.   I don't know her.  I don't know her.  I don't

12         know those Frenchman girls.

13    Q.   How about Romello Meechance?

14    A.   I don't know.

15    Q.   They were incarcerated?

16    A.   I don't know that person either.

17    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, on the first page of Exhibit

18         A-50 that is up on the screen in front of you

19         right now, this is your message to the

20         Facebook account of Robin Wuttunee, it's

21         March 3rd, 2020, 12:31 a.m. and it was as

22         follows:

23             U want me to send for your ballot?  It’s

24             not in system yet so u r not getting

25             one.
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 1         You recall sending that Facebook message to

 2         Robin Wuttunee, correct, sir?  Is that

 3         correct, sir?

 4    A.   Yeah, on there.

 5    Q.   Yeah?

 6    A.   Yeah.

 7    Q.   You sent that one, right?

 8    A.   Yeah.

 9    Q.   You knew that a mail-in ballot had not been

10         requested yet for Robin Dean Wuttunee?

11    A.   Yes.

12    Q.   And you knew that as of March 3rd, 2020?

13    A.   Yeah, because he was talking with Jason

14         Chakita, and he told Jason he hasn't gotten

15         one sent for him yet.

16    Q.   So the source of your knowledge was Jason

17         Chakita?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   Did Jason Chakita tell you what the source of

20         his knowledge was, or he was --

21    A.   No, he was talking with him, and that's all I

22         know.  Like, Robin was not just in this --

23         like, this is not even Robin.  These are

24         other people talking for him.  I didn't know

25         that he was, like I said, in jail.  He was in
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 1         and out, in and out, and never knew -- I

 2         never knew if he was in jail.  How was he

 3         supposed to be communicating with people?

 4    Q.   In this Facebook message, though, you very

 5         clearly offered, "U want me to send for your

 6         ballot," and you were referring --

 7    A.   He asked.  If you look back, he asked for me

 8         to.

 9    Q.   But in this Facebook --

10    A.   "R u still going to help out getting my thing

11         soon," Robin Wuttunee, February 28th, 2020,

12         8:27 p.m.

13    Q.   Okay.

14    A.   He's asking --

15    Q.   Okay.

16    A.   -- and I'm helping.  I tried to help, but I

17         didn't send for it because I didn't know

18         where -- you know, where he was, and he

19         wasn't really communicating back with me

20         after this.

21    Q.   Okay, so that -- "Ok what address u want me

22         to use," you recall sending that now?

23    A.   No, no, just coming from this.  Like, there

24         is nothing --

25    Q.   No, but you just said what address.  You
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 1         didn't know where to send it?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, just let him

 3         answer.  Just finish your --

 4    A.   Yeah, there was -- he wasn't communicating

 5         back with me, and after I told him this and

 6         after what I heard from Jason --

 7    Q.   Sorry, you're going to have to -- is that the

 8         message that I just read out?

 9    A.   Yeah,

10             U want me to send for your ballot?  It’s

11             not in system yet so u r not getting

12             one.

13         I didn't know where he was, and he was, like,

14         in-boxing me, and not knowing if he was in

15         jail or not -- like, I don't know.  And then

16         he's saying back here other people are

17         getting it for him, and then -- but as we go

18         on it's, like, okay, no, this person is

19         getting it for me or that person is getting

20         it for me.  He's all over the place.

21    Q.   But you were prepared to send a mail-in

22         ballot to him?

23    A.   I was trying to help him.  I'm not going to

24         deny that I was trying to get in for chief

25         and help people out to be able to vote, to be
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 1         eligible to vote.  There's nothing wrong with

 2         that.

 3    Q.   You said, "What address u want me to use,"

 4         right?

 5    A.   I don't -- no, I don't have that in mine.  I

 6         just have it up --

 7    Q.   It's at the very top, "What address u want me

 8         to use"?

 9    A.   Yeah, in yours, in your information.

10    Q.   Well, you're going to go back and

11         authenticate that Facebook message.

12    A.   But I didn't -- no, I didn't send him

13         anything.  I couldn't help him.  And it looks

14         like you don't have any other correspondence

15         after that, so there was no more

16         communication until he started asking me for

17         more money.

18    Q.   After March 30th?

19    A.   Even, like, last week or two weeks ago he's

20         still asking for money.

21    Q.   These Facebook -- I thought we had

22         established that these Facebook messages that

23         are Exhibit A-50, they are complete up to the

24         end of March, March 30th, 2020, correct, sir?

25    A.   No, you don't have March 30th here.  You have
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 1         March 3rd on yours.

 2    Q.   No, but there were no Facebook messages

 3         between March 3rd and March 30th?

 4    A.   I don't think so, no.  I couldn't find any.

 5    Q.   Well, go and check yours.

 6    A.   But then he's asking me for money, like, ever

 7         since.

 8    Q.   Well, go and check.  I thought we had already

 9         established that there were no others, but go

10         ahead and check yours.

11    A.   I brought, like, April, May, June, July --

12    Q.   We're going up until the end of March.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, we stop at March

14         3rd, so we don't know.

15    Q.   Yes, it is accurate.  So these are complete,

16         then, Mr. Wuttunee, the Facebook messages in

17         Exhibit A-50 on the screen?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we don't know.

19    A.   We have up --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              You've just gone through

21         them at some length.

22    A.   We have up to here, March 3rd.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, but we're all

24         communicating and passing in the night.  Do

25         you want us to find out if there was
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 1         communication after March 3rd to March 30th

 2         or what?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              No.  There were no

 4         communications after the top messages in

 5         Exhibit A-50 from March 3rd to March 30th.

 6         That's my point.  These Facebook messages

 7         aren't complete.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he just said that

 9         he doesn't know that.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              He has his messages

11         and -- anyways, you can go and include that

12         within your undertaking if there's any other

13         messages.  If there are any other messages

14         that you say that are not included within

15         this, you will include that within the

16         undertaking.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we will --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              You'll provide a copy of

19         those by tomorrow morning?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We'll search, yes, but

21         again --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Fine.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- you'll have to give us

24         some leeway in terms of time.  Search for

25         messages after March 3rd to March 30th, is
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 1         that correct?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, no, you can look

 3         for the entire time period, March -- or

 4         January 1st through March 30th because that's

 5         what's included on Exhibit A-50.  If you're

 6         saying there's any other messages there, go

 7         and get them.  I don't believe there are, but

 8         you can go and check if you want.  That's

 9         your undertaking?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, we'll check.

11                UNDERTAKING NO. 4:

12                RE EXHIBIT A-50:  REVIEW RECORDS TO

13                DETERMINE AND ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT

14                WERE ANY OTHER FACEBOOK MESSAGES THAT

15                WERE SENT BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 2020

16                THROUGH MARCH 30, 2020

17    Q.   So, Mr. Wuttunee, up on the screen here you

18         see your February 26th, 2020 1:28 p.m.

19         Facebook message, "Did she order your

20         ballot?"

21    A.   February 26th, "Did she order your ballot?"

22         Who are we referring to here?

23    Q.   It's your message.  Who are you referring to?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   You're referring to Heather Wuttunee?
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 1    A.   I don't know.  He's got his girlfriend Tara

 2         here somewhere and his sister.

 3    Q.   Who did you refer to when you sent that

 4         Facebook message?  Who is "she"?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think this is where it

 6         gets confusing so...

 7    A.   And February 26th I'm taking an agriculture

 8         course.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, so that was

10         Heather.

11    A.   Heather.

12    Q.   Heather Wuttunee, that's who you're referring

13         to?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Whose Snapper?

15    A.   Oh, probably Heather, then, yeah.  Yeah, then

16         he says "Sam is mailing it."  "Ask Sam."

17    Q.   So these are obviously referring to persons

18         that are not incarcerated, so Heather

19         Wuttunee, and Sam is an obvious reference to

20         Samuel Wuttunee?

21    A.   He should ask Sam so...

22    Q.   But Sam in this context is Samuel Wuttunee;

23         you would agree with me, sir?

24    A.   It could be.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's --
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 1    Q.   Is it anybody else, to you best of your

 2         knowledge?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's Robin,

 4         though --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- saying "Sam is mailing

 7         it."

 8    Q.   Who do you understand that reference to Sam

 9         to be?  It's Samuel Wuttunee, correct, sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it could be a

11         female.  I mean, we don't know who it is.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's why I'm -- I'm

13         asking what your client understands.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Well, if he knows,

15         he knows.  If he doesn't know, he doesn't

16         know.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

18         now suggesting answers.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

20    A.   I'm not going to speculate myself either.  He

21         just said someone else is mailing it.

22         Basically you can say someone else is mailing

23         it, so I said, "Ok."  And then he says, "R u

24         still going to help out getting my thing," so

25         obviously it's not working out, whoever he's
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 1         trying to get to help him.

 2    Q.   Robin is a man, right?

 3    A.   Yeah, Robin Dean is a man.

 4    Q.   Yeah, so "Did she order your ballot," when

 5         you said that, it's obviously -- you're

 6         obviously not referring to Robin getting his

 7         own ballot?

 8    A.   Heather.

 9    Q.   Yeah, somebody getting a mail-in ballot for

10         Robin on his behalf, that's what you're

11         referring to, right?

12    A.   Probably, yeah, he's looking for help, like

13         many other band members are looking for help

14         to get their ballots if they weren't going to

15         make it to the polling station, yeah.

16    Q.   Yeah, but you're referring to someone other

17         than Robin Wuttunee requesting Robin

18         Wuttunee's ballot, correct, sir, mail-in

19         ballot, I mean?

20    A.   I'm helping him to get his mail-in --

21         somebody's got to help him is what he's --

22         he's looking for people to help him, yeah.

23    Q.   Yeah, but what you're saying is that in this

24         message you're accepting that it's -- am I to

25         understand you correctly that you are
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 1         accepting that it's proper for someone other

 2         than Robin Dean Wuttunee to write to the

 3         electoral officer and obtain his mail-in

 4         ballot?

 5    A.   Well, like I said, a lot of times I don't

 6         know where he was, but he says, "Can u get my

 7         ballot mailed to me I'm in Edmonton remand."

 8         "Can u get my ballot mailed to me."

 9    Q.   No, but I'm asking you this specific question

10         now:  In this specific message it appears as

11         though you're accepting that someone other

12         than Robin Dean Wuttunee can appropriately

13         request and receive the mail-in ballot of

14         Robin Dean Wuttunee?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I object to that

16         question.  You're trying to get him to admit

17         something that he doesn't actually state.

18         It's Robin that says "Sam is mailing it" as

19         Sam, and my client simply says "Ok" and has

20         nothing more to do with it, and you can't ask

21         him to and speculate on what --

22    Q.   I'm looking for the witness's understanding.

23         "Did she order your ballot?"  Mr. Wuttunee,

24         you understood that someone other than Robin

25         Dean Wuttunee would be getting his mail-in
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 1         ballot, correct?

 2    A.   No.  I think I understood it so that someone

 3         is helping him, someone's helping him that --

 4         if you're talking about Heather, she's right

 5         there in Edmonton, so why can't she go and

 6         see him?  Why do I have to assume that she's

 7         the one that's filling out everything for him

 8         when he says, "Heather is the only person who

 9         is helping me here in Edmonton"?

10    Q.   So you're saying it's proper, then, for

11         Heather Wuttunee in --

12    A.   Heather can go and see him.  She helps him,

13         and she's the only one in Edmonton, and if

14         he's in Edmonton rehab or whatever you call

15         it, remand, then why can't she go see him if

16         she's the only one that's helping him?

17    Q.   But my question, though, sir, is --

18    A.   That's the way I understand it.

19    Q.   Is it your under --

20    A.   Heather was going to help him.

21    Q.   Is your understanding that it's proper for

22         Heather Wuttunee --

23    A.   She was going to help him.  She could have

24         took a 5-D to him.  Yeah, that's proper.  You

25         look at INAC.  There's some emails from INAC
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 1         that say that that's totally acceptable.

 2    Q.   It's proper for somebody other than Robin

 3         Wuttunee to request Robin Wuttunee's mail-in

 4         ballot?

 5    A.   No.  She could take a 5-D form to him.  She

 6         was in Edmonton.  He was in Edmonton.  He

 7         said she's one the only one that helps me in

 8         Edmonton, so what -- you're just trying to

 9         put words in my mouth.  Like, that's how I

10         interpret it, Heather is going to help him;

11         she's going to take his 5-D to him.

12    Q.   The reply back was "Sam," as in Samuel

13         Wuttunee "is mailing it."  To the best of

14         your knowledge, Sam didn't go to the Edmonton

15         Remand Centre, did he, with the 5-D form?

16    A.   I don't know.  How could I know that?  How

17         can I know that?  I'm not Sam.

18    Q.   To your knowledge, in relation --

19    A.   It wasn't me.  That's all I can tell you,

20         it's not me.  And the way I interpret it with

21         your evidence is "Heather is the only person

22         who is helping me here in Edmonton."  It

23         wasn't me.

24    Q.   We come back to your message on March 3rd,

25         2020 now.  We have that context of Heather
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 1         Wuttunee getting it, is it going to be Samuel

 2         Wuttunee getting it, and then we have March

 3         3rd, 2020 --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's not Samuel

 5         Wuttunee getting it.  Sam is mailing it --

 6    Q.   "U want me to send for your ballot?"  It's

 7         not, do you want me to come to the Edmonton

 8         remand centre with a 5-D form so you can sign

 9         it; it's do you want me --

10    A.   Well, you can interpret it that way.

11    Q.   -- to send for your ballot?

12    A.   As opposed to Heather or Sam or whoever.

13    Q.   You were offering to get the mail-in ballot

14         of Robin Dean Wuttunee?

15    A.   Well, he's asking me for help here, are you

16         going to help me get my -- are you going to

17         help me get my things, so I'll help you.  It

18         could be interpreted as I'll come and see

19         you, but I didn't.

20    Q.   You had no intention of seeing him?

21    A.   Well, that's your words.

22    Q.   No, I'm asking you.

23    A.   That's your words.

24    Q.   You had no intention of going to the Edmonton

25         Remand Centre and seeing him with a 5-D form,
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 1         did you?

 2    A.   I never did go there.

 3    Q.   You had no intention of going there?

 4    A.   I never went there, and I never ordered for

 5         his ballots.

 6    Q.   And you never had any intention of going

 7         there?

 8    A.   There's no proof there that I ordered for his

 9         ballot.

10    Q.   You never had any intention of ordering

11         his --

12    A.   Well, you know --

13    Q.   -- of going to the Edmonton Remand Centre?

14    A.   Maybe my intention was -I'll take this 5-D to

15         Heather; Heather can take it to you; I'm

16         helping you.

17    Q.   Well, it speaks for itself, Mr. Wuttunee.

18    A.   That's how I can connect the dots, and you

19         can connect them too.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, if it speaks for

21         itself, then why did you go through the

22         exercise of asking him to speculate on what

23         his intention was?

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, your

25         client has been given a fair opportunity to
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 1         identify his understanding --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's explained himself.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- in relation to the

 4         clear representations that he's made in

 5         Exhibit A-50.  The Court will have to make

 6         its own assessment of credibility.

 7    Q.   So I want to understand specifically what

 8         Jason Chakita informed you in relation to

 9         Robin Wuttunee and his mail-in ballot.  I

10         just want to be absolutely clear what he told

11         you.

12    A.   I'm just going back.  I'm still thinking

13         about this last thing.  At the very beginning

14         of Robin's email he says:  (as read)

15             Hey yo I'm in jail in Edmonton I'm going

16             to mail my ballot out to Heather she has

17             her ballot too ....if u

18             can email me cash send it to Heather.

19         So he's already in the process of this with

20         Heather trying to get his ballot so -- and it

21         goes right to the end where it's Heather

22         again, the only one that helps him.

23    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, coming back to my question --

24    A.   Yeah, let's get on to Jason Chakita.  What's

25         your question?
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 1    Q.   What specifically did Jason Chakita inform

 2         you in --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's on the

 4         Affidavit.

 5    A.   Well, he was --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is it on the Affidavit?

 7         Where?

 8    A.   Yeah, it's not so much --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

10    A.   On the Affidavit.

11    Q.   In relation to the mail-in ballot --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay, yeah.

13    A.   It's just that statement.

14    Q.   Of Robin Wuttunee?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

16    A.   "U want me to send for your ballot?  It’s not

17         in system yet so u r not getting one."

18    Q.   So I just want to know specifically what he

19         told you, Mr. Wuttunee.

20    A.   He said Robin never sent for his ballot yet,

21         and no one helped him send for his ballot

22         yet, so he's not getting one.

23    Q.   And when did he say that?

24    A.   Well, must have been before March 3rd.

25    Q.   You don't recall when, though?
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 1    A.   Before March 3rd.

 2    Q.   At paragraph 26 of your Affidavit what

 3         specifically do you mean by, "he was not

 4         eligible to vote"?

 5    A.   You're not eligible to vote if you're -- if

 6         you don't have a ballot to vote.  So say if

 7         he's incarcerated.  How is he going to vote?

 8         So then you're ineligible to vote if you're

 9         not going to be present and if you haven't

10         ordered for a ballot using a 5-D form.  Where

11         is that, on which paragraph?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           26.

13    Q.   With reference to paragraph 33 of your

14         Affidavit, if you could take a look at that

15         for me, sir.

16    A.   33?

17    Q.   Yeah.  Mr. Wuttunee, the content of paragraph

18         33 of your Affidavit is based exclusively off

19         of what other people have told you, correct?

20    A.   That's correct with as far as the ranchers go

21         and providing money, yeah, for their legal

22         battle against us.

23    Q.   If we might -- Mr. Wuttunee, you understand

24         that in order to cast a mail-in ballot you

25         actually have to do it yourself, correct, you
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 1         can't have somebody else do it for you?

 2    A.   To cast a mail-in ballot?

 3    Q.   Yes.

 4    A.   Yeah, you have to be able to vote yourself,

 5         yes.

 6    Q.   Yeah.  You can't just ask somebody else to

 7         fill out the councillor and chief ballots and

 8         sign on your behalf the voter declaration

 9         form, can you?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I'm not sure about

11         that.  I think --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm looking for the

13         witness's understanding.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, but I'm going to

15         object to that because that may require a

16         legal interpretation, Mr. Phillips, and I'm

17         not convinced that that is an accurate

18         statement in fact or in law.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm looking for the

20         witness's understanding.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I'm telling you we

22         object to the question because it requires,

23         and you're asking for, a legal

24         interpretation, and I say that's

25         objectionable, and it may be subject to
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 1         interpretation and may be subject to a

 2         factual matrix that may change, particularly

 3         with a person who may be disabled and who may

 4         be in a situation that he or she cannot

 5         physically do it and asks someone to do it

 6         under their direction and in their presence.

 7         You know, I don't know, that is an

 8         interesting question, but I object to it

 9         saying that you can't as a categorical

10         denial.  I think there's a lot of uncertainty

11         in that question.

12 MR. PHILLIPS               it's black and white with

13         the mail-in ballot voter declaration of Robin

14         Wuttunee.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I'm just telling

16         you that I think it's subject to

17         interpretation.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's black and white --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then let's --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- in this particular

21         case.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then we'll argue it

23         before the Court.

24    Q.   You certainly can't request a mail-in ballot

25         that belongs to somebody else, correct, sir?
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 1    A.   You can't request a mail-in ballot that

 2         belongs to somebody else?

 3 MS. WHITFORD:              (Inaudible).

 4    A.   What's that?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She says you can.

 6 MS. WHITFORD:              I didn't say can.  You

 7         can't.

 8 MS. MOOSOMIN:              It's common knowledge.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She said you can.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              She says can't.

11 MS. WUTTUNEE:              Everybody knows that.

12 MS. MOOSOMIN:              Everybody knows that.

13    Q.   Everybody here is wearing face masks, so, Mr.

14         Wuttunee, again, my question, you obviously

15         can't request somebody else's mail-in ballot

16         to be delivered to you, correct, sir?

17    A.   No, not as far as I know.

18    Q.   And you've understood that throughout January

19         1st until the election on March 20th,

20         correct, sir?

21    A.   Can you repeat the question again, because

22         I'm just thinking about transient people that

23         don't have addresses.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Or, of course, parents

25         with their children reside in the same home.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, you have to be a

 2         majority to vote.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no, and that's what

 4         I'm saying.  What if it's a neglected child?

 5    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you have understood from at

 6         least January 1st to March 20th, 2020 that

 7         it's not proper for somebody else to request

 8         somebody else's mail-in ballot, correct?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I will object to that

10         again, Nathan, for the same reasons, because

11         you're asking for a legal interpretation, and

12         I'm suggesting that the best answer that can

13         be provided is that it is not the usual

14         practice, but I don't think it's categorical.

15    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you were aware that members of

16         chief and council whom were elected in the

17         election, they sent for mail-in ballots for

18         people other than themselves in respect of

19         the election, correct, sir?

20    A.   No.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're making an

22         accusation, and we object.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Sorry, is that an

24         objection or an answer?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is.
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 1    Q.   You were at the band office in the week

 2         leading up to the election?

 3    A.   Was I at the band office that week?  I'm not

 4         too sure.  I'm not too sure where I was the

 5         week leading up to the election.  I don't

 6         remember if I was or not.

 7    Q.   You don't remember where you were in the week

 8         leading up to the election?

 9    A.   Well, there was a campaign, yeah.  Why would

10         I be sitting in the band office if I'm

11         campaigning?  I don't remember if I was in

12         the band office.

13    Q.   How about in the two weeks prior to the

14         election?

15    A.   I was campaigning two weeks prior to the

16         election.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              I think we'll break for

18         five minutes if that's all right.

19 (Recessed at 3:23 p.m.)

20 (Reconvened at 3:42 p.m.)

21    Q.   So Deloris Peyachew, she continues to be

22         employed at the band office, right?

23    A.   Yes.

24    Q.   And she has been employed there since --

25    A.   Couple years probably, since the last chief
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 1         was in there.

 2    Q.   She is reasonably accommodating on requests

 3         that you make as chief, right?

 4    A.   I don't make a lot of requests from her, but

 5         if somebody is coming for a status card or

 6         somebody needs a letter that says they're a

 7         Red Pheasant member, those are just about the

 8         things that I would ask her to do.  And when

 9         we do per capita distributions she is there

10         to help us with identifying people who are

11         members or not members and stuff like that.

12    Q.   Why is it that -- have you made a request to

13         Deloris Peyachew to provide an Affidavit in

14         this proceeding?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Nathan.  I

16         think that treads on solicitor/client

17         communication.  I can give you a reason, but,

18         I mean, I don't know if you want the answer

19         from me, but I can certainly give you a

20         reason why no request was made for her.  I

21         mean, it's a very simple obvious answer, but

22         I don't know if you --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Will you provide her for

24         cross-examination?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to speak

 2         with her, and I'm sure the Court would like

 3         to hear a lot from her.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I don't think

 5         we're --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              We see Exhibit A-14 here,

 7         a bunch of these signed -- whatever you want

 8         to call them -- voter identifications by

 9         Deloris Peyachew, and they have a tendency to

10         be associated with improper requests for

11         mail-in ballots that don't actually go to the

12         voters in question.  So I ask, again, will

13         you make Deloris Peyachew --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We object it that --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- available for --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  We object to that

17         implication.  We object to your accusation.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              If you would like to have

19         an Affidavit provided from her, we will

20         consent to an extension of time.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              To be very clear, Mr.

23         Stooshinoff, the applicants will consent to

24         an extension of time for Deloris Peyachew to

25         provide an Affidavit so that the Court can
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 1         hear from her.  Will one be provided?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we get this marked?

 4         Have we had this marked A-12 in this one --

 5         or A-14, pardon me?

 6 COURT REPORTER:            No.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's get that marked in

 8         this one, A-14.

 9                EXHIBIT A-14: (BURKE RATTE)

10                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE REQUEST FOR MAIL-IN

11                BALLOT (EXHIBIT H)

12    Q.   And so specifically, for the record, we were

13         referring to page 2 of Exhibit A-14 there,

14         and this is the Deloris Peyachew signed ID

15         form.  Can you tell me, Mr. Wuttunee, Deloris

16         Peyachew -- the band office generally closes

17         down a couple of weeks in advance of election

18         because it's not proper for band

19         administration activities to be viewed --

20    A.   It may have been closed down for the public.

21         I'm not even sure of that.  It's not in our

22         policy to shut it down.

23    Q.   Okay, but you're saying it may -- I want to

24         hear you correctly.  I don't want to -- so

25         for how long was it closed to the public?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He didn't say it was

 2         closed.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              He said it may have been

 4         closed.

 5    A.   No, I said may have been, like, but I also

 6         said that normally it's not a policy of ours

 7         to shut it down --

 8    Q.   Yeah, and I'm just looking for this specific

 9         election.

10    A.   -- during a campaign, during an election, but

11         you asked me earlier if I was there, and

12         that's different.  I don't recall being there

13         because I was campaigning, but, no, I don't

14         know if it was shut down.  I don't think it

15         would normally be shut down, and if it was,

16         then I think people would still be working in

17         there.  Like, now because of COVID we were

18         still open, but not to be public.

19    Q.   Who is it -- and with reference to Exhibit

20         A-14 here, the second page, Mr. Wuttunee,

21         seeing as how we don't have Deloris Peyachew,

22         who was it that requested that this

23         replacement for identification for Robin Dean

24         Wuttunee be issued by Deloris Peyachew?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, how would he know
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 1         that?

 2    A.   I don't know.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's fairly within the

 4         Directions to Attend.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, but how would he

 6         know?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's fairly within the

 8         documentation requested in the Directions to

 9         Attend.  Will I have your undertaking --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           To do what?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to know who is it

12         that requested that Deloris Peyachew issue

13         this?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, but how would he

15         know?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              He's the chief.  He has

17         the ability to --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can ask him did

19         he direct her.  If he didn't how, would he

20         know?

21    A.   Yeah, I didn't direct her to do that.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              I believe it fairly falls

23         within the Direction to Attend.  Do you

24         disagree, Mr. Stooshinoff?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I disagree, yes.  You can
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 1         ask this witness if he did, and he's given

 2         his answer, I did not.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're refusing to

 4         provide the undertaking to inquire of Deloris

 5         Peyachew and to have her advise --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- who requested that at

 8         page 2 of Exhibit 14 issue?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I'm not -- why

10         would I give any such undertaking to start

11         making a discovery process on your behalf?

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              You don't think it

13         relevant, who requested that issue?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I don't.

15                UNDERTAKING NO. 5: (REFUSED)

16                RE EXHIBIT A-14:  MAKE INQUIRIES TO

17                DETERMINE AND ADVISE WHO MADE THE

18                REQUEST OF DELORIS PEYACHEW TO ISSUE

19                THE REPLACEMENT FOR IDENTIFICATION FOR

20                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE

21    Q.   So, Mr. Wuttunee, who is it that would have

22         knowledge of that aside from Deloris

23         Peyachew, which you have not provided for

24         cross-examination?  You haven't provided an

25         Affidavit from her.
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 1    A.   I think a lot of people had these --

 2    Q.   No, I'm asking who has knowledge of the

 3         request of this specific one to have been

 4         issued?

 5    A.   I don't have knowledge.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why didn't you ask

 7         Heather --

 8    Q.   And you won't --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, yeah, Heather is as

10         much as -- why don't you ask Robin?  Robin

11         was the one who said he had it --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I think

13         it's pretty clear that this was a fraudulent

14         ballot.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I object.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's been forged by --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Whenever you --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Nevertheless, I would

19         like to know --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- use that kind

21         language, you alienate witnesses, so don't do

22         that.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

24         limit your interruptions to a proper

25         objection.  I think it's quite relevant for
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 1         the Court to know who is it that requested

 2         that Deloris Peyachew issue this.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You know what, go ask

 4         Robin.  Go ask Heather.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's Deloris Peyachew

 6         that's able to answer.  You haven't provided

 7         her Affidavit --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- and you are refusing

10         the undertaking --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- even though you

13         represent Red Pheasant First Nation --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, I'm not --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- of which Deloris

16         Peyachew remains an employee.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           There's a lot of people

18         that are employees of Red Pheasant.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Of which she can

20         accommodate reasonable requests, and this is

21         one of them.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              There should be an email

24         communication.  This fairly falls within the

25         Direction to Attend, all communications with
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 1         band members on their behalf as well, so this

 2         would clearly fall underneath that heading of

 3         communication on behalf of -- purportedly on

 4         behalf of Robin Dean Wuttunee.  Mr.

 5         Stooshinoff, will you go and get that

 6         communication whether it be email or mail or

 7         anything else?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Will you ask Mr. Robin

 9         Wuttunee?  He was the one making the request.

10         Will you go and ask Heather, his sister?  She

11         was the one who had organized it.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So don't ask me to do

14         something for you.  You go do it yourself.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              First of all, it's been

16         lawfully included within the Direction to

17         Attend that your client just got yesterday

18         and has ignored all but one paragraph.  I

19         think it is quite relevant who it is that

20         requested this.  It was likely in the form of

21         a written correspondence or email or Facebook

22         message.

23                UNDERTAKING NO. 6: (REFUSED)

24                RE EXHIBIT A-14:  REVIEW RECORDS AND

25                PROVIDE COPIES OF ANY CORRESPONDENCE
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 1                THAT CAN BE LOCATED WHEREIN A REQUEST

 2                WAS MADE OF DELORIS PEYACHEW TO ISSUE

 3                THE REPLACEMENT FOR IDENTIFICATION FOR

 4                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE

 5    Q.   You haven't even looked for the document have

 6         you, Mr. Wuttunee?

 7    A.   No, because I never made that.  I never made

 8         that request.

 9    Q.   You haven't made any inquiries of Deloris

10         Peyachew as to what written communications

11         may or not exist in this respect as to

12         requesting this, have you?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, he is not

14         to run around doing discovery for you.

15         You've had five or six months --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              But she's your employee,

17         and you're the only one that can properly

18         make requests of her.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you've had five or

20         six months, you haven't stopped --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is there an objection

22         here, Mr. Stooshinoff?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Because if there's not,

25         then please don't interrupt.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              There have been several

 3         objections to lawful questions posed here

 4         today, and all but one of the documents

 5         requested have not been provided.  It's very

 6         difficult to conduct an appropriate

 7         cross-examination in the absence of the

 8         requested documents, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I'm

 9         sure you can appreciate that.  You have been

10         provided all of the documents that you

11         requested.  We haven't been provided any of

12         them except for the original Affidavit of

13         this affiant.  This witness just got his

14         Direction to Attend apparently yesterday, so

15         I think it's proper for the Court to

16         determine the appropriate relief to grant,

17         whether it's striking out this witness's

18         Affidavit or whether it's directing that he

19         produce the documents and re-attend for

20         cross-examination.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Or striking out your

22         Direction to Attend.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              On that basis we're

24         adjourning the cross-examination.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Or striking out your
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 1         Direction to Attend.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Thank you for attending,

 3         Mr. Wuttunee.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           His cross-examination is

 5         finished, and we're taking it at that.

 6 (Adjourned at 3:52 p.m.)

 7

 8           CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

 9

10

11
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 11:12 a.m.)

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If we're on the record,

 3         we're not ready.  We've just been served with

 4         a 650-page document.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         For the record, this is a

 6         document that you received May 18th, 2021.

 7         It has been contained within motion records

 8         in July.  You had half a year to review this

 9         document.  Mr. Stooshinoff, I want to get

10         going with this cross-examination of Clinton

11         Wuttunee.  May I please proceed?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Is this a document

13         that you're going to cross-examine him on?

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we are

15         on the record.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I know.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I would like to have the

18         witness sworn in and get going with this

19         cross-examination.  We'll take it question by

20         question.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Are you going to

22         cross-examine this witness on it, because

23         then we have to review it with them.  So that

24         should take a day or two, I would think,

25         Mr. Phillips.  So we'll just go off the
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 1         record.

 2                            Mr. Phillips, I think

 3         that in light of your commentary to me

 4         earlier this morning, it would have behooved

 5         you to provide us with notice of your

 6         documents well in advance of this

 7         cross-examination.  I think that was the

 8         direction from Judge [sic] Aylen, was it not,

 9         Mr. Phillips?

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I would

11         like to start with this cross-examination.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, just hang on.  What

13         did Judge Aylen --

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I would like the witness

15         sworn in.  There is a time for

16         re-examination.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  But you have to --

18 MR. WINEGARDEN:            That's not a document in

19         the proceeding in any case.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  What's that got to

21         do with --

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You're referring to an

23         order of the court.  Which order are you

24         referring to?  Try to be clear here.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The judgment,
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 1         Mr. Phillips.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Which order of the court

 3         are you referring to?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The judgment of the

 5         Court.  That was August 30th, Mr. Phillips.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Which paragraph?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, depends what you're

 8         doing.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Yeah, it kind of depends

10         on starting the cross-examination, which I

11         would like to do --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- if you would stop

14         interrupting and let the court reporter swear

15         the witness in.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But you just served this

17         massive document.  Obviously, you wish to

18         cross-examine on it.  We had no notice of it.

19         I would have thought you would have given us

20         some notice of it.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you have

22         had this document since May 18th, 2021, over

23         half a year ago.  It was on -- in motion

24         records in July in full.  You have read over

25         this reply to undertakings presumably several
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 1         times now.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well --

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- as has this witness.

 4         I want to get going with this

 5         cross-examination.  I will be taking it

 6         question by question.  Let's get going.  Can

 7         the court reporter please swear the witness

 8         in.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You kind of had two hours

10         to do this, and you didn't.  So now you

11         suddenly throw a document on us that you

12         intend to cross-examine on.  We have to have

13         a look.  It would have helped if you would

14         have given us the courtesy of notice in

15         advance.  That's kind of the way things

16         should work, but I guess they don't.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm going to be referring

18         to specific pages.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Why don't you --

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- tell us what they are?

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want to start with the

23         cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Please

24         stop interrupting and take it question by

25         question.  Please swear the witness in.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you cannot

 2         cross-examine by ambush on this sort of

 3         stuff.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         That's one interesting

 5         ambush, six months' notice to you.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You've had this for six

 8         months, and you call this an ambush.  Is that

 9         serious, Mr. Stooshinoff?  Is that the

10         suggestion that you are seriously advancing?

11         This witness has reviewed this document

12         before.

13                            Let the record reflect

14         that Mr. Stooshinoff has now turned off the

15         audio and the video for the cross-examination

16         while we're on the record.  Let the record

17         reflect that Mr. Stooshinoff is also in the

18         same room as the witness.

19 (Off the Record Momentarily)

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think you're muted.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Oh, sorry.  I was on

22         mute.  Sorry.

23

24

25
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 1 CLINTON WUTTUNEE, Affirmed,

 2 Questioned by MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:

 3    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee, how do you prefer that I

 4         refer to you today, first name, last name?

 5    A.   Clinton, I guess.

 6    Q.   Can you just move over so you are in full

 7         view of the camera, the video camera.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If you can move over

 9         Mr. Winegarden.  Actually, Mr. Winegarden, I

10         would prefer that you are on the other side

11         of the table, and Mr. Clinton Wuttunee was by

12         himself.  I actually wanted the witness to be

13         in a room by himself for this

14         cross-examination.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do have you a question?

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Winegarden, can you

17         please --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have a question?

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Can you please --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have a question?

21    Q.   So, Mr. Wuttunee, again, how do you prefer

22         that I refer to you, first name or last name?

23    A.   Oh, you're using Mr. Wuttunee.  I'll go with

24         that.

25    Q.   Fine.  If you can't hear me at any time, ask
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 1         me to speak up, all right?

 2    A.   Okay.

 3    Q.   You're going to have to give an oral answer.

 4         The court reporter can't record any gestures,

 5         so you have to actually speak up and let the

 6         court reporter know.  I think that's the mic

 7         in front of you, yes.  That's what you're

 8         pointing at.

 9    A.   Yes.

10    Q.   Okay.  We have marked previously as

11         Exhibit A-169 your direction to attend, and

12         we'll bring that up on the screen for you,

13         sir.  Do you see that now, sir?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   Okay.  I showed you all four pages there,

16         correct, sir?

17    A.   It looks like it, yeah.

18    Q.   It's dated September 24th, 2021, on page 3.

19         Did you receive it on that date?

20    A.   September 24th?  I'm not sure which day I

21         received it, but I do have it.

22    Q.   So have you had it for about a week?  Is that

23         fair?

24    A.   Give or take.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Can we please have this
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 1         marked in this cross-examination as

 2         Exhibit A-169.

 3                EXHIBIT A-169:

 4                REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND TO CLINTON

 5                WUTTUNEE DATED SEPTEMBER 24, 2021,

 6                4 PAGES

 7    Q.   And as I understand it, you have not produced

 8         a single page of even a single document, have

 9         you, sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's not a proper

11         question.  You have to ask him in response to

12         each one of those directions and in the

13         context of his affidavit.

14    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, my question was appropriately

15         put to you.  Please confirm that you have not

16         produced a single page or even a single

17         document in relation to this direction to

18         attend, have you?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  I'm objecting

20         to the form and nature of that question. It's

21         not proper.  The direction to attend

22         specifically references paragraphs in his

23         affidavit.  You can proceed with the

24         questioning of his affidavit, and the

25         direction to attend and his response to that
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 1         direction to attend.

 2    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you endorsing your

 3         counsel's refusal to answer the question?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not a refusal.  I've

 5         told you, we object to the form of the

 6         question and the nature of the question

 7         because it is not within the context of the

 8         affidavit.

 9                            Paragraph 1 of the

10         direction to attend, you state, Mr. Phillips,

11         "With reference to paragraph 4 of your

12         affidavit."  So why don't you ask him about

13         paragraph 4 and ask him about the documents

14         thereto.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I would

16         like to conduct this cross-examination in the

17         manner that I see fit on behalf of my

18         clients.  I assure you that I will properly

19         conduct it.  Please do not interrupt.  And,

20         please, I'm not looking for your suggestions

21         today, so unless you have a proper objection,

22         please do not interrupt, and if you do have a

23         proper objection, please succinctly state it

24         in accordance with the rules.  Can we please

25         agree upon that?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have succinctly stated

 2         it, Mr. Phillips, and we stand by it, and I

 3         am advising the client to accept my advice on

 4         the issue and to object to the form of the

 5         question and the manner in which it was

 6         presented, because it is not within the

 7         context that the direction to attend has been

 8         crafted.  So if you wish to re-craft your

 9         question, go ahead; otherwise, we're standing

10         by it.  So do what you want.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I asked

12         the witness to confirm that he was endorsing

13         your answer.  That's got to be one of the

14         most least contentious questions that you can

15         ever ask a witness.

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you agree with what your

17         lawyer just said?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just stay silent.

19         Mr. Phillips will get around to asking

20         questions.

21    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to even answer

22         that question?  Do you agree with what your

23         lawyer said?

24                            Let the record reflect

25         the witness is unresponsive.
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 1                            Mr. Wuttunee, I need to

 2         know what your answer is.  Are you refusing

 3         to answer my question?  Are you endorsing

 4         your counsel's objection?  What is it here?

 5         Because as it stands now, you are remaining

 6         silent there.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, re-craft

 8         your question.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, again, I

10         would like a response from the witness.  You

11         had your time to object.  Your client has had

12         his time to consider advice.  I want to know

13         if he accepts it, what his response is.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he's going to say,

15         Mr. Phillips, will you re-craft your

16         question.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         That's an objectionable

18         statement to make in the middle of a

19         cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I want

20         to hear from the witness.  You've had your

21         time to make a succinct objection.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Restate the --

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want to know --

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- question.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want to know if
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 1         Mr. Wuttunee endorses that, your answer.

 2                            Let the record reflect

 3         that both Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Wuttunee

 4         are unresponsive.

 5    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you have not produced a single

 6         document in relation to this direction to

 7         attend, which is Exhibit A-169, have you?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection to the form of

 9         the question.  Start with --

10    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- paragraph 1 in your

12         direction to attend.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm not looking for your

14         suggestions, Mr. Stooshinoff.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well --

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         So please don't provide

17         them.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It says --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If you have an objection,

20         please succinctly state it.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I do.  I've told you my

22         objection.  The way you've phrased your

23         question is objectionable, Mr. Phillips.  You

24         are assuming a deliberate refusal on the part

25         of my client to comply with a direction to
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 1         attend.  You are crafting your question that

 2         way.  That is objectionable because it's not

 3         accurate and does not reflect the situation.

 4                            Number 1 in your

 5         direction to attend says: (As read)

 6             With reference to paragraph 4 of your

 7             affidavit, all documents by which you

 8             were "aware that he, Leroy Nicotine Jr.,

 9             supported us during the election."

10                             End quote.  So you can

11         ask, Mr. Wuttunee, do you have any documents

12         by which you became aware that Mr. Leroy

13         Nicotine supports -- just ask him that

14         question:  Are you aware of any documents?

15         Ask him that.  Mr. Phillips, that is a proper

16         question.  Ask him that:  Are you aware of

17         any documents?

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done,

19         Mr. Stooshinoff, interrupting my

20         cross-examination here?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not interrupting.

22         I'm just telling you why we object to the

23         form of your question and why you can get to

24         the objective of your question by another

25         form.  So if you would do that, you would get
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 1         the answer you are seeking, but if you do it

 2         the way you're questioning it, which is

 3         accusatory and a deliberate effort to thwart

 4         the direction to attend, we will object to

 5         it, because that creates a false impression.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done,

 7         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have it,

 9         Mr. Phillips.  It's all in your court.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I asked

11         a very basic question.  There is no ulterior

12         motive to the question.  Has he produced any

13         document whatsoever?  We'll come to why he

14         hasn't produced anything later.  Right now I

15         want to make sure that --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no, that's not --

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- he is aware that --

18         please don't interrupt me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

19         I have repeatedly requested that you not do

20         that this morning.  The court reporter has,

21         not just in this cross-examination but also

22         the one of Tomas Pritchard on Thursday and

23         before repeatedly, repeatedly requested that

24         you not interrupt.  Can we agree upon that?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips, because
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 1         we continue to dance around this.  You see,

 2         you, in your questioning, presupposes that

 3         documents exist, and so I object to the form

 4         of your question.  Is that clear?  The error

 5         of your question, the objectionable nature of

 6         your question, is that it presupposes facts

 7         in existence which aren't established as

 8         facts.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done,

10         Mr. Stooshinoff?  Because when I speak, I

11         don't want to be interrupted again until I'm

12         done speaking.  Then you can have your turn.

13         Is that agreeable?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Holy moly.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Let the record reflect

16         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive yet

17         again.

18    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please don't put the

20         witness on mute, Mr. Stooshinoff.

21         Mr. Stooshinoff, please take the mic off of

22         mute.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're listening.  I'm

24         speaking to Mr. Winegarden.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And in the middle --
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 1         having a private conversation in the presence

 2         of the witness in the middle of a

 3         cross-examination is objectionable, and the

 4         court has told you that in the judgment of

 5         August 30th, 2021.  It struck the affidavit

 6         of John Benson for that reason.  So please

 7         don't do it again.  Can we please agree upon

 8         that, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 9                            Let the record reflect

10         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

11                            Please don't have private

12         conversations while you are on mute.  It

13         is --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not --

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- highly objectionable,

16         Mr. Stooshinoff.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not --

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And please don't

19         interrupt.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm speaking to counsel,

21         which you saw.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you put

23         your mic on mute.  Again, I want to move on

24         with my cross-examination here.

25                            There is a single basic
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 1         question.  No documents produced by this

 2         witness in relation to the direction to

 3         attend, that single fact, we'll go on to why

 4         no documents have been produced later.  I

 5         want an answer to this question.

 6    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, please confirm that you have

 7         not produced a single document in relation to

 8         your direction to attend, which is

 9         Exhibit A-169?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, are you

12         going to object to further questions to the

13         witness in relation to the direction to

14         attend or even my asking the witness if he

15         endorses your objections?

16                            Let the record reflect

17         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

18                            We'll attempt to come

19         back to this issue to the extent that we can.

20         I'll simply attempt to move on to a different

21         ground of questioning given the complete

22         absence of the production of any documents

23         whatsoever and the failure to provide any

24         timely notice of same.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --
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 1    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, can you please --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- I object to --

 3    Q.   -- look at the --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- to the commentary, the

 5         editorializing on the record.  You are saying

 6         that there is a refusal to produce documents

 7         and a refusal to provide notice.  I have gone

 8         through this and my objection at some length.

 9         You are presupposing documents exist.  Then

10         you accuse my client of refusing to comply

11         with the direction to attend.  That is

12         objectionable.  It is a falsehood.  It

13         creates a false impression.

14                            And it is not in the form

15         in which your direction to attend was

16         drafted, because your direction to attend was

17         drafted specifically requiring the documents

18         by which he was aware that Leroy Nicotine

19         supported him.

20                            So you have to ask the

21         question, does that document exist, and did

22         you produce it?  If the document does not

23         exist, then to accuse my client of failing to

24         comply with the direction to attend is

25         objectionable.  That's the point I'm trying
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 1         to make.  I hope you understand that,

 2         Mr. Phillips.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done making your

 4         point?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you, yes.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, my

 7         clients are entitled to probe and establish a

 8         foundation for the court, what has been done,

 9         in other words, no production of documents

10         whatsoever by your client, Mr. Wuttunee, and

11         then move on to -- let the record reflect

12         that Mr. Stooshinoff is laughing.  This is

13         not a laughing matter, Mr. Stooshinoff.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is, actually, because

15         you don't listen to me.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we'll

17         remind you that this cross-examination, as

18         was the John Benson one, is being transcribed

19         and will be reviewed by the court.  We will

20         be requesting that sanctions be imposed.  Is

21         that understood, Mr. Stooshinoff?

22                            Let the record reflect

23         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

24                            Mr. Stooshinoff, I want

25         to establish basic facts for the court in
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 1         relation to production of documents as

 2         requested in the direction to attend.  A most

 3         basic fact, no documents have been produced.

 4         I simply want the witness to confirm that to

 5         the court.  We can go on to why they haven't

 6         been produced later on.

 7    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, please confirm, you have not

 8         produced a single document in relation to

 9         your direction to attend, Exhibit A-169, have

10         you?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Well, we will bring this

13         issue, this matter, to the attention of the

14         court.  We'll seek appropriate sanction given

15         the conduct.  We'll move on to another ground

16         of the cross-examination today.

17    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, can you see the screen in front

18         of you?

19    A.   Yes.

20    Q.   It should be entitled Reply to Undertakings

21         of Burke Ratte.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, at this

23         stage, I think it's an appropriate juncture

24         to advise you that you did not notify us in

25         advance that you were producing this 626-page
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 1         document for cross-examination of Chief

 2         Wuttunee, and in any event, we object to this

 3         document being presented to the witness.

 4                            We will not answer any

 5         question relating to this document entitled

 6         Reply to Undertakings of Burke Ratte.  This

 7         is not a document before the court.  We will

 8         not answer questions relating to this.

 9         Please move on.

10    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you endorse your counsel's

11         answer?

12    A.   Yes.

13    Q.   Sorry.  That was -- Mr. Wuttunee, you replied

14         "yes"?

15    A.   Yes.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         For the purposes of the

17         court, I want to fully describe the document.

18         It is the reply to undertakings of Mr. Burke

19         Ratte dated and signed May 18th, 2021,

20         626 pages.  And I will request that that be

21         marked by the court reporter as the next

22         exhibit, A-170.

23                EXHIBIT A-170:

24                REPLY TO UNDERTAKINGS OF BURKE RATTE

25                DATED MAY 18, 2021, 626 PAGES
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 1    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, this is paragraph 14 of that

 2         reply to --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 4    Q.   -- undertakings, Exhibit A-170.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I wonder if

 6         you heard me?  You know I keep complaining

 7         that you don't listen to me.  I wonder if you

 8         heard me when I said we will not answer any

 9         questions relating to in any fashion with the

10         reply to undertakings of Mr. Ratte.  Did you

11         here me, Mr. Phillips, yes or no?

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I want

13         to make sure that the court --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you don't.  That's --

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- is in a position --

16         please don't interrupt me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

17         How many times do I have to ask you?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you're not

19         listening.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please do not interrupt.

21         It is a basic professional courtesy.  I have

22         not interrupted you today.  Please

23         reciprocate.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Can we please agree upon
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 1         that?

 2                            Let the record reflect

 3         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

 4                            I am going to refer to

 5         specific documents within this reply to

 6         undertakings, Exhibit A-170.  I am going to

 7         give this witness a specific opportunity to

 8         review specific documents.

 9    Q.   Up on the screen, we have paragraph 14 of

10         that Exhibit A-170.  It's on page 8.  It

11         is -- there is the following text that

12         identifies the PDF text message from Clinton

13         Wuttunee to Mr. Ratte on March 10th, 2020, at

14         8:19 p.m., and there is a photograph there.

15         Do you see that photograph, Mr. Wuttunee?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Don't answer.

17         Mr. Phillips, I think I've said it a couple

18         of times now, we are not answering any

19         questions in relation to this document.

20    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, we'll go to the next paragraph,

21         15.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

23         Mr. Phillips, let's make it easy for

24         everybody.  Let's just have you write out all

25         the questions you have for Chief Wuttunee on
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 1         the reply to undertakings of Mr. Ratte.  You

 2         just write them all out, and put them on the

 3         record, and then we can get on to the

 4         questions that my client can answer.  Why

 5         don't you do that?  And then we can save us

 6         all a lot of time and grief.

 7                            Why bother answering --

 8         asking him questions when you know very

 9         well -- you know very well, Mr. Phillips,

10         don't you, that I'll be objecting?  Let's

11         just make it sensible.  Make it sensible

12         for --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done,

14         Mr. Stooshinoff?  Are you done?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did you hear me,

16         Mr. Phillips?

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I heard you interrupt.

18         If the witness isn't going respond to a

19         question, if he objects to answering the

20         question, so be it.  The question will be

21         asked.  Your client, Mr. Clinton Wuttunee,

22         will have had his opportunity to respond, and

23         if he doesn't do so, the court will take its

24         own view of the matter.

25    Q.   Up on the screen we have paragraph 15 --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 2    Q.   -- on page 9 of Exhibit A-170.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Move on.

 4    Q.   This is a photograph.  Mr. Wuttunee, do you

 5         see that?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Move on.

 7    Q.   Do you see that, Mr. Wuttunee?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 9         What is it that you don't understand,

10         Mr. Phillips?  Really, objection.  Move on.

11         He's not going to answer any questions

12         relating to the undertakings of Mr. Ratte.

13         You know that.  Please move on.

14    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Put them in writing.  Put

16         the questions in writing.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done,

18         Mr. Stooshinoff?

19                            Let the record reflect

20         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

21    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you endorse all of the

22         answers, the objections that your counsel

23         just gave?

24    A.   Yes, I do.

25    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, for the record, this is the
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 1         request for mail-in ballot of Robin Dean

 2         Wuttunee.  And I've put up and I've

 3         identified for you paragraphs 14 and 15 of

 4         your reply to undertakings, May 18th, 2021,

 5         of Mr. Burke, Exhibit A-170.

 6                            The electoral officer,

 7         Burke Ratte, he says you, Clinton Wuttunee,

 8         sent this request for mail-in ballot of Robin

 9         Wuttunee to him, the electoral officer, on

10         March 10th, 2020, at 8:19 p.m.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

12    Q.   What do you have to say to that?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have to say this, Mr.

14         Phillips.  You are giving evidence.  We

15         object to that.  You are trying to put in a

16         document that I have repeatedly told you that

17         we are not going to answer questions on.  I

18         just don't understand why you bother to

19         continue to indulge in this, you know,

20         exercise that is really torture for all the

21         parties here and self-indulgent on your part.

22                            You know we're going to

23         object.  Put it in writing if you wish, but

24         we are objecting to it.  I don't know how

25         many times you're going to force me to say
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 1         that.

 2    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you endorse your counsel's

 3         objections?

 4    A.   Yes, I do.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And if you accept that,

 6         his endorsement of my objection, that should

 7         be a complete answer.  Now, let's move on,

 8         Mr. Phillips.

 9    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, I'm going to put it very

10         bluntly.  Did you send these photo text

11         messages to Burke Ratte, the electoral

12         officer, those photo text messages being the

13         request for mail-in ballot of Robin Dean

14         Wuttunee?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you know,

16         how about this?  Is there a way we can do it

17         that you can ask and talk all you want, and

18         I'll just advise my client when he should

19         answer.  How does that sound?  Is that a

20         workable arrangement, or how can we do this

21         in a rational fashion?

22    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer my

23         question?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We are objecting,

25         Mr. Phillips.  There is a difference between
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 1         objecting and refusing, and we are objecting

 2         to the question.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want to know --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I would --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- the specific basis.

 6         Please identify the specific basis of your

 7         objection.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We've objected to any

 9         questions touching upon the undertakings of

10         Burke Ratte, any questions.  This document,

11         we do not admit.  We don't admit the entire

12         626 pages, and you know that, Mr. Phillips.

13                            So as you like to say, as

14         an officer of the court, you know we're

15         objecting to this document, to its

16         admissibility.  We've objected all along, and

17         yet you're continuing to pursue this.  We

18         object.  Don't ask any more questions.  You

19         can still present your application to the

20         court.  I urge you to do so.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, to be

22         absolutely clear, I'm asking about two

23         specific photographs.  Leave the rest of the

24         reply to undertakings to the side for the

25         moment.  My question is specifically directed
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 1         towards these two photo text messages.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Move on.

 3    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you endorse your counsel's

 4         answer or objection?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Court reporter, I want to

 7         be absolutely clear for the court what

 8         specifically we're referring to here.  Can we

 9         please mark those two photographs within in

10         Exhibit A-170.  Can you please mark the first

11         one, which is immediately above the page

12         number 8.  Can we please mark that as

13         Exhibit A-170-1.

14                EXHIBIT A-170-1:

15                PAGE 8 OF THE REPLY TO UNDERTAKINGS OF

16                BURKE RATTE DATED MAY 18, 2021

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And then can you please

18         mark the second photograph, which is

19         immediately above page number 9 as

20         Exhibit A-170-2.

21                EXHIBIT A-170-2:

22                PAGE 9 OF THE REPLY TO UNDERTAKINGS OF

23                BURKE RATTE DATED MAY 18, 2021

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And let the record

25         reflect those are documents within the reply
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 1         to undertakings of Burke Ratte, the document

 2         which we object to.

 3    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, let's leave this reply to

 4         undertakings to the side for a moment.  I'm

 5         going to ask you a completely different

 6         question.  I'm not referring to this reply to

 7         undertakings.  Can we please agree upon that?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we can't agree on

 9         anything until we hear your question.  Would

10         you just please ask your questions,

11         Mr. Phillips?

12    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, did you submit the request for

13         mail-in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee to the

14         electoral officer in relation to the March

15         2020 election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

17         Could you show us anywhere in the affidavit

18         of Tomas Pritchard that that is raised as an

19         issue or in the affidavit of Clinton Wuttunee

20         in which that is an issue?

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I would

22         like the witness to leave the room if you

23         want to have that discussion.  Can you please

24         have him exit and close the door?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  You're --
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If you want me to

 2         explain, I will deal with things

 3         pragmatically.  I just don't want the witness

 4         in the room while I explain it to you.  I

 5         want to hear the true evidence from the

 6         witness.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But you're not asking him

 8         questions in relation to his affidavit.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You've asked for an

10         explanation.  I've asked for the witness to

11         leave the room so he doesn't hear the

12         explanation.  Are you refusing to do that?

13                            Let the record reflect

14         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.  We'll

15         simply move on.

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer any

17         questions in relation to Robin Dean Wuttunee

18         today?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're objecting to any

20         questions relating -- you've already

21         cross-examined this witness repeatedly with

22         regard to the affidavit of Robin Dean

23         Wuttunee and all of his involvement.  We are

24         not permitting you a second opportunity or a

25         third opportunity to continuously requestion
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 1         this witness.  So we object to that.  You

 2         have his affidavit.  You can cross-examine on

 3         his affidavit, and that's the extent of the

 4         matter.

 5    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, I note that you have a document

 6         in front of you.  Can you please give it to

 7         your counsel?  I don't want to have any

 8         documents in front of you during the

 9         cross-examination.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's his affidavit.

11         You don't want him to have his affidavit.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         No.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

14    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, have you ever read the Canada

15         Elections Act?

16    A.   Just a portion of it.

17    Q.   When was that?

18    A.   I think you have a copy of what I provided.

19    Q.   I'm just asking when you read a portion of

20         the Canada Elections Act, in the past month;

21         is that fair, or when would it be, the past

22         week?

23    A.   I don't remember.  It's been a while.

24    Q.   Do you remember what you read?

25    A.   I've provided the material in my affidavit,
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 1         yes.

 2    Q.   You don't remember what portion of the Canada

 3         Elections Act you say that you read on a date

 4         that you don't remember; is that accurate?

 5    A.   I provided the information in my affidavit if

 6         you want to question me on it.

 7    Q.   I am, and I'm asking you, is that accurate?

 8         You don't remember what portion of the Canada

 9         Elections Act that you read on a date that

10         you can't remember?

11    A.   It's pretty self-explanatory if you read it.

12    Q.   Have you ever visited the Elections Canada

13         website?

14                            Let the record reflect

15         that the witness is unresponsive.

16                            Mr. Wuttunee, can you

17         please answer my question?  Have you ever

18         visited the Elections Canada website?

19    A.   Not in great detail.  I've seen it.

20    Q.   In the past week or when?

21    A.   I don't remember.

22    Q.   What was it that you read?

23    A.   I believe I provided that in my affidavit.

24    Q.   What was it that you read, Mr. Wuttunee, on

25         the Canada elections website -- Elections
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 1         Canada, I should say.

 2    A.   It's regarding expenses, eligible expenses to

 3         voters during a campaign.

 4    Q.   Did you read it, or did your counsel simply

 5         say, here, this is on the Elections Canada

 6         website?

 7    A.   I've reviewed it.

 8    Q.   You reviewed what your lawyer gave you, a

 9         printed off document, and then you put it in

10         your affidavit; is that accurate?

11    A.   No.

12    Q.   How so?

13    A.   I've reviewed it in the past.

14    Q.   When in the past?

15    A.   I don't remember.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked and answered,

17         Mr. Phillips.

18    Q.   For purposes of your affidavit, that's what

19         occurred, you reviewed a document that your

20         lawyer gave you, and that was the extent of

21         it.  You didn't go to the Elections Canada

22         website.  Correct?

23    A.   I've already answered the question.

24    Q.   Between January 1st and March 20th, 2020, how

25         many voters of Red Pheasant First Nation did
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 1         you give money to for any reason whatsoever?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And the objection is?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you've already been

 5         through this endlessly.  You've already had

 6         your numerous efforts at cross-examining this

 7         witness.  You don't get a do-over.  You do

 8         get the opportunity to cross-examine him in

 9         relation to the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard

10         and his response dated September 13th.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Anything else,

12         Mr. Stooshinoff?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, I

14         don't know how often we have to go around

15         this, but as you'll be aware that this

16         affidavit provided by this witness is in

17         response to the motion and the late affidavit

18         of Tomas Pritchard, so if you wish to focus

19         on the affidavit, we would be happy to hear

20         your questions.

21    Q.   In relation to the March 2020 election of Red

22         Pheasant First Nation, how many voters did

23         you give money for travel expenses for that

24         elector's travel to the polling station?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you adopt your counsel's

 2         answer or objection?

 3    A.   Yes, I do.

 4    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer any

 5         questions in relation to any sort of money

 6         that you gave the voters in the time period

 7         preceding the election of Red Pheasant First

 8         Nation, March 2020?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we're

10         objecting to the questioning in the nature of

11         a third or fourth cross-examination of this

12         witness on issues that you have already

13         repeatedly cross-examined him on.

14                            We are not going to

15         permit you to do a further cross-examination

16         on these issues, which you have already very

17         extensively cross-examined this witness on,

18         and so that's the end of the matter.  You've

19         had your opportunity.  You've cross-examined

20         him numerous time and very extensively on

21         this very issue, and that's the end of the

22         matter.

23    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, were you aware that other

24         persons were giving money to electors for

25         travel expenses in relation to the election?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Same objection.  Same

 2         kind of question.  Same repeat.  The question

 3         is already asked and answered on prior

 4         cross-examinations, Mr. Phillips.

 5    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, did you authorize anybody to

 6         give money to either persons in the time

 7         period January 1st through March 20th, 2020,

 8         those persons being the persons to whom money

 9         would be given, being voters of Red Pheasant

10         First Nation?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

12         Same reasons.

13    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you agree or adopt all of

14         your counsel's objections?

15    A.   Yes, I do.

16    Q.   In relation to the March 2020 election of Red

17         Pheasant First Nation, how many voters did

18         you drive to a polling station?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, this does

20         not pertain to the affidavit of Tomas

21         Pritchard.  It does not pertain to the

22         affidavit of Clinton Wuttunee.  It amounts to

23         an opportunity that you are seeking to try

24         and do a repeat cross-examination of these

25         witnesses that were on issues you have
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 1         previously repeatedly cross-examined him

 2         before.  So we are objecting to it.

 3    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you adopt your counsel's

 4         objections?

 5    A.   Yes, I do.

 6    Q.   May I take you, for the remainder of the

 7         cross-examination today, to adopt all of your

 8         counsel's objections, unless you say

 9         otherwise?

10    A.   Yes, I do.

11    Q.   In relation to the March 2020 election of Red

12         Pheasant First Nation, how many voters did

13         your campaign team drive to the polling

14         stations?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, were you aware that Leroy

17         Nicotine Jr. was giving rides to voters to

18         polling stations in relation to the March

19         2020 election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

20    A.   No, I wasn't.

21    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, is it fair to say that you

22         communicated with Leroy Nicotine Jr. during

23         the election campaign January 1st, through

24         March 20th, 2020?

25    A.   I think I've answered that question in prior
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 1         cross-examinations.

 2    Q.   Are you refusing to answer questions in

 3         relation to Leroy Nicotine Jr. and your

 4         communications with him?

 5    A.   No, I just answered that.

 6    Q.   So any questions I have today as to Leroy

 7         Nicotine Jr., you're going to refuse to

 8         answer; is that accurate?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, that's not accurate.

10         I think you're misconstruing the nature of

11         our objection.  Mr. Phillips, you'll recall

12         in your first cross-examination of Chief

13         Wuttunee, you extensively cross-examined him

14         with regard to Leroy Nicotine Jr., so unless

15         you have a uniquely new question for him,

16         we're not going to go down that road again.

17         You have already cross-examined him on that

18         issue.

19                            But we're optimistic that

20         you may have a new question that was not

21         addressed and that actually does touch upon

22         the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard or my

23         client's affidavit dated September 13th.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'll

25         note the time is now 12:07.  We'll take the
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 1         lunch break at this time.

 2    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, during the lunch break, you are

 3         not able to have any discussions with --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, please carry on.

 5    Q.   -- anybody in relation to this case.  Do you

 6         understand that, Mr. Wuttunee?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we object.  We're

 8         ready to continue on, Mr. Phillips,

 9         without --

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         (INDISCERNIBLE) --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- (INDISCERNIBLE) to

12         anybody more.  Let's keep this going.  You're

13         on a roll.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

15         taking the lunch break.

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you cannot have any

17         communications with anybody in relation to

18         this case or your evidence during the time

19         that we are adjourned.  Do you clearly

20         understand that?

21    A.   I do.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How long are you wanting,

23         Mr. Phillips?

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll return at 1:30.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           An hour and a half?
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's actually an hour and

 2         20 minutes if you can count.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Jeez.

 4 (Recessed at 12:08 p.m.)

 5 (Reconvened at 1:30 p.m.)

 6    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, again, I don't want any

 7         documents in front of you, so if you can

 8         return those to your counsel.

 9                            Mr. Wuttunee, I want to

10         understand which it is.  You either had

11         knowledge of what Leroy Nicotine Jr. was

12         doing in the election campaign, period, or

13         you didn't.  Which is it?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  You've

15         already discussed matters regarding Leroy

16         Nicotine Jr. in prior cross-examinations.

17         Thank you, Mr. Phillips.  Next question.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, if you

19         want to have the witness leave the room, I

20         can point out to you how it is directly

21         relevant in this cross-examination.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  You have our

23         objection.  You have already extensively

24         cross-examined him.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the
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 1         prior transcript will speak for itself --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- and the several

 4         objections and refusals that were made in

 5         that respect.  This is an independent

 6         cross-examination.  In this independent

 7         cross-examination, I am entitled to

 8         cross-examine on the affidavit that has been

 9         put forward.  If you would like the witness

10         to leave the room, I can explain this to you,

11         but otherwise I'd like to proceed.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please proceed.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I will explain it if you

14         have the witness leave the room.  I don't

15         want the explanation to taint this witness's

16         testimony.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please proceed with your

18         questioning.

19    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer any

20         questions in relation to Leroy Nicotine Jr.

21         today?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  You've had my

23         clarification now I think twice, maybe three

24         times, Mr. Phillips.

25    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, did you or did you not know
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 1         what Jason Chakita was doing during the

 2         campaign?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, Jason

 4         Chakita is not mentioned in the affidavit.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You're wrong,

 6         Mr. Stooshinoff.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Where?

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please have the witness

 9         leave the room, and I'll point out how you're

10         wrong.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Where is he mentioned in

12         his --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Let the record reflect

14         that the witness, Mr. Wuttunee, remains in

15         the room, despite my requests.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you are

17         attempting to requestion my client on matters

18         that have already been very extensively

19         cross-examined upon.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Would you like to say

21         anything further, Mr. Stooshinoff, or is that

22         it?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips.  You

24         know exactly what we're referring to.  You

25         know the extent of the cross-examinations
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 1         that went prior, the voluminous efforts to

 2         cross-examine my client on all of those

 3         issues, and now you're attempting to

 4         re-cross-examine him on those issues when

 5         they have already been cross-examined on, and

 6         you are simply using this opportunity to take

 7         another shot at my client, and we object to

 8         it.  It's improper.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the

10         prior transcript will speak for itself,

11         including the several vigorous objections

12         made by you, one thing.

13                            The second thing is that

14         my clients are entitled to cross-examine upon

15         the affidavit that has been tendered.  This

16         witness swore an affidavit September 13th,

17         2021.  This falls squarely within the four

18         corners of that affidavit, Mr. Stooshinoff.

19                            And your refusal to have

20         the witness leave the room so I can explain

21         that speaks for itself.  Does that persist,

22         or should -- or am I going to need to explain

23         it to you in the presence of the witness,

24         tainting this witness's evidence?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't have to ask my
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 1         permission to ask a question.  If you think

 2         you have a basis in his affidavit, dated

 3         September the 13th, upon which you rely upon

 4         to cross-examine him, please go ahead.

 5    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, which is it, you either have

 6         knowledge what and for whom Leroy Nicotine

 7         Jr. was retained either as a volunteer worker

 8         or whatever or you don't.  Let's start off

 9         with Jason Chakita.  Do you know or do you

10         not have any knowledge?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please note

12         what my client has indicated in his

13         affidavit.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm not asking you to

15         read it out, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I want to hear

16         this witness's answer.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm trying to draw your

18         attention to it, okay?  Because you are

19         wandering far afield from what he has

20         indicated: (As read)

21             Leroy Nicotine Jr. was not employed by

22             Red Pheasant Band nor was he --

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         To be absolutely clear, I

24         am objecting to you reading out the affidavit

25         in front of the witness.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  The affidavit that

 2         he swore?  Like, what difference does it

 3         make?  He's already got it.  Paragraph 4, "I

 4         was aware" --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- "that he" --

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- I have objected, and

 8         the record will speak for itself.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           In that case,

10         Mr. Phillips, I can't assist you any further.

11         Please ask your next question.  Move on.

12    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, it's one of two things.  You

13         can't have it both ways.  You either know or

14         have some knowledge as to what Leroy Nicotine

15         Jr. was doing, or you don't.  I am --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

17    Q.   -- specifically referring to --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've already asked --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

20         do not interrupt me again.  Like, this is

21         just not appropriate conduct.  I have let you

22         go on at length today without interrupting

23         you.  I have repeatedly requested that you

24         reciprocate that professional courtesy.  It

25         is a basic expectation, not just of counsel,
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 1         but even participants to a cross-examination,

 2         laypersons, whatever, to not interrupt other

 3         people.

 4                            I'm not going to express

 5         my opinion on that.  I will let the court

 6         express its view as to the propriety of that

 7         type of conduct.  It did in its August 30th,

 8         2021, judgment.  My clients are going to

 9         again have to call upon the court to express

10         its view as to the conduct during

11         cross-examinations.

12                            These are basic

13         questions, Mr. Stooshinoff.  They go directly

14         to what is in the content of this witness's

15         affidavit, his testimony, and my clients'

16         right to probe, to cross-examine upon that

17         testimony.  There must surely be a reason why

18         you've put it in this affidavit.  May I

19         proceed?

20                            Let the record reflect

21         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

22         Mr. Stooshinoff?

23    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, when did you first become aware

24         that Leroy Nicotine Jr. supported you during

25         the election?
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 1    A.   I'm not sure of the exact date, but just word

 2         of mouth.

 3    Q.   When would that be?

 4    A.   I don't know the exact date, no.  It was

 5         during the campaign.

 6    Q.   When?  How many weeks prior to the final poll

 7         on March 20th?

 8    A.   I don't recall when.  I can't be specific.

 9    Q.   How about December 2019; specific enough?

10    A.   I don't know about that.

11    Q.   Okay.  Was it closer to December 2019 or

12         closer to March 20th, 2020?

13    A.   Sometime during the campaign, yeah.

14    Q.   When?  Was it closer to December 2019 or

15         March 20th, 2020?

16    A.   I've already answered the question.

17    Q.   No, you haven't.

18    A.   During the campaign.

19    Q.   You simply have no recollection?

20    A.   There was a timeline for the campaign.  It

21         was sometime in that timeline.

22    Q.   When along that timeline, prior to the

23         nomination meeting?

24    A.   No.

25    Q.   How about prior to the Saskatoon poll?
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 1    A.   I'm not sure.

 2    Q.   Is it fair to say that at the latest, as of

 3         the date of the Saskatoon poll, you knew that

 4         Leroy Nicotine Jr. was supporting you and

 5         your election campaign?

 6    A.   It was sometime during the campaign.  I can't

 7         recall a specific time.

 8    Q.   You say it's word of mouth.  What exactly

 9         were you told?

10    A.   I can't, like, paraphrase, but I'm not sure

11         who even told me that, being something like,

12         oh, you have the support of Leroy.  I had the

13         support of so many people out there, that's

14         why I won, you know?  A lot of people told me

15         they were supporting me.

16    Q.   So that's it.  So they simply said, you have

17         the support of Leroy.

18    A.   It's a campaign, yeah.  Take it for what it

19         is.

20    Q.   Is that the extent of your knowledge as to

21         Leroy Nicotine Jr. supporting you in your

22         re-election campaign, somebody told you, you

23         have the support of Leroy?

24    A.   To the best of my knowledge.

25    Q.   That's the only knowledge you have as to
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 1         whether or not Leroy Nicotine Jr. supported

 2         you in the election?

 3    A.   To the best of my knowledge, yeah, word of

 4         mouth.

 5    Q.   Did Leroy Nicotine Jr. even tell you

 6         directly, or was it just word of mouth

 7         through a third party?

 8    A.   I don't recall if he told me directly.

 9    Q.   Did he ever send you a Facebook message or

10         post on Facebook supporting you?

11    A.   I don't recall that either, not that I'm

12         aware of.

13    Q.   Are you saying that it didn't happen?

14    A.   Like I said, it was a long time ago, and

15         there were so many people to talk to, and a

16         lot has happened since then, so I don't

17         recall.

18    Q.   How many times did you meet with Leroy

19         Nicotine Jr. between January 1st and

20         March 20th, 2020?

21    A.   I answered that question in prior

22         cross-examinations.

23    Q.   How many times?

24    A.   I answered that.

25    Q.   How many times did you meet with him?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, the witness

 2         has given a direct response to that.  Perhaps

 3         you could go and check the transcript.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, it is a

 5         basic question.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 7    Q.   Now, let's have the answer, Mr. Wuttunee.

 8         Things will go a lot quicker if you just

 9         answer questions.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, things

11         would go a lot quicker if you didn't

12         continually try to re-plough ground that has

13         already been ploughed three or four times

14         already, and so please move on.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the

16         prior transcript is going to speak for

17         itself.  I want to proceed with this specific

18         cross-examination to the extent possible

19         given the absolute failure to provide any

20         document in relation to the direction to

21         attend for this witness.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, now, you've

23         already --

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I want

25         to --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- heard our objection.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- be able to conduct his

 3         cross -- please don't interrupt me again,

 4         Mr. Stooshinoff.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 6    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, with respect to your knowledge

 7         of what Leroy Nicotine Jr. was actually doing

 8         during the campaign period, it's got to come

 9         from only a few different sources.  You

10         either met with him, spoke with him, or

11         somebody else told you what he was doing.

12         You told us today that the extent of what

13         other people told you is limited to, Leroy

14         supports you.  Did I hear you correctly?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked and answered,

16         Mr. Phillips.  You've got the response from

17         my client.  And in response to your earlier

18         accusation, I have very clearly gone over

19         that.  You are deliberately creating a false

20         impression that there are documents, and you

21         have not established that in evidence, and

22         certainly we object to going over it once

23         again.

24    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, as for the second source of

25         potential knowledge as what Leroy Nicotine
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 1         Jr. was actually doing during the campaign

 2         period, phone calls, text messages, Facebook

 3         messages with Leroy Nicotine Jr. --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 5    Q.   -- did you have any January 1st through March

 6         20th, 2020?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Are you -- is your

 8         question, did you have any other

 9         communication?  Is that what your question

10         is, or what are you saying?  Are you asking

11         him did he have documents from Leroy?

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It was a clear question,

13         Mr. Stooshinoff.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it wasn't.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If you weren't so busy

16         objecting and interrupting, you would listen

17         to the question when it was asked.  I'll say

18         it again.  Will you listen this time?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you can

20         insult me as you have throughout these

21         proceedings.  For now something in the

22         neighbourhood of 18 months, I've listened to

23         your insults, to your offensive commentary

24         about me and about the manner in which I

25         conduct this matter.
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 1                            I'm glad you're putting

 2         this matter before the court.  We are tired

 3         of hearing your insults.  Please don't

 4         indulge in them again, and please answer

 5         your -- ask your questions clearly so that my

 6         client can follow along.  You are talking

 7         about secondary sources of information.  I

 8         have no idea what you're talking about, nor

 9         do I expect my client does.  So try to have a

10         clear question.  Please proceed.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Try and have a clear and

12         succinct objection next time,

13         Mr. Stooshinoff.  I'm tired of having a

14         transcript that goes on at length from you.

15         I do you the courtesy of not interrupting

16         you.  Please do me the courtesy of not

17         interrupting me as well as clearly and

18         succinctly stating your objection next time.

19    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, I'll repeat the question.  Did

20         you have any telephone conversations or

21         Facebook messages or text messages or e-mails

22         between January 1st and March 20th, 2020,

23         with Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

24    A.   I don't recall any of that.

25    Q.   Did you see any Facebook messages that Leroy
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 1         Nicotine Jr. had posted on Facebook in that

 2         time period?

 3    A.   I don't recall that either.

 4    Q.   And how many times did you meet with Leroy

 5         Nicotine Jr. between January 1st and

 6         March 20th, 2020?

 7    A.   Well, that's what I had answered when you

 8         questioned me in a prior cross-examination

 9         already.

10    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, how many times did you meet

11         with him during that time period?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

13         Three times now on the same question.

14    Q.   So if you didn't meet with -- you say you

15         didn't meet with Leroy Nicotine Jr. between

16         January 1st and March 20th, 2020.  You can't

17         remember having a phone call with him.  Can't

18         remember Facebook messages with him.  You

19         have a fleeting memory with respect to

20         anything to do with Leroy Nicotine Jr.

21                            How is it that you can

22         state what Leroy Nicotine Jr. was doing on

23         behalf of the persons that were elected to

24         the position of councillor in the election?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Where does he make that
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 1         statement, Mr. Phillips?  Where does he make

 2         that statement?

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         At prior --

 4         Mr. Stooshinoff, if you would just listen.

 5         Paragraph 4: (As read)

 6             That prior to the March 20, 2020,

 7             election of Chief and Council, Leroy

 8             Nicotine Jr. was not employed by Red

 9             Pheasant Band nor was he employed to

10             perform services for the Chief and

11             Council as candidates.

12                             Fair question.  I asked

13         you to have the witness leave the room before

14         so it doesn't taint this witness's evidence.

15         You refused to do so.

16    Q.   So, Mr. Wuttunee, which is it?  You either

17         have knowledge as to what Leroy Nicotine Jr.

18         was doing or you don't.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, that is not

20         consistent, and I object to that.  That is

21         not a question that flows from that

22         statement.

23    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you have no knowledge as to

24         what Leroy Nicotine Jr. was doing on behalf

25         of the persons that were elected to position
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 1         of councillor, do you?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 3         You read into the record what paragraph 4

 4         states.  What this witness stated in his

 5         affidavit was that Leroy Nicotine Jr. was not

 6         employed.

 7                            Your question isn't that,

 8         Mr. Phillips.  Your question is way broader

 9         than that, saying, you have knowledge or no

10         knowledge about what he was doing on behalf

11         of Chief Wuttunee or any other person

12         involved in the campaign, but that's not what

13         he testifies to in paragraph 4 of his

14         affidavit.

15                            He said he was not

16         employed nor was he employed to perform

17         services.  "Employed," Mr. Phillips,

18         "employed."

19    Q.   Knowledge or no knowledge, which is it,

20         Mr. Wuttunee?  You can't have it both ways.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Employed.

22    Q.   You can either purport to --

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, like,

24         you're interrupting again repeatedly.  This

25         conduct is acceptable to you?  You have been
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 1         repeatedly cautioned, as you were during the

 2         cross-examination of John Benson, not to

 3         engage in this type of obstructionist

 4         conduct, yet you continue to do it.

 5                            That conduct resulted in

 6         the affidavit of John Benson being struck.

 7         Please don't do it again, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 8         Can you agree to that?

 9                            Let the record reflect

10         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

11    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, I want to know which it is.

12         You either know or have some knowledge as to

13         what Leroy Nicotine Jr. was doing on behalf

14         of the candidates for the position of

15         councillor or you don't.  Which is it?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  It's not a

17         binary choice because it's not what he

18         testified to.  He testified that Leroy

19         Nicotine Jr. was not employed by Red Pheasant

20         Band nor was he employed by Chief and Council

21         as candidates.

22                            Your question,

23         Mr. Phillips, is what was he doing on behalf

24         of the campaign or other candidates.  That is

25         not within the knowledge of Mr. Wuttunee.  In
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 1         fact, if you would have bothered,

 2         Mr. Phillips, to read the last sentence in

 3         the paragraph that you quoted from, he says:

 4         (As read)

 5             However, I had no knowledge as to what

 6             he was actually doing.

 7                             Mr. Phillips, please

 8         don't turn off your phone [sic].  That's very

 9         offensive.  You've condemned me for doing it,

10         and now you're doing it yourself.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I

12         haven't turned off my phone.  I've muted my

13         mic so that you can be clearly heard,

14         whatever it is that you are going to say, by

15         the court reporter.

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, up on the screen we have

17         Exhibit A-36.  You see that, correct?

18    A.   What's that?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We don't have anything on

20         the screen.

21    Q.   Do you see that, Mr. Wuttunee?

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   Do you see the post by Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

24         Correct?

25    A.   I see a picture.
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 1    Q.   On the right side of A-36, you see that this

 2         is a Facebook post, correct?

 3    A.   Yeah, it looks to be.  I don't know.  That

 4         doesn't -- it looks kind of different as an

 5         exhibit here.

 6    Q.   Did you see that Exhibit A-36 in March 2020?

 7    A.   What am I -- what was the question?

 8    Q.   Did you see this Facebook post in March 2020?

 9    A.   Did I see it?  This is a new -- a new photo.

10         You haven't shown me this photo before.

11    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, my question was, did you see

12         this Facebook post in March 2020?  It's dated

13         March 3rd, so did you see it on or about

14         March 3rd, 2020?

15    A.   I don't know.  There was pictures of people

16         wearing shirts of "Vote Clint" all over the

17         place, over 200.

18    Q.   And this is you in this photo, correct?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   And Leroy Nicotine Jr. is immediately to your

21         right, correct?  He's in the photo too,

22         correct?

23    A.   To my left.

24    Q.   To your left.  To the right, when you're

25         looking at the photograph, correct?
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 1    A.   Correct.

 2    Q.   "Clint for Chief 2020" with a big X.  That's

 3         his shirt, right?  Correct?

 4    A.   That's what it reads, yes.

 5    Q.   You gave him that shirt, and you gave it to

 6         him for this photograph on March 3rd, 2020,

 7         correct?

 8    A.   No.  Wrong.

 9    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you were giving out "Clint for

10         Chief 2020, X" shirts in your election

11         campaign, right?

12    A.   Wrong.

13    Q.   Were you selling them?

14    A.   No.

15    Q.   How were they being distributed then?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, all of this

17         has been the subject of cross-examination in

18         the past.  Please, let's move on.

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff,

20         paragraph 4 of the witness's affidavit puts

21         this directly in issue: (As read)

22             However, I had no knowledge as to what

23             he was actually doing.

24                             And then he had a

25         fleeting memory today when I asked him with
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 1         respect to the sentence in paragraph 4:

 2         (As read)

 3             I was aware that he supported us during

 4             the election and talked with people

 5             about the election.

 6                             And then your letter of

 7         reply and the evidence that we heard today

 8         was simply "word of mouth."  Not accurate.

 9         We know it's not accurate.

10    Q.   This photograph, March 3rd, 2020, you can't

11         get a more blatant or more public or open

12         display of support than that, can you,

13         Mr. Wuttunee?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

15         You've made a statement.  Do you wish me to

16         respond or not?

17    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, how was it that Mr. Leroy

18         Nicotine Jr. got that t-shirt from you?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You were asking him to

20         say how he got the t-shirt from Clint

21         Wuttunee.  Mr. Wuttunee has already answered

22         that question.  He said he didn't get it from

23         him.  All the other questions you had about

24         this t-shirt business have already been the

25         subject of extensive cross-examination.  You
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 1         have his answer: I did not give him the

 2         t-shirt.  That's the end of the have matter.

 3         Thank you.

 4    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, can we now agree that no later

 5         than March 3rd, 2020, you were absolutely

 6         clear that Leroy Nicotine Jr. was supporting

 7         you in your bid for re-election?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, the two are

 9         not correlating.  You have heard his answer.

10         He was informed by a third party that

11         Mr. Nicotine was a supporter of his.  That's

12         the extent of it.  What you're asking is

13         something beyond that.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Now you're suggesting an

15         answer to the witness.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I'm not,

17         Mr. Phillips.  He's already given the very

18         evidence that you've asked for.  He was told

19         that he was a supporter.  He has testified to

20         that in his affidavit.  He was told by a

21         third party.  There is a photograph.  Did you

22         give him this t-shirt?  No, I did not.  Did

23         you sell it to him?  No.

24    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, how was it that your shirts

25         were distributed in your election campaign,
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 1         your "Clint for Chief 2020" shirts?

 2    A.   It wasn't by me.

 3    Q.   How was it done then?  Tell me, or do you

 4         have no knowledge of that either?

 5    A.   It was supporters.  I'm not sure who was

 6         disseminating the shirts, but it wasn't me.

 7         Like I said, there was over 200 shirts.

 8    Q.   And you paid for them?

 9    A.   It's not uncommon for anybody to campaign

10         that way.  It's going on today at the FSIN

11         one.  You'll see me wearing a shirt for Ally

12         Bear, a candidate for FSIN.  If you look at

13         her Facebook --

14    Q.   You paid for these shirts, though, correct?

15    A.   Does that mean she's in organized crime?

16    Q.   You paid for these shirts, correct,

17         Mr. Wuttunee?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you had

19         your opportunity to cross-examine on these,

20         t-shirt business, as you've done extensively

21         in the past.  Let's please move on.

22    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer the

23         questions in relation to these t-shirts, any

24         questions?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please refer to earlier
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 1         testimony.

 2    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer

 3         questions, any questions in relation to your

 4         "Clint for Chief 2020" shirts?

 5                            Let the record reflect

 6         that Mr. Wuttunee is unresponsive, as is

 7         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You didn't ask me a

 9         question.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You seem to be answering

11         most of the questions for the witness today

12         or objecting to almost all of them, so --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I am objecting.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- if you're remaining

15         silent, that speaks for itself.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're right.  I am

17         objecting to questions that you have asked

18         this witness on, by my calculation, at least

19         three prior sworn episodes of

20         cross-examination.

21    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, this is Exhibit A-37.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll get -- can the

23         court reporter please mark Exhibit A-36 again

24         in this cross-examination.

25
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 1                EXHIBIT A-36:

 2                FACEBOOK POST OF LEROY NICOTINE JR.

 3                DATED MARCH 3, 3 PAGES

 4    Q.   This is Exhibit A-37.  Mr. Wuttunee, do you

 5         see that, Exhibit A-37?

 6    A.   I see what's on the screen.

 7    Q.   This is your Facebook post from March 11th,

 8         correct, 2020?

 9    A.   We must have gone over this already in prior

10         cross-examinations.

11    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr., his Facebook post on the

12         right side of Exhibit A-37 is a big X,

13         correct?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, the

15         document will speak for itself.  Do you have

16         a question?

17    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you understood that big X to

18         mean X to vote for you as it was on your

19         shirt, a big red X, as it was on Leroy

20         Nicotine Jr's Facebook post in reply to your

21         Facebook post, correct?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please.

23    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer any

24         questions in relation to this Exhibit A-37?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please refer to prior
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 1         cross-examinations, Mr. Phillips.

 2    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you were aware that Leroy

 3         Nicotine Jr. made that post on March 11th,

 4         2020, in reply to your post, both of which

 5         are in A-37, correct?

 6    A.   That's so far back, I don't know.  Like, it

 7         looks like a show of support, yeah.

 8    Q.   Fair to say that you were -- this was

 9         election campaign time and you were checking

10         your Facebook frequently, correct?

11    A.   I would check my Facebook periodically, I

12         guess.

13    Q.   And you would check the replies to your posts

14         as well, correct?  You wanted to be up to

15         date, so you would check the replies to your

16         posts, correct?

17    A.   I don't know.  Just because there's a post on

18         here, that doesn't mean that's voting day.

19         Obviously it's not voting day, so whatever it

20         means to you, it's not voting day.

21    Q.   It's the day before Leroy Nicotine Jr.

22         dropped Tomas Pritchard off at the Saskatoon

23         polling station and gave him money for his

24         vote.

25                            But to you, Exhibit A-37,
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 1         I want to know, you read your replies, the

 2         replies that were made to your Facebook posts

 3         in the campaign period, correct?

 4    A.   Could you repeat the question?

 5    Q.   This being election campaign time, you

 6         checked regularly the replies to your

 7         Facebook posts, correct?

 8    A.   Like I said, I checked periodically.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Can we please have this

10         marked as Exhibit A-37 as well.

11                EXHIBIT A-37:

12                FACEBOOK POST OF CLINTON R. WUTTUNEE

13                DATED MARCH 11, 2 PAGES

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, let the

15         record reflect that you are muting again.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Was there an objection

17         there, Mr. Stooshinoff?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You heard it.

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Let the record reflect

20         that I was just e-mailing those two exhibits

21         to the court reporter, Mr. Stooshinoff.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's your testimony?

23    Q.   In relation to the March 2020 election of Red

24         Pheasant First Nation, did you receive any

25         directions from Indigenous Services Canada?
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 1    A.   I did not receive any direction specifically,

 2         directly.

 3    Q.   In relation to the March 2020 election of Red

 4         Pheasant First Nation, what directions, if

 5         any, were you aware had been made by

 6         Indigenous Services Canada?

 7    A.   I have that as an exhibit in my affidavit.

 8    Q.   Leave your affidavit to the side for the

 9         moment.  I want you to tell me, what were

10         those directions that you were aware of?

11    A.   I don't have the affidavit in front of me as

12         you requested earlier on today, but it was

13         an -- but it was an e-mail directed to

14         Electoral Officer Burke, where I was

15         inquiring by Mr. Burke on the 5-D forms and

16         how they could be disseminated and if it was

17         perfectly legal to have those 5-D forms at

18         the band office where any candidate could --

19         it was encouraged by INAC or ISC to have

20         those 5-D forms provided to electorates so

21         that they could register to vote for the

22         election.

23    Q.   And so that's the only direction that you're

24         referring to then that you were aware of,

25         correct?
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 1    A.   It's in my -- yeah, as an appendix to my

 2         affidavit.

 3    Q.   Yeah, we see that single page, and we'll come

 4         to it later, but I want to be clear at this

 5         stage.  That is the only direction from

 6         Indigenous Services Canada that you are aware

 7         of, correct?

 8    A.   As far as I can recall.

 9    Q.   Now, the electoral officer -- in relation to

10         the March 20th, 2020, election of Red

11         Pheasant First Nation, did you receive any

12         directions from the electoral officer?

13    A.   What kind of directions?

14    Q.   Any type.

15    A.   I don't know if that's in my affidavit.

16    Q.   I'm leaving your affidavit to the side, and I

17         don't want you to be reviewing it in

18         accordance to my questions.  If I want you to

19         refer to a document, I'll direct you to it.

20                            So tell me, Mr. Wuttunee,

21         in relation to the March 2020 election of Red

22         Pheasant First Nation, did you receive any

23         direction from the electoral officer?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I think I'm

25         going to object to that.  You are asking him
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 1         for evidence relating to Mr. Ratte; is that

 2         correct?

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm asking him if he

 4         received any directions from the electoral

 5         office.  This is a basic question.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, and it's a basic

 7         question.  You're asking him for evidence

 8         with regard to Mr. Ratte; is that correct?

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The question speaks for

10         itself, Mr. Stooshinoff, and you know that.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Well, if it does,

12         and if that's your position, then we object.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The specific basis of

14         your objection?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  What you're asking

16         us to do is to try -- at this late stage of

17         the proceedings, 18 months after the

18         election, perhaps even as much as 20 months

19         after first calling the campaign, you're

20         going to try to start cross-examining my

21         client on conversations he may or may not

22         have had with Mr. Ratte, and we object to

23         that in its entirety.  It's not appropriate.

24         It doesn't flow within the nature of this

25         particular affidavit, and we object to it.
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 1         So please move on.

 2    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, this morning, we confirmed, or

 3         that you did, that unless you say otherwise,

 4         you are agreeing to be bound and endorse all

 5         of the objections that your counsel makes.

 6         Does that continue to be the case this

 7         afternoon, and do you endorse the one you

 8         just heard?

 9    A.   I have to agree with that.

10    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, what, if any, directions of the

11         electoral office in relation to the March

12         2020 election of Red Pheasant First Nation

13         were you aware of?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is this the same

15         question?

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         No, it's not.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  What's different?

18         You're asking him to go back 18 or 20 months

19         to try to reconstruct what directions he was

20         aware of.  It is an unfair question.  It is

21         inappropriate in the circumstances.  And

22         clearly you are seeking to elicit evidence

23         for the purpose of cross-examining Mr. Ratte,

24         correct, Mr. Phillips?

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, these
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 1         questions are pretty basic, and they relate

 2         directly to the affidavit that was served.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Which section?

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Try paragraph 7.  Again,

 5         more direction, Mr. Stooshinoff.  This type

 6         of conduct on your part, I will leave it for

 7         the court to determine its propriety.

 8    Q.   Paragraph 7: (As read)

 9             That when I campaigned for the

10             March 20th, 2020, band election I, and

11             to the best of my knowledge, the elected

12             councillors as well, conducted their

13             campaigns in accordance with the

14             directions of Indigenous Services Canada

15             regarding campaigning and the Electoral

16             Officer who conducted the election.

17         What directions are you referring to,

18         Mr. Wuttunee?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's a fair question.

20         You can answer.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It was a fair question

22         before.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, in the context you

24         are asking him, what were those directions

25         that he was referring to in paragraph 7.  And
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 1         I think you've had his answer on multiple

 2         occasions, haven't you, Mr. Phillips?

 3    Q.   Is the single direction that you're referring

 4         to the page that is attached to your

 5         affidavit from the electoral officer,

 6         Mr. Wuttunee?

 7    A.   What are you asking?

 8    Q.   Paragraph 7 of your affidavit, the directions

 9         of the electoral officer, you are only

10         referring to the single page which is

11         Exhibit A to the affidavit of Mr. Ratte,

12         which is in turn Exhibit B to your affidavit,

13         September 13th, 2021, correct?

14    A.   Correct.

15    Q.   No other directions?

16    A.   From ISC, that's the only direction I recall.

17    Q.   From the electoral officer, any other

18         directions you're referring to, or it's just

19         limited to that single page?

20    A.   Yeah, I don't quite understand what you want

21         me to say.

22    Q.   Well, what directions did you receive from

23         the electoral officer in relation to the

24         election?

25    A.   Just basic stuff that the First Nation
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 1         Election Act encompasses.

 2    Q.   Tell me.  What directions did he give you?

 3    A.   Just refer to the First Nations Election Act.

 4         You've just got to follow the rules.

 5    Q.   That's all Mr. Burke Ratte said, follow the

 6         First Nations Elections Act?  That's the only

 7         direction he gave you?

 8    A.   What else was he supposed to give me?

 9    Q.   I'm asking what he did, not what he should

10         have done.

11    A.   I don't recall.  I don't even know what

12         you're getting at, so I don't know how to

13         respond.

14    Q.   You're not aware of any directions that Burke

15         Ratte gave you aside from, refer to the First

16         Nation Elections Act then.  Have I heard you

17         correctly?

18    A.   I could be mistaken, but, yeah.  I don't

19         recall.

20    Q.   In relation to the March 2020 election of Red

21         Pheasant First Nation, how many electors did

22         you provide with the request for mail-in

23         ballot form?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, it
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 1         directly arises out of the affidavit and out

 2         of the direction of ISC that this witness

 3         says that he received.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, which --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, can I

 6         please continue with this cross-examination?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, please do.  You

 8         have --

 9    Q.   May I get the --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- my objection.

11    Q.   -- answer to my -- may I please get my answer

12         to the question, Mr. Wuttunee?

13    A.   I don't recall a number.

14    Q.   A large number, so big you can't remember; is

15         that fair?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That is an objectionable

17         question.  He said he did not remember.  You

18         said it was so big he could not remember it.

19         It could have been so small that he doesn't

20         remember it.  It's not a fair question,

21         Mr. Phillips.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         How about we get a fair

23         answer from the witness then.

24    Q.   In your words, Mr. Wuttunee, in relation to

25         the March 2020 election of Red Pheasant First
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 1         Nation, how many electors did you provide

 2         with a request for a mail-in ballot form?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And the question is him

 4         personally; is that correct?

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Him personally, sure.

 6    A.   You want me to give you a number on how many

 7         5-Ds -- or what was the question?

 8    Q.   First of all, I believe that we are on the

 9         same page, that 5-D form, it is the same

10         thing as a request for a mail-in ballot form,

11         correct?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   Yeah.  In relation to the March --

14    A.   It's basically having a band member register

15         to vote, correct?

16    Q.   Not quite.

17    A.   I believe 5-D registers a member to vote by

18         mail-in ballot, as I understand it.

19    Q.   Close enough.  I think you understand what a

20         request for mail-in ballot form is, a 5-D

21         form.  How many of those did you personally

22         give to electors in relation to the March

23         2020 election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

24    A.   Well, I don't know a specific number, but as

25         many as I could.
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 1    Q.   Are we talking 400?

 2    A.   I don't recall what the number would be, but

 3         as many as I could.  I was in a campaign in

 4         an election to win, so I had to do -- work as

 5         hard as I could.  I don't know.

 6    Q.   You've done everything except for give me an

 7         answer to my question.  How many did you

 8         personally give to electors?

 9    A.   I don't know.

10    Q.   It was more than 100, though, correct?

11    A.   I know how many votes I received after the

12         election was over, but I don't recall how

13         many 5-Ds I may have collected from my

14         supporters.

15    Q.   It was at least 400, wasn't it?  We have the

16         text messages with the electoral officer.

17         You tell me.  How many did you collect

18         personally from electors, at least 400,

19         correct?

20    A.   Me personally, no.

21    Q.   You and your campaign, you collected --

22         worked together to collect at least 400

23         requests for mail-in ballots, the forms,

24         correct?

25    A.   I don't recall the number.
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 1    Q.   Are you sure?

 2    A.   I don't recall offhand, no.

 3    Q.   Even a ballpark.  More than 400?

 4    A.   I answered the question.

 5    Q.   More than 300?

 6    A.   I've already answered the question.  I don't

 7         recall.

 8    Q.   So you personally then, how many did you

 9         collect, 5-D forms that had been completed by

10         electors?

11    A.   I don't recall.

12    Q.   And the persons that were collecting them on

13         your behalf, would they have included Lux

14         Benson?

15    A.   I can't say that.  I don't know.  I don't

16         know for a fact.

17    Q.   Boss is a nickname, but short for who?

18    A.   Kaleb Bird.

19    Q.   Try again.  You know who that -- who do you

20         use that nickname for the most?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, redirect

22         your question, please.

23    Q.   The nickname Boss, who do you most frequently

24         associate with that nickname?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why don't you ask a more
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 1         direct question?

 2    Q.   Henry Gardipy, correct?

 3    A.   Henry Gardipy uses that nickname.

 4    Q.   And you used that nickname for Henry Gardipy,

 5         correct, Boss?

 6    A.   I don't know if I do.  Maybe periodically.

 7         His name's Henry.

 8    Q.   Henry Gardipy collected request for mail-in

 9         ballots for you as well, correct?  You worked

10         together to collect as many as possible,

11         right?

12    A.   I can't say.  I can't say how much Henry --

13         how much support Henry Gardipy gathered as

14         far as that goes.

15    Q.   To your knowledge, Henry Gardipy worked with

16         you to collect as many requests for mail-in

17         ballot forms and submit them to the electoral

18         officer as possible, correct?

19    A.   Henry worked on registering voters.

20    Q.   Which you have already said was collecting

21         5-D forms, correct?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   With you, correct?

24    A.   You mean for -- to get people registered with

25         the electoral officer?  That was encouraged
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 1         by INAC.

 2    Q.   So you worked together to try and register as

 3         many people to vote by mail-in ballot as

 4         possible, correct?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What do you mean by

 6         "working together," Mr. Phillips?  I think

 7         that seems to be the stumbling block.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The ordinary grammatical

 9         meaning of the word.  Would you like me to

10         get out a dictionary, Mr. Stooshinoff?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  Why don't you?

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'd like to move on.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We were making some

15         progress, Mr. Stooshinoff.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'll get the dictionary.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please stop interrupting,

18         Mr. Stooshinoff.

19    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you were aware and you worked

20         collaboratively with Henry Gardipy to collect

21         as many request for mail-in ballots as

22         possible and to submit them to the electoral

23         officer, correct?

24    A.   I think Henry knew that he needed to register

25         support, and that's what he did.
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 1    Q.   With you, correct?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What does that mean,

 3         Mr. Phillips, for heaven sakes, "with you"?

 4         I'm afraid I just don't understand that

 5         connection that you're trying to draw.  It

 6         makes no sense to me.  The witness has

 7         answered that Henry was doing his thing.  So

 8         then you say, but with you.  Well, what does

 9         that mean?  I don't understand it.

10                            And perhaps what you mean

11         is everybody who was campaigning, winners as

12         well as losers, were seeking to get as much

13         mail-in ballots as they could together.  Is

14         that what you're meaning, or are you meaning

15         that there was something different, like some

16         sort of an agreement?  Like, please clarify

17         that question.

18    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you communicated with Henry

19         Gardipy, informing each other as to whom you

20         had already collected a request for mail-in

21         ballot, who you needed to get one from,

22         requesting that one or the other of you go

23         and request that elector to provide you with

24         the request for mail-in ballot.  You did all

25         of these things with Henry Boss Gardipy,
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 1         correct?

 2    A.   Do you have some evidence?  Like, I haven't

 3         seen any of that yet.  Like, what am I

 4         answering?  I'm not even answering anything

 5         out of my affidavit.

 6    Q.   Your failure to answer a rather direct and

 7         clear question speaks for itself,

 8         Mr. Wuttunee.  Do you want to try again?

 9    A.   It's not in my affidavit.  I'm here to answer

10         what's on my affidavit, the most recent

11         affidavit.  I never spoke about Henry Gardipy

12         in this most recent affidavit.  I'm here to

13         talk about Leroy and Tomas.  You haven't

14         asked me nothing about Tomas yet.  Why Henry?

15         I'm confused.  You're trying to make

16         evidence.

17    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you want to try answering

18         the direct question again?

19    A.   I refuse to answer that question about Henry

20         Gardipy.  It's not in my affidavit.

21    Q.   On the basis of relevancy?

22    A.   On the affidavit.

23    Q.   Did you communicate with Henry Gardipy in

24         relation to the collection of request for

25         mail-in ballots?
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 1    A.   It's not in my affidavit.  Sorry.

 2    Q.   Paragraph 7:   (As read)

 3             That when I campaigned for the

 4             March 20th, 2020, band election I, and

 5             to the best of my knowledge, the elected

 6             councillors as well...

 7         That would include Henry Gardipy, correct

 8         sir?

 9    A.   (As read)

10             ...conducted their campaigns in

11             accordance with the directions of

12             Indigenous Services Canada...

13         "Their campaign," to the best of my

14         knowledge.

15    Q.   The elected councillors that you're referring

16         to at paragraph 7 of your affidavit would

17         include Henry Gardipy, correct?

18    A.   That's what it says basically here, yes, in

19         Number 7.

20    Q.   And the direction that you already said was

21         the single one that you're referring to in

22         paragraph 7 is in relation to the request for

23         mail-in ballot form.

24                            So I ask you again, given

25         that on your own view of the world, whatever
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 1         it might be, this question is relevant to the

 2         cross-examination on your affidavit.  You

 3         referred to elected councillors, which

 4         includes Henry Gardipy, and you refer in that

 5         same breath, request for mail-in ballot

 6         forms.

 7                            Now, I want the answer to

 8         my question, Mr. Wuttunee.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Where does it refer to --

10    Q.   Did you communicate with Henry Gardipy in

11         relation to the collection of request for

12         mail-in ballot forms for electors?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Where does it

14         refer to the mail-in ballots in paragraph 7?

15         He says: (As read)

16             I campaigned for the March 2020

17             election.  I, and to the best of my

18             knowledge, the elected councillors as

19             well, conducted their campaigns in

20             accordance with the directions of

21             Indigenous Services Canada regarding

22             campaigning and the electoral officer

23             who conducted the election.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we've

25         gone around this already before.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The witness has already

 3         confirmed that the directions he was

 4         referring to, Exhibit A to the affidavit of

 5         Mr. Burke Ratte, which refers to the request

 6         for mail-in ballot forms and how they can be

 7         appropriately distributed.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Right.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         So, Mr. Stooshinoff, I'd

10         like the answer to my question now.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, what I'm saying,

12         Mr. Phillips, is that you're asking him to

13         comment on what Mr. Gardipy did, and this

14         witness's evidence repeatedly is that -- to

15         the best of his knowledge, and now you're

16         asking him something beyond that.  You're

17         asking him something -- what Mr. Gardipy may

18         have done or did or didn't do or what he

19         collected.  He's saying, at the best of his

20         knowledge, that's how it happened.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         His knowledge is acquired

22         through his communications with Henry

23         Gardipy, for example, right, Mr. Stooshinoff?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well --

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         So my question, I would
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 1         like the answer to it.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           To the extent --

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'll remind you,

 4         Mr. Stooshinoff, we have a court reporter

 5         present, and a transcript is being created.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Absolutely.  That's

 7         great.  The problem that you're asking him is

 8         to elicit conversations that he had with

 9         Henry Gardipy, and we're saying that's

10         outside the scope of this affidavit.

11    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer

12         questions in relation to how it is that you

13         say you acquired knowledge as to paragraph 7

14         in your affidavit, in other words, whether or

15         not the other elected councillors, Henry

16         Gardipy, for example, you say complied with

17         the single direction in relation to request

18         for mail-in ballots of ISC and the electoral

19         officer?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips.  You're

21         misconstruing.  It's -- you're saying he

22         acquired knowledge that Henry was compliant,

23         and we're saying in paragraph 7, it's quite

24         the reverse, that he had nothing brought to

25         his attention to suggest Mr. Gardipy was in
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 1         breach of ISC's direction.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

 3         going to move on here because the transcript

 4         is going to speak for itself and your

 5         client's and your conduct in relation to this

 6         examination.  I'm going to ask a different

 7         question in relation to paragraph 7.

 8    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, fair to say that you were aware

 9         of the campaign that Henry Gardipy was

10         running, correct?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, the reason

12         we object so strenuously to your questioning

13         is because you ask a broad-based question,

14         and then you use that to come to a conclusion

15         which you present to the witness as proof.

16                            So when you say, you were

17         aware of the campaign, he was aware that he

18         was out campaigning.  He was one of the

19         candidates.  So if he answers yes to that

20         question, now you're going to say.  So then

21         tell us what he did, and we can't answer

22         that, and that's why your question becomes

23         objectionable.

24                            Was he aware he was

25         campaigning?  Yes.  Was it ever brought to
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 1         his attention that he was doing anything

 2         improper or outside of the directions of

 3         Indigenous Services Canada?  You could ask

 4         him that, but you can't ask him what he was

 5         doing, because then you're making him somehow

 6         responsible or complicit with any wrongdoing

 7         by a third party.  And that's why I continue

 8         to object to the phrasing of your questions,

 9         Mr. Phillips.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         What I hear is you're

11         objecting not to this question, but the next

12         question which will follow upon the answer to

13         this one.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, it's

15         part of the same chain.  You know, this is a

16         typical pattern of questioning that you

17         embark on, and that's why it becomes

18         offensive at some point in time and we get

19         into an argument.

20    Q.   Which is it Mr. Wuttunee?  You either had

21         some knowledge as to the campaign that Henry

22         Gardipy was running or you didn't.

23    A.   Well, what did I say in 7?  I said, to the

24         best of my knowledge.

25    Q.   What knowledge did you have as to the
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 1         campaign that Henry Gardipy was running then?

 2    A.   You won't let me look at my affidavit, so I'm

 3         going by memory.

 4    Q.   Are you saying you have no memory aside from

 5         what's in your affidavit?

 6    A.   I'm saying I answered the questions, and I

 7         think I've answered them already.

 8    Q.   Henry Gardipy, did he forward any request for

 9         mail-in ballots to you?

10    A.   Is that on my affidavits?

11    Q.   For the record, the witness has his affidavit

12         in front of him now.

13    A.   I don't see it on my affidavit.

14    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, may I please get the answer to

15         my question?  Did Henry Gardipy forward any

16         request for mail-in ballots to you that had

17         been completed by electors?

18    A.   I don't recall.

19    Q.   Is it, I have no memory or could have

20         happened, or it didn't happen?

21    A.   I don't recall.

22    Q.   You simply have no memory, is that accurate?

23    A.   Yeah, it's been a long time since elections.

24    Q.   How about Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy

25         Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
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 1         Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Shelley Wuttunee,

 2         Leroy Nicotine Jr.?  Did any of them forward

 3         any request for mail-in ballots that had been

 4         completed by electors to you?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Shelley

 6         Wuttunee wasn't a candidate.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the

 8         question was clear.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But his affidavit is

10         clear: (As read)

11             I, and to the best of my knowledge, the

12             elected councillors --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then we object to

15         your question.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         This individual witness's

17         conduct is at issue as well, whether or not

18         he complied with the law.  This is a very

19         basic question.  It goes directly to the

20         testimony that had been proffered by this

21         witness.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  So --

23    Q.   The request for mail-in ballot forms,

24         Mr. Wuttunee --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So we're going to object.
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 1         Mr. Phillips, you've already crossed this

 2         witness on three prior occasions as to the

 3         lawfulness of his conduct.  That is the

 4         thrust of your questions, which it appears to

 5         be to re-cross-examine my client once again

 6         on those issues.  We object.  Please move on.

 7    Q.   Are you refusing to answer, Mr. Wuttunee, how

 8         many request for mail-in ballot forms that

 9         were completed by electors that you received

10         from anyone else, whether it be Lux Benson,

11         Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon,

12         Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

13         Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, or anybody else?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Please move

15         on.  You've already heard my comments I think

16         maybe 15 seconds ago, Mr. Phillips.

17    Q.   The request for mail-in ballots that you

18         submitted to the electoral officer, how many

19         did you receive directly from the elector

20         that signed the request for mail-in ballot?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think he's already

22         expressed numerous times that he has no

23         recollection.

24    Q.   Is that accurate, Mr. Wuttunee?

25    A.   I think I've answered this earlier on here.
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 1    Q.   Are you still thinking about the question?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  I think it's clear,

 3         Mr. Phillips, I've already objected to it.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         No, you said he has no

 5         recollection, but I want the witness to

 6         answer.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  He -- I'm saying --

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Which is it?  Are you

 9         objecting, or saying he has no recollection?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What I said,

11         Mr. Phillips, and certainly what you knew me

12         to have said was that we object to this

13         question because you have asked it on a

14         number of occasions within the past

15         20 minutes, and this witness said, I don't

16         have a recollection of that.  You put it --

17    Q.   If we can go to that answer.  Mr. Wuttunee,

18         you simply have no recollection of --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think that --

20    Q.   -- how many request --

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, if I

22         could just get a clear answer, I can move on.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The answer you have will

24         be evident if you review the transcript: I do

25         not recall.
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 1    Q.   To be clear, I'll just give the witness one

 2         opportunity.  You were on your phone when I

 3         asked the question.  Maybe you weren't

 4         listening carefully.

 5                            The request for mail-in

 6         ballots that you submitted to the electoral

 7         officer, how many did you receive directly

 8         from the elector who had signed the request

 9         for mail-in ballot?

10    A.   I don't recall that.

11    Q.   You have no knowledge?

12    A.   I don't recall.  I'd be guessing.

13    Q.   Give me your best estimate.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm going to object,

15         because on a situation like this,

16         Mr. Phillips, it is inappropriate to invite a

17         witness to speculate, and it is our position

18         that inviting him to speculate on something

19         that he has no recollection about is

20         improper, and I'm going to advise this

21         witness not to respond.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I am, Mr. Stooshinoff,

23         asking this witness for the best of his

24         recollection.  If he has none, he can say so.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He did --
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         (INDISCERNIBLE) --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- say so.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- recollection, and I

 4         would like to have the best of his

 5         recollection, and I think the court would

 6         like to hear it as well.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He did --

 8    Q.   So, Mr. Wuttunee --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- say so.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Actually, he was about to

11         give an estimate, and then you intervened.

12         You objected again.

13    Q.   So, Mr. Wuttunee, to the best of your

14         recollection, how many?

15    A.   I wasn't about to give you a number because I

16         don't recall.

17    Q.   Is it fair to say you simply have no memory?

18    A.   I just don't recall that, what you're asking

19         for.

20    Q.   You don't understand the question, or you

21         don't remember the answer?

22    A.   I don't recall.

23    Q.   Which is it?  You don't understand the

24         question?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please.
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 1    Q.   Did you receive any request for mail-in

 2         ballot forms completed by the elector

 3         themselves --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

 5    Q.   -- directly from that elector?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         This is a different

 8         question, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's already said he has

10         no recollection, and you're just circling

11         around an invitation to speculate.

12    Q.   Robin Dean Wuttunee, did you receive his

13         request for mail-in ballot form?

14    A.   Do you have any questions about Tomas

15         Pritchard that refers to my affidavit?

16    Q.   Robin Dean Wuttunee, did you receive his

17         request for mail-in ballot form?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips.  Did

19         you ever cross-examine my client about Robin

20         Dean Phillips [sic], did you?

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I assume

22         you have an objection.  Make it, and then

23         we'll move on.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Well, then please

25         move on.  You've asked him, even in this
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 1         cross-examination, numerous questions

 2         Robert [sic] Dean -- Robin Dean Wuttunee, and

 3         he's answered that on numerous occasions in

 4         the past.  That's the end of the matter.  We

 5         object.

 6    Q.   You're refusing to --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Move on.

 8    Q.   -- answer, Mr. Wuttunee, whether or not you

 9         received the request for mail-in ballot form

10         of Robin Dean Wuttunee; is that accurate?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on.  Thank

12         you.

13    Q.   Did you receive the request for mail-in

14         ballot form of Robin Dean Wuttunee from Robin

15         Dean Wuttunee directly?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please, Mr. Phillips, you

17         have already gone through this endlessly on

18         prior occasions.  We're not going to revisit

19         it.

20    Q.   Who did you receive the request for mail-in

21         ballot form of Robin Dean Wuttunee from?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, thank you.

23         Move on.

24    Q.   Do you endorse all of your counsel's

25         objections, Mr. Wuttunee?
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 1    A.   Do I endorse all of the objections of my

 2         counsel?  Yes.

 3    Q.   Did you check with the electoral officer to

 4         confirm that he had received or accepted

 5         request for mail-in ballot forms that you and

 6         your team submitted to him?

 7    A.   I couldn't hear that.  Can you repeat that

 8         question, please?

 9    Q.   Did you check with the electoral officer to

10         confirm that he had received or accepted the

11         request for mail-in ballot forms that you and

12         your team had submitted to him?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, one of the

14         things that I believe Judge Aylen referenced

15         is that discovery in these applications is

16         significantly restricted, and we object to

17         the questioning as being in the nature of

18         discovery, and it's inappropriate.

19    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you have up on the screen the

20         reply to undertakings of Mr. Burke Ratte,

21         May 15th, 2021, Schedule 1, and we are down

22         at a text message that you sent to Burke

23         Ratte on January 30th, 2020, 10:14 p.m. as

24         follows:  "Do have you a total count for me?"

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.
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 1         Please move on.  We've already discussed this

 2         issue about the undertaking of Burke Ratte,

 3         your response, all of that.  We're objecting

 4         to it.

 5    Q.   Did you send this text message to Burke Ratte

 6         on that day?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Please move

 8         on Mr. Phillips.

 9    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, what were you referring to when

10         you said "total count"?  Total count of what?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Please move

12         on.

13    Q.   We're now at a February 3rd, 2020, 6:31 p.m.

14         text message from you to the electoral

15         officer on which you said: (As read)

16             Do you have a good handle on the number

17             of 5-D forms sent in to date?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you, Mr. Phillips.

19    Q.   Did you send --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on.

21    Q.   Did you send that text message to the

22         electoral officer?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on,

24         Mr. Phillips.

25    Q.   The reply that you received from Mr. Burke
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 1         Ratte is identified there: (As read)

 2             Confirmed looking at 378 but haven't

 3             processed today's.

 4         Did you get that reply from Burke Ratte by

 5         text message?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you want me to

 7         continue to object, Mr. Phillips, or you can

 8         just assume we're not going to be answering

 9         any questions relating to the reply to

10         undertakings or the undertakings of Burke

11         Ratte or your response or anything to do with

12         Mr. Ratte.  So thank you very much.

13    Q.   Did you send or receive that text message?

14                            Let the record reflect

15         that the witness is unresponsive.

16                            The next text message is

17         from you to the electoral officer: (As read)

18             Okay, we counting 402.  Maybe we didn't

19             send some through.

20                             You sent that text

21         message to Burke Ratte, correct,

22         Mr. Wuttunee, February 3rd, 2020, 6:31 p.m.?

23                            Let the record reflect

24         that the witness is unresponsive.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, the witness isn't
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 1         unresponsive.  The witness has, through his

 2         counsel, repeatedly objected, which you

 3         don't, of course, recognize, Mr. Phillips.

 4         Why would I expect you to recognize the firm

 5         objections of counsel to anything you do?

 6                            It has been repeatedly

 7         stated in the transcript that we are

 8         objecting to these questions on these

 9         documents for the reasons that we have gone

10         through endlessly, so please move on.

11    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, the "we" -- in this text

12         message that you sent to Burke Ratte,

13         February 3rd, 2020, 6:31 p.m., the "we" is

14         you, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy

15         Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary

16         Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee,

17         Leroy Nicotine Jr., Shelley Wuttunee,

18         correct?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips -- I would

20         really like it, Mr. Phillips, if you would

21         acknowledge that we have objected to this.

22         Can you do that?

23    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you going to answer my

24         question or not?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We've objected.
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 1    Q.   The 402 that you're referring to in this text

 2         message, those are as of that date,

 3         February 3rd, 2020, the number of requests

 4         for mail-in ballot forms that you and your

 5         team, the list of names of whom I've read

 6         out, that's the number that you collected and

 7         submitted to the electoral officer as of that

 8         day, correct?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do I have to say it

10         again, Mr. Phillips?

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm sure the court would

12         like to hear from you, Mr. Stooshinoff, and

13         your client as to what the specific nature of

14         your objection is.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, --

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You know these are

17         very --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- relevant questions.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you know

21         very well, as do we, that you don't have any

22         evidence.  You're trying to manufacture

23         evidence.  You're engaging in a process which

24         we've objected to.  You're engaging in the

25         attempt to introduce things which is not
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 1         evidence.  We're objecting to this.

 2                            It is the form of an

 3         objection which has been longstanding.  In

 4         fact it's been standing since we started this

 5         process.  You've never agreed with me to

 6         engage in a process to resolve this.  You've

 7         always obstructed those efforts, and so here

 8         we are.  We continue with this, and I object.

 9    Q.   Again, Mr. Wuttunee, I want to make sure that

10         you are still --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you're not going

12         to --

13    Q.   -- unless you say otherwise, you are agreeing

14         with all of the objections that your counsel

15         makes today?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you're not doing

17         that, Mr. Phillips.  You're not.  Let's be

18         honest about it.  You're just continuing on.

19         You're ignoring his counsel.  You're ignoring

20         our objections, ignoring what we've put on

21         the record.  You're even ignoring what we've

22         argued before a court.  And yet you're

23         continuing on with this.  So I really don't

24         understand the thinking behind it, but you

25         have our objection.  Please move on.
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 1    Q.   Continuing on to the February 4th, 3:47 p.m.

 2         text messages.  You said the following to

 3         Burke Ratte on that day: (As read)

 4             Thought we were going to discuss those

 5             15 5-D that needed follow up.

 6         Did you send that text message to the

 7         electoral officer?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Please ask

 9         your questions faster, Mr. Phillips.  Then we

10         can speed this up.  It's 3 o'clock.  We

11         started at 9 o'clock.  We've been engaging in

12         a -- let me see -- nine-paragraph affidavit,

13         less than a full page long, and we can't get

14         beyond it, so now we're six hours into this.

15         The objection stands.  Please proceed.

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, did you discuss request for

17         mail-in ballot forms with the electoral

18         officer?

19 MS. MOOSOMIN:              Unmute.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

21         Thank you.  Move on.

22 MS. MOOSOMIN:              My, my, my.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll take a break for

24         five minutes, and we'll return at 3 o'clock.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're ready to proceed,
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 1         Mr. Phillips.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll take a break for

 3         five minutes, Paula.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Please

 5         proceed with this.  Objection.  We're ready

 6         to proceed.  We don't want a break.

 7 (Recessed at 2:56 p.m.)

 8 (Reconvened at 3:05 p.m.)

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Just for the record, we

10         are waiting for Mr. Stooshinoff to come back

11         on then.

12    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, the Schedule 1 to the reply to

13         undertakings of Mr. Burke Ratte, which is

14         Exhibit A-170 --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

16    Q.   -- please confirm --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I don't even have the

19         question out, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It doesn't matter.

21         You're referring to documentation that I have

22         told you endlessly is not in evidence, and we

23         object to it, and we will not answer any

24         questions touching upon that.  Please, let's

25         not waste time.
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If you would wait for the

 2         question, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It won't make any

 4         difference, Mr. Phillips.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You don't care what the

 6         question is; you're just going to object?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  We've objected to

 8         the document, to the admissibility of the

 9         document.  You've tried to enter it as an

10         exhibit in your transcript.  We don't agree

11         to that.  It's not evidence before this

12         court.  We don't consent to it.

13                            Why do you persist in

14         trying to manufacture evidence that we say is

15         not evidence?  It's not evidence before the

16         court.  You get a court order saying it is

17         evidence, ask your questions, but right now,

18         it isn't, so don't ask --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Choose your words very

20         carefully, Mr. Stooshinoff, when you suggest

21         another officer of the court is manufacturing

22         evidence.  Are you absolutely sure that's the

23         word you want to use?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you know

25         very well what I'm --
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Let the record reflect

 2         that Mr. Winegarden is laughing.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, you

 4         are clearly attempting to create a scenario

 5         that I am not talking about.  I understand

 6         you want that reply to undertakings to become

 7         evidence.  I understand that.  But it isn't.

 8         That's how I was using the word "trying to

 9         create evidence," okay?  That's what I'm

10         trying to say.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         May I please ask my next

12         question without an interruption?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can try.

14    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, the text messages in Schedule 1

15         to the May 18th, 2021, reply to undertakings

16         of Mr. Burke Ratte, which is Exhibit A-170,

17         you had not previously been asked any

18         questions about any of these text messages,

19         have you?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

21    Q.   Today is the first day that you are being

22         asked any questions in relation to any of

23         these text messages, correct?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  And we assume

25         your question to confirm what we have
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 1         objected to earlier, which was that you have

 2         previously been questioning this witness on

 3         issues you've already cross-examined him on.

 4         Having said that, you are now attempting to

 5         cross-examine him on a document that we

 6         object to.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         On the basis that

 8         questions should have been asked before?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, on the basis that we

10         object to the admissibility of all of that.

11         We don't accept the reply to undertakings of

12         Mr. Ratte.  It's not before us.  We're

13         objecting to that.  We're objecting --

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- to any --

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you suggesting that

17         these text messages are not authentic?

18         Because we can -- I want this witness very

19         much to answer that question.

20    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, do you take issue with the

21         authenticity or the transmittal or any of the

22         text messages in Schedule 1 to the May 18th,

23         2021, reply to undertakings of Mr. Burke

24         Ratte, which is marked as Exhibit A-170?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I have
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 1         already told you, we object.  Don't ask any

 2         more questions on any of this material.

 3    Q.   To be clear, who was it that spoke with Leroy

 4         Nicotine Jr. earlier today, Mr. Winegarden or

 5         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We are not being

 7         cross-examined.  Please move on.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         As it pertains to

 9         scheduling the cross-examination of Mr. Leroy

10         Nicotine Jr. that should have started at

11         9 a.m. this morning, I would --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- like a clear

14         explanation.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- we've already ploughed

16         all that ground.  Please move on.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         All I want to know is who

18         spoke directly with him?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I'm not

20         talking to you.  Please move on.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, today

22         this witness has attended and conducted

23         himself in a manner that is not appropriate.

24         He's refused to answer several questions.

25         He's not produced a single page of even a
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 1         single document, and he's been produced out

 2         of order, which has prejudiced my clients.

 3                            They specifically

 4         directed you, and you did not reply back

 5         indicating otherwise or taking issue, that

 6         Leroy Nicotine Jr. would be cross-examined

 7         first, and Clinton Wuttunee would be

 8         cross-examined second.

 9                            On that basis, my clients

10         will be adjourning the cross-examination of

11         this witness until the conclusion of the

12         cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr., and

13         then we'll resume this cross-examination at

14         that time, which is anticipated to be

15         October 7th at 9 a.m.  On that basis, we're

16         adjourning today, and thank you for your

17         time.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           For the record, Ms. Court

19         Reporter, we object to all of that.  It is

20         completely out of line.  It's not by consent.

21         We object to it.  Our position, Mr. Phillips,

22         is that you have concluded your

23         cross-examination of this witness.  That is

24         our position, and obviously you don't agree

25         with me.  I obviously don't agree with you.
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 1         So I invite you to take it up with the court

 2         because we will not be producing Mr. Wuttunee

 3         again.

 4                            None of your questions

 5         are of any relevance to his affidavit, and

 6         your clients have not been prejudiced.  The

 7         only thing you've asked him is questions that

 8         you have already asked him in three previous

 9         occasions, and you continue persisting.  So

10         it is our position that the cross-examination

11         of Chief Wuttunee on the affidavit of Tomas

12         Pritchard is at an end.  Thank you very much

13         everyone.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I

15         obviously take issue with the assertions that

16         you have made, but the appropriate time to

17         make those arguments is to the court.  I'm

18         sure the court will not appreciate the

19         lengthy interruptions that you have made

20         today simply or purely for the sake of making

21         arguments.

22                            Thank you for your time,

23         Mr. Wuttunee, we will see you on October 7th

24         at the conclusion of the cross-examination of

25         Leroy Nicotine Jr.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we won't.  You're --

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We're off the record now.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- well aware.  No, no.

 4         He's not going to be produced.  He's not

 5         coming.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If he's not produced,

 7         appropriate sanctions will be sought from the

 8         court.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, well --

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Thank you for --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- you can make your

12         application.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- your time Mr.

14         Wuttunee.

15 (Adjourned at 3:16 p.m.)

16
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 12:35 p.m.)

 2 CODY LEE BENSON, Sworn,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 4    Q.   You are in the photo, correct, sir?

 5    A.   It's not in my Affidavit.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan --

 7    A.   It's not in my affidavit.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- we have already

 9         addressed this yesterday, and you know that I

10         have to maintain a consistent position on

11         this, so I don't want to be seen compromising

12         on that position, so please don't ask that

13         again, okay, because it's just going to

14         result in unnecessary delays in argument,

15         so --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

17         putting these fair questions to the witness.

18         If he's refusing to answer them, then --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's not refusing to

20         answer them.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- the Court will take

22         its own view of the matter.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have explained it to

24         you and --

25    Q.   Mr. Benson, do you prefer that I refer to you
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 1         as Cody or Mr. Benson or how?

 2    A.   Whatever you want.

 3    Q.   Mr. Benson, you are in this photo, right?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 5    Q.   You wore a "Clint for Chief 2020" shirt in

 6         March 2020, correct, sir?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips,

 8         for the same reasons I have reiterated on at

 9         least three or four occasion so...

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              For the record, this is

11         Exhibit A-37, and we will have that marked

12         again in this cross-examination.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And objection.

14                EXHIBIT A-37: (BURKE RATTE)

15                2020-03-11 FACEBOOK POST - CLINTON

16                WUTTUNEE

17    Q.   You have seen this photo before as well,

18         right?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

20    A.   I don't have Facebook.

21    Q.   Have you seen this photo before?

22    A.   No.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

24    Q.   You are objecting to answer the question

25         or --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I am objecting to asking

 2         him questions on this photograph, okay.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I thought the witness

 4         answered the question.  I just wanted to

 5         ensure that --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I'm just telling

 7         you that if he did, then it's objectionable,

 8         it's preliminary response and will be ruled

 9         on in due course, but we're taking the

10         position that we object to the document being

11         presented to this witness as we have to all

12         the other witnesses.

13    Q.   Okay, so we're going for preliminary

14         responses now.  Back to Exhibit A-37, can I

15         please get your preliminary response, are you

16         in this photo, Mr. Benson?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.  Objection.  We

18         have already dealt with that, and I've told

19         you that.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              You just indicated that

21         you can provide a preliminary response.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I can't.  I'm saying

23         that when you said he already answered, I

24         said that will be treated as a preliminary

25         response, which we object to, so we're
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 1         objecting to that until there's a ruling on

 2         the admissibility of the documentation.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              For the record, the

 4         second photo and Facebook post that we looked

 5         at is Exhibit A-36.  We'll have that marked

 6         again.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And objection.

 8                EXHIBIT A-36: (BURKE RATTE)

 9                2020-03-03 FACEBOOK POST - LEROY

10                NICOTINE JR.

11    Q.   Are you refusing to answer any questions in

12         relation to either of those Facebook posts?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, not refusing,

14         objecting to it.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              How are they different?

16         You're refusing to answer any questions.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're objecting.  As I

18         have explained to you, we are taking a

19         principled approach to the objection and

20         making objections to the admissibility of the

21         documents.  It's on a matter that I think

22         requires a ruling on the Court.  We're not

23         objecting to it.  If the Court rules that

24         it's admissible, permissible, you know, then

25         we're going to be in a position to answer
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 1         those questions.  So we can't --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              You'd like to wait a

 3         month for that to occur, though; is that how

 4         I'm hearing you?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I don't want to wait

 6         a month.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we please get a

 8         preliminary response?  It's a very basic

 9         question, is he in the photos or not.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, we're not

11         responding, Mr. Phillips.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll move on.  It's very

13         obstructive, Mr. Stooshinoff.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thanks.

15    Q.   Up on the screen is what's called a Direction

16         to Attend.  Have you seen the document

17         before, sir?

18    A.   What is that?

19    Q.   Have you seen a document like this before?

20    A.   Yeah, I think I got that yesterday.  I

21         don't -- I didn't --

22    Q.   Just yesterday you got it?

23    A.   I didn't read it.

24    Q.   The first time you got this document was

25         yesterday?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   Well, of course you haven't had an

 3         opportunity, then, to get any of the

 4         documents?

 5    A.   Why would I get any of the documents?

 6    Q.   Did you even read the document?

 7    A.   No.

 8    Q.   So without reading the document, you're just

 9         outright refusing to do anything in relation

10         to this proceeding?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Mr. Phillips, it's

12         the same Direction to Attend that we have

13         taken objection to throughout these

14         proceedings, that it's overly broad, it's in

15         the nature of a discovery document, it lacks

16         precision and clarity, and does not relate to

17         this particular individual or the allegations

18         that have been made against him.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll mark this as

20         Exhibit A-48.

21                EXHIBIT A-48:

22                2020-09-04 DIRECTION TO ATTEND - CODY

23                BENSON

24    Q.   So you haven't read Exhibit A-48, and you

25         just got it yesterday.  Did I hear you
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 1         correctly, sir?

 2    A.   Yeah.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I believe the only

 4         document that you have brought with you as

 5         identified in Exhibit A-48 is your original

 6         Affidavit; am I correct, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              And there is a refusal to

 9         produce any of the other documents?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not a refusal.  The

11         refusal is not our position on the matter.

12         Our position on the matter is that your

13         Direction to Attend is overly broad, is in

14         the nature of a discovery effort, is a

15         fishing expedition, does not relate to this

16         particular individual or documents that are

17         within his scope or power to produce, and

18         does not relate to the allegations of any

19         wrongdoing on the party of this individual

20         and is not focussed on that, and for those

21         reasons it is an objectionable document.  My

22         client's Affidavit included the photocopy of

23         the cheque which was not objected to, so that

24         is the extent of this client's involvement in

25         this matter.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Given that he hasn't even

 2         read the document and he just got it

 3         yesterday?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Nathan, it's an

 5         overly-broad document.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we'll

 7         move on, and we'll have the Court determine

 8         that objection, the legitimacy of providing

 9         the witness a Direction to Attend just the

10         day before and not even ensuring that he's

11         read it.  We'll move on.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

13    Q.   Mr. Benson, do you have in front of you your

14         Affidavit, sir?

15    A.   Yeah.

16    Q.   You see that, right?

17    A.   Yeah.

18    Q.   In the very first paragraph here you say that

19         I am an affiant on behalf of the respondents.

20         Do you see that, sir?

21    A.   Mmhmm.

22    Q.   The respondents there that you're -- sorry,

23         we have a court reporter here, and she's

24         transcribing the matter, so you have to say

25         yes or no or give an actual response, okay?
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 1         Do you have an answer?

 2    A.   Yeah, yes.

 3    Q.   Okay.  If you don't understand a question,

 4         just ask me, okay?

 5    A.   Sure.

 6    Q.   And I'll repeat it for you or rephrase it.

 7    A.   Thank you.

 8    Q.   So, Mr. Benson, you see in the first

 9         paragraph here it says:

10             I am an affiant on behalf of the

11             respondents in the application?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   Do you see that, sir?

14    A.   Yeah.

15    Q.   Those respondents that you're referring to

16         there is Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason

17         Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry

18         Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee and

19         Shawn Wuttunee, correct, sir?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   Those are the respondents that you're

22         referring to at paragraph 1 of your

23         Affidavit?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           One more.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, now you
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 1         are --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           One more.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- leading the witness in

 4         the middle of a cross-examination.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not leading the

 6         witness at all.  You asked him --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is improper.  This

 8         is obstructing the cross-examination.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How so?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please let me

11         cross-examine the witness, Mr. Stooshinoff.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I'm saying to you

13         that you are misrepresenting the facts.

14    Q.   Mr. Benson -- I'm asking the witness whether

15         he agrees or disagrees.  I'm asking which

16         respondents he's referring to.  It's his

17         Affidavit.  You apparently drafted it.  You

18         commissioned it, correct?

19                            Mr. Stooshinoff drafted

20         and commissioned this Affidavit for you?

21    A.   No, I did this myself.  These are my words,

22         yeah.

23    Q.   This is Mr. Stooshinoff's signature?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   He commissioned it for you?
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 1    A.   Yeah, yeah, he commissioned it, yeah.

 2    Q.   So paragraph 1, they're your words?

 3    A.   Not all mine, no, but it's --

 4    Q.   So you're able to identify for me what you

 5         mean by respondents, and by respondents you

 6         mean the persons that I just identified?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   Yeah.  And you mean Clinton Wuttunee, Lux

 9         Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana

10         Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

11         Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee.  Those are the

12         respondents that you're referring to at

13         paragraph 1 of your Affidavit that you're

14         tendering in support of?

15    A.   Yeah.

16    Q.   And only those respondents?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Now you are

18         deliberately deceiving the witness, you know

19         very well, and you're doing it on purpose,

20         Mr. Phillips.  You can ask him the question

21         with regard to the other respondent.

22    A.   Red Pheasant also.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, again, I

24         object to your appropriate interruptions in

25         the cross-examination.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I object --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to move on

 3         and be productive here.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I object to your

 5         deliberate intention to deceive the witness.

 6    Q.   Mr. Benson, my understanding is that you use

 7         this term band member assistance meetings to

 8         refer to money or --

 9    A.   It's like --

10    Q.   Usually money that's given out to the

11         first --

12    A.   It's --

13    Q.   Let me just finish my question so that you

14         can answer.

15    A.   Go ahead.  Go ahead.

16    Q.   Because I'll have a number of specific

17         questions, I'm just going to describe what I

18         understand first, and we'll get into it,

19         okay?

20    A.   Yeah, yeah.

21    Q.   You have to answer yes or no.

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   So my understanding is that you use the term

24         in your Affidavit band member assistance

25         meetings, and that refers to usually money
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 1         that is given to members of the Red Pheasant

 2         First Nation of which you are a member, and

 3         that money is given to them following only

 4         the approval by a band member assistance

 5         request that generally comes to you first,

 6         and it must be then approved by at least two

 7         or three members of chief and council of the

 8         First Nation; is that correct, sir?

 9    A.   That's correct.

10    Q.   Very good.  So it must be at least two or

11         three councillors, members of chief and

12         council, correct?

13    A.   Yeah.

14    Q.   All right, then.

15    A.   It's -- yeah, go ahead.

16    Q.   No, feel free to --

17    A.   No, I'm good.

18    Q.   So I would like to understand -- let the

19         record reflect that the witness has his

20         Affidavit open in front of him.  I want to

21         understand --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           At your request, Mr.

23         Phillips.  Jesus, man.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're dealing with a

25         separate topic here, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I
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 1         asked on a narrow --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, you are trying to

 3         go on the record impugning the credibility of

 4         the witness when you directed the affidavit

 5         to be presented to him.  Do you disagree with

 6         that?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you can

 8         take your client's affidavit --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please do not engage in

10         the deliberate impugning of my client when

11         you recreated it.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

13         don't raise your voice or point your finger

14         at me.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, do

16         not go on the record --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

18         be respectful.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Be respectful?

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

21         be respectful.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           With this deceitful

23         conduct on your part, I find it highly

24         objectionable.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please
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 1         be respectful and don't raise your voice.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, do not do

 3         that again.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please do not --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm telling you that

 6         is --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              You just pointed at me

 8         again, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

11         don't raise your voice.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I want you to apologize

13         to this witness.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's be respectful.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Apologize to the witness.

16         You impugned his character.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't raise your

18         voice.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You impugned me too.  I

20         want your apology.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't point at me,

22         Mr. Stooshinoff.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you

24         impugned his credibility --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please
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 1         don't raise your voice.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- when you put the

 3         Affidavit in front of him.

 4    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, I was stating for the record

 5         that it was in front of him.  Please take it

 6         away from him, and let's move on with the

 7         cross-examination.

 8                            Mr. Benson, how long have

 9         you been employed in the role of band

10         manager?  Is that the best way to refer to

11         it?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   How long have you been employed in that role?

14    A.   It's going on four years.

15    Q.   I understand that you started that role just

16         after the last election, and by that I mean

17         the 2016 election; is that accurate?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   Just before that election?

20    A.   No, it was --

21    Q.   So it was about four years, so how --

22    A.   It was after I was -- I started out as -- I

23         was in lands first.

24    Q.   Okay, so you had a different role?

25    A.   And the band manager that was at the time had
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 1         a heart attack, and I just stepped in for him

 2         and took over, turned stuff around, and we

 3         started moving in the right direction, and I

 4         was just -- I was offered the job after, and

 5         he got the less heavier of a job, I guess,

 6         because his heart wasn't good.  Then he

 7         retired.

 8    Q.   My understanding is that you spend almost all

 9         of your time in the band office in your role;

10         is that correct, sir?

11    A.   No.

12    Q.   Well, how much of your time do you spend in

13         the band office, then?

14    A.   Maybe 60 percent where -- we all got a lot of

15         stuff on the go right now.

16    Q.   So let's be specific here.  February, March

17         how much time did you spend in the band

18         office?

19    A.   February, March?

20    Q.   Yes, of this year.

21    A.   Of this year?

22    Q.   Yeah.

23    A.   I was in the office lots.

24    Q.   So more than 60 percent of the time?

25    A.   Around there, yeah.
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 1    Q.   So it's fair to say that you're familiar with

 2         what went on in the band office, then?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   It's also fair to say that -- and I believe

 5         in this process with respect to band member

 6         assistance matters you are involved in all of

 7         them; is that correct, sir?  They're

 8         generally filtered up to you first, and then

 9         you direct the matter to councillors, members

10         of chief and council; is that how it

11         generally goes?

12    A.   Yeah.  Well, yeah, I'll try to get approval,

13         yeah.  If it's really an emergency, then I

14         will -- I'll pass it on to the guys, and

15         whoever responds, they'll say, yeah, yeah,

16         let's get it done.  Sometimes it's, like, oh,

17         well -- sometimes you get in people that are

18         doing -- where they're just -- it's a cycle,

19         they're coming all the time, so it's like you

20         got to make your best judgment sometimes on

21         some people, and we got frequent flyers, I

22         guess.

23    Q.   So first you act as a filter as to which band

24         member assistance requests actually get

25         passed on to band council?
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 1    A.   Yeah, and then they'll approve, and then I'll

 2         pass it on to finance.

 3    Q.   Yeah, but it also works the other way,

 4         councillors, members -- when I say

 5         councillors today, you'll understand that I'm

 6         referring to any member of chief and council.

 7         Do you understand that, sir?

 8    A.   Yeah, yeah.

 9    Q.   Very good.  It also works the other way, so a

10         member of chief and council can bring a band

11         member assistance request to you, and then it

12         is then considered, correct?

13    A.   Yeah, and then I would -- I would let

14         everybody know, yeah, this person's bringing

15         this band member request in for this person,

16         and then we'll try and get a few people.  If

17         there is people responding, then we'll get it

18         moving.  If no one's saying much, then we

19         just kind of let her sit until the next time

20         we all sit down together, and then I'll bring

21         it in there.

22    Q.   So if you can't get people together, you

23         leave it for the next time that you're able

24         to meet?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   So in February and March were a lot of these

 2         band member assistance meetings conducted by

 3         telephone, at least some of them?

 4    A.   Well, mostly because they were -- a lot of

 5         the council were out too, like, campaigning

 6         for themselves, so nobody was really around.

 7    Q.   So mostly telephone, then?

 8    A.   Mainly.

 9    Q.   So it's over 90 percent or thereabouts?

10    A.   It's hard to say.  I don't remember.

11    Q.   Over 80 percent?

12    A.   I don't know.  I can't remember.  Like I

13         said, it was -- yeah, I'm not sure.

14    Q.   But at least the majority were by telephone

15         in February and March of 2020?

16    A.   Could have been, yeah.

17    Q.   Now, I understand that Paul Tobaccojuice had

18         a band member assistance request in January?

19    A.   Yeah, yeah.  He was -- that was in the band

20         office.  It happened in the band office.

21    Q.   Yeah, so he was present --

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   -- and you were present and --

24    A.   And Chief was present --

25    Q.   Chief Clinton Wuttunee?
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 1    A.   And Lux was present also.

 2    Q.   And Lux Benson was present?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   And so the four of you were present?

 5    A.   Austin was in the room too.

 6    Q.   Oh, so five, the five of you were present?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   And so the five of you discussed, including

 9         Paul Tobaccojuice, the nature of his request

10         for band member assistance?

11    A.   Well, first he pulled my dad aside, and him

12         and my dad were talking in Cree, and I can

13         understand, so I kind of had an idea of what

14         they were talking about because him and my

15         dad are really close.  And they were talking

16         in the hallway, and then after they were done

17         talking he come into the office where we

18         were.

19    Q.   This is Paul and your dad in hallway?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   Go ahead.

22    A.   Then he came into office, and he started

23         explaining for Paul what Paul was up to,

24         like, Paul got a vehicle and -- Paul got a

25         vehicle, and he was looking to get tires.
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 1         And it was from my cousin he got the car

 2         from, got it going, but it needed tires, it

 3         was sitting on rims, and then -- so Chief

 4         was, like, yeah, let's help him out.  And

 5         then my dad was backing him up, so then he --

 6         they directed me -- Lux directed me -- Lux

 7         and Chief directed me, and then we -- we

 8         helped out Paul.  That was -- that was the

 9         end of that.

10    Q.   It seems very informal.  This is one example

11         of the informality of the matter, you just

12         happened to have a couple members of chief

13         and council around, and the request came in

14         and --

15    A.   Yeah.

16    Q.   Was all of this done in, like, less than five

17         minutes?

18    A.   No, not less than five minutes, no.

19    Q.   So, like, ten minutes or --

20    A.   No, no, not less than that, like...

21    Q.   Like, the cheque would have been issued

22         afterwards.  Like, I believe you would have

23         given the direction to Austin --

24    A.   Yeah, they started talking, like, afterwards.

25         Yeah, they started, like, talking about it
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 1         right away afterwards.

 2    Q.   Yeah.

 3    A.   And then they approved it or whatever, them

 4         two.

 5    Q.   So how long was it up to that point?  Because

 6         then it takes time for a cheque to be issued.

 7    A.   Well, I don't know.  They were talking.  They

 8         were talking, and then the cheque was issued

 9         after, but...

10    Q.   So up to approval -- starting at when Paul

11         came in and made the request up until

12         approval; how long was that?

13    A.   Maybe an hour or so.

14    Q.   And Paul was present the whole time?

15    A.   Yeah, Paul waited around there, and then he

16         grabbed his cheque and left.

17    Q.   So you mentioned your dad.  What is your

18         dad's name?

19    A.   Lux.

20    Q.   Lux Benson.  Okay.  And he's a respondent on

21         this as well, right?

22    A.   Yeah, yeah.

23    Q.   This Notice of Application, this election

24         appeal, yes?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   So you supported your dad in respect of the

 2         re-election?

 3    A.   Did I support him?

 4    Q.   Yeah.

 5    A.   Well, what do you mean by support him?  What

 6         are you getting at?

 7    Q.   Openly support him as being a person that

 8         should be re-elected?

 9    A.   No, I wouldn't openly support him like that.

10         Like, I would vote for him, yeah, but I -- I

11         wouldn't go openly support him, no.

12    Q.   How about Chief Wuttunee?

13    A.   Huh?

14    Q.   How about Chief Wuttunee?

15    A.   Would I openly support Chief Wuttunee?

16    Q.   Did you openly support him in respect of the

17         election?

18    A.   Like, what do you mean?  Like --

19    Q.   Let's say wear a shirt with his name on it

20         and say vote Clint Wuttunee?

21    A.   I guess we'll answer that when the -- when

22         the time is right.

23    Q.   You are refusing to answer that question?

24         We've seen the photo already.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, your question,
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 1         though, was did he publicly support him.

 2    Q.   This was a public post on Facebook, correct,

 3         sir?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 5    Q.   So Paul Tobaccojuice was present in the

 6         office throughout this period of time from

 7         his request coming in until the cheque being

 8         issued and leaving, right?

 9    A.   Until -- yeah, until he left, yeah.

10    Q.   Is this band office pretty small?

11    A.   It's a good size, I guess.

12    Q.   But, like, I mean --

13    A.   It's an old rehab centre.

14    Q.   -- you're able to hear things that go on in

15         the office, though, right?  It's not large

16         enough that, you know, one end is isolated

17         from --

18    A.   Yeah, it's one end you're cut off.  Like,

19         there is the -- like, say this is the

20         building.  There is -- this is the main area,

21         then this side is like the administration

22         side; on this side is the welfare side.

23    Q.   So when Paul made his request, he relayed it

24         to your father, Lux Benson, who then came in

25         and relayed it to Chief Clinton Wuttunee?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   And then the three of you considered it, and

 3         Paul remained in the hallway?

 4    A.   No, he went back to the other side over

 5         there.

 6    Q.   With respect to Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, what

 7         was the last band member assistance request

 8         that was made in relation to him?

 9    A.   I think when he went missing.

10    Q.   So October 2019?

11    A.   Yeah, but it wasn't him that made the

12         request.

13    Q.   It was Constance Johnson?

14    A.   Yeah.

15    Q.   And that was made in October 2019?

16    A.   I'm not sure of the date, but I just -- all I

17         remember is that he was missing, and they

18         were making Facebook posts.  People were

19         telling everybody that -- to ask people they

20         know if they seen him, and then Chief, I

21         think, was the one that made the request to

22         help Constance go down there and look for

23         her -- look for him, I mean.

24    Q.   Sorry, Chief made the request to who?

25    A.   Like, to us, like, put in the request with --
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 1    Q.   Okay.

 2    A.   And a couple of the councils approved it too.

 3    Q.   And so what was actually approved, the amount

 4         to be issued?

 5    A.   I'm not sure.  I can't remember.  I would

 6         have go back and look.

 7    Q.   You participated in that discussion, though?

 8    A.   Did I participate in this discussion?

 9    Q.   Yeah.

10    A.   No.  I was just directed to --

11    Q.   Oh, to make the payment?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   And you made it to --

14    A.   Constance, I think.  I would have to look

15         back.  I'm not sure.

16    Q.   But it was made right then and there in

17         October 2019, that payment, right?

18    A.   I don't know.  It's a long time ago.

19    Q.   Well, it certainly was made within a month?

20    A.   I do payments, like, daily.  It's -- like, to

21         go back to October, I can't tell you what I

22         did.  That's almost a year now.

23    Q.   It certainly was made in 2019, though, right,

24         that payment?

25    A.   Well, obviously, if that's what you're
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 1         saying.  I don't know.

 2    Q.   Okay.  And that was the last band member

 3         assistance in relation to him, Arnold Bruce

 4         Wuttunee?

 5    A.   There could have been another one.  I don't

 6         know.  There's quite a few that come through,

 7         like I said.

 8    Q.   You're involved, though, so you would know?

 9    A.   Yeah, I -- I could have been, but, like I

10         said, I don't know.  Like, there's so many

11         that come in.  They come in daily, daily.

12    Q.   So with respect to Heather Meechance prior to

13         the election, what was the most recent band

14         member assistance request?

15    A.   Usually Gary was the one dealing with Heather

16         all the time because Gary was the one that

17         was taking care of her kids.

18    Q.   So Gary had complete control of what band

19         member --

20    A.   Well, he was just -- he was just constant --

21    Q.   Just let me finish.

22    A.   Okay, go ahead.

23    Q.   So Gary -- and his full name is Gary --

24    A.   Nicotine.

25    Q.   -- had primary responsibility or exclusive
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 1         responsibility for the band member assistance

 2         request in relation to Heather Meechance?

 3    A.   Well, Gary was the one that would bring

 4         requests forward for Heather, yes.

 5    Q.   The only one?

 6    A.   Pretty much the only guy that spoke up for

 7         her all the time, yeah.  He was always

 8         constantly because he got attached to the

 9         kids, and he didn't want to see the kids --

10    Q.   So the only time in 2020 --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, let him finish.

12         Let him finish his answer.

13    Q.   Oh, I thought you were done.

14    A.   No.  So, like, Gary was constantly, like, on

15         a daily basis checking on the kids and made

16         sure the kids had food, he made sure Heather

17         was staying on track because, like, sometimes

18         the kids would walk to his house from

19         townsite, and he would have to care for them

20         for the weekend, so he was just constantly

21         making sure that they didn't go back into the

22         system.

23    Q.   So with respect to Heather Meechance, Gary

24         Nicotine was the only person that made a band

25         member assistance request in 2020; would that
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 1         be accurate?

 2    A.   Well, like I said, a lot of times when I

 3         dealt -- if I ever heard Heather's name, it

 4         was coming from Gary.

 5    Q.   Okay.  And that's true with respect to 2020?

 6    A.   I guess, if you that's what you -- like, I'm

 7         just saying, like, for me with Gary -- like,

 8         with Heather, it was always Gary was the one

 9         that was speaking up for her.

10    Q.   So the election was on March 20th, and prior

11         to the election what was the most recent band

12         member assistance request in relation to

13         Heather Meechance?

14    A.   Well, the -- like, the date?  I don't know

15         the date.

16    Q.   How many weeks before the election?

17    A.   I don't know, maybe three or four weeks,

18         maybe five.  I'm not sure.

19    Q.   And --

20    A.   Dealing with -- like I said, I'm dealing --

21         you're asking me questions --

22    Q.   No, I understand.

23    A.   You're asking me questions that -- with dates

24         and stuff.  I'm not going to be able to give

25         you dates, so --
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 1    Q.   So prior to that one, it was four or five

 2         weeks prior to the election, when was the

 3         most recent one?

 4    A.   Like, after that one?

 5    Q.   No, no, prior to that one.  So there was one

 6         that was in February sometime?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   Prior to that one when was the most recent

 9         one?

10    A.   Well, I don't know.  You'd have to -- maybe

11         in December or in January.  Like, I would

12         have go back and look, I guess.  I don't

13         know, like...

14    Q.   Fair to say that there is no hesitation on

15         Gary Nicotine's part in terms of bringing

16         forward a band member assistance request for

17         Heather Meechance?

18    A.   No, there's not, and, like I said, he always

19         constantly was trying to make sure she was

20         having -- she had stuff in the fridge for the

21         kids because Kanaweyimik could show up at any

22         time, and if there's nothing in the fridge,

23         those kids are all gone.

24    Q.   So I want to understand the nature -- $100,

25         that's a reasonable quantum to be considered
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 1         as a band member assistance payment?

 2    A.   It all depends.  It depends.  It varies on

 3         the situation.

 4    Q.   So with respect to Heather Meechance, though,

 5         $100 is not out of the ordinary for band

 6         member assistance?

 7    A.   Yeah, depends on what -- like i said, it

 8         depends on the situation.

 9    Q.   But that would be a typical --

10    A.   Like, $100, how much groceries are you going

11         to buy for four kids with $100?

12    Q.   But that's a typical amount, though, like,

13         that wouldn't be unusual, right, $100 band

14         member assistance?

15    A.   Depends.  2, 3, 4, you know, it varies, like

16         I said.

17    Q.   No, but I'm just asking is $100 a usual

18         amount?

19    A.   We -- our band member assistance usually

20         start at 150.

21    Q.   They have been lower than that, though?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you're

23         contradicting him?  Are you asking him has it

24         been lower?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I'm asking.
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 1    A.   It depends.

 2    Q.   Now, with respect to that band member

 3         assistant request, that one was made by Gary

 4         Nicotine, and when I say request, I mean a

 5         request that was either approved or

 6         disapproved.  So were there any band member

 7         assistance requests on behalf of Heather that

 8         were made by Gary Nicotine that were not

 9         approved prior to the election in 2020?

10    A.   I would have to go back and look at stuff,

11         but most of the time nothing's really --

12         everything is pretty much pushed through no

13         matter what regardless.

14    Q.   Oh, so it's all approved?

15    A.   Pretty much usually, yeah.  It's not likely

16         that something -- it's got to be something

17         where -- like where I said frequent flyers

18         where somebody that's coming every week with

19         the same request, and you just helped them

20         last week then, yeah, then they're not going

21         to -- you're not going to.

22    Q.   So this one with respect to Heather

23         Meechance, that was four or five weeks before

24         the March 20th election?  That's the

25         approximate timeframe?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   Okay.  So there was no other band member

 3         assistance request approved or disapproved in

 4         relation to Heather Meechance in 2020, right,

 5         prior to the election; it's just the one in

 6         the middle of February?

 7    A.   You're asking me -- I told you that you're

 8         asking me questions that I can't answer

 9         because I don't know, because, like I said,

10         I'm dealing with these daily.  How can I

11         remember every single request that comes

12         through?

13    Q.   Okay, so I want to ask about this specific

14         one in the middle of February, then, about

15         four or five weeks prior to the election.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay, Nathan, I just want

17         to object.  I just want some clarity.  The

18         first answer --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is there an objection

20         here?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  The first objection

22         is that you're not stating facts accurately,

23         and you're moving your timeframes.  The

24         original answer and the original question you

25         put was that it was three to four weeks
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 1         before the election, then it was four to five

 2         weeks before the election, then you said the

 3         one at the end of February, and now you're

 4         saying the one around the middle of February.

 5         So I think you've got to have either more

 6         precision, or you have to say whatever band

 7         member assistance was provided to Heather,

 8         then you can ask on that basis, but --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I

10         disagree, but I'll just simply move on

11         anyways because I think it's a nonissue.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.

13    Q.   Mr. Benson, this band member assistance

14         request in relation to Heather Meechance, it

15         was in February sometime, correct?

16    A.   Sure, yes.

17    Q.   Towards the end of February or just in

18         February sometime?  That's the best --

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   Okay.  Gary Nicotine was obviously involved,

21         I think you said?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee, he was involved as well?

24    A.   No.

25    Q.   Mandy Cuthand, he was involved as well,
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 1         right?

 2    A.   Mandy Cuthand, no.

 3    Q.   So there was Gary Nicotine?

 4    A.   Like I said, Gary Nicotine was the one that

 5         asked for the request, yeah.

 6    Q.   And it was by telephone?

 7    A.   I'm not sure what -- it was, yeah.  And I

 8         then I asked around if it's fine, and one of

 9         the councillors -- two of the council said,

10         yeah, help her out, she's having a tough

11         time, so I did.

12    Q.   Oh, I see.  So phoned you -- Gary Nicotine

13         phoned you up and asked for the band member

14         assistance, and then you just contacted

15         another councillor or two for the approval?

16    A.   Yeah, to see if it -- see if it would be

17         fine, and I got it, I got the approval, and

18         then I sent -- I told AJ to send the money.

19    Q.   I see.  So who were the other two that you --

20         one or two that you contacted?

21    A.   I can't remember.  Like I said, I do these

22         daily, so it's tough to --

23    Q.   Oh, so you don't remember who it was, so it

24         could have been Clinton, or it could have

25         been Mandy?
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 1    A.   It could have -- well --

 2    Q.   You just don't remember?

 3    A.   I don't remember.

 4    Q.   Okay.  That's fine.

 5    A.   I just know that it was approved.

 6    Q.   Okay, that's fine.  Like, I mean, when you're

 7         responding today, it's important that you're

 8         not guessing as to what -- just tell me what

 9         you actually remember.

10    A.   Okay.

11    Q.   So you don't remember if it was -- who the

12         actual councillors were?

13    A.   I don't remember exactly who it was that

14         approved.  I just know that Gary was the

15         person that put the request forward.

16    Q.   And it was by telephone?

17    A.   By telephone.

18    Q.   In February?

19    A.   In February, I guess.

20    Q.   And it was approved rather quickly.  You

21         sent -- it was approved rather quickly?

22    A.   Depends, I guess.  Like I said, I don't

23         remember.

24    Q.   Okay.  And then I believe you sent a text

25         message to Austin Ahenakew telling him to
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 1         send out the band member assistance,

 2         eTransfer?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   You recall that, sir?

 5    A.   I recall telling Austin to send it, yes.

 6    Q.   There are some text messages that we have --

 7         like, I mean, I've asked for you to produce

 8         documents, but these have not been produced.

 9         Do you have those text messages with you,

10         sir, with Austin Ahenakew in relation to this

11         specific band member assistance request?

12    A.   It's not in my Affidavit.

13    Q.   Well, it's in Austin Ahenakew's Affidavit.

14    A.   Then you got to --

15    Q.   It conveniently omits the date and time, but

16         it's there.

17    A.   Well, you got to talk to him, then, I guess.

18    Q.   We will, but I'm talking to you now, sir.

19    A.   So it's not in my Affidavit, so I don't know.

20    Q.   You have your cellphone with you right now,

21         though, right?

22    A.   I didn't have to -- no, I don't.

23    Q.   Where is your cellphone?

24    A.   I lost it.

25    Q.   That seems to be a common theme.  With
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 1         respect to, Mr. Benson, the --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, the

 3         Affidavit of Austin Ahenakew seems to

 4         indicate the date was February the 18th.

 5    Q.   That was the date, right, Mr. Benson?

 6    A.   I guess, if that's what it says on there.

 7         It's not in my Affidavit, so...

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not his document.

 9         I'm just telling you that.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, it's your document,

11         whichever client you're representing right

12         now.  You're representing all of them, so...

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  You make your

14         accusations and --

15    Q.   It's common for chief and council to have

16         discussions amongst themselves in relation to

17         band member assistance requests, correct,

18         sir?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   So, I mean, it's common for them to have

21         already discussed a band member assistance

22         payment before they even bring you in on the

23         loop, correct, sir?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   You just don't recall if that occurred in
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 1         this particular -- do you recall if that

 2         occurred in this particular instance with

 3         respect to Heather Meechance?

 4    A.   Well, like I said, I just got the phone call

 5         from Gary.  Gary called me.  Like I said in

 6         my thing, Gary called me, said Heather was

 7         needing help, and I asked -- like I said, I

 8         sent it out, the request out, and --

 9    Q.   Do you actually recall sending the request

10         out or --

11    A.   I don't know, I don't recall, but, just like

12         I said, that's just how it goes.

13    Q.   Okay, but you just said it's not uncommon for

14         chief and council to have already discussed

15         the request in advance before they bring you

16         in the loop.  Is it possible in this case

17         that that occurred, that Gary Nicotine had

18         already discussed it with chief and council

19         and simply directed you to make the payment?

20    A.   Like, Gary directed me?

21    Q.   Yeah, had told you that it had already been

22         considered by chief and council and approved?

23    A.   Well, I still got to get my own -- I still

24         due my own due diligence to make sure that

25         it's for sure.  I make sure that, yes,
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 1         everybody is onboard or at least a few people

 2         know about it.

 3    Q.   But you trust the word of Gary Nicotine,

 4         though, right?

 5    A.   That everybody else agrees?

 6    Q.   Yes, to a particular band member assistance

 7         payment, especially when it's only $400, for

 8         example?

 9    A.   Well, like I said, I still do my due

10         diligence.

11    Q.   But it's possible that that's what occurred

12         on February 18th in relation to this

13         particular band member assistance payment?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's not what he

15         testified to, Nathan.

16    A.   I'm telling you I answered that question

17         already.  You're just asking it in a

18         different way.

19    Q.   So who did you actually ask, then?  I heard

20         you say that you don't recall.  Do you

21         actually have recollection of this particular

22         band member assistance request and how it was

23         processed?

24    A.   That I don't recall what --

25    Q.   Do you actually have recollection as to what
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 1         you did after you got the call from Gary

 2         Nicotine, or you're simply assuming?

 3    A.   I told you what I did after I got the call

 4         with Gary Nicotine.

 5    Q.   So tell me who you contacted, then,

 6         specifically.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Isn't that asked and

 8         answered?

 9    A.   I answered that already.  I said I sent it

10         out.  I asked the group.

11    Q.   Yeah, but who was it?

12    A.   The group.

13    Q.   The group is all of chief and council?

14    A.   Well, yeah, the group, the chief and council,

15         yes, I asked them all.

16    Q.   Including Mandy Cuthand?

17    A.   Well, he would have been in the conversation,

18         yeah.

19    Q.   So he was included on the loop on that

20         particular band member assistance request in

21         relation to Heather Meechance on February

22         18th, 2020?

23    A.   Yes.  Everybody would have got a text

24         message, yes.

25    Q.   At paragraph 10 of your Affidavit you're
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 1         referring to a cross-examination.  That

 2         cross-examination occurred on June 12th,

 3         2020, correct, sir?

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   You didn't provide any of those documents

 6         identified in Exhibit M to the Affidavit of

 7         Mary Linda Whitford sworn July 29th, 2020,

 8         did you?

 9    A.   She never gave them to me.

10    Q.   You got the documents.  You admitted on June

11         12th is when you received it, correct, sir?

12    A.   June 12th?

13    Q.   That's the date of the cross-examination that

14         you're referring to there?

15    A.   No, that's when you cross-examined Clint.

16    Q.   Yes.

17    A.   I didn't receive nothing.  I just knew that

18         you guys -- you said in the cross-examination

19         that I received that email, that I got this

20         document.  I never did get that document.

21    Q.   Okay.  You say in paragraph 10 of your

22         Affidavit:  (as read)

23             The first time I saw Exhibit M was at

24             the cross-examinations of Chief Wuttunee

25             and Mary Linda Whitford at which time
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 1             that document was presented.

 2    A.   Well, that's an error because I just heard

 3         that you guys said that I received it, and I

 4         never received it.

 5    Q.   When did you -- you were in attendance at the

 6         June 12th cross-examination?

 7    A.   I was in this room, yes, and I was --

 8    Q.   Yeah, so you heard everything --

 9    A.   I was sitting -- I was standing out -- I was

10         standing there when you guys were crossing,

11         and you guys were saying that I got that

12         document, and I never.

13    Q.   So you went and looked at that document

14         afterwards, then?

15    A.   I look at it after?  No, I never looked at

16         it.

17    Q.   You have never seen that document?

18    A.   I never seen that document, no.

19    Q.   Oh, so your Affidavit is incorrect?

20    A.   Not my Affidavit.  Maybe a typing error, but

21         I never saw it.

22    Q.   You've never seen Exhibit M to the Affidavit

23         of Mary Linda Whitford?

24    A.   No.

25    Q.   Even after you received the Affidavit of Mary
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 1         Linda Whitford?  You obviously received it in

 2         that Affidavit.

 3    A.   In what Affidavit?

 4    Q.   The Affidavit of Mary Linda Whitford.

 5    A.   Why would I get an Affidavit of Mary Linda

 6         Whitford?

 7    Q.   You're referring to it at paragraph 10 of

 8         your Affidavit here.  Who drafted this for

 9         you?  Are these your words or the words of

10         Mr. Stooshinoff?

11 MS. MOOSOMIN:              Nathan, she has a text

12         saying she sent it to him twice.

13    A.   Yeah, let me see that, then.  Can I see the

14         text?

15    Q.   Mr. Benson, we're conducting a

16         cross-examination right now.  I want you to

17         confine your --

18    A.   Well, they -- they're saying I received

19         something.  Can I see that if I received it?

20    Q.   Mr. Benson, I want you to --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You want to get to the

22         truth, Nathan.

23    A.   Let's get to the truth.  Let's see that.

24    Q.   Mr. Benson, I want you to tell me --

25    A.   I'm telling you, let's get to the truth, and
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 1         then --

 2    Q.   -- is paragraph 10 of your Affidavit correct

 3         or not?

 4    A.   -- and then we'll know.  We'll know the truth

 5         if I see that, and then I can tell if that's

 6         my email or not.

 7    Q.   Do you want to see Exhibit M to her

 8         Affidavit?  Is that what you're asking for?

 9    A.   No, I want to see if it was sent to me,

10         because it wasn't sent to me.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's see the email, Mr.

12         Phillips.  Let's get to the truth of it.

13    A.   Let's see.

14    Q.   We're looking at Exhibit M to the Affidavit

15         of Mary Linda Whitford sworn July 20th, 2020.

16         This was also marked as Exhibit A-4 --

17    A.   I know, but where is --

18    Q.   -- as the Court can see --

19    A.   Where is the emails?

20    Q.   Please don't interrupt the question.  I'm

21         stating it for the transcript, Mr. Benson.

22         Thank you.  We're at Exhibit M to the

23         Affidavit of Mary Linda Whitford sworn July

24         29th, 2020, and you can see that it's also

25         been marked as Exhibit A-4 in that June 12th,
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 1         2020 cross-examination.  You have seen this

 2         document before, correct, sir?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Before what?

 4    Q.   Before today you have seen this document,

 5         correct?

 6    A.   I never received that email.

 7    Q.   That's not my question, Mr. Benson.  My

 8         question is have you ever seen this document?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Before today?

10    Q.   Before today.  I said, have you ever seen

11         this document?

12    A.   I'm not sure.

13    Q.   You have not provided any of these documents

14         to Mary Linda Whitford, have you?

15    A.   Have I?

16    Q.   Correct.

17    A.   No, I don't think so because I haven't.

18    Q.   Well, paragraph 10 of your Affidavit speaks

19         for itself.  We'll move on, but I do just

20         want to confirm, those cross-examinations

21         you're referring to at paragraph 10, those

22         occurred on June 12th, 2020?

23    A.   Those cross-examinations?

24    Q.   That you're referring to at paragraph 10 of

25         your Affidavit?
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 1    A.   Yeah, I think what they're -- here is -- all

 2         it is, is I heard -- I heard about the

 3         document at the -- and I knew I never

 4         received it because there is nothing in my

 5         email.  I have searched for it.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Perhaps you could

 7         disclose for us what the email address was,

 8         Mr. Phillips.

 9    A.   And then we'll know.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's quite possible it

11         was misdirected.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

13         have your opportunity to cross-examine Mary

14         Linda Whitford.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I think it's

16         important in our --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, what is

18         your specific objection right now?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- determination of my

20         specific objection.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Because if you don't have

22         a legitimate objection, I would like you to

23         stop interrupting and obstructing this

24         cross-examination.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Because you have an
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 1         opportunity to get to the truth right now,

 2         Mr. Phillips.  We're here now.  We have a

 3         legitimate effort in trying to --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 5         stop interrupting.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- get to the truth of

 7         it, so let's do it.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

 9         have your opportunity to cross-examine Mary

10         Linda Whitford.  You can ask her the question

11         that --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I had my opportunity to

13         cross-examine Mary Linda Whitford, and she

14         failed to show up.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, let's

16         leave that discussion for another time.  You

17         have my email communications.  You clearly

18         double booked the cross-examinations on

19         Monday.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you clearly cancelled

21         them.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're going to leave that

23         argument for the Court.

24 MS. WHITFORD:              My lawyer wasn't there.

25 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Doesn't matter.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's exactly right,

 2         your lawyer told you not to be there, right?

 3    Q.   Ms. Whitford, Ms. Whitford, just -- you did

 4         not see Heather Meechance at the band office

 5         in February 2020, did you?

 6    A.   I did -- I didn't what?

 7    Q.   You did not --

 8    A.   No, I didn't see Heather Meechance, no.

 9    Q.   At all in February of 2020 or at the band

10         office?

11    A.   I never said I saw her.  When did I say I saw

12         her?

13    Q.   Well, I'm asking just the question.

14    A.   No, I never --

15    Q.   No?  You didn't see Heather Meechance at any

16         time in February of 2020?  You have to answer

17         for the --

18    A.   No, no.

19    Q.   She did not, to the best of your knowledge,

20         attend to the band office in relation to that

21         band member assistance request; rather Gary

22         Nicotine made the request for her by

23         telephone, correct?

24    A.   Yes.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we might
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 1         simply constructively deal with this issue.

 2         We had approached the Direction to Attend

 3         issue in terms of compelling the

 4         communications.  We will be cross-examining

 5         Austin Ahenakew on the text messages or

 6         Facebook messages in question in relation to

 7         the direction to pay Heather Meechance $400,

 8         whatever you want to call it, band member

 9         assistance.  They omit the date and the time

10         of those messages.  Will those full

11         communications including the date and time be

12         forthcoming or not?  Because if they will be,

13         then I can defer that.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Try that again.  What are

15         you asking me to do?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you see the --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you want to go off the

18         record, or what do you want to do?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              We can go off the record

20         if you would like.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.

22 (Recessed at 1:27 p.m.)

23 (Reconvened at 1:41 p.m.)

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Benson, there have

25         been a number of refusals to answer
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 1         questions, and you've refused to produce all

 2         but one of the documents identified in your

 3         Direction to Attend.  We are going to adjourn

 4         the cross-examination on the basis that the

 5         Court will determine the appropriateness of

 6         those refusals.  Thank you very much for

 7         attending, Mr. Benson.

 8 WITNESS:                   Thank you, my friend.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

10 WITNESS:                   Oh, okay.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have to bring some

12         clarity to this.  Mr. Phillips, you have

13         concluded your cross-examination with regard

14         to this witness and the two prior witnesses

15         except with regard to the documentation.  So,

16         just to be clear, it is our position that if

17         these documents that we have challenged are

18         admissible and the Court so orders, then your

19         cross-examination of this witness and the

20         other two prior witnesses will be restricted

21         to the documentation and the questions you

22         have arising from the documentation, correct?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you have

24         heard what I said.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I don't know if --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's going to be for the

 2         Court to determine the appropriateness of

 3         your conduct and your client's conduct and

 4         the witness's conduct.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not that; it's --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              As far as I'm concerned,

 7         I am seriously concerned as to the conduct of

 8         the witnesses thus far.  There has been

 9         outright refusals to answer highly-relevant

10         questions, the last witness, not you, Mr.

11         Benson.  For example, Ms. Shelley Wuttunee,

12         you acknowledged the propriety of the

13         questions by not objecting to some of them,

14         and she outright refused, so I'm deeply

15         concerned, Mr. Stooshinoff, and I don't --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's a separate issue.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- think that we are

18         going to make -- that this is the appropriate

19         time to have that discussion on the record.

20         I have already indicated the basis upon which

21         we're adjourning --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, vis-à-vis this

23         witness --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- and we're adjourning.

25         Thank you very much.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Vis-à-vis this witness

 2         you have not taken that position, and there

 3         is no refusal.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I have taken that

 5         position, Mr. Stooshinoff, and I would like

 6         to move on to the next witness.  We have

 7         limited precious time this afternoon.  I

 8         would like to move on to the next witness.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Exclusively with regard

10         to the documentation which we have

11         challenged, okay?

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you.  That's it.

14 (Adjourned at 1:43 p.m.)

15
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 10:05 a.m.)

 2 SHELLEY ANNE WUTTUNEE, Sworn,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 4    Q.   So you have up before you, Ms. Wuttunee --

 5         do you prefer that I refer to you as Shelley

 6         Wuttunee or Ms. Wuttunee or --

 7    A.   It doesn't matter, no.  It doesn't matter.

 8         I'm not too picky.

 9    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee?

10    A.   Yeah.

11    Q.   Okay.  Thank you very much, Ms. Wuttunee.

12         You have up on your screen here today a

13         document, and I believe this is the document

14         that you refer to at paragraph 8 of your

15         Affidavit.  Is this the document that you

16         signed with Dion Bugler?

17    A.   Yes.

18    Q.   And this is your name?

19    A.   Yes.

20    Q.   And this is your signature?

21    A.   Yes.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we have this

23         marked -- this has already been marked as

24         A-22 in the cross-examination of Mr. Burke

25         Ratte, and I request that it be marked as
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 1         A-22 in this proceeding as well.

 2                EXHIBIT A-22: (BURKE RATTE)

 3                DION BUGLER VOTER DECLARATION

 4    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, this form is not foreign to

 5         you, right?  You have read this form before?

 6    A.   Yeah.

 7    Q.   Yeah.  You have read it several times before,

 8         right?

 9    A.   Yes.

10    Q.   So you're very familiar with this form?

11    A.   Yes.

12    Q.   You understand its requirements?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   You understand, for example, in this case,

15         Robin Wuttunee -- you say that you were

16         present with -- pardon, Dion Bugler, you say

17         that you were present with him?

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   In order to sign a voter declaration form of

20         which this is, you need to be present with

21         the voter, correct?

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   And that's a requirement that you understood

24         in February and March of this year, right?

25    A.   Yes.
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 1    Q.   And you understood that requirement for a

 2         very long period of time, right?

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   And so this is Exhibit A-22.  It indicates

 5         that it was signed on March 14th.  Does that

 6         reflect your understanding or your

 7         recollection?

 8    A.   Say it again?

 9    Q.   It says March 14th?

10    A.   Yeah.

11    Q.   You signed it about March 14th?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, in your Affidavit you also

14         refer at paragraphs 3 through 6 to signing

15         another document with another voter?

16    A.   Yes.

17    Q.   This is that document.  That's your name,

18         right?

19    A.   Yes, it is.

20    Q.   This is your signature?

21    A.   Yes, it is.

22    Q.   And March 17th, 2020, that reflects the date

23         that you say you signed it?

24    A.   Yes.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              May I have please have
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 1         this marked as Exhibit A-11?

 2                EXHIBIT A-11: (BURKE RATTE)

 3                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE MAIL-IN BALLOT

 4                DECLARATION (EXHIBIT A)

 5    Q.   You have already said that you understood

 6         that it was a requirement that the voter be

 7         present with you to sign a voter declaration

 8         form.  Did I hear you correctly?

 9    A.   Yes, I -- yes.  Yeah, I did.

10 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Are you sending it to me

11         too here?

12    Q.   Robin Wuttunee, he was not present with you,

13         was he?

14    A.   Well, I -- I was at work that day when I

15         signed that paper, yeah, because people come

16         and go from the band office.

17    Q.   Robin Wuttunee, he was not present with you

18         at any point in time in March 2020, was he?

19         You need to provide a yes-or-no answer for

20         the court reporter.  There is a transcript

21         being prepared here, Ms. Wuttunee.

22    A.   Most likely no.

23    Q.   Do you remember whether he was present or not

24         with you at any time in March?

25    A.   That I -- that I don't recall.  I don't
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 1         recall that.

 2    Q.   Are you aware of any reason for which your

 3         memory would not be accurate?  You have to

 4         provide a yes-or-no answer for the court

 5         reporter.

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   This was in March.  It wasn't that long ago,

 8         correct?

 9    A.   Nine months ago, roughly.

10    Q.   This voter declaration form is signed after

11         the Dion Bugler one that we just went

12         through?

13    A.   Yeah.

14    Q.   Yet you have recollection of that one --

15    A.   Yeah.

16    Q.   -- but you appear to not have recollection of

17         this one, whether or not Robin Wuttunee was

18         present with you specifically?

19    A.   No, he wasn't.

20    Q.   So you recall that he wasn't with you?

21    A.   No.  I don't know.  People come and go from

22         the band office, so...

23    Q.   So it was acceptable to you in the course of

24         this election to sign voter declaration forms

25         when the voter was not present with you?
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 1    A.   I guess.

 2    Q.   And this is one example, Exhibit A-11,

 3         correct?

 4    A.   Yes.

 5    Q.   This is not the only example, is it, Ms.

 6         Wuttunee?

 7    A.   No, it's not.  No, it's not.

 8    Q.   You signed several other voter --

 9    A.   Yeah, I did, and I seen them.

10    Q.   When the voter was not present with you in

11         the course of this election?

12    A.   Did I say -- did I say I wasn't present or

13         they weren't present?

14    Q.   I'm asking you, Ms. Wuttunee.

15    A.   Yes, no, I -- I did sign a lot of them, yeah,

16         and I know a lot of them, and they were

17         there.

18    Q.   But a lot of them weren't?

19    A.   No, they were.

20    Q.   You have already indicated that you signed a

21         lot of voter --

22    A.   Yes, those ones that -- the ones you said I

23         signed, I seen those papers last night

24         already.

25    Q.   In addition to these, there's a lot of voter
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 1         declaration forms that you signed in the

 2         course of this specific March 20th, 2020

 3         election, correct?

 4    A.   I guess, yeah.

 5    Q.   So -- and when I say that you signed, you

 6         signed in your capacity as witness?

 7    A.   Yeah, because a lot of them didn't have ID,

 8         that's why.

 9    Q.   We're referring to a voter declaration form,

10         the title of which, as you can see on Exhibit

11         A-11 which is before you, appendix 7-B, Voter

12         Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot.

13         That's what you're referring to, right?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   You signed a lot of those in the course of

16         this election?

17    A.   The ones -- yeah, the ones when they were

18         present.

19    Q.   Robin Wuttunee was not present, though.  You

20         have already admitted that?

21    A.   Yeah.

22    Q.   There were other voters declaration --

23    A.   Okay, which other voters, then?

24    Q.   We have other --

25    A.   Let's finish this one first --
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 1    Q.   We have --

 2    A.   -- and then we can get back to those ones.

 3    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, there's a court reporter

 4         preparing a transcript here.

 5    A.   Yeah, I know, like, I'm sitting beside her.

 6    Q.   Yes.  She is preparing a transcript for the

 7         Court.  We need to have a clear transcript so

 8         that the Court understands clearly the

 9         question that was asked and the response

10         that --

11    A.   Well, you keep asking the same question over

12         and over again, and I keep answering you.

13    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, as I was trying to say, please

14         don't interrupt me.  We need to have a clear

15         transcript for the Court so it can clearly

16         understand the question that was posed and

17         the response that you're giving today under

18         oath.

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   You have said that you understand it's a

21         requirement that in relation to voter

22         declaration forms that when you were

23         witnessing them the voter must actually be

24         present, and you have understood that for

25         quite some time, at least in the course of
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 1         this election.  Exhibit A-11, you have

 2         already admitted is one example where you

 3         signed the voter declaration form when the

 4         witness was -- when the voter was not

 5         present.  Have I heard you correctly?

 6    A.   Yes, you did.

 7    Q.   This is not the only example of a voter

 8         declaration form that you signed when the

 9         voter was not present with you in the course

10         of the election, and by this I mean Exhibit

11         A-11, correct, Ms. Wuttunee?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is that a question or an

13         accusation?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              It is a question,

15         Mr. Stooshinoff.  Please don't interrupt.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It isn't a question, Mr.

17         Phillips.  Please frame it in the form of a

18         question, did you sign any other voter

19         declaration forms in which the voter was not

20         present before you, because this witness has

21         already given an explanation for Robin

22         Wuttunee, that he wanted his mail-in ballot

23         sent to his girlfriend's house.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

25         now obstructing this cross-examination.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's in --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to conduct

 3         it -- please, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's in the Affidavit, so

 5         if you --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 7         don't interrupt.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't make --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're now suggesting

10         answers to this witness.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not suggesting

12         answers.  I'm saying don't make an

13         accusation --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Wuttunee [sic], I

15         would like to continue with the

16         cross-examination.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- if you want to make it

18         as a question.  Please proceed.  Ask a

19         question.

20    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, did you sign voter declaration

21         forms?

22    A.   I'm not answering that.

23    Q.   Let the record reflect that Mr. Stooshinoff

24         just very uncomfortably leaned back in his

25         chair and almost broke it.
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 1                            Ms. Wuttunee, did you

 2         sign --

 3    A.   I'm not answering that.  You asked me that

 4         how many times already.  This is not in my

 5         Affidavit.

 6    Q.   Your lawyer just suggested the question to

 7         pose.  He just implicitly conceded the

 8         propriety of the question.  I am posing the

 9         question to you, Ms. Wuttunee, and I think

10         the Court deserves an answer.  Ms. Wuttunee,

11         did you sign voter declaration forms in the

12         course of the March 20th --

13    A.   I'm not answering that.  You can ask me that

14         over and over again.  I'm not answering it.

15    Q.   What is the basis of your objection, Ms.

16         Wuttunee?  Let the record reflect that the

17         witness is not responsive.  Ms. Wuttunee,

18         your husband is a member of chief and

19         council, correct?

20    A.   Yes, he is.

21    Q.   What's his name?

22    A.   Shawn.

23    Q.   He was on council --

24    A.   Yes, before.

25    Q.   And now?
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 1    A.   Yes.

 2    Q.   He was elected in this election?

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   And he was elected in the last one?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   So he was on council both before and after

 7         this election --

 8    A.   Yes, yes.

 9    Q.   -- that's impugned?

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, did you sign voter --

12    A.   I'm not answering that.  You can ask me that

13         over and over again; I'm not going to answer

14         it.

15    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

16         raising her voice now.

17                            Ms. Wuttunee, please tell

18         me the specific nature of your objection to

19         this question that your legal counsel has

20         apparently conceded the propriety of?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have already asked

22         that, Mr. Phillips.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to know the

24         objection.  It's a very relevant question.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She has already given her
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 1         response.  You've already --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              It hasn't been

 3         responsive, Mr. Stooshinoff.  She simply had

 4         a blanket rejection to answer the question.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've already noted your

 6         position on the record, so move on.

 7    Q.   How many voter declaration forms did you --

 8    A.   I'm not answering that.  You can ask me that

 9         over and over again.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

11    Q.   I'm asking a different question, Ms.

12         Wuttunee.  Please wait for the full question

13         before you either object or raise your voice

14         again as you just did now.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Your question is based on

16         assumptions that are not fact, so it is an

17         inappropriate question, Mr. Phillips.  I'm

18         going to ask that you move on.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the

20         witness already conceded that she signed a

21         lot of voter declaration forms in the course

22         of this election.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She did not.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like the Court to

25         be aware of approximately how many.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She did not concede that.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              The transcript will speak

 3         for itself.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to ask the

 6         questions now, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           With that in mind --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

 9         again.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  Move on.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're obstructing the

12         cross-examination again today.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not obstructing the

14         cross-examination.  She's already answered

15         the question, she's given her position, you

16         have recorded it on the record, so move on.

17    Q.   Tell me, Ms. Wuttunee, the names of the

18         voters who you signed voter declaration

19         witness forms for in the course of the March

20         20th election?

21    A.   This does not have -- this is not on my

22         Affidavit.  I'm not answering it.

23    Q.   Do you remember their names?

24    A.   I'm not answering that I told you because

25         that's not part of that on my Affidavit.
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 1    Q.   Are you objecting on the basis of relevancy,

 2         or what is the basis of your objection here,

 3         Ms. Wuttunee?  Because your lawyer hasn't

 4         intervened.

 5    A.   Because I'm not answering you, that's why,

 6         because they're not on there.  I'm not

 7         answering you; I'm sorry.

 8    Q.   Did you sign more than 50?

 9    A.   I'm not answering that.  I said it's not on

10         my Affidavit.

11    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

12         raising her voice again.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, you

14         are badgering her, so --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

16         don't interrupt, okay?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, don't tell

18         me what to do.

19    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, did you sign more than 50 voter

20         declaration forms?

21    A.   I'm not answering you.  You can ask me that

22         over and over again.  I'm not answering you.

23    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, did you sign more than 100

24         voter declaration forms?

25    A.   I'm not answering you.  You can answer that
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 1         over and over again, ask me that 100 times.

 2         I'm not answering you.

 3    Q.   This is your name, correct, Ms. Wuttunee?

 4    A.   Yes, it is.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  We're not

 6         answering these questions.

 7    Q.   This is your signature as well, Ms. Wuttunee,

 8         correct?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection.

10         Mr. Phillips, we've been through this

11         yesterday at length.  If you're attempting to

12         introduce documents that aren't part of your

13         case, these are documents that we have

14         discussed at length yesterday, and I voiced

15         my objection.  You accepted my position on

16         that because you took the position yesterday

17         that you wanted to go to court to get a

18         ruling on the appropriateness of my objection

19         vis-à-vis Mandy Cuthand and the documentation

20         that was discussed at that time including

21         this document.  Our objection stands.  We are

22         ready to go to court to discuss the matter

23         with you before a judge or prothonotary.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

25         misstating my statement.  The transcript
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 1         yesterday will speak for itself.  This is a

 2         different document that has not been

 3         introduced as an exhibit yet.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              This document was just

 6         provided by the electoral officer on Monday

 7         night.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then my objection

 9         stands.  It is not a document that we are

10         going to consent to you presenting to our

11         witnesses.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, these

13         are all proper questions.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you say so, but --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              This document was just

16         produced by the electoral officer on Monday

17         night.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Fine.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              He had previously refused

20         to provide the documents identified in his

21         Direction to Attend.  We are here to conduct

22         the cross-examination.  We're here to get to

23         the truth.  Your client is being

24         non-responsive in relation to

25         very-highly-relevant, highly-material
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 1         questions.  I want to probe this -- put

 2         certain questions to this witness based upon

 3         the documentation that we have.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You want to engage --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              She doesn't recall --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              She hasn't replied as to

 8         how many voter declaration forms she signed.

 9         We can go through several, Mr. Stooshinoff.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You want to go through a

11         discovery process, and, as I advised you

12         yesterday, our position is that, that is

13         objectionable and that is not part of the

14         process in matters involving applications

15         before the Court, so from our point of view

16         we have clearly set out our position.  You

17         know it, you have known it, we are objecting,

18         so move on.  We will take it up with the

19         Court.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              I respectfully disagree,

21         Mr. Stooshinoff.  We're going to go through

22         these voter declaration forms.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              If your client is

25         refusing to answer the questions --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not refusing to

 2         answer.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- then there will be an

 4         adverse inference requested at the hearing of

 5         the election appeal.  Your client was given a

 6         full and fair opportunity to comment on them.

 7         If she doesn't do so, the Court will make its

 8         decision --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- as to the propriety of

11         the conduct of the election and the propriety

12         of the objections at this cross-examination.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have no proof.  You

14         don't even have a hardcopy for us.  You have

15         no proof of the origin of this document.  You

16         can't prove it to the Court, so --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You can't prove it to the

19         Court.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              You received a copy of

21         those documents on Monday night as well

22         directly from the lawyer from the electoral

23         officer, correct?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, are you

25         giving evidence?  Shall I be cross-examining
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 1         you?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's be clear here, Mr.

 3         Stooshinoff --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Shall I be

 5         cross-examining you?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- you've had these

 7         documents since Monday night as well.  Mr.

 8         Boudreau forwarded them to you as well,

 9         correct?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are giving evidence.

11         I have stated my position.  My position is

12         clear on the record.  It's been consistent

13         throughout.  So you have agreed to go to the

14         Court to get a ruling on the appropriateness

15         of these documents that you have obtained

16         after closing your case, so let's get a

17         ruling on it.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              May I please have this

19         marked as Exhibit A-40?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

21                EXHIBIT A-40:

22                BRIAN WUTTUNEE VOTER DECLARATION FORM

23                REDACTED

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, up on

25         the screen is the email by which Exhibit A-40
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 1         was provided amongst other documents that I'm

 2         proposing to go through with this witness.

 3         This is the email by which you received these

 4         documents and I received the documents at the

 5         time same time for the first time.  May I

 6         please have this marked as Exhibit A-41?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 8                EXHIBIT A-41:

 9                SEPTEMBER 14, 2020 EMAILS BETWEEN MR.

10                BOUDREAU AND MR. STOOSHINOFF

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you disagree with

12         anything I've just said, Mr. Stooshinoff?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              We just got these

15         documents on Monday night.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I object.

17         You've heard my position.  I don't know what

18         it is that you don't comprehend about what

19         I've said at length.

20    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

21         using her cellphone right now.  Ms.

22         Wuttunee --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Nathan.

24    Q.   -- up on the screen is a voter declaration

25         form.  That's your signature, and that's your
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 1         name, right?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 3    A.   I'm not answering that.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I will have this marked

 5         as the next Exhibit, A-42.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 7                EXHIBIT A-42:

 8                CHANTEL BEAR VOTER DECLARATION FORM

 9                REDACTED

10    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, up on the screen is yet another

11         voter declaration form that has your

12         signature and your name, correct?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

14    A.   I'm not answering that.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

16         the next exhibit, A-43.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Same objection.

18                EXHIBIT A-43:

19                JENNA PRITCHARD VOTER DECLARATION FORM

20                REDACTED

21    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, up on screen is yet another

22         voter declaration form that bears your

23         signature and your name, correct?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

25    A.   I'm not answering that.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this as

 2         Exhibit A-44.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection to the

 4         introduction of the exhibit.

 5                EXHIBIT A-44:

 6                JOSHLYN PRITCHARD VOTER DECLARATION FORM

 7                REDACTED

 8    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, up on the screen is yet another

 9         voter declaration form that bears your

10         signature and your name, correct?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

12    A.   I'm not answering that.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that as

14         Exhibit A-45.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

16                EXHIBIT A-45:

17                KELLY NICOTINE VOTER DECLARATION FORM

18                REDACTED

19    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, up on the screen is yet another

20         voter declaration form that bears your

21         signature and your name, correct?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

23    A.   I'm not answering that.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this as the

25         next Exhibit, A-46.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 2                EXHIBIT A-46:

 3                MICHELLE NICOTINE VOTER DECLARATION FORM

 4                REDACTED

 5    Q.   Up on the screen is Exhibit A-28 in the

 6         cross-examination of Mr. Burke Ratte.  This

 7         is the voter declaration form of Wesley

 8         Wuttunee.  Ms. Wuttunee, that is your name

 9         and your signature, correct?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the basis of the

12         objection?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is not a document

14         referred to in my client's Affidavit, and I

15         don't recall that it's an Affidavit that

16         referred to in any of your clients'

17         Affidavits.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Paragraph 13 refers to

19         Wesley Wuttunee here.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is his voter

22         declaration form.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So what?

24    Q.   We're putting it before the witness.  Is that

25         your signature, and is that your name?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 2    Q.   Did you sign this on February 19th, Ms.

 3         Wuttunee?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the specific

 6         nature of your objection, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  I object that

 8         this is a document that is not included in

 9         the Affidavits of the applicants or the

10         affiants in support of the applicants, nor

11         referred to in the Affidavit of my client.

12         It's a late-produced document in the same

13         manner as the prior documents which we have

14         already objected to.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              This has already been

16         marked as an exhibit and authenticated by the

17         electoral officer as Exhibit A-28, Mr.

18         Stooshinoff.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But I don't care about

20         that, do I?  Like, he's not my client.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If you have --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- these are very basic

24         questions here.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If you have would have
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 1         had Wesley Wuttunee --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Why is your client

 3         refusing to answer these very basic questions

 4         when she's already conceded -- she's already

 5         admitted that she broke the law, that she

 6         signed --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She didn't admit that she

 8         broke the law.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- voter declaration

10         forms in the course of the impugned election

11         in the absence of the voter in question.  All

12         of these documents are very relevant to the

13         extent that electoral corruption -- and

14         whether or not it corroded the integrity of

15         the March 20th, 2020 election of Red Pheasant

16         First Nation sufficiently to have the entire

17         election annulled, including the election of

18         her husband, Mr. Shawn Wuttunee.  Mr.

19         Stooshinoff, why are you not permitting these

20         appropriate questions to be answered by the

21         witness?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The documents aren't

23         appropriate.  You have engaged in a process

24         by commencing your application to set aside a

25         decision.  The relief that you are seeking,
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 1         Mr. Phillips, is, in reality, relief that

 2         ought to have been commenced by way of an

 3         action as opposed to an application.  Because

 4         you commenced it as an application, you have

 5         a single decision that you're seeking to set

 6         aside, which we don't know what that is, and

 7         we take the position that you have improperly

 8         commenced these proceedings.  You then

 9         engaged in a discovery process, which is not

10         permitted under the applicable procedure, and

11         then after you have presented your case, you

12         then seek to try to produce and introduce

13         documentation which is not part of your case,

14         and you seek to try to bolster your case

15         which is inherently without merit.  We have

16         already said to you that we object to these

17         documents being produced after the fact and

18         maintain that objection, and you have agreed.

19         You have agreed to take the matter up with

20         the Court, as I have requested that you do,

21         and then we can resolve the issue.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you keep

23         saying that.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I do, but you --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              The transcript yesterday
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 1         speaks for itself.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't seem to

 3         appreciate or listen to what I'm saying.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll had this marked as

 5         Exhibit A-28 in this proceeding.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 7                EXHIBIT A-28: (BURKE RATTE)

 8                WESLEY WUTTUNEE VOTER DECLARATION

 9    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, up on the screen is Exhibit

10         A-18 from the cross-examination of Mr. Burke

11         Ratte on Monday.  That is your signature, and

12         that is your name, correct?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

14    A.   I'm not answering.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

17         Exhibit A-18.

18                EXHIBIT A-18: (BURKE RATTE)

19                ARNOLD BRUCE WUTTUNEE VOTER DECLARATION

20    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, where were you on February 1st?

21    A.   I don't know.  I can't remember back.

22    Q.   How about February 19th?

23    A.   I don't know.  I can't remember back.

24    Q.   Do you recall anybody that you saw on

25         February 19 or anything that you did?  You
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 1         have to answer yes or no for the court

 2         reporter.

 3    A.   No.

 4    Q.   You don't recall anything about that date?

 5         Again, you have to answer yes or no.

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   How about February 18th?

 8    A.   No.

 9    Q.   How about March 3rd?

10    A.   No.

11    Q.   March 11th?

12    A.   No.

13    Q.   March 14th?

14    A.   No.

15    Q.   March 18th?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Mr.

17         Phillips --

18    Q.   February 20th?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- if you have a question

20         vis-à-vis that is relevant to a date, perhaps

21         you could put that to her.  Otherwise, I

22         object to the manner in which you're

23         questioning.  It's offensive and abusive.  So

24         please stop.  Please direct your attention to

25         presenting a question related to a fact in
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 1         issue.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, these

 3         are some basic questions here.  I'm trying to

 4         understand --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- what the extent of

 7         this witness's recollection is on some

 8         specific dates that are in dispute in this

 9         proceeding.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What dates are in dispute

11         in this proceeding?

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I've

13         already identified some of them for you.  I'd

14         like to go on and identify just a couple

15         more.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But tell me, where are

17         they in dispute?

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Would you like to lead

19         the answers of the witness as well, too?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Vis-à-vis the

21         proceedings, the Affidavits filed, you've

22         already had all of your witnesses and your

23         affiants and your applicants file Affidavits.

24         Is there somewhere in there where you can

25         direct my attention and this witness's
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 1         attention so that we can respond to a date

 2         that's in dispute?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 4         don't interrupt.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Nathan, you don't

 6         like my response, and then you revert to this

 7         pat response about please don't interrupt,

 8         but you're asking questions that I objected

 9         to on the grounds that they were offensive,

10         abusive and not relevant to a fact in issue.

11         Now, if you can point us to a fact in issue

12         vis-à-vis dates, by all means.

13    Q.   March 17th, 2020, where were you, and who did

14         you see?

15    A.   I'm not answering that.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you have already

17         got that.

18    Q.   You are refusing to answer the question, Ms.

19         Wuttunee?

20    A.   Yes.

21    Q.   In the week prior to the election, it's fair

22         to say that -- do you recall what day the

23         election was?

24    A.   March 20th.

25    Q.   So in week prior to the election, it's fair
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 1         to say that you saw your husband, Mr. Shawn

 2         Wuttunee, a lot, right?

 3    A.   Every day.  I wake up with him every morning.

 4    Q.   And you spent a lot of time during the day

 5         with him?

 6    A.   Yeah.  Don't you spend a lot of time with

 7         your spouse, or do you have a spouse?

 8    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, I'm just attempting to get some

 9         basic information before the Court.  I'm not

10         criticizing you as a person; I'm not

11         improperly inquiring into your personal

12         affairs; I simply want some basic

13         information.

14    A.   Well, that's what it sounded like you're

15         trying to do.

16    Q.   You spend a lot of time with Mr. Shawn

17         Wuttunee?

18    A.   Yes.  I told you that already.

19    Q.   When I say "a lot of time," would it be fair

20         to say that you were with him almost

21         continuously?

22    A.   Every day.  I told you that how many times.

23         I'm not going to answer you anymore.

24    Q.   During the course of each day you were with

25         him almost continuously in the week leading
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 1         up to the election?

 2    A.   My god, yes, yes.

 3    Q.   You were also frequently around other members

 4         of chief and council in the week up to the

 5         election, correct?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   And specifically those would include Clinton

 8         Wuttunee?

 9    A.   Yes.

10    Q.   Lux Benson?

11    A.   Yes.

12    Q.   Jason Chakita?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   Mandy Cuthand?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   Dana Falcon?

17    A.   Yes.

18    Q.   Henry Gardipy?

19    A.   Yes.

20    Q.   Gary Nicotine?

21    A.   Yes.

22    Q.   Samuel Wuttunee?

23    A.   Yes.

24    Q.   So it's fair to say that you had a good idea

25         as to what they were doing?
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 1    A.   I'm not answering what.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's objectionable.

 3         How would she possibly know what they were

 4         doing?  You know she's employed, you know

 5         she's got her own life, you just said that,

 6         and you're now trying to suggest to her and

 7         cross-examine her on what others were doing.

 8         That's objectionable.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

10         don't interrupt.  These are material

11         questions, and now --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It isn't material.  If

13         you could ask a question, did you actually

14         ever observe --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, now

16         you're interrupting, and you're suggesting

17         answers to this witness.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm try to help you, Mr.

19         Phillips.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt.

21         I don't want your help.  I'm quite

22         comfortable conducting this cross-examination

23         by myself.  Thank you very much.  Understood?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do your best, Nathan.

25    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you have already said that you
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 1         spent in the week leading up to the election,

 2         those days, almost continuously with your

 3         husband, Mr. Shawn Wuttunee?

 4    A.   You asked me that how many times already, and

 5         I'm not answering you.

 6    Q.   I'm simply stating what you've already told

 7         me.  I want to make sure that I've heard you

 8         correctly.  You said that.  It's fair to say

 9         that at least with respect to Mr. Shawn

10         Wuttunee, your husband, you knew what each

11         other were doing in the week up to the

12         election because you spent almost the entire

13         day with each other during that week,

14         correct?

15    A.   I'm not answering you.

16    Q.   You spent almost every waking hour with him?

17    A.   I'm sorry, I'm not answering you.

18    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

19         raising her voice.  Ms. Wuttunee, you spent

20         almost every waking hour with your husband,

21         Mr. Shawn Wuttunee?  And there is nothing

22         wrong with that.

23    A.   I answered you already.  I'm not going to

24         answer you again.

25    Q.   When you spent almost every waking hour with
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 1         Mr. Shawn Wuttunee, you helped him, correct?

 2    A.   Not answering you, I told you.

 3    Q.   You supported him in the week up to the

 4         election, correct?

 5    A.   Wouldn't you support your spouse?  Wouldn't

 6         you stand by your wife's side, stand by her

 7         side?

 8    Q.   And that's what you did with Mr. Shawn

 9         Wuttunee, correct?

10    A.   I'm not answering you anymore.  I'm not

11         answering you; I'm sorry.

12    Q.   You supported --

13    A.   This has nothing -- this was not said

14         anything in my Affidavit.  I'm not answering

15         you about any other questions.

16    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you wanted to see your husband

17         get re-elected, correct?

18    A.   I'm not answering you.

19    Q.   You campaigned on behalf of your husband?

20    A.   I'm not answering you.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I object to that

22         question, Mr. Phillips.  I don't know if you

23         mean -- what you mean by campaign.  If it's

24         different from support, does it mean in a

25         legal sense?  Anyway, you get the drift of my
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 1         objection, it lacks clarity and precision and

 2         is subject to misinterpretation by different

 3         witnesses as to what exactly you mean.

 4    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, if you have any hesitation as

 5         to what I mean by a question, feel free to

 6         ask me to rephrase the question.  Do you

 7         understand, Ms. Wuttunee?

 8    A.   Yes, I do, but I'm not answering you anymore.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the

10         witness very clearly understands now the

11         ability that if she is uncertain as to the

12         nature of the question that's posed, can she

13         ask me to rephrase it.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, but --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is that understood now,

16         Mr. Stooshinoff?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's because you

18         haven't appreciated what I've said to you,

19         and I've said to you that you have used the

20         words support and campaign interchangeably,

21         and to different people those words mean

22         different things, it's subject to

23         interpretation, and what you mean by it and

24         what a witness may mean by it may not be the

25         same things, and so I'm simply inviting you
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 1         to engage in a more precise questioning when

 2         you're asking a question relating to

 3         campaigning and supporting.  Do you

 4         understand that, Mr. Phillips?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I

 6         thought we already got past the point of --

 7         I'm quite comfortable conducting this

 8         cross-examination.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              I don't need your

11         invitations; I don't need your guidance; I

12         don't need your suggestions.  I all I need is

13         your very succinct objections in accordance

14         with Rule 95.  Are we clear, Mr. Stooshinoff?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I've said my objection,

16         and my objection is, as I said, that that is

17         what the confusion is, and that's why I will

18         object in the future unless you demonstrate

19         more precision in that questioning.

20    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, in the week leading up to the

21         election, your husband, Mr. Shawn Wuttunee,

22         asked you to do things for him, correct?

23    A.   I'm not answering you.

24    Q.   What is the basis of your objection here?

25    A.   Because they're not in my Affidavit, those
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 1         questions, so I'm not answering you.  You can

 2         ask me them all you want; I'm not going to

 3         answer you.

 4    Q.   The fact that Mr. Stooshinoff is not

 5         objecting, yet again, means it's a proper

 6         question.  Please answer it, Ms. Wuttunee.

 7    A.   I'm not answering you because they are not in

 8         my Affidavits.

 9    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you have been compelled here

10         today to attend for cross-examination?

11    A.   Yeah.

12    Q.   You are refusing to answer lawful and

13         legitimate questions being posed to you.

14         Please answer them.

15    A.   I answered you how many times already?  I'm

16         not answering you anymore because those

17         aren't in my Affidavit.

18    Q.   In the week leading up to the election on

19         March 20th --

20    A.   You can ask me that over and over again.  I'm

21         not going to answer you.

22    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

23         raising her voice again.

24    A.   Wouldn't you raise your voice if somebody

25         asked you questions over and over again?
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 1    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, in the week leading up to the

 2         election on March 20th, 2020, you asked your

 3         husband to do things for you, correct?

 4    A.   I'm not answering you.  You can ask me them

 5         over and over again.

 6    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you did not see Wesley Wuttunee

 7         in February or March of 2020; have I heard

 8         you --

 9    A.   No.

10    Q.   So you did see him in February or March of

11         2020?

12    A.   When I -- when I was doing laundry, yeah.

13         He's always at the laundromat.

14    Q.   You did not see him on February 19th, 2020,

15         though, correct?

16    A.   No.

17    Q.   You did not see him even around that

18         timeframe, did you?

19    A.   No.

20    Q.   You did not see him when you signed his voter

21         declaration form, correct?

22    A.   I'm not answering you.

23    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you did not see Jenna Pritchard

24         on or about February 20th, 2020, did you?

25    A.   I'm not answering you.
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 1    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you did not see Jenna Pritchard

 2         when you signed her voter declaration form,

 3         did you?

 4    A.   I'm not answering you.  We went through this

 5         already.

 6    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you did not see Joshlyn

 7         Pritchard when you signed her voter

 8         declaration form, did you?

 9    A.   I'm not answering you.

10    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you did not see Brian Wuttunee

11         when you signed his voter declaration form,

12         did you?

13    A.   I'm not answering you.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I'm

15         objecting to this because you're simply now

16         reiterating questions related to the

17         documentation that you sought to try to

18         introduce.  If you have those individuals as

19         witnesses, you had your opportunity to bring

20         them forward.  You have not, and so I object

21         to that question, and I object to your effort

22         to validate documentation which you know has

23         not otherwise been proven.  So we have

24         objected to it.  We object to your backdoor

25         effort to try and validate and have
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 1         documentation marked as exhibits when they

 2         are not properly exhibits in this hearing.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's my objection.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we'll

 6         have the Court determine the propriety of the

 7         proceedings.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Couldn't agree more.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              For the time being, I'm

10         wanting to have the witness provided every

11         opportunity to tell the truth to the Court,

12         especially in relation to these voter

13         declaration forms when she has already

14         admitted that she broke the law when she

15         signed voter declaration forms in the absence

16         of voters.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  And, you see,

18         that is your problem --

19    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- that you're

21         characterizing witnesses --

22    Q.   -- you were not present with Kelly Nicotine

23         when you signed her --

24    A.   I'm not answering you.

25    Q.   -- voter declaration form, correct?
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 1    A.   I'm not answering you.  I'm not answering

 2         you.  You asked me these already.

 3    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, with respect to Michelle

 4         Nicotine, you --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 6    Q.   -- were not present with her when you signed

 7         her voter declaration form, correct?

 8    A.   I'm not answering you.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And, again, Nathan, I

10         remind you --

11    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- you are making a

13         question that assumes --

14    Q.   -- you were not present with Arnold Bruce

15         Wuttunee --

16    A.   I'm not answering you.

17    Q.   -- when you signed his voter declaration

18         form, were you?

19    A.   I'm not answering you.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are --

21    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you weren't present with

22         Chantel Bear when you signed her voter

23         declaration form, correct?

24    A.   I'm not answering you.  I'm not answering

25         you.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you put

 2         your question assuming a fact as being proven

 3         when it isn't proven.  You have said that

 4         those individuals were not present.  You

 5         don't know that.  And you pose your question

 6         stating it as a fact when you do not know

 7         that it's a fact and you have no evidence

 8         that it's a fact, and so we object to your

 9         questioning on those grounds, that it's

10         improperly phrased, assumes a fact which is

11         has not been proven and which you had every

12         opportunity to prove, but did not.

13    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you were not present when Robin

14         Dean Wuttunee, Wesley Wuttunee, Jenna

15         Pritchard, Jocelyn Pritchard, Brian Wuttunee,

16         Kelly Nicotine, Michelle Nicotine, Arnold

17         Bruce Wuttunee or Chantel Bear signed their

18         voter declaration forms, correct?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection to that.

20    A.   I'm not answering you.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection to that.  You

22         have knowingly misstated facts.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Which one?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That Robin Wuttunee has

25         been addressed in my client's Affidavit.  If
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 1         you simply refer to paragraphs 5 and 6 -- 4,

 2         5 and 6, my client has addressed the issue of

 3         Robin Wuttunee and the signing of his form.

 4         You will recall we didn't object to that when

 5         you presented the form on your screen.  We

 6         object to the others because there is no

 7         evidence that they were not present.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking the witness

 9         whether she was present when they signed

10         their voter declaration forms.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I have objected to

12         that.  You have no evidence of that and --

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking the witness.

14         She is the --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And the document --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- the witness purported

17         to be --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- the witness in respect

20         of the voter declaration form.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- this is not discovery.

22         This is not discovery.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is the most proper

24         person to say under oath whether --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is not --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- she was present or not

 2         when those voters signed their voter

 3         declaration forms, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  This is not

 5         discovery, and in our point of view, as we

 6         have said at many occasions, Mr. Phillips,

 7         you can't put evidence in through the

 8         backdoor which you can't get in the front,

 9         and we maintain that, and we'll go to court

10         and resolve that issue, so please move on.

11    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, we have up on the screen

12         Exhibit A-11.  Let the record reflect that

13         Mr. Stooshinoff has provided the witness's

14         Affidavit for her and is pointing to her to

15         read it.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Her Affidavit, not his

17         Affidavit.  Not his Affidavit, her Affidavit.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              The witness's Affidavit.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes, you put the

21         witness's Affidavit in front of her and are

22         pointing to it --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  The witness's

24         Affidavit has been --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- for the witness to
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 1         read it.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- before her since the

 3         commencement of your cross-examination.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              And you're pointing to it

 5         right now for her to read it again.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm giving her, her

 7         Affidavit.

 8    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff -- Ms. Wuttunee, can you see

 9         the document on the screen?

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   This is Exhibit A-11.  You have admitted that

12         that's your signature, that's your name, and

13         you signed it on or about March 17th and that

14         you signed it in the absence of Robin

15         Wuttunee.  I heard you correctly, right?

16    A.   Yes.

17    Q.   You are aware that on this form there is an

18         address indicated, number 3 there, right?

19         Can you see that address, Ms. Wuttunee?

20    A.   Yes.

21    Q.   You are familiar with that address because

22         that address is Leroy Nicotine Jr.'s address,

23         right?

24    A.   No, I'm not familiar with that.  I'm not

25         answering that too.
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 1    Q.   Sorry, which is it, Ms. Wuttunee, you're not

 2         familiar with that address, or you're

 3         refusing to answer the question?

 4    A.   I don't even know where Leroy lives.  Why are

 5         you asking me about that address?

 6    Q.   Well, not where he lives now, but where he

 7         lived in February and March of 2020?

 8    A.   No.  Well, I don't know even where Leroy

 9         lived.

10    Q.   You're aware that Leroy Nicotine Jr. also

11         supported your husband for re-election,

12         right?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   He also supported the rest of the chief and

15         council that were elected, correct?

16    A.   I'm not answering you.

17    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you say that somebody requested

18         that you sign this form, Exhibit A-11,

19         correct?  Ms. Wuttunee, we need an answer

20         from you.

21    A.   Repeat yourself.  That's what you like doing

22         anyways, so say it again.

23    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you have in front of you

24         Exhibit A-11?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   Do you see it?

 2    A.   Yeah.

 3    Q.   You say that somebody requested that you sign

 4         this form as the witness, correct?

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   That was not Robin Wuttunee that requested

 7         that you sign the form, correct?

 8    A.   Could have been his girlfriend that brought

 9         it to me.

10    Q.   You are saying that Robin Wuttunee's

11         girlfriend brought this form to you?

12    A.   Well, where I work it's busy there.

13    Q.   Oh, so you don't know if it Robin Wuttunee's

14         girlfriend or not that brought it to you?

15         You have to answer yes or no.  The witness

16         was nodding her head.

17    A.   No.

18    Q.   Who was it that brought this form to you?

19    A.   I don't know.  I don't remember that far

20         back.

21    Q.   That far back or in relation to this form you

22         don't remember?  Because in your Affidavit

23         you testify --

24    A.   That far back, I said.  I'm not talking about

25         that.
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 1    Q.   You testified to other events that precede

 2         this.  What happened with respect to your

 3         memory in relation to this document?  Ms.

 4         Wuttunee, you are under oath here today.

 5    A.   I know.

 6    Q.   Who was it that requested that you sign the

 7         form?

 8    A.   I can't remember that far back, I said.

 9    Q.   It was your husband, Shawn Wuttunee, correct?

10    A.   No, I'm not answering you.

11    Q.   You don't remember, or you are refusing to

12         tell the Court?

13    A.   I'm not answering you.

14    Q.   You are refusing to tell the Court who signed

15         this -- who asked you to sign this document?

16    A.   I'm not answering you.

17    Q.   To be clear for the record, are you refusing

18         to tell the Court who asked you to sign this

19         form, or you don't remember?

20    A.   I don't remember.  I don't recall.

21    Q.   The only persons that you saw on March 17th

22         were your husband, Shawn Wuttunee, and the

23         other candidates that were elected to chief

24         and council.  Those were the only persons

25         that you saw at the band office?
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 1    A.   I'm not answering you.

 2    Q.   When you were at the band office on March

 3         17th, 2020, you only saw the persons that

 4         were elected to chief and council, correct,

 5         Ms. Wuttunee?

 6    A.   I'm not answering you.

 7    Q.   What is the nature of your refusal?

 8    A.   I'm not answering you.

 9    Q.   You remember who was there?

10    A.   Did I say I remember?  I didn't say I

11         remember.  I said I don't recall.

12    Q.   The band office in that week leading up to

13         the election, it was closed, so there was

14         only the members of chief and council there

15         and you, the janitor, correct?

16    A.   How do you know it was closed?

17    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, the persons who were elected to

18         chief and council, those were the only

19         persons in the band office on March 17th,

20         2020, correct?

21    A.   I'm not answering you.

22    Q.   You remember who was in the band office on

23         that date, though, correct?

24    A.   You asked me that how many times, and I told

25         you I'm not answering you.
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 1    Q.   You remember, but you are refusing to answer

 2         the question; do I hear you correctly?

 3    A.   Did I say I remember?  I said I don't recall.

 4    Q.   You don't recall who asked you to sign this

 5         form.  I'm asking you a different question

 6         right now.

 7    A.   Yeah, I answered you already.  I'm not going

 8         to answer you anymore.

 9    Q.   There are only a small number of persons who

10         could have asked you to sign this form?

11    A.   I'm not answering you.

12    Q.   There are only a small number of persons for

13         whom you would break the law in signing this

14         form in the absence of the voter in question?

15    A.   I'm not answering you.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Nathan,

17         objection.  That's an offensive accusation.

18         We object to it.  You know it's

19         objectionable.  So perhaps we should take a

20         break, and you can reconfigure --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, it would

22         be objectionable if it wasn't founded in the

23         fact that your client already testified and

24         admitted that she broke the law --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are making --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- by knowingly signing

 2         this voter declaration form in the absence of

 3         the voter.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              She has already admitted

 6         to breaking the law, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She's not admitting to

 8         breaking the law.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              So it is a proper

10         question to put to this witness.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She doesn't admit to

12         breaking the law.  Her Affidavit indicates

13         and implies -- as you well know what it

14         implies.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              She has told us today

16         that she signed Exhibit A-11, that Robin

17         Wuttunee was not present with her --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She admitted that.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She indicates in her

21         Affidavit that she thought it might have been

22         his girlfriend.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              She knew the requirements

24         to sign a voter declaration form.  She knew

25         that the voter had to be present with her.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, and she --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              It was clearly

 3         understood.  Not only did she break the law;

 4         she knew she was breaking the law.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And, as she indicated,

 6         she thought it might be his girlfriend.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to know who it was

 8         that possibly asked her to break the law.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           His girlfriend.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Now, Mr. Stooshinoff, I

11         believe that's a legitimate question to pose.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And she said it in her

13         Affidavit.  She has already answered the

14         question it might have been his girlfriend.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              She didn't --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She's implied in her

17         questioning, as you know, that she didn't

18         want to point the finger at that girlfriend

19         or that other person.

20    Q.   It was not the girlfriend of Mr. Robin

21         Wuttunee that brought the form to you, I

22         thought we already went through this, Ms.

23         Wuttunee, correct?

24    A.   I'm not answering you.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              There you go, Mr.
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 1         Stooshinoff, it wasn't the girlfriend.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's not a

 3         denial.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, right

 5         now I'm attempting to ask this witness the

 6         basic question who is it that could possibly

 7         have asked had her on that day, who was in

 8         the band office with her.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, again --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              I think that that's a

11         very relevant question for the Court to hear.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is also speculative,

13         and she's already answered that she does not

14         know who was there at that day or who the

15         person might have been.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              You know, the witness has

17         refused to answer those questions, Mr.

18         Stooshinoff.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, she's already

20         answered it.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              I've asked her if she

22         remembers, and she has refused to answer even

23         that basic question.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She's already been

25         through it a number of times.
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 1    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, in all fairness, I believe your

 2         lawyer asked for a break.  Are you wanting a

 3         break?

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   Okay.  Well, we'll take five minutes.  Is

 6         that okay with you, Ms. Wuttunee?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  We'll come back in

 9         five.  Thank you.  Oh, you're not able to

10         discuss your -- Mr. Stooshinoff, I trust

11         you'll explain your --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I will.  You can't

13         discuss your evidence with anyone, okay?

14 (Recessed at 11:13 a.m.)

15 (Reconvened at 11:23 a.m.)

16    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, I believe you already

17         confirmed, correct me if I'm wrong, that you

18         spent almost every hour that you were awake

19         in the week leading up to the election with

20         your husband, Mr. Shawn Wuttunee.  Did I hear

21         you correctly?

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   So he was certainly aware of what it is that

24         you were doing in that week, correct?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She can't speak for him.
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 1    A.   I'm not answering you.

 2    Q.   You were spending almost every waking hour

 3         with him?

 4    A.   Well, that's my husband.  I wake up with him,

 5         yeah.  I told you that already.

 6    Q.   Almost every hour of the day --

 7    A.   I not answering you.

 8    Q.   -- that you were awake --

 9    A.   I'm not answering you.

10    Q.   Almost every hour of the day that you were

11         awake in the week leading up to the election

12         you spent with your husband.  You said that.

13         You've confirmed that.  You were aware of

14         what each other was doing in that week,

15         correct?

16    A.   I'm not answering you.

17    Q.   How could your husband not be aware of what

18         you were doing?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

20    Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that your

21         husband was not aware of what you were doing

22         in that week leading up to the election?

23    A.   I'm not answering you.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the objection?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection is you're

 2         asking her to explain the thought pattern or

 3         the awareness of a third person.  She can't

 4         possibly know.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Her husband that she

 6         spent almost every hour that she was awake

 7         with during the relevant period of time, I

 8         want to know if --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Those were your words.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              And your witness endorsed

11         them.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah, so I want to

14         know --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           They were your words.

16    Q.   This is a very basic question, was Shawn

17         Wuttunee aware of this electoral corruption

18         or not?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, objection.  Now you

20         have defined it for us.  Thank you.

21         Objection.

22    Q.   You have no reason to believe that Shawn

23         Wuttunee was unaware of your --

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              I haven't even finished
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 1         the question, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It won't matter.  You're

 3         asking her to comment on a third person's

 4         knowledge or awareness.  How does she know

 5         what a third person is thinking?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              She's married to him.

 7    A.   I'm not psychic.

 8    Q.   How long have you been married to Shawn

 9         Wuttunee?

10    A.   I'm not answering that.  That's my

11         personal --

12    Q.   It's over 25 years?

13    A.   I'm not answering you.  You can ask me that

14         over and over again.

15    Q.   You've been married --

16    A.   This has nothing to do with -- this, my

17         Affidavit.

18    Q.   You have been married over 25 years, correct,

19         Ms. Wuttunee?

20    A.   I'm not answering you.  I'm not answering

21         you.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, relevance,

23         please.  We have got facts in issue.  Focus

24         on them.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're putting in dispute
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 1         as to whether or not she is familiar with him

 2         or not.  Obviously she is.  They have been

 3         married for over 25 years, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           For heaven sakes, Mr.

 5         Phillips, I think it's very clear that the

 6         nature of the objection is that you're asking

 7         one witness to give evidence under oath as to

 8         what another person is thinking, may have

 9         been aware of, may have done, and that is not

10         a proper question.  This witness cannot

11         possibly say that.

12    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, your husband, Shawn Wuttunee,

13         was at the band office when you signed this

14         form, Exhibit A-11?

15    A.   I'm not answering you.  You asked me that how

16         many times, and I told you I'm not answering

17         you.

18    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, your husband, Shawn Wuttunee,

19         he was present when you were asked to sign

20         this form, Exhibit A-11?

21    A.   I'm not answering you.  I told you that.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.

23    A.   I can repeat myself just like you.  I'm not

24         answering you.

25    Q.   You remember, but you are just refusing to
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 1         answer, correct?

 2    A.   Did I say I remember?

 3    Q.   I'm asking you.

 4    A.   I'm not answering you anymore.

 5    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, there was no period of time in

 6         the week leading up to the election when you

 7         and your husband were not in the same area,

 8         correct?

 9    A.   I'm not answering you.

10    Q.   You were in close proximity with your husband

11         for the entire period of time leading up to

12         the election, correct?

13    A.   I'm not answering you.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, these are getting

15         to be tiresome questions.  Can you move on?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              We are being met with

17         complete refusals to answer relevant

18         questions.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I think it's been

20         asked and answered as best as this witness is

21         able to.  Re-attempting to ask the same

22         question over and over in a different

23         phrasing isn't going to help.

24    Q.   And in the week leading up to the election

25         you cannot remember a single moment when you
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 1         and your husband were not together, correct,

 2         Ms. Wuttunee?

 3    A.   I'm not answering you.  You asked me that how

 4         many times, and I told you I'm not answering

 5         you.

 6    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you have seen the document

 7         before?  This is the Direction to Attend that

 8         you received.  Have you read this before, Ms.

 9         Wuttunee?

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   Okay.  And you recall what it says, right?

12    A.   Pardon?

13    Q.   You recall what it says, right?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   You brought your original Affidavit, which is

16         paragraph 2 of the Direction to Attend?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

18    Q.   You have not brought any other documents with

19         you?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

21    A.   No.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can I please get the

23         answers from the witness, Mr. Stooshinoff?

24    A.   No.

25    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, so you have not brought any of
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 1         the documents with you with the exception of

 2         your original Affidavit in paragraph 2 of the

 3         Direction to Attend, correct?

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   And you have not provided -- with the

 6         exception of your original Affidavit, you

 7         have not provided any of those prior to

 8         today, correct?

 9    A.   No.

10    Q.   We'll need to take this issue up with the

11         Court.  I understand that -- am I correct in

12         my understanding that you are refusing to

13         produce these documents, Ms. Wuttunee?

14    A.   My Affidavit?  Is that what you are

15         talking --

16    Q.   No, the documents identified in your

17         Direction to Attend that we just discussed.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The Direction to Attend,

19         Mr. Phillips, is objected to on the same

20         basis we have outlined to you repeatedly.

21         And let's address the offensive nature of the

22         Direction to Attend vis-à-vis this witness,

23         and that is based almost entirely on the fact

24         that there is no allegation that this witness

25         engaged in receiving or transferring any
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 1         funds, and your Direction to Attend asks for

 2         three months of her bank statements, credit

 3         card statements and so on that this witness

 4         would otherwise have no reason to produce

 5         that.  Why would you ask this witness to

 6         produce three months of all of her most

 7         intimate financial records to you when you

 8         are not suggesting that she had anything to

 9         do with receiving or transferring funds?  And

10         on top of that, you're not --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the time

12         for your argument would have been --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no I'm trying --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- in a motion for relief

15         from production.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But we've notified you --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is not the time.  I

18         don't want to clutter up the transcript.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But we've notified you of

20         this.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              All I want to know is

22         your succinct objection.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We've notified you --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have not produced any

25         of these documents.  I just want it noted for
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 1         the record that you've refused to produce

 2         them, then we can move on, Mr. Stooshinoff,

 3         okay?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We haven't refused to

 5         produce them.  We have said to you they are

 6         not relevant to this witness, and you have

 7         not established the factual foundation which

 8         would demonstrate they are compellable or

 9         relevant to a fact in issue vis-à-vis this

10         witness.  I would also --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              So it is relevance, and

12         that's your objection in relation to the

13         entire Direction to Attend; do I understand

14         you correctly?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I would also point out

16         that in paragraph 4 of your Direction to

17         Attend you ordered her to produce all

18         documents relating to any electronic transfer

19         of funds including but not limited to email

20         or phone transfers in respect of which you or

21         Red Pheasant Nation or anyone acting on your

22         behalf had any direct or indirect involvement

23         of any nature whatsoever between January 1st

24         and March 20th.  On what grounds do you think

25         she has any control over Red Pheasant First
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 1         Nation?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you have

 3         misstated paragraph 4.  It's Red Pheasant

 4         First Nation.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I just read it out to

 6         you.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this

 8         witness has already indicated that she's an

 9         employee of Red Pheasant First Nation.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, an employee is

11         correct.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              So, Mr. Stooshinoff, I

13         would like to move on rather than have you

14         continue to obstruct this cross-examination.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How could she have any --

16         how could she have any control --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can I please have this

18         marked as Exhibit A-47?

19                EXHIBIT A-47:

20                DIRECTION TO ATTEND - SHELLY WUTTUNEE

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How could she have any

22         control over the financial affairs of Red

23         Pheasant when you have correctly described

24         her as an employee?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              This will be Exhibit
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 1         A-47.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not aware of any

 3         factual foundation that has ever been

 4         demonstrated.  The same applies with

 5         paragraphs 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, you're asking

 6         for ledgers, logs, telephone records.  And so

 7         you aware, then, Mr. Phillips, that the

 8         Direction to Attend is, again, offensive

 9         because it's in the nature of a discovery

10         effort, it's a fishing expedition, it's far

11         too broad, it has no specificity, and what is

12         specific is directed to an impossible

13         expectation of this witness to produce

14         documents of her employer.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you finally done, Mr.

16         Stooshinoff, interrupting?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You asked me to tell you

18         why we object.  I'm telling you.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we have this marked,

20         then, as Exhibit A-47.  Thank you.  Two facts

21         are clear, though.  None of these documents,

22         with the exception of the original Affidavit,

23         have been produced, and you have refused to

24         produce them, correct, Mr. Stooshinoff?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We haven't refused to
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 1         produce them.  We have told you that the

 2         Direction to Attend is an unacceptable

 3         direction and is not based on any factual

 4         underpinning or justification.  You are not

 5         saying this witness had anything to do with

 6         any funds whatsoever, so why ask her for

 7         financial records?

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the time

 9         for that argument is going to be before the

10         Court.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We look forward to it.

12    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, Deloris Peyachew, you know who

13         she is, right?

14    A.   Yeah.

15    Q.   She was not at the band office in the week --

16    A.   I'm not answering that.

17    Q.   I haven't even asked the question.

18    A.   Well, I'm not answering that.

19    Q.   Let me please ask the question first.

20    A.   Well, finish, and I'll tell you what.

21    Q.   Deloris Peyachew, what is her role with the

22         First Nation?

23    A.   She is Indian registry.

24    Q.   Deloris Peyachew, she was not in the band

25         office on the week leading up to the
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 1         election, correct?

 2    A.   I'm not answering that.

 3    Q.   She was not in the office in the two weeks

 4         leading up to election, correct?

 5    A.   I'm not answering that.

 6    Q.   Do you remember, or are you just refusing?

 7    A.   No, I'm refusing.

 8    Q.   Deloris Peyachew, she wasn't in the band

 9         office in three weeks leading up to the

10         election, correct?

11    A.   I'm not answering that.

12    Q.   You remember; you are just refusing?

13    A.   I'm refusing.

14    Q.   Just like you're refusing to tell us whether

15         or not your husband was aware of you signing

16         the voter declaration form of --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

18    Q.   -- Robin Wuttunee in his absence, correct?

19    A.   I'm not answering that.  I'm not answering

20         that.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Nathan.  Now

22         you're getting into argument with the

23         witness.  You're trying make a statement.

24         It's improper.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll just have one
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 1         minute here.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

 3 (Off the record momentarily)

 4    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, today, lawful and appropriate

 5         questions have been put to you.  You have

 6         refused to answer a very large number of

 7         those.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, don't make

 9         a statement.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

11         don't interrupt.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't make a statement.

13         If you have --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm simply identifying

15         for the transcript the basis upon which we're

16         adjourning for today.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If you have a question --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              If you have -- whatever

19         concern you might have, you can address it

20         afterwards --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have not --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- but please do me the

23         courtesy as an officer of the court of

24         not interrupting me.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have not consulted me
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 1         with what statement you wish to put on the

 2         record.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm adjourning the

 4         cross-examination because there have been

 5         several questions that your client has been

 6         evasive in relation to.  There has been have

 7         several questions that your client --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That is a conclusion.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              The transcript is going

10         to speak for itself, Mr. Stooshinoff.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then fill your boots,

12         make your application, and we will deal with

13         it at that time, okay?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              The cross-examination is

15         being adjourned, Ms. Wuttunee, because --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The cross-examination is

17         concluded.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- you have been evasive

19         with respect to several questions, you have

20         outright refused to answer several questions,

21         and you have refused --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, those are

23         accusations that are inappropriate.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- to produce the

25         documents identified in your Direction to
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 1         Attend.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Those questions are

 3         inappropriate.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Thank you for attending

 5         today, Ms. Wuttunee.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I'm not done.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're off the record.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we're not off the

 9         record.  I have the right to redirect, Mr.

10         Phillips.  I would like to ask questions in

11         redirect.

12 Re-examined by MR. STOOSHINOFF:

13    Q.   Now, Mr. Phillips has accused you of both

14         unlawful and criminal activity in relation to

15         the signing of the voter declaration form

16         vis-à-vis Robin Wuttunee.  Do you know Robin

17         Wuttunee?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   At the time that you signed the form, which

20         appears to be March 17th, 2020, did you know

21         he was in jail?

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   Had somebody come to you with his form?

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   Did you recognize his signature?
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 1    A.   Did I -- no.

 2    Q.   Pardon?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   The signature that you see on the document?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:               The witness said no, Mr.

 6         Stooshinoff, and now you're asking for a

 7         second chance.

 8    Q.   No, I'm not asking for a second chance.

 9                            Did you recognize --

10    A.   No, yes.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

12         re-examination.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is re-examination

14         and --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              You can't ask the same

16         question twice, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Can we

17         please --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please don't interrupt

19         me.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we have the court

21         reporter repeat back what the original answer

22         was?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please stop

24         and --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              I believe the original
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 1         answer was no; is that correct?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, just --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              The court reporter has

 4         confirmed the original answer was no, Mr.

 5         Stooshinoff.  Now, it's improper under

 6         re-examination to attempt to get a different

 7         answer from this witness.

 8    Q.   The question to you is did you recognize his

 9         signature?

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   Why did you sign --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Third time, Mr.

13         Stooshinoff.

14    Q.   Please, Mr. Phillips.  Why did you sign the

15         document which Mr. Phillips has now removed

16         from the screen?

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you want it back up on

18         the screen, Mr. Stooshinoff?  Mr.

19         Stooshinoff, do you want --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Would you please stop

21         interrupting me?

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you want Exhibit A-11

23         on the screen or not?  Because you've just

24         criticized me.

25    Q.   Would you please stop interrupting me?
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 1                            Why did you sign the

 2         document, the voter declaration form?  Ms.

 3         Wuttunee, why did you sign it?

 4    A.   Because I -- ask me that again.  My mind just

 5         went.

 6    Q.   Okay.  Well, somebody presented his voter

 7         declaration form that he had signed, and then

 8         you signed, as you have already said?

 9    A.   Yeah.

10    Q.   Okay.  And why did you sign it?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

12         putting the Affidavit in front of the

13         witness, and she's reading it during --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The Affidavit hasn't

15         moved.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              The witness is reading it

17         right now.  I don't think this is proper on

18         re-examination.  Can you please take the

19         Affidavit away from the witness?

20    Q.   Would you stop interrupting and let the

21         witness finish answering her question?

22                            Just tell us, why did you

23         signed the voter declaration form?

24    A.   I was at work one day, and then, like, his

25         girlfriend brought it -- did give it to me,
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 1         and I did sign it.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  All right.  Thank

 3         you.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to continue

 5         the cross-examination on that point because

 6         now we have received a new answer.

 7 Recross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 8    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, now you actually have

 9         recollection of what transpired in relation

10         to the execution of the voter declaration

11         form?

12    A.   I'm not answering you because you said that

13         you were done with me.

14    Q.   You just gave a different answer under oath

15         to Mr. Stooshinoff.  Now you have actual

16         recollection of Robin Wuttunee's girlfriend

17         coming in and bringing the form to you and

18         asking you to sign it; do I hear you

19         correctly?

20    A.   I'm not answering you because you already put

21         your books away, and you said we were done,

22         so I'm not answering you anymore.

23    Q.   You are refusing to answer my questions?

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, you have given directly
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 1         contrary answers here today under oath.  Do

 2         you acknowledge that, Ms. Wuttunee?

 3    A.   I'm not answering you because you said you

 4         were done with me already, so I'm not

 5         answering you anymore.

 6    Q.   Your counsel has taken some liberties in

 7         re-examination here.  I would like to

 8         continue to cross-examine --

 9    A.   No.

10    Q.   -- on your answers that are contrary to what

11         you just told me under oath.

12    A.   I'm not answering you because you already put

13         your books away on me already.  You said you

14         were done with me, so I'm not going to answer

15         you anymore.

16    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

17    A.   Are we done?  Like, you said you were done

18         with me.

19    Q.   What is the name of the person that you say

20         brought the form in to you?

21    A.   I'm not answering you because you said you

22         were done with me, and you're putting your

23         books away.

24    Q.   What is the name of the person that you say

25         brought the form in to you?
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 1    A.   I'm not answering you.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think those questions

 3         have been asked and answered by you earlier,

 4         Mr. Phillips.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              And we've just received a

 6         directly opposite answer now, didn't we, Mr.

 7         Stooshinoff?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've --

 9    A.   Are we done?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have received an

11         answer, and that's the end of the matter.

12    Q.   Mr. Shawn Wuttunee was present at that time,

13         correct, Ms. Wuttunee?

14    A.   I'm not answering you because you said you

15         put your books away already, and you're done

16         with me.  I'm not answering you anymore.  Are

17         we done?  Can I leave?

18    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

19    A.   Can I leave?

20    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

21    A.   Can I leave?

22    Q.   You've already said that your husband --

23    A.   No, I'm not answering you anymore, I told

24         you.

25    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --
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 1    A.   I'm not answering you anymore.

 2    Q.   Please don't raise your voice, Ms. Wuttunee.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you're raising your

 4         voice.

 5    A.   You were raising your voice.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She's raising her voice,

 7         everybody is raising their voices, so --

 8    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

 9    A.   Are we done?

10    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

11    A.   Are we done like you said you're done?

12    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

13    A.   I'm not answering you anymore because you

14         said you're done with me.

15    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, your husband was present with

16         you?

17    A.   I'm not answering you.

18    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee?

19    A.   You can ask that question over and over

20         again.  I'm not answering you anymore because

21         you said you're done with me.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.

23    A.   Are you done?  I can leave now?

24    Q.   Did the girlfriend take the form with her,

25         then?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just stop.  Stop.

 2    Q.   Did the girlfriend take Exhibit A-11 back

 3         with her?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Now you --

 5    Q.   Who took it?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're engaging in

 7         reopening your cross-examination.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              These questions have been

 9         refused.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           These questions have not

11         been refused.  You never asked that question.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              The witness couldn't tell

13         me who asked her.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you never asked her

15         the question did that person take the

16         document.  You're asking it now.  So are you

17         back on your cross, or are you adjourned?

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

19         don't interrupt.  You have already

20         inappropriately conducted --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I asked a question on

24         redirect.  That's the end of the matter.

25    A.   Are we done?
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 1    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

 2    A.   I can leave like you said?

 3    Q.   Do you remember the name of this --

 4    A.   I'm not answering you.  You can ask me that

 5         over and over again.  I'm not answering you.

 6         Can I leave now?  Because you said you're

 7         done with me.

 8    Q.   Please don't raise your voice.

 9    A.   You raised your voice at me.

10    Q.   I'll entitled to cross-examine you on

11         contradictory answers that you just gave.

12    A.   Well, you put your books away on me already.

13         I'm done.  I'm going to walk out now.  I'm

14         going to get up and walk out like you said.

15    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, please don't raise your voice.

16         I'm not raising my voice.  Let's speak calmly

17         here, okay?  Okay?  Are you now saying under

18         oath that you have actual recollection of

19         this girlfriend coming into the band office

20         and giving you this form and asking you to

21         sign it?

22    A.   I'm not answering you; I'm sorry.  Are you

23         done with me?  Can I walk out now?

24    Q.   There is a very important distinction here.

25         Do you --
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 1    A.   No, I'm not answering you because you said

 2         everything was done.  Like, when was that,

 3         five, ten minutes ago you said that?  You

 4         said you were done with me.  Now I'm going to

 5         get up and walk out.

 6    Q.   Do you remember, or are you --

 7    A.   I'm not answering you.  You can ask me

 8         questions over and over again.  I'm not

 9         answering you anymore because you said you're

10         done with me.

11    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

12         raising her voice again, and I'm not.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Nathan, you're

14         provoking her, you're badgering her, you're

15         going round and round on the same questions.

16         You're not going to get any farther.

17    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, what happened to the voter

18         declaration form?

19    A.   I'm not answering you.  How many times do I

20         have to tell you I'm not answering you?  You

21         put your books away on me; you said you were

22         done with me.  I'm going to walk out now.

23    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee --

24 WITNESS:                   Can I walk out like he

25         said?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just wait.  You're

 2         finished your cross?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You said you're finished

 5         your cross.  Are we done?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, you're not.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So you're back on trust.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              You've reopened with

 9         questions in re-examination --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I didn't.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- that provoked a

12         directly contrary response from the witness.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I didn't reopen.  I

14         simply asked a question in redirect, and that

15         ends the matter, so let's talk --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              You asked a question, why

17         did she sign the form.  For somebody who is

18         concerned as to statements being --

19         cross-examination being confined to what's in

20         the Affidavit, that's an interesting question

21         to be permitted to ask on re-examination.

22         She directly stated in her Affidavit she

23         didn't remember who it is that asked her to

24         sign the form.  She renewed that statement or

25         she gave an outright refusal with respect to
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 1         that in my cross-examination of her, and now

 2         when it comes time for your re-examination,

 3         we get a directly opposite answer.  This

 4         witness, I think, should be required to

 5         answer some very basic questions on these

 6         contradictory responses.  Do you agree, Mr.

 7         Stooshinoff?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Take it up with the

 9         Court.

10    Q.   You are refusing?  Are you refusing?

11    A.   I'm not answering you anymore because you put

12         your books already, you said you were done

13         with me, so that's that.

14    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, are you refusing to answer any

15         further questions?

16    A.   I'm not answering you anymore, I told you.

17         How many times do I have to tell you that?

18         You put your books away.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Who are we going to deal

20         with next, Mr. Phillips?

21    Q.   The band office door was locked; was it not?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked and answered.

23         You've already been through this.

24    Q.   This girlfriend of Robin Wuttunee --

25 WITNESS:                   Can I leave like he said?
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 1    Q.   This girlfriend of Robin Wuttunee, she is not

 2         an employee of the First Nation, right?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you already

 4         asked those questions.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, this is different.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is the same.

 7    Q.   Ms. Wuttunee, this girlfriend that you say

 8         brought the form in, she's not an employee of

 9         the First Nation, right?

10    A.   I'm not answering you.

11    Q.   How does she get into the band office when

12         it's locked, though, two weeks prior to the

13         election?

14    A.   I'm not answering you.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              I think we'll have to

16         take this matter up with the Court.

17 (Adjourned at 11:53 a.m.)

18
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 5:08 p.m.)

 2 JASON DARNELL CHAKITA, Sworn,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 4    Q.   Mr. Chakita, I have up on the screen a

 5         document.  This is being presented to you by

 6         your counsel as well here.  I would like you

 7         read through these for me if you can.

 8    A.   I just checked.  It's still on hold.

 9    Q.   Well, you can read them to yourself, sir.

10    A.   Oh.

11    Q.   And they're in reverse chronological order.

12    A.   Mmhmm.

13    Q.   You have reviewed these messages now, Mr.

14         Wuttunee [sic]?

15    A.   Yeah, Chakita.

16    Q.   Sorry, Chakita.  Mr. Chakita, I apologize.

17         There is one message here on the first page

18         that is a photo.  This is the photo right

19         here, sir, which is the next exhibit there,

20         Mr. Stooshinoff.

21    A.   Mmhmm.

22    Q.   And that's the photo that was a photo message

23         March 13th, 2020, 1:24, to your knowledge,

24         correct, sir?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   You kind of have to speak up.  We have a

 2         court reporter here, so she needs to

 3         transcribe everything you're saying there,

 4         sir.

 5    A.   Yeah, looks correct, yeah.  Seems to be on

 6         the screen, yeah.

 7    Q.   Okay.  So that was a photo message from March

 8         13th, 2020, 1:24 p.m., and with that

 9         exception, all of the Facebook messages that

10         you see in this document on the screen, do

11         you agree, sir, that you sent and received

12         them from your Facebook account to the

13         Facebook account of Robin Wuttunee on the

14         date and times indicated, sir?

15    A.   It would appear so, yeah.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              And so I'm going to mark

17         these as two different exhibits here.  This

18         one will be been A-58.  That is the Facebook

19         messages.

20                EXHIBIT A-58:

21                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE - EXHIBIT C - JASON

22                CHAKITA

23                            And then the photo

24         itself, which is the photo Facebook message,

25         which is the March 13th 2020, 1:24 p.m.
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 1         message, that will be marked as the next

 2         exhibit, A-59

 3                EXHIBIT A-59:

 4                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE - EXHIBIT D - JASON

 5                CHAKITA PHOTO

 6    Q.   Mr. Chakita, you have confirmed that these

 7         Facebook messages were sent and received from

 8         your Facebook account to the Facebook account

 9         of Robin Wuttunee on the dates and times

10         indicated.  Can you please also confirm that

11         there are no other Facebook messages that you

12         had in the time period January 1st to March

13         30th, 2020, sir?

14    A.   Well, I can't confirm that, no.

15    Q.   You've read through them now.  To the best

16         of --

17    A.   Well, those ones, yeah.

18    Q.   To the best of your knowledge, are there any

19         other messages?

20    A.   Well, I don't know.  It's not hard to delete

21         stuff off Facebook.

22    Q.   Do you recall any other Facebook messages

23         having been sent and received?

24    A.   I couldn't tell you.

25    Q.   Well, will you give the same undertaking that
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 1         we discussed before in terms of by tomorrow

 2         if you assert that there are any other

 3         Facebook messages that you sent or received

 4         as between your Facebook account and that of

 5         Mr. Robin Wuttunee, that you will provide a

 6         copy of those?

 7    A.   I prove what's in my Affidavit, yeah.

 8    Q.   I don't think you understood the question,

 9         sir.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's asking you to go

11         look for some more, and we're not prepared to

12         give that undertaking.

13    A.   Oh, no, I'm sitting here talking about my

14         Affidavit, so...

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, Mr. Stooshinoff, I

16         believe it is very similarly worded.  It's

17         not my intention to have it be differently

18         worded than the other undertaking.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, he's not prepared

20         to give an undertaking.

21    A.   No.  I'm here to talk about my Affidavit, so

22         if you want to continue doing that, we can do

23         that.  Thank you.

24                UNDERTAKING NO. 1: (PROVIDED)

25                PROVIDE COPIES OF ANY OTHER FACEBOOK
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 1                MESSAGES THAT WERE SENT OR RECEIVED

 2                BETWEEN JASON CHAKITA AND ROBIN

 3                WUTTUNEE BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 2020 AND

 4                MARCH 30, 2020

 5    Q.   So, to the best of your knowledge sitting

 6         here today, you're not aware of any other

 7         specific messages?

 8    A.   I couldn't tell you.  I really can't.

 9    Q.   You just don't know?

10    A.   I couldn't tell you, no.

11    Q.   And you're refusing to go and check?

12    A.   I couldn't tell you, no.  Sorry, I don't

13         know.

14    Q.   Have you deleted all of your Facebook

15         messages?

16    A.   I couldn't tell you what's going on with

17         that.  I don't know.

18    Q.   You still have a Facebook account, right,

19         sir?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   And you don't know if you've deleted all of

22         your messages?

23    A.   I get about 400 messages a day.

24    Q.   Are you sure?  Because you're under oath here

25         today.
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 1    A.   Yeah, I get tons of messages a day, tons.

 2         Whether I'm under oath or not doesn't change

 3         how many messages I get a day, but, like I

 4         said, I'm here to talk about my Affidavit.

 5         If you want to do continue to do so, let's

 6         please do so.

 7    Q.   Mr. Chakita, there is another document up on

 8         the screen here.  Was yesterday the first

 9         time that you received this document?

10    A.   Required to attend -- it could have been.  I

11         don't know.  I received a bunch of documents

12         from --

13    Q.   Do you recall ever receiving this?

14    A.   That's to attend today, yes.  I don't know

15         when.  I'm pretty sure it was yesterday.

16    Q.   Okay, so pretty sure yesterday.  You have

17         read through it, right?

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   You brought your original Affidavit with you?

20    A.   Yeah.  It's right here.  Right there.

21    Q.   And with that exception you have not brought

22         any of the other documents identified in the

23         Direction to Attend, sir?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, we've objected to

25         that, and we object to it on the same grounds
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 1         that we've objected for everybody else.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

 3         the next exhibit, 60, or did we have that

 4         marked?

 5 COURT REPORTER:            60.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              60, thanks.

 7                EXHIBIT A-60:

 8                2020-09-04 DIRECTION TO ATTEND - JASON

 9                CHAKITA

10    Q.   And one of these documents you see, sir,

11         is -- or one of these items that's requested,

12         sir, is paragraph 24.  You see that one,

13         right?

14    A.   So what does that mean?

15    Q.   Do you recall this --

16    A.   Paragraph 24, what does it mean?

17    Q.   We requested that you, as it says in that

18         paragraph, provide recordings as identified.

19         You've refused to provide those recordings?

20    A.   Recordings between me and Robin Wuttunee?

21    Q.   Correct, sir.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have taken the

23         position, as we have with Samuel, that it is

24         objectionable.  It's the subject of an

25         investigation.  My client objects to it.
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 1    Q.   Have you seen this letter before, sir?

 2    A.   Possibly.  I don't know.  I read through a

 3         couple hundred pages or whatever it was, so,

 4         yeah.

 5    Q.   And page 3 of this document is an

 6         authorization that was prepared for you to

 7         sign.  You have you seen this before?

 8    A.   I don't -- I believe so.  I can't remember

 9         when.

10    Q.   And you refused to sign it?  Is that a yes?

11    A.   Did I refuse to sign?

12    Q.   Yes.

13    A.   Yeah, I'm not signing it, yeah.

14    Q.   And why?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have made very clear

16         our position on these.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

18         the next, Exhibit A-61.

19                EXHIBIT A-61:

20                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE - EXHIBIT M -

21                2020-07-22 LETTER FROM MR. PHILLIPS TO

22                MR. STOOSHINOFF

23    Q.   If we go down to the bottom here, so this is

24         the email by which the letter that you just

25         saw, sir, and we exhibited as A-61 was sent
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 1         to your counsel, and this was the reply?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So you say.  So you say.

 3    A.   I don't recall seeing that.

 4    Q.   At the very top you see the --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Nathan, it does no

 6         good to put an email addressed to somebody

 7         else to this individual.  Unless you sent it

 8         to him, how can he possibly comment on it?

 9    Q.   I would like to know, did you --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, it's such a

11         preposterous tactic you take with this stuff.

12         Why would anybody say, look, answer this

13         third party communication.  That's what you

14         keep asking these witnesses to do.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is this witness refusing

16         to answer questions?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, he's not refusing to

18         answer questions.  It's a silly question.

19         You're asking him to comment on emails he

20         sent to Mr. Winegarden.  It's ridiculous.

21    Q.   Mr. Chakita, you instructed your counsel to

22         respond in this matter?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is solicitor/client

24         communication.  If that's what you're asking

25         him, a question relating to what he
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 1         instructed me to do, that is solicitor/client

 2         communication.  Please move on.

 3    Q.   Mr. Chakita, is this consistent with what you

 4         wanted to occur?

 5    A.   I don't know.  My lawyer just said --

 6    Q.   It's a different question.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it is part of the

 8         communication privilege, so please move on.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              We have that as Exhibit

10         A-62.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't.  It's not an

12         exhibit.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              If we could have that

14         marked as A-62.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not an exhibit,

16         Nathan.  Never has been.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's an exhibit to the

18         Affidavit of Robin Dean Wuttunee.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're just objecting to

20         it.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              I think it's fair to put

22         it specifically to your client in the context

23         of his refusal given the Direction to Attend

24         to provide the recording so that the Court

25         can hear the entire recordings.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we're objecting to

 2         it.

 3                EXHIBIT A-62:

 4                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE - EXHIBIT N -

 5                2020-07-27 EMAIL FROM MR. WINEGARDEN

 6    Q.   Do you see this before you, sir, this

 7         document?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What is your question?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              I was waiting for the --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Isn't this --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I was waiting for the

12         witness to review the document.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What for?

14    Q.   Mr. Chakita --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What for?  This is email

16         correspondence between myself and you and Mr.

17         Winegarden.  What has that got to do with

18         this witness?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Thank you for confirming

20         that.  If we can have that marked as Exhibit

21         A-63.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It identifies the

23         parties.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              A-63.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not an admissible
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 1         document.  This witness hasn't authenticated

 2         it.  It's a communication between three

 3         parties, none of which are this witness.

 4                EXHIBIT A-63:

 5                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE - EXHIBIT O -

 6                2020-07-27 EMAIL FROM MR. STOOSHINOFF

 7    Q.   Mr. Chakita, this is consistent with what you

 8         wanted to occur?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  This is --

10         you ask him a question.  Ask him a question.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I just did.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you didn't.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is there an objection?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

15    Q.   Mr. Chakita --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Ask him a question.

17    Q.   Is the email on the top consistent with

18         what --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Ask him a

20         question.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Ask him a question.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              If we're going to just

24         get these objections, we'll move on.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're asking him to
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 1         comment on solicitor/client communication.

 2         What don't you get about that?  It's

 3         improper.  I can only object so many times,

 4         and then after an hour of it, Nathan,

 5         somebody has got a take you aside and try to

 6         talk some sense to you.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So please don't put my

 9         emails or my letters, for that matter --

10    Q.   Mr. Chakita, you have seen this letter

11         before?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on.

13 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Are you going to send

14         these things as exhibits if you're making

15         them exhibits?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              You've already received

17         them, sir.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           They aren't exhibits.

19         Nathan is trying make them exhibits.

20    Q.   Have you seen this letter before, sir?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You know what, this is a

22         solicitor's letter to you.  Why don't you

23         listen to what I've said.  I'm not going to

24         allow the witness to comment on my

25         correspondence with you.  It is
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 1         solicitor/client privileged.  I make specific

 2         reference to him and Samuel Wuttunee in the

 3         correspondence.  How can you ask him to

 4         comment on this?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to make absolutely

 6         sure that this witness --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, for god sakes, move

 8         on, Nathan.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- that this witness has

10         taken this position.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Stop being so stilly.

12         Stop being so silly.  He is taking the

13         position that his counsel advocates on his

14         behalf, so just move on.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I think

16         it's appropriate for the Court --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It isn't.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- to hear all of the

19         opportunities that were given to this witness

20         to be able to ensure that a full and

21         accurate --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Make your argument to the

23         Court.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- record is before the

25         Court.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't make an argument to

 2         him.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt,

 4         Mr. Stooshinoff.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is an improper

 6         questioning tactic.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is another

 8         example --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't you get it?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- of an opportunity that

11         was given to this witness so that the truth

12         could come before the Court, so that

13         undisputable evidence could come before the

14         Court.  Documentary evidence is one source,

15         recordings are another, especially if they're

16         by an official institution of the government,

17         so on and so forth, of which these recordings

18         fall in that category.  So am I to understand

19         you, Mr. Stooshinoff, that you are not --

20         never mind.  We'll move on.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank god.

22 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Yeah.  We're upholding

23         the constitutional rights of our clients.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, Mr. Phillips is of

25         the view that no one should have a
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 1         constitutional right to counsel or privacy

 2         for that matter.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              I don't think that that's

 4         a fair comment, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't care what you

 6         think obviously.

 7    Q.   Mr. Chakita, you knew that Robin Wuttunee was

 8         trying to sell his mail-in ballot in February

 9         and March 2020?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And how would he know

11         that?  Are you referring to somewhere in his

12         Affidavit or the Affidavit of Robin Wuttunee?

13    Q.   Mr. Chakita, you understood in February or

14         March 2020 that Robin Wuttunee was trying to

15         sell his mail-in ballot to you or other

16         members of chief and council?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you referring to what

18         Mr. --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Chakita understood.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What Mr. --

21    A.   I'm just going to read what he said here.  I

22         do recall a message where he asked -- said

23         something that his sister was going to get

24         his ballot, and he wanted 300 for it, and I

25         told him specifically I'm not buying ballots.
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 1    Q.   In the Facebook message here?

 2    A.   Yeah.  That's what it says, right?  Yeah, he

 3         didn't say he was going to sell it to me

 4         either.  It says right in here.

 5    Q.   Just wait, Mr. Wuttunee -- or, Mr. Chakita,

 6         pardon me.

 7    A.   Well, did he put that in his Affidavit?

 8    Q.   Mr. Chakita, please just wait for the

 9         question.  Mr. Chakita, it appears as though

10         what you have in Exhibit A omits some

11         messages here.  You see February 16th at 1:25

12         p.m. it says, "Where at bro," and then

13         there's another blue bubble there, right?

14         There are messages that are missing.

15    A.   It just says, "hook it up."  There's nothing

16         missing.

17    Q.   No, it says, "Where at bro?"

18    A.   Yeah, it says right there.

19    Q.   But there is another blue bubble below which

20         only occurs when there's another blue

21         message.  It's not at the top there.  What is

22         that other message?

23    A.   Well, I couldn't tell you.

24    Q.   Well, will you undertake to produce all of

25         the Facebook messages that you have from your
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 1         account to that of Robin Wuttunee in the time

 2         period January 1st through March 30th, 2020?

 3                            Mr. Stooshinoff, it

 4         appears as though there are some that are

 5         missing, I would like to have a complete copy

 6         before the Court.  Would your client?

 7                            This was specifically

 8         identified in a Direction to Attend.  This is

 9         from your Facebook account here, sir,

10         correct?  Mr. Chakita?

11    A.   Possibly.

12    Q.   Will you give that undertaking to produce

13         those Facebook messages?

14    A.   All the messages I have are here.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              No.  It's very clearly

16         shown that there is another message below

17         here, and it's missing.  There are messages

18         missing between these two here.  Mr.

19         Stooshinoff, the undertaking that I'm

20         requesting, is it acceptable?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've asked, but we

22         haven't decided yet.

23 (See Undertaking No. 1)

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              If we might go off the

25         record for just one moment.
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 10:00 a.m.)

 2 JASON CHAKITA, sworn,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 4    Q.   Mr. Chakita?

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   I'll just confirm again, how do you prefer

 7         that I refer to you today, sir, Mr. Chakita

 8         or Jason or --

 9    A.   Whatever you're comfortable with.  It don't

10         matter to me.

11    Q.   So Jason?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   Very well.  So you have your Affidavit in

14         front of you, again, sir?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   And if you can please open that to Exhibit A,

17         but then at the same time, sir, if you can

18         have the Affidavit of Robin Dean Wuttunee

19         open as well, and that's specifically Exhibit

20         C of the Affidavit of Robin Dean Wuttunee

21         that I want you to go through, sir.  And it's

22         in reverse chronological order, so I want you

23         to go to page 3 of that exhibit, and it has

24         the text message, Facebook message, February

25         25th, 2020 at 11:56 a.m., okay?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It goes backwards.

 2 WITNESS:                   Oh yeah, right.

 3    Q.   So I want to --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So this is oldest in time

 5         and that's earliest in time.

 6    Q.   So you recall --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So he wants to be here.

 8    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff.  You recall, Jason, that we

 9         requested that you produce all of your

10         Facebook messages.  We had the issue of your

11         Direction to Attend that you have refused to

12         produce the Facebook messages and other

13         documents identified in your Direction to

14         Attend.  We've already marked that as an

15         exhibit in this proceeding.  Then we had the

16         specific question that we requested, sir,

17         that you produce all of your Facebook

18         messages that are in this time period that

19         you say are missing form here, and, sir, I

20         wanted to make sure that we are of the same

21         mind as to what your response is, so I'm

22         going to be absolutely clear as to what my

23         request is here.  I want you to go and export

24         all of your Facebook messages with Robin Dean

25         Wuttunee between January 1st, 2020 and March
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 1         30th, 2020.  Will you undertake to do that

 2         and to produce those?

 3    A.   You do, all right there.

 4    Q.   And you're referring to your Affidavit?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   Well, we've already determined from last time

 7         that that's not the case.

 8    A.   We have determined they're already there, and

 9         I had the other paper given to you.  You

10         refused to take it that day.  You don't

11         recall?

12    Q.   You are referring to two hours after the

13         cross-examination was adjourned you came back

14         with a paper --

15    A.   I gave you exactly what you asked for.  You

16         wanted that bubble info, and I gave it to

17         you.

18    Q.   Can I get that paper, sir?

19    A.   I don't know where it is.  You took it.  We

20         left it on the table.

21 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I have a copy of it here.

22    A.   So everything you asked me for is right

23         there.

24    Q.   If you want --

25 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I'll have a photocopy
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 1         made of it.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I believe I saw it in

 3         your possession, Mr. Phillips.

 4    Q.   I believe that this is that document that you

 5         are referring to, sir, correct?

 6    A.   Yes, it is.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, if you had it all

 8         along, why send this guy on --

 9    Q.   I'm looking --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, if you had it all

11         along, why are you sending people running

12         around trying to reproduce these documents?

13         Good grief.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do not interrupt, please,

15         Mr. Stooshinoff.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you are

17         very disrespectful to people, you are abusing

18         this process, so don't do that again.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done

20         interrupting?  Because I would like to

21         explain the context.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You go ahead.  I don't

23         want to hear anything.  Ask your questions.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do not interrupt, again,

25         sir, unless you have a proper objection, and
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 1         please state so succinctly.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please --

 3    Q.   As I was saying before I was interrupted, I

 4         believe one of your lawyers emailed this

 5         document on the date that we commenced your

 6         cross-examination about 6:58 p.m.  I have the

 7         email here.  This is the document you are

 8         referring to, sir?

 9    A.   That's the bubble you asked for, yeah.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we will have this

11         marked as the next exhibit, sir.  I believe

12         we're on A-67, so it will be marked as A-67.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan had it all along.

14 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Oh, okay.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's got it on his

16         screen, he's had it all along.

17 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Oh, I see.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sent you on a chase for

19         some --

20 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Another wild goose chase.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              I didn't ask him.  Mr.

22         Stooshinoff, please don't interrupt.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why didn't you just

24         say --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're having this marked.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why didn't you just say,

 2         hey, Darren, no need to, I have it here.

 3    Q.   The description for that will be Facebook

 4         messages produced by Jason Chakita; is that

 5         fair, sir?

 6    A.   Yeah.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              And that's A-67.  All

 8         right.  That's been emailed to counsel and

 9         the court reporter then.

10                EXHIBIT A-67:

11                FACEBOOK MESSAGES PRODUCED BY JASON

12                CHAKITA

13    Q.   Sir, you're saying that this message here on

14         the screen, A-67 -- if we look at the

15         February 16th 1:25 p.m. message within an

16         Exhibit A to your Affidavit there, sir, you

17         are saying that it's immediately after "where

18         at bro"?  Your message was, we need to call--

19         "you need to call me asap"?

20    A.   Whatever is on there, yeah.

21    Q.   Well, just tell me there, sir, is that the

22         message, "you need to call me asap"?  That

23         was the missing one from your --

24    A.   That was the missing one on the bottom there,

25         yeah.
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 1    Q.   Okay.

 2    A.   It wasn't really missing.  It was just cut

 3         off the way it was screen shotted.

 4    Q.   Yeah, its's better to export them so it has

 5         the date and time of each individual text

 6         message --

 7    A.   They're all there.

 8    Q.   -- or each individual Facebook message.

 9    A.   Yeah, they're all there.

10    Q.   Well, will you undertake to go and export

11         them?

12    A.   I gave you all the messages that you need.

13    Q.   That I need or the ones that were requested?

14    A.   The ones that are on there is the only thing

15         I'm here to talk about.

16    Q.   You refuse to talk about anything else?

17    A.   There is no point.  I'm here to talk about my

18         Affidavit.  Is that right?

19    Q.   I want to be absolutely clear here.

20    A.   I want to be absolutely clear, is that

21         correct?  Am I here to talk about my

22         Affidavit or not?

23    Q.   Will you undertake to produce your

24         Facebook --

25    A.   So is that a no?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have complied with

 2         that request.  We have produced all his

 3         Facebook messages, they are all attached, and

 4         that is the end of the matter.

 5    Q.   No, Mr. Stooshinoff, I'll specifically

 6         request the undertaking.  Given that you have

 7         refused to produce the documents identified

 8         in the Direction to Attend, I'm going to

 9         identify a specific undertaking in relation

10         to this matter.

11                            Will you undertake, sir,

12         to produce all of your Facebook messages with

13         the Facebook account of Robin Dean Wuttunee

14         for the time period January 1st, 2020 through

15         March 30th, 2020?

16    A.   They're right there.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He just told you twice

18         now, Mr. Phillips, they there all there.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please do not interrupt,

20         sir.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  Then, Mr.

22         Phillips, if you don't understand my client,

23         he will tell you again, he has produced

24         everything you have requested for the

25         undertaking.  January 1st to here, it's all
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 1         in this Affidavit.  Is that correct, witness?

 2 WITNESS:                   All that I've had left,

 3         yeah.

 4    Q.   All that you've had left.  You deleted

 5         messages?

 6    A.   I didn't delete nothing.

 7    Q.   You don't have some of your messages anymore?

 8    A.   No, my account was hacked, but thank you.

 9    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, you interrupted me from

10         getting my undertaking request out.

11                            Will you undertake to

12         produce all of your Facebook messages with

13         the account of Robin Dean Wuttunee on

14         Facebook for the time period January 1st,

15         2020 through March 30th, 2020 using the

16         Facebook book function which is identified in

17         the Direction to Attend which was served upon

18         you?

19    A.   Just let me be clear, I have given you

20         everything that I have since my account has

21         been hacked.  I've lost a lot of stuff,

22         pictures, everything, and everything that I

23         have was given to you in my Affidavit.

24    Q.   Are you refusing to do that?

25    A.   Did you not hear me clearly or --
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 1    Q.   There is obviously functionality with

 2         Facebook where you can export, as you see in

 3         Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Robin Dean

 4         Wuttunee, each Facebook message with the date

 5         and time that is accurately exported which

 6         messages are still on the Facebook account.

 7         If messages -- will you undertake to export

 8         your Facebook messages in that manner for

 9         January 1st, 2020 through March 30th, 2020,

10         sir?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  We are going through

12         a process where we've produced the actual

13         documentation, and we have produced the

14         actual documentation, and that is the end of

15         the matter.  You have my client's

16         correspondence as requested, and that's it.

17                UNDERTAKING NO. 2: (REFUSED)

18                RE EXHIBIT C TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF ROBIN

19                DEAN WUTTUNEE:  PROVIDE COPIES OF

20                EXPORTED FACEBOOK MESSAGES FOR JANUARY

21                1, 2020 THROUGH MARCH 30, 2020

22    Q.   And to be clear, sir, in this Exhibit A-67

23         that was just marked, this is your message to

24         the Facebook account of Robin Dean Wuttunee,

25         "Where at bro?"  "You need to call me asap."
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 1         Those are your messages to Robin Dean

 2         Wuttunee?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   Let's go through a couple of phone numbers

 5         here.  Your phone number in -- well, let's

 6         say for all of 2020 has been 780-863-6426?

 7    A.   My phone number?

 8    Q.   Yes.

 9    A.   780-782-2679, 780-863-6426.

10    Q.   Both of those phone numbers?

11    A.   Yeah.  One has been disconnected.  The other

12         one belongs to River Cree Resort and Casino.

13    Q.   So I just want to be clear, 780-863-6426,

14         that's one of phone numbers?

15    A.   That was.

16    Q.   And it was throughout February and March

17         2020, correct?

18    A.   I don't recall.

19    Q.   Well, when was it disconnected?

20    A.   I don't recall.  It doesn't belong to me.

21    Q.   Well, when did you stop working for --

22    A.   River Cree Resort and Casino owns that phone,

23         so I don't recall.

24    Q.   But when did you stop working for them?

25    A.   I think my last shift was early January.
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 1    Q.   January 2020?

 2    A.   Yeah, because what was elections, 45 days?

 3         Yeah, something like that.

 4    Q.   I suggest that you were using that phone

 5         number --

 6    A.   For February, a month, right?

 7    Q.   I suggest that you were using that specific

 8         phone number throughout February 2020, that

 9         being 780-863-6426?

10    A.   Okay.  Could have been February.  I don't

11         recall.

12    Q.   Okay, so it's very well possible, but you

13         just don't recall --

14    A.   Don't recall what?

15    Q.   -- what time, what day you stopped using that

16         phone number?

17    A.   It had to have been about a month before

18         elections, I'm figuring, ish, but I can't be

19         specific, no.

20    Q.   So February 20th -- were are going to go

21         through it a little bit later on, but that's

22         certainly a phone number to which you were

23         directly linked.  It was one of your phone

24         numbers?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   Okay.  Samuel Wuttunee, his phone number is

 2         306-441-2316?

 3    A.   No clue.

 4    Q.   Do you have your phone with you today?

 5    A.   No.

 6    Q.   Do you remember any phone numbers?

 7    A.   I don't.  That's what my contact was for, was

 8         on my phone.

 9    Q.   The contact list on your phone, you have a

10         large number of contacts?

11    A.   Yeah, a few thousand probably.

12    Q.   So you keep contact for lots of people?

13    A.   Some people.

14    Q.   Important people to you?

15    A.   Some people.

16    Q.   Okay, so certainly Clinton Wuttunee?

17    A.   I message him through Facebook, I think,

18         maybe.

19    Q.   You are saying he's not on the contact list

20         on your phone?

21    A.   I don't recall.

22    Q.   Lux Benson?

23    A.   Expensive?

24    Q.   Lux Benson?

25    A.   No.
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 1    Q.   Mandy Cuthand?

 2    A.   No.

 3    Q.   Dana Falcon?

 4    A.   Dana, yes.  I have been good friends with

 5         Dana for 40 years almost.

 6    Q.   Henry Gardipy?

 7    A.   I don't recall.

 8    Q.   Gary Nicotine?

 9    A.   I don't recall.

10    Q.   Samuel Wuttunee?

11    A.   I don't recall.

12    Q.   Shawn Wuttunee?

13    A.   I don't recall.

14    Q.   These people are not important to you or just

15         not important enough to put on your contact

16         list?

17    A.   At that time?

18    Q.   In February or March.

19    A.   We're talking about February 20th.

20    Q.   February or March, 2020?

21    A.   No, not that I recall.

22    Q.   But you certainly called them in the time

23         period, correct?

24    A.   I don't recall.

25    Q.   You don't recall if you had any telephone
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 1         conversations --

 2    A.   I don't recall.

 3    Q.   So it's certainly possible that you had

 4         telephone conversations with all of the

 5         persons I just identified in February and

 6         March 2020?

 7    A.   I don't understand.  Like, you don't

 8         understand English or -- because I don't

 9         recall.

10    Q.   You simply don't remember?

11    A.   That's what I said.  I don't know how much

12         more clear you want me to be.  I do not

13         recall.

14    Q.   Can you recall whether you had telephone

15         calls with any particular person in February

16         or March 2020?

17    A.   Can I recall?

18    Q.   Yes.

19    A.   I don't know, maybe, I don't know.

20    Q.   What was the date of the Saskatoon advance

21         poll?

22    A.   What was the date?  Well, I would have to

23         look at some sort of paper to recall.

24    Q.   You don't remember?

25    A.   Off the top of my head, no.  It was
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 1         literally, like, two weeks or something I

 2         think for -- before our regular poll, one or

 3         two weeks before or something, I don't know,

 4         but I'm sure you know, right?

 5    Q.   So it's possible that you had telephone calls

 6         with those persons in February and March, you

 7         just don't remember --

 8    A.   I don't know.

 9    Q.   -- Clinton Wuttunee and everybody else I just

10         identified for you?

11    A.   I don't recall, so I can't say it was a

12         possibility or not.

13    Q.   Okay.  It's also possible that you had

14         telephone calls with Leroy Nicotine Jr. in

15         February and March 2020, correct, sir?

16    A.   Leroy Nicotine Jr., February and March, no,

17         probably not.  I don't recall, no.

18    Q.   So it's possible; you just don't remember?

19    A.   I don't recall.  I would have no reason to

20         call him.

21    Q.   You know who he is, though?

22    A.   I know him, yeah.  He works for the band.

23    Q.   Oh.  What is his position with the band?

24    A.   I don't recall.

25    Q.   Well, you just said he works for the band.
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   What is his position?  What does he do?

 3    A.   And I just said I don't recall.

 4    Q.   He has worked for the band since at least

 5         February of 2020, correct, sir?

 6    A.   I don't know.  I didn't work for the band in

 7         February.

 8    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr. is a current employee of

 9         Red Pheasant First Nation?

10    A.   I do believe so.

11    Q.   And you don't know anything else about his

12         employment?

13    A.   No, I don't.

14    Q.   You simply know that he is an employee?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   And you don't recall when his employment

17         commenced?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   It's possible that it was in February 2020?

20    A.   Couldn't tell you.  Couldn't tell you.  Like

21         I said, I wasn't employed for the band until

22         after elections.

23    Q.   Because Leroy Nicotine Jr. is employed by the

24         First Nation, Red Pheasant First Nation, you

25         can reasonably expect him to provide you with
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 1         documents or comply with requests given that

 2         you are his employer, correct?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're making a statement

 4         and based on an assumption, and I'm going to

 5         advise the client not to answer that question

 6         about what he may or may not do or may or may

 7         not request or if this individual is an

 8         employee.

 9    Q.   Mr. Chakita, you have not requested that

10         Leroy Nicotine Jr. provide any documents or

11         even an Affidavit or evidence in relation to

12         this proceeding, have you?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why would this witness --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

15         unless you have an objection.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why would he do that?

17         Okay.  I object.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              On what basis?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           On the basis that has --

20         he is not a named party to these proceedings,

21         he's not a litigant, he's not a witness, and

22         so we object to the question.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              You very much understand

24         the importance of Leroy Nicotine Jr.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I do?  Well, I'm glad you
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 1         think I do.

 2    Q.   I would like a straightforward answer to my

 3         simple question.  Mr. Chakita, you have not

 4         made a request to Leroy Nicotine Jr. --

 5    A.   I think my counsel answered your question.

 6    Q.   Mr. Chakita, you have not made a request to

 7         Leroy Nicotine Jr. to provide any documents

 8         or evidence or Affidavit in relation to this

 9         proceeding, have you?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           There is two things in

11         objection.  We're not aware that any request

12         had been made, and, secondly, he is not a

13         client, to my knowledge, and, third, this

14         witness has no obligation to do so.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you are

16         well aware that an adverse inference can be

17         drawn.  He is a material witness, obviously.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He is?  You didn't name

19         him.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we'll

21         deal with that a later point in time.  I

22         simply want a straightforward answer to my

23         question.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, the straightforward

25         answer is that, no, he has not requested
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 1         anything from this person, whoever he may be,

 2         and --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              That person being Leroy

 4         Nicotine Jr.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Whoever he may be.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              You know who he is.  He's

 7         an employee of Red Pheasant First Nation.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, why didn't

 9         you name him?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we please just get a

11         straightforward answer?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why didn't you name him?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              I just want a

14         straightforward answer for the transcript.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I know that.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              And I don't think that's

17         too much to ask, Mr. Stooshinoff.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I noted that you named

19         Cody Benson, right?  You named him, so --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we have

21         very little time today, please don't

22         interrupt.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have no right to ask

24         that question.  You could have made the same

25         demand.
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 1    Q.   Are you refusing to answer this question, Mr.

 2         Chakita?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I object to the question.

 4    Q.   You are refusing to answer the question?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Your question -- no.

 6         Your question is objectionable, it is not

 7         relevant, and it is out of order, okay?

 8    Q.   In other words, you are refusing to answer

 9         the question, correct, sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We are not refusing to

11         it.  If you can get a court order saying that

12         that's a relevant question and pertains to

13         litigants who are named in these proceedings,

14         have at it.

15    Q.   The short answer is that you are refusing to

16         answer questions as to whether you requested

17         Leroy Nicotine type Jr. to provide an

18         Affidavit, evidence or documents in relation

19         to this proceeding, correct, sir?

20    A.   I think that question is under objection.  Am

21         I not correct?

22    Q.   You have spoken to Leroy Nicotine Jr. before,

23         correct, sir?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Before what?

25    A.   Before what?
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 1    Q.   At some point prior to today, correct, sir?

 2    A.   Two days ago.

 3    Q.   Oh, so you're in current contact with him?

 4    A.   Well, I seen him when I was downtown.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           While we were waiting for

 6         this interminable cross-examination.

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   Before that when was that last time you spoke

 9         to him?

10    A.   I don't recall.

11    Q.   You don't recall when the last time was

12         before that?

13    A.   No, I don't recall.

14    Q.   So it's possible that you spoke with him in

15         February and March 2020; you just don't

16         remember?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, if you have

18         a question for my client relating to his

19         Affidavit or the Affidavit of Robin Dean

20         Wuttunee, please ask those questions.  I

21         remind you of your own words, we have limited

22         time today, time is of a premium, we must get

23         this going, so if you have a relevant

24         question pertaining to the Affidavit of Jason

25         Chakita or the Affidavit of Robin Wuttunee,
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 1         please do so.  This is not an opportunity for

 2         discovery, which I remind you has been the

 3         source of a great deal of friction between

 4         you and I.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 6         succinctly state your objection.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not relevant.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              All you had to do is say

 9         that rather than consume a minute of time.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  I was just trying

11         to explain it.

12    Q.   Mr. Chakita, are you refusing to answer

13         questions in relation to Leroy Nicotine Jr.

14         and your contact that you had with him in

15         February and March 2020?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not refusing

17         anything.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please do not interrupt

19         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then I object.  I object

21         to your question.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              On the basis of

23         relevancy?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Can I take another

25         minute?
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 1    Q.   You are refusing to answer questions in

 2         relation to Leroy Nicotine Jr. and whether

 3         you had communications with him in February

 4         and March 2020; is that correct, sir?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Please move

 6         on.

 7    Q.   Are you refusing to answer questions in

 8         relation to what you discussed with Leroy

 9         Nicotine Jr. in February and March of 2020?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Speaking of wasting

11         precious time, Mr. Phillips, you have my

12         objection.  We have objected on the basis

13         that it is irrelevant, not material to the

14         issues raised in the pleadings, not material

15         to my client's Affidavit, not material to the

16         Affidavit of Robin Wuttunee.  It is

17         objectionable, it is in the nature of a

18         discovery effort, it is out of order for

19         being in the nature of a discovery effort,

20         and if you had issues about it, you were

21         certainly welcome to name him as a litigant

22         and as a party to these proceedings.  You did

23         not.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              For the record, we have

25         Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Stephanie Reid.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, don't

 2         trouble yourself, we're not going to be

 3         answering any questions about that.   Mr.

 4         Phillips, that matter is under objection.

 5         It's a matter of a significant complaint, and

 6         it is our position that you may not produce

 7         and introduce that document or the recording

 8         that you have as being illegally obtained.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              We have the recording on

10         Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Stephanie Reid

11         sworn July 29th, 2020, and specifically it's

12         named as follows, 2.04, underscore Wuttunee,

13         underscore 780-863-6426, underscore 02 hyphen

14         14-20, underscore 1952.  As I understand this

15         title, it refers to the phone number

16         780-863-6426 on the dates --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you giving evidence,

18         Mr. Phillips?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is objectionable.

21         You know it's objectionable.  You know we

22         have strenuously and vigorously opposed this.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is a lawful

24         recording.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is the matter --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is the recording

 2         that was produced by the --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't care.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is the recording

 5         that was lawfully produced that's been

 6         severed.  It only includes Robin Dean

 7         Wuttunee.  I am playing it.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is objected to, and it

 9         is the matter of a criminal complaint, Mr.

10         Phillips.  Did you hear me?  It's the matter

11         of a criminal complaint.  In the event that

12         you attempt to do this and produce and try to

13         stuff this onto the transcript, we will be

14         following up with further complaints, Mr.

15         Phillips, not least of which will be to the

16         Court.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And you know very well --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

20         do not interrupt.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You know very well --

22         well, save yourself the breath, we're not

23         putting it into evidence.  If you attempt to

24         do so before getting a court order, if you

25         attempt to do so before getting a court order
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 1         to this effect, we will be seeking an order

 2         against you and against these proceedings.

 3         Are we clear, Mr. Phillips?  You are just not

 4         listening, are you?  And you don't --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't care.  You just

 7         don't want to go through the process of

 8         getting a court ruling.  I agree, we do

 9         have --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, these

11         recordings have been lawfully produced.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I disagree.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              They are severed.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I disagree.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              They include only Robin

16         Dean Wuttunee.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I disagree.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I disagree.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              I am playing the

21         recording.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But you do so --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              I am playing the

24         recording that I just identified.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You do so at your own
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 1         peril.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's on Exhibit B to the

 3         Affidavit of Stephanie Reid --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did you hear me, Mr.

 5         Phillips?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- it's labelled 2020

 7         P0341, that CD.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You do so at your peril.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              It is the recording that

10         is labelled --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't know what it

12         is.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- 2.04, underscore

14         Wuttunee, underscore 780-863-6426, underscore

15         021420, underscore 1952.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's not.  You have

17         no proof of what that is.

18 COURT REPORTER:            Okay, we're going off

19         record.

20 (Off the record momentarily)

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              We are playing this

22         recording that I just identified, 2.04,

23         underscore Wuttunee, underscore 780-863-6426,

24         underscore 021420-1952.  This is off of

25         Exhibit B to the affidavit of Stephanie Reid.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           For the record, both of

 2         which are being objected to and which Mr.

 3         Phillips has not properly obtained proof of

 4         evidence.

 5 (Audio recording played)

 6    Q.   That's end of the recording.  Mr. Chakita,

 7         you heard that?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 9    A.   I couldn't make anything out.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do not answer any of

11         those questions.

12    Q.   Mr. Chakita, did you --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do not answer any of

14         those questions on a piece of evidence which

15         is being challenged and which is the subject

16         of a criminal complaint and is impugned in

17         its entirety as well as its admissibility.

18    Q.   Mr. Chakita, I want to clarify, are you

19         refusing to answer questions, or did you not

20         hear the recording?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did you not hear me?  I'm

22         here, Mr. Phillips.

23    Q.   Mr. Chakita?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips?  Mr.

25         Phillips, did you not hear me?
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 1    Q.   You are refusing?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is the subject of a

 3         challenge.  That is the end of the matter

 4         just like --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              This has been lawfully

 6         obtained.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then let's sort it

 8         out.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              It includes only Robin

10         Dean Wuttunee.  We are here to sort it out

11         right now.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, let's get it to a

13         Court.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              We are here today to get

15         to the truth, Mr. Stooshinoff.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's get it before a

17         judge.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just like your objection.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Your client is refusing

21         to answer legitimate lawful questions.  These

22         are awfully obtained recordings that have

23         been severed so they only include Robin Dean

24         Wuttunee.  Do you recognize that?  They were

25         lawfully received pursuant to the expressed
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 1         written authorization of Robin Dean Wuttunee.

 2         You have his Affidavit, you see that, you are

 3         aware of it, correct, sir?  Are you

 4         non-responsive?  Are you going to respond,

 5         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, if I

 7         thought you would listen to what I have to

 8         say, then I would continue to engage you in

 9         the dialogue, but it seemed rather pointless.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you have

11         Exhibit I to the Affidavit of Robin Dean

12         Wuttunee sworn July 28th, 2020.  You have his

13         written authorization.  You have the -- Mr.

14         Chakita, you can't have a private discussion

15         with your lawyer right now.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's just looking --

17         while you are rattling away, he's looking for

18         the emails that you're referring to.

19    Q.   You are directly aware that these recordings

20         have been redacted.  They include only Robin

21         Dean Wuttunee.  They are lawfully obtained.

22         Are you going to answer questions in relation

23         to them, Mr. Chakita, or not?  Mr. Chakita,

24         are you going to answer my question?  Mr.

25         Chakita, are you going to answer my question?
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 1         Mr. Chakita, may I please get a response?

 2                            Let the record reflect

 3         that the witness is not answering my

 4         question?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He is reviewing the

 6         documents, Mr. Phillips, so if you would just

 7         give him a minute.

 8    Q.   May I please get an answer to my question?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are going to have to

10         wait.  It's ten to 1.  I have to be in Court

11         of Queen's Bench as we agreed on yesterday,

12         Mr. Phillips, so I have to be there at 1:00,

13         and I intend to proceed, and we are

14         adjourning these matters in accordance with

15         our agreement.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I understood that -- Mr.

17         Stooshinoff, may I please at least get an

18         answer to my question before we leave?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we're not able to do

20         that right now, so if you don't mind, Madam

21         Court Reporter, I have to leave for an

22         attendance in Queen's Bench at 1:00.  I now

23         have eight minutes to 1.  I still have to go

24         to my office to pick up my documentation for

25         my court appearance.  We will return
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 1         immediately at 2:00 once that matter has been

 2         concluded.  This is --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              The court reporter will

 4         be attending with Michael Ernest Stevens at 2

 5         p.m. for his cross-examination.  We have

 6         offered him for cross-examination.  He is not

 7         able to attend personally here.

 8 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We have replied to --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              We have made the

10         arrangements at his hospital room with a desk

11         and a power outlet and space as requested by

12         the court reporter.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What is his condition?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              The only thing that is

15         missing --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What's his condition?

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- is your request -- or

18         agreement --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What is his condition?

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- to actually conduct

21         his cross-examination.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The man is in the

23         hospital.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What is his condition?
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Will you cross-examine

 2         him or not?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I intend to cross-examine

 4         him, but I have told you I am not sending the

 5         court reporter on a wild goose case.  Is this

 6         man in a coma?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I just spoke to him

 8         this morning --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  What's his --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- and he has indicated

11         that he is willing --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What's his condition?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- to be cross-examined,

14         and he's able to be cross-examined.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What is --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              He has requested to be

17         cross-examined between 1 and 3 p.m. today.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What is his condition?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              He is ready, willing and

20         able to be cross-examined.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, what's his

22         condition?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              All of the arrangements

24         have been made --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, for god sakes.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- with the court

 2         reporter.  All of the arrangements have been

 3         made with the hospital and --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- his hospital room.

 6         The only thing missing is you actually

 7         conducting the cross-examination, Mr.

 8         Stooshinoff.  Are you going to cross-examine

 9         Michael Earnest Stevens or not?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, but I'm not going to

11         require the court reporter to put herself in

12         jeopardy and to go chasing around on your

13         direction.  She is not your employee.  She is

14         not your servant.  You have to have some

15         respect for other participants in the

16         judicial process who are doing their best,

17         and you are not being respectful.  I'm not

18         sending this individual to go jump in a taxi,

19         haul all her stuff around to find some

20         hospital room to try to find some guy who may

21         be in a drugged state, I have no idea, and in

22         the wild expectation that he might be able to

23         offer something.  For all I know, there is a

24         COVID breakout.  This is, again, not

25         acceptable conduct on your part, Mr.
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 1         Phillips, and you have to stop it because

 2         these are people that are just doing their

 3         best, including this witness, Mr. Stevens.

 4         It is ridiculous that you are imposing this

 5         on participants.  So I intend to

 6         cross-examine him, and if it can't be today

 7         in person, then it will be on a later date.

 8         That's as simple as that.  Thank you very

 9         much.  We are adjourned.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I sent

11         you an email this morning at 11:58 a.m.

12         after we could not work this out.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              I specifically confirmed

15         the content of that email with the court

16         reporter.  It included the following:  The

17         court reporter has agreed to attend --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you, Mr. Phillips.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- with Michael Ernest

20         Stevens --

21 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We have replied to that

22         email.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- at his hospital room

24         to transcribe --

25 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Mr. Phillips, we have
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 1         replied to that email.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- his cross-examination

 3         at 2 p.m.

 4 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Read the email.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Counsel for each of the

 6         parties will attend by teleconference given

 7         hospital restrictions.

 8 MR. WINEGARDEN:            It's not possible at all

 9         for us to go to the hospital to do that.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thanks, Mr. Phillips.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              The court reporter has

12         only requested a desk --

13 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We're not doing that.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- sufficient space --

15 MR. WINEGARDEN:            The court reporter has

16         only only agreed to that --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- sufficient space,

18         power outlet and the agreement of counsel to

19         same.

20 MR. WINEGARDEN:            -- because you have

21         threatened to make Mr. Stevens unavailable --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              We have arranged for a

23         desk, sufficient space and a power outlet.

24 MR. WINEGARDEN:            -- on other bases.  There

25         is no way in the world that it is appropriate
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 1         for you to do that.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              However, you have refused

 3         to conduct the cross-examination of Michael

 4         Ernest Stevens.  We drew up today --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           See you at 2.

 6 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We will not consent to

 7         it.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              The court reporter

 9         expressly agreed that that was acceptable.

10 MR. WINEGARDEN:            She did not agree to

11         that.  She only agreed to that because you've

12         threatened to make Mr. Stevens unavailable --

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Winegarden --

14 MR. WINEGARDEN:            -- on any other basis.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect

16         that Mr. Winegarden has been deliberately

17         speaking over me to obstruct the

18         cross-examination and the transcript to

19         ensure that it's clearly laid out, the

20         refusal of Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden

21         to conduct the cross-examination of Michael

22         Ernest Stevens.  For the record, I will now

23         read out that portion of that email

24         unobstructed by Mr. Winegarden who remains in

25         the room.  That was as follows --
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 1 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I'll will read the

 2         following email afterwards.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              The court reporter has

 4         agreed to attend with Michael Ernest Stevens

 5         at his hospital room to transcribe his

 6         cross-examination at 2 p.m.  Counsel for each

 7         of the parties will attend by teleconference

 8         given hospital restrictions.  The court

 9         reporter has only requested a desk,

10         sufficient space, power outlet, and the

11         agreement of counsel to same.  We have

12         arranged for a desk, sufficient space, and a

13         power outlet; however, you have refused to

14         conduct the cross-examination of Michael

15         Ernest Stevens at 2 p.m.

16                            Court reporter, can you

17         please confirm that I read that out to you

18         and that it accurately states what was agreed

19         to by yourself?

20 (Off the record momentarily)

21 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Putting a judicial

22         officer on the record is inappropriate.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              I can say as an officer

24         of the court that that was read out to and

25         agreed with the court reporter as being
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 1         accurate this morning before I sent that

 2         email.  The court reporter has indicated that

 3         she needs to -- I don't want to put words in

 4         your mouth -- she is not able to respond on

 5         the record.  Fair?

 6 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Mr. Phillips, this is the

 7         email that was sent to you in reply to the

 8         email that you just read to the record.  Mr.

 9         Phillips, we understand the court reporter

10         has agreed to attend to the hospital to

11         assist with the cross-examination of Michael

12         Ernest Stevens only on the basis that you are

13         attempting to refuse --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              You just sent this email,

15         like, at 12:56 p.m.  This is two minutes ago,

16         not even.  This is in the middle of my

17         speaking.

18 MR. WINEGARDEN:            You are attempting to

19         refuse --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Now you're trying to read

21         out an email that you literally just sent

22         while I was speaking.  Give me a break.

23 MR. WINEGARDEN:            This is our reply to what

24         you have just read out, sir.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Give me a break.
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 1 MR. WINEGARDEN:            If you will listen, then

 2         you'll hear it at the same time as you can

 3         read it, if you can read.  Mr. Phillips, we

 4         understand the court reporter has agreed to

 5         attend to the hospital to assist with the

 6         cross-examination of Michael Ernest Stevens

 7         on the basis that you are attempting to

 8         refuse to make Mr. Stevens available for us

 9         at any other time than today.  She does not

10         want us to lose the opportunity to examine

11         this witness because of her actions in any

12         way.  However, it is clear that this is a

13         vexatious, tactical attempt to make a

14         material witness unavailable for

15         cross-examination.  Making the court reporter

16         attend to the hospital for a

17         cross-examination is absolutely inappropriate

18         when the simple thing to do is to reschedule

19         the cross-examination for a time when the

20         witness is healthy and available.  As we said

21         on the record, we are not in a position to

22         agree to your request, and we formally ask

23         you to reschedule your cross-examination of

24         Michael Ernest Stevens to a later date.

25         Clearly there will be need to be future dates
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 1         arranged for other witnesses.  This is also

 2         possible for Mr. Stevens.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              You just sent that email

 4         two minutes before you started speaking in

 5         the middle of my attempting to read out my

 6         email.

 7 MR. WINEGARDEN:            You read out your email.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Winegarden --

 9 MR. WINEGARDEN:            You read out your email.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Winegarden, you are

11         not accurately stating events.  I have not

12         forced the court reporter to do anything.  I

13         requested the court reporter to voluntarily

14         attend to the hotel room of Michael -- the

15         hospital room of Michael Ernest Stevens.

16         She agreed to do so.

17 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I spoke with the court

18         reporter as well, sir, and I know what the

19         basis of that agreement was on.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're off the record now.

21 (Recessed at 1:00 p.m.)

22

23

24

25
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 3:59 p.m.)

 2 SAMUEL LARRY WUTTUNEE, Sworn,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 4    Q.   Mr. Samuel Wuttunee?

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   Is it okay if I refer to you as Mr. Wuttunee,

 7         or do you prefer --

 8    A.   It's all right, yeah.

 9    Q.   Very well.  And you have in front of you your

10         original Affidavit in this proceeding --

11    A.   Yeah.

12    Q.   -- sworn August 28th, I believe, 2020; is

13         that correct, sir?

14    A.   I'm not sure.  Where does it say the date?

15         Doesn't say the date.

16    Q.   This document that you have in front of

17         you --

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   -- have you seen it before?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   Okay.  Have you read it before?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   When did you read it?

24    A.   About a week ago.

25    Q.   That was the first time that you read it
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 1         or --

 2    A.   Yeah, or earlier this week, I read it.  I

 3         read it twice.

 4    Q.   Okay.

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   So do you recall signing it with somebody?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  All right.  I

 9         believe it was August 28th, but it's not a

10         contentious fact.  Mr. Stooshinoff, do you

11         want to just confirm?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Keep flipping.

13    A.   Yeah, August 28th.

14    Q.   All right.  So that's the original, and you

15         signed it with Mr. Stooshinoff here?

16    A.   Yeah.

17    Q.   Okay.  You have in front of you, Mr.

18         Wuttunee, some Facebook messages?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   Can you please take a look at those for me,

21         sir?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are these the --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              They're the same.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Robin Dean Wuttunee

25         related?
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah, Exhibit E, one and

 2         the same.  I can out put them up on the

 3         screen so everybody can see.  They're up on

 4         the screen right now.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, it's just hard to

 6         read.  A, B, C, D, E.  Okay.

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   Yeah.  I'm just wanting you to read through

 9         them, Mr. Wuttunee, and confirm that all of

10         these Facebook messages you sent and received

11         from your Facebook account to the Facebook

12         account of Mr. Robin Wuttunee on the dates

13         and times indicated.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You actually have to

15         start here and go the other way.

16 WITNESS:                   Right.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

18    A.   Okay.

19    Q.   You've read all of them, sir?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   You sent and received all of these Facebook

22         messages on your own Facebook account with

23         the Facebook account of Robin Wuttunee,

24         correct, sir?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              If we can have that

 2         marked as the next exhibit, A-51.

 3                EXHIBIT A-51:

 4                ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE - EXHIBIT E - SAMUEL

 5                WUTTUNEE

 6    Q.   And to confirm for me, sir, to the best of

 7         your knowledge, there are no other Facebook

 8         messages that you sent or received with Mr.

 9         Robin Wuttunee's Facebook account in the time

10         period January 1st through March 30th, 2020;

11         is that correct, sir?

12    A.   If there's anymore than this?

13    Q.   Yeah.  Is this --

14    A.   I'm not sure.  Yeah, could be the complete --

15    Q.   To the best of your knowledge, this is a

16         complete copy of all of your Facebook --

17    A.   I'm not sure.

18    Q.   -- messages with Mr. Robin Dean Wuttunee's

19         Facebook account in that time period?

20    A.   I don't know.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He said, I don't know.

22    Q.   Sorry, you have to speak up both for the

23         court reporter and for me.

24    A.   Yeah, I don't know.

25    Q.   Okay.  Well, we asked for this in the
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 1         Direction to Attend, and I think how we dealt

 2         with this before was undertaking, so will you

 3         undertake to produce any additional messages

 4         that you say you had with the Facebook

 5         account of Robin Dean Wuttunee by say

 6         tomorrow?

 7    A.   No, I'm not going to produce nothing.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, this undertaking --

 9         well, an undertaking similar to this, I

10         suppose, was given.  Mr. Stooshinoff, I think

11         it's a proper one for this witness.  They

12         should all be there.  I'm simply looking --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              If you say there's other

15         ones, give me the other ones.

16    A.   I don't have no other ones.

17    Q.   Well, that's the answer?

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   You're sure there's no other ones, right?

20    A.   Well, I'm not sure, but I -- but I erased

21         everything off my phone.  I don't even have

22         that Facebook no more.

23    Q.   Okay.  All right, then.  Now, Mr. Wuttunee, I

24         will get you to look at the next document on

25         the screen here.  This is what's called a
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 1         Direction to Attend?

 2    A.   Yeah.

 3    Q.   When did you first get this document?

 4    A.   I think I seen it yesterday.

 5    Q.   That was the first time?  You have to answer

 6         yes or no.

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   You've you read it before, then, yesterday?

 9    A.   Yeah, I read it yesterday.

10    Q.   Okay.  And I believe the only document you

11         provided is your original Affidavit, which is

12         identified in paragraph 2 of this document;

13         is that correct, sir?

14    A.   Yeah.  I gave you what, the Affidavit?

15    Q.   You've only provided the original of your

16         Affidavit?

17    A.   Yeah, yeah.

18    Q.   That's the only document that you've

19         provided?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   And it's in paragraph 2 of the Direction to

22         Attend, sir?

23    A.   Yes.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  First we want to

25         have this marked as Exhibit A-52.
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 1                EXHIBIT A-52:

 2                2020-09-04 DIRECTION TO ATTEND - SAMUEL

 3                WUTTUNEE

 4    Q.   And you're refusing to produce any other

 5         documents, correct, sir?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:            We're not refusing.  We

 7         reiterate our objection and the grounds for

 8         the objection.

 9    Q.   Okay.  And so you'll see, sir, that one of

10         these items specifically is number 22.  Can

11         you please read that paragraph?  Can you see

12         that, sir?

13    A.   Yeah, I can see that.

14    Q.   Okay.

15    A.   Okay.

16    Q.   And you have made no attempt to get those

17         recordings, have you?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We have objected to that,

19         and, as you know, that was intercepted

20         conversation, and we object to it.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have received Robin

22         Wuttunee's side of the recordings with your

23         part of the recording.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We did?

25    A.   I never seen it.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What did we receive?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              The Edmonton recordings.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We don't have them.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes, you do.  They're in

 5         Stephanie Reid's Affidavit, Exhibits A and B.

 6         You received the electronic copy of those.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did we?

 8 MR. WINEGARDEN:            No, we didn't.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes, you did.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think so.

12 MR. WINEGARDEN:            No, we did not.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              The redacted recordings,

14         yes, you received them.

15 MR. WINEGARDEN:            No.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              They were served.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

18 MR. WINEGARDEN:            No, we didn't.  We did

19         not receive them, and if we did receive them,

20         we wouldn't accept them because they're the

21         subject of an investigation.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Did you or did you not

23         receive a download link for them, Mr.

24         Winegarden?

25 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We did not.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, I'll exhibit that

 2         download link, then, because this is the

 3         first I'm hearing of this.

 4 MR. WINEGARDEN:            He didn't even know it

 5         was sent, so we didn't have any --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              What did you think

 7         Exhibits A and B for the Affidavit of

 8         Stephanie Reid are?

 9 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We saw those pictures,

10         those photographs.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              They're of an original --

13         I'll go get the email.  It seems like that's

14         how we'll have to deal with this issue.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it won't make any

16         difference; I mean, we're objecting to it, in

17         any event.

18 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I've got it right here.

19         A and B are those photographs.  That's all we

20         got.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Winegarden, unless

22         you have an objection --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, the objection --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm bringing up the email

25         so we can exhibit it because this is the very
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 1         first I'm hearing of this.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not sure it makes any

 3         difference to this witness, that seems to be

 4         a matter between counsel, so why don't you

 5         save your breath and look into the matter and

 6         report to us, but we can move on with this

 7         witness.  We're not consenting to that, and

 8         we object to it, and, as you well know, it's

 9         a matter of investigation as we say it was

10         illegal and unlawful and in violation of the

11         statutes and privacy.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I've

13         already indicated I'm getting the exhibit for

14         the record here.  For your information --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can't enter it.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              For your information, Mr.

17         Winegarden, the email is July 29th, 2020 at

18         4:18 p.m.  You can go and get the download

19         link.  The audio files are there.  I also

20         have the original exhibits here, so you can

21         copy if off of either.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're objecting to it.

23 MR. WINEGARDEN:            All we got was these,

24         pictures of the CDs.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm going to exhibit the
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 1         email because it's --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, the email is not an

 3         exhibit, and we're objecting to it, and we're

 4         objecting --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- to any party --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Listen, Nathan, I have

 9         objected to it as being illegally obtained.

10 MR. WINEGARDEN:            And we're not about to

11         take possession of illegal materials.  We're

12         not about to.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Be careful when you're

14         characterizing the conduct of opposing

15         counsel, Mr. Winegarden.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, for heaven sakes,

17         Nathan, stop.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              These are the recordings,

19         if you correctly read the Affidavit of Robin

20         Dean Wuttunee and Stephanie Reid, that have

21         been redacted by Alberta.  You received this

22         email, right, Mr. Stooshinoff?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, you're on it, and

25         you got the Affidavit, so --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I don't know if

 2         I've got it.  I've never had any discourse

 3         with regard to this.  I have looked into my

 4         file.  We take the position that we object to

 5         that illegally-obtained material in the first

 6         place, so we object to --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

 8         Exhibit A-53.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I object to that.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              It will be Exhibit A-53.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it won't because

12         you're now filing it in court.  It's the

13         subject of an investigation, Mr. Phillips.

14                EXHIBIT A-53:

15                RECORDINGS EMAIL

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              For the record, I have

17         the original Affidavit of Stephanie Reid here

18         with the original authentic CDs, which are

19         Exhibits A and B.  I provided a download link

20         to counsel, Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr.

21         Winegarden, on July 29th, which is now

22         Exhibit A-53.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, please don't give

24         evidence.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Would you like to copy
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 1         the redacted recordings or not, Mr.

 2         Stooshinoff?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please, we are objecting

 4         to that evidence being obtained and held in

 5         your possession or anyone else's possession.

 6         It was illegally obtained.  To continue to

 7         hold it is a violation.  We object to you

 8         disclosing this to the Court.

 9    Q.   Coming back to Exhibit A-52, Mr. Wuttunee,

10         you have not made any attempt to get the

11         recordings in accordance with paragraph 22 of

12         your Direction to Attend, have you, Mr.

13         Wuttunee?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we have

15         made it clear that it is our position that

16         that has been illegally obtained.  It is the

17         subject of an investigation.  We not going to

18         condone or accept or justify or in any way

19         validate what we claim was illegal and

20         improper access of this material.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Again, I want to be

22         absolutely clear here, Mr. Stooshinoff, these

23         are the redacted recordings --

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't care.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- that only include
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 1         Robin Wuttunee that Alberta acknowledges --

 2         that Alberta had lawfully provided to him,

 3         and there is no dispute in relation to the

 4         matter.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I object to the whole

 6         process, Mr. Phillips.  It is done without --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              The Court can review

 8         Exhibits A and B to the Affidavit of

 9         Stephanie Reid.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  Okay.  Okay.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Apparently, you don't

12         care to.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We do not want to engage

14         in a process that legitimizes what we say was

15         unlawful conduct.

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you have seen this letter

17         before?  This correspondence was subsequent

18         to the Affidavit --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you have to ask him

20         if he's seen it before.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm describing for the

22         record the context of this letter.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you're not.  You

24         can say that there's a letter dated July the

25         28th --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 2         let the witness read the letter.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Something which you would

 4         not permit him to do.

 5    A.   Yes, I have seen this letter.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              You saw this letter

 7         before?  We'll have this as the next Exhibit,

 8         A-54.

 9                EXHIBIT A-54:

10                2020-07-28 LETTER FROM MR. STOOSHINOFF

11                TO MR. PHILLIPS

12    Q.   This letter followed the execution of the

13         Affidavit?

14    A.   Was this the -- was this the letter that I

15         read with you guys?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know.

17 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We haven't read it.

18    A.   Don't put it in evidence yet.  This is the

19         one that you guys wanted me sign, and I

20         refused?

21    Q.   That's already in the evidence.  We'll come

22         to that.

23    A.   Well, wait, let me finish reading it.

24    Q.   Okay, go ahead.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is supposed to be
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 1         our letter, not Nathan's letter.

 2 WITNESS:                   Okay.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So if you haven't seen

 4         it, then you have to say you haven't seen it.

 5    A.   Yeah, I never seen it.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, we'll have it as

 7         Exhibit A-54.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you won't.  Nathan,

 9         you're misrepresenting matters and

10         information and documentation and evidence to

11         witnesses, and you've done it with this

12         individual.  You have asked him if he would

13         identify it, he mistakenly said yes, and you

14         said, fine, then now we'll mark it.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, I take his answer

16         that he hasn't seen it; that's fine.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, fine.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're still marking it as

19         an exhibit, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you're not.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't allege that

22         I'm misrepresenting matters because I'm not.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, you are.  You have

24         not stopped.  We object to this being marked

25         as an exhibit.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              A-54.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 3    Q.   Have you seen this letter before, sir?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why would he see that

 5         letter?

 6    A.   I never seen it.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

 8         A-55.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

10                EXHIBIT A-55:

11                2020-07-30 LETTER FROM MR. PHILLIPS TO

12                MR. STOOSHINOFF

13    Q.   I understand, Mr. Wuttunee, that you had a

14         trip at the beginning of February from Red

15         Pheasant to Edmonton?

16    A.   Yeah.

17    Q.   Just one trip or --

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   And who was in the car on that trip?

20    A.   Just me and Gary.

21    Q.   Pardon?

22    A.   Me and Gary Nicotine.

23    Q.   Anybody else in the car?

24    A.   No.

25    Q.   And so I want to be clear, did you take any
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 1         other trips to Edmonton in, let's say,

 2         January or February 2020?

 3    A.   I don't recall, no.

 4    Q.   So it was just that one trip, right?

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   And you're certain it was only you and Gary

 7         Nicotine in the car?

 8    A.   Yeah.

 9    Q.   Now, I would like to come back with you, sir,

10         for a moment to Exhibit A-51, and we're going

11         to start on page 4 of that because they are

12         in reverse chronological order there, sir.

13         Can you see?

14    A.   I can see, yeah.

15    Q.   So you see the first message there, "What's

16         up bro"?

17    A.   Yeah.

18    Q.   Very good.  So at the top of the screen there

19         you'll see, "When I get back to nb."  NB is a

20         common way that you refer to North

21         Battleford, right?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   And that's the way you refer to North

24         Battleford, as NB, in all of these Facebook

25         messages, correct?
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 1    A.   Yes.

 2    Q.   So we're now on the third page at the bottom

 3         there, and it says, Ok.  Ask Tara if I can

 4         send this -- do you see the "thst"?  Do you

 5         see that, sir?

 6    A.   Yeah.

 7    Q.   What is thst?

 8    A.   Well, it doesn't mean nothing.  Probably

 9         that.

10    Q.   This is just a typo?

11    A.   That or this, yeah, a typo.

12    Q.   Typo, okay.  So what you meant to say was,

13         ask Tara if I can send that to her house or

14         one of your chicks?

15    A.   Yeah.

16    Q.   Okay.  I just wanted to make sure.  And when

17         you say "that," you're referring to the

18         mail-in ballot of Robin Wuttunee?

19    A.   No, like, I was going to help him out with

20         some cash.  I didn't say nothing about a

21         mail-in ballot.

22    Q.   Are you saying that you had no discussions

23         with Robin Wuttunee as to -- when I say

24         discussions, I mean any communications

25         with --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you're asking him

 2         about this particular document.

 3    A.   He's asking for canteen money.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           "I need cash tonight to

 5         make canteen."

 6    Q.   Yeah.  On or about February 24th, 2020 did

 7         you have any communications, whether written

 8         or oral or otherwise, with Robin Wuttunee as

 9         to his mail-in ballot?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're looking at it.

11    Q.   Why are you saying "but around nb"?  It has

12         to -- my reading of that is that you're going

13         to send something, so why are you saying,

14         "but around nb"?  That's North Battleford,

15         right?

16    A.   Yeah, North Battleford, but I don't know.

17    Q.   So you want to send something for him or to

18         somewhere around North Battleford?

19    A.   I don't know.

20    Q.   You don't know what that's referring to?

21    A.   No.  We're talking about sending him canteen;

22         then it gets to that.

23    Q.   What could it possibly be that you wanted to

24         send him around North Battleford?

25    A.   I don't know.  I'm not sure.
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 1    Q.   His mail-in ballot, correct, sir?

 2    A.   No.

 3    Q.   You're under oath here today, sir.

 4    A.   I know, but --

 5    Q.   You understand that?

 6    A.   Yeah, I understand, but I'm not even talking

 7         about a mail-in ballot here.  Two questions

 8         before we're talking about canteen money,

 9         then how does it get to around NB?

10    Q.   You tell me.  It's your Facebook message,

11         right?

12    A.   Well, I don't know.

13    Q.   You don't recall?

14    A.   No.

15    Q.   Okay.  You understand that you can send money

16         for canteen directly to the Edmonton Remand

17         Centre, correct, sir?

18    A.   Yeah, but I didn't want to send it directly

19         there.  It's easier just to go to somebody

20         else that already has an account to do it.

21    Q.   But you already have an account.

22    A.   No, like, an inmate account.  I don't want to

23         write down all his information for -- to do

24         it, so I just sent it.  I helped him out, and

25         I sent his sister 100 to give to him, and it
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 1         wasn't for a mail-in ballot; it was for

 2         canteen.

 3    Q.   So you sent him money, then, now you're

 4         saying?

 5    A.   Heather.

 6    Q.   You sent Heather money for Robin Wuttunee?

 7    A.   Yeah.  Well, I say that somewhere in here

 8         already.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

10    Q.   No, I'm simply looking for you to confirm --

11    A.   Well, I did --

12    Q.   -- you did send Heather Wuttunee money for --

13    A.   100 for canteen for Robin.

14    Q.   Please let me finish my question, sir.  The

15         question is, you admit that you sent money to

16         Heather Wuttunee with instructions that it be

17         sent on to Robin Wuttunee, correct?

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   At the bottom of page 2, Exhibit A-51, this

20         is a February 24th, 2020 11:04 p.m. message,

21         "I need it blank though"?

22    A.   Yeah, I don't know.

23    Q.   You're being provided a full and fair

24         opportunity here.

25    A.   I know, but it kind of looks -- when you read
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 1         up going on this, this doesn't even mean

 2         nothing.

 3    Q.   To me, sir --

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   -- you're obviously referring to a mail-in

 6         ballot.

 7    A.   I know, but if you start from the bottom

 8         there --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're entitled to your

10         opinions, but that's not the question.

11    Q.   Can you please tell me -- I suggest, sir --

12    A.   It's not a mail-in ballot.

13    Q.   There is nothing else that you --

14    A.   I don't know anything.

15    Q.   -- needed back from Robin Wuttunee blank at

16         that time, is there, sir?

17    A.   No.  I don't know.

18    Q.   There is nothing that you can think of right

19         now that you needed back from Robin Wuttunee

20         blank?

21    A.   No.

22    Q.   You don't know what that's referring to?

23    A.   No.

24    Q.   So what did you understand, then, coming up

25         to the February 24th, 2020 11:07 p.m.
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 1         message, when Robin Wuttunee said, "I talked

 2         to Heather already"?  What did you understand

 3         that he had told her?

 4    A.   I don't know.  Most of my messages that I

 5         send most of the time I'll just put OK

 6         because if I'm driving, I don't even want to

 7         talk to nobody --

 8    Q.   I'm looking --

 9    A.   -- so I don't know what some of this stuff

10         even --

11    Q.   I'm looking for you, sir, to tell me what you

12         understood that Robin D. Wuttunee was to

13         instruct --

14    A.   Well, it must be about the -- I don't know.

15         It could be about he received that money or

16         something.  I don't know.

17    Q.   It's within three minutes of your message, "I

18         need it blank though."  Mr. Wuttunee, do you

19         agree with me that Robin Wuttunee's message

20         is in relation to your statement, "I need it

21         blank"?

22    A.   No.

23    Q.   What is it in relation to, then?

24    A.   I don't know.  It was a long time ago.

25    Q.   You just don't recall?
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 1    A.   I don't recall, no.

 2    Q.   Robin Wuttunee's memory is better, then?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Robin is not the authour.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt,

 5         Mr. Stooshinoff.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can't enhance

 7         the credibility of your witness.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, it's in

 9         black and white, "I need it blank though."

10 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Who typed it, though?

11    Q.   You can't think of what it was that you were

12         requesting back blank?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And who sent it?

14    A.   No.

15    Q.   The key point is what you understood, Mr.

16         Wuttunee.  You can't think of anything that

17         you needed back blank?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   And you are denying that that's a reference

20         to the mail-in ballot?

21    A.   I'm denying it.  I don't know.

22    Q.   You don't know, or you are denying it?

23    A.   I'm denying it, and I don't know what it's

24         all about here.  When you read this from the

25         bottom up, none of this even makes sense.
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 1    Q.   It made sense to you at the time.  You're the

 2         one that sent and received these messages --

 3    A.   I don't know.

 4    Q.   -- is that correct?  You understood that --

 5    A.   No, it didn't make sense.  What if Robin

 6         erased a bunch of stuff on here that you -- I

 7         don't even remember this conversation like

 8         this, so I don't know.

 9    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you have already confirmed all

10         of these messages were sent and received.

11         Now when it comes time to the critical moment

12         of examining the --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I think that's a

14         misrepresentation, Mr. Phillips.  I thought

15         he said that he no longer has a Facebook

16         account, and he can't confirm that.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we read back the

18         transcript from that particular reference,

19         right before entering in that exhibit?

20         Because my recollection --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Or do you know the answer

22         to that?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, Mr. Stooshinoff, this

24         is not your time.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're taking issue with

 2         the way in which I'm characterizing the

 3         witness's evidence.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              The transcript speaks for

 6         itself.  Exhibit A-51, when it was entered,

 7         can you please identify what was said

 8         immediately before it?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You asked us -- it was

10         the discussion over the undertaking.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm not

12         asking you, Mr. Stooshinoff.

13 COURT REPORTER:            Question:  You sent and

14         received all of these Facebook messages on

15         your own Facebook account with the Facebook

16         account of Robin Wuttunee, correct, sir?

17         Answer:  Yeah.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Satisfied, Mr.

19         Stooshinoff?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  And then when the

21         reference to the undertaking --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, no, no.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That illuminates the
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 1         issue because you asked for an undertaking

 2         whether or not this was all of them.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              He then indicated whether

 4         or not his --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, let's hear it.

 6         Let's hear it.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I would

 8         like to move on with the cross-examination.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's hear it.  Let's

10         hear it back from the court reporter on the

11         discussion vis-à-vis the undertaking.

12 COURT REPORTER:            Question:  And to confirm

13         for me, sir, to the best of your knowledge,

14         there are no other Facebook messages that you

15         sent or received with Mr. Robin Wuttunee's

16         Facebook account in the time period January 1

17         through March 30, 2020; is that correct, sir?

18         Answer:  No, I'm not sure.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              So there might be more

20         Facebook messages.  That's the answer that

21         was given.  Mr. Stooshinoff, it doesn't

22         change the fact that these were sent and

23         received and your client had already admitted

24         that.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you suggesting that there

 2         was an additional Facebook message between

 3         February 24th, 2020 11:04 p.m. when you said,

 4         "I need it blank though," and Robin

 5         Wuttunee's reply message February 24th, 2020,

 6         11:07 p.m., "I talked to Heather already,"

 7         other than the two that are indicated within

 8         Exhibit A-51?

 9    A.   I don't know.

10    Q.   You can't recall, then?

11    A.   I don't recall, no.

12    Q.   You have read all of these messages already

13         again today.  To the best of your

14         recollection sitting here, there are no other

15         Facebook messages in the time period January

16         1st through March 30th, 2020 other than what

17         are in Exhibit A-51, correct, sir?

18    A.   Whatever you got on there, that's what --

19         yeah, I don't know.

20    Q.   There is no other ones?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He has already answered

22         that "I don't know."

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're the one that took

24         issue with it, Mr. Stooshinoff.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I do take issue.
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 1    Q.   Now I would like to move on.  Sir, can you

 2         please take a look at this document on the

 3         screen?

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   That's your name?

 6    A.   Yeah.

 7    Q.   That your signature?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We object, Mr. Phillips,

 9         for the reasons we have given on all of these

10         post-disclosed documents, all right?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              This one was just

12         provided on Monday night from the electoral

13         officer.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't really care.

15         I've told you that.  I don't care.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I think the Court will

17         care about the truth.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I'm telling

19         you that --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              I simply want to know if

21         this is the witness's signature and he signed

22         this document.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm objecting to it.  I'm

24         objecting to it.  I'm objecting to the

25         document.  You know that.  I have told you in
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 1         the morning we're going to continue to object

 2         until we get clarity on the admissibility of

 3         these documents, okay?  Same objection.

 4    Q.   Is this your signature, sir?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Same objection.

 6         Objection.

 7    Q.   You're refusing to answer any questions in

 8         relation to this document, sir?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we're not refusing.

10         We've told you that the admissibility of this

11         documentation is challenged.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have that marked as

13         the next exhibit, A-57.

14                EXHIBIT A-57:

15                SHAWN BRABANT - VOTER DECLARATION FORM

16                REDACTED

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan, we seem to have a

18         very, very difficult time in getting through

19         this.  We are taking issue with the

20         admissibility of documentation which you

21         continue to insist being marked.  It is not

22         proven that way.  Marking it is not proof of

23         the admissibility of the document, all right?

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done with your

25         lecture, Mr. Stooshinoff?  Because I'd like
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 1         to move on with cross-examination.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't seem to be

 3         getting that you have no proof of the

 4         document.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Burke Ratte, the

 6         resumption of his cross-examination will be

 7         proof.  Your client legitimately --

 8 MR. WINEGARDEN:            He's not here.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- takes issue --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              If your client -- this

12         was provided in reply to an undertaking from

13         him.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What does he got to do

15         with us?

16    Q.   Please don't interrupt, Mr. Stooshinoff.

17         Let's be productive here.

18                            You did not see Burton

19         Ward in February or March of 2020, did you,

20         sir?

21    A.   I would have seen him a few times.

22    Q.   When?

23    A.   When I'm getting gas at the gas station he's

24         always there.

25    Q.   This was in February and March of 2020?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He just answered that.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I'm clarifying the

 3         timeframe.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That very question, he

 5         just answered it.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm looking to confirm,

 7         Mr. Stooshinoff.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you don't need to

 9         confirm it; you heard it.

10    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee --

11    A.   Yeah, I just said he's always there.

12    Q.   In February 2020 how many times did you see

13         Mr. Burton Ward?

14    A.   I'm not sure, but I know when I see him.  I

15         see everybody in the reserve.

16    Q.   And so take me through each time you saw

17         Burton Ward in February and March 2020.

18    A.   I don't know.

19    Q.   What did you do with him, so the first time?

20    A.   Nothing.

21    Q.   Nothing.  You didn't do anything with him?

22    A.   What am I supposed to do with him?

23    Q.   Did you just say hi, and that was it, or --

24    A.   Well, just -- yeah.

25    Q.   So nothing happened on that occasion?
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 1    A.   No.

 2    Q.   Okay.  So take me to the next occasion, then.

 3         What happened then?

 4    A.   I don't know.

 5    Q.   Nothing happened?

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   Same sort of deal, just --

 8    A.   You asked if I seen him, but I didn't I say

 9         talked to him.  I did see him every day.

10    Q.   Okay.  In February and March 2020 you did not

11         sign any documents with Mr. Burton Ward, did

12         you?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

14         We've already been through this with other

15         witnesses.  You're trying to get in through

16         the backdoor what you can't get in the front

17         door, so I'm objecting to the question.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

19         don't interrupt.  This is an appropriate

20         question.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's not an

22         interruption.  I'm telling you that this has

23         been our position throughout.  You are trying

24         to validate inadmissible documents, so please

25         move on.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, this is a very

 2         different question, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Please

 3         listen to it.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It isn't.

 5    Q.   Ir is not validating those particular

 6         documents that we just discussed, it's

 7         different, Mr. Stooshinoff, so please listen

 8         to the question when it's posed.

 9                            Mr. Wuttunee, at no time

10         in February or March 2020 did you sign any

11         documents in the presence of Mr. Burton Ward,

12         did you?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the nature of the

15         objection?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are doing exactly

17         what I have said at the beginning.  You are

18         attempting to do through the backdoor what

19         you can't do through the front door vis-à-vis

20         any documentation, so please move on.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I don't

22         think you've heard the question correctly.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I did.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is not in terms of

25         authenticating those two exhibits.  It's in
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 1         terms of did this particular witness sign any

 2         documents with this particular person.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It doesn't matter --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              You can leave those --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- because you are, in

 6         effect, seeking to do the same thing.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're just doing it in a

 9         different manner, Mr. Phillips.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, my -

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's move on.  It's the

12         subject of a challenge, so let's move on.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we get a preliminary

14         answer?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Preliminary answer is I

16         have advised my client not to answer that

17         question until we get a ruling from the

18         Court.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              As to whether or not he

20         should answer it?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           As to whether or not the

22         document is admissible.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's a different

24         question, Mr. Stooshinoff.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              The admissibility of the

 2         document, I'm not talking about that at the

 3         moment.  This question is not directed

 4         towards the admissibility of that document.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then I'm advising

 6         the witness not to speculate on anything

 7         else.

 8    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, at no time in February or March

 9         2020 did Mr. Burton Ward ask you to do

10         anything for him, did he?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  I mean there

12         could be -- do anything?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're not permitting the

14         appropriate question to be put to the witness

15         with respect to the signing of documents with

16         him.  Mr. Stooshinoff, you can appreciate the

17         importance of the question.  You can

18         appreciate the importance of having an

19         answer.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You can appreciate the

21         concern that we have expressed over and over

22         again and our willingness to cooperate with

23         you in getting the matter before the Court as

24         quickly as possible, so why don't we just do

25         that.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you've read the Affidavit of

 2         Robin Wuttunee, correct?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   And you read it before, you read it in July,

 5         correct, sir?

 6    A.   I believe so.

 7    Q.   So in that context you are refusing to

 8         provide your consent for the Edmonton Remand

 9         recordings to be produced so the Court can

10         hear what actually occurred on those

11         telephone calls, correct, sir?

12    A.   Yeah, I refuse.

13    Q.   And the specific nature of your refusal is

14         what?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The specific nature of

16         the refusal is based on the fact that the

17         recordings were unlawfully obtained.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you know

19         that's incorrect.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we're --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have the Affidavit of

22         Mr. Robin Wuttunee --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're going to find out.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- and you have the

25         Alberta --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But the Affidavit of

 2         Robin Wuttunee doesn't prove anything.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have the Affidavit of

 4         Robin Wuttunee, which indicates the

 5         appropriate process was engaged and the

 6         severed recordings have been produced thus

 7         far.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We disagree that --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

10         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why go through the point

12         when you know very well what our objection is

13         because we've told you what it is?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Because an adverse

15         inference is appropriate because your client

16         doesn't want very relevant evidence to go

17         before the Court.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Why is it that this

20         witness is not providing his consent so the

21         full recordings can go in?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just because you can

23         improperly or illegally obtain evidence,

24         whether or not it's evidence, whether or not

25         it's admissible, is subject to an
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 1         adjudication process.  That is all we're

 2         doing.  It would hardly be appropriate for

 3         the Court to draw an adverse inference if the

 4         evidence is unlawfully obtained, right, Mr.

 5         Phillips?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you alleging criminal

 7         conduct on my part personally?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We don't know.  We don't

 9         know.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you alleging --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's a matter of

12         investigation.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll leave the matter

14         there, and we'll let the Court consider it

15         because it seems as though there will be the

16         need for the Court to determine the

17         appropriateness of the objection and the

18         appropriateness of an adverse inference.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And the appropriateness

20         of the admissibility of that document.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              If you'll give us the

22         room for two minutes, we'll just go off the

23         record.

24 (Recessed at 4:50 p.m.)

25 (Reconvened at 4:58 p.m.)
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 1    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, you campaigned as a team,

 2         right, with other persons in respect of the

 3         election?

 4    A.   No, not really, just a couple of us.

 5    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee, you wanted to see him get

 6         elected, right?

 7    A.   I can't say who I voted for.

 8    Q.   Oh, no, I'm not asking who you voted for.

 9         I'm just asking --

10    A.   Well, that's what the question was.

11    Q.   Well, here let's do it this way, then:  This

12         is Exhibit A-37 --

13    A.   I'm not in there.

14    Q.   You recognize that all of these persons

15         campaigned together, right?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection to

17         the characterization.

18    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee, are you saying that you did not

19         promote or support, for example, Clinton

20         Wuttunee, to get re-elected?

21    A.   I didn't wear a T-shirt around.

22    Q.   Otherwise, though?

23    A.   Did I promote him?

24    Q.   You supported Clinton Wuttunee in the

25         election, correct?
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 1    A.   Well, you're still asking me who I voted for.

 2    Q.   No, I'm not asking who you voted for.  I'm

 3         asking, conducting a campaign, you're going

 4         around to electors and attempting to convince

 5         them vote for me, right?

 6    A.   I talked for myself.

 7    Q.   Pardon me?

 8    A.   I just talked for myself.

 9    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr., you know him?

10    A.   Yeah, I know him.

11    Q.   You know that up until just after the

12         election, so just before the election, he was

13         residing in North Battleford, right?

14    A.   I'm not sure.

15    Q.   But you know after the election that he was

16         residing on the reserve now, right?

17    A.   He's staying on the reserve, yeah.

18    Q.   How far away from Mandy Cuthand's house does

19         he reside?

20    A.   Next door.

21    Q.   Right next door, so, like, 50 feet, or how

22         far?

23    A.   Yeah, about 50.

24    Q.   50 feet?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   Okay.  And you are confident that it's about

 2         50 feet?

 3    A.   I'm not confident, no.

 4    Q.   But no more than, like, say, 60 or 70 feet

 5         for sure, right?

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   Yeah, so I think you -- did you -- I don't

 8         want to put words in your mouth, but you said

 9         neighbours, so they're close --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He didn't say neighbours.

11    Q.   I thought I heard him say neighbours.  Is it

12         fair to characterize them as neighbours?

13         They're the closest together?

14    A.   Well, Mandy doesn't even live there no more.

15    Q.   Well, when did he move?

16    A.   I don't know.  He moved away.

17    Q.   When, though?

18    A.   I'm not sure.  I don't even care where people

19         live on the reserve.  I know I don't have a

20         house.

21    Q.   When did Mandy Cuthand move from that

22         residence?

23    A.   I don't know.  I don't know.

24    Q.   But you said that they were neighbours?

25    A.   I really don't know.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He didn't say they were

 2         neighbours; you said.

 3    Q.   Pardon.  Their houses were approximately 50

 4         feet together, and that was after the

 5         election?

 6    A.   I don't know.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, the residence where

 8         Leroy was staying.

 9    A.   Yeah, like, that's not even his house.

10    Q.   Okay.  So it was about 50 feet apart?

11    A.   He was staying there.  Well, I don't know, 50

12         feet, 70 feet.

13    Q.   Well, whatever, 50 or 100 feet, it doesn't

14         matter.

15    A.   Yeah, it probably doesn't even matter how far

16         apart.

17    Q.   But that was just after the election, right,

18         that's how close they lived together, their

19         residences?  Yes?

20    A.   I can't tell you.

21    Q.   Well, which time period are you referring to

22         when the residences were 50 feet apart or so?

23    A.   I'm not sure now.  They do -- they live

24         there, yes.

25    Q.   Right now?
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 1    A.   No, I don't know, but I know that they have a

 2         house there.  That's not Leroy's house,

 3         that's somebody else's, but he's staying

 4         there.

 5    Q.   Right now?

 6    A.   I don't know if he's still there.  I don't

 7         live in the reserve, but I'm in the reserve

 8         for work at least three times a week.  I

 9         don't have a home out there to know where

10         people live.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Today, Mr. Wuttunee,

12         there have been a number of objections to

13         questions that have been posed, and there has

14         been, with the exception of one document, a

15         complete refusal to produce those documents.

16         It is necessary for the Court to determine

17         the appropriateness of the objections to

18         questions that have been posed and the

19         refusal to produce documents and the

20         appropriate relief to be granted, whether

21         it's striking out your Affidavit or requiring

22         that you re-attend for cross-examination and

23         answer the questions and produce the

24         documents.  On that basis we're adjourning.

25         Thank you very much for your time, Mr.
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 1         Wuttunee.

 2 (Adjourned at 5:05 p.m.)

 3
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 11:00 a.m.)

 2 Heather Meechance, Affirmed.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  Let the record reflect that Heather

 4         Meechance is present today.  She is a witness

 5         in this federal court proceeding, the Court

 6         File Number is T-474-20, naming Mary Linda

 7         Whitford and Alicia Moosomin as the

 8         applicants, and the respondents are Clinton

 9         Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy

10         Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary

11         Nictoine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee,

12         Burke Ratte, and Red Pheasant First Nation.

13                            The witness swore an

14         affidavit on May 1st, 2020, and is attending

15         for cross-examination on that affidavit

16         today.  We provided the information to

17         Mr. Stooshinoff and there are emails in this

18         respect.  It appears as though

19         Mr. Stooshinoff has not joined on either the

20         video conference and hasn't made arrangements

21         to attend in person to Regina.

22                            Can the court reporter

23         please confirm that no other persons are on

24         the video conference cross-examination?

25 COURT REPORTER:  Yes, I can confirm that.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Okay.  So we have present today the

 2         court reporter, the witness, Heather

 3         Meechance, and myself, Nathan Phillips, legal

 4         counsel for the applicants in the proceeding.

 5                            In that context, we're

 6         going to attempt to reach Mr. Stooshinoff by

 7         telephone to get an understanding from him as

 8         to whether or not he is going to intend to be

 9         present today.  So, if you'll bear with me

10         one moment here.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Good morning.  Nicholas

12         Stooshinoff.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  Hi, Nicholas Stooshinoff.  This is

14         Nathan Phillips.  I have the court reporter

15         on the line as well, and we have Heather

16         Meechance, the witness that is present here

17         as well.  This is the scheduled time, 11 a.m.

18         -- or, actually, it's 11:03 a.m. now and you

19         haven't come on to the video conference

20         cross-examination, the link having been

21         provided to you.  Are you in Regina or would

22         you like to attend?  Attend either in person

23         or by video conference, whatever mode you

24         prefer.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Who arranged this?
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, we have emails back

 2         and forth.  Right now we have a transcript

 3         going.  The court reporter is here.  The

 4         witness has been sworn in.  Would you like to

 5         conduct your cross-examination of this

 6         witness, Heather Meechance?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I don't recall arranging this,

 8         Mr. Phillips.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  I just want to ensure, court

10         reporter, you can hear everything?

11 COURT REPORTER:  Yes, I can.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:  Thank you.  And so, Mr. Stooshinoff,

13         would you like to conduct your

14         cross-examination of the witness, Heather

15         Meechance, on her affidavit in this

16         proceeding sworn May 1st, 2020?  The witness

17         has been sworn in.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, are you giving

19         evidence?

20 MR. PHILLIPS:  I'm looking to determine whether or

21         not you are going to cross-examine this

22         witness or not.  Would you like to

23         cross-examine Heather Meechance?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I have made that very clear in my

25         emails with you.  I did not arrange this.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  This is not my arrangement,

 3         Mr. Phillips, is it?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I think you arranged this entirely

 6         and unilaterally on your own.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Please, Mr. Phillips, don't --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- would you like to --

10         Mr. Stooshinoff, would you like to --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- don't bother me until we have an

12         arrangement put in place.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, would you like to

14         cross-examine this witness right now?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  We intend to cross-examine this

16         witness in Calgary, as I've indicated in my

17         emails.  And I will be attending to Calgary

18         and will email that to you.  Now, in the

19         meantime, Mr. Phillips, I think you've

20         unilaterally created this.  You did so

21         without my knowledge or consent.  Isn't that

22         true, Mr. Phillips?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, is there anything

24         further that you would like to say?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Are you under oath, by the way,
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 1         Mr. Phillips?  You arranged this unilaterally

 2         and without my knowledge or consent.  As an

 3         officer of the court, Mr. Phillips, isn't

 4         that true?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, our email

 6         correspondence will speak for itself.  Is

 7         there anything else that you would like to

 8         say?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Yes, Mr. Phillips.  You cannot

10         unilaterally, without my knowledge, without

11         my consent, try to create and force me into

12         some sort of an arrangement that you have

13         manufactured.  I did not request this.  I'm

14         not responsible for this.  I did not consent

15         to this.  I did not request this.  This is

16         all on you, Mr. Phillips.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Have a good day.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, would you like to

20         cross-examine this witness today or tomorrow?

21                            Let the record reflect

22         that Mr. Stooshinoff just hung up.  I would

23         like to have exhibited the email

24         correspondence that was just referred to.  If

25         you will give me one moment here.
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 1                            Let the record reflect

 2         that Mr. Stooshinoff sent an email at 10:58

 3         a.m. here.  I'm just reading through the

 4         email.  I will have one moment here.  I'm

 5         replying to Mr. Stooshinoff and then we'll

 6         have the email correspondence exhibited.

 7                            As I've indicated, I have

 8         received an email from Mr. Stooshinoff and I

 9         have now replied to that email.  In the

10         cross-examination thus far there was

11         reference to either emails.  I would like

12         this marked as the next exhibit in these

13         proceedings.  And that will be Exhibit A-64.

14                            Do we have that marked as

15         Exhibit A-64?

16 COURT REPORTER:  Yes, we do.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  Thank you.  As I've indicated in my

18         email, we will wait until 11:50 for

19         Mr. Stooshinoff to either come back on the

20         video conference cross-examination or not.

21         And we will remain on the record until that

22         time.

23                EXHIBIT A-64:

24                September 24, 2020, Email Correspondence

25 MR. PHILLIPS:  Let the record reflect that it's now
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 1         11:50 and the witness, Heather Meechance,

 2         remains present, the court reporter remains

 3         present as well, as do I.  We have not heard

 4         from Mr. Stooshinoff by phone subsequent to

 5         his termination of the phone call, which is

 6         reflected on the transcript already, nor

 7         subsequent to his email of 10:58 a.m. this

 8         morning that is contained within Exhibit A-64

 9         that we have marked already.  I have sent

10         subsequent to that marking of Exhibit A-64 an

11         email to Mr. Stooshinoff, and for

12         completeness we'll have that individual email

13         marked as well.

14                            If we might, then, have

15         that single email marked as the next Exhibit

16         A-65.  It has been sent to the court

17         reporter.

18 COURT REPORTER:  Yes, I've got it.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  The Court will note that just the

20         first page of that PDF is included.  The

21         balance is the same as Exhibit A-64.

22                EXHIBIT A-65:

23                September 24, 2020, Email Correspondence

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  Thank you very much, court reporter,

25         and Heather Meechance.  That will conclude
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 1         the cross-examination for today.  Thank you.

 2 (Adjourned sine die at 11:55 a.m.)

 3

 4  CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

 5

 6

 7

 8 I, Allison Willard, CSR, Certified Court Reporter,

 9 hereby certify that the foregoing pages contain a

10 true and correct transcription of my stenograph

11 notes taken herein to the best of my knowledge,

12 skill and ability.

13

14

15

16

17                        Allison Willard, CSR

18                        CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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 1                    INDEX OF OBJECTIONS

 2

 3 ----------------------------------------------------

 4 OBJECTION DESCRIPTION                          PAGE

 5 ----------------------------------------------------

 6  Heather, could you provide me with your       10

 7  address in Calgary?

 8  Heather, do you want to come back here, or    14

 9  do you want to listen to two people argue

10  about stupid things?

11  Okay.  When do you consider yourself to       23

12  have been recovered?

13  Okay.  So then when I served you with a       26

14  direction to attend to appear in North

15  Battleford on the 14th of September, why

16  didn't you appear?

17  Why didn't you appear?                        27

18  Did somebody tell you not to come?            27

19  Okay.  Why didn't you appear?                 28

20  I understand you got it from the treatment    37

21  centre, but they weren't going to give it

22  to you until Gary intervened.  Right?

23  Okay.  Now, how did you get to Regina?        51

24  Ms. Meechance, did you fly?                   53

25  Do you live in Regina?                        53
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 1  Heather, did you drive here?                  55

 2  Heather, do you have a vehicle?               55

 3  Q  And, Heather, you were paid, weren't       60

 4  you?

 5  A  Paid for what?

 6  Q  To give this Affidavit.

 7  A  No, I wasn't paid nothing.

 8  Q  Yes, you were.

 9  Did you get anything other than cash for      61

10  your Affidavit?

11  Okay.  Nothing at all?                        61

12  Okay.  And you deny receiving any money or    63

13  anything of value for giving your

14  Affidavit?

15  Ms. Meechance, I have a few brief questions   75

16  for you here.

17  Take a look at that.                          77

18  Okay.  So in your testimony today, this was   80

19  the Affidavit you're referring to?

20  We'll have that marked as the next exhibit.   80

21  Ms. Meechance, in your testimony here         82

22  today, you refer to a separate occasion

23  with Gary Nicotine where $300 was given to

24  you.  I want to make sure that I understand

25  things correctly.  In your Affidavit, you
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 1  refer to events on February 18th.  Are

 2  these two -- what is this?

 3  Who else has ever had access in 2020, let's   85

 4  say, to that post office box?

 5  Can you give me his last name too?            85

 6

 7

 8
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 11:00 a.m.)

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  This is the resumption of the

 3         cross-examination of Heather Meechance on her

 4         Affidavit sworn May 1st, 2020, in this

 5         proceeding.  Let the record reflect that the

 6         witness is present, Heather Meechance;

 7         myself, counsel for the applicants, Nathan

 8         Phillips; and co-counsel, Marvin Phillips.

 9         We're all present.  And counsel for, well,

10         the First Nation and the Chief and council

11         respondents is not present.

12                            We'll simply remain on

13         the record waiting for them to attend at this

14         point in time.

15                            Let the record reflect

16         that I have just sent an e-mail to

17         Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden inquiring

18         where they are.  It's 11:05 a.m., five

19         minutes past the scheduled start time, and

20         they're not present.

21                            I'm going to attempt to

22         give their office a call.

23 RECORDING:  Hello.  You've reached Nicholas

24         Stooshinoff's office.  Please leave a

25         message, including the date and time, and he
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 1         will get back to you.  Thank you.

 2 AUTOMATED MACHINE RECORDING:  Start recording at the

 3         tone.  When finished, press the pound key.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  Hello, Nicholas Stooshinoff, this is

 5       Nathan Phillips, Heather Meechance, and Mervin

 6       Phillips present with the court reporter in

 7       Regina.  It's now 11:06 a.m.  We have gone on

 8       the record with the court reporter at the

 9       scheduled time at 11 a.m. this morning.

10       You're not present.

11                            We've sent you an e-mail.

12       Please immediately advise.  I will respond

13       promptly by e-mail, or you can call my office.

14       Thank you.

15                            Did you get all of that?

16 THE COURT REPORTER:  I did.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  Thank you.

18                            Let the record reflect

19         that it's now 11:11 a.m., and we've just

20         received an e-mail from Mr. Winegarden at

21         10:10 -- or 11:10 a.m., which was limited to

22         following:  (As Read)

23             We are just now arriving in Regina.  We

24             will be at the meeting place directly.

25             Darren winegarden.
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 1         That's the entirety of the e-mail.

 2 (DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

 3                            Let the record reflect

 4         that it's 11:27 a.m. now, and Mr. Stooshinoff

 5         and Mr. Winegarden are still not here.  The

 6         witness Heather Meechance has just left the

 7         room to go to the washroom.

 8                            Let the record reflect

 9         that it's now 11:35 a.m., and Mr. Stooshinoff

10         and Mr. Winegarden have just entered the room

11         finally.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  So I've joined the computer.  You

13         can turn that on.

14 (DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

15 HEATHER MEECHANCE, Affirmed,

16 Questioned by MR. STOOSHINOFF:

17 THE COURT REPORTER:  Counsel, as you all know,

18         because we are using a virtual connection,

19         everyone is going to have to be more

20         conscious than ever of not speaking over each

21         other.  If I cannot hear the end of a

22         question or the beginning of an answer, you

23         are going to have a very poor record.  If I

24         have to consistently interrupt because I

25         cannot hear or understand something that is
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 1         said, you will not have a good examination

 2         flow.  If there is an objection, I must be

 3         able to hear it and know who is objecting.

 4         If I do have to interrupt, please be patient

 5         and understand my goal is to provide you with

 6         a perfect record of these proceedings.

 7         Please move your papers and/or legal pads

 8         away from your phone or microphone so there

 9         is no ambient noise.

10                            From time to time, we've

11         noticed the audio can be affected, and if so,

12         we may need to stop the proceedings and wait

13         a moment for the audio to improve or by

14         reconnecting.

15                            Would the witness,

16         please, identify herself and spell your first

17         and last name?

18 THE WITNESS:  Heather Meechance, H-E-A-T-H-E-R

19         M-E-E-C-H-A-N-C-E.

20 THE COURT REPORTER:  Our witness today is Heather

21         Meechance.  If there are any questions about

22         the witness' identity, would counsel please

23         advise on the record now?

24                            Hearing no objection,

25         counsel, please proceed.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  For the record, it's 11:40 a.m. now.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Thank you very much.

 3 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 4    Q.   Good morning, Ms. Meechance.  May I address

 5         you as Heather?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   Heather, can you tell us what is your current

 8         age?

 9    A.   I just turned 40.

10    Q.   Okay.  And where were you born?

11    A.   St. Albert, Alberta.

12    Q.   Okay.  And you are, as I understand it, a

13         member of Red Pheasant First Nation?

14    A.   Yes, I am.

15    Q.   And where are you currently residing?

16    A.   I live in Calgary, Alberta.

17 (DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

18 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

19    Q.   Heather, could you provide me with your

20         address in Calgary?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  I object on the basis of relevancy.

22               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

23               Heather, could you provide me with your

24               address in Calgary?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Well, it's an unfounded objection.
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 1         You're not her lawyer, Nathan.  Please don't

 2         make us go through all of this.  You know we

 3         went through an extraordinarily difficult

 4         process in trying to serve your client.  If

 5         we have to serve this witness in the future,

 6         we don't want to have any issues with regard

 7         to being able to serve it.  I'm sure you

 8         understand that.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  She's nodding her head.  For the

11         record, she's nodding that she understands

12         that.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

14         objection.  Please move on.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  No.  That's not acceptable,

16         Nathan.  So if you're going to continue to

17         interfere, you'd better tell me now, and then

18         we'll just adjourn this.

19 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

20    Q.   Do you want to come back here?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have --

22 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

23    Q.   Because --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- the objection on relevancy.

25         Please --
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   Because --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- move on to your cross-examination.

 4 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 5    Q.   -- I have to have these questions answered.

 6         And if we can't get cooperation from this

 7         gentleman, then we have to get a court order.

 8         So, Heather, do you want to come back again?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

10         objection.  Please move on to your questions.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, you have not

12         assisted us in affecting service of process

13         on this affiant.  Heather is well aware that,

14         throughout this process, we may need to serve

15         her or get in contact with her for the

16         service of process.  Nobody's going to abuse

17         that address.  She was personally served with

18         the direction to attend, so she's well aware

19         of that.

20 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

21    Q.   So, Heather, would you just give us your

22         address so that if we have to serve documents

23         on you in the future, we can find you easily?

24         Okay?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the
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 1         objection.  I note for the record that you

 2         personally served this witness in Calgary,

 3         so, obviously, you already know where she

 4         resides.  It's also not relevant to any issue

 5         in dispute in this action.  Please move on.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Well, Mr. Phillips, will you give

 7         your personal undertaking to accept service

 8         on behalf of this witness?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Will you?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- please move on.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Will you?  Will you?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Will you --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- please conduct --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- give your personal --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- your cross-examination in a

18         respectful manner.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Wow.  Please don't start with

20         that, Mr. Phillips.

21                            Will you accept service

22         on behalf of this affiant?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, please conduct your

24         cross-examination, and please do so --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Will you --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- in a respectful manner.  And

 2         please don't interrupt me.  The court

 3         reporter has expressly --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It's not --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- indicated today --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- your cross.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- that she requires that the counsel

 8         not interrupt each other or the witness.  You

 9         heard that from the court reporter.  Correct,

10         sir?

11 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

12    Q.   Heather, do you want to come back here, or do

13         you want to listen to two people argue about

14         stupid things?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, I object.  That's

16         not an appropriate statement nor question --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It is.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- to put to the witness.

19               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

20               Heather, do you want to come back here,

21               or do you want to listen to two people

22               argue about stupid things?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It is.  It is, Mr. Phillips, as

24         you know.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:  As you know, we were prepared to
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 1         start yesterday.  This is the resumption of

 2         the cross-examination --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Okay.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- that was commenced yesterday.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  All right.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  Please move on with your

 7         cross-examination --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Let's just --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- Mr. Stooshinoff.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- put this at an end.  We'll go

11         to court and get a ruling.

12 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

13    Q.   And then, Heather, you'll have to come on

14         back here.  Okay?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

16 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

17    Q.   You have the option of saying to this

18         gentleman beside you, who is not your

19         lawyer -- you can tell him to leave the room

20         or to stop interfering, and you and I can

21         finish our discussion and get this over with.

22                            If you don't want to do

23         that, then we're looking at adjourning this

24         thing until we get it resolved --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   It's up to you.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, please move on with

 4         your cross-examination.  The witness is here.

 5         The witness has been here for some time.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  We will take this up with the

 7         Court, Mr. Phillips.

 8 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 9    Q.   You're going to have to come back.  Okay?

10                            So, Heather, what is your

11         occupation?

12    A.   I'm a stay-at-home mom right now.

13    Q.   Okay.  Have you had any occupation?

14    A.   Yes, I have.

15    Q.   And what was it when you worked?

16    A.   I was a chamber maid in PTI.

17    Q.   What's that?

18    A.   It's a big industry in Edmonton.

19    Q.   In Edmonton?

20    A.   It's called PTI.

21    Q.   Okay.  When was the last time you worked?

22    A.   Like, ten years ago.

23    Q.   Okay.  Can you share with me what it is that

24         you do for money?

25    A.   I'm on social assistance.
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 1    Q.   Okay.  And do you receive anything from

 2         Red Pheasant?

 3    A.   No, I don't.  Just BATC.  Well, that was

 4         then.  BATC.  I can't say their name now.

 5         BATC organisation.  I believe they -- they're

 6         part of an organisation that helps you get

 7         into programming jobs, school, and they are

 8         people that hand out assistance.

 9    Q.   All right.  So living in Calgary, are you

10         receiving social assistance from the province

11         of Alberta or from --

12    A.   Yes, I am.

13    Q.   -- Red Pheasant?  Okay.

14                            All right.  Now, are you

15         able to read and write English?

16    A.   Yes, I am.

17    Q.   Okay.  How far did you get in school?

18    A.   Grade 10.

19    Q.   And was that on Red Pheasant?

20    A.   No.  Norquest College.

21    Q.   Okay.  Was that upgrading?

22    A.   Yes, it was.

23    Q.   Okay.  And as I note in your Affidavit, you

24         say that you were residing on Red Pheasant.

25         Is that right?
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 1    A.   I wasn't residing there.  I haven't lived in

 2         Red Pheasant for two months now.

 3    Q.   Two months.  So that is the month of August

 4         and September?

 5    A.   July.

 6    Q.   July?

 7    A.   End of July.

 8    Q.   Okay.

 9    A.   So might as well say August.  August and

10         September, yes.

11    Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Now, you have voted on

12         band elections in the past, have you?

13    A.   Yes, I have.

14    Q.   All right.  So you're very familiar with the

15         way that works, are you?

16    A.   Yes, I'm familiar on how everything works.

17    Q.   Okay.  Now, Heather, you have -- is it three

18         children?

19    A.   Yes, I do.

20    Q.   Okay.  And what are their ages?

21    A.   11, nine, and eight.

22    Q.   All right.  And are they living with you?

23    A.   Yes, they do.

24    Q.   And so they're living in Calgary with you?

25    A.   Yes, they do live with me in Calgary.
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 1    Q.   Okay.  And as I understand it, you have not

 2         hired Mr. Phillips to be your lawyer, have

 3         you?

 4    A.   Mr. Phillips is a lawyer, but he's

 5         representing the Affidavits.

 6    Q.   You mean the applicants?

 7    A.   Yeah, I don't -- yeah.  Sorry.

 8    Q.   That's okay.

 9    A.   The applicants.

10    Q.   Yeah, no problem.  So you're not paying him?

11    A.   No, I ain't.

12    Q.   Okay.  Now, you also know Gary Nicotine?

13    A.   Yes, I do.

14    Q.   And, well, you know all of the Chief and

15         council?

16    A.   Yes, I do.

17    Q.   All right.  And as I understand it, Gary

18         Nicotine has provided assistance and support

19         for you throughout virtually all of your

20         life.  Is that right?

21    A.   No, he hasn't.  He's been a part of my life,

22         but he hasn't.  He's just been there.

23    Q.   He's just been there?

24    A.   Just a person I see, say hello, how are you

25         doing, you know.
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 1    Q.   Did he have custody of your children during a

 2         period of time?

 3    A.   Yes, for two months.

 4    Q.   Two months.  It wasn't longer?

 5    A.   No.  No.  It was only two months.

 6    Q.   Okay.  You lost your children?

 7    A.   They got apprehended.  I didn't lose them.

 8    Q.   Okay.  They were apprehended, because they

 9         were at risk?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, what time period are

11         you referring to here?  Because, otherwise,

12         I'm going to have an objection on the basis

13         of relevancy.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Yeah.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff?

16 THE WITNESS:  What does my -- my past life have to

17         do with this, like, buying ballots and stuff?

18         Like, that doesn't have any part of my life.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, like I said, can

20         you, please, clarify the timeframe?

21 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

22    Q.   So at any time before the last election, had

23         Gary Nicotine had custody of your children in

24         his home?

25    A.   This past -- well, this is a new, well,
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 1         whatever, election --

 2    Q.   Yeah.

 3    A.   -- or whatever.  Yes, he had them for two

 4         months.

 5    Q.   Yeah.  I understand you say that.  And they

 6         were apprehended, because the department or

 7         the Kanaweyimik and Child Family Services

 8         agency determined that they were at risk?

 9    A.   They got apprehended over domestic violence

10         of my -- my boyfriend.  That's why.

11    Q.   Okay.

12    A.   It wasn't over alcohol or drugs.

13    Q.   All right.  And do you have an alcohol

14         problem?

15    A.   What does my alcohol -- like, me drinking or

16         anything have to do with this?

17    Q.   I'm just --

18    A.   I'm just asking.

19    Q.   Yeah.  Okay.  No, I'm asking, because we say

20         that you do have an addiction to

21         methamphetamine, cocaine, and alcohol.

22    A.   I don't do meth.  I don't.  I did it before

23         my -- I'm recovered, so I don't know what

24         this all -- like, my lifestyle has to do

25         with, like, Chief and council.
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 1    Q.   M-hm.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, are you challenging

 3         this witness's current state of mind?  Or

 4         what is it -- like, alcohol today?  Or what

 5         is it that you're doing?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  We're all getting to it.

 7 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 8    Q.   So during the period of time that Gary

 9         Nicotine had the custody of your children,

10         were you consuming cocaine and alcohol?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  You want to clarify the timeframe,

12         Mr. Stooshinoff?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Before.  I asked her.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  I asked you that before.  Yeah,

15         clarify it a little bit more, because her

16         entire life --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  October --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- is a long period of time.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  October 2018 through to the spring

20         of 2019.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  So we're talking spring of 2019, a

22         year before the election in question,

23         Mr. Stooshinoff?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Yes.

25 THE WITNESS:  Well, what does that have to do with,
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 1         like, the elections?  I don't have to answer

 2         that.  Sorry.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, I fail to see the

 4         relevancy of these questions here.

 5 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 6    Q.   Are you --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  You're talking --

 8 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 9    Q.   Are you refusing --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- about one year prior --

11 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

12    Q.   -- to answer the question?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- to the election in question.

14 THE WITNESS:  I told you, yeah, a long time ago,

15         yeah, I had a problem.  I'm recovered.  Like,

16         what does my past addictions have to do with

17         these people?

18 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

19    Q.   Okay.  When do you consider yourself to have

20         been recovered?

21    A.   I got out of treatment -- why do I have to

22         answer this?  Excuse me.  No.  I'm not going

23         to answer that.  Sorry.

24               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

25               Okay.  When do you consider yourself to
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 1               have been recovered?

 2 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 3    Q.   All right.  So, Heather, the information I

 4         have -- and I'm instructed by people that

 5         know -- that the reason you left Red Pheasant

 6         First Nation is because you owe drug debts --

 7    A.   No, I don't.  I don't owe drug debts.

 8    Q.   -- you owed drug debts to dealers on the

 9         reserve, and --

10    A.   No, I don't.  No.

11    Q.   -- that's why you left.

12    A.   I don't want to answer this.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  You've already answered the question.

14         You've said that you don't.  Mr. Stooshinoff

15         is now re-asking the same question.

16 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

17    Q.   So is that true or not?

18    A.   No, it's not true.  I don't owe any drug

19         dealers.

20    Q.   Okay.

21    A.   You should be talking to them about owing

22         drug dealers.

23    Q.   And is it not true that that was the reason

24         you're afraid to go back to North Battleford?

25    A.   No, I can go back any time I want.  I'm not
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 1         scared to go back there.

 2    Q.   Okay.

 3    A.   I left for reasons.

 4    Q.   And those reasons were?

 5    A.   Why do I have to tell you the reasons why I

 6         left?

 7    Q.   Well --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 9 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

10    Q.   -- it's relevant, and they have --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  This is not relevant, and I object.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- issues that we are trying to

13         determine --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- as to --

16 THE WITNESS:  No, I could go home right now, if I

17         want.

18 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

19    Q.   Okay.

20    A.   I have no problem of going back to that

21         reserve.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Okay.  So then when I served

23         you --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, this is not --

25
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   When I served you --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- relevant, and I object.

 4 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 5    Q.   -- with a direction to attend to appear in

 6         North Battleford on the 14th of September,

 7         why didn't you appear?

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, I object on the

 9         basis of relevancy.

10               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

11               Okay.  So then when I served you with a

12               direction to attend to appear in North

13               Battleford on the 14th of September,

14               why didn't you appear?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  (Indiscernible).

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  You're misleading this witness.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  (Indiscernible).

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  You're misstating the content of her

19         direction to attend.

20 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

21    Q.   Why didn't you appear?

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have our

23         objection.  Move on to your next question.

24         The record will reflect what your direction

25         to attend actually says.
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 1               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 2               Why didn't you appear?

 3 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 4    Q.   Why didn't you appear?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, we object.  Please

 6         move on.

 7 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 8    Q.   Why didn't you appear?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

10         objection.  It's simply not relevant.  Move

11         on.  And you're also misstating your

12         direction to attend.

13 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

14    Q.   Did somebody tell you not to come?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, it's not relevant.

16       We object.

17               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

18               Did somebody tell you not to come?

19 THE WITNESS:  I'm not answering that.  I don't have

20         to.

21 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

22    Q.   You're not answering that?

23    A.   I don't have to answer it.

24    Q.   You don't have to answer it.  Okay.

25                            So you didn't appear.
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 1         You know that.

 2    A.   Yeah.

 3    Q.   Okay.  Why didn't you appear?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, not relevant.

 5               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 6               Okay.  Why didn't you appear?

 7 THE WITNESS:  I do not --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  Your direction to attend -- we

 9         discussed this by e-mail -- identified an

10         inappropriate location.  You have the rules.

11         You have our prior e-mails indicating that

12         this witness was entitled to be

13         cross-examined in Calgary.

14 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

15    Q.   Did you --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  You gave her $100, Mr. Stooshinoff,

17         to travel from Calgary to North Battleford,

18         and you directly contravened the June 5th --

19 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

20    Q.   Did --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- direction of the Court.

22 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

23    Q.   Did somebody tell you --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

25
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   -- not to attend there?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 4 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 5    Q.   You must have --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  You've already had our objection.

 7 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- talked to someone.  Right?

 8 THE COURT REPORTER:  Sorry.  Guys.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

10 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

11    Q.   (Indiscernible) --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:  (Indiscernible).

13 THE COURT REPORTER:  Guys.  Sorry.  Stop.  I

14         can't --

15 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

16    Q.   (Indiscernible) --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  The court --

18 THE COURT REPORTER:  -- do both.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- reporter expressly asked that you

20         do not interrupt counsel, because an

21         objection needs to be --

22 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

23    Q.   (Indiscernible) --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- heard in full --

25
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   -- (indiscernible) --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- to be transcribed.

 4         Mr. Stooshinoff, can we, please, agree to

 5         have a respectful cross-examination conducted

 6         today?

 7 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 8    Q.   Heather, who did you talk to about your

 9         attendance --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. --

11 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

12    Q.   -- for questioning?

13    A.   I don't have to answer that.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff.

15 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

16    Q.   Well, it's just a question.  You must have

17         talked to somebody.  I'm just asking who that

18         person was.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, are you asking

20         about --

21 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

22    Q.   Irregardless --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- her attendance today?

24 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

25    Q.   Irregardless --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, are you asking about

 2         the attendance today?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, would you kindly

 4         stop meddling and being obstructionist and

 5         interfering with the cross-examination of a

 6         person who is not your client?  This is a

 7         witness, a witness who is entitled to her own

 8         independent legal counsel.

 9                            You are in a conflict,

10         because you are advocating on behalf of the

11         applicants and not in the interest of this

12         individual, because we are going to be

13         bringing an application to have her come back

14         for further cross-examination based on your

15         wrongful and improper interference.  Okay?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  Are you done, Mr. Stooshinoff?

17 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

18    Q.   So --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  Are you done?

20 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

21    Q.   -- Heather --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  May I, please, speak now?  May I,

23         please, speak, Mr. Stooshinoff, or will I be

24         interrupted again?

25                            Let the record reflect
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 1         that Mr. Stooshinoff now is walking around

 2         the room and has just waived me off in a

 3         disrespectful manner.

 4                            Mr. Stooshinoff, you will

 5         recall that the prothonotary at the first

 6         case management conference that was convened

 7         indicated that before a motion is brought, it

 8         must be discussed at a case management

 9         conference.

10                            I'll note that, for the

11         record, again now you've threatened to bring

12         and you've identified your intention to bring

13         a motion.  Mr. Stooshinoff, please comply

14         with the ground rules established by the

15         prothonotary.  Please comply with the rules.

16         Please comply with the directions of the

17         Court.  I don't think that's too much to ask.

18                            Let the record reflect

19         that Mr. Stooshinoff is now off in the room

20         looking through his notes.

21                            Can we, please, move on

22         with the cross-examination?

23                            Let the record reflect it

24         is now 12:01 p.m.  We've been here since 11

25         a.m. waiting for the cross-examination.  Can
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 1         we, please, move on with it, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 2         Because this witness has to have other things

 3         to do.

 4                            Let the record reflect

 5         that Mr. Stooshinoff is now sitting at his

 6         table simply staring at the witness.

 7 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 8    Q.   Are you ready to proceed, ma'am?

 9    A.   I didn't say I was stopping.  You're the one

10         being -- I don't know.  I'm the one that --

11         we can go through this another time.  Sorry.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:  No, no.

13 THE WITNESS:  No, I can't --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  Have a seat.  Sit.

15 THE WITNESS:  -- deal with him.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  It's fine.

17 THE WITNESS:  I want to go to the bathroom.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  We can take a break for a few

19         minutes, if you want.  Do you want to go to

20         the washroom?

21 THE WITNESS:  Washroom, and I want to have a smoke.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  Okay.  That's fine.  Just

23         Mr. Stooshinoff hasn't advised you, but you

24         can't discuss your evidence of the case with

25         anybody else --
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 1 THE WITNESS:  I didn't --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- while we're on a break.

 3 THE WITNESS:  I didn't discuss this case with no

 4         one.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:  That's fine.  I was just letting you

 6         know.

 7 THE WITNESS:  Yeah.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  We'll take a few minutes for a break,

 9         Mr. Stooshinoff?

10                            Let the record reflect

11         that now Mr. Stooshinoff is staring at me.

12                            Can I get a response?  Or

13         are you going to remain non vocal?

14                            Let the record reflect

15         that Mr. Stooshinoff is persisting at staring

16         at me.

17                            Can I, please, get a

18         response, Mr. Stooshinoff?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, will you stop the

20         interminable improper interference with my

21         efforts to cross-examine this witness?

22 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  This is a (indiscernible).

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Can I have a yes or a no?

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

25 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  (Indiscernible) break for this
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 1         witness.  Can you accommodate that, sir?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I'd like to get on the record, if

 3         Mr. Phillips would stop?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I never oppose to a break for a

 6         witness.  I never oppose to a break.

 7 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  Okay.  Heather, go to the

 8         washroom.

 9 (ADJOURNMENT)

10 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

11    Q.   Heather, during the period of time that the

12         children were with Gary between October and

13         April of 2019, did you undergo drug

14         treatment?

15    A.   Yes, I did.

16    Q.   All right.  Did Gary assist you in getting to

17         those drug treatment programs?

18    A.   No, he didn't.  Kanaweyimik assisted me.

19    Q.   Okay.  And how did they assist you?

20    A.   They're the ones that got me into treatment.

21    Q.   I understand that, but you had to go to

22         meetings.  Right?

23    A.   I was in a treatment centre.  How do I go to

24         meetings when I'm there?

25    Q.   And you also went to Alcoholics Anonymous
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 1         meetings?

 2    A.   I went to a couple of them.

 3    Q.   Yeah.  And did Gary take you there?

 4    A.   Gary didn't take me anywhere.  He didn't do

 5         nothing for me besides approach me and ask me

 6         to take my kids out of care.

 7    Q.   Did he help you obtain the rehabilitation

 8         certificate?

 9    A.   No, he didn't.  His name is not on that

10         certificate.  He's not a counsellor or, like,

11         a life coach or anything like that.  I got it

12         from the treatment centre.

13    Q.   I understand you got it from the treatment

14         centre, but they weren't going to give it to

15         you until Gary intervened.  Right?

16    A.   Never -- they gave me my -- my ticket.  He --

17         he didn't have to be there.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

19 THE WITNESS:  He wasn't holding my hand.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

21 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

22    Q.   But didn't he --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  You've gone down a hole here that's

24         completely irrelevant.  I fail to

25         understand --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  What do you mean?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- the relevancy here.  So I've given

 3         you a little bit of leeway, but I'm objecting

 4         on the basis of relevancy here.

 5               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 6               I understand you got it from the

 7               treatment centre, but they weren't

 8               going to give it to you until Gary

 9               intervened.  Right?

10 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

11    Q.   He did intervene, though, didn't he, Heather?

12    A.   He came there, yes, to pick me up.

13    Q.   All right.

14    A.   When he came to -- from -- get my -- deliver

15         my kids to me, yes, he was there, but he

16         didn't intervene in anything.

17    Q.   I see.  All right.  And are you a supporter

18         of Gary's?

19    A.   Gary --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

21 THE WITNESS:  -- is just a person.

22 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

23    Q.   Okay.  So he's not a person -- let me put it

24         this way.  Would he have any reason to

25         believe you would vote or support him in
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 1         election time?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, how can this witness

 3         speak to the frame of mind of your --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Well, no, it's if she told him she

 5         would support him.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  Well, ask the correct question, and

 7         you'll get an appropriate response.

 8 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 9    Q.   Did you tell Gary you were supporting him?

10    A.   My family told him that, not me.

11    Q.   Okay.  So you never said that you were going

12         to support him or vote for him in the

13         election?

14    A.   I didn't say that; my family said that.

15    Q.   I know, but I'm wondering what you told him.

16    A.   I didn't tell him nothing.  He'd come visit

17         my kids, drop off food.  What am -- I didn't

18         say nothing to him about supporting him.  My

19         family told him that.

20    Q.   Okay.  And you've never said to him, I'm

21         going to support you in this election?

22    A.   No, I haven't.

23    Q.   Okay.  And on reviewing your Affidavit, you

24         didn't enter into an agreement for Gary to

25         buy your vote?
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 1    A.   I sold it to him for my kids so they'd have

 2         groceries.

 3    Q.   Sold it to him for your kids.  Okay.

 4    A.   He helped me apply for that -- that -- that

 5         ballot.

 6    Q.   The ballot for assistance?

 7    A.   No, the ballot.  Not assistance.  There was

 8         no assistance.  I didn't get a cheque from

 9         him.  I didn't get nothing from him.  All he

10         said --

11    Q.   You didn't get anything from him?

12 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff.

13 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

14    Q.   You got band member assistance.  Correct?

15    A.   That's not band member assistance when

16         they're buying votes.

17    Q.   Yeah, but you just said he didn't give it to

18         you.  You got --

19    A.   That's not band assistance.

20    Q.   You --

21    A.   He bought votes.

22    Q.   You got --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, please --

24 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

25    Q.   -- band member --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- stop interrupting the witness.

 2 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 3    Q.   -- assistance from --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 5 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 6    Q.   -- the band.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- can we agree that you will not

 8         interrupt the witness?

 9 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

10    Q.   Right, Heather?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff.

12 THE WITNESS:  I didn't hear you, 'cause you guys are

13         both talking, and then you keep interrupting.

14 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

15    Q.   All right.  So --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  What is your specific --

17 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

18    Q.   -- finish your answer.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- question right now,

20         Mr. Stooshinoff?

21 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

22    Q.   Finish your answer.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff.

24 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

25    Q.   Finish your answer, Heather.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, what is your

 2         specific question right now?

 3 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 4    Q.   You got band member assistance.  Right?

 5    A.   That's not band member assistance.

 6    Q.   All right.  Well, did you get $400 deposited

 7         to your account?

 8    A.   For selling Romello and Rickell's ballots.

 9    Q.   So you say.  Were you in need of assistance?

10    A.   No, I wasn't in need of assistance.  He's the

11         one that came to my house, brought -- brought

12         the kids groceries.  And then he talked to me

13         about filling out the -- that was -- whatever

14         declarations to get ballots.

15    Q.   Okay.  I've looked at your bank accounts.

16         You've attached them to your Affidavit.

17    A.   Yeah.

18    Q.   Okay.  And it looks like you're pretty much

19         in the hole the whole time until you get the

20         $400 deposit.

21    A.   He sent me 100 for filling out the papers

22         from his wife, Sally.  Yeah, okay.  Big hairy

23         deal.

24    Q.   Well, he didn't send you.

25    A.   Well, his wife did.  He phoned his wife and
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 1         told her to send it.  I was sitting right

 2         there fill out those papers, and he was

 3         telling me how to fill those papers out.

 4    Q.   So when she sent you $100, you had no money

 5         in your bank account.

 6    A.   Well, what does it have to do with if I had

 7         money or not?

 8    Q.   Because as Gary says in his Affidavit, he

 9         wanted to support your children.

10    A.   Yeah.  He comes and buy -- brings them

11         groceries.  That's, like, the whole deal I

12         got.  What does that have to do with my bank

13         statement?

14    Q.   And then when you got the $400, you

15         immediately withdraw $300.

16    A.   Yeah, and I went and bought groceries.

17    Q.   Exactly.  That's exactly what Gary says you

18         did with the money in his Affidavit.

19    A.   And that was the money they got for me when I

20         finished filling out the ballots, those

21         envelopes for Romello and Rickell.

22    Q.   Romello and Rickell were not living with you?

23    A.   No.

24    Q.   Okay.  You say in your Affidavit they were in

25         custody.
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 1    A.   No, my kids weren't in custody.

 2    Q.   Romello and Rickell?

 3    A.   Oh, you didn't -- you're not being Pacific

 4         [sic].  You're -- you -- you keep throwing my

 5         kids out there.

 6    Q.   They weren't living with you?

 7    A.   Romello and Rickell weren't living with me.

 8    Q.   Okay.  Never have?

 9    A.   They never have.

10    Q.   Yeah.  How old are they?

11    A.   I -- in their 20s.

12    Q.   Okay.  You say they were in custody.

13    A.   I didn't say they were custody.  He told me

14         they were in custody, and I'm --

15    Q.   Ahh.  Okay.  That's fair.  All right.  So

16         then have you spoken to them about this?

17    A.   Romello knows what's happening, because Gary

18         went and paid him --

19    Q.   So --

20    A.   -- off again.

21    Q.   Sorry.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  Please don't interrupt the witness.

23                            You were saying?

24 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

25    Q.   Did you --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Please don't --

 2 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 3    Q.   -- (indiscernible) again from

 4         (indiscernible) --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- interrupt the witness,

 6         Mr. Stooshinoff.  She was in the middle of a

 7         response to a question that you posed.

 8                            You may go ahead.

 9 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

10    Q.   You're shaking your head no.

11    A.   No, I'm, like, wondering.  Like, you keep

12         interrupting me.  You won't let me finish.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  You're entitled to finish your

14         response.  You were saying?  Did you speak to

15         them?

16 THE WITNESS:  No, I didn't speak to them, but he --

17 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

18    Q.   Okay.

19    A.   -- knows this.

20    Q.   Okay.  So he knows that you didn't speak to

21         them?

22    A.   I didn't tell him that I've sold their

23         ballots.

24    Q.   Okay.

25    A.   Because that was supposed to be hush hush.  I
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 1         don't know how he found out.

 2    Q.   Now, you've obviously given your Affidavit.

 3         You know that.  You've read it.

 4    A.   M-hm.

 5    Q.   Is that right?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   Okay.  Who did you give your story to first?

 8    A.   The RCMP.

 9    Q.   Okay.  When was that?

10    A.   Geez.  I think in May.

11    Q.   Okay.

12    A.   March.  End of March.  Somewhere around

13         there.

14    Q.   Okay.  And who did you talk to before going

15         to the RCMP?

16    A.   My husband.

17    Q.   Who is your husband?

18    A.   My husband.  Why does he have -- what does he

19         have to do with this?  He was sitting right

20         there even when Gary was telling me how to

21         fill those papers out.

22    Q.   Your husband was there?

23    A.   Yeah.

24    Q.   And who is that?

25    A.   His name is Mervin Harper.
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 1    Q.   Mervin Harper?

 2    A.   Yes.

 3    Q.   Okay.  And so he was there at the time that

 4         you've described, the incident on February

 5         the 9th.  Is that right?

 6    A.   February the 9th, that's when he came and --

 7         to my -- sit -- sitting at my table, and my

 8         husband was there while he was telling me how

 9         to apply for these ballots, mail-in ballots.

10         I didn't have information there like their

11         year of birth and their treaty number.

12    Q.   Okay.

13    A.   And Gary provided that to me.

14    Q.   Okay.  And so then when did you go to -- or

15         who did you first speak to before going to

16         the police?

17    A.   The police.

18    Q.   Oh, you went right there on your own?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   Okay.  Did you tell anybody else about this?

21    A.   My husband.

22    Q.   Well, I thought you said he was there.

23    A.   Well, yeah, he was there, but I was talking

24         to him about it.  He's the one that told me,

25         like, you know, that's not fair how they --
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 1         how -- how you -- how band members are

 2         getting treated.

 3    Q.   Okay.  So it was your husband's idea that you

 4         go to the police?

 5    A.   It was my idea first.  I wasn't really sure

 6         what I was doing, and I went -- I went to the

 7         police.

 8    Q.   Okay.  And then after that, who else did you

 9         talk to?

10    A.   Why does it matter who I talk to?  Everybody

11         knows what -- what went down.

12    Q.   Okay.  Who did you talk to?

13    A.   To the police.  My husband.

14    Q.   And after that?

15    A.   To just them.  What -- what -- what does it

16         have to do with who I talked to after that?

17    Q.   So you've never spoken to Mr. Phillips about

18         your Affidavit?

19 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  There was -- sorry.

20         Everybody okay?

21 THE WITNESS:  I talked to him when he -- let's see.

22         When the investigation was going on, that's

23         when I started talking to him.

24 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

25    Q.   When was that?
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 1    A.   Oh, my God.  Geez.  I don't remember what day

 2         that was.  It was in the summer sometime.

 3    Q.   In the summer?  Like July?  August?

 4    A.   Maybe July.  I don't know.

 5    Q.   Okay.  But you signed this paper before July.

 6    A.   Yeah.

 7    Q.   Okay.  And you never talked to Mr. Phillips

 8         before you signed the paper?

 9    A.   I talked to a lawyer.

10    Q.   Okay.  Who was that lawyer?

11    A.   Kelly Wuttunee.

12    Q.   Okay.  So you talked to Kelly Wuttunee.  And

13         did you give a statement to that lawyer?

14    A.   Yes, I did.

15    Q.   Okay.  Was it in writing?

16    A.   No, it was on computer.  I believe she was on

17         her computer.

18    Q.   No, I know.  But when you gave your

19         statement --

20    A.   Oh, to the cops?  Yeah, it was in writing.

21    Q.   No, no.  Sorry, ma'am.  When you gave your

22         statement to the lawyer, you were just

23         speaking to the lawyer, and the lawyer was

24         typing?

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   Is that right?

 2    A.   She was on a computer.

 3    Q.   I understand that.

 4    A.   Or a laptop, whatever you call those.

 5    Q.   Okay.  You never wrote out anything in your

 6         own handwriting?

 7    A.   What does that have to do with this?

 8    Q.   Heather, can you just answer, please?

 9    A.   No, I didn't write anything in handwriting.

10         I talked to a lawyer.  She did it right on

11         the computer.

12    Q.   All right.  And then you never did anything

13         more with that lawyer, did you?

14    A.   No.

15    Q.   Okay.  And then you got your Affidavit

16         sometime later.  Is that right?

17    A.   Through e-mail, yeah.

18    Q.   Okay.  So you got it by e-mail.  Is that

19         correct?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   Do you know when that was?

22    A.   I don't have my phone on me.  I can't give

23         you that date.  But it came in e-mail.

24    Q.   To your phone?

25    A.   Yes.
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 1    Q.   You don't have a laptop?

 2    A.   No, I don't have a laptop.  I have a phone.

 3    Q.   Okay.  So what did you do with it then?

 4    A.   It's -- I read it.  That was it.

 5    Q.   Okay.

 6    A.   What was I supposed to do with it?

 7    Q.   And then who did you go see?

 8    A.   No one.

 9    Q.   Well, you must have signed it.

10    A.   The Affidavit was signed right over -- like,

11         when she came back, like, a few days later,

12         and I signed it.  But everything came through

13         e-mail after that.

14    Q.   Okay.  So you signed it in front of that

15         person --

16    A.   Yeah.

17    Q.   -- who prepared the Affidavit?

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   Okay.  And that was Kelly Wuttunee?

20    A.   Yes.

21    Q.   And that's a lawyer?

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   Okay.  With which firm?  Or do you know?

24    A.   I don't even know.  You're asking me, and I

25         don't know.
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 1    Q.   Okay.

 2    A.   Sorry.  I can't answer that.

 3    Q.   All right.  So Mr. Phillips didn't prepare

 4         your Affidavit?

 5    A.   No, he didn't.

 6    Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And did you make any

 7         changes to your Affidavit after that?

 8    A.   No, I didn't.  I didn't talk to anybody after

 9         that.

10    Q.   Okay.  Now, how did you get to Regina?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  I object on the basis of relevancy,

12         Mr. Stooshinoff.

13               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

14               Okay.  Now, how did you get to Regina?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:  Let the record reflect that

16         Mr. Stooshinoff is laughing.

17                            Can we, please, move on

18         with a productive cross-examination?  Ask

19         your questions.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, you just had 20

21         pages of e-mail exchanges dealing with the

22         issue of your client's travel to Regina.  I'd

23         like some clarity on it, so let's ask this

24         witness for that.

25
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   How --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 4 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 5    Q.   -- did you get --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- you have the objection on the

 7         basis of relevancy.

 8 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 9    Q.   Did you --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:  Our time is short here today.  Please

11         move on to relevant questions.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Our time isn't short.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  Yes, it is.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  No.  I --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:  You showed up late.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I've got all the time in the

17         world.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  That's fine.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  So do you.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:  We object on the basis of relevancy.

21         Please move on.

22 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

23    Q.   Ms. Meechance, did you fly?

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have our

25         objection on the basis of relevancy.  Move
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 1         on.

 2               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 3               Ms. Meechance, did you fly?

 4 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 5    Q.   Did you drive?

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

 7         objection on the basis of relevancy.

 8 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 9    Q.   Do you live in Regina?

10 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

11         objection on the basis of relevancy.  Move

12         on.

13               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

14               Do you live in Regina?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It is relevant, Mr. Phillips.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, I note that there

17         have been several e-mails to you asking are

18         you going to honour your undertaking that you

19         gave to pay expenses?

20 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

21    Q.   Heather --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

23 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

24    Q.   -- can you answer my question?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have not
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 1         responded directly.  Are you going to honour

 2         your undertaking or not?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, you are an

 4         individual with a very peculiar view of

 5         matters.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  Was there a question there?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Yes.  Would you answer my

 8         question?  Will you stop interfering?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, please move on with

10         your cross-examination, because --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I have to have --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- it appears --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- an answer.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- as though you're conducting it in

15         an abusive manner now.  Please move on --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I have to have --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- to a relevant question.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I have to have an answer.  I have

19         to have an answer to this.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff.

21 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

22    Q.   Heather, did you drive here?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have our

24         objection on the basis of relevancy.

25
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 1               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 2               Heather, did you drive here?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  Let the record reflect that

 4         Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden are

 5         apparently leaving the room now.

 6 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 7    Q.   Heather, did you drive here?

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

 9         objection on the basis of relevancy.  Move on

10         to a relevant question, please.

11 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

12    Q.   Heather, do you have a vehicle?

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

14         objection.

15               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

16               Heather, do you have a vehicle?

17 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

18    Q.   Heather, please answer my questions;

19         otherwise, we're going to have to be back

20         here.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

22         objection.  Move on to a relevant question,

23         please.

24 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

25    Q.   Heather, will you answer my question?
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, you have the

 2       objection.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Well --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  Do you have relevant questions?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- let the record reflect that

 6         counsel for the respondents is embarking on a

 7         very germane and very relevant issue on a

 8         number of levels, including the issue of

 9         conduct money, and Mr. Phillips is preventing

10         me by objecting and directing the witness not

11         to answer that.  And as a result, I'm simply

12         unable to make any decision on the issue of

13         conduct money.  And, likewise, I am barred

14         from pursuing a very critical aspect of

15         cross-examination with regard to this

16         witness.

17                            I will reserve the right

18         to come back and bring an application to

19         Court for directions and to get a ruling in

20         the continuing cross-examination of this

21         witness.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  For clarity, your questions refer to

23         the current time period.

24 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

25    Q.   Heather --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Well after the election in question.

 2 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 3    Q.   Now, Heather, when you first went to the

 4         lawyer Kelly Wuttunee, do you remember when

 5         that was?

 6    A.   No, I don't.  I don't remember the day.

 7    Q.   Okay.  But you say it was a couple of days

 8         before you signed your Affidavit.  Is that

 9         right?

10    A.   Couple of days after, yes.

11    Q.   A couple of days after.  What do you mean?

12    A.   After she typed it in and got the paperwork

13         done.

14    Q.   Sure.  Okay.  So your Affidavit was sworn on

15         May the 1st.  Does that sound right?

16    A.   Around there, yeah.

17    Q.   Sometime -- April 25th to 30th?

18    A.   Around there.

19    Q.   Around there?  And at that time, you were

20         still living in --

21    A.   In Red Pheasant.

22    Q.   -- in Red Pheasant.  Okay.  And you've said

23         you were living with your husband on February

24         the 9th.  Were you living with your husband

25         on April 25th --
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   -- to May 1st?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   Okay.  You mind me asking, are you still

 5         living with him?

 6    A.   Yes, I'm still living with him.

 7    Q.   Okay.  In Calgary?

 8    A.   Yes.

 9    Q.   Okay.  Now, did someone tell you to go see

10         Kelly Wuttunee?

11    A.   No.

12    Q.   Okay.  So you went to -- is that a woman or a

13         man?

14    A.   A woman.

15    Q.   Okay.  So did you go to Kelly Wuttunee on

16         your own?

17    A.   I talk to Kelly Wuttunee a lot.  My

18         Facebook -- space -- one of my Facebook

19         friends.

20    Q.   Okay.  So you have a lot of communication on

21         Facebook posts?

22    A.   With people, yeah.

23    Q.   I'm not interested in people, just Kelly

24         Wuttunee.

25    A.   Well, I talk to her, say hello.
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 1    Q.   Okay.

 2    A.   It's a communication page.  What...

 3    Q.   Now, did you hire Kelly Wuttunee?

 4    A.   No, I didn't.

 5    Q.   So she wasn't your lawyer in this?  You're

 6         shaking your head no.

 7    A.   No, she's not my lawyer.  I just gave her my

 8         Affidavit.

 9    Q.   Okay.  Do you know who paid her?

10    A.   I don't know who paid her, but I know she was

11         doing Affidavits, so I went -- went to her.

12    Q.   Okay.  Who have you heard was paying her?

13    A.   I don't know.  I just heard that she was

14         doing Affidavits.  I don't know who was

15         paying -- was paying her.  You're asking the

16         wrong questions here, buddy.

17    Q.   So who did you hear it from that she was

18         doing Affidavits?

19    A.   A friend.

20    Q.   And who's that friend?

21    A.   I don't need to tell you my friend's name.

22    Q.   Did you --

23    A.   No, she didn't.  I don't need to tell you.

24         She's not involved in any of this.  All she

25         said was that she heard that she was doing
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 1         Affidavits, so that's where I went.

 2    Q.   And, Heather, you were paid, weren't you?

 3    A.   Paid for what?

 4    Q.   To give this Affidavit.

 5    A.   No, I wasn't paid nothing.

 6    Q.   Yes, you were.

 7    A.   No, I wasn't.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 9 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

10    Q.   You were --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- this is asked and answered.

12               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

13               Q  And, Heather, you were paid, weren't

14               you?

15               A  Paid for what?

16               Q  To give this Affidavit.

17               A  No, I wasn't paid nothing.

18               Q  Yes, you were.

19 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

20    Q.   -- (indiscernible) on the reserve.

21    A.   No, I wasn't paid.  You can believe what you

22         want on that reserve.

23    Q.   Okay.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, that question was

25         asked and answered.
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   Did you get anything other than cash for your

 3         Affidavit?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, your question was

 5         asked and answered twice now.  Move on.

 6               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 7               Did you get anything other than cash

 8               for your Affidavit?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It's not.

10 THE WITNESS:  I didn't get paid for my Affidavit.

11 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

12    Q.   Did you get anything else of value?

13    A.   No, I didn't.

14    Q.   Okay.  Nothing at all?

15    A.   Nothing --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

17 THE WITNESS:  -- at all.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- you're on the fourth or fifth or

19         sixth time now.

20               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

21               Okay.  Nothing at all?

22 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

23    Q.   And who is Charles?

24    A.   I don't know who Charles is.  You gotta give

25         me a last name there, buddy.
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 1    Q.   Charles Meechance.

 2    A.   That's my relative.

 3    Q.   Okay.  What relationship?

 4    A.   That's my mom's nephew, my late mom's nephew.

 5    Q.   Late mom's nephew.  Okay.  Are you close to

 6         Charles?

 7    A.   No, I'm not.

 8    Q.   Okay.  You have nothing?

 9    A.   I don't talk to him on -- don't have nothing.

10         We -- he's just a family member.  That's all.

11         It's not -- I don't talk to him.  I don't

12         hang out with him.  I don't go growing it up

13         with him or anything.

14    Q.   Okay.  Don't do alcohol or drugs with him?

15 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, come on.

16    A.   He doesn't do alcohol or drugs --

17 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

18    Q.   Okay.

19    A.   -- from what I know.

20    Q.   Okay.  You don't socialise with him?

21    A.   No.  I see him on Facebook, but that's about

22         it.

23    Q.   Okay.  And you deny receiving any money --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

25
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   -- or anything --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- you've asked that question --

 4 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 5    Q.   -- of value --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- like, six times now.

 7 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 8    Q.   -- for giving your Affidavit?

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  Objection on the basis that it's been

10         asked and answered.

11               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

12               Okay.  And you deny receiving any

13               money or anything of value for giving

14               your Affidavit?

15 THE WITNESS:  I got money for -- for --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  Asked --

17 THE WITNESS:  -- for filling out of ballots, not for

18         my Affidavit.  It's all about ballots.  This

19         is what it's here for is about the ballots,

20         not about my Affidavit.  I didn't get money

21         for writing an Affidavit.  I did that on my

22         own.

23 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

24    Q.   Now, you sent a Facebook post, didn't you?

25    A.   To who?
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 1    Q.   Thanking Charles for the black Dodge Journey

 2         automobile you got for doing this Affidavit.

 3    A.   No.  I got -- I bought that out of my own

 4         money from his daughter.

 5    Q.   Out of your own money?

 6    A.   Out of my own money, I bought that.

 7    Q.   And how much --

 8    A.   I can even --

 9    Q.   -- did you pay?

10    A.   I -- I can even get her to come here and say

11         I bought it off of her out my own money.  I

12         did not get nothing.

13    Q.   Please, and who was that?

14    A.   Nicole Wuttunee.

15    Q.   Okay.  And how much did you pay?

16    A.   I paid $700 for that Dodge Journey.

17    Q.   And where did you get that money?

18    A.   My kids's father.

19    Q.   Who is your kids's father?

20    A.   His name is Laverne Frey.

21    Q.   And was that deposited into your --

22    A.   No.

23    Q.   -- account?

24    A.   He came and gave me cash.

25    Q.   I see.  Does he live on Red Pheasant?
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 1    A.   No, he doesn't live in Red Pheasant.  He

 2         lives in North Battleford.

 3    Q.   Okay.  And then you know Reggie Bugler.

 4         Right?

 5    A.   Well, I know him, but I don't communicate

 6         with him.

 7    Q.   Did you communicate with him about the

 8         matters relating to the election on Red

 9         Pheasant?

10    A.   The only time I talked to Reggie was that

11         time when he was asking me about my grandson

12         while he was in care.  That's the only time I

13         ever talked to Reggie, 'cause he works with

14         an organisation with troubled children.

15    Q.   And have you spoken to Mary Linda Whitford

16         about this?

17    A.   No, I haven't.

18    Q.   And has Elsie Wuttunee provided you with any

19         money?

20    A.   No, she hasn't.

21    Q.   Okay.  But you've said on your Facebook post

22         that she has been providing you money.

23    A.   I never, ever posted anything about Elsie

24         giving me money.

25    Q.   Okay.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, let the record

 2         reflect that you've been sitting here in

 3         silence for quite a while now.  Do you have

 4         another question?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I was just enjoying the silence

 6         from you, Mr. Phillips.

 7 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 8    Q.   What was your bank account?  Was it with the

 9         Credit Union?

10    A.   You have that information in front of you.

11    Q.   Was it the Credit Union?

12    A.   Yes.

13    Q.   All right.  I noticed when I looked at your

14         balance history, you received money from

15         Breanna Wahobin.

16    A.   What about it?

17    Q.   Is that a yes?

18    A.   Her brother got an e-mail from me.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  Do you want the witness to flip to

20         the exhibit that you're at, Mr. Stooshinoff?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  No.  I'm asking her about Breanna

22         Wahobin.

23 THE WITNESS:  I don't know her personally.  I know

24         her brother Lonnie.  He's the one that got

25         her to send me the $20, because he owed me.
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 1 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

 2    Q.   He owes you money?

 3    A.   Huh?  He borrowed 20 off of me.

 4    Q.   I see.  You who have no money borrowed money

 5         from you?

 6    A.   I had money.  Why -- why are you guys worried

 7         about if I had money or not?

 8    Q.   And I see Henry Gardipy gave you money.

 9    A.   Yeah, he gave me money for smokes.

10    Q.   And then Neva Keskotagan?

11    A.   That was Lonnie again getting Clint Wuttunee

12         to transfer that money.  Everything was going

13         through Lonnie.

14    Q.   Chief Wuttunee?

15    A.   Yes.  I even got those taxes.

16    Q.   Okay.  So you were getting money from who?

17    A.   From Lonnie.  Lonnie -- well, it would be

18         from the Chief, it went to Lonnie, and then

19         it came to me.

20    Q.   Okay.  So you got $60 from Neva.  Correct?

21    A.   Yes.

22    Q.   And then you got another further 10 from

23         Neva.  Correct?  This is all before the

24         election.

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   Right?

 2    A.   It was all...

 3    Q.   Yeah.

 4    A.   ...my bank account.  My -- my sister didn't

 5         have a bank account.  That's how things were

 6         getting transferred.  She was supporting

 7         Clint.

 8    Q.   I see.  And none of this is in your

 9         Affidavit?

10    A.   Nobody asked about it.

11    Q.   Okay.  Well --

12    A.   I -- I just --

13    Q.   -- somebody felt --

14    A.   I made the Affidavit due to the ballots.

15    Q.   I see.  And I put it to you that you just

16         looked at this as an opportunity to squeeze

17         some money --

18    A.   No.  I didn't --

19    Q.   -- from --

20    A.   -- get money out of anybody.

21    Q.   Yeah.  Okay.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  Let the record reflect that we've had

23         a long period of silence again.

24                            Mr. Stooshinoff, are you

25         going to ask another question or --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Geez, Nathan, I'm just enjoying

 2         not having to listen to you.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  Can you, please, conduct yourself in

 4         a respectful manner, Mr. Stooshinoff?  You

 5         can enjoy yourself on another time.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You have --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  This witness would like to hear your

 8         next question.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You have to give a little to get a

10         little, so...

11 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

12    Q.   So I note, Heather, that you say that on

13         February the 18th, you had a conversation

14         with Gary Nicotine.  Is that right?

15    A.   About?

16    Q.   About a promised payment, you said.

17    A.   February 18th is the day I got the ballots.

18         And then he came and picked them up, him and

19         Mandy Cuthand.

20    Q.   Okay.  Was Mandy there?

21    A.   Yes, he was.  I just told you, Mandy Cuthand.

22    Q.   Did he get out of the vehicle?

23    A.   No, they were both sitting in the van.

24    Q.   Okay.  And you came out?

25    A.   Yes, I came out.
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 1    Q.   All right.  And then you got a band council

 2         assistant e-transfer?

 3    A.   That's not band council assistance.  They

 4         bought those two ballots off of me.

 5    Q.   That's what you say.

 6    A.   No.  That's --

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff.

 8 THE WITNESS:  -- what happened.

 9 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

10    Q.   Yeah.

11    A.   And I had my sister-in-law in the house and I

12         had my nephew in the house watching me from

13         the window what I was doing.

14    Q.   Okay.  And neither of them are here and

15         provided Affidavits.

16    A.   Because they're -- why -- why -- why would

17         they want to provide Affidavits?

18    Q.   Sure.  Okay.  Well --

19    A.   They're not --

20    Q.   -- I understand --

21    A.   -- the ones that sold those ballots.

22    Q.   You kept all of the money?

23    A.   Went to groceries.

24    Q.   Okay.

25    A.   I -- No Frills has $300.
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 1    Q.   Okay.

 2    A.   The -- the Red Pheasant band has the 100 for

 3         junk food and cigarettes.

 4    Q.   All right.  And you did use the money for

 5         food, as you say?

 6    A.   Yes, I did.

 7    Q.   Okay.  And you know that's what Gary told

 8         the --

 9    A.   'Cause it -- when I sold my ballot, he drove

10         me right to the -- to the No Frills.  He took

11         me to -- when he -- after he was arguing with

12         that Ahenakew guy on the phone, he didn't

13         want to send money.  So Gary went and

14         borrowed money at Money Mart, gave me the

15         300, and took me right to No Frills and drove

16         me right home.  Went all to groceries.

17    Q.   Okay.  So you heard Gary arguing with

18         Mr. Ahenakew?

19    A.   Yes.

20    Q.   To get you money?

21    A.   They were gonna -- he was getting mad about

22         money, anyways.  I don't care.  It's -- it's

23         all -- I -- I have documents here.  I know

24         what I'm doing.  I know what I'm saying.

25    Q.   All right.
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 1    A.   I'm not stupid.

 2    Q.   I didn't say that.

 3    A.   Don't throw words in my mouth or try say

 4         stuff to me that, like, is different, please.

 5    Q.   Okay.  So --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  What is your next question,

 7         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I'm just following up on this.

 9 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

10    Q.   So then Gary drove you and used his own cash

11         to give you the 300?

12    A.   He went into Money Mart.

13    Q.   Okay.

14    A.   He must have borrowed money or whatever, came

15         out with 300, put it in my hand --

16    Q.   Yeah.

17    A.   -- and drove me right to No Frills.  I went

18         shopping.  I came out with all my groceries,

19         and I -- he drove me right home with my

20         groceries.

21    Q.   Very good.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  All right.  I'm going to have a

23         short break just so we can discuss this

24         matter.

25 (ADJOURNMENT)
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  All right.  Heather, thank you for

 2       coming today to answer my questions.

 3                            I'm going to just adjourn

 4       this cross-examination pursuant to an

 5       objection under Rule 96 of the Federal Court

 6       rules, and we'll see what a Court determines.

 7       And then we may or may not come back here.

 8       Okay?  You understand that?  Yes?

 9 THE WITNESS:  Yes, I do.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Okay.  Thank you, Heather.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, do you have any

12         further questions for this witness?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I have --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  Because if not, I'm going to conduct

15         a re-examination now.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You can't.  I haven't finished.  I

17       haven't gotten a ruling.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I intend to further a cross.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, I am going to

21         conduct a re-examination now.  You can't

22         simply get up and walk out of the door --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Well, I think you can --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- and decide --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- because I need to get
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 1         directions on the objections.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  Which specific objections are you

 3         referring to here, sir?  I'm going to conduct

 4         my re-examination now, if you do not have any

 5         further questions, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I believe you're done.  This

 7         cross-examination is just being adjourned.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, both parties must

 9         agree to go --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  (Indiscernible) --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- off the record.  I am going to

12         conduct me re-examination now, if you do not

13         have any further questions.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I'm not refusing anything.  You're

15         the one objecting.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  All right.  Well, I'll conduct a

17         brief re-examination here.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  No, you won't.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  Yes, we will.

20 MR. PHILLIPS QUESTIONS THE WITNESS:

21 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

22    Q.   Ms. Meechance --

23    A.   Yes.

24    Q.   -- I have a few brief questions for you here.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Objection.
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 1               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 2               Ms. Meechance, I have a few brief

 3               questions for you here.

 4 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

 5    Q.   Ms. Meechance, in your testimony today, you

 6         refer to attending before Kelly Wuttunee, who

 7         is another lawyer?

 8    A.   Yes.

 9    Q.   And so there was reference to doing a

10         statement with her on the computer?

11    A.   Yes.

12    Q.   Okay.  Well, I think my friend,

13         Mr. Stooshinoff, may have been confused as to

14         which statement it is that you were referring

15         to in your testimony.  Before you right now,

16         you have your Affidavit sworn May 1st, 2020.

17         Correct?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   Well, there's also another Affidavit that you

20         swore.  Correct?

21    A.   Yes.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, what are you doing?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  I'm conducting the re-examination.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You're putting a document before

25         this witness, a document that has not been
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 1         disclosed to me.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  Did you ask for a copy?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I didn't know of its existence.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  You did not notify it in your

 5         direction to attend.  As an officer of the

 6         court --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I was not aware of it.  You never

 8         disclosed it.  The witness never talked about

 9         it.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:  She just did today.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  She never --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:  She referred to attending before

13         Kelly Wuttunee.  Now, please don't interrupt

14         my re-examination.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  This is --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:  If you have some further questions --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- completely out of order.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  If you have further questions --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You are out of order.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- Mr. Stooshinoff, you can ask them.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  This is an introduction of --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- new evidence that --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- do not --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- was never --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- interrupt me.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- previously disclosed.

 3         Mr. Phillips, you are completely --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  Do not --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- out of line.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- interrupt.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  This is a continuation of your

 8         consistent obstructionist manner, your

 9         complete disregard for the rules --

10 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

11    Q.   Take a look at that.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- of fairness.  You can't put

13         this witness to this document under my

14         cross-examination.

15               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

16               Take a look at that.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  You've concluded --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You can't.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- your cross-examination.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It isn't concluded.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  We are conducting a re-examination --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You can't.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- now.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It won't make --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:  You don't --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- any difference.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- have any further -- do you have

 3         further questions for your cross-examination?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I do, but you --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:  Then ask --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- (indiscernible).

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- them, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You are interfering with this.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:  Please do not point at me,

10         Mr. Stooshinoff.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  This is --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:  It is very disrespectful.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- out of order.  If you had --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  It is very disrespectful --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- this document, you should

16         have --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- to point at --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- produced it.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- another lawyer, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You should have produced it

21         earlier.

22 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

23    Q.   Ms. Meechance, can you, please, tell me what

24         this document is?

25    A.   It's an Affidavit.
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 1    Q.   And so there's, I believe, two different

 2         Affidavits here that you have in front of

 3         you.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Please stop --

 5 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

 6    Q.   You refer to --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- giving evidence, Mr. Phillips.

 8 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

 9    Q.   -- Kelly.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Please stop giving evidence,

11         Mr. Phillips.  We're going to have to cross

12         you, my friend.

13 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

14    Q.   Who prepared this Affidavit?

15    A.   Kelly did.

16    Q.   Okay.  So in your testimony today, this was

17         the Affidavit you're referring to?

18    A.   That's the -- yes --

19    Q.   Okay.

20    A.   -- is what I'm referring to.

21    Q.   Very good.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:  Would you like a copy,

23         Mr. Stooshinoff?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You are out of order, my friend.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:  If you don't want a copy, you can --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I am objecting.

 2               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 3               Okay.  So in your testimony today, this

 4               was the Affidavit you're referring to?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- simply do the professionally

 6         courteous matter --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I was --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- and say no.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- objecting to this as highly

10         improper.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  We'll have that marked as the next

12         exhibit.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Objection.  You can't mark it on

14         my cross.

15               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

16               We'll have that marked as the next

17               exhibit.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:  It's re-examination.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It's not re-examination.  You're

20         attempting to introduce new evidence.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  We have marked these electronically

22         in the past.  I will --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Don't mark it.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- mark --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It's under protest.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  I will have this marked as

 2         Exhibit A-66.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  This is not acceptable.  Highly

 4         improper.  This is the sort of practice that

 5         we've come to expect from you, Mr. Phillips,

 6         and it's completely out of order.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  For the record, this is the Affidavit

 8         of Heather Meechance -- Heather Riba Becky

 9         Kelly Meechance -- as sworn at March 18th,

10         2020.  Do we have that marked?  I will send

11         the electronic copy.

12 THE COURT REPORTER:  Frankly, I have no clue what

13         procedure is.  I'm going to be taking a copy,

14         if you can e-mail that to me.  I believe you

15         have my e-mail.  I will be asking Elaine what

16         to do with this and let her decide.  I'm not

17         in the fight.

18 (DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

19 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

20    Q.   Ms. Meechance --

21    A.   Yes.

22    Q.   -- in your testimony here today, you refer to

23         a separate occasion with Gary Nicotine where

24         $300 was given to you.  I want to make sure

25         that I understand things correctly.  In your
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 1         Affidavit, you refer to events on

 2         February 18th.  Are these two -- what is

 3         this?

 4    A.   What event are you talking about?  The buying

 5         ballot?  Like, filling out for the ballots to

 6         get mailed to my address?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, this is not a new

 8         matter.  This is not a proper redirect.  This

 9         is part of her evidence in chief.

10               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

11               Ms. Meechance, in your testimony here

12               today, you refer to a separate occasion

13               with Gary Nicotine where $300 was given

14               to you.  I want to make sure that I

15               understand things correctly.  In your

16               Affidavit, you refer to events on

17               February 18th.  Are these two -- what

18               is this?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You're asking --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- I am attempting --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- this witness --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- to clarify the matter.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  No, you're not.  You're not

25         entitled to.  It's her evidence in chief.  My
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 1         (indiscernible) --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't

 3         interrupt.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  It's not a new matter.

 5 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  Make your objection, and let's

 6         continue on.

 7 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

 8    Q.   Ms. Meechance, you've referred to a separate

 9         incident, I believe, with Gary and --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Not a separate incident.  She

11         never said it was a separate incident.  You

12         did.

13 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

14    Q.   Please tell me --

15    A.   They're both separate incidents with Rickell

16         and Romello's ballot and with my ballot.

17         There -- those all -- those are all different

18         events.

19    Q.   Okay.  I see.  So there's --

20    A.   Three ballots:  Romello and Rickell's ballot,

21         the ones he got me to apply for it.

22    Q.   And so when was that?

23    A.   February 9th, 8th, that date when he got me

24         to apply for them and send them to my

25         mailbox.
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 1    Q.   Yes.

 2    A.   And then I applied for mine another -- I

 3         think a week or two after, and then I got it

 4         sent to mine.  And that's when we went to

 5         town again.  I went with him this time to go

 6         and buy groceries.

 7    Q.   Okay.  So this $400 is different than the

 8         300?

 9    A.   Yeah, that --

10    Q.   Okay.

11    A.   -- 400 is different than the 3.

12    Q.   I just wanted some clarity in that respect.

13         And right now, you just referred to your

14         mailing box?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   Okay.

17    A.   PO Box 446, Cando, Sask, S0K 0V0.  The phone

18         number I used was 317-9702 on Romello and

19         Rickell's ballots.

20    Q.   Who else has ever had access in 2020, let's

21         say, to that post office box?

22    A.   Nobody.  That's my -- my mailbox, and I'm the

23         only one with the keys.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Let the record reflect that those

25         were not issues raised in cross-examination,
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 1         and therefore, Mr. Phillips, you're not

 2         entitled to raise those in redirect.

 3               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

 4               Who else has ever had access in 2020,

 5               let's say, to that post office box?

 6 BY MR. PHILLIPS:

 7    Q.   During the cross-examination that was

 8         conducted of yourself, there was the response

 9         that you gave to a question that he told me

10         they were in custody.  And I think that was a

11         reference to Rickell and Romello -- Rickell

12         Frenchman and Romello Meechance?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   So when you said he told me they were in

15         custody, who was the "he" that you were

16         referring to?

17    A.   Gary.

18    Q.   Can you give me his last name too?

19    A.   Nicotine Sauvie.

20    Q.   Okay.  And --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Not a proper redirect,

22         Mr. Phillips.

23               OBJECTION TO QUESTION:

24               Can you give me his last name too?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:  Thank you very much for your time
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 1         today, Ms. Meechance.

 2                            Is there anything further

 3         that you have to ask, Mr. Stooshinoff,

 4         arising out of that or otherwise?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Mr. Phillips, you make a joke out

 6         of these proceedings.  You truly do.  You

 7         made a joke out of court proceedings.  You

 8         ignore everybody.  You ignore the rules.

 9 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You ignore all (indiscernible).

11 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  -- you have (indiscernible) --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You ignore the rules of evidence.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  You do whatever it is you want.

15         You ignore people; you ignore their protests.

16         You profess to say that you want to cooperate

17         and be respectful, and you are the living

18         embodiment of the opposite.  You are

19         completely disrespectful.  You ignore people.

20         You are not prepared to compromise.  You are

21         not prepared to engage in reasonable

22         dialogue.  You are just simply a completely

23         adversarial, confrontational individual who

24         simply cannot engage in doing things in a

25         reasonable, rational manner.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, I'll remind you that

 2         we're on the record.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Thank you.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:  I'll also remind you that

 5         Exhibits A-64 and A-65 where marked

 6         yesterday.

 7                            Mr. Stooshinoff, there's

 8         one remaining matter --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Thank you.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- if you have no further questions.

11         Are you going to honour your undertaking to

12         this witness to pay her expenses?

13 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  (Indiscernible).

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  Yes or no, Mr. Stooshinoff?

15 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff is now walking

16         away from the question about the undertaking

17         to advise us.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Heather.  Heather.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:  Are you going to respect your

20         undertaking or not, Mr. Stooshinoff?

21         Mr. Stooshinoff?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Heather.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:  Yes or no, are you going to respect

24         your undertaking?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Heather, would you come with me?
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 1 MR. WINEGARDEN:  He didn't give an undertaking.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I'm going to --

 3 MR. WINEGARDEN:  It's --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- make some arrangements with --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

 6 MR. WINEGARDEN:  -- a (indiscernible).

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- are you going to respect your

 8         undertaking or not?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  If you would, please, stop

10         interfering and allow me to make a payment to

11         this individual?

12 BY MR. STOOSHINOFF:

13    Q.   Heather, would you --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:  Do you have the amount,

15         Mr. Stooshinoff?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Please.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  Do you have your trust cheque?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Heather, can you, please, come

19         with me so I can make payment arrangements?

20 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, do you have your

21         trust cheque with you or not?  We asked you

22         on several occasions yesterday.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Let's go.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff, do you have your

25         trust cheque with you or not?  Are you going
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 1         to satisfy your undertaking or not?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Oh, shut up.  Would you just shut

 3         up, Nathan?  Nathan, would you?  Would you,

 4         please, just shut up?

 5 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  He's just --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I've said --

 7 MR. M. PHILLIPS:  -- (indiscernible) --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- many times I'm trying to make a

 9         payment for this individual.  You are

10         interfering with that.  (Indiscernible) --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Stooshinoff --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  (Indiscernible) --

13 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- you received several e-mails

14         yesterday asking for the trust cheque to be

15         brought.  Did you bring it?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Thank you.  Let's go.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:  Let the record reflect that

18         Mr. Stooshinoff just left the room.  If

19         there's nothing further?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I think I'm standing here.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:  Oh.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I'm asking Heather if she would

23         like to get the cash with me.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:  I thought that were you -- oh, now

25         you're going to give cash?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I've said that all along.  If you

 2         would just shut --

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:  So now you're --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- your mouth for a minute and

 5         listen, you would be able to hear that.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:  So now you're going to honour --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  I've said it three times.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:  -- your undertaking, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:  Heather, if you don't want it,

10         then stay, but I'm prepared to make that

11         payment.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:  That's the end of the record.  Thank

13         you very much for your time.

14 (Adjourned sine die at 1:12 p.m.)
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 1:38 p.m.)

 2    Q.   Gary Nicotine?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   Can you please sit directly across the table

 5         from myself?  I'm going to be showing you a

 6         number of exhibits on the screen that we have

 7         that appear today, and I would like to be

 8         able to directly see you when I'm

 9         cross-examining you in relation to these

10         exhibits.  Can you please sit directly across

11         from me, sir?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He can see the screen.

13    A.   Yeah.  If it makes you feel better, Nathan,

14         move the screen closer.  You're (inaudible)

15         my books and papers and stuff --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              I will not have this, Mr.

17         Stooshinoff.  The witness has agreed to be

18         brought --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's what I'm doing.

20         You didn't ask.  There if it makes you feel

21         better.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Will you please have the

23         witness (inaudible).

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I can't see it.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I
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 1         (inaudible) with the screen closer to the

 2         witness.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He can see it.  Can you

 4         see it here?

 5 WITNESS:                   Totally.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He can see it.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, can we

 9         please have the witness sworn in, please.

10 COURT REPORTER:            I will.  Mr. Phillips, I

11         can't see you on the camera.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do not obstruct the

13         cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Of what?

15 COURT REPORTER:            Mr. Phillips, I can't see

16         you.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What are you referring

18         to?

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we please have the

20         witness sworn in?

21 COURT REPORTER:            Mr. Phillips, I can't see

22         you.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              There.

24 COURT REPORTER:            Okay.

25
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 1 GARY ALLAN NICOTINE, Affirmed,

 2 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 3    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, how do you prefer that I refer

 4         to you as Gary or Mr. Nicotine or --

 5    A.   Well, you can call me Gary.

 6    Q.   You can hear me clearly, sir?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              And the court reporter,

 9         can you please confirm that you can hear all

10         of us clearly?

11 COURT REPORTER:            I can hear you.

12    Q.   Thank you very much.  Sorry, there was a

13         something going on in the room providing

14         background noise, so I'm just trying to make

15         sure that the court reporter can clearly hear

16         us.

17                            Gary, you have before you

18         your Affidavit in this matter?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   And you are attending for cross-examination

21         here today, correct, sir?

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   There was an issue raised in the campaign in

24         relation to the March 20th, 2020 election of

25         Red Pheasant First Nation?
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 1    A.   In '16 and in that one, '14 and in '12

 2         (inaudible) chiefs.

 3    Q.   Gary --

 4    A.   That's what you'll see (inaudible).

 5    Q.   If you might wait before the question to be

 6         asked --

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   -- then you will be able to appreciate the

 9         specific question that is being posed.  I

10         won't interrupt you.  I simply ask that you

11         don't interrupt myself as well because my

12         specific question here is that in relation to

13         the March 20th, 2020 election of Red Pheasant

14         First Nation an issue was raised fairly early

15         on after the election was called in January,

16         as to whether or not candidates could assist

17         voters with requesting their mail-in ballots.

18         You recall that issue being raised, correct,

19         sir?

20    A.   Is that a voter, the ballots?

21    Q.   Yeah, to request the mail-in ballots from the

22         electoral officer.  You have to answer yes or

23         no or try to answer orally.  The court

24         reporter can't transcribe your body language,

25         sir.  You recall --
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 1    A.   No, I'm just trying to figure out what the

 2         question means.  (Inaudible) encouraged that

 3         everybody go vote, and if they need help, you

 4         go -- you set out to help them, right?  And a

 5         lot of people are not able to -- to

 6         understand the (inaudible) so they call in

 7         assistance, and that was encouraged

 8         (inaudible).

 9    Q.   By the -- that's a request for mail-in

10         ballots?

11    A.   Yeah.

12    Q.   You understand that?

13    A.   Yeah.

14    Q.   And everybody that can be related with in

15         relation to the election understood that as

16         well?

17    A.   Yeah.

18    Q.   It was just commonly understood (inaudible)

19         to request a mail-in ballot?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   And so am I to take you as saying, yes, that

22         you recall that there was an issue being

23         raised?

24    A.   I don't know if there was an issue, but I --

25         I do understand that the D5 was -- was to be
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 1         helped by people.  Now, I don't know what

 2         you're trying to twist here by getting a yes

 3         or a no.

 4    Q.   Well, my concern is that you actually

 5         assisted people with filling out their

 6         requests for mail-in ballot.  It was

 7         something that you accepted as being

 8         appropriate in the course of this election,

 9         correct, sir?

10    A.   (Inaudible).

11    Q.   But you did assist people with respect to

12         filling out their 5D or their request for

13         mail-in ballot form, correct, sir?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   And sitting here today, you are saying it was

16         only a couple, so why do you think that as

17         being only two?

18    A.   Well, I don't know, it's quite a while ago.

19    Q.   February and March 2020?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   You don't recall how many --

22    A.   No, I don't recall what I did yesterday a lot

23         of times.  You know, (inaudible) where I can

24         remember things, I can remember things from

25         40, 50 years ago, but I can't remember things
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 1         I did last week.

 2    Q.   How old are you, sir?

 3    A.   I'm 61.

 4    Q.   Okay.

 5    A.   (Inaudible).

 6    Q.   So you don't recall how many voters you

 7         assisted with the request for mail-in ballots

 8         in February or March, then, is that correct,

 9         sir?

10    A.   No.

11    Q.   So how many people --

12    A.   Well, what kind of number are you looking

13         for?

14    Q.   I'm looking for the best of your

15         recollection, sir.

16    A.   Zero to five or --

17    Q.   I'm looking for the best of your

18         recollection, sir.  How many eligible voters

19         did you assist with requests for mail-in

20         ballot?

21    A.   Probably five.

22    Q.   What are their names?

23    A.   Let's see.  There was my son, there was

24         Breanna, her brother, my daughter, and I

25         think that's about it.
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 1    Q.   You don't recall any others?

 2    A.   No.

 3    Q.   Is it possible that there were others or you

 4         just don't recall?

 5    A.   No, no.  That's it.  Next question.

 6    Q.   You are certain that there were no others?

 7    A.   Yeah.  If there were others I have to -- as I

 8         was saying, you know, I would have to deny

 9         it.

10    Q.   Because your recollection is that you only

11         assisted four people with requesting their

12         request for mail-in ballots?

13    A.   Pretty well, yeah, that's what I did, yes.

14    Q.   And your --

15    A.   (Inaudible).

16    Q.   Pardon me, I thought you had finished

17         speaking, sir.

18    A.   No, no, just -- that's it.  Yes, is an

19         answer.

20    Q.   Your son's name that you assisted?

21    A.   Shawn Kishayinew.

22    Q.   And your daughter's name that you assisted?

23    A.   Sharice Kishayinew.

24    Q.   And Breanna's brother's name?

25    A.   That's -- Jerette, I think his name is.
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 1    Q.   And so you had no hesitation with assisting

 2         these four people to request their mail-in

 3         ballots?

 4    A.   No.  I'm very helpful.

 5    Q.   And you helped each of these four people

 6         request their mail-in ballots in a very

 7         helpful manner?

 8    A.   Like what?  What do you mean help?

 9    Q.   Well, I'm just using your own words.  What do

10         you mean?

11    A.   Well, I took my time.

12    Q.   You assisted --

13    A.   I used my time to help them.

14    Q.   You assisted them throughout the process from

15         the beginning to end of their request for

16         mail-in ballots?

17    A.   No.  Just, like, are you talking about

18         specifics now?

19    Q.   Okay.

20    A.   I'm not going answer questions that are just

21         thrown in the air.  You're trying to throw

22         out a question.

23    Q.   That's fine.  Let's act in context here.  The

24         request for mail-in ballot for -- what

25         information does it request?
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 1    A.   Well, I don't exactly know.  I can't

 2         remember.

 3    Q.   You can't remember --

 4    A.   I'm pretty certain your name and address and

 5         status number.

 6    Q.   Anything else?

 7    A.   I think that's it.

 8    Q.   What else has to be submitted with the

 9         request for mail-in ballot form to the

10         electoral officer?

11    A.   Didn't I just tell you?

12    Q.   That information is to be reported on the

13         request for mail-in ballot form, but aside

14         from that request for mail-in ballot form,

15         what else has to be submitted to the

16         electoral officer to receive a mail-in

17         ballot?

18    A.   Well, you have to put your name and status

19         number and your address.

20    Q.   So you don't have to include anything else

21         with the request for mail-in ballot form?

22    A.   I can't remember.

23    Q.   How many times have you done a request for

24         mail-in ballot?

25    A.   Myself?  Once, I'm pretty sure.  I'm not sure
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 1         if I voted in this last election, if I sent a

 2         ballot, that I can't remember.

 3    Q.   To the best of your recollection, you don't

 4         need to submit anything to the electoral

 5         officer to receive a mail-in ballot aside

 6         from the request for mail-in ballot form?

 7    A.   I can't recall, no.  I don't think -- I think

 8         that's it.  Was there something else that

 9         should be put on there?

10    Q.   You instructed Deloris Peyachew to provide

11         proof of identification for some voters so

12         that they could request their mail-in ballot.

13         That's the other thing that's needed,

14         correct, sir?

15    A.   Deloris, is that my Auntie Nozika (ph)?

16    Q.   Deloris Peyachew?

17    A.   Is that who that is?

18    Q.   The Indian registry administrator of Red

19         Pheasant First Nation?

20    A.   Oh, Deloris?

21    Q.   Yes.

22    A.   What did I request?

23    Q.   Deloris Peyachew, what is her position with

24         the First Nation?

25    A.   She is band registry.
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 1    Q.   You requested that she issue proof of ID,

 2         which for voters -- which proof of ID is also

 3         necessary to request a mail-in ballot,

 4         correct, sir?

 5    A.   I don't know.  That's a hard one to remember.

 6         But wouldn't the band member request that?

 7    Q.   I'm asking you, sir.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then he answered.

 9    A.   Yeah.

10    Q.   Gary, am I to understand that at no time did

11         you request that Deloris Peyachew issue --

12    A.   I just answered that one.

13    Q.   No.

14    A.   Yeah.

15    Q.   No.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He just said, I don't

17         know.

18    Q.   Gary --

19    A.   Nathan.

20    Q.   -- please wait for the question.  Gary, did

21         you --

22    A.   (Inaudible).

23    Q.   Did you request that Deloris Peyachew issue

24         proof of identification for any voters in

25         connection with the March 20th, 2020
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 1         election?

 2    A.   I can't remember that if -- I can't see it,

 3         but that would be up to the band member to do

 4         that.

 5    Q.   Gary, we need a direct answer to the

 6         question.

 7    A.   I did give you a --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Nathan, you recall

 9         not that long ago this morning, where you --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, if you

11         don't have a specific objection, then please

12         do not interrupt.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I do have a specific

14         objection.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is it then?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection is your

17         objection.  The witness can answer as the

18         witness sees fit, and the witness has

19         answered the question three times.  Asked and

20         answered.  Move on.

21    A.   That's what I say.  Next question.

22    Q.   You do not remember whether you asked --

23    A.   I do not.  Isn't that what I said?

24    Q.   Okay.  Do you say you don't remember whether

25         you asked Deloris Peyachew to issue proof of
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 1         ID for any voter in the election?

 2    A.   I can't remember if I ever talked to her

 3         during the election.

 4    Q.   So proof of ID is necessary to be submitted

 5         with the request for mail-in ballot form to

 6         the electoral officer, correct, sir?

 7    A.   There you go.  You know the answer.  I didn't

 8         remember that.

 9    Q.   You seem to acknowledge that you need to

10         submit proof of ID with your request for

11         mail-in ballot form, correct, sir?

12    A.   You probably do need ID.

13    Q.   Probably, or do you know?

14    A.   Probably, but I can't remember.

15    Q.   You can't remember, or you are not sure?

16    A.   I can't remember.

17    Q.   Do you generally have difficulties with

18         recalling what has occurred?

19    A.   Yes, I do, yeah.

20    Q.   And why is that, sir?  Do you have a medical

21         condition or --

22    A.   Oh, yeah, I've got severe diabetes and high

23         blood pressure.  Like, my sugars are in the

24         20s.

25    Q.   So your memory, then, is generally not
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 1         accurate?

 2    A.   Pretty well, yeah.

 3    Q.   Pretty well not accurate?

 4    A.   Pretty well not accurate a lot of the times.

 5    Q.   Okay.

 6    A.   I got to be reminded.  My wife writes

 7         everything down for me.

 8    Q.   And your wife's name is Rosalie Kelly?

 9    A.   Yeah.

10    Q.   Is that her legal name?

11    A.   That's her legal name, yeah.

12    Q.   Did she write a lot of things down in -- did

13         she write anything down in relation to the --

14    A.   She reminds me every day what I got to do.

15    Q.   I was going to ask, Gary, did your wife,

16         Rosalie Kelly, write anything down in

17         connection with the election?

18    A.   No, she has nothing to do with it.

19    Q.   I thought you said your memory is

20         generally --

21    A.   Yeah, and it's not -- not my business life.

22         She's not with me every day when I go to

23         work.  She stays at home and watches the

24         house and watches the kids.  That's her job.

25         Do you bring your wife to work?
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 1    Q.   Gary, sitting here today you said that your

 2         memory is generally not accurate, you have a

 3         medical condition that's diabetes, and I

 4         understand diabetes is a debilitating medical

 5         condition.  Impact on memory is one

 6         unfortunate attribute of that illness.  I can

 7         empathize with that, but is that -- have I

 8         correctly heard you on those points?

 9    A.   What points?

10    Q.   That you have diabetes, and your memory is

11         generally inaccurate?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   Needing to be reminded of a lot of things?

14    A.   Yeah.

15    Q.   But I'm also hearing you say today that you

16         know that, Rosalie Kelly, your wife, did not

17         write anything down in connection with the

18         election?

19    A.   No.

20    Q.   I'm not hearing you say that or she did?

21    A.   You are hearing me say she doesn't have

22         nothing to do with the elections unless

23         someone -- I'll text her and tell her that,

24         you know, this person, her bank -- because my

25         bank -- I can't do transfers, things like
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 1         that.

 2    Q.   So the transfer that you made to Heather

 3         Meechance for -- that Rosalie Kelly made to

 4         Heather Meechance for $100 --

 5    A.   Are we done -- are we done with Deloris now?

 6    Q.   Please --

 7    A.   I'm not going to jump from one person to the

 8         next, all right?

 9    Q.   Sir, please wait for the question before you

10         answer.

11    A.   Okay.  Now, we're -- I want to know, are we

12         done?  We're going to be working on Heather's

13         Affidavit here?  Is that what we're going to

14         start now?

15    Q.   No, sir.

16    A.   Well, then, no, well, we're going to have

17         to -- either we finish with what you're

18         doing, and then we move to the next one.

19         That's not going to this page, this

20         Affidavit, to this Affidavit and back over

21         here, okay?  We do one at a time.

22    Q.   Gary, on behalf of my clients, I'm entitled

23         to conduct this cross-examination as I feel

24         appropriate.  You have just indicated two

25         things that appear on their face to be
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 1         contradictory.  I'm going to be asking you,

 2         sir --

 3    A.   Now, you have -- (inaudible) a lot of this

 4         stuff, yes.

 5    Q.   I want to specifically ask you, sir, the $100

 6         eTransfer that your wife, Rosalie Kelly, sent

 7         to Heather Meechance, you have admitted it in

 8         your Affidavit that it was --

 9    A.   Oh, yeah, Rosalie sent Heather hundreds and

10         dollars in the past five to eight years.

11    Q.   Just wait for the question, sir.

12    A.   I'm answering you question.

13    Q.   No, because you haven't even heard it yet,

14         sir.

15    A.   Well, you just said that Rosalie sent $100,

16         yes.

17    Q.   Sir, if you will wait for the question.  Sir,

18         the question is your wife, Rosalie Kelly, she

19         probably put a memorandum or a note about the

20         eTransfer?  You have already indicated as

21         much.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, he didn't.

23    A.   No.  You're indicating that.

24    Q.   When it comes to eTransfers, I believe that's

25         one example that you identify, that --
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 1    A.   You identified that.  I just said my wife

 2         does eTransfers.

 3    Q.   For you?

 4    A.   For me, yeah.

 5    Q.   Because you can't do them yourself?

 6    A.   I can't put them -- bank won't do it.

 7    Q.   And you generally do notes to Rosalie Kelly

 8         in relation to these types of matters?

 9    A.   I don't -- I don't do notes, no.

10    Q.   You don't do any notes to Rosalie Kelly?

11    A.   No, no, not for eTransfers, no.  I just tell

12         her to send one off, and she will.  She's a

13         good wife.

14    Q.   In the course of the election you had request

15         for mail-in ballot forms with you, correct,

16         sir?

17    A.   No.  Everybody gets one delivered.

18    Q.   Are you saying, sir, that at no time in the

19         course of the election did you have request

20         for mail-in ballot forms, blank ones with

21         you?

22    A.   No.

23    Q.   Between January 1st and March 20th, 2020 --

24    A.   Not even now.

25    Q.   Please wait for the question, sir.  Between
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 1         January 1st and March 20th, 2020, did you at

 2         any point in time have a blank request for

 3         mail-in ballot form in your possession?

 4    A.   Are you done with the question?

 5    Q.   Yes, sir.

 6    A.   Because I'm waiting now, because (inaudible)

 7         cut you off.  No, I didn't.  I don't have any

 8         before, during and now.

 9    Q.   Sir, your diabetes condition, that is a

10         longstanding condition, correct?

11    A.   30 years.

12    Q.   Okay.  So for approximately 30 years you've

13         had this issue with your memory as well,

14         correct, sir?

15    A.   Just lately.

16    Q.   Certainly last year, though, correct, sir?

17    A.   No.

18    Q.   Well, January 1st?

19    A.   Might have started then.

20    Q.   You don't remember?

21    A.   I can't remember.

22    Q.   You can't remember when your memory is

23         generally inaccurate when that started?  I

24         need an answer from you, sir.

25    A.   I think my doctor would be -- would have --
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 1         could provide that answer better than I

 2         would.

 3    Q.   To the best of your recollection, sir, you're

 4         generally hampered memory as a result of

 5         diabetes, that extends to at least --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's not a doctor.

 7    Q.   -- last year, correct, sir?

 8    A.   Not correct.

 9    Q.   You don't remember when your memory --

10    A.   I don't think -- go ahead, ask your question.

11    Q.   Is it fair to say that you don't know when

12         your memory started to be generally

13         inaccurate?

14    A.   Now, I think you're smart enough to

15         understand that question and answer.  When

16         people have memory loss, they don't remember

17         if they're getting memory loss.  It just

18         happens.

19    Q.   I'm asking about you specifically, though,

20         sir.

21    A.   Yeah, but I'm not -- I'm not trained in the

22         medical field to answer that, but that's what

23         I know, and that's what my doctor has stated,

24         you know.

25    Q.   Well, how --
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 1    A.   People can lose their memory without

 2         understanding or knowing that they're losing

 3         their memory.

 4    Q.   And so when did your doctor first make that

 5         observation to you?

 6    A.   Oh, I haven't seen my doctor since probably

 7         December.

 8    Q.   2019?

 9    A.   Yeah.  I had diabetes and stuff like that.

10    Q.   And your doctor made that observation

11         specifically to you with respect to your

12         memory?

13    A.   We talked about it, yeah, but it wasn't an

14         issue then.  Like, I didn't -- I don't say

15         no -- like, I can't remember, like, what I

16         did yesterday or the day before, but, you

17         know, things are happening.  So I can't give

18         you a definite answer, but if you want you

19         can probably talk to my doctor and find out.

20    Q.   Will you give that undertaking?

21    A.   No, I won't.

22    Q.   So you don't know when your generally

23         inaccurate memory started?

24    A.   I don't know.  Do you want to ask again?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't remember.
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2 COURT REPORTER:            Excuse me, can the

 3         witness please sit closer to the microphone?

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Pardon, did the court

 5         reporter say something?

 6 COURT REPORTER:            Yes.  I need the witness

 7         to sit closer to a microphone.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We can solve it by this.

 9         Move closer.  Then we can tilt it down.

10 WITNESS:                   It's a medical thing.  I

11         got a bad back.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Just flip the screen a

13         little bit towards you.

14 WITNESS:                   Yeah, but I want to be

15         able to read this.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Give him back the chair.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'll monitor it.

18 WITNESS:                   Yeah.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are we okay then?

20 COURT REPORTER:            Yes.

21    Q.   So --

22    A.   You want a little -- no, go ahead.

23    Q.   Sorry, what were you going to ask, sir?

24    A.   No, go ahead.

25    Q.   So let's take your son Shawn Nicotine --
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 1    A.   Let's do this medical thing.  I'm going to

 2         give you a little bit of history about what

 3         happened to me, all right?  And it's been

 4         affecting me since 1986.  I got hit by a car,

 5         65 miles an hour.  I broke both my fingers,

 6         broke my back in three places, broke my neck.

 7         My body was swollen from head to toe.  And

 8         since then I have memory relapses.  I was in

 9         the hospital for six months.  I was in a

10         wheelchair for eight months.  I had to learn

11         how to walk.  It took me five years, and I

12         still walk with a limp, so that contributes

13         to a lot about my health and especially my

14         memory, so I am in constant pain all the

15         time.  I can't sit in a chair too long.  I

16         have to get up, and I got to stretch.

17    Q.   Again, anything further to answer?

18    A.   That's it.

19    Q.   And you said that was in 1986?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   And I believe what you described includes at

22         least a traumatic brain injury; is that what

23         occurred?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   So you have two different sources, then, of
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 1         memory loss or --

 2    A.   I can't -- I can't say in a general way, but

 3         (inaudible).  I know I'm more than it was

 4         before.

 5    Q.   So you have both sources, you have your

 6         severe traumatic brain injury from 1986, and

 7         you also have your diabetes?

 8    A.   My head goes like this for a long time.

 9    Q.   So your memory issues are rather longstanding

10         then, back to 1986?

11    A.   Yeah, so a lot of questions you're going to

12         ask I'm not going to be able to remember.

13    Q.   Including all of my questions in relation to

14         the election?

15    A.   Probably, but I'll answer the ones I know and

16         understand as best as I can.

17    Q.   So let's take your son Shawn Nicotine.

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   What day did you assist him with his request

20         for mail-in ballot?

21    A.   Jesus, I can't remember that.

22    Q.   Do you know what month?

23    A.   No.

24    Q.   Where were you when you assisted him with his

25         request for mail-in ballot?
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 1    A.   I was probably at home.

 2    Q.   Probably, or you don't remember?

 3    A.   I don't remember, but more than likely I was

 4         at home.

 5    Q.   And so you instructed him how to fill it out,

 6         put your name here, your treaty card number

 7         here, sign here; is that what you did?

 8    A.   Probably, that's probably -- he just probably

 9         wanted to know where -- what each place went,

10         you know.

11    Q.   Yeah, and so you helped him out throughout

12         that?

13    A.   Well, I just told him put your name, treaty

14         number and that, and send it away.

15    Q.   Okay.

16    A.   The same thing I told Breanna.

17    Q.   Okay.  Put your name, your treaty card number

18         here?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   Sign here?

21    A.   Yeah.

22    Q.   And then you put your identification here?

23    A.   Would you help your son?  Would you help your

24         son if he come and asked you?

25    Q.   Gary --
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 1    A.   No, Nathan, would you?  Answer that question.

 2    Q.   Gary, I'm not being --

 3    A.   Well --

 4    Q.   (Inaudible) to discover what it is that

 5         transpired.  You're being of assistance here,

 6         so let's just --

 7    A.   I thought I was assisting your question.

 8    Q.   Yes.  So with your son, he received his

 9         request for mail-in ballot in the mail?

10    A.   I don't know.  They could have delivered it

11         or they might have mailed it or I don't know

12         how they did it.

13    Q.   Did you give him the request for mail-in

14         ballot form to use?

15    A.   No.  They're all registered band members.

16    Q.   Where does your son reside, Shawn Nicotine?

17    A.   He lives in Red Pheasant, probably about a

18         mile and a half from my house.

19    Q.   But he's on the reserve, though?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   And you're saying that his request for

22         mail-in ballot would have come from the

23         electoral officer then?

24    A.   Yeah, (inaudible) in a box.

25    Q.   Is there anyone else it could have come from?
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 1    A.   What do you mean?

 2    Q.   This request for mail-in ballot form that he

 3         used?

 4    A.   What do you mean, like, where it come from?

 5    Q.   The request for mail-in ballot form?

 6    A.   Did somebody else mail it for him?

 7    Q.   I'm asking where the form, the blank form,

 8         could possibly have come from.  You're saying

 9         that --

10    A.   Oh, you know how that comes?  The electoral

11         officer sends a package, a D5 and our rules

12         and regulations in a brown envelope, then he

13         sends out that D5, and then you send it off

14         to the electoral officer, and then the

15         electoral officer will send you a ballot, and

16         then you fill out that ballot, then you send

17         it back.  Now that should answer the next 20

18         questions.

19    Q.   Sir, let's take this one part at a time here.

20    A.   Yeah, I'm making this easier for you so you

21         can dump all those useless questions.

22    Q.   Sir, we're going to be going through this

23         piece by piece, so it's better if you just

24         directly answer the question that's directly

25         posed to you, okay?
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 1    A.   Yeah, but it's going to be just about my

 2         break time here, so it better be very quick.

 3    Q.   Whenever it is you need to take a break, let

 4         me know.  We will break for you, sir.

 5    A.   Yeah, okay.

 6    Q.   Do you need a break?

 7    A.   Probably will after I answer this next

 8         question.

 9    Q.   I was asking where the request for mail-in

10         ballot form could have come from in relation

11         to your son Shawn Nicotine.  You have

12         identified one source, the electoral officer,

13         Burke Ratte?

14    A.   Yeah.

15    Q.   Is it possible that it came from anyone else?

16    A.   No.

17    Q.   You are certain that it came from the

18         electoral officer?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   And you are certain that it arrived in the

21         mail for him?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   From the electoral officer?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   And your son resides on reserve, correct?
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 1    A.   Yes.

 2    Q.   On Red Pheasant reserve?

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   And that's his address that is on the voters

 5         list, correct, sir?

 6    A.   Yes.  It's north of (inaudible).

 7    Q.   It's on the Red Pheasant reserve list?

 8    A.   Yes, north of Cando.

 9    Q.   The reserve, that is?

10    A.   Yeah.  Going to be a long day because he's

11         not even into this yet.

12    Q.   Gary, you can't recall when that occurred

13         with your son?

14    A.   No.  It wasn't a major issue in my life to

15         make sure to remember that.

16    Q.   But you can't --

17    A.   It was -- it was just every day life, you

18         know, things happen every day, you know, it's

19         family, you know, you don't remember exactly

20         what -- now, if something happened to my son

21         on that day, he got injured or something, I

22         would remember.

23    Q.   I'm asking about even the month.  You don't

24         recall if it was January, February or March?

25    A.   No.  I can't remember what I ate that day
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 1         either.

 2    Q.   Well, I'm only asking if you recall the month

 3         that you assisted your son in filling out his

 4         request for mail-in ballot.

 5    A.   No, I can't remember that.

 6    Q.   What about your daughter?

 7    A.   What about my daughter?

 8    Q.   Sharice Keshane?

 9    A.   Kishayinew, yeah.

10    Q.   Kishayinew?

11    A.   Yeah.

12    Q.   Same as your son, you assisted her in filling

13         out her request for mail-in ballot form?

14    A.   Well, she asked me, and I told her how, and

15         that was the last.

16    Q.   You told her how, and she did it in front of

17         you?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   Okay.  But your son filled out his in front

20         of you?

21    A.   No, I just told him how.

22    Q.   Oh, so you -- okay, they weren't even present

23         when you assisted them?

24    A.   No, but Sharice lives in my household, so --

25         you know.
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 1    Q.   Sharice --

 2    A.   She's independent and smart enough to read

 3         that.

 4    Q.   Sharice resides on Red Pheasant as well?

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   The First Nation?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   And that is her mailing address on the voters

 9         lists?

10    A.   Yeah.

11    Q.   On the Red Pheasant First Nation, that's her

12         address?

13    A.   Yeah, yeah.

14    Q.   And with her as well, Sharice, is it possible

15         that her request for mail-in ballot form came

16         from anyone other than the electoral officer,

17         Burke Ratte?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   You are certain it came from the electoral

20         officer, Burke Ratte?

21    A.   Yes.

22    Q.   It didn't come from you?

23    A.   No.

24    Q.   And it's not possible that anybody else gave

25         it to her aside from the electoral officer?
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 1    A.   No, no.

 2    Q.   Now, you understand that request for mail-in

 3         ballot forms -- you were on chief and council

 4         prior to the election as well, the March

 5         20th, 2020 election, correct, sir?

 6    A.   Yes, yes.

 7    Q.   This wasn't your first election that you were

 8         a candidate in, correct?

 9    A.   No.

10    Q.   You're pretty well-versed in how elections

11         are conducted?

12    A.   Yes.

13    Q.   You participated in the 2016 one as well?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   You know how the mail-in ballot process works

16         from that election as well, correct, sir?

17    A.   I can't remember if it was any different or

18         if it's the same, but I think it would be

19         basically the same because you have to fill

20         out a request for a ballot, and the way to

21         get a request for a ballot is that your name

22         gets put on a voters list with your address

23         and treaty number, and the electoral officer

24         will mail you a request for a mail-in ballot.

25         You send that in, and then the electoral
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 1         officer will send you a ballot, and then that

 2         ballot will go back to the elector, and then

 3         they can count it at the end of the election.

 4         Now, I think I repeated this question earlier

 5         on, but I'm not sure.

 6    Q.   You are not sure about --

 7    A.   Repeating this question and answer before

 8         today.

 9    Q.   Well, if you got on to deal with matters that

10         were not -- we'll move on.  That's fine.  My

11         question to you right now, though, is that

12         you were on chief and council in relation to

13         the period between 2016 and 2020, and also

14         you were elected in this last March 20th,

15         2020 election?

16    A.   And I was a councillor before that too.

17    Q.   Okay.  So this is your third term in office

18         here now?

19    A.   Yes.

20    Q.   So you know the mail-in ballot process?

21    A.   I think everybody else knows it on the

22         reserve.  Anybody that votes mail-in ballot,

23         the ongoing process.  You know, you can ask

24         mostly majority of all Natives, and they will

25         explain to you the process of a mail-in
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 1         ballot.  It's no big issue.  It's no big

 2         conspiracy.

 3    Q.   So you know that the electoral officer only

 4         sends out requests for mail-in ballots to

 5         those voters who do not reside at the

 6         reserve?

 7    A.   What are you saying?  Is he saying that

 8         people that live off reserve get a chance to

 9         vote or they get a mail-in ballot?

10    Q.   No, sir.  I'll repeat the question if you

11         don't understand it.  Voters who reside on

12         reserve are not mailed the request for

13         mail-in ballot form?

14    A.   They can get a mail-in ballot.

15    Q.   They are not sent it by the electoral

16         officer.  If their registered address on the

17         voters list is on reserve, the electoral

18         officer does not send them a request for

19         mail-in ballot form, do they?

20    A.   Yes, they do.

21    Q.   That's your evidence?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   Do you remember that?

24    A.   Well, no.  Anybody can -- that doesn't want

25         to vote in -- at the hall, they will send
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 1         their ballot in reserve, off reserve.

 2    Q.   I understand that anybody can request a

 3         mail-in ballot.

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   But anybody that resides on reserve is not

 6         automatically sent a request for mail-in

 7         ballot form?

 8    A.   No, no, they have to request for a D5.

 9    Q.   Yes.  Herein lies the key, both your daughter

10         and your son, you were confident that the

11         only source -- that their request for mail-in

12         ballot form came from the electoral officer

13         but they were not mailed.  You gave them one,

14         correct, sir?

15    A.   No, they mailed -- they have to get it from

16         the electoral officer, not from me.

17    Q.   So when did you --

18    A.   Because they say they have to request it from

19         the electoral officer.

20    Q.   So when did your son and daughter get it from

21         the electoral officer?

22    A.   Oh, I don't -- I don't know that, but I know

23         they got a mail-in ballot.

24    Q.   Other candidates for chief and council, they

25         handed out -- they had blank request for
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 1         mail-in ballot forms with them, correct, sir?

 2    A.   That I don't know.  I ran on my own.

 3    Q.   You ran on your own in the election?

 4    A.   No, I go by myself.  I go see my family.  I

 5         got a very big family.

 6    Q.   You did not support other candidates in the

 7         election?

 8    A.   No.  I support everybody that's my friend.

 9    Q.   I want to be absolutely clear here, sir, did

10         you support Clinton Wuttunee in relation to

11         the election?

12    A.   Ask Linda if she supported Todd in there.

13    Q.   Gary, please directly answer my question.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, are you asking if

15         he voted for him?

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I'm not asking if he

17         voted for him.  I'm asking if he supported

18         him in the election.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You mean by public

20         statements?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I think we have to

23         clarify.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              If the witness wants the

25         question clarified, he can ask.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you're --

 2    Q.   Gary, did you make any statements in the

 3         course of the campaign for the election in

 4         which you supported Clinton Wuttunee for

 5         election?

 6    A.   Jeez, I don't know what that would mean.  You

 7         know, that -- I think that's confidential

 8         information who you voted for.

 9    Q.   I'm not asking who you voted for.  Your

10         counsel interrupted.  I'm asking did you make

11         a statement expressing support for the

12         election of Clinton Wuttunee?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           For what period of time?

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

15         don't interrupt.  These are material matters,

16         and you know it.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Again, we have had three

18         months.  How would he possibly remember that,

19         you know, a statement?  In passing or --

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

21         don't interrupt.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips --

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're now obstructing

24         the cross-examination, and you know it.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not obstructing
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 1         anything.  You've got such a hugely

 2         open-ended question, and it is unfair to ask

 3         the question of this witness.  I mean, you

 4         may have some person from Alberta who says --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the objection at

 6         the present time, counsel?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection is that it

 8         is too vague, lacking in precision, and

 9         subject to pure guesswork and speculation on

10         my client's part as to whether he did or

11         didn't.  If you have a direct question which

12         focuses him on a particular issue or

13         incident, then you can ask him that, but

14         otherwise it's way too broad.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              I note that your

16         co-counsel Mr. Winegarden has apparently --

17         are you videotaping the cross-examination, or

18         are you just translating it?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, my God.

20 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I'm not doing anything.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              You've been holding your

22         phone up as though you are -- if you're

23         linking in other persons for the

24         cross-examination --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, for God sakes.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- you need to let the

 2         court reporter know, sir.

 3 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I'm not linking anybody

 4         in.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are a little overly

 6         paranoid.  I'm sure Mr. Phillips is texting

 7         with litigants and dealing with the issues he

 8         has to deal with, which you well know.

 9    Q.   Gary, between January 1st and March 20th,

10         2020 did you make any written statement

11         supporting the election of Clinton Wuttunee

12         for chief?

13    A.   Written?

14    Q.   Yes.

15    A.   No.

16    Q.   Are you sure of that?

17    A.   Not sure, but my answer would probably be no,

18         but if it -- if there is, then it -- that

19         would be yes, but then if I don't know if I

20         did that, I'd probably be closer to no, but I

21         can't remember.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just a minute.  Writing

23         on paper, a writing on a text message, a

24         writing on an email, a writing on a Facebook

25         messenger?  What exactly are you talking
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 1         about?

 2    A.   I don't understand that either.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              A written statement, Mr.

 4         Stooshinoff.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I don't know what

 6         that means.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              The question speaks for

 8         itself.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's too broad.

10    A.   Yeah.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's too broad.  If

13         you've got a specific --

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you know

15         the answer to this question, and now your

16         obstructing the cross-examination.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why don't you tell him if

18         you have something that you --

19    A.   Show me it.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Show it to him and ask

21         him questions.

22    A.   Yeah, just show it to me, then I'll let you

23         know.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't, you know, skirt

25         around these issues attempting to catch
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 1         somebody in a lie when you haven't directed

 2         their mind to what is in issue.  Focus your

 3         issues.  Focus your questions.  We'll get

 4         through this.

 5    A.   I never seen a lawyer like this before in my

 6         life.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Well, let's

 8         just --

 9    A.   -- and law firm.

10    Q.   Gary, this is very disrespectful and

11         obstructionist.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's just listen --

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please do not interrupt

14         the cross-examination anymore, Mr.

15         Stooshinoff.  If you have an objection,

16         please succinctly state it in accordance with

17         the rules.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I've succinctly stated it

19         twice now.  Focus.  Don't give us a broad

20         question over a three-month period of time.

21         If you have a specific question on a specific

22         document or an email or a text message or a

23         Facebook post or something, put it to the

24         witness.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you know
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 1         that this is not a proper interruption for

 2         the cross-examination.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I think it's very

 4         proper.

 5    Q.   Gary --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay, well, asked and

 7         answered.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              I haven't even answered

 9         [sic] the question yet, Mr. Stooshinoff.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've already -- you're

11         going to need a --

12    A.   I see it coming.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

14    Q.   Gary, between January 1st and March 20th,

15         2020, did you make a Facebook post in which

16         you expressed support for the election of

17         Clinton Wuttunee for chief?

18    A.   All this isn't to stall the question.  I'm

19         pausing to remember if I did.  Yes, I did,

20         yeah, and I endorsed my fellow councillors

21         too.  Better get back on that paper.  It was

22         such a simple question, you know.  You could

23         have answered that -- you could have

24         specifically said it was a Facebook post.

25         Now, instead of trying to trap me into
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 1         something, you know, I was going to fall

 2         into, you know.  There's no sense in that,

 3         Nathan.  You know, you got to come right out

 4         and ask what the question is.  You know, you

 5         can't be trying to -- thinking you're fooling

 6         somebody into tricking them into a question.

 7         If you're straight up, you get straight

 8         answers, okay?

 9    Q.   Gary, in your answer you mentioned fellow

10         councillors.  Those fellow councillors are

11         the ones that were elected in the election of

12         March 20th, 2020, correct, sir?

13    A.   Yes.  And let me -- before you jump in, the

14         other teams too have Facebook posts of their

15         teams.  It's common practice in elections.

16         Teams -- this team, that team, this other

17         team, they all endorse each other with

18         pictures and, you know, travelling around.

19         You know, a lot of them are having fun, and

20         they don't think -- they don't take elections

21         seriously.  You agree with that?  You know.

22    Q.   Your team, sir, included Clinton Wuttunee,

23         Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand,

24         Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Samuel Wuttunee

25         and Shawn Wuttunee, correct, sir?
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 1    A.   My son should be on that list.  Maybe next

 2         round.

 3    Q.   My question, sir, was your team in respect of

 4         the March 20th, 2020 election, it included

 5         Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

 6         Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy,

 7         Samuel Wuttunee and Shawn Wuttunee, correct,

 8         sir?

 9    A.   I thought there was a Mike with me.

10    Q.   Your team included the persons I just

11         identified, correct, sir?

12    A.   I thought there was another guy there.

13    Q.   Are you thinking about the question, sir?

14    A.   Well, I'm thinking about it.

15    Q.   Okay.  Well, then I need an answer.

16    A.   Just give me time to repeat it.

17    Q.   I need an answer to my question, sir.  I

18         directly asked you the question twice now.

19    A.   You actually asked me it six, five times on

20         each question, you know, so I'm giving you a

21         chance to repeat that again.

22    Q.   So you're deliberately not answering the

23         questions that are posed; is that what you're

24         saying?

25    A.   No, no, that's not, I'm not deliberately --
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 1         you know.

 2    Q.   I would like a direct answer to my question.

 3         You used the word team.  I want to know who

 4         your team included.  Your team included

 5         Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

 6         Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy,

 7         Samuel Wuttunee and Shawn Wuttunee, correct,

 8         sir?

 9    A.   No Margaret Benson, no Chuckie Nicotine, no

10         (inaudible).  Should I answer that?

11    Q.   You're not able to have a private discussion

12         with your lawyer in the course of your

13         cross-examination.

14    A.   No, I'm not -- it's not -- this is public.

15    Q.   You are required to answer the question, sir.

16         Please directly answer my question.  I'll

17         break it do you for you.  Clinton Wuttunee

18         was a member of your team in the election,

19         correct, sir?

20    A.   That's a long time to remember something.

21    Q.   You don't remember who was part of your team?

22    A.   (Inaudible).

23    Q.   So you didn't have a team, then?

24    A.   I don't know, I can't remember but --

25    Q.   You can't remember whether you had a team in
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 1         the election; is that what you're saying?

 2    A.   I'm glad I got in, yeah.

 3    Q.   I want a direct answer to my question.  Can

 4         you remember who was a member of your team in

 5         the election or not, sir?

 6    A.   Do you have a Facebook post for that?

 7    Q.   Gary, please directly answer the question

 8         that I posed.

 9    A.   I need that to jar my memory.

10    Q.   I'm jogging your memory.  Clinton Wuttunee

11         was a member of your team, correct, sir?

12    A.   Do you got a picture?

13    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee was a member of your team

14         for the election, correct, sir?

15    A.   You got a picture?

16    Q.   Gary, you realize we have a court reporter

17         that is transcribing everything that is said?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   It appears as though you are not giving

20         straightforward answers.  I want a

21         straightforward answer to straightforward

22         questions.  Do you remember who was a member

23         of your team in the election or not?

24    A.   Can I have time to think about that?  And

25         let's move on to the next question.
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 1    Q.   No, I would like the answer now, sir.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you need a break to

 3         think about it?

 4 WITNESS:                   Oh, yeah, might as well

 5         do that.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's take a break.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              I trust that you'll

 8         instruct --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, Gary, don't talk to

10         anybody, you know, about your evidence.  You

11         can talk to people, just don't talk about

12         your evidence.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're off the record.

14         Thank you.

15 (Recessed at 2:37 p.m.)

16 (Reconvened at 2:51 p.m.)

17    Q.   Sir?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   What did you do during the break that we just

20         had?

21    A.   I went and had a smoke.

22    Q.   Who did you talk to?

23    A.   Nobody.

24    Q.   You did not talk to anybody during the break?

25    A.   No.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff or Mr. Winegarden?

 2    A.   They stood outside there.

 3    Q.   You were speaking with them?

 4    A.   About this and that, but nothing about here.

 5    Q.   You were talking to them during the break,

 6         though?

 7    A.   I wouldn't say I was talking to them.  We

 8         were talking about the weather and the time I

 9         spent in hospital. (Inaudible) I got hit by a

10         car and the damage that happened to me, I was

11         explaining to them that my fingers were

12         broken in half and behind by back.

13    Q.   So you were elaborating or explaining what

14         you had just told me during the

15         cross-examination?

16    A.   I let them bring it back up because people

17         find it hard to believe that I survived

18         something like that.

19    Q.   And they were asking you questions about

20         that?

21    A.   Not really.  I was just talking about it.

22    Q.   And they didn't tell you to stop talking?

23    A.   I don't know (inaudible) didn't wait to --

24         so, yeah, don't talk about it, stop, you

25         know.
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 1    Q.   They didn't say stop talking about the

 2         evidence that you just gave?

 3    A.   I didn't give any evidence.

 4    Q.   Before we broke I was asking you some rather

 5         direct questions.  Your team, sir, in

 6         relation to the election, it included Clinton

 7         Wuttunee, correct, sir?

 8    A.   No.

 9    Q.   Your team, it included Lux Benson?

10    A.   No.

11    Q.   Your team, it included Jason Chakita?

12    A.   No.

13    Q.   Your team, it included Mandy Cuthand?

14    A.   Mandy is a real good friend of mine.  If I

15         was going to support anybody, I would support

16         him.

17    Q.   And was Mandy Cuthand on your team?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   Dana Falcon, was he on your team?

20    A.   No.

21    Q.   Henry Gardipy?

22    A.   No.

23    Q.   Samuel Wuttunee?

24    A.   No.

25    Q.   Sheldon Wuttunee?
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 1    A.   No.

 2    Q.   Am I to hear you say you didn't have a team

 3         at all?

 4    A.   Like I said, I travel alone.  I do anything I

 5         want except with my family.

 6    Q.   So you didn't campaign with anybody else?

 7    A.   Not like my last time -- when I ran the last

 8         time, I ran alone.

 9    Q.   And the last time, you're talking about the

10         March 20th, 2020 election?

11    A.   No.

12    Q.   2016?

13    A.   Yeah, and the elections before that, and the

14         election before that I lost by seven votes.

15         So that's pretty good for a person that runs

16         by himself, so -- so I'm very -- for myself

17         very blessed and popular.

18    Q.   The March 20th, 2020 election --

19    A.   I'm talking about '16 and '12.

20    Q.   And I'm talking about the March 20th, 2020

21         election.

22    A.   Yes.

23    Q.   You are saying that you did not have a team?

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   You are saying that you did not support
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 1         Clinton Wuttunee for re-election?

 2    A.   I can't say stuff like that, that's

 3         confidential, but I do say that I ran alone.

 4    Q.   Are you saying that you did not --

 5    A.   You're saying that.  I'm saying what I told

 6         you already.  You can keep -- you can keep

 7         badgering the question over and over again,

 8         you're just going to get yourself hot headed

 9         eventually.  So I gave you the best answer I

10         can possibly give you.

11    Q.   And that's that you did not support Clinton

12         Wuttunee for re-election at all?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, that's not, in fact,

14         what he did say, Mr. Phillips.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to hear it

16         directly from the witness.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he answered it

18         about eight times now.  He says he runs

19         alone, he couldn't say that he does not

20         support the chief or Clint Wuttunee, he can't

21         say that, but he says, I run alone as I have

22         for the past three prior elections.

23    Q.   Gary, you admitted that you made a Facebook

24         post supporting Clinton Wuttunee for

25         election?
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 1    A.   I answered that some post -- (inaudible) team

 2         and our teams and other candidates grind

 3         together, so I can't say if I did that with

 4         Clint, but he would probably know if you can

 5         get in my Facebook -- like, if my Facebook

 6         got hacked, so I can't get in there.  When

 7         I'm on the verge of opening up another one,

 8         which I'll have my wife do, but it sat there,

 9         it's on these pictures.

10    Q.   All right.  Your Facebook was hacked in the

11         last month?

12    A.   A couple months, I'm pretty sure.  I can't

13         remember.

14    Q.   So June at the earliest?

15    A.   I don't go on Facebook too much.  I like to

16         play games.

17    Q.   June 2020, that's the earliest when your

18         Facebook account was hacked?

19    A.   I can't say, but, yeah, (inaudible) filled

20         that space out as best as he could.

21    Q.   I'm not asking you to fill out.  What is your

22         recollection or do you have any?

23    A.   I can't remember.

24    Q.   It certainly wasn't hacked in March of 2020,

25         correct, sir?
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 1    A.   I can't remember.

 2    Q.   Did you or did you not make a Facebook post

 3         supporting Clinton Wuttunee for election?

 4    A.   You know, I answered this just to shut you up

 5         and move to another question, but I can't

 6         actually remember that, you know, is this

 7         real answer.  So I can't say yes or no, but I

 8         said yes just to keep you quiet and move

 9         along to the next question.

10    Q.   So the answers that you are giving me here

11         today are not necessarily the truth; it's

12         just what you think will make this

13         cross-examination go quicker?

14    A.   Yeah, but on that -- on that poster, I can't

15         remember if I posted it.

16    Q.   So you are not giving me the truth on

17         specific answers that you think will have a

18         quicker conclusion to this cross-examination;

19         am I hearing you correctly?

20    A.   Well, I think partly, but, like I said at the

21         beginning, I will answer every question as

22         best as I can.

23    Q.   Are you feeling uncomfortable right now, sir?

24    A.   No, I'm just feeling (inaudible).

25    Q.   So you're deciding to answer questions in a
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 1         manner that you just identified --

 2    A.   Well, when I answer these questions, I can,

 3         even with you intimidating me, but I will

 4         answer that question the best that I could,

 5         and about that I already answered that

 6         question, and I won't answer it again for

 7         you.

 8    Q.   Lux Benson, you made a Facebook post in the

 9         course of the election supporting Lux Benson

10         for re-election, correct, sir?

11    A.   (Inaudible) isn't Sam somewhere?

12    Q.   It can include other persons, but at least

13         Lux Benson?

14    A.   I can't remember.  I'll say no to that.  It

15         will be crossed again.

16    Q.   No, or you don't remember?

17    A.   Well, let just say no because I don't

18         remember seems not to work for you.

19    Q.   Sir, you are required to answer the questions

20         that are posed.

21    A.   Are you the prosecutor?

22    Q.   Sir --

23    A.   Are you the prosecutor?

24    Q.   Sir --

25    A.   Are you the prosecutor?
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 1    Q.   Sir, are you giving truthful answers today

 2         when you say no?

 3    A.   Yes, I am.  Yes, I'm giving truthful answers

 4         to the best of my knowledge.

 5    Q.   To the best of your knowledge?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   You did not post on Facebook supporting Lux

 8         Benson's re-recollection?

 9    A.   No, I can't -- I can't remember if I ever

10         took a picture with Lux.

11    Q.   Well, we have some.

12    A.   Well, bring them up, then.

13    Q.   Jason Chakita?

14    A.   Jason Chakita?

15    Q.   Did you post on Facebook publicly supporting

16         Jason Chakita for election?

17    A.   (Inaudible) pictures of him in the past.

18         He's my nephew, and he was going to return my

19         late son.

20    Q.   Is that a no or I can't remember?

21    A.   I can't remember.  Does that work for you?

22    Q.   Is it the truth?

23    A.   The truth is I can't remember, yes.

24    Q.   Mandy Cuthand?

25    A.   Well, he's my best buddy.
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 1    Q.   Did you post on Facebook supporting Mandy

 2         Cuthand for election?

 3    A.   I can't remember.

 4    Q.   Did you post on Facebook supporting Dana

 5         Falcon for election?

 6    A.   I can't remember.

 7    Q.   Did you post on Facebook supporting Henry

 8         Gardipy for election?

 9    A.   I can't remember.

10    Q.   Did you post on Facebook supporting Samuel

11         Wuttunee for election?

12    A.   Sam?  I thought he always ran with Todd, Todd

13         and that group.  He's a good guy.

14    Q.   Sir, what was the question that I just asked

15         you?

16    A.   Oh, I'm just -- you asked me -- I don't know

17         (inaudible).

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           (Inaudible).

19    A.   Yeah, I can't remember if I posted pictures

20         of them, but the other -- I posted pictures

21         of a lot of a people.

22    Q.   I'm not just asking about pictures.  I'm

23         asking about texts, pictures, anything?

24    A.   Individuals?

25    Q.   No.  I --
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 1    A.   Yes, I --

 2    Q.   You asked that specific verification, sir,

 3         you asked with him alone, and I said whether

 4         that individual alone or with other persons.

 5                             Samuel Wuttunee, did you

 6         post a Facebook supporting Samuel Wuttunee

 7         for, election, either Samuel Wuttunee by

 8         himself or with other people?

 9    A.   Are you saying that I posted to support him

10         during an election?

11    Q.   Either him alone or with other persons for

12         election?

13    A.   I can't remember.  I think what you're trying

14         to get here is a conspiracy theory with a

15         bunch of holes in it.

16    Q.   No, what I'm trying to get at here is the

17         truth.

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   It seems that you don't have much memory.

20    A.   I can't remember.

21    Q.   I'm trying to determine how much memory you

22         have, because the Court is going to be called

23         upon to decide --

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   -- whether your recollection of events is
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 1         truthful or accurate or other witnesses are.

 2         So I think it's important that the Court hear

 3         from you.

 4    A.   Yeah, you know --

 5    Q.   Samuel Wuttunee, can you tell me, sir, did

 6         you post a Facebook --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, let him finish.  He

 8         was about to answer.

 9    Q.   Did you post a Facebook --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let him finish.

11    Q.   -- supporting Samuel Wuttunee for election

12         whether alone or with other people?

13    A.   Can't remember, sir.  I can't remember.

14    Q.   Shawn Wuttunee, did you post a Facebook

15         supporting him for election either alone or

16         with others?

17    A.   Same thing, I can't remember that.

18    Q.   On the date of the election, March 20th,

19         2020, you posted to Facebook supporting the

20         election of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson,

21         Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon,

22         Henry Gardipy, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn

23         Wuttunee and obviously yourself?

24    A.   I thought I posted a picture like that after

25         the election, everybody that made it.
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 1    Q.   I'm talking before these polls closed on

 2         March 20th, 2020?

 3    A.   What time was that?

 4    Q.   You tell me.  What time did the poll close?

 5    A.   No, you seem -- you seem to say that you know

 6         what time and everything because you said it

 7         was before the closing poll.

 8    Q.   What time did the poll close on March 20th,

 9         2020?

10    A.   I don't know.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're just playing

12         guessing games with each other.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              I think it's quite

14         relevant that your client has very little

15         memory.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It may be, Mr. Phillips,

17         but --

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              It is.  That will be

19         heard, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But if you have a

21         question -- was that photograph posted before

22         or after the polls closed, you have heard the

23         witness say that he thinks it was posted

24         after the poll closed.

25    Q.   And I'm talking about before that point in
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 1         time.  Sir, what time did the polls close on

 2         March 20th, 2020, sir?

 3    A.   You got me there.  I don't know because I

 4         wasn't even at the polls.  I was at home, so

 5         I wouldn't know what time the polls closed.

 6    Q.   What date was the Saskatoon advance poll?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, Jesus.

 8    A.   You come up with these hard questions.  I

 9         don't know.  I don't know that date.

10    Q.   What date was the nomination meeting for the

11         election?

12    A.   Was it in February?

13    Q.   You tell me.

14    A.   No, I'm asking you.

15    Q.   To the best of your recollection, it was in

16         February?

17    A.   I think it was in February.  I'm pretty sure.

18    Q.   February 2020?

19    A.   It was 2020, yeah, for sure, but I don't know

20         what day it was or what month.  Can I look

21         through here, and I can give you a definite

22         answer on what day that --

23    Q.   You are asking to read through your Affidavit

24         again to find out the answers to the

25         questions that I'm asking you?
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 1    A.   Yeah.  I want to find out what day the --

 2    Q.   So aside from your Affidavit --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, just answer.  Will

 4         you let him --

 5    A.   See if I can find out when nominations was

 6         or what?

 7    Q.   Now you're on the Affidavit of Henry Gardipy.

 8         Why are you reading somebody else's Affidavit

 9         in the course of your testimony?

10    A.   I don't know.  I'm just flipping through the

11         pages, okay?  I didn't know that was Henry

12         Gardipy.  I'm sorry.  I'm trying to find out

13         what day nominations was.

14    Q.   I'm asking you for your recollection, sir,

15         and it seem as though you have none.

16    A.   I don't have a day, what day it was.

17    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

18         reading through the Affidavits.

19    A.   Yeah, well, I'm trying to figure out what day

20         was the nominations, and you won't -- you

21         won't say because you know the date, and I

22         can't remember the date, right?

23    Q.   And that's what we're looking for, how much

24         recollection you (inaudible) during the

25         course of the election.
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   It seems as though you have very little.

 3    A.   Yes.

 4    Q.   That's an accurate statement?

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   That's a fair statement?

 7    A.   That's a fair statement.

 8    Q.   You have very little recollection of anything

 9         in regards to the election?

10    A.   I remember certain things, I guess.

11    Q.   Before the polls closed on March --

12    A.   On what day?

13    Q.   Before the polls closed on March 20th, 2020,

14         sometime on March 28th you posted to Facebook

15         supporting the election of Clinton Wuttunee,

16         Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand,

17         Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Samuel Wuttunee

18         Shawn Wuttunee and yourself.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think you're

20         mischaracterizing what his answer was.  You

21         said --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking him now.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But you're

24         mischaracterizing what he said.  You said you

25         posted support.  He said he posted a
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 1         congratulatory message.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking him about a

 3         different Facebook post, sir.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then direct his

 5         attention to that.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 7         don't interrupt.  I am very clearly asking

 8         about a different Facebook post.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I didn't understand

10         that.

11    Q.   So you can recall posting after the election,

12         congratulating everybody for being elected?

13    A.   I don't know if I did, but I think that would

14         be something appropriate to do is

15         congratulate the people that made it.

16    Q.   You just don't remember what you actually

17         did, though?

18    A.   Yeah, if I posted that after the election

19         results.

20    Q.   When?

21    A.   The day after the elections.

22    Q.   And so what day was that?

23    A.   It was March.

24    Q.   What day?

25    A.   The morning.
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 1    Q.   What day?

 2    A.   What day was the elections?

 3    Q.   What day did you make that Facebook post?

 4    A.   I can't remember.  I don't even remember the

 5         day the elections was and Mr. Phillips won't

 6         clue me in.  If you can tell me the day --

 7         the date of that election, then I can tell

 8         you the day that I did post something, the

 9         results that probably about 7, 8 or 9.

10    Q.   I would like to make sure that the court

11         reporter is hearing everything.  Are you

12         having any difficulty or are you good?

13                            Prior to the poll closing

14         for the election, you posted to Facebook

15         expressing support for the election of

16         Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

17         Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy,

18         Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee and yourself,

19         correct, sir?

20    A.   What was said on that post?

21    Q.   Do you recall making any such post?

22    A.   I can't remember, but can you show me a

23         picture?  Then I'll be able to understand

24         your question on what you're --

25    Q.   You simply don't remember?
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 1    A.   I can't remember certain times.  We didn't

 2         even get to here yet.  What time is it, 3:30?

 3    Q.   Did you wear a shirt saying vote for Clint

 4         for chief prior to the close of the election?

 5    A.   You know, there was lots of shirts being

 6         handed out.  I know there was a chief --

 7         Chief Todd, but I don't think I'm the kind of

 8         a person that wore somebody else's shirt.

 9    Q.   You are saying, no, you did not wear a shirt

10         that said, vote Clint for chief?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He didn't say that.

12    A.   I'm positive I didn't wear a shirt, but I --

13         I could be wrong in that.

14    Q.   You are positive that you didn't do it, but

15         you could be wrong?

16    A.   Yeah, that's --

17    Q.   Is that what you said, sir?

18    A.   That's what I'm saying, yeah, I can't

19         remember if I wore anybody's shirt.  There

20         was lots being given out.  I think I grabbed

21         one of Todd's shirts too.  It was very nice.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I'm not sure that we

23         understand what you mean.  Do you mean

24         wearing it out in public or what exactly did

25         you mean, Mr. Phillips?
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 1    A.   When I wear it when I was sitting in a

 2         vehicle?  Because I didn't -- I didn't go

 3         to -- I didn't go walk around -- I wouldn't

 4         walk around with someone else's shirt.

 5    Q.   Let's put it this way:  You posted for a

 6         paragraph wearing a shirt that said, vote for

 7         Clint for chief 2020, correct?

 8    A.   I don't know what's so important about

 9         wearing a shirt or the -- or vote for this

10         person or that person.  You know, what is it

11         you are trying to fill here?  What kind of

12         imaginary law?

13    Q.   Can you please directly answer the question,

14         sir?

15    A.   Please answer the question.

16    Q.   Sir, please answer the question.

17    A.   Well, I don't know, but if you got a picture

18         of it then slap it on the table, and let's

19         take a look at it, okay?

20    Q.   Do you recall posing for such a photo?

21    A.   No, I don't recall.

22    Q.   You don't recall either posing for a photo --

23    A.   No.

24    Q.   -- wearing such a shirt or even wearing such

25         a shirt at all?
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 1    A.   No.  That's a long time ago.  What colour was

 2         the shirt?

 3    Q.   So I'd like to return to Breanna Wahobin.

 4         You already confirmed that you assisted

 5         Breanna Wahobin requesting a mail-in ballot.

 6         What date was that, sir?

 7    A.   I don't remember.

 8    Q.   What month was it?

 9    A.   I don't remember.

10    Q.   Where were you when you assisted her?

11    A.   That one called me to pick her up, so I went

12         over there.  Breanna sent me a text message

13         before that, about a week before that saying,

14         do you know how to fill these out, and I

15         texted her saying, put your name, surname,

16         treaty number and send it off.  So when I was

17         picking her up, I was -- I went to her house

18         and grabbed her, and she said, can you help

19         me with this, and can you -- and I -- and I

20         only helped just, like, what's in there,

21         whatever.  And I was thinking -- and I was

22         thinking, Jesus, I don't know, I might get

23         set up here because I know Breanna and their

24         family they're the -- what would you call

25         them, activists, they're always actively
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 1         attacking the present chief and council

 2         that's always in there.  So I was -- I was

 3         kind of hesitant, but I told her on this part

 4         you put your name beside it, put your treaty

 5         number then your address, and you -- you put

 6         it in an envelope and send it off and that

 7         should have occurred there, but then I told

 8         Neva, well, I hope -- I better go and she

 9         asked if I had any money to help her with

10         because she was out of grub.  And so I --

11         later gave her 40, 50 bucks and then I left.

12         That's it.  Like, Neva calls me quite a bit

13         and usually I'm picking her up at Breanna's.

14         Now, for me, to do anything more than that is

15         crazy.

16    Q.   What was the last question I just asked you,

17         sir?

18    A.   Jeez, I don't know.  I thought you were

19         asking if I went to Breanna's.

20    Q.   I asked you where --

21    A.   Where?

22    Q.   Where did you assist Breanna?

23    A.   Well, I told you, I picked her up at her -- I

24         picked her mom up at her house.

25    Q.   At Breanna's house?
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 1    A.   Yes.

 2    Q.   You assisted Breanna in completing her

 3         request for mail-in ballot at Breanna's

 4         house?

 5    A.   I didn't assist her.  I told her how to do it

 6         and she did it.

 7    Q.   So she filled it all out, her name and --

 8    A.   Yeah.  But on the way out I didn't know what

 9         she did after.

10    Q.   But you told her what to do, correct?  That's

11         what you just said?

12    A.   Yeah.  There's no harm in doing that, yeah,

13         is there?  I wanted to get out of there as

14         fast as possible so I wouldn't be implicated

15         in something like this, and now here I am

16         sitting here being implicated, being a big

17         guy.

18    Q.   So this was at Breanna's house that this

19         occurred, and you don't when?

20    A.   No, I don't recall when.

21    Q.   And Breanna was present, Breanna Wahobin?

22    A.   Breanna and Neva, yeah.

23    Q.   Neva, being Breanna's mother?

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   No one else was present?
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 1    A.   I think her kids were there.

 2    Q.   Breanna's kids?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   And the entire purpose of your going over to

 5         Breanna's house was to assist her with her

 6         mail-in ballot?

 7    A.   No, it was to pick up her mom.

 8    Q.   It's a rather short form to request a mail-in

 9         ballot, correct?

10    A.   (Inaudible).

11    Q.   So when you told Breanna what to do, she did

12         it right away, she filled out the request for

13         mail-in ballot form?

14    A.   She must have filled it out, but I wasn't

15         there to see to any of it.

16    Q.   You're saying that you were not there to see

17         Breanna Wahobin complete her mail-in ballot

18         form?

19    A.   Yes.

20    Q.   How did Breanna Wahobin's request for mail-in

21         ballot form get to the electoral officer?

22    A.   That I don't know.  Did she tell you?

23    Q.   You are under oath here, sir.

24    A.   Yes, I am.

25    Q.   You took a photograph of her request for
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 1         mail-in ballot, correct, or do you remember?

 2    A.   I don't remember that again.

 3    Q.   Oh, but it's possible; you just don't

 4         remember?

 5    A.   It is possible that it didn't happen.

 6    Q.   You just don't remember?

 7    A.   Like most of this stuff in this here book is

 8         all fabricated.  All these Affidavits are all

 9         fabricated.

10    Q.   You're referring to --

11    A.   And the person that faked these, these people

12         here, this ain't their wording.  I know a lot

13         of these people, and I know how they talk,

14         and I know how they write, so this isn't

15         their Affidavit; this belongs to a third

16         party.  Now, do you believe in that

17         conspiracy to attack chief and council?

18    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

19         pointing to his own Affidavit and was

20         throughout that entire reply.

21    A.   No, I'm talking about these (inaudible).

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

23    Q.   I want to make sure that I heard you

24         correctly, sir.

25    A.   Like, an Affidavit from all -- like, the
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 1         Affidavit from Dean especially and Breanna,

 2         like, all those people that made Affidavits,

 3         everything is fabricated and it's -- they are

 4         setting up the stage, you know.

 5    Q.   Gary, please answer the questions that I

 6         pose, okay?

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   Gary, I want to make sure that I've heard you

 9         correctly.

10    A.   Why?

11    Q.   You don't recall whether you took a

12         photograph of Breanna Wahobin's request for

13         mail-in ballot.  It's possible?

14    A.   I can't remember that.

15    Q.   It's possible, you just don't remember?

16    A.   I can't -- I can't say possible either, but I

17         can't remember that.

18    Q.   Okay.  It's also possible, but you don't

19         remember, whether or not you were present for

20         Breanna Wahobin completing the rest of her

21         mail-in ballot request form?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no, that's not what

23         he said.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              I would like to hear from

25         the witness.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you heard it by

 2         him.  How come I hear it, Mr. Phillips, and

 3         you don't?  I've heard it many times now, at

 4         least twice.

 5    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't interrupt.

 6                            Sir, it's possible that

 7         you were there when Breanna Wahobin finished

 8         her request for mail-in ballot form; you just

 9         don't remember?

10    A.   No, I don't remember.  It's a long time ago.

11         (Inaudible).  All I remember is picking up

12         Neva many times and Jerette, and Neva is

13         always wanting me to help her -- her and her

14         other son there, but (inaudible) helping

15         Jerette out (inaudible).  It's always Neva

16         and Jerette.  See, a lot of these people they

17         are from -- they're from (inaudible) lives,

18         they have a hard time making things --

19         (inaudible) drug abusers and that, and I kind

20         of feel sorry for them and -- to have people

21         preying on them to put it to them -- what

22         they're going through right now is only so

23         they can get a fix and few bucks, you know,

24         the other son had people target them.

25    Q.   Gary --
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 1    A.   Get that on the record.

 2    Q.   Gary, the next step in the process is

 3         receiving the mail-in ballot package from the

 4         electoral officer, correct?

 5    A.   That's -- I thought I explained that at the

 6         beginning of this couple hours ago.

 7    Q.   Gary, please, We're going to describe the

 8         process in detail to make sure that --

 9    A.   Describe it in detail again?  Are we going to

10         do that with all -- are we going to do that

11         with all eight papers, Heather, Breanna,

12         Dion, Breanna and Veronica?  (Inaudible).

13         You are going to explain the process, the

14         request for ballot and (inaudible) handed in,

15         We're all going to that with everybody here?

16         (Inaudible) going to be.

17 COURT REPORTER:            Excuse me, do you have --

18         excuse me, I need to interrupt.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Hold it.

20 COURT REPORTER:            Do we have two

21         microphones going at the same time?  I'm

22         getting feedback.  I'm hearing his voice

23         coming through about three or four times, so

24         something must have changed with the volume

25         or --
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 1    Q.   Speak so that the court reporter can hear you

 2         and see if she can hear you, okay?

 3 WITNESS:                   Hello, ma'am.

 4 COURT REPORTER:            That's clear now.  I'm

 5         getting some feedback coming from more than

 6         one, so I don't know if somebody adjusted a

 7         volume somewhere.

 8    A.   Maybe we should turn that off for now until

 9         we need it.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              You can hear the witness

11         okay?

12 COURT REPORTER:            Now I can, yes, and if it

13         changes again, I will interrupt.

14    A.   Can you hear me now?

15 COURT REPORTER:            Yes.

16    Q.   Gary, I want to go through in some detail to

17         make sure that what I understand to be how

18         mail-in ballots are dealt with is consistent

19         with your understanding --

20    A.   Okay, so --

21    Q.   -- so that the Court can understand --

22    A.   So you don't need me to answer how you think

23         how this system works?  Because I already

24         told you how the system works.

25    Q.   Gary --
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 1    A.   And I'm pretty sure what the other persons

 2         you questioned you got the same answer of how

 3         the ballot system works.  Now, are we

 4         repeating the questions that haven't been

 5         answered prior to me sitting here?

 6    Q.   Gary, it's important that you wait for the

 7         question that is asked.  The question --

 8    A.   What question?  You didn't even say a

 9         question.

10    Q.   I am being respectful of not interrupting

11         you.

12    A.   Well, again --

13    Q.   Please wait for the question, okay?

14    A.   Okay.  Well, don't come back with the same

15         question repeatedly that was repeated before,

16         okay?

17    Q.   Gary, the next step in the process is the

18         voter receives their mail-in ballot package

19         from the electoral officer, correct?

20    A.   Yes.

21    Q.   And when the elector receives their mail-in

22         ballot package, the first thing that is done

23         is the elector fills out their sheet and

24         counts the ballots that they just received as

25         part of that --
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 1    A.   (Inaudible) request the ballot.

 2    Q.   I'm talking about the ballot (inaudible) that

 3         is (inaudible) electoral officer following

 4         the submission of the request for mail-in

 5         ballot package.

 6    A.   Oh, this is (inaudible) is what you're

 7         saying?

 8    Q.   Again, Gary, the electoral officers send out

 9         a mail-in ballot package.  The voter receives

10         it.  The voter opens up the package.  There

11         is a chief ballot and a councillor ballot.

12         The first step is the elector filling out the

13         chief and councillor ballots that are

14         enclosed within that mail-in ballot package

15         that they just received from the electoral

16         officer, correct?

17    A.   I would say that's probably correct.

18    Q.   Okay.  And the very next step is that the

19         elector then places their chief and

20         counsellor ballots that they just cast their

21         votes for inside of what's called the voter

22         declaration form envelope, correct?

23    A.   Yeah, they probably -- yeah, I think so, that

24         would be correct.

25    Q.   And the very next step is that the elector
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 1         seals that envelope, this voter declaration

 2         form envelope, it has a seal on it?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   The elector seals it, right?

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6    Q.   So that's the very next step?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   What --

 9    A.   And then --

10    Q.   And the very next step after that is the

11         elector fills out this voter declaration form

12         which is pointed on the voter declaration

13         form envelope, correct, sir?

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   Yeah, and so they fill it out with their

16         name, their treaty card number, their address

17         and they sign, correct, sir?

18    A.   Sounds like the proper steps.

19    Q.   And the very next step is that the witness

20         that was present -- there must be a witness

21         present throughout this process.  That

22         witness then signs the witness declaration

23         form on the bottom of that voter declaration

24         form, correct, sir?

25    A.   I wish I had one of those to look at right
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 1         now, but I'm pretty sure they have to have a

 2         witness, yeah.

 3    Q.   Yes, but that's the very next step in time.

 4         After the voter fills out their portion of

 5         the voter declaration form and signs and

 6         dates it, the witness then declares, I

 7         witnessed the voter complete the voter

 8         declaration form, correct, sir?

 9    A.   Bring that up again.

10    Q.   The very next step after the voter has filled

11         out their name, their treaty card number,

12         their date of birth, their address, signed

13         and dated their voter declaration form, the

14         witness that has witnessed all of this that

15         must be present throughout, they, then, fill

16         out the witness declaration at the bottom of

17         the voter declaration form, correct, sir?

18    A.   I thought I answered yes, they have to --

19         they have to be witnessed.

20    Q.   I'm just making sure that my understanding is

21         the same as yours.  So that is consistent

22         with your understanding, sir, what I've just

23         described?

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   Very well.  So, again, the mail-in ballot
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 1         package is received by the electoral officer,

 2         the voter, as the first step, fills out their

 3         chief and councillor ballots, they, then,

 4         place those ballots inside the voter

 5         declaration form envelope, they seal the

 6         voter declaration form envelope, the voter

 7         fills out the voter declaration form, they

 8         are part of it that is printed on the voter

 9         declaration form envelope, they sign and date

10         it, all of this occurs in the presence of the

11         witness, that witness then fills out the

12         witness declaration form that is also on the

13         bottom part of the voter declaration form.

14         Is all of this correct, sir, in that order?

15    A.   It sounds like the process, yeah.

16    Q.   And the very next step is that the voter

17         declaration form envelope has been sealed,

18         completed, is placed into this pre-addressed

19         and pre-paid envelope -- and when it's

20         pre-addressed, it's pre-addressed to the

21         electoral officer, in this case Burke Ratte,

22         and this voter declaration form envelope, it

23         goes inside this pre-addressed and pre-paid

24         envelope and gets sealed and then is placed

25         in the Canada Post mail.  The alternative
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 1         could be that the elector simply delivers it

 2         personally to the electoral officer; is that

 3         correct, sir?

 4    A.   Repeat that last part?

 5    Q.   The voter then takes their voter declaration

 6         form envelope which has been sealed,

 7         completely filled out, they take that and

 8         they put it into the pre-paid and

 9         pre-addressed envelope for delivery to the

10         electoral officer, they put it inside that

11         envelope, they seal that envelope, and then

12         that envelope is placed directly into a

13         Canada Post mailbox or they deliver it

14         directly to the electoral officer.  That

15         sounds all correct, sir?

16    A.   Sounding correct, yeah.

17    Q.   Okay.  I wanted to make sure that we have the

18         same understanding as to how the mail-in

19         ballot package is completed from beginning to

20         end.  Now, in the course of the election,

21         this is what you told electors, correct?

22         This is a complicated process, you need to

23         make sure that it's done correctly from

24         beginning to end, right, sir?  Because

25         otherwise the ballots will be void or spoiled
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 1         or whatever, right?

 2    A.   Well, I don't think I went (inaudible) out

 3         and explained the process of things, like,

 4         people should know most of that, but if

 5         somebody asked I might have told them how --

 6         how it's done.  It's a pretty simple process.

 7         Anybody can probably do it.  Like I said,

 8         even you would be able to fill it out.

 9    Q.   It's important that it be done correctly,

10         then, and you recognize that, right?

11    A.   I don't know what you mean by recognize it,

12         but every person knows it's -- it's got to be

13         filled out probably and it's got to be within

14         the lines, you know.  It's common sense.  You

15         don't want to spoil your ballot.

16    Q.   It's done exactly how I just described?

17    A.   Yes.

18    Q.   When they receive the mail-in ballot package

19         from the electoral officer, right (inaudible)

20         they're handing that completed envelope to

21         either the electoral officer or placing it

22         directly into a Canada Post mailbox?

23    A.   Yeah, most people do it that way.

24    Q.   Now, I want to understand, Gary, it seems to

25         me that you provided assistance to four
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 1         people.  So let's take your son --

 2    A.   Is that a crime?

 3    Q.   No, I'm just asking, so let me get my

 4         question out.  With your son, he got his

 5         mail-in ballot package back, correct, sir?

 6    A.   Yeah.

 7    Q.   Okay.  And so he completed it?

 8    A.   Well, he must have completed it if he voted,

 9         but I wasn't around for him to -- for him to

10         fill it out.

11    Q.   You were around --

12    A.   I was there?  I wasn't around.  I could have

13         been visiting when he got his package, I

14         don't know if he got his voter's package or

15         not.  Now, I can't say that about my

16         daughter, I can't say that about Breanna, or

17         I can't say that about my brother.

18    Q.   You're saying that --

19    A.   Yes, I am saying that.

20    Q.   You're saying that you do you not even recall

21         whether or not --

22    A.   No.

23    Q.   -- Breanna Wahobin received her mail-in

24         ballot package?

25    A.   No, no.  You can raise your voice if you
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 1         want, but I don't remember.

 2    Q.   I'm not raising my voice, sir.

 3    A.   Yeah, I --

 4    Q.   But I don't think your counsel will disagree

 5         with my characterization.

 6    A.   Yeah, okay, but --

 7    Q.   I'm asking, sir --

 8    A.   I know what you're asking.

 9    Q.   Breanna Wahobin, she received her mail-in

10         ballot package?

11    A.   That's good for her, you know, I'm glad she

12         exercised her right to vote.

13    Q.   You assisted her.  She asked for assistance.

14    A.   On what?

15    Q.   In filling it out, because I think --

16    A.   (Inaudible) her ballot, no.

17    Q.   Her mail-in ballot package?

18    A.   No, no.  I didn't assist her.

19    Q.   Did you not tell her what has to be done,

20         give her some instructions?

21    A.   No.

22    Q.   You didn't provide Breanna Wahobin any

23         guidance --

24    A.   No.

25    Q.   -- as to how to fill out her mail-in ballot
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 1         package?

 2    A.   No.

 3    Q.   Did you tell her not to mark anything?

 4    A.   No.

 5    Q.   You did not send any text message or Facebook

 6         message to Breanna Wahobin telling her don't

 7         mark anything?

 8    A.   Yeah, I remember her saying she -- she got

 9         her ballot, and I can't (inaudible) not to

10         mark (inaudible) that to be over the lines,

11         you know.  And I remember another time Neva

12         called me to pick her up there.  So what she

13         did with her ballot, I don't know.  You know,

14         I say lots of things, you know, that just

15         because, you know, to get people to quit

16         texting me, yeah (inaudible).  It may she

17         wanted me to go inside, and I didn't want to

18         go in.

19    Q.   You didn't want to go inside Breanna's house

20         or Neva's house?

21    A.   Breanna's.

22    Q.   This is Breanna's house?

23    A.   Yeah.

24    Q.   So you're saying --

25    A.   I remember texting when I was, outside, so I
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 1         don't know how long I was there.

 2    Q.   Sir --

 3    A.   Sir.

 4    Q.   Sir --

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   You communicate with Neva, Breanna's mother

 7         directly.  Do you have her phone number?

 8    A.   No, I don't have her number, but she has

 9         mine.

10    Q.   So what was it --

11    A.   Neva never texts, she always calls.

12    Q.   So what was it that you didn't want Neva to

13         mark up?

14    A.   I don't know, I didn't say Neva marked up.

15    Q.   So your comment, don't mark anything --

16    A.   Yeah.

17    Q.   -- was towards Breanna Wahobin?

18    A.   It might have been, but --

19    Q.   Your comment, come outside, was to Breanna

20         Wahobin?

21    A.   Yeah, I texted her to tell her mom to come

22         outside.  She understood that.

23    Q.   No.  Your text message, come outside, was to

24         Breanna Wahobin, and Breanna Wahobin came

25         outside?
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 1    A.   No.

 2    Q.   You deny meeting with Breanna Wahobin at all?

 3    A.   No, Breanna didn't come out, no.

 4    Q.   You're under oath here today, sir.

 5    A.   Yeah, I know.  Like, you -- don't make

 6         something that's not there because I won't --

 7         I understand your question, and you're trying

 8         to say that I met with Breanna and did some

 9         shady stuff with her, but I didn't do no

10         shady stuff.

11    Q.   My question is different.  You seem to be

12         suggesting that you did not see Breanna at

13         all.

14    A.   No, I didn't.

15    Q.   You didn't see Breanna at all?

16    A.   I didn't want to see her, no.

17    Q.   When she got her mail-in ballot package?

18    A.   No.  I was scared to see her.

19    Q.   How long --

20    A.   I knew that that it was going to lead further

21         into something that I didn't want to get

22         involved with.

23    Q.   Jerette Wahobin, you didn't see him either?

24    A.   Oh, Jerette Wahobin?  I seen him that whole

25         time there, help him with his -- his D5, but
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 1         I didn't see him.

 2    Q.   You didn't assist him with his mail-in ballot

 3         package?

 4    A.   No.

 5    Q.   You didn't give him any guidance or

 6         instructions?

 7    A.   No.

 8    Q.   So tell me what specifically did you intend

 9         to communicate to Breanna Wahobin when you

10         sent her the text message, don't mark

11         anything?

12    A.   I don't know what that was all about, but

13         that was so long ago, I can't remember.  Did

14         she say anything about -- about before that?

15         Am I able to look in here at the screen

16         shots?

17    Q.   I'd like to know what you intended to

18         communicate when you said, don't mark

19         anything.

20    A.   Don't cry, please, but it probably was

21         nothing.

22    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

23         looking through his Affidavit.

24    A.   I can't?  I can't look to get the proper --

25         to see what you're talking about?
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 1    Q.   I'm simply ensuring that the transcript that

 2         is prepared (inaudible) it accurately

 3         describes what occurred.

 4    A.   Am I not able to look at it?  (Inaudible) no

 5         matter what.  I'm trying to see what you're

 6         getting at here.

 7    Q.   Would you identify that text message?

 8    A.   (Inaudible).

 9    Q.   Can you even recall sending that text message

10         to Breanna Wahobin?

11    A.   No, I can't recall.

12    Q.   Text message or Facebook message, either way?

13    A.   No, I can't recall.

14    Q.   Do you recall what day it was?

15    A.   No.

16    Q.   Do you recall what month it was?

17    A.   No.  Probably wintertime.

18    Q.   By wintertime, what month do you mean?

19    A.   I don't know, but I would have went there

20         from November to what -- April?

21    Q.   So you tell me, what month was it when this

22         occurred?

23    A.   I don't know, I can't remember.

24    Q.   So I want to be clear, are you denying that

25         you sent the message to --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why don't you show him?

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why don't you show it to

 4         him?

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're asking him to deny

 7         something that you won't show.

 8    A.   It's not here.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

10         do not obstruct the cross-examination.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not obstructing --

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's very clear that

13         this --

14    A.   He's not obstructing the question.

15    Q.   Gary --

16    A.   You want me to -- to talk about stuff you

17         won't share with me?  All I know is I think

18         he's making stuff up here, and you want me to

19         admit to something that's not there, right?

20    Q.   Gary --

21    A.   Nathan.

22    Q.   -- you sent the following text message to

23         Breanna Wahobin?

24    A.   Let's look at it.

25    Q.   Okay.  30 minute.  Don't mark anything.
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 1    A.   Okay.  Where is that?

 2    Q.   Do you deny sending that text message to her?

 3    A.   I can't remember, but I'd like to see it.

 4    Q.   Can you remember anything about that day?

 5    A.   No.

 6    Q.   You don't remember anything about that day?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you have to tell

 8         him what day it is.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt.

10    A.   I don't know.

11    Q.   The same day --

12    A.   Actually, to tell you the truth, I don't

13         remember the day he's talking about.

14    Q.   The day you sent the following text message

15         to Breanna Wahobin, okay, 30 minute, don't

16         mark anything.  Let the record reflect that

17         the witness is referring to the Affidavit

18         of -- or reading the Affidavit of Breanna

19         Wahobin that Nicholas Stooshinoff has now

20         laid opened for his client's review during

21         the middle of the cross-examination.

22    A.   I don't think so.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think that's an

24         accurate reflection, Mr. Phillips.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              I can see the witness
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 1         reading the Affidavit.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's in front of me.  I

 3         don't think he's looking at it.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              I can see the witness

 5         hasn't read it.  Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

 6         very clearly obstructive.  Can you please --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What's obstructive?

 8         You're asking him to speculate about

 9         something that you won't show him.  You're

10         saying --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              You are showing --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not showing him

13         anything.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              You are improperly

15         obstructing this cross-examination.  You are

16         putting document to the witness.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I haven't put a single

18         thing to him.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have the Affidavit of

20         Breanna Wahobin, Exhibit A, open in front of

21         the witness, and he was reading it.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have her Affidavit in

23         front of me as I have his in front of me.

24    Q.   Gary, are you denying that you sent that text

25         message to Breanna Wahobin?
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 1    A.   I can't deny something I can't remember.

 2    Q.   Okay.  30 minute.  Don't mark anything.

 3    A.   (Inaudible) more than I did.

 4    Q.   Is it possible that you met with Breanna

 5         Wahobin when she received the mail-in ballot?

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   You have concrete memory of that?

 8    A.   Yeah.

 9    Q.   How many times did you meet with Breanna

10         Wahobin in March 2020?

11    A.   Just that one time.  You know the -- just to

12         give her $50 it says she needed for gas.

13    Q.   And you're referring to your Affidavit?

14         That's source of your recollection?

15    A.   Yeah, that's the source of my recollection.

16    Q.   You don't have independent recollection, you

17         are reading from your Affidavit?

18    A.   Yes, sir.  Is there something wrong with

19         that?

20    Q.   No, just attempting to determine whether you

21         have actual recollection of the events in

22         question or whether you are simply telling me

23         what you're reading from your Affidavit right

24         there.  You already told me that --

25    A.   This is what I remember from when I wrote
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 1         down here my recollection -- recollection.

 2    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

 3         referring to his sworn Affidavit in this

 4         proceeding.

 5    A.   Yeah, let the record know that I'm reading

 6         the truth here.

 7    Q.   At no time have you sent the message to Neva

 8         or anyone on behalf of Neva that said, okay,

 9         30 minute, don't mark anything, correct, sir?

10    A.   I can't remember.

11    Q.   Your phone number in March 2020 was

12         306-481-5802, correct, sir?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   Do you have any recollection of actually

15         going -- how many times you went to Breanna

16         Wahobin's house in March 2020?

17    A.   No.

18    Q.   So if I said five times or ten times you

19         simply wouldn't recollect?

20    A.   No.

21    Q.   It could be five times or it could be ten

22         times?

23    A.   No.

24    Q.   Sorry, are you saying you don't know --

25    A.   No.
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 1    Q.   You mean you wouldn't know?

 2    A.   No, I wouldn't know.

 3    Q.   You wouldn't remember?

 4    A.   I don't know if I would.

 5    Q.   Not would?  You said "not" five times.

 6    A.   Nathan, I don't know if I (inaudible) times,

 7         because she always basically needs a ride to

 8         the reserve.  She don't need a ride no more

 9         because she got herself a Toyota 4 runner so

10         she's not bothering me for rides, and I don't

11         make any calls for her.  I think -- I think

12         she got that about a month ago, her vehicle,

13         so she -- so the (inaudible) rides stopped.

14    Q.   So in August?

15    A.   I don't know, well, if you say it's August --

16    Q.   So you said a month ago?

17    A.   Yeah, it's probably August, maybe July, so,

18         yeah it's something that I wouldn't, you

19         know, (inaudible).

20    Q.   How many times did you go inside Breanna's

21         Wahobin's house in 2020?

22    A.   Once.

23    Q.   And that's when you gave her the request for

24         mail-in ballot?

25    A.   I didn't give her the request for mail-in
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 1         ballot.

 2    Q.   That's when you assisted her or gave her --

 3    A.   Well, I told her -- I just said you fill out

 4         here, here, here, and then that's it, and

 5         then gave it back, and then on the way out

 6         that's when Breanna asked if I could help her

 7         out, I looked in my pocket, I had $50 so I

 8         gave it her.  (Inaudible) 20s or three 10s

 9         and a 20, I'm not sure, but I was pretty

10         broke there.

11    Q.   When you assisted Jerette Wahobin in doing

12         his request for mail-in ballot, you and

13         Jerette Wahobin were the only two people

14         present?

15    A.   Did I request -- I don't think I helped him,

16         no.

17    Q.   You didn't help Jerette Wahobin at all with

18         his request for mail-in ballot?

19    A.   No, I doubt it.

20    Q.   You doubt it?

21    A.   I doubt it, yeah.

22    Q.   It didn't happen?

23    A.   Didn't happen.

24    Q.   Sorry, can you say that again?

25    A.   Didn't happen.
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 1    Q.   And you are certain of that?

 2    A.   I'm certain, yeah.

 3    Q.   In relation --

 4    A.   (Inaudible).

 5    Q.   Pardon?

 6    A.   Saying so that you could hear.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Sorry, was there an

 8         issue?  The court reporter can hear?  You're

 9         good?

10    A.   I was going -- I was going to go and see him,

11         but Breanna said that he was if a lot of

12         pain, go see him the next day, and then I

13         said -- so I didn't -- I never did go back.

14    Q.   Because it would not have been proper because

15         he was on strong pain meds, right?

16    A.   I'm pretty sure he was on strong -- strong

17         pain meds, yeah.

18    Q.   So he shouldn't be filling out any documents?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   Because he couldn't understand them?

21    A.   Yeah, probably, yeah.

22    Q.   So you didn't help Jerette Wahobin with his

23         request for mail-in ballot?

24    A.   (Inaudible).

25    Q.   I want the answer to my question, sir.
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 1    A.   Well, I can't remember if I did, but I'm

 2         positive I didn't, so I'll leave the answer

 3         up there as I'm not sure, and I can't

 4         remember.

 5    Q.   When I say assist, I mean in any sense,

 6         whether it's instructing him or providing

 7         guidance or simply giving him any sort of

 8         advice or information as to how the even fill

 9         out the request for mail-in ballot, you did

10         none of that in relation to Jerette Wahobin

11         in relation to the March 20th, 2020 election

12         of Red Pheasant First Nation?

13    A.   That I can't remember if I did or not because

14         I'm trying to place that boy.

15    Q.   Sorry, are you still thinking about your

16         answer, sir?

17    A.   I'm trying to figure out if I went to his

18         house.  Does that say what time of day it

19         was?

20    Q.   I'm asking you for your recollection, sir.

21         Seems as though you don't have any.

22    A.   No, I don't -- I don't have a recollection,

23         but --

24    Q.   Well, you said a few conflicting things here.

25         You said you're certain it didn't happen?
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 1    A.   Well, don't -- don't get excited.

 2    Q.   I suggest that you're not telling the truth,

 3         Gary.

 4    A.   Why would you suggest that?

 5    Q.   You know --

 6    A.   What are you saying, I'm a liar?

 7    Q.   You went over, and you helped Jerette Wahobin

 8         fill out his request for mail-in ballot.

 9    A.   Just a minute.

10    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

11         reading his Affidavit.

12    A.   Well, I got -- okay, there is no problem with

13         that.

14    Q.   You're reading your Affidavit.  I'm simply

15         noting it for the transcript.

16    A.   And what about you?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's very provocative,

18         Mr. Phillips, so why don't you refrain from

19         making commentary for the record.  Just let

20         the witnesses answer as best they are able

21         and don't continually poke a finger in the

22         eye which causes all this to become a

23         problem.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              If the witness has to

25         read his Affidavit to get the answer, there's
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 1         a problem, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I think you

 2         would agree with that.

 3    A.   No (inaudible).

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are free to make your

 5         pitch to the Court, Mr. Phillips.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              I think the transcript is

 7         going to speak pretty well as to the

 8         recollection or lack thereof.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't get into an

10         argument with the witness.  It's not going to

11         get us anywhere.

12    A.   Oh, here I did go and talk to him, but I

13         don't remember.

14    Q.   So your Affidavit says things that you don't

15         remember?

16    A.   Yeah.

17    Q.   It says a lot of those things, yeah.

18    A.   Yeah, it says lots of stuff.

19    Q.   Yeah, your Affidavit has a lot of things that

20         you don't remember?

21    A.   A lot of things.  I don't know if it's about

22         law, but, like, this sounds -- sounds like

23         it's very well 100 percent true, you know,

24         so -- so I helped him out with his Affidavit.

25         I don't know if he -- not his Affidavit,
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 1         his -- his 5D request for mail-in ballot, so

 2         I don't know if he signed that off or not

 3         but, you know, I can't remember him telling

 4         (inaudible) he got stabbed.  Do you know

 5         that?  Did you know he was in a cast, he got

 6         his arms macheted?

 7    Q.   So he couldn't move at all?

 8    A.   That's right.  You know, that's pretty hard.

 9    Q.   So you filled out his request for mail-in

10         ballot?

11    A.   No.

12    Q.   That was the entire reason you say you went

13         over in your Affidavit, you filled it out for

14         him?

15    A.   Well, you don't need to talk so loud.  Now,

16         don't accuse me of something, all right?

17    Q.   Well, I understand --

18    A.   I didn't fill it out.

19    Q.   I want to understand what it is that you're

20         telling me because there's so many stories

21         here.

22    A.   You got that -- you got his 5D form?  You can

23         see better than me.

24    Q.   He could hardly move his --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't know that, Mr.
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 1         Phillips.

 2    Q.   -- arm and his hand, correct, sir?

 3    A.   Well, what --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You don't know that.

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking the witness if

 7         he can remember.

 8    A.   He's got his left hand -- arm, and he lives

 9         with this, doesn't he?  Did you point that

10         out?

11    Q.   It seems as though you have no actual

12         recollection, you're just --

13    A.   No, no, I didn't -- I wouldn't assist him,

14         no.  I wouldn't touch anybody's 5D or

15         anything.  You know, that's -- that's against

16         election policies.

17    Q.   You have no recollection of --

18    A.   No.  Maybe Breanna went and helped him out.

19         I don't know.

20    Q.   Oh, so you don't even know if you --

21    A.   Well, I went and seen him, yes, but I -- and

22         I told -- I told his -- Breanna that he was

23         on pain -- painkillers, and he was in a lot

24         of pain, but I went over there to help, and

25         when I didn't get to help him because he was
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 1         in that kind of shape.

 2    Q.   So he didn't actually finish his request for

 3         mail-in ballot?

 4    A.   I don't know if he did or not.  That's

 5         another -- another thing we'll probably have

 6         to argue about down the road here.

 7    Q.   Who was in your van when you arrived to pick

 8         up Neva?

 9    A.   Just myself or maybe one of my kids.

10    Q.   You do have a van, right?

11    A.   I got a van.  I got a truck.

12    Q.   And that's what you drive?

13    A.   Yeah.

14    Q.   The van?

15    A.   No, I don't drive the van anymore.

16    Q.   Oh, but in March 2020 you did?

17    A.   I probably used the van, yeah, or truck,

18         yeah.

19    Q.   You were a councillor before the election

20         (inaudible) so you had the full voters list,

21         correct, sir?

22    A.   (Inaudible).  I just know my voters.  I know

23         who all the voters are.

24    Q.   You would have the voters list --

25    A.   No.
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 1    Q.   -- identifying all the voters for the First

 2         Nation in connection with the election,

 3         correct?

 4    A.   I don't travel with the voters list.

 5    Q.   On your phone?

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   You're saying that you did not have the

 8         voters list with you either if person or on

 9         your phone?

10    A.   No.

11    Q.   At any time in connection with the election?

12    A.   Never ever in my life.

13    Q.   Can you recall any other text messages that

14         you had with Breanna Wahobin in March 2020?

15    A.   No.

16    Q.   Can you recall any text messages that you had

17         with Breanna Wahobin in March 2020?

18    A.   I get -- I get hundreds of texts a day, and

19         then when I get them I clear them off every

20         two days because I can only hold two,

21         sometimes 400 texts on my phone, then I clear

22         them off, so it's best for me just to wipe

23         them out and start new.

24    Q.   I'm not asking what text message s are

25         currently on you phone.  I'm asking, do you
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 1         recall any text messages or Facebook messages

 2         that you had with Breanna Wahobin --

 3    A.   I don't recall --

 4    Q.   -- in March 2020?

 5    A.   -- if I --

 6    Q.   No?

 7    A.   No, no more.  If there was they're probably

 8         gone.

 9    Q.   No, I'm asking, do you have any recollection

10         of any of those text messages?

11    A.   Oh, jeez, I can't recall.  Oh, let's have a

12         break there, Nick.

13    Q.   You want five minutes?  How long?

14    A.   Yeah, give me five minutes.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  You've got that.

16         We're off the record.

17 (Recessed at 4:07 p.m.)

18 (Reconvened at 4:21 p.m.)

19    Q.   I want to make sure that I heard you

20         correctly, sir, you said that your text

21         messages, you get so many of them that you

22         have to delete them all the time?

23    A.   So I don't get lost, yeah.

24    Q.   I'm paraphrasing you.  You said I think you

25         get 2 or 300 and then you have to delete them
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 1         because they fill up your phone?

 2    A.   I do delete them, but I don't delete my

 3         family ones.

 4    Q.   Okay, so text messages with Breanna Wahobin,

 5         you delete those?

 6    A.   You got me a bit lost.

 7    Q.   All of your text messages with Breanna

 8         Wahobin --

 9    A.   Breanna, yeah.

10    Q.   -- you wouldn't keep those?

11    A.   No, I wouldn't keep none.

12    Q.   And when you say your family, Clint Wuttunee,

13         do you keep your text messages with him?

14    A.   No.  I keep them with my -- my daughters and

15         my sons, my wife, my brothers, my sisters,

16         cousins and --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           People you like.

18 WITNESS:                   Yeah.

19    Q.   Certainly not Breanna Wahobin?

20    A.   No, I wouldn't, no.

21    Q.   So how far back, like, a week that you would

22         only keep with Breanna Wahobin?

23    A.   Well, I don't know.  I can't check to see if

24         the messages are in there anymore.

25    Q.   So --
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 1    A.   They might have been lost.

 2    Q.   You didn't even check to see if you have

 3         them?

 4    A.   No.  There is no --

 5    Q.   Even when you were preparing your Affidavit,

 6         you didn't check to see if you had any text

 7         messages with Breanna Wahobin?

 8    A.   I'm pretty sure I checked to see, and she was

 9         way down at the bottom of it.  I made a

10         screen shot of a few good things she sent me

11         just to verify her story, and I kept it, but

12         I got to protect myself from this riff-raff.

13    Q.   You did this when you were preparing your

14         Affidavit or back in March?

15    A.   Oh, jeez, might even be in Affidavits.

16    Q.   (Inaudible) screen shot of the text messages

17         with Breanna Wahobin?

18    A.   (Inaudible) check here, I guess.  No, I

19         screen shot something here.  These ones.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           One more.  One more.

21         There you go.  Stop.

22    A.   This is Veronica.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, the day that we

24         said.

25    A.   We're talking about Veronica?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no -- all right.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect

 3         that Mr. Stooshinoff was attempting to assist

 4         the witness with his Affidavit.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I was going to assist

 6         him with the day.

 7    A.   Don't twist things around, man.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You wanted him to --

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, so the Affidavit

11         was sworn on August 28th.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's what Mr.

13         Stooshinoff was attempting to do, simply

14         point out the date your Affidavit was --

15    A.   (Inaudible).

16    Q.   That Affidavit was drafted by Mr.

17         Stooshinoff, correct, Gary?

18    A.   I can't remember if he did it or not, but --

19    Q.   That's his signature.

20    A.   Then he did it.

21    Q.   Is that the signature of Mr. Stooshinoff?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Doesn't mean he drafted

23         it.

24    Q.   Is that the signature of Mr. Stooshinoff?

25    A.   Is that his signature?  I never seen his
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 1         signature before.

 2    Q.   Do you recall whether you met with Mr.

 3         Stooshinoff in relation to the Affidavit?

 4    A.   When?

 5    Q.   Did you meet with Mr. Stooshinoff on August

 6         28th, 2020?

 7    A.   Have these people met with you to do their

 8         Affidavits or did they go (inaudible).

 9    Q.   I'm asking you, sir, did you meet with Mr.

10         Stooshinoff on August 28th, 2020?

11    A.   I can't remember that.

12    Q.   Did you meet with Mr. Stooshinoff at all when

13         you were signing your Affidavit?

14    A.   So if I had to get him to write this

15         Affidavit and response to this appeal and all

16         these other Affidavits, I thought we wrote

17         everything down, and I got -- and I gave

18         Nicholas to do a copy of it and put it in the

19         transcript, and he would have to sign it to

20         be a commissioner of oath, right?

21    Q.   I'm actually -- I'm asking for your actual

22         recollection, not what you think what

23         happened.  Do you actually recall meeting

24         with Mr. Stooshinoff when you signed your

25         Affidavit?
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 1    A.   I'm thinking of the answer to that.

 2    Q.   I'm asking for your evidence under oath.

 3    A.   I'm under oath, yes, I understand that, but

 4         what do you see that's any different than

 5         what you're asking?  Do you see something

 6         there that I don't see?

 7    Q.   My question is very direct --

 8    A.   And I answered you.

 9    Q.   No, you haven't.  I'm going to pose just a

10         regular question here.

11    A.   What were you going with -- eventually now?

12         You know, I understand that.

13    Q.   Do you recall actually meeting Mr.

14         Stooshinoff when you signed your Affidavit?

15    A.   That's my signature.  There's Nicholas's

16         signature.

17    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

18         referring to page 7 of his Affidavit.

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   So now you're saying that you know what

21         Nicholas Stooshinoff's signature looks like?

22    A.   No, no, I didn't say -- I didn't say I knew

23         his signature.  You're the one that's saying

24         that.  Don't get excited now.

25    Q.   No, you just said that.
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 1    A.   No, you said it.  This here -- is that

 2         supposed to be Nicholas, or is that somebody

 3         else's signature?  Don't trick me now.

 4    Q.   Gary, again, my very direct question is --

 5    A.   Is that -- maybe that's your signature.

 6         (Inaudible), right?  But I know I gave

 7         Nicholas my consent to represent me at this

 8         questioning from this cross-exam.  Now, if I

 9         was to get him to represent me, don't I have

10         to write an Affidavit to defend myself?

11    Q.   Gary, my very direct question was, did you

12         meet with Nicholas Stooshinoff --

13    A.   You know that.

14    Q.   -- when you signed your Affidavit?

15    A.   I'm going tell you something.  Nicholas and I

16         -- I have known him for many, many, many

17         years.  I meet with him lots of times.

18    Q.   Are you going to answer my question, sir?

19    A.   We're not talking five years, eight years.

20         We go back longer than that.

21    Q.   So you're a close personal friend of Mr.

22         Stooshinoff, then?

23    A.   No, no, they were -- they were business, but

24         I kind of think of him as a friend, yeah.

25    Q.   So you had personal business dealings with
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 1         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 2    A.   No personal business dealings.  I don't know

 3         what you're trying to indicate there as

 4         personal -- personal business dealings, but

 5         he was -- he got close to my son.  My son was

 6         with him quite a bit, but, yeah, this

 7         Affidavit, his signature, I would say that's

 8         probably Nicholas's because I don't know his

 9         signature, but I do remember making this

10         Affidavit for him and I (inaudible) but,

11         yeah, I made this Affidavit and there is my

12         signature, Nick's signature, date

13         (inaudible).

14    Q.   Gary, my very direct question was do you

15         recall meeting with Mr. Stooshinoff when you

16         signed this Affidavit?

17    A.   During the meeting, yes.

18    Q.   Gary --

19    A.   Any problems with that?

20    Q.   Gary, my question was very direct.

21    A.   And my answer was direct, and that's a yes.

22    Q.   I'm talking about on this specific occasion

23         that you signed this specific Affidavit --

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   -- did you meet with Mr. Stooshinoff?
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 1    A.   Yes, yes.

 2    Q.   So you actually recall that?

 3    A.   I recall it, yeah, because I had to sign it.

 4    Q.   Where were you --

 5    A.   And I did -- what?

 6    Q.   Where were you then?

 7    A.   At his office.

 8    Q.   So you said that you have a long relationship

 9         with Mr. Stooshinoff?

10    A.   Okay.  Now, that has nothing to do with what

11         we're talking about now, okay?

12    Q.   You already gratuitously offered it in your

13         testimony.

14    A.   Yeah, but --

15    Q.   How long has your relationship with Mr.

16         Stooshinoff been?

17    A.   What does it matter to you?

18    Q.   How long have you known Mr. Stooshinoff?

19    A.   It doesn't matter to you.

20    Q.   How long have you known --

21    A.   It doesn't matter.

22    Q.   How long --

23    A.   That doesn't matter, Nathan.

24    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

25         interrupting me deliberately when I'm
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 1         attempting to ask a question.

 2    A.   Let the record show that Mr. Phillips is

 3         intimidating me.

 4    Q.   Gary, how long have you known Mr.

 5         Stooshinoff?

 6    A.   Can't say.  My son has been -- how long, four

 7         years, five years, longer than that, I guess.

 8    Q.   Gary --

 9    A.   Nathan (inaudible).

10    Q.   Please wait for the question.  Gary, you have

11         all of your text messages for Breanna

12         Wahobin, for example, and you had them when

13         you were preparing your Affidavit in this

14         proceeding, correct, sir?

15    A.   Maybe they were there but if they were there

16         they are not on here now.  Then they're gone

17         now.  I don't need them anymore.

18    Q.   So you deleted all of your text messages

19         after you signed your Affidavit?

20    A.   Well, whatever is there, I guess.

21    Q.   You deleted them after you signed your

22         Affidavit?

23    A.   I didn't keep nothing.

24    Q.   You deleted your text messages --

25    A.   Yes, yes, yes.
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 1    Q.   You deleted your text messages --

 2    A.   Yes.

 3    Q.   -- with Breanna Wahobin after you received a

 4         Direct to Attend in this proceeding?

 5    A.   No, it was (inaudible), it was way before

 6         this.

 7    Q.   What day did you delete all of your text

 8         messages from Breanna Wahobin?

 9    A.   I can't remember what I had for supper that

10         day either.

11    Q.   What day did you delete all of your text

12         messages from Breanna Wahobin?

13    A.   I don't know.  I don't know.

14    Q.   What month was it?

15    A.   Do you know?

16    Q.   What month was it when you deleted all of

17         your text messages with Breanna Wahobin?

18    A.   I don't know.

19    Q.   Somehow you went back and included some of

20         them as exhibits in your Affidavit and not

21         others.

22    A.   Yes.  What do you mean with this?

23    Q.   Let's go to Exhibit A to the Affidavit of

24         Breanna Wahobin.

25    A.   You know why others?  Because she already
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 1         sent them, didn't she?

 2    Q.   Let's go to Exhibit A to the Affidavit of

 3         Breanna Wahobin.

 4    A.   Which one is that?

 5    Q.   Your counsel has it.  Your counsel has it

 6         here.

 7    A.   I got it right here too.

 8    Q.   That's a different one.

 9    A.   Which one?

10    Q.   The one you have in front of you is

11         different.  That's your Affidavit.  This is

12         the Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin, Exhibit A.

13                            I want to know if you

14         could take him to Exhibit A, Mr. Stooshinoff.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm in it.

16    A.   You're not the -- you're not the law here,

17         okay?

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect

19         that the witness is now reading through the

20         entire Breanna Wahobin Affidavit even though

21         I asked the witness to go to Exhibit A.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's familiarizing

23         himself with the Affidavit, Exhibit A, okay?

24    Q.   So Exhibit A, it starts with the following

25         text message on March 5th, 2:55 p.m.:  (as
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 1         read)

 2             Hi Gary, this is Breanna.  My mom told

 3             me to text I won't make it to res to

 4             vote, and idk how to send for my ballot.

 5             Would you be able to send for me?

 6         This was a text message that you received

 7         from Breanna Wahobin on March 5th at 2:55

 8         p.m., correct, sir?

 9    A.   And then it goes --

10    Q.   No, I'm just asking about this one, this is

11         when you received this one?

12    A.   Yeah, I see that.

13    Q.   You received this on March 5th?

14    A.   It's right here, isn't it?

15    Q.   I just want --  you're not taking issue with

16         the fact that you received this text message

17         on that date?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   And your immediate reply was:  (as read)

20             I'll stop in.  What's your address?

21    A.   And then it goes down here --

22    Q.   No, I just want to get from you --

23    A.   (Inaudible) and Neva is still waiting for

24         you, and I said, come outside.

25    Q.   Please, sir, I'm going to go one message at a
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 1         time.  I want to be absolutely certain to the

 2         extent you still have a recollection of

 3         anything that is relevant to the issues in

 4         dispute in this election field, that you take

 5         no issue with these messages being sent and

 6         received on the date and times in question.

 7         (as read)

 8             I'll stop in.  What's your address?

 9         You sent that text message to Breanna Wahobin

10         on March 5th, correct, sir?

11    A.   Yeah.  That's because Neva called me and

12         wanted me to pick her up.

13    Q.   I simply want you to confirm that you sent

14         that text messages to Breanna Wahobin.

15    A.   Well, I don't know if I did, but I know I was

16         there to go pick up Neva.  Now, why are you

17         making this look like I did something wrong

18         when I'm going there to pick up her mom?  Can

19         we put those together?

20    Q.   These text messages speak for themselves,

21         sir.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Nathan --

23    Q.   I want to make sure that you take no issue

24         with the fact that you sent and received --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, if they
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 1         speak for themselves, then there is nothing

 2         to cross-examine on.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 4    A.   Yeah, that's -- that's a good point right

 5         there.  So I went to pick up Neva --

 6    Q.   Gary --

 7    A.   -- and I told her that --

 8    Q.   Gary --

 9    A.   And then --

10    Q.   Wait for the question, please.

11    A.   That's what you're going to hear, Nathan.

12         Say something to the lady if you want, don't

13         make something that it's not, okay?  That's

14         what you've been doing.

15    Q.   Gary, please wait for the question.

16    A.   You've been badgering me about stuff here

17         and --

18    Q.   Please wait for the question.

19    A.   -- about me being a bad guy or something here

20         when I'm actually helping out her mom and

21         that.

22    Q.   Gary --

23    A.   I don't care what the hell Breanna's got

24         here.  You know, this has nothing to do with

25         me trying to be here to do anything.  It was
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 1         just for sole purpose to pick up her mom.

 2    Q.   On March 5th?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4    Q.   That was the only reason you went over --

 5    A.   Yes.

 6    Q.   -- on March 5th?

 7    A.   Yeah, because I don't want to get involved

 8         with her in any other way with this kind of

 9         stuff, because I know that anything I did or

10         say to them will be turned around and twisted

11         because they're real manipulating people.

12    Q.   Gary, the facts speak for themselves.

13    A.   They're --

14    Q.   The very first text message in the chain that

15         we just went through was Breanna texting:

16         (as read)

17             Hi Gary, this is Breanna.  My mom told

18             me to text I won't make it to res to

19             vote, and idk how to send for my ballot.

20             Would you be able to send for me?

21         Your immediate reply was:  (as read)

22             I'll stop in.  What's your address?

23         And you have already confirmed in your

24         testimony today, sir, that --

25    A.   Whoa, I thought I -- whoa --
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 1    Q.   -- you went and you instructed her --

 2    A.   Whoa, (inaudible).

 3    Q.   You assisted her with her request for mail-in

 4         ballot.

 5    A.   I didn't assist her, but I told her how to do

 6         it.  Don't I got -- don't I got a text

 7         message to her saying how -- how you do it?

 8    Q.   Gary --

 9    A.   Right here.  Right here.

10    Q.   Gary --

11    A.   I explained to her --

12    Q.   Gary, we're talking about these text

13         messages --

14    A.   No, that -- stop there and just fabricating

15         my (inaudible).

16    Q.   You already confirmed that you --

17    A.   They're in there.

18    Q.   -- received a text message from Breanna.  Now

19         you're saying it's fabricating?

20    A.   Look at that.

21    Q.   Are you saying --

22    A.   Yeah, it's fabricating, but --

23    Q.   You saying that --

24    A.   Right there.

25    Q.   Are you saying that Breanna may have sent
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 1         this text message:  (as read)

 2             Hi Gary, this is Breanna.  My mom told

 3             me to text I won't make it to res to

 4             vote, and idk how to send for my ballot.

 5             Would you be able to send for me?

 6    A.   Right there.  You want to look at that?  I

 7         told her -- well, and I -- how do you do

 8         this, she says.  I said name, address and

 9         treaty number and send it off.  That was my

10         help.

11    Q.   Gary --

12    A.   That was my help.

13    Q.   Gary, we're talking about Exhibit A to the

14         Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin.

15    A.   Yeah, but that's my help right there to that,

16         and this is why --

17    Q.   You're referring to Exhibit A to your

18         Affidavit or exhibit --

19    A.   The days are all wrong.

20    Q.   You're referring to Exhibit B to your

21         Affidavit?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   I'm referring to the Exhibit A to the

24         Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin, sir.

25    A.   This is a month -- a month from when she sent
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 1         that to me.

 2    Q.   Sir --

 3    A.   So I guess I'm -- what happened to the other

 4         three weeks?

 5    Q.   Exactly.  You deleted those text messages

 6         when you knew that they would be important.

 7    A.   Why would I say that?  You know, this here is

 8         probably just setting me up.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's a highly improper

10         accusation, Mr. Phillips, particularly in

11         light of our cross-examination of Breanna

12         and (inaudible) of conversation.  It's --

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- concerning to us.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

16         going to discuss the content of other

17         cross-examinations in the context of this

18         one.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I am telling you that

20         when you're cross-examining him --

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please do not point at

22         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.  It's disrespectful.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And you're accusing him

24         of doing deletions that are -- it's very

25         relevant if we talk about the issues relating
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 1         to missing bubbles of conversations.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the

 3         witness has already said that he deleted his

 4         text messages with Breanna Wahobin.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Or automatically deleted.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              No.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that is what he

 8         said --

 9    Q.   Were your text messages with Breanna Wahobin

10         automatically deleted, sir?

11    A.   I don't know.  I wouldn't keep track of it.

12    Q.   You had them at least up until the time of

13         you've Affidavit on August 28th, 2020,

14         correct?

15    A.   I don't know, but --

16    Q.   You know for a fact.  Do you want to know

17         why?  Because it's Exhibit C of your

18         Affidavit, sir.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, so what?

20    Q.   You purport to have text messages at the

21         exact same time.

22    A.   Okay.  And that was --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But that's not proof, Mr.

24         Phillips.  They could have been printed off

25         in May.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

 2    A.   Let's see the -- Exhibit C would be -- I

 3         don't even have that.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 5         do not interrupt me.  Exhibit A to the

 6         Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, this is Exhibit C.

 8    Q.   Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Breanna

 9         Wahobin, sir, can you please go there.

10    A.   Well, what's --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is Exhibit C.  It

12         doesn't show it --

13 WITNESS:                   Yeah.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- which is a question I

15         raised with Breanna, and she couldn't give me

16         the answer.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              So now you're directly

18         giving this witness the answer to some of

19         these questions.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm trying to explain to

21         him --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're discussing the

23         answer given by another witness in another

24         cross-examination right in the middle of this

25         one with this witness --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You know --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- am I hearing you, Mr.

 3         Stooshinoff?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are trying to make an

 5         issue that doesn't exist.  We tried to have

 6         this dialogue with Breanna.  There is clearly

 7         something amiss with these text messages and

 8         emails between these two people.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              We requested (inaudible)

10         from this witness that he hasn't produced.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I am trying to refrain

12         from accusing you of (inaudible) of making

13         exhibits that deleted conversation bubbles.

14         I raised it as an issue.  Now, the fact of

15         the matter is, is that you can ask this

16         witness about the best of his recollection,

17         that in light of the fact that we know there

18         are confusing components of these

19         conversations and conversation bubbles.  We

20         don't know if it's texts, numbers -- phone

21         numbers don't line up.  It's just very

22         confusing.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I don't

24         know just where you're coming from.  The

25         Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin
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 1         shows the phone number that the witness has

 2         already confirmed is his.  Obviously the

 3         phone number in Exhibit C to the Affidavit of

 4         this witness is that of Breanna Wahobin, so I

 5         don't know what your comments --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She didn't include it.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              I don't know what your

 8         comments --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           She didn't include it,

10         Mr. Phillips.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

12         don't interrupt me.  I want to get directly

13         to my questions.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then don't ask me.

15    Q.   Gary, as I was asking you, please turn to

16         Exhibit A of Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin.

17    A.   I can't remember.

18    Q.   Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Breanna

19         Wahobin, please, sir.

20    A.   Which one is Exhibit A?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This one.

22    A.   Can I have a look at this?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, look at it.

24    Q.   342 - 27th Street, Battleford, you received

25         that text message from Breanna Wahobin on
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 1         March 5th, correct, sir?

 2    A.   Yeah.  What's the big deal?

 3    Q.   I'm asking you to confirm.  Yes, you did,

 4         correct?

 5    A.   I can't remember, but --

 6    Q.   The very next text message, Neva still

 7         waiting for you, you received that on March

 8         5th?

 9    A.   I can't remember.

10    Q.   You take no issue with receiving it, though,

11         correct?

12    A.   Yeah, I would -- I told you I probably went

13         to go pick her up.

14    Q.   No, I'm asking specifically about this text

15         message, whether you take any issue with

16         whether you received it on March 5th.

17    A.   I can't remember, that's such a long time ago

18         that you're trying --

19    Q.   You have no reason to believe otherwise that

20         you received this text message from Breanna

21         Wahobin on March 5th, correct?

22    A.   I don't know.

23    Q.   Your response was, come outside?  Are you

24         thinking?

25    A.   No.
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 1    Q.   Are you going to answer my question?

 2    A.   I did.

 3    Q.   Your response was, come outside, do you

 4         remember that, or do you have any

 5         recollection?

 6    A.   I don't have no recollection, but I have

 7         picked up Neva there many times.

 8    Q.   Do you take any issue with the fact that you

 9         received that -- you sent that text message

10         to Breanna on March 5th, come outside, that's

11         in Exhibit A to your Affidavit?

12    A.   (Inaudible) other.

13    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

14         taking a significant period of time to think

15         about it.

16    A.   Yeah, I'm trying remember, it's not think

17         about it, okay?  I'm trying to remember,

18         right?  Don't get --

19    Q.   You reviewed the Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin

20         when you --

21    A.   Yeah, I did.

22    Q.   -- when you prepared your own Affidavit,

23         correct, sir?

24    A.   I told you I went to pick up her mom there,

25         but I don't know what's the big issue here
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 1         for me to pick her up.

 2    Q.   I simply want to confirm, sir, that you sent

 3         that text message.

 4    A.   So what I'm saying here is maybe this -- the

 5         text is missing.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

 7         still on the first page.  You're flipping to

 8         that --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it may assist him

10         in his recollection.

11    A.   See, there's lots missing in this stuff here.

12    Q.   Do you have actual recollection of specific

13         text messages that are missing here?

14    A.   Well, what -- that looks like -- it's looking

15         really wrong there.

16    Q.   So which is it?  Are there text messages

17         missing?

18    A.   Okay.  I went there to pick up Neva.  There

19         you go.  I went there to pick up Neva.

20    Q.   Sir, I'm asking about these text messages,

21         and I think you understand the question.

22    A.   Yeah, and --

23    Q.   And I think you're deciding not to answer.

24    A.   No, I'm telling you I went there to pick up

25         Neva, and that there was no other -- and what
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 1         you're trying to implicate -- you want to

 2         hear, you know, I know what -- what's going

 3         on here, okay, and it says -- and you're

 4         properly the worst conniver I ever seen in my

 5         life.

 6    Q.   Are you referring to myself?

 7    A.   I'm talking about this other person.

 8    Q.   Which other person?

 9    A.   It's just (inaudible), okay, don't get too

10         excited.

11    Q.   Again, sir, my question --

12    A.   Yeah, I went to go pick up Neva.

13    Q.   I'm asking about these specific text

14         messages.  You have said two different

15         things, so --

16    A.   What's the first thing I said?

17    Q.   On the one hand you seemed to that you have

18         no recollection.  On the other hand you seem

19         to say that there is something wrong here,

20         there are missing text messages?

21    A.   It doesn't sound -- look at yourself, look at

22         yourself and see --

23    Q.   I would like to know specifically what text

24         messages are missing.  Tell me.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, how can he
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 1         recollect it from March 5th --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              What is the objection,

 3         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection is, is that

 5         you're asking an impossible question.  You

 6         can ask him and he says that there are

 7         obvious text messages missing, and you're

 8         saying, what are those missing text messages,

 9         and he says, well, how can I know, but when

10         you read through the dialogue, it doesn't

11         make sense.  Now, that's paraphrasing what

12         he's saying.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, the fact

14         remains that this witness is being very

15         evasive, and it comes across on the

16         transcript.  I am asking very specific

17         questions here, and I have been all afternoon

18         with this witness.

19    A.   You're going to be here for days with me.

20    Q.   Gary, I want to identify a specific text

21         message that you say is missing from Exhibit

22         A to the Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin.

23    A.   I can't remember.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How can he possibly know,

25         Mr. Phillips, if it's missing?
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 1    Q.   Can the court reporter even still hear us?

 2         Gary --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's too hot in here.

 4 WITNESS:                   Yeah, I know they raised

 5         the heat here, eh?  Yeah, they put it up to

 6         26. (Inaudible).

 7 COURT REPORTER:            I can't hear the witness.

 8 WITNESS:                   Every time they come in

 9         here --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              We're almost at the end

11         of the day, so let's just leave it, okay?

12 WITNESS:                   (Inaudible).

13    Q.   Gary --

14    A.   I'm not -- I don't know, I can't remember,

15         but I know this doesn't look right.

16    Q.   You can't --

17    A.   What kind of people are you representing

18         here?

19    Q.   You can't remember what text messages are

20         missing?

21    A.   No, but you can look at it yourself, and you

22         can see it.

23    Q.   You're making that observation today without

24         any actual recollection?

25    A.   Recollection doesn't make a difference, just,
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 1         like, between the lines.

 2    Q.   No, tell me, I'm looking.  Do you have any

 3         actual recollection of what's missing or are

 4         you simply guessing looking at the --

 5    A.   No, I don't have no recollection.

 6    Q.   There are two more text messages, one from

 7         Breanna to yourself, I just left, but she's

 8         still there waiting for you.  You take no

 9         issue with the fact that you received that

10         text message on March 5th, correct, sir?

11    A.   I don't remember, I can't remember if I

12         received it, but --

13    Q.   The next text message, you want to fill out

14         form.  You said that to Breanna on March

15         5th --

16    A.   Did I?

17    Q.   --correct, sir?

18    A.   I can't remember.

19    Q.   You take no issue with the fact that you said

20         that -- that you said that to Breanna,

21         correct?

22    A.   I'm not going take any -- admit it, if I

23         don't remember it.

24    Q.   You said you don't remember it?

25    A.   No, I can't -- that's way outdated.
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 1    Q.   The next page, March 5th, 8:45 p.m., Breanna

 2         sent you the following text message, my

 3         brother doesn't have his ID, he lost it, he

 4         only has a picture of it.  You take no issue

 5         with the fact that you received that text

 6         message, correct, sir?

 7    A.   I can't remember.  I don't really recollect

 8         either.

 9    Q.   You sent the following reply, that will work,

10         does he want me to see him now.  You also

11         sent the next text message, I got forms,

12         What's his address?

13    A.   I can't remember that.

14    Q.   Forms is request for mail-in ballot --

15    A.   Is it?

16    Q.   -- correct, sir?

17    A.   Is it?

18    Q.   Well, what else could you possibly mean?

19    A.   I don't know.

20    Q.   March 5th is when you did the request for

21         mail-in ballot with Jerette Wahobin and

22         Breanna Wahobin, correct, sir?

23    A.   I'd have to see it.  I get my -- I didn't

24         help Jerette with nothing, you know.

25    Q.   Tell me, what other forms could you possibly
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 1         be referring to other than the request for

 2         mail-in ballot forms, the D5 forms?

 3    A.   I don't know.

 4    Q.   Because earlier in your testimony you said

 5         that you didn't --

 6    A.   I didn't have any, no.

 7    Q.   Well, your recollection is very clearly

 8         clashing with reality.  It's very clearly

 9         clashing with the documentary evidence here.

10    A.   No.  This ain't evidence.  This is just a

11         fairy tale.  This is all made up, you know.

12    Q.   We have asked you for your telephone

13         records --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let the record --

15    Q.   -- so that we can confirm --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let the record reflect -

17    Q.   -- that you did, in fact, send and receive

18         text messages with Breanna Wahobin for among

19         other purposes, confirm that you did, in

20         fact, receive text messages and sent text

21         messages with Breanna Wahobin on the dates

22         and times indicated, and you have refused to

23         produce those documents?

24    A.   I can't remember.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And let the record
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 1         reflect that these are the very same texts or

 2         exchange posts with what we have alleged are

 3         missing conversation bubbles.

 4    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff, let's go to -- keep this

 5         page, this page of Exhibit A to the Affidavit

 6         of Breanna Wahobin, and also open up Exhibit

 7         C to the Affidavit of Gary Nicotine.

 8                            This is Exhibit C to your

 9         Affidavit, Gary, correct?  Gary?  Gary?

10    A.   I can't remember.

11    Q.   You can't remember whether this is Exhibit C

12         to your Affidavit?

13    A.   Mmhmm.

14    Q.   You pulled this off your phone, correct, sir?

15    A.   Whose number is there?

16    Q.   You pulled this off your phone, correct, sir?

17    A.   I don't see it.

18    Q.   Exhibit C to your Affidavit, where did you

19         get it from?

20    A.   I don't know.

21    Q.   You have no idea?

22    A.   No.

23    Q.   You have no idea where you got Exhibit C to

24         your Affidavit?

25    A.   No, I can't remember.
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 1    Q.   For the record, you mean your Exhibit C

 2         includes the text message, I got forms,

 3         what's the address?  Very clearly you sent

 4         that text message to Breanna Wahobin.  Even

 5         on your view -- even on your documents.

 6    A.   I don't recollect that.  I don't remember.

 7         Maybe you should just close this book on this

 8         here and move on to the next one you if want

 9         to get them all done, and then we can figure

10         this out in court.

11    Q.   Are you still saying you don't --

12    A.   I don't know, I don't recollect.

13    Q.   Sir, please don't interrupt.  The question

14         has to be clearly on the transcript as does

15         the answer.

16 WITNESS:                   Can you hear this, ma'am?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, she can.

18    Q.   Gary --

19    A.   So it's all on the transcript.

20    Q.   Gary, where did Exhibit C to your Affidavit

21         come from?

22    A.   I don't know.

23    Q.   Where did Exhibit D to your Affidavit come

24         from?

25    A.   What is that?
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 1    Q.   Exhibit D to your Affidavit, where did it

 2         come from?

 3    A.   I don't know.

 4    Q.   Where did Exhibit B to your Affidavit come

 5         from?

 6    A.   I can't remember.

 7    Q.   Where did Exhibit A to your Affidavit come

 8         from?

 9    A.   I don't remember.

10    Q.   You don't know where any of the exhibits to

11         your Affidavit came from?

12    A.   No.

13    Q.   You have no recollection?

14    A.   No.

15    Q.   They're all --

16    A.   It's been a long day, and I'm getting pretty

17         tired, so if you got something very important

18         to say, you'd better bring it out pretty

19         quick because, you know, the day is just

20         about over.

21    Q.   I think it's coming across very clear on the

22         transcript.

23    A.   Okay.  That's your argument.

24    Q.   Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Brian Wahobin,

25         let's go back there.  We were on the second
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 1         page.  Mr. Stooshinoff seemed to suggest that

 2         the text message (inaudible), I got forms,

 3         what's his address, was fabricated or made up

 4         out of thin air or something else.  So now we

 5         have demonstrated by reference to (inaudible)

 6         exhibit C, where -- in relation to which you

 7         simply don't have any recollection anymore --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you making a

 9         statement or are you asking him a question or

10         are you conducting --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking the question.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then ask the

13         question succinctly.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Please don't interrupt

15         me, Mr. Stooshinoff.  You understand the

16         importance --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You can't make endless

18         rants on the record and try to make a

19         question out of it.  Ask him a question.

20    Q.   Gary, before I was interrupted, I was asking

21         you -- we were on page 2 of Exhibit A to the

22         Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin.  Are you there,

23         sir?  We were on the text message, I got

24         forms, what's his address?

25    A.   I can't remember that.  Like, I -- like, I
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 1         didn't know the boy was (inaudible) cut by a

 2         machete.  So I left it at that.

 3    Q.   I got forms, what's his address?

 4    A.   I don't remember saying that.

 5    Q.   You're under oath here today.

 6    A.   Yes, we are.

 7    Q.   Are you taking issue with that text message?

 8    A.   Well --

 9    Q.   You sent that text message on March 5th.

10    A.   Definitely taking issue on that.

11    Q.   You're saying that you did not send that text

12         message to Breanna Wahobin on March 5th?

13    A.   I can't remember.

14    Q.   How about the next text message, 1031 - 109th

15         Street, it's a duplex, it's the backdoor,

16         though you have to go through back alley?

17         You received that text message from Breanna

18         Wahobin on March 5th, correct, sir?

19    A.   I can't remember.

20    Q.   You take no issue with receiving it from her,

21         though, correct, sir?

22    A.   I can't -- I can't admit if I received it,

23         and I can't if I didn't receive it.  I just

24         don't remember.

25    Q.   Your reply was, I'm here.  Do you take issue
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 1         with that being your reply to Breanna

 2         Wahobin?

 3    A.   I don't -- I don't remember.  I don't

 4         remember about a text (inaudible).

 5    Q.   Breanna Wahobin's reply was, he said

 6         tomorrow.  He is too drowsy.  Do you recall

 7         receiving that text message from Breanna

 8         Wahobin?

 9    A.   No.

10    Q.   Do you take issue with having received it?

11    A.   I can't admit it.  I just don't remember.

12    Q.   You don't remember or it didn't happen?

13    A.   I don't remember.

14    Q.   Your reply was, all done.  Thank you.  You

15         sent that text message to Breanna Wahobin

16         after you finished assisting Jerette Wahobin

17         about his request for mail-in ballot form on

18         March 5th, correct, sir?

19    A.   I can't remember.

20    Q.   You take no issue with that text message?

21    A.   Like I said before, I can't say I did, I

22         can't say I didn't, I just don't remember.

23    Q.   Your next text message to Breanna Wahobin

24         was, yes, he looks in pain, quote, he heals

25         fast.  It's on the next -- it's put on the
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 1         next page as well.

 2    A.   Well, yeah, I see it, okay.

 3    Q.   You see it?  Do you take issue with receiving

 4         that text message -- with sending that text

 5         message to Breanna Wahobin on March 5th?

 6    A.   I can't remember about the text messages if I

 7         was texting or not, but I remember he was in

 8         pain, yeah.

 9    Q.   When you were assisting him with his request

10         for mail-in ballot?

11    A.   No, I didn't assist him with his mail-in

12         ballot.

13    Q.   The test message where you said, all done,

14         thank you.

15    A.   What does that mean?

16    Q.   You tell me.

17    A.   I was there and I'm done and I left but I

18         didn't do nothing for him.

19    Q.   Breanna replied, yes, he is, he has a plate

20         and screws.  Do you recall receiving that?

21    A.   No, I can't remember.

22    Q.   But you don't take issue with receiving it on

23         March the 5th?

24    A.   I'm not admitting it, and I'm not denying it.

25    Q.   You take no issue --
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 1    A.   I don't remember this whole conversation.

 2    Q.   How about the next --

 3    A.   Every question you're going to ask on this

 4         page, I can't remember it.

 5    Q.   How about the next text message, he is going

 6         to have to be careful for a while?

 7    A.   No.

 8    Q.   You sent that to Breanna Wahobin on March

 9         5th, correct, sir?

10    A.   I can't remember.

11    Q.   You take no issue with that?

12    A.   You're showing me (inaudible).

13    Q.   Do you take any issue with sending that text

14         message to Breanna Wahobin on March --

15    A.   How can I take an issue, I said, if I can't

16         remember what happened.  Even those are -- if

17         those are even my texts?  Like, you know,

18         these people now, they can make text messages

19         and use an app to change stuff and make up

20         phony stories.  You know, they can text each

21         other, and they can have -- have their number

22         or whatever, and they can make texting like

23         they're texting from my phone.  Do you know

24         about that?

25    Q.   Gary --
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 1    A.   That's what I see is going on here.

 2    Q.   Gary, the fact remains that --

 3    A.   There is no fact.

 4    Q.   The fact remains that --

 5    A.   There is no fact.

 6    Q.   -- Exhibit C to your Affidavit came from

 7         somewhere.

 8    A.   Yeah.

 9    Q.   You had your text messages, and you had them

10         in the context of reviewing Breanna Wahobin's

11         Affidavit.

12    A.   I can't remember.

13    Q.   You didn't put any other text messages --

14    A.   I can't remember that.

15    Q.   You sent all the text messages and received

16         all the text messages --

17    A.   I can't remember.

18    Q.   -- in Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Breanna

19         Wahobin.

20    A.   I can't remember.  You're going to have to

21         give me time to think about stuff and try and

22         get -- get it back, get my memory back on

23         this.  Like, everything you -- you're

24         repeating yourself, you're trying to admit to

25         something I can't remember if I was -- as
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 1         soon as I remember, yeah, you'll be the first

 2         one I'll call to -- to tell you about that.

 3         That I remember what was going on at that

 4         time.  (Inaudible) headache and my back is

 5         killing me, and we're sitting here dilly

 6         dallying on text messages that you don't even

 7         know whether they were true or not.

 8    Q.   Let's finish this page, and then we can go

 9         from there, okay, sir?

10    A.   Okay.

11    Q.   The very next text message, March 10th, 2:59

12         p.m., five days later you sent the following

13         to Breanna Wahobin, okay, I'll be within the

14         hour on my way to town.  You then sent the

15         next text message, okay, 30 minutes, don't

16         mark anything.  You then sent the text

17         message, I need the address.  You then sent

18         the text message, come outside.  You sent

19         those four section messages to Breanna

20         Wahobin on March 10th around 2:59 p.m.,

21         correct, sir?

22    A.   Okay.  Now, here's something here, I already

23         know her address.  Why would I need her

24         address again?

25    Q.   You are forgetful.  You've already indicated
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 1         that several times during your testimony

 2         today here, sir.

 3    A.   Yeah, but I can find streets.

 4    Q.   You asked for an explanation.  I'm asking for

 5         you to explain -- do you take any issue with

 6         sending these text messages to Breanna

 7         Wahobin on March 10th at 2:59 p.m.?

 8    A.   I can't recollect.

 9    Q.   You don't --

10    A.   But I do know -- I know where their address

11         is, but if I asked for an address, I don't

12         know.

13    Q.   Gary, I'm asking, again, a straightforward

14         question.

15    A.   (Inaudible) I just answered, I can't -- I

16         can't remember this.

17    Q.   Okay.  Do you take any issue with whether or

18         not you sent these four text messages that I

19         just read out on March 10th, 2:59 with

20         Breanna Wahobin on or about that time?

21    A.   I can't remember, but I think I heard that

22         question, like, 15 seconds ago.

23    Q.   And we still don't have an answer.  I want to

24         be clear, sir.

25    A.   Me too.
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 1    Q.   You have no recollection --

 2    A.   No.

 3    Q.   -- of sending these text messages, but you

 4         have no reason to believe that you did not

 5         send these text messages?

 6    A.   I can't remember.

 7    Q.   It's possible that you sent these four text

 8         messages to Breanna Wahobin?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm going to invite my

10         client not to speculate.

11    Q.   You simply don't remember?

12    A.   I can't remember, yeah.

13    Q.   The text message that you sent to Breanna

14         Wahobin, okay, 30 minutes, don't mark

15         anything.  You intended that text message for

16         Breanna Wahobin, correct, sir?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Now, Mr. Phillips, you

18         asked him on at least a half a dozen times,

19         did you send this.  He says, I have no

20         recollection.  Now you start with a new

21         question saying, the text message you sent,

22         after you heard him say six times, I have no

23         recollection of sending that text message.

24         So you're either going to have to accept his

25         answer and move on, or you're going to have
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 1         to think of some other line of questioning

 2         all together.

 3    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4                            Gary, there is nothing in

 5         March 2020 that you wanted to have marked

 6         before you got there, correct?  You can't

 7         think of anything?

 8    A.   I can't remember the events.

 9    Q.   You can't remember anything of March 2020?

10    A.   It was my birthday.  I don't even know what I

11         did on my birthday.

12    Q.   Well, that's about the best example you can

13         get about failing memory.

14    A.   Yeah.

15    Q.   What is the date of your birthday?

16    A.   22nd.

17    Q.   Of March?

18    A.   Mmhmm. (Inaudible) because it's on my

19         driver's license.

20    Q.   Just give me a minute.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Court reporter, we just

22         had counsel leave, so we're on a short break.

23         You can go offline.

24 (Off the record momentarily)

25    Q.   So I just wanted to hear from the witness
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 1         about your preference as to whether or not

 2         we -- or do you want to come back?

 3    A.   This thing is I got massage therapy tomorrow,

 4         I don't want to miss it.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What's time is that?

 6 WITNESS:                   It's at 9:30.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, just out of

 8         courtesy, I just want to suggest that our

 9         court reporter has been on this matter since

10         9:00 this morning, and I believe she is

11         probably exhausted.  Is that fair, Donna

12         [sic]?  Yes, she's nodding yes.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              (Inaudible).

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay, okay.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let's just hear from the

16         witness.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm quite accommodating.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sure.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              So you're wanting to --

21         you've got to go back to North Battleford.

22         Is it in Saskatoon or --

23 WITNESS:                   Red Pheasant.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  So we can come

25         back at 1:00 tomorrow?
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 1 WITNESS:                   Yeah, I can come back at

 2         one.

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's fair with

 4         yourself, sir?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, that's fair.  Just

 6         a caveat on that is that, Mr. Phillips,

 7         unfortunately my junior associate has been

 8         has hospitalized with something, and I have a

 9         taxation at 1:00, but it's going to be a

10         brief taxation.  My associate was supposed to

11         do it but I think, you know, I'm sure we --

12         and you know Court of Queen's Bench is right

13         half a block from here, so we would

14         probably be --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's at 1:00?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, so we --

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Well, how about we just

18         take the lunch break tomorrow at 1:00.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              I don't want to --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, vis-à-vis Gary, so

22         if we -- anytime after that is fine with me,

23         1:30-ish, quarter to 2, thereabouts.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're certain you'll be

25         done by 1:30?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not certain, but --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              No, I'm simply asking

 3         because --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I'm not certain.  I'm

 5         just wanting to say that that -- I can't

 6         imagine it's going to be more than a half an

 7         hour or 45 minutes.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              So 1 to 2 --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we can take an

10         hour.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Until 2 p.m. is fine?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              So, sir, are you okay

14         with coming back at 2 p.m. tomorrow?

15 WITNESS:                   Yeah, yeah.  Got to get

16         it done.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  Sir, it bears

18         repeating because you're going to be going

19         home today, it's not permissible for you to

20         discuss the case or your evidence --

21 WITNESS:                   No, no, no.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- with anybody.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't discuss your

24         evidence, Gary.

25 WITNESS:                   Yeah.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You understand?

 2 WITNESS:                   Oh, yeah.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't discuss your

 4         evidence.

 5 WITNESS:                   Okay.  I've been in a

 6         courtroom more than once.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           2:00.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              So we're off the record,

 9         then.

10 (Recessed at 5:16 p.m.)

11
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 2:29 p.m.)

 2 GARY ALLAN NICOTINE: Resworn,

 3 Cross-examined by MR. PHILLIPS:

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, or do you prefer if I refer to

 5         you as Gary again, same as yesterday?

 6    A.   Might as well go Nicotine.

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine?

 8    A.   Yeah.

 9    Q.   All right.

10    A.   Because you started off like that, so might

11         as well.

12    Q.   Yesterday we had discussed your coming back

13         today at 2:00.  We have resumed with you as

14         scheduled.  We will be -- as I understand

15         there is no disagreement as between counsel,

16         Mr. Jason Chakita will be coming back --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sometime in the future.

18    Q.   -- on a subsequent date or at some time --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- whether it be --

21         whatever, later this afternoon or on some

22         subsequent date.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's right.

24    Q.   It's 12:30 [sic] now for the record, we were

25         going to come back at 2:00.  Mr. Stooshinoff
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 1         arrived at 12:21 [sic] I think, it is what it

 2         is.  We'll try and use our time this

 3         afternoon, the limited time that we have now.

 4                            So, Mr. Nicotine, you

 5         have been sworn in again?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   All right.  Now, you have on the screen in

 8         front of you here, sir, a document.  You have

 9         seen this document, right?  Do you want me

10         the flip to the next page, sir?

11    A.   Yeah, go ahead.

12    Q.   Okay.

13    A.   What does it mean by you are also required to

14         bring with you to produce at the examination?

15         What is that?  Present of paragraph 4?

16    Q.   So is that better, sir?

17    A.   What is paragraph 4?

18    Q.   Do you see that okay there?

19    A.   Yeah.  Here we go.

20    Q.   Paragraph 4 there?

21    A.   Yeah.

22    Q.   Oh yeah, that's later on in the document

23         there, sir, so you see it?

24    A.   Yeah, I see.

25    Q.   All right.  The first time that you saw this
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 1         document was when?

 2    A.   I don't know.

 3    Q.   Have you ever seen this document?

 4    A.   I'm seeing it now.  Was it on my binder

 5         yesterday?

 6    Q.   Your binder yesterday?

 7    A.   Yeah, well, I had --

 8    Q.   What do you mean by binder yesterday?

 9    A.   That one that we gave back there.

10    Q.   Oh, well, these are my files, but what do you

11         mean by your binder?

12    A.   Well, it's not -- I don't get it.  Never

13         mind, skip it.  All right.  You are making it

14         complicated.  Let's go to the next page.

15    Q.   Well, no, I just need to know the first time

16         you saw this document, sir, or have you ever

17         seen it?

18    A.   Well, I don't know.  Did I --

19    Q.   Take your moment, take a -- read it, let me

20         know.  I need to a know if you have seen this

21         before.  I'll go to the next page for you, is

22         that what would you like?

23    A.   Well, that's what I was asking.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  Go ahead.  Mr.

25         Stooshinoff, do you have the paper copy as
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 1         well, or no?  Because I think the witness

 2         might --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's a good question.

 4 MR. WINEGARDEN:            And this is --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Direction to attend.

 6 MR. WINEGARDEN:            For Gary?

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yeah.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think we have

 9         that.

10 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I don't think we have

11         that handy.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              That's fine.

13 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I can get it pretty quick

14         but -- do you have that paper copy, Mr.

15         Phillips?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I didn't bring it.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              I work electronically

18         most of the time.

19    A.   What's this bank statement, credit card

20         statements?

21    Q.   Have you read that before?

22    A.   Well, I'm seeing it now, but what do you mean

23         by that?

24    Q.   This is the first time you're reading

25         paragraph 3 on page 2 of your Direction to
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 1         Attend?

 2    A.   But why are you asking for stuff like that

 3         when you got no -- no grounds to get them?

 4    Q.   Sir, if I might just have an answer to my

 5         question.  Is this the first time you're

 6         reading that paragraph 3 on page 2 of the

 7         Direction to Attend?

 8    A.   I never read the -- no, you can't get that.

 9    Q.   My question, sir, is, is this the first time

10         you're reading that?

11    A.   It's hard to say.  I can't remember but I

12         don't think you can get that stuff.

13    Q.   You don't recall seeing this before?

14    A.   Did you send me one before?

15    Q.   It was served on your lawyer.  I'm asking

16         you, you can't recall a time when you read

17         this before now?

18    A.   No, I can't recall.

19    Q.   Okay.

20    A.   But I --

21    Q.   So I want to be fair, I think you were

22         referring to paragraph 3?

23    A.   Yeah.

24    Q.   Now, I'm going to go through the rest of the

25         document and tell me if that answer is the
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 1         same, okay?  Did you read 4 as well,

 2         paragraph 4?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think this answer is

 4         probably going to be the same.  I have no

 5         recollection.

 6    A.   Yeah.  Yeah.

 7 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I was

 8         being fair with the witness because I don't

 9         want that answer to be unfairly taken for the

10         whole Direction to Attend.

11    A.   Yeah, yeah because if I didn't read this, and

12         if I can't remember if I read this, then I

13         can't remember if I read that.  Like, I'm

14         not --

15    Q.   The witness is referring to paragraph 4.

16    A.   I'm not coming in -- I'm not coming in here

17         reading a bunch of documents.  I'm just

18         coming in here to tell you what you want to

19         know.  So we got -- basically that tells --

20         explains and tells everything about what you

21         are showing me there.

22    Q.   I just need to know, sir, if you have read

23         these -- any of these paragraphs.

24    A.   Didn't I then -- I just read them.  Just now.

25    Q.   Okay.
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 1    A.   So -- but I don't remember if I read them or

 2         not or if I ever seen them before.

 3    Q.   All right.  Well, we're reading paragraphs 5,

 4         6, 7 and 8?

 5    A.   Yeah, I read it all.

 6    Q.   Take your time.

 7    A.   I read it all.  I took my time, I read it

 8         twice since you started to put it up.

 9    Q.   Well, let the record reflect we didn't even

10         switch to that page with paragraphs 5 through

11         8 until, like, ten seconds ago.

12    A.   Yeah, but I already read it.  I went through

13         it.

14    Q.   All right.  Here is the next page.

15         Paragraphs 9 through 13 --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I think the

17         answer is going to be the same.  I don't

18         recall.

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              All right.  Mr.

20         Stooshinoff, I'm just trying to be fair with

21         the witness.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, if he says at the

23         very beginning, he does not recall if he read

24         it, I don't know if it's going to change if

25         you go through each one of the pages.
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 1    A.   Okay.  I read it.

 2    Q.   All right.

 3    A.   Okay.  I read that.  Okay, it's done.  Oh, go

 4         back to that -- conducted in English or to

 5         prefer to any language.  Could you translate

 6         to Tagalog?

 7    Q.   Is that a serious question?

 8    A.   Yes.

 9    Q.   Do you speak Tagalog?

10    A.   With my wife.

11 MS. MOOSOMIN:              You're only married a

12         couple years.

13    A.   Doesn't matter, I've known her for five,

14         eight years, nine, ten -- ten years.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I think

16         we're on the same page that you haven't

17         requested an interpreter for this witness for

18         the language of Tagalog to English, have you,

19         Mr. Stooshinoff?

20    A.   Yeah, skip it.

21 MS. MOOSOMIN:              He knows English.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is that correct, Mr.

23         Stooshinoff, no such request has been made?

24 MS. MOOSOMIN:              What a joke.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're asking.
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 1    A.   Yeah, you're asking me -- we'll just skip it.

 2    Q.   You're just joking?

 3    A.   No, but we'll just skip it, we'll do it in

 4         English.

 5    Q.   That was on page 9 that the witness was

 6         referring to?  Now we're on page 10?

 7 MS. MOOSOMIN:              She already talks to my

 8         reserve in Tagalog.

 9    Q.   Have you finished reading the document, sir?

10    A.   Yeah.

11    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness just

12         read through all ten pages of the Direction

13         to Attend directed to himself om September

14         4th, 2020.  Have you read any of these pages,

15         any parts of any of these pages before now?

16    A.   I can't remember.  I don't know if I even got

17         that, if I ever got this.  I might have got

18         it, but if I did, it's probably thrown in the

19         backseat.

20    Q.   And you didn't read it until now?

21    A.   I'm reading it now.

22    Q.   This is the first time you're reading it?

23    A.   I'm not saying it's the first time I'm

24         reading it.

25    Q.   You can't remember reading it any other time?
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 1    A.   No, that's it.

 2    Q.   Sorry, no, as in you're disagreeing?

 3    A.   No.

 4    Q.   Or no as in --

 5    A.   I'm saying I don't know.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we have this marked

 7         as Exhibit A-68?

 8                EXHIBIT A-68:

 9                DIRECTION TO ATTEND FOR GARY NICOTINE

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I believe that you have brought

11         your original Affidavit as referred to in

12         paragraph 2 of this Direction to Attend; is

13         that correct?

14    A.   The original of your Affidavit is in

15         proceedings for -- in August 28th, probably,

16         yes, that's the date it has.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              Do you have the original

18         Affidavit, Mr. Stooshinoff?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

20    A.   Can I look at it?

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm just asking at this

22         point.  That's it?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, with the exception of your

25         original Affidavit that you brought with you
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 1         here today identified in paragraph 2 of the

 2         Direction to Attend, you haven't produced any

 3         of the documents otherwise identified in this

 4         Direction to Attend, Exhibit A-68, have you?

 5    A.   Yeah, I didn't get a court order for them.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Hold it.  As you know,

 7         Mr. --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm just trying to have a

 9         clear transcript, so no interruptions,

10         please.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I know, and I'm

12         trying to make it clear on the transcript

13         that this Direction to Attend has been the

14         subject of prolonged and continuous objection

15         on the part of all of the respondents.  That

16         is a matter that is on the record and has

17         been since the onset of the proceedings to

18         cross-examine these witnesses.  The reasons

19         have been set out repeatedly, reference has

20         been made in the transcript to the case

21         authority supporting the position of the

22         respondents and explaining in great detail

23         while the Directions to Attend are

24         objectionable, contrary to the rules of the

25         Federal Court, and are not proper
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 1         proceedings.  And that is our position, Mr.

 2         Phillips, so I really don't want to waste a

 3         lot of precious time arguing over it.  If you

 4         are successful in getting the Court to side

 5         with your position, then you will be at

 6         liberty to take the matter back and pursue

 7         your questioning, but until we get clarity

 8         from the Court as to the propriety of the

 9         Direction to Attend, that's the end of the

10         matter, and I'm not going to permit my client

11         to be drawn into answering questions relating

12         to a document that we object to.

13    Q.   My simple question was have you produced any

14         of the documents aside from that identified

15         in paragraph 2?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't answer.  We have

17         got it under challenge.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Without a motion.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no, we have tried

20         to motion as you know, Mr. Phillips, we have

21         begged the Court to hear our motion.

22    Q.   To be clear, it might very well be that we

23         simply proceed to final hearing at which time

24         the Court makes the determination as to

25         whether the witness's Affidavit should be
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 1         struck out at final hearing or the Court

 2         makes a further order at that time.  It might

 3         very well be, Mr. Nicotine, that you receive

 4         no further opportunity and your Affidavit is

 5         struck out.  Do you understand that?

 6    A.   No.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you're asking him

 8         to comment on the legal consequences and he

 9         is in no position to speculate, have

10         knowledge about or understand the proceedings

11         set out in the Federal Court rules and in the

12         caselaw, and I'm advising this witness not to

13         respond to questions that you're presenting

14         to him that you know are out of order.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I was

16         simply putting you on fair notice that your

17         client's Affidavit --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then don't put it

19         to the witness.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't put it to the

22         witness.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to be fair with

24         this witness.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I just explained to
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 1         you.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to make sure that

 3         he understands the consequences associated

 4         with his failure.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Send me a letter.

 6    Q.   That's Exhibit A-68 that's been marked.  This

 7         is Facebook post that you made on March 20th,

 8         2020 at the beginning of the day, correct,

 9         sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  This is a

11         document that obviously I don't know when you

12         had it, but you didn't include it in any of

13         your material.  We object to it being

14         tendered now.

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

16         very clearly an appropriate question to be

17         asked.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I object.

19    Q.   We discussed yesterday with the witness the

20         fact that he has very little memory, but

21         there seems to be some memory of some

22         Facebook posts that he made.

23                            I am specifically asking

24         you, Mr. Nicotine, did you make this Facebook

25         post on March 20th?
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 1    A.   I think Nicholas explained to you already.

 2    Q.   You are refusing to answer any questions in

 3         relation to this?

 4    A.   Yes.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'll have this marked as

 6         Exhibit A-69.  This is the March 20th, 2020

 7         Facebook post of Gary Nicotine.

 8                EXHIBIT A-69:

 9                MARCH 20, 2020 FACEBOOK POST OF GARY

10                NICOTINE

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So you say.  You can't

12         prove it.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, it's

14         very clearly a proper question to be put.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can't prove it.

16    Q.   The fact that your client, Mr. Nicotine, has

17         all of a sudden no memory and is refusing to

18         answer questions speaks to his credibility,

19         it speaks volumes.

20                            Mr. Nicotine, Clinton

21         Wuttunee, you supported him publicly by

22         making a written statement in support --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked an answered, my

24         friend.

25    Q.   -- of his election, correct, sir?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked and answered.  I

 2         think we spent all day yesterday talking

 3         about that.

 4    A.   Yeah, yeah.

 5    Q.   This is one of those statements, Exhibit

 6         A-69, correct, sir?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked and answered.

 8         Please move on.

 9    Q.   No, we just put this document up.  This is

10         one of those public statements --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you asked him --

12    Q.   -- that you made supporting the re-election

13         of your team members, Clinton Wuttunee?

14    A.   It wasn't --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't point fingers.

16    A.   It wasn't in the Affidavit you had out, so I

17         can't see it being evidence for anything.

18    Q.   You remember whether you posted this or not;

19         you're just refusing --

20    A.   I can't -- I can't remember.

21    Q.   Can't remember what happened on election day?

22    A.   No, I just remember -- I found I made

23         councillor.

24    Q.   You seem to the remember nothing on election

25         day or prior to the election.  Is that a fair
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 1         statement, sir?

 2    A.   Pretty well, yeah.

 3    Q.   And that's an honest statement that you're

 4         saying now, correct, sir?

 5    A.   I can't remember what the answer would be for

 6         that.

 7    Q.   I'm simply asking you is that an honest

 8         statement that you just made?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

10    Q.   This is Exhibit A-37 to the cross-examination

11         of Mandy Cuthand as well as Clinton Wuttunee,

12         I believe.  Mr. Nicotine, can you see that

13         there, sir?  Do you see that?

14    A.   Is that person wearing glasses?

15    Q.   Which one, this one?

16    A.   The one you put the arrow on.

17    Q.   No, I didn't put an arrow on anybody.  I'm

18         sorry, that must be a cursor.  This one

19         you're referring to?  That's Clinton Wuttunee

20         there, right?

21    A.   Who's this?

22    Q.   You tell me.

23    A.   No, I'm asking you.  You seem like it -- it

24         seems like you know everybody out there.

25    Q.   Well, tell me who that is.
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 1    A.   No, who is this?

 2    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please tell me who that is.

 3    A.   Nathan Phillips, who is that?

 4    Q.   Let the record reflect that I'm pointing to

 5         Clinton Wuttunee in the middle of the

 6         photograph.  I am simply asking the witness

 7         to confirm that that is, in fact, Clinton

 8         Wuttunee, and the witness is refusing to do

 9         so.

10    A.   Well, the thing is, you know, if you want an

11         answer to something and you get an answer,

12         then you are going to try and manipulate that

13         answer with a question down the road here.

14         Now, I don't want to get into something that

15         I have to, you know, like, I'm trying to

16         defend myself over saying yes or no to

17         something, and you actually know who those

18         people are.

19    Q.   I don't want you to understand that I am

20         being --

21    A.   You're a manipulator.

22    Q.   I don't want you to understand me as

23         manipulating you, Mr. Nicotine.  I am asking

24         you honest questions.  These are honest

25         questions to determine whether or not you
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 1         know the people in this photograph.  They

 2         might appear to you to be less --

 3    A.   Celebrities.

 4    Q.   -- less-than-genuine questions, but they are

 5         genuine, I assure you, they are asked in good

 6         faith.  This person in the middle of the

 7         photograph, who is that?

 8    A.   This here, Wallace?

 9    Q.   This person here?

10    A.   Yeah.

11    Q.   Okay.  So this is Wallace?

12    A.   Yeah.  That's my nephew.

13    Q.   Sorry, use the full name please, sir,

14         Wallace --

15    A.   Oh, I don't know his last name.  I can't

16         remember his name.

17    Q.   Okay, so the witness just referred to the

18         person on the bottom left -- there's three

19         rows of persons here, so person in the first

20         row on the left with the hat, the person on

21         the right there, in the first row?

22    A.   That's AMP.

23    Q.   What is his name?  His legal name?

24    A.   AMP, isn't that what it has on his -- or AMP?

25    Q.   I'm asking you what his name is.
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 1    A.   That's what I was asking you.

 2    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, can you please tell me what his

 3         name is?

 4    A.   If I don't know it, I can't tell you.

 5    Q.   If you don't know it, that's fine, but you'll

 6         be held to your lack of recollection again.

 7    A.   I'm going to be healthier.

 8    Q.   Do you know that person's name is?

 9    A.   Can't say.

10    Q.   You can't say or you don't know?

11    A.   I don't know.

12    Q.   This person here?

13    A.   It's pretty hard.  Everything is all blurry.

14    Q.   Really?

15    A.   I don't know which is the point here -- of

16         sitting here trying to name people in a

17         photograph that you know who they are all.

18         So I don't know what your game is, so I'm not

19         going to play it, all right?

20    Q.   Again, Mr. Nicotine, I don't want you to

21         understand me as being anything other than

22         genuine.  I'm generally asking you to --

23         asking you -- requesting --

24    A.   Maybe you should --

25    Q.   -- that you identify the persons in this
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 1         photograph.

 2    A.   Maybe you should move on to your more

 3         important questions and Affidavits than

 4         worrying about pictures on somebody's

 5         Facebook.

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I'll try and assist you here.

 7         I might know who those persons are, but

 8         somebody sitting in a courtroom in a

 9         different province will not know.  They will

10         not know anything about your First Nation,

11         they won't know who it is that ran for

12         governance, who it is that had anything to do

13         with Red Pheasant.  I am asking these

14         questions genuinely in good faith so that the

15         Court can understand the context of this

16         election.

17    A.   And what kind -- no, what -- what are you

18         trying to make the courts understand, what

19         kind of contents is this?  Are you trying to

20         make this look like they're an illegal

21         activity gang or something or are they

22         criminals, or what are you trying out to make

23         them, okay?

24    Q.   I'm just trying to describe for you, Mr.

25         Nicotine, why it's --
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 1    A.   No, no, you tell -- why are you so

 2         importantly trying to find out who they are

 3         and what are you trying make them look like?

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

 5    A.   Those are all people with jobs, okay?  That's

 6         a job site.

 7    Q.   Let me know when you are done speaking.  Are

 8         you --

 9    A.   You know, you go into, like, a hotel upstairs

10         and you see everybody wearing uniforms and

11         that.  Are you going to go up there and try

12         and incriminate them because they all wear a

13         certain -- they all dress the same and they

14         are all friends?

15    Q.   Let me know when you're done speaking, Mr.

16         Nicotine.

17    A.   Okay, now I'm done, but you know who they

18         are, and I'm not going to tell you who they

19         are, right, because you're going to just go

20         on and do -- say something down the road to

21         manipulate everything.  Those are working

22         people.

23    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I assure you I'm asking this

24         question in good faith so that the Court can

25         understand what is going on here.
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 1    A.   Well, what is going on?

 2    Q.   Please.

 3    A.   Explain to me what is going on.

 4    Q.   Please, Mr. Nicotine, can you please just

 5         identify for the court --

 6    A.   No, I'm asking you --

 7    Q.   -- who is in this photograph?

 8    A.   -- what is going on?  You said it.

 9    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please, the Court is going to

10         read this transcript that is being prepared

11         right now.

12    A.   Yes, they will, and there will be an

13         explanation to it.

14    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, can you please identify the

15         persons in this photograph?  We're on the

16         second row, the far left.  Who is that

17         individual?

18    A.   I don't think I have to explain that to you.

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

20    A.   We can sit here all afternoon.

21    Q.   The deliberate refusal to answer relevant

22         questions is going to be a consideration for

23         the Court.

24    A.   Then that can be argued in Court.

25    Q.   You're deliberately refusing to answer this
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 1         question even though you know the answer.

 2    A.   I'm not deliberating to answer this question,

 3         I already told you who they are, they are

 4         working people.

 5    Q.   I simply need names.

 6    A.   And they work for our community.

 7    Q.   I simply need you to tell me their names.  We

 8         can then move on.

 9    A.   Well, you know their names.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I simply need you to identify

11         their names and then we can move on.

12    A.   Well, Nick -- when it gets to court, Nick can

13         explain who they all are.

14    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you're here for a lawful

15         cross-examination.  You are here to answer

16         appropriate questions.

17    A.   I'm here to answer --

18    Q.   This is an appropriate question.  Your lawyer

19         has not --

20    A.   I figure that -- I feel that are appropriate,

21         not for you.

22    Q.   Your lawyer has not interrupted or objected

23         to this question.  It is a relevant question;

24         I assure you that.

25    A.   Yeah.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, on the far left, is that Cody

 2         Benson?

 3    A.   There you go.

 4    Q.   That's Cody Benson in the second row?

 5    A.   These are -- he works for the band, yes.

 6    Q.   He is the one with the right hand up in air,

 7         his right hand up in the air with the white

 8         sleeve; is that correct, sir?

 9    A.   Okay.  Next one?

10    Q.   I just need you to confirm who is --

11    A.   The next one now.

12    Q.   No, I just need you to confirm --

13    A.   What's the next one?

14    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, just --

15    A.   The next person --

16    Q.   This is going to go a lot quicker if you

17         simply --

18    A.   You --

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, this is going to go a lot

20         quicker if you simply cooperate.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, it would

22         have gone a lot quicker if you would have

23         just simply had a witness attach the

24         photograph and identify the people, and it

25         would have been part of your case to begin
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 1         with, rather than a part --

 2    A.   Yeah, it's not even in your -- in your

 3         Affidavits or anything, so --

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you post --

 5    A.   I can't answer something that's not been

 6         presented to our lawyer as evidence.

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, is this you?

 8    A.   Where?

 9    Q.   You are in this photograph in the third row

10         second from the left, correct?  Mr. Nicotine,

11         I need your answer.  You posed for this

12         paragraph, and that's you in the third row?

13    A.   I can't remember --

14    Q.   Second from the left?

15    A.   -- if that's -- if I posed for that.

16    Q.   I'm looking at you sitting in front of me,

17         and I'm looking at the photograph.  I mean,

18         there is a remarkable -- that's you, right?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, Mr. Phillips,

20         you swear an Affidavit.

21    A.   Yeah.

22    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, come on, this is a relevant

23         question.  Can you please just confirm that's

24         you?

25    A.   You are not getting nothing from me.
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 1    Q.   You posed for this photograph?

 2    A.   You are not getting nothing from me.

 3    Q.   You are not going to answer any of my

 4         questions today?

 5    A.   Oh, I probably will answer questions that are

 6         relevant to what's on the Affidavits in here,

 7         but I'm not going to go out into your fishing

 8         game and answer questions that are not even

 9         presented to us.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, this is an appropriate

11         question.

12    A.   It could be as broad as day, you know, of a

13         picture --

14    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you posed for this photograph,

15         correct?

16    A.   Of a picture of me, I wouldn't even reply to

17         it.

18    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you voluntarily posed for this

19         photograph, correct?

20    A.   No, it's not me.  That's not my Facebook

21         you're looking at.  Didn't you see the name

22         on top of there?  It wasn't mine.

23    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, this is a post by Clinton

24         Wuttunee.

25    A.   Well, then, I never posted.
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 1    Q.   This is a photograph within that post by

 2         Clinton Wuttunee that has already been

 3         confirmed.  I want you to confirm that you

 4         voluntarily posed for this photograph.

 5    A.   I think I was just walking by from the

 6         washroom, but I can't remember.

 7    Q.   You were just walking by from the washroom

 8         wearing that shirt, Clint for Chief 2020 with

 9         a big red X?

10    A.   They were giving out shirts all over.  Like,

11         I even had one I wore with Todd.

12    Q.   And you were wearing that shirt, Clint for

13         Chief 2020 X?

14    A.   I should have wore that -- if I was wearing a

15         Vote for Todd shirt would that be -- would

16         that be evidence of me being in -- what do

17         you call it, a gang?

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

19         Exhibit A-37 in this cross-examination as

20         well.

21                EXHIBIT A-37: (MANDY CUTHAND)

22                FACEBOOK POST - CLINTON NICOTINE

23    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

24    A.   So you go back to this picture again?

25    Q.   If you would directly answer my very
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 1         straightforward question, Mr. Nicotine --

 2    A.   No, no, I can't that.

 3    Q.   -- we can move on and use our time

 4         efficiently today.

 5    A.   Can't remember, no.

 6    Q.   You can't remember whether that's you right

 7         there, second from the left --

 8    A.   No, I can't.

 9    Q.   -- third row?

10    A.   I can't, no.

11    Q.   You can't remember if the third from the

12         left --

13    A.   No.

14    Q.   -- on the second row is Clinton Wuttunee?

15    A.   No.

16    Q.   Is that him?

17    A.   No, I can't -- you know, the thing is if this

18         was presented to our lawyer then you would

19         get answers, but there is no -- it wasn't.

20         This is something that you're pulling up as

21         you go along and you're throwing stuff in as

22         you go along in the case, you know.  There is

23         things you got to do, there is procedures,

24         right, you got to go through.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, the appropriate procedure has
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 1         been followed.  You are refusing deliberately

 2         to answer relevant questions here.

 3    A.   No, I'm not.  No, if it was -- if my lawyer

 4         had this then for sure I'd answer, but he

 5         didn't.  This is just new to him too and not

 6         an exhibit.

 7    Q.   It's not new to your lawyer, it was provided

 8         to him on September 15th when it was marked

 9         in the cross-examination of Mandy Cuthand,

10         then thereafter marked in the

11         cross-examination of Clinton Wuttunee.

12    A.   Well, then they probably answered your

13         questions.

14    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, to your point, your lawyer has

15         had this, and he's had this for some time

16         now.  Please, can you directly --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, under protest,

18         Nathan.

19    A.   Yeah, yeah.

20    Q.   Can you please directly answer my question?

21    A.   No.

22    Q.   That's Clinton Wuttunee, second row --

23    A.   No, I'm not answering.

24    Q.   -- third from the left, correct?

25    A.   I'm not answering, not until it goes through
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 1         proper procedures.

 2    Q.   This is you in the last row second from the

 3         left?

 4    A.   When it goes through protocol then you'll get

 5         the answers.  When you do things right.

 6    Q.   Are you refusing to answer any questions in

 7         relation to this picture?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I think he just made

 9         his position very clear and has made his

10         position clear for the last 30 minutes.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

12         being transcribed.  Your client's credibility

13         is just -- the refusal to answer questions,

14         showing up with suddenly very little if no

15         memory of anything, how do you think that

16         comes across on a transcript?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why don't you save your

18         argument for the Court?

19    Q.   I am asking basic questions as to who persons

20         are in a photograph.  Who is this in the

21         middle row in the center?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, get a

23         witness.

24    Q.   Is that Clinton Wuttunee or not, sir?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then, Mr. Phillips, get a
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 1         witness.  Get your witness.  We have no idea

 2         if this is manipulated, we have no idea if

 3         it's cut and paste, we don't know if this --

 4         where this is from, why it's there.  We don't

 5         know anything about this.  If anything, it is

 6         something that you could have presented

 7         evidence on, but you didn't, and as far as

 8         we're concerned, it's not admissible

 9         evidence, so let's just move on.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, you will

11         recall that in the cross-examination of

12         Clinton Wuttunee, this was marked as a full

13         exhibit.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you know, you

15         can --

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              You will recall that you

17         did not allege fabrication, so why are you

18         taking liberties now?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Liberties?  It's this

20         witness.  If you already had your evidence

21         through Clint Wuttunee, why are you asking

22         this witness?

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, it's

24         very much relevant if this witness

25         voluntarily posed for this paragraph.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're asking him --

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want to know.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Give your evidence.  Give

 4         your evidence.  You can testify, Mr.

 5         Phillips.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

 7         very obstructive.  This is very

 8         inappropriate.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not obstructive.

10         I'm just telling you --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's a very basic set of

12         questions here.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you've

14         already had your --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Did this witness

16         voluntarily pose for this paragraph, yes or

17         no?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Would you just please

19         move on.  Make some productive use of your

20         time.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Make some productive use

23         of your time, Mr. Phillips.

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this

25         witness refusing to answer very relevant
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 1         questions is --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are asking

 3         him something --

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- a relevant

 5         consideration for the Court in the context of

 6         the complete and utter refusal to produce any

 7         of the documents aside from the original

 8         Affidavit.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Bring your argument.

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's also relevant in the

11         context of the credibility of this witness.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Bring your argument.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              These are very basic

14         questions here.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Bring your argument.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, are you

17         objecting to questions being asked in

18         relation to this photograph?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm objecting to the

20         introduction of evidence after the pleadings

21         closed, Affidavits were filed, and all of

22         this matter was crystalized in terms of the

23         evidence that would form the basis of the

24         application.  You do not respect those rules.

25         You breach those rules.  You are continually
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 1         looking for people to engage in a discovery

 2         process, which I have set out earlier on in

 3         my commentary on the transcript that has been

 4         argued extensively before.  We don't have a

 5         ruling from the Court on the issue, it

 6         remains a live issue, and until we get a

 7         ruling from the Court, this witness is not in

 8         a position to comment on extraneous evidence

 9         that does not form part of the Affidavits

10         filed by the applicants and the affiants in

11         support of the applicants.  You have his

12         Affidavit, and you can cross all you want on

13         his Affidavit, and also on the applicants and

14         their affiants if he has knowledge about it,

15         but beyond that we have articulated on many

16         occasions with you, Mr. Phillips, many

17         occasions, that your efforts to abuse the

18         Rules of Court by engaging in a discovery

19         process are objectionable and out of order.

20                            So you are asking this

21         witness to comment on extraneous evidence

22         that is attempted to be introduced, is out of

23         order.  That's our position.  If a court

24         disagrees with us and says, Mr. Stooshinoff,

25         you are wrong on your interpretation of the
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 1         rules and of the law and of the case

 2         authority you have presented, then by all

 3         means we would be delighted to be here.

 4         Other than that, let's make productive use --

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              You mean never return.

 6         You mean never return.  The Court may simply

 7         strike out your client's Affidavit and move

 8         on.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, that is the

10         consequences.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I want it to be

12         absolutely clear for the Court that your

13         client is deliberately refusing to answer

14         these questions.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's move on, Mr.

16         Phillips.

17 MR. PHILLIPS:              He knows the answers.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's move on, Mr.

19         Phillips.  You've heard my position.

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              I take that as a complete

21         refusal to answer any questions in relation

22         to this.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you have heard my

24         position on it, Mr. Phillips.

25    Q.   Exhibit A-37, that's been marked, correct?
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 1         What is the phone number that you used in

 2         February and March 2020, sir?

 3    A.   I think you know it.

 4    Q.   Tell me.

 5    A.   The same number I had for probably 15 years.

 6    Q.   And what is that?  Let the record reflect

 7         that the witness is unresponsive.  He is

 8         simply staring at me.  May I please get an

 9         answer, sir?

10    A.   Not until you raise your voice.

11    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please answer the question.

12         Let the record reflect that the witness is

13         unresponsive again.

14    A.   If I give you my number, that's the last time

15         you'll bring it up, and you're not going to

16         put it in the washroom wall?

17    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, what was your phone number in

18         February and March 2002?

19    A.   481-5802.

20    Q.   Area code 306 obviously?

21    A.   SaskTel.

22    Q.   Area code 306?

23    A.   SaskTel.  What is SaskTel area code?

24    Q.   Well, technically there's two area codes in

25         Saskatoon now, it's 306 for you?
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 1    A.   Is there?  What's the other one?

 2    Q.   639, I believe.  You are 306, correct?

 3    A.   Yes.  639.

 4    Q.   No.  Yours is 306, correct?

 5    A.   Yeah, I'm just saying 639, I never heard that

 6         one before.

 7    Q.   481-5802, have I correctly heard you, sir?

 8    A.   Should I answer again?

 9    Q.   I just want to --

10    A.   Yes, yes, yes.

11    Q.   I just wanted to make sure I correctly heard

12         you.

13    A.   Yes, yes, yes.

14    Q.   Okay.  Thanks.  The phone number --

15    A.   So let's pull out something juicy about my

16         number.

17    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee, what was his phone number

18         in February and March 2020?

19    A.   I don't even know.  Now I really don't know.

20         I don't know nobody's numbers.  I don't

21         memorize them.  Honest to god truth.  I don't

22         even know my kids' numbers.

23    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr., he is employed by the

24         First Nation, Red Pheasant First Nation,

25         right now?
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 1    A.   I don't know what he's doing.

 2    Q.   But you know him?

 3    A.   That's my cousin's son, and Dwight too is --

 4         I know them, yeah.  I know them for -- since

 5         they were very young.  So if I say yes, is

 6         that going to incriminate me?

 7    Q.   You know Leroy Nicotine Jr. pretty well?

 8    A.   Yeah.

 9    Q.   You talk with them pretty often, correct?

10    A.   Not really, no.

11    Q.   February and March you spoke with them?

12    A.   I can't recall.

13    Q.   So it's possible that you spoke with him in

14         February and March 2020; you just don't

15         remember?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

17    A.   It's not possible.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

19    A.   I don't remember.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not going to allow

21         the witness to speculate.

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

23         attempting to determine the extent of this

24         witness's recollection.  I want to ensure

25         that he is fairly heard by the Court as to
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 1         what his memory is.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it seems to me that

 3         I recall that we spent all day yesterday

 4         doing that.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is in relation to

 6         Leroy Nicotine Jr., Mr. Stooshinoff.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I don't think that

 8         his memory is going to improve from yesterday

 9         today when he said he has grave difficulties

10         with his memory due to his severe injuries

11         suffered in motor vehicle accidents and now

12         compounded by, A, aging, and B, severe

13         diabetic condition, which you yourself, Mr.

14         Phillips, acknowledged cause memory loss

15         issues.

16 MR. PHILLIPS:              Am I to hear you say, Mr.

17         Stooshinoff, that none of your client's

18         evidence is worth anything because he doesn't

19         have any memory?  Because otherwise I would

20         like to question this witness in relation to

21         Leroy Nicotine Jr.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you are more than

23         happy to cross-examine him, and he's able to

24         answer questions.

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Then please don't
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 1         interrupt.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well I --

 3    A.   Mr. Nicotine --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I just told you it's no

 5         point speculating.

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

 7    A.   Yeah, I admit I know him.

 8    Q.   You know him pretty well you've already said?

 9    A.   Not real well, but I know him.

10    Q.   You are related to him?

11    A.   Yeah.  Like I'm related to probably

12         three-quarters of the reserve.

13    Q.   You met with Leroy Nicotine Jr. in February

14         or March?

15    A.   I can't remember that.

16    Q.   You asked Leroy Nicotine Jr. to do things for

17         you in February and March 2020?

18    A.   I don't ask nobody to do anything for me.

19    Q.   We have already heard that you ask your wife

20         to do things including e-Transfers?

21    A.   Yeah, my wife, but I don't ask other people

22         to do stuff I should do myself or whatever it

23         is you are asking, but I would never ask

24         anybody to come over to build my shed, build

25         my porch, to mow my lawn.  I wouldn't go that
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 1         far because I'll do it myself.  If I -- I

 2         wouldn't ask somebody to go run and grab

 3         groceries for my family.

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, Leroy Nicotine Jr. is

 5         well-known by the rest of the current chief

 6         and council as well, correct, sir?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  You cannot --

 8    A.   I wouldn't know.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is not a proper

10         question, as you know, Mr. Phillips, to ask a

11         witness to comment on what third persons know

12         or don't know.

13    Q.   To your knowledge, Mr. Nicotine, Leroy

14         Nicotine Jr. -- he met with the current

15         members of chief and council in February and

16         March 2020, correct, sir?

17    A.   No, I wouldn't know that.

18    Q.   You don't remember?

19    A.   I wouldn't know that because I -- I travel

20         alone.

21    Q.   Sorry, I didn't hear.  I wouldn't know that?

22    A.   I wouldn't know that.  I think she heard

23         that.

24    Q.   So by "dat" you mean that?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please --
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 1    A.   Yeah, that, T-H-A-T, you know.

 2    Q.   Okay.  I just didn't hear you clearly.

 3         Sorry.

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   And you don't know whether Leroy Nicotine Jr.

 6         is currently employed or not by the First

 7         Nation.  It's possible?

 8    A.   I wouldn't know that.  It's not my portfolio.

 9         I look after -- my portfolio is with social

10         development.

11    Q.   You have refused to produce your telephone

12         records and any messages with Leroy Nicotine

13         Jr., Facebook messages, text messages or

14         otherwise?

15    A.   I refuse that, but I -- what you do mean by,

16         I refuse to provide stuff like that when I

17         don't see no Court order or court injunction

18         stating they want my stuff like that?  If

19         they -- you get that, then there will be no

20         problem.

21    Q.   You have your text messages and Facebook

22         messages with Leroy Nicotine Jr.  You're just

23         refusing to produce them unless the Court

24         tells to you do so?

25    A.   I don't -- I don't -- I don't say I have
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 1         them.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Mr. Phillips,

 3         you know, we go around this all the time, and

 4         one of the problems that I continue to

 5         express and the frustration I continue to

 6         have with your approach to questioning the

 7         witnesses is that I have taken a clear

 8         position, and either you haven't heard me or

 9         you are refusing to accept what I'm saying to

10         you.

11    A.   I have an exhibit that Nathan ain't listening

12         to Nicholas.

13    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, this is the electoral officer's

14         report from the 2016 election of Red Pheasant

15         First Nation, correct, sir?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

17    Q.   You were in that election?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection.

19         This is not relevant.  It's not relevant to

20         these proceedings, it has not been made part

21         of those proceedings, it's not in any --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Actually it has.  It's

23         already an exhibit.

24    A.   I would like to see the numbers of everybody

25         that ran here.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is already Exhibit

 2         A-31 to the cross-examination of Mandy

 3         Cuthand on September 15th, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you entered it.  I

 5         did not consent to it.  So it's been tendered

 6         by you, which does not make it an exhibit,

 7         Mr. Phillips.  That was the subject of my

 8         protestations, which, of course, you ignored.

 9         So just because you stick a document on one

10         of your affiant's Affidavits does not make it

11         admissible.  By the same token, just because

12         you introduce over my objections a document

13         to put it on the transcript does not make it

14         admissible.  That is a matter of ongoing deep

15         frustration on my part with the manner in

16         which you are conducting these proceedings.

17         An attempt to introduce as a full exhibit and

18         an exhibit that is legally admissible has not

19         been met.  You have not met the threshold of

20         that.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, are you

22         done interrupting now or what?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I have not --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Can we please move on?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, because you keep
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 1         doing this.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              Succinctly state your

 3         objection, and we'll move on.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm putting it onto the

 5         record so that the --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              You're wasting time.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- so that the Court can

 8         understand why I am protesting this.  It's

 9         because you put in stuff that you pull out

10         from wherever that is not properly appended

11         to anyone's Affidavit, and you think that if

12         you stick it into somebody's

13         cross-examination that it becomes admissible.

14         It does not.  And questions --

15 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, that is

16         not even close to a fair statement.  You and

17         this witness both have personal knowledge

18         that this was part -- is part of the Federal

19         Court file in relation to the proceeding

20         T-569-16 --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Questions that flow from

22         it are inappropriate.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- that you are counsel

24         of record, and this witness was a personal

25         participant, so please spare me.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is irrelevant.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              You have personal

 3         knowledge as to the authenticity of this

 4         document as does this witness.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I have no idea.  I have

 6         never this document.  I don't recall seeing

 7         this document.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Exhibit A-31?

 9 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We didn't get that.

10    A.   Exhibit?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Yes, you did.  Mr.

12         Stooshinoff, are you saying as an officer of

13         the Court you have never seen this before?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, I saw it, and for

15         the same -- I objected to this.  You have

16         heard me object to it.

17    Q.   Are you refusing to answer questions in

18         relation to this document?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not objecting to --

20 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Can you resend that

21         document?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What have I been talking

23         about for the past 20 minutes?  I am

24         objecting to the process.  You cannot stick

25         paper and stuff --
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              We heard you the first

 2         ten times, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  Well, then

 4         listen.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, come on.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Come on, Mr. Phillips.

 7         Come on.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

 9         very disrespectful.  These are very relevant

10         questions and this is very obstructive.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           My friend, you haven't

12         seen a mirror lately.

13 MR. PHILLIPS:              You are an officer of the

14         court, and you know that this is part of the

15         Federal Court file in relation to the last

16         election appeal --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It may or may not be.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- in relation to which

19         Mr. Nicotine was a personal participant and

20         personal client of yours.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It may or may not be, but

22         that matter is at an end.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              You both have personal

24         knowledge of the authenticity of this

25         document.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know that it's

 2         authentic.  You're just pulling it up and

 3         sticking it on to the record.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll have this marked as

 5         Exhibit A-31.

 6                EXHIBIT A-31: (MANDY CUTHAND)

 7                ELECTORAL OFFICER'S REPORT FROM THE 2016

 8                ELECTION OF RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION

 9    A.   What a waste of another afternoon.  Let's get

10         to my Affidavit so we can move on Mand I can

11         get out of here.  Anything else you throw up

12         there that is not in this book I'm not going

13         to -- I'm not going to reply to them.

14    Q.   Leroy Nicotine Jr., sir, that's been

15         marked -- Leroy Nicotine Jr., he resides in

16         North Battleford.  You are aware of that,

17         sir, correct?

18    A.   He lives in North Battleford?

19    Q.   You are close to him; you tell me.

20    A.   I don't know.  I never posted.  I don't know

21         where he lives.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think that was

23         this witness's evidence.  He says he knows

24         who he is.  No one said he was close to him.

25         You said he was close to him.
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 1 MR. PHILLIPS:              He's a relative, and he

 2         knows him pretty well.  I'm asking the

 3         question --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He said he was related to

 5         everybody, three-quarters of the people on

 6         the reserve.

 7    Q.   I'm asking the question.  You know that Leroy

 8         Nicotine Jr. resides in North Battleford,

 9         correct, sir?

10    A.   No, I don't know that.

11    Q.   In March -- well, he moved since then, but in

12         February and March 2020 he resided in North

13         Battleford, correct, sir?

14    A.   I don't know that.

15    Q.   It's possible; you just don't know?

16    A.   If I don't know it, I don't know it.  That's

17         the honest truth.  I don't know where he

18         lived.

19    Q.   We have heard from Shelley Wuttunee.  You

20         know that she's the wife of --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's not commenting on

22         the evidence of other witnesses.

23    A.   Isn't that what you were saying yesterday not

24         to do?

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              Will you please let me
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 1         get the question out before you object at the

 2         very least?  Can we agree upon that at least,

 3         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think we can

 5         agree on anything, Mr. Phillips.

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, we have heard from Shelley

 7         Wuttunee.  She is the wife of Shawn Wuttunee,

 8         correct, sir?

 9    A.   You are not going to manipulate that if I

10         said yes?

11    Q.   Please just answer the question, sir.

12    A.   Yes, I know her.

13    Q.   You know that she is the wife of Shawn

14         Wuttunee?

15    A.   I don't know if they're married, but I know

16         they live together and they --

17    Q.   We have heard that --

18    A.   You heard?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  I am not

20         going to permit you to ask my client

21         witnesses [sic] about another party.  You're

22         commenting on their evidence.  He is not

23         going to comment on their evidence.

24    Q.   Shelley Wuttunee signed the Voter Declaration

25         Form of Robin Dean Wuttunee in his absence.
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 1         That has been admitted.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're giving your

 3         evidence, Mr. Phillips.

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

 5    A.   Well, how would I know that?

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine?

 7    A.   How would I know if she did that?

 8    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, does that concern you?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

10    A.   It's not my problem if she did or not, that's

11         -- but I wouldn't know if she did.

12    Q.   Does that concern you?

13    A.   That's -- that's the honest truth on that

14         one, I don't know if she did or not.

15    Q.   Does it concern you that someone's --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  That's not

17         proper question.

18    Q.   -- voter declaration form was signed by a

19         witness in the absence of voter?

20    A.   Are you able to speak about that with other

21         people?

22    Q.   Does it concern you?

23    A.   Isn't that your -- isn't that your -- what

24         would you call that?

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you are aware that this
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 1         occurred on other occasions in the course of

 2         the election, correct, sir?

 3    A.   No, I don't know.  I don't know that.

 4    Q.   You don't remember?

 5    A.   No, it's not that I don't remember; it's that

 6         I don't know.

 7    Q.   Heather Meechance, you are aware that she

 8         resided on Red Pheasant First Nation in

 9         January, February, March of 2020, correct,

10         sir?

11    A.   I remember she lived there for many, many

12         years, probably as soon as that house was

13         built, maybe 20 years ago, 25 years ago.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Let the record reflect

15         that Mr. Stooshinoff has opened up the

16         witness's Affidavit to paragraph 7.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I didn't open to

18         paragraph 7.  I picked it --

19 MR. PHILLIPS:              And you placed it in --

20         you placed it in front of the witness.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, you

22         are a conspiracy theorist.  You started

23         asking a question for Heather Meechance and

24         turned to the Heather --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              This witness has already
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 1         admitted he has very little, if any,

 2         recollection.  I would like to know what that

 3         actual recollection is rather than what's in

 4         his Affidavit.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, ask away.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you going to close

 7         his Affidavit or not?  I didn't ask for it to

 8         be put in front of him.

 9    A.   Just go ahead and ask.  I know Heather pretty

10         good.

11    Q.   Let the record reflect that the Affidavit is

12         still in front of the witness.  I guess

13         that's what we're going to get --

14    A.   Just hang on.

15    Q.   -- rather than the witness's recollection.

16    A.   When you ask, I'm going to answer you, and

17         I'm going to explain what I did for her.

18    Q.   You're entitled --

19    A.   And I don't want to be interrupted.

20    Q.   You are entitled to give a fair response to a

21         question that's posed to you, sir.

22    A.   Yeah, yeah.

23    Q.   I don't interrupt you.  Please don't

24         interrupt me, okay?

25    A.   Okay.  Well, I'm going to have a break.  I've
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 1         got to stretch out.

 2    Q.   Okay.  Do you want five minutes?

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              Okay.  We'll come back in

 5         five minutes, then.

 6 (Recessed at 3:29 p.m.)

 7 (Reconvened at 3:40 p.m.)

 8    A.   Can you put the Affidavit of Heather up on

 9         there?

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please wait for the questions

11         that are posed to you.

12    A.   Yeah, but I'm just asking a simple request.

13    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you are aware that most members

14         of the First Nation that reside on the

15         reserve, they have PO boxes in Cando,

16         Saskatchewan, correct, sir?

17    A.   A lot of them have there and Battleford.

18    Q.   You are aware that Heather Meechance is one

19         of those persons.  She has a post office box

20         in Cando, Saskatchewan, correct, sir?

21    A.   I'm not aware of that, but...

22    Q.   You are saying that you have no knowledge as

23         to whether Heather Meechance has ever had a

24         post office box in Cando, Saskatchewan?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.  You said two
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 1         different questions there, Mr. Phillips.

 2    Q.   I'll rephrase it.  Mr. Nicotine, do you have

 3         any knowledge that Heather Meechance has ever

 4         had a post office box in Cando, Saskatchewan?

 5    A.   I wouldn't know that.

 6    Q.   You wouldn't have any knowledge whether

 7         Heather Meechance has ever had a post office

 8         box in Cando?

 9    A.   No, I wouldn't know that.

10    Q.   You are saying that you have never driven

11         Heather Meechance to pick up her --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He didn't say that.  You

13         didn't ask him that question.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, please

15         don't interrupt.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have --

17    Q.   You have driven Heather Meechance to Cando,

18         Saskatchewan to pick up her mail before,

19         correct, sir?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you telling him that,

21         or are you asking?

22    A.   Yeah, you know, out of the many, many rides I

23         give her, I can't remember if I took her to

24         Cando for mail.

25    Q.   It's possible, though?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And speculative.

 2    A.   What Nick says.

 3    Q.   It's possible, but you just don't remember;

 4         is that a fair statement, sir?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's speculative, he's

 6         not going to speculate, so he does not recall

 7         ever --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking the witness to

 9         tell me one way or the other.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He does --

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              It seems as though he has

12         very little knowledge of anything.  I want to

13         know whether or not he is denying that he has

14         ever done this, whether he has done it, or

15         whether he simply can't remember.  This is a

16         very straightforward question.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think that's what he

18         said, I have no knowledge of ever having

19         driven her to Cando for her mail.

20    Q.   Are you denying that you've done it, or are

21         you simply saying --

22    A.   I don't remember.

23    Q.   Okay.  You met with -- you were at Red

24         Pheasant First Nation in February 2019,

25         correct?
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 1    A.   Well, I live there.  I should be there.

 2    Q.   You met with Heather Meechance in February

 3         2020 on Red Pheasant First Nation, correct,

 4         sir?

 5    A.   I probably see Heather just about every day

 6         or every other day.  Is that a good enough

 7         answer for you?  And that's not just

 8         February, that's for past.

 9    Q.   That's March as well?

10    A.   That's past probably eight years.

11    Q.   So February and March of this year you saw

12         her very frequently?

13    A.   Since probably 2012.

14    Q.   So just to be clear --

15    A.   Sir, I'm being clear with you, since 2012.

16    Q.   Since 2012 you have seen Heather Meechance in

17         person almost every other day?

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   Okay.  She is -- when I say "she," Heather

20         Meechance has been in your van before,

21         correct, sir?

22    A.   Her and all of her kids and her husband, they

23         all been in my van, they have been in my

24         trucks, they have been in my household.  I've

25         been in their household, I've been on the
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 1         road by her house, I've been at my mom's

 2         house, they have been over there, and she --

 3         my mom, great mom lives next door to Heather.

 4         Been to neighbour's house.  She's been there.

 5         That's across the road.  Been to Mildred's

 6         house.  That's across the road.  Like, I see

 7         her all over, her and the whole family.

 8    Q.   Do you have a post office box in Cando,

 9         Saskatchewan as well?

10    A.   I had a post office box.  I still have one

11         from probably 2010.

12    Q.   In Cando?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   It's locked, right?

15    A.   It's supposed to be, yeah.

16    Q.   Well, it is.  Well, I suppose --

17    A.   I think I got the post office key right on me

18         right now.

19    Q.   So you need a key to open it, right?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   Yeah.  And that's the same for all of the

22         other post office boxes in Cando,

23         Saskatchewan as well?

24    A.   Well, the post office boxes, yeah, and

25         there's a lot of people get their normal
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 1         delivery.  It's just like any regular other

 2         post office around.  I don't know how they

 3         are in Regina, but in Cando that's how they

 4         are.

 5    Q.   So there's just lines and lines of post

 6         office boxes, and all they're locked?

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   Okay.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he can't say that

10         they're locked.  He can say there is a lock

11         on them.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, we

13         already have the witness's answer.

14    A.   Yeah.

15    Q.   Now, Mr. Nicotine, Heather, she was --

16         Heather Meechance, pardon, she was in your

17         van in February 2020, correct, sir?

18    A.   Probably about eight times, ten times.

19    Q.   She was in your van on Red Pheasant First

20         Nation in February 2020 for those eight

21         times?

22    A.   I thought I answered that.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I thought you said eight

24         to ten times.

25    A.   Yes, that's what I probably --
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 1    Q.   I'm saying on Red Pheasant First Nation.  My

 2         first --

 3    A.   Maybe she gave him that --

 4    Q.   Will you please just listen to the question

 5         that's asked?

 6    A.   I answered it already.  Can we move on to the

 7         next question?

 8    Q.   Heather Meechance was in your van on Red

 9         Pheasant First Nation approximately eight

10         times in February 2020?

11    A.   Yes.

12    Q.   Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Nicotine.

13    A.   Is that what I -- should I say was she there

14         by herself, or was she there with other

15         people?

16    Q.   You drive around other persons in your van as

17         well, correct, sir?  Heather Meechance is --

18    A.   Anybody that doesn't have a vehicle and they

19         want a ride, they can get ahold of me, and

20         I'll give them a ride, and if they need help

21         for groceries or pay a bill, I usually help

22         if I got the money.

23    Q.   Mandy Cuthand, you were in your van with him

24         on Red Pheasant First Nation in February

25         2020?
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 1    A.   That I wouldn't know.

 2    Q.   You just don't --

 3    A.   I won't remember that one, who is in my van.

 4         Usually it's my wife that's always with me --

 5    Q.   But you just dont --

 6    A.   -- or one of my kids.

 7    Q.   You just don't remember?

 8    A.   Yeah, that's right.

 9    Q.   Okay.  Where were you on February 18th, 2020?

10    A.   That I won't know.  I can't remember that.

11    Q.   Where were you on February 9th, 2020?

12    A.   I can't remember that one.  You know, it's --

13         like my wife was saying, you remember you

14         laughing this morning, and I says, no, was I

15         laughing?  Yeah, you were laughing.  And I

16         said, well, I don't remember that.  But

17         that's the same thing as probably something

18         that you are talking about six months ago.

19         How are you going to expect me to remember

20         something like that when it's -- you know,

21         when there is people in my van every day, all

22         day, for years?  I provide rides for people

23         that don't have vehicles.  I provide them

24         with food, money.  It's not just February --

25         what day did you say -- 19th?  February 8th?
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 1         I don't -- I don't remember what -- those

 2         days.  It's a daily basis for me to be out

 3         there.

 4    Q.   To be clear, I think you said back to 2012 or

 5         so with respect to Heather Meechance?

 6    A.   Yeah.

 7    Q.   That includes February and March of this year

 8         you had seen her almost every other day, that

 9         she's --

10    A.   In February and March in 2012 too.

11    Q.   Oh, yeah, but right now, 2020 is what I'm

12         looking for.

13    A.   Yeah, yeah.

14    Q.   February and March 2020, your answers holds

15         correct for that period?

16    A.   Well, yeah, you're asking, and I'm telling

17         you, but I don't know the dates.

18    Q.   Okay.

19    A.   Should I say yes, they were in my van in

20         February, but I can't say yes to what day.

21    Q.   Okay.  No, I hear you on that point.  It

22         seems to me that you have lot of people in

23         your van.  It's possible that certain persons

24         were in your van together; you just wouldn't

25         remember?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   Okay.  It's possible that Heather Meechance

 3         and Mandy Cuthand were in your van together,

 4         you just don't remember, in February 2020?

 5    A.   I don't know, because what I remember about

 6         Mandy Cuthand, he doesn't like Heather, so...

 7    Q.   You're just guessing, though; you don't

 8         actually recall?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no, he's not

10         guessing; you're guessing.

11    A.   Yes.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's telling you what he

13         knows.

14    A.   Yes.

15    Q.   You don't have actual recollection of

16         February 2020.  You are simply drawing an

17         inference as to what you believe to be the

18         state of affairs between Mandy Cuthand and

19         Heather Meechance, correct?

20    A.   You would have to ask Mandy that, all right?

21    Q.   Because you don't recall?

22    A.   I don't recall, yeah.

23    Q.   Okay.

24    A.   That's a question you got to direct to him.

25    Q.   Because you don't remember?  I want to be
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 1         clear.

 2    A.   Yes.

 3    Q.   Okay.  You don't remember whether Mandy

 4         Cuthand and Heather Meechance were in your

 5         van with you in February 2020?

 6    A.   I kind of remember.

 7    Q.   Sorry, Mr. Nicotine, sorry, you just have to

 8         answer yes or no for the court reporter.  She

 9         can't pick up your nodding of your head.  You

10         were nodding no?

11    A.   I wasn't nodding to anybody.  I was just

12         shaking my head at what's going on here,

13         but --

14    Q.   Oh, okay.  Well, I --

15    A.   I can remember that around that time in

16         February.  Mandy was hospitalized for some

17         kind of -- or home bedridden for some kind of

18         a cyst or something he had, and he couldn't

19         travel anywhere or sit down, so I don't know.

20         That's something that you're going to have to

21         bring up with him.  So we can move on to

22         another series of important questions.

23    Q.   Yeah.  That time period includes March 13th

24         of the advance poll in Saskatoon.  Mandy

25         Cuthand, he wasn't there because he was in
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 1         the hospital?

 2    A.   Oh, well, jeez, I don't even know if he was

 3         there or not.

 4    Q.   You don't remember?

 5    A.   Yeah, I can't remember who was there.  I

 6         don't even know if I was there.

 7    Q.   At the advance poll in Saskatoon?

 8    A.   Yeah.

 9    Q.   You made a request for $400 to be paid to

10         Heather Meechance from the First Nation?

11    A.   To pay?

12    Q.   Yes.

13    A.   If there was a -- if there was a request, it

14         was probably for her to buy grub, which I'm

15         always doing for her because I took her kids

16         in when they got apprehended from

17         Kanaweyimik.  I had those kids for six to

18         eight months in my house while she was trying

19         to dry up, but during that time she was still

20         partying around, and I helped her go through

21         her rehab to try and get her kids back and

22         finally got her into rehab with a lot of

23         pressure.  And then when she got out, they

24         wouldn't give her her certificate to get her

25         kids because she got to into a big fight with
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 1         the head -- the head counsellor there, the

 2         director, so she had --

 3    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I am asking about --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just let him finish.

 5    A.   Yeah, and I'm --

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              This is not responsive to

 7         the question.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let him finish.

 9    A.   Yeah, and --

10 MR. PHILLIPS:              It's not responsive to

11         the question, Mr. Stooshinoff.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Would you let him finish?

13         Let him finish.

14    A.   Yeah, like, and I went in, and I talked to

15         the director about trying to get Heather's

16         ticket or certificate of completion.  She did

17         get -- he did agree to give it to her if I

18         brought her back and she talked in a more

19         civil matter, and we got her kids back.  I

20         called Kanaweyimik, they met us at the

21         dry-out centre, they took Heather, they went

22         and got her groceries, they went and picked

23         up her kids at my house.

24    Q.   Are you done, Mr. Nicotine?

25    A.   Yeah.  Like what I'm saying, I give Heather
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 1         thousands of dollars in a year, I take bags

 2         of food over to her house, and that hasn't

 3         been in the past year or February or March or

 4         January.  I was even doing it after the

 5         election.

 6    Q.   When was the last time you gave money to

 7         Heather Meechance?

 8    A.   The last time I gave money to Heather

 9         Meechance was probably -- probably June.

10    Q.   And to be clear, I objected.  I did not want

11         to further interrupt the witness to his

12         unresponsive answer.  I object to it and will

13         request that it not form -- we'll take that

14         up with the Court, but -- so in June, sir,

15         you are saying you gave her money, then?

16    A.   Yeah, I gave her money then.  I even

17         brought --

18    Q.   So prior --

19    A.   I even brought her food in June.

20    Q.   Prior to June when was the last time you gave

21         her money?

22    A.   In probably June.

23    Q.   I'm asking prior to June.

24    A.   Prior to June?  I gave her lots prior to June

25         for the past ten years.
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 1    Q.   You gave her $300 on March 3rd, 2020,

 2         correct, sir?

 3    A.   No, I never gave her that kind of cash.  If

 4         anything -- anything over 100 bucks I would

 5         have to get a BMA made for her.

 6    Q.   So, for example, the $100 that you had

 7         Rosalie Kelly send on your behalf to Heather

 8         Meechance in February 2020, that was BMA?

 9    A.   No, no.

10    Q.   It was simply not necessary to get BMA

11         approved?

12    A.   No.  If anything is coming from me or my

13         wife, that's from me to help her with her --

14         for food or whatever else, but mostly it's

15         for food because she's on social assistance

16         and, all her bills are paid for.

17    Q.   It seems as though -- Mr. Nicotine, I'm

18         looking to ask you specifically when you gave

19         Heather Meechance money.  We have June --

20    A.   Yeah, I give her all the time.

21    Q.   Yeah, and I'm looking for your recollection.

22         You said June?

23    A.   Yeah.

24    Q.   When was the most recent time prior to that?

25    A.   I don't know, but I know the last time
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 1         with --

 2    Q.   So then how can you be certain that it wasn't

 3         March 3rd?

 4    A.   I don't know the days.  Did I say a day in

 5         June?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He didn't.

 7    Q.   So you don't recall if you gave Heather

 8         Meechance money in March or not; is that

 9         correct, sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.  Hold it, hold

11         it.  You are misconstruing your questions,

12         Mr. Phillips --

13    A.   Yes.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- and now you are not

15         being consistent.  You asked this witness in

16         March of 2020 did you give her 300 cash, and

17         he said, no, I would not be able to -- if

18         it's 100 bucks -- that's probably the most I

19         could give, would be 100 bucks.  Anything

20         more than that would require a BMA.  That is

21         what his answer was.

22    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, prior to June of this year,

23         when was the most recent time you gave

24         Heather money?

25    A.   I can't remember.  I don't remember the days.
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 1         I just know it's a constant act of request --

 2    Q.   It could have been that it was in March?

 3    A.   It could be -- could be anywhere.  So what's

 4         so important about giving money in March?

 5         What's so important about giving money in

 6         last March or the March before that?  Why are

 7         you targeting that one month --

 8    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

 9    A.   -- when it's a constant way -- it's a

10         constant given to her, helping her, to be

11         there for her and her kids.  I take her kids

12         as family, as I do with her still, even after

13         this.  You know, down the road they're going

14         to come me, but -- and everything will be all

15         forgiven, you know, they'll explain to me why

16         and what happened here, why they had to do

17         this.

18    Q.   Had to do what?

19    A.   To write Affidavit -- why they had to write

20         something like this so they can get taken

21         care of at that moment, you know.  I know

22         Heather quite good, you know.  Like, the

23         people that are orchestrating this here

24         appeal, have paid everybody off on this.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you have no recollection as to
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 1         whether you paid Heather Meechance in March

 2         or not?

 3    A.   I don't have no recollection.

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you have no recollection --

 5    A.   I have no recollection, no.

 6    Q.   -- as to what payments you made to Heather

 7         Meechance in February 2020, do you?

 8    A.   No.

 9    Q.   You have no recollection as to what band

10         member assistance payments were made to

11         Heather Meechance in February 2020, do you?

12    A.   No.  I'm always sticking my neck out for her.

13    Q.   So do you have recollection or not?

14    A.   No, I don't have recollection, but I remember

15         a few times I got her BMAs.

16    Q.   I'm asking specifically about February 2020.

17    A.   Well, I don't remember if it was February,

18         January, December, October.

19    Q.   And you don't remember the circumstances of a

20         particular band member assistance payment in

21         relation to Heather Meechance, do you?

22 WITNESS:                   I'm kind of wondering why

23         he kind of excludes those words out like that

24         in certain phrases.  I don't get it.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's accusatory, and I
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 1         know that you object to it, but do your best.

 2         Why would Heather get a BMA?

 3 MR. PHILLIPS:              That wasn't the question,

 4         Mr. Stooshinoff.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

 6    A.   Well, what was your question, then?

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, band member assistance

 8         requests, when was the last one that you made

 9         on behalf of Heather Meechance?

10    A.   That I can't remember.

11    Q.   You don't remember whether it was April or

12         March of 2020?

13    A.   No, I can't remember --

14    Q.   You can't remember whether --

15    A.   I don't recollect.  I'm not denying, I'm not

16         saying yes, but I can't remember.

17    Q.   You can't remember --

18    A.   No, but there is -- there is -- it goes on

19         and on and on.  Like, yesterday I went -- I

20         had to buy one of Heather's neighbours $300

21         worth of groceries last night.  I didn't get

22         home until 10:30 after buying their groceries

23         and returning home.  That I remember.

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

25    A.   I don't remember.  I don't --
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 1    Q.   -- I'm asking about Heather Meechance, and

 2         I'm asking about band member assistance

 3         payments.

 4    A.   I don't know the date, yeah, of yesterday

 5         either, so...

 6    Q.   You have no recollection of any particular

 7         band member assistance request or payment to

 8         Heather Meechance in February or March or

 9         2002, do you, sir?

10    A.   I don't remember, but I know I have got her

11         band member assistance many times.

12    Q.   You have no recollection as to the specifics

13         or particulars of any band member assistance

14         request or payment in relation to Heather

15         Meechance in February or March or 2002, do

16         you, sir?

17    A.   I remember getting her lots of band member

18         assistance.

19    Q.   I'm asking about February and March.

20    A.   Well, I can't -- like, I said before, I can't

21         say what days or what months, but I know I

22         have got her help many times.  I even got her

23         furniture.

24    Q.   Band member assistance requests, they are

25         sometimes discussed over the phone, correct,
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 1         sir?

 2    A.   A lot of times.

 3    Q.   Most of the time?

 4    A.   A lot of times because when you're on the

 5         road, you know, you're not going to have

 6         time -- if somebody needs help right now, you

 7         are -- you can't go to the office after hours

 8         and there is nobody there.

 9    Q.   A lot of the time in February and March 2020

10         you discussed band member assistance on your

11         phone while you were in your van, correct,

12         sir?

13    A.   Yeah, half a dozen times, but with a lot of

14         people.

15    Q.   It was not uncommon for you to discuss band

16         member assistance requests while you were in

17         your van while you were on Red Pheasant First

18         Nation in February of 2020, correct?

19    A.   Yeah, I don't know if it's in my van.  Like,

20         I got many vehicles, so it could be in any

21         vehicle I have.

22    Q.   You just don't remember?

23    A.   I just don't remember, yes.  I got eight

24         vehicles under my name that are registered,

25         so I don't know what vehicle I would be using
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 1         on any given day.

 2    Q.   Rickell Frenchman, you are aware that she was

 3         not at Red Pheasant First Nation in February

 4         of 2020, correct, sir?

 5    A.   I don't know if she was there or not.  I

 6         can't say if she was; I can't say she wasn't.

 7         I never seen her.

 8    Q.   Exactly.  You didn't see Rickell Frenchman at

 9         Red Pheasant First Nation --

10    A.   Correct.

11    Q.   -- in February 2020, did you?

12    A.   Yeah, I never seen her.  Now are we going

13         into something now?

14    Q.   Romello Meechance, you did not see him at Red

15         Pheasant First Nation at any time in February

16         2020, correct, sir?

17    A.   No, didn't see him.

18    Q.   You didn't see Rickell Frenchman or Romello

19         Meechance at Red Pheasant First Nation at any

20         point in time between January and March 2020,

21         correct, sir?

22    A.   I haven't seen them in probably two years,

23         and that includes up to today.

24    Q.   You reside on Red Pheasant First Nation?

25    A.   That's right.
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 1    Q.   The place --

 2    A.   I don't live in the townsite.  I live way out

 3         by the highway, so I don't go into the

 4         townsite unless I'm going into the office.

 5    Q.   You are well aware of who is actually on Red

 6         Pheasant First Nation, though?

 7    A.   Well, no, I don't go house to house and

 8         say -- doing a spot check on who is all in

 9         one house.  That's not my duty, and that's

10         not -- that would be invading people's

11         privacy.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is.  There is 2,000

13         people there.

14    Q.   No.  There is 2,000 members of Red Pheasant

15         First Nation or over.

16    A.   Yeah, there's about --

17    Q.   That doesn't mean that there is that many

18         residents.

19    A.   Relax.  Relax, Nathan.

20    Q.   Let me move on to my next question, Mr.

21         Nicotine, okay?

22    A.   There's 680 people in Red Pheasant, and I

23         don't know where they all live.  They are --

24         what they do, they all get there and say they

25         are living in this house, but they don't live
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 1         in that house, but they are saying they are

 2         living in that the house so they can all get

 3         a welfare cheque.

 4    Q.   You did not see --

 5    A.   I think I better go have a smoke.

 6    Q.   We just had a break.

 7    A.   Well, that's okay.

 8    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

 9    A.   You are just repeating yourself.  You know,

10         each time you're going to repeat yourself,

11         I'm going to walk out.  Then I'll come back.

12    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, we just had a break.  We don't

13         have very much longer today.

14    A.   Well, you're the one that's draining it on,

15         right?

16    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you have already admitted that

17         you did not see Rickell Frenchman or Romello

18         Meechance --

19    A.   Yes, yes.

20    Q.   -- any time in the past two years, right?

21    A.   Right.

22    Q.   You are aware that they haven't been at Red

23         Pheasant First Nation in the past --

24    A.   I can't remember if they -- I can't say they

25         haven't been there.  I just never seen them.
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 1    Q.   To the best of your knowledge, they have --

 2    A.   To the best of my knowledge.

 3    Q.   To the best of your knowledge, Rickell

 4         Frenchman and Romello Meechance have not been

 5         anywhere near Red Pheasant First Nation in

 6         two years?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 8    A.   I can't answer that.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He is he supposed to know

10         that?

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              I'm asking the witness to

12         the best of his knowledge.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's answered, Nathan.

14         He has not seen them.  Does that mean they

15         are not there?  If he hasn't seen them in

16         Saskatoon, does that mean they are not in

17         Saskatoon?  It doesn't.  He doesn't know.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I want

19         to be absolutely clear here, and you know why

20         it's important.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Jesus.  He has answered

22         it.

23    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you have no reason to

24         believe --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  No reason to
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 1         believe is not a proper question.  You're

 2         going to invite him to speculate.  I'm not

 3         going to allow him to speculate.  For all I

 4         know, they were living next door to him, and

 5         he didn't see them.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, it is

 7         important --

 8    A.   That's correct.  You know, like, my next door

 9         neighbours, I know there is people that live

10         there, I know who is supposed to live there,

11         and I drive by there every day, but I don't

12         know if they live there.  If I -- that

13         doesn't mean -- if I don't see them, does

14         that mean they don't live there?

15    Q.   I'm asking the question, do you have any --

16    A.   I answered that already, and I was moving --

17    Q.   I'm asking if you have any reason to believe.

18         It is a fair question.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's objectionable

20         because it invites speculative answers, do

21         you have any reason to believe.  He doesn't

22         know.  He has given his answer.  That's the

23         end of the matter.  It's pretty clear.  Two

24         years he hasn't seen them.  That's pretty

25         clear.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, at no point in time has Mandy

 2         Cuthand told you that he saw Rickell

 3         Frenchman or Romello Meechance in February

 4         2020, correct, sir?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Try that one again.

 6         You're going to have to rephrase that.  At no

 7         point in time did he say that?

 8    A.   I don't know what Mandy says.  He talks and

 9         talk and talks, and I don't even listen to

10         him because I don't understand a damn word he

11         says, okay?  I can drive -- we can drive from

12         here to Calgary, and he'll be telling me a

13         story, and by the time we get there I don't

14         even know what the hell he says because he

15         just mumbles and mumbles and mumbles.  I

16         don't know what he's talking about.  So if he

17         told you, then he told you.  I don't know,

18         but -- I don't know.

19    Q.   Mandy Cuthand, he has never told you that --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay, Nathan --

21    Q.   -- he met with either Rickell Frenchman or

22         Romello Meechance at any point in time in

23         February 2020, correct, sir?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That is such an improper

25         question.
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 1    A.   I can't recollect.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're asking him --

 3    A.   I don't recollect that.

 4    Q.   It's fair to say that you have very little

 5         recollection of what people told you or what

 6         you told people in February 2020, correct,

 7         sir?

 8    A.   Oh, there is certain things that I do

 9         remember, but I don't remember the dates.

10    Q.   Well, I'm asking you specifically Mandy

11         Cuthand, whether he told you that he met with

12         either Rickell Frenchman or Romello Meechance

13         in February 2020.  Did he ever say that?

14    A.   No, I can't -- I can't remember if he did or

15         not.  You know, those are -- you know,

16         that's -- those are such little matters, it's

17         something that I won't go put up on my

18         calendar that Mandy said this on this day at

19         this time.  You know, it's so petty, you

20         know, to -- it's not an important event if he

21         said anything about that.

22    Q.   Band member assistance requests, you have

23         said that most of the time -- not most of the

24         time -- a lot of the time they are dealt with

25         over the phone.  I heard you correctly, I
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 1         believe?

 2    A.   Yeah, there is times we have do that, yeah,

 3         if it's -- a lot of times it's going in and

 4         writing a BMA for it.  Special needs.

 5    Q.   A lot of the time these things have to be

 6         dealt with immediately?

 7    A.   Oh, you know what, I wonder if I got Heather

 8         a special needs from social -- social

 9         development program.  I'm pretty sure I got

10         her some cheques for that, for not her -- her

11         not getting family allowance and that.  But

12         I wonder --

13    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I'm ask about --

14    A.   Bet you I can get a record of that.

15    Q.   We have requested a lot of band member

16         assistance records.  Are you undertaking to

17         go and get them?

18    A.   No, I'm talking about social development.

19         That's the welfare program.

20    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, my question to you right now is

21         band member assistance requests.  A lot of

22         the time they have to be dealt with urgently

23         over the phone, correct, sir?

24    A.   I'm pretty sure that I answered this question

25         already, so I'm not going to go on and repeat
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 1         the answer again, okay?  That's how I'm going

 2         to do everything.  You know, if you ask me

 3         and I already answered, I'm going to

 4         disregard the question if it's repeated to

 5         me.

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, it's not uncommon for band

 7         member assistance requests to be initiated on

 8         fairly short notice, for there to be a

 9         telephone conference call, and for a decision

10         to be made in a couple of minutes with

11         direction made to Austin Ahenakew to make the

12         band member assistance payment, correct, sir?

13 WITNESS:                   Can I ask, did I answer

14         that question he is directing to me?

15    Q.   This question was not posed to you yet, and

16         your lawyer is gesturing to answer the

17         question.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just get on with it.

19         Yes, he's asked you.  He asked you three or

20         four times now.  You have answered that on

21         occasion we have to deal with matters

22         quickly, and it's dealt with on the phone.

23    A.   Yes.

24    Q.   So it's not uncommon for it to be dealt with

25         in a few minutes and a direction to be made
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 1         to Austin Ahenakew to make the payment,

 2         correct?

 3    A.   I never talk to Austin.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And we don't know what

 5         uncommon means, he says on occasion, so --

 6    Q.   Am I to hear you say, Mr. Nicotine, that you

 7         have never spoken to Austin Ahenakew?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, that's not what he

 9         said.

10    A.   I said I speak to him, I speak to him at

11         work, but I don't call him on the phone or

12         nothing because I don't have the authority to

13         go directly to Austin.

14    Q.   You have never made any request directly to

15         Austin Ahenakew?

16    A.   No.

17    Q.   I suggest that on March 3rd you made a

18         request directly to Austin Ahenakew, and he

19         argued with you on the phone?

20    A.   I deny that because I never called Austin

21         Ahenakew directly.

22    Q.   He was on the phone with you on March 3rd?

23    A.   No, not March 3rd, not any other day.

24    Q.   You were not on the phone with Austin

25         Ahenakew --
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 1    A.   No.

 2    Q.   -- requesting him to do anything in March --

 3    A.   No.

 4    Q.   -- 2020?

 5    A.   No.  We go through channels.

 6    Q.   You have a stepdaughter?

 7    A.   I have --

 8    Q.   Sharice?

 9    A.   Just wait.  You want to exactly know how many

10         stepdaughters I have?

11    Q.   I'm asking about Sharice.  She's your

12         stepdaughter?

13    A.   I have three -- I got three stepdaughters.

14    Q.   I'm asking about Sharice.

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   What's her full name?

17    A.   Kishayinew, K-I-S-H-A-Y-I-N-E-W.

18    Q.   And what does she do for money right now?

19    A.   Well, she has been living in my house for the

20         past eight months.

21    Q.   Does she sell anything?

22    A.   Not that I know.  I provide for her and her

23         five children.

24    Q.   If February and March did Sharice sell

25         anything for money?
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 1    A.   I don't know.

 2    Q.   It's fair to say that you were close with

 3         Heather Meechance in February 2002 and March

 4         2020.  You trusted her, correct?

 5    A.   Trusted who?

 6    Q.   Heather Meechance?

 7    A.   I don't know if I would trust her.  I know I

 8         wouldn't trust her with a big sum of money to

 9         go buy groceries.  I would have to take her

10         in, you know, because she has a problem.

11    Q.   And so, for example, $400, is that kind of

12         sum of money that you wouldn't trust her

13         with?

14    A.   No, I don't think I would.

15    Q.   Not even $100 you wouldn't trust her with?

16    A.   Not really, no, but if --

17    Q.   It would be essential that you actually --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, wait, finish your

19         answer.

20 WITNESS:                   Hmm?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He said that --

22    Q.   Sorry, I thought the witness had finished.

23                            You had something else to

24         say, sir?

25    A.   Nothing.  It will come out after, after
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 1         you're done.

 2    Q.   You did not take Heather Meechance to buy

 3         groceries at any point in time in February or

 4         March 2020, did you, sir?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Now, Mr. Phillips, that

 6         is an improper question because you already

 7         have the sworn evidence of your affiant, and

 8         now to put a contrary position to this

 9         witness is, I think, highly objectionable

10         when your instructions are contrary to that.

11         You either have a very good explanation why

12         you are saying that, or it's improper, and

13         you have to withdraw it.

14 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff --

15    A.   Can I go sit outside while you guys figure

16         this out?

17    Q.   I'll rephrase the question.  Do you recall at

18         any point in time taking Heather Meechance to

19         buy groceries in February or March 2020?

20    A.   You know, buying Heather groceries is, like,

21         a weekly, biweekly thing.  I run her to No

22         Frills and Wal-Mart a lot.  Then I buy them

23         coffee.  And if I have enough money, I'll go

24         buy the kids happy meals.

25    Q.   I'm asking specifically about February --
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 1    A.   And I'm saying specifically for the past ten

 2         years.

 3    Q.   I'm talking specifically about February and

 4         March 2020.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let him answer.

 6 MR. PHILLIPS:              The witness was very

 7         clearly done his answer.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's answering.

 9    A.   I'm answering.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's answering.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              Is there anything

12         further?

13    A.   Yeah.  I've been doing that for years.

14    Q.   Are you done?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   I'm asking specifically --

17    A.   I'm saying I've been doing that for years.

18    Q.   Are you done now?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   I'm asking specifically about February and

21         March when --

22    A.   I've been doing that for years.

23    Q.   Please don't interrupt me, sir.

24    A.   I'm telling you.

25    Q.   I've asked you twice if you're done.
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 1    A.   Don't be a parrot.

 2    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please remain respectful.

 3    A.   I am being respectful, but if you have no

 4         respect for me, why should I give you

 5         respect?

 6    Q.   Tell me about a specific time in February

 7         2020 that you took Heather Meechance to buy

 8         groceries.

 9    A.   How about December 18th or something I went

10         and took her in and brought Christmas gifts

11         for her kids, and every --

12    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you're very clearly talking

13         about a different timeframe.  The question

14         was February 2020.

15    A.   But what's wrong with December?  And what's

16         wrong with all their birthdays when I go buy

17         them cakes and presents and pizza --

18    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I'm asking specifically

19         about --

20    A.   -- and potato chips and pop?

21    Q.   -- February 2020.  Tell me about a single

22         time that you had actual recollection of

23         taking Heather Meechance to buy groceries.

24    A.   That's a question I wouldn't remember, but I

25         do remember taking them in -- taking them
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 1         in -- their order to go buy them cake and

 2         presents on all their birthdays and

 3         Christmastimes.  Now, what's the difference?

 4         And why don't you want to look at that, but

 5         you are so focussed on this February and

 6         March?

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

 8    A.   So what is that?  Are you trying to say I did

 9         something here with one month?  One, two

10         months I did something real wrong when I've

11         been doing it every damn month of the year

12         for years?

13    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

14    A.   So --

15    Q.   Are you done?

16    A.   Are you done?  I'm telling you.  She's got it

17         written down.  We can use that.  And all the

18         other questions, you know, I'm not going

19         to -- I'm not going to answer them when I

20         already told you what it's done.  It's not

21         just March.  It's not just February or April.

22         It's all the time, months and months and

23         years, so don't make something out of those

24         two months, okay?

25    Q.   Are you done now?
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 1    A.   Are you done?

 2    Q.   Please remain --

 3    A.   We can move on.

 4    Q.   Please be respectful.

 5    A.   You be respectful.  You are wasting my time.

 6    Q.   You don't remember a single time in February

 7         2020 --

 8    A.   No, I don't.

 9    Q.   -- that you took Heather Meechance to buy

10         groceries?

11    A.   No, I don't.  It always happens.

12    Q.   But you can't remember a single time in

13         February 2020 --

14    A.   I don't know.  It could have happened.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, if

16         you think he's unable to recollect, and if

17         you have a date in mind and if you can

18         refresh his memory, which you can, why don't

19         you give it a shot?

20 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I didn't

21         hear an objection.

22    A.   Yeah, you're just playing a damn game here.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is an objection.

24         You know you've --

25 MR. PHILLIPS:              What was your objection
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 1         there?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection is, is that

 3         if you have a specific date in mind, a

 4         specific occasion in mind, you can ask this

 5         witness directly if he recalls whether or not

 6         that happened, did you do it.  You might be

 7         able to refresh the witness's memory.  You

 8         clearly have some knowledge about it, as do

 9         I, but if you want him to answer the

10         question, bring it to his attention.  Let's

11         not skirt around the issue.  It's a truth

12         finding process, not a process of trying to

13         trip people up and trick them, and the

14         problem that you are having is that with

15         witnesses such as Mr. Nicotine, he is

16         suspicious that you're trying to trick him,

17         and, frankly, it kind of looks that way.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, I've

19         heard a very long interruption --

20    A.   That's what I see.

21 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- without an actual

22         objection.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It is an objection.  It's

24         an objection that you're trying to skirt

25         around an issue without engaging the witness
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 1         in answering a direct question rather than

 2         inviting him to speculate.  So now the

 3         witness has become apprehensive, if I say

 4         something this way or that way, maybe I'll

 5         get it wrong.  I don't know if I got this or

 6         that.  Just bring it to his attention.

 7         Invite him, on this date, did this happen.

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, again, I

 9         heard a very long inappropriate interruption

10         without an actual appropriate objection.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

12 MR. PHILLIPS:              Are you done interrupting

13         now?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not done

15         interrupting, but I've completed my

16         observation.

17    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I want to be absolutely clear

18         here, you have no memory of taking Heather

19         Meechance to buy groceries in February 2020,

20         correct, sir?

21    A.   I must have took her about three times in

22         February.

23    Q.   You have actual recollection?

24    A.   I don't remember days, but I remember taking

25         her in, and I remember times I went in myself
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 1         and went and got her groceries.  Times I

 2         don't know.  It was probably after --

 3         sometimes early evening, but I don't know the

 4         dates.

 5    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I'm looking for your actual

 6         recollection.

 7    A.   I'm telling them.

 8    Q.   It seems as though you're guessing.

 9    A.   I'm telling you my actual recollection.

10         Isn't that straightforward enough?

11    Q.   So is it --

12    A.   Well, what did you want to do --

13    Q.   Is it three times you remember or two?

14    A.   Well, I don't know.  Like, it's a -- it's

15         a --

16    Q.   You don't even remember how many times you

17         remember you took her for groceries?

18    A.   No, but I know I always go in for her, you

19         know, every month.  How did Heather get to

20         Regina?

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please wait for the next

22         question.

23    A.   Well, I'd like to know.

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you were in a vehicle with

25         Veronica Whitford in the period of January
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 1         through March 2020, correct, sir?

 2    A.   You know, I don't remember, but I would never

 3         want to be in the same vehicle with Veronica

 4         Whitford.

 5    Q.   You don't remember, though?

 6    A.   No, but I would never have her in my vehicle.

 7    Q.   You don't remember anything about that, being

 8         in a vehicle with Veronica Whitford sometime

 9         between January and March 2020?

10    A.   No.  Veronica isn't a nice person.

11 MR. PHILLIPS:              We'll take a brief break

12         for a few minutes.

13 (Recessed at 4:31 p.m.)

14 (Reconvened at 4:46 p.m.)

15    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you are aware that there was a

16         band member assistance given to Paul

17         Tobaccojuice in January or February 2020?

18    A.   No, I wasn't aware.

19    Q.   You have no recollection of that?

20    A.   No.

21    Q.   You have no recollection of a $200 band

22         member assistance payment to Paul

23         Tobaccojuice in January or February 2020?

24    A.   No, no.  If I requested for band member

25         assistance for him, I would kind of remember
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 1         that, but I have never requested a BMA for

 2         him, so whoever gave it to him, that's them

 3         that did it.  I don't know who all gets BMAs.

 4         I just know the ones I hand in.

 5    Q.   Okay, so some members of chief and council

 6         simply may be completely unaware of a BMA

 7         that is given away to a particular band

 8         member?

 9    A.   That's basically how it is.  You know, if

10         somebody requests a band member, they don't

11         tell everybody in council, yes.

12    Q.   So some members of chief and council are

13         simply not in the loop; it could just be one

14         or two councillors that deal with a BMA

15         request?

16    A.   Well, everybody deals with BMA requests.

17    Q.   But in terms of a BMA request being granted,

18         there could simply be one or two councillors

19         that --

20    A.   No, I don't know if it's one or two.  It's

21         whoever requests it for that individual.

22    Q.   Okay, so it can just be a councillor that

23         makes a band member assistance request, and

24         then --

25    A.   No, if you wanted a BMA and you asked me, I
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 1         would get ahold of the band manager, and if

 2         he approved it, I would know.  That doesn't

 3         mean everybody else would know.

 4    Q.   By everybody else, you mean everybody else on

 5         chief and council?

 6    A.   Yes.

 7    Q.   Okay.  So you submit the band member

 8         assistance request; the band manager, Cody

 9         Benson, approves it; you are informed that

10         it's approved; and then Austin Ahenakew is

11         instructed to make the payments?

12    A.   Sometimes I'm not in -- not -- I'm not -- how

13         would I say that -- that I don't know if it's

14         been approved.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're not informed.

16    A.   I just request it, and if it goes through,

17         then it goes through.  Sometimes they tell

18         me, and sometimes they don't.

19    Q.   Very good.

20    A.   And a lot of times they don't tell me.

21    Q.   So let me revise my question, then, to you.

22    A.   And then if I call back, and I say, did you

23         do this or that for this person, sometimes

24         I'll get a reply back, and sometimes I'll get

25         a reply yes.
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 1    Q.   So let me revise my question, then, in light

 2         of what you just told me.  Band member

 3         assistance requests --

 4    A.   Okay.  Now, don't make it look like criminal

 5         activity, okay?

 6    Q.   Band member assistance requests, when one is

 7         made by a member of chief and council, that

 8         request goes to the band manager; the band

 9         manager decides whether to approve or reject

10         it; and if it's approved, the band manager

11         instructs Austin Ahenakew to make the

12         payment; regardless of whether it's approved

13         or rejected, the member of chief and council

14         that requested it may or may not be informed.

15         Is that all correct?

16    A.   Right.

17    Q.   Okay.

18    A.   Sometimes -- sometimes we will meet on

19         difficult ones.  They will let everybody know

20         if this should be approved.

21    Q.   But that's the exception to the rule.

22         Usually it's just Cody Benson that decides?

23    A.   Not really Cody.  You know, there could be

24         other people involved in it, more than one,

25         but I can't -- I can't lay everything on
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 1         Cody, so I would have to rephrase that,

 2         because you had me on my guard and, like,

 3         there is channels, like I told you, right, to

 4         get a band member assistance.  It just

 5         doesn't happen out of the blue.

 6    Q.   I understand.  At the end of the day, Cody

 7         Benson can decide to approve a band member

 8         assistance request; am I hearing you

 9         correctly?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think that's exactly

11         what he said wasn't accurate, Mr. Phillips.

12    A.   Yes.  Now you're making something out of it.

13         You see, I agree with you, and then now you

14         go on, and you're trying to hang me on the

15         question.

16    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you are unaware of any band

17         member assistance request that you've

18         submitted that has been approved by Cody

19         Benson and simply paid without the other

20         members of chief and council being included

21         in that discussion?

22    A.   I can't -- I can't remember, but there you

23         go.

24    Q.   It's possible?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you see, the
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 1         problem is he already answered the question

 2         by saying sometimes they tell him, and

 3         sometimes they don't.

 4    A.   Yeah, I don't know how come he can't get that

 5         across to his thinking or laptop, but, you

 6         know -- but do you know there is channels,

 7         right?  That should cover everything.

 8    Q.   The channel is Cody Benson, right?

 9    A.   Well, it starts --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he just said it

11         isn't.

12    A.   It starts there, yeah.

13    Q.   You already told me that you may or may not

14         even be informed --

15    A.   Yeah, but then you --

16    Q.   -- if a band member assistance request is

17         even granted or denied?

18    A.   You don't scare me by raising your voice.

19    Q.   I'm not --

20    A.   You know.

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, did I hear you correctly --

22    A.   I know you're trying to intimidate me by

23         doing that.

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, did I hear you correctly when

25         you said that you may not even be --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, why don't you just

 2         stop talking and let him answer.

 3                            Go ahead, Gary.

 4    A.   I don't know what I'm saying now.  I was just

 5         halfway across there.  Now he --

 6    Q.   You have no knowledge, Mr. Nicotine, of a

 7         band member assistance request in relation to

 8         Paul Tobaccojuice in January or February

 9         2020, correct, sir?

10    A.   No, but it takes quorum to get -- and you

11         only need five people to pass, so I wasn't

12         informed about Paul.  You don't have to

13         inform everybody.

14    Q.   That's to say you have no knowledge of a band

15         member assistance request in relation to Paul

16         Tobaccojuice in January or February 2020?

17    A.   I thought I said that.  No, I have no

18         knowledge.  Paul gets a lot of money off me

19         too.

20    Q.   In February 2020 he got money off of you,

21         right?

22    A.   He got in January and December and like any

23         other time.  Like, I've known Paul for 30

24         years, 40 years.

25    Q.   I'm asking about February.
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 1    A.   And I'm telling you in February of every

 2         year.

 3    Q.   I'm asking about February in particular.  In

 4         February 2020 you gave him money, Paul

 5         Tobaccojuice?

 6    A.   I can't recollect that.

 7    Q.   Okay.  It's possible; you just don't

 8         remember?

 9    A.   It's possible, it's -- I don't remember.

10    Q.   It's possible, but you just don't remember

11         whether you gave Paul Tobaccojuice $200 in

12         February 2020, for example?

13    A.   I wouldn't give him 200 bucks.  What do you

14         think I make, $10,000 a week or something?

15         200 bucks is a lot of money.  When I -- when

16         my salary cheque is only $785 plus

17         deductions.

18    Q.   Your bank statements and those of the First

19         Nation would tell us a lot in this respect,

20         but you've refused to produce those?

21    A.   Go ahead.  Go ahead.  I don't -- I don't have

22         a bank.  My bank won't cash my work cheques.

23    Q.   You had no direct communications with Reggie

24         Bugler between March 20th and today, correct,

25         sir?
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 1    A.   Never.  When he sees me, he gives me a dirty

 2         look, and he goes around.

 3    Q.   My question, sir, was you've had no direct

 4         communications with Reggie Bugler between

 5         March 20th today, correct, sir?

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   So you have no knowledge as to what Reggie

 8         Bugler does; it's all what other people tell

 9         you, correct?

10    A.   That's Uncle Reggie.  That's my grandfather's

11         brother.

12    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, what you know is simply what

13         other people have told you about Reggie

14         Bugler, correct?

15    A.   You think so?  I know him personally.

16    Q.   You've just said --

17    A.   Like I told you, he's family.

18    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I asked you whether you have

19         had any direct communication with Reggie

20         Bugler --

21    A.   I didn't have no -- I didn't have no direct

22         communications with him lately.

23    Q.   So everything that you know about Reggie

24         Bugler between the day of the election and

25         today, it's all what other people told you
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 1         rather than what you actually know, correct?

 2    A.   Well, what did people say?  I don't hear

 3         nothing about Reggie.

 4    Q.   So you just don't know anything about Reggie

 5         Bugler between March 20th and today?

 6    A.   I don't know nothing about him, no, not

 7         lately.

 8    Q.   You don't know anything about the

 9         circumstances of Veronica Whitford in

10         Edmonton in January or February or March 2020

11         either, correct, sir?

12    A.   Correct.  I wouldn't be near her with a

13         10-foot pole.

14    Q.   You wouldn't know where she lives or if she

15         lives anywhere --

16    A.   No, I don't know where.

17    Q.   That's no?

18    A.   I don't know where she lives.

19    Q.   You don't have any knowledge as to Darian

20         Whitford either, correct, sir?

21    A.   Who is Darian Whitford?

22    Q.   You have answered my question, then.  You

23         don't know who she is?

24    A.   No, I don't know.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I want you give you a full and
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 1         fair opportunity here in relation to an issue

 2         that is at the end of the day important.

 3         Heather Meechance, she says that she received

 4         the mail-in ballots of Rickell Frenchman and

 5         Romello Meechance and that she forged them.

 6    A.   That's a criminal offence; you know that?

 7         She can get charged for that, uttering a

 8         forged document.  Does she know that she can

 9         go to jail for that?

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you know that she received

11         those two mail-in ballots, correct?

12    A.   No, I don't know that, but what she did was

13         criminal.  Is that -- she might even be

14         charged again, I guess, eh?

15    Q.   You know what Heather Meechance did is

16         criminal; is that what you're saying?

17    A.   Well, now you're trying to twist something

18         here.  What my answer was is I don't know if

19         she got them.

20    Q.   You know, and you know because they were sent

21         to her PO box, her locked PO box in Cando,

22         Saskatchewan?

23    A.   No, I don't know that.

24    Q.   You know, because she was paid $400 on the

25         exact same day that those forms were forged,
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 1         February 18th?

 2    A.   No.

 3    Q.   You know that because you were sitting in a

 4         van --

 5    A.   No.

 6    Q.   -- with Mandy Cuthand?

 7    A.   No.

 8    Q.   And Mandy Cuthand signed the voter

 9         declaration form for Rickell Frenchman?

10    A.   Well, if he did, that then that's on him.  It

11         has nothing to do with me.

12    Q.   You wouldn't approve of that at all?

13    A.   No.

14    Q.   That's seriously wrong?

15    A.   Yes.

16    Q.   It's seriously wrong because Rickell

17         Frenchman was nowhere near Red Pheasant First

18         Nation or Cando, Saskatchewan?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, he's already

20         answered that question.  How would he know?

21         He just said that he didn't --

22 MR. PHILLIPS:              Mr. Stooshinoff, do not

23         interrupt.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Jesus, Nathan,

25         you've asked again and again and again a
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 1         question that he says I don't know to.

 2 WITNESS:                   He is acting like I'm

 3         going to change my answer.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You did see him in the

 5         past two years.

 6    Q.   Rickell Frenchman?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

 8    Q.   You haven't seen Rickell Frenchman, you're

 9         joking, in the past two years, correct?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

11    A.   I don't know if I did or not.  Like, I can't

12         tell those girls apart.  There was a set of

13         triplets there.  They all look the same.  I

14         don't know one from the other.

15    Q.   We have up on the screen Exhibit A-12 to the

16         September 14th cross-examination of Burke

17         Ratte.

18    A.   And?

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

20    A.   What does that have to do with me?

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you know --

22    A.   I don't know.

23    Q.   You know Heather Meechance?

24    A.   I know Heather Meechance.

25    Q.   You have seen her handwriting before?
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 1    A.   No, I don't know her handwriting.

 2    Q.   You have never seen Heather Meechance

 3         handwrite anything?

 4    A.   Well, I don't know, I don't just go gawk at

 5         some people's signatures, but I don't know if

 6         I seen her handwriting before.  I can't

 7         speculate on that.  Have you seen Heather's

 8         handwriting?

 9    Q.   We're looking at it.

10    A.   Where?

11    Q.   Exhibit A-12 on the screen, the voter

12         declaration form of Rickell Frenchman.

13    A.   I don't see her signature on there.

14    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I want to give you a full and

15         fair opportunity --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, start with that.

17         Just ask the question.

18    Q.   This form remains redacted to this day.

19    A.   And what does it have to do with me?

20    Q.   You know what address is underneath this

21         redaction when it's finally produced by the

22         electoral officer in un-redacted form?

23    A.   No, I don't know.

24    Q.   You know that it's Heather's PO box?

25    A.   No, I don't know.
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 1    Q.   You know that because you were in a van with

 2         her on February 18th?

 3    A.   No.  I never seen that before.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, that's

 5         pretty outrageous.

 6    Q.   You were in a van with her on February 18th,

 7         and you gave her a $400 payment for forging

 8         the mail-in ballots --

 9    A.   No, no.

10    Q.   -- of Rickell Frenchman and Romello

11         Meechance?

12    A.   No.  You're going way off your story.

13    Q.   I thought you had very little memory.

14    A.   Because I know wasn't involved in that,

15         but --

16    Q.   "In that," so you know that happened?

17    A.   No, I don't know.

18    Q.   You know Mandy Cuthand did that?

19    A.   Now you're twisting words around.  I don't

20         know, I have no recollection, but I'm not

21         involved in that.  I don't know what happened

22         there, and I don't even know if that's

23         Mandy's writing, handwriting.

24    Q.   Mandy Cuthand has already confirmed that's

25         his signature, and he signed his name.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then deal with

 2         Mandy.

 3    A.   Yeah.

 4 MR. PHILLIPS:              We did during his

 5         cross-examination.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you asking this

 7         witness --

 8 MR. PHILLIPS:              And this witness has

 9         already directly disapproved of that type of

10         conduct.

11    A.   Yeah.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, you've got

13         your answer.

14    Q.   That's inappropriate.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then you've got your

16         answer.

17    A.   No, it's not.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Now, if you've got this,

19         are you asking him to comment on what's been

20         redacted?

21 WITNESS:                   That's what I think he's

22         trying to do.

23 MR. PHILLIPS:              The witness knows what

24         the answer is.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think that's what he's
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 1         trying to do.

 2 WITNESS:                   Yeah.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, I don't think

 4         that's --

 5 WITNESS:                   He's trying to implicate

 6         me in that.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think that's

 8         objectionable.  I think you can ask for the

 9         purpose who did the redaction.

10    Q.   You have been given your opportunity to

11         comment, to explain your --

12    A.   Yeah, I appreciate that.  Thank you very

13         much.

14    Q.   You can appreciate that it is more than --

15         far more than just a mere coincidence that

16         Heather Meechance got a $400 band member

17         assistant payment on February 18th?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection.

19         How can you ask this witness to speculate on

20         your theories?  If you want to make an

21         argument to the Court, make an argument to

22         the Court.  This is --

23    A.   Don't argue with me, yeah.

24    Q.   There was --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is not Gary
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 1         Nicotine's document.

 2    Q.   There was --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're not even

 4         suggesting it's his document.

 5    Q.   There was no band member assistance request

 6         in relation to Heather Meechance for $400

 7         that was legitimate on February 18th.  It was

 8         in relation to the payment of a ballot?

 9    A.   Crazy man.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

11    A.   Take it to the judge.

12    Q.   You are refusing to answer that question?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not a question.

14    A.   But I don't know nothing about --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's not a question;

16         it's an accusation.

17    A.   I don't know nothing about --

18    Q.   You know nothing about the $400 band member

19         assistance to Heather Meechance?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just stop.

21    A.   There was BMA but I don't know --

22    Q.   You know nothing about it?

23    A.   No, I don't know nothing about this, no.

24    Q.   Nothing about that BMA payment of $400 to

25         Heather Meechance --
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 1    A.   No.

 2    Q.   -- on February 18th?

 3    A.   Yeah, there was a BMA, but it --

 4    Q.   You don't know anything about it?

 5    A.   I don't know nothing about this you're

 6         showing me.

 7    Q.   You don't know anything about that $400 --

 8    A.   No.

 9    Q.   -- band member assistance to Heather

10         Meechance on February 18th?

11    A.   Didn't I answer that one already?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think so.

13 WITNESS:                   Yeah.  So what is he

14         trying to do?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's making accusations

16         against you.

17 WITNESS:                   Yeah, yeah.

18    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I'm directly asking you --

19    A.   It has been directly answered.

20    Q.   I'll take that as your refusal to answer the

21         question.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can't take that

23         as a refusal.  You're the one who's --

24 MR. PHILLIPS:              Thank you for your time

25         today.
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 1 WITNESS:                   Crybaby.

 2 MR. PHILLIPS:              We are going to take this

 3         up with the Court.

 4 WITNESS:                   Yes.

 5 MR. PHILLIPS:              We are going to take your

 6         refusal to answer several questions up with

 7         the Court --

 8 WITNESS:                   Yeah.

 9 MR. PHILLIPS:              -- as well as your

10         refusal to produce all but one of the

11         documents identified in your Direction to

12         Attend.  We will be requesting that your

13         Affidavit be struck out and that we proceed

14         to final hearing.

15 WITNESS:                   Is he trying to scare me?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes he is.  He's trying

17         to intimidate you.

18 MR. PHILLIPS:              Thank you for your time.

19 (Adjourned at 5:05 p.m.)
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(PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED AT 8 A.M.)

THE COURT REPORTER: Good morning.  The time is 

8 a.m.  We are here today for a cross-examination on 

Federal Court application, and I note for the record 

that it is being conducted through video connection 

due to the current COVID situation.  

I am the court reporter, and 

my name is Dyana Pewarchuk.  Would counsel present 

please state their name, who they represent, and 

location for the record.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Good morning.  My name is 

Nathan Phillips, and I represent the applicants in 

this proceeding, Mary Linda Whitford and 

Alicia Moosomin, and I am located in Regina, 

Saskatchewan.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Thank you.  Ready to proceed.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I did not hear any other 

person identify their attendance this morning.  In 

the circumstances, I'm going to send an email over 

to Mr. Stooshinoff to attempt to determine whether 

he is intending to attend this morning.  

I have sent that email to 

Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden.  We'll wait a 

few minutes for their reply.  

THE HOST: I'm just letting you know I 

just had a phone number call in.  Good morning.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Who's joined on the line?  
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MS. MOOSOMIN: Good morning, Nathan.  

It's -- it's Alicia.  I didn't know -- you didn't 

add the --

MR. PHILLIPS: Oh, no.  No.  That's fine.  

Just mute.  We're on the record right now.  Just 

mute your phone.  Okay?  

MS. MOOSOMIN: Okay.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Yeah.  Just for the record, 

that's Alicia Moosomin, one of my clients.  

THE HOST: Sorry.  Her name wasn't on 

it; it was just the phone number.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Yeah.  Alicia Moosomin.  

For the record, I'm going to 

attempt to call Mr. Stooshinoff now.  It's 8:04 a.m.

(VOICEMAIL RECORDING)  (Quoted):

"Hello.  You've reached 

Nicholas Stooshinoff's office.  Please 

leave a message, including the date and 

time, and he will get back to you.  Thank 

you.  Start recording at the tone.  When 

finished, press the pound key."

MR. PHILLIPS: Hello, Mr. Stooshinoff.  This 

is Nathan Phillips.  It's 8:05 a.m., and we are on 

the record with the court reporter with the 

schedulled cross-examinations this morning, 

October 13th.  Please give me a call back 

immediately.  You may reach me at my office, 
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306.565.0811.  You also have my cellphone, and I've 

sent you an email this morning.  Can you please 

reply immediately.  Thank you.  

For the record, it's now 

8:10 a.m.  

For the record it's 8:12 a.m. 

I'll attempt to call Mr. Stooshinoff, again.  

(VOICEMAIL RECORDING)  (Quoted):

"Hello.  You've reached 

Nicholas Stooshinoff's office.  Please 

leave a message, including the date and 

time, and he will get back to you.  Thank 

you.  Start recording at the tone.  When 

finished, press the pound key."

MR. PHILLIPS: Hello, Mr. Stooshinoff.  This 

is Nathan Phillips, again.  It is 8:13 a.m. right 

now.  Please give us a call immediately.  We're on 

the record with the court reporter.  

We'll proceed to exhibit the 

Directions to Attend and the revised Directions to 

Attend with respect to this matter.  

Firstly, we'll have as 

Exhibit A-70 the October 2nd, revised Direction to 

Attend to Austin Ahenakew.  If we could have that 

marked . . .

Exhibit Number A-70:

Revised Direction to Attend to 
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Austin Ahenakew dated October 2.

MR. PHILLIPS: The next exhibit that we'll 

have is the -- as Exhibit A-71 is the October 2nd, 

revised Direction to Attend to Constance Johnston.  

If we could have that marked . . . 

Exhibit Number A-71:

Revised Direction to Attend to 

Constance Johnston dated October 2.

MR. PHILLIPS: The next exhibit that we'll 

have is -- as Exhibit A-72 is the October 2nd, 

revised Direction to Attend to Dana Falcon.  If we 

could have that marked . . . 

Exhibit Number A-72:

Revised Direction to Attend to Dana Falcon 

dated October 2.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-73 the October 2nd, revised Direction 

to Attend to Henry Gardipy, if we could have that 

marked . . .

Exhibit Number A-73:

Revised Direction to Attend to 

Henry Gardipy dated October 2.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-74 the October 2nd, revised Direction 

to Attend to Jason Chakita, if we could have that 

marked . . .
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Exhibit Number A-74:

Revised Direction to Attend to 

Jason Chakita dated October 2.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-75 the revised Direction to Attend of 

October 2nd to John Benson, if we could have that 

marked . . .

Exhibit Number A-75:

Revised Direction to Attend to John Benson 

dated October 2.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-76 the October 2nd, revised Direction 

to Attend to Lux Benson, if we could have that 

marked . . . 

Exhibit Number A-76:

Revised Direction to Attend to Lux Benson 

dated October 2.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-77 the revised Direction to Attend of 

October 2nd to Shawn Wuttunee, if we could have that 

marked . . .

Exhibit Number A-77:

Revised Direction to Attend to 

Shawn Wuttunee dated October 2.

MR. PHILLIPS: And then if we could also 

have marked the Direction to Attend of September 4th 

directed to Austin Ahenakew, if we could have that 
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marked as Exhibit A78 . . .

Exhibit Number A-78:

Direction to Attend to Austin Ahenakew 

dated September 4.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-79 the Direction to Attend of 

September 4th to Constance Johnston . . .

Exhibit Number A-79:

Direction to Attend to Constance Johnston 

dated September 4.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-80 the September 4th Direction to 

Attend to Dana Falcon . . .

Exhibit Number A-80:

Direction to Attend to Dana Falcon dated 

September 4.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-81 the Direction to Attend to 

Henry Gardipy on September 4th . . .

Exhibit Number A-81:

Direction to Attend to Henry Gardipy dated 

September 4.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-82 the September 4th Direction to 

Attend to John Benson . . .

Exhibit Number A-82:

Direction to Attend to John Benson dated 
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September 4.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-83 the September 4th Direction to 

Attend to Lux Benson . . .

Exhibit Number A-83:

Direction to Attend to Lux Benson dated 

September 4.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we could then have marked 

as Exhibit A-84 the September 4th Direction to 

Attend to Shawn Wuttunee . . .

Exhibit Number A-84:

Direction to Attend to Shawn Wuttunee 

dated September 4.

MR. PHILLIPS: If the court reporter can 

confirm that Exhibits A-70 through A-84 have now 

been marked . . . 

THE COURT REPORTER: I confirm.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And you've received a copy of 

each of those?  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  

For the record, it's now 

8:16 a.m.  None of those witnesses have attended.  

Mr. Stooshinoff does not answer his phone, and 

Mr. Stooshinoff has not replied to the email that I 

sent.  

THE HOST: Just to let you know, I've 
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got somebody on a Galaxy coming through.  I don't 

know who it is, though.  There's no name.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I believe that's Linda.  

Correct?  

THE HOST: Yeah.  It looks like -- yeah.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Linda?  

THE HOST: Her audio is still 

connecting.  

MR. PHILLIPS: For the record, it's 

8:18 a.m.  

Hi, Linda.  We can see you; 

we just can't hear you.  Do you want to just wave to 

confirm it's you.  Yeah.  And just for the record, 

that's Linda.  She's waving there.  

So I don't believe anybody 

else has attempted to join.  If the court reporter 

can just confirm that nobody else is on the line, 

and nobody else is attempting to join . . .

THE HOST: No.  It is just you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: All right.  For the record, 

it's now 8:20 a.m., and nobody else has joined.  

Nobody else has attempted to join.  I don't have an 

email from Mr. Stooshinoff.  I'm just going to check 

with my front desk just to make sure there's been no 

calls in to my office.  

I've confirmed with my 

reception that there haven't been any calls in this 
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morning.  We'll try Mr. Stooshinoff once more.  

(VOICEMAIL RECORDING)  (Quoted):

"Hello.  You've reached 

Nicholas Stooshinoff's office.  Please 

leave a message, including the date and 

time, and he will get back to you.  Thank 

you.  Start recording at the tone.  When 

finished, press the pound key."

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, this is 

Nathan Phillips, again.  It's 8:22 a.m., 

October 13th, and we're still on the record with the 

court reporter.  I have not received a reply to my 

email from this morning, and I've checked with my 

reception and we haven't received a call from you.  

If you can please call me immediately or reply to my 

email immediately, that would be appreciated.  Thank 

you.  

For the record, it's now 

8:25 a.m.  We haven't received a call nor a reply to 

our email this morning.  And if the court reporter 

can confirm that Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden 

nor anybody else has attempted to join this 

morning . . .

Okay.  The court reporter has 

confirmed that nobody else has attempted to join.  

We will conclude the cross-examination this morning 

on the basis that none of those witnesses have 
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attended for their cross-examinations this morning:  

Austin Ahenakew, Constance Johnston, Dana Falcon, 

Henry Gardipy, Jason Chakita, John Benson, 

Lux Benson, and Shawn Wuttunee.  That concludes the 

cross-examination for this morning.  Thank you very 

much.  

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED

SUBJECT TO ABOVE COMMENTS AT 8:26 A.M) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Certificate of Transcript - Remote Questioning

I, Dyana Pewarchuk, hereby 

certify that the foregoing pages are a true and 

faithful transcription of the proceedings and are a 

complete and accurate transcript of the remote video 

connection questioning taken down by me in shorthand 

and transcribed by means of a computer-aided 

transcription system to the best of my skill and 

ability, pursuant to Alberta Rules of Court 

r.6.20(4)(c), and conducted in accordance with those

portions of the Alberta Protocol for Remote 

Questionings under my control.

Dated at the city of 

Edmonton, Province of Alberta, this 13th day of 

October, A.D., 2020. 

_____________________________

Dyana Pewarchuk

Court Reporter
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APPEARANCES

FOR THE APPLICANTS:

N. Phillips, Esq.
Phillips & Co.
Haldane House 
2100 Scarth Street
Regina, SK S4P 2H6
306.569.0811
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca

FOR THE RESPONDENTS CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON 
CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY 
NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, AND RED 
PHEASANT FIRST NATION:
 
N. Stooshinoff, Esq.
D. Winegarden, Esq.
WMCZ Lawyers
Suite 410, 475 2nd Avenue
Saskatoon, SK S7K 1P4
306.933.0004
nicholass@wmcz.com
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Stephanie Marocco Court Reporter
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          (PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED AT 12:48 P.M.)

THE COURT REPORTER: Good afternoon.  The time is 

12:48 MST, and we are here today to take the oral 

questioning of Austin Ahenakew, and I note for the 

record that it is being conducted through video 

connection due to the current COVID situation.  I am 

the court reporter, and my name is Stephanie 

Marocco.  I will be affirming the witness and taking 

down the questioning from my home office, located in 

the city of Edmonton.

Before I affirm the witness, 

would the counsel present please state their names 

and locations for the record.

MR. PHILLIPS: Nathan Phillips, counsel for 

the applicants.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Nicholas Stooshinoff, 

solicitor for the respondents, other than Burke 

Ratte. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, she asked 

for your location too. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, I'm sorry.  Saskatoon.

MR. PHILLIPS: Yeah.  And, obviously, it was 

Saskatoon this morning when we dealt with John 

Benson, correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah.  That's right.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We're in different physical 

locations right now, right?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: That's right.

Austin Ahenakew, having been duly affirmed, questioned 

by N. Phillips, Esq., testified as follows:

Q Mr. Ahenakew, how do you -- how do you prefer that I 

refer to you today?  Mr. Ahenakew or Austin 

or . . . ?

A Austin is fine.  

Q Can you maybe speak up.  

A Austin is fine.  

Q Okay.  You see the document up on the screen, 

Austin?

A I do.  

Q You've the document on the screen there, sir?

A I see it.

Q Okay.  We just scrolled through it.  That's Exhibit 

A-78.  You've received this before, sir, correct?

A I have.

Q This is the September 4th, 2020, Direction to 

Attend.  When did you first receive this document or 

read it?

A I don't know exactly when.  It would have been 

after -- after September 4th, I would think.  

Q Do you have your original of your affidavit in this 

proceeding, sworn August 28th, 2020, with you?

A I don't have it with me.  No.  But I have a copy of 

it.  

Q Aside from your affidavit, do you have any other 
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documents here that are identified -- requested in 

this Direction to Attend?

A I have a copy of my affidavit.  Original affidavit.  

Q A copy of your original affidavit.  We've got that.  

But aside from that, did you 

bring any of the documents identified in this 

Direction to Attend?  

A No, I haven't.

Q You have not attempted to get any of these documents 

identified in the Direction to Attend, have you?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: On the advice of counsel.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: On the advice of counsel, you 

have made no attempt to get any of these documents 

identified in your Direction to Attend, correct, 

sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: As we've said, it's in the 

nature of discovery beyond the scope of this 

proceeding.  Not admissible, not permitted by the 

Rules, and is the matter of continuous objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Just not a motion.  

Austin, as I was saying, I need a clear answer.  It 

should be straightforward.  On the advice of 

counsel -- in other words, Mr. Stooshinoff, who's 

sitting to your left, correct?  You have to answer 

"yes" or "no."  You have to actually give an oral 

answer.  You can't just nod your head for the 

transcript, sir.  Mr. Stooshinoff, he's sitting to 
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your left?

A Yeah.  

Q That's a "yes"?

A Yeah.  

Q On Mr. Stooshinoff's advice, you have made no 

attempt to get any of the documents identified in 

your Direction to Attend, except for your original 

affidavit, correct, sir?

A Correct.

MR. PHILLIPS: If we can please have this 

marked in this cross-examination as Exhibit A-78 as 

well.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Exhibit A-78:

Direction to Attend, dated September 4, 

2020.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: That's Exhibit A-78, correct, 

Stephanie? 

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Thanks.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, we have up on the 

screen now Exhibit A-70.  This is your revised 

Direction to Attend.  Please take a moment to review 

this document.  Okay.  You've now seen the 

document, the October 2nd, 2020, revised Direction 

to Attend.  Have you seen this before, sir?

A I don't recall seeing that.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: We'll have this marked in 

this cross-examination as A-70 as well.    

Exhibit A-70:

Revised Direction to Attend, dated October 

2, 2020.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You see on the first page 

here there's a reference to October 13th, 2020, your 

attendance for your cross-examination.  Do you see 

that, sir?

A Yeah.  I do.  

Q You made no attempt to attend for cross-examination 

on October 13?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, was there an 

agreement to attend on October 13th? 

MR. PHILLIPS: A straightforward question to 

the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Was -- was there an 

agreement?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, what was is 

the objection?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Was -- was there an 

agreement, Mr. Phillips?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Between you and I?  Was there 

--

MR. PHILLIPS: I don't want to go through 

this again with you.  We need to have an efficient 
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progression of these cross-examinations.  Unless you 

have an objection, please do not interrupt.  If you 

have an objection, please succinctly state it and 

limit your interruption to that.  Can we agree to 

that, Mr. Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Because you're not 

listening to what we tell you.  This is the matter 

of an objection.  We objected to this.  You had no 

agreement with counsel, right, Mr. Phillips?  It was 

not agreed --

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin -- Austin, were you 

even asked to attend for a cross-examination on 

October 13th?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Don't answer that question.  

Mr. Phillips, did you even have an agreement for the 

13th of October?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you?  Did you have an 

agreement?  

MR. PHILLIPS: These are simple, 

straightforward questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, simple and 

straightforward, why don't you concede, on the 

record, that there was no agreement to proceed with 

questioning on October the 13th, that you 
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arbitrarily tried to impose it on everyone.  A 

straightforward question, Mr. Phillips.  Isn't it?  

Isn't that the truth? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  because you don't 

listen, Mr. Phillips.  Listen to what I've said to 

you, and I want your concession on the record.  Is 

that true or not?  Let's let the Court decide.  Do 

you agree, Mr. Phillips?  There was no agreement to 

attend on the 13th of October, that it was entirely 

arbitrarily imposed by you.  Isn't that correct, Mr. 

Phillips?  

MR. PHILLIPS: I heard an interruption, but 

I didn't hear an objection.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Isn't that correct, Mr. 

Phillips?

MR. PHILLIPS: Please stop interrupting.  

The time to advance your arguments will be before 

the Court.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, there's no 

point trying to put this before these witnesses when 

you know you're creating a misperception on the 

record.  You force me to go on the record to clarify 

your intentional misrepresentation as to what was 

going on. 

MR. PHILLIPS: That's been marked as Exhibit 
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A-70, if the court reporter can confirm.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Objection to the 

marking of the record.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, are you refusing to 

answer any questions in relation to your attendance 

or failure to attend for cross-examination on 

October 13th?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not refusing.  If you 

can get a court order for him to attend and answer 

questions, be delighted to.  But as you know, Mr. 

Phillips, it was objected to.  It was never agreed 

to.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Obviously, I have to 

continue to repeat myself because you're not 

listening to what I'm saying.  Then you accuse the 

witness of somehow refusing to comply.  It's not the 

witness that is in breach of compliance, Mr. 

Phillips; it's you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, I'm not.  Not until you 

concede on the record that there was no agreement.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  I want to move on.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you have a question for 

the witness, put the question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You made no attempt to attend 

for cross-examination on October 13th, did you, Mr. 

Ahenakew?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you endorse your counsel's 

answer, Mr. Ahenakew?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  He objects.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Were you even aware of 

October 13th as a date for cross-examination?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We -- we objected to the 

whole process, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please get the answer 

from the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The answer is you imposed a 

date the parties had not --

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, were you even aware 

of October 13th as a date for your 

cross-examination?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- agreed to.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

interrupt me.  I gave you the courtesy of not 
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interrupting you.  Please, don't interrupt me.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you -- you are 

attempting to mischaracterize the entire 

proceedings.  Stop doing that, and I'll stop 

interrupting you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  You have 

to go on the record saying, Yes.  I agree.  There 

was no such agreement.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I will take that as a refusal 

to answer the questions.  We'll take it up with the 

Court.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You can't -- it's not a 

refusal.  We've made our position clear.  It's you 

that refuses to acknowledge the realities of a 

fact.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, up on the 

screen, you see a second revised Direction to 

Attend.  Do you see that there?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The document speaks for 

itself.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you see the document, sir?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The document speaks for 

itself.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you see the document, 

Austin?

A Yes, I do.  
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Q Have you seen this document before?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Basic question:  Have you 

seen this before, Austin?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to answer 

any questions in relation to this, Austin?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The -- we object to the whole 

procedure, Mr. Phillips.  We've spent six months 

going through this.  I've been on the record 

before.  I go on the record again.  You're abusing 

the court process.  You are abusing the 

procedures, the Rules, and the Direction to Attend.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I'd like a succinct answer.  

Are you refusing to answer questions in relation to 

this?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We are refusing to answer 

your questions because you are not responding to 

what I have told you on the record, on many 

occasions.  

This is a matter that is 

opposed and objected to.  My client will not answer 

questions on documents that are not admissible.  

This is not admissible.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Court Reporter, can we please 

have that marked as Exhibit A-145.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.
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Exhibit A-145:

Second revised Direction to Attend.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you're currently an 

employee of Red Pheasant First Nation; is that 

correct?

A Yes.

Q What is your current title?

A Director of finance or -- or chief financial 

officer.  

Q So in relation to finance, it doesn't get any higher 

than you?  You're the person, right?

A As far as the work -- work completed, you're right.  

Q You interact with the members of Chief and Council 

on a day-to-day basis, correct?

A Yeah.  When -- when -- if and when they're in the 

office.  

Q The members of Chief and Council are the -- in 

addition to Cody Benson, are the primary persons -- 

really, the only persons that you interact with and 

take instructions from in relation to your job, 

correct?

A I guess I take -- I take most direction from 

Chief -- from the -- from Cody, the Band manager.  

And I guess with regards to Council, based on quorum 

decision, I would take direction from -- from the 

group, not so much from individual council members, 

if that makes sense.  
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Q So when you say quorum from the group, you're 

referring to members of the Band Council?

A Yeah.  Right.  Yeah.  Quorum of the Council.  Yeah.  

Q And that's a reference to the respondents to this 

election appeal, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason 

Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, 

Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, and Shawn Wuttunee, 

correct?

A Correct.  

Q And that's a fair statement -- everything that 

you've just told me from when you first started as 

an employee of Red Pheasant First Nation that you 

generally take instructions from Cody Benson, and 

you also take instructions from the members of Chief 

and Council?

A Not so much members of Council.  I'm trying to -- 

I'm trying to be clear that if there's a -- if 

there's a quorum of Council that makes a 

motion, then I will take instructions from that 

group as well.  I'm trying to tell you maybe that, 

individually, I wouldn't take instruction from a 

Council member.  But as a group, through motion, I 

would take direction from them in that way.  

Q When did you start in your position as director of 

finance in chief financial officer?

A I want to say July of 2018.  

Q And since that time, we're talking about 2 1/2 
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years?

A Yeah.  I'm pretty sure it's 2 1/2 years.  Yeah.  

Q So you've developed a working relationship with all 

of the members of Chief and Council?

A Yeah.  I would say so.  I -- I would think so.  

Q Have you discussed this election appeal with the 

members of Chief and Council?

A I guess in a broad -- in a broad, I guess, over -- 

overarching way, I guess, as far as, you know, the 

affidavit part, specifically with regards to -- to 

my affidavit.  

Q Sorry, can you say that again, sir.  

A I guess in broad -- in a broad overview, but more -- 

more specifically when it comes to my affidavit.

Q So you've discussed your affidavit with Chief and 

Council?

A Yes, I have.  

Q Did you discuss your affidavit with any member of 

Chief and Council in December 2020?

A No.  I don't think it would have been up until -- 

not in December of 2020.  No.  

Q November?

A I'm not sure about November.  

Q October, did you discuss, Austin? 

A Yeah.  I'm just looking at the date for -- for -- 

yeah.  It would have been probably September of 

2020.  
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Q Towards the end of September 2020?

A It probably would have been early on in September.  

I signed it at the end of August, so I would have -- 

I would have informed them of what my affidavit 

was.  And they probably would have had copies as 

well by then.  

Q So to the best of your recollection, the last time 

you discussed your affidavit with any member of 

Chief and Council was at the beginning of September 

2020?

A Yeah.  In any -- in any kind of detail.  Yes.  I 

would have read it to them just to let them know, as 

a courtesy, this is what I'm discussing.  

Q Sorry, you qualified that by saying "in any detail."  

A Yeah.  

Q I'm talking about any discussion whatsoever about 

your affidavit.  When was the most recent discussion 

that you had at all about your affidavit with any 

member of Chief and Council?

A It would have been prior to one of the dates that we 

were called in.  I don't know.  We've been called in 

so many dates throughout the last four or five 

months.  I -- I would have discussed it at one time 

there.  So I don't know when, but it would have 

been -- there would have been a time in between then 

that I would have -- I would have began -- reviewed, 

I guess, or -- I don't know if I read it verbatim 
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like I did back in September, but I would have -- I 

would have, again -- you know, this is -- this is 

what I wrote as an affidavit.  I have no idea when.  

Q So let me put this to you:  You were in Saskatoon 

for the commencement of the cross-examinations of 

the members of Chief and Council?

A Correct.

Q Did you discuss your affidavit with anybody after 

they had been cross-examined?

A After the cross-examination -- well, I haven't been 

cross-examined yet, so . . .

Q No.  No.  No.  After that member of Chief and 

Council had been cross-examined.  

A No.  I don't think so.  There would have -- there 

wold have been a time early on in the process where 

I would have, again, reiterated, you know, this was 

my affidavit.  I don't know when, but it would have 

been prior to one of them original dates that were 

schedulled but not -- 'cause I've been schedulled at 

least five or six days there that -- or, you know, 

however many days it is.  And before one of those 

dates, I would have, you know, just explained to 

them that, you know, This is my affidavit.  Like, I 

-- this is what -- this is what I wrote in August, 

and I would have just further reiterated it, I 

guess.  

Q Did you have a discussion with anyone about this 
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election appeal whether, in relation to your 

affidavit or otherwise, after that person had been 

cross-examined?

A No.  Not really.  No.  

Q Not really or no?

A Yeah.  I just -- I talked with Cody just day to day.  

But with regards to the Council, I wouldn't have 

discussed anything with them.  So with Cody, I would 

have -- you know, I would have asked in general 

terms how things are going, and . . .

Q After he was cross-examined, Cody Benson, that is?

A After -- well, after -- like, you're saying, the 

Council, after they were cross-examined, I would 

have said, Well, how's everything going, or . . . ? 

But not with Council specifically.  

Q So Cody Benson.  Let's take him.  After he was 

cross-examined, did you discuss this election appeal 

or your affidavit or his cross-examination with him?

A I don't remember talking to him about his.  

Q Who do you remember talking to it about?

A Cody Benson, but not about his affidavit.  Just in 

general, How is it going, or, you know, just out of 

curiosity.  Not digging for information, or . . .

Q You take members of Chief and Council at their word 

when they make a request to you that the Council 

wants you to do such and such, correct?

A I don't -- I try not to deal with Council.  I let 
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Cody deal with Council on matters.  The chain of 

command in the -- in the First Nation that we have 

is Cody is my superior, and then on top of Cody is 

the Chief and Council.  So the -- the chain of 

command doesn't -- I don't -- I don't -- I try not 

to talk to councillors.  I take my direction from 

one person rather than trying to take it from 10 or 

11 people.  So my chain of command is through -- 

through Cody.

Q And you told the members of Council this, correct?

A I think it's a common understanding.  I -- I -- 

whenever -- like, let's say, for example, I'm asked 

to do something.  I will -- I will refer them to 

Council -- or to Cody to -- and I'll get the 

direction from Cody.  If -- like I said, if they 

have an open door to me to -- to -- to ask -- ask 

for things or -- or ask -- ask to approve -- or not 

to approve but to get things done, I'd be running 

ragged trying to -- trying to appease ten people 

rather than the one supervisor.

Q You have told the members of Council that they 

should direct their inquiries to Cody Benson, 

correct?

A Right.

Q So members of Council have asked you to do things in 

response to which you have told them, Go to Cody 

Benson, correct?  
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A Correct.

Q Members of Council asked you to do things in 

February and March of 2020, and you told them go to 

Cody, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Your -- your 

question is overly broad, and it's purely 

speculative.  Unless you have a specific event or an 

incident or a specific councillor, it's way too 

broad and not specific.  If you can narrow your 

question, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, we can't see 

you on the video.  I'm not sure if you want to go to 

the other side so that you're actually on the video 

so the court reporter can actually see you and 

appropriately, accurately transcribe the 

proceeding.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, are you refusing to 

answer the question that I just put to you?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I just said 

your question is overly broad.  You're -- you're 

asking him to try to speculate on what something may 

have happened in, I think, January or February or 

February or March of 2020, which is a year ago.  And 

I've simply invited you to consider that your 

question is overly broad.  If you have a specific 

event or a specific councillor, please refer to 

that.  Please focus on that, and my client can give 
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a more fulsome and responsive answer.  

A I guess one thing I can answer is that after 

starting in, you know, whether it's July of 2018, 

within two, three weeks, they would have known that 

I wouldn't -- I wouldn't take direction from them, 

that I would take my direction from Cody.  So by the 

time March, February, whatever date you're -- you're 

referring to, they would know not to come to me for 

anything because I -- I would have established that 

I -- I take my direction through Cody, so . . .  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You're saying "would have."  

I'm looking for your actual recollection.  In 

February or March 2020 -- 

A Okay.

Q -- members of Council asked you to you make Band 

member assistance payments, correct?

A No.  No. 

Q Pardon?

A No.  That's not correct.  No.  

Q In February or March of 2020, members of Council 

asked you to make a payment of any nature, or are 

you telling me that in February and March 2020, you 

were never asked to make a single payment by any 

member of Band Council?

A Correct.

Q So which is it?

A No.  They wouldn't of -- no members of Council would 
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have asked me to make a payment.  

Q You're qualifying your answer by "would have."  Do 

you actually remember February and March 2020?

A Yeah.  Like I said, probably after about a month -- 

or after about two weeks to a month, they would have 

known that they don't talk to me.  They don't need 

to -- they don't need to bother me with -- with 

going directly to me because I would have refuted 

them and said, You work through Cody.  So, no, they 

wouldn't -- they wouldn't come to me.  

Q In your affidavit, you speak to a directive in 

relation to Lorraine.  Where is that directive?

A In regards to who?  Lorraine.

Q Lorraine Bugler, on behalf of Dion Bugler.  You 

don't provide the directive itself.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff has opened up the affidavit to the 

witness and -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah.  Paragraph 15, Mr. 

Phillips.  You can refer to that.  Is that what 

you're referring to? 

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm asking the witness to 

point me to the directive that he received in 

relation to the payment made to Lorraine Bugler on 

behalf of Dion Bugler.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Are you saying it was in 

writing, or are you saying it was -- 
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MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

interrupt.  I'm looking for the witness' response, 

not yours.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm trying -- you have to -- 

A I was -- I was told to email -- e-Transfer $200 to 

Lorraine Bugler on behalf of Dion Bugler by Cody 

Benson.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: In text message?

A I don't think it was in text message.  If it was a 

text message, I think I would have included that.

Q Did you even look for it?

A I may have looked in the file for it.  

Q May have or did?

A I may have.  I don't recall.

Q You don't recall looking for that directive?

A No.  I remember -- 

Q Even though it was specifically requested?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just -- just let him finish 

his answer.  

A Yeah.  I looked -- I looked at the email -- I looked 

at the e-Transfer date.  I looked at when it was -- 

when it was sent.  I provided that.  I may have 

looked in the file, but I don't -- I don't recall -- 

I don't recall seeing that.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you have your phone with 

you right now?

A No, I don't.
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Q Were you instructed to leave your phone elsewhere 

for the cross-examination?

A No.  

Q Do you actually recall Cody Benson calling you up 

and telling you, Send a $200 e-Transfer to Lorraine 

Bugler?

A I -- you know, I might have been sitting beside him, 

so -- so I don't know if it was -- if it was a 

telephone call, if it was me sitting beside him.  I 

don't recall.  

Q In March and February 2020, were you working from 

home the entire time?

A Not the entire time, but a good chunk of the time I 

was.  

Q So -- 

A We might have been one day a week, two days a week.

Q Half and half?

A Maybe less than half.

Q Less than half of the time you were at the Band 

office?

A Yeah.  I would say so.  Yeah.

Q March 17th, were you at the Band office, 2020?

A I have no idea.  I couldn't tell you.  

Q There's a sign-in sheet for the Band office?

A No.  

Q What is your phone number?

A My phone number?  1.306.961.9387.
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Q When did you first acquire that phone number?

A About 2004.  

Q You use that phone number for all work in your 

capacity as CFO and director of finances.  

A Pretty dominantly, yes.  

Q Any other phone numbers you use?

A I have another one.  Yeah.  

Q What is that one?

A It's -- I'm not even sure.  I don't use it.

Q Is it a cellphone, or what is it?  

A Cellphone.  Yeah.

Q And you don't know what that number is?

A No, I don't.  I haven't -- I haven't used it yet, so 

I've been using my -- I've been using my -- my main 

phone for -- forever.  

Q When was the first time that you got that new phone 

number?

A I'm trying to think here.  Maybe in December, 

November.  

Q 2020?

A Right.  

Q Not before then?

A No.  

Q Any other phone numbers that you used at all in 

February or March of 2020, aside from the one that 

you gave us, 961.9387?

A No.  
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Q Can you take a look at the document up on the screen 

there, Austin.  

A Yeah.  Yeah.

Q Do you see that?

A Yeah.  Yeah.

Q If you can just read through the list there to 

yourself.  That's fine.

A Yeah.

Q Does this accurately reflect the phone numbers for 

each of these persons?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you're getting 

into -- we're getting into the area that we've 

already discussed repeatedly.  You're embarking on 

discovery.  We asked you for all the documents you 

wanted to cross on.  You didn't provide it, so move 

on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

interrupt.  This is an efficient table prepared for 

the Court -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Please respond --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- a table to have -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- I didn't interrupt you.  

Please don't interrupt me.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Please --

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm attempting to have 
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evidence before the Court.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- you're on a fishing 

expedition.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I've told 

you -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I do you the courtesy of not 

interrupting you.  Please don't interrupt me.  Can 

we least agree upon on that.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  You -- you 

didn't hear me this morning.  I don't expect you've 

heard me yet.  We are not embarking on discovery.  

Don't even bother.  You know what you're going to 

get from me, so why bother?  We're not going through 

discovery.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  Did you 

hear what I said? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you hear what I said?  We 

are not embarking on a discovery process.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We are not embarking on a 

discovery process.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, or are you 

going to keep repeating yourself?  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Have you heard me?

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, please look at the 

document on the screen and tell me if the list of 

phone numbers in relation to the persons identified 

is consistent with your knowledge.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The witness has already 

indicated that he takes instruction by text 

message.  He should know the phone numbers of the 

persons that he deals with.  I want to have before 

the Court -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He says that -- that's not 

even an accurate reflection of his evidence, Mr. 

Phillips.  Not even accurate.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you take instruction 

from Cody Benson by text message, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That is what he testified to, 

Mr. Phillips.  Only from Cody Benson.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips, 'cause you 

don't seem to get it.  We're not embarking on 

discovery.  When you acknowledge that, then you and 

I'll have an agreement.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, these are 

relevant questions.  What phone numbers --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: They're not relevant.  
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They're not relevant -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I did you 

the courtesy of not interrupting you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: But, Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: Can you reciprocate that 

courtesy.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You cannot seem to get it.  

We're not going through a discovery.  Confine 

yourself.  Can you do that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Please answer my question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Are you prepared to confine 

yourself?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not 

'cause you're not getting it.  We're not embarking 

on discovery.  Every time you do and transgress that 

rule, I'm going to object.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not 

done.  Be prepared.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, the list of names and 

phone numbers that you see on the screen, is it 

consistent with your understanding, your knowledge?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you speak with and 

have text-message communication with Cody Benson 

frequently in the discharge of your employment 

responsibilities as an employee of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, correct, sir?

A Yes.

Q You also communicate with, from time to time, 

members of the Chief and Council, correct?

A Yeah.  

Q You communicate with them by telephone as well, 

correct?

A Yeah.  

Q You also communicate with other employees of the  

Red Pheasant First Nation, correct, sir?

A Correct.

Q Leroy Nicotine Jr., he's an employee of the Red 

Pheasant First Nation, correct?

A He is -- he is an employee.  I don't -- I don't -- I 

don't communicate with him.  He's communicates 

through Cody as well.

Q What is his job title right now, Leroy Nicotine Jr., 

that is?

A I don't think this is part of my -- my affidavit.  

Q Notice how you didn't hear an objection from Mr. 

Stooshinoff?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're about to.
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Please answer the question.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're about to, 

Mr. Phillips.  You're just going about it in -- in a 

circular fashion.  You know you're doing it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, Leroy Nicotine Jr. --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Confine yourself.  Confine 

yourself.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Confine yourself.

MR. PHILLIPS: Please don't interrupt.  You 

recognize the relevance of these questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You are -- you're engaging in 

discovery.  We've discussed it endlessly.  You won't 

stop.  You won't stop, will you, Mr. Phillips?  

You're trying to get --

MR. PHILLIPS: Please stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  I would like to proceed with the 

cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, you don't, Mr. Phillips.  

You'd like to proceed with discovery.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not 

done.  Don't ask me that again.  Take it from me, 

I'm not done because you're not done.  You won't 

listen to what I say.  You don't appreciate that 

we've complained endlessly about your efforts to 

embark on discovery.  When you stop it, you won't 
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hear from me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I'm not done, Mr. 

Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Then please don't -- are you 

done now?  'Cause you seem as though you're not 

saying anything.  'Cause I would like to be able to 

ask questions without being interrupted.  It seems 

like a basic concept that should be respected by 

officers of the Court, to ensure an accurate a clear 

transcript, especially in the age of COVID, 

especially with the requirement to conduct 

cross-examination by video conference.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, were you told 

that you cannot embark on discovery in an 

application?  Were you told that? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's a simple question.  It's 

a "yes" or "no."  Yes or no?

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to proceed with 

the cross-examination.  Please do not interrupt 

again.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- Mr. Phillips, 

as you put it, as an officer of the Court, were you 

told you cannot embark on discovery in an 
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application format?  Were you told that, yes or no?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Is this your 

cross-examination?  Are you arguing on a motion 

before the Court right now?  Who are you speaking 

to?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You because you don't seem to 

get it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I do not want to hear from 

you and have your interruptions any further.  I want 

to hear from the witness.  I want to hear -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Stop embarking on discovery.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I hear from the witness 

now.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Were you told that, Mr. 

Phillips?  Were you told --  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, one of the 

responsibilities of your job is to -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Were you told not to embark 

on discovery?  Were you told -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please 

stopped interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, one of the --

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  This is inappropriate.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It is inappropriate on your 

part.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Stop it.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: On your part, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, one of the functions 

of your job is dealing with employee paycheques, 

source deductions, everything else.  Ensuring that 

employees are paid the appropriate amounts that 

they're entitled to, their wages, correct, sir?

A Correct.

Q Can you say -- pardon.  Say it again.  

A Correct.  

Q Correct.  Yes.  

So you have intricate 

knowledge of who was an employee of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, who is not, how much their wages are, 

when their employment started.  You know all of 

these things?  

A Correct.

Q Leroy Nicotine Jr. -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- I said one person's name 

and the first word out of your mouth was 

"objection."  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I'm well aware 

of your effort to amend your application.  It has 

failed.  I understand what you're trying to do.  
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It's objectionable.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, I'm not.  Mr. Phillips, 

what don't you get?  You're embarking on a process 

for discovery, not for the purpose of 

cross-examining this witness, but for the purposes 

of trying to amend your application.  You wanted 

discovery, I understand that.  It's objectionable.  

Don't do it.  When you stop, you won't hear from 

me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not 

done.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Leroy Nicotine Jr. --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I didn't even get a question 

out.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, again.  

MR. PHILLIPS: That's the level of respect 

that you have for me as an officer of the Court, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  You will not even wait for the 

question to be posed before you object.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't need to.  I've told 

you the grounds, that we know what your objective 

is.  We know you're attempting to amend your 

application.  We object to it.  We object to your 
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efforts to expand.  

This is a matter that could 

have been dealt with and wrapped up by the middle of 

summer.  It isn't.  And the fault is yours because 

you do not want to treat the application in the 

manner in which it was crafted, according to the 

Rules of the Federal Court.  That's why we're here 

today.  We're trying to put an end to it, Mr. 

Phillips.  Confine yourself and proceed.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting 

inappropriately?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, I'm not.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I think you 

very well recognize the relevance of these questions 

in relation to Leroy Nicotine Jr.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  It doesn't 

matter.  I'm just telling you, it is purely an 

exercise in fishing, and it has got nothing to do 

with my client's affidavit.  It is in the nature of 

a discovery process that you're embarking on.  

Please don't do it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, you recognize that an adverse inference 

can be drawn if your clients and their witnesses 

refuse to answer relevant, lawful questions, 

especially as you are objecting to them before I can 

even get the full question of my mouth.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think you hit the nail on 

the head, Mr. Phillips.  Relevant, 

lawful, appropriate.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm not going to discuss 

the -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just move on.  Ask him a 

question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The time that we have right 

now is for cross-examination for the sworn testimony 

of this witness.  I want to hear from the witness.  

I don't want to hear anything from you, Mr. 

Stooshinoff, except for an appropriate and succinct 

objection stated in accordance with the Rules.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- Mr. Phillips 

--

MR. PHILLIPS: I did not agree to that 

today.  That is -- that is unbelievable.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- all our objectives are the 

same.  You're embarking on a discovery.  You're not 

permitted to do that.  Madam Prothonotary Molgat has 

told you that on two separate occasions, and you 

won't go on the record today admitting that you were 

told that, which is evident from your conduct.  You 

either don't understand what the prothonotary has 

advised you that you can and cannot do, but I have 

told you that on many occasions.  You seem not to 

have clarified that.  If you can get a court order 
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allowing you to embark on a discovery process, have 

at her.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, we will be 

requesting an adverse inference be drawn in relation 

to the issue of Leroy Nicotine Jr. if you continue 

to stonewall and absolutely refuse every question in 

relation to him.  Your witness has already confirmed 

that he is a current employee of the First Nation.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I've told you before, Mr. 

Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Your witness has already 

confirmed that he has knowledge of the employees of 

the First Nation and that he commenced his 

employment in July of 2018.  He has knowledge 

throughout the entire period.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Who commenced his employment 

in July of 2018?  

MR. PHILLIPS: The witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes, he did.  What's that got 

to do with anything?  Where is it reflected in his 

affidavit? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, there 

appears to be -- this issue has been brought up with 

respect to relevance.  You've indicated in the past 

that you've done case law research, that you've 

dealt with the issue before.  Am I fairly 

characterizing your prior statements?  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just ask a question that's 

relevant.  

MR. PHILLIPS: No.  'Cause I think there's a 

very important distinction here between a legitimate 

difference of opinion and what is occurring right 

now with these objections.  This is not a legitimate 

difference of opinion.  This is a refusal to answer 

relevant questions that are material to the issues 

in dispute.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It isn't.  I disagree with 

you, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, there is a 

mechanism in the Rules for a preliminary objection 

for the witness to answer the question and for the 

Court to determine the propriety of the objection 

subsequently with respect to these issues -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You've already been told --

MR. PHILLIPS: Please do not interrupt me.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You've been told not to 

embark on discovery.

MR. PHILLIPS: I am attempting to propose an 

efficient -- an appropriate progression of the 

cross-examination of this specific witness.  Now, 

Mr. Stooshinoff, are you aware of your ability to, 

on a preliminary basis, object to a question that's 

posed and have the Court determine that later but 

have the answer given now?  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm well aware of that 

provision.  In fact, Mr. Phillips, I referred to it 

on a number of occasions earlier on in these 

proceedings.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please hear from the 

witness, then, and the objection will be determined 

by the Court subsequently.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Because you've already 

been -- the prothonotary has already instructed you 

twice.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, Leroy Nicotine 

Jr., he was an employee of Red Pheasant First Nation 

between January and March 2020, correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Between January and March 

2020, how many times did you see Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Leroy Nicotine Jr., prior to 

the election -- in the two months prior to the 

election, on March 20th, 2020, you saw Leroy 

Nicotine Jr., correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: In the two months prior to 

the March 20th, 2020, election, you saw Leroy 

Nicotine Jr. and Clinton Wuttunee together, correct, 

sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: You use Facebook, correct, 

Austin?

A No.  

Q Pardon?

A No, I don't.  I never have.  

Q In the two months prior to the March 20th, 2020, 

election of Red Pheasant First Nation, you made 

payments to Leroy Nicotine Jr., correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: When I say "you," I mean not 

just you personally, obviously, but on behalf of Red 

Pheasant First Nation or any of its operating 

entities.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

We're going to move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, in the two months 

prior to the March 20th, 2020, election of Red 

Pheasant First Nation, you made payments on behalf 

of Red Pheasant First Nation and/or its operating 

entities to Leroy Nicotine Jr. in addition to his 

employment wages, correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: In February and March 2020, 

Leroy Nicotine Jr.'s address was 1291 97th, 104, 

North Battleford, Saskatchewan, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, what address did you 
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have on file for Leroy Nicotine Jr. in February and 

March 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't think you're hearing 

me.  Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I don't think you heard, Mr. 

Stooshinoff, that we're going to be taking this 

issue up with the Court and requesting -- and/or 

requesting an adverse inference.  Your clients are 

being given an opportunity to directly answer these 

relevant questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: The refusal to do so says 

volumes.  The refusal to do so says that the 

evidence that would be tendered by this witness is 

very much not helpful to your clients -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- whomever they might be, 

whether they're the Chief and Council in their 

personal capacities or the Red Pheasant First 

Nation.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  You say 

you have your shot at bringing an application.  You 

could have brought an action.  

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I'm not sure I understand.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You chose not to.  You chose 

not to.  

MR. PHILLIPS: There was -- there was an 
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interruption there.  Can we get that 

clarified before we -- sorry, what was that that 

occurred?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I've advised you on many 

occasions -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, just wait 

one second --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- to move on.

MR. PHILLIPS: There was -- there was 

something that came up there for a second.  What was 

it?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't know.  I'm trying to 

talk to you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Fine.  Anything further, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Can you move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you have addresses on 

files for each of the employees of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

Let's get to the nub of this, and you can ask him 

anything you want on his affidavit.  Let's move on.  

Let's get this over with.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: What addresses -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you're -- the 

very nature of your question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- have you ever had on file 
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for Leroy Nicotine Jr. in -- in -- at any point in 

time in 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The very nature of your 

question is in the nature of a discovery.  It's an 

inquiry.  It's seeking evidence, Mr. Phillips.  

You're not cross-examining on the affidavit.  You're 

looking for evidence, Mr. Phillips, not to -- not to 

impeach the credibility of the witness.  You're not 

engaging in conduct that is in the nature of 

cross-examination.  

Mr. Phillips, you're 

embarking in -- and conducting yourself -- you're 

demonstrating by your very questioning a search for 

evidence, not to impeach the witness, but for 

another purpose.  That means that you're embarking 

in a discovery process, Mr. Phillips.  The 

prothonotary has told you twice, I've told you 

hundreds of times, that you can't do that.  You have 

to confine yourself.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I'm not, Mr. Phillips, 

because -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm not going to respond to 

your misstatements.  The appropriate time to do so 

is before the Court, if and when you ever bring a 

motion.  You haven't today.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Actually, there is a 
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request -- a request --

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- I would 

like to hear from this witness now.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Is it --

MR. PHILLIPS: I don't want to hear from you 

unless there's an appropriate, succinct objection.  

Can you please stop interrupting.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Can you please stop embarking 

on discovery.  That's the whole nub of the issue, 

isn't it, Mr. Phillips?  You want to do discovery; I 

want to stop you.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, Red Pheasant First 

Nation, the reserve, there is no 97th, 104 there.  

There's no such street or address, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, please.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Is there an objection?  What 

is the objection?  Do you have anything to say, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm waiting for an objection 

here.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.

MR. PHILLIPS: That's not an objection. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, Mr. Phillips, I've told 

you endlessly.

MR. PHILLIPS:  "Move on" means that you 

don't have a legitimate objection.  If you can't 
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particulate anything -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm telling you, you're 

trying to embark on discovery.  Don't do that.  If 

you've got -- if you're trying to establish some 

other set of facts, you can't do it through the 

witness.  Put it through your own witnesses.  Don't 

do it through -- through the guise of 

cross-examination because you can't do it.  You can 

cross-examine to impeach.  

MR. PHILLIPS: For the record --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You cannot cross-examine --

MR. PHILLIPS: For the record, the document 

that I had up on the screen with respect to the 

phone numbers that was subject of objection, can I 

please have that marked as the next exhibit.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You haven't proven it.

THE COURT REPORTER: What number would that be?

MR. PHILLIPS: That is one -- A-146.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Thank you.

Exhibit A-146:

List of phone numbers.

MR. PHILLIPS: This was the document that 

was asked and there was an objection to have any 

questions --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- asked or answered in 

relation to it.  The questions were in the nature of 
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-- this is the list of persons, and this is their 

phone numbers, and there were objections, correct, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I object to it being marked.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, the phone number that 

you see for Leroy Nicotine Jr. in Exhibit A-146, 

which is 306.317.7212, that is the phone number for 

Leroy Nicotine Jr., correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, the address 1291 

97th, 104, that's not an address of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, come on.  

These are relevant questions.  Stop obstructing.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not obstructing, Mr. 

Phillips.  Can you understand -- have you ever 

understood my objection? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have 

Exhibit A-93.  Do you see that, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't expect you're going 

to ask him questions about it, are you, Mr. 

Phillips? 

MR. PHILLIPS: I didn't hear an objection.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, obviously -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, can you please 

confirm you see the document on the screen, Exhibit 
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A-93?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  We object to it.  Again 

-- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I haven't even gotten a 

question out.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, we've told you 

--

MR. PHILLIPS: I haven't even got a question 

out, yet there's an objection.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You don't need to because 

I've already told you, and you've received an email, 

Do you have documents that you intend to present in 

the cross-examination of our clients, please provide 

them.  You refused to do so.  Now, you want to stick 

them in front of my client.  I object.  You had your 

opportunity; you did not comply.  This document has 

got nothing to do with my client.  We object to it 

being presented.  We object to any questions arising 

in relation to it.  Please move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Please move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: The address for Leroy 

Nicotine Jr. here -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Please move on, Mr. 

Phillips.  If you think it's part of your evidence, 

it's your case, well, then put it in as part of your 

case.  But it's not part of the cross-examination.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: It is part of the 

cross-examinations.  The electoral officer's already 

confirmed this document, which is why you see the 

exhibit stamp, A-93, on October 26th, the 

cross-examination that the electoral officer showed 

up to.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah.  It's got nothing to do 

with my client.  

MR. PHILLIPS: On October 13th, this witness 

was among your other witnesses that refused to show 

up for their cross-examinations.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, move on, 

please.  Thank you.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, the address that you 

see in Exhibit A-93 for Leroy Nicotine Jr. there, 

1291 97th, 104 -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you hear me, Mr. 

Phillips?  Are -- is -- am I not being heard?  

'Cause something is really falling apart here.  

You're not listening.  Objection.

MR. PHILLIPS: These are some very basic 

questions that should take less than a minute.  

They're material; they're relevant; and then we can 

move on.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: For some reason, you're 

obstructing the cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Can we have a break and get 

some coffee and a bathroom break because I'm getting 

very tired of saying this over and over again.  

You're not listening, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You had private discussions 

with the last witness this morning, Cody Benson 

[sic], in the middle of the cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: You also had private 

discussions with Gary Nicotine in the middle of his 

cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't have private 

discussions.

MR. PHILLIPS: You're asking for a break 

with this witness now.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't have private 

discussions.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You did, and they have all 

been -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We sometimes speak --

MR. PHILLIPS: Some of them have been 

identified on the transcript.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: They haven't.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I would like 

to move on with the cross-examination now.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you have --

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to do so and get 
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the truth from this witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: In -- in response to any of 

those questions, sometimes witnesses say things.  

They mutter things.  They mutter things under their 

breath.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, the 

transcript from this morning is going to speak for 

itself.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's not going to indicate 

anything I say --

MR. PHILLIPS: The observations of the court 

reporter are going to speak for themself on the 

transcript this morning, as will the testimony of 

Gary Nicotine in his discussion with you during a 

break on his cross-examination -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- on his transcript.  I 

would like to move on with this cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, you wouldn't -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Please don't interrupt 

inappropriately again.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, all my 

interruptions are appropriate.  We object.  We're 

not answering questions that are in the nature of 

discovery.  If you have a question that's relevant 

to my client's affidavit, ask away, but he is not 

going to be converted as a witness for the purpose 
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of discovery.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: If we can please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-93.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.    

Exhibit A-93:

Voter declaration accompanying the mail-in 

ballot of Romellow Meechance.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: This is not a proper document 

to be exhibited.  They're attached to the 

cross-examination of this witness.  It's not 

admitted.  It is not relevant.  We object.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It's already been 

authenticated as an exhibit with the electoral 

officer, your client --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't really care.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- your witness, however you 

want to refer to Austin, has refused to answer any 

questions in relation to it on your advice.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's got nothing to do with 

this witness.  You may have it in relation to Mr. 

Ratte, but it's got nothing to do with this --

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that it's been marked as an exhibit. 

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  Yes, it has.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have 

Exhibit A-14.  Can you please look at the document, 

Austin.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  Same 

objection.  All these documents that you didn't 

produce earlier at our request, you're now sticking 

them in front of this witness.  They're not 

relevant.  You're embarking on a discovery process.  

We object.  Move on.  Move on.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We object.  Move on.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- you've said something when 

there are so many misstatements that you make that 

it's just not worth addressing them.  We'll address 

them with the Court in relation to the issue of 

costs.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Thank you.

MR. PHILLIPS: At this time, you'll see -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- that, in fact, got a copy 

of this on September 15th and September 16th, when 

they were marked as exhibits in the 

cross-examinations of your clients at that time.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So what?  

MR. PHILLIPS: You have had this document 

for four months.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I object.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop objecting 

inappropriately.  I want to ask this witness 

questions.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  You're not -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Relevant, lawful, material 

questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  You're not asking 

questions on these other documents.  You are 

engaging in discovery.  We object.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you see the address 

at the bottom of this Exhibit A-14 for Robin Dean 

Wuttunee, his request for mail-in ballot, 19 -- 1291 

97th, 104, North Battleford?  Do you see that, 

Austin? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, what do you 

think I'm going to say? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you see that address, 

Austin?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, what do you 

think I'm going to say? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, do you see that on 

your screen?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: That, Austin, is the address 

of Leroy Nicotine Jr., correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, is the address that 

you see on Exhibit A-14, 1291 97th, 104, North 

Battleford, is that the address of Leroy Nicotine 

Jr. that you have on file for him as an employee of 
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Red Pheasant First Nation?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I should qualify.  Is that 

the address that you had on file for him in February 

and/or March of 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Can you see me, Mr. Phillips.  

Mr. Phillips?  Can you see me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I can see you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right.  Can you hear me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I can hear you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Your specific objection to 

this question -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What it's always been -- what 

it's always been.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to hear this 

specific objection.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What it's always been.  

MR. PHILLIPS: What it's always been?  

That's your best effort at articulating an objection 

on this very material, very relevant point?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, objection.  

You're embarking on discovery.  We're not going to 

do that.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We'll have this marked as 

Exhibit A-14.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that it's been marked.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-14:

Request for mail-in ballot of Robin Dean 

Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, can you hear me.  

A Yeah.  

Q You know what a voter's list is, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: God sakes, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done with your 

inappropriate interruption, Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, please.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Do you have an objection or 

are you just going to grunt or -- or what?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Which -- which clause in his 

affidavit are you cross-examining on? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Obviously, not, Mr. 

Phillips.  We're not communicating.  Which paragraph 

of his affidavit are you questioning him on?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

inappropriately interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, please stop 

embarking on a discovery process.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, do you know what a 

voter's list is? 
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you, in connection 

with the March 20th, 2020, election, saw that a 

voter's list was posted at the Band office, for 

example, where you work, correct? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, do you have a 

relevant question connected to my client's 

affidavit?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: May I please have an answer 

to my question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Please move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, are you going to 

answer the question?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, boy.  Please move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you observed members 

of Chief and Council have in their possession, in 

the two months prior to the March 

20th, 2020, election, copies of the voter's list, 

correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, what's the 

objection here?  You understand the relevance of 

these questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Mr. Phillips, I say that 

the questions do not pertain to my client.  I've -- 

I've gone through this endlessly with you.  We're 

not going to make any progress.  Take it from me 
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that when I object, I'm just not going to have the 

chore of embarking on a debate with you.  Let's get 

a Court ruling on this, please.  I'd be delighted to 

join with you and bring an application to determine 

if your questions are appropriate or if they're 

embarking on a discovery process and, therefore, not 

permissible.  Let's get a ruling on it once and for 

all because that's all we're doing is going round 

and round and round and round.  I'm happy to do 

that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let's do that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- please stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you asked me -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I want to get answers to my 

questions from the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm trying to give you a 

sensible resolution.  Let's get a Court ruling on 

the very issue, okay?

MR. PHILLIPS: I have already told you, Mr. 

Stooshinoff -- advised you again of the mechanism in 

the rule for a preliminary objection.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: But I'm not doing that 

because we have a fundamental disagreement.  This is 

not a -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we take it question by 
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question.  Let's deal with preliminary --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  No.  Because -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- objections because 

otherwise -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Because this is not -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- we're going to be 

requesting that there be relief granted by the Court 

in relation to this deliberate, very abusive failure 

to participate in cross-examinations over a 

protracted period of time.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, we'll do the 

same.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You -- you've heard my 

objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I hear from the 

witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: From the very first 

witness -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can I hear from the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- cross-examined, I objected 

that your process was in the nature of discovery and 

not admissible.  I've maintained that, and I'm 

delighted to join with you in requesting that the 

Court provide a ruling.  Why don't we do that?  I've 

invited you to do that in the past.  You won't do 

it.  The only possible explanation is that you know 
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you're wrong.  Let's do it.  I'll join with you.  

We'll get a ruling, and then we'll each be 

informed.  Why don't we do that, Mr. Phillips? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I'm trying to tell you 

that I'm inviting you -- that I'll -- I'll join with 

you.  We'll do a joint submission and request, 

direct it from the Court.  Will you do that, Mr. 

Phillips?  Will you do that, Mr. Phillips?  You're 

not responding, Mr. Phillips.  Will you do that, Mr. 

Phillips.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm waiting for you to stop 

interrupting.  Are you done?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Will you do that?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Will you join with me in a 

request that the Court provide direction on this 

very important issue?  Because one of us is right, 

and one of us is wrong.  Why don't we get it 

resolved one way or the other?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Will you do that?  

MR. PHILLIPS: This is incredible.  The 

utter and complete deliberate failure to produce any 

documents and obstruct legitimate, lawful, relevant, 

material questions throughout several 

cross-examinations over a protracted period of 
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time.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Will you do it?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, this -- this 

is not a legitimate different of opinion.  This --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Will you join with me, and 

we'll make that application -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I would like 

to continue with my cross-examination.  Please 

stop interrupting inappropriately.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's not.  We were having a 

discussion.  Will you join with me, yes or no?  So 

far, you're not -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Please stop interrupting.  I 

would like to carry on with my cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right, Mr. Phillips.  

We'll do that, but you have to stop asking questions 

that are in the nature of a fishing expedition that 

are in the nature of a discovery.  If you want to 

ask questions on my client's affidavit, have at it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: In the first week of March 

2020, you had a disagreement with Gary Nicotine, 

correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: A disagreement, is that in 

relation to something stated in his affidavit?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Please don't interrupt, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, is it?  If it isn't, 
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then I'm going to object to it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, is it --

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- the nature --

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- of --

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I've asked you the 

question.  Is it in relation to something referenced 

in his affidavit, or is it just something you're 

speculating on? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I want an 

answer.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please, I 

would like an answer from the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'd like an answer from you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Is this your 

cross-examination?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: To you, it is.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, the first week of 

March 2020, did you have -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- a disagreement of any 
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nature whatsoever with Gary Nicotine?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

Q MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- you had a disagreement 

with Gary Nicotine in relation to Heather Meechance 

in March 2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, if -- if it is 

in reference to a paragraph, please direct us.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, can you hear me? 

A I can hear you.  

Q Good.  'Cause we haven't heard from you, so I was 

wondering.  

Austin -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then ask a relevant 

question, so let's see if we can get this.  Heather 

Meechance -- all right.

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You asked the question:  Did 

he have a disagreement with Gary Nicotine regarding 

Heather Meechance the 1st of March; is that correct?  

MR. PHILLIPS: The first week of March.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right.  

A No.  
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you hear that, Mr. 

Phillips?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Did you have a disagreement 

with Gary Nicotine in relation to anything the first 

week of March 2020?

A No.  

Q Pardon?

A No.  

Q Did you have a disagreement with Gary Nicotine in 

relation to anything in February or March 2020?

A I don't recall having any disagreement with Gary 

Nicotine in February or March.  

Q Of 2020?

A Of 2020.  

Q You recall having a telephone discussion with Gary 

Nicotine the first week of March 2020, correct?

A No.  

Q Are you denying that you had a telephone 

conversation with Gary Nicotine the first week of 

March 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't think that is what he 

said, Mr. Phillips, is it?  You've 

mischaracterized -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Are you denying that you had 

a telephone conversation -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- any nature whatsoever with 

Gary Nicotine the first week of March 2020?  

A I don't recall having any discussion with Gary 

Nicotine in -- in that period.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Is that a I don't remember, 

or I don't know?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, it's not.  He said, I 

don't recall.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Is that a I don't -- I don't 

remember or it didn't happen?  Because there's a 

difference.  Are you saying that it did not happen, 

or are you saying that, I don't remember? 

A I don't recall.  I really honestly don't recall 

having any disagreement with Gary Nicotine.  

Q Did you have a disagreement with Cody Benson the 

first week of March 2020?

A No.  

Q Did you have a disagreement with anybody in relation 

to Heather Meechance in -- 

A No.  

Q -- February or March 2020?

A No.  

Q Delores Peyachew, she's the Indian Registry 

Administrator, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Which paragraph are you 

referring to, Mr. Phillips?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I want an 
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answer from the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah.  Which paragraph are 

you referring to?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 

the witness is reading his affidavit.  I'm not 

looking for the witness to regurgitate what's in his 

affidavit.  I'm looking for the witness to answer my 

questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So you want him to give you 

evidence that's not contained in his affidavit?  

MR. PHILLIPS: I want the witness to answer 

my questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: But is that discovery, Mr. 

Phillips? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Is -- just tell me -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- are you embarking on the 

discovery process?

MR. PHILLIPS: Your comments are 

inappropriate, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm just asking, Mr. 

Phillips.  Are you embarking on a discovery now 

about another person?  You started with Leroy.  Now, 

you want Delores.  Is that -- do I have that right? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you 

understand the importance of Delores Peyachew to the 
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issues in dispute in this matter.  Please stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, if you 

understood the importance, it should have been part 

of your case.  

MR. PHILLIPS: If you've been paying 

attention, it is.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, I don't think so.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, can you confirm that 

Delores Peyachew, she's the Indian Registry 

Administrator for Red Pheasant First Nation?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Sounds like discovery to me.  

Please move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It sounds like she's an 

employee that you wouldn't put up for 

cross-examination, and you declined to provide an 

affidavit from her.  It sounds like an adverse 

inference is proper.  It sounds like she could have 

advised who requested her to issue several voter ID 

forms that were then used for fraudulent mail-in 

ballot requests.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You can call her.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It sounds like we should hear 

from this witness if Delores Peyachew is a current 

employee of Red Pheasant First Nation to see if an 

adverse inference is appropriate.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It sounds like you could have 
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put that -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: How does that sound to you, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's not part of your case.  

You could have an affidavit from her.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, Delores 

Peyachew is a current employee of Red Pheasant First 

Nation.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're not going to embark on 

discovery through this witness.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're not going to embark on 

discovery through this witness.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you're refusing to 

answer any questions in relation to Delores 

Peyachew?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I've just told you.  

Your questions are in the nature of discovery.  Move 

on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Of course, I'm not done.  

But if you have a question for this witness, we're 

all ears.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Delores Peyachew, are you 

refusing to answer any question -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- in relation to her?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Any question that is in the 

nature of discovery, Mr. Phillips, I can assure you 

is objectionable.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And I'm going to be asking 

questions about Delores Peyachew.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then I guess -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Am I going to get answers to 

any of my questions, or am I going to continue to 

get interruptions from you?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're kind of at an 

impasse.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We could do this efficiently.  

You could simply state your positions succinctly, as 

is required by the Rules -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think I have.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- or you can do what you're 

doing now, which you've done thus far.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think I have, Mr. 

Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Delores Peyachew, you know -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- who she is, correct, 

Austin?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let's -- let's join in and 

get direction from the Court on this.  Either you're 

embarking on discovery, which is impermissible, or 

I'm wrong.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Will you accept that, 

Mr. Phillips?  Will you join with me?

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You know the importance of 

the question I'm putting to you, Mr. Phillips, and 

that's why you're refusing to answer it because you 

know you're in the wrong.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you done 

interrupting?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You know you're in the wrong, 

and you will not even engage in that.  We're 

inviting you to do it.  You won't.  That must mean 

you know you're in the wrong, Mr. Phillips, right? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  I want to get my questions out.  If 

there's going to be a complete and utter refusal to 

answer anything today -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, no.  No.  No.  No.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- the issue will be in the 

Court's hands as to the appropriate relief to be 

granted in respect of that deliberate disobeyance of 

the Rules of the obligations of your clients.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The Rules -- the Rules, Mr. 

Phillips?  Is there a rule in an application 
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permitting discovery, or is there a prohibition?

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you done 

interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Do you have a question for 

the witness? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Delores Peyachew -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Do you have another question 

for the witness? 

MR. PHILLIPS: I haven't even gotten the 

question out yet, yet you're interrupting again.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It won't matter.  It won't 

matter.  You're asking a question that is in the 

nature of a discovery.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I don't even have the 

question out, so I don't know how you can 

legitimately state that objection in good faith.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's easy.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I don't know how you can 

appropriately interrupt somebody conducting a 

cross-examination after having said one or two words 

in a question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I've tried to 

explain to you: Your questions are not 

cross-examination questions.  They are discovery 

questions.  You are not seeking challenge or impeach 

the evidence given by this witness.  You are seeking 

to use this individual's information or knowledge or 
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database to gather more information for you to use 

against other parties.  That is what a discovery is 

all about.  That's what you're doing.  

If you want to ask him 

questions on his affidavit in the hopes of 

impeaching the truthfulness of his affidavit, have 

at it.  That's what cross-examination is, where you 

impeach the witness, but you're not doing that.  

What you're doing is trying to get information from 

this witness for some other purpose.  That is 

discovery.  Stop doing it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's not an interruption.  

It's trying to give you some assistance.  If you 

won't -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I don't need it.  I don't 

want it.  I've not asked for it.  All I've asked for 

is for you to stop interrupting and to limit your 

interruptions to objections that are succinctly 

stated in accordance with the Rules.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right.  Then let's join 

in an application to the Court for direction on the 

issue.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Please just join me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: This is not your first 
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proceeding in the Federal Court.  This is not your 

first election appeal in the Federal Court.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let's do that, Mr. Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: You are not a young lawyer.  

You are not an inexperienced lawyer.  You very much 

understand relevance.  You very much understand the 

appropriate conduct of an officer of the Court.  Mr. 

Stooshinoff, this is not a legitimate difference of 

opinion.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It is.  

MR. PHILLIPS: No, it's not.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, Mr. Phillips, we've 

already got Madam Prothonotary Molgat saying it is.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You're misstating what the 

Court has said, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I disagree.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Do you have a question for -- 

my client has got a long ways to drive, so let's 

speed up the process.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Delores Peyachew -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Is she currently an employee 

of Red Pheasant First Nation?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Delores Peyachew has an 

office in the Band office of Red Pheasant First 
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Nation?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You've seen Delores Peyachew 

in the Band office of Red Pheasant First Nation 

doing her work, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You saw Delores Peyachew in 

the Band office in the two months prior to the 

election -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- March 20th, 2020, correct, 

Austin?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you've already told 

us -- or suggested that a quorum of Band Council is 

who is providing -- who provides instructions; is 

that correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  That's a 

mischaracterization of his evidence.  His evidence 

is -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I'm talking about any 

employees of the First Nation.  It's a quorum of 

Band Council that provides instructions to 

employees, correct, Austin?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  He says he doesn't -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I want to hear from the 

witness, not you, Mr. Stooshinoff.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Then don't mischaracterize 

his evidence.  This was evidence that was dealt with 

at least an hour, almost two hours ago.  The 

evidence was that he takes his instructions from -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm not talking about this 

specific witness.  I'm talking about employees in 

general.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How would he know?  Like, ask 

something -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Let me hear it from the 

witness, then, not from you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, I'm not going to -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Delores Peyachew, she takes 

her instructions from Band Council, correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask her.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You haven't put forward 

Delores Peyachew as a witness.  You haven't had her 

swear an affidavit, even though you could have done 

so.  She's a current employee.  You've never done 

so.  You've either approached her, and her evidence 

is not favourable -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, Mr. Phillips, maybe 

you've approached her.  Haven't you approached her?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Maybe it's unfavourable.  

Maybe it's unfavourable to you, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 
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Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: There's no property in a 

witness, Mr. Phillips, so . . . 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you've already objected 

to question of whether or not she's a current 

employee.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Maybe it's you that have a -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: An organizational employee.  

You purport to represent Red Pheasant First Nation, 

which includes Delores Peyachew.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Objection.  We're back 

to that.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, the ultimate 

decision-making authority for Red Pheasant First 

Nation --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- it resides with Band 

Council, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You had Chief Wuttunee before 

you.  You could have asked him a question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm objecting.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, ultimate 

decision-making authority in Red Pheasant First 
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Nation, it rests with Band Council, correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you --

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you can't have a 

private discussion with Mr. Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It has to be on the record, 

everything that's said.  Mr. Stooshinoff, you 

engaged in that conduct this morning with John 

Benson.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, I didn't.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It's inappropriate, 

particularly as we can't see you on the video 

screen.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're mischaracterizing -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: We can't see what you're -- 

Mr. Stooshinoff, will you please actually come on 

the video screen so that the court reporter can see 

you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Mr. --  

MR. PHILLIPS: You're having a private 

discussion again with the witness -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not having --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- in the middle of a 

cross-examination.  Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff is not coming back onto the video 

screen so that the court reporter can see.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not having a private 
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discussion.  If you would just -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that that's an accurate characterization of 

what's just occurred.

THE COURT REPORTER: I cannot see Mr. -- I cannot 

see counsel.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff?  You can't 

see Mr. Stooshinoff?

THE COURT REPORTER: Not on camera right now.

MR. PHILLIPS: I can't either and he hasn't 

been on for quite some time, correct?

THE COURT REPORTER: I'm not sure.  I've also been 

looking down at my typing.  I don't know how long 

he's been off camera for.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

actually going to come on camera so the court 

reporter can see you so that there's a clear 

transcript?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I've got a severe pain, 

Mr. Phillips. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, my question, Chief 

and Council, decision -- ultimate decision-making 

authority in Red Pheasant First Nation, it rests 

with Chief and Council, correct?

A So I -- I answered this earlier.  My -- my -- my 

interpretation of -- of the governance that we run 

by at Red Pheasant is that Chief and Council have 
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the final say on many of the matters that occur at 

the First Nation, but they delegate management 

responsibility to the Band manager, who discharges 

that responsibility for the day-to-day operations of 

the -- of the operations of the administration of 

all the different programs.  

So Chief and Council will 

sign the agreements.  They will pass off the budgets 

and the work plans, and it's up to the Band 

administrator to work within that -- within those 

confines.  

Q I have up on the screen Exhibit A-17, and in 

particular, page 2 of that document.  Do you see 

that, Austin?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You're objecting to my 

question of whether or not the witness even sees a 

document on the screen.  Have I heard you correctly, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm objecting.  Mr. Phillips, 

move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You're objecting -- you're 

objecting to the question of, Do you see this 

document on the screen?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  Because otherwise, if I 

don't object now, we'll spend another hour arguing 

about it, so let's just move on.  
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, are you refusing to 

answer any questions in relation to forms like this?  

Not necessarily this specific one with Arnold Bruce 

Wuttunee, but ID replacement forms?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to answer 

questions in relation to Delores Peyachew?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're objecting to any 

questions that are in the nature of discovery, Mr. 

Phillips.  I think I've said that at least 100 times 

today.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You started your employment 

in July 2018, you said, correct?

A Yes.

Q So September 2018, how many Band member assistance 

payments were there?

A I don't know.  

Q How about September 2019?  How many Band member 

assistance payments were there?  

A Do you want me to guess, or -- I have no idea.

Q If you give me -- if you don't recall the specific 

number, just give me an approximation.  

Approximately how many Band member assistance 

payments were there in September 2019?

A I'd be guessing.  I don't know.  I couldn't give you 

a number with any accuracy at all without looking 

into it.  
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Q Will you undertake to go and look into it and give 

me the specific number?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Well, give me your 

approximation right now, then.  To the best of your 

recollection, how many Band member assistance 

payments were there in September 2019?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think the way to do it, Mr. 

Phillips, is to say -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I think the way to do it is 

not to interrupt.  I want to hear from the witness, 

Mr. Stooshinoff.  I don't want to hear from you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, he's already said -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I don't want any of your 

invitations.  I don't want any of your -- whatever 

you might put forward.  I'm quite comfortable 

conducting the cross-examination.  Please limit your 

interruptions to succinct, lawful, legitimate 

objections.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: September 2019, Austin, 

approximately how many Band member assistance 

payments were there?

A I couldn't tell you without -- with any accuracy.  

That's an honest answer.  

Q So you're not sure if it's 1, and you're not sure if 

it's 1,000 or you're not sure if it's even 10,000?

A Right.  
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Q Okay.  So you just have, really, have no idea 

whatsoever?

A Yeah.  I just have no idea whatsoever how many 

payments.  

Q Okay.  So let's say January of 2020, how many Band 

member assistance payments were there?

A I don't know.  

Q Again, you have no idea whatsoever.  it could be 1; 

it could be 10,000?

A I don't know.  

Q You have no idea?

A No.  

Q In February 2020, approximately how many Band member 

assistance payments were there?

A I don't know.

Q Again, you have no idea?

A No.  

Q March 2020, again, do you have any idea how many 

Band member assistance payments there were?

A No.  No idea.  I'd be guessing if I were to give you 

a number.  

Q Well, see, there's a difference here.  Do you have 

any recollection whatsoever?  Do you have -- do you 

know if it's closer to 1 or closer to 10,000?  

Sorry, you have to answer clearly for the 

transcript, Austin.

A I'd be guessing, and I don't want to guess the 
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number 'cause I would be inaccurate either way.  

Q You just have no idea for the entire period of 

January 1st through to the end of March 2020 as to 

how many Band member assistance payments there were?

A Yeah.  I wouldn't know with any accuracy, and I hate 

to -- I hate to guess.  And I'd either give you a 

number that's too low or a number that's too high.  

I just -- I just don't want to -- I -- without -- 

without looking into it, I just -- I'd be guessing.  

Q And you're refusing to go and look into it?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're -- we're refusing to 

give you an undertaking to do so.  

Undertaking Number 1:

Advise how many Band member assistance 

payments there were between January 1 

through March 2020.

(Refused)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You make other payments to -- 

and, obviously, when -- when I'm saying "you," I 

mean in your capacity as an employee of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, you, in that capacity, make other 

payments to members of Red Pheasant First Nation and 

other persons, who are lawfully entitled to receive 

funds, correct?

A Correct.  

Q You make a large number of those other payments, 

correct?
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A Depending on the month.  Yeah.  We pay bills.  

Q There are payments made to members of the First 

Nation that are not Band member assistance payments, 

correct?

A Correct.

Q Not every payment to a Band member is Band member 

assistance, in other words, correct?

A I don't get your -- I don't get the question.  Can 

you repeat that.  

Q Just because you make a payment to a member of Red 

Pheasant First Nation does not mean that it is a 

Band member assistance payment, correct?

A I would say that's correct.  Yeah.  

Q Yeah.

So Cody Benson communicates 

decisions to you as to what payments should be made, 

whether they be Band member assistance payments or 

other payments for other reasons, correct?  

A Correct.

Q He doesn't differentiate necessarily between what is 

a Band member assistance payment and what is a 

different payment, correct?

A He does differentiate, yes.  That's . . .  

Q Well, he differentiates in the text message by which 

he requests that you make a payment?

A Or -- or verbally or -- or written.  Just depending 

on the nature of -- of -- so, like, I guess the way 
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I'm trying to answer here is, he will tell me what 

it's for.  He's not going to -- he's not going to 

give me -- he's got going to tell me it's $200 if 

it's for -- going to -- or helping grade the road or 

doing a snowplough or picking up supplies.  He -- 

he's going to tell me what it's for in regards -- in 

regards to those type of activities.  Does that make 

sense?  

Q Not really.  But I'm going to try and clarify it 

here. 

So if it's basically a round 

number, like $200, you assume that it's a Band 

member assistance payment?  

A It's -- it's -- he's -- he's really specific if it's 

regarding contracts or supplies or employee travel 

or -- you know -- and otherwise, if it's -- if it's 

a BMA, he will either tell me, $200 BMA, or he'll 

just say, $200, so . . .

Q And then you assume that it is a BMA.  Unless he 

specifically tells you it's a BMA, you're simply 

saying to yourself, hey, it's a round number, like 

$200, it's got to be BMA?  

A Not always, but usually it is.  Yeah.  Usually, 

he'll specify otherwise.  I don't know if I'm making 

sense, but . . .  

Q Unless Cody Benson specifies otherwise, you assume 

that it's a BMA; is that correct?
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A 'Cause -- yeah.  Usually -- usually, he's very 

specific on it.  Yeah, so . . .  

Q Sorry, the statement that I just made; is that 

correct?

A He's usually -- 

Q Unless -- unless he -- 

A Yeah.

Q -- specifies otherwise, you assume it's a Band 

member assistance payment?

A Yeah.  I don't want to say that -- yeah.  'Cause 95 

percent of the time it's -- it's explained.  

Q If it's not a BMA, it's explained specifically what 

it is?

A Right.  

Q Sorry, did you say "yes"?

A Yeah.

Q Okay.  So if it's specifically explained, then you 

put it down in the general ledger for that specific 

activity, employee rates, or whatever, contract, 

yeah?

A Right.  

Q And if it's not explained, you assume it's BMA, Band 

member assistance?

A Yes.  

Q Okay.

A But like I say, 95, 96 percent of the -- you know, a 

lot of the time it's explained.  It's just in the -- 
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in the odd occasion, if it's $150, small amount, 

BMA.  

Q That's your assumption?

A Yeah.  

Q Not actually told to you by Cody Benson.  It's just 

the assumption that you make?

A And I'll -- I'll follow up with him.  I will follow 

up, so I do dig in deeper.  

Q So --

A But at first glance, if it -- if there's no -- if 

there's no exception -- or no explanation, it's, 

okay, that's got to be a BMA.  Follow up, and 

I'll -- if I get a response, I'll get a response 

that, these are a BMA.  

Q Okay.  I thought we were on the same page, but now 

you follow up when specifically?

A Usually right after.  

Q So he says, Hey, make a payment, $200, to person 

"X," and your next reply is, Is this BMA?

A Yeah.  Pretty much, BMA? 

Q Every time?

A Pretty much.  Yeah.  I try -- I try to get that 

clarity as fast as I can.  Yeah.  'Cause usually -- 

usually he gets back to me really quick on those.  

Q Between January 1st and March 20th, 2020, did you 

seek any such clarity in relation to payments that 

you were instructed to make to Heather Meechance?
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A I believe I would have.  Yeah.  

Q Would have, or you actually remember seeking 

clarity?

A I would have.  Yeah.

Q Sorry, you're saying "would have."

A I would have.  Yes.  

Q Okay.  So when did you, then?

A Probably right after.

Q See, I -- it might be a miscommunication here, but 

you're saying "would have" and "maybe."  I'm asking 

for you to tell me what your actual recollection 

is.  Do you actually recall asking Cody Benson in 

relation to any payment that you were instructed to 

make to Heather Meechance in the period January 1st 

through March 20th, 2020, Is this a BMA Band member 

assistance payment to Heather Meechance?  

A I think I would have.  Yes.  I -- that would have 

been natural to do.  

Q And if you didn't, it was not a Band member 

assistance?

A Say that again?  

Q And if you did not seek that clarity immediately, it 

was not a Band member assistance payment?

A Unless I -- unless I seek clarity.

Q Yeah.  So if you did not seek clarity -- if you did 

not ask Cody Benson immediately, when you were 

instructed to make a payment to Heather Meechance, 
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is this a Band member assistance payment, it was not 

a Band member assistance payment, then, correct?

A I don't understand the question again.  

Q You're -- you only seek -- you were saying that you 

seek clarity from Cody Benson in relation to 

payments to Heather Meechance between January 1st 

and March 20th, 2020.  You sought clarity from -- 

A Yes.

Q -- him on every occasion if it was a BMA?

A I would have seeked clarity.

Q And if you did not seek clarity, it was not a BMA?

A Well, if it said "BMA," it would have been BMA.

Q Yes.  Yeah.  

If it did not say "BMA" on 

the instruction to you, and you did not seek 

clarity, Is this a BMA, it was not a BMA, then, 

correct?  

A I would have seeked clarity, but if it's -- if it's 

a BMA, it's a BMA.

Q How many payments did you -- and, again, when I say 

"you," Red Pheasant First Nation is who I'm 

referring to.  Red Pheasant First Nation or any of 

its operating entities.  How many payments did you 

make to Heather Meechance between January 1st and 

March 20th, 2020?

A As far as I know, one.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 
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the witness has opened up his affidavit to -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: What exhibit number is that, 

sir? 

A I don't know.  

Q The affidavit is sitting right in front of you.  Can 

you just tell me which exhibit number it is that 

you're opened up to so we're on the same page?

A There is no number on it.  I don't have -- I don't 

have a number.

Q It might -- it's likely the page immediately before 

it, sir.  Flip the page back, and you'll see.

A A.  

Q Austin, so you see in Exhibit A, which is what 

you've opened up to in response to my question.  

A Yeah.  

Q You see your text messages with Cody Benson?

A Yeah.  

Q What date was this?  You see the dates are not on 

here, correct?

A May 18th.

Q You see that in Exhibit A, there are no dates on 

these text messages.  Dates or times, correct?  

A Not on this.  No.  

Q Will you undertake to produce these text messages 

that identify the specific date and time of them?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's already done that.  He's 

answered the question.  
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: The text message said "plus 

rooms are booked."  What specific time on February 

18th did you send that text message?

A I don't know.  I'm assuming it was right before I 

sent this -- sent -- sometime before I sent the 

e-Transfer.

Q So will you undertake to produce these text messages 

with the date and time identified -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- each such text message?

Undertaking Number 2:

Produce the text messages with the time 

and date identified for each such message 

in Exhibit A of Mr. Ahenakew's affidavit.

(Refused)

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  He sent his -- on 

February 18th, he sent -- it looks like it was 

9:19.  It's Exhibit B.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, again, this 

is not an appropriate objection.  You're referring 

to an email, not a text message.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, when you were 

preparing your affidavit, you, obviously, went back 

through your text messages and reviewed them, 

correct?

A I would have.  Yeah.

Q Yeah.  So you still have them?
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A I'm assuming I did -- I do, but . . .

Q You only -- you included the whole story for the 

Court, correct?

A Yeah.  

Q In Exhibit A, the top text message is "K," and 

that's your text message?

A Say it again?  That's -- 

Q It's -- it says "K."  That's your single letter for 

a single text message at the top of the text 

messages in Exhibit A?

A Right.

Q You see that one, correct?

A Yeah.  

Q You included the whole story so the text messages 

that were immediately before "K" have nothing 

whatsoever to do with Heather Meechance, correct?

A I would think so.  Yeah.  

Q And the "K" text message, it itself has nothing to 

do with Heather Meechance as well, correct?

A I would think so.  Yeah.  

Q The first text message that had anything whatsoever 

to do with Heather Meechance that you received from 

Cody Benson, in relation to this, is that which you 

have included in Exhibit A, the email address -- 

pardon, I should say that Cody Benson included 

within Exhibit A, heathermeechance5@gmail.com?

A Right.
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Q Yeah.  So nothing before that has any relevance 

whatsoever to Heather Meechance?

A I don't think so.  Yeah.  

Q And nothing below the page here.  So the last text 

message that you sent was "it's auto?"  And Cody 

Benson's reply was, "yeah."  You see that, correct?

A Yeah.  

Q There was no other -- were no other text messages 

between Cody Benson and yourself in relation to that 

transfer of $400 -- 

A No text messages --

Q -- subsequent to this correct, sir?

A No text messages.  No.  But we could have been 

sitting -- we -- we could have been sitting across 

from the table from each other at the time that was 

sent because I don't know -- because I don't know -- 

I don't know what emails -- where the emails go to.  

So unless I get instruction through e-Transfer or a 

written email, I won't know exactly where to send 

them, so he will send me the actual email and 

I'll -- then I'll follow up.  If I'm sitting across 

the table, I'll say, Okay.  What is this for?  Or, 

you know, I know you sent me that.  What's it for?  

So now, he would have told me $400, BMA.  

So -- but the reason he sends 

me the -- the e-Transfer -- the email is so at least 

I know now what the accurate email will be, and he's 
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not -- he's not saying it over the phone, saying, 

heathermeechance5@gmail.com.  He does the courtesy 

to include the e-Transfer -- or the email so that I 

can copy that and put it into my phone.  So this 

is -- this is part of the story, but the other part 

is the permission that he -- he's now telling me 

too.  

So there's -- there's reasons 

why he'll send me an e-Transfer -- an email just so 

that I know I'm not duplicating it.  I'm not trying 

to -- I'm not going to get it wrong.  It's an 

accurate -- it's an accurate address that I can copy 

into my phone and I can do it that way.  

Q I want -- I think I understand what you're saying, 

but I want to make sure.  When you say "email," 

you're not referring to some other email that it's 

being sent to by Cody Benson.  What you are 

referring to in your testimony right now is an email 

address that Cody Benson sends you in a text 

message?

A Yeah.  It's an email address that is linked to the 

person's e-Transfer, so they -- 

Q So Heather -- 

A He -- he gets that information from the -- from the 

Band member, and then he -- then he passes that on 

to -- to me.  

Q Yes.  So there is no other email that Cody Benson 
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sends you.  This is the only thing in writing that 

he sent you in relation to Heather Meechance and 

that, e-Transfer of $400 to Heather Meechance, on 

February 18th, 2020, correct?

A Well, he -- he probably has a piece of paper that 

states the request, though.  If there would have 

been a e-Transfer or a message, he would have 

printed that off and provided that to us.  

Q Sorry, that paper, can you describe it.  

A Well, if -- if there's a request on his end -- if he 

gets -- if he gets a request from her, either he's 

taking it down on writing and -- and entering it 

himself, or she's actually sent him -- sent him a 

copy of her -- you know, like, Where do I send it 

to?  What is it for?  You know, we try to gather as 

much of that up as we can so that we can keep that 

as a record.  

So he would have -- like, in 

this -- in this instance, we would have been -- we 

would have been together most likely, and he would 

have -- he would have said -- he would have -- he 

would have gave it to me, and he would have 

explained it.  But the main reason why he's sending 

that -- that email address is so that I know where 

to send it to, and it's -- he does that courtesy to 

-- to enter it, and so I can copy, paste.  

Q Why is he sending you the amount, then, if he's 
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across the table from you?  If he's across the table 

from you, he's saying, Here's the email, Heather 

Meechance.  Give her $400, BMA.  

A Yeah.  

Q So why?

A A little more clarity.  That's clarity to me.  

Q Clarity -- you're in person with him.  You don't 

actually remember being in person with him, do you?

A No.  

Q You don't remember anything about this e-Transfer to 

Heather Meechance of $400 on February 18, 2020, 

except for what's in these two text messages from 

Cody Benson and your reply simply saying, Sent?

A But I do know the process we go through, though.

Q Pardon?

A I do know the process we go through to -- to 

verify.  When it's not verified, we verify.

Q When you say "we verify," what you're really saying 

is, you've assumed that Cody Benson has already 

verified it?

A No.  I -- I would give him a call, or if I'm sitting 

across from him.

Q But you don't actually remember being across from 

him or giving him a call in relation to this 

e-Transfer of $400 to Heather Meechance, do you?

A No.  But I'm just -- I'm just telling you about what 

we would go through to verify, and I'm -- I'm trying 
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to explain to you that just because it doesn't say 

BMA here, the reason why he's sending that to me is 

to verify the address.  'Cause I could -- I could 

screw up Heather Meechance's spelling each time and 

have to resend it three times just because I get it 

wrong, so he does that -- he does that verification 

for me.  

Q He always sends you the email in a text message so 

you get it right, correct?

A Unless I already have it.  Unless he knows I already 

have it.  So if, for instance, John Doe got a BMA 

last -- last month and he knows that, then maybe he 

won't.  But he's -- he's pretty good at verifying 

emails for me, just for -- just so we don't get it 

wrong.  

Q Lorraine Bugler, she's certainly not an example of a 

Jane Doe that you had her email address for the 

e-Transfer to her on behalf of the Dion Bugler, 

correct?

A I'm not sure.  I'll look.  

Q We come back to this question of, Why is that text 

message missing from Cody Benson to yourself?  

A It might have been -- it might have been a common.  

Q Might have been or is?  How many e-Transfers did you 

do?  How many BMA payments or e-Transfers did you do 

to Lorraine Bugler?

A I know she had had a house fire previous to this, so 
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I would have had her in the -- in the file.  We 

would have helped her for a house fire that she had.

Q In the file or on your phone?  'Cause I thought that 

the whole point of this was convenience.  You get it 

right.  So you don't have to go back to the office; 

you're doing these from home, correct?

A Not always.  It helps.  It helps when -- when I'm 

not at the office and we have to help somebody.

Q Have you looked to see if there is a text message 

with Lorraine Bugler -- sorry, in relation to 

Lorraine Bugler, the e-Transfer -- 

A Yeah.

Q -- to her, on behalf of Dion Bugler?

A Yeah.  I'm sure we would have known if Lorraine was 

in my phone 'cause she did have a house fire, and we 

did help her.

Q Have you looked through your text messages?

A I might have.  I probably did.

Q Will you undertake -- will you undertake to look 

through your text messages and produce all of them 

in relation to the e-Transfer to Lorraine Bugler on 

behalf of the Dion Bugler?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  

Undertaking Number 3:

Provide all text messages in relation to 

the e-Transfer to Lorraine Bugler on 

behalf of Dion Bugler in Exhibit A to Mr. 
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Ahenakew's affidavit.

(Taken Under Advisement)

(Amended as per page 101, line 16)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you recall where you were 

on February 18th, 2020?

A No, I don't.

Q In your comment "sent," you also say (quoted as 

read):

"Rooms are booked.  Are you close?"

A Yeah.  

Q You'll agree with me that -- you're not going to ask 

the question, Are you close, if you're in the room 

with Cody Benson, correct?  

A That could be.  Yeah.  

Q Pardon?

A That could be.  Unless -- unless -- unless there was 

a gap between those two times.  

Q Again, I'll ask, Will you produce these text 

messages in Exhibit A to your affidavit with the 

date and time so we can tell if that it is, if fact, 

the case?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, why? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're objecting to giving any 

undertakings.  We want to get this matter going and 

completed, Mr. Phillips.  I thought you did too.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, this 
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document is within the scope of paragraph 12 -- at 

least paragraph 12 of this witness' Direction to 

Attend.  It hasn't been produced.  I want it 

produced with dates and times.  This goes beyond 

simply requesting an undertaking.  I'm requesting 

the undertaking now, but we're entitled to it by way 

of the Direction to Attend already.  Are you 

refusing to produce it?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: It should have been produced 

way back in September.  It hasn't been.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, we -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I want the Court to have the 

whole picture.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah.  We're objecting to 

it.  We'll take it under advisement.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Which is it?  It's a refusal 

or under advisement?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah.  I'll take it under 

advisement.  Would you articulate it again?  

MR. PHILLIPS: With reference to the text 

messages in Exhibit A to the August 28th, 2018, 

affidavit of Austin Ahenakew, specifically Exhibit 

A, the text messages between -- including "K" at the 

top of the screen down to "Yup" up at the bottom of 

the screen in the Exhibit A, will you undertake to 

produce those text messages, including the date and 
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time of each of those individual text messages?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're asking -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Fair enough, Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're asking the date and 

time that corresponds with each of the conversation 

bubbles "Sent, plus rooms are booked.  Are you 

close?"  Is that correct?  

MR. PHILLIPS: All of the text messages -- 

there's only -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, it's just "plus rooms 

are booked" and "are you close?"

MR. PHILLIPS: There's only 12 text messages 

in Exhibit A.  Give me the dates and times for 

them.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We won't do it for the 

others, but we'll do it -- we'll take it under 

advisement for the text message "K," "sent, plus 

rooms are booked," and "are you close?"  We'll take 

that under advisement.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Now, you don't even 

acknowledge the relevance of documents that you 

yourself have included in your witness' affidavit.  

This is amazing.  Mr. Stooshinoff, look at the very 

next text message.  It says "Yup."  You're not even 

going to bother taking that under consideration?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  It could have been a 

week later.  I mean, I -- 
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, was it a week later?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We'll take it under 

advisement.  We'll take it under advisement.  We'll 

look at the -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: You don't know your clients 

own affidavit because it wasn't a week later.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Was it, Austin?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We'll take --

MR. PHILLIPS: His affidavit says otherwise, 

Mr. Stooshinoff.  It was on the same day.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then you don't need it 

from us, do you?  

MR. PHILLIPS: I want the date and times of 

each of those text messages.  We've asked for the 

undertaking.  Do with it what you will.  If you 

disregard that in addition to the Direction to 

Attend -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- know that relief will be 

sought from the Court.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you look at the Exhibit B, 

you will see February the 18th, 2020, 9:19 -- as 

opposed to Exhibit A, which is 3:34 -- you will see 

the statement -- or the BMA with regard to Heather 

Meechance successfully deposited, so sometime 

between 3:34 and 9:19, there was a conversation -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Where are you referring to?  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: There was a conversation.  

There was -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, 3:34, where 

are you referring to?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Read the text messages -- if 

you look at 3:34 -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Where?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: On the top of Exhibit A.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  Mr. Stooshinoff, I'll 

explain it to you.  3:34 is the time that this 

screen capture was taken of the phone, not the time 

of the text message for those that are less than -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And then -- and then you have 

it on the following page, 9:19, February 18.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The time is not there 

either.  I would like that undertaking as well, the 

specific time of that email.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We'll take that under 

advisement.  

MR. PHILLIPS: When will you have your reply 

to both of those undertakings?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're not giving 

undertakings.  I've just told you -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: When will you advise of your 

reply, whether you accept it or not, and if you 

accept it, you'll provide the reply.  What is that 

date?  
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Please don't have a private 

discussion with the witness again, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

If there's something that is said while the witness 

is under oath, have the witness say it out loud.  

We've already heard from the witness that he has his 

text messages.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, would you just 

get a grip?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Would you just get a grip and 

listen to what we're tying to tell you.  We have to 

talk about a reasonable time to address these 

issues, so I'm going to say 14 days.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Did you say "14 days" or "14 

hours"?  'Cause I think I misheard you.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: 14 days, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Not reasonable in any sense, 

Mr. Stooshinoff, and you know it.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Tough luck.  14 days.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, where is your 

cellphone now?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: 14 days, Mr. Phillips.  Thank 

you.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, where is your 

cellphone now?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you've asked 

us.  We've responded.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: I want to establish for the 

Court that 14 days is not reasonable.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It's just one more 

manifestation of the conduct in this action.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where is your cellphone right 

now, Austin?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, move on.  It's 

already 4:30.  Let's get going.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, where is your 

cellphone now?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Which members of Band Council 

participated in that February 18 payment to Heather 

Meechance?  

A I don't know.  That's a question that you would ask 

Cody Benson.  

Q This is an excerpt from the July 6th, 2020, 

cross-examination of Clinton Wuttunee.  You see that 

document on your screen, Austin?

A Yes, I do.  

Q If you can read along, it starts at page 213.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're not reading.  Do you 

have a question for him?  

MR. PHILLIPS: The question is going to 

follow him reading.  He can read it to himself.  

That's fine.
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  No.  He's not reading.  

If you have a question, place your question.  Do you 

have a question? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, I want you to read 

these -- it's only three pages.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, thank you.  Ask your 

question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Three pages of text here.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask your question, Mr. 

Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: These answers of Clinton 

Wuttunee under oath, they are -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Fine.  Ask him a question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: They are -- they're 

consistent with your understanding, your knowledge, 

your experience, at Red Pheasant First Nation, 

correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask -- I don't understand the 

question.  What's the question?  

MR. PHILLIPS: That's because you told the 

witness not to read the transcript.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What is the question?

MR. PHILLIPS: How this works, listen to 

what I'm saying first, Mr. Stooshinoff. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask the question.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: -- tell the witness to read 

the three pages -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- double-lined that are up 

on the screen.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask the question.  Ask the 

question.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask the question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: If you will stop 

interrupting, I will ask my question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you would have at least 

given us the courtesy of putting documents when we 

request it, then -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you had 

this -- this specific document for half a year.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't have -- my client's 

-- 

MR. PHILLIPS: And stop interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- all of the documents.  If 

you were intending to cross this witness on the 

document, you should have told us.  We could have 

read it.  We could have digested it.  Now, you're 

putting it forward, and you're saying, Is this true 

or not?  We're not going to comment on the evidence 

of another party.  

So if you have a question, 
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Mr. Phillips, ask your question.  If you're asking 

my client to comment on the truthfulness of Clinton 

Wuttunee in that particular transcript, that's a 

nonstarter.  That's an improper question.  You know 

that, Mr. Phillips, don't you?  You're not going to 

get this as a witness to start commenting -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you don't seem to get 

it.  You can't ask him to comment on the 

truthfulness of another witness, okay?  So just ask 

your question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, page 230, if you go 

to line 15 of --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Jesus.  Mr. Phillips, I'm 

very much tired of these tactics and your antics and 

all of the processes that you try to, you know, 

abuse witnesses with.  Ask a question.  Otherwise, I 

think we're done, aren't we?  Unless you've got 

something to ask.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask away.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- please stop interrupting.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask your question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you see at line 15 

on page 213 the following question "so that's just" 

-- 
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask your question.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: (Quoted as read):

Q "That's to say, if it's a legitimate 

Band member assistance request, there will 

be a corresponding repayment to you from 

Red Pheasant First Nation from its 

accounts, correct?"  

And the answer is "yes."  Do 

you agree with that statement?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What -- what is your -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you agree?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What is the specific?  Are 

you saying, does my client get reimbursed for 

payments made by e-Transfer?  Is that the question?  

Why don't you ask him the process.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Why don't you ask him the 

process?  Why don't you ask him the process?

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  I want to hear from the witness, not 

you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're asking him to comment.  

No, you don't.  You want him to comment on another 

witness' evidence.  Ask him how the process works.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting 

again?  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, I'm not, Mr. Phillips.  

Ask him specifically how the process works.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, I specifically 

directed your attention to lines 15 through 20 of 

page 213 on the July 6th, 2020, transcript of the 

cross-examination of Chief Clinton Wuttunee.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Is that a witness --

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I've read out that question 

and that succinct answer, "yes," of Chief Clinton 

Wuttunee. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Is that a witness?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you -- Do you --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What is the question for this 

witness?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What is the question for this 

witness?

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Articulate it for us.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Read it out, Mr. Phillips, 

for us.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I already read it out.  You 

interrupted -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, do it again.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- inappropriately again.  
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Stop doing it.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Read it out or ask it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, you can see lines 15 

through 20 on page 213 on your screen, correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  No.  We're not embarking 

on this game.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, if there's a 

legitimate Band member assistance request -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We told you.  We're not 

embarking on this game.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Austin, if there's a 

legitimate --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, we're 

not embarking -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, we're not 

embarking on this game.  If you have a question, you 

can put it to the witness out of your mouth, not out 

of the evidence of a third party.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting 

again, Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I very much doubt it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: If there's a legitimate Band 

member assistance request made to a member of Chief 

and Council, and they pay that request out of their 

own pocket, there will be a corresponding repayment 
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to that member of Chief and Council?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How would he possibly know 

that?  How could he possibly know that?  He can talk 

about himself.  I keep telling you, you're asking 

him about a third party's evidence.  How can he know 

what some other Council member does, Mr. Phillips?  

How can he know that? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Austin is the employee that 

drafts and signs the cheques.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So you can ask him the 

question -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: He knows what payments are 

made.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- has he ever been 

instructed -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: He might guess as to the 

reasons for payments.  If they're a legitimate Band 

member assistance payment, he might assume that 

there'll be -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You have to ask him the 

question, Are you ever instructed to repay a Council 

member for payments made. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop leading the witness.  

This is a cross-examination, and this is very 

inappropriate conduct.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, for God sakes.  Mr. 

Phillips, you're tiresome.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you don't want to put the 

question properly and fairly to the witness, you're 

going to get an objection from me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting 

again?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I've told you, I'm not.  

Are you listening?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let's have this marked as the 

next exhibit.  It will be --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Why don't you ask 

him the question directly?  You just won't do it, 

will you?

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  We're getting an exhibit marked here.  

A-147.  If the court reporter 

can confirm that that's been marked.

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-147:

Pages 182, 213, 214, and 215 of the July 

6, 2020, questioning of Clinton Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: On page 215, Austin, which I 

have up on the screen in that exhibit, you see the 

statement (quoted as read):

"I let my administration do that."  

You see that?  

A Yeah.  
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Q Sorry, I couldn't hear you.  

A Yeah.  

Q Yes.  

You're a part of that 

administration, correct?  

A Yes.  

Q You're not aware of any documentation that documents 

the purported -- the alleged Band member assistance 

payment of $400 to Heather Meechance on February 

18th, 2020, except for the text messages that are 

Exhibit A to your affidavit, correct?

A On that one, I don't think I -- I don't think I had 

that one.  

Q Can you come closer to the mic, sir, so we can hear 

you better.  

A On that one, I don't think I had that -- whatever 

the exchange between Gary and Heather and Heather 

and Cody would have been or whoever the discussions 

were.  I don't think I had that -- that -- that 

information.  No.  

Q So it was Gary Nicotine that made the request 

directly to Cody Benson for the $400 e-Transfer, the 

Band member assistance payment, to Heather now?

A I'm not sure.  I'm just speaking out of turn, other 

than -- 

Q Well, you just said, Heather Meechance and Gary 

Nicotine, Cody Benson.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let him finish.

A It was handled -- it was handled between Cody and 

whoever -- whoever handled it up above.  I don't 

have any documentation from them.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: That's to say, there is no 

documentation that you're aware of at the Band 

office that documents -- 

A I didn't get a copy.

Q -- this Band member assistance -- alleged Band 

member assistance payment of $400 to Heather 

Meechance on February 18th, 2020, correct?

A Correct.  

Q And you've looked?  

A I've -- I've looked on that end.  I haven't --

Q And you haven't found anything, have you?

A No.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And just for the record, 

that's Exhibit A-147 that we're referring to there, 

page 215.  

We will go off the record for 

just a moment here.  

(DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD) 

MR. PHILLIPS: There has been a discussion 

between counsel with respect to the specific witness 

Mr. Ahenakew.  He will be returning at 11 a.m. 

tomorrow for the conclusion of this 

cross-examination.  There's some other commitment or 
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something that he needs to -- to deal with.  

Is that fair, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  That's correct.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And we will attempt to 

arrange another witness to start hopefully before 

that tomorrow, but we'll go from there.  Is that all 

fair, Mr. Stooshinoff?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, yes.  We'll -- we're -- 

we're working on that now, to see who we can get 

organized.  

And for the record, Jason 

Chakita is not going to be available 'cause he's 

going to be in British Columbia, and we're trying 

now for Dana Falcon, who's outside in his truck, 

waiting for us.  So we're going to see what we can 

do in the meantime, but we can discuss that or send 

you an email tonight, Mr. Phillips.  How's that 

sound? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Well, just to be clear, you 

brought up a different issue here.  Jason Chakita, 

he's presently in Saskatoon, but as you advised me 

just now, he is travelling to BC tonight; is that 

correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's left.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Oh, he's left already, but he 

was in Saskatoon today?  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: He was.  Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  Sorry, who else is in 

the room?  I can't see.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's Darren Winegarden.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  I couldn't see.  

So we will see you tomorrow, 

then, Mr. Ahenakew, at 11 a.m.  Because you are 

going home tonight, it is important that you be 

aware of the constraints that operate upon you.  

You're not able to discuss your testimony, your 

affidavit, this case, with anybody until the 

conclusion of your cross-examination tomorrow.  Do 

you understand that, sir?  

THE WITNESS: Yeah, I do.

MR. PHILLIPS: Yeah.  Just don't discuss it 

with anybody tonight, essentially.  

Thank you very much. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right.  Thank you. 

(DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

MR. PHILLIPS: There has been a discussion 

between counsel as to the schedulling of witnesses, 

and Mr. Stooshinoff has advised that Jason Chakita, 

Lux Benson, Clinton Wuttunee, Henry Gardipy, and 

Shawn Wuttunee, none of them are available for 

tomorrow; is that correct, Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That's right.  

MR. PHILLIPS: All but Henry Gardipy -- all 
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of them have left the province on travel 

arrangements; is that what you said?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Is that correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That is correct.  I don't 

know about Shawn.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And you'll be sending an 

email as to Dana Falcon, whether he's available to 

start tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock or 9:30?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, we would, obviously, 

make that effort and see what we can do either for 

the morning or the afternoon.  And we'll advise 

tonight by email.  Otherwise, we hope to hear as 

quickly as possible from Constance, but that won't 

be till Saturday, and then Austin will resume at 11 

o'clock tomorrow morning.  

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 3:54 P.M. JANUARY 7, 2021)

(PROCEEDINGS RESUMED AT 10 A.M. JANUARY 8, 2021)

MR. PHILLIPS: For the record, it's 11 a.m. 

January 8th, 2021.  We were to resume the 

cross-examination of Mr. Austin Ahenakew at this 

time.  Mr. Stooshinoff nor the witness have attended 

yet.  We will wait for them on the record.  

MS. MOOSOMIN: Good morning.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Good morning.  We're on the 

record, waiting for Mr. Stooshinoff to arrive.  

MS. MOOSOMIN: Okay.  Linda will be joining 
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us, but -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: We're on the record, so just 

go on mute.  

MS. MOOSOMIN: Okay.  

MR. PHILLIPS: For the record, that was the 

named applicant Alicia Moosomin.  

For the record, it's 11:05 

a.m.  The witness, Austin Ahenakew, nor Mr. 

Stooshinoff have made an attempt to connect to Zoom 

yet.  For the record, it's 11:08 a.m., and it 

appears as though Mr. Ahenakew has just joined us by 

Zoom.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you hear me, 

Mr. Ahenakew.  

A I can.  Can you hear me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I can hear you.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, "ISC," it 

stands for "Indigenous Services Canada"?

A It does.  

Q Pardon?

A It does.  Yes.  

Q To your knowledge, Mr. Ahenakew, ISC -- and when I 

refer to "ISC" today, I'm referring to Indigenous 

Services Canada.  You'll understand me, 

Mr. Ahenakew?

A Yes.  

Q ISC, it does not approve any process -- it doesn't 
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have any involvement in approving any process that 

Band Council uses with respect to Red Pheasant First 

Nation, correct?

A Um, I think -- I think they're satisfied as long as 

the work -- or the -- 

Q Can you come closer -- can you come closer to the 

microphone, sir, so we can hear you clearly.  

A Right here?  Yeah.  They're -- they -- as long as 

they -- funding agreement is satisified -- 

Q Just start your -- just start your answer again so 

we can get it clearly on the record.  

A Okay.  I think as long as they -- the funding 

agreement is satisfied, how we do it is -- it may be 

irrelevant in -- in their eyes, how it's done, as 

long as the funding agreement is satisfied.  

Q If I can put it this way:  ISC has no role to play 

when it comes to approving or disapproving of any 

process that Band Council or Red Pheasant First 

Nation uses, correct?

A That's -- that's kind of a -- that might be an over 

-- an overreach as far as saying they have no -- no 

-- no authority -- or no -- what was your word?  

What did -- what did you say?  Like, I'm trying to 

think.  They do have -- they do have the ability 

to -- to step in, but -- but what -- what was your 

question?  Like, what was the exact wording of the 

question?  
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Q Just before we clarify that, I just want to clarify 

that specific statement that you just made.  ISC 

stepping in, is what you just referred to.  They 

haven't done that, at least since you started your 

position in July 2018, correct?

A Correct.  But I asked you -- I asked what your 

question was.  Yeah.

Q Yeah.  We'll go back.  I just wanted to clarify that 

specific point --

A Yeah.

Q -- while you're on it right now.  

So they haven't stepped in, 

nor have they threatened to step in since July of 

2018, when you started, correct?  

A No.  

Q So that's to say, ISC -- its only role is stepping 

in if things are inappropriate from its perspective?

A No.  No.  That's -- I think they have a bit larger 

role to play in the -- in the Band.  It's not just 

to step in.  They -- they -- they play a major role 

when it comes to funding, administering the -- the 

agreements that they -- that were funded by -- so to 

say that stepping in is their only step, that's 

not -- that's not true.  They -- they help -- they 

help the bands a lot with regards to the agreements 

and -- and, you know, fulfilling them adequately.  

They -- they assist.  They -- they build capacity 
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within the bands.  So to say their only role is to 

step in, that's -- that's not right.  

Q ISC provides funding, obviously, correct?

A On behalf of the government.  Yeah.

Q On behalf of Canada, correct?

A Right.  

Q It's up to Red Pheasant First Nation Band Council 

how that funding is used, correct?

A Within certain parameters.  You know, I guess, we go 

back to what are you funded for and what are your -- 

your obligations to -- to the community to provide 

services.  Yeah.  It's not just a free-for-all.  You 

need to -- you need to run the programs that they -- 

they fund.  

Q It's up to Band Council to run the programs that 

ISC, on behalf of Canada, funds; is that a fair 

statement?

A Yeah.  I think it's -- I think it's Council's 

responsibility to ensure that the services are 

being -- are being run 'cause they're the ones that 

sign the agreement.

Q Yes.  

So there is an agreement 

that's entered into, and then Band Council executes 

that agreement, correct?  

A Right.  

Q Now, they're -- it's Band Council that implements 
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the processes in relation to satisfaction of that 

agreement, correct?

A They are responsible for it.

Q Band Council, that is?

A Yeah.

Q ISC does not play any role in approving or 

disapproving of any particular process, correct?

A They -- I guess at the end of the day, they do 

their -- they do, like, an annual review of what's 

been -- what's been done, as far as programming.  

And they -- and then they -- they look at the audit 

of what -- I think the audit is part of that, that 

they say, Okay, it fits within the parameters of the 

funds.  

Q So it's only when it comes time for an annual audit 

to occur that ISC becomes involved?

A No.  They -- they would -- they become involved if 

there's, you know, new funding.  There's problems 

with existing funding.  If -- if there's extenuating 

circumstances throughout the year, we -- we rely on 

them to respond to -- to immediate needs in the 

community.  So, no, they don't -- they don't sit 

back all year and -- and wait for -- for the 

year-end.  There's -- there's ongoing -- ongoing 

communication, and -- and -- um -- and they help 

along the way.  

Q When was the most recent -- in 2020, when, if at 
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all, was there an ISC audit?

A In 2020 . . .  For 2020?  

Q In 2020?

A One would be -- oh, the audit would have been done 

in around September.  

Q September 2020?

A September, or it might have even been October.  

Q October 2020?

A Yeah.

Q And so prior to that, it would be about October of 

2019, would be the last audit before that, correct?

A The other one -- the 2019 one would have been in 

July.  End of July, I believe.  

Q July 2020?

A Right.  '19.  '19.

Q Oh, July.  Okay.  Yeah.

So I just want to be clear 

here.  July 2019, audit by ISC, and October 2020, 

audit by ISC.  Nothing in between those two dates?  

A Right.  Correct.

Q I couldn't hear you, sir.  Could you say that again.  

A Correct.

Q Now, in reality, it's an independent accounting firm 

that does an audit on behalf of the First Nation, 

not ISC, correct?

A Right.

Q So it's not ISC doing anything on either of those 
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two dates, July 2019 or October 2020?

A Right.  

Q It's an independent accounting firm doing an audit, 

and it's doing it on behalf of the First Nation, not 

ISC, correct?

A Right.  No.  ISC does not audit.  They -- they --

Q You misspoke -- you simply misspoke --

A Well, you -- I think you kind of led that.

Q Can you speak up or speak closer to the mic.  

A Yeah.  No.  I -- I didn't -- I don't think I ever 

said ISC audits us.  I think you said ISC audits us.  

Yeah.  They -- they review the audit.

Q Ah, I see.  

They simply review an audit, 

and that's the extent of their role?  

A No.  No.  I've been trying to say they have a bigger 

role than just looking at audits.

Q I should be fair.  With respect to audits, their 

only role is simply reviewing the audit that they 

receive, correct?

A I don't know -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, he keeps 

disagreeing with you.  

A I don't know --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And isn't that question for 

ISC?  Like, you're asking him what his knowledge is, 

and you have to accept what his knowledge and 
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understanding is, but you've contradicted him three 

times, and --

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, can we hear 

from the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: But, Mr. Phillips, if you 

listen to what people are telling you, you're 

contradicting what the witness has already told you 

three times.  Okay.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, July 2019 and 

October 2020 audits performed by an independent 

accounting firm, submitted to ISC, reviewed by ISC, 

and with respect to audits, that was the extent of 

ISCs involvement between those two dates, correct, 

sir?

A No.  They do more than that.  They do more than just 

review audits.  They -- they -- they manage our 

funding agreement.  They -- they're in touch with 

us, weekly, monthly.  They respond to our -- our 

needs, if -- if they're eligible for funding.  So, 

no, they -- it's not just review, audit, and move 

on.  It's -- there's a lot of -- a lot of back and 

forth for anything to do with our funding, our 

programming.  

Q Mr. Ahenakew, my question was qualified to audits.  

That's the extent of -- was the extent of their 

involvement.  With respect to that time frame, they 

simply reviewed the audits.  Obviously, we're going 
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to come on to the rest of the role that you've 

discussed, but as it pertains to audits, that's all 

they did in that time period was review the audit 

prepared on behalf of the First Nation by an 

accounting firm, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, how can he say 

what ISC did?  

A Yeah.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How can he say they limited 

their involvement or their due diligence or their 

investigation to reviewing the audits?  He can't say 

that.  You're asking him to describe what a third 

party did, and he has no knowledge of what they 

did.  He can tell you what happened, but that's it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, do you endorse 

that -- do you endorse that answer -- 

A I haven't -- I haven't -- I haven't --

Q Mr. Ahenakew, do you endorse that answer?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just let him answer, Mr. 

Phillips.  

A Yeah.  I'm just -- I'm just saying, I don't know 

what they do in between time with our audits.  We 

submit it when we're supposed to.  They -- they do a 

review.  I know that.  And they -- they meet with 

us, and they -- a lot of their decisions that they 

make are based on -- on that audit.  But like Mr. 

Stooshinoff says, I don't know intricately what they 
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do with -- with that information.  So to say that's 

all they do, I'd be -- I'd be guessing, and I don't 

-- I don't -- I don't want to guess as to what they 

do in their time.  

Q You just don't know; that's fair to say?

A Yeah.  I don't know 100 percent what -- what -- what 

happens on their end.  But we provide it annually, 

and that's kind of our role in that, so . . .  

Q With respect to Band member assistance payments and 

the process of Band Council in receiving, 

considering, and responding to those Band member 

assistance matters, you have no knowledge of ISC 

approving any of those processes, correct?

A I guess to the extent that my knowledge is that they 

-- by reading the -- by -- by going through our -- 

our audit, they know that the bands provide 

financial assistance to Band members.  They've never 

had any issues with -- with that, so that would be 

the extent of my knowledge.  

Q And with respect to this specific issue of Band -- 

Band member assistance -- 

A Yeah.  

Q -- this is most recently October of 2020, and the 

most recent before that is July of 2019, correct?

A Correct.

Q So you have no knowledge of ISC doing anything in 

relation to Band member assistance matters in 
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between those dates, correct?

A I have no knowledge of that.  No.  Other than they 

approved our audits for -- as far as what they seen, 

they were satisfied that the audit was -- they -- 

they accepted the audit, so that's the extent of my 

knowledge.  

Q You have no knowledge of any process that has ever 

been approved by ISC in relation to Band member 

assistance and Red Pheasant First Nation, correct, 

sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Could you clarify that a bit 

more, Mr. Phillips.  

A Yeah.  Yeah.  I kind of -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Like, I don't understand your 

question.  

A It's almost like I answered it already, so I'm just 

trying to say -- I'm trying to -- I'm trying to 

figure out what your -- what that question meant.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I'm simply providing you an 

opportunity, sir.  I want to clarify so that we're 

of the same mind what specifically your evidence is 

here today, fair?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well -- well, then, please 

clarify your question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, for heaven's sakes, Mr. 
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Phillips.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I've asked you already, 

clarify your question.  It is not clear.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm asking 

the question again.  I was simply responding to the 

question that was posed by the witness, okay?  

Please don't interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Clarify.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I don't think I am, 

unfortunately, but you can give it your best shot.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I don't think I am, but 

you can give it your best shot.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, can you hear 

me.  You have to say "yes" or "no."  You can't 

simply nod your head for the record.  

A I can.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He did speak.  

MR. PHILLIPS: He only spoke after I 

clarified, Mr. Stooshinoff, that he has to actually 

speak.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  He didn't.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: He simply nodded his head.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm sitting here --

MR. PHILLIPS: Please don't interrupt again, 

Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I -- I hear him.  You're 

putting on the record falsehoods.  Stop it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I very much 

take issue with your statements.  We're going to 

move on, though, and the Court will deal with your 

conduct at the appropriate time.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew --  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, stop 

threatening me.  You put on the record the false 

statement -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, let's move 

on.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- that I was having a 

private conversations with Mr. Benson.  That was 

false, Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- okay?

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I disagree.  

We're going to move on.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, you disagree.  He was 

muttering -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: We're going to have an 

effective conduct of cross-examination.
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: I told you he was muttering.  

Unfortunately, he was speaking in Cree, Mr. 

Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, you have no 

knowledge of ISC approving any process of Band 

Council or Red Pheasant First Nation in relation to 

Band member assistance, do you?

A I -- I can infer from -- um, I'm just trying to 

think of how many years I've worked in -- in the 

area -- almost 30 years of working with First 

Nations -- First Nations bands that the -- the Band 

member assistance process has never come up as an 

issue at any of the -- at any audit meeting with 

regards -- with INAC.  They've never said, You 

cannot do this.  This is not allowed.  

So I -- I infer that they are 

100 percent okay with helping Band members, and to 

my knowledge, I -- I -- I feel that they are okay 

with that process.  They have never come out and 

said, You cannot do this.  That is not allowed.  

They've -- they've never done that, so take that for 

what it is.  

Q Nor have they said, You can do this particular 

process, correct?

A Nor have they said, No.  I don't know.  Maybe 

over -- over the years, maybe we've gotten that.  

Maybe prior Council members have gotten that, prior 
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Chief and Councils, but I've never been told, You 

can't do it.

Q And you've never been told, You can do this 

particular process, correct?

A I -- I -- we may have been told.  I -- 

Q You just don't know?

A But if I look back over the years, they may have 

said, No problem.  I don't know.  

Q Mr. Ahenakew -- Mr. Ahenakew, I just want to be 

clear.  You simply have no knowledge of ISC ever 

saying, You can do this particular process, we 

approve of it, in relation to Band member 

assistance, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Mr. Phillips, I think 

that's not what he's saying.  

A No.  No. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Tell me, then.  In October of 

2020, did you meet with ISC in relation to that 

audit?

A Not in October.  No.  

Q When, if at all, did you meet with ISC in 2020 in 

relation to Band member assistance?

A December of 2020, we met regarding the audit.  

Q That's the only time in 2020 that you met with ISC 

in relation to Band member assistance?

A No.  We've never met with -- with regards to Band 

member assistance specifically.  
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Q Or at all, correct?

A We've met regarding the audit.

Q And not Band member assistance at all, correct?

A Um, Band member assistance is included in the audit, 

in -- in the financial assistance line.  They had no 

problem with it, so I can infer that there's been no 

issues with -- with it.  

Q You're using the word "infer."  

A Yeah.

Q Is it fair to say that it simply wasn't discussed, 

Band member assistance, that is?

A Yeah.  I -- I think it's fair to say it wasn't 

discussed.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It was --

A It wasn't discussed specifically.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I -- I used the word -- I -- 

I used the word "meet," Mr. Ahenakew.  I want to 

clarify.  Outside of this -- and it was only that 

one meeting in December 2020?  I want to be clear.  

Is that correct?

A Yes.  That's correct.  With regards to that audit.  

Q In 2020, when else did you meet with ISC?

A I think that might have been the only time.  Oh, in 

2020?  

Q In 2020.  

A Okay.  I thought you meant December 2020.  Um, I 

don't know.  I don't know offhand.  Because of the 
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pandemic, it has been -- the meetings with the -- 

direct -- direct meetings are definitely not as -- 

not as -- they're not as many as we usually have.  

So we've met with INAC multiple times, usually now 

by Zoom.  Um, I don't know.  Maybe -- maybe ten 

times.  Maybe.  

Q So let's just clarify.  When you're saying "INAC," 

you're using that term interchangeably with ISC, 

right?

A Right.  

Q One and the same thing when you use that term, 

right?

A Right.  

Q So when you say ten times by Zoom, that's in 2020?

A Via Zoom or conference call.  Yeah.  That's -- 

that's a rough number.  

Q Okay.

A Could be more, could be less, but . . .  

Q Let's go back since the time you started in July of 

2018.  That is when you started, right?

A Yeah.

Q Between that time -- and that was your first 

involvement with Red Pheasant First Nation, correct?

A I had -- I had previous involvement with them, 

just -- 

Q Sir, I can't hear you.  Can you speak up, sir.

A I've had previous involvements with them.
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Q When was that?

A I did a -- I did a work plan for them the previous 

fall.  So that was just -- that was some work that 

the -- the Tribal Council had asked me to do on 

behalf of them.  So I came in and -- and did that 

quickly.  And prior to that, yeah, I had no 

involvement with -- with them.

Q So fall of 2017 -- is that correct -- your first 

involvement?

A Fall.  Yeah.  Fall.  Like --

Q Yeah.  Fall of 2017; is that correct?

A Fall.  Yeah.  

Q Fall of 2017, correct?

A Correct.

Q Okay.  So let's take it as fall of 2017, then.  

Between that date and today, you have never met with 

or communicated with INAC or ISC in relation to -- 

processes in relation to Band member assistance, 

have you?

A Well, no.  That's not true.  Some of the meetings 

are about process and -- and where -- where things 

are -- you know, what processes you have in place in 

the -- in the day-to-day management and what 

process -- what processes can be improved upon.  

Q With respect to processes in relation to Band member 

assistance, what specific occasions have you ever 

met with or communicated with ISC in relation to Red 
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Pheasant First Nation?

A I would say in the fall of 2017.  That would have 

been -- that would have been a focus of -- of the 

thoughts we would have had back then.  Just where -- 

where the community -- where the -- the programs 

were lacking and how can they be improved, what -- 

what steps can be done to improve the management of 

the -- of the First Nation.  

Q So the fall of 2017 -- 

A Yeah.

Q -- would you say that's the only meeting that you 

have had -- only meeting or communication that you 

had with ISC or INAC in relation to Band member 

assistance processes?

A Yeah.  That's -- that would have been the earliest 

instance of it.  And that would have been along the 

length for probably -- probably maybe a two- or 

three-month process.  And then from there, once the 

-- once the ISC people were -- were -- I don't know 

if you want to say "convinced," or once they were 

satisfied that the Band was taking the right steps 

to -- to, you know, run efficiently or run -- run 

their affairs in a -- in a more -- in a -- in a -- 

in a more efficient manner, then, yeah.  Then -- 

then they would have stepped back and said, No.  You 

guys are good to go now.  And this was before I was 

an employee.  
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Q As I understand it, you currently have a process 

where there is a discussion amongst the Band 

administrator, who is contacted by a needy member, 

the Chief or Councillors available, and the Band 

manager.  A decision is made, and then a direction 

to pay is forwarded to you, as chief financial 

officer, for payment.  It's typically done over the 

telephone, by email, or text message.  Have I fairly 

described the process?

A Yeah.  I -- the only thing -- the only thing I could 

add to that is, or in person.  It's not always done 

remotely, so that's the only -- that's the only 

change I would say is, if I'm there, then -- then 

I -- you know, it could be done -- I could do it in 

person with Cody.  So it's not, like, I'm always on 

the phone, always by email, always by e-Transfer.  

You know, if we're -- if we're across the table from 

each over, it could be done like that as well, so -- 

Q So with those -- with those qualifications to the 

process -- 

A Yeah.  

Q -- ISC, INAC, they have not approved or disapproved, 

for that matter.  They've simply said nothing of 

that particular process, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't think that's his 

evidence, Mr. Phillips.  He said -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm asking the witness, Mr. 
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Stooshinoff.  Please don't interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then don't misconstrue 

the evidence he just gave you five minutes ago.  He 

just told you he spent months with INAC, ISC -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I am asking the witness, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  Please don't interrupt again.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, if you continue 

to put false, misleading, mischaracterized evidence 

to the witness, you will continue to get my 

objections.  He just explained this.  They spent 

months putting the system in place.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, I'm referring 

to a specific Band member assistance process.  That 

process is the one that we just discussed.  The 

needy Band member brings their concern to the Band 

administrator, Chief and Councillors, that are 

available, they meet with the Band administrator, 

the Band manager, in other words.  A decision is 

made, and then a direction to pay is forwarded to 

you, as chief financial officer, for payment.  It 

could be done over the phone, email, text message.  

If you happened to be there, then it's done in 

person.  You're nodding your head "yes," so you're 

approving of what I say?  

A That's the process that we generally follow.  Yes.

Q Yes.  

So I've correctly described 
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this process, then?  

A Yeah.  I -- I -- I believe that's -- that's the 

process.  Yeah.

Q When did ISC approve of this specific process?

A I would say in the fall of 2017, we took measures to 

improve the efficiency of the -- of the processes in 

the financial management.  Um, we reviewed those 

with ISC, and based on that, they -- they -- they 

allowed management of -- of the First Nation to -- 

they allowed the Band to manage their own affairs in 

a more -- in a less -- I don't know what I'm trying 

to say, but they -- they would have approved that 

process back in the fall of 2017, based on 

recommendations from management and Chief and 

Council involvement.  I believe they would have been 

aware of the changes that were needed, and the Band 

would have suggested changes, and then they would 

have said, Yes, we agree.  

Q Was this specific process for Band member assistance 

discussed with ISC?

A It may have been.  I don't recall the exact meat and 

potatoes of that meeting, but the issue would have 

come up and a way -- a way to do it would have been 

explained to them.  I -- I can't remember 100 

percent, you know, bang, bang, bang, but this issue 

on how to -- how to deliver this as an improvement 

to the Band would have been discussed.  
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Q Improvements as to financial management -- 

A Yeah.

Q -- or Band member assistance in particular, this 

Band member assistance process -- 

A It was all -- it was all entailed.

Q Sorry, can you say that again, sir.

A It would have been entailed in -- in -- in 

everything.  

Q You're using the language of "would have been."  Do 

you actually remember that discussion with ISC or 

not?  

A Do I remember exactly?  Not the exact wording of it.  

Not the exact word by word, but I know that the 

processes would have been reviewed with INAC.  

Q Have you ever refused to do an e-Transfer or a Band 

member assistance payment?

A Yeah, I have.  Yeah.  Just based on availability 

of -- of funding or -- you know, if -- timing.  If 

the timing doesn't work out.  You know, if -- if 

there's going to be a cheque run coming up quick 

enough, then just do it through cheque, so -- yeah.  

There have been times when I have.

Q Well, let's narrow this down to Band member 

assistance payments.  You've refused those before?

A If -- yeah.  If the amount was too much, and they'd 

rather do a cheque, then maybe I would do it the 

next day.  Or, you know, if I'm in the office and 
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the person is mobile, then, you know, let's do a 

cheque rather than an e-Transfer.  So it's just 

depending on the situation.  If it's -- if there's 

need, I think it comes down to try and evaluate need 

and availability of when a cheque can be done.  

Obviously, we prefer to write 

a cheque if -- if it can be done in a timely 

manner.  But if -- at the end of the day, if -- if 

the need is there -- you know, we don't have time to 

courier a cheque away or to -- you know, it can't 

wait until the next day, then, yeah.  I -- but -- 

yeah.  I have -- I have tried to delay -- delay it 

until, you know, the next available time, if it's 

not deemed an absolute emergency.  

Q So are you telling the Court that you delayed Band 

member assistance payments, but you've never not 

done a requested Band member assistance payment?

A I don't know if I can say I've never not done one.  

I have -- again, depending on the time of the month 

and all that too, like -- but at the end of the 

day, we try to help when there's availability, 

funds, when there's need presented, and when 

there's -- yeah.  It comes down to affordability 

too.  Can -- can -- can I afford to make that 

payment physically out of my own account to get 

that -- to get that -- so there are different 

variables, and -- yeah.  I don't know -- I don't 
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know how else to answer that.  

Q I want to be clear.  Are you -- 

A It's almost -- it's almost like a delay, more than 

anything.  Delay it rather than say, No, absolutely 

not.  It's more like depending on what factors are 

at play, it's timing.  And I try not to delay for 

them -- for the -- for the -- you know, for -- I 

know Council has their decisions to make and -- and 

for them to identify need.  I don't want to be the 

one to say, You know what?  We can't help that 

person because I can't do the e-Transfer right now, 

so -- but in reality, if I can't do that e-Transfer, 

I will try to get the cheque made the next day or in 

a -- in a timely manner.

Q Did this occur any point in time January, February, 

or March 2020?

A I don't know.  I really don't know.  

Q You just don't recall?

A I don't recall, no, whether it happened or not.  

Q Specifically in relation to Gary Nicotine, beginning 

of March 2020, is it possible that this occurred, 

that you simply couldn't make a Band member 

assistance payment, or it needed to be delayed?

A I don't recall.  I don't recall anything to do with 

Gary or that situation.  

Q And when I'm saying "Gary Nicotine," obviously, I'm 

not talking to Gary Nicotine.  I'm talking a Band 
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member assistance payment that is made by him to you 

on behalf -- on behalf of somebody else, so for a 

different Band member.  I'm not talking about a 

payment to Gary Nicotine.

A What is your question, then?  Can you just kind of 

repeat -- repeat the question.  

Q I'll put it this way:  In January, February, or 

March 2020, is it possible that you delayed or 

couldn't make a Band member assistance payment that 

Gary Nicotine wanted done?

A I really don't know because I don't deal with Gary 

Nicotine on -- on the issues.  He could have asked 

on a Monday, and I wouldn't know if he had asked on 

Monday.  He wouldn't come to me directly.  He would 

go to Cody or the rest of the Council, so I wouldn't 

know if it was delayed or not from the time of the 

request until the time it got approved.  There could 

be a lapse there of -- of hours, days, weeks, so I 

really couldn't tell you.  

Q A Band member assistance payment that you were 

instructed to make by Cody Benson that had initiated 

or originated from Gary Nicotine, this type of Band 

member assistance payment in the months of January, 

February, and March 2020, it's possible that it was 

delayed by you.  You just don't remember; is that 

fair?

A No.
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: That's -- that's not his 

evidence, Mr. Phillips.  

A No.

MR. PHILLIPS: I qualified it to a direction 

provided by Cody Benson.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That's not his evidence, I'm 

saying.  

A No.  No.  That's not accurate.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: As I understand it, there is 

a $250 per household social assistance amount; is 

that correct?

A I'm not sure what the rate is now.  It might be 255 

or 260 nowadays.

Q Let's talk about the time period February, March 

2020; is that correct?

A It's -- it's roughly $250.  Yeah.  

Q In addition to that amount per household, there is 

other funding available for Band members in need, 

correct?

A Can you -- okay.  So -- so there's not every 

household, just for -- just for clarity.  It's for 

those that are living on social assistance or income 

assistance.  Those are the ones that have a hard 

time meeting -- meeting needs, so it's not every 

household.  The ones that are on social, they get 

very -- very meager social assistance income.  So 

that's what I was referring to when -- when I said 
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"250."  

Q So they're getting $250 per household on top of what 

their social assistance payments are individually; 

is that correct?

A No.  That's -- that's their -- that's -- that's 

about what they get per month for groceries and -- 

groceries and any kind of spending money that they 

need.  

Q Everything else is paid for.  Their housing and 

power and utilities and everything else, correct?

A For those people, I think their power and their 

energy are paid for.  Yeah.

Q So the $250 that you're referring to, it's only to 

groceries and spending money, I think you said; is 

that correct?

A Whatever their needs -- whatever their needs are for 

that month.

Q Okay.  So in addition to that, though, there is 

other funding available.  I think one term special 

needs funding or something is another category of 

funding that's available?

A Yeah.  There's special needs funding for -- there's 

an item there for -- for furniture to -- to -- but 

they have to apply for it.  It's not something they 

get every -- every year.  They get it once every 

three years, if they apply.

Q And this is in addition to this Band member 
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assistance category.  It's -- that's a separate 

category, right?

A Separate category.  Yeah.

Q Yeah.  

A Special needs -- 

Q Special needs --

A Special needs would help with -- if you're having a 

baby, they might buy you a car seat to bring the 

baby home.  

Q So by no means is this $250 the only funding that is 

available to Band members in need.  There are 

several other sources; is that fair?

A Not really.  There -- that special needs isn't meant 

to be a monthly or even an annual allocation.  It's 

-- it's identified for the entire community that -- 

of -- the entire community of people that -- that 

are eligible for social assistance, so it's not 

automatic.  You're -- you're -- you have to have 

basic -- some -- some really special needs to -- to 

get that.  

Let's say, if you have HIV, 

you know, there's -- there's -- there's funding 

allowances in there for -- for additional diets.  If 

you're -- like I said, if you have a baby, they -- 

I -- I think they -- they provide for a car seat to 

bring the baby home.  So it's not -- it's not -- 

it's not a -- it's not a monthly thing that you can 
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depend on.  It's -- it's specific to, you know, 

needs at the time.  

Q In addition to this special needs category, though, 

there -- the point is that this $250, by no means, 

is this the only funding available to Band members 

in need, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think he said it is, Mr. 

Phillips.

A Yeah.  There's not much out there for people that 

are single -- single, not employed, and -- and not 

having the skills or ability to leave to go to 

work.  Other than that $250, there's not much there 

for them.

Q With respect to the time period January 1st through 

March 31st, 2020, and Band member assistance 

payments or similar payments made directly by Gary 

Nicotine, were there any reimbursement payments made 

by Red Pheasant First Nation to Gary Nicotine?

A I don't recall any.  

Q With respect to the time period January 1st through 

March 31st, 2020, and Band member assistance 

payments or similar payments made directly by 

Clinton Wuttunee, were there any reimbursement 

payments made by Red Pheasant First Nation to 

Clinton Wuttunee?

A Yes.  There would have been.  

Q Please identify the first one.  
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A Well, I don't know offhand.  I don't have that 

information on me.

Q You simply have no recollection?

A No.  I just have no -- I have no detail as to what 

that is.  

Q You're saying "would have been," but you don't 

remember?

A There would have been.  There were.

Q So when?  Tell me.  

A I don't know.  I don't have anything in front of me 

right now.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And as I understand you, Mr. 

Stooshinoff, you're refusing to give any 

undertakings; is that correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm refusing to give any 

undertakings that are in the nature of a discovery 

process, and this falls squarely into that 

category.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, can you still 

hear me.  

A I can.  

Q With respect to the time period of January 1st 

through March 31st, 2020, and Band member assistance 

payments or similar payments made directly by Lux 

Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, 

Henry Gardipy, Samuel Wuttunee, or Shawn 

Wuttunee, were there any reimbursement payments made 
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by Red Pheasant First Nation?

A I don't think there would be.  

Q With respect to the time period of January 1st  

through -- I'll put it this way:  The only 

reimbursement payments made by Red Pheasant First 

Nation for the time period January 1st through March 

31st, 2020, in relation to Band member assistance 

payments or similar -- any similar such payments 

were to Clinton Wuttunee; is that correct?

A No.  And to myself.

Q Oh, so you paid some Band members directly, Band 

member assistance payments, and you were then 

reimbursed?

A Right.

Q You're nodding your head, "yes."  Is that correct?

A I said, Right.  Yeah.  I said, Right.

Q Okay.  I couldn't hear you.  

So you and Clinton Wuttunee 

are the only two persons that you say were 

reimbursed for Band member assistance payments that 

were made directly by anyone, whether it be a 

Chief -- member of Chief and Council or otherwise?  

A And Cody Benson would have.  

Q Tell me about the Band member assistance or similar 

such payments that were reimbursed to Cody Benson in 

the time period January 1st through March 20th, 

2020?
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A I don't know have that information with me.

Q Sorry, can you say that again.  I couldn't hear you.

A I don't have that information with me.

Q And you don't remember any particulars of them?

A No.  No.  No.

Q What about yourself?

A I don't have -- 

Q The reimbursement payments to yourself?

A I don't recall what they were.

Q You don't remember anything about them?

A No.  

Q You don't remember anything about any of the 

reimbursement payments in that time period, January 

1st, 2020, through to March 20th, 2020, to Clinton 

Wuttunee, Cody Benson, or yourself, correct?

A Yeah.  

Q So the -- Cody Benson, is he using his bank account 

to make e-Transfers?

A Yes.  

Q His personal bank account?

A Yeah.

Q To make Band member assistance payments to Band 

members?

A Correct.

Q Same thing for yourself; you're using your personal 

bank account?

A Correct.
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Q For all e-Transfers that you made in the time period 

January 1st through to March 20th, 2020, you're 

using your personal bank account?

A Correct.

Q Rosalie Kelly, they were no reimbursement payments 

to her in relation to Band member assistance or any 

such similar payments in that time period January 

1st through to March 20th, 2020, correct, sir?

A As far as I can recall.  Correct.

Q As far as you can recall.  That's a "no," right?  

You just nodded your head.  You have to say "yes."

A I just can't recall.  

Q Okay.  Now, in January 2020, you were present at the 

Band office when Paul Tobaccojuice was there?

A I believe I was.  Yeah.  I would say yes.  

Q Lux Benson, Clinton Wuttunee, they were there as 

well?

A I think they were in the building.  Yes.  

Q You observed Paul Tobaccojuice complete a request 

for a mail-in ballot form?

A No.  

Q You said "in the building."  So am I to hear you say 

that you were simply elsewhere in the building, not 

necessarily -- not with Paul Tobaccojuice the whole 

time?

A I remember him coming in, and I remember making a 

cheque for him for tires.  That's -- that's the 
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extent of my knowledge there.

Q You don't remember anything else about that day.  

You were -- 

A Yeah.  I just remember it was first time I met 

Paul.  That's the first time I ever met him, and I 

was asked to make a cheque for $200.  It was for 

tires.  I think it was 200.  And --

Q You have to -- oh, sorry.  I thought you had 

finished speaking.  I'm sorry.  Go ahead.

A Yeah.  He seemed happy, the first time I ever met 

him.  So other than that, like, I didn't know him 

before that, and that's kind of what sticks out is 

-- you know, meeting him and basically writing a 

cheque for $200 for him, so . . .

Q So you had to leave the room to go and do the 

cheque, correct?

A Sure.  I don't know.  I don't know.  

Q So you simply don't remember if you were in Paul 

Tobaccojuice's presence the whole time or not?

A Yeah.  I just don't remember.  I just remember 

meeting him, and -- and -- yeah.  

Q Red Pheasant First Nation, you are the director of 

finances and the chief financial officer, so you 

have intricate knowledge of its finances, correct?

A Correct.

Q You know that the expenses for this election appeal 

in the Federal Court are being paid by Red Pheasant 
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First Nation, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like the answer.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You know, what?  And I'd like 

lots of answers from you too.  

MR. PHILLIPS: What is the nature of the 

objection?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm just objecting.  This 

is -- you're asking matters relevant to privilege to 

information, and it's out of bounds.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I asked about expenses.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, you had 

expenses for driving to Mr. Stooshinoff's office 

today from about two hours away, three hours away?

A An hour and a half.  

Q Those expenses are being paid by Red Pheasant First 

Nation, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You know, Mr. Phillips, this 

is where we're getting into issues, as we discussed 

earlier, and it is in relation to discovery, and 

you're embarking on a discovery process.  And unless 

you can show me where it's related to the affidavit 

of Austin Ahenakew, we are objecting to this line of 

questioning.  Thank you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, as you're 

aware, a relevant consideration in relation to the 
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issue of costs is, is the Red Pheasant First Nation 

paying the bills for the expenses associated with 

this matter, or are the Chief and Council paying 

them?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  But you'll recall, Mr. 

Phillips, when we were cross-examining Heather 

Meechance with regard to her costs, I don't recall 

you permitting her to answer any of my questions, 

did you? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not answering it, so 

just move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, to your 

knowledge, Clinton Wuttunee, he has not personally 

incurred any expenses in relation to this -- 

financial expenses in relation to this election 

appeal in the Federal Court, has he?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, objection.  

Fishing.  You're engaged in the discovery process.  

We object.  We'll continue to object.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, to your 

knowledge, none of the respondents -- the members of 

Chief and Council, in other words -- have personally 

incurred any expenses in relation to this election 

appeal in the Federal Court.  All of those expenses 

have been paid by Red Pheasant First Nation, 

correct?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Mr. Phillips, 

move on.  You remember Heather Meechance.  Just 

think about her and your conduct when I asked 

similar questions.  The difference was, Mr. 

Phillips, is that -- you were demanding that I --

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, your witness 

has been given -- your clients have been given a 

full and fair opportunity to answer very relevant 

questions.  An adverse inference will be requested.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah.  We can -- you can 

expect the same for Heather Meechance.  However, the 

difference then, Mr. Phillips, if you'll recall, is 

that -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please 

confine your interruption to succinct objections in 

accordance with the Rules.  I would like to 

efficiently conduct this cross-examination today.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  It is succinct, and at 

that time -- at that time, you were demanding that I 

personally pay her for those costs, which is 

considerably different, and you refused to permit 

her to answer those questions.  Bear that in mind.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, your failure 

to honour an undertaking that you gave as an officer 

of Court will be an issue in the future.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: That will be for another time 
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and another forum.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, your deliberate 

attempt to extort money under a false representation 

will be the matter for another hearing at another 

time, and you can count on it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The issue will be taken up 

with the Court.  Now is not the appropriate time.  

Please stop interrupting, Mr. Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  Please proceed, Mr. 

Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, no payment for 

Band member assistance or anything else was made to 

Constance Johnson in 2019 or 2020, correct?

A I don't know.  I couldn't tell you.  I don't know 

offhand. 

Q No payment for Band member assistance or anything 

else was made to Constance Johnson on behalf of 

anyone else in 2019 or 2020, correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Which paragraph in his 

affidavit are you referring to? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  This is a relevant question, and you 

know it.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How so? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, please answer 

my question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How so?  How so?  How is it a 
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relevant question?  

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm not going to get into a 

legal -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You have to --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- argument with you today, 

Mr. Stooshinoff.  We're going to finally have 

some -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How -- how is it relevant?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Show me where it's written.  

Which paragraph? 

MR. PHILLIPS: If you're going to object on 

the basis of relevancy and refuse to permit the 

witness to answer the question, the Court will -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm doing so on the fact 

that -- that you are engaging in a discovery 

process.  You were doing okay there, Mr. Phillips, 

when you were asking about processes and procedures, 

which is what his affidavit is presented before us 

for that purpose.  Now, you're deviating.  Now, 

you're going back to the ways of looking for 

discovery.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Again, Mr. Phillips, no.  I'm 

not, and I will continue to interrupt so long as you 

continue to embark on a discovery process.  
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, no Band member 

assistance payments were made to Arnold Bruce 

Wuttunee in 2019 or 2020, correct, sir?  

A I don't know.  I'm sorry.  I can't recall.  

Q No Band member assistance payments were made to 

anyone on behalf of Arnold Bruce Wuttunee in 2019 or 

2020, correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How could he possibly know 

that? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you endorse your counsel's 

answer, Mr. Ahenakew?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How could he possibly know 

that, Mr. Phillips?  Before you -- you start going 

along that line --

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- how could he know that?

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, it sounds 

like you're saying this witness has no knowledge of 

the matter.  Let's simply get that answer from this 

witness, then we can move on.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  You 

said -- the question you made was, If a payment was 

made to somebody on behalf of that individual, like 

how -- how could he know that?  He -- he -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: If he has no knowledge, he 

can simply state that, Mr. Stooshinoff, and we can 

move on finally.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then don't ask --

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting 

inappropriately.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, don't ask that -- don't 

ask that question.  The question -- you're asking 

him knowledge of a third party.  He can't know 

that.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, to your 

knowledge, no Band member assistance payments were 

made to anyone on behalf of Arnold Bruce Wuttunee in 

2019 or 2020, correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Objection.  How could 

he know that? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you endorse the answer of 

Mr. Stooshinoff, Mr. Ahenakew?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How he could know that?  

Explain how could he know it first, Mr. Phillips.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, do you endorse 

your counsel's answer, which is essentially that you 

can't possibly know anything?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  It's not you can't 

possibly know anything.  Mr. Phillips, you're asking 

him when he is directed by Cody Benson to make a 

Band member assistance, he doesn't conduct an 

audit.  He follows the instruction of Mr. Benson  

That's it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 
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Mr. Stooshinoff, so we can move on?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's not an interruption -- 

okay.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The objection is on the 

record.  Your refusal to let the witness answer the 

very relevant question is on the record.  The Court 

will take its own view of the matter.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah.  Good luck.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, in 2020, how 

many employees did Red Pheasant First Nation have 

approximately?  And, obviously, not including the 

members of Chief and Council.  Sorry, you're putting 

your fingers up.  You have to answer -- I think I 

see three fingers.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's thinking.  

A Give me a minute.  Yeah.  I'm thinking.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Oh, okay.  

A Yeah.  I want to say 45, give or take.

Q 45 employees in 2020?

A Yeah.

Q At any one given time?

A Yeah.  

Q In 2020, how many Band members worked out of the 

Band office of those 45?

A Seven or eight.  

Q Mr. Ahenakew, where is Dana Falcon right now?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Mr. Phillips, 
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that's pretty pathetic.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, to your 

knowledge, where is Dana Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, for God sakes.  I -- I 

think I already said, That's pretty pathetic, Mr. 

Phillips.  Maybe you didn't hear me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I didn't hear an objection.  

Tell me.  Mr. Stooshinoff, you tell me, then.  Where 

is Dana Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not here.  He's not 

here.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Where is he?  He's supposed 

to be here for a cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  Well, Mr. Phillips, we 

explained all of that last night.  

MR. PHILLIPS: No, you didn't.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes, we did.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Tell us the specific location 

where Dana Falcon is and why he's not here.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I have no idea.  I know he's 

not here.  He was not available today.  He informed 

us of that on Wednesday night, that he could not be 

available on Friday.  He was going to be available 

on Thursday.  

In fact, he was here on 

Thursday, Mr. Phillips, and he sat in his truck 

outside of my office building from 9 in the morning 
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until almost 5 o'clock at your request, Mr. 

Phillips, in your continued abuse of witnesses and a 

complete and utter disregard of the rights of 

criminal -- or legal system participants.  You have 

no respect for people.  Anyway, he left.  He went 

home, to the best of my knowledge.  That's all I can 

tell you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Did you personally speak with 

Dana Falcon, Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I personally met with Dana 

Falcon.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Why is he not here today?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Because he told us on 

Wednesday night that he could not be here Friday.  

MR. PHILLIPS: What is the reason?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's -- I don't know, Mr. 

Phillips.  Maybe he's ill.  Maybe his children are 

ill.  Maybe he's got cattle to look after.  I don't 

know.  He said he could not be available, and we 

told you that last night.  You were informed that he 

could not be here today.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, this is the 

email that you're referring to, 8:44 p.m. last 

night, correct, up on the screen?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I'm not 

engaging with you.  I've told you that is -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: You're referring to a 
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document.  This is what it is.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I didn't refer to a document.

MR. PHILLIPS: Let's have it marked as the 

next Exhibit 148, A-148.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I didn't refer 

to a document.  I referred to our conversation that 

we had in the -- between 4:50 p.m. and 5 o'clock.  

We had a conversation.  I explained that to you in 

your -- in our conversation.  This document does not 

reflect our conversation, other than that the fact 

that we informed you that Mr. Falcon was not 

available.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you are 

misrepresenting what was discussed.  You were to go 

as is reflected in this email up on -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- the screen in my reply to 

you -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You do what you want -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- if Mr. Falcon could arrive 

at 9 a.m. given your insistence upon a delayed start 

for this witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Mr. Phillips, you said 

if you can get Dana, we'll see if we can start at 9, 

if you can get Dana.  I'm not -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, it's very 

clear that you and I are going to have a 
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disagreement here.  We're going to confirm -- Court 

Reporter, please confirm that this has been marked 

as Exhibit 148 -- A-148.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-148:

Email between Mr. Phillips and Mr. 

Stooshinoff, January 7, 2021.

MR. PHILLIPS: For the record, it's 12:01 

p.m. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Would the court reporter 

please confirm you have on the record our statement 

that between 4:50 p.m. and 5 o'clock p.m. yesterday, 

Mr. Phillips was informed that Mr. Dana Falcon was 

not available, that he had left.  In fact, Mr. 

Winegarden went out to try and see if he was still 

present in his truck, and he was not.  He had 

already left.

THE COURT REPORTER: Without pulling up the 

original transcript, I don't want to make my own 

inferences, but I'm pretty sure that I have on the 

transcript that he did go out to speak to Dana 

Falcon.  I don't think it was said that he wouldn't 

be able to attend.  I'm not sure.  I don't want to 

assume.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Are you done with this 

witness?  

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm sending that Exhibit 
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A-148 to the court reporter and to your office.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, do that on your own 

time.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- so that you have a copy of 

it, Mr. Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You can do that your own 

time.  The witness is waiting. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Come on.  Please stop 

interrupting.   

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, where is Jason 

Chakita?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, for heaven sakes.  

Objection.  Move on, Mr. Phillips.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where is Lux Benson?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where is Henry Gardipy?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I'm going to 

shut you off if you don't ask a relevant question, 

so start doing it.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where is Shawn Wuttunee?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You better start doing it, 

Mr. Phillips.  So if you've got a relevant question 

for this witness -- a relevant question for this 

witness, otherwise we'll -- we'll end the matter.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where is Clinton Wuttunee?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Do you want to question my 

client about a relevant matter?  If you do, ask it 
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now.  Ask it now, Mr. Phillips.  Otherwise, we're 

just going to put you as -- as engaging in some form 

of -- of harassment, so . . .

MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have the 

Direction -- second revised Direction to Attend to 

Dana Falcon.  If we can please have that marked as 

Exhibit A-149.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That's got nothing to do with 

this witness.  It's not admissible in these 

proceedings, so I assume you're through with my 

client.  Mr. Wuttunee is done, Mr. Phillips? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you're not engaging 

him.  If you want to abuse -- continue to abuse this 

Court process by trying to introduce documents and 

exhibits with regard to Mr. Falcon in Mr. Wuttunee's 

cross-examination, you're misconstruing the Court 

process, so -- okay.  Goodbye.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that has been marked as Exhibit A- --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Goodbye.  Mr. Phillips, we're 

leaving.  You're obviously --

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're obviously --

MR. PHILLIPS: That's been marked as Exhibit 

A-149?
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THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS Thank you.

Exhibit A-149:

Second revised Direction to Attend of Dana 

Falcon.

MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, for the 

record, Mr. Stooshinoff has now terminated his 

connection to the video conference 

cross-examination, including that of the witness, 

Mr. Austin Ahenakew.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Mr. Phillips, you're -- 

you're engaging in a process that has got nothing to 

do with this witness.  If you have a question, let 

us know, but you've been given fair warning.  If 

you're not going to ask him questions -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, you've turned off your video.  I can 

see now -- or I can hear you.  Are you still on this 

video conference?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I got my finger on the 

trigger.  Do you have a question for Mr. Ahenakew?  

If not, if you want to try and put in your third 

party records relating to someone else, do it on 

somebody else's time, but Mr. Ahenakew has got 

things to do.  Stop abusing his time.  Stop abusing 

this discovery process.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, we're 
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marking these Directions to Attend.  We're noting 

the failure of --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, that's got nothing to 

do with him.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- these witnesses to attend.  

And then we're going to -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's got nothing to do with 

Ahenakew.  Don't you get it?  It's got nothing to do 

with him.  So let him go.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, this witness -- this witness obviously 

has knowledge as to where these witnesses are, 

rather than -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh my God.  We're tired of 

you, my friend.  It's got nothing to do with him.  

Hire someone else.  Hire a private investigator.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  Up on the screen, we have the second 

revised Direction to Attend to Jason Chakita.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's not got to do with this 

witness.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Could the court reporter 

please mark that as Exhibit A-150 and confirm.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-150:

Second revised Direction to Attend of 

Jason Chakita.
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: And that's over our 

objection, Ms. Court Reporter, because it's got 

nothing to do with this witness.

MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have the 

second revised Direction to Attend of Lux Benson 

now.  Can the court reporter please mark that as 

Exhibit --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, do it on someone else's 

time.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

mark that as Exhibit A-150 and confirm.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Exhibit A-151:

Second revised Direction to Attend of Lux 

Benson.

MR. PHILLIPS: A-151, that is.  Can the 

court reporter please confirm it's A-151.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Correct.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have the 

second revised Direction to Attend to Henry Gardipy.  

Can the court reporter please confirm that that's 

been marked as the next exhibit, A-152.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-152:

Second revised Direction to Attend of 

Henry Gardipy.

MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have the 
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second revised Direction to Attend to Shawn 

Wuttunee.  Can the court reporter please confirm 

that that's been marked as the next exhibit -- 

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes. 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- A-153.

THE COURT REPORTER: Correct.  

Exhibit A-153:

Second revised Direction to Attend of 

Shawn Wuttunee.

MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have the 

revised Direction to Attend to Clinton Wuttunee.  

Can you please confirm, Court Reporter, that that's 

marked as the next exhibit, A-154.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-154:

Revised Direction to Attend of Clinton 

Wuttunee.

MR. PHILLIPS: In relation to Clinton 

Wuttunee, up on the screen, we have the December -- 

or October 19th, 2020, purported reply to 

undertakings of Clinton Wuttunee.  Can the court 

reporter please mark that as the next exhibit, 

A-155.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  

Exhibit A-155:

Purported reply to undertakings of Clinton 

Wuttunee, dated October 19, 2020.
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MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have the 

December 4th, 2020, purported reply to undertakings 

of Clinton Wuttunee.  Can the court reporter please 

mark that as the next exhibit, A-156.    

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Exhibit A-156:  

Purported reply to undertakings of Clinton 

Wuttunee, dated December 4, 2020.

MR. PHILLIPS: That last document was the 

December 4th, 2020, purported reply to undertakings 

of Clinton Wuttunee.  

The document up on the screen 

is my December 6th, 2020, reply.  Can the court 

reporter please mark that as exhibit, A-157.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-157:

Mr. Phillips' December 6, 2020, reply to 

the purported reply to undertakings of 

Clinton Wuttunee, dated December 4, 2020.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And, finally, up on the 

screen, we have the attachment to that email, which 

is the last exhibit.  The draft reply to 

undertakings of Clinton Wuttunee prepared by 

myself.  Can the court reporter please mark that as 

the next exhibit, A-158.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-158:
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Draft reply to the undertakings of Clinton 

Wuttunee prepared by Mr. Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

still there?  Mr. Stooshinoff, are you still there?

THE COURT REPORTER: You're muted right now, Mr. 

Stooshinoff, if you didn't realize.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Was somebody asking if we 

were here?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Twice, yes.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What are you doing?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're abusing the Court 

record again, are you?  You're attempting to put in 

evidence that has nothing to with Austin Ahenakew.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, we've just 

gone through the -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just listen to me for a 

minute.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, we've just 

gone through the --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We don't want to hear from 

you, Mr. Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- second revised Directions 

to Attend of several witnesses --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We don't want to hear from 
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you.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- as well as the revised 

Direction to Attend in relation to Clinton 

Wuttunee.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We don't want to hear from 

you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We've also gone through the 

reply -- purported replies to --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I need to put my objection on 

the record. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You stop interrupting me.  I 

started --

MR. PHILLIPS: You'll get your opportunity 

to say whatever you like later on.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  You have to put on the 

record that you have attempted to introduce into the 

records documentation so that you can get it onto 

the Court record that have absolutely nothing to do 

with this witness.  In so doing, you are engaging in 

an abuse of the Court process.  This witness has 

been waiting here, waiting to be questioned, and 

instead, you embarked on a process to circumvent the 

cross-examine privilege you have with regard to this 

witness and instead abuse that privilege by using it 

to try and improperly introduce documentary evidence 
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that has nothing to do with him.  That's what I want 

on the record.  Thank you, Mr. Phillips.  If you 

have a relevant question, ask it now.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, are you done interrupting? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think you were the one 

interrupting.  This is a witness whose been waiting 

here to get done with your questioning, and you 

stopped your questioning for a personal purpose for 

you to try and sneak in inadmissible evidence.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not interrupting.  You're 

the one that interrupted.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, Constance 

Johnson, Dana Falcon, Jason Chakita, Lux Benson, 

Henry Gardipy, Shawn Wuttunee, Clinton 

Wuttunee, we've just seen all of their second 

revised Directions to Attend, and in the case of 

Clinton Wuttunee, his revised Direction to Attend.  

They were required to attend for cross-examination.  

They are not here, are they? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you have abused 

and continue to abuse the Court process.  You have 

abused and continue to abuse witnesses.  These 

witnesses have been in Saskatoon on numerous 

occasions.  We have begged you for schedules.  You 
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never give us schedules.  We create the schedules, 

and as soon as we create the schedules, you cancel 

and revise them after they have already been put in 

place, after witnesses have already arranged their 

calendars and schedules, after all arrangements have 

been made for hotels and costs and travel costs, and 

it's because you do not respect witnesses.  

MR. WINEGARDEN: It's a tactic.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You abuse the Court process, 

and you abuse these witnesses, and then when they 

come to Court, you have them waiting for days on 

end.  And then when they're not available, then you 

try and put forward, as you've just done, a sneaky, 

devious, underhanded -- and I might say -- 

completely unethical attempt to create and 

manufacture evidence against these witnesses.  

That is very unprofessional, 

Mr. Phillips, but that's what you're doing, and, Mr. 

Phillips, you know it.  I know it.  Everybody knows 

it.  And soon, very soon, the Court will know it 

because I'm going to tell the Court exactly what I'm 

telling you.  You are an abusive person that abuses 

the Court process, that manufactures false 

information and false impressions to try and gain a 

tactical advantage.  That's what you're doing, Mr. 

Phillips, and you know it.  So are we done with, 

Mr. Ahenakew? 
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MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You are either incapable of 

understanding what I've told you or are deliberately 

refusing to acknowledge it.  Which is it?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, each of these 

persons that I identified, where are they?  

Constance Johnson -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Clinton Wuttunee, Shawn 

Wuttunee, Lux Benson --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right.  Mr. Phillips, 

you're done with this witness.  All right.  Let's 

call it a day.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where are they, Mr. Ahenakew?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you check your backyard, 

Mr. Phillips?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you check your backyard?  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- are you going to produce 

any of these witnesses today?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We've got a schedule.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you going to produce any 

of these witnesses today?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You've got a schedule from 

us.  Did you follow our schedule?

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you going to produce any 

of these witnesses today?  Are you going to produce 
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any of these witnesses on Monday morning, January 

11th, 9 a.m.?  Are you going to produce any of them?  

Dana Falcon, are you producing him January 11th, 9 

a.m.?  

Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's a crazy man.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You have some psychiatric 

condition, Mr. Phillips.  We have an agreement that 

we're resuming on the 12th.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Do we have an agreement or 

not?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

producing any of these witnesses today --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I have to know because I 

think you know --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- because if not, we're 

going to keep going through the days.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You have some psychiatric 

issue, Mr. Phillips.  You need help.  We have an 

agreement on the 12th.  That's the next day you and 

I are going to meet, so hopefully you can get help 

in the meantime.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you just 

said yesterday that you are available on January 
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11th, correct?  I confirmed with the court reporter 

today that they are available on January 11th.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You didn't accept it.  You 

didn't accept it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Your clients have refused to 

attend for cross-examination.  They are being given 

every single reasonable opportunity to remedy their 

misconduct.  Their deliberate failure to attend for 

cross-examination, it occurred October 13th.  It 

occurred today.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You see, here's the problem, 

Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are they going to attend for 

cross-examination or not?  'Cause we're waiting yet 

another day of cross-examination time.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Of course -- of course they 

are, Mr. Phillips, and we've given you a schedule.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's you that don't follow 

the schedules.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Dana Falcon, when is he going 

to be produced for cross-examination?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yesterday.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you want to 

try answering my question in a sincere manner now.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yesterday.  For the whole day 

he sat here.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, this is not 

productive, so let's just move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Thank you.  I take it you're 

done with Mr. Ahenakew because we're done.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

going to produce Dana Falcon or not?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes, we are.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And if so, when?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes, we are.  As soon as we 

get him organized, I expect he'll be back on the -- 

the following week.  We have the 12th and the 15th 

arranged.  Those were -- that was our agreement, Mr. 

Phillips, yesterday.  I know you've forgotten that, 

as you seem to forget all our other agreements.  If 

it's not convenient to you, it doesn't seem to 

work.  So we'll look forward to talking to you 

again, Mr. Phillips, on the 12th and the 15th.  

Thank you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Have a nice day.  Have a nice 

day.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You know that January 15th is 

to accommodate Constance Johnson and Constance 

Johnson only -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: No, it's not.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: -- it's given her travel at 

your request from Edmonton -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, it's not, Mr Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- provincial travel, 

Edmonton to Saskatoon.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, no.  We -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: That was not requested on our 

part.  This is a video cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, for some --

MR. WINEGARDEN: She's got COVID-19.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you --

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, Dana Falcon, 

when is going to be produced for cross-examination?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You have lost your mind, Mr. 

Phillips.  We have told you that Constance 

Johnson -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: When are you producing Dana 

Falcon for cross-examination?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- has been tested for COVID.  

I told you that she would be getting the results 

hopefully this weekend.  If she's available, and she 

doesn't have COVID, then we will inform you on 

Tuesday.  That's what I told you, Mr. Phillips.  So 

you're just going to have to accept that we're going 

to deal with these witnesses on the 12th and the 

15th.  We had changed -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: What about Dana Falcon?  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- the 15th.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Dana Falcon, when is he being 

produced specifically?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The 15th.  The 15th.  We'll 

send you an email, how's that?  

MR. PHILLIPS: No.  When is Dana Falcon 

being produced for cross-examination?  He should be 

here right now.  Jason Chakita should be here rather 

than travelling to Alberta or BC.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yesterday.  Both of them --

MR. PHILLIPS: Clinton Wuttunee should be 

here rather than travelling out of province.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Both of them were available 

and waited all day for you, Mr. Stooshinoff.  We had 

four witnesses here.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We had fours witnesses, 

Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The witnesses were schedulled 

for cross-examination, and they're not here.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, they were -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: You've failed to produce the 

witnesses yet again.  October 13th and again now.  

This is inappropriate.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, what's 

inappropriate is that you do not listen.  You don't 

seem to get it through your head that we schedulled 
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four of those witnesses for yesterday.  They were 

all here.  Two of those witnesses waited all day.  

They could not be here Friday.  We told you that.  

That is the end of the matter.  Now, goodbye.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, there are a 

number of misstatements, and the record will speak 

for itself.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Goodbye.  Yeah.  Well, good 

luck with that.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  You're done with him.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- where is Dana Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're done with him.  I'm 

not -- I'm not embarking on this ridiculous 

exercise.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You've refused to identify a 

specific date and time that Dana Falcon is being 

produced for cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: 12th or the 15th.  12th or 

the 15th.  12th or the 15th.  Do you see me, Mr. 

Phillips?  12th or the 15th.  12th or the 15th.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Dana Falcon is the next 

witness.  When is he being produced?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Dana Falcon, 12th or 

the 15th.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We're offering 9 a.m. on 

January 11.  Are you refusing that?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: This is ridiculous.  This is 

the end.  Goodbye, Mr. Phillips.  Take it up with 

the Court.  We're -- we're done with this absolutely 

childish madness.  Goodbye.  You're done with 

Mr. Ahenakew, correct?  Any questions?  Going once, 

going twice, three times.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you going to object to my 

questions?  'Cause you continue to do so.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What questions?  You don't 

have a question.  Do you have a question? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, as you know, 

we're going to be -- we're seeking relief from the 

Court.  This -- this witness has failed to produce 

any documents.  He's declined, refused, objected to 

respond to several lawful, relevant questions.  

We're seeking relief from the Court.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Tell it to the Court.  Fill 

your books.

MR. PHILLIPS: Now, you're refusing to 

advise what specifically is the circumstances with 

Dana Falcon or any of the other witnesses that 

should be here right now for these schedulled 

cross-examinations.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Tell it to the Court.  

MR. PHILLIPS: This witness has personal 

knowledge as to where they are.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Tell it to the Court.  
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MR. WINEGARDEN: He doesn't have personal 

knowledge.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Tell it to the Court, Mr. 

Phillips.  If you think that's a relevant question 

in relation to his affidavit, good luck with that.  

Now, goodbye.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, I can see that 

you're waiting.  Are you prepared to answer my 

questions now? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you're still 

present as well.  

Let the record reflect that 

both the witness, Mr. Ahenakew, and Mr. Stooshinoff 

are unresponsive.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Phillips made us sit here for ten minutes 

without acknowledging us, without asking a question, 

without ending this cross-examination.  Mr. 

Phillips, I said before that you abuse witnesses.  

That's an example.  You're doing it deliberately.  

You have no questions, and yet you make this witness 

sit here.  That's an abuse, Mr. Phillips.  The Court 

surely cannot be willing to condone that kind of 

behaviour, so let's do something with integrity, Mr. 

Phillips.  Let's end this matter and let this 

witness go, and we'll carry on, and we'll see you on 

Tuesday, all right? 
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MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, that is not 

a fair characterization.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let's show a little 

integrity.  Let's show a little integrity.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You said goodbye -- you just 

said goodbye and packed up all of your things.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're ready to go, if you 

have no questions.

MR. PHILLIPS: Now, you're sitting down.  

Are you waiting -- are you prepared -- you and the 

witness prepared to answer questions, the witness?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We've always been prepared to 

answer questions.  It's you, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Ahenakew, where is Dana 

Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on.  Move on, Mr. 

Phillips.  

A I don't know where Dana is.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Don't answer those 

questions.  They're ridiculous questions.  They're a 

stupid process.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, as you're 

aware, we've requested that you advise whether Dana 

Falcon will be produced at 9 a.m. on January 11th.  

We've made another -- we've accommodated our 

availability for another day with the court 

reporter.  Are you going to produce him on that day, 
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a day which you advised yesterday you were 

available?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  Your court 

reporter said that the court reporter was not 

available.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I have conferred with the 

court reporter.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I haven't.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Court Reporter, can you 

please confirm that you're available for January 

11th.

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  It's January 13th we're 

not available.

MR. PHILLIPS: So, Mr. Stooshinoff, January 

11th, are you going to finally produce Dana Falcon 

for cross-examination?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We'll see.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We'll see right now.  Are you 

going to produce him or not?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We'll see.  You'll get an 

email.  This is first I've heard of it.  It's now 

five to 1 on Friday the 8th of January, and now you 

inform me that the morning of the -- Monday the 11th 

is open.  I don't have the whole day, as I told you 

last -- yesterday, that I could appear in the 

morning.  If you're going to take more than a 

morning, Mr. Phillips, unless you give us a hard 
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time and -- and limit your questions to within that 

time frame . . .

MR. PHILLIPS: 9 a.m., January 11th.  Will 

you produce Dana Falcon?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't know.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You say you have the morning.  

9 a.m. to noon.  Will you produce him at that time?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't know.  I don't know.  

We had him schedulled for the 12th and the 15th.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You did not have him 

schedulled for the 15th, Mr. Stooshinoff. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, no.  We had him 

schedulled, actually, for yesterday, but now we have 

squeeze him in on the 12th or the 15th.  That's what 

we told you yesterday, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Henry Gardipy, will you 

produce him on Monday instead?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I've told you he's got -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Monday at 9 a.m.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's got a broken leg.  We 

informed you of that yesterday.  

MR. PHILLIPS: It's by video conference.  He 

can attend from wherever he likes.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't care -- he doesn't 

have it.  I told you that yesterday.  I told you 

yesterday the situation with all of our witnesses.  

Again, because we weren't doing it on the record, 
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you want to create this record to create, again, the 

false impression that you intend to use in Court.  

Again, your abuse of witnesses, Mr. Phillips, is 

obvious.  We are getting these witnesses done.  We 

will have them produced.  We've schedulled already 

the 12th and the 15th.  They will get done in those 

two days.  All right.  That's it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you are 

misrepresenting matters.  January 15th was to be 

your date for two witnesses.  Constance Johnson, 

COVID, that discussion yesterday, if she is 

available to be produced on the 15th, we'll deal 

with her.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: 12th or the 15th.

MR. PHILLIPS: However, today, you've failed 

to produce the remainder of the witnesses.  It seems 

like we're wasting the rest of the day today.  We 

have four hours that could have been used -- more 

than that -- for cross-examinations today, and 

you're not able to produce a single witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: But, see, we don't 

cross-examine, Mr. Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: There are several witnesses 

remaining today.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: You haven't produced any of 

them.  We just went through their revised Directions 
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to Attend.  And in the case of Clinton Wuttunee -- 

their second revised Directions to Attend, and in 

the case of Clinton Wuttunee, his revised Direction 

to Attend, and you can't produce a single one of 

them.  They're out of province.  They're out of 

touch.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And we just went over it 

yesterday, and we had our four witnesses ready.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, are you going to produce any of them 

Monday morning, 9 a.m.?  You've said you only have 

half a day for the 12th.  There's no way we're 

getting through them on that half a day.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you're going to have to 

ask faster questions.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You haven't produced them 

today.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Faster questions, Mr. 

Phillips. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You could spend less time 

wasting everybody's time, less time arguing with me, 

and more time focussed on the relevant questions 

relating to each witness, and you would get them 

done.  So we've got the 12th and the 15th, and 

you're going to get them done, Mr. Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 
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refusing to produce any witnesses on Monday 

morning -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, I'm not.  I'm not 

refusing anything.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- at 9 a.m.  You are 

available.  You've confirmed it.  The court reporter 

is available.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm available -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you going to produce any 

of your witnesses?  Because you're failing to 

produce them right now.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't know.  I don't know, 

Mr. Phillips.  Don't you get it?  Mr. Phillips, do 

you get it?  I don't know.  We haven't communicated.  

Those witnesses that we just talked about are 

schedulled for the 12th and the 15th, with the 

notable exception that Constance Johnson is in 

lockdown.  She may not be available.  If she is in 

lockdown, she may not be available until the 20th.  

We also told you that yesterday, Mr. Phillips.  We 

also told you that Henry Gardipy broke his leg, that 

he's in bed, that he's incapacitated.  That's as 

simple as it is, Mr. Phillips, so you're going to 

have to put up with it.

Those two witnesses are just 

not certain as to when they can be available.  The 

rest of the witnesses, you're going to get them done 
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on the 12th and the 15th, and that's it.  That's 

your time, okay?  Goodbye.

MR. PHILLIPS: The fact remains, Mr. 

Stooshinoff, that you permitted your clients to 

leave the province.  Your witnesses, Jason 

Chakita -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We permitted them?  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- to leave the province 

rather than stay for a schedulled cross-examination.  

Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you better make 

your argument to somebody else because I think I'm 

done with this utter nonsense, and I just have to 

tell you, Mr. Phillips, you have got to get some 

assistance.  You are embarking on these ridiculous 

haranguing of people, of witnesses, of lawyers, of 

embarking on just stupid procedural things.  I don't 

get you.  It is ridiculous.  

So goodbye.  Let's get out of 

here, Mr. Phillips.  We're not making any progress.  

You don't listen to me.  You don't listen to the 

witnesses.  You got your own strategy.  Good for 

you, but I think we got to put an end to this.  You 

and I are not making progress.  If -- if matters get 

worse, Mr. Phillips, I think we have to get this 

matter before a Court because your tactical approach 

to this is -- is simply bizarre.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Your witnesses' approach of 

failing to attend for schedulled cross-examinations 

--

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're just bizarre.

MR. PHILLIPS:  -- on October 13th and then 

again yesterday, today, offering -- declining the 

offer to attend on Monday morning, January 11th -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Look at, Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- that failure to attend is 

inappropriate, Mr. Stooshinoff.  These dates were 

schedulled for cross-examination.  They're not here, 

the witnesses.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you arbitrarily 

schedulled a questioning for October the 13th.  You 

were told -- you were told that that was dates not 

available for me.  You were told that, and once 

you're told that, then you deliberately go ahead and 

try to set matters on a date that you know I'm not 

available.  You did it on purpose.  That's bizarre.  

That is the product of very peculiar thinking.  

I gave you the entire week of 

October 20th, and you didn't take it.  What's the 

matter with you?  And now you're coming back and 

trying to put on the Court record that I failed to 

show up or produce witnesses on the 13th.  I get 

you, Mr. Phillips.  I know that this is pure 

tactics.  You're hoping to trigger a default.  I get 
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it.  Like, that's your strategy.  

But the record will show, and 

your court reporter, Stephanie, is transcribing that 

you're abusing this process to create a tactical 

advantage.  You're hoping to trigger a default so 

that you can apply to strike out the affidavits.  I 

get it.  The Court is going to get it.  I know you, 

and I'm just telling you that's an abusive process.  

That is underhanded.  That's what you and I as 

lawyers call "improper behaviour on the part of 

counsel," and you engage in that.  That is your 

tactic, Mr. Phillips.  We're not going to play that 

game.  You need an intervention.  You need to stop 

this.  You have to cooperate with lawyers.  You have 

to cooperate with the witnesses.  

Even Madam Prothonotary 

Molgat said, This is when you're going to get it 

done, gentlemen, barring any unforeseen 

circumstances.  Well, we've got unforeseen 

circumstances.  I didn't know Henry Gardipy was 

going to break his leg.  I didn't know Constance 

Johnson was going to come down with COVID.  That 

happens, my friend.  So let's try to act 

professionally for the remainder of this case.  And 

if you don't think you can do so, tell me now, and 

let's get you replaced as counsel.  Maybe you can 

find someone who's got some rational analysis that 
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can step in and complete this matter in a sensible, 

respectful, and professional matter.  And if you 

can't do that, Mr. Phillips, which it doesn't look 

like you can, then we have to go back to the Court 

and ask the Court to do an intervention because what 

you're engaging in is not acceptable behaviour.  

Thank you.  Have a good 

weekend, everybody.  Goodbye.  Thank you, Madam 

Court Reporter.  That should be it for all of us.  

I'll send you an email, Mr. Phillips, if we get 

something with regard to change in witnesses.  

Otherwise, we're schedulled for the 12th and the 

15th.  Goodbye.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you've made 

a number of misstatements there.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Goodbye.  Goodbye.

MR. PHILLIPS: I've done you the courtesy of 

not interrupting you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, you didn't, Mr. Phillips.  

You're abusing all of us.  We're all tired of you.  

We're tired of this nonsense and this gamesmanship, 

and we just don't want to have anything more to do 

with this, so let's get going.  Goodbye.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I've done 

you the courtesy of not interrupting you.  Please do 

me the courtesy of not interrupting me, okay?  Mr. 

Stooshinoff, are you there?  
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Let the record reflect that 

it appears as though Mr. Stooshinoff has 

disconnected.  

The court reporter, can you 

please confirm if that's the case.

THE COURT REPORTER: It appears that they 

disconnected.  

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 12:04 P.M.)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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INDEX

Austin Ahenakew
January 7 & 8, 2021
Our File Number 10277-2
Volume 1

(Undertakings are inserted and indexed by your court 

reporter as a courtesy service to be utilized at the 

discretion of counsel)

Undertakings Page

Undertaking Number 1 84

Advise how many Band member assistance payments

there were between January 1 through March

2020.

(Refused)

Undertaking Number 2   92  

Produce the text messages with the time and date 

identified for each such message in Exhibit A of Mr. 

Ahenakew's affidavit.

(Refused)

Undertaking Number 3 99

Provide all text messages in relation to the

e-Transfer to Lorraine Bugler on behalf of Dion

Bugler in Exhibit A to Mr. Ahenakew's affidavit.

(Taken Under Advisement)

(Amended as per page 101, line 16)
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Exhibits Page

Exhibit A-78 7

Direction to Attend, dated September 4, 2020.

Exhibit A-70 8

Revised Direction to Attend, dated October 2,

2020.

Exhibit A-145 14

Second revised Direction to Attend.

Exhibit A-146 48

List of phone numbers.

Exhibit A-93 53

Voter declaration accompanying the mail-in

ballot of Romellow Meechance.

Exhibit A-14 57

Request for mail-in ballot of Robin Dean

Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-147 114

Pages 182, 213, 214, and 215 of the July 6,

2020, questioning of Clinton Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-148 164

Email between Mr. Phillips and Mr. Stooshinoff,

January 7, 2021.

Exhibit A-149 167

Second revised Direction to Attend of Dana

Falcon.

Exhibit A-150 168

Second revised Direction to Attend of Jason
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Chakita.

Exhibit A-151 169

Second revised Direction to Attend of Lux

Benson.

Exhibit A-152 169

Second revised Direction to Attend of Henry

Gardipy.

Exhibit A-153 170

Second revised Direction to Attend of Shawn

Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-154 170

Revised Direction to Attend of Clinton

Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-155 170

Purported reply to undertakings of Clinton

Wuttunee, dated October 19, 2020.

Exhibit A-156 171

Purported reply to undertakings of Clinton

Wuttunee, dated December 4, 2020.

Exhibit A-157 171

Mr. Phillips' December 6, 2020, reply to the

purported reply to undertakings of Clinton

Wuttunee, dated December 4, 2020.

Exhibit A-158 171

Draft reply to the undertakings of Clinton

Wuttunee prepared by Mr. Phillips.
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Certificate of Transcript - Remote Questioning 

I, Stephanie Marocco, hereby certify that the foregoing 

pages are a true and faithful transcription of the 

proceedings and are a complete and accurate transcript 

of the remote video connection questioning of Austin 

Ahenakew, Edmonton, Alberta, taken down by me in 

shorthand and transcribed by means of a computer-aided 

transcription system to the best of my skill and 

ability, pursuant to Alberta Rules of Court 

r.6.20(4)(c), and conducted in accordance with those

portions of the Alberta Protocol for Remote Questionings 

under my control.

Dated at the city of Edmonton, Province of Alberta, this 

7th & 8th day of January, AD, 2021.

____________________________________

Stephanie Marocco,

Court Reporter
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Court File No.: T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT

BETWEEN:

.  

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

      Applicants

AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION

 Respondents

(See Attached for Appearances) 
___________________________________

EXAMINATION 
OF DANA YVES FALCON 

ON HIS AFFIDAVIT

(By Video Connection) 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

January 12, 2021

Volume 1 
___________________________________
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APPEARANCES

FOR THE APPLICANTS:

N. Phillips, Esq.
Phillips & Co.
Haldane House
2100 Scarth Street
Regina, SK S4P 2H6
306.569.0811
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca

FOR THE RESPONDENTS CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON 
CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY 
NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, AND RED 
PHEASANT FIRST NATION:

N. Stooshinoff, Esq.
D. Winegarden, Esq.
WMCZ Lawyers
Suite 410, 475 2nd Avenue
Saskatoon, SK S7K 1P4
306.933.0004
nicholass@wmcz.com

ALSO PRESENT:

Stephanie Marocco Court Reporter
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            (PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED AT 12 P.M.)

MR. PHILLIPS: It is now 1 p.m. on January 

12th, 2021, the designated time for the 

cross-examination of the respondent Dana Falcon.  

Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

there?  

Let the record reflect that 

there is no response from Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Can anybody hear me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We can hear you.  We cannot 

see you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, I'm sorry.  Just hang on.  

I'm trying to get -- yes.  Okay.  Here's Dana.  Just 

one second.  You can still hear me?  Okay.  Let me 

-- I don't know why I'm . . .  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon? 

THE WITNESS: Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You can hear me okay? 

THE WITNESS: Yeah.  I can hear you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: If you perhaps want to use -- 

move the mic towards you so we can hear you, 

perhaps, a little clearer.  Maybe just speak up as 

well.  

THE WITNESS: How's that?

MR. PHILLIPS: Stephanie -- Court Reporter, 

pardon, can you hear the witness.

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes, I can.
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not sure why I can't get 

my video.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We can see you.

THE COURT REPORTER: We can see you now.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: But I -- hmm.  I'm not 

getting it on my screen, is all I'm saying.

(DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, can you see a 

document on the screen.  It says "Second revised 

Direction to Attend."

THE COURT REPORTER: Did we need to swear the 

witness first?

MR. PHILLIPS: Yeah.  I'm just confirming 

that they're set up.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Oh, I'm sorry.

MR. PHILLIPS: It seems like they had some 

issues, so I want to make sure that they're okay.

THE COURT REPORTER: My apologies.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, can you see that.

THE WITNESS: Yes, I see it. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  If you want to swear 

the witness in.

THE COURT REPORTER: All right.  So good 

afternoon.  The time is 12 p.m. MST.  We're here 

today to take the oral questioning of Dana Falcon, 

and I note for the record that it is being conducted 

through video connection due to the current COVID 
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situation.  I am the court reporter, and my name is 

Stephanie Marocco.  I will be affirming the witness 

and taking down the questioning from my home office, 

located in the city of Edmonton.

Before I affirm the witness, 

would the counsel present please state their names 

and locations for the record.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Nathan Phillips for the 

applicants in Regina, Saskatchewan.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Nicholas Stooshinoff for the 

respondents, other than Burke Ratte, in Saskatoon.

THE COURT REPORTER: Okay.  And before we start, I 

just wanted to make a note to make sure that we 

don't talk over each other when we're conducting the 

questioning just so it's a little bit more clear on 

the transcript.  There was a couple times the last 

couple days where things were a little jumbled on 

the record, so we'll just make sure we speak one at 

a time, and everything should be a lot more clear.

Dana Yves Falcon, having been duly affirmed, questioned 

by N. Phillips, Esq., testified as follows:

Q Mr. Falcon, do you prefer that I refer to you as 

"Dana" or "Mr. Falcon" or . . . ?

A Whichever.  Either or.

Q In front of you, I think you have your affidavit; is 

that correct, sir?

A That is right.
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Q And only your affidavit?

A Yes.  

Q If you can speak up so that the court reporter can 

clearly hear you.  

A Yes.  My affidavit is in front of me.  

Q Why are you resigning from Band Council of Red 

Pheasant First Nation?

A Why am I resigning, or what did you say?  Sorry.

Q Why are you resigning from the Band Council of Red 

Pheasant First Nation?

A I am not resigning.  

Q Have you told anybody that it is your intention to 

resign from the Band Council of Red Pheasant First 

Nation?

A No, I have not.  I still have three -- three years 

of my term, and I intend on staying until my term is 

complete.  

Q Where were you on Friday January 8th? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: This witness should have been 

here for cross-examination.  I would like to know 

why the witness did not attend.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: This witness was not required 

to be here for cross-examination.  The witness was 

required to be here for cross-examination on 

Thursday, January the 7th, as per our agreement, and 

he was here, and he was here for the entire day.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Can I please hear it from the 

witness rather than you, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, I'm objecting to your 

question, Mr. Phillips.  You're making an accusation 

against him.  I'm responding.  I'm telling you the 

fact of the matter.  It's an improper question.  You 

-- we've gone through this endlessly.  We really 

don't need to go through it again.  You're wasting 

time.  Let's get on with the questioning on his 

affidavit.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where were you on Friday, 

January 8th, Mr. Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

Please move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where were you yesterday, 

January 11th?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, ask a question 

that's relevant.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, this 

witness' failure to attend for cross-examination, 

your conduct in this matter, these are relevant 

questions.  I would like to know where this witness 

was.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's none of your business.  

Move on.  He was required to be here on the 7th.  He 

was.  You didn't embark on your cross-examination.  

That's the end of the matter.  
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, the members of 

Band Council went SkiDooing on Friday, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Jeez.  Move on, Mr. 

Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Correct, Mr. Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Rather than attend for 

cross-examination, they went SkiDooing.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you have a relevant 

question . . .  Please move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to answer 

the question, Mr. Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, it's not a 

relevant question.  You've had our answer.  He was 

required to be here on January 7th, and he was for 

the whole day.  You didn't question him.  You had 

him waiting for you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we hear from the witness.  

The transcripts will speak for themselves, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  Let's hear from this witness rather 

than you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You had the right to 

cross-examine him on the 7th.  You had the right to 

cross-examine him on the 7th.  You did not.  That's 

your fault.  You have to wear that.  What he does on 

his other time is none of your business.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, the record 
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with respect to the conduct of -- of the 

cross-examinations on January 7th will speak for 

itself.  You know that the witnesses must remain in 

attendance.  You know what time we concluded on 

Thursday.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, this witness -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: You're refusing to let this 

witness answer where he was or where the remainder 

of Band Council were on Friday or yesterday, 

correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, this witness 

has been in Saskatoon by my count -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Let's hear it from the 

witness, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: By my count at least four 

full days.  Four full days -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

refusing to let this witness answer -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- of waiting -- waiting for 

you.  Waiting for you, Mr. Phillips.  If you 

wouldn't waste everybody's time -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

refusing to let this witness answer the questions?  

If so, let's move on.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, if you wouldn't 

waste everybody's time, and if you had respect for 

witnesses and not leave them waiting for days and 
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days on end, you wouldn't be in this position.  You 

are fortunate that we've got witnesses here for you 

here today because of your constant refusal to get 

to the issues and question these witnesses when 

they're schedulled.  Now, he was schedulled on 

January the 7th.  Prior to that, he was schedulled 

in September on a number of days.  You didn't 

proceed.  Will you please proceed now?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you've made 

a number of misstatements.  We'll deal with those 

with the Court at the appropriate time.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That's great.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I take this as your refusal, 

Mr. Falcon, to answer my questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Mr. Phillips, you take 

it any way you want, but it's still your fault.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Again, Mr. Stooshinoff, 

please do not interrupt the cross-examinations 

unless you have an objection.  And if you do so, 

please succinctly state your objection in accordance 

with the Rules.  Inflammatory rhetoric has no place.  

Please simply comply with the Rules.  It's a basic 

request.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you would ever listen to 

what I have to say -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we agree upon that, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- then it might be point -- 

have a point to it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, as I understand 

it, you've been on Band Council for which terms of 

office?

A I was first elected in 2012.  

Q I -- I can barely hear you, Mr. Falcon.  Can you 

speak up, or . . .

A I was first elected in 2012 and then again in 2016 

and then again 2020.

Q It's fair to say, then, that you're quite 

familiar -- of all of the members presently on Chief 

and Council, you're quite familiar as to how 

elections of Red Pheasant First Nation run, correct?

A I know the way that I run.  

Q And you run as a team or as a slate, correct?

A I run however I feel the need to run -- [inaudible].  

Q In both the 2016 and 2020 elections, you ran as a 

team or as a slate, correct?

A I don't know if you can say it was a -- as a team.  

I ran an election.  

Q I -- I can barely hear you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that you can hear the witness clearly 'cause  

can't.

THE COURT REPORTER: I can, but the last couple of 

answers have been a little bit quieter than before.
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A I just said that I -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can you -- Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

just wait for one second.  

Mr. Stooshinoff, can you 

maybe -- I see you have a number of mics.  Just 

change the mic that the witness is using.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: There.  Can you speak again.

A How's that?  

Q Yeah.  I can hear you.

So, again, the 2016, 2020 

elections, you ran as a team or as a slate, 

correct?  

A No.  

Q With respect to the 2016 election of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, you ran as a candidate, and today, 

your evidence, under oath, is that you did not run 

as a team or as a slate?

A No.  

Q You're denying that you ran as a team or a slate in 

2016?

A Yes.  

Q These terms, "team" or "slate," they mean about same 

thing to you?  I want to make sure that we are on 

the exact same page as to what it is that you're 

telling us.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, why don't you 

define it?  It makes no difference what he thinks 
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about it, if you don't agree with it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I want the witness to tell 

me.  He's familiar with elections of Red Pheasant 

First Nation.  He's already testified as much.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Sir, Mr. Falcon, how do you 

define the terms "team" or "slate"?

A Well, a team is, like, a group with the same 

objective.  But to me myself, I mean, I -- I need -- 

I need to get into the election myself.  

Q Anything further to add? 

A No.  

Q These terms, team or slate, are they 

interchangeable?  They mean the same thing to you? 

A Did we not confirm that it -- we have the same 

meaning?  

Q I just want you to confirm for me.  Team or slate, 

in this context of elections of Red Pheasant First 

Nation, they mean the same thing to you, correct?  

They're interchangeable?

A Interchangeable?  No.  I already answered that 

question.  Can we just move on to the next 

question.  We're -- we're in agreement that we both 

understand what "team" means.  I don't see why we 

have to keep going over this.  

Q I want to make sure that when we use the term 

"slate" or -- it means the same thing as "team" to 

you in this context of elections of Red Pheasant 
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First Nation.  In other words, we can simply use the 

word "team" going forward in your testimony here 

today.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let's just use the word 

"team."  

A Yeah.  Let's use "team."  Yeah.  Let's use "team."  

Yeah.  That's what I prefer.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Yes.  But -- 

A That's fine.  If that works for you, let's use 

"team."  

Q Sir, but in order to do that, I want to make sure 

that we are of the same mind that team -- 

A I'm sure -- I'm sure we are nowhere on the same 

mind.  

Q Mr. Falcon, things will go a lot quicker -- 

A And -- and that's -- I'm fine with that.  

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A We don't need to be on the same mind.

Q Mr. Falcon, things will go a lot quicker and more 

appropriate today if you can wait for the question 

to be posed and then answer.  Can we please agree 

upon that, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just -- just hang on.  I'm 

just going to pause.  We're -- I'm just going to get 

some water for . . .  

Okay.  Carry on, Mr. 

Phillips.  
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you're okay now? 

A I was fine to begin with.

Q Okay.  Today, I want to confirm that your 

understanding of the terms "team" and "slate" in the 

context of elections of Red Pheasant First Nation, 

they mean the same thing, do they, to you?

A I -- I don't -- I can't read what you are saying in 

your mind or what you are thinking.  But I -- I'm 

assuming that we have the same understanding of 

"team."  

Q Mr. Falcon, "team" and "slate," do those words mean 

the same thing to you in this context of elections 

of Red Pheasant First Nation?

A Why don't you just use the word "team"?  I thought 

you wanted to agree on the term on what we were 

going to use and why not just use "team" and move 

on?  

Q Mr. Falcon, I will, but before I do, I want to make 

sure that "team" and "slate" mean the same thing to 

you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Well, I'm -- I'm going 

to advise my client that he's asked and answered 

that question at least six times, Mr. Phillips.  So 

move on.  I think you are looking for something that 

is not clear to me or to my client.  You're trying 

to conflate words.  You're trying to suggest they 

have a meaning, which you may or may not agree with, 
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or that you may wish to ascribe different -- 

different import to.  My client has answered the 

question.  That's the end of the matter.  Let's move 

on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Your client has not answered 

the question, so I -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just move on, then.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, don't 

interrupt.  Please do me the basic courtesy of 

that.  Let's have a clear transcript so the Court 

can evaluate the conduct of the persons present 

today.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Please agree that you will 

not interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I hope that includes your 

conduct.

MR. PHILLIPS: You're doing it again, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  Please don't interrupt.  Can we agree 

upon at least that.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  You know 

we can't.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, what do you 

understand the term "slate" to mean in the context 

of elections of Red Pheasant First Nation?

A An objective.  Like, I don't know.  Like, what -- 

what does this even have to -- like, you what -- 
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you're -- you're questioning me on a term, and it 

doesn't even make sense to the affidavit.  Like, 

you -- you want to move forward with a term, on what 

term you want to use in a questioning.  What is 

wrong with using the word "team" and moving on?  

Q If you confirm for me that "team" and "slate" mean 

the same thing to you, there's no difference in this 

context, that's fine.  We can use the word "team" 

going forward.  You've refused to answer my 

question.  

So I have to ask you what the 

word "slate" means to you.  You simply said 

"objective."  So is that -- you're sticking with 

that?  That's what the word "slate" means, 

objective, to you?  

A I don't see what this questioning has to do with 

what we're talking about.  We should be talking 

about the affidavit and just moving on.  

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A Mr. Phillips.

Q Please wait for the question, Mr. Falcon.  

Mr. Falcon, with reference to 

the word "team," your answer, I believe, if I have 

it correctly written down, is, a group with the same 

objective.  Is that what you said?  

A Yes.  

Q So that objective is getting elected, correct?
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A Yes.  

Q Getting elected together, correct?

A Whoever gets in, gets in.  Every candidate there has 

the same objective.  We are -- then we are all a 

team?  Is that -- is that what you're trying to get 

at?  Like, if all 50 or whatever candidates ran have 

the same objective.  Are we all a team?  

Q Have you ever run together as a team of candidates 

for an election of Red Pheasant First Nation -- 

A No.  I already said --

Q -- in a group of persons that exceeds the number of 

positions that are up for election?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, that's asked 

and answered repeatedly.  He said, No.  He runs on 

his own.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I want to be absolutely 

clear, then, so I have to use -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you're absolutely being 

clear.  He said it many times.  He runs for 

himself.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you've asked 

and answered this question on a number of 

occasions.  He's answered it.  Please move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, in the context of 

elections of Red Pheasant First Nation, one 
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potential aspect of running as a team or as a slate 

is aligning family support to vote for particular 

candidates in the election for Chief and Council, 

correct?

A No.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Mr. Phillips, this is 

not relevant.  Your questioning for the past 25 

minutes is not relevant.  Please move on.  Ask a 

relevant question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, are you saying 

that you did not attempt to align family support for 

your team in the 2016 or 2020 elections of Red 

Pheasant First Nation?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Relevance.  

What's the relevance, Mr. Phillips?  Where does it 

reflect anywhere in the affidavits or in the issues 

raised in your application? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, are you refusing 

to answer the question?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  It's not 

relevant.  I'm trying to get you to focus on 

relevant issues raised either in your application 

with regard to Mr. Falcon or in his affidavit.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, I want to be 

absolutely clear with you.  Is it your sworn 

evidence today that you did not run as a team or a 

slate with anybody else in the 2016 or 2020 
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elections of Red Pheasant First Nation?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Asked and answered.  Move on 

please.  Relevance.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, please take a 

look at the document up on your screen.  This is 

your affidavit, correct, sir? 

A Yes.  

Q Just for a greater certainty today, you're not able 

to have a discussion with your solicitor in the 

middle of the cross-examination.  If we can -- if 

you can speak up at all times so that the court 

reporter can hear what your -- what your answers 

are.  I heard you say that, yes, this was -- that 

this is your affidavit?

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  Can we please have 

this marked as the next exhibit.  Can the court 

reporter please confirm that the next exhibit is 

A-159.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And that this has been marked 

as A-159.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-159:

Affidavit of Dana Falcon.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: So, Mr. Falcon, with 

reference to paragraph 8 of your affidavit, the very 
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first sentence, can you please read that out, sir.  

A (Quoted):

"When we met, we invited Sandra and her 

brother, Nathan Arias, to join with us as 

a slate.  Sandra advised that she was 

leading her family and that she would be 

delivering the family's block vote.  She 

left the meeting saying {she would -- } 

she would discuss the proposal to join 

forces with her family and would get back 

to me.  The meeting was very short.  

Sandra did come back to me and she was not 

interested."  

Q So your slate, your team, in relation to the 2016 

election of Red Pheasant First Nation, it included 

Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

A This discussion was -- was, like, before we -- 

anything with the Chief or anything was decided.  

Like, we were -- we were discussing, like, aligning, 

like, myself and -- and her because we had ran 

before.  But that has nothing to do with this 

election and this -- and this affidavit.  

Q Mr. Falcon, can you please answer the question I 

asked you.  

A I did answer.

Q Your slate or team in relation to the 2016 election 

of Red Pheasant First Nation, it included Clinton 
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Wuttunee for Chief, correct?

A No.  

Q Mr. Falcon, your slate or team in relation to the 

2016 election of Red Pheasant First Nation, who did 

it include with respect to councillors?

A Why are we talking about the 2016 election?  

Q Mr. Falcon, can you please answer the question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Relevance, Mr. Phillips? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you know as 

well as I do that your client has given one answer 

under oath today, and it's not accurate.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't think your --

MR. PHILLIPS: I'd like to get the real 

story --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You haven't established -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- from the witness.  I'm 

giving him another try.

THE COURT REPORTER: We can't talk over one 

another.  I can't understand anything that's being 

said.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You haven't established --

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I've 

attempted to have agreement that there be no 

interruptions today.  I am willing to give you the 

courtesy to say -- I would like you to you comply 

with the Rules and limit your interruptions to 

succinct objections.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: You haven't -- you haven't 

established that -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: If you're not going to do 

that, can you at least not interrupt me when I'm 

speaking, and I will do the same for you.  Can we 

please agree upon that.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What you have shown this 

witness is the paragraph in which the matter was 

discussed, but you haven't established that there 

ever was any "slate," as you wish to put it.  It was 

discussed and rejected according to that paragraph, 

Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, I think you -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: I've heard everything but an 

appropriate objection.  Can I please hear from the 

witness and not you.  I understand you were counsel 

in the 2016 case as well, but let's hear from the 

witness, Mr. Falcon.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you hear me, Mr. Falcon.  

A Yes.

Q Who was on your slate or team with respect to the 

position of councillors in relation to the 2016 

election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

A I don't really understand what slate you mean 

because there's -- I mean, there was, like, 50 

candidates again, with all the same objective, to 
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try and get in and get elected.

Q I'm talking about your slate, your councillors.  In 

relation to the 2016 election, you are, again, 

suggesting that you did not have a team or slate?

A And if you're talking about aligning my family, I 

have a very small family in Red Pheasant.

Q Are you, again, suggesting that you didn't have a 

team or slate in relation to the 2016 election of 

Red Pheasant First Nation?

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 

the witness is unresponsive.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please answer my 

question, sir.  We can go through your transcript of 

the cross-examination in relation to the 2016 

election appeal.  We can go through -- do you want 

to, or do you want to give me the answer of who your 

slate was in relation to the 2016 election of Red 

Pheasant First Nation?  

A I've already answered your questions on -- on that.  

I don't see why we can't just go on with this 

affidavit, the stuff I was brought here.

Q Are you telling the Court under oath today that you 

did not have a slate or team in relation to the 2016 

election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

A I did not.  No.  I did not.  

Q Did you attempt to have a team or slate in relation 

to the 2016 election of Red Pheasant First Nation?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Mr. Phillips, we're 

getting way off track, so if you can rein in and 

focus on the issues before the -- these pleadings in 

this affidavit, if you please.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please limit 

your interruptions to objections, and if so, make 

them succinct in accordance with the Rules -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The objection is -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Please don't interrupt me 

when I'm speaking, Mr. Stooshinoff, a very basic 

level of respect for a fellow officer of the Court 

here, please.  It's a very basic level of respect 

for the court reporter that she has repeatedly 

requested.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Are you done now, Mr. 

Phillips? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Are -- are you done now so 

that I can articulate my objection?  Are you done 

now? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please tell 

me what your succinct objection is.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  The objection is that 

you're asking questions and -- and in relation to 

the -- the 2016 election, as well as to an 

affidavit.  You did not like the answer you 

received, so then you proceeded farther along the 
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line by inquiring whether or not there was any 

effort to form a slate or a team.  

Again, it's not relevant.  It 

is outside the scope of these pleadings.  I 

appreciate your efforts to cross-examine to try to 

impeach the credibility of the witness, but, again, 

you have the affidavit.  You have his explanation.  

You have his answer, and that's the end of the 

matter.  To explore further along that line as to 

whether or not there was thought or speculative 

efforts, that is way beyond the scope of proper 

cross-examination on his affidavit in this 

application, these proceedings.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think so.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, please take a 

look at the document on your screen.  Can you see 

the first page here.  It's identified as the January 

31st, 2018, cross-examination of yourself, Dana Yves 

Falcon.  That's you correct, sir?

A Yes.  That's me.

Q So your middle name is "Yves"?

A Yes.

Q Okay.  Mr. Falcon, this is pages 1 through 21 of the 

transcript of your cross-examination on January 

31st, 2018, correct, sir?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: We don't know.  We haven't 

read it.  If you would send it to us . . .  

MR. PHILLIPS: I've just gone through it on 

the screen, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, you may have.  We 

haven't -- we haven't read it.  Let us read it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, I'll go through 

it again for you, so you can read it, okay?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  No.  You're moving it 

way too fast.  Send it to me, and then we'll read it 

and we'll -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm going to 

bring it up on the screen page by page again.  We 

just went through it page by page.  We'll do it 

again.  I'll get the witness to tell me when he's 

done reading each and every single page.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You went through -- thank 

you.  You went through 21 pages in about two 

minutes, so it's way too fast.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, we'll go through 

page by page.  Let me know when I should go to the 

next one, okay?  We're on page number 1, which is -- 

which is the record page -- the page at the top 

right 813.  You can see that, correct, sir?

A Yes.  Kind of.  

Q Let me know when you want to change each page.  

A You can change.  
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Q Page 2.  

A Okay.  Next page.

Q Page 3.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 4.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 5.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 6.  

A Okay.

Q Page 7.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 8.  

A Okay.

Q Page 9.  

A Okay.

Q Page 10.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 11.  

A Okay.

Q Page 12.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 13.  

A Okay.

Q Page 14.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 15.  
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A Okay.

Q Page 16.  

A Okay.

Q Page 17.  

A Okay.

Q Page 18.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 19.  

A Okay.  

Q Page 20.  

A Okay.  

Q And, finally, page 21.  The cross-examination, as 

far as I can see, concludes at line 12 on this page 

21.  What followed thereafter was simply discussion 

between counsel on an unrelated matter, I think.  

A Okay.  

Q So we just went over pages 1 through 21.  That is 

the transcript of the cross-examination that was 

conducted of yourself.  The only cross-examination 

in relation to the 2016 election appeal in the 

Federal Court.  Federal Court File Number T-56-16, 

correct, sir?  

A Yes.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as the next exhibit, A-160.    

Exhibit A-160:

Cross-examination transcript of Dana 
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Falcon, January 31, 2018.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Up on your screen, is the 

Federal Court decision of 2018 FC 1199, excerpts 

from it.  You see page 1, Mr. Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you're not 

going to be asking him about the judgment, are you?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, now 

you're interrupting before a question even gets 

asked?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, I'm asking you.  Are 

you asking him about the judgment? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I'd like the 

witness to review the document first.  These are 

excerpts.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  He's not going to review 

and comment on a judgment.  

MR. PHILLIPS: That conflicts with his 

testimony?  Let's hear from the witness, please.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not going to be 

commenting -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, let's here 

from the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- on a judgment.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

disagreeing with the determinations of the Federal 

Court?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, if you would 
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listen to me, you are not going to ask him questions 

with regard to the judgment or the reasons.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I simply, 

for the time being, want this witness to confirm.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He would -- how would he 

know?  How would he know that you didn't prepare 

this?  If you want to file it, it's a matter that is 

of the record of the Court.  That ends the matter.  

If you want to put it in, in your proceedings, 

that's up to you to decide how you will and how you 

will not do so.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

done?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Did you hear me, Mr. 

Phillips?  I'm objecting to any questions on the 

judgment or the reasons of the Court.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you done 

interrupting this time?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, please confirm 

that you see the first page.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  He's 

not going to.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, please confirm 

that this is paragraph -- 
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, please, Mr. 

Phillips.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- 140 of the decision?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I'm giving this witness a 

full and fair opportunity to address -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You do what you want.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, if you want the Court to draw its own 

view of the credibility of this witness' testimony 

here today -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not going to answer --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- in light of his prior 

testimony, in light of his prior affidavit and 

cross-examination transcript and these binding 

determinations of the Federal Court, if you're 

refusing to let this witness answer questions -- if 

you're refusing him the opportunity to explain these 

several contradictions -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: There aren't 

contradictions.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- all of that rests at your 

feet, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: There are no contradictions.  

In fact, if you read the transcript, and you heard 

my client's testimony given today, there is no 

contradiction.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  'Cause I would like to move on 

efficiently this afternoon.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's a matter of argument, 

Mr. Phillips.  It's a matter of argument and 

interpretation.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  Did you 

hear what I said?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Please move on.  It's a 

matter of argument and interpretation.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have 

page 45 of the published decision in 2018, FC 1199.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you're not listening to 

me, so when you decide to ask a question of my 

client, you can.  Otherwise, we're ready to go for 

coffee, Mr. Falcon and myself.  So when you stop 

trying to get him to comment on a judgment of the 

Court, then we'll be back, okay?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Unless you have a question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I want to proceed with the 

cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You better -- you better get 

at your question now.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I want to 

proceed with the cross-examination, and I find it 

very disrespectful -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then ask him a question 

that is not requiring him to comment on a judgment 

of the Court.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Paragraph 164 and paragraph 

-- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  So we'll go for 

coffee.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- 165 -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We'll go for coffee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- Mr. Falcon --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How much time do you need? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How much time do you need?  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- I am not adjourning the 

cross-examination at this time.  I would like to ask 

my question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, he's not answering 

questions on the judgment.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not answering questions 

on the judgment.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He is not answering on the 

judgment, so ask him a question relevant to his 
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affidavit; otherwise, we're going for coffee.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I find it 

very disrespectful that you would interrupt a 

cross-examination in the Federal Court in this 

manner.  You are an officer of the Court.  You 

should be conducting yourself as though you're in a 

courtroom right now.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And so should you, Mr. 

Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Conduct yourself as if this 

is a courtroom. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, although --

MR. PHILLIPS: Would you go for coffee in 

the middle of a trial, Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you do not have a 

question for my client.  If you want to stick the 

judgment before the Court, that's your prerogative.  

You can argue it, but you can't ask my client a 

question about it.  So either ask him something 

relevant, or we'll be back in 15 minutes, when you 

have something relevant.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Hurry up.  

MR. PHILLIPS: This is very inappropriate.  

Let the record -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Hurry up.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, stop 
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interrupting me.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Hurry up and ask a relevant 

question.  He's not asking -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting me --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not going be 

cross-examined --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- Mr. Stooshinoff.  It's 

extremely disrespectful.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you would listen.  Stop 

asking him questions about the judgment.  

MR. PHILLIPS: What is your specific 

objection at this point?  We're referring to a 

binding determinations -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He is not being 

cross-examined -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- of the Federal Court in 

relation to this -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He is not going to be 

cross-examined on the judgment.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I just told you.  Did you 

hear me?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's not going to answer 

questions with regard to being cross-examined on a 

judgment of the Court, all right?  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Are you ready?  Let's 

start asking.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I find it 

very disrespectful that you're standing up and 

threatening to discontinue a cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're not going to 

discontinue, but you're going on and on about 

something that he's not going to answer questions 

on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, stop -- stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not interrupting.  I'm 

telling you.

MR. PHILLIPS: Sit down and -- 

For the record, Mr. 

Stooshinoff continues to stand.  You're not even on 

the screen.  The court reporter cannot see you.  

That's not appropriate.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Try to focus on the issue.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm whether or not you can see Mr. Stooshinoff, 

or if you can see him for the past few minutes.

THE COURT REPORTER: I can just see his arm.  

That's about it.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, we've 

been -- the court reporter has to see your face to 
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know who is speaking -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  She can hear me.  She 

knows me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- and hear what exactly is 

going on in a cross-examination.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: She has heard me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  I would like to proceed the 

cross-examination.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Do you have a question for my 

client?  Do you have a question for this witness? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Nathan, we just go round and 

round and round and round.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  

Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff has now moved so he has the back -- 

has his back to the court reporter, and he's 

completely blocking the witness.  

Is that an accurate 

reflection, Court Reporter?

THE COURT REPORTER: As far as I can see, he's 

leaning on the table in front of the witness.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I can see the elbows of the 

witness and that's it.  Is that fair from your 

perspective.
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THE COURT REPORTER: I can't see the witness from 

where I can see right now.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

blocking the witness from the view of the court 

reporter, and please don't show your back 

disrespectfully to the court reporter.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I didn't know she was a 

judicial officer.  

MR. PHILLIPS: What are you calling the 

court reporter now?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I said, I didn't know she was 

a judicial officer.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I find your 

conduct very disrespectful.  The court reporter is 

here today to accurately transcribe what goes on.  

The court reporter needs to be able to see the 

witness to do so.  Please stop obstructing the view 

of the witness, and stop being disrespectful by 

showing your back rather than your face to the court 

reporter.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Do you have a question for 

the witness? 

MR. PHILLIPS: We need to see the witness so 

that the court reporter can accurately transcribe 

the witness' testimony here today under oath.  

Please get out of the way, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  We're going for 
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coffee.  We're going for coffee.  When you decide to 

refocus your mind, Mr. Phillips, on asking him a 

relevant question, we'll be back.  15 minutes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, we are not 

adjourning the cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then, ask a relevant 

question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Please stop interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Ask a relevant question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Please stop interrupting.  

May I please proceed with my cross-examination 

without any further interruptions from you 

inappropriate?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  They're all appropriate 

interruptions, Mr. Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done?  Can we finally 

move on now.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If you can.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you see in 

paragraph 164, final sentence "Wuttunee slate of 

candidates."  You see that?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you were part of 

the Wuttunee slate of candidates throughout the past 

three elections of Red Pheasant First Nation for 

2012, 2014, the 2016, and the 2020 election of Red 

Pheasant First Nation, correct?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I haven't 

even asked -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you're --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, this is very 

disrespectful.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You're objecting before you 

even hear a question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you've got a 

document on the screen.  We're not answering 

questions in relation to that document.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you were part of 

the Wuttunee slate of candidates in relation to the 

2016 election of Red Pheasant First Nation, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff is now utilizing his phone, 

obstructing the view of the witness.  Can you please 

sit down, Mr. Stooshinoff and accord some degree of 
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respect to the Court.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on, Mr. 

Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, the Wuttunee 

slate of candidates, that's Clinton Wuttunee, 

correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, with respect to 

the 2016 election of Red Pheasant First Nation, the 

Wuttunee slate of candidates is the Clinton Wuttunee 

slate of candidates, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Objection.  And 

move on, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You were part of that slate 

of candidates, correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Good grief.  Mr. Phillips, I 

don't think you're listening to me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you're still 

disrespectfully utilizing your cellphone in the 

middle of the cross-examination.  This is completely 

inappropriate and disrespectful.  You've 

disrespected the court reporter.  You've 

disrespected me.  You've obstructed the view of the 

witness.  You've turned your back to the court 

reporter.  You've had private discussions with 

witnesses.  Like, Mr. Stooshinoff, what are you 

doing? 
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Like, Mr. Phillips, what are 

you doing?  You won't listen to me.  You abuse 

witnesses.  You drag them all around the 

countryside.  You make them wait for you for days 

and days and days on end.  You stick documents 

before their face that they've never seen before in 

these proceedings.  We've asked you to disclose 

documents.  You never do.  You try to cross-examine 

witnesses on hearsay evidence.  You continue to do 

so.  You continue to ask irrelevant questions.  You 

continue to pursue a discovery process in this 

litigation.  What are you doing? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  'Cause I would like to move on 

with my cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I didn't interrupt you.  You 

asked me a question.  I answered your question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you done 

interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not interrupting.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, the Clinton 

Wuttunee slate of candidates, in respect of the 2020 

election of Red Pheasant First Nation, you were on 

that -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Assuming a fact 

in issue, not proven.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you done 
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interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not 

done.  You don't seem to hear.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, as I understand 

it, you have no interest in ever being on the Gary 

Wuttunee [sic] slate of candidates in the next 

election.  Why is that?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Relevance.  

A Larry Wuttunee passed away.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you have to speak 

up for the court reporter.  What did you say?  

A Larry Wuttunee passed away.  

Q You have to speak up.  Can you please speak up so 

the court reporter can hear you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He said the man has passed 

away.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Who is that?

A Well, didn't you say "Larry Wuttunee"?  

Q I said Clinton Wuttunee.  

A No.  You said Larry.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You said Larry.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

A No.  That's all right.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- you have --

A No.

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A I just don't want -- I think it's a little 
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disrespectful.  I mean, we watched our elder Larry 

Wuttunee last term, and I don't think it's fair for 

you to be saying that I'm running on a slate with 

him next term when -- or another term when he's 

passed away.  

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A Just move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: First of all, let's have 

these excerpts marked as the next exhibit up on the 

screen.  That will be Exhibit A-161.  Can the court 

reporter please confirm that that's been marked.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.    

Exhibit A-161:

Excerpts of the 2018 Federal Court 

Judgement FC 1199.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, why were you in a 

fight with -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Listen, Mr. Phillips, you've got eight paragraphs in 

his affidavit.  I invite you to ask him a question 

relevant to the eight paragraphs.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I didn't get 

the whole question out, so I can understand that -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It really doesn't matter.  It 

doesn't matter.  It's not relevant.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Yes, it is.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It isn't.  
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Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You're talking about a 

fight.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  You know that these questions are 

relevant.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: They aren't relevant.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, who were you in a 

fight with?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you were in a 

fight the first week of January, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Which affidavit is that set 

out in?  Is that set out in anybody's affidavit?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, please stop -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Is it set out in the 

application?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

obstructing this cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If it's not in the 

application, and it's not in anybody's affidavit, 

and it's not in my client's affidavit, then what 
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you're doing is, you're embarking on a fishing 

expedition.  You're embarking on a discovery 

process.  I'm objecting to the question, I'm 

objecting to its relevance, and I'm objecting to it 

on the nature that it's a discovery.  So please move 

on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, why were you in a 

fight?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, why can you not 

listen to me?  If you don't like my objection, I 

invite you, let's go to the Court and have a ruling 

on them.  You disagree with my objections.  Let's 

get a ruling; otherwise, my objections stand.  So 

let's get a ruling.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let's get a ruling, Nathan.  

Come on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: What rule are you referring 

to, Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Let's get a ruling on 

the relevance and admissibility of your question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: What rule are you referring 

to?  The Federal Court Rules.  You have them right 

there in front of you.  Which rule do you suggest an 

application be brought under?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We -- we will join with you 
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to determine the relevance of a question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I heard 

everything but the answer to my question.  What 

specific Federal Court Rule are you referring to?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We'll make an application for 

a ruling on the admissibility of a -- of the 

question posed in the -- in your discovery process 

as to whether or not it's relevant.  We'll ask the 

prothonotary.  How's that? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I would like 

to continue with this cross-examination without any 

further interruption from you.  If you have an 

objection, please succinctly state it in accordance 

with the Rules.  Can we please agree upon that.  

Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you were in a 

fight with Gary Nicotine's children the first week 

of January -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- correct? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Objection.  

Relevance? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Discovery is not a fact in 

issue.  It is not in your pleadings.  It's not in 

your affidavits.  It's not in any affidavits in this 
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application.  The end of the matter.  Move on, Mr. 

Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Leroy Nicotine 

Jr., he was in that fight as well?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like the answer to my 

question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I would like a lot of 

things.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Why was Leroy Nicotine Jr. in 

that fight?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I would like you to ask 

relevant questions, so please do that.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, why were you in a 

physical confrontation -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, for heaven sakes, Mr. 

Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- with Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  All right.  Let's go 

for coffee.  

MR. PHILLIPS: One witness beats up another 

in this proceeding, Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, I have -- it's inappropriate to leave 

the room in the middle of a cross-examination.  

Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff and the witness have left the room.  
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For the record, it's 2:20 p.m.  

Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff just briefly entered and exited the 

room without the witness.   

Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff has just reentered the room.  It's 

2:25 p.m.  Let the record reflect that Mr. Falcon 

has just re-entered the room as well.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, where did you 

just go?  

A I went for a coffee, and I went to the washroom.

Q Who did you speak with?

A Nobody.  I was in the washroom.  

Q Did you speak with Mr. Stooshinoff?

A No.  He asked me -- he asked me if I wanted a 

coffee, and that was it.  I went to the washroom.  

Q Mr. Falcon, why were you in a fight the first week 

of January?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, for heaven sakes.  

Nathan, I've given you an opportunity to refocus 

your questioning.  I would have hoped that while my 

client was in the washroom, you would have had the 

opportunity to reconsider and focus on the issues.  

Now, we have pleadings, and your questions are -- 

really have to be defined by the pleadings and the 

affidavits.  You're cross-examining my client on 
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affidavit.  Please do that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  Obviously 

I'm not because you just don't seem to listen to 

me.  Please cross on my client's affidavit.  That's 

what he's here for.  This is your opportunity.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you're all 

over the map.  Earlier this afternoon, you said 

"affidavit" or "issues in this application."  Now, 

you're narrowing it to affidavit.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: His affidavit.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You don't -- Mr. Stooshinoff, 

please, let's get answers to these questions in an 

efficient, appropriate manner, and let's let the 

Court determine the relevance of the questions.  

You can make a preliminary 

objection, if you like.  I've pointed out this 

procedure for you on prior occasions.  Why is that 

not appropriate in this particular instance so we 

can move on appropriately?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Because these questions 

aren't relevant, Mr. Phillips.  They're not the 

subject of -- of an affidavit from any of your 

witnesses and against Mr. Falcon.  As a result, he's 

never had to respond to them in his affidavit.  

There's nothing in his affidavit related to that, so 
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by all means, let's move on.  Ask him a relevant 

question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not.  

I will continue to do so because we can't seem to 

get together on what is relevant, what are the 

issues, what is the scope of your 

cross-examination.  I keep telling you, it's not a 

time for discovery.  You keep violating that 

principle.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Did you hear me?  

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to speak without 

being interrupted by you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Did you hear me, though?  

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to speak without 

being interrupting by you.  Are you done?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Can I get a simple answer.  

Could I get a simple answer?

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you're 

deliberately interrupting me.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just a simple answer.

MR. PHILLIPS: Like, we need a clear 

transcript.  Does this not resonate for you?  The 

court reporter has requested that we not speak over 

each other, that we not interrupt each other.  I am 
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extending that courtesy to you -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- however unfounded some of 

your objections and statements might be today.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, can you think 

of any incident -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Extend me the courtesy of not 

interrupting me.  I would like the court reporter to 

be able to clearly transcribe what I say and what is 

said by the witness and what is said by you today.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we at least agree upon 

that.

MR. STOOSHINOFF:  -- have you ever had an 

incident that --

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please agree upon 

that.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Have you ever had a situation 

in your entire career where you have not been in 

conflict with opposing counsel?  Is there any case 

that you can think of? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

done?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not done 'cause you're 

not listening, and you won't hear me.  So when 

you're prepared to hear opposing counsel and listen 

to what the nature of the objections are and respond 
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accordingly, then we can make some progress.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done?  'Cause I would 

like to speak without being interrupted.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I would like you to get on 

with your cross-examination of this witness.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you know who 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. is, correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Relevance, please?

A I don't see his name on this affidavit.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You need to speak up for the 

court reporter.  What did you just say, Mr. Falcon?

A I don't see Leroy's name on this affidavit.  

Q Leroy Nicotine Jr., he's a person that is known to 

you, correct?

A I don't see his name on this affidavit.

Q Mr. Falcon, please just answer my question.  

You know who Leroy Nicotine 

Jr. is, correct?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 

the witness is unresponsive.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We've already --

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you hear my objection?  

Relevance, Mr. Phillips?  Relevance?  He's not a 

party to these proceedings.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Leroy Nicotine 

Jr., you were in contact with him in the period 
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January through to -- January 1st through to March 

20th, 2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Relevance.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, are you refusing 

to answer the question?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Objection.  What 

don't you get?  Relevance.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you met with 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. between January 1st and March 

20th, 2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Relevance, in the 

nature of discovery, everything else I've been 

objecting to for the past several months, Mr. 

Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Have you understood my 

objection?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Have you understood the 

objection?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, how many times 

did you meet with Leroy Nicotine Jr. between January 

1st and March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Relevance. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Leroy Nicotine 
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Jr., he's been an employee of Red Pheasant First 

Nation for quite some time now, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Mr. Phillips, 

you've got an affidavit in front of you -- or maybe 

you don't.  It doesn't seem like your objective is 

to cross-examine on the affidavit.  You're 

continuing to embark on discovery.  Please move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I don't 

think I am.  Unless you and I agree on the issue, 

we're not going to make a lot of progress.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  Did you 

hear me, Mr. Phillips?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Where did you meet with Leroy 

Nicotine Jr. between January 1st and March 

20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Leroy Nicotine Jr., he's a 

current employee of Red Pheasant First Nation, 

correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Leroy Nicotine 

Jr., he has been an employee of Red Pheasant First 

Nation, and he was throughout the entire election 
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campaign period.  Let's call it January 1st through 

to March 20, 2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you were aware of 

what Leroy Nicotine Jr. was doing in that election 

campaign period, January 1st through to March 20th, 

2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Mr. Phillips, 

move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Leroy Nicotine 

Jr., you characterized him as your brother in the 

past year, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Yes or no?  You've referred 

to Leroy Nicotine Jr. as your brother in the past 

year?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: To be correct, "bro" or 

"bros."  That's how you've referred to him, correct, 

in the past year, Mr. Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Mr. 

Phillips, move on, please.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Brothers, I should say, 

actually.  It's Leroy Nicotine Jr. that said 

"brotha."  You see up on your screen a Facebook 

post, the very first -- 
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  That's a hearsay 

document.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, it's a 

relevant document. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's a hearsay document.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's a hearsay document.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- let me get the question 

out first.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's a hearsay document.  

This client -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: That this witness posts, Dana 

Falcon "my brother."  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's a hearsay document -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, the very first 

subpost here, "my brothers."  That's your post, 

correct? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's objectionable.  

Hearsay.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Hearsay.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: That's your post, "my 

brothers," correct? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: It was in response to a 

picture posted by Leroy Nicotine Jr. on September 

13th, 2020, correct?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We'll have this marked as the 

next exhibit.  If the court reporter can confirm 

that that's Exhibit A-162.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Exhibit A-162:

Facebook post by Leroy Nicotine Jr.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, who is present in 

this photo?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: This is, for the record, the 

photo that was just marked as Exhibit A-162.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just because you mark a 

document, Mr. Phillips, does not make it 

admissible.  You understand that, right, Mr. 

Phillips?  We're not asking -- or answering any 

questions on documents that are not admissible in 

these proceedings, so move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, this is very 

clearly the post of Dana Falcon, "my brothers."  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: I -- I -- it's beyond me how 

you're objecting to this.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It isn't his document.

MR. PHILLIPS: This witness has personal 

knowledge of his own Facebook post in response to 

that of Leroy Nicotine Jr.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm objecting.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Leroy Nicotine 

Jr., he's not your "brother" anymore, is he? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

Move on, please.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Why, Mr. Falcon, is he no 

longer your "brother"?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, for heaven sakes.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Why did you get into a 

physical altercation with him the first week of 

January this year?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, have you ever 

listened to anything I've said? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, are you refusing 

to answer the question?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, are you 

refusing to answer my question?  Mr. Phillips, are 

you refusing to answer my question?  I've objected.  

That's the end of the matter.  Please move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you 

understand that we'll be requesting an adverse 

inference.  You understand that we'll be presenting 

this to the Court and presenting --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, please --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- refusals to answer -- your 

client's refusal to answer very relevant questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We are not embarking on this 
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debate.  Please ask this witness a relevant 

question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, in connection 

with the March 20th, 2020, election of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, did you make any public statements, 

written or oral or otherwise, supporting the 

election of Clinton Wuttunee to the office of Chief 

of Red Pheasant First Nation?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You mean, did he support -- 

did he publicly state he supported Chief Wuttunee in 

his election efforts? 

MR. PHILLIPS: The question speaks for 

itself.  Do you understand it -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, I didn't understand it.  

I don't know.  Maybe my client did, but I didn't 

understand it.  

A No.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, sorry, I didn't 

hear you.  Can you say -- speak up, sir.  

A Mr. Phillips, I said, No.  Did you understand that?

Q You didn't understand the question?  

A Please don't interrupt me.  Did you understand that 

I said "no"? 

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A Did you or did not -- 

Q -- did you say that, no, you don't understand the 

question, or, no, you didn't make any such 
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statement?

A I don't know.  I'm confused now.  You keep 

interrupting me.  

Q Mr. Falcon, very clearly I'm not interrupting you.  

A I wasn't finished speaking, and you talked over me.  

I think that's an interruption, if we have the same 

meaning for "interruption."  

Q Are you done speaking, Mr. Falcon?

A What is your -- no, I'm not.  What is your meaning 

of "interruption"?  Because I've seen you interrupt 

a lot in my -- in my understanding to what an 

interruption is.  

Q Are you done speaking, Mr. Falcon, so I can ask my 

next question?

A Well, I thought I was going to get an answer out of 

you, but I guess not.  

Q Mr. Falcon, did you at any point in time -- let's 

say between January 1st through to March 

20th, 2020 -- make a Facebook post supporting the 

election of Clinton Wuttunee for the office of Chief 

of Red Pheasant First Nation?

A Yes, I probably did.  It was a while ago.  I 

probably did.  Did you understand that -- my answer, 

Mr. Phillips? 

Q Yes, sir.  

A Okay.  Thank you.  

Q You made several such Facebook posts in that time 
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period, correct?

A I don't recall, but I'm sure -- I'm sure I publicly 

supported them.  But, I mean, there is -- there is 

other people who can log onto my Facebook, but it's 

all right.  Yeah.  I -- I did.  I answered your 

question once, and that's good enough.  I publicly 

supported him.  

Q "Him" -- meaning Clinton Wuttunee?  

A Obviously, that's who you referred to in your 

question.  There was no other "him."  

Q Mandy Cuthand, you also publicly supported him for 

election in the time period of January 1st through 

to March 20th, 2020, for the office of councillor of 

Red Pheasant First Nation, correct?

A I don't recall.  I could have.  It's quite a while 

ago.  Like, You're asking questions of almost a year 

ago.  

Q I want to make sure I heard you correctly.  You 

said, I don't recall, could have.  Is that what you 

said?

A Mr. Phillips, yes.  That is what I said.  Correct.  

Q Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Henry Gardipy, Gary 

Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, and Shawn Wuttunee, you 

publicly -- 

A I --

Q Let me finish my question, sir, okay?  

Mr. Falcon, Lux Benson, Jason 
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Chakita, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel 

Wuttunee, and Shawn Wuttunee, you made a Facebook 

post in the time period January 1st through to March 

20th, 2020, supporting them for election for the 

position of councillor in connection with the 

election of Red Pheasant First Nation, correct?

A I don't recall.  I could have.  That's a long time 

ago.  I post a lot of stuff on Facebook.  Sometimes 

I don't even mean it.  Like, I could be having a 

pretty awful day, and I could post something 

positive, and I may not even mean it.  It's 

Facebook.  Everybody's fake and phony on there.  Did 

you hear my whole answer, Mr. Phillips? 

Q I heard you, sir.  

A It didn't look like you wrote much down.

Q Mr. Falcon, up on the screen, we have Exhibit A-36.  

Do you see that, sir? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I can see the document.  It's 

a hearsay document.  We're objecting to it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please let 

me get my question out.  I want --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, it won't make any 

difference because we're objecting to questions 

relating to the document.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I don't even have the 

question yet, yet you're objecting.  Is that how -- 

am I hearing you correctly, Mr. Stooshinoff? 
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  You may 

recall we've discussed this particular photograph on 

many occasions.  Same argument; same objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you observed this 

Facebook post on or about March 3rd, 2020, correct?

A Yes.  

Q In fact, you liked -- there's a like function on 

Facebook, and I think this is common knowledge.  You 

know what the "like" function is, sir?

A I might.  Do you want to explain it to me, please?

Q It's, like, the thumbs up.  You see the thumbs up?  

The blue thing on the first page, right beside, for 

example, Leroy Nicotine Jr., moving forward, and 

immediately under that, there's a white hand with a 

thumb up and a blue circle around it.  You see that, 

sir?

A Yeah.  It's pretty small.  I think so.  

Q Right there?  

A It looks like Johnny Benson.  Yeah.  

Q That's the like function.  You know what that is on 

Facebook, right?

A Yes.  

Q You've used that function before, correct?

A I may have.  Yeah.  

Q You used that specific function to approve of this 

Facebook post that you observed on March 3rd, 2020, 

correct, sir?
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A It's quite possible.  That's almost a year ago.  I 

can't remember anything that I possibly liked or if 

I . . . 

Q Well, we have the second page of Exhibit A-36 here, 

and you see "Dana Falcon."  That's your Facebook 

account, correct, with the like?

A It could be.  There's a few Dana Falcons.  There's 

one in Lloyd that I know for sure.  I always got 

confused with that person when I was making 

appointments and stuff.  Possibly.  

Q You see the photo for the Facebook account, Dana 

Falcon?

A That's pretty small.  I don't know.  Why are you 

raising your eyebrows and shaking your head?  

Q Mr. Falcon, we're turning to the first page of 

Exhibit A-36.

A You should conduct yourself as a professional.  

Q I couldn't hear that.  Can you please repeat 

yourself, Mr. Falcon.

A I did not -- I didn't understand why you're raising 

your eyebrows and rolling your eyes and shaking your 

head.  

Q Mr. Falcon, the photograph, the first page of 

Exhibit A-36, there is a person in the first row 

kneeling down with his right index finger pointing 

up in the air with a hat on.  That's you, correct, 

sir? 
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A That is me.  

Q The other persons in this photo -- the man 

immediately behind you is Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

A It possibly looks like him.  Yeah.  Why are you 

raising your eyebrows again?  

Q The man --

A You should conduct yourself as a professional.  

Obviously, you're . . . 

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A Try to control yourself, I guess.

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A Yes, Mr. Phillips.

Q -- please wait for the question.  

A I can still respond.  

Q There is a man in the photo that has his arms around 

two other men.  He's wearing a shirt "Clint for 

Chief 2020" with a big red "X" on it.  You see that 

man?

A I can't -- I can't read "For Chief," but I read 

"Clint 2020."  The shirt kind of -- 

Q You see him.  He has eyeglasses on?

A With the glare, yeah.  It looks like -- it looks 

like he might.  Yeah.  

Q Yeah.  That is Leroy Nicotine Jr., correct, sir?

A It looks like it.  

Q You voluntarily posed for this photograph, correct, 

sir?
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A No.  It looks like I was being held down there.  

No.  I took the picture, obviously.  

Q You weren't coerced.  I mean, my point is, you 

voluntarily posed for this photo, right?  You wanted 

to pose -- pose for this photo, correct, sir?

A Yes.  

Q Leroy Nicotine Jr., you saw him on that day when you 

posed for this photograph, correct?

A Yeah, I did.  Yes.

Q Was this March 3rd, 2020, that this photo -- please 

just let me finish the question, sir.  

This was before the -- before 

the March 20th, 2020, election of Red Pheasant First 

Nation, correct?

A I do recall that it was.  I think so.

Q Yes.  

It was about March 3rd, 2020, 

that this photograph was taken, was it?  

A I don't -- I don't recall the exact date.  

Q On that day, you met with Leroy Nicotine Jr.  You 

observed him with the "Clint for Chief 2020" shirt 

with a big red "X" on it, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't think that's a 

correct characterization.  I think his evidence was 

that he saw him that day.  You're talking about a 

meeting with him.  That implies something different 

from seeing him.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: I'm asking the witness.  Mr. 

Stooshinoff, if you can please not interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, if you're asking if he 

had a meeting, that's one thing.  If you're asking, 

Did he see him?  That's a different thing.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Did you hear me?  I'm 

asking you for clarification on what it is you're 

asking because it's a choice of words that has 

implications, which you know, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you hear me?  I can 

clarify it more, if you wish.  

MR. PHILLIPS: No.  I don't want you to feed 

further testimony into this witness' mouth.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm not putting testimony in 

his mouth.  I'm trying to get -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: And please don't interrupt 

again.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, listen to my -- my 

objection, then clarify your question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: First of all, can we please 

have the court reporter mark this as Exhibit A-36 in 

this cross-examination and confirm that it's been so 

marked.  Court Reporter?  
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THE COURT REPORTER: I didn't realize I was muted.  

Yes.

MR. PHILLIPS: Okay.  Thank you.  It's been 

marked as Exhibit A-36?

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.

Exhibit A-36:

Facebook post by Leroy Nicotine Jr.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, to your 

knowledge, Leroy Nicotine Jr., he, at the time this 

photograph was taken, was an employee of Red 

Pheasant First Nation, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Asked and answered and 

previously objected to.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Leroy Nicotine 

Jr., in the time period January 1st through to March 

30th, 2020, he publicly expressed support for the 

election of Clinton Wuttunee for the office of Chief 

of Red Pheasant First Nation, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

A I have no idea.  I don't know.  What do you mean? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You have to speak up, Mr. 

Falcon, so we can hear you.  

A Like, you're looking at it -- like, you're asking me 

a question that you already have the answer to.  I 

don't see really see what you're getting at.

Q The answer is, yes, to your personal knowledge, 

Leroy Nicotine Jr., he publicly supported the 
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election of Clinton Wuttunee for Chief, correct?

A It may appear that way.  Yeah.

Q It appears that way, or to your personal knowledge, 

it was that way?

A I mean, you're the one -- you're putting answers in 

my mouth before you even have a question out -- time 

to answer your question, so I don't really 

understand what you're getting at.  

Q I'll ask the question again, then.  

Mr. Falcon, to your personal 

knowledge, Leroy Nicotine Jr., he supported Clinton 

Wuttunee for election to the office of Chief of Red 

Pheasant First Nation in relation to the March 20th, 

2020, election, correct?

A I don't think so.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I object --

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, can we 

please hear from the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- to the question because he 

can't possibly know what Leroy Nicotine Jr. thought, 

but you, obviously, have the photograph.  So that is 

one thing, but that doesn't mean that's what he 

thought.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I said "supported."  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, I don't know if that 

qualifies for support.  This is a private 

photograph.
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MR. PHILLIPS: Shared on Facebook for the 

world to see.  Come on, Mr. Stooshinoff, that's not 

a credible statement.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That does not -- well, he may 

not have voted for him.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Obviously -- let me -- let me 

ask my questions, Mr. Stooshinoff.  We're making a 

little progress here.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, can you hear me.  

A Yes.  

Q Leroy Nicotine Jr., he publicly expressed support 

for the election of Clinton Wuttunee for the office 

of Chief of Red Pheasant First Nation in relation to 

the March 20th, 2020, election, correct?

A I'm not sure.  You'll have to ask Leroy that 

question.  I'm not -- I'm not -- I know what I did.  

Q On or about March 30th, 2020, you observed Leroy 

Nicotine Jr. wearing a shirt that said on the front 

of it "Clint for Chief 2020" with a big red "X" on 

it, correct?

A I see the picture in front of me.

Q You saw him on that day, correct?  

A Yeah.  I probably did see him.  I saw a lot of 

people that day.  Everybody's asking for shirts.  

Q Everybody that supported the election of Clinton 

Wuttunee for Chief, correct?

A I'm assuming.  I'm assuming.
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Q Yeah.  Leroy Nicotine --

A I don't know fact -- for facts.  I just -- I just 

saw what I saw, and I assumed by what I saw 'cause 

of what it was.

Q Leroy Nicotine Jr., you've never seen him wear any 

other candidate's shirt running for the office of 

Chief in relation to the March 20th, 2020, election 

of Red Pheasant First Nation, have you?

A Not that I'm aware of, but I don't -- I mean, I 

don't know.  He very well could have.  I -- I -- I 

didn't see him throughout the whole election.  I 

didn't -- I saw a lot of people.  I don't remember 

what -- 

Q But you did see --

A I don't remember what shirt -- please don't 

interrupt me when I'm talking.  I don't remember 

what -- what shirts people wear every day.  I have 

no clue.  Sorry about that.  He could have wore all 

the candidates, even from previous elections for all 

I know.  He could have wore a Vote Trump shirt.  I 

have no idea what he was wearing from January 1st to 

March 20.  

Q This is not the only photograph that you posed for 

with Leroy Nicotine Jr. in relation to the March 

20th, 2020, election of Red Pheasant First Nation, 

is it?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Mr. Phillips, we 
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are -- I've given you an incredible amount of 

leeway.  You have not asked this witness a single 

question on his affidavit.  Not a single question.  

Everything you've been embarking on is in the nature 

of discovery, and I think we have to put an end to 

it once and for all.  So if you would just focus on 

the affidavit, on your obligation to cross-examine 

this witness, and avoid further speculative 

cross-examination embarking on discovery or anything 

else, then we can get this matter completed.  But 

I'm going to object, so let's move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you did not 

support any other candidate for the office of Chief 

in relation to the March 20th, 2020, election of Red 

Pheasant First Nation.  You ultimately supported -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Relevance and discovery.  

Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I didn't even finish my 

question, Mr. Stooshinoff, and you're interrupting.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It doesn't matter.  You're 

talking about him supporting another candidate, so 

let's just move on to a relevant question.  

You're -- you're -- you're trying to conduct 

discovery, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, it's obvious 

that this witness, Mr. Falcon, ran on a slate of 

candidates that included Clinton Wuttunee. 
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, so you say.  

MR. PHILLIPS: He literally wore a shirt 

that said "Clint for Chief 2020." 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: This is -- this is --

MR. PHILLIPS: Like, come on, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, if it's so obvious -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can you please stop 

interrupting so we can get to the very basic -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: If it's so obvious, then you 

do not need to ask him the question -- 

A There's a lot of shirts.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- if it's so obvious.

A There's a lot of shirts.  I might be able to get you 

one made, if you want, if you're so concerned about 

the shirts.  Like . . . 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It doesn't mean it's a slate, 

and it doesn't mean anything else other than what 

you have is five guys in a private photograph 

wearing shirts.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Will you please stop 

interrupting, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How do you know that they --

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to proceed with 

the cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Then proceed.  Let's 

hear a question related to the affidavit.  Just 
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one.  I'd be happy.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, the other 

candidates for Chief in relation to the March 

20th, 2020, of Red Pheasant First Nation, you did 

not wear any of their shirts supporting them for 

their election, did you?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Relevance, 

discovery, move on.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you supported one 

and only one candidate for election to the office of 

Chief in relation to the March 20th, 2020, election 

of Red Pheasant First Nation.  That single candidate 

is Clinton Wuttunee, correct, sir?

A You -- you can't get me to tell me where I voted.  I 

mean, that's -- that's a Privacy Act.  And, 

obviously, I did only vote for one candidate 

because, otherwise, I'd have a spoiled ballot.  

Q Mr. Falcon, I'm not asking how you voted.  I'm 

asking who you publicly supported.  

A You didn't ask that question the first time.  

Q Mr. Falcon --

A You're rewording your questions to your advantage.

Q Mr. Falcon --

A Yes.

Q -- you publicly supported one and only one candidate 

for the office of Chief in connection with the March 

20th, 2020, election -- 
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- of Red Pheasant First 

Nation, and that is Clinton Wuttunee, correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Let's move on, 

Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, these are 

very basic questions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, if they're so basic, 

they don't need an answer.  Let's get to something 

relevant.  Let's get to his affidavit.  

MR. PHILLIPS: As you know, Mr. Stooshinoff, 

it is relevant.  If your client is refusing to 

answer the question, he's going to be held to that 

refusal.  There will simply be a request for an 

adverse inference.  This picture will speak for 

itself, then.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then, if it speaks for 

itself, move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I would like 

the witness -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Just move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Good grief.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you publicly 

supported one and only one candidate for the office 

of Chief of Red Pheasant First Nation -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Let's just move 
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on, please.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- for the March 20th, 2020, 

election.  That candidate that you supported was 

Clinton Wuttunee, correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Do you have a relevant 

question, Mr. Phillips?  Let's just get on with 

this, please.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to answer 

the question?  

A I got to go plug the meter here.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  We have to take 

another break.  Two hours already.

A I only paid for two hours of parking.  I'll be -- I 

can't afford to --  

MR. PHILLIPS: Yeah.  Mr. Falcon, if you 

want five minutes, that's fine.  You're entitled to 

have reasonable breaks.  If -- you're asking for 

five minutes right now?  

THE WITNESS: Yeah.  I got to go -- I got 

to go plug the meter for my parking.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: There is a parking ban --

MR. PHILLIPS: There is -- there is -- Mr. 

Falcon, there is a caution, though.  You're not able 

to discuss anything whatsoever to do with this case 

with anyone else while you're underneath a 

cross-examination.  Do you understand?

THE WITNESS: Sure, bud.  
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(BRIEF ADJOURNMENT)

MR. PHILLIPS: For the record, Mr. 

Stooshinoff has not come back on.  It is 3:16 p.m. 

He still appears to be muted without any video.  We 

have called out to him a couple times to alert him 

to that fact, and he has not come back on.  We'll 

remain on the record until they come back on.  It's 

been 12 minutes now.  

For the record, Mr. 

Stooshinoff has now turned on his video.  Can you 

hear us.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: For the record, it's 3:19 

p.m.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, can you hear me.  

A Yes.  I hear you.  

Q Mr. Falcon, please take a look at the document up on 

the screen.  I'm going to zoom into it so you can 

see it.  You see that, sir? 

A Yeah.  

Q Let me know when you want me to scroll down, okay? 

A All right.  Am I supposed to read it, or what's 

going on?  

Q Yeah.  I'm going to ask you a question.  

A Well, you're -- you'll have to look the whole thing 

over because you're --

Q Yes I will.  I'm -- I'm zooming into the text for 
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you so it's easier for you to see, sir.  I will zoom 

out again.

A Okay.  Yeah.  I can see it.  I can't read it at all, 

but, yeah.  Sure.  

Q Sorry, could you read that or not?

A Well, you don't understand.  Like, you can't see 

what I'm seeing because, like, all the screens are 

covering half with the text.  

Q I -- I understand that.  I've zoomed into the text 

so it's easier for you to read, sir.  I will zoom 

out again so you can see the entire photo again.  I 

thought I would make it more convenient for you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, he's tried to 

explain twice.  It's not the photo.  It's the text 

that's being covered.  

A By the -- by the screen on your head there and the 

other videos from the Zoom meeting we got going on 

here.  Do you understand?  It's two things.  

Q Is that better, sir? 

A Yeah.  I can see that.

Q Okay.  Let me know when you're finished reading, 

okay?

A Okay.  

Q I'll scroll down for you, sir, so you can see.  You 

see that?

A Yeah.

Q Okay.  Let me know when you've finished reading.  
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A Okay.  

Q Okay.  You observed this Facebook post on the 

morning of March 20th, 2020, before the polls opened 

for the election, correct?

A Yeah.  I probably did.  

Q This is your post here.  If you see the second one 

down, Dana Falcon, "Good luck, Uncle"?

A Yeah.  Yeah.

Q You made that -- you recall making that Facebook 

post, right?

A No.  I don't recall.  I mean, like I said, it's a 

year ago.  I probably did, but I don't recall.  

Like, some things are, you know, staying in your 

mind as clear memories, and something like that I 

post on Facebook is so irrelevant.  Yes.  

Q You do recall observing this Facebook post the 

morning of March -- 

A I'm observing it right now.  I do recall right now.  

Yes.

Q But you do recall right now seeing this post the 

morning of March 20th, 2020, before the polls opened 

for the election, correct?

A I recall seeing this right now.  I've probably seen 

it before.  Everything's so long ago.  

Q Okay.  You take no issue, though, with your having 

seen this at that time on March 20th, 2020, correct?

A No.  
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Q Sorry, no issue is taken, right?

A Well, what do you want -- what do you want to hear?  

I mean, yeah.  I've seen that.  Like, what do you 

want, or I don't understand what you're getting at.

Q No.  I hear you saying that you -- you take no issue 

with this being your Facebook post, and you saw it 

on -- that specific post, "Good luck, Uncle," being 

your Facebook post and you observed the Facebook 

post here --

A Yeah, Mr. Phillips.  Yes, Mr. Phillips.  Yes.  Yes.

Q Okay.  Very good.  

MR. PHILLIPS: So can I please have this 

marked as the next exhibit, A-163.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Again, that's an objection, 

Mr. Phillips.   We're not admitting to the -- 

agreeing to the contents of the post.  That is a 

document that's created by a person, not this 

individual.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, your client 

already answered the question.  It speaks for 

itself.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  No.  No.

MR. PHILLIPS: A-163, can the court reporter 

please confirm that it's been marked as A-163.

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  

Exhibit A-163:

Facebook post by Gary Nicotine.
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  He confirmed that he saw 

it, Mr. Phillips.  It does not mean he agrees with 

the contents.  He saw it, and he says "Good luck, 

Uncle."  He can on admit to the truth of what he 

posted.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you're 

splitting hairs, but even on that -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  We're not splitting 

hairs because, Mr. Phillips, you and I both know -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, if you can 

please not interrupt.  If you can please not 

interrupt --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I'm trying to 

explain -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- my position.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Listen to my position.

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting.

THE COURT REPORTER: We can't interrupt anymore.  

I can't understand anything that's being said.  I 

can't write anything.  The record will be completely 

jumbled so we have to do one at a time.  I'm sorry.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, listen to what 

--

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please just 
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let me speak.  I think I understand what you are 

suggesting right now.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, can you hear me, 

sir.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, it's my objection.  You 

have to speak to me.  So my objection is that what 

you are trying to use the dialogue or the text for 

is objected to.  What you can do is confirm that my 

client says he saw the photograph and expressed the 

words "Good luck, Uncle."  That is the truth of what 

he can attest to.  He can't attest to the truth of 

the word created by the poster of this particular 

post.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You're not quite entirely 

accurate there, Mr. Stooshinoff.  You said 

photograph only, but there's also a Facebook post 

that's associated with it.  The text --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I know.  That's what I'm 

saying.  He can't say -- he's not admitting that 

he -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- agrees with the post.  His 

post he agrees with, but you're attempting to use 

the -- the wording created by someone else.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you hear me, Mr. 
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Phillips?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Did you hear me?  

A Don't answer a question with a question every time.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

A Yes, Mr. Phillips.  

Q -- we have Exhibit A-163 up on the screen still.  

This is a Facebook post by Gary Nicotine before the 

polls open on March 20th, 2020.  It is comprised of 

two parts, I think you will agree with me.  Facebook 

posts normally have two parts.  This one does.  

There's some text here that you see; then there's a 

photograph here on the left that you see.  Is that a 

fair statement?

A That is a fair -- well, no.  I don't think there's 

two parts to it.  I think it's one post, is it not?  

Q Yeah.  No.  It's a single post, but it has two 

different aspects to it.  One is this photograph 

here on the left, and the other aspect is this text 

right here at the top right side of it?

A Okay.  So you're dividing it into two different 

things?  Is that correct?

Q No.  I'm not --

A Who -- no.  I want to know who's making it two 

different things.  Are you making it two different 

things?  Because I see one post.  

Q Yes.  As do I, but -- 
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A I just want to clarify your question because I know 

that you're trying to play some trickery with words, 

and I just want to make sure that I -- I'm 

clarifying what your question is.

Q Yeah.  No -- 

A So who -- no.  Please don't interrupt me.  Who is 

making the two parts to this post?  Because I see 

one post.  Are you making two posts?  And if you 

are, then I want you to clarify where the two parts 

are.  

Q Mr. Falcon, I think we are of the same mind.  One 

post.  It includes -- that single post includes a 

photograph and it includes some texts.  March 

20th, 2020, before the polls opened for the election 

of Red Pheasant First Nation, Gary Nicotine made 

this post.  You saw it.  You replied before the -- 

before the polls opened for the election on March 

20th, 2020, and your reply was "Good luck, Uncle."  

Is that a correct and fair statement?

A Not the whole statement because that's in your 

words.  Like, you're -- you're -- you're putting 

words in my mouth.  Like, you're -- for -- for the 

record of the Court is why you're doing it, but, I 

mean, you're rephrasing what I'm telling you as a 

simple yes-or-no answer, you're rephrasing it into 

your own words.  I don't think that's fair.  

Q Mr. Falcon, I just want you to confirm.  
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A Confirm --

Q You saw this Facebook post of Gary Nicotine.  This 

Facebook post included both the photo on the left 

here, and it also included some text that was 

written by Gary Nicotine.  It starts with "Good 

morning.  The day has arrived."  You see both of 

those aspects that this single Facebook post that 

Gary Nicotine made, correct?

A I see it, yes.  I thought we've already went through 

that three, four times already.   

Q I thought we did as well but your counsel seemed to 

take issue.  I don't -- I think it's a nonissue -- 

A Why put up the picture if it's a nonissue? 

Q Mr. Falcon, please, let's just get through this.  

A I know, but just -- just because you start talking 

when the other person's not done talking, I mean, is 

that not interrupting?  I mean, like, there's a lot 

of times when I'm not even done talking, and you're 

rephrasing my answers to your words for your 

advantage, and that's not really fair.  And it's -- 

and you keep saying that it's not really relevant, 

then why is the post up?  You're trying to get -- 

put words in my mouth.  Like, I'm not -- I'm not 

falling for it.  

Q Mr. Falcon, are you done speaking?

A Yes, I am, Mr. Phillips.  

Q Okay.  I simply want you to confirm for the Court 
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that you -- 

A For the fifth time?  And, yes, I interrupted you 

because, I mean, it's nonsense.  The fifth time.  

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A Yes, Mr. Phillips.  

Q -- please, can you confirm that you saw this 

Facebook post of Gary Nicotine.  This Facebook post 

that included the photograph on the left with the 

heading "Today is the day.  Let's all vote."  And 

the bottom of it is "Re-elect Gary Nicotine."  And 

that's Gary Nicotine in the photograph, and there's 

also the text on the top right of Exhibit A-163, 

starting with "Good morning.  The day has arrived," 

and then it continues.  I want you to confirm that 

you saw that Facebook post of Gary Nicotine the 

morning of March 20th, 2020.  

A Mr. Phillips, are you done? 

Q Yes.  

A I would like you to answer me this:  Have I not 

answered that question about four times already?  

Five times I answered you.  No.  I want a "yes" or 

"no" because, I mean, how is this a fair 

conversation or discussion or anything if you're not 

really going anywhere?  I mean, you're just spinning 

tires here for nothing.  I answered the question.  

Can we just please move on.  If I answer again, 

you're going to ask it in your own different -- a 
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different phrase to your advantage again and then -- 

and then it's going to be six times.

Q Mr. Falcon, your counsel took issue after you had 

answered the question.  

A I answered -- 

Q I am simply addressed the concern expressed by your 

counsel.  I understand it's easier to get through 

this more efficient and expedient if you simply 

confirm, yes, this is the Facebook post that you 

observed the morning of March 20th, 2020.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  Mr. Phillips, I think 

you're misunderstanding the nature of my objection.  

Will you listen to me?  The Facebook post was 

posted.  He said "Good luck, Uncle."  What you're 

trying to do is to get this witness to say he 

endorsed the wording of the portion that was 

prepared allegedly -- who knows by whom -- by Gary 

Nicotine, and those are not this witness' words, 

okay?  So long as you can agree that he saw the post 

and expressed good luck to -- to uncle, that's the 

end of the matter.  To cross-examine him on what 

somebody else typed up is objected to.  So if you 

can restrict your questioning in that fashion, then 

I think we can have an agreement, and we can move 

on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I don't 

agree to proceed in that manner, but I will ask that 
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specific question that you put.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, I may ask it 

slightly differently.  I apologize, Mr. Falcon.  

Your counsel has put to you that you observed this 

post of Gary Nicotine.  The post -- and your counsel 

didn't quite say this -- but that post included both 

a photograph and the text.  Regardless of whether 

you agree or disagree with that photograph or text, 

you saw that post the morning of March 20th, 2020, 

by Gary Nicotine, and you posted on Facebook in 

reply "Good luck, Uncle," the morning of March 20th, 

2020.  You made that post.  Is that all a fair and 

accurate statement?

A That is.  

Q Okay.  Now, Mr. Falcon, if you read down the text 

here in this post, same exhibit, A-163, the first 

line, with some text after "moving forward 2020," it 

says "Clinton R. Wuttunee," then it says "Lux 

Benson," then it says "Henry Boss Gardipy," then it 

says "MJ Cuthand (gonz)."  Do you see that, sir? 

A I see that.  

Q Okay.  MJ Cuthand and then the nickname "gonz," that 

is the way that Mandy Cuthand is commonly referred 

to, correct?

A I believe so.  Yes.  

Q Yes.

Prior to the conclusion of 
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the March 20th, 2020, election of Red Pheasant First 

Nation, at no point in time did you tell Gary 

Nicotine, Don't campaign for me.  Don't do anything 

for me.  I don't support you in the election of Red 

Pheasant First Nation, did you?  

A You're asking if I did or didn't say that?  

Q Yeah.  I'm suggesting that you didn't say any of 

those things.  Do you agree with me?

A Yes.  I weirdly agree with you -- 

Q You -- sorry, what did you say?

A I said weirdly, yeah, I do agree with you.  I would 

have no reason to go up to anybody and say that.

Q Yeah.  So you knew that Gary Nicotine, for example, 

was publicly supporting you for election for the 

position of councillor in relation to the March 

20th, 2020, election of Red Pheasant First Nation, 

yes?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, how -- what? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: This is one example of Gary 

Nicotine publicly supporting you, this post, A-163.  

This is one example of Gary Nicotine publicly 

supporting you for election for the position of 

councillor in relation to -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How do you know -- how do you 

know he wrote that out?  I mean, you don't know 

that.  It's posted, but it's, obviously -- you know, 

there's Clinton Wuttunee, and he's got his own name 
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there.  Why -- why would he put his name there?  I 

mean, that really doesn't make much -- much sense, 

and it's -- it's making an assumption, Mr. 

Phillips.  You're cross-examining him again on 

assumptions that you are making on facts that are 

not proven.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And we're, again, embarking 

on a discovery process.  So, again, Mr. Phillips, 

I've really tried to bite my lip and give you some 

slack in the hopes that you would get on with this 

matter, but I'm -- I'm afraid we're going to -- 

we're on the brink of further argument, so please 

get focussed.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: See, those are the kinds of 

words that provoke further argument.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to have a clear 

transcript that does not contain interruptions, that 

contains one person speaking at --

Let the record reflect that 

Mr. Stooshinoff is laughing.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I would like 

to move on in the cross-examination.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's hilarious.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Please don't interrupt.  I'm 

trying to give you the courtesy so that there are no 

interruptions.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So let's -- let's see, Mr. 

Phillips, if you can ask a single question today 

related to my client's affidavit.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you knew that 

Gary Nicotine was publicly supporting you 

for election -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Discovery.  

Relevance.  Move on, please.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I didn't even get the 

question out, Mr. Stooshinoff, and yet you're 

objecting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You don't need to.  You 

didn't hear what I said.  I said that I was -- I've 

given you a lot of leeway, and I'm objecting to your 

questions, that we're on the brink of descending 

into further argument because you're proceeding into 

a discovery process again -- or continuously.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, at no point in 

time did you tell Gary Nicotine -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Move on, please, 

Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: This is incredible.  These 

objections, these interruptions, are just -- Mr. 
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Stooshinoff -- 

A You're going to ask me the exact same question.  For 

the record, can we say that you keep rolling your 

eyes and raising your eyebrows?  If you can make 

records on other gestures.  Like, I mean, just 

because you don't believe it doesn't give you the 

right to roll your eyes and raise your eyebrows and 

whatever else.  I mean, you're a professional, are 

you not? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, up on the screen, 

we have Exhibit A-69.  Please agree with me that 

this Exhibit A-69, it's one and the same as last 

exhibit that we just went through, Exhibit A-163, 

right there, except for it does not contain your 

post on the right in reply to it.  Let me know when 

you want me to scroll down, okay?  Sir, may I scroll 

down, sir?

A Well, sure, if you want.  Yeah.  Go ahead.  

Q So you've seen that, Exhibit A-69, sir?

A Yes.  

Q You've seen Exhibit A-69 there?

A Yes.  

Q Do you agree that it is one and the same Facebook 

post as Exhibit A-163 that we have up on the screen 

again, except for it does not contain your reply 

Facebook post, "Good luck, Uncle"?

A Okay.  
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Q You agree with me, sir?

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have that 

marked as Exhibit A-69 in this cross-examination.    

Exhibit A-69:

Facebook post by Gary Nicotine without Mr. 

Falcon's reply post.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And for the record, we're 

only admitting his post "Good luck, Uncle."  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you're not 

making any sense here.  We've gone through it.  The 

transcript speaks for itself.  The witness has 

confirmed the Facebook post that -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you're trying 

to get him to admit to something -- to the truth of 

something.  I keep telling you, we object to the 

contents.  If you're saying, did you see this 

particular document without admitting to the truth 

of those contents, other than his post, which says 

"Good luck, Uncle," that's what he's admitting to 

the truth of.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I heard a series of 

objections from you, Mr. Stooshinoff, to 

basically -- any further questions, so the 

transcript's going to have to speak for itself.  The 

Court will take its own view, an adverse inference, 

of the matter based upon the complete refusal to 
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answer some very basic questions this afternoon.  

I'm moving on to the next document, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  

A For the record, I -- I did not comment on any of 

those things or agree to say, I agree to everything 

that I said in this post.  I did not agree to that.  

I agreed to seeing that -- this post.  That's all 

I'm agreeing to.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, on the morning of 

March 20th, 2020, prior to the polls opening, there 

are several -- 

A I have --

Q -- other questions that --

A She's probably not hearing what I'm saying when 

you're interrupting me every time.

THE COURT REPORTER: I couldn't hear what was 

being said.  I'm going to need you to repeat it one 

at a time.  

A Okay.  Mr. Phillips, can I go first, or do you want 

to go first?

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, go ahead.

A Okay.  Because what I'm agreeing to is, seeing the 

post.  That's all I'm agreeing to.  I'm not agreeing 

to anything else.  Like, I'm not agreeing to us 

saying, yes, I agree to this post.  I agree to any 

other contents.  Like, I'm not agreeing to any of 

that.  Like, the only -- the only thing that I am 
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going to make clear is that when I was answering 

your questions, I was agreeing to see the post.  

That's it.  

You kept asking me the same 

question because you're trying to trick me on -- on 

words, and I just -- I don't see the point.  I know 

you're trying to get something, but, I mean, I 

agreed to see that picture, and I think that's even 

further than the truth because I don't remember.  

Like, this is a year ago.  And you're trying to get 

me to say other things even further than me agreeing 

to seeing this post, when I don't even really 

remember this post.  So how am I going to remember 

this context -- context of it and -- and agree to 

that?  And I'm not -- I don't want that on the 

record because that's not what I'm agreeing to.  Did 

you hear all of that, Mr. Phillips?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you're agreeing 

that this is your post, "Good luck, Uncle," correct?

A You didn't answer my question, so I'm not going to 

-- I want -- I want -- I just want you to understand 

that I'm agreeing to seeing this post.  

Q This is your post "Good luck uncle" on Exhibit 

A-163, correct? 

A You're -- you're just going in circles.  I've 

already answered that question.  I don't think you 

need to document it four, five, six times when 
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you've already gotten the answer.  

Q Well, you seem to backtrack after Mr. Stooshinoff 

makes an inappropriate interruption.  

A Well, I mean, I -- I do have a right to defend 

myself because, I mean, you're clearly trying to put 

words in my mouth for the record, and -- yeah.  I 

might not have the knowledge that you do as a 

lawyer, but, I mean, I'm not stupid.  I see where 

you're going with it, and I see why you keep 

rephrasing the questions 'cause you're trying to 

catch me on words for the record and that I'm not 

agreeing on.  I'm agreeing to seeing that.  

Q Mr. --

A It's not -- it's not, like, me and somebody wrote 

that down and then I commented on it.  In nowhere on 

the post does it say I agree to this.  I just put 

"good luck."  

Q Mr. Falcon, up on the screen, we have your second 

revised Direction to Attend.  Do you see that, sir?

A I see that.  

Q We'll go to the second page.  Let me know when 

you're done reading the page so I can scroll to the 

next -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  No.  No.  No.  No.  

We're not reading it, Mr. Phillips.  You know that 

we've objected to this document.  We're not reading 

it.  We're not admitting it.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: It's already been marked as 

an exhibit, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, yes.  Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: I would like to have -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- as I've explained to you 

many times just because you marked it as an 

exhibit -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I would like 

to have this witness read the document because there 

will be questions that will be asked -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: There was an Direction to 

Attend, a revised Direction to Attend, and this 

document, the second revised Direction to Attend.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, just because 

you've marked a document -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: These are legitimate 

questions that are being posed to the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- does not make it 

admissible.  We have objected to this.  It is the 

subject of a court application.  We object to you 

submitting any second, third, fourth, any other 

Direction to Attend.  We haven't accepted service.  

We're objecting to it.  We objected to the first 

one.  It's overly broad.  It's fishing.  It demands 

documents that are completely outside the scope of 

the proceedings that are before the Court.  
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We object, okay?  We're not 

reading it.  We're not admitting it.  So don't 

bother answering questions, all right?  It's the 

matter of an objection.  It's a matter in objection 

that has been presented to the Court.  We'll 

continue to object to it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Is that to say you haven't 

even provided it to Mr. Falcon?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, did you hear 

me?  We object.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Have you provided -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, I did you the courtesy of not 

interrupting you.  Please reciprocate that 

courtesy.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The answer is, we object.  

Don't bother asking questions.  We object to it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Have you provided it to the 

witness or not?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He -- we -- I'm not under 

cross-examination.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Well, then let me ask my 

questions to the witness.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  No.  It's the matter of 

an objection.  This document is objected to.  It's 

not a proper document before this witness or in 

these Court proceedings.  It is without foundation.  

It is improper to serve this document, to tender 
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this document, to ask questions on it.  Move on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I've made my position on 

the record, with regard to these documents, known to 

you over the past several weeks, if not months, and 

you just don't listen.  So don't ask any questions 

on it.  I've invited you to try to resolve these 

issues amicably, even in the form of a Court 

application that we would join with you, but you 

don't do it.  Instead, you want to try and badger 

these witnesses over amended, second, varied, 

altered Directions to Attend that are all defective 

for the same reasons, and we object to it.  

It's improper.  Don't bother 

asking any questions because we're not going to 

answer any questions in relation to them.  If a 

Court were to rule that they're proper, we can 

revisit the issue; but in the meantime, they're 

objected to.  That's the end of the matter.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  It's not interrupting, 

Mr. Phillips.  I'm trying to articulate my position 

on the record.  It's not an interruption.  I wish 

you would do me the courtesy of recognizing that 

I've tried to articulate a position in law and 
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procedure, and you keep accusing it of mere 

interruption.  I think that reflects your attitude.  

You just don't take it seriously, and you don't 

care.  Please take it seriously.  It's important.  

It's important for the processes of the Court, and 

it's important for these witnesses.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You insult me by accusing it 

as a mere interruption, Mr. Phillips.  As an officer 

of the Court, you should know better.  

MR. PHILLIPS: As an officer of the Court -- 

you insult the Court by turning your back to the 

court reporter and to me.  You insult the Court by 

having private discussions with witnesses in the 

middle of a cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't -- I don't have 

private conversations.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, please stop interrupting.  I would like 

to move forward with this cross-examination.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I don't have private 

conversations with witnesses.  Mr. Phillips, you 

know that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop -- stop -- stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The only conversation -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 
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Stooshinoff.  Mr. Stooshinoff, stop -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I told you, the witness was 

-- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Stop interrupting, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The witness was speaking --

MR. PHILLIPS: I did not interrupt you.  I 

would like to speak.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Jesus Christ.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You've misstated the record 

when you say that you've made an application.  The 

word you meant to make -- meant to say was "motion," 

and you haven't either -- brought that neither.  You 

have not brought an application or a motion for 

relief from production in relation to this second 

revised Direction to Attend, the revised Direction 

to Attend in relation to this witness, which is 

Exhibit A-72 --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All of the Directions to 

Attend -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Please do not interrupt me, 

Mr. Stooshinoff.  Let's have a clear transcript.  

You have not brought a motion or application in 

relation to Exhibit A-72, which is up on the screen, 

the revised Direction to Attend, or in relation to 

the Direction to Attend in relation to Dana Falcon, 

which is Exhibit A-80, which is also up on the 
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screen.  You misstated the record, Mr. Stooshinoff.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: With respect to Exhibit A-80 

that we have on the screen, the Direction to Attend, 

Mr. Falcon, can you please look at this document.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Move on, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to answer 

every question that I will ask in relation to this 

Direction to Attend?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I think the solution, 

Mr. Phillips, is that we go to court and get a 

ruling on it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: And you haven't done that, 

have you?  You had this for --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you know that 

it's --

MR. PHILLIPS: -- a very long period of 

time, December 4th, 2020 -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You know that it's always 

been -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- and there's no motion, no 

application despite your misstatement to the record 

to the contrary.  Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, have you -- 

have you been informed -- have you been informed -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we have this marked -- 

can we please have this marked as the next exhibit, 

A-80.  
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Exhibit A-80:

Dana Falcon's Direction to Attend.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, have you have 

been informed -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have Exhibit 

A-72, the revised Direction to Attend, also marked 

in this cross-examination.  

Exhibit A-72:

Dana Falcon's revised Direction to 

Attend.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'll take it your refusal to 

respond is --

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter 

please -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- confirmation that you know 

we've objected.  I think if you look at any of the 

transcripts, Mr. Phillips, you'll see repeated 

objections to the scope of your Directions to 

Attend, and we've informed the Court in numerous 

letters and in our case management hearings that 

your Directions to Attend are overly broad.  They're 

in the nature of a fishing expedition.  They're in 

the nature of a discovery and outside the scope of 

these proceedings, and they're objectionable.  So 

you know that, Mr. Phillips.  You've known it all 

along.  You've known it from the beginning, so don't 

pretend you don't.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Don't pretend as though you 

brought a motion for relief from production when you 

haven't in relation to these Directions to Attend 

'cause you haven't, Mr. Stooshinoff, sent a -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That's because -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: -- 2020 until today, and 

there is no -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- the Court has -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Do not interrupt me, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: The Court has indicated that 

--

MR. PHILLIPS: It's very disrespectful.  Mr. 

Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- it has to get consent of 

the parties.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please do 

not interrupt.  I don't interrupt you, even though 

it's inappropriate to do so --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, read the 

directives of the Court.  

MR. PHILLIPS: -- please don't interrupt me.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's the directives of the 

Court.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, let me 

speak.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let the record reflect that 
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--

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- Mr. Phillips is waving his 

hands --

THE COURT REPORTER: Please can we -- can we speak 

one --

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please do 

not --

THE COURT REPORTER: Can we please speak one at a 

time.  I know it's very hard.  I know it get's 

heated, but I cannot understand what's being said 

when two people are talking at once, so it will not 

be clear on the transcript if people are talking 

over each other.

MR. PHILLIPS: Thank you, Court Reporter.

Mr. Stooshinoff, can we 

please agree not to interrupt each other.  We need a 

clear transcript, as the court reporter has just 

again now indicated.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, have you seen 

this document on the screen, Exhibit A-80, the 

Direction to Attend, dated September 4th, 2020?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 

the witness is unresponsive.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let's see the date of that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. -- pardon?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Let's see the date of that.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: The last page; it's up on the 

screen there.  Do you see it, sir?  Do you see it, 

sir?  

A Who, me?  Yes, I see it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Yeah.  No.  I think your 

counsel asked a question, Let's see the date.  I 

showed him the date.

MR. PHILLIPS: Can you see it, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I see it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: All right, then.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I believe you have brought 

your -- is that the original of your affidavit 

there, sir?

A Yes.  

Q Okay.  That's Item 2 on this Direction to Attend.  

You see that, sir?  Right here, the original of your 

affidavit in these proceedings, sworn August 28th, 

2020?

A I see the document.  

Q I'm sorry.  I couldn't hear you.  Can you speak up, 

sir.  

A I see the document.  

Q You have not brought any -- aside from paragraph 2, 

your original of your affidavit, you have not 

brought any of the other documents that we 

requested, have you?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: As -- Mr. Phillips, you're 

well aware, that is the subject of ongoing 

objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: As you're aware, Mr. 

Stooshinoff, we will be seeking relief from the 

Court appropriate to the contravention of the Rules 

on your client's part.  We will be seeking to have 

the affidavits that the respondents struck out.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, Mr. Phillips -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- you have to do what you 

have to do, but they are subject of objection, which 

you've been made aware of from the outset and 

continue to ignore.  We have a genuine disagreement 

with regard to the procedure and to the scope of 

that Direction to Attend.  It's been a live issue.  

You've been informed of it continuously.  We 

maintain our position that it's an objectionable, 

improper document, overly broad, speculative, in the 

nature of discovery, and outside the scope of the 

pleadings and allegations that are before the Court, 

as set out in your application or in the 

affidavits.  

You're attempting a fishing 

expedition.  We've said so in correspondence to the 

Court.  We've informed you of it on many occasions, 
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yet you persist in attempting to achieve a 

procedural default.  And our position, Mr. Phillips, 

has been -- and I've said this on the record on many 

occasions -- your effort is an effort to try to 

manufacture or engineer a default so that you can 

bring the very application you just said.  You want 

to bring an application to strike out affidavits for 

failing to produce documents that you have set out, 

which you knew would either be impossible to produce 

or speculative, were in the nature of a fishing 

expedition, were in the nature of discovery, or were 

outside the bounds and the scope of the pleadings 

set out in the application and in the affidavits.  

And, therefore, it's an improper document, and your 

application is improper.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, it was a 

basic question.  Has this witness brought anything 

aside from the original of his affidavit?  I think 

the Court is entitled to a clear answer.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  The Court 

is continuously being subjected to an attempt on 

your part to manufacture a default.  I've said 

that.  I've said it before.  That's our position.  

It's a tactic that you have relied on in the past 

and continue to rely on.  You would not have said, 

that, Mr. Phillips, except for the fact that five 

minutes ago you said there will be an application 
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made to strike out the affidavits.  Of course there 

will be.  That's your tactic.  Mr. Phillips, we are 

on to you.  We understand the way you abuse the 

Rules of Court.  That's all there is to it.  That's 

why we have a disagreement.  You want to abuse the 

Rules of Court and manufacture a false default.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah, but I think you've 

heard this speech before, Mr. Phillips.  You're well 

aware of it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, I don't think 

I'm ever going to be done with you, so if you have a 

question, you better ask it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: My question was a simple one.  

My question was, Aside from the original of your 

affidavit, you have not brought anything else with 

you here today, Mr. Falcon?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll 

appreciate that up on the screen is Exhibit A-163.  

This is within the scope of the Direction to 

Attend.  This has not been brought by this witness.  

This is relevant to this election appeal.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, will you 
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undertake to produce your Facebook post "Good luck, 

Uncle" that you made in reply to the Facebook post 

of Gary Nicotine on March 20th, 2020, which you see 

up here on the screen, Exhibit A-163?

MR. PHILLIPS: No.  We will not give that 

undertaking. 

Undertaking Number 1:

Provide Mr. Falcon's Facebook post "Good 

luck uncle" under Gary Nicotine's Facebook 

post of March 20, 2020, in Exhibit A-163.

(Refused) 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, will you 

undertake to confirm the authenticity of Exhibit 

A-163.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.

Undertaking Number 2:

Confirm the authenticity of Exhibit A-163 

in these proceedings.

(Refused)  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, where were you on 

October 13th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Relevance, 

discovery.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We have Exhibit A-72 up on 

the screen.  This is the revised Direction to Attend 

to the witness.  The witness for this -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Another objectionable 
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document that we object to.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, again, a 

very basic level of respect for another officer of 

the Court and the court reporter, please do not 

interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Mr. Phillips --

MR. PHILLIPS: I do you the respect, I do 

you the courtesy of not interrupting you.  Please 

don't interrupt so we can, at the very least, have a 

clear transcript today.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  We can have a clear 

transcript.  You're putting to this witness a 

revised Direction to Attend.  There are no provision 

in the Rules for a revised, a secondary, a 

supplementary, or any other kind of varied Direction 

to Attend.  That does not exist in the Rules, Mr. 

Phillips.  You know that.  Nevertheless, you 

continue to throw these documents at counsel in the 

hopes that something sticks.  

In this particular 

document, you've attempted to set a date for 

questioning for October the 13th, 2020, when you 

knew very well that I was not available.  You knew 

that.  Why bother cross-examining this witness on 

where he was on October 13th when his counsel was 

not available?  And what's more, Mr. Phillips, you 

knew that, so you deliberately prepared a Direction 
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to Attend on a witness for a date that you knew was 

not agreed on and was not available.  You knew that, 

Mr. Phillips, yet you go ahead and do it.  

This is what I'm trying to 

demonstrate to the Court, is an example of your 

efforts to create a fiction, a falsehood, a 

misdirection, a misrepresentation, an attempt to 

manufacture a default.  That's what you tried to 

do.  The date was not agreed to.  Having said 

that, we offered October 20th.  You refused to 

accept it.  We had the whole week of October 20th, 

and you didn't take it, Mr. Phillips.  

Now, you and I have been 

through this, I would think, at least have a dozen 

times.  I don't think it's going to change with any 

other witness.  Please don't ask this question 

again.  You waste my time, you waste the witness' 

time, you waste the court reporter's time, and you 

waste your time.  All of the witnesses named under 

your revised Direction to Attend will -- for October 

13th will have the same response.  Am I clear? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, I'm not.  Are you clear, 

Mr. Phillips?  I have to have a "yes" or "no" 

because, obviously, you will -- you've continued to 

respond to that question, and then you continue to 
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ask each witness the same question, and I object 

with the same reasons.  Don't ask anymore.  You know 

the answer.  October the 13th -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: October the 13th was neither 

agreed on, nor was I available.  And despite that, 

you deliberately attempted to manufacture a date for 

questioning that you knew would not work.  It's a 

phony, it's a fake effort to default.  That's why I 

object, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  You will 

not seem to accept that that's what I've told you.  

Do you accept what I've told you? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, you're 

misstating the record.  You're also misstating a 

fact.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, do you admit --

MR. PHILLIPS: Please do not interrupt me.  

I just listened to you at some length make several 

misstatements.  As an officer of the Court, I -- I 

find it incredible.  You've repeated these 

misstatements several times now in multiple 

cross-examinations.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: There you go.  
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MR. PHILLIPS: We'll deal with -- we will 

deal with it with the Court at the appropriate time, 

Mr. Stooshinoff.  You were offered alternative 

dates.  You declined.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So were you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: You did not respond to 

several emails.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So were you, Mr. Phillips.  

So were you.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, your 

co-counsel, Mr. Winegarden, purported to contact the 

court reporter as well.  We will deal with your 

misstatements at the appropriate time.  For the 

record, there have been several misstatements made 

by you.  We will deal with them at the appropriate 

time.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, as I understand 

it, in connection with elections of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, there are voter's lists that are 

created; is that correct?

A What? 

Q Were you listening, Mr. Falcon?  

A Yeah.  I'm listening.  Can you repeat the question.  

Q Voter's lists, they're created in connection with 

your elections, correct?

A What are you -- what are you referring to?  I don't 

even know -- what's -- what's your question?  Let's 
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start -- start from the beginning because you seemed 

to rephrase the question when I asked it again in a 

different matter of yourself -- for yourself.  So 

what's the -- what's the question?  

Q Elections of Red Pheasant First Nation, when one is 

coming up, a voter's list is prepared, the people 

that are eligible to vote; is that correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

You've gone off again on -- on a speculative 

inquiry.  You're asking questions in the nature of 

discovery.  It's not relevant.  Please get to a 

relevant question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: I'll direct your attention 

specifically to Exhibit C to the affidavit of Mary 

Linda Whitford, sworn July 29th, 2020.  This is the 

voter's list in relation to the March 20th, 2020, 

election of Red Pheasant First Nation, correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Which exhibit?  

MR. PHILLIPS: It's up on the screen.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  I've given -- got my 

affidavit here.  So which -- which exhibit?

MR. PHILLIPS: Exhibit -- Exhibit C.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Thank you.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You see that, sir?

A I see that.  

Q You see that this is the voter's list?

A Yeah.  
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Q You've seen this document before, correct?

A I probably have.  It looks like the membership list.

Q Well, it says "voter's list" on the top.  It's the 

voter's --

A I saw that.  I'm just telling you it looks something 

like the -- the membership list.  

Q Okay.

A I already said -- I already said, Yes.  I see it.  I 

don't know why you're going to keep asking me if I 

seen it.  I see it, Mr. Phillips.  

Q You were on Council prior to this election in the 

term 2016 to 2020.  You were around the Band Council 

table when the electoral officer Burke Ratte was 

appointed, correct?

A I don't recall if I was or not.  

Q Membership list, voter's list, they're both 

important for somebody running for office to have to 

know who the voter's are, who I should campaign to.  

It was important for members of Chief and Council, 

correct?

A This -- this list isn't, like, that important to me 

in that sense because I work for the whole Nation, 

not individuals.  

Q You need to know who eligible electors are though, 

correct?

A Not necessarily.  I mean, they come to me.  They 

come to me with their issues.  I mean, I don't know.  
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I don't go to them and ask them their issues.  I 

mean, there -- there's more than enough issues 

brought forward.  I made a list.  There's a lot of 

members on here that don't even associate with the 

membership at all.  

Q To your knowledge, Gary Nicotine had a list of 

electors for Red Pheasant First Nation -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- in relation to the 

election that he used --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

It's an improper question.  

A That's not to my knowledge.  No.  It's not to my 

knowledge that Gary -- 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Which is it?  Are you 

answering the question or objecting?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I've objected.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, are you objecting 

to the question, or can -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I've objected to the 

question.  

A I'm going with my legal counsel.  Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to answer 

any questions in connection with the voter's list, 

Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I've told you, Mr. 

Phillips.  You ask a relevant question, but you're 
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asking for a discovery.  You're asking his knowledge 

of some other party to this -- to this proceeding.  

It's objectionable.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I'll take that as an 

objection to any questions with respect to the 

voter's list, membership list, however the witness 

wants to refer to it.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, up on the screen, 

you have Exhibit A-6.  Do you see that, sir? 

A Yes, I see that.  

Q You've seen this before, correct?

A Yes, I have.  

Q Yeah.  

This is common knowledge.  

It's referred to as a "5D Form," right?

A A 5D form?  

Q 5D.  Yeah.  5D Request for Mail-in Ballot?

A Yes.  

Q That's how it's referred to.  

A Yes.

Q Sorry, you have to speak up for the court reporter.  

A Yes, Nathan.

Q Thank you, Mr. Falcon.  

Now, I understand from 

paragraph 8 of the affidavit of Henry Gardipy, for 

example, in this matter, he says that he had (quoted 

as read):
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"Blank 5D forms for any Band member who 

needed assistance {-- I think he meant to 

say in applying.  He says --} is applying 

for a mail-in ballot because some of these 

members can't get to a polling station."  

Do you see that, sir?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think you're going to have 

to answer -- ask that of Mr. Gardipy.  

A You're bringing -- you're bringing in another 

affidavit.  I don't -- I don't know the thoughts of 

these -- the evidence that you're trying to bring in 

front of me because, I mean, you're going on 

Facebook posts that aren't mine, affidavits that 

aren't mine.  And I don't know the opinions of other 

people.  Just like I don't know the opinion of 

yours.  I have no idea.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

A You're trying to get me to agree to something that I 

have -- I have no idea about.  T-shirts and what 

days they were worn.  I don't know, and I'm sure 

this question is one of those because I can already 

tell.

Q Mr. Falcon -- 

A Yes, Mr. Phillips.

Q -- Henry Gardipy says, under oath, That he had blank 

D5 forms with him.  There's nothing unusual about 

that, right?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  We're -- we're 

not going down a discovery process.  If you want to 

ask those questions, ask them of Mr. Gardipy.  I've 

told you before, Mr. Phillips, if I give you any 

slack, then we get into a position where you're 

embarking full blown into a discovery process, 

commentary on other people's evidence, and we're not 

going to do that.  So we're taking our position now.  

Please move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you observed 

members of -- the current members of Chief and 

Council when they were candidates in the March 20th, 

2020, election of Red Pheasant First Nation, you 

observed them carry around blank D5 forms, request 

for mail-in ballot forms, correct?

A No.  

Q Are you saying that you didn't see a single blank --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Asked -- asked and answered.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, this is a 

cross-examination -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Asked -- I know, but you've 

got an answer.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Not -- not an equivocal 

answer.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

obstruct the cross-examination.  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's not obstructing.  You've 

got an answer.  Move on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, blank request for 

mail-in ballot forms, did you see anybody with them 

in connection with the election?

A No.  [speaking in Cree].  No.  [speaking in Cree] 

Means "no" in Cree, basically.  I don't understand.  

No.  No.  I did not.  I already answered that once, 

now twice.  

Q I asked anybody, not just a member that was elected 

to Chief and Council.  

A I didn't see anybody.  I mean, I'm doing my own 

thing.  

Q Did you not --

A I'm doing my own thing.  I'm not -- I'm not doing 

what you suspect that I'm doing.  I just do my own 

thing.  I don't -- I wasn't looking to see who was 

wearing 5D -- or who has 5Ds or who's wearing what 

T-shirts.  I don't worry about that stuff.  

Q Mr. Falcon, I think you may have misunderstood my 

question.  

A I'm sure I did not, but go ahead and rephrase it.  

Q Request for mail-in ballot forms, did you see a 

single one anywhere in relation to the March 

20th, 2020, election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

A Yes.  I saw one when I got my package.  That's the 

only time I saw one.  Yes.  That's the final 
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answer.  

Q And that's the only time you saw one?  

A Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: We'll go off the record for 

just one minute.  

(DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, can you please 

take a look at the Facebook post up on the screen.  

A Okay.  

Q You see that, sir?

A Yes.

Q Okay.  On the far left of the photo, there's a man 

in a hat that's backwards with black glasses.  

That's you, right?

A Yes.  It looks like me.  

Q You voluntarily posed for this photo, correct?

A Yes.  

Q You observed this Facebook post on March 11th, 2020, 

correct?

A Yes.  I see that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can we please have this 

marked as Exhibit A-37 in this cross-examination.    

Exhibit A-37:

Facebook post by Clinton Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: In this Facebook post, there 

is a gentleman in the very centre.  There's two in 

the front of the photograph down on their knees, 
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then there's a gentleman right -- in the centre of 

the two of them, just behind them.  He's wearing 

black glasses with a little bit of a beard.  You see 

that?

A Yes.  

Q That's Clinton Wuttunee, correct?  

A It looks like him.  Yes.  

Q And immediately behind him, on the right of the 

photograph, that's Leroy Nicotine Jr., correct?

A It looks like him.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Can the court reporter please 

confirm that this has been marked as Exhibit A-37.  

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Thank you.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, up on the screen 

is Exhibit A-34.  Can you please confirm that you 

see it.  

A I see that.  

Q Red Pheasant Communications is the official Facebook 

account of Red Pheasant First Nation, correct, sir?

A I don't know if it's the official.  

Q It's operated by Red Pheasant First Nation, though, 

correct?

A I don't know.  I'm not sure.  It's kind of a 

mystery, anyway, what's --

Q This post from February 8th, 2020, which is in 

Exhibit A-34, you saw this post on or about February 
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8th, 2020, correct?

A That's what it says on the post.

Q But you saw it back on about February 8th, 2020?

A I remember seeing it.  Up on the top, it says 

February 8th.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  No.  He's saying you saw 

it.  

A No.  I've never seen that before.  I'm looking at it 

right now.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You've not seen this post 

before?  

A I'm looking at it right now. 

Q For the first time?  

A The first time.  You've probably seen it more than I 

have.  

Q What is your phone number?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  That sounds like 

discovery, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: January 1st through to March 

20th, 2020, your phone number was 306.480.7647, 

correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's in the nature of 

discovery, Mr. Phillips, isn't it?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, it's not 

discovery, and you know it.  May I please have the 

answer to my question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Answer the question.  
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A No.  It's not my phone number.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: 480.7647?

A It's not my phone number.  

Q What was your phone number -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: What were the phone numbers 

that you utilized at any point in time between -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- January 1st and March 

20th, 2020?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  He doesn't have 

to answer that.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, come on.  

This is a relevant question.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How so? 

MR. PHILLIPS: You can't selectively tell 

the witness to answer the question as to what his 

phone number is.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, I've objected to it and 

objected to it, and I've continued to object to it.  

You continue to ask for discovery.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, we've asked 

for the text messages, amongst other things, of Mr. 

Falcon in our Direction to Attend.  None of those 

have been produced.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Are those the ones that were 

objected to, Mr. Phillips?  
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MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, I think that 

the Court is entitled to the answer.  I think that 

the Court is entitled to know what this witness' 

phone number is.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: How so?  Which paragraph in 

his affidavit does it touch on?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Whether this witness sent and 

received specific text messages, whether a phone 

number is his, that's relevant, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I 

would like -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Which one is it?

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please stop 

interrupting.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Which one, Mr. Phillips?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Which paragraph in his 

affidavit and which message are you referring to in 

his affidavit?  Is it there?

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

done?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  You -- you see what 

you're -- you've answered your own question.  You 

want to proceed on a discovery process.  That is 

objected to.  It's been objected to for six or eight 

months.  Our position won't change.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, what phone number 

did you use in the time period January 1st through 
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March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I think I said our position 

won't change.  Why do you think I changed my 

position in the last 30 seconds, Mr. Phillips? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Gary Nicotine, in the time 

period January 1st through March 20th, 2020, his 

phone number was 306.481.5802, correct?

A I have no idea what his number is.  

Q Just like you have no idea -- 

A I don't even know -- I don't even know my parents' 

phone number, so how can I know Gary's?  

Q Will you -- will you undertake to advise what the 

phone numbers are that you used in the time period 

January 1st through March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  

Undertaking Number 3:

Advise what Mr. Falcon's phone numbers 

were from January 1 through March 20, 

2020.

(Refused)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Up on the screen, we have 

Exhibit A-146, Mr. Falcon.  

A Yes.  

Q Can you please look at the document.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  We're -- we're 

objecting.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: The phone number for Shawn 
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Wuttunee, 306.441.6581; is that his phone number?

A Objection.  I don't know.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let the record reflect that 

the witness has his cellphone in his hand right 

now.  

A I'm trying to shut -- shut my ringer off.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, can you please 

identify what phone numbers you have on record for 

each of these individuals.  You have your phone with 

you right now.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I've objected to that.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: You have phone numbers -- you 

have them for each of these persons on your phone, 

correct?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips?  Mr. Phillips?  

Mr. Phillips?  Mr. Phillips, can you hear me.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Yeah.  I'm letting you speak 

so I don't interrupt you.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  All right.

MR. PHILLIPS: Go ahead and speak.  You're 

going to speak regardless.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  That is objected to.  

You are asking for discovery.  Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Jesus.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- did you -- did you send or 

receive any text messages with the electoral officer 
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Burke Ratte at any point in time between January 1st 

and March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Discovery.  

Relevance. 

MR. PHILLIPS: The document that was placed 

up on the screen with phone numbers that the witness 

is refusing to answer any questions in relation to, 

can we please have it marked as an exhibit in this 

proceeding as well, Exhibit A-146.    

Exhibit A-146:

Document with phone numbers of persons in 

Red Pheasant First Nation.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, you must know 

that although you continue to mark exhibits, that 

does not constitute an admission either as to their 

admissibility or to the truth of their contents.  So 

I'm not sure why you're doing it, but it's objected 

to.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do I hear you say, Mr. 

Falcon, that you're refusing to answer any questions 

in relation to what the phone numbers are for any of 

the persons in that Exhibit A-164?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  We've told you our 

answer.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Delores Peyachew, 

she's the Indian Registry Administrator for Red 

Pheasant First Nation, correct?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Relevance.  

Discovery.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Delores Peyachew, 

she was the Indian Registry Administrator in the 

time period January 1st through March 20th, 2020, 

correct, sir?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, did you have any 

communications, whether in person, by text message, 

by phone, any communications whatsoever with Delores 

Peyachew in the time period January 1st through 

March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Discovery and 

relevance.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, only a member of 

Band Council can request that Delores Peyachew issue 

a proof of ID form, correct?  For the Band member 

themselves, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I'm objecting to that.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Let's use Exhibit A-14 as an 

example, the second page.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: As an example of what? 

MR. PHILLIPS: The proof of ID form that I 

just referred to.  Do you see that?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We're not admitting any of 

that.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you see the document, Mr. 
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Falcon?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: You can talk about the 

document all you want, Mr. Phillips.  We're 

objecting to the document.  It's not relevant in 

this cross-examination.  You didn't present it in 

advance, despite our requests that you produce all 

documents that you intended to refer to.  You 

continue to flout that request.  

We're not answering any 

questions with regard to this document.  It's not 

his document; it's not relevant to him.  We object.  

You're proceeding in a discovery, and we're not 

answering any questions in relation to that 

discovery process.  This witness has no obligation 

to inform himself.  Move on, please.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you done 

interrupting? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I am not.  

I will continue to do so.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you've seen these 

replacement IDs before that are issued by the Indian 

Registry Administrator of Red Pheasant First Nation, 

correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, who is that 

can -- that has the authorization -- the authority 

to direct Delores Peyachew to issue one of these?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection. 

MR. PHILLIPS: Again, for the record, we 

have up on the screen, the second page of Exhibit 

A-14.  If we can please have Exhibit A-14 marked in 

this cross-examination as well.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection to marking of the 

exhibit.  

Exhibit A-14:

Request for mail-in ballot form for Robin 

Dean Wuttunee.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, did you authorize 

or instruct Delores Peyachew to issue any similar 

such form in relation to any elector?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, are you aware of 

any other member of the current Chief and Council 

instructing Delores Peyachew to issue any similar 

such replacement for ID form in relation to the time 

period January 1st through March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips, 

unless you can refer him to a paragraph in his 

affidavit.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

done? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you 

done?  
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not 

done.  You know that.  We're going to continue.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you gave electors 

of Red Pheasant First Nation money in the time 

period January 1st through March 20, 2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Try that again.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, can you hear me.  

A Yes, I hear you.  

Q You gave money to electors of Red Pheasant First 

Nation in the time period January 1st through March 

20th, 2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We object to the 

characterization and the phrasing.  Try to rephrase 

that, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: The witness either 

understands the question or he doesn't.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  We object to the 

phrasing of it and the wording that you used.  All 

members of Council provide support.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, now you're 

feeding the witness testimony in the 

cross-examination -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, I'm not.

MR. PHILLIPS: -- and that's entirely 

improper.  Stop -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, he's been 

through this before.  What I'm trying to communicate 
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to you is that you're mischaracterizing it in the 

way you phrased the question.  If you ask him, Has 

he ever provided support to any members of the Band 

during the time of the election, I'm sure you'll get 

an answer.  But you're characterizing it so as to 

create a taint, and we're saying you've 

mischaracterized it, and your use of words is 

objectionable and will result in an objection to the 

way you phrased it.  Try to rephrase your question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Try to not interrupt, Mr. 

Stooshinoff.  There's something called 

"re-examination."  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I have to interrupt because 

of your deliberate, you know, misuse of the words to 

create a false impression.  It's objectionable.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done, Mr. 

Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not 

done, Mr. Phillips.  I will continue on.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  I will continue to 

assert my client's interests, okay?  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you gave money to 

electors of Red Pheasant First Nation in the time 

period January 1st through March 20th, 2020, 

correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, your use of the 
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word "electors" is objectionable.  If you use the 

word "members of Red Pheasant First Nation," that 

would be an acceptable question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: But because you're using -- 

you're using the word "electors" because you are 

trying deliberately to create a false impression, 

Mr. Phillips, and that's objectionable.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done with your 

interruption, Mr. Stooshinoff?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Again, no, I'm not, Mr. 

Phillips.  I'll continue.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, do you understand 

the question?  

A Yes, I do.  And I don't like the way this question 

-- the way it's phrased.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, the witness 

has confirmed that he understands the question.  I 

want the answer.  I think the Court is entitled to 

the answer.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, the Court is entitled 

to the answer to the question:  Did you provide 

financial support to members of Red Pheasant First 

Nation?  If that's your question, ask it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you done 

with your interruption?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, obviously.  We keep 
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dancing around this, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, are you refusing 

to answer my question?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  He's not.  Are you 

refusing to rephrase it?  If you refuse to rephrase 

it, then you have my objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, the witness 

has confirmed he understands the question.  It's a 

fair, relevant question.  I want the answer.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  It's not.  It's not a 

fair question, Mr. Phillips.  That's why we're 

objecting to it.  

A And you've rephrased it a few times -- 

MR. PHILLIPS: Are you done -- are you done 

interrupting, again, Mr. Stooshinoff?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  I'm not.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, to your 

knowledge, Clinton Wuttunee, he gave money to 

electors of Red Pheasant First Nation, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Again, it's -- it's an 

objectionable question.  It's not a fair question, 

Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, Clinton 

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy 

Cuthand, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel 

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, and you, all of you gave 

money to electors between January 1st and March 
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20th, 2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Have you heard my objections, 

Mr. Phillips?  Do you think it's going to be any 

different?  It's an objectionable question.  Ask 

those individuals, but my objection will be the same 

for them as well.  You are deliberately 

mischaracterizing the question.  You pose it as an 

unfair question.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, are you refusing 

to answer my question?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Mr. Phillips.  Your 

question is out of order.  It's unfair.  Rephrase 

it; you might get somewhere.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, are you done 

interrupting?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Jesus.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, did you 

participate in a discussion with respect to giving 

money to Heather Meechance in February 2020?  Mr. 

Falcon?

A Mr. Phillips.  

Q Can you please answer my question.  

A No, I did not.  I did not reach out to Heather 

Meechance.

Q I can't hear you, sir.  You have to come closer to 

the mic and speak up.  

A No.  No.  N-o.  No, Mr. Phillips.  No.  No.  "No" is 
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my answer.  

Q At no point were you invited to participate in any 

such discussion, were you?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Different -- different 

question.  

MR. PHILLIPS: That's a nature of a 

cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I have a new 

question.  Can I get an answer this time.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  He -- he said he did not 

participate in a conversation.  

MR. PHILLIPS: I heard that, and I had a new 

question, so stop interrupting, Mr. Stooshinoff.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right.  What's the new 

question? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, at no point in 

time were you invited to participate in a discussion 

with respect to giving Heather Meechance money in 

February 2020, were you?

A No.  N-o.  No.  

Q At no point in time on February 18th, 2020, were you 

invited to participate in a discussion of giving 

money to any elector of Red Pheasant First Nation, 

were you?

A No discussion.  

Q Sorry, no discussion, or you were not invited to 

participate in such discussion?

A No invitation.  No discussion.
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Q At no point in time on February 18th, 2020, were you 

invited to participate in any discussion with 

respect to Band member assistance, were you?

A Possibly.  We get -- we get those discussions once 

in a while.  I don't know -- I don't know exact 

dates.  

Q I'm asking about February 18th, 2020 --

A I know.  I heard you on the date, and I told you 

that's, like, almost a year ago.  I don't remember 

the exact dates, but on occasion, we will get text 

messages on who we're going to help and what the 

reason is, and that's my answer.  I don't know about 

the exact dates.

Q Okay.  In your response to us now, you've said "who" 

we are going to help.  I think you meant to say 

who -- 

A Whom -- 

Q Whom has asked for help because that would be -- 

A It depends who -- who wants the help and for what 

they want help for.  It could be -- it probably 

could -- just listen.  Don't interrupt all the 

time.  You're the worse on interruptions I've ever 

seen in my life, and all you're doing is talking 

about interruptions.  Let me finish.  

Sometimes there's sports fees 

that they request.  Sometimes there's a baby being 

born and they don't -- like, there's all kinds of 
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requests, by request.  

Q And so that's -- are you done speaking, Mr. Falcon? 

A I don't know -- I don't know the dates on these 

requests.  

Q No.  My question right now, Mr. Falcon, is --

A I don't know about February 18th.  I don't know -- I 

don't know the exact dates of what's being even 

asked.

Q Mr. Falcon, if you might wait for my question -- Mr. 

Falcon --

A Are you ever awful at interruptions.  Like, all you 

do is interrupt people.  I'm trying to answer you, 

and you just keep interrupting to rephrase things 

and try and put things on the record just for your 

favour.  I mean, I'm not going to fall for it.  

Q Mr. Falcon, I'm respectfully waiting for you to 

finish your statements.  I am not interrupting you.  

I have a question for you, Mr. Falcon.  

A But you keep --

Q In your response to my question, you stated -- I 

heard "who," but it could have been "whom."  Whom --  

A If you -- if you would just stop and listen and -- 

and listen to people in order to respond, in order 

to actually listen to what they're saying.  You're 

not even listening.  You're just on the -- on, like, 

the edge of a cliff ready to save yourself with a 

response.  You don't even let people respond.  I'm 
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trying to continue my answer, and you just keep 

rephrasing, rephrasing, rephrasing, trying to trick 

me into words that I'm not saying.  What I -- stop 

it.  

What I am saying is that on 

occasion, I don't know the exact specific dates -- 

it could happen once a day.  It could happen twice.  

It could happen once every few weeks.  I don't 

know.  I don't know the exact dates.  I don't know 

if it was February 18th.  A lot of requests are put 

forward.  A lot.  And it doesn't matter what kind of 

T-shirt they wear.  They get the assistance when 

they need it.  We don't favour -- play favouritism 

or anything like that.  

It's getting a little 

frustrating having -- because, like, you're trying 

to put words in my mouth, and I'm not falling for 

it.  We help all band members.  We assist them with 

BMAs, Band membership assistance.  Not -- not -- 

Q Mr. Falcon --

A Stop it.  Not just from January 1st to March 20th.  

All the time, for four years, the whole term.  Even 

after the terms over, people will still ask for help 

from us because we were in leadership before, and 

they just expect it.  We just help.  You need to 

understand the way First Nations work.  Like, we 

don't just -- try to buy people off.  We grow up as 
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one big family there.  Maybe a "slate," as you would 

call it.  And we help each other, and we don't 

forget the help we got when we were kids from 

certain people, and we just keep helping each 

other.  

There's a big 

misunderstanding from the way you're looking at it 

because you're getting it -- you're hearing one side 

of the sorry.  It's like two kids fighting, and you 

only listen to one side of the story, and then you 

take that side.  That's not how it works.  Like, 

even after the elections, we -- we just get over 

it.  People get in, and we get over it, and we just 

move forward.  That's the whole moving forward 

thing.  It's not a team.  It's not anything.  It's 

just moving forward.  These appeals, this is what 

puts a lot of things at -- at a halt, but we just 

keep moving forward the best we can.  We're not -- 

we're not out to get anybody.  We're not out trying 

to prevent people from doing things.  We're just 

trying to help the Band members and move the Nation 

forward.  I don't know about February 18th, but go 

ahead, Mr. Phillips.  Rephrase. 

Q Mr. Falcon: Do you agree with everything 

that Gary Nicotine did in his campaign with respect 

to the March 20th, 2020, election of Red Pheasant 

First Nation?
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MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  Way too broad, 

Mr. Phillips.  

A You didn't listen to a word I said.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, do you agree with 

everything that Leroy Nicotine Jr. did in relation 

to the election -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Oh, for heaven sakes.  

Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: -- the March 20th, 2020, 

election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, when you are 

invited to a discussion in relation to Band member 

assistance, this invitation comes by text message to 

you, correct?

A Yeah.  It usually comes by text message.

Q And it always identifies the member of the First 

Nation in question in relation to whom the 

discussion will occur in relation to Band member 

assistance, correct?

A Yes.  

Q Now, you said that it usually comes by text message, 

but when it doesn't come by text message, again, 

that request -- that invitation to participate in a 

Band member assistance discussion -- it will always 

identify the member of Red Pheasant First Nation in 

question in relation to whom the discussion will 
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occur, correct?

A Yes.  

Q You were not invited to a discussion in relation to 

Band member assistance in relation to Dion Bugler at 

any point in time between January 1st and March 

20th, 2020, were you?

A Possibly.  There's some -- I remember Dion a few 

time's name being on there.  I don't remember the 

reasons.  It might have.  Some of these people do 

requests, like, almost daily.  So I mean, I don't 

recall exact names.  

Q Well, it's by text message.  Will you undertake to 

produce the text message that you received -- 

A You got to realize that I've probably gotten -- 

like, we probably get, like, hundreds of requests a 

day.  Literally.  Like, that's not 

overexaggerating.  So, yes, possibly Dion too.  I'm 

not going to say "no," but I'm not saying "yes" for 

sure because I don't know.  I don't know these exact 

days.  I don't remember all the specific names 

because there are literally hundreds and, like, 

thousands of requests, probably, by then -- since 

then.  That's a year ago.  We can't honour them 

all.  We honour some.  Some are ongoing and just 

repetitive every day.  We just do what we can.  

Q Mr. Falcon, up on the screen, we have Exhibit 

A-147.  Please confirm that you attended this 
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cross-examination.  You were listening to the 

testimony of Clinton Wuttunee under oath.  This 

is -- 

A When?

Q This is July 6th, 2020.

A I don't know about that.

Q You were in Saskatoon in the other room listening to 

the entire -- the entirety of the cross-examination 

under oath, correct?

A I don't think so.  No.  No.  

Q Pardon?

A No.  N-o.  No.  

Q July 6th, 2020?  

A We don't listen to the -- we can't hear the -- we 

can't hear the conversation or the -- 

Q Were you at Royal Reporting in Saskatoon on July 

6th?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: This says North Battleford, 

Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Yes, pardon.  This is in 

North Battleford.  Were you there on July 6th, 2020?

A I was there, but we weren't allowed in the room.  I 

was outside the room.

Q You were outside the room, but you were listening?

A I was not listening.  I was outside the room.  The 

door was closed.  There you are with the trying to 

rephrase things.  Can I use the washroom.  
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(BRIEF ADJOURNMENT)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Are you ready to resume, Mr. 

Falcon?

A Yeah.  

Q At no point in time between January 1st and March 

20th, 2020, were you invited to have a discussion in 

relation to Band member assistance with respect to 

Robin Wuttunee, correct?

A I'm not sure.  Possibly.  

Q At no point in time between January 1st and March 

20th, 2020, were you invited to have a discussion 

with respect to Band member assistance and Burton 

Ward, were you?

A I'm not sure.  Possibly.  Like I told you.  I 

already gave you these answers, but I -- we get lots 

of names.  I don't remember certain days or even 

names all the time.  

Q In the time period March 1st through March 20th, 

2020, did you withdraw cash from a CIBC branch or 

any sort of ATM?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Is that your question?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Yes.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, did you at any 

point in time between March 1st and March 20th, 

2020, withdraw cash from a CIBC?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Is that the question? 
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MR. PHILLIPS: Yes.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What did I say? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, my first 

question included "ATM."  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Okay.  Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: This is limited to a CIBC 

location.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, March 1st through 

to March 20th, 2020, did you withdraw $300 in cash 

from a CIBC in Battleford or North Battleford?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, in your Direction 

to Attend, we've requested your bank records.  

You've refused to -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

interrupt me.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We've -- we've -- we've 

already had a discussion about the -- the scope of 

the Direction to Attend, and you've heard our 

objection.  I'm not going to go through it again.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, will you 

undertake to produce the bank records that are 

identified in the Direction to Attend in the time 

period March 1st through to March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No.  
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Undertaking Number 4:

Produce bank records that are identified 

in Mr. Falcon's Direction to Attend in the 

time period March 1 through to March 20, 

2020.

(Refused)

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, is there any 

legitimate reason why you would have withdrawn cash 

from a CIBC location or ATM in Battleford or North 

Battleford in the time period March 1st through 

March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Are you saying he robbed the 

bank? 

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't 

interrupt.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection, Mr. Phillips.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Is there any legitimate 

reason, Mr. Falcon, that you would have done so? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Mr. Phillips, really?  Move 

on.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Do you recall withdrawing any 

cash, Mr. Falcon, in that time period from anywhere, 

whether it be in Battleford, North Battleford?  Did 

you withdraw cash in the time period March 1st 

through March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: In the time period March 1st 
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through March 20th, 2020, what was the most amount 

of cash that you had with you at any one point in 

time?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: In the time period January 

1st through March 20th, 2020, what was the most 

amount of cash that you had with you?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It was a million, I think you 

told me.  

A A trillion.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: A trillion.  Objection.  

MR. PHILLIPS: This witness -- Mr. 

Stooshinoff, this witness is under oath, so the fact 

that he's answering in that manner concerns me, and 

it should concern you as an officer of the Court as 

well.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: What concerns me is the 

question, Mr. Phillips.  The repeated questions, the 

scope of the questions the nature of the question, 

the refusal to engage in a sensible dialogue with 

counsel.  

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, in March 

2020, did you participate in any consideration with 

respect to giving Dion Bugler money to assist with 

his rent?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Try that question again.  Did 

you participate in any consideration?  Are you 
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asking -- was there a discussion about providing 

money for rent?  Is that what you're asking, or are 

you asking consideration in the sense of money? 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, at any point in 

March 2020, did you participate in any discussion 

with respect to giving Dion Bugler assistance with 

his rent?  

A That's quite possible.  

Q You just don't remember?

A I just don't remember all the details.  Like, I've 

already explained that to you.  Like, we get so many 

that -- like, I know I've heard Dion Bugler's name 

there numerous times about different things, and I 

don't remember very specifics.  

Q And you're refusing to undertake to produce those 

text messages with respect to invitations to Band 

member assistance discussions, let's say, in the 

time period January 1st through March 20th, 2020?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.  

A Yes.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And you might also note, Mr. 

Phillips, that he said it's usually in the form of a 

text message, so that's 51 -- or 50 percent plus 1 

would make it usually.  There are other forms of 

communication, including person to person, 

face-to-face meetings, and actual telephone calls, 

and emails, and knocking on his door. 
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A Smoke signal.

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, you are First Nations. 

Q MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Falcon, you met with 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. in March -- between March 1st and 

March 20th, 2020, correct?

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Objection.  I've articulated 

our objections to the -- the discovery process in 

relation to Mr. Leroy Nicotine Jr., and your 

continued efforts to do that.  We've discussed it in 

prior cross-examinations, Mr. Phillips.  We continue 

to oppose it.  

MR. PHILLIPS: There have been several 

lawful questions put to this witness that have been 

refused.  There have been no documents produced, 

aside from the original of this witness' affidavit 

in relation to the Direction to Attend.  Mr. 

Stooshinoff, we're going to be seeking appropriate 

relief from the Court, and on that basis, we'll 

conclude for today.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Not refused, Mr. Phillips, 

objected to.  And as we've discussed before, we're 

more than happy to join in an application to bring 

clarity to this process.  You've continued to refuse 

to do so.  That's on you, Mr. Phillips.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff -- 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: So this witness is done?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Stooshinoff, do you have 
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Clinton Wuttunee?  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: We have Clinton Wuttunee.  

MR. PHILLIPS: Go get him.  

MR. STOOSHINOFF: It's twenty after 5.  How 

long do you think you're going to be?  

MR. PHILLIPS: Let's start.  

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED

SUBJECT TO ABOVE COMMENTS AT 4:21 P.M.) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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INDEX

Dana Yves Falcon
January 12, 2021
Our File Number 10277-2
Volume 1

(Undertakings are inserted and indexed by your court 

reporter as a courtesy service to be utilized at the 

discretion of counsel)

Undertakings Page

Undertaking Number 1 112

Provide Mr. Falcon's Facebook post "Good luck

uncle" under Gary Nicotine's Facebook post of

March 20, 2020, in Exhibit A-163.

(Refused)

Undertaking Number 2 112

Confirm the authenticity of Exhibit A-163 in

these proceedings.  

(Refused)

Undertaking Number 3 129

Advise what Mr. Falcon's phone numbers were from

January 1 through March 20, 2020.

(Refused)

Undertaking Number 4 149

Produce bank records that are identified in Mr.

Falcon's Direction to Attend in the time period

March 1 through to March 20, 2020.
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(Refused)

Exhibits Page

Exhibit A-159 20

Affidavit of Dana Falcon.

Exhibit A-160 29

Cross-examination transcript of Dana Falcon,

January 31, 2018.

Exhibit A-161 45

Excerpts of the 2018 Federal Court Judgement FC

1199.

Exhibit A-162 59

Facebook post by Leroy Nicotine Jr.

Exhibit A-36 70

Facebook post by Leroy Nicotine Jr.

Exhibit A-163 82

Facebook post by Gary Nicotine.

Exhibit A-69 95

Facebook post by Gary Nicotine without Mr.

Falcon's reply post.

Exhibit A-80 104

Dana Falcon's Direction to Attend.

Exhibit A-72 105

Dana Falcon's revised Direction to Attend.

Exhibit A-37 124

Facebook post by Clinton Wuttunee.

Exhibit A-146 131
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Document with phone numbers of persons in Red

Pheasant First Nation.

Exhibit A-14 134

Request for mail-in ballot form for Robin Dean

Wuttunee.
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Certificate of Transcript - Remote Questioning

I, Stephanie Marocco, hereby certify that the foregoing 

pages are a true and faithful transcription of the 

proceedings and are a complete and accurate transcript 

of the remote video connection questioning of Dana Yves 

Falcon, Edmonton, Alberta, taken down by me in shorthand 

and transcribed by means of a computer-aided 

transcription system to the best of my skill and 

ability, pursuant to Alberta Rules of Court 

r.6.20(4)(c), and conducted in accordance with those

portions of the Alberta Protocol for Remote Questionings 

under my control.

Dated at the city of Edmonton, Province of Alberta, this 

12th day of January, AD, 2021.

____________________________________

Stephanie Marocco,

Court Reporter
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 9:14 a.m.)

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we're on

 3         the record.  Can you please confirm that what

 4         I propose to be Exhibit  A-166, you just sent

 5         that at 9 a.m. this morning at the scheduled

 6         start time of this cross-examination for

 7         Leroy Nicotine Jr.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let me see.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It was e-mailed to you.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I haven't seen

11         anything, Nathan.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I will share a screen.

13         Give me one moment, okay?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Sure.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Do you see that?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I was informed of that,

17         yes, this morning.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Okay.  I just want to

19         confirm that you sent this e-mail at 9 a.m.,

20         the scheduled start time for the

21         cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr.; is

22         that accurate?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, Mr. Winegarden sent

24         it.  I didn't send it.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Yes, your co-counsel.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         So he had sent this

 3         e-mail and its attachments.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  Well, let me see

 5         the -- I haven't seen the certificate, by the

 6         way.  Okay.  All right.  Yes.  Thank you.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         So that was sent at

 8         9 a.m. this morning?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Right.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Can we please have that

11         marked as Exhibit A-166.

12                EXHIBIT A-166:

13                E-MAIL DATED OCTOBER 2, 2021, FROM

14                DARREN WINEGARDEN TO NATHAN PHILLIPS AND

15                ATTACHED DOCTOR'S NOTE DATED

16                SEPTEMBER 30, 2021

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         To be clear, you did not

18         provide any notice that Leroy Nicotine Jr.

19         would not be attending today prior to that

20         e-mail, Exhibit A-166.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We didn't provide any

22         notice.  We weren't aware that he wouldn't

23         attend today.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         When did you first become

25         aware?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This morning.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Your letter says last

 3         night.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Winegarden may have

 5         found out that there was a certificate

 6         regarding his illness.  I was not aware of

 7         it.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         At this time, I would

 9         like the two of you, you and your co-counsel,

10         to produce your communications with Leroy

11         Nicotine Jr. in relation to this availability

12         for cross-examination matter.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't have any.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I will be adjourning for

15         15 minutes for you to search for those

16         communications, to produce them to me, and

17         then we'll come back on the record.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I can tell you,

19         Mr. Phillips, I don't have any communication

20         with Mr. Nicotine Jr.  As you know from my

21         earlier correspondence, I've been

22         extraordinarily busy.  We heard that

23         Mr. Leroy Nicotine Jr. was ill.  We didn't

24         know the extent of his illness.  There was

25         some expression of concern that he was quite
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 1         ill, but we were not -- we weren't aware as

 2         to the status of his health condition or how

 3         serious his illness was or was not.  So

 4         that's the extent of it.  That's all I was

 5         aware of.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Well, apparently your

 7         co-counsel has something else, so I want you

 8         to --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, no, I --

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

11         don't interrupt me.  We went through this on

12         Thursday.  Please, we are going to be taking

13         a 15-minute adjournment.  You are going to

14         confer with your co-counsel, and you're going

15         to produce the correspondence, if any, that

16         either you or your co-counsel have had with

17         Leroy Nicotine Jr. in relation to his

18         availability for cross-examination, including

19         in relation to this issue of medical matters.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           First of all,

21         Mr. Phillips --

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Is that agreeable?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips.  You

24         mistake your status in this matter.  You

25         can't order us to do anything.  We are
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 1         informing you of what we know, and that's the

 2         extent of it.  So if you think you can order

 3         us about like your servants, you are sadly

 4         mistaken.  We are simply conveying to you the

 5         knowledge that we have and Mr. Winegarden

 6         indicates what he received last night.  This

 7         morning I saw the certificate when you put it

 8         up on the screen.  That's when I saw it.  All

 9         right?

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         So, Mr. Winegarden, you

11         received this last night.  Can you please

12         forward the communications by which you

13         received it?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, as I've

15         told you before, you can't order us about.

16         This is --

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I made a

18         very polite request to your co-counsel.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you didn't.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I can see that your

21         co-counsel has his laptop in front of him.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Winegarden, can you

24         please obtain those communications and

25         forward them?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And then also during this

 3         break, Mr. Stooshinoff, I would like you and

 4         your co-counsel to call the witness, Leroy

 5         Nicotine Jr., and ask him what his specific

 6         proposed availability is so that we can have

 7         an informed discussion as to a specific date

 8         for the cross-examination to occur.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I think --

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We can adjourn for

11         15 minutes on that basis.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I'm not --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Thank you, Paula.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- finished.  I'm not

15         finished speaking.  Mr. Phillips, you can see

16         on the certificate that the doctor seems to

17         indicate about the 5th, so today is the 2nd,

18         so a couple more days.

19                            So we are prepared to

20         indulge you, as indicated in Mr. Winegarden's

21         e-mail, to reconvene shortly after without

22         any prejudice.  We're not going to create a

23         big fuss about this.  I may not be able to

24         attend because as you know, I have a five-day

25         Court of Queen's Bench trial commencing on
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 1         Monday, but we will do everything we can to

 2         accommodate this.  All right, Mr. Phillips.

 3                            It seems like a

 4         reasonable suggestion, doesn't it?  Like, we

 5         understand your situation.  We hope you

 6         understand our situation.  I can assure you,

 7         Mr. Phillips, me personally, lawyer to

 8         lawyer, that I would crawl on broken glass to

 9         get this questioning session over today so I

10         would not have to, Number 1, go back and

11         revisit the issue in my already busy schedule

12         and, secondly, hearing you complain bitterly

13         about this situation.

14                            We want this over with.

15         We're not going to prejudice you.  So this is

16         the situation as it has developed.  I am told

17         he is ill.  We got the medical certificate

18         suggesting the 5th.  Why don't we just put

19         that issue aside for the moment?

20                            Let's complete the

21         cross-examination of Chief Wuttunee, and at

22         the end of that, let's go back and revisit

23         the issue, and I undertake to speak to you

24         about it.  And then after we're finished with

25         Chief Wuttunee, then we can have the
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 1         opportunity to sort things out with Mr. Leroy

 2         Nicotine Jr.

 3                            The only thing I can tell

 4         you, Mr. Phillips, is what was reported to me

 5         this morning, that he is quite ill.  That's

 6         the extent of my knowledge.  And I'm very

 7         sorry.  I really am.  I am very sorry for

 8         disrupting this cross-examination because no

 9         one wants it over faster than I do.

10                            So can we agree just to

11         put it off to the side?  Why squabble about

12         it now?  We'll do it after we've completed

13         with Chief Wuttunee, and we can send him

14         back, and we can sort out things with Leroy.

15         It may be that he's available on Monday

16         afternoon, but I just don't know, and I

17         didn't talk to him this morning because at

18         8:30 when I came to the office, this is the

19         first I've heard of his medical -- the

20         severity of his medical condition.  I heard

21         he was ill, but I did not know the extent of

22         it.

23                            So that's the status of

24         it.  Why don't we just put this aside, not

25         look for fights?  We'll revisit it, you know,
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 1         whenever you are finished with Chief

 2         Wuttunee, and we can set up a schedule to

 3         reconvene or we'll have an opportunity to

 4         think how we would best address this issue,

 5         which will serve your interests and your

 6         clients' interests as well as the health

 7         situation for Leroy Nicotine.  Is that fair?

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

 9         note that I gave you the courtesy this

10         morning of not interrupting you.  Today --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I thought you were

12         listening.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Today I want to have a

14         very clear transcript, so I'm not going to

15         interrupt you, and I hope that you will not

16         interrupt me.

17                            Mr. Stooshinoff, I asked

18         for two things, I think both of which are

19         reasonable:  One, please go get the specific

20         availability of Leroy Nicotine Jr.  We can

21         set a date for his cross-examination.  I am

22         going to give you 15 minutes to attempt to

23         contact the witness.  Two, forward, at the

24         very least, the communication by which Leroy

25         Nicotine Jr. forwarded this note to you
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 1         purportedly last night.

 2                            I would also request the

 3         remainder of the communications with Leroy

 4         Nicotine Jr. as to his availability for

 5         cross-examination or his medical issue.  I

 6         think those are both very reasonable

 7         requests.

 8                            I am going to need to

 9         take 15 minutes anyways.  The

10         cross-examinations have been prepared in a

11         specific order.  You are going to have that

12         time anyways.  You have sprung this on us at

13         literally the exact minute that these

14         cross-examinations were scheduled to start.

15         Do you agree that those two requests are

16         reasonable?  And we can adjourn for

17         15 minutes on that basis.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I can agree that it's

19         reasonable to request that we contact Leroy

20         Nicotine to find out his health status at

21         this time and see when we could attempt to

22         reconvene.  I don't think it's reasonable to

23         ask us to produce other documentation.  I

24         don't think it's reasonable for you to

25         challenge the integrity of my colleague.
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 1                            Believe me, my colleague

 2         has informed me immediately that we received

 3         this information, so that's not reasonable,

 4         and we're not agreeing to that.  You can

 5         certainly take it up with the court if you

 6         think it's appropriate, but we will make

 7         every effort to speak with Leroy Nicotine and

 8         see how he is feeling and when he thinks he

 9         might be recovering.  He may not know, of

10         course.  I mean, it is apparently pneumonia.

11         So I just don't know what his status is.  I

12         haven't spoken to him, Mr. Phillips.  So

13         we'll break, and we'll make an effort to

14         speak to him.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll return at 9:40.

16 (Recessed at 9:26 a.m.)

17 (Reconvened at 9:41 a.m.)

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you were

19         about to speak.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  Thank you very

21         much.  He sounds exceedingly ill.  He has a

22         gurgly chest.  It feels like it's a water

23         pump.  He wouldn't speak long.  He was in

24         bed.  He was -- was he taking medication?  I

25         think he was taking medication.
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 1                            He provides dates that he

 2         hopes he will be available, and he's

 3         suggesting 7, 8, 9, Mr. Phillips.  So

 4         Thursday, Friday, Saturday, but, again, it's

 5         all contingent on his health.

 6                            Like, I reiterate, like,

 7         I really want this over with, Mr. Phillips.

 8         I do not want this prolonged, so that's what

 9         he's given me on being pressed for dates, but

10         I say to you it's of course going to depend

11         on how he does.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         To be clear, those are

13         October 7th, 8th, and 9th?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That is correct, yeah.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And, of course, the

16         deadline is October 4th for

17         cross-examinations.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But I've already told you

19         I'm not going to -- I'm prepared to waive it

20         for you.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         With respect to

22         October 7th, you are prepared to proceed on

23         that date?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, as I've told you,

25         I'm scheduled for a five-day Court of Queen's
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 1         Bench trial.  One never knows how these

 2         things go.  Mr. Phillips, I am going to

 3         suggest if he's up to it that we try to do it

 4         later in the afternoon, and then I will try

 5         to get the court to indulge me.

 6                            And you never know how

 7         these criminal matters unfold.  As you well

 8         know, Mr. Phillips, anything and everything

 9         that can go wrong, does go wrong.  So I just

10         don't know.  But I'm just trying to impress

11         upon you that we are going to make every

12         effort to accommodate you, Mr. Phillips.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I apologize,

15         Mr. Phillips.  It's just not something I

16         want.  I want this matter over with, so we're

17         doing the best we can here for you.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, to be

19         clear, the doctor's note says October 5th.

20         So you're saying that the witness is not

21         available on October 6th?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, apparently he

23         sounds awful.  Like, he -- I don't know when.

24         These are the dates that he's proposed that

25         he thinks he's up to it.  I'm just telling
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 1         you what he said.  I understand what the

 2         doctor's note says.  I'm telling you what he

 3         says.

 4 (Off the Record Momentarily)

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We had gone off the

 6         record.  We have been able to confirm that

 7         the court reporter will be available for

 8         9 a.m. on October 7th, the date which

 9         Mr. Stooshinoff has identified.  We, in the

10         circumstances, want to schedule that as being

11         the firm date for what should be the

12         resumption of the cross-examination which

13         should have started today of Leroy

14         Nicotine Jr.

15                            I understand that

16         Mr. Stooshinoff has other issues that are

17         scheduled.  However, he has very able

18         co-counsel sitting beside him right now,

19         Mr. Winegarden, who will be attending other

20         cross-examinations, Monday, for example, in

21         this matter.

22                            Mr. Stooshinoff, can we

23         please proceed on that basis, that Leroy

24         Nicotine Jr. will be scheduled 9 a.m.

25         October 7th, and you will undertake to not
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 1         raise any issue as to compliance with the

 2         October 4th deadline ordered by the Court for

 3         completion of cross-examinations in this

 4         matter?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, to the first.  Yes,

 6         to the second.  No, I can't confirm that for

 7         the very reasons I spoke to you both on and

 8         off the record, which is that this man is

 9         sick.  I have no idea when he will recover,

10         no idea.

11                            It is very reckless to

12         schedule a hearing date for a man who is home

13         in bed under a doctor's order.  It just seems

14         very foolish to me.  So I have given you

15         dates that we hope will become available.  I

16         have already told you, I am in a five-day

17         Court of Queen's Bench trial.

18                            After I indicated that I

19         could make myself available if I ask the

20         Court's indulgence, you then informed

21         everyone that you anticipated spending six

22         hours in your cross-examination, which is an

23         extraordinary length of time for a

24         six-paragraph affidavit.

25                            Nevertheless, at that
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 1         extent of time, my inability to have any

 2         expectation that I will be given a full day

 3         off by the Court of Queen's Bench with

 4         multiple counsel involved on a trial in the

 5         Court of Queen's Bench is simply unrealistic,

 6         but it's possible.

 7                            I have indicated to you

 8         that this man remains extremely ill, so we

 9         just don't know.  And it seems to me,

10         Mr. Phillips, that we have given you an

11         assurance on the record that we are not

12         going -- that we're prepared to waive the

13         October 4th deadline.  I'm at a loss to see

14         why you don't take advantage of that and say,

15         okay, let's work on getting this guy

16         scheduled in as quickly as possible after

17         that.  And you can rely on my assurances that

18         we're going to get him done.

19                            But why put a schedule --

20         you're imposing on the court reporter, who is

21         feeling ill, who has got an ill daughter.

22         We've got an ill witness.  I'm in court.

23         What is the benefit to anyone from trying to

24         lock things in that are utterly unrealistic?

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll
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 1         again note that I gave you all the time that

 2         you wanted to speak, so, again, I would

 3         appreciate if we could have discourse today

 4         without interruption.

 5                            You have made a variety

 6         of comments there.  With respect to the

 7         availability of Leroy Nicotine Jr., the

 8         doctor's note says October 5th, and by your

 9         own discussion moments ago before we just

10         came back on the record, the witness himself

11         suggested October 7th.

12                            So October 7th, 9 a.m.

13         appears to be available for the witness.  I

14         understand that things might change.  They

15         have not changed, I would assume, in the last

16         five minutes that you just spoke with the

17         witness and he himself suggested October 7th.

18                            With respect to the

19         availability of counsel, Mr. Stooshinoff, I

20         would direct your attention to the

21         September 28th, 2021, order of the court in

22         this matter, at paragraph 1.  And you'll

23         remember that this order was subsequent to my

24         indication that I was not available

25         September 30th, the time that you
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 1         unilaterally directed for the

 2         cross-examination of Mr. Tomas Pritchard.

 3         The Court ordered as follows: (As read)

 4             The cross-examination of Mr. Pritchard

 5             by the respondents, other than

 6             Mr. Ratte, shall proceed on

 7             September 30th, 2021, at 9 a.m.,

 8             Saskatchewan time, by Zoom video

 9             conference.  Counsel for the applicants

10             shall make themselves or someone from

11             their office available to attend.

12                             That was the direction,

13         order, in fact, of the Court that was issued

14         with respect to attendance for

15         cross-examination, notwithstanding

16         availability of counsel.  You have had very

17         able co-counsel throughout this proceeding

18         right from the beginning.  He is sitting

19         beside you right now, Mr. Winegarden.

20                            I believe

21         Mr. Winegarden -- we actually haven't heard

22         from him.  He's been silent as to whether

23         he's available October 7th -- or anybody else

24         in your office.  I think that it's fair to

25         say that there are several other lawyers in
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 1         your office.

 2                            October 7th,

 3         Mr. Stooshinoff.  We are already going to

 4         quite some length at the moment to deal with

 5         the circumstances of Mr. Leroy Nicotine Jr.

 6         and your failure to advise in any meaningful

 7         sense, in any timely manner, as to the

 8         non-attendance of Leroy Nicotine Jr. as

 9         ordered by the Court for cross-examination

10         this morning.  You advised literally the

11         minute the cross-examination was scheduled to

12         start that he would not attend.

13                            And this is not an

14         isolated incident as you are aware.  Your

15         co-counsel has booked the court reporter for

16         incorrect times in the past.  He's failed to

17         bring his laptop to cross-examinations,

18         losing a half a day in North Battleford.

19                            Mr. Stooshinoff, please,

20         I want to get this proceeding to a respectful

21         conclusion, one that ensures that the

22         testimony that the court requires to hear,

23         the cross-examination that is necessary to

24         have a just determination on the merits, is

25         properly before the court.
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 1                            Your witness has proposed

 2         October 7th, 9 a.m.  This court reporter has

 3         indicated that she is available to attend on

 4         that date.  If things change with the court

 5         reporter, as you are aware, there are other

 6         court reporters that we have utilized in this

 7         proceeding.  Given it's a Saturday morning,

 8         which was directed by the Court given your

 9         availability for this cross-examination, I am

10         not able to check at the moment that other

11         court reporter.  I will do so on Monday to

12         ensure that if any issue arises with the

13         court reporter, there will be another one

14         available.

15                            For the time being,

16         though, I want an agreement that Leroy

17         Nicotine Jr. will be cross-examined 9 a.m.,

18         October 7th.  Is that acceptable,

19         Mr. Stooshinoff?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips.  You've

21         given us a lengthy speech, and from the

22         sounds of it, it sounds unfortunately like

23         you are a bitter individual.  You feel that

24         you've been imposed upon, and you are angry

25         that the Court ordered you to proceed on
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 1         September 30th, and so now you are seeking to

 2         retaliate and extract what appears to be,

 3         unfortunately, an attempt to garner some

 4         sense of revenge for what I think is a very,

 5         very silly conclusion on your part.

 6                            We are endeavouring to

 7         accommodate a sick man.  You are telling me

 8         to agree that he will be healthy and able to

 9         attend on the 7th for six hours of

10         cross-examination.  This is not realistic,

11         and it makes no sense.  This is not the way

12         mature professionals conduct themselves.

13                            You have my undertaking

14         that we will not hold you to the October 4th

15         deadline.  You have that undertaking.  It's

16         now on the record.  There are I don't know

17         how many people on the screen there.

18         Ms. Clements is recording it.  We are not

19         going to hold you to the October 4th

20         deadline.  Why don't you just accept that we

21         will do our best to accommodate you and your

22         schedule as well as the schedule of

23         Mr. Nicotine?  Why can't you accept that?

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done,

25         Mr. Stooshinoff?  Mr. Stooshinoff, as I have
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 1         already indicated, Leroy Nicotine Jr.

 2         himself, through you, has proposed

 3         October 7th.  I see that as being an

 4         appropriate date to proceed with Leroy

 5         Nicotine Jr. in the circumstances with which

 6         my clients are confronted.

 7                            My reference -- let me be

 8         clear -- to the September 28th, 2021, order

 9         of the court, paragraph 1, is simply as a

10         matter of precedent.  The court I think

11         acknowledges that this is an exceptional

12         case.  It needs to get on to hearing.  The

13         Court directed a specific deadline for

14         cross-examinations and directed that

15         cross-examinations proceed September 30th

16         even though counsel was not available.

17                            So, Mr. Stooshinoff, that

18         is the precedent that was set because of the

19         exceptional circumstances of this case.  It

20         is not even in this particular case that

21         counsel is not available.  It is lead

22         counsel, yourself, and you are not even

23         conducting the cross-examination of Leroy

24         Nicotine Jr.  It is myself.

25                            I am proposing to conduct
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 1         it October 7th, 9 a.m., Leroy Nicotine Jr.

 2         Mr. Winegarden has not indicated whether he

 3         is available or not, and even if he's not,

 4         you have several other lawyers at your firm.

 5                            It is a cross-examination

 6         to which you don't even represent the

 7         witness.  You are not his lawyer.  In the

 8         past, you have argued, what standing do you

 9         even have in that capacity?  The same

10         argument can be levelled the other way.  You

11         are simply there as a counsel on behalf of

12         the respondents in respect of that specific

13         cross-examination.

14                            So the attendance of

15         Mr. Winegarden, I believe that to be an

16         appropriate proposal, the specific day that

17         you -- the witness has identified, and I

18         understand that if things change with the

19         witness, Leroy Nicotine Jr., if he becomes or

20         remains allegedly ill, then things might

21         change.

22                            For the time being, I

23         would like to agree upon a specific date and

24         time because this election appeal needs to

25         conclude.  It needs to come on to hearing.
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 1         The Court directed -- ordered in fact -- a

 2         specific schedule for this to finally come to

 3         hearing.  You today, your client's [sic]

 4         conduct today, has required that that

 5         schedule not be implemented.

 6                            Again, Mr. Stooshinoff, I

 7         want to get it on to a hearing as quickly as

 8         possible.  Can we please schedule

 9         October 7th, 9 a.m.?  And can we please hear

10         from Mr. Winegarden as to whether he's

11         available at that time?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I have

13         repeatedly told you, and I think any person

14         would appreciate, we will do our best, but

15         there is no way in the world that anybody can

16         set this down as a firm schedule.  We will do

17         our best to accommodate you on the 7th.

18         We'll do our best.

19                            We'll notify you as soon

20         as we hear some confirmation from

21         Mr. Nicotine about his health status.  But it

22         seems to me we're wasting a great deal of

23         time and effort on something that doesn't

24         require that.  This should be done in a much

25         more practical and sensible fashion.
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 1                            I have repeatedly told

 2         you we're not endeavouring to prejudice you,

 3         and you know that.  And so it seems to me to

 4         make no sense for your position to impose on

 5         a number of people to create a schedule, make

 6         people change their life, when we are

 7         entirely dependent on a single individual,

 8         and we don't know what that individual's

 9         status will be.

10                            So we've got a dozen or a

11         half-dozen people sitting here waiting, and

12         you want to compromise all of their

13         calendars, all of their obligations, all of

14         their life interests on a whim on your part.

15         It is really the height of imprudence,

16         Mr. Phillips.  It's just imprudent.

17                            So let's do a rational,

18         sensible, mature approach to this and say,

19         okay, Mr. Stooshinoff, you keep me informed.

20         We will hold those dates, 7, 8, 9, open.  We

21         will do our very best to get the matter

22         completed.

23                            So why don't you just let

24         us do our best, let Leroy recover, and then

25         we don't be imposing on everyone.  Can you do
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 1         that, Mr. Phillips?

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the one

 3         piece of information that I want to ensure is

 4         available for the court, when it becomes

 5         necessary to write the court, it needs to

 6         have before it, Mr. Winegarden, are you

 7         available October 7th at 9 a.m.?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  It's not up to

 9         Mr. Winegarden.  I'm counsel.  I'm lead

10         counsel, and I intend to remain as lead

11         counsel.  That's it, Mr. Phillips.  That's

12         it.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

14         recall that with respect to the

15         cross-examination of Mr. Ratte,

16         Mr. Winegarden attended the first one,

17         September 14th, 2020, and he'll be attending

18         the one on Monday, this coming Monday,

19         October 4th, by himself.  That is completely

20         appropriate in the circumstances.

21                            Mr. Winegarden is

22         completely able counsel, and he can attend to

23         respond on cross-examination.  You're not

24         conducting the cross-examination of Leroy

25         Nicotine Jr.  So, again, if you are not going
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 1         to provide the availability or confirm that

 2         Mr. Winegarden is available October 7th, at

 3         9 a.m., please simply state that.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  Mr. Phillips, as

 5         you know, those two kinds of

 6         cross-examinations are very different in

 7         nature and expectation and obligation of

 8         counsel.  Mr. Winegarden, for Mr. Ratte's

 9         cross-examination, was entirely a listening

10         respect.

11                            With regard to Mr. Leroy

12         Nicotine, it will require an engagement of

13         counsel, and those are two very different

14         things.  So you know that.  There is no point

15         trying to play games about it.  So let's be

16         honest professionals about it, Mr. Phillips.

17         Don't -- you know, there is no point

18         pretending otherwise.

19                            So I am counsel.  That's

20         the way we're going to do it.  I will do my

21         best because it is my obligation and my duty

22         to do so.  So let's see where we go.  I will

23         do my best.  We will do our best to see to it

24         that you are accommodated, Mr. Phillips, and

25         let's leave it at that.
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 1                            We've given you dates.

 2         We will inform you promptly on getting some

 3         update from Mr. Nicotine.  As I understand

 4         it, it's a situation that requires

 5         medication.  Hopefully the medication will be

 6         effective and, obviously, the doctor himself

 7         or herself anticipates a recovery by the 5th.

 8         It may be, Mr. Phillips, that we're ready to

 9         go on the 6th.

10                            It may be, Mr. Phillips,

11         for all I know, my criminal client won't show

12         up in court on Monday.  I may be freed the

13         rest of the week.  We don't know these

14         things.  These are the imponderables that we

15         as lawyers work with on a daily basis.  I

16         don't know that, but it may come about that

17         way.  It's happened in the past, as you well

18         know.

19                            So these are things that

20         we just don't know.  Just like we don't know

21         how Mr. Nicotine is going to recover.  Drugs

22         may be effective, and he may recover earlier

23         than the 7th.  I may be free earlier.  So

24         let's take advantage of that as well.  For

25         all I know, we may be ready to go on the 4th
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 1         or the 5th.  I just don't know that now, and

 2         you don't know it, and nobody else knows it.

 3                            Kindly accept our

 4         assurance, my personal assurance, that I will

 5         do everything I can to keep you informed of

 6         the health status of Mr. Nicotine, and if we

 7         can accommodate you better, we will do so.

 8         Will you accept that?

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I want

10         to be absolutely clear.  Are you counsel for

11         Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, for God sake's,

13         Mr. Phillips, no.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You are not.  Mr. Leroy

15         Nicotine Jr. --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's not my client.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- you have clearly --

18         please don't interrupt me, Mr. Stooshinoff.

19         You'll note today that I've gone to some

20         length to not interrupt you, deliberately so.

21         So, please, I want a clear transcript.  Can

22         we agree upon that?

23                            Let the record reflect

24         that Mr. Stooshinoff is non-responsive.

25                            Mr. Stooshinoff, basic
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 1         question, one that I'm professionally

 2         obligated to ensure the answer to if I'm

 3         going to contact a witness.  No property in a

 4         witness, Leroy Nicotine Jr.?  Is he merely a

 5         witness in this proceeding, or do you or

 6         Mr. Winegarden act as counsel to him?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, what was

 8         your relationship with Mr. Pritchard?

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, can you

10         please answer my question?  Are you counsel

11         to Mr. Leroy Nicotine Jr.?  Because if not,

12         there is no property in a witness, and I will

13         contact him myself.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, what was

15         your relationship with Mr. Pritchard?

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

17         answer my question.  It is a very basic one.

18         Are you counsel, or are you not --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- to Mr. Leroy Nicotine

21         Jr.?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, did you

23         assert litigation privilege over

24         Mr. Pritchard?

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the
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 1         record of a different cross-examination will

 2         speak for itself.  We are dealing with this

 3         one at the moment that should have commenced

 4         this morning that you did not give us timely

 5         notice would not proceed.

 6                            Again, I want a very

 7         straightforward answer to my very basic

 8         question, and it's one that I need to ensure

 9         that I have the answer to before I contact

10         him.  Leroy Nicotine Jr., are you counsel to

11         him or not?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We are in the same status

13         that you had with Mr. Pritchard.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you've

15         been given a full and fair opportunity.  Is

16         that all you want to say to the court?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, that's all I want to

18         say to you, Mr. Phillips.  You want to engage

19         in a wide-ranging discourse.  You want to

20         relitigate issues that don't need to be

21         litigated.  You are the one who continually

22         says, I want to get this litigation over, and

23         yet we have spent what is now approaching

24         well over an hour bickering over something

25         that two 12-year-old boys would be able to
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 1         resolve in 10 seconds, and we can't seem to

 2         get that with you, Mr. Phillips.

 3                            I don't know why your

 4         father is sitting there mute and not

 5         intervening and showing some maturity and

 6         some leadership as a senior member of the

 7         bar.  I don't know why he can't rein you in.

 8         I don't know why you can't accept my

 9         assurances.  I don't know why you can't

10         accept my undertaking.  I don't know why you

11         won't agree to allow us to do our best.

12                            Instead you want to

13         embark on wide-ranging discourse.  You want

14         to pick fights. You want to look to extract a

15         measure of revenge.  You want to look to

16         embark on a dialogue in which you seek to

17         take an advantage of the situation.  It is

18         all very, very, very inappropriate,

19         Mr. Phillips.

20                            I am glad that there is a

21         record being made.  This will not be the last

22         of it, Mr. Phillips.  So you either -- start

23         acting as a professional and accept that

24         we're going to resolve the issue of the

25         adjournment of Mr. Nicotine's
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 1         cross-examination, and put an end to it now.

 2                            I'm very much tired of

 3         listening and engaging in a pointless,

 4         circular discussion with you.  Let's put it

 5         to an end.  Please accept the assurances and

 6         the undertaking I've given you, and let's get

 7         on with this matter.

 8                            You have one of your

 9         clients participating there.  I see Alicia.

10         She is listening to this.  Let's get this

11         going.  You talked about wanting to get this

12         going for your clients, but you are the

13         anchor to it all.  You're the one that's

14         delaying everything over these ridiculous

15         delays and insurmountable bickering over

16         matters that are beneath the dignity of our

17         profession.

18                            So accept our assurances.

19         Accept our undertaking.  We will do our best

20         to accommodate you, Mr. Phillips.  That is

21         the end of the matter.  Now, you either

22         accept that and proceed with the

23         cross-examination of Clinton Wuttunee who is

24         sitting here, and if you don't want to

25         cross-examine him, tell us now.  We can all
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 1         go home.  Let's proceed.

 2                            Madam Court Reporter,

 3         kindly swear in Chief Clinton Wuttunee.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, what is

 5         the contact information for Leroy Nicotine

 6         Jr.?  What contact information do you have?

 7         Because I will contact him directly.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm asserting litigation

 9         privilege over Leroy Nicotine.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I asked for his contact

11         information, phone number, e-mail, address.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't have it on hand.

13         I'll send you an e-mail.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Well, we'll give you five

15         minutes to go and get it.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You either proceed with

17         Clint Wuttunee now or we're done.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We've already indulged

20         you for an hour and 15 minutes, Mr. Phillips.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, will you

22         give me your undertaking that you will send

23         all of the contact information that you have

24         for Leroy Nicotine Jr. today?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All that I have?
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You or your co-counsel,

 2         yes.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Because I don't

 4         have any.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Your co-counsel has very

 6         clearly been in contact --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I will --

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- with Leroy

 9         Nicotine Jr.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How could you know?

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And on the basis --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How do you know that?

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- that --

14         Mr. Stooshinoff, again, please do not

15         interrupt.  I have let you go on at very

16         lengthy dialogue this morning yourself.

17         Please don't interrupt.  Can we agree upon

18         that?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let me be clear.  I do

20         not have any contact information for

21         Mr. Leroy Nicotine.  To the best of my

22         knowledge, neither does my colleague.  And at

23         this point in time, we have been

24         communicating and making arrangements through

25         other parties.
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 1                            However, having said

 2         that, I will find it out.  I will have to

 3         contact someone else on reserve and find out

 4         if I can get the phone number for

 5         Mr. Nicotine.  How does that sound?  And I

 6         will let you know as soon as I receive it,

 7         all right?

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Phone number, e-mail,

 9         address, and you'll do that today?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I have -- I'm asking

11         for a phone number.  That's it.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Phone number, e-mail,

13         address.  These are basic requests.  If

14         they're not available, so be it.  I simply

15         want to attempt to get those three.  Is that

16         acceptable?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I am going to endeavour

18         to get you a phone number.  No point getting

19         an e-mail address.  This man is laying in

20         bed.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The record will speak for

22         itself.  Mr. Stooshinoff, there is also the

23         issue of documentary production with respect

24         to Leroy Nicotine Jr.  Right now I'm sending

25         you the direction to attend, and I'm going to
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 1         request that it be marked as an exhibit as

 2         well as your response after hours last night.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not my response.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please, Mr. Stooshinoff,

 5         your interruptions --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- like, can we please

 8         have a clear transcript?  I have done you a

 9         courtesy this morning to go out of my way to

10         not interrupt you.  Please reciprocate and

11         extend the same courtesy.  Can we agree upon

12         that?

13                            Let the record reflect

14         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

15                            I have sent you the

16         direction to attend, a further copy of it,

17         dated September 24th, 2021, directed to Leroy

18         Nicotine Jr.  You received it September 24th,

19         2021, correct, sir?  Mr. Stooshinoff?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I am not

21         under cross-examination.  Do you have some

22         questions for my client, Chief Wuttunee?

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I have a question for

24         you, and it's going to come through the form

25         of your letter late last night.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not answering any

 2         questions.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Can the court reporter

 4         please confirm that that direction to attend

 5         has been marked as Exhibit A-167.

 6                EXHIBIT A-167:

 7                REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND TO LEROY

 8                NICOTINE JR. DATED SEPTEMBER 24, 2021,

 9                4 PAGES

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I've also sent you your

11         co-counsel's e-mail from 5:45 p.m. last

12         night, October 1st, after business hours --

13         and today is a Saturday -- the date for the

14         cross-examination that you requested and the

15         court ordered.

16                            Mr. Stooshinoff, after

17         business hours, you sent that letter, and

18         only one document was produced, correct,

19         Mr. Stooshinoff, one page of one document?

20         Is this your letter, Mr. Stooshinoff, sent by

21         e-mail by your co-counsel?

22                            Let the record reflect

23         that Mr. Stooshinoff is. Unresponsive.

24                            Can we please have that

25         e-mail and letter marked as the next exhibit,
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 1         A-168.

 2                EXHIBIT A-168:

 3                E-MAIL FROM DARREN WINEGARDEN TO NATHAN

 4                PHILLIPS, 1 PAGE, ATTACHED LETTER FROM

 5                NICHOLAS STOOSHINOFF, 2 PAGES, AND

 6                LETTER FROM DEBBIE DILLABOUGH, 1 PAGE,

 7                ALL DATED OCTOBER 1, 2021

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let the record reflect

 9         that we object to all of this hectoring on

10         the part of Mr. Phillips.  It is a descent

11         into the continued madness of this litigation

12         for no point whatsoever.

13                            We have a witness who has

14         been sitting here for an hour waiting for

15         Mr. Phillips to commence this

16         cross-examination.  He has not, but rather

17         has indulged in a ranting excoriation of

18         counsel, of parties, of litigants in a

19         rambling address that makes zero sense and

20         lacks profoundly the professionalism that we

21         expect of counsel in this province.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done,

23         Mr. Stooshinoff?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  I think we're all

25         ready for a break now, Mr. Phillips.  Are
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 1         you -- you broke last time so you could

 2         prepare your cross-examination for Chief

 3         Wuttunee, but I think we're ready for a

 4         break.  Do you think we would be ready if we

 5         had another 10-minute break, with your notes,

 6         Mr. Phillips?

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

 8         going to deal with this deficient documentary

 9         production issue, and then we'll break, if

10         that is acceptable.  I'm almost done with the

11         issue.

12                            Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

13         note that the August 30th, 2021, decision,

14         judgment of the court, page 63,

15         paragraph 16(b), stated as follows: (As read)

16             Any dispute regarding a request for

17             production and a direction to attend

18             shall be raised with the court forthwith

19             and shall be addressed by the court in

20             advance of the cross-examination at

21             issue by way of informal motion to be

22             heard at a case management conference.

23                             That's the end of the

24         paragraph 16(b).  Mr. Stooshinoff, we've seen

25         both the direction to attend, A-167, served
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 1         upon you September 24th --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Which one?

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- you had it for eight

 4         days --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Which one?

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- and your response was

 7         after hours last night, 5:45 p.m., producing

 8         one page of one document in relation to Leroy

 9         Nicotine Jr. and nothing in relation to

10         Clinton Wuttunee who is sitting right in

11         front of you right now.  Is that accurate?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's not,

13         Mr. Phillips.  If you have an issue, please

14         bring your application to court.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the

16         order required that any issue as to

17         production identified in a direction to

18         attend be dealt with forthwith.  You didn't

19         bring it to the attention of the court, did

20         you, even though you had it on

21         September 24th?

22                            I asked you a variety of

23         times over the last week that these documents

24         be produced.  You did nothing.  You didn't

25         respond, did you, Mr. Stooshinoff?
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 1                            Mr. Stooshinoff, why was

 2         it that you waited until literally zero

 3         business hours before the scheduled

 4         commencement of the cross-examinations of

 5         Leroy Nicotine Jr. and Clinton Wuttunee this

 6         morning at 9 a.m. to take any issue with the

 7         direction to attend?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, are you

 9         cross-examining me?

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we are

11         dealing with noncompliance with this order of

12         the court, and I think the court is entitled

13         to an explanation as to why you did not raise

14         an issue as to the direction to attend in a

15         prompt manner as was ordered by the court.

16                            You did not bring up the

17         issue.  You sent us a letter, 5:45 p.m. last

18         night, zero business hours before the

19         scheduled commencement of these

20         cross-examinations on a Saturday, and you

21         have not brought it to the attention of the

22         court even now, have you.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Am I being

24         cross-examined, Mr. Phillips?  Is there a

25         court application in this?  What exactly are
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 1         you seeking to do?  Like, are you just

 2         creating issues for everyone?  Do you have

 3         something you'd like to do with the court?

 4         There is no point in ranting on and on as you

 5         have been.  If you have an application,

 6         please bring it.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, for

 8         example, Exhibit A-168, your letter, page 2,

 9         paragraph 5, sentence 2, says as follows:

10         (As read)

11             We are prepared to make informal

12             application for relief should the

13             applicants persist with this request.

14                             Mr. Stooshinoff, you have

15         made applications for relief from production

16         in the past.  You know the obligation is upon

17         your clients to seek relief from production.

18         You did not seek such relief from production

19         in relation to either of the directions to

20         attend served upon you, September 24th, 2021,

21         in relation to Leroy Nicotine Jr. or Clinton

22         Wuttunee, did you?

23                            Let the record reflect

24         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

25                            Mr. Stooshinoff, may I
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 1         please have your response?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I will not

 3         be subjected to cross-examination.  If you

 4         have an issue, why don't you show some

 5         professionalism.  Take it up with the court,

 6         and if there is a live issue worthy of the

 7         court's attention, then we can all address it

 8         in that forum.

 9                            I'm not under

10         cross-examination.  You've got me in the

11         Leroy Nicotine file folder under the -- is

12         that correct, Ms. Clements?  This is the

13         cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine?

14 COURT REPORTER:            That was the file that I

15         had opened, but I was going to actually ask

16         after this was completed.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah, we have no idea --

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Yeah, that's accurate.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  We have no idea

20         what Mr. Phillips is rambling on about.  It

21         seems utterly pointless, and it is -- again,

22         Mr. Phillips, I urge you, rise above your

23         baser instincts.  Show us that you're a

24         professional.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Let the record reflect
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 1         that Mr. Winegarden is laughing, and he's

 2         laughing again.  Mr. Stooshinoff, here is a

 3         question for you.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No questions for me, my

 5         friend.  Thank you.  You ask questions of my

 6         witness, Mr. Clinton Wuttunee, who is here

 7         now for an hour and a half, and we really

 8         would be grateful if you would pay some

 9         decent, you know, travel money for these

10         individuals who are coming such a long

11         distance to hear you rattle on endlessly for

12         an hour and a half about things that do not

13         concern them and do not advance the interests

14         of your client, Alicia, sitting up there who

15         must be shaking her head and saying, what are

16         these fools doing?

17                            So, Mr. Phillips, let's

18         reassure our clients that we are in fact

19         professionals.  You have Alicia there.  I

20         have Chief Wuttunee here.  Let's show them

21         that we aren't as foolish as we appear to be

22         on this transcript, that we truly are

23         professionals, and that we can rise above it

24         and that we can do something for the benefit

25         of our clients rather than ourselves.  Can
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 1         you do that, Mr. Phillips?  I can.  Can you?

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you

 3         suggested that we take the issue of

 4         documentary production up with the court if

 5         we had an issue.  Did I hear you correctly?

 6                            Let the record reflect

 7         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

 8                            Mr. Stooshinoff, that's

 9         what I heard you say, that we should take the

10         issue up with the court if we had concerns as

11         to documentary production.  That is in fact

12         what the court ordered, page 63,

13         paragraph 16(b), of the August 30th, 2021,

14         judgment.  You were aware of that provision.

15         It was cited to you in correspondence, and

16         you cited it in correspondence.

17                            Tell me, how am I

18         supposed to bring it up with the courts in

19         advance of the cross-examinations, in advance

20         of conducting them, if you only give me first

21         notice that you have any concern whatsoever

22         as to producing any of the documents

23         identified in the direction to attend,

24         5:45 p.m., on a Friday night before we're

25         scheduled to start a cross-examination 9 a.m.
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 1         on a Saturday, this morning, zero business

 2         hours?

 3                            How exactly am I supposed

 4         to take that issue up with the court?  Am I

 5         supposed to call up the court on a Saturday

 6         morning?  Is that what you expect the court

 7         to do, to resolve a documentary production

 8         issue on a Saturday morning?

 9                            So, yes, I would like to

10         comply with the order, take up your client's

11         repeated failure to produce documents

12         identified in directions to attend, but you

13         have not provided timely notice as the Court

14         required, as the Court ordered.  Do have you

15         anything to say, Mr. Stooshinoff?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, the one thing I have

17         to say, Mr. Phillips, is this.  Would you

18         kindly stop droning on.  Do us all a favour.

19         Save your money.  You're paying this

20         unfortunate court reporter to have to sit

21         here, listen to this nonsense for hours.

22         This is preposterous, Mr. Phillips.  This is

23         the kind of behaviour that warrants

24         intervention by other professionals.

25 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Could we have a break?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Who knows?

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you've

 3         had a full and fair opportunity this morning

 4         to respond to the questions and the concerns

 5         that have been expressed by my clients.  We

 6         are going to, in the circumstances, be

 7         required to call upon the court to address

 8         issues of documentary production that you did

 9         not advise our office of in a timely manner.

10                            We will be writing to the

11         court in relation to the documentary

12         production issue and with respect to the need

13         to have an order of the court extending the

14         deadline of October 4th with respect to Leroy

15         Nicotine Jr.  I feel that it's important that

16         we update the court as to that development,

17         and we will be writing to the court and

18         seeking direction.

19                            Mr. Stooshinoff, we will

20         be adjourning this transcript with respect to

21         what should have been the cross-examination

22         of Leroy Nicotine Jr., and we will return in

23         15 minutes with respect to the -- to deal

24         with the cross-examination of Clinton

25         Wuttunee.
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 1                            However, there is one

 2         issue with respect to that cross-examination.

 3         My clients are entitled to conduct their

 4         cross-examinations in the order that they see

 5         fit.  I have specifically advised you on

 6         multiple occasions that the applicant, my

 7         clients, insisted upon cross-examining Leroy

 8         Nicotine Jr. first and then Clinton Wuttunee.

 9                            My clients will endeavour

10         to proceed with what cross-examination they

11         can conduct today in the circumstances of

12         Clinton Wuttunee, given the out-of-order

13         presentation of witnesses by your clients and

14         given the complete refusal by Clinton

15         Wuttunee to produce a single page or even a

16         single document, even though the court

17         required that documentary production issues

18         be addressed prior to the conduct of the

19         cross-examination in question.

20                            Can we agree that while

21         my client will proceed with what they can of

22         the cross-examination of Clinton Wuttunee

23         this morning, that that cross-examination

24         will not conclude and it will resume

25         following both the direction of the court as
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 1         to documentary production as well as

 2         following the conclusion of the

 3         cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr.?

 4                            Your clients -- as a

 5         result of the circumstances with respect to

 6         Leroy Nicotine Jr., my clients have been

 7         prejudiced.  I am proposing that as an option

 8         to address that prejudice.  Is that

 9         acceptable to you, sir?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Why would you think

11         it would be?  Why would you think it would

12         be, Mr. Phillips?  Clinton Wuttunee has got

13         an affidavit of three or four pages that

14         addresses issues that are -- that some of

15         which have already been withdrawn by

16         Mr. Pritchard, thereby further reducing his

17         affidavit for the scope of your

18         cross-examination.

19                            Mr. Phillips, you knew

20         from Mr. Pritchard that his affidavit did not

21         encompass the scope in which it did.  He

22         withdrew allegations in this paragraph.  You

23         did not bring it to our attention.

24         Mr. Pritchard told us that he knew that

25         paragraph 22 of his affidavit was false
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 1         months before, and yet you compelled us to go

 2         ahead and prepare affidavits that

 3         specifically addressed the impugned and later

 4         withdrawn paragraph in his affidavit.

 5                            You deliberately did not

 6         correct that falsehood.  You deliberately

 7         deceived counsel by not correcting it.  You

 8         had an opportunity, according to your client

 9         or your witness, Mr. Pritchard, months before

10         to correct that in his affidavit, months

11         before, Mr. Phillips, and you did not.  And

12         yet you have the unmitigated audacity to

13         stand before me now and to suggest that there

14         is some failure on my part when I provided

15         you with documents the evening before your

16         cross-examination of Mr. Wuttunee.

17                            You have the audacity to

18         do that when you put us through all the work

19         of trying to address allegations in

20         Mr. Pritchard's affidavit that you knew were

21         false and had no merit, and you didn't even

22         withdraw them in advance of my

23         cross-examination of Mr. Pritchard, knowing,

24         Mr. Phillips, that they were false.  You

25         didn't withdraw them.  I had to extract that
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 1         concession in cross-examination.

 2                            Mr. Phillips, I suggest

 3         you take a hard look in the ethics mirror

 4         before you start accusing anyone else of any

 5         other misconduct.  And on top of that,

 6         Mr. Phillips, the documents that you produced

 7         from Mr. Pritchard were produced to us nine

 8         minutes before I commenced cross-examination

 9         whereas you at least had the benefit of a

10         full 9 or 12 hours, now stretching to be 14

11         hours, from the time that they were provided

12         to you.

13                            So, again, Mr. Phillips,

14         take a hard look in the professionalism

15         mirror.  Take a hard look at your own ethical

16         misconduct.  Take a hard look at what you are

17         actually doing and failing to do and yet are

18         so eager to accuse others of doing.

19                            I am thoroughly finished

20         with you, Mr. Phillips.  I have attempted to

21         indulge your infantile squabbling, your lack

22         of professionalism.  We have bent over

23         backwards to indulge you.  Now, grow up.

24         Start doing something.  You either

25         cross-examine this witness or let him go, but
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 1         we are sick of listening to your ridiculous

 2         droning.  Get on with it.  Be a professional

 3         for God sakes.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Let the record reflect

 5         that Mr. Stooshinoff was raising his voice

 6         throughout his entire last statement.

 7         Mr. Stooshinoff --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  You don't --

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- you are making serious

10         allegations against myself and against my

11         integrity as an officer of the court.  I want

12         to make sure that I am hearing you correctly.

13         The foundation for your allegations that you

14         are making right now, that is, the transcript

15         of the cross-examination that you conducted

16         of Thomas Pritchard.  That's the foundation

17         for your allegation as against my integrity;

18         is that accurate, Mr. Stooshinoff?

19                            Let the record reflect

20         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

21                            Mr. Stooshinoff, I am

22         going to proceed at this juncture to exhibit

23         the direction to attend to Clinton Wuttunee.

24         You've referred on a variety of occasions to

25         documents produced.  This witness sitting in
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 1         front of you, Clinton Wuttunee, has not

 2         produced a single document in relation to

 3         this direction to attend that was served

 4         September 24th.  Can we please have that

 5         direction to attend to Clinton dated

 6         September 24th, marked as Exhibit A-169.

 7                EXHIBIT A-169:

 8                REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND TO CLINTON

 9                WUTTUNEE DATED SEPTEMBER 24, 2021,

10                4 PAGES

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

12         going to give you an opportunity to correct

13         your statement.  Mr. Clinton Wuttunee has not

14         produced a single document, a single page of

15         a single document, in relation to this

16         direction to attend dated September 24th,

17         2021, Exhibit A-169, has he?  He has refused

18         to produce anything, and he just refused

19         through your letter last night at 5:45 p.m.

20         last night, correct?

21                            They are having a

22         discussion between themselves,

23         Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden.  Can you

24         please come back on the record and respond to

25         my question, please.
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 1                            Let the record reflect

 2         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

 3                            Paula is that accurate,

 4         the description that I've just gave,

 5         Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive and he

 6         refuses to come back on the record?  Okay.

 7         Mr. Stooshinoff, can you please answer my

 8         question?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I am not

10         under cross-examination.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done speaking?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  If you are ready for

13         Mr. Wuttunee now -- you have started this

14         process at 9 o'clock in the morning.  It is

15         now 20 to 11, and we have done nothing.  You

16         have done nothing.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done,

18         Mr. Stooshinoff?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No. I'm --

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want to make sure I'm

21         not interrupting.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Are you going to

23         proceed, Mr. Phillips?

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I asked

25         you a simple question.  The direction to
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 1         attend --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- Clinton Wuttunee,

 4         Exhibit A-169, not a single document has been

 5         produced by Clinton Wuttunee?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I asked you

 7         a simple question.  Are you going to proceed?

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You have refused, in fact

 9         last night at 5:45 p.m., to produce any

10         documents identified in the direction to

11         attend, correct, which is your letter that

12         has already been marked this morning as

13         Exhibit A-168.  That's accurate, correct?

14                            Let the record reflect

15         that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

16                            Mr. Stooshinoff, again, I

17         refer to the order from August 30th, 2021,

18         page 63, paragraph 16(b).  It specifically

19         required the following: (As read)

20             Any dispute regarding a request for

21             production in a direction to attend

22             shall be raised with the court forthwith

23             and shall be addressed by the court in

24             advance of the cross-examination at

25             issue.
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 1                             You did not do that, did

 2         you, Mr. Stooshinoff?  You had the direction

 3         to attend for Clinton Wuttunee for over a

 4         week, Mr. Stooshinoff; is that accurate?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Mr. Phillips, again,

 6         your continued misdescription and attempts to

 7         fabricate and manufacture evidence that

 8         doesn't exist is apparent.  I think if you

 9         read the letter, Mr. Phillips, it says, and

10         I'll quote it: (As read)

11             In spite of the untoward and

12             objectionable nature of your directions

13             to attend, Mr. Phillips, we will answer

14             each of your requests for production

15             with reference to each of the two

16             remaining witnesses in order.

17                             Then you received a

18         response from [sic] Mr. Phillips itemized in

19         paragraphs number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and you

20         accused me, Mr. Phillips, on the record of

21         refusing.  That was your word, wasn't it,

22         Mr. Phillips, "you refused"?  Mr. Phillips,

23         please answer the question.  It's a simple

24         question.  You said I refused.  Mr. Phillips,

25         answer the question.  Did I refuse?  Where
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 1         does it say that in the letter?

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         For starters, look at

 3         page 2, paragraph 6.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Where does it say --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Paragraph 5.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Where does it say --

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         (As read)

 8             This request is far too broad in scope,

 9             and we formally object to the release of

10             such a broad swath of information and

11             documentation which would reach far

12             beyond what is reasonable.  We are

13             prepared to make an informal application

14             for relief should the applicants persist

15             with this request.

16                             At no time did you bring

17         up any concerns with any of the directions to

18         attend that were served September 24th, 2021,

19         did you, until 5:45 p.m. last night?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You are referring to

21         paragraph number 5 for Clinton Wuttunee?  Is

22         that what you are referring to?  Is that what

23         you're --

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- referring to?
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this

 2         letter, Exhibit A-168, that's from you.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Mr. Phillips --

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It is --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- only an attempt --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- where does it --

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- say "refused"?

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

11         your only letter in relation to these

12         directions to attend, your only

13         correspondence, correct?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Mr. Phillips --

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I just want to --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- you're getting off

17         topic.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- hear you on that, and

19         then --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- we will have an

22         adjournment.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.  We're getting

24         off topic.  Where does it say I refused?

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the
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 1         court can review the letter for itself.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I just want to confirm --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I just want to confirm

 6         that this was --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- the only letter that

 9         you --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- had sent?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  No, I'm not

13         confirming anything.  Answer the question.

14         Where do I use the phrase "I refuse,"

15         Mr. Phillips?  Show it to me.  You are on

16         record of accusing me of -- said that.  You

17         want to -- you've said you're going to take

18         it to the court and say to the court that I

19         refused.  Where does it say that,

20         Mr. Phillips?  Show me.  Mr. Phillips, it's a

21         simple question.  Show me.  Mr. Phillips, I'm

22         waiting for your answer.

23                            Let the record reflect

24         that Mr. Phillips --

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- is unresponsive.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- you are not even

 3         giving --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't interrupt me.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- a pause for opposing

 6         counsel to speak.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't interrupt me.  I

 8         indulged you in your ridiculous rant.  I have

 9         indulged you.  Where does it say I refused?

10         Tell me.  Tell me, Mr. Phillips.

11 (Off the Record Momentarily)

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, where does

13         it say I refused.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm speaking to the court

15         reporter, Mr. Stooshinoff.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you haven't --

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Is that --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- answered my question.

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please answer my

21         question.  Where does it say, your

22         accusation, that I refused?

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, your

24         letter --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You can withdraw --
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- is going to speak for

 2         itself and it's going to speak volumes in

 3         light of paragraph 16(b) of the order,

 4         August 30th, 2021, of the court and your

 5         decision to not take issue or bring any

 6         concerns to the attention of the court until

 7         5:45 p.m. the night before the scheduled

 8         cross-examination.  Actions speak louder than

 9         words, Mr. Stooshinoff, and your actions

10         speak volumes here.

11                            I want to confirm with

12         the court reporter that you will --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If that is the case --

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- you will use best

15         efforts --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- Mr. Phillips, I am

17         entitled --

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- to attempt to --

19         Mr. Stooshinoff, please do not interrupt.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- to respond to that.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Do not interrupt,

22         Mr. Stooshinoff.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Do not interrupt,

25         Mr. Stooshinoff.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, if the

 2         letter speaks for itself, why did you spend

 3         all that time cross-examining me on the

 4         letter?  If the letter speaks for itself --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

 6         going to adjourn for 15 minutes and give you

 7         an opportunity to think and reflect upon what

 8         has just transpired.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, please don't indulge

10         me.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll adjourn --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please don't indulge me.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- for 15 minutes and

14         come back.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We've been listening to

16         you for the past nearly two hours.  It's 10

17         to 11.  You've been rattling on for two

18         hours, Mr. Phillips.

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Paula, can we please come

20         back at let's say 11 o'clock.

21 (Adjourned sine die at 10:48 a.m.)

22

23

24

25
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 1 (Proceedings commenced at 9:00 A.M.)

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         This is Nathan Phillips.

 3         We are attending by videoconference today to

 4         conduct the cross-examination of Leroy

 5         Nicotine Jr. on his affidavit in this

 6         proceeding.  The witness is not present nor

 7         is opposing counsel Mr. Stooshinoff and

 8         Mr. Winegarden.  I will request that an email

 9         chain between counsel be marked as the next

10         Exhibit A-172, and I'm sending that at this

11         time.

12                EXHIBIT A-172: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

13                EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN COUNSEL

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And we will at this time

15         attempt to contact opposing counsel.

16 AUTOMATED VOICE:           Thank you for calling

17         Lakefield LLP.  Our fax number is

18         306-933-2006.  If you know the extension

19         number of the person you wish to reach,

20         please dial that number now.  For our company

21         directory, please press 9.  To reach

22         reception, please press 0.  Thank you.

23                            You are being transferred

24         to the operator.

25 RECEPTIONIST:              Lakefield.  Good morning.
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Hello.  Is Mr.

 2         Stooshinoff or Mr. Winegarden in the office

 3         this morning?

 4 RECEPTIONIST:              Nick is not in yet, but I

 5         can forward you to his voicemail.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Is Mr. Winegarden in the

 7         office?

 8 RECEPTIONIST:              No.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Darren Winegarden.

10 RECEPTIONIST:              No.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Okay.  Thank you very

12         much.

13 RECEPTIONIST:              You're welcome.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Bye.

15                            We had attempted to call

16         opposing counsel unsuccessfully.  If the

17         court reporter can please confirm that the

18         videoconference link that we are presently

19         using will also be operable at 1 p.m. to 5?

20 COURT REPORTER:            Yes, that's correct.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Okay.  I'm just sending

22         an email to opposing counsel.  Let the record

23         reflect that I've emailed opposing counsel.

24         We will give them five minutes to attend the

25         cross-examination, failing which we will
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 1         return at one p.m.

 2 (Recessed at 9:09 a.m.)

 3 (Reconvened at 9:15 a.m.)

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Let the record reflect

 5         that it's now 9:15, October 12th, 2021, and

 6         neither the witness Leroy Nicotine Jr. nor

 7         Mr. Stooshinoff or Mr. Winegarden have

 8         attended.  We will adjourn until 1 p.m. to

 9         determine if the witness or opposing counsel

10         attend at that time.  Thank you very much.

11 (Recessed at 9:15 a.m.)

12 (Reconvened at 1:00 p.m.)

13 COURT REPORTER:            Counsel, as you all know,

14         because we are using a virtual connection,

15         everyone is going to have to be more

16         conscious than ever of not speaking over each

17         other.  If I cannot hear the end of a

18         question or the beginning of an answer, you

19         are going to have a very poor record.  If I

20         have to consistently interrupt because I

21         cannot hear or understand something that is

22         said, you will not have a good examination

23         flow.  If there is an objection, I must be

24         able to hear it and know who is objecting.

25         If I do have to interrupt, please be patient
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 1         and understand my goal is to provide you with

 2         a perfect record of these proceedings.

 3         Please move your papers and/or legal pads

 4         away from your phone so there is no ambient

 5         noise.

 6                            Would the witness please

 7         identify himself and spell your first and

 8         last name?

 9    A.   Leroy Nicotine Jr.  L-E-R-O-Y,

10         N-I-C-O-T-I-N-E, J-R.

11 COURT REPORTER:            Thank you.  Our witness

12         today is Leroy Nicotine Jr.  If there are any

13         questions about the witness' identity, would

14         counsel please advise on the record now?

15                            Hearing no objection,

16         counsel, are you ready for me to affirm the

17         witness?

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Yes.

19 LEROY NICOTINE JR., Affirmed,

20 Examined by MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, how do you prefer that I refer

22         to you today?  As Leroy or --

23    A.   Mr. Nicotine.

24    Q.   Okay.  Mr. Nicotine, can you please move into

25         full view of the camera?  Part of your body
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 1         is out of the video.  Just move back.  Yeah,

 2         there you go.  Can you please identify who's

 3         in the room with you today?

 4    A.   I'm pretty sure you know everybody, but I got

 5         --

 6 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Darren Winegarden here.

 7 MR. CLINT WUTTUNEE:        Chief Clint Wuttunee.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You obviously know me.

 9         Nicholas Stooshinoff.

10    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, what is

11         your full legal name?

12    A.   Leroy Craig Nicotine Jr.

13    Q.   What did you do to prepare for today?

14    A.   I don't know.  Had breakfast and a coffee.

15         What did you do?

16    Q.   Can you please move the mic a little closer

17         to you so you clearly come up on the record?

18    A.   I'm not too sure what you're getting at.

19         What do you mean, what did I do to prepare

20         for today?

21    Q.   Well, did you review any documents or speak

22         to any person?

23    A.   Yeah.

24    Q.   So what documents did you review?

25    A.   What we went over.
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 1    Q.   Tell me what documents you reviewed.

 2    A.   Well, obviously what we're going over here.

 3    Q.   Can you please give me some greater detail?

 4         I'm looking for you to identify in some

 5         detail the documents that you reviewed.  Go

 6         through them one by one, please, sir.

 7                            Let the record reflect

 8         that the witness is unresponsive.

 9         Mr. Nicotine, you heard me ask the question

10         of you?

11    A.   Yes, I have, but I don't know which documents

12         do you want me to say.  Like, my affidavit,

13         whatever was against me, that's about it.

14         What we're here to deal with.

15    Q.   I want you to identify each of the documents.

16         You said your affidavit and whatever was

17         against you.  Did I hear you correctly, sir?

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   So tell me.  Identify each of those

20         documents.  Did you bring them here with you

21         today?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, he's

23         clearly indicating that he's referring to his

24         affidavit and the affidavit of Tomas

25         Pritchard, and we have them here with us in
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 1         the boardroom for his review.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, today

 3         I'm not looking for your assistance.  Please

 4         limit your interruptions to those in

 5         accordance with the Rules, and in accordance

 6         with the Rules, please succinctly state your

 7         objection and refrain from interrupting any

 8         further.  I want to conduct the

 9         cross-examination today in a professional

10         manner and get straight to the point here and

11         have a clear transcript for the Court's

12         review.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, and I think that's

14         what we're trying --

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, can you

16         please -- Mr. Nicotine, please identify the

17         specific documents that you reviewed?

18    A.   Exactly what Nick just finished saying.

19    Q.   So the only two documents you reviewed were

20         your affidavit and the affidavit of Tomas

21         Pritchard?

22    A.   Yes.  I'm sure you understood Nick when he

23         said that.

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, today will go a lot quicker if

25         you just answer my questions.
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 1    A.   Well, Nick just answered it for us.

 2    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, with the exception of your

 3         affidavit and the affidavit of Tomas

 4         Pritchard, did you review any other documents

 5         today or yesterday, for example?

 6    A.   No.

 7    Q.   Who did you speak with to prepare for your

 8         cross-examination today?

 9    A.   I spoke with -- we just went over it here.  I

10         just went over it myself with the lawyers.

11    Q.   With the lawyers?  That being Mr. Winegarden

12         and Mr. Stooshinoff?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   Please confirm that neither Mr. Stooshinoff

15         nor Mr. Winegarden are your lawyers?  You

16         have not retained them to be your lawyer,

17         correct?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I see that Chief Clinton

20         Wuttunee is in the room.  Clinton Wuttunee

21         drove you from Red Pheasant First Nation to

22         Saskatoon this morning?

23    A.   No, he hasn't.  What is it to you how I got

24         here?

25    Q.   Well --
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 1    A.   I'm here -- I'm here because you wanted me to

 2         be here and it's no -- it's none of your

 3         concern how I got here.  It's your concern

 4         that I'm here and I'm here to deal with this.

 5    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, let me --

 6    A.   I --

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I mean no offense by any of the

 8         questions that I ask.  We will go a lot

 9         quicker today if you simply answer my

10         questions.

11    A.   Yes.  And I'm trying to do that.  If you

12         would stay on track and you talk about what

13         we're here to talk about, not how I got here

14         or why I got here or how I did.  I could have

15         hitchhiked for all we know, but I'm here to

16         deal with this and let's get it out of the

17         way.  So quit -- cut to the point.  Let's get

18         it over and done with.

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I want to be clear.  You

20         answered "no" to the question when I asked if

21         Mr. Wuttunee had driven you here today.  Who

22         did you drive with to get here today?

23    A.   To here?  To what do you mean here?

24    Q.   From Red Pheasant First Nation to Saskatoon.

25         Who did you drive with?  Who was in the car
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 1         with you?

 2    A.   I didn't drive from Red Pheasant to Saskatoon

 3         today.

 4    Q.   Where did you drive from today?

 5    A.   From the hotel to here.

 6    Q.   Hotel in Saskatoon?

 7    A.   Sure.

 8    Q.   All right.  Clinton Wuttunee was at the hotel

 9         with you?

10    A.   Can you stay on track here?  We're talking

11         about what I'm accused of here.  We're not

12         talking about where I slept last night or who

13         I slept with.  We're talking about what's on

14         track here.

15    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, am I to take it, then, that you

16         drove from Red Pheasant First Nation to

17         Saskatoon yesterday?

18    A.   What's that got to do with any of the

19         settlements here?

20    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please just answer my

21         questions.  We're going to go a lot quicker

22         if you just give me --

23    A.   Yes.  I got to the city yesterday.  Does it

24         matter who I came with?

25    Q.   It does.  Yesterday when you drove from Red
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 1         Pheasant First Nation to Saskatoon, Clinton

 2         Wuttunee was in the car with you?  Yes?

 3    A.   What are you getting at here?

 4    Q.   Please, Mr. Nicotine.  When you drove from

 5         Red Pheasant First Nation to Saskatoon

 6         yesterday, the persons in the car, they

 7         included Clinton Wuttunee?

 8    A.   No, they did not.

 9    Q.   Who was in the car with you?

10    A.   What does it matter?

11    Q.   Please, Mr. Nicotine, answer my question.

12    A.   Well, can you answer mine?  What does it

13         matter to you?

14    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please.  Who was in the car

15         with you when you drove from Red Pheasant

16         First Nation to --

17    A.   We're not talking about who I came to

18         Saskatoon with.  We're talking about what I

19         I'm here for court for.

20    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, it's relevant who you may have

21         discussed your evidence with today.

22    A.   These matters are from months prior to who

23         the hell I came to Saskatoon with today or

24         yesterday.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please.
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 1    A.   Nathan.

 2    Q.   Who did you drive from Red Pheasant First

 3         Nation to Saskatoon with yesterday?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Objection,

 5         Mr. Phillips.  Your question is in two parts.

 6         You said who did you drive from Red Pheasant

 7         to Saskatoon with, but you just said a minute

 8         ago I want to know who you discussed your

 9         evidence with.  So why don't you ask him

10         that.  Did you discuss your evidence with

11         anybody other than Mr. Stooshinoff and

12         Mr. Winegarden?  How about that?  If you do

13         that, I'm sure this will go a lot faster, and

14         you can get to the point.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you will

16         appreciate, given that you did not object

17         when I asked the question several times to

18         this witness, the relevance of this question.

19         It is important for the Court to know.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it is important --

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, please tell

22         the Court who it is that you drove -- who was

23         in the car with you when you drove from Red

24         Pheasant First Nation to Saskatoon yesterday?

25    A.   There's a couple of flies, Cody, myself.
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 1         That's about it.

 2    Q.   Cody Benson?

 3    A.   Sure.

 4    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee was in a separate vehicle?

 5    A.   I don't know where he was.

 6    Q.   Pardon?

 7    A.   I don't know where he was.  I don't keep

 8         track of him.  He's a grown man.  He doesn't

 9         need a babysitter to look after him.

10    Q.   What relation are you to Cody Benson?

11    A.   No relation.

12    Q.   What do you understand the purpose of your

13         attendance by videoconference today to be?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  This is not a

15         test.  You're not cross-examining him on what

16         his understanding is or not.  He's here to

17         answer your questions relating to the

18         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard and the

19         affidavit of Leroy Nicotine Jr.  Please focus

20         on that, and we will go a lot faster.  We're

21         not going to get into a situation where

22         you're cross-examining as to whether or not

23         he's got a clear understanding or a

24         misunderstanding or he's confused or he

25         doesn't know why he's here.  That is really a
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 1         pointless exercise.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, please

 3         confirm that you're refusing to answer the

 4         question.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, if you

 6         would just listen to what I told you.  Let's

 7         just focus on it.  It's -- he's not here to

 8         answer questions as to his understanding as

 9         to why he's here.  He's here to answer

10         questions under oath.  Please proceed with

11         that.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you are

13         not this witness's lawyer.  I am simply

14         getting this witness to confirm that he is

15         refusing to answer the question.  And then I

16         am going on to the next question.

17         Mr. Stooshinoff, please don't laugh.  This is

18         not a laughing matter.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Mr. Phillips, you

20         are trying to make it that because you are

21         distracting all of us into a side argument

22         that is utterly pointless.  It does not

23         matter to this Court what this witness's

24         understanding is of what he's here to do

25         today so long as he knows that he's here to
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 1         answer questions of the Tomas Pritchard

 2         affidavit and questions of the Leroy Nicotine

 3         Jr. affidavit.  That's what he's here to do.

 4                            He's been affirmed to

 5         tell the truth, and that's what he will do.

 6         So let's just get to the point of all of this

 7         and not try to pick fights on collateral

 8         issues that do not have any relevance to us

 9         or to you or to the Court.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

11         going to take that as the witness's refusal

12         to answer the question.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, are you a

14         member of Red Pheasant First Nation?

15    A.   Yes, I am.

16    Q.   How long have you been a member of Red

17         Pheasant?

18    A.   All my life.

19    Q.   How old are you?

20    A.   Twenty-nine.

21    Q.   Do you have a wife or a spouse?

22    A.   Sorry.  I'm not looking, but I'm single.

23    Q.   Did you cohabit with anybody at any point in

24         time in 2019 or 2020?

25    A.   Sorry.  I don't understand.
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 1    Q.   Did you live with anyone else in 2019 or 2020

 2         in a relationship?

 3    A.   What does this have to do with anything?

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

 5    A.   I don't need to tell you my personal life.  I

 6         don't need to tell you if I got -- if I had

 7         intercourse last night or a few nights ago or

 8         anything like that.  I don't need to tell you

 9         my life.  Stay on topic here.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, do you have children?

11    A.   Yes, I do.

12    Q.   How many?

13    A.   Two.

14    Q.   What are their names and ages?

15    A.   What does this have to do with anything?

16    Q.   Please, Mr. Nicotine, answer my question.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we're going

18         to object to the names, but I'm going to

19         indicate to this witness that their ages is

20         -- we're not going to object to that, but we

21         are objecting to the disclosure of the names.

22    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: You can use the initials

23         if you want, Mr. Nicotine.

24    A.   I do not want to use my kids' initials.  This

25         has nothing to do with my kids.
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 1    Q.   I simply need some way to refer to them on

 2         the record, Mr. Nicotine.

 3    A.   (Inaudible) my kids.  We're here about my

 4         affidavit and Tomas' affidavit.  Let's stay

 5         on topic here before you wander off again.

 6    Q.   How about I simply refer to them by their

 7         age.  Okay?  So what are their ages?

 8    A.   Four and 12.

 9    Q.   As of today?

10    A.   No.  As of yesterday.  Of course as of today.

11    Q.   Are they male or female?

12    A.   Both female.

13    Q.   Did they reside with you in the period

14         January through March at any point in time

15         2020?

16    A.   That's clearly none of your business.

17    Q.   Well, did you reside by yourself, then, for

18         the entire time period January through March

19         2020?

20    A.   Why is that anything to do with you?  Like,

21         we're talking about something else here.

22         We're talking about what we're here for.  Can

23         you stay on track?

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, are you refusing to answer that

25         question?
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 1    A.   Nathan, I'm not refusing to answer anything.

 2         I'm just telling you you should stay on

 3         track, please.  We're not here to talk about

 4         my kids.  We're not here to get to know me

 5         on, like, a personal level.  We're here to

 6         answer my -- what we're here to deal with

 7         today.

 8    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, may I simply put it this way:

 9         January through March 2020, the only persons

10         that you resided with at any point in time in

11         that time period are your two kids, ages four

12         and 12 now; is that accurate?

13    A.   That has nothing to do with this.  It's none

14         of your business who I live with and what --

15         who I stay with.  That's personal

16         information, and you do not need to know

17         that.

18    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, it is relevant.  Please answer

19         my question.

20    A.   How is it relevant?

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, we're going to go a lot quicker

22         today if you just answer some basic questions

23         and then we can move on.

24    A.   It will go a lot quicker if you stick to the

25         point.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, are you refusing to answer my

 2         question?

 3    A.   I'm not refusing to answer anything.

 4    Q.   Then please tell me.  Your two children, four

 5         and 12, in the time period January through

 6         March of 2020, are they the only persons that

 7         you lived with at any point in time during

 8         that time period?

 9    A.   No.

10    Q.   Who else did you live with then?

11    A.   I don't know.  Depending on the day and which

12         girl I had over.  Doesn't matter to you,

13         though.

14    Q.   Sorry.  I didn't hear you.  Can you please

15         repeat that, sir?

16    A.   I said depending on the day and which girl I

17         had over.  It doesn't matter to you, though.

18    Q.   Aside from your two children, four and 12,

19         who else did you live with at any point in

20         time January through March 2020?

21    A.   I don't remember.

22    Q.   Is it -- can we put it this way:  You are the

23         only one that had --

24    A.   Can I put it this way:  I do not recall.

25    Q.   I haven't asked the question yet,
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 1         Mr. Nicotine.

 2    A.   You --

 3    Q.   Please wait for the full question?

 4    A.   If you keep cutting me off, I'll do the same

 5         back to you then.

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, is it fair to say that where

 7         you resided January through March 2020,

 8         you're the only person that had the keys for

 9         that property, correct?

10    A.   No, I don't.

11    Q.   Well, who else had keys?

12    A.   Which property are you talking about?

13    Q.   Well, how many properties did you have in

14         that timeframe?

15    A.   Which property are you talking about here?

16         You're the one asking me which property.  I

17         don't know what property you're talking

18         about.  What are you fishing for here?

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you relocated from North

20         Battleford to Red Pheasant First Nation about

21         April 2020, correct?

22    A.   No, you are not correct.

23    Q.   When was it that you relocated from North

24         Battleford to Red Pheasant First Nation?

25    A.   I haven't relocated anywhere.  I still live
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 1         in North Battleford.

 2    Q.   And the address that you live at is 1291 97

 3         Apartment 104, North Battleford?

 4    A.   Incorrect.

 5    Q.   That's an address to which you have had the

 6         keys or had the keys at some point in time

 7         January through --

 8    A.   I just told you no.

 9    Q.   Pardon?

10    A.   I just told you no.

11    Q.   This is a different question, Mr. Nicotine.

12         Please wait for the entire question to be

13         asked.  Okay?  Mr. Nicotine?

14    A.   Okay, then.  Okay.  Wasting my time here.

15    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, 1291 97, North Battleford, you

16         were there at some point between January and

17         March 2020 at that address, correct?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   Are you saying that you've never heard of

20         that address before?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, that's not

22         what he said.  That's an unfair question.  I

23         object to it, and that's not reflective of

24         what this witness said.  You asked him if he

25         had been at 1291 97 sometime between January
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 1         and March 2020, and he said no.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Your phone number --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Have you ever had --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I

 6         haven't even got the question out.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips, we've

 8         indicated to you earlier that we are not

 9         going to permit you to embark on a fishing

10         expedition to seek to bolster your theory in

11         the matter.  There is nothing in the

12         affidavit evidence which requires an answer

13         relating to his phone number.  If you are

14         talking about his Facebook messages with

15         Tomas Pritchard, that is a fair area for

16         questioning.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:           The court reporter, I'm

18       just attempting to share my screen here.  Just

19       confirm when you see it, okay?

20 COURT REPORTER:            For the record, I can see

21         that.  Thank you.

22    A.   What was that?  Going back...

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine?

24    A.   Yes.

25    Q.   Can you see that up on the screen?
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 1    A.   Okay.  It keeps coming in and out.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         All right.  I will

 4         restart and rejoin.  If the court reporter

 5         can please remain on the record, I will be

 6         back in one minute.

 7                            Can the court reporter

 8         please confirm that we remain on the record?

 9 COURT REPORTER:            Yes, we are still on the

10         record.

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:For the record,

12         Mr. Stooshinoff's mic and video were both

13         muted there.  Can you please remain on the

14         record, Mr. Stooshinoff, with the witness

15         throughout the cross-examination?

16         Mr. Nicotine?

17    A.   Yes.

18    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, do you see that document up on

19         the screen?

20    A.   Yes, I do.  Now I don't.  It keeps cutting in

21         and out.

22    Q.   All right.  Mr. Nicotine, can you now see

23         that up on the screen?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, that is your signature?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, is that

 3         your signature when it says "signature of

 4         witness"?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, did you

 6         hear me?  Please acknowledge, Mr. Phillips.

 7         Did you hear me?

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I heard

 9         you.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  We object to

11         this document, Mr. Phillips.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         For the record, this is

13         Exhibit A-39, and it's been marked in the

14         cross-examinations thus far.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Of who?

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is it --

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You understand the

19         relevance of these questions?  I want this

20         witness to answer the question.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you

22         understand the relevance of my objection.  My

23         objection is that just because you mark

24         exhibits in proceedings doesn't make it

25         evidence before the Court.  You and I have
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 1         argued that issue for at least a year.  You

 2         continue to refuse to accept my position.  My

 3         position is that when I object to your

 4         tendering of exhibits, it does not make it

 5         evidence just because you want it to be.

 6                            So our position has been

 7         now for 18 months marking something as an

 8         exhibit over my objections does not make it

 9         evidence before the Court.  We object to

10         questions on this partially revealed

11         document.  It is not attached to the

12         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard.  It's not

13         attached to the affidavit of Leroy Nicotine.

14         It is not evidence before the Court.  We

15         object to it.  We will not be answering any

16         questions on this document.  We will not

17         participate in your efforts to make it

18         evidence before the Court.

19                            This is an application.

20         It is merely an application, not an action.

21         This is not evidence that we will acknowledge

22         as existing in the application.  I think I've

23         made myself very clear on this as I have for

24         the past 18 months, and that's the end of the

25         matter.  Mr. Phillips, please don't bother
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 1         asking this witness questions relating to

 2         anything you present to him that is not in

 3         actual evidence in the proceedings or

 4         attached to the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard

 5         or Leroy Nicotine.  Thank you, Mr. Phillips.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm here.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You will be corrected

 9         upon your view of the law at the hearing of

10         this matter, but this evidence needs to come

11         from this witness now.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The cross-examination of

14         this witness was cancelled twice by you or

15         this witness.  This is the last possible day

16         that we can get this done.  We need to have

17         it done, and we need to have it done now.

18         You understand that this is a relevant

19         question, and it should be answered now.

20                            So please,

21         Mr. Stooshinoff, this witness can see the

22         entire Exhibit A-39.  It is on the screen

23         right now.  I want this witness to confirm if

24         that is his signature when it says "signature

25         of witness" and if he signed this document.
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 1         That is a relevant question.  That is an

 2         appropriate question.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's not,

 4         Mr. Phillips.  You've heard my objection.  In

 5         fact, we asked you for any evidence well in

 6         advance that you wanted to present in these

 7         proceedings.  You didn't present this

 8         document, and we do not wish to engage in

 9         your efforts to embark on discovery.  You've

10         clearly indicated that that's your objective

11         in your response to my first submission.  You

12         acknowledge it's an effort to engage in

13         discovery.  It is not acceptable to us.  It

14         has never been acceptable to us.  Thank you.

15         Please move on, Mr. Phillips.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, to be

17         absolutely clear, you have had this document,

18         this Exhibit A-39, for 13 months now.  In no

19         way can you assert that you are taken by

20         surprise as to this document.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You have had this

23         document -- I did not interrupt you, Mr.

24         Stooshinoff.  Do not interrupt me.  Can we at

25         least get that straight so we have a clear
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 1         transcript before the Court?  Let the record

 2         reflect that Mr. Stooshinoff is unresponsive.

 3                            Mr. Stooshinoff, you have

 4         had this document and your clients have had

 5         this document for 13 months now.  It has been

 6         marked by three -- at least three witnesses

 7         in cross-examinations thus far including the

 8         electoral officer who has confirmed its

 9         authenticity who has confirmed that it was

10         received by the electoral officer, and the

11         mail-in ballot included with it was deposited

12         into the ballot boxes on March 20th, 2020, in

13         the course of the election.

14                            So, yes, Mr. Stooshinoff,

15         this is very much a relevant question, and

16         the witness sitting in front of you,

17         Mr. Nicotine, is the appropriate person to

18         testify under oath if that is his signature

19         and if he filled in the rest of the

20         particulars in the witness declaration form.

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, is that

22         your signature under where it says in printed

23         typed form "signature of witness"?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

25         You've heard my objection.  That is the end
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 1         of the matter.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, are you

 3         refusing to answer any questions in relation

 4         to this document, Exhibit A-39?

 5    A.   Nathan, you heard what Nicholas had to say,

 6         so let's move on.

 7    Q.   Are you refusing to answer any questions in

 8         relation to this document, Exhibit A-39?

 9    A.   You just heard what Nathan -- I mean Nicholas

10         had to say, so let's just move forward here,

11         Nathan.

12    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, the address that is on the form

13         here, it says 1291 --

14    A.   Nathan, you just heard what Nick had to say.

15         Drop it.  Let's move on.

16    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please wait for the full

17         question.  Can you please agree to do that?

18    A.   Can you please agree to drop this?  We're

19         moving forward and get -- go back on, like,

20         what we're here to focus on?  Thank you.

21    Q.   It might be uncomfortable for you to answer

22         questions in relation to this document.

23         You're required to answer those questions,

24         Mr. Nicotine.

25    A.   I'm not required to do anything because it's
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 1         not in what we're here to talk about, Nathan.

 2    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, there is an address that's

 3         presented here, 1291 97 104 --

 4    A.   There you go then, Nathan.  You're off topic.

 5         Go back onto topic, please.

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please wait for the full

 7         question.

 8    A.   Mr. Phillips --

 9    Q.   Will you agree to do that?

10    A.   -- get back on topic.

11    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

12    A.   We can do this all day back and forth, but

13         let's go back to topic.

14    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

15         deliberately interrupting every question as

16         it's being asked.  Mr. Nicotine, please wait

17         for the full question before you interrupt.

18    A.   Yes.

19    Q.   Can you please agree to do that?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm sure he will,

21         Mr. Phillips.  You already asked the question

22         about 129 97 Street.  That question has been

23         asked and answered.  Please move on.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It has not been,

25         Mr. Stooshinoff.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it has been.  You

 2         asked him that.  I'm sure the court reporter

 3         will confirm that.  I've got a note on my

 4         notepad saying that's what you've asked him.

 5         And you asked him that question.  He said he

 6         did not reside there.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 8         do not interrupt unless you have an

 9         objection, and if you have an objection

10         please succinctly state it.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           But I did --

12    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's been asked and

14         answered.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, at any

16         point in time between January and March 2020,

17         did you ever utilize in any way, shape, or

18         form the mailing address 1291 97 104 North

19         Battleford or any form of that address?  Any

20         -- with any revisions?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  The principal

22         question has been asked and answered.  Did

23         you have access or did you use, was your

24         question, 1291 97 Street North Battleford

25         between January and March 2020.  He said no.
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, at least

 2         one of your daughters was at that address at

 3         some point between January and March 2020?

 4         In other words, the address 1291 97th 104

 5         North Battleford, correct?

 6    A.   Stay on topic, please.

 7    Q.   I'll remind you, Mr. Nicotine, you're under

 8         oath.

 9    A.   I'll remind you please stay on topic.  We're

10         not here to talk about any of that or my

11         daughters.  If you had kids and I start

12         talking about them, you wouldn't like that.

13         So can you please leave my daughters out of

14         it and shut up?  Thank you.

15    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I have a witness that will say

16         that they saw your daughter at that address

17         191 97th 104 North Battleford.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, please

20         answer the question.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

22    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, at any

23         point in time between January and March 2020

24         --

25    A.   Mr. Phillips, can you --
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 1    Q.   It --

 2    A.   See, there you go again interrupting.  You

 3         don't like it when we interrupt you.

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I was in the middle of asking a

 5         question, and then you deliberately

 6         interrupted the question.  Please wait for

 7         the entire question.  Okay?  Mr. Nicotine, at

 8         any point in time between January and March

 9         2020, did you or, to your knowledge, either

10         of your daughters ever go to 1291 97 North

11         Battleford, whether Apartment 104 or any of

12         the other apartments at that apartment

13         building?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we object.

15         You're engaging in discovery.  We've gone

16         through this endlessly.  We're not going to

17         embark in discovery.  This is a discovery

18         effort on your part.  You say you have

19         witnesses.  Well, you had your opportunity to

20         present those witnesses.  You haven't.

21         Therefore now you are pursuing a line of

22         inquiry that is not focused on the evidence

23         before this Court or that has been presented

24         in your pleadings or that is part of the

25         affidavits before this Court.  Please move
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 1         on.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:        Mr. Stooshinoff, up on the

 3       screen you have paragraph 15 of the amended

 4       notice of application.  I'm not sure I exited

 5       out.  Can the court reporter please confirm

 6       that you can hear me?

 7 COURT REPORTER:            Yes, I can hear you.

 8    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, up on the

 9         screen you see paragraph 15 of the amended

10         notice of application, correct?

11    A.   Sorry?

12    Q.   Up on the screen you'll see paragraph 15 of

13         the amended notice of application.  Do you

14         see that?

15    A.   Yes, I do.

16    Q.   Mr. Stooshinoff apparently on your behalf

17         asserted that the address was not referred to

18         in the pleadings in this matter.  That is not

19         an accurate assertion.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  You can rely

21         on your pleadings, Mr. Phillips, but you say

22         in this pleading the participants sent the

23         mail-in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee to an

24         address in North Battleford that they

25         controlled.  You've already asked this
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 1         witness if he had been at that address that

 2         you provided.  You haven't established that

 3         those are the two same things.  And in any

 4         event, this witness has already asked and

 5         answered that question.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

 7         see at paragraph 7 of the amended notice of

 8         application --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- (inaudible) is defined

11         it, and it includes this witness, Leroy

12         Nicotine Jr.  You see that?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I see what your

14         allegation is, but you don't have any

15         evidence.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, up on

17         the screen you have Exhibit A-14 to the

18         cross-examinations.  This is the request for

19         mail-in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee.  This

20         is what is referred to.  It's also attached

21         to the affidavit.  You have the Exhibit A-14

22         as well which includes just that document.

23         1291 97th 104 North Battleford.  Your

24         assertion that it is not referred to in the

25         pleadings is simply not accurate,
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 1         Mr. Stooshinoff.

 2                            I would like to ask these

 3         basic questions of this witness.  The Court

 4         is entitled to the answer.  Is it entitled to

 5         hear the connection of this witness with this

 6         address.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips --

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Especially given that

 9         there are several witness declaration forms

10         that this witness has signed using that

11         address.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  Mr. Phillips, as

13         we've indicated, you are embarking on

14         discovery.  We're objecting to it as we have

15         in the past and as we continue to do so.  We

16         are now one hour into this questioning.  You

17         haven't even mentioned the name Tomas

18         Pritchard, which we assume you have no

19         intention of doing in any event.  Your

20         objective in this cross-examination is merely

21         to see what you can elicit in an effort to go

22         fishing and conduct an examination for

23         discovery that is far reaching and beyond the

24         scope of this witness's affidavit.  So we are

25         objecting to it.
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, the mail-in

 2         ballot with respect to Robin Dean Wuttunee

 3         expressly mentioned in the amended notice of

 4         application, you, Mr. Leroy Nicotine Jr.,

 5         expressly mentioned in the amended notice of

 6         application the address.  These are relevant

 7         questions.  1291 97 104 North Battleford,

 8         Saskatchewan, S9A 0J6.  Up on the screen you

 9         have Exhibit A-14.

10                            Between January and March

11         2020, you went to at least that address at

12         1291 97th North Battleford, whether you went

13         into Apartment 104, you or at least one of

14         your daughters collected the mail there,

15         correct?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, did you at

18         any point in time between January and March

19         2020 collect any mail from 1291 97th 104

20         North Battleford, you or anybody on your

21         behalf?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

23         You are fishing.

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, the mail-in

25         ballot package of Robin Dean Wuttunee, you
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 1         had it in your possession in March 2020,

 2         correct?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, did you

 5         have the mail-in ballot package of Robin Dean

 6         Wuttunee in your possession in March 2020?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 8    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, are you

 9         refusing to answer that question?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you are

12         not this witness's counsel.  We have gone

13         through this already.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, we have.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If the witness has an

16         objection, he can articulate it himself.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes, but the fact of the

18         matter is is that as you, yourself, have

19         asserted for virtually all of your witnesses

20         that you claim litigation privilege on

21         something in the neighbourhood of 12 or 14

22         witnesses, you asserted litigation privilege,

23         we assert litigation privilege as well.  We

24         object to the question.  You've heard our

25         objection.  Please move on.
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

 2         talking about the timeframe immediately prior

 3         to the election when this witness Mr. Leroy

 4         Nicotine Jr. went and picked up or had

 5         somebody pick up for him a forged and

 6         obviously forged mail-in ballot package for

 7         Robin Dean Wuttunee.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That is your --

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         These are all relevant

10         questions, Mr. Stooshinoff, and I think that

11         the Court will read this portion of the

12         transcript with keen interest.  And your

13         client's refusal to let this witness who

14         obviously has knowledge of this address, your

15         refusal to have this very relevant evidence

16         go before the Court speaks for itself.

17                            Mr. Stooshinoff, if this

18         witness cannot answer the question whether or

19         not he had in his possession in March 2020

20         the mail-in ballot package of Robin Dean

21         Wuttunee, what questions is it that he's

22         prepared to answer today?  This is directly

23         pled in the amended notice of application.

24         These are relevant questions.

25                            We will be requesting
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 1         that the Court draw an adverse inference as

 2         well as take appropriate steps to censure

 3         this type of conduct following on the heels

 4         of this witness refusing to attend for

 5         cross-examination both on October 2nd and

 6         October 7th.  Finally attend -- and this

 7         morning for that matter at 9 a.m.  Finally

 8         attending at 1 p.m. this afternoon even

 9         though this witness was already in Saskatoon

10         refusing to attend at the scheduled time this

11         morning.

12                            Mr. Stooshinoff, the

13         Court very much will be interested to hear

14         this witness's testimony under oath given

15         that these allegations are expressly pled in

16         the amended notice of application.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, would you

18         tell the Court directly and under oath today

19         whether or not you at any point in time in

20         March 2020 possessed the mail-in ballot

21         package of Robin Dean Wuttunee?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you gave a

23         very long rambling commentary on a number of

24         items.  First of all, I might say that you

25         are correct that there are a number of
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 1         different theories that you are advancing for

 2         your case, and they are just that,

 3         Mr. Phillips.  They're theories.  And we have

 4         taken the position as we take it now that

 5         your presence here today has absolutely no

 6         interest whatsoever in cross-examining this

 7         witness on his affidavit or exploring the

 8         issues raised by Mr. Pritchard.  You're not

 9         interested in that.

10                            You are interested in the

11         abuse of the court process to try to develop

12         and expand on one of your multiple theories

13         of the case.  You are fishing for evidence.

14         We know that, you know that, the Court knows

15         that; hence our objection, our objection to

16         the unnecessarily long, torturous proceedings

17         that you have imposed on all of the litigants

18         and all of the witnesses and all of the

19         lawyers involved in this application.

20                            You have a theory.  You

21         have multiple theories.  We object to it.  We

22         object to the way you proceed in this matter

23         looking for evidence to support your theory.

24         That is the definition of discovery,

25         Mr. Phillips.  You're not here to question
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 1         this witness on what he said in his

 2         affidavit.  We realize that.  But please

 3         don't pretend that you are doing something

 4         other than embarking on a fishing expedition

 5         seeking to develop evidence to bolster one or

 6         more of your theories.

 7                            With regard to this

 8         matter, this witness, as you well know, has

 9         been very ill.  We have doctor's reports.  He

10         was on medication.  We gave you the time that

11         we were going to be available.  Bearing in

12         mind the direction from the Court which

13         indicated to make ourselves available, I have

14         court proceedings this afternoon.  I had to

15         scramble to get people to appear for me this

16         afternoon.  I had court proceedings this

17         morning.  I had a case management hearing

18         this morning at 9 o'clock at the time that

19         you're talking about.

20                            You don't have any idea,

21         and it's inappropriate for you to accuse this

22         witness of refusing to come to testify.  He's

23         always been ready and willing to testify.

24         You make these unfair, unfounded allegations

25         that are deeply offensive to witnesses and to
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 1         counsel, and you ought to refrain from doing

 2         that because you have no idea of the facts.

 3                            So at this point in time,

 4         try to focus on the facts and the evidence

 5         that is admissible in these proceedings.

 6         Refrain from engaging in a discovery and

 7         fishing expedition and ask this witness

 8         everything you want about his affidavit.

 9         Thank you, Mr. Phillips.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you

11         won't be surprised that I take issue with

12         several of the assertions that you just made.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: However, for the time

14         being, Mr. Nicotine, please confirm that you

15         are refusing to answer my questions.

16    A.   I'm not refusing to answer your questions.

17         You're just off topic here, Mr. Phillips.

18         We're here to talk about my affidavit and

19         Tomas Pritchard.  So let's get back to that.

20         Stay on topic and stop drifting off, please.

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I asked you a direct question

22         about the mail-in ballot package --

23    A.   And I gave you a direct answer here,

24         Mr. Phillips.  Can you get that through your

25         head, please?
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 1    Q.   Pardon?  You say that you gave me a direct

 2         answer in relation to the mail-in ballot

 3         package of Robin Dean Wuttunee?  Is that what

 4         you just said?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we've just

 6         gone over this.  Let's move on.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want to ensure that the

 8         Court is clearly --

 9    A.   Let's talk about what we're here to talk

10         about today.  We're not here to talk about

11         anything else but my affidavit and Tomas

12         Pritchard's.  Can we move forward and get

13         over this?  You're kind of wasting my time

14         here.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, please

16         don't interrupt me.

17    A.   No, you don't interrupt.  You shut up and let

18         me talk when I'm talking.

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, the Court has to clearly hear

20         what you say and then clearly what I say.

21         So, please, can we agree to not interrupt

22         each other?

23    A.   I don't know.  Can you handle that?  Because

24         I know I can.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I want the Court to very
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 1         clearly hear you.  Are you refusing to answer

 2         any questions in relation to whether or not

 3         you had the mail-in ballot package of Robin

 4         Dean --

 5    A.   I'm here to answer questions about Tomas

 6         Pritchard's affidavit and my affidavit.  You

 7         are off track.  Let's stay on track, please.

 8         Can you get that through your head?  That's

 9         the last time I'm saying that.  Thank you.

10    Q.   Again, Mr. Nicotine, please don't interrupt

11         me.  I need a clear transcript so the Court

12         can clearly hear you and clearly hear whether

13         or not you are refusing to answer the

14         question, the very direct one, in relation to

15         whether or not you have in your possession at

16         any time in March 2020 the mail-in ballot

17         package of Robin Dean Wuttunee.  Are you

18         refusing to answer that question?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, that is the

20         subject of our objection.  So you have my

21         objection.  Please move on.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, as

23         you're aware, the Rules provide for a

24         preliminary objection and then that objection

25         to be determined by the trial judge.  In the
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 1         circumstances in which we are confronted,

 2         that seems like an appropriate way to

 3         proceed.  May I please get the answer to my

 4         question from this witness and we will have

 5         the trial judge determine the propriety of

 6         the objection.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection stands.

 8         You are engaging in discovery.  We've

 9         objected to that for 18 months.  We continue

10         our objection.

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Let the record reflect

12         that the witness, Mr. Nicotine, is on his

13         cell phone.  Mr. Nicotine, carefully

14         participate in the cross-examination today.

15    A.   Can you stay on -- you're just wasting my

16         time.  That's the reason why I went on my

17         cell phone.  You're wasting my time.  You're

18         wasting our time.  We got getter things to

19         do.  Can you just hurry things along?

20    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I will take that as your

21         refusal to answer any questions in relation

22         to the mail-in ballot package of Robin Dean

23         Wuttunee unless I hear from you otherwise

24         right now?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I have
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 1         articulated our objection, correct?

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And you're not this

 3         witness's counsel, are you?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not this witness's

 5         counsel.  I am simply reiterating our

 6         objection based on litigation privilege.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:           That you're saying

 8       arose prior to the actual conduct to the

 9       election in March 2020?  You're saying that

10       litigation privilege arose in relation to the

11       obviously forged mail-in ballot of Robin Dean

12       Wuttunee?  Is that what I am hearing you say,

13       Mr. Stooshinoff?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I'm not

15         going to get into an argument.  Thank you.

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Again, Mr. Nicotine, I'll

17         take that as a refusal to answer the question

18         unless I hear from you otherwise right now.

19    A.   I'm very comfortable --

20    Q.   Do you adopt the objection of Mr.

21         Stooshinoff?

22    A.   Can you stop interrupting me?

23    Q.   Do you adopt the objection --

24    A.   Can you stop interrupting me?  We're here to

25         talk about Tomas Pritchard and my affidavit.
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 1         That's it.  You're off track again.

 2    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, do you adopt the --

 3    A.   I will not talk about --

 4    Q.   Please don't interrupt me, Mr. Nicotine.

 5    A.   Shut up.  You're interrupting me, and I'm not

 6         even finished talking yet.  I'm here to talk

 7         about -- you interrupt.  Shut up.

 8    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I waited for you --

 9    A.   Shut up.  I'm here --

10    Q.   -- and then there was a long pause.

11    A.   (Inaudible).

12    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

13         deliberately interrupting me.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  All right.

15         Let's --

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This is getting out of

18         hand in here, Mr. Phillips.  So, look, let's

19         just kindly move on, otherwise we'll have to

20         stop and take a break and let the two of you

21         calm down and get your tempers under control.

22         So I don't want anybody getting into an

23         inappropriate argument as we've had in the

24         past.  So let's just move on.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, it is a
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 1         basic minimum in a cross-examination that a

 2         witness advise whether or not they object to

 3         the question.  As you are not this witness's

 4         counsel, that answer has to come from this

 5         witness.  Does he adopt your objection?  Yes

 6         or no?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I don't

 8         recall you ever requiring that of your 12 to

 9         14 other witnesses that they adopt your

10         position on it.  You simply asserted it.  And

11         I gave you the respect to acknowledge your

12         assertion of litigation privilege for all of

13         your witnesses, Mr. Phillips.  Please do me

14         the courtesy of accepting my assertion of

15         litigation privilege on the evidence of this

16         witness.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I do not

18         understand your assertion of litigation

19         privilege in the circumstances in relation to

20         events that occurred prior to the March 20th,

21         2020, election.  Am I hearing you correctly

22         that you're asserting litigation privilege in

23         relation to whether or not this witness at

24         any point in time in March 2020 had the

25         mail-in ballot package of Robin Dean Wuttunee
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 1         in his possession?  You are asserting

 2         litigation privilege as a bar to this witness

 3         answering that question?  Is that accurate?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we'll have

 5         our argument over the legalities on another

 6         date.  Thank you.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         To have that argument,

 8         the Court has to have the evidence before it

 9         to make the just determination on the merits.

10         You'll appreciate that, Mr. Stooshinoff.  So

11         you'll appreciate that the Court requires

12         this witness to answer some very basic

13         questions and to do so now.  And if this

14         witness is objecting to do so, he needs to

15         prove he states so himself or to, at the very

16         least, adopt your objections.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, we'll do it at the

18         same time that we're arguing your assertion

19         of litigation privilege.  How's that?

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this

21         witness has been given several opportunities,

22         as have you, to very directly respond to some

23         very direct questions.  The Court will read

24         this transcript and arrive at its own

25         conclusion as to the propriety of your
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 1         conduct and the conduct of Mr. Nicotine.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, is there

 3         anything further that you wish to add?  Are

 4         you going to answer my question in relation

 5         to the mail-in ballot --

 6    A.   I'll answer your questions about Tomas.  I'll

 7         answer your questions about Tomas, his

 8         affidavit, and my affidavit.  Nothing

 9         further.  Thank you.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

11    A.   As that's what we're here to deal with.

12    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

13    A.   It --

14    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

15         deliberately interrupting me again.  I am

16         trying to ask you some questions, Mr.

17         Nicotine.  Please wait for the full question.

18         Mr. Nicotine, how are you related to Mandy

19         Cuthand?

20    A.   No relation.  How are you related to him?

21    Q.   I am referring to both extended or immediate

22         family, whether you'd be a cousin or anything

23         else.

24    A.   Nothing.  How are you related to him?

25    Q.   Lux Benson, how are you related to him?
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 1    A.   Let's go back.  How are you related to Mandy

 2         Cuthand?

 3    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please answer my questions.

 4    A.   I did answer your question.  I'm not related

 5         to him.  Can you answer mine?  How are you

 6         related to him?

 7    Q.   Lux Benson, how --

 8    A.   This is what you're doing.  You're talking

 9         nonsense, and when I talk nonsense back to

10         you, you don't like it.

11    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

12    A.   This has nothing to do with my family tree or

13         anything.  Let's stay on topic.  We're here

14         to talk about Tomas Pritchard's affidavit and

15         my affidavit.  So let's just go back to that.

16         I'll draw you up a family tree over coffee

17         sometime.

18    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, the Court I'm sure will

19         appreciate if you conduct yourself in a

20         respectful manner and that you just directly

21         answer the questions that I pose --

22    A.   I'm sure he'll appreciate it too if you

23         conduct yourself in a respectful manner.

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, how are you related to Lux

25         Benson, the respondent in these proceedings?
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 1    A.   How are you related to him?  We're not

 2         talking about how I'm related to certain

 3         people or whatnot.  We're talking about an

 4         affidavit of Tomas William Pritchard and my

 5         affidavit.  This has nothing to do with that.

 6         So can you stay on topic, please?

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, are you refusing to answer the

 8         question as to how you're related to Lux

 9         Benson?

10    A.   I'm not refusing to answer anything.  I'm

11         telling you to stay on topic here.  This has

12         nothing to do.  You're wasting my time

13         talking about nonsense, fishing for an answer

14         on something that you connect something to,

15         and there's nothing to connect.  You haven't

16         once brought up Tomas William Pritchard ever

17         or my affidavit, what we're here to speak

18         about.  You wanted me for how long.  I'm

19         here.  And I'm here to answer your questions

20         about that and nothing else.  So let's get to

21         that, and let's move on.

22    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I'll take that as a refusal to

23         answer that question.

24    A.   I don't care.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, how are you related to Henry
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 1         Gardipy?

 2    A.   We're not going to do this all day.  Like,

 3         how are you related to him?  Like, we're just

 4         talking nonsense here.  Let's cut the

 5         bullshit, and let's talk about something

 6         else.

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you are related to Henry

 8         Gardipy and Lux Benson, correct?

 9    A.   No, I'm not.  Are you related to them?

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, are you saying that you have no

11         --

12    A.   I have no relation to them.  Can you get that

13         through your head?  Next question.  Let's

14         move on.

15    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, how are you related to Gary

16         Nicotine?

17    A.   (Inaudible).

18 COURT REPORTER:            I'm sorry, sir.  I can't

19         hear you.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The witness was having a

21         private conversation in the middle of the

22         cross-examination.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

24         That is a false accusation.  He was not

25         having a conversation.  He was muttering and
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 1         complaining, but he did not have a

 2         conversation.  I did not respond and neither

 3         did Clint Wuttunee respond.  So please

 4         retract your false statement, Mr. Phillips.

 5         It's false, and you're putting it on the

 6         record to create a false impression in the

 7         mind of the Court, something that I deeply

 8         resent.

 9                            Please, as an officer of

10         the court, show some integrity and admit you

11         did not hear either myself nor Clint Wuttunee

12         respond to Mr. Nicotine's mutterings.  Please

13         put that on the record.  I will not have a

14         false representation go to the Court.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

16         recall that I expressly asked you to have

17         this witness join from a separate room for

18         this cross-examination by videoconference

19         having regard for your conduct during the

20         cross-examination of John Benson as reflected

21         in the August 30th, 2021, decision of the

22         Court striking the affidavit of John Benson

23         in full.  Notwithstanding my request, you

24         have had this witness join from the same room

25         as yourself and Mr. Darren Winegarden and the
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 1         respondent Chief Clinton Wuttunee.

 2                            Mr. Stooshinoff, I am not

 3         in the same room as you.  I am connecting by

 4         videoconference.  It is a concern in light of

 5         what has previously happened in the

 6         cross-examinations, which misconduct

 7         requiring the striking the affidavit of John

 8         Benson in full.  And please --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It --

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- instruct this witness

11         do not have any private conversations during

12         the course of the cross-examination.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He did not have any

14         private conversations.  And, in fact,

15         Mr. Phillips, seeing as how we're going on

16         the record, the same thing happened with

17         Mr. Nicotine as happened with Mr. Benson.

18         You falsely interpreted that I had a

19         conversation with John Benson, and, in fact,

20         what Mr. Benson was doing was doing the same

21         thing, muttering words in Cree, I might point

22         out, as well as various insults to you.  I

23         did not have a conversation with him.

24                            At the very most, I told

25         him to answer the questions.  That is it.
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 1         Yet I could not make that representation to

 2         the Court because it would require me to

 3         swear an affidavit.  Something you are

 4         desperately anxious to have me do so that I

 5         would be disqualified.  I did not engage in a

 6         conversation with Mr. Benson and certainly

 7         did not talk about his evidence other than to

 8         stay patient, just answer the questions as

 9         best you can.  That is the extent of my

10         discussion with Mr. Benson and yet you

11         deliberately took advantage of that, put me

12         in an intolerable conflict by either having

13         to swear an affidavit refuting your

14         accusations or just take the lumps.  So I

15         took the lumps.  And the consequences were

16         the striking the affidavit.

17                            But for you to say that

18         something has occurred here that I had a

19         conversation with Mr. Nicotine when I clearly

20         put on the record that I did not, and which

21         was not recorded, and certainly Mr. Chief

22         Wuttunee didn't have a conversation with

23         Mr. Nicotine, I asked you to correct that

24         record, and you have refused.

25                            Let the record reflect
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 1         Mr. Phillips made a false accusation against

 2         me and Mr. Wuttunee accusing us of engaging

 3         in a conversation with Mr. Nicotine while he

 4         was muttering words.  I did not nor did Chief

 5         Wuttunee.  I want that on the record, and I

 6         want you to show some integrity,

 7         Mr. Phillips, by withdrawing that false

 8         statement on the record.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Will you show us that

11         integrity?

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

13         don't interrupt me.  You were very clearly

14         done your statement.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh my god.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we're

17         not here as you attempting to relitigate the

18         findings of the Federal Court in its judgment

19         of August 30th, 2021.  That cross-examination

20         of John Benson was subject to video

21         recording.  As far as I know, it's still

22         available.  Mr. Stooshinoff, those findings

23         have been made, and they have not been

24         appealed.  The affidavit of John Benson was

25         struck out as a result of your misconduct
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 1         during that cross-examination.

 2                            This cross-examination

 3         today, this afternoon, I would like it to

 4         occur beyond the shadow of a doubt as to

 5         whether or not it has been conducted in a

 6         proper manner.  I would like to move on.

 7         Please stop interrupting.

 8    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, returning

 9         to my question to you, how are you related to

10         Gary Nicotine?

11    A.   I'm not too clearly sure on that, how I'm

12         related to him.  I do know he's a relation.

13         You would have to ask my dad further on that,

14         so, yeah, that's all I know from my

15         knowledge.  He's a relative.  That's it.

16    Q.   To the best of your knowledge, what relation

17         is Gary Nicotine to you?

18    A.   I just told you.  I have no idea.  He's a

19         relation somehow.  Can you please listen when

20         I talk?

21    Q.   How is Samuel Wuttunee related to you?

22    A.   Cousin somehow.

23    Q.   How is Shawn Wuttunee related to you?

24    A.   No relation.

25    Q.   How is Dana Falcon related to you?
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 1    A.   I don't know.

 2    Q.   You're under oath here today, Mr. Nicotine.

 3    A.   I just told you.  I don't know, Nathan.  Can

 4         you get that through your head?

 5    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you've referred to Dana Falcon

 6         as your brother before, correct?

 7    A.   Yeah.  That's what usually Native people say

 8         to each other when you respect them.  I don't

 9         know if you know what respect is, Nathan.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, it's fair to say that you're

11         quite close or were quite close in January to

12         March 2020 with Dana Falcon, correct?

13    A.   I don't know if he has that.

14    Q.   Fair to say that you were close enough with

15         him that you had him over to where you

16         resided in the time period January to March

17         2020, correct?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Relevance, Mr. Phillips,

19         please.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, it's a

21         relevant question.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I don't see

23         the relevance.  And I do see that it's a

24         continued exploratory discovery type of

25         question that does not touch on the issues
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 1         raised in the two affidavits before us.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   Mr. Nicotine, how are

 3         you related to Shelley Wuttunee?

 4    A.   No relation.

 5    Q.   How are you related to Jason Chakita?

 6    A.   No relation.

 7    Q.   Your work with Do-All Holdings, when did it

 8         end?

 9    A.   Twenty nineteen.

10    Q.   What month?

11    A.   December.

12    Q.   Then you commenced work with Red Pheasant

13         First Nation following the election; is that

14         accurate?

15    A.   No.

16    Q.   You commenced work with Red Pheasant First

17         Nation before the election on March 20th,

18         2020?

19    A.   No.

20    Q.   Have you ever worked for Red Pheasant First

21         Nation?

22    A.   I currently do.

23    Q.   When did your work with Red Pheasant First

24         Nation commence?

25    A.   I do not recall the exact date.
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 1    Q.   It was in 2020, correct?

 2    A.   I just told you, Nathan.  I do not recall the

 3         exact date.

 4    Q.   The exact date or even the year?  It was last

 5         year that it commenced, correct?

 6    A.   I just finished telling you, Nathan.  I do

 7         not recall the last date -- the date.  I

 8         don't want to say something that I have to go

 9         back on.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I understand you saying that

11         you don't recall the exact date.  I'm looking

12         for even an approximation of the year.  Your

13         work with Red Pheasant --

14    A.   Nathan, I do not recall.  Do you understand?

15         I am speaking English here, aren't I?

16    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

17    A.   Why --

18    Q.   Please don't interrupt, Mr. Nicotine.  When

19         your employment ended with Do-All Holdings in

20         December 2019, between then and today, the

21         only job that you've had is with Red Pheasant

22         First Nation and then with your outfitting

23         business, correct?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   And your outfitting business is called Silent
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 1         Killer Outfitters?

 2    A.   Correct.  And I had this outfitting business

 3         for a number of -- a number of years.  I've

 4         been doing this for five years before --

 5    Q.   You're the owner --

 6    A.   Before any of this.  Can you stop

 7         interrupting me?  I am the owner and

 8         operator.  Me and my brothers do it as a

 9         family thing.  And we've been doing it for

10         five, six years.  So that has nothing to do

11         with any of this.

12    Q.   You have personally been outfitting this

13         year, correct?

14    A.   Nathan, I have a business.  Every year it's

15         the same thing.  September 1st to December

16         31st.

17    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, your outfitting, for example,

18         on September 25th, 2021, you were in the

19         field with Mark Bradley hunting a moose,

20         correct?

21    A.   No, I was not.  My brothers run it because

22         September I was very sick.  From September

23         1st, I got COVID.  I was very sick for two

24         weeks.  And then after that, I got pneumonia.

25         And, yes, I did go out to the field on
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 1         September 25th to meet and greet Mark Bradley

 2         because he's one of my clients.  I just went

 3         out there to take a picture with him because

 4         he wanted to meet the owner.  And he's -- he

 5         was happy that he harvested a moose, so I

 6         went out there, took a few pictures.

 7                            I went back out to my --

 8         went back to my hotel because I wasn't

 9         feeling good.  I'm pretty sure later that

10         evening I ended up in emergency because I

11         could not breathe, and then they ended up

12         putting me on medication and a puffer.

13         Anything else you would like to know, Nathan.

14    Q.   On October 4th, 2021, you were at the

15         Discovery Mall in North Battleford, correct?

16    A.   Yes, I was, Nathan.  I was picking up

17         supplies because with this COVID, nobody

18         wants to come near you even though I tell

19         them it's just pneumonia.  I still need to

20         pick up hygiene stuff like ass wipe to wipe

21         my ass, Nathan, a toothbrush so I can brush

22         my teeth, Nathan, all that kind of stuff.

23         And, yes, I came out of the mall, Nathan, me

24         and Eddie Standinghorn.  I wasn't feeling

25         good.  Eddie Standinghorn doesn't have a
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 1         driver's licence, but he came along with me

 2         just in case anything happened because he

 3         knows I can't breathe too well because of

 4         COVID.

 5                            And then as we were

 6         coming out, Kelsey Pooyak approached us,

 7         another outfitter from Sweetgrass.  He had

 8         hunters, so I stopped there and I chatted

 9         with him for about ten minutes.  And then I

10         left to go and pick up my inhaler at Fisher's

11         Drug Mart to carry on the day.  Anything else

12         you'd like to know, Nathan?

13    Q.   You were also buying ammunition at the mall,

14         correct?

15    A.   No, I wasn't, Nathan.

16    Q.   Eldon Wuttunee Jr. under oath has said that

17         you were.

18    A.   Well, under oath, Eldon Wuttunee Jr. is lying

19         because I did not buy no ammunition.  You

20         want to check out my -- I don't know.  I

21         wasn't buying no ammunition, so I know what I

22         bought.  I bought a toothbrush, some toilet

23         paper, toothpaste, all that kind of stuff

24         because nobody wanted to bring it to me

25         because they thought I had COVID, and they
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 1         were scared of me.  Meanwhile I was just -- I

 2         have pneumonia, and I was getting over it,

 3         and I needed to go get some stuff.

 4    Q.   On October 4th you drove to and from the

 5         mall, correct?

 6    A.   Yes, I did.  I just finished telling you

 7         that, Nathan, if you were listening.

 8    Q.   You were in the driver's seat?  You were the

 9         one that drove to and from the mall, correct?

10    A.   You just said that, Nathan.  I just answered

11         that.

12    Q.   The answer is yes?

13    A.   You're brutal.  I just said it.

14    Q.   On October 6th, 2021, you were in a field

15         sighting in a rifle or assisting a client

16         with sighting in a rifle, correct?

17    A.   No.  Well, I went there, and they were -- I

18         don't know.  I have to go do a meet and greet

19         again.

20    Q.   You drove personally yourself --

21    A.   No.

22    Q.   -- to that --

23    A.   No, I didn't.  No, I didn't.  I had my

24         brother drive me out there.

25    Q.   You sat in the driver's seat when you were
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 1         taking a Snapchat, correct?

 2    A.   Yeah, because everybody was outside.

 3    Q.   So you'd gone into the driver's seat then?

 4    A.   Yes, I did.

 5    Q.   Is that what you're --

 6    A.   To take a picture, yes, because I get very --

 7         I get very short of breathe easily, and I

 8         have an inhaler for it.  So I was standing

 9         outside there meeting and greeting the

10         hunter.  And -- but my brothers take them

11         out.  My brothers are taking them out right

12         now because they know I'm sick, and they're

13         really stepping it up for me.

14                            What's that have to do

15         with all Tomas Pritchard's affidavit?  This

16         has nothing to do with any of that.  And

17         you're just -- you're wandering off again.

18         Can you please stay on track?

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you told Mr. Stooshinoff that

20         you were unable to get out of bed on October

21         2nd through October 7th, correct?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Yes or no, Mr. Nicotine?

24         Did you make that representation that you

25         were not well enough to even get out of bed
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 1         or drive your vehicle at any point in time

 2         between October 2nd and October 7th, 2021?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm objecting.  Again,

 4         this is a completely collateral issue.  We've

 5         given you considerable latitude on matters

 6         that are not evidence before the Court.

 7         Please move on.  I'm going to advise this

 8         witness that you are embarking on a discovery

 9         of collateral issues.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, up on

11         the screen we have Exhibit A to the affidavit

12         of Eldon Wuttunee sworn October 8, 2021.

13         This is your October 6th, 2021, letter to the

14         Court.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not evidence before

16         the Court.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           None of this is evidence

19         before the Court.  We object to it.  We're

20         not going to answer questions.  You are not

21         going to put myself and this witness into a

22         conflict situation before the Court.  We've

23         given you latitude.  If you don't have

24         questions for this witness relating to his

25         attitude, please tell us now and we can
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 1         terminate this.  But your affidavits of Eldon

 2         Wuttunee Jr. or Sr. are not evidence in the

 3         court proceedings that we are here to answer

 4         questions on.  So please do not bother

 5         pursuing that line of inquiry.

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, are you

 7         refusing to answer questions on this letter

 8         containing representations that appear to

 9         come -- be made by Mr. Stooshinoff on your

10         behalf to the Court, the Federal Court, on

11         October 6th, 2021?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips.  What

13         we have told you, I -- I gather you can't

14         hear me, Mr. Phillips, because otherwise you

15         wouldn't continue to persist in asking

16         questions that I have objected to with

17         reasons that I have objected to.  The reason

18         I object is that those affidavits are not

19         before the Court.  They are not part of these

20         proceedings.  They are part of an attempt by

21         you to try to undermine the credibility of

22         this witness, whom I understand you don't

23         want his evidence to stand before the Court,

24         but it does right now.  So you're looking for

25         grounds that you can undermine him.  I
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 1         understand that.  I'm objecting to that.

 2                            Please move on, and let's

 3         get to what the issues are and not focus on

 4         what may have been part of my correspondence

 5         or anyone else's.  Mr. Wuttunee's affidavits

 6         are not before the Court.  We're not making

 7         them before the Court.  We're not making my

 8         letter an exhibit.  So that's the end of the

 9         matter.  All right?  Let's focus on the

10         affidavits of Mr. Pritchard and Mr. Nicotine.

11         I know those are distant memories for you,

12         but if we could focus on that, we will get

13         through this quicker.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:           Mr. Stooshinoff, you

15       went off on a tangent at some great length.

16       Please limit your objections or interruptions

17       to succinct ones and get straight to the point

18       please.  All I want to know -- and it appears

19       as though you've confirmed -- that this

20       witness will not answer any questions in

21       relation to this letter.  Mr. Stooshinoff, I

22       was prepared to give you the benefit of the

23       doubt that you were accurately relaying what

24       this witness told you.  Simply in your letter

25       October 6th, 2021, which is up on the screen,
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 1       Exhibit A to the affidavit of Eldon Wuttunee

 2       sworn October 8th, 2021, I simply wanted this

 3       witness to confirm that this is what he told

 4       you.

 5 MR. WINEGARDEN:            For the record, there's

 6         nothing on the screen.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And in any event, Mr. --

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 9         remain quiet.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not hearing --

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff -- can

12         the court reporter please confirm -- resume

13         the screen sharing.  It seems as though it's

14         been automatically timed out.

15 COURT REPORTER:            So on my end it says that

16         you are sharing the screen, but it's just

17         showing up a black screen saying Nathan is

18         sharing screen.

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Do you see it again?

20 COURT REPORTER:            Again, just a black

21         screen, and it says Nathan has started screen

22         sharing.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'll rejoin.  Give me one

24         moment here.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Want some water?  Anybody
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 1         want water?  We're stepping out.  We're going

 2         to grab some water and some coffee for the

 3         record.  And, Mr. Nicotine, you're not to

 4         discuss your evidence with anyone.

 5         Mr. Phillips, we're just getting coffee and

 6         water.  And I'm going to turn off our mic.

 7         Thank you.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         No, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 9         We're resuming on the record.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Mr. Nicotine just

11         said he wants to go to the bathroom.

12    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:        Mr. Nicotine,

13         you are not able to discuss your evidence --

14    A.   I heard --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We are taking a break.  I

16         just told you what I told him.  He's not

17         discussing his evidence.  We're not

18         discussing my letter either, so take it off

19         the screen.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll have this marked as

21         the next exhibit, A-173.  This is the

22         affidavit of Eldon Wuttunee sworn October

23         8th, 2021.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We object.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We will also have the
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 1         affidavit of Eldon Wuttunee Jr. up on the

 2         screen marked as the next exhibit, Exhibit

 3         A-174.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please for the record --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Does the witness want

 6         five minutes or how long?  We'll come back at

 7         2:40 now.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           For the record, Ms.

 9         Forestier, will you confirm that I have

10         clearly recorded my objection to the marking

11         of my letter and the affidavit of Eldon

12         Wuttunee Jr. or this matter.  These matters

13         are not evidence in this court proceeding.

14         Thank you.

15                EXHIBIT A-173: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

16                AFFIDAVIT OF ELDON WUTTUNEE DATED

17                OCTOBER 8, 2021

18                EXHIBIT A-174: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

19                AFFIDAVIT OF ELDON WUTTUNEE JR. DATED

20                OCTOBER 8, 2021

21 (Recessed at 2:35 p.m.)

22 (Reconvened at 2:41 p.m.)

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, can you see

24         on the screen?  There should be a Facebook

25         post that you made?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  No, Mr. Phillips,

 2         we're not going there.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         For the record, this is

 4         Exhibit A-174, the affidavit of Eldon

 5         Wuttunee Jr. sworn October 8th, 2021,

 6         paragraph 9.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Not evidence before the

 8         Court, Mr. Phillips.

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, this is a

10         Facebook post that you made September 25th at

11         7:17 a.m., correct?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  Mr. Phillips, if you

13         hear my objection, I've objected.  You've

14         submitted this affidavit to the Court.  The

15         Court did not admit your affidavit.  It's not

16         before the Court.  We're not answering the

17         questions on it.  Please move on.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

19         asking him a question about this single image

20         on page 5 of this affidavit, which is the

21         Facebook post of this witness, Mr. Nicotine.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't care.  I've

23         already told you.  I've told you what my

24         objection is.  It's not evidence before the

25         Court.  We're not answering questions on it.
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 1         Please move on.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, this is

 3         paragraph 5 of that same affidavit, Exhibit

 4         A-174, affidavit of Eldon Wuttunee Jr.  This

 5         is your Snapchat, an image of your Snapchat,

 6         on October -- that you took on October 6th,

 7         2021.

 8    A.   Nathan, I'm not answering your questions on

 9         this.  Can we please move on?  Thank you.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, up on the screen we have the

11         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard formerly Lionel

12         Brabant Jr.  Do you see that, sir?

13    A.   Yes, I do.

14    Q.   You do?

15    A.   Yes, I do.

16    Q.   Okay.  We're going to be going to Exhibit A

17         here.  I believe you've read through this and

18         had a careful opportunity to read through it.

19         This is Exhibit A to the February 8th, 2021,

20         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard.  I believe --

21         he's not your counsel.  But Mr. Stooshinoff

22         has confirmed that you sent and received each

23         of these Facebook messages at pages 1 through

24         13 in Exhibit A to the affidavit of Tomas

25         Pritchard.  You sent and received each of
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 1         these with Tomas Pritchard on the dates and

 2         times indicated, correct, sir?

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Let the record reflect

 4         that Mr. Stooshinoff has simply provided a

 5         hard copy of the affidavit of Tomas

 6         Pritchard; is that accurate?

 7         Mr. Stooshinoff?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The witness can answer.

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, can you

10         please confirm that what you have in front of

11         you is the hard copy of the affidavit of

12         Tomas Pritchard sworn February 8th, 2021?

13    A.   Yes.

14    Q.   Please go to Exhibit A.  Are you there?

15    A.   No, I'm not.  Give me a minute.  Yes, I'm

16         there.

17    Q.   Okay.  You sent and received each of these

18         Facebook messages with Tomas Pritchard on the

19         dates and times indicated within Exhibit A,

20         correct?

21    A.   Yeah.

22    Q.   I want you to go to page 5 of 13.  You see in

23         the bottom right.  It's also up on the

24         screen.  I'm not sure if your -- is the copy

25         that you have colour or just black and white?
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 1    A.   Black and white.

 2    Q.   So just look up on your screen then because

 3         there's an image here, and it's in colour.

 4    A.   Okay.

 5    Q.   You have the entire image there.  And you see

 6         at the bottom it's -- I'll zoom in for you.

 7         Can you see there?  March 13th, 2020, 12:04

 8         p.m.?  Do you see that?

 9    A.   Okay.  Yeah.  Yeah, I see it.

10    Q.   And you see that this is your message that's

11         just over top of it?  It says your name,

12         Leroy Nicotine Jr., correct?

13    A.   Sure, yeah.

14    Q.   Well, I think -- if you can confirm for the

15         Court, your Facebook profile misspells your

16         last name, correct?  You just simply omit the

17         'I'?  So your name as indicated on page 5 of

18         13, that is your Facebook profile name,

19         correct?

20    A.   I don't know.  I guess.

21    Q.   Yes.  So, now, you see the image up on the

22         screen, page 5 of 13.  It is your photo text

23         message, March 13th, 2020, 12:04 p.m.  This

24         is a photograph that you took on March 13th

25         at about 12 p.m., correct?
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 1    A.   Yeah.

 2    Q.   You personally took this photograph with your

 3         phone, correct?

 4    A.   I don't know how many times I got to say

 5         yeah.  You keep asking the same question.

 6    Q.   There is a person in this photograph in the

 7         passenger seat.  When you took this

 8         photograph, you were in the driver's seat,

 9         correct?

10    A.   It appears so, yes.

11    Q.   When you took this photo, you were in your

12         truck?  Driving your truck, correct?

13    A.   No.

14    Q.   Well, whose truck were you in then?

15    A.   I don't recall whose truck I was driving that

16         day.

17    Q.   Well, there's another photo of it.  If you go

18         to page 6 of 13, and it's up on the screen.

19         You see that?  It's the dash of the truck.

20    A.   Okay.

21    Q.   Whose truck is that?

22    A.   I have no idea.  I don't remember.

23    Q.   But you're saying under oath today that it's

24         certainly not your truck?

25    A.   Sure.
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 1    Q.   And you have no idea whose truck it was that

 2         you were driving around on March 13th, 2020?

 3    A.   I don't remember what vehicle I was driving.

 4         I drive a lot of vehicles.  All right?

 5    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee --

 6    A.   (Inaudible).

 7    Q.   Pardon?

 8    A.   I'm telling you, I do not recall whose

 9         vehicle I was driving.

10    Q.   In the time period between January 1st and

11         March 20th, 2020, Clinton Wuttunee, Mandy

12         Cuthand, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Henry

13         Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee,

14         Shawn Wuttunee, Dana Falcon, one or more of

15         them let you drive a truck that belongs to

16         them, correct?

17    A.   No.

18    Q.   You'll have to speak up, sir.  You're under

19         oath, and the court reporter needs --

20    A.   I said no.

21    Q.   You're saying at no point in time did they

22         let you drive one of their trucks?

23    A.   I do not recall driving one of their trucks.

24    Q.   Are you saying that you --

25    A.   I'm saying I do not recall driving one of
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 1         their trucks.  Am I speaking English?

 2    Q.   Are you saying that you don't remember?  It's

 3         not possible that it happened?

 4    A.   Do you know what "I don't recall" means?  Do

 5         you need to get a dictionary to understand

 6         what I'm saying?

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I want to clearly hear you.

 8         Are you saying that at no point in time --

 9    A.   I told you I do not recall.  Can we move

10         forward?

11    Q.   Returning back to 5 of 13, the person that is

12         in your driver's seat in the truck that you

13         were driving, you don't remember whose truck

14         it was, that person has a red, white, and

15         black shirt on or a sweaty and jeans,

16         correct?

17    A.   Correct.

18    Q.   That person is Wallace Wuttunee, correct?

19    A.   Correct.

20    Q.   How are you related to Wallace Wuttunee?

21    A.   No relation.

22    Q.   How is Wallace Wuttunee related to Clinton

23         Wuttunee?

24    A.   I have no idea.  You could discuss that with

25         them.  Not me.  I don't know the family tree.
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 1         Thank you.

 2    Q.   To your knowledge, Wallace Wuttunee was close

 3         with Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

 4    A.   To my knowledge, I said you could discuss

 5         that with them.  I do not know.  Thank you.

 6    Q.   To your knowledge, Wallace Wuttunee, he spent

 7         most of the day with you on March 13th, 2020,

 8         correct?

 9    A.   Correct.

10    Q.   When you picked up Tomas Pritchard, Wallace

11         Wuttunee remained in the truck with you such

12         that the three of you, Wallace Wuttunee,

13         Tomas Pritchard, and yourself, were in the

14         truck when you were driving over to the

15         Saskatoon polling station on March 13th,

16         2020, correct?

17    A.   Correct.

18    Q.   All of the written communications that you

19         had with Tomas Pritchard between January 1st,

20         2020, and March 13th, 2020, when you picked

21         up Tomas Pritchard and drove both Tomas

22         Pritchard and Wallace Wuttunee to the

23         Saskatoon polling station, all of those

24         written communications are in Exhibit A to

25         the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard sworn
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 1         February 8th, 2021, correct?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         What is the nature of the

 4         objection?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, how would he know?

 6         You are -- you put them as an exhibit to the

 7         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard, and now you're

 8         getting this witness to say -- or you're

 9         wanting this witness to say that this was the

10         extent of the communication.  This witness

11         cannot possibility know that.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, up on

13         the screen we have Exhibit A-168.  Under the

14         heading Leroy Nicotine Jr., Number 3, you

15         stated the following, Mr. Stooshinoff:  (As

16         read)

17             On October 1st, 2021, at 5:45 p.m.

18             Mr. Nicotine Jr. indicates that you are

19             in possession of all of the written

20             records between himself and

21             Mr. Pritchard as contained in

22             Mr. Pritchard's affidavit of February

23             8th, 2021.  He is not aware of any other

24             communications between he and

25             Mr. Pritchard beyond what has been
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 1             filed.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, that's

 4         accurate, correct?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He is not aware of any

 6         other communications.  Isn't that what my

 7         objection was, Mr. Phillips?

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I simply

 9         want to get on with the cross-examination.

10         Your assertion under the heading Number 3, is

11         that accurate?  The one that I just read out.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That was my objection to

13         your question that he -- I objected to --

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         (Inaudible),

15         Mr. Stooshinoff.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This witness cannot

17         possibly know other than what you have got

18         before you.  He is not aware of any other

19         communication.  And you are saying to him

20         this is the full extent.  You're asking him

21         to make a categorical statement that there

22         was nothing else.  This was -- this has said

23         he is not aware of anything more.

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, with the

25         exception of the Facebook messages within
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 1         Exhibit A to the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard

 2         sworn February 8th, 2021, with the exception

 3         of those Facebook messages, you are not aware

 4         of any other written communications that you

 5         had with Tomas Pritchard at any point in time

 6         between January 1st and April 1st, 2020,

 7         correct?

 8    A.   Yeah, that's all I know right now.  I

 9         can't -- I don't recall anything else.

10    Q.   Let's also go for the time period April 1st

11         through May 1st of 2020.  With the exception

12         of the communications within Exhibit A to the

13         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard, February 8th,

14         2021, you're not aware of any other written

15         communications that you had with Tomas

16         Pritchard, correct?

17    A.   For which day?  Sorry?

18    Q.   April 1st through May 1st, 2020.  With the

19         exception of Facebook messages within Exhibit

20         A, affidavit of Tomas Pritchard, you're not

21         aware of any others that you had with him,

22         correct?  Any other written communications of

23         any nature?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           If you could direct him

25         to the pages, Mr. Phillips, that would help
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 1         him narrow his focus.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He has the pages up in

 3         front of him, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  Then I'll

 5         direct the witness.  Pages 2 --

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         No, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I

 7         don't want you assisting with the

 8         cross-examination.  I'm quite content in

 9         conducting it myself.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I asked you to assist

11         this witness.  You're asking him -- you put

12         him in a position where he has to guess.  Why

13         don't you just do the sensible thing and say,

14         look at those two pages.  Is there any other

15         written communication?  Why don't you do

16         that?

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the

18         question was clear, and the record will speak

19         for itself.

20    A.   No, it wasn't clear here, Nathan.  Nick made

21         it more clear than you did.

22    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Please review Exhibit A

23         to the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard, February

24         8th, 2021.  When you're done that, let me

25         know.
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 1    A.   Twenty twenty here.  I don't see no 2021.

 2    Q.   I'm asking about April 1st to --

 3    A.   I don't have 2021 here.  It says 2020.

 4    Q.   Yeah.  I'm asking you about April 1st through

 5         May 1st, 2020.

 6    A.   You said 2021.

 7    Q.   If that's what you heard, then I may have

 8         misspoken.  The time period I'm asking about

 9         is April 1st through May 1st, 2020.

10    A.   There you go.  Now you're more clear.  Yes, I

11         see it.

12    Q.   With the exception of those Facebook

13         communications that you have in Exhibit A to

14         the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard, you're not

15         aware of any other written communications

16         that you had with Tomas Pritchard April 1st

17         through May 1st, 2020, correct?

18    A.   This is -- whatever is in front of me, that's

19         all I can see.

20    Q.   You're not aware of any other written

21         communications that you had with Tomas

22         Pritchard?

23    A.   I'm not aware of anything other than what's

24         in front of me.

25    Q.   Okay.  So I asked you two questions in
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 1         relation to two different time periods,

 2         January 1 through May 1st, 2020.  All of the

 3         written communications that you had with

 4         Tomas Pritchard, they are all in Exhibit A to

 5         the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard, correct?

 6    A.   Whatever is here from me is here from me,

 7         yes.

 8    Q.   You're not aware of any other written

 9         communications, though, in that timeframe?

10    A.   I don't think so.

11    Q.   At any point in time between January and

12         April 2020, did you meet with Jerette

13         Wahobin?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Jerette Wahobin?

15         Objection.

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Do you know who Jerette

17         Wahobin is?

18    A.   No idea.  But objection, so I don't know.

19    Q.   So you've never met him then?  If you don't

20         know who he is, you've never met him?

21    A.   I have no idea who you're talking about.  Do

22         you know Johnny Thompson?

23    Q.   Breanna Wahobin, do you know who she is?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we have

25         objected to the nature of questions that are
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 1         in the nature of a fishing expedition that is

 2         attempting to embark on a discovery type of

 3         questioning.  Please bear that in mind.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Breanna Wahobin --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   -- do you know who

 7         she is, Mr. Nicotine?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 9    A.   Can you stay on track there, Nathan, please?

10         Do you know a Johnny Thompson?  I can start

11         telling you some random names and ask if you

12         know them.  Do you know them?

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, the Court

14         will be reviewing your sworn evidence here

15         today.

16    A.   Yeah.  Go ahead.

17    Q.   Please answer my questions in a forthright

18         manner.  Do you know who Breanna Wahobin is?

19    A.   Already objected to this.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

21    A.   Move forward.  We're here to talk about Tomas

22         and myself.  We're not here to talk about

23         everybody else.

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, do you know

25         who Robin Wuttunee is?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 2    A.   I just finished telling you.  We're here to

 3         talk about Tomas and myself there, Nathan.

 4         So can you stay on track, please?  You're

 5         kind of wasting my time.  I got better things

 6         to do.

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Do you know who Michael

 8         Stevens is?

 9    A.   Do you know who Johnny Thompson is?

10    Q.   Are you refusing to answer my questions?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Wait.  Wait.  Look,

12         Mr. Phillips, you just embark in a process

13         where you end up picking fights with the

14         witness.  We have stated an objection.  You

15         completely ignored the objection and

16         continued to do as you please.  But that's

17         not going to get us very far.  So please

18         would you kindly respect our objection?  We

19         object to questioning that is in the nature

20         of discovery and fishing expedition.  We

21         won't embark on it.  Please and thank you.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you very

23         well know that it's not a fishing expedition.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I --

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         So --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's what it is.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         When this matter comes on

 3         for hearing, we'll be requesting that an

 4         appropriate sanction be imposed for the

 5         refusal to answer these very relevant

 6         questions.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you had

 8         ample opportunity to engage with me to

 9         determine the scope of your

10         cross-examinations.  We have objected for the

11         past 18 months that your cross-examinations

12         are inappropriate because they exceed the

13         admissible -- permissible scope of

14         cross-examination in an application.  We've

15         articulated that on many occasions.  That's

16         what our position is.  It has been

17         throughout.  If you didn't want to engage

18         with us to get a clear ruling from the Court,

19         we've continued to assert our objection.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you'll

21         recall that the judgment of August 30th,

22         2021, paragraph 113, it made some rather

23         important comments as to your conduct, your

24         witness's conduct during the

25         cross-examinations.  The Court in that
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 1         judgment, paragraph 113, deferred these --

 2         what it characterized as serious concerns for

 3         determination by the trial judge on the

 4         merits of the matter and in relation to

 5         costs.  We will be -- the applicants will be

 6         requesting that an appropriate sanction be

 7         imposed for that conduct and the continued

 8         conduct today.  Your refusal to answer

 9         directly relevant questions to the

10         disposition of this notice of application on

11         its merits, a just determination on its

12         merits.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, do you know

14         who Romellow Meechance is?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you've

16         given us your speech.  You'll have to live

17         with that.

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, do you know

19         who Paul Tobaccojuice is?

20    A.   It's irrelevant.  But it doesn't have nothing

21         to do with what we're talking about here

22         today.  We're talking about Tomas Pritchard

23         and my affidavit.  So let's stay on track,

24         please.  Quit wandering off again.  Thank

25         you.
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 1    Q.   So you know who Paul Tobaccojuice is?

 2    A.   I'm not answering no questions other than my

 3         affidavit.  Thank you.

 4    Q.   Do you know who Petula Wuttunee is?

 5    A.   We're done.  I just told you.

 6    Q.   Do you know who Steve Alex Nicotine is?

 7    A.   I just finished telling you we're done with

 8         the wandering off here, Nathan.  Stay on

 9         topic, please.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, in the time period January 1st

11         through March 20th, 2020, did you meet with

12         any one or more of Jerette Wahobin, Breanna

13         Wahobin, Robin Wuttunee, Michael Stevens,

14         Romellow Meechance, Paul Tobaccojuice, Petula

15         Wuttunee, or Steve Alex Nicotine?

16    A.   Like I told you before, Nathan, stay on

17         topic.  Thank you.

18    Q.   Were you ever in the presence of one or more

19         of them in the time period January 1st

20         through March 20th, 2020?

21    A.   I just told you, I'm not answering any

22         questions that don't pertain to my affidavit

23         of myself or Tomas Pritchard, so can you stay

24         on track, please.  Thank you.  Done.

25    Q.   How many mail-in ballot declaration forms did
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 1         you sign as witness in relation to the March

 2         20th, 2020, election of Red Pheasant First

 3         Nation?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, does -- do

 5         you appreciate the nature of our objection?

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The Court will appreciate

 7         some answers to these relevant questions.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Very good.  Let's leave

 9         it to the Court, then.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The questions, as you are

11         aware, Mr. Stooshinoff, will be asked.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If the witness refuses to

14         answer those questions, that will be for the

15         Court to decide what the appropriate sanction

16         is in the circumstances.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The questions are going

19         to be asked, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Your clients

20         may not like them.  This witness may not like

21         them.  The questions are going to be asked.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please.

23         You know what our objection is.  I don't know

24         why you persist.  Please move on.  You can --

25         you understand the parameters.  You've been
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 1         told that in the past by the Court.  The

 2         Court has already told you what you can

 3         present in your directions to attend.  That

 4         is clearly delineated, the scope of your

 5         questioning, and that is what you have to

 6         live with.  So if you wouldn't mind, please

 7         focus on what we are here to deal with, and

 8         let's get this matter concluded.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I've

10         already brought paragraph 113 of the August

11         30th, 2021, decision of the Court to your

12         attention.  It seems as though your clients

13         are not changing their conduct in relation to

14         this matter.  The questions will be asked as

15         we go forward.  I will be getting refusals on

16         the record if this witness continues to

17         refuse to answer the questions.  But the

18         questions will be asked nonetheless.

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, your full

20         legal name --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just --

22    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: -- that you stated is

23         Leroy Craig Nicotine Jr.?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just a minute.  We're

25         going to have a discussion here,
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 1         Mr. Phillips.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         No, we're not.  We are

 3         staying on the record, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then let's put it

 5         on the record that we're going to have a

 6         discussion between counsel here as to whether

 7         or not we should terminate this

 8         cross-examination.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I will move onto another

10         question, Mr. --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, Mr.

12         Phillips.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

14         moving on to another question.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we will not

16         be intimidated.  You're clearly attempting to

17         intimidate us.  You're threatening us.  We

18         object to that.  You have not listened to

19         anything we have said.  You don't listen to

20         my objections.  You attempt to steamroll

21         through clients.  You don't respect these

22         witnesses.  You don't listen to what they

23         say.  You don't want to engage in the scope

24         and framework of the questioning that has

25         already been mandated to you by the Court and
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 1         the parameters set out.

 2                            Now, when I have raised

 3         any objections, you don't want to listen to

 4         me, and you want to continue on, and then you

 5         attempt anything you can, including threats

 6         to me.  I don't appreciate it.  We've already

 7         asked you well in advance of all the

 8         documents you wanted to present today, and we

 9         told you that if you persist in embarking on

10         a discovery process, we will terminate the

11         cross-examination.  So let's stay focused.

12                            You can bring all your

13         arguments to a Court, and you can get your

14         ruling.  But in the meantime, please respect

15         my objections to the issues that we have

16         discussed for the past 18 months.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You have these documents,

18         Mr. Stooshinoff.  So the suggestion that you

19         are taken by surprise is simply not an

20         accurate one.  I would like to move on to my

21         next question, so if you could please not

22         interrupt, Mr. Stooshinoff.

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, I believe

24         you indicated that your full legal name at

25         the outset is Leroy Craig Nicotine Jr.; is
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 1         that accurate?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's asked and

 3         answered, Mr. Phillips.

 4    A.   Yeah.  What Nick said.

 5    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you're not

 6         aware of anybody else that is -- that has the

 7         same name as you, Leroy Craig Nicotine Jr.,

 8         are you?

 9    A.   Not to my recollection.  I don't know.

10    Q.   Sorry.  Mr. Stooshinoff was making a noise.

11         Can you please say that again?

12    A.   I have no idea.  Do you know of anybody known

13         as Nathan Phillips?  Another Nathan Phillips?

14    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, can you --

15    A.   Can you answer my question?  I answered

16         yours.

17    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please conduct yourself in a

18         respectful manner and wait for the question

19         to be posed.

20    A.   What do you think this is?

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, now, I understand that you

22         commonly leave out Craig or even the initial

23         'C' when you are putting your name down.  So

24         Leroy Nicotine Jr., you're not aware of

25         anyone using or going by that name, Leroy
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 1         Nicotine Jr., are you?

 2    A.   I have no idea.

 3    Q.   You have never heard anybody else in your

 4         entire lifetime use the name Leroy Nicotine

 5         Jr.?  You're the only one, correct?

 6    A.   I have no idea.  I don't know if I'm the only

 7         one.  Are you the only Nathan Phillips?  Do

 8         you know that?

 9    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please.

10    A.   Mr. Phillips.

11    Q.   I would appreciate a direct answer to my

12         question.

13    A.   Well, I just told you.

14    Q.   If the answer is no --

15    A.   I have no idea.

16    Q.   You've never heard anybody else throughout

17         your entire lifetime use the name --

18    A.   I just told you over and over.  I have no

19         idea.

20    Q.   So you have never heard anybody else use --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, asked and

22         answered.  For heaven's sakes.

23    A.   We're not going to do this all day,

24         Mr. Phillips.

25    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:How long have you had the
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 1         same signature for?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Up on the screen we have

 4         your affidavit sworn September 9th.  Oh,

 5         pardon.  It's coming up on the screen

 6         momentarily.  There.  Do you see it now, sir?

 7         The signature line under paragraph 12 of your

 8         affidavit, September 9th, 2021, do you see

 9         that?

10    A.   I can see it.

11    Q.   That is your signature?  Is that your

12         signature, Mr. Nicotine?

13    A.   Yeah.

14    Q.   Throughout your entire life, have you ever

15         seen anyone else ever use that same signature

16         as you?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

18    A.   What are you getting at?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What if someone else used

20         the signature?

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm looking for this

22         witness --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           How would he know?  I

24         mean, really it's a nonsensical question.

25         Have you ever seen anyone else use your
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 1         signature before?  How would he know?

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I asked if he was aware.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips --

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, are you

 5         aware of anybody else ever using the

 6         signature before, your signature?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Relevance,

 8         Mr. Phillips.  It's not a relevant question.

 9         It's a nonsensical question.  There could be

10         other people.  There could be people that

11         fake his signature, for example, on, you

12         know, all kinds of documents.

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         How about request for

14         mail-in ballots?  How about witness

15         declaration forms?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's for you to prove.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         That's for this witness

18         to answer questions under oath.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips, it's

20         not.  That is in the nature of a discovery --

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please.

22    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, how long --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's for you to prove.

24         Not for this witness to prove.

25    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, how long
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 1         have you used the signature for that's

 2         present on your affidavit?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, you started

 5         using this signature on your affidavit at the

 6         latest January 1st, 2020, correct?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips?

 8         Mr. Phillips?  Can I get a response,

 9         Mr. Phillips?  Let the record reflect

10         Mr. Phillips will not respond.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm waiting for your

12         response, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I'm ensuring that

13         there's no interruptions.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, you're not.  I asked

15         you to respond and acknowledge that you have

16         an objection before you.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: How many voters did you

18         assist in getting their mail-in ballots from

19         the electoral officer in relation to the

20         March 2020 election of Red Pheasant First

21         Nation?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's directly in the

24         affidavits of Tomas Pritchard and this

25         witness, Mr. Leroy Nicotine Jr., Mr.
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 1         Stooshinoff.  So, again, I ask my question

 2         Mr. Nicotine --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The objection -- what did

 4         he actually say in his affidavit?

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you are

 6         now interrupting and inappropriately

 7         obstructing this cross-examination.  I would

 8         like to move on with my questions.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Move on with your

10         questions then.

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, how many

12         voters did you assist in getting their

13         mail-in ballots from the electoral officer in

14         relation to the March 2020 election of Red

15         Pheasant First Nation?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, are you

18         refusing to answer the question?

19    A.   No.  Nick objected, and I stand by it.

20    Q.   Pardon?

21    A.   You heard me.

22    Q.   I didn't hear you, actually.  What did you

23         say?

24    A.   I said Nick objected, and I stand by it.

25    Q.   How many electors did you provide a blank 5-D
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 1         or request for mail-in ballot form to in

 2         relation to the March 2020 election of Red

 3         Pheasant First Nation?

 4    A.   He already objected to this.  Can you move

 5         forward on something else?  You can't just be

 6         repeating the same question that you've asked

 7         and the same answer I just asked.  So can you

 8         move on with different questions, please?

 9         Thank you.

10    Q.   How many mail-in ballots did you sign as a

11         witness in relation to the March 2020

12         election of Red Pheasant First Nation?

13    A.   You just keep saying the same thing in

14         different wordings.  Can we move on, please?

15    Q.   To your knowledge, how many mail-in ballots

16         came to the --

17    A.   You're just saying the same thing over and

18         over, Nathan.

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please wait --

20    A.   You --

21    Q.   -- for the whole question before you

22         interrupt.

23    A.   Mr. Phillips, can you just stop doing the

24         vote?  Thank you.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, how many mail-in ballots, to
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 1         your knowledge, arrived at the address 1291

 2         97 104 North Battleford, Saskatchewan, S9A

 3         0J6?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we've

 5         already been through all of this.

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, at any

 7         point in time between January 1st and March

 8         20th, 2020, did you discuss the topic of

 9         mail-in ballots with Clinton Wuttunee?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you know

12         that this is a relevant question.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you know

14         very well that there's no evidence that that

15         ever occurred.  You're purely guessing.

16         You're purely speculating.  You're fishing,

17         and it is in the nature of an inappropriate

18         question to which no one has indicated ever

19         occurred.  You're just fishing.  Please move

20         on.

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, in the time

22         period January 1st through March 20th, 2020,

23         did you ever discuss the topic of mail-in

24         ballots in relation to the March 2020

25         election of Red Pheasant First Nation with
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 1         any one or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux

 2         Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana

 3         Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

 4         Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee or Shelley Wuttunee?

 5    A.   We've gone over this, Nathan.

 6    Q.   Are you refusing to answer the question as to

 7         what, if any, discussion --

 8    A.   Nathan, we already objected.

 9    Q.   -- you had with one or more of those persons

10         in relation to the mail-in ballots?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you

12         have not even a scintilla of evidence that

13         anything like that occurred.  Nothing.  There

14         is nothing on the court record to even have

15         cause to believe that that occurred.  And so

16         you're asking a question purely, purely

17         speculative, fishing, guessing, but you don't

18         have any evidence.  So we are objecting to

19         that.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you know

21         that the Robin Dean Wuttunee mail-in ballot

22         was submitted to the electoral officer by

23         Clinton Wuttunee.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He is right behind you,
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 1         your client.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't know any --

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We know that.  We know

 4         that it went to this witness, Mr. Nicotine's,

 5         address.  We --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We --

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We have been obstructed

 8         today in asking a question as to what this

 9         witness did with that mail-in ballot.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have no --

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It ended up in the hands

12         of your client's wife Shelley Wuttunee and

13         then was submitted, a forged -- mail-in

14         ballot was forged and then passed off to the

15         electoral officer and counted.

16         Mr. Stooshinoff, these are relevant

17         questions.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we have --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We know that --

20         Mr. Stooshinoff, please.  Let this witness

21         answer the question.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

23         I understand your desperation, Mr. Phillips,

24         but it's objected to.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, can you
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 1         please confine your comments on the record to

 2         those that are directly relevant to an

 3         objection and, if so, succinctly state them

 4         in accordance with the Rules?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I continue

 6         to do that.  I don't know why you keep

 7         reminding me to do it when you don't listen

 8         to me.

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Up on the screen we have

10         Exhibit A-39.  This has been authenticated by

11         the electoral officer as being the voter

12         declaration form in relation to the mail-in

13         ballot of Breanna Wahobin.  Mr. Nicotine, in

14         the witness declaration section on the bottom

15         of Exhibit A-39, that is your name and that

16         is your signature, correct?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to

19         answer any questions about this Exhibit A-39,

20         the voter declaration form in relation to --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We've already objected.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please, Mr. Stooshinoff.

23    A.   You heard the objection.

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine --

25    A.   I'm not going to answer.
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 1    Q.   -- we need a transcript, okay?  Are you

 2         refusing to answer any questions in relation

 3         to Exhibit A --

 4    A.   (Inaudible).

 5    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, let's get a clear transcript.

 6         Please don't interrupt me when I'm asking the

 7         question, all right?

 8    A.   Well, you interrupt everybody else.  How do

 9         you like it?

10    Q.   Exhibit A-39, are you refusing to answer any

11         questions about it?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please move

13         on.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll have this marked as

15         Exhibit A-39 --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- in this

18         cross-examination.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we will not.  We

20         object to this.  This is not an exhibit in

21         these proceedings.  We object to it.  It's

22         not my client's document.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, it's

24         being marked in this cross-examination.  It

25         is a document that has been put to this
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 1         witness.  He's refused to answer questions.

 2         The Court is entitled to know which specific

 3         document it was that was put to the witness.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We object.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's marked as Exhibit

 6         A-39.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We object, Mr. Phillips.

 8         As we've indicated to you earlier, give us a

 9         list of documents you intend to rely on.  You

10         never did.  You continue not to.  We have no

11         knowledge about the origin of this document.

12         You will have to prove it on your own.  We

13         object to it.  We object to the next document

14         as well.  Please move on.

15                EXHIBIT A-39: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

16                VOTER DECLARATION FORM IN RELATION TO

17                THE MAIL-IN BALLOT OF BREANNA WAHOBIN

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, up on the

19         screen we have Exhibit A-24?

20    A.   You just heard what Nick said.  Have a good

21         day there, Mr. Phillips.

22    Q.   Is this your signature on this document in

23         the witness declaration section?

24    A.   You just heard what Nick said.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, are you refusing to answer any
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 1         questions about this --

 2    A.   Mr. Phillips, do you speak English?  Move on,

 3         Nick -- I mean, Nathan.

 4    Q.   Is this your signature?

 5    A.   Can we move on here, Nathan?

 6    Q.   Did you meet with Jerette Wahobin --

 7    A.   Are we moving on?

 8    Q.   -- and sign as the witness --

 9    A.   You just fucking -- just waste time here.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll have this marked as

11         Exhibit A-24.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  We do not

13         admit this document, and we object to it

14         being marked.

15                EXHIBIT A-24: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

16                VOTER DECLARATION FORM IN RELATION TO

17                THE MAIL-IN BALLOT OF JERETTE WAHOBIN

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Up on the screen, we have

19         Exhibit A-38.  This is the mail-in ballot

20         declaration form of Michael Stevens.  Is that

21         your signature in the witness declaration

22         section, Mr. Nicotine?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Did you meet with Michael

25         Stevens, Mr. Nicotine, to sign as witness?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll have this marked as

 3         Exhibit A-38.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection to the marking

 5         of that document.

 6                EXHIBIT A-38: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

 7                VOTER DECLARATION FORM IN RELATION TO

 8                THE MAIL-IN BALLOT OF MICHAEL STEVENS

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Up on the screen, we have

10         Exhibit A-93.  Is that your signature in the

11         witness declaration section?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, if you're

13         not going to listen to me and you just want

14         to mark a bunch of documents and call them

15         exhibits in the cross-examination of Leroy

16         Nicotine Jr., then just tell us that and

17         we'll just terminate this, and you mark your

18         exhibits as you see fit.  But you will surely

19         realize that unless this witness admits those

20         documents, they are not exhibits in the

21         cross-examination.  That is our position.

22                            We've taken that position

23         for the past 18 months.  So you can try and

24         do this little charade where you put a bunch

25         of documents that you have gotten from
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 1         wherever you've gotten them.  We have no

 2         knowledge about them.  They are not our

 3         documents.  They cannot be used as evidence

 4         before the Court as against my client.  Are

 5         we clear on that.

 6                            And if that's your

 7         position that you think they can be used when

 8         my client does not admit the document, then

 9         tell us, and we can terminate this

10         cross-examination.  But we will not be party

11         to an attempt to foist a charade and just put

12         anything in on this cross-examination as

13         though it were an exhibit against my client.

14         It is not.  We don't accept it.

15                            But if that's what your

16         plan is and you can convince somebody that

17         that's a correct process, then just tell us.

18         We'll terminate the cross, and you can file

19         300 pages.  They all amount to nothing.  So

20         please don't bother.

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   Mr. Nicotine, this is

22         Exhibit A-93, the voter declaration form in

23         relation to the mail-in ballot of Romellow

24         Meechance.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It isn't anything.
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Is that your signature?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It isn't anything,

 3         Mr. Phillips.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's been authenticated

 5         by the electoral officer during his

 6         cross-examination, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's up to him.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's properly before the

 9         Court.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's not.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And the refusal to let

12         this witness, purporting to be the witness on

13         this voter declaration form, speaks volumes.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, it's maybe

15         something that you think you can use against

16         someone else, but not against this witness.

17         He doesn't admit this document.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Can we please have this

19         marked as Exhibit A-93?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, we're not admitting

21         this document.

22                EXHIBIT A-93: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

23                VOTER DECLARATION FORM IN RELATION TO

24                THE MAIL-IN BALLOT OF ROMELLOW MEECHANCE

25    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Is this witness refusing
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 1         to answer any questions in relation to this

 2         document, Exhibit A-93?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I wonder if you heard me?

 4         As I've been speaking for the past two and a

 5         half hours on our objections, the nature of

 6         our objections, the nature of the documents

 7         that you seek to try to introduce.  The fact

 8         that you abuse the Court's process by trying

 9         to create or manufacture evidence through a

10         witness that does not admit the document, and

11         yet you continue to try to introduce it.  You

12         don't see anything inappropriate with that,

13         Mr. Phillips.  I understand that.  I

14         understand you think you can put in anything

15         through anybody and just throw it before the

16         Court without any proof.  It is not --

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I told you, Mr.

18         Stooshinoff, that the electoral officer has

19         authenticated each of these documents

20         already.  The ballots -- the mail-in ballots

21         that accompany these voter declaration forms

22         were placed into the ballot boxes.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What does --

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         These were authenticated

25         by the electoral officer.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What does this have --

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         They have purported to

 3         have been signed by this witness in front of

 4         you, Leroy Nicotine Jr.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That has nothing --

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He doesn't appear to know

 7         any of them.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It has nothing to do --

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         All by one of them.

10         Mr. Stooshinoff --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It has nothing to do with

12         this witness.  He does not admit this

13         document.  He does not accede to your

14         process.  He does not agree to your efforts

15         to circumvent proper proof of documentation.

16         You got -- whatever you want to do,

17         Mr. Phillips, I've told you.  Just tell us.

18         We'll terminate the cross-examination.  You

19         don't need us here anyway because you're not

20         interested in listening to this witness.

21         What you're interested in doing is trying to

22         generate documents that you hope will become

23         part of the court record.  That's all you're

24         doing.  I understand that.  But you're not

25         here to cross-examine this witness on his
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 1         evidence.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 3         limit your interruption to a succinct

 4         objection in accordance with the Rules.

 5    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Up on the screen we have

 6         Exhibit A-109.  It is the voter declaration

 7         form with respect to the mail-in ballot of

 8         Paul Tobaccojuice.  Mr. Nicotine, is that

 9         your signature in the witness declaration

10         section?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on.  Thank

12         you.  Move on to --

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to

14         answer any questions in relation --

15    A.   Move on to, like, Tomas Pritchard's affidavit

16         and my affidavit.  None of this is what we're

17         here to talk about today.  So can we please

18         move forward?  And if you want to continue to

19         keep doing what you're doing, I'll just not

20         say nothing because I explain it more --

21         like, this is over and over again, Nathan.

22         You continue not to understand it.  Like, am

23         I not speaking English?  Do you not

24         understand me?  I'm pretty sure everybody

25         else in this room and whoever else is
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 1         listening understands me except for you.  You

 2         can't get it through your head for some

 3         reason.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, I'm pretty

 5         sure the Court is going to hear you loud and

 6         clear in your refusal to answer relevant

 7         questions in relation to this matter.  I am

 8         going to go through these questions.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not going to argue.

10                EXHIBIT A-109: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

11                VOTER DECLARATION FORM WITH RESPECT TO

12                THE MAIL-IN BALLOT OF PAUL TOBACCOJUICE

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:You're going to be given

14         the opportunity to answer them, and if you

15         refuse to do so, the Court will consider it

16         in imposing an appropriate sanction.  Up on

17         the screen we have Exhibit A-129.  This is

18         the voter declaration form with respect to

19         the mail-in ballot of Petula Wuttunee.

20         Mr. Nicotine, is that your signature in the

21         witness declaration section?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on,

23         Mr. Phillips.

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Are you refusing to

25         answer any questions in relation to this
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 1         document Exhibit A-129?

 2    A.   I'm -- ask me a question about Tomas

 3         Pritchard and myself, and that's all I'm here

 4         to do today, so I'm --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll have this marked as

 6         Exhibit A-129.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 8                EXHIBIT A-129: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

 9                VOTER DECLARATION FORM WITH RESPECT TO

10                THE MAIL-IN BALLOT OF PETULA WUTTUNEE

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Up on the screen we have

12         Exhibit A-113.  And specifically we are going

13         to the second last page of that exhibit,

14         which is the 12th page in.  This is the voter

15         declaration form with respect to the mail-in

16         ballot of Steve Alex Nicotine.  Is that your

17         signature, Mr. Nicotine, in the witness

18         declaration section?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll have this marked as

21         Exhibit A-113 in this cross-examination.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

23                EXHIBIT A-113: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

24                VOTER DECLARATION FORM WITH RESPECT TO

25                THE MAIL-IN BALLOT OF STEVE ALEX
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 1                NICOTINE

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, are you

 3         refusing to answer questions in relation to

 4         this document?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, we've

 7         marked Exhibits A-39, A-24, A-38, A-93,

 8         A-109, A-129, and A-113, which are

 9         respectively the voter declaration forms in

10         relation to the mail-in ballots of Breanna

11         Wahobin, Jerette Wahobin, Michael Stevens,

12         Romellow Meechance, Paul Tobaccojuice, Petula

13         Wuttunee, and Steve Alex Nicotine.  Are you

14         refusing to answer questions in relation to

15         those documents?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, are those

17         marked as full exhibits or for

18         identification?

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         They're being marked by

20         the court reporter.  They've already been

21         marked as full exhibits in this proceeding

22         thus far.  They are being marked again today.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Not in --

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Returning to my question,

25         Mr. Nicotine.  Are you refusing to answer
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 1         questions in relation to those document?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Not in any of these

 3         proceedings.  We object.  You may think you

 4         have evidence through the electoral officer,

 5         but that doesn't make them evidence before

 6         this witness.  Please move on.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, these

 8         are basic questions.  I would like an answer

 9         to the question or at least a

10         straightforward, forthright refusal to answer

11         the question.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we have --

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: I've put a

14         straightforward question to this witness.  I

15         have identified the specific exhibits and the

16         voters in question in relation to the voter

17         declaration forms.  Mr. Nicotine, are you

18         refusing to answer any questions in relation

19         to those voter declaration forms, all of

20         which are --

21    A.   Nick already told you.  I don't know what --

22         how more clear he can make it.

23    Q.   All of those voter declaration forms bear

24         your signature, have your address, have your

25         phone number.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So you say.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to

 3         answer questions in relation to them,

 4         Mr. Nicotine?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, they aren't

 6         evidence before us.  They aren't evidence in

 7         these proceedings.  I've invited you on many

 8         occasions to proceed to court and let's get a

 9         ruling.  You don't want to do that.  We're

10         stuck where we are.  So please move on.  We

11         object to this line of questioning.  We

12         object to the abuse of the court's process.

13         We object to the discovery efforts you are

14         embarking on and the fishing expedition.

15         That's the end of the matter.  Please

16         proceed.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, at

18         paragraph 113 of the August 30th, 2021,

19         judgment of the Federal Court, they spoke

20         about this matter and spoke about your

21         conduct during cross-examinations and your

22         witnesses.  That conduct appears to be

23         continuing today.  These, as you know, are

24         very relevant questions to the disposition of

25         this election appeal upon its merits.
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 1                            Mr. Stooshinoff, if this

 2         witness is refusing to answer these relevant

 3         questions, I simply want a straightforward

 4         refusal.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I've told

 6         you.  You -- I've said it at least four times

 7         today.  You have my position.  I'm not going

 8         to continue to repeat it.  You won't listen.

 9         Don't listen to me.  Do what you think you

10         are entitled to do, but I've made my position

11         very clear as I have in the past 18 months.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, it's not

13         your position that we're interested in.  I

14         want to hear from this witness and what his

15         specific refusal is.

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, are you

17         refusing to answer these questions in

18         relation to these several mail-in ballot

19         declaration forms that you appear to have

20         signed as witness?  That is your signature,

21         your address, your phone number.  Are you

22         refusing to answer questions about them?

23    A.   Like I told you time and time again, I'm here

24         to talk about Tomas William Pritchard's

25         affidavit and my affidavit, and that's all
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 1         we're here to talk about, Nathan.  Can you

 2         please stay on track?  Thank you very much.

 3    Q.   You're refusing to answer these questions

 4         about these voter declaration forms that you

 5         signed as witness; is that accurate?

 6    A.   I know it's like talking to a wall it seems.

 7         You're not listening to anything, and you're

 8         being very disrespectful.

 9    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you did not meet with any of

10         these persons to sign as a witness in

11         relation to their voter declaration forms?

12    A.   Mr. Phillips --

13    Q.   You did not meet with Breanna Wahobin,

14         Jerette Wahobin, Michael Stevens, Romellow

15         Meechance, Paul Tobaccojuice, Petula

16         Wuttunee, Steve Alex Nicotine?

17    A.   Mr. Phillips --

18    Q.   You did not meet with any of them --

19    A.   Mr. Phillips --

20    Q.   To sign as a witness --

21    A.   Mr. Phillips --

22    Q.   -- for these voter declaration forms for

23         their mail-in ballots, did you?

24    A.   Mr. Phillips.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.
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 1    A.   Tomas William Pritchard and myself, our

 2         affidavits, that what we're here to discuss

 3         today.  Can you please stop getting off

 4         topic.  That's it.  Thank you.

 5    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Clinton Wuttunee, he

 6         asked you to sign as a witness on these voter

 7         declaration forms?

 8    A.   Object again.

 9    Q.   Lux Benson, Jason Chakita --

10    A.   Again --

11    Q.   -- Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine,

12         Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, they all

13         asked you to sign as witness on these --

14    A.   (Inaudible).

15    Q.   -- voter declaration forms?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, do you have

17         any evidence of that?  Do you have any

18         evidence of that?

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Can you please turn your

20         cell phone off, Mr. Nicotine?  We're here to

21         conduct court proceedings.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have any evidence

23         of that?

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please turn your phone

25         off.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have any evidence

 2         of that, Mr. Phillips?

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Nicotine.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is there any evidence

 5         before the Court to support what you just

 6         said?

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we are

 8         --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Is there any --

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

11         don't point at me.  It's very disrespectful.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, is there

13         any evidence of that before the Court?

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I am

15         asking these questions of this witness under

16         oath.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Can I please have a

18         straight answer?  Is there any evidence of

19         the statement you just made?  Because it

20         sounds like an accusation to me without any

21         basis whatsoever in fact, and you are making

22         a bald statement that this is what happened.

23         It is coming from your mouth, Mr. Phillips.

24         That's the problem with this.  This is all --

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we have
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 1         already seen the reply to undertakings of the

 2         electoral officer.  You've seen paragraphs 14

 3         to 15 of the May 18th, 2021, reply to

 4         undertakings of Burke Ratte, Exhibit A-170

 5         that Clinton Wuttunee, in fact, submitted the

 6         request for mail-in ballot form, the

 7         fraudulent one, the forged one, for Robin

 8         Dean Wuttunee.  Clinton Wuttunee, your client

 9         sitting right behind you, we know that he

10         submitted it to the electoral officer, and it

11         came to this witness's address, Mr. Nicotine.

12         He has refused today to answer several

13         relevant questions in relation to that

14         obviously forged mail-in ballot.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         That refusal is going to

17         speak volumes for the Court, and we're going

18         to be requesting that an appropriate sanction

19         be imposed.  This witness has also refused to

20         answer several other questions in relation to

21         other mail-in ballots that you know you have

22         evidence were false.  You have the affidavit

23         of Breanna.  You have the affidavit of

24         Michael Stevens.

25                            Mr. Stooshinoff, the
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 1         refusal of this witness to answer the

 2         question did he even meet with these people

 3         to sign as the witness for these witness

 4         declaration forms for these mail-in ballots,

 5         that speaks volumes as does the admission of

 6         Shelley Wuttunee that she signed as witness

 7         in the absence of Robin Dean Wuttunee on his

 8         voter declaration form.  We know that it

 9         happened.  Shelley Wuttunee is the wife of

10         one of your clients, one of the respondents

11         to this proceeding.  Let's hear from Leroy

12         Nicotine Jr.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you did

14         the same thing.  You signed voter declaration

15         forms in the absence of the voter in relation

16         to the March 2020 election of Red Pheasant

17         First Nation, correct?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

19         You have not responded to my first objection.

20         The prior -- the prior objection was that you

21         said that Chief Wuttunee spoke to my client

22         about these acts as well as a number of other

23         individuals.  I objected, and I asked you, do

24         you have any evidence of that?

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Clinton Wuttunee
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 1         requested the forged mail-in ballot.  It

 2         didn't magically show up on the witness's

 3         doorstep.  Obviously there was a discussion

 4         between Clinton Wuttunee and this witness,

 5         Mr. Nicotine.  You're refusing to let this

 6         witness answer questions in relation to these

 7         matters.  That refusal is going to speak for

 8         itself in front of the Court,

 9         Mr. Stooshinoff.  The fact that you can't let

10         this witness testify under oath speaks for

11         itself.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And it deprives the Court

14         of the ability to make a fully informed

15         decision in relation to this election appeal,

16         Mr. Stooshinoff.  And we are going to be

17         requesting that an appropriate sanction be

18         imposed.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           As you have threatened --

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Nicotine --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- Mr. Phillips, but my

22         objection continues to remain.  You make

23         bald-faced statements and allegations and

24         accusations, in fact, without any evidence

25         whatsoever.  I understand your desperation to
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 1         try to have some evidence of that, but there

 2         is no evidence of that.  And my client

 3         doesn't have to -- and this witness does not

 4         have to answer to anything that is not

 5         evidence.  You make an argument, you make

 6         assumptions, but you don't have the evidence.

 7                            So, therefore, I've

 8         instructed this and my clients that they are

 9         not obliged to answer questions that are

10         speculative, that are in the nature of

11         discovery, and that are pure fishing

12         expedition on your part.  Please move on.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, up on the

14         screen we have Exhibit A-36.  This is your

15         Facebook post on March 3rd, 2020, correct?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on,

17         Mr. Phillips.

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, this is a

19         Facebook post that you personally made on

20         March 3rd, 2020, correct?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on,

22         Mr. Phillips.

23    A.   You going to move forward with this here?

24         Less talking about any of this.  We're

25         talking about Tomas' affidavit and my
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 1         affidavit.  I got to keep constantly

 2         reminding you.  You have no understanding of

 3         it.  I don't know what you even understand.

 4         It's coming out clear.  I'm speaking English.

 5         I should be getting to your head.  Let's move

 6         forward.  Thank you.

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you are --

 8         you posed for this photograph in your

 9         Facebook post, Exhibit A-36?  That is you?

10    A.   You clearly have no understanding.  I said

11         let's move ahead.  We're talking about Tomas'

12         affidavit and my affidavit.  This is

13         irrelevant.  It has nothing to do with this.

14         Move forward.  I'll say it a third time for

15         you because you're going to ask it again.  I

16         might as well say it right now.  Let's move

17         forward.  Let's go past this because it has

18         nothing to do with my affidavit.  Thank you

19         very much.  Before they start saying and

20         asking it again.

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, the only campaign that you

22         received a shirt from in relation to the

23         March 2020 election was this shirt that

24         you're wearing in this photograph in Exhibit

25         A-36?  It says "Clint for Chief 2020" with a
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 1         big red 'X'.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: That's the only such

 4         shirt that you received, correct, in relation

 5         to the election for a candidate?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Is that you wearing the

 8         shirt "Clint for Chief 2020" with a big red

 9         'X' on it?  You are the second person from

10         the right of the photograph, correct?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this is

13         this witness's personal Facebook post.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you

16         voluntarily posed for this photograph in the

17         course of volunteering for the campaign of

18         the election of Clint Wuttunee in relation to

19         the March 2020 election of Red Pheasant First

20         Nation, correct?

21    A.   Do you understand what objection means?

22    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

23    A.   Mr. Phillips, do you understand what

24         objection means?

25    Q.   You volunteered for the campaign for the
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 1         election of the --

 2    A.   Mr. Phillips, do you know --

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What was that question?

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The witness heard me, and

 5         he refused to answer.  He's been

 6         obstructing my --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I didn't hear you.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- cross-examination

 9         throughout today.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I heard you say you

11         volunteered for the campaign.  Is that your

12         question?

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the

14         witness refused to answer it.

15 MR. WINEGARDEN:            No, I don't think he did.

16         I didn't hear it.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   Did you hear my

18         question?  And then refused --

19    A.   I didn't hear your question.  Sorry.  Because

20         you like to talk over everybody when they're

21         speaking.

22    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you volunteered in the course

23         of the March 2020 election of Red Pheasant

24         First Nation, correct?

25                            Let the record reflect
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 1         that the witness just looked at Clinton

 2         Wuttunee who is in the room.

 3    A.   No, I didn't.  I volunteered, yes.  I was not

 4         getting paid nothing.  There is nothing wrong

 5         with wanting a certain government to get in.

 6    Q.   And that certain --

 7    A.   Does that answer your question?

 8    Q.   That certain government includes Clinton

 9         Wuttunee sitting with you in the room right

10         now, correct?

11    A.   Yes, and there's nothing wrong with that.

12    Q.   You volunteered for the campaign of Clinton

13         Wuttunee in relation to the March 2020

14         election of Red Pheasant First Nation,

15         correct?

16    A.   Yeah.

17    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee knew that you were

18         volunteering for him, correct?

19    A.   Clinton Wuttunee really didn't know who I was

20         at the time.

21    Q.   You're posing in a photograph with him on

22         March 3rd that you posted to your Facebook,

23         Exhibit A-36.  You're under oath here today,

24         Mr. Nicotine.  It doesn't get more obvious

25         than posing in a shirt with him literally
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 1         having your arm over his shoulder.  Do you

 2         want to try answering the question again?  To

 3         your knowledge, Clinton Wuttunee was aware

 4         that you were volunteering for his campaign

 5         in relation to the March 2020 election of Red

 6         Pheasant First Nation, correct?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, that's been

 8         asked and answered, and he said that Clinton

 9         Wuttunee didn't really know who I was.  And

10         you have no evidence that he did.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Nicotine, we'll have

12         this marked as Exhibit A-36 in this

13         cross-examination.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  It's not

15         evidence in this cross-examination.

16                EXHIBIT A-36: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

17                A FACEBOOK POST OF LEROY NICOTINE JR.

18                DATED MARCH 3, 2020

19    A.   Can we take a break?  I'm going (inaudible).

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           What's that?

21    A.   I got to use the washroom.

22    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: We'll have a couple

23         questions asked, and then we can take a

24         break.  Is that acceptable, Mr. Nicotine?

25                            Up on the screen, we have
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 1         Exhibit A-36 still.  You will see,

 2         Mr. Nicotine, that on the right side there is

 3         a reply from Henry Boss Gardipy.  That is the

 4         respondent Henry Gardipy in this proceeding,

 5         correct, sir?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:        On the second

 8         page of Exhibit A-36, there is a listing of

 9         the likes, some of the likes for your

10         Facebook post in Exhibit A-36.  Shawn

11         Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Dana Falcon, they're

12         all among those persons that liked your post

13         on Facebook, formally liked it, within

14         Exhibit A-36 page 2, correct, Mr. Nicotine?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  And on the third page, we

17         got Henry Boss Gardipy, Shawn Wuttunee, and

18         Lux Benson.  Again, to your knowledge,

19         Mr. Nicotine, you were volunteering for the

20         campaign for the election of Clinton

21         Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy

22         Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Samuel

23         Wuttunee, and Shawn Wuttunee, correct?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think that was

25         his answer, Mr. Phillips.  I think his answer
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 1         when you asked it the first time --

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

 3         asking the witness a different question, so

 4         please.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, if you're asking

 6         him a different question --

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Confine your objections

 8         -- your interruptions to proper ones.  I'm

 9         asking the question.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're speaking over me,

11         Mr. Phillips.  You asked him did he volunteer

12         --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Nicotine --

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- to work for the

15         campaign --

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Nicotine.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- and his --

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Nicotine.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm

21         asking the questions here today.

22    A.   I'm not answering your --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just a second.  Okay.  So

24         he answered that he volunteered to work for

25         the campaign.  You have no idea who he was
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 1         supporting or not supporting or who was

 2         elected or not elected or what have you.  So

 3         I think you have to ask your questions

 4         separately.  You are trying to paint that

 5         this was a collective, that he was supporting

 6         all of them.  You don't have any evidence of

 7         that.  He indicated that he volunteered to

 8         work in the campaign for Chief Wuttunee.  He

 9         said Chief Wuttunee didn't even know who he

10         was.  That is his answer, Mr. Phillips.

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, up on the

12         screen -- we've had marked Exhibit A-36.  Up

13         on the screen we have Exhibit A-37.  On the

14         right side, Mr. Nicotine, with the big 'X'

15         underneath Leroy Nicotine Jr.  that is your

16         Facebook post, correct?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

18         You can ask him questions about the campaign

19         and what he was volunteering.  You've already

20         asked him that.  Now you want to go beyond

21         that.  We've objected to it.  We've objected

22         to these documents in the past.  You've

23         already asked him who he knew or didn't know,

24         if he was related or not related.

25         Mr. Phillips, we object to this document.  We
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 1         object to the line of questioning.  Please

 2         move on.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, are you

 4         refusing to acknowledge that you made that

 5         Facebook post as identified in Exhibit A-37

 6         on the right side, the big red 'X'?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 8    A.   You heard Nick already.

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, in this

10         photograph, you are also present right behind

11         Clinton Wuttunee, correct, to the right side?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please move

13         on.

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: In this photograph

15         Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

16         Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy,

17         Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee and Shawn

18         Wuttunee, they're all present, correct?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, talking

20         about all of this doesn't make whatever this

21         document is an exhibit in the court

22         proceedings.  It's not an exhibit yet.  We

23         continue to oppose.  We continue to object to

24         it being made an exhibit in the court

25         proceedings.  You've known that all along.
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 1         That's our position.  We continue to maintain

 2         that position.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you posed

 4         with those persons voluntarily in this

 5         photograph, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson,

 6         Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon,

 7         Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

 8         Wuttunee, and Shawn Wuttunee, correct?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll have this marked as

11         Exhibit A-37.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

13                EXHIBIT A-37: (NOT CONSENTED TO)

14                A LIST OF THE LIKES TO THE FACEBOOK POST

15                OF LEROY NICOTINE JR. DATED MARCH 3,

16                2020

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, what were

18         you doing on the day that this photograph was

19         taken?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  You can ask

21         him the day what he was doing, but other than

22         that, not in relation to this document.  We

23         object to this document.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you know

25         that these are relevant questions.  Please
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 1         stop interrupting.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, what

 4         happened on the date this photograph was

 5         taken?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Where were you?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- let's try to be clear

 9         about something, and that something is is

10         that you have commenced your application with

11         the evidence you have in those witnesses and

12         your clients.  That is your application.

13         That's the extent of it.  Since then and in

14         the course of the past 18 months, you have

15         continued to ignore the Rules of Court,

16         you've continued to ignore our objections,

17         and you've continued to embark on a process

18         that is trying to expand and embellish your

19         case.  We have taken the position you're not

20         entitled to do that.

21                            We object to your

22         procedure.  We object to the process that you

23         have attempted to embark on, which is to

24         engage in a fishing expedition to try to

25         bolster the weaknesses in your case through a
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 1         discovery process.  That's what we have

 2         objected to.  You know that.  So please try

 3         to respect what we've tried to do in our

 4         position.  We've respected what you've tried

 5         to do.  We continue to object.  Please move

 6         on.

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, in Exhibit

 8         A-37, that is your Facebook post, the big red

 9         'X', Leroy Nicotine Jr., correct?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine?

12    A.   You just asked this.

13    Q.   You've gone --

14    A.   We objected it to numerous times.  Can you

15         just move on to the next question?  Thanks.

16    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, this shirt "Clint for Chief

17         2020" with a big red 'X', Clinton Wuttunee

18         gave you that shirt, correct?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You have no evidence of

20         that, Mr. Phillips, so why make a statement

21         like that?

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He was wearing the shirt

23         in this photograph, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Please

24         stop interrupting.  Ultimately it came from

25         Clinton Wuttunee.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You said Clinton Wuttunee

 2         gave him this T-shirt.  Do you have any

 3         evidence of that?

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 5         stop.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have any evidence

 7         of that?

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         This is entirely

 9         inappropriate on your part.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, it's

11         inappropriate for you to make a statement

12         that you do not have any factual foundation

13         for.  You don't know where any of this

14         occurred.  You've already heard evidence that

15         there were hundreds of shirts printed, and

16         yet you make --

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, now

18         you're inappropriately leading the witness.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I'm not.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         No.  No.  Now you are

21         tainting the evidence of this witness.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Oh, for heaven's sakes.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I would appreciate if you

24         wouldn't do that.  It resulted in the

25         affidavit of John Benson being struck.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I would appreciate it if

 2         you would not mischaracterize --

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, please

 4         answer my question.  Clinton Wuttunee, he

 5         gave you that shirt "Clint for Chief 2020"

 6         with a big red 'X', correct?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you've

 8         heard my objection.  Well, no, I've said my

 9         objection.  You haven't heard it, but my

10         objection stands.

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, to your

12         knowledge, Clinton Wuttunee ran as part of a

13         team of candidates to get elected to office?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

15         Mischaracterization of the evidence.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I am asking the witness

17         and to his knowledge.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mischaracterization of

19         the evidence.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've known that.

22    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, to your

23         knowledge, Clinton Wuttunee ran as a team of

24         candidates in relation to the March 2020

25         election of Red Pheasant First Nation,
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 1         correct?

 2    A.   Pretty sure Nick already objected on this.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, did a team

 4         that Clinton Wuttunee ran with included Lux

 5         Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana

 6         Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

 7         Wuttunee, and Shawn Wuttunee.  You knew that,

 8         and you knew that between January and March

 9         2020, correct?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

11    A.   I need to use the washroom.

12    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  We'll come back in five

13         minutes.  Again, Mr. Nicotine, you're not

14         able to discuss your evidence or this case

15         with anybody while we're adjourned.  Do you

16         understand that?

17    A.   Of course.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Thank you.

19 (Recessed at 4:06 p.m.)

20 (Reconvened at 4:22 p.m.)

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:              We're back on the

22         record then.  Let the record reflect that the

23         applicants were ready to proceed with the

24         cross-examination for a lengthy period of

25         time and repeatedly requested to do so.
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 1         Mr. Stooshinoff did not come back on the

 2         record as requested.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then --

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Nicotine --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- if Mr. Phillips wants

 6         to take that position, I need to put on the

 7         record that I have a number of court

 8         appearances tomorrow morning including a 9:30

 9         court appearance in Yellowknife on an

10         individual charged with first degree murder.

11         I also have a matter set at the same time,

12         9:30, in Saskatoon, and on top of that, I

13         have a show cause hearing scheduled for 10

14         o'clock tomorrow morning.

15                            So for the record, I

16         trust the Court will appreciate we had to do

17         a fair bit of juggling to arrange for the two

18         appearances at 9:30 including, as I said,

19         with the provincial court in Yellowknife

20         tomorrow morning at 9:30 for a murder case

21         and another individual in Saskatoon.

22                            So I apologize for that,

23         Mr. Phillips.  I assure you I wasn't

24         deliberately trying to make things difficult

25         for you.  I wasn't trying to delay things.  I
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 1         wasn't speaking to Mr. Nicotine.  I wasn't

 2         deliberately trying to make things more

 3         difficult for anyone.  And I apologize for

 4         the time that it took to make sure everything

 5         was put in place for my matters tomorrow.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, we were

 7         scheduled to proceed as ordered by the Court

 8         for 9 a.m. this morning.  This witness did

 9         not attend even though he spent the night in

10         Saskatoon.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's not --

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         An entire -- we could

13         have continued with the cross -- had the

14         cross-examination this morning and had enough

15         time to conclude it, if necessary, and it

16         appears it would have been, to use some of

17         the afternoon as well.  Now it's 4:24, and

18         you're taking calls out of your office.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.  I --

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It is what it is, and the

21         Court will read the transcript and review the

22         conduct of counsel in relation to the

23         cross-examination including that in relation

24         to paragraph 113 of the August 30th, 2021,

25         judgment.  I would like to move on with the
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 1         cross-examination without further

 2         interruption, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Up on the screen,

 4         Mr. Nicotine, you'll see the Exhibit 163.

 5         Please confirm that you see that?  Mr.

 6         Nicotine?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  I'm particularly

10         interested in the top right side.  This is

11         the post by Gary Nicotine.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We don't know what it is,

13         Mr. Phillips.  You're saying what it is.  We

14         object to it.

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I want

16         the witness to read it.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Please, Mr. Nicotine,

18         read this Facebook post to yourself?

19    A.   We object to this.

20    Q.   Are you refusing to read the Facebook post by

21         Gary Nicotine on March 20, 2020, the date of

22         the election?

23    A.   We object to this.  What does this have to do

24         with Tomas Pritchard and myself?

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --
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 1    A.   The matters that we're here to speak of,

 2         Tomas Pritchard and myself affidavits.  I

 3         don't know nothing about Gary Nicotine or

 4         what he posts.  It has nothing to do with me.

 5         So can you stay on topic, please?  Thank you.

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, obviously you've seen this post

 7         that Gary Nicotine viewed his relationship

 8         with Clinton Wuttunee and the rest as being a

 9         team in relation to the election?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you were --

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You were --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Ask your questions of

13         Mr. Nicotine, Gary Nicotine.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

15         stop interrupting.

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, you were

17         part of that team that included Clinton

18         Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy

19         Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary

20         Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, and Shawn

21         Wuttunee, correct?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

23         We have no idea what you're talking about.

24         Whatever Gary Nicotine may have thought about

25         this, that's his particular view.  That
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 1         doesn't make it evidence vis-a-vis this

 2         individual.  Please move on.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, to your

 4         knowledge, you were participating in a team

 5         to get not just Clinton Wuttunee elected to

 6         the office of chief in relation to the March

 7         2020 election of Red Pheasant First Nation.

 8         You were also trying to get Lux Benson, Jason

 9         Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Flacon, Henry

10         Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, and

11         Shawn Wuttunee elected to the office of

12         council, correct?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have any evidence

14         of that?

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

16         stop interrupting.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have any evidence

18         of that?

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You know that this is an

20         appropriate question.  The witness in his own

21         affidavit testified to the fact that he was

22         volunteering.  This is an appropriate

23         question, and you know it.  So stop

24         interrupting.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, he was
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 1         volunteering.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         As part of a team.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Volunteering.  Why do you

 4         say he was part of a team?  Do you have any

 5         evidence?  Do you have any evidence that it

 6         was a team?  You've presented some post that

 7         says we worked as a team.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You have the words of one

 9         of your clients directly characterizing it as

10         a team, Exhibit 163.  You might not like it,

11         Mr. Stooshinoff.  It is evidence in this

12         proceeding.  Now, I would like an answer to

13         my question or at least the refusal in a

14         succinct manner from this witness so we can

15         move on and use what little time we have left

16         today on the cross-examination.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, please

18         answer my question.  You were volunteering as

19         part of a team, correct?

20    A.   Not correct.

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, for the record, you're looking

22         at Clinton Wuttunee.

23    A.   I'm not looking at him.  I'm looking at --

24    Q.   Can you answer that question?  You were

25         looking at Clinton Wuttunee.
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 1    A.   Not correct.  No, I wasn't, Nick.  And I --

 2         I mean, not Nick.  Nathan.

 3    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, when you volunteered, you

 4         weren't just volunteering for Clinton

 5         Wuttunee?  You were volunteering for Lux

 6         Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana

 7         Falcon --

 8    A.   Those are your accusations.

 9    Q.   Pardon?

10    A.   Those are your accusations.

11    Q.   No.  These are questions for you to answer

12         under oath today that you're here to do.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He said you made an

14         accusation, Mr. Phillips, and he's correct in

15         that.  And you said, no, it's a question.  So

16         put it as a question.  Were you working for

17         those individuals?

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

19         stop interrupting.

20    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you

21         volunteered for more than just Clinton

22         Wuttunee in relation to the March 2020

23         election of Red Pheasant First Nation,

24         correct?

25    A.   No, not correct.
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 1    Q.   You're saying you only volunteered for

 2         Clinton Wuttunee in relation to the election?

 3         Is that what you are saying under oath here

 4         today?

 5    A.   I'm not too clear on what you're trying to

 6         get at.  You keep twisting up words today,

 7         and I do not want to answer something wrong.

 8    Q.   Who else did you volunteer for in relation to

 9         the March 2020 election of Red Pheasant First

10         Nation?

11    A.   Well, what does this have to do with me and

12         Tomas' affidavit?  I thought this is what

13         we're here to talk about.

14    Q.   Do you admit that you volunteered for more

15         than just Clinton Wuttunee in relation to the

16         March 2020 election?

17    A.   What does this have to do with me and Tomas'

18         affidavit?  That's what we're here to talk

19         about today.

20    Q.   Please directly answer the question.

21    A.   Nathan --

22    Q.   You've been given every opportunity --

23    A.   Can you please tell me how this revolves

24         around me and Tomas' affidavit that we're

25         here to talk about today?  Thank you.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, in your own --

 2    A.   I just told you.

 3    Q.   You refer to doing election volunteer work.

 4         The Court is entitled to know who it is that

 5         you were doing that volunteer election work

 6         for.  It wasn't just Clinton Wuttunee,

 7         correct?

 8    A.   Not correct.

 9    Q.   Under oath --

10    A.   What does this have to do with my affidavit?

11    Q.   Under oath --

12    A.   What does this have to do with my affidavit

13         and Tomas' affidavit?  That's what we're here

14         to talk about, Nathan.  Stay on track,

15         please.  Let's go to the next question.

16         Thank you.

17    Q.   You're sitting here under oath today.  Under

18         oath you're giving the answer that Clinton

19         Wuttunee is the only person that you

20         volunteered for in relation to --

21    A.   I did not say that.  I did not once say that.

22    Q.   That's not your evidence, Mr. Nicotine?

23    A.   But we are --

24    Q.   So what is your evidence here today?  Who is

25         it that you volunteered for in relation to
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 1         the March 2020 election of Red Pheasant First

 2         Nation?

 3    A.   What we're doing here with the affidavits?

 4         We're talking about the affidavits, aren't

 5         we?

 6    Q.   Who did you volunteer for?

 7    A.   What about this affidavit?  That's what we're

 8         here to talk about today, so we're not

 9         worried about anything else right now.

10    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, it's a straightforward

11         question.  Who did you volunteer for in

12         relation to the March 2020 election of Red

13         Pheasant First Nation?

14    A.   Well, this has nothing do with my affidavits.

15         I keep telling you that.  I don't know how

16         much -- how more clear I can make that to

17         you.

18    Q.   In your own affidavit, you refer to doing

19         election volunteer work.  The Court is

20         entitled to know who it is you were doing it

21         for.  Who?  You understand the question,

22         correct, Mr. Nicotine?

23                            Let the record reflect

24         that the witness is unresponsive.

25         Mr. Nicotine, please tell the Court who is it
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 1         that you were doing election --

 2    A.   Can we go back to our affidavits here?  Like,

 3         that's what we're here to talk about today.

 4         We're not here to talk about anything else

 5         but the affidavits.  So when you get back to

 6         that, then I'll start responding back to you.

 7         Thank you.

 8    Q.   Your own affidavit refers to doing election

 9         volunteer work, Mr. Nicotine.

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   Or have you forgotten what you wrote in your

12         affidavit?

13    A.   No.

14    Q.   Did you even write your affidavit or who

15         wrote it?

16    A.   I did.  Yes, I did.  I wrote it.  That's me.

17    Q.   Then who did you do election volunteer work

18         for?

19    A.   I wanted Clint to get in as chief.  That's

20         obvious, so there's your answer.

21    Q.   Who else did you do election volunteer work

22         for?

23    A.   I just said that's it.  Do you not

24         understand?  Do I got to say it four more

25         times for you?
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 1    Q.   I had heard you previously say --

 2    A.   All right.  Well, there you go.  Move on.

 3         Next question, please.

 4    Q.   When I directly asked the question --

 5    A.   Next question, please.  We already went

 6         through this.  I already told you.

 7    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please wait for the question.

 8    A.   Mr. Phillips.

 9    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

10    A.   What?

11    Q.   Please wait for the question before you

12         interrupt.

13    A.   You talk over everybody else.  You don't like

14         that when it happens back to you, do you?

15    Q.   I thought I heard you say that --

16    A.   Because -- no.

17    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, did you or did you not say that

18         it was not your evidence today that you did

19         not volunteer for anyone aside from Clinton

20         Wuttunee?

21    A.   Is he trying to -- he's making assumptions

22         here.

23    Q.   I want the Court to clearly hear you.

24    A.   You're making assumptions here again.

25    Q.   Aside from Mr. Clinton Wuttunee, who did you
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 1         volunteer for in relation to the March 2020

 2         election of Red Pheasant First Nation?  Who

 3         did you want to get elected?

 4    A.   You're trying to make me say something.

 5         You're fishing for something, and I'm not

 6         going to say anything that I don't clearly

 7         understand what you're fishing for.  But

 8         we're here to talk about affidavits against

 9         Tomas and myself, and that's it.  So if you

10         go back on track, that would be greatly

11         appreciated and stop fishing for, like,

12         stupid stuff.  Thank you.

13    Q.   This election volunteer work, what is it that

14         you did as an election volunteer?

15    A.   Just give rides to people who needed to vote,

16         and that was about it.  A lot of people are

17         -- like, don't have vehicles and whatnot.  So

18         I just pick them up and drop them off and

19         drive them back home.  Simple stuff like

20         that.  And there's nothing wrong with that,

21         nothing illegal about that, so...

22    Q.   How many electors did you give a ride to --

23    A.   I have no idea.  I can't remember.  This was

24         a few years ago.  I can't recall.  But I did

25         my best to help people vote, and that is it.
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 1    Q.   In relation to the March 13th and the -- you

 2         attended the March 13th, 2020, polling

 3         station in Saskatoon, correct?

 4    A.   You already know that, Nathan.

 5    Q.   Please tell me.  Did you attend the March

 6         13th, 2020, polling station in Saskatoon?

 7    A.   You obviously know that, Nathan.  It's right

 8         here in the notes.

 9    Q.   In your affidavit, you -- Mr. Nicotine,

10         please confirm that you did, in fact, go to

11         the March 13th, 2020, polling station?

12    A.   Nathan, I don't know how more clear I can

13         make this.  I said you obviously know that.

14         Yes, I did.

15    Q.   And you also went to the March 20, 2020,

16         polling station at Red Pheasant First Nation,

17         correct?

18    A.   Yes, I did.

19    Q.   You gave rides to electors to both of those

20         March 13th and March 20th, 2020, polling

21         stations, correct?

22    A.   What do you mean "electors"?

23    Q.   Pardon?

24    A.   Can you clarify that?  What do you mean

25         "electors"?
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 1    Q.   Electors, voters of the First Nation, people

 2         going to vote in the election, you gave rides

 3         to them?

 4    A.   Yes, I gave rides.  That's not -- there's

 5         nothing illegal about that.

 6    Q.   Yeah, but you gave rides in relation to both

 7         polling stations, March 13th and March 20th,

 8         2020, right?

 9    A.   That's part of volunteering, yes.  Somebody

10         needs a ride, give them a ride.  Nothing

11         wrong with that.

12    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee, he was aware that you were

13         giving rides to electors, correct?

14    A.   No.  Like I said before in my previous

15         statement, Clinton really didn't know me at

16         the time.

17    Q.   Who --

18    A.   As I said before, I was volunteering, so --

19    Q.   Whose vehicle were you using to give rides to

20         the polling stations?

21    A.   I had my own.  And I don't know what -- I

22         drive different vehicles every now and then.

23         My brother's.  I don't know.

24    Q.   We discussed this earlier on when Wallace

25         Wuttunee was in the truck you.  You don't
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 1         remember whose truck that was?

 2    A.   I told you I don't recall.  We already

 3         discussed this, and I already told you the

 4         answer.  I do not recall.  Can you get that

 5         through your head?  Thank you.

 6    Q.   What was the truck you used to drive electors

 7         to the Red Pheasant polling station on March

 8         20th, 2020?  Whose truck did you use then?

 9    A.   I don't know.  Maybe mine.

10    Q.   You don't remember or --

11    A.   I don't recall.

12    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee paid for the gas for the

13         truck, correct?

14    A.   He did not.

15    Q.   Who paid for the gas?

16    A.   You're putting some assumptions.

17    Q.   Who paid for the --

18    A.   You're making assumptions and accusations.

19    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please stop interrupting me

20         when I'm asking you questions.

21    A.   You stop interrupting me, then, when I talk.

22         You don't like it when I do it to you, so why

23         do it to me.

24    Q.   When you're in the truck, how many electors

25         did you give a ride to to the Saskatoon
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 1         polling station?

 2    A.   I can't recall.

 3    Q.   There was too many that you can't remember?

 4    A.   I don't know.  I can't remember.  I just

 5         don't recall.  I just told you.  I don't

 6         recall.  So can we move on?  Next question.

 7    Q.   Well, in your own affidavit, you say that you

 8         were quite busy --

 9    A.   I said I don't recall.

10    Q.   In your own -- you don't recall --

11    A.   (Inaudible).

12    Q.   You don't recall how busy you were during

13         March 13th, 2020 --

14    A.   Yes, I don't recall.  It's so long ago.

15    Q.   You don't remember anything about March 13th,

16         2020; is that accurate?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  Objection.

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:March 13th --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection on that.

20    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: March 13th, 2020, how

21         busy were you in your volunteering efforts to

22         get Clinton Wuttunee elected?

23    A.   I don't recall.

24    Q.   You don't remember how many electors you

25         drove to the Saskatoon polling station?
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 1    A.   I just keep telling you, I don't recall.  I

 2         don't know why you keep asking the same

 3         question over and over and over.

 4    Q.   How many electors did you drive --

 5    A.   My answer is --

 6    Q.   -- to the Red Pheasant First Nation on --

 7    A.   My answer is I do not recall.

 8    Q.   You don't recall how many electors you drove

 9         to the March 20th --

10    A.   I said --

11    Q.   Please don't interrupt me, Mr. Nicotine.  We

12         need a clear transcript --

13    A.   You interrupt me.  You interrupt me, so I

14         interrupt you.

15    Q.   How many electors did you drive to the Red

16         Pheasant polling station on March 20th, 2020?

17    A.   I keep telling you I don't recall.  I don't

18         expect it to change.  Just because you want

19         it to change, it's not going to change.

20    Q.   There was a lounge that was set up by Clinton

21         Wuttunee on the day of the Saskatoon polling

22         station, March 13th, 2020?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: You went into that

25         lounge, correct, Mr. Nicotine?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: It was very close to the

 3         Saskatoon polling station, that lounge.  You

 4         went into it, correct?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Clinton Wuttunee was in

 7         that lounge with you, Mr. Nicotine, in

 8         Saskatoon on March 13th, 2020, correct?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

10    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: You spoke with Clinton

11         Wuttunee in that lounge on March 13th, 2020,

12         correct, Mr. Nicotine?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Don't listen to me, but

14         I'm objecting.

15    A.   It --

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Who asked you to give

17         rides?

18    A.   Oh, sorry, Nathan.  I don't see any of this

19         in my affidavit or Tomas', so I will not

20         speak on it.  Thank you.

21    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

22    A.   This is what we're here to speak about was

23         this booklet right here in front of me.  We

24         are here to speak -- do you understand that?

25         Do you know what your job is?  No, you do
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 1         not.  We're speaking on this matter.  We're

 2         not speaking of anything else.  Do you

 3         understand that?  Thank you.

 4    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, when you were in that lounge

 5         with Clinton Wuttunee on March 13th, 2020 --

 6    A.   (Inaudible).

 7    Q.   Please stop interrupting me.  There needs to

 8         be a clear transcript --

 9    A.   (Inaudible).  It has -- I don't see none of

10         that in this, what we're here to speak about,

11         so...

12    Q.   In your affidavit, you say that you were

13         quite busy with the election on the date of

14         the Saskatoon polling station March 13th,

15         2020.  That's in your own affidavit.  When

16         you were quite busy, part of what you were

17         doing was being in the lounge with Clinton

18         Wuttunee right in -- metres away from the

19         Saskatoon polling station, correct?

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I told you

21         I've objected to this.  You're assuming facts

22         that are not in evidence before this

23         proceeding.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I've asked these

25         questions.  This witness has refused to
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 1         answer them, Mr. Stooshinoff.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, he doesn't

 3         have to answer them.  You're assuming the --

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The Court will take its

 5         view of the propriety of that conduct.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Yes.  I'm going to

 8         continue with my cross-examination today.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           There are facts that are

10         not in evidence.  You're alleging them as

11         facts.

12    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, when you

13         were in that lounge with Clinton Wuttunee,

14         there were other persons present?  Lux

15         Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana

16         Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

17         Wuttunee, and Shawn Wuttunee.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Any evidence of that --

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: One of more of those

20         persons were there with you as well, correct?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Any evidence of that,

22         Mr. Phillips?

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm asking the witness,

24         Mr. Stooshinoff.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, no.  No, you're not,
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 1         Mr. Phillips.  What you're doing is embarking

 2         on discovery, and you're fishing to find out

 3         if there is anything to support that bald

 4         statement that you do not have any evidence

 5         of.  That's what you're doing, Mr. Phillips.

 6         Objection.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, given

 8         the time, we're going to move on.

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: I take that as your

10         refusal, Mr. Nicotine, to answer the

11         question?  Unless you say otherwise right

12         now, I'm taking that as a refusal.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Do you have anything to

15         say, Mr. Nicotine?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yes.  Objection,

17         Mr. Phillips.

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, your

19         election volunteer work, it also included

20         dealing with mail-in ballots.  You asked

21         Tomas Pritchard, for example, to go get his,

22         correct?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you've

24         asked two questions in one.  Your first

25         question is objectionable.  Your second
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 1         question is not.  And that second question is

 2         you asked Mr. Pritchard if he got a mail-in

 3         ballot.  That question is not objected to.

 4         The first one is.

 5    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, the first

 6         time that you had a conversation with Tomas

 7         Pritchard in 2020 was the date that you

 8         picked him up at his school on March 13th,

 9         2020, at around noon to take him to the

10         Saskatoon polling station, correct?

11    A.   Correct.

12    Q.   You did not have a conversation with Tomas

13         Pritchard prior -- in 2020 prior to March

14         13th, 2020, correct?

15    A.   Hang on.  I don't know.  Where are you seeing

16         the dates here?

17    Q.   Let the record reflect that Mr. Nicotine is

18         reading through -- is that your affidavit or

19         the affidavit of Tomas Pritchard?

20    A.   Tomas.  The conversation we had started on

21         May 3rd, 2020.

22    Q.   I'm asking prior to March 13th.

23    A.   If you read -- if you read --

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I'm asking prior to March 13th,

25         2020.
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 1    A.   (Inaudible).

 2    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

 3    A.   My conversation started on May 3rd, 2020, and

 4         then the last time I talked to Tomas was

 5         February 20th, 2020.  Does that answer your

 6         question for you?

 7    Q.   I'm talking about other than in written

 8         communications.

 9    A.   No, that's what you got.

10    Q.   Whether it be on the phone --

11    A.   That's what you got.  I already answered your

12         question.  Quit fishing for more evidence.

13    Q.   I want to be clear that whether or not you

14         understand my question --

15    A.   It's clear enough for you, isn't it?  It's

16         right on paper.

17    Q.   I'm talking oral communications.  I earlier

18         asked a question about written

19         communications.  I want to make sure that the

20         Court is understanding you accurately.  Prior

21         --

22    A.   It all says right here.

23    Q.   Please wait for the question, Mr. Nicotine.

24    A.   Okay.  (Inaudible).

25    Q.   March 13th, 2020, that was the first oral
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 1         conversation or discussion that you had with

 2         Tomas Pritchard in 2020, correct?

 3    A.   It says May 3rd, 2020, when we first talked.

 4         And it says the last day we talked was

 5         February 20th, 2020.  That clear enough for

 6         you?  It's all on paper.

 7    Q.   Referring to --

 8    A.   You have the affidavit --

 9    Q.   -- Exhibit A of your affidavit --

10    A.   I'm talking right now, Nathan.  Quit

11         interrupting.  The first time I talked to --

12    Q.   Mr. Nicotine --

13    A.   Shut up.  May 3rd --

14    Q.   I let you --

15    A.   -- was the first time --

16    Q.   There was a long pause, and you said nothing,

17         Mr. Nicotine.

18    A.   Shut up.

19    Q.   So please stop deliberately interrupting the

20         cross-examination.

21    A.   You're interrupting me now, and I'm trying to

22         tell you.  May 3rd, 2020, is the first time

23         we talked.  Last time February 2020.  It's

24         all on paper.  You have it in front of you.

25         You know that.  Take a look at it.  Read up
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 1         on it.

 2    Q.   You're referring to Exhibit A to the

 3         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard, correct, sir?

 4    A.   I don't know.

 5    Q.   Let the record reflect that the witness is

 6         unresponsive.  Mr. Nicotine --

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He isn't unresponsive.

 8         He said --

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He said --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, that's not

11         correct.  He said "I don't know".

12    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   The document that you

13         are referencing, affidavit of Tomas Pritchard

14         in front of you, correct?

15    A.   Sure.

16    Q.   Exhibit A of that document, correct?

17    A.   Where is it?

18 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I'm not trying to lead

19         the witness, but you have him confused

20         because the document is in reverse order, and

21         so he's having trouble referencing it.

22         That's the problem.

23    A.   Yeah.  That's -- yeah.

24    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, I asked you

25         a straightforward question.  Earlier on you
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 1         said all of your written communications,

 2         they're all in Exhibit A to the affidavit of

 3         Tomas Pritchard.  This is a different

 4         question I'm asking you now.  I'm asking

 5         about oral communications, discussions,

 6         whatever --

 7    A.   The only time we spoke to him was right

 8         there.  Does that answer your question?

 9    Q.   On what date?

10    A.   I just told you.  May 3rd.

11    Q.   Are you saying that the only date that you

12         had any discussion, oral discussion --

13    A.   Right here.  Right here.  Right here.  It's

14         all on paper.  That's what I'm saying.  Is

15         that good enough for you?

16    Q.   No, it's not.

17    A.   We've already gone there.

18    Q.   You had an oral discussion with Tomas

19         Pritchard on March 13th, 2020, when you

20         picked him up from his school, delivered him

21         to the Saskatoon polling station, correct?

22         He was in your -- well, you don't know whose

23         truck it was.  You seem to have a fleeting

24         memory.  You had a discussion, an oral

25         discussion, with Tomas Pritchard while you
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 1         drove him to the polling station, correct?

 2    A.   We talked, see how things were going.  That's

 3         about it.

 4    Q.   That was the first oral discussion that you

 5         had with Tomas Pritchard in 2020, March 13th,

 6         2020, correct?

 7    A.   Correct.

 8    Q.   So it was you, then, that requested that

 9         Tomas Pritchard go and get his mail-in ballot

10         form.  You gave him the request for mail-in

11         ballot form, correct?

12    A.   Well, it's all in here.  (Inaudible).

13    Q.   Well, I must be seeing things because in your

14         affidavit you say that Tomas Pritchard

15         contacted you.  It was the other way around,

16         correct?  You contacted him?

17    A.   I can't remember.

18    Q.   You don't remember who contacted who then?

19    A.   No.

20    Q.   You're saying that your affidavit is wrong?

21    A.   I'm not saying that.

22    Q.   What are you saying?

23    A.   I'm saying I don't remember who contacted

24         who, but it says it right here that I

25         contacted him I guess.
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 1    Q.   The only arrangements that you made to pick

 2         up Leroy Nicotine Jr. -- or sorry.  The only

 3         arrangements that you made to pick up Tomas

 4         Pritchard on March 13th, 2020, are those

 5         contained in writing in Exhibit A to the

 6         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard, correct?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   Those started on March 13th, 2020, correct?

 9         Correct?

10    A.   Give me a minute.  What was your question

11         again?

12    Q.   For the record, you were just reading through

13         Exhibit A to the affidavit of Tomas

14         Pritchard, correct?

15    A.   Correct.  What was your question again?

16    Q.   Your efforts to arrange to give Tomas

17         Pritchard a ride to the Saskatoon polling

18         station, they started on March 13th, 2020,

19         correct?

20    A.   Yeah.

21    Q.   You didn't make an effort in the days leading

22         up to the Saskatoon polling station?  The

23         only effort you made was on the day of the

24         Saskatoon polling station, March 13th, 2020,

25         correct?
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 1    A.   I just remember messaging him that day, yeah.

 2    Q.   He came out into the car with you and Wallace

 3         Wuttunee, correct?

 4    A.   Yeah.

 5    Q.   You drove over to the Saskatoon polling

 6         station, correct?

 7    A.   Yeah.

 8    Q.   The three of you, Wallace Wuttunee, Tomas

 9         Pritchard, and you, correct?

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   When you arrived, Wallace Wuttunee and Tomas

12         Pritchard got out of the truck that you were

13         in, and both of them went into the polling

14         station at Saskatoon, correct?

15    A.   Correct.

16    Q.   Wallace Wuttunee came out before Tomas

17         Pritchard, correct?

18    A.   I think so.  I do not remember, but I think

19         so.

20    Q.   Tomas Pritchard came back -- when he came

21         back after Wallace Wuttunee had already

22         returned to your truck, both of them got into

23         your truck, correct?

24    A.   I thought you said Wallace was already in the

25         truck.  What is it?
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 1    Q.   All right.  So you and Wallace Wuttunee were

 2         in your truck, and Tomas Pritchard then got

 3         into the truck with the three of you,

 4         correct, after he finished voting?

 5    A.   Correct.

 6    Q.   So it was the three of you in your truck

 7         parked outside the Saskatoon polling station?

 8    A.   Correct.

 9    Q.   You gave him $300, correct?

10    A.   No, I did not.

11    Q.   Did you give Tomas Pritchard any money on

12         March 13th, 2020?

13    A.   No, I did not.

14    Q.   Was any money given to Tomas Pritchard in

15         your presence on March 13th, 2020, whether by

16         cash or e-transfer or otherwise?

17    A.   No.

18    Q.   I'll remind you that you're under oath here

19         today.

20    A.   Nathan, I know I'm under oath.  I -- there

21         was no cash exchanged.  I don't know what you

22         want me to say.  You're trying to make me say

23         that I gave him cash, which I did not.

24    Q.   I'm not saying cash exchanged.  Whether you

25         gave him cash.
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 1    A.   I didn't give him nothing, so quit trying to

 2         make it seem like I'm giving him something

 3         when I didn't.

 4    Q.   You gave Tomas Pritchard $150 in April 2020,

 5         correct?

 6    A.   Yeah, that's out of me being a good person

 7         trying to help him out.  He's a broke -- he's

 8         a broke guy just about to have a baby and

 9         struggling with school.  You know how it goes

10         when you're going to university.  You should

11         know better.  Actually, maybe you don't know

12         because there's -- most of us are un -- we're

13         not really well off.  I'm not even that well

14         off, but I have a little bit of extra money,

15         and he was struggling.  And I decided to do

16         that as a gift and out of the kindness of my

17         heart because he is family.  So --

18    Q.   You have extra money --

19    A.   If -- listen to me.  I'm not done talking

20         yet.

21    Q.   You --

22    A.   Not all of us have Daddy to pay for

23         everything for us.  Okay?

24    Q.   Are you done answering?

25    A.   Well, obviously I am if I stopped talking.
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 1    Q.   So you're saying that you had extra money in

 2         April 2020?

 3    A.   Again, a little bit of extra money.  Not very

 4         much.  And I gave it to him.  He's my family.

 5         Is there something wrong with that?

 6    Q.   What was the source of your extra money in

 7         April of 2020?

 8    A.   It wasn't extra money.  It was just like -- I

 9         just had some money to give to him.

10    Q.   Where did that money come from?  How did you

11         have extra money?

12    A.   I think I was on EI at the time.  I don't

13         know.

14    Q.   DI?

15    A.   EI.  I had a job.

16    Q.   Oh.

17    A.   Seasonal job.

18    Q.   That was Do-All Holdings that ended in

19         December 2019; is that accurate?

20    A.   I don't know.  I can't remember.  When I had

21         -- I still had a little bit of cash that I

22         gave to him because he said he was

23         struggling.

24    Q.   From the job that you held until December

25         2019, 12 weeks before that point, you were on
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 1         EI, and you had extra cash in your pocket to

 2         give to him?

 3    A.   Not extra.  I had some cash that I could give

 4         to him because he was struggling.  Figured he

 5         needed it more than I did.

 6    Q.   Clinton Wuttunee, he gave you money?

 7    A.   No, he did not.

 8    Q.   Between January --

 9    A.   No, he did not.

10    Q.   -- and March --

11    A.   No, he did not.

12    Q.   -- 2020 --

13    A.   Those are assumptions coming from you and

14         accusations.  Clinton did not give me --

15    Q.   I'm not asking -- Mr. Nicotine, I'm not

16         asking about this $150 specifically.

17    A.   I don't care.

18    Q.   I'm asking in general.  Clinton Wuttunee, he

19         gave you some amount of money between --

20         sometime between January 1st and March 20th,

21         2020, correct?

22    A.   No.

23    Q.   He didn't give you any money at all?

24    A.   No, he did not.

25    Q.   Did anyone on behalf of Clinton Wuttunee give
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 1         you --

 2    A.   No.

 3    Q.   -- money between January 1st and March 2020

 4         --

 5    A.   I keep telling you no.  What part do you not

 6         understand?

 7    Q.   So how is it that you can afford to drive

 8         several voters around to polling stations in

 9         multiple cities, Red Pheasant and Saskatoon,

10         giving out cash while you're on EI?  Where is

11         this money coming from?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: The source of the gas

14         money for that, for example, it's all

15         employment insurance you're saying?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, he said he

17         had some extra cash.  He might have been on

18         EI.  He didn't say for sure.  He wasn't clear

19         about that.  So if you're asking him where

20         the source of his funds were, beg, borrow,

21         and steal just like everybody else on Red

22         Pheasant.  They're asking somebody for money.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm asking Mr. Nicotine

24         specifically.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's --
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, where did

 2         you get the money to pay for the gas --

 3    A.   You got your answer.

 4    Q.   -- to drive several electors around in

 5         multiple places?

 6    A.   You already got your answer.

 7    Q.   From employment insurance?  That's the sole

 8         source of your money?

 9    A.   Yeah.  It was probably at the time.

10    Q.   To pay for gas to get electors to the polling

11         stations both March 13th and March 20th in

12         Red Pheasant?

13    A.   It wasn't Daddy that paid for anything.

14    Q.   You're under oath here today, Mr. Nicotine.

15    A.   I know I am.  I told you.

16    Q.   Your dad gave you money?

17    A.   No, I didn't -- I didn't say that.  I said it

18         wasn't Daddy that paid for it.

19    Q.   It was only your employment insurance?

20    A.   Yes.

21    Q.   How much were you receiving in employment

22         insurance for the month of March --

23    A.   I don't recall.

24    Q.   How much did you receive in employment

25         insurance for the month of --
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 1    A.   I don't recall.

 2    Q.   -- January or February 2020?  What were your

 3         expenses --

 4    A.   (Inaudible).

 5    Q.   -- in the month of February 2020?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 7    A.   You're off track.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- aren't you wandering

 9         much, much farther afield?

10    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   How much rent did you

11         pay in March 2020?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:How many apartments or

14         residences did you have in March 2020?

15    A.   It's none of your business.

16    Q.   It is the Court's business.

17    A.   No, it's not.  It's not.

18    Q.   To determine the veracity of your testimony

19         under oath here today.  Somehow you can

20         afford to give money out to drive people

21         around all on EI and have multiple

22         apartments, multiple residences.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

24         And you are -- you are assuming facts that

25         aren't in evidence.  You said he had multiple
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 1         residences.  You have no idea if he was

 2         sleeping on someone's couch.  You have no

 3         idea if he was being supported by his

 4         parents.  You have no idea if he had money

 5         saved from working at Do-All.  You have no

 6         idea if he had money coming in from, you

 7         know, his outfitters.  You're making all of

 8         these assumptions when you have no facts

 9         about it.  The witness is not interested in

10         talking about that.  He's given you an

11         answer, and that's the end of the matter.

12         And now --

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: How much money did you

14         have saved up as of January 1st, 2020?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That's objectionable.

16    A.   That's none of your concern.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You've already suggested

18         that question, Mr. Stooshinoff.  Now it's --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No --

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- (inaudible) that

21         you're declining to let this witness answer

22         that question.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips, you're

24         not understanding my point.  My point is --

25    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, how much
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 1         money did you have saved up as of January

 2         1st, 2020?

 3    A.   That's none of your concern.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:You didn't have any money

 5         saved up as of January 1st, 2020, did you?

 6    A.   That's none of your concern.

 7    Q.   These other electors that you gave rides to

 8         to the March 13th Saskatoon polling station,

 9         do you recall any of their names?

10    A.   No, I don't recall.

11    Q.   How about the March 20th Red Pheasant First

12         Nation polling station?  The electors that

13         you gave rides to, do you remember any of

14         their names?

15    A.   No, I don't recall.

16    Q.   Pardon?

17    A.   No, I don't recall.

18    Q.   Tomas Pritchard is the only one you remember?

19    A.   Yeah.

20    Q.   Is there any reason why you have short-term

21         or long-term memory loss?  Do you know of any

22         medical reason?

23                            Let the record reflect

24         that the witness is unresponsive.  Mr.

25         Nicotine --
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 1    A.   I said no.  Can you hear me?  You're deaf.

 2    Q.   I didn't hear an answer to my question.

 3    A.   I said no.  I said I do not recall.  I don't

 4         remember.  Try to listen if you want me to

 5         question -- answer.

 6    Q.   When was the first time that you met with

 7         Clinton Wuttunee in 2020?

 8    A.   I do not recall.  Probably just that one time

 9         in that photo I think.

10    Q.   You're under oath here today, Mr. Nicotine.

11    A.   Yes, I do not recall, but obviously that one

12         time in that photo.  And then I don't

13         remember after that.

14    Q.   How about before that?  Before that photo,

15         when was the most recent time you --

16    A.   That was the first time.  Like I said before

17         --

18    Q.   Sorry.  That's the first time --

19    A.   Can I talk?  Can I finish?  You're asking me

20         questions, and I'm trying to give you an

21         answer.  The first time -- that was the first

22         time.  Before that I barely knew Clint like I

23         said multiple times.  I don't know what

24         you're trying to twist up here, but I've

25         already given you an answer on this.
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 1    Q.   March 3rd, 2020, is that the first time

 2         you're saying that you ever met with Clinton

 3         Wuttunee?

 4    A.   Yes.  In that photo.

 5    Q.   March 3rd, 2020, that is the first time you

 6         ever met with Clinton Wuttunee?

 7    A.   Yes.  Like I said before, I barely knew the

 8         guy.

 9    Q.   You're under oath here today, Mr. Nicotine.

10    A.   Yes.

11    Q.   You're saying that's the first time you ever

12         met with him?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:So when did your --

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked and answered.

16    Q.   Your election volunteer work, it started in

17         January 2020, correct?

18    A.   I can't remember.

19    Q.   You don't remember when you started doing

20         election volunteer work for Clinton Wuttunee?

21    A.   Closer to election.

22    Q.   Give me your best estimate as to when it

23         started.

24    A.   I don't know.

25    Q.   Can you even give me the month?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, asked and

 2         answered.  I don't know.  I don't remember.

 3         He said closer to the election.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: So why is it that you

 5         started volunteering for a man, Clinton

 6         Wuttunee, that you barely knew and you hadn't

 7         even met yet?

 8    A.   Because I liked the idea what he was going

 9         for.  He was trying to get economic

10         development.  Like, further the reserve.  And

11         Todd Baptiste in my eyes, he just buys horses

12         and whatever, spend the -- the -- our funding

13         foolishly.  And I liked the way that -- liked

14         the ideas of Clint, the way he was going to

15         go with the reserve, so that's why I started

16         volunteering myself that way.  Like I said, I

17         barely knew the guy, but I liked what he was

18         about.  Is there anything wrong with that?

19    Q.   When did you first feel that way?  In 2019?

20    A.   Jesus.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you talking about his

22         feeling, the first time he has personal

23         feeling about this, Mr. Phillips?  That is --

24         you know, that's a -- that's such an utterly

25         speculative question.
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 1    A.   Do what you got to do.  Just get it over.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this

 3         witness can't seem to remember much sitting

 4         here today.

 5    A.   Yeah.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He can't recall when he

 7         started volunteering for a man that he barely

 8         --

 9    A.   (Inaudible).

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- knew and then never

11         met.  Apparently until March 3rd, 2020.  I

12         find that to be very incredible.

13    A.   Well, too bad, Nathan.

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Can you remember anything

15         about the first -- any communication with

16         anybody in relation to you wanting to start

17         volunteering for Clinton?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Did you reach out to

20         Clinton Wuttunee?  Or who did you reach out

21         to to start volunteering?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, does this

23         not strike you as being completely fishing?

24         Like, doesn't that strike you as so patently

25         obvious?
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: So you were volunteering

 2         for Clinton Wuttunee.  Tomas Pritchard was in

 3         your truck -- well, the truck that you were

 4         driving.  You can't remember who you got it

 5         from and who else you drove in that truck

 6         March 13th, 2020.  You talked to Tomas

 7         Pritchard.  You brought up the name of

 8         Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

 9    A.   I probably did, yeah.  I said --

10    Q.   You said vote for Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

11    A.   I said it would be nice to vote for Clinton

12         Wuttunee.  Give him our support, but you

13         could do whatever you want to once you go in

14         there.

15    Q.   You have actual recollection of uttering

16         those words?

17    A.   Somewhat --

18    Q.   You can vote for whoever you want to when you

19         --

20    A.   It's a -- it's a bit of a conversation, yeah.

21         But I don't know.  I just drove him there to

22         vote for whoever he wants.  At the end of

23         day, he's going to vote for whoever he wants

24         anyway.

25    Q.   When he was in your truck, you also suggested
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 1         that he vote for persons for the position of

 2         councilman, correct?

 3    A.   Do you have any evidence of this?

 4    Q.   I'm asking you here.  You --

 5    A.   Do you have any evidence of this?

 6    Q.   You suggested that Tomas Pritchard --

 7    A.   You're fishing for evidence.

 8    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please wait for the question.

 9         When Tomas Pritchard was in the truck that

10         you were driving, you suggested -- you told

11         him to vote for Clinton Wuttunee.  You

12         also --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: -- told him to vote for

15         Lux Benson, correct?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

17         You've used two words.  You suggested and you

18         told him to.  So I think you have to -- he

19         can't answer that question because it

20         combines two questions in one.  You can ask

21         him if he suggested that he vote for someone.

22         You can ask him if he told him to vote for

23         someone, but you can't ask him those two

24         questions in the same.

25    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you brought
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 1         up the name of Lux Benson during your

 2         conversation with Tomas Pritchard in the

 3         truck March 13th, 2020, correct?

 4    A.   I do not recall.

 5    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you also brought up the name of

 6         Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon,

 7         Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

 8         Wuttunee, and Shawn Wuttunee.  You brought up

 9         all of those names in the truck with Tomas

10         Pritchard, correct?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have any --

12    A.   I do not recall.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you have any evidence

14         of that, Mr. Phillips?  Mr. Phillips, your

15         own witness Tomas Pritchard doesn't say that.

16         Your own witness doesn't say that.  And now

17         you're trying to say that this witness said

18         that when your own witness doesn't say it

19         happened.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

21         don't raise your voice.  It's inappropriate.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I'm trying

23         to make it abundantly clear to you because

24         you're not listening to me, and it just seems

25         to me that it's odd that you're asking this
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 1         witness to make a statement that is contrary

 2         to what your own witness has said under oath.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done

 4         interrupting, Mr. Stooshinoff?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not an interruption.

 6         You can't put questions to a witness like

 7         that when it is not part of the case you're

 8         trying to advance.  If he says yes, then

 9         either your -- your client has perjured

10         himself.  And how does that make any sense?

11         It's --

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Are you done

13         interrupting, Mr. Stooshinoff?

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: March 13th, 2020, wasn't

15         the last time that you met -- or sorry.

16         March 3rd, 2020, that wasn't the last time

17         that you met with Clinton Wuttunee.  When was

18         the next time?

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  We're not

20         going down this road, Mr. Phillips.

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine?

22    A.   You already heard Nick.

23    Q.   You met with Clinton Wuttunee on March 3rd,

24         2020.  When was the next time that you recall

25         meeting with Clinton Wuttunee?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please move

 2         on.

 3    A.   Please move on.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  When was the first time

 5         that you met with Mandy Cuthand in 2020?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:When was the first time

 8         that you met with Jason Chakita in 2020?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Same.  Objection.

10    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:When was the first time

11         that you met with Gary Nicotine in 2020?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are we really going to do

13         this, Mr. Phillips?

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  When was the first time

15         you met with Dana Falcon in 2020?

16    A.   (Inaudible).

17    Q.   You're going to need to speak up, Mr.

18         Nicotine, so the court reporter can hear you.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, just please

20         move on.

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, when was

22         the first time you met with Samuel Wuttunee

23         in 2020?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Next question.

25    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, are you
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 1         refusing to answer these questions?

 2    A.   I'm not refusing anything.  Next question.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, please open

 4         your affidavit to paragraphs 6 and 7.  Let

 5         the record reflect that the witness is just

 6         sitting there unresponsive.  Mr. Nicotine,

 7         please open your affidavit to paragraph 6 and

 8         7.

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

10         stop muting your mic.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you just

12         muted your mic.  You just muted your mic

13         twice.  I'm speaking to --

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         (Inaudible) to have a

15         discussion with co-counsel briefly.  You're

16         in the presence of a witness under oath in

17         the context of the John Benson conduct, so

18         please do not mute your mic.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I was speaking to

20         Mr. Winegarden.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please open your

22         affidavit to paragraph 6 and 7.  You were

23         speaking to Mr. Winegarden in the presence of

24         the witness with your mic muted.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Which has nothing to do
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 1         with this.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We'll never know, will

 3         we?

 4    A.   Six and 7.  Okay.  And he's muted again.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, you've

 7         refused to answer several questions in

 8         relation to your election volunteering work.

 9         You see in paragraph 7 of your affidavit, you

10         directly refer to your "election volunteer

11         work".  You see that?  Do you maintain your

12         refusal to answer my questions in relation to

13         your election volunteer work?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, that's a

15         mischaracterization.  He told you he was

16         driving people around.

17    A.   Yeah.

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: When was the first time

19         that you discussed election volunteer work

20         with anyone?

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I've

22         already objected to that.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Well, it seems like you

24         just took a different approach just now, so I

25         was asking the witness a question about his
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 1         election volunteer work.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You've already been

 3         through this.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And you objected --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I --

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- inappropriately so.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, that's for someone

 8         to decide.

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Are you continuing to

10         refuse to answer questions about your

11         election volunteer work, Mr. Nicotine?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  That's a

13         mischaracterization.  He told you he was

14         driving people around.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: When was the first time

16         that you discussed election volunteer work

17         with anyone, Mr. Nicotine?

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We object to that.

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:So how did you contact

20         each of these persons to give them rides?

21         Did you just randomly call up people?  Let

22         the record reflect the witness is

23         unresponsive.  Mr. Nicotine, please --

24    A.   (Inaudible) talk here and shut up.  They

25         would get ahold of me if they needed a ride,
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 1         and I'd drive them.  That's about it.  End of

 2         story.  Next question.

 3    Q.   We know that's not accurate.  Tomas

 4         Pritchard, you reached out to him?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: You've already maintained

 7         that.  We've already shown the Facebook

 8         message to you.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

10    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, try again.

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That is not a fair

12         characterization.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: How did people know to

14         reach out to you for a ride then?

15    A.   It --

16    Q.   Mr. Wuttunee told them?

17    A.   No.

18    Q.   Correct?

19    A.   No.  You're making assumptions, accusations.

20         That's what you've been doing all day.  It's

21         really getting tiring.  When I try to talk,

22         you speak overtop of me.  It's disrespectful.

23         And it's really getting sickening to be

24         honest with you.

25    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, you know that there is a video
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 1         being made of this cross-examination?

 2    A.   I don't care.

 3    Q.   Do you want to correct your statement that

 4         you just made under oath?

 5    A.   What statement?

 6    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, how did people know to contact

 7         you for a ride to the polling stations?

 8    A.   I don't know.  They just did.

 9    Q.   People knew that you were volunteering for

10         Clinton Wuttunee's election campaign,

11         correct?

12    A.   I guess so.

13    Q.   It was widely known, correct?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, I'm not sure how he

15         can answer --

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please stop interrupting.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- how it was widely

18         known.  How would --

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: To the best of your

20         knowledge, Mr. Nicotine, it was widely known

21         that you were volunteering?

22    A.   I don't know what they knew.  Okay?

23    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, do you want to try again?

24    A.   I just told you.

25    Q.   To the best of your knowledge --
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 1    A.   Are you going to keep going three or four

 2         times or what?  I just told you.

 3    Q.   To the best of your knowledge, Mr. Nicotine

 4         --

 5    A.   I already answered this.

 6    Q.   To the best of your knowledge, Mr. Nicotine,

 7         people knew to contact you for a ride to the

 8         polling station, correct?  It's only one of

 9         two things.  Either you contacted people

10         asking them if they wanted a ride or it was

11         the other way around, they contacted you.

12         Which is it?

13    A.   I don't know.  I can't recall.

14    Q.   You don't remember --

15    A.   I don't recall.

16    Q.   -- the electors that you gave a ride to

17         contacting you or you contacting them?

18    A.   I don't recall.  I told you.  Multiple times

19         I told you I don't recall.

20    Q.   Tomas Pritchard is the only one you remember?

21    A.   Yes.  I told you that earlier.  We've been

22         over this.

23    Q.   Your election volunteer work also included

24         getting people to request their mail-in

25         ballots, correct?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Does it say that in his

 2         affidavit?

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, go to

 4         Exhibit A.

 5    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, please go

 6         to Exhibit A to the affidavit of Tomas

 7         Pritchard.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Exhibit A to the

 9         affidavit.  You have that in front of you.

10    A.   What page?

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Page 13 of 13.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

13    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  You have that,

14         Mr. Nicotine.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Just hang on.  Hang on.

16         Okay.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, you're

18         there, page 13 of 13, Exhibit A to the

19         affidavit of Tomas Pritchard?

20    A.   Yeah, I'm on it.

21    Q.   Your first communication with Tomas

22         Pritchard, whether oral or written, in 2020,

23         February 20th, 2020, 4:38 p.m., is your

24         message to him.  "Did you send for your

25         ballot", correct?
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 1    A.   That's what it says.

 2    Q.   That was your first communication of any

 3         nature with Tomas Pritchard in 2020, correct?

 4    A.   According to this, it is, but...

 5    Q.   I'm asking you for your recollection.  That

 6         was the first communication you had with

 7         Tomas Pritchard, correct?

 8    A.   I said according to this, yes.

 9    Q.   You were asking Tomas Pritchard whether he

10         got his mail-in ballot, correct?

11    A.   It says, did you send for your ballot,

12         mail-in ballot.  Did you send for your

13         ballot?

14    Q.   You meant mail-in ballot for the March 2020

15         election of Red Pheasant First Nation,

16         correct?

17    A.   It says, did you send for your ballot.

18         That's all it says.

19    Q.   It's in your message to Tomas Pritchard on --

20    A.   Can I read it?  Let me just finish reading

21         it.

22    Q.   Are you done reading it now?  The single

23         line, did you send for your ballot, you've

24         got that read, right, Mr. Nicotine?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please,
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 1         insults, sarcasm, condescension do not

 2         assist.  And I remind you of the nature of

 3         this proceeding.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, by ballot,

 5         you're referring to a mail-in ballot with

 6         respect to the March 2020 election of Red

 7         Pheasant First Nation, correct?

 8    A.   It just says ballot here.

 9    Q.   You're referring to a mail-in ballot for the

10         Red Pheasant First Nation election March

11         2020, correct?  What other ballot are you

12         referring to, Mr. Nicotine?  Volunteering in

13         any other election at that time too?

14         Mr. Nicotine, let's stay on page 13 of 13.

15         Please answer my question.  Is this the first

16         election campaign that you've ever

17         volunteered on, the Clinton Wuttunee one?

18    A.   Yeah.

19    Q.   So this ballot that you're referring to in

20         your first communication to Tomas Pritchard

21         in 2020, this is referring to the March 2020

22         election of Red Pheasant First Nation,

23         correct?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   The reply of Tomas Pritchard, 8:45 p.m.,
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 1         February 20th is "no, I didn't yet".

 2    A.   Okay.

 3    Q.   Correct?

 4    A.   Correct.

 5    Q.   The next message is your photo Facebook

 6         message later that night.  Actually 3 minutes

 7         later, 8:48 p.m., February 20th, on page 12

 8         of 13, Exhibit A.  You sent him a photo

 9         message of a request for mail-in ballot form

10         in relation to the March 20th, 2020, election

11         of Red Pheasant First Nation, correct?

12         Mr. Nicotine?

13    A.   I said correct.  You didn't hear me?

14    Q.   Yeah.  No, you have to speak up so that the

15         court reporter and myself, we can hear you.

16         You sent him that request for a mail-in

17         ballot form, correct?

18    A.   Correct.

19    Q.   You wanted him to fill it out and submit it

20         to the electoral officer, correct?

21    A.   Correct.

22    Q.   It was part of your election volunteer work,

23         correct?

24    A.   Correct.

25    Q.   So your election volunteer work started in
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 1         February 2020, correct?

 2    A.   I guess so.

 3    Q.   You got this request for a mail-in ballot

 4         form from Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

 5    A.   No.

 6    Q.   Who did you get it from?

 7    A.   I just got it.  You can pick them up.  Got it

 8         in my email.

 9    Q.   Electronic format, where did you get it from?

10    A.   I got it in my email.

11    Q.   From who?

12    A.   I do not recall, but it wasn't Clint.

13    Q.   Will you undertake to produce that email?

14    A.   No because I do not have that email anymore.

15                UNDERTAKING NO. 1:

16                (REFUSED) TO PROVIDE A COPY OF THE

17                EMAIL IN WHICH LEROY NICOTINE JR.

18                RECEIVED THE FORM REQUESTING THE

19                MAIL-IN BALLOT.

20    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: What email account were

21         you using to receive that?

22    A.   I do not know.  I can't remember.  I don't

23         recall.

24    Q.   To the best of your recollection --

25    A.   I do not recall.
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 1    Q.   You don't have any recollection of who it was

 2         that sent you this form?

 3    A.   Yes.  That's what I told you already.  I do

 4         not recall.  How hard is that to understand?

 5    Q.   How many other electors did you send this

 6         form to?

 7    A.   I do not recall.

 8    Q.   How many other electors did you discuss

 9         mail-in ballots with?

10    A.   I do not recall.

11    Q.   You discussed mail-in ballots with Clinton

12         Wuttunee, correct?

13    A.   No, I did not.

14    Q.   Did you attend the nomination meeting?

15    A.   I can't remember.

16    Q.   You don't recall?

17    A.   I do not recall.

18    Q.   Have you ever used a mail-in ballot before

19         with respect to an election of Red Pheasant

20         First Nation?

21    A.   This was the first time.

22    Q.   It was a foreign concept to you prior to this

23         election, correct?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   You learned about mail-in ballots from
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 1         Clinton Wuttunee, correct?

 2    A.   Wrong.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

 4    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Who did you learn mail-in

 5         ballots from then?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: If you didn't attend the

 8         nomination meeting, where did you learn about

 9         them?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, where is

11         this in anybody's affidavit?  Where is this

12         in evidence?  Why isn't this just pure

13         fishing on your part?

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this own

15         witness in his own affidavit refers to his

16         doing election volunteer work.  After having

17         declined -- after having indicated in

18         testimony to the contrary earlier this

19         afternoon that he didn't engage in assisting

20         with mail-in ballot forms, now he's giving an

21         answer to the contrary.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I disagree.  That's not

23         what he said.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Not just the credibility

25         of the witness, but also the merits of this
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 1         election appeal.  Who did you find out --

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Make of it as you will.

 3    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, who did you

 4         first discuss mail-in ballots with in 2020?

 5    A.   I don't recall.

 6    Q.   Did you discuss the topic of mail-in ballots

 7         or mail-in ballot forms, anything whatsoever

 8         to do with mail-in ballots?  Did you discuss

 9         that with any one or more of Clinton

10         Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy

11         Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy --

12    A.   No, I have not.

13    Q.   -- Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, or Shawn

14         Wuttunee?

15    A.   I have not.

16    Q.   Pardon?

17    A.   No, I have not.

18    Q.   Have you ever discussed it with them?

19    A.   No.  I just finished telling you.  Can you

20         understand that?  Get that through your head.

21    Q.   Any one or more of them?

22    A.   I just told you.  What part do you not

23         understand?  No.

24    Q.   Or anyone acting on their behalf?

25    A.   Can you get it through your head?  No.
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 1    Q.   Or anyone acting on their behalf?

 2    A.   No.

 3    Q.   So what is it that caused you to focus on

 4         sending out the request for mail-in ballot

 5         form to electors in February 2020?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: If you have never used

 8         the form before and this was your first

 9         election using one --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:You wouldn't characterize

12         yourself as an expert on mail-in ballot forms

13         as of February 20th, 2020, or would you?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, objection.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:When we go to page 11 of

16         13, we have your message February 20th, 2020,

17         8:48 p.m.  Mr. Nicotine, please open it up to

18         the message.  Let the record reflect that the

19         affidavit is closed on the table before the

20         witness.  I'm looking for you to actually

21         read along here.  Mr. Winegarden has just

22         opened up the affidavit for the witness

23         again.  Are you on page 11 of 13 now?

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

25    A.   Yes, obviously I am.
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Exhibit A to the

 2         affidavit of Mr. Pritchard?  Is that a yes?

 3    A.   Yes.  I told you already.  Can you hear?

 4    Q.   You said: (As read)

 5             Go print this off somewhere.  Then talk

 6             to me.  I'll tell you how to fill it

 7             out.

 8         Correct?

 9    A.   Well, that was just a misinterpret of words

10         what -- I'll help you -- I'll help him fill

11         it out because I filled out mine.

12    Q.   How many electors did you help fill out their

13         mail-in ballot?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Asked and answered

15         endlessly, Mr. Phillips, five, ten, 15 times.

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: You did help other

17         electors fill out their --

18    A.   I can't recall.  You keep asking.  I answered

19         this.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, please move

21         on.

22    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Your next message is:

23         (As read)

24             The faster you print it off, the faster

25             you'll be able to send for your ballot.
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 1         Correct?

 2    A.   Well, that's common sense, isn't it?

 3    Q.   Your message on February 20th, 2020, 8:53

 4         p.m.:  (As read)

 5             Love you.  Take care.

 6         Inbox once -- that was his message to you.

 7         You see that?

 8    A.   Where?

 9    Q.   On the next page, 10 of 13.

10    A.   (As read)

11             Love you.  Take care.  Inbox once I have

12             it.  Sounds good.

13    Q.   And then on March 9th, 2020, 2:47 p.m., that

14         was your next communication whatsoever with

15         Tomas Pritchard.  You asked:  (As read)

16             You ever fill out that paperwork I told

17             you to fill out?

18    A.   Yeah, I see it.

19    Q.   You were following up to make sure that he

20         got his request for mail-in ballot form

21         submitted, correct?

22    A.   Correct.

23    Q.   Why?

24    A.   I don't know.  Because I told him to fill for

25         it -- apply for it.  I was asking if he did.
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 1    Q.   How many other electors did you follow up

 2         with to see --

 3    A.   I don't recall.  I already answered this

 4         multiple times.

 5    Q.   Please wait for the full question to be asked

 6         before you object, Mr. Nicotine.  Okay?

 7         Mr. Nicotine, how many other electors did you

 8         follow up with to see if they actually

 9         submitted the request for mail-in ballot?

10    A.   I do not recall.

11    Q.   Too many to remember?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you have

13         his answer.

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:At the bottom of page 9

15         of 13, your message to Tomas Pritchard:  (As

16         read)

17             You're going to come vote today?  Get

18             ahold of me if you come vote TCU Place.

19         Do you see that?

20    A.   Yes, I see it.

21    Q.   So at this time, Tomas Pritchard, he

22         obviously didn't have his mail-in ballot

23         package?  He was going to vote in person, and

24         you knew that when you sent this message,

25         correct?
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 1    A.   It says on the previous page if you just

 2         look.  On page 10 it says right here:  (As

 3         read)

 4             Tomas Pritchard:  Been busy with school.

 5             Going to go vote in the city here on the

 6             13th.

 7         Do you see that?

 8    Q.   Yes.  So when you sent --

 9    A.   (Inaudible).

10    Q.   -- the Facebook message bottom of page 9 of

11         13, March 13, 2020, 10:59 a.m.:  (As read)

12             You're going to come vote today?  Get

13             ahold of me if you come vote TCU Place.

14         When you sent that message to Tomas

15         Pritchard, you knew that he didn't have a

16         mail-in ballot package and that he was going

17         to vote in person --

18    A.   Well, it obviously --

19    Q.   -- on March 13, 2020 --

20    A.   -- says right here.  On page 10, it states

21         right here:  (As read)

22             Been busy with school.  Going to go vote

23             in the city here on the 13th.

24         Obviously I know that he's going to come and

25         vote on the 13th.  Read the messages.
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 1    Q.   You knew that he didn't have a mail-in ballot

 2         package and he was going to vote in person --

 3    A.   It says right there:  (As read)

 4             Did you ever fill out that paperwork

 5             that I told you to fill out?

 6         Then it goes:  (As read

 7             Been busy with school.  Going to go vote

 8             in the city here on the 13th.

 9         So on the 13th I followed up with him and

10         said, are you going to come vote today?  It

11         states it right there.  That's what I knew.

12         He said it himself, he was going to vote in

13         the city.

14    Q.   Your next message March 13, 2020, 10:59 a.m.:

15         (As read)

16             Okay.  Well, get ahold of me when you

17             come.

18         Do you see that?

19    A.   Yes, I do.

20    Q.   You see that up to this point in time,

21         parking hasn't even been mentioned, correct?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   The topic wasn't even brought up, correct?

24    A.   He brings it up here.  (As read)

25             Is there any free parking?
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 1    Q.   Later on.  11:38 a.m., correct?  So why are

 2         you telling him when you come, get ahold of

 3         me?

 4    A.   I don't know.

 5    Q.   If you're not helping him with his request

 6         for mail-in ballot, why is it that you want

 7         to see him --

 8    A.   Please --

 9    Q.   -- when he goes to vote?

10    A.   He's my cousin.  Why can't I go and see him?

11    Q.   Well, prior to this, when was the last time

12         you saw him?

13    A.   I don't recall.

14    Q.   Pardon?

15    A.   I don't recall.  Maybe that's why I wanted to

16         see him because I haven't seen him in a long

17         time.

18    Q.   You said "when you come".  In other words,

19         when he actually goes to vote?  That's the

20         only time you want to see him?

21    A.   No.

22    Q.   You didn't mention some other time.  You said

23         when he is actually going to vote, correct?

24    A.   He's obviously busy, and I'm obviously busy.

25         So if I haven't seen him in a while, that's
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 1         why I wanted to see him.  Because I haven't

 2         seen him for a long time.  Obviously nobody

 3         wants to see you.

 4    Q.   How many other electors did you request come

 5         and meet you at the Saskatoon polling --

 6    A.   I do not recall.

 7    Q.   How many other electors did you ask to come

 8         meet you at the Red Pheasant polling station

 9         on March 20th, 2020?

10    A.   I do not recall.

11    Q.   There were other such electors, correct?

12    A.   I do not recall.

13    Q.   You wanted to meet with Tomas Pritchard at

14         the Saskatoon polling station before he

15         voted, correct?

16    A.   No.

17    Q.   Well, in your message March 13, 2020, 10:59

18         a.m., you say:  (As read)

19             Okay.  Get ahold of me when you come.

20         You don't say after you vote when you would

21         ordinarily hang out with people.  It says

22         "when you come", correct?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, your

24         speech.  I mean, when you're at the polling

25         station --
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'm not

 2         asking you to taint the witness of this --

 3         the evidence of the witness.  I'm --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm not tainting --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I'm looking for this

 6         witness to actually testify to what his

 7         understanding was at the time.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you're not

 9         doing that.  You're trying to --

10    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   Mr. Nicotine, when

11         you said "when you come", you were referring

12         to --

13    A.   No.

14    Q.   -- when Tomas Pritchard got to the Saskatoon

15         polling station or was on his way, correct?

16    A.   No, not correct.

17    Q.   Where were you at 10:59 a.m. when you sent

18         that message to Tomas Pritchard?

19    A.   I do not recall.  Maybe I would have to shit.

20         I don't know.  I don't recall.

21    Q.   Did you see --

22    A.   That's in 2020.  It is 2021.  I do not

23         remember.  I do not recall.  I'm a very busy

24         man.  I got a lot of shit to do.  I don't

25         remember a lot of things.  It's over and done
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 1         with.  Move on.

 2    Q.   Going to page 7 of 13, your message March

 3         13th, 2020, 12 p.m.

 4    A.   Where is it?  Sorry?

 5    Q.   Page 7 of 13, your message.  March 13th,

 6         2020, 12 p.m.  (As read)

 7             Yeah.  I'm outside here.  I followed

 8             your little location on Snap.

 9    A.   Okay.

10    Q.   You didn't have any communications with Tomas

11         Pritchard on Snapchat?  Snapchat is what you

12         were referring to, right?

13    A.   Yeah, I did.

14    Q.   Snap is a reference by you to Snapchat,

15         correct?

16    A.   Correct.

17    Q.   Okay.  Prior to this point in time, you

18         didn't have any communications in 2020 with

19         Tomas Pritchard on Snapchat, correct?

20    A.   I did, yeah.  We had conversations on there.

21    Q.   In 2020?

22    A.   Yeah.

23    Q.   Prior to March 13th, 2020?

24    A.   Yes, that's what I said.

25    Q.   We've already gone over this in your
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 1         testimony today.  You said the only written

 2         communications that you had with --

 3    A.   Well, the only -- do you know how Snapchat

 4         works?  It deletes the communications.

 5         They're only on there for a few seconds, and

 6         they get deleted.  Follow up with social

 7         media before you open your mouth, please.

 8    Q.   So what communications did you have with

 9         Tomas Pritchard on Snapchat in 2020 --

10    A.   I don't know.  I don't know.  We would talk.

11         He's my relative.  He's a cousin.  I don't

12         recall our conversation.  Maybe he post a

13         picture of him and his wife or something, and

14         I said, oh, right on.  Good for you.  Like,

15         stuff like that.  But I do not recall, like,

16         no other details of the conversation.

17    Q.   So if you can --

18    A.   I don't have a -- he doesn't have it

19         screen-shotted on the paper here, so I can't

20         go back and read up on it.  This is what's in

21         front of me, and this is what we'll talk

22         about.

23    Q.   Prior to March 2020, you can't recall a

24         single --

25    A.   No, I don't.
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 1    Q.   -- communication that you had with Tomas

 2         Pritchard, correct?

 3    A.   Correct.

 4    Q.   You're just speculating?  You're assuming

 5         that there was such a communication, correct?

 6    A.   It says right here on, I followed your Snap

 7         -- your location on Snap.

 8    Q.   Yeah.  That's getting his location off of

 9         Snapchat, though?  That's not having a

10         communication with him?  It's getting his

11         location --

12    A.   We were talking earlier about this.  And then

13         I just -- I don't know.  I went on Snap to

14         follow his location.  Drove to him.

15    Q.   He didn't give you permission to come and

16         pick him up at his school or did he?

17    A.   While I was driving I didn't see it.  I was

18         -- I don't know.  He said something about

19         lunchtime.  I don't know.

20    Q.   He asked you to pick him up at his place

21         later on in the day?  Not his school,

22         correct?

23    A.   Yeah.  And it states here (inaudible):  (As

24         read)

25             I didn't read your message.
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 1         I didn't see -- I didn't -- it says right in

 2         here too.  I didn't see until "after 4" when

 3         I was already at the school from his Snap

 4         location.  Okay?

 5    Q.   That's a no?  Tomas Pritchard didn't ask you

 6         to pick him up at his school?  He asked you

 7         to pick him up at 4 p.m.-ish at his house,

 8         correct?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

10         That is a blatant mischaracterization of the

11         evidence, the evidence that your client has

12         presented in court that you accumulated and

13         presented to your witness and to this

14         witness.  This witness has given an

15         explanation.  The explanation is that he

16         understood he was supposed to pick up

17         Mr. Pritchard around noon, lunchtime he said.

18         He didn't see that it was supposed to be

19         after 4.  And he said LA -- LMAO.  Geez, it

20         takes a while.  And said, well, I'm here now.

21         So the question is did he say school or time?

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this

23         witness's evidence as to the communications

24         that occurred, they're in writing.  They're

25         in these posts here.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, thank you for that.

 2         I wish you would accept that proposition.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, was that

 4         an objection or was that simply your --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, Mr. Phillips --

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- gratuitous comment?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's responding to yours.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please stop interrupting,

 9         Mr. Stooshinoff.

10    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you see up

11         on the screen a document.  It's entitled

12         "Notice of Application"?  Let me know when

13         you have that up, okay?  Are you looking at

14         your copy of the document?

15 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Is this the notice of

16         application or the amended notice?

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's the notice of

18         application that's up on screen,

19         Mr. Winegarden.

20 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Well, I want to make sure

21         that we're looking at the same one and so is

22         that --

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You can look at the

24         document on the screen, Mr. Winegarden.  I've

25         already put it up for you.
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 1 MR. WINEGARDEN:            I know.  I'm asking you a

 2         question, though.  Can you answer --

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And you can see the stamp

 4         on the top right of the document, can't you,

 5         Mr. Winegarden?

 6 MR. WINEGARDEN:            It says notice of

 7         application.  It doesn't say amended notice

 8         of application.  I think we --

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You have your answer

10         then.  It's stamped April 17th, 2020, when it

11         was issued.

12 MR. WINEGARDEN:            We have the right one.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           (Inaudible).

14 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Hmm?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He didn't give us the

16         amended one?

17 MR. WINEGARDEN:            Well, the amended one is

18         the one.  That's why I'm wondering why he's

19         looking for the --

20    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Let me know when you've

21         finished reviewing that document,

22         Mr. Nicotine.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, does this

24         have any status in law if you've already

25         filed an amended notice of application?
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I'll be

 2         asking the questions, conducting the

 3         cross-examination today.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's going to be a

 6         question of fact that will be asked of this

 7         witness.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Well, then we're

 9         going to object to this because this is not

10         in existence.  It has been amended.  The only

11         extant applicant before us is the amended

12         notice of application.  That is what's --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

14         going to have to wait for the question to

15         object.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I'm --

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         All I want is the witness

18         to review this document, and then you can

19         wait for the question.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And I'm going to advise

21         this witness not to comment on this document

22         that is no longer valid or extant before

23         these proceedings.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:           Mr. Stooshinoff, I've

25       asked for the witness to review this document.
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 1       I'm going to have some straightforward

 2       questions on it.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, why don't you just

 4         ask the question because I'm advising him not

 5         to go through all of this document when it's

 6         no longer the proceeding upon which this

 7         questioning is based.

 8    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, this

 9         document, the April 17th, 2020, notice of

10         application commencing in this proceeding,

11         you have that document in front of you,

12         correct?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Put the witness back --

15         put the document back in front of the

16         witness, please.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you haven't

18         answered my question.  Is this document

19         extant in these proceedings?

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you're

21         obstructing the cross-examination.  I just

22         have some basic questions here.  Put the

23         document back in front of --

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Why don't you ask the

25         basic question.
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The first question will

 2         be whether or not this witness has seen this

 3         document before.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Ask him that.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         How can I ask a question

 6         if you won't put the document back in front

 7         him?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, why don't you ask

 9         it that way.  You asked him to read it.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Yes, so he has to read

11         the document to answer the question if he's

12         seen it before.  You understand the

13         predicament here, correct?

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I don't.

15    A.   I never seen this in my life.

16    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Let the record reflect

17         the witness only looked at the first and

18         second pages.  I'm actually --

19    A.   I did.  I don't know why you keep going on.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He just said he's never

21         seen it in his life, Mr. Phillips.

22    A.   I never seen this in my life.  (Inaudible).

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Go to paragraph 24 and

24         25.  Please read those to yourself.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, now
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 1         you're blocking the view of the court

 2         reporter to the witness.  Can you please not

 3         block the view?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I'm reading the document.

 5    A.   Right here.  He's reading the document as

 6         well.  I'm done with this.  (Inaudible).

 7    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: You can't have a private

 8         conversation with Mr. Stooshinoff,

 9         Mr. Nicotine.

10    A.   I'm not having --

11    Q.   You have to -- you have to speak loud enough

12         for the court reporter to hear you, so please

13         speak up.

14    A.   He's right beside me.  I did not want to yell

15         in his ear.

16    Q.   You have the mic in front of you.  I couldn't

17         hear what you were saying.  So, Mr. Nicotine,

18         you've read those two paragraphs, 24 and 25?

19    A.   Yes, I read them.

20    Q.   You've read them?

21    A.   I just finished telling you that.  Can you

22         not hear me?

23    Q.   Can you --

24    A.   Do you understand English?

25    Q.   You've read paragraph 24 before, correct?
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 1    A.   I don't know.  I don't know.  I think I did,

 2         yes.

 3    Q.   You read it on April 27th, 2020, correct?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 5         This is part of the problem that you're

 6         confusing this witness.  He has never

 7         testified under oath.  He's never seen this

 8         document before.  That is his evidence.  Now,

 9         do you have a paragraph like that,

10         Mr. Phillips, in the amended claim?

11         Mr. Phillips?

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         They're in the exact same

13         format.  Different paragraphs.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That is what I'm

15         objecting to.  This witness is confused.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That --

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- this is a question of

19         what occurred on April 27th, 2020.  So please

20         stop interrupting.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         These are relevant

23         questions.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, it's not.

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         In this witness' own
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 1         affidavit he denies threatening Tomas

 2         Pritchard.  We are getting to the point here,

 3         and I would appreciate if you stopped --

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           And that's fine.

 5         Mr. Phillips --

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Stop interrupting.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- listen to me.  I want

 8         it clear on the record this witness'

 9         affidavit and this particular document that

10         you've presented to him, which is the notice

11         of application, he is sworn under oath that

12         he has never seen it before, but --

13 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He just told us the

14         opposite.  He said that he's read paragraph

15         24 and --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, he didn't, Mr.

17         Phillips.  You have deliberately confused him

18         because --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Don't point at me, Mr.

20         Stooshinoff.

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please conduct yourself

23         respectfully.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, stop

25         interrupting me.  Because you did not ask
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 1         this witness if he read the amended notice of

 2         application; hence, my question to you before

 3         we embarked on this.  The notice of

 4         application is no longer extant.  The only

 5         document that is valid is the amended notice

 6         of application.  And you've just correctly

 7         stated that the two paragraphs are the same.

 8         So you have conflated erroneously the fact

 9         that he may have seen paragraph 24 and 25

10         with the fact that he saw the notice of

11         application before, which is not accurate nor

12         true; hence, my objection to the manner in

13         which you went about presenting your question

14         because you are creating a false impression

15         in the mind of the witness and for the Court.

16                            He is correct, and his

17         evidence is maintained.  He's never seen the

18         notice of application before.  Ask him about

19         the amended one.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You tainted this witness'

21         evidence now, Mr. Stooshinoff.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I have not.  You

23         have, Mr. Phillips --

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Yes, you have.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The --
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The record will speak for

 2         itself as the specific question and the

 3         answer that was given in relation to my

 4         question.  This --

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you've

 6         intended to mislead --

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

 8         do not interrupt me again.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You intended to

10         mislead --

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Do not interrupt me

12         again, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I gave you the

13         courtesy of not interrupting you.  Please

14         reciprocate.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You did not give me that

16         courtesy.  You continued to interrupt me, but

17         I trust it's clear that our objection is your

18         effort to mislead the witness.

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you

20         should use more appropriate language when you

21         level those types of accusations.  Earlier in

22         this cross-examination, you leveled an

23         accusation of fabricating evidence.  Now

24         you're leveling an accusation of misleading

25         the witness.  The transcript will speak for
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 1         itself.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you know

 3         very well --

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Paragraph 113 of the

 5         August 30th, 2021, judgment of the Court

 6         apparently has not tempered your conduct in

 7         cross-examination, nor has the striking of

 8         the affidavit of John Benson.

 9         Mr. Stooshinoff, I want to get on with this

10         cross-examination.  As a result of your

11         several objections, your interruptions this

12         afternoon, it has taken much longer than it

13         should have.  I want to move on with the

14         cross-examination.

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           By all means.

16 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Please stop interrupting.

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           By all means.

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, you became

19         aware that an election appeal had been

20         commenced and you became aware of that

21         election appeal on April 27th, 2020, correct?

22    A.   Sorry.  I did not understand that.

23    Q.   You became aware of an election appeal that

24         had been commenced, correct?

25    A.   There was talk about it.  But, you know,
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 1         people start rumours all the time.

 2    Q.   That talk, it came from Clinton Wuttunee?  He

 3         told you an appeal had been commenced?

 4    A.   No, he did not.  Where are you getting your

 5         information from?

 6    Q.   Well, who told you that an election appeal --

 7    A.   I don't remember.

 8    Q.   You don't remember?

 9    A.   Yeah.  It could have been my mom.  Could have

10         been my dad.  I don't remember.

11    Q.   So within a couple of hours of the notice of

12         application you have in front of you being

13         served upon Mr. Stooshinoff, out of the blue

14         you're calling up Tomas Pritchard.  You

15         discussed the election appeal with Tomas

16         Pritchard, correct?

17    A.   I did not.

18    Q.   You --

19    A.   I don't recall any of that.

20    Q.   You're under oath here today.

21    A.   I know.  I don't recall saying any of that,

22         so...

23    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, are you saying that it didn't

24         happen?

25    A.   I don't recall.  I keep telling you.
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 1    Q.   Who was it that informed you that an election

 2         appeal had been commenced?

 3    A.   I don't recall.

 4    Q.   Why did you call -- why did you ask Tomas

 5         Pritchard to call you on April 27th, 2020?

 6    A.   I don't recall.

 7    Q.   You don't remember?

 8    A.   I don't remember.

 9    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, are you saying that you

10         presently reside in North Battleford?

11    A.   No, I did not say that.

12    Q.   Well, where do you currently reside?

13    A.   I don't know.  It depends.  Depends on the

14         day.

15    Q.   Sorry.  It depends on the what?

16    A.   Depending on the day.

17    Q.   Well, you have multiple residences right now?

18    A.   No, I don't.  I -- sometimes I stay at my

19         mom's.  My friend's house I stay at.  Depends

20         on the woman I'm staying with.  I don't know.

21         Basically couch surfing if you really want to

22         know.

23    Q.   One of the addresses that you stayed at at

24         some point in time between January and March

25         of 2020 was 1291 97 North Battleford?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please -- don't.

 2         Mr. Phillips, asked and answered many, many,

 3         many times.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Actually, it wasn't

 5         answered.  It was the subject of several

 6         objections by yourself.  I am getting this

 7         witness --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips --

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, please

10         --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It's not --

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this

13         witness has now said that he stayed at

14         several different addresses, whether it be

15         his mom's house --

16    A.   No.  Right now you asked.  You're asking

17         about right now.  You weren't asking about

18         then.  So quit twisting up words.

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: What is the address of

20         your mom's house?

21    A.   What is the address of your mom's house?

22    Q.   Is it an apartment or a house?

23    A.   What's the address to your mom's house?

24    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, please.

25    A.   We'll talk about your mom here next.
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 1    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, does your mom live in an

 2         apartment or a house?

 3    A.   Does your mom live in an apartment or house?

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           All right.  Let's move

 5         on, Mr. Phillips.

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: In February 2020, what

 7         was the address of your mom?

 8    A.   Where was your mom's at that time?

 9    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, 1291 97, North Battleford, do

10         you have any idea who spent any time there in

11         March --

12    A.   No, I don't.

13    Q.   -- 2020?  To the best of your knowledge --

14    A.   I just told you.  No, I don't.

15    Q.   You don't have any idea who spent any time

16         there in March 2020?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, we've gone

18         through this endlessly.

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: What was your mailing

20         address, Mr. Nicotine, in March --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on, Mr.

22         Phillips.

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: -- 2020?  Mr. Nicotine,

24         what mailing addresses did you use --

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please.
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: -- March 2020?

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please move on.

 3 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's a relevant question,

 4         Mr. Stooshinoff.

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, so you say.  Please

 6         move on.  It sounds like it's fishing to me,

 7         Mr. Phillips.

 8    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, your

 9         daughter spent time at that apartment --

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you've

11         already gone through this.  We're not going

12         through it again.  The court reporter is

13         tired.  We're tired.  You've asked this

14         question innumerable times.  Please move on.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:What locations did you do

16         election work at?

17    A.   I don't recall.  He muted his mic again.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Can you read lips?

19    A.   Yeah, I can.  Maybe he's saying I'm an

20         asshole.

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Where did you collect

22         mail-in ballots for the election?

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.  You seriously

24         don't expect him to answer something like

25         that?
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 1    A.   (Inaudible).

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: You answered that you

 3         have no recollection where you did election

 4         volunteer work; is that accurate?

 5    A.   That's what I said.

 6    Q.   Who did you ever discuss that work with?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you know,

 8         please --

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's directly in his

10         affidavit, Mr. Stooshinoff.  I pointed out

11         paragraphs --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Yeah.  Where does he say

13         he talked to people about his volunteering?

14 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         In paragraph 7, he refers

15         to doing election volunteer work.

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Exactly.  New question.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It's a fair question to

18         ask who it is that he discussed that election

19         volunteer work with, Mr. Stooshinoff.

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You're assuming a fact

21         that is not in evidence.  Who says he talked

22         to anybody about it?

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, your

24         election volunteer work --

25    A.   What about it?
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 1    Q.   You weren't by yourself doing this alone or

 2         were you?

 3    A.   I was.

 4    Q.   You were absolutely alone in doing your

 5         election volunteer work?

 6    A.   A hundred percent.

 7    Q.   Nobody else was with you?

 8    A.   Nobody was -- well, the one day Wallace was

 9         with me for a ride, but that's about it.

10    Q.   You forgot about Wallace Wuttunee when you

11         answered?

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. --

13    A.   I just said that if you heard me.  I said

14         Wallace was with me for a ride the one day.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: He was with you for the

16         morning?  You've already given --

17    A.   Can you hear?

18    Q.   He was either with you or --

19    A.   Can you hear?

20    Q.   -- you were alone.  Which was it?

21    A.   Can you hear me?

22    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, which is it?  Did you discuss

23         your election volunteer work with Wallace

24         Wuttunee or not?

25    A.   I didn't discuss it with him.  He was just
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 1         hanging out with me.

 2    Q.   Did you discuss it in his presence?

 3    A.   Well, I told him we're going down to the

 4         voting station, but that's about it.

 5    Q.   You had mail in the time period January

 6         through March, 2020, correct?

 7    A.   What?

 8    Q.   You had at least some mail in the time period

 9         January through March 2020, correct?

10    A.   I don't recall.

11    Q.   You don't recall whether or not you had any

12         mail in that timeframe?

13    A.   That's what I said.

14    Q.   Well, you got your mail-in ballot form from

15         the electoral officer, correct?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can --

17         Mr. Phillips, really?  Please move on.

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, you got a

19         mail-in ballot package from the electoral

20         office?

21    A.   I do not recall I told you.  Can we move on?

22         You got your answer.  What else do you want

23         to hear?

24    Q.   You purported to be an expert in mail-in

25         ballot forms, and yet you don't remember
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 1         whether you --

 2    A.   I never once said that.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           That is an absolute

 4         outrageous statement.  You're putting it to

 5         him that clearly he didn't say.  You said --

 6    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: So why is it that you

 7         instructed Tomas Pritchard to get in contact

 8         with you when it is that he got his mail-in

 9         ballot package?

10    A.   I don't recall.

11    Q.   You don't recall doing that?

12    A.   I recall doing it, but I don't recall why.

13    Q.   You told him that you would tell him how to

14         fill it out, correct?

15    A.   Misuse of words.  I meant to say help him try

16         and figure it out.

17    Q.   And you don't remember whether or not you

18         filled out your own request for mail-in

19         ballot?

20    A.   Yeah.  Maybe we were going to help each other

21         fill it out together.  I don't know.

22    Q.   You're under oath here today, Mr. Nicotine.

23    A.   I'm just telling you I don't recall.  I know

24         I'm under oath.  You keep reminding me.

25    Q.   You did get a request for mail-in ballot form
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 1         in the mail from the electoral officer,

 2         though, correct?

 3    A.   I do not recall.  (Inaudible).

 4    Q.   I want to be absolutely clear with you on the

 5         record, Mr. Nicotine.  The address 1291 97

 6         North Battleford, have you ever been to that

 7         address?

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, I'm sure

 9         the court reporter has a very clear record of

10         the discussion that occurred on this.  Move

11         on.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, this

13         question has a very clear answer to it.  And

14         that's also one that can be subject to

15         appropriate sanction in the future in the

16         event that this witness is not telling the

17         truth today.  I want this witness --

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want this witness to

20         directly --

21 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. --

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want a direct answer

23         from this witness.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you've

25         asked and answered this question endlessly.
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 1         Move on.

 2    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nicotine, have you

 3         ever been to 1291 --

 4    A.   Stop.

 5    Q.   -- 97th North Battleford?

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

 7         Mr. Phillips.  Move on.

 8 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I will not move on until

 9         I get an answer to this question.

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Then I think we're

11         all done then, Mr. Phillips.

12    A.   Yes.

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are we?  Are we done?

14         You've got your answer.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine --

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are we ready to call it a

17         day?

18    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: -- have you ever been to

19         1291 97 North Battleford?

20    A.   We talked about this, Nathan.  It's already

21         on record.  I'm done.

22    Q.   I want a direct answer to my question?

23    A.   No.  We already talked about this.  You got a

24         direct answer how many times.  So --

25    Q.   Have you ever been to that address, whether
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 1         it's to collect mail or go to an apartment,

 2         anything at that address?  Have you ever been

 3         there?

 4    A.   We already talked about this, Nathan.  It's

 5         time to move on.

 6    Q.   I want your direct answer under oath here

 7         today, Mr. Nicotine.  You understand the

 8         consequences of failing to tell the truth

 9         under oath, correct, Mr. Nicotine?

10 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you divide

11         your time between asking objectionable

12         questions and making threats to people.  I

13         think we've had enough of both.

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, please

15         answer my question.  We will not be moving

16         off of this question until I hear from --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  All right.  Stay

18         there.  Please bring your sleeping bags,

19         everyone.  You've had your question asked and

20         answered numerous times.  That's the end of

21         the matter.  Move on.

22 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         It hasn't been answered,

23         Mr. Stooshinoff.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It --

25 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You know it.
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, Mr. Phillips --

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         If you suggest that it's

 3         been answered, what is the answer that the

 4         witness gave?

 5 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         This is a direct

 7         question.  Has this witness ever been to that

 8         address or collected mail?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you asking me?

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You said this witness

11         already answered this question.  What was the

12         answer he gave?

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Do you want me to say

14         what the answer is?

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You're the one objecting.

16         Whatever you answer --

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You asked me if you want

18         to have an answer.  Is that -- you want me to

19         give that answer?

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I have

21         attempted to ask this question to the

22         witness, and he has declined to answer it

23         repeatedly.  You're suggesting that he's

24         answered this question.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           He's already asked and
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 1         answered it, and that's it.

 2 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He has not answered this

 3         question.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.

 5    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Then the best way to deal

 7         with it, Nathan, is that if you're not

 8         satisfied with the answer he's given

 9         repeatedly on this question, then you must

10         seek an appropriate remedy, but we are done

11         with this questioning on 1291 97 between

12         January and March 2020.  That's what you've

13         been asking repeatedly.

14    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: So when did you apply for

15         EI, Mr. Nicotine?

16 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

17    A.   None of your business.

18 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Done and dusted.  Let's

19         go on, Mr. Phillips.

20    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:If your last month

21         working for Do-All was in December, did you

22         apply in February or March 2020?

23    A.   None of your business.

24 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           This has no relevance,

25         Mr. Phillips.  You know that.
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: What address did you

 2         identify on that application for employment

 3         insurance?

 4    A.   None of your business.

 5    Q.   Was it 1291 97 in North Battleford?

 6    A.   None of your business.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Will you undertake to

 8         give us a copy of your proof of address --

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- in your application

11         for EI and your --

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

13    A.   I'm not going to go through that because what

14         we're talking about here is between Tomas

15         Pritchard and myself.  All this other shit is

16         irrelevant.

17                UNDERTAKING NO. 2:

18                (REFUSED) TO PROVIDE A COPY OF LEROY

19                NICOTINE JR.'S PROOF OF ADDRESS HE USED

20                IN THE APPLICATION FOR EI.

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Will you undertake to

22         produce --

23    A.   No.  I can tell already no.

24    Q.   Did you pay any utility bills between January

25         and March 2020?
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, this is

 2         such obviously fishing.  I don't know what we

 3         have to do to make you see that.  I know you

 4         see that you have a complete carte blanche to

 5         ask any question you want about anything you

 6         want, wide-ranging, speculative, accusatory,

 7         challenging, about any subject you feel is

 8         fair game.  I don't see it that way.  So we

 9         have a fundamental difference of opinion

10         that's been in existence since this whole

11         proceeding started.  We can't seem to get

12         beyond that.  We will never agree obviously.

13         But you have your point of view; I have my

14         point of view.  My point of view is that the

15         question is objectionable.  It's fishing.

16         It's not appropriate.  We do not want to

17         dwell on these matters that are clearly

18         outside the scope set by the affidavits.

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, I am

20         looking for some independent corroboration of

21         --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I --

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- where this witness

24         resided between January and March 2020.  His

25         address --
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 1 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So what?  We have no

 2         obligation to give you corroboration.  You

 3         present your case in the affidavits.  We

 4         present our case in our affidavits.  Then we

 5         go argue.  Let's do that.

 6 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         You're refusing to

 7         identify --

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No, I'm just --

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  What address did you give

10         to your employer, Do-All Holdings in December

11         2019?

12    A.   That's none of your business.

13    Q.   You gave them 1291 97 in North Battleford,

14         Apartment 104, correct?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           We're not having this

16         conversation at all.  So you've had our

17         objection.  That's the end of it.  Ask a

18         question that is not objectionable.

19    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:  What address did you give

20         to Do-All Holdings when you left their

21         employment in December 2019?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, have you

24         ever told anyone else, whether orally or in

25         writing, that your address is 1291 97 North
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 1         Battleford, whether Apartment 104 or any

 2         other apartment there?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

 4         You're just asking him the same question in

 5         multiple fashions, and our objection still

 6         stands.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         We are going to adjourn

 8         for five minutes.  We'll come back at 6:28.

 9 (Recessed at 6:23 p.m.)

10 (Reconvened at 6:28 p.m.)

11    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, can you

12         hear me?

13 COURT REPORTER:            I am -- sorry.

14    A.   Yeah, I can hear you.

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: You know what a mail-in

16         ballot voter declaration form is, correct?

17 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff.

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please.

20 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want the answer from

21         this witness.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No.

23 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         He says that it was part

24         of his election volunteer work to reach out

25         to voters to get them to submit their request
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 1         for mail-in ballot forms.

 2 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           I don't think that's what

 3         his evidence was.  It was your evidence to

 4         that effect.

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Well, the transcript --

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           His evidence was --

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         (Inaudible).

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           -- was that he only spoke

 9         with --

10 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, the

11         transcript is going to speak for itself.

12 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, then, let's leave

13         it at that, but it was your evidence that he

14         was --

15    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   Mr. Nicotine, you

16         know a voter declaration form is accompanying

17         a mail-in ballot, correct?

18    A.   No.

19    Q.   Have you ever seen one?

20    A.   A what?  Sorry?

21    Q.   A voter declaration form accompanying a

22         mail-in ballot.  I'll put one up on the

23         screen for you if you -- it might jog your

24         memory.  This is Exhibit A-39.  You see that

25         on the screen, Mr. Nicotine?
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 1    A.   I see it, yeah.

 2    Q.   At the top it says "Appendix 7-B Voter

 3         Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot"?

 4    A.   Okay.  I see it, yeah.

 5    Q.   And there's a section at the bottom here.  It

 6         says "witness declaration".

 7    A.   Okay.

 8    Q.   You see that?

 9    A.   I see it.

10    Q.   To be filled out by a person who was at least

11         18 years old?

12    A.   Yeah.

13    Q.   You've seen a blank one of these forms

14         before, correct?  A voter declaration

15         accompanying the mail-in ballot?

16    A.   Yeah, I've seen one.

17    Q.   With reference to the bottom, "the witness

18         declaration declared before me at", did you

19         ever fill out the --

20 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

21    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: -- declaration --

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you, Mr. Phillips.

23         Please move on.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I haven't even got the

25         question out, Mr. Stooshinoff, so please
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 1         don't interrupt.

 2    A.   What are you getting at?

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           It doesn't matter,

 4         Mr. Phillips.  You're going to be -- you've

 5         already embarked on the question starting

 6         with "have you ever".  You are embarking on a

 7         chain of inquiry that has been repeatedly

 8         objected to throughout.  You are inviting

 9         this witness to engage in a discovery process

10         that we have objected to endlessly.  Please

11         move on.

12    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:Mr. Nicotine, in relation

13         to the March 2020 election of Red Pheasant

14         First Nation, did you fill out any witness

15         declarations indicating that the voter

16         declaration accompanying the mail-in ballot

17         had been executed in front of you by a voter

18         --

19 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection.

20    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: -- when that voter was

21         not actually present in front of you?

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Mr. Phillips.

23    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: What was the basis of the

24         objection, Mr. Nicotine?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           The basis of the
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 1         objection remains as it has been throughout

 2         this questioning when your father wasn't

 3         present.  You can remind him of that.  I can

 4         hear him whispering questions to you.  He

 5         wasn't here earlier, Mr. Phillips.  So just

 6         -- you explain it to your dad afterwards.

 7 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, you

 8         consider that to be a professional approach?

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, it is now

10         6:30.  We have been through five hours of

11         essentially the same thing that you and I

12         have been through for 18 months for -- what

13         is it?  Thirty witnesses?  Thereabouts,

14         Mr. Phillips.  Endlessly.  Endlessly going

15         through the same thing.

16                            My same objections, your

17         same persistence in trying to elucidate

18         evidence which is fishing, which is in the

19         nature of discovery, which is not founded on

20         facts before the Court, which is not included

21         in affidavit evidence.  And you are intent

22         and will not desist from respecting my

23         objections and protesting that you have

24         crystalized your case in the affidavits of

25         your witnesses.  That is your case.
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 1         Everything beyond that, you are embarking on

 2         discovery and fishing.  That is it.  So we

 3         are objecting once again.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff, Shelley

 5         Wuttunee has already admitted under oath to

 6         signing the voter declaration form of Robin

 7         Dean Wuttunee in his absence.

 8 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           So --

 9 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The fact that you're

10         objecting to the question being asked of this

11         witness if he engaged in similar conduct is

12         very concerning.  I would like a

13         straightforward answer from this witness

14         under oath if he signed a voter declaration

15         form in the absence of the voter.  Now, that

16         should be something that should be of direct

17         interest to the Court.

18                            And the fact that you're

19         objecting to that question being answered,

20         the fact that this witness will not answer it

21         under oath without any hesitation, it's very

22         concerning, Mr. Stooshinoff.

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, it's not part of

24         your affidavits.  So there you have it.

25         Please proceed, Mr. Phillips.
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 1    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:   Mr. Nicotine, did you

 2         ever in relation to the March 2020 election

 3         of Red Pheasant First Nation sign as a

 4         witness in relation to a voter declaration

 5         form in the absence of that voter being

 6         present with you?

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Did I object to that

 8         question, Mr. Phillips?

 9    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Mr. Nicotine, are you

10         refusing to answer the question?

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Are you persisting in

12         asking that question despite my objections,

13         Mr. Phillips?  Do you think something is

14         going to change?

15 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I want the objection

16         directly from the witness.

17    Q.   MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS: Are you refusing to

18         answer the question, Mr. Nicotine?

19    A.   You heard the objection by Nick, so that's

20         good enough on my part.

21 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:           It will be no surprise

22       that we take issue with the conduct of the

23       witness during the cross-examination today.

24       We will be seeking appropriate relief from the

25       Court in relation to the misconduct during the
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 1       cross-examination today.  On that basis, we

 2       are adjourning so that the Court can determine

 3       the propriety of the conduct during the

 4       cross-examination today and an appropriate

 5       remedy can be granted.

 6 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you.  I have a

 7         couple of questions on redirect, please.

 8 LEROY NICOTINE JR., Previously Affirmed,

 9 Questioned by MR. STOOSHINOFF:

10    Q.   Now, Mr. Nicotine, you were asked a question

11         with regard to your -- I think it was why you

12         did not like Todd Baptiste to be chief.  Can

13         you explain that to us?  What was your

14         reasons for not wanting him to be chief and

15         reasons why you supported Clint Wuttunee to

16         be chief?

17    A.   I --

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         Mr. Stooshinoff --

19         Mr. Stooshinoff, I object to this question.

20         I don't think it properly arises out of the

21         cross-examination.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You asked him directly

23         about Todd Baptiste.

24 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         No, I didn't actually.

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's hear it.
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I asked him about Clinton

 2         Wuttunee.

 3 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Let's hear it.

 4 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The record will reflect

 5         what the questions actually were.  I object

 6         to the question.

 7 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Object all you

 8         want.

 9    A.   Can I go ahead?

10    Q.   MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes.

11 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         At this time, we're going

12         to get a preliminary answer from the witness

13         unlike the questions that I asked of this

14         witness during the cross-examination?

15 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Please proceed.  Stop

16         interrupting, Mr. Phillips.  Thank you.

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         To be absolutely clear,

18         I'm objecting.

19    A.   I don't like what Todd is all about because

20         he's just like his dad Mike Baptiste.  His

21         dad Mike Baptiste is the only chief -- like,

22         he was the chief at one time, and he put the

23         band in third party, and, like, he spent all

24         the money probably.  And Todd is just like --

25         would have been just like his dad.  Going to
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 1         set himself up with horses and whatnot.  And

 2         the band would stay in the same spot.

 3         Wouldn't get further in my opinion.

 4                            And that's why when I

 5         heard that Clint was running, I voluntarily,

 6         myself, decided to support Clint and try to

 7         get Clint in there.  Clint did not know who I

 8         was or he did not give me money to do so.  I

 9         did it all on volunteer.

10                            Another thing I don't

11         like Todd because Lionel Brabant Sr. used to

12         work for them all the time, like, Mike and

13         them, when we were younger, and I remember,

14         like, Mike and them not paying him, like,

15         cash.  But they would have give him other

16         things like pills and drugs and whatnot.  And

17         they would cause an argument between my

18         auntie and my uncle at home.  And she would

19         always say, you're always working for Mike

20         for free.  You never get paid, but was

21         getting, like, drugs and stuff, but he

22         wouldn't tell my auntie that.

23                            But, anyway, I lost my

24         uncle because he overdosed because of drugs

25         and alcohol.  And the way I see it is if it
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 1         wasn't for Mike and them getting him started

 2         on that, he would still be here.

 3    Q.   You're talking about the -- your uncle, that

 4         being the father of Tomas Pritchard?

 5    A.   Yes, correct.

 6    Q.   All right.  And you said that he died?

 7    A.   Yeah.  He died because he was doing drugs.

 8         We found him in a backyard, like, overdosed.

 9    Q.   And when was his funeral?

10    A.   April -- I don't recall offhand, but it was

11         in April.

12    Q.   Do you recall when he died?

13    A.   Yes, I do recall.  I have to -- had to go

14         identify the body and say that it was my

15         uncle.

16    Q.   Did you attend the funeral?

17    A.   Yes, I did.

18 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         To be clear, I'm

19         objecting to all of these questions.  It --

20    A.   Yes, I did attend the funeral.  I was asked

21         to be a pallbearer.  And on a Native funeral,

22         pallbearers stand behind the casket, and

23         everybody comes up one by one at the end of

24         the day to say their good-byes.  And then you

25         stand there waiting for everybody to say
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 1         good-bye and you say your good-bye, and then

 2         we take out the body.  We go bury the body.

 3    Q.   MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right.  And you did

 4         that for your uncle?

 5    A.   And my auntie.

 6    Q.   That is Tomas Pritchard's father?

 7    A.   Yes.

 8    Q.   Okay.  Now, Mr. Phillips asked you what was

 9         discussed on the April 27th telephone call

10         between you, Leroy Nicotine Jr.  On April the

11         27th you sent Tomas a Facebook post calling:

12         (As read)

13             What's up?  Call me.

14         And then Tomas Pritchard responded shortly

15         thereafter, and you had a conversation for

16         two minutes.  Do you know what you two talked

17         about?

18    A.   I --

19 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         I object to the question.

20         It doesn't properly arise out of the

21         cross-examination.

22    A.   I was just checking to see --

23 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           You asked him.

24    A.   -- if he was okay.

25    Q.   MR. STOOSHINOFF: Try that again.
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 1    A.   I was just checking to see if he was okay,

 2         see how he was doing.  Like, he just lost his

 3         father.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Okay.  Those are my

 5         questions, Mr. Phillips.  Thank you very

 6         much.

 7 LEROY NICOTINE JR., Previously Affirmed,

 8 Questioned by MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:

 9    Q.   Mr. Nicotine, I have a couple more questions

10         for you here.

11    A.   I thought we were done.

12    Q.   You suggest that you became involved with

13         Clinton Wuttunee's campaign because Tomas

14         Pritchard's dad was hooked on drugs as a

15         result of a connection to Todd Baptist; is

16         that accurate?  Or that he passed away from

17         being hooked on drugs; is that accurate?

18    A.   In a sense, yeah, down to it.  But I just did

19         not like the way they operated and did

20         things.  And I wasn't -- I made sure that

21         they wouldn't get in because I just seen that

22         they would put the band further in debt than

23         going ahead.  So, yes, that's why I

24         volunteered in saying, like, yeah, we got to

25         get -- we're not going to get those guys in.
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 1         I want this guy in.

 2    Q.   Did you first become aware that

 3         Mr. Pritchard's father, as you say, was

 4         addicted to drugs when he passed away of an

 5         overdose?

 6    A.   I grew up with him, and, like I said, that

 7         was my uncle, and I knew when he was on

 8         drugs.  And whenever -- like, I'm not stupid.

 9         I see stuff like that.  And, like, it came to

10         a point that he was basically living on the

11         streets.  That's how bad his addictions

12         became.  That's why my auntie left him.  Even

13         when I give him a couple dollars, he'd run

14         away and disappear right away.  My assumption

15         is that he would run to go get his fix.  And

16         then that's how he found him in the backyard

17         one day because he overdosed.

18    Q.   This happened after the election, though.  It

19         can't possibly have been a reason for you to

20         volunteer in the election on behalf of Clint

21         Wuttunee --

22    A.   No.

23    Q.   -- in January 2020 when he didn't die until

24         after the election, correct?

25    A.   I already told you, though.  I didn't want
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 1         them in there because I knew how they were,

 2         and I already -- obviously I knew that Todd

 3         was running and was running, who his

 4         candidates were, and I didn't support that.

 5         And I wanted to support a better message.

 6    Q.   None of this is in your affidavit?  Tomas

 7         Pritchard has been denied the opportunity to

 8         actually speak to any of these matters?  It's

 9         simply your word now and an inappropriate

10         question --

11 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips.

12 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         -- on re-examination from

13         Mr. Stooshinoff.

14 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Mr. Phillips, you asked

15         him what the April 27th call was and you

16         asked him --

17 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         This transcript is going

18         to speak for itself, Mr. Stooshinoff.  We

19         will be requesting appropriate relief from

20         the Court in relation to the propriety of

21         your re-examination of this witness.

22 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Well, you can object all

23         you want.  I'm just telling you, you asked

24         him about the April 27th call, what they

25         would have discussed.  You asked him --
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 1 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         And somehow he seems to

 2         have far greater recollection after taking a

 3         break and then coming back.

 4 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           No --

 5 MR. XIAO-PHILLIPS:         The transcript will speak

 6         for itself as to what this witness' answer

 7         actually was under oath before taking a

 8         break.

 9 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Thank you.

10    A.   Have a good day.

11 (Adjourned sine die at 6:44 p.m.)
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT

BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: Burke Ratte

Address: 100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6

Tel: (204) 318-2681
Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@boudreaiilaw.ca

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 27, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding.

on September 14, 2020, at 9:00 am (Saskatchewan time, 10:00 am Manitoba time) by

video conference hosted by Royal Reporting at a web link that Royal Reporting will

provide directly to your legal counsel.

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal
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Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@,phillipsco.ca in PDF format by no later

than September 7, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

1. All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

2. The original of your Affidavit in this proceeding sworn August 27, 2020;

3. The original of the “Electoral Voter’s Lisf’ referred to at paragraph 6 of your

Affidavit, however as noted above it is to be produced in full without redaction

or alteration;

4. The “Mail-Out Control Sheef’ and any similar such documents that you used in

connection with the March 20, 2020, election of Red Pheasant First Nation

(“Election”);

The Electoral Officer’s Handbook - First Nations Elections Act, 2018'5.

referred to at paragraph 9 of your Affidavit, and any other handbooks that you

used in connection with the Election;

6. The 748 requests for mail-in ballot referred to at paragraph 9 of your Affidavit;

7. Any document referring to, or authorizing, a “signed confirmation of identity

from the Indian Registry Administrator of the First Nation” as referred to at

paragraph 9 of your Affidavit;

8. All documents relating or referring to postage expenses incurred by you or on

your behalf to send the 748 mail-in ballot packages referred to at paragraph 9

2
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of your Affidavit. Without limiting the generality of the forgoing, receipts for

postage stamps, the register and log from your postage machine, and/or similar

such documents;

9. In relation to the 684 mail-in ballots received (referred to at paragraph 11 of

your Affidavit):

a. the outer envelopes within which the entire mail-in ballot packages were

returned to you (both the front and back of the envelopes);

b. the 684 Voter Declaration forms that were received therewith;

10. With reference to paragraph 12 of your Affidavit and the 3 packages “rejected

because the voter had not filled out a Request for Mail-in Ballof’, 1) the Voter

Declaration forms, and 2) the outer envelopes within which the entire mail-in

ballot packages were returned to you (both the front and back of the envelopes);

11. With reference to paragraph 12 of your Affidavit and the 13 packages “rejected

because the voter had signed an affidavit stating that they had lost or never

received their ballof’, 1) the Voter Declaration forms within those packages, 2)

the outer envelopes within which the entire mail-in ballot packages were

returned to you (both the front and back of the envelopes), 3) the associated

Request for Mail-in Ballot form and all related, associated, or enclosed

documents therewith, and 4) the signed “affidavit stating that they had lost or

never received their ballof’;

12. With reference to paragraph 12 of your Affidavit and the 4 packages “rejected

because two (2) mail-in ballots were received from the same voter”, 1) the Voter

3
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Declaration forms within those packages, 2) the outer envelopes within which

the entire mail-in ballot packages were returned to you (both the front and back

of the envelopes), and 3) the associated Request for Mail-in Ballot form and all

related, associated, or enclosed documents therewith;

13. All “Declaration of Person Delivering a Mail-in Ballot Package” that you

received in connection with the Election (referred to at paragraph 11 of your

Affidavit);

14. In relation to all voters that submitted a Request for Mail-in Ballot that included

a confirmation of identity signed by Deloris Peyachew, the 1) Request for Mail-

in Ballot forms and all related, associated, or enclosed documents therewith.

and 2) Voter Declaration forms and the outer envelopes within which the entire

mail-in ballot package was returned to you (both the front and back of the

envelopes);

15. In relation to all voters that submitted a Voter Declaration form that was

witnessed by Shelley or Shelly Wuttunee, the 1) Request for Mail-in Ballot

forms and all related, associated, or enclosed documents therewith, and 2) Voter

Declaration forms and the outer envelopes within which the entire mail-in ballot

package was returned to you (both the front and back of the envelopes);
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16. The 1) Request for Mail-in Ballot forms and all related, associated, or enclosed

documents therewith, and 2) Voter Declaration forms and the outer envelopes

within which the entire mail-in ballot package was returned to you (both the

front and back of the envelopes), of:

Angel Nicotine;a.

b. Ardella Benson;

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee,c.

d. Breanna Wahobin;

Burton Ward;e.

f Darian Whiteford;

Dion Bugler;g-

Gregory Chippewa;h.

Jeff Wuttunee;1.

Jerette Wahobin;J-

k. Justin Brabant;

Lionel Brabant Jr.;

Michael Ernest Stevens;m.

Paul Tobaccojuice;n.

Rickell Frenchman;0.

Robin Dean Wuttunee;P-
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q. Romello Meechance/Romellow Nathaniel Jewell Meechance;

r. Shadric Chippewa;

s. Trezdin Kiskotagen;

t. Veronica Whitford;

Wendall John Albert;u.

V. Wesley Wuttunee;

17. All notes, journals, logs, and/or similar such documents that you or any deputy

electoral officer or similar made in connection with the Election;

18. The cell phone(s) and other communications devices that you used in

connection with the Election, including but not limited to your cell phone

destroyed by fire the day before the advance poll in Saskatoon (you are not

required to provide the cell phone(s)/devices in PDF format by email, please

bring them to the cross-examination);

19. Your telephone records, logs, ledgers, and similar such documents issued by the

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that you utilized,

including but not limited to 1-877-231-7769 and 1-204-228-4786, for the

months of January, February, and March, 2020;

20. All emails and attachments thereto sent from or received to

Election3854@hotmail.com between January 1 and March 20, 2020;

21. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control
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that include any one or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly

Wuttunee, Leroy Nieotine Jr., Cameron Nieotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather

Wuttunee, and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf;

22. All pictures or videos that you took of any polling station during the Election,

including but not limited to all pietures that you took on March 20 and 21,2020,

at Red Pheasant First Nation;

23. All documents in your possession, power, or control that relate or refer to 1291

97th jQ4^ North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the

persons that resided at that address or frequented same at any time between

January 1 and Mareh 20, 2020;

TRAVEL EXPENSES: Pursuant to paragraph 5(a) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, no conduet money is payable to you

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party condueting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 4‘^ day of September, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per:

Nathan Phillips,
Solicitors for the Applicants,
Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co.
Barristers & Solicitors

2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434
Email: nathanDhillins@i:)hilliDsco.ca

Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

TO: Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2
Tel: (306) 653-9000
Fax:(306)653-5284
Email: stooshinofflaw@sasktel.net

TO: Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204)318-2681
Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@.boudreaulaw.ca
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Red pheasant Cree Nation #104 

Appendix 5-A Notice of Nomination Meeting 
 

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of the Electors of the Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 will be held at the 
Chief Glen Keskotagan Community Centre located on the Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 on Tuesday the 
4th day of February, 2020 beginning at 12 noon and lasting for at least three (3) hours for the purposes of 
nominating candidates for the positions of one (1) Chief and eight (8) Councillor positions for a four year 
term. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES: 
 
1. Any Elector may nominate candidates by delivering or sending by mail, e-mail, text or fax to 

the Electoral Officer a completed, signed and witnessed “nomination” and “voter 

declaration” form before the time set for the nomination meeting, OR by making a 
nomination orally at the nomination meeting.    

 
2. Under the First Nations Elections Act, an Elector must not nominate more than one (1) 

candidate for the position of Chief and no more candidates for the position of Councillor as 
there are councillor positions available for election. There are eight (8) Councillor positions 
available. 

 
3. The Council of the Red Pheasant Cree Nation has set out a candidate fee in the amount 

of $250.00 for the position of Chief and $250.00 for the position of Councillor. 
 
4. Under the First Nations Elections Act, a nominee does not become a candidate until they 

deliver to the Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer, by 6 p.m. on Friday, February 

7th, 2020, a signed “Candidate Declaration” form, which can be obtained from the Electoral 
Officer.  The candidate “fee” for the relevant position must be received by this time as well, 
in the form of cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer payable to the 
Electoral Officer. 

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE ELECTION: 
 
1. The election will be held on the Friday, March 20th, 2020 at the Chief Glen Keskotagan 

Community Centre from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.  

 
2. An advance poll will be held on March 13th, 2020 at the TCU Place - Gallery “A” 35-22nd 

Street E., Saskatoon, S7K 0C8 , from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.  

 
3. An information session will be held from  1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, January 21st , 

2020 at the  Chief Glen Keskotagan Community Centre located on the Red Pheasant 
Cree Nation #104   

 
4. Any elector may vote by mail-in ballot by submitting a “Request for Mail-in Ballot” form, 

which can be obtained from the Electoral Officer, along with a Copy of Identification, by 
Saturday, March 14th, 2020.   

 
5. Any elector may permit the Electoral Officer to release their name to the candidates. 
 

 
Given under my hand this 10th day of January, 2020. 
 

 
     
Burke Ratte 
Red Pheasant Cree Nation 
Electoral Officer   
P.O. Box 261 
Cando, SK S0K 0V0 
Election3854@hotmail.com  
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 
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Red  Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104  

Appendix 5-A Notice of Nomination Meeting 

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of the Electors of the Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 will be held 
at the Chief Glen Keskotagan Community Centre located on the Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 on 
Tuesday the 4th

 day of February, 2020 beginning at 12 noon and lasting for at least three (3) hours for 
the purposes of nominating candidates for the positions of one (1) Chief and eight (8) Councillor 
positions for a four year term. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES: 
 
1. Any Elector may nominate candidates by delivering or sending by mail, e-mail, text or fax to the 

Electoral Officer a completed, signed and witnessed “nomination” and “voter declaration” form 
before the time set for the nomination meeting, OR by making a nomination orally at the nomination 
meeting.    

 
2. Under the First Nations Elections Act, an Elector must not nominate more than one (1) candidate 

for the position of Chief and no more candidates for the position of Councillor as there are councillor 
positions available for election. There are eight (8) Councillor positions available. 

 
3. The Council of the Red Pheasant Cree Nation has set out a candidate fee in the amount of 

$250.00 for the position of Chief and $250.00 for the position of Councillor. 
 
4. Under the First Nations Elections Act, a nominee does not become a candidate until they deliver to 

the Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer, by 6 p.m. on Friday, February 7
th

, 2020, a signed 
“Candidate Declaration” form, which can be obtained from the Electoral Officer.  The candidate 
“fee” for the relevant position must be received by this time as well, in the form of cash, certified 
cheque, money order or electronic transfer payable to the Electoral Officer. 

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE ELECTION: 
 
1. The election will be held on the Friday, March 20

th,
 2020 at the Chief Glen Keskotagan Community 

Centre from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.  

 
2. An advance poll will be held on March 13

th
, 2020 at the TCU Place –Gallery “A” 35-22

nd
 Street E., 

Saskatoon, S7K 0C8 , from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.    
 
3. Any elector may vote by mail-in ballot by submitting a “Request for Mail-in Ballot” form, which can 

be obtained from the Electoral Officer, along with a Copy of Identification, by Saturday, March 14
th

, 

2020.   
4. Any elector may permit the Electoral Officer to release their name to the candidates. 
 

 
Given under my hand this 10

th
 day of January, 2020. 

 

 
     
Burke Ratte 
Red Pheasant Cree Nation 
Electoral Officer   
P.O. Box 261 
Cando, SK S0K 0V0 
Election3854@hotmail.com  
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

..................................................  ....................... .................................................. 
If you want your name and address to be given to candidates at this election for the purpose of communicating with 
you, please check the statement below, print and sign your name, detach this form at the dotted line and return the 
bottom portion to the Electoral Officer. 
 
   ❑ I authorize that my name and address be given to candidates at this election. 

 
 
 

             
Print Name          Date of Birth   Signature 

              
                 Address     City/Town/First Nation                    Province     Postal code 
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Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 
 

Appendix 5-B – Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate 
Candidates 

 
In the matter of the election of the Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 being held on March 20th, 2020, held 
according to the “First Nations Election Regulations", I,                                                            solemnly 
declare that:                                                                                            (Please print your name) 

                               

 
1. I am a member of the                                                                                   Band of Indians. 
 
2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is                   and/or my date of birth is: ____________. 
  
3.  My current mailing address is:  ____________________________________________    
                                           (Street number and name or P.O. Box)  

___________________  ________________             ____________ 
(First Nation/Municipality)                          (Province/Territory)                      (Postal code) 
 

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 
5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 
 
I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the same force 
and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false statement in this 
declaration. 
   
 
            
    Signature of Elector     Date 
 
WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 
 
Declared before me                                                           at  ____________________________  
           (name)                             (municipality) 
 
this                                 day of                                         20        . 
      (date)      (month)                     (year) 

                                                                                          
Signature of Witness 
Note: This signature does not constitute the witness as a seconder to this 
nomination. 
 
Address:  ________________________________________________________________                                                                              
(Street number and name or P.O Box)  

                _____________________  ________________  _____________ 
                 (First Nation/Municipality)                (Province)                               (Postal code) 
 

Telephone Number of Witness:  (___) ____ -______    
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Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 
Appendix 5-C Mail-in Nomination Form 

            
  

           
I, ___________________________________________, Band # ________________ 
            (Please print name) 
 

 
of the                             Red Pheasant  Cree Nation #104                                            hereby nominate 
                     (Name of First Nation)   
 

  _______________________________________ 
                                      (Name of nominee)   
    
 
of the      ___________Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104_____________________  

                   (Name of First Nation) 
 

for the position of:  CHIEF  ❑           COUNCILLOR  ❑ 
for the election being held on March 20th , 2020 
 

NOMINEE FOR CANDIDATE INFORMATION 
 

___________________________   _________________  ______________   _________     
Address                                                 First Nation/Municipality   Province/Territory      Postal code      
     
 __________________________   (___) _____-__________   
 E-mail, if applicable                            Telephone Number 
     
 

 

NOMINATOR INFORMATION 
 

____________________________   __________________  ______________   _________     
Address                                                    First Nation/Municipality    Province/Territory      Postal code      
     
______________________________  (___) _____-__________ 
E-mail, if applicable                              Telephone Number 
 
 
                                                                   ___________________                      
Signature                                 Date  
Note: This signature does not constitute the witness as a seconder to this 
nomination. 
 
It is important that your telephone number and address be included above in case the Electoral 
Officer needs to contact you for clarification regarding the name of the individual that you are 
nominating. 
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Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 

Appendix 5-D – Request for Mail-in Ballot 
 

INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 
 
The Band Council Election of the Red Pheasant Cree Nation will be held on Friday, March 20

th
, 2020.  

 
If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot, you must complete this form and send it to the Electoral Officer by mail, fax or e-mail.  
The information appears below. 
 
You must also include a copy of proof of identity, such as a copy of your Certificate of Indian Status, drivers 
license, health card, or another document that proves your identify.  Do not provide the original identification. 
 
If the Electoral Officer receives this request on or before Saturday, March 14

th
, 2020, a mail-in ballot package will be 

sent to you at the address provided. If you have any questions, please contact the Electoral Officer. 
 
It is also important to note that once you fill out this application and return it to the Electoral Officer; you will not be able to 
vote in person at the polling station unless you bring your mail-in ballots to the polling station so that they may be voided. 
If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you must bring to the polling station a sworn affidavit stating that you have lost your 
mail-in ballots. 
 
Mail, Text, Fax, Email to: 
Burke Ratte 
Red Pheasant Cree Nation #104 
Electoral Officer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854@hotmail.com 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 
              

I         ,     am a qualified elector of the 
                  (Name of elector/voter)           (Band Number) 

Red Pheasant Cree Nation and do hereby request that a mail-in ballot package be sent to me at:  
 
              
                 Address            Municipality                  Province     Postal code  
 
Telephone:  (        )           -    E-mail:     
 
 
____________________________ 
Signature of elector/voter   
 
For use by the Electoral Officer only 
 
Request received on:       Mail-in Ballot sent on:     
 
Type of identification:         
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File No. T-1856-16 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

CLARENCE PAPEQUASH and GLENN PAPEQUASH, 

Applicants, 

-and-

RODNEY BRASS, DAVID COTE, MYRNA O'SOUP, COLLEEN BRASS, DALE 
BRASS, FERL YN BRASS, JESSE BRASS, JOSEPH BRASS, MELODY BRASS, 

ROBERT BRASS, SHANNON BRASS, SHIRLEY BRASS, ANGELA DESJARLAIS, 
GILDA DOKUCHIE-CRANE, KENNETH HATHER, SIDNEY KESHANE, CLINTON 

KEY, ALLAN O'SOUP, FERNIE O'SOUP, GLEN O'SOUP, IVY O'SOUP, MARLENE 
BRASS, PERCY O'SOUP, MARCELLA PELLETIER, BURKE RATTE and KEY FIRST 

NATION 

Respondents. 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act 

AFFIDAVIT OF BURKE RATTE 
AFFIRMED THE 15TH DAY OF JANUARY, 2017 

BOUDREAU LAW 
Barristers and Solicitors 

Avocats et Notaires 
1619 Pembina Hwy 

Winnipeg MB R3T 3Y6 

J. R. NORMAN BOUDREAU 
Phone No. (204) 318-2681 

File No. 1138-003 
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FEDERAL COURT 
BETWEEN: 

CLARENCE PAPEQUASH and GLENN PAPEQUASH, 

Applicants, 

-and-

RODNEY BRASS, DAVID COTE, MYRNA O'SOUP, COLLEEN BRASS, DALE 
BRASS, FERL YN BRASS, JESSE BRASS, JOSEPH BRASS, MELODY BRASS, 

ROBERT BRASS, SHANNON BRASS, SHIRLEY BRASS, ANGELA DESJARLAIS, 
GILDA DOKUCHIE-CRANE, KENNETH HATHER, SIDNEY KESHANE, CLINTON 

KEY, ALLAN O'SOUP, FERNIE O'SOUP, GLEN O'SOUP, IVY O'SOUP, MARLENE 
BRASS, PERCY O'SOUP, MARCELLA PELLETIER, BURKE RATTE and KEY FIRST 

NATION 

Respondents. 

AFFIDAVIT OF BURKE RATTE 

I, Burke Ratte, Electoral Officer, of the city of Winnipeg, in the 

Province of Manitoba, 

MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. I am a Defendant in these particular proceedings in my capacity 

as Electoral Officer for Key First Nation, and as such, have 

knowledge of the facts and matters hereinafter deposed to by me, 

except where same are stated to be based upon information and 

belief, in which case, I do verily believe them to be true. 
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2. In response to paragraph 6 of the Notice of Application, in addition to 

myself in my role as Electoral Officer in the Key First Nation election, 

there was only one female deputy electoral officer (DEO) and two 

male DEOs who assisted me in the administration of the election. 

One scrutineer was present for the entire day. All other scrutrineers 

attended after the close of the polls. One other DEO, Bernelda Bjerke 

(Brass) was expected to staff this election as well however she did 

not attend any polling station at any point during the election. 

Compliance with First Nations Elections Act and Regulations 

3. In response to paragraph 12 of the Notice of Application, I deny the 

allegations against me with respect to contraventions of the First 

Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Elections Regulations. 

4. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of the Electoral Officer's Handbook governs the 

various requirements relating to notice and the processing of mail-in 

ballots. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit A, is a 

copy of the pertinent sections of the Electoral Officer's Handbook. 

5. In further response to paragraph 12 of the Notice of Application, with 

respect to the allegation that there was insufficient notice of the 

election, I complied with First Nations Elections Regulations by 

adhering to the requirement in the Electoral Officer's Hand Book that 
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"[a]t least 25 days prior to the nomination meeting and at least 60 

days before the day of the election, post the notice in at least one 

noticeable place on the reserve." 

6. I posted a Notice of the Nomination Meeting on July 26, 2016 inside 

the Key First Nation Band Office. I also posted it at the Community 

Hall Saulteux-Piex, inside the Health Centre, and outside the local 

water treatment facility. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as 

Exhibit B, is a copy of the Notice of Nomination Meeting posted on 

July 26, 2016. The Notice also lists the dates, time and locations of 

the advance polls and election date, time and location of the Election. 

7. I posted the voters list for Key First Nation at the Band Office. 

Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit C, is a copy of 

membership list posted on July 26, 2016. Attached to this, my 

affidavit, and marked as Exhibit D, is a copy of a picture of the Notice 

of Nomination Meeting and the voters list, which were posted in the 

Key First Nation Band Office. 

Individuals allegedly denied opportunity to vote 

8. In further response to paragraph 12 of the Notice of Application, 

deny allegations with respect to improper handling of mail-in ballots. 

The regulations on Mail-in Ballot Packages are described in 7.4.3 of 
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the Electoral Officers Handbook which is attached hereto and marked 

as Exhibit A. 

9. I was given the names and addresses of off reserve electors by 

Brenda Bejerke (Brass), Membership Clerk for the Key First Nation. 

Based upon the information provided on the off reserve electors, I 

mailed out 311 notices which included "Appendix 5 - A Notice of 

Nomination Meeting", "Appendix 5- B Mail- in Voter Declaration to 

Nominate Candidates", "Appendix 5 - C Mail - in Nomination Form", 

"Appendix 5- D Request for Mail- in Ballot." These documents were 

sent as a package and mailed by Canada Posts to the electors that I 

had an address provided. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked 

as Exhibit E, is an example copy of the mail out package sent to 

electors who would be eligible for mail-in nomination and mail-in 

ballot voting. 

1 0. I received phone calls from off-reserve electors requesting an 

Appendix 5- D Request for Mail in Ballot. In response, I followed the 

procedures of the Electoral Officer's Handbook Section 7.4.3. 

11. In further response to paragraph 12 of the Notice of Application, 

I deny the allegations in respect of particular electors who claim to 
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have been denied the right or ability to vote. My particular responses 

for each named individual are as follows: 

a. Ralph Papeguash. I sent this elector a voting package on September 

17, 2016. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit F is a 

copy of the Appendix 5 - D "Request for Mail-in Ballot" received from 

Ralph Papequash. This was processed and a mail-in voting package 

was sent to him. 

b. Audrey lsfeld. I did not receive a request for a Mail in Ballot form from 

this elector. The First Nations Elections Regulations require that a 

request for mail-in ballot be made in writing from an elector. I cannot 

provide a mail-in ballot on the basis of a telephone call. In any event, 

I do not recall receiving any communication from this individual 

whatsoever. I routinely monitored my voicemail messages and 

responded to them promptly. I have no records of any calls made to 

me by this elector. 

c. Jessica Harper. I sent this elector a voting package on September 14, 

2016. The elector mailed in her ballot and it was processed. Attached 

to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit G is a copy of the 

Appendix 5 - D "Request for Mail-in Ballot" received from Jessica 

Harper. This was processed and a mail-in voting package was sent to 
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her. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit H is a copy 

of the Master Voters List for the Key First Nation 2016 election. At 

number 359, Jessica harper is indicated to have voted. 

d. John Walton. I found that he is not on the Voters List which was 

posted nor on the Master Voters list, attached hereto as Exhibits C 

and Exhibit H respectively. 

e. Margaret Ducharm. I found that she is not on the Voters List which 

was posted nor on the Master Voters list, attached hereto as Exhibits 

C and Exhibit H respectively. 

f. Desiree O'Soup. I sent the elector a voting package on September 

16, 2016. The voting package was returned by Canada Post for an 

invalid address. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit 

I, is a copy of the voting package which had been sent including the 

envelope enclosing the material, marked as "return to sender". 

g. Kenny Ducharm. I found that he is not on the Voters List which was 

posted nor on the Master Voters list, attached hereto as Exhibits C 

and Exhibit H respectively. 

h. Barbara Crane and three children over 18. I received a Mail in Ballot 

request after the deadline of September 25, 2016. I received the 

request on September 28, 2016. Attached to this, my affidavit, and 
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marked as Exhibit J is a copy of the request for mail-in ballot 

received September 28, 2016, from Barbara Crane. It was the 

responsibility of Barbara Crane's unnamed children to contact me 

directly and not through their mother. 

1. Jeremy Papeguash. I did not receive a Mail in Ballot request form 

from this elector, as required by the First Nations Elections 

Regulations, therefore no mail-in ballot package was sent to this 

elector. 

j. Nolen Keshane. This elector was sent a voting package on 

September 14, 2016. This elector mailed in his ballot and had his 

vote processed. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit 

K is a copy of the Appendix 5 - D "Request for Mail-in Ballot" 

received from Nolen Keshane. This was processed and a mail-in 

voting package was sent to her. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a 

copy of the Master Voters List for the Key First Nation 2016 election. 

At number 456, Nolen Keshane is indicated to have voted. 

k. Melody Keshan. I found that this name as written is not the Master 

Voters list, attached hereto as Exhibit H. 
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I. Michelle Papeguash. I did not receive a written request for Mail-in 

Voting Package from this elector, as required by the First Nations 

Elections Regulations. 

m. Leon Anderson. I did not receive a Mail-in Ballot request from this 

elector, as required by the First Nations Elections Regulations. 

n. Greg O'Soup. This elector was sent a voting package September 16, 

2016. The elector mailed in his ballot and had his vote processed. 

Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit L is a copy of 

the Appendix 5 - D "Request for Mail-in Ballot" received from Greg 

O'Soup. This was processed and a mail-in voting package was sent 

to her. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a copy of the Master Voters 

List for the Key First Nation 2016 election. At number 599, Greg 

O'Soup is indicated to have voted. 

12. In response to paragraph 22 of the affidavit of Clarence 

Papequash, on or about August 31, 2016 I had contact with Mr. 

Johnny Brass at which point he provided me with his address. He 

was sent an e-mail September 1, 2016 with the pertinent voting 

forms. Attached to this my affidavit and marked as Exhibit M, is a 

copy of an e-mail forwarded to Mr. Brass. Attached to this my affidavit 

and marked as Exhibit N, is a copy of the envelope sent to Mr. Brass 
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enclosing the items included in Exhibit E, attached hereto, and the 

envelope is marked as "return to sender". 

Member I voters list 

13. In further response to paragraph 13 of the Notice of Application, 

Key First Nation administers and controls its own membership since it 

falls under section 10 Indian Act. As such, as the Electoral Officer 

who is administering an election for Key First Nation, I am bound to 

accept the membership list issued to me by the First Nation. There is 

no requirement or ability for me to verify this list with any other 

authority. 

14. In further response to paragraph 13 of the Notice of Application, 

the voters list was initially posted at the commencement of the 

election process on July 26, 2016 had 859 eligible voters. On 

September 22, 2016 I was advised by the Key First Nation 

membership clerk, Bernelda Bejerke (Brass) that there were two 

additions to the list for a revised total of 861 electors. This notification 

was sent by e-mail at September 22, 2016 at 8.08 p.m. Attached to 

this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit 0, is a copy of the e-mail 

from Bernelda Bejerke of September 22, 2016, advising of the 

membership additions. 
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Membership status of David Cote 

15. In response to paragraph 14 of the Notice of Application, I deny 

the allegation. It was not inappropriate for David Cote to be included 

on the voters list for Key First Nation and for him to have cast a vote 

in this election. David Darrell Cote is listed as a member on the 

Master Voters list at number 226, attached hereto as Exhibit H. On 

this basis he was entitled to run for the position of Chief and to vote in 

the election. 

Identification of voters at polls 

16. In response to paragraph 15 of the Notice of Application as well 

as paragraph 4 of the affidavit of Glenn Papequash and paragraph 4 

of the affidavit of Clarence Papequash, the procedures in the 

Electoral Officer's Handbook states that the elector need only to 

present themselves and state their name. They do not need to 

provide identification as proof of their stated name. This provision is 

expressly stated under 8.6.1 of the Electoral Officer's Handbook: 

"When a person presents him or herself to you or your deputy at the 

polling station, he or she should state his or her name. You will then 

verify that the electors name appears on the voters list." Attached 
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hereto and marked as Exhibit A, is a copy of the Electoral Officer's 

Handbook. 

17. In further response to paragraph 15 of the Notice of Application 

and in response to paragraphs 5 and 6 of the affidavit of Esther 

Papequash, the individual known as Glen Robert Meier did not 

participate in the election process. In reply to paragraph 6 of the 

affidavit of Esther Papequash, I do not recall reading out the name of 

Glen Robert Meier at any time during the election proceedings. I 

received no communication from this elector. Attached hereto as 

Exhibit H is a copy of the Master Voters List for the Key First Nation 

2016 election. At number 545, Glen Robert Meier is indicated not to 

have voted. 

Collection of ballots from Winnipeg 

18. In response to paragraph 16 of the Notice of Application, the 

election date of October 1, 2016 was a Saturday and there was no 

mail delivery on that date in Winnipeg. The mail box was cleared 

Friday September 30, 2016 after the complete processing of that 

days mail. I am advised by DEO Ernest Gray and do verily believe it 

to be true that he collected the mail on September 30, 2016. Attached 

to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit P is a copy of a 
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screenshot from my cellular phone depicting a message sent to me 

from Mr. Gray in which he describes the mail he collected. 

Ballots accepted bv Electoral Officer IDEO 

19. In response to paragraph 17 of the Notice of Application and 

paragraph 9 of the affidavit of Glenn Papequash, and paragraph 2 of 

the affidavit of Kristin Lauren Raphael, I deny the allegations. I 

instructed DEO Steve Perswain to remain stationed at the ballot box 

at each of the three polls which were run. I instructed him to verify the 

security mark on each ballot and place the ballot in the box. I 

observed Mr. Perswain personally at the polls in Regina and on the 

Key First Nation Reserve confirm that he complied with these 

instructions and further, that he did not receive any ballot which was 

not properly verified and deposited into the ballot box. This procedure 

is in compliance with the Electoral Officer's Handbook. Attached to 

hereto as Exhibit A, is a copy of the Electoral Officer's Handbook. 

Failure to secure ballot boxes with seal tape. 

20. In response to paragraph 18 of the Notice of Application and 

paragraph 7 of the affidavit of Glenn Papequash, I deny the 

allegations. I made a point of ensuring the security of the ballot boxes 

for the Advance Polls. 
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21. I implemented a system which used a cardboard box which was 

sealed by sealing tape and witnessed at the opening and closing of 

the Edmonton poll on or about September 22, 2016, and the Regina 

poll on or about September 24, 2016. 

Edmonton poll 

22. The scrutineer at the Edmonton poll was Joseph Spencer 

O'Soup. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit Q are 

copies of the "Appendix 8-a declaration forms" signed by Mr. Joseph 

O'Soup attesting to the facts that the ballot box in Edmonton was 

empty when it was sealed at the beginning of the day and then 

sealed properly after the polls closed. Also attached is a photograph 

of the numbered tags which were used to seal the boxes and track 

them. These tags were not opened until the time the voted were 

counted. 

Regina Poll 

23. Ms. Alvina Roulette was a witness who provided a declaration 

that the Regina poll ballot box was empty before it was sealed. No 

scrutineers were available in order to witness the sealing of the ballot 

box at the close of polls, therefore DEOs Ernest Gray and Steve 

Perswain, and myself, sealed the boxes. Attached to this, my 
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affidavit, and marked as Exhibit R, are the declaration forms of 

Alvina Roulette, Ernest Gray, and Steve Perswain, as well as two 

photographs of the sealed ballot box as well as photographs of the 

tags used to seal the box. 

Key First Nation Poll 

24. Scrutineer Terry H. O'Soup acted attended the poll at Key First 

Nation Reserve and has provided a declaration that the ballot box 

was empty prior to being sealed at the commencement of the polls. 

As the ballots were counted later that day without transporting the 

ballot box, it was not necessary to have a declaration as to its 

sealing. Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit S, is 

the declaration of Terry H. 0' Soup. 

Acceptance and depositing of mail-in votes 

25. In response to paragraph 19 of the Notice of Application, the 

First Nations Elections Act allows a member or non-member from 

presenting multiple mail-in voting packages to an Electoral Officer. 

The individual referenced in the Notice of Application had completed 

an 'Appendix 8 - C: Declaration of Person Delivering a Mail-in Ballot 

Package'. Further, this individual delivered 1 0 mail-in voting 

packages, and not 12 as has been stated in the Notice of Application. 
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Attached to this, my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit T, is a copy of 

the Appendix 8-C Declaration of Delivering a Mail-in Ballot Package, 

including a list of the elector who had provided mail-in ballots for 

delivery which I reviewed and initialed. This attachment also includes 

the declaration forms received from each elector providing a mail-in 

ballot. 

Protocols in counting 

26. In response to paragraph 7 of the affidavit of Esther 

Papequash, I agree that neither I nor any other DEO held up ballots 

for inspection, however the act of holding up ballots for inspection is 

not required by the procedures of the Elections Officer Handbook. 

Furthermore, no scrutineers objected to our procedure at the time. 

Spoiled ballots were held to the side by the DEOs for my later review 

as Electoral Officer. 

27. In response to paragraph 8 of the affidavit of Esther 

Papequash, I am not aware of the past practice of counting ballots for 

Key First Nation. On this occasion, I as Electoral Officer was the only 

person who counted the ballots. The DEOs arrange the ballots for 

ease of reading and held aside for later review those ballots that 

appear to be spoiled. Furthermore, there were 14 scrutineers who 
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arrived at 8.00 p.m. and one who was there the whole day. Not one of 

them objected to the method of counting at the time. 

28 . Attached to this , my affidavit, and marked as Exhibit U, is a 

certified copy of the results of the election of 2016 for Key First 

Nation. 

29. In reply to the affidavit of Kristin Lauren Raphael , I deny the 

allegation at paragraph 2 that the DEO failed to deposit the ballots. 

30. I am in possession of all of the ballots which have been 

completed and counted for the Key First Nation 2016 e lection, 

including all mail-in declaration cards. It would be too onerous to 

make copies of each of these documents however I am willing to 

submit them to the Federal Court reg istrar in order that they may be 

viewed by the applicants in person. 

31. I make this Affidavit bona fide. 

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME at the 
City of Winnipeg , in the 
Province of Ma 1toba this~h 
day of J uar , !1l== 

) BURKE RATTE 
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1. Forward - Why Read this Handbook? 

This handbook is intended for use by Electoral Officers certified under the First Nations 
Elections Regulations, appointed by a First Nation council to conduct an election under 
the First Nations Elections Act. It will assist you in carrying out your duties, and it 
should also be read by any deputies that you may appoint to assist you in running the 
election. 

This handbook is meant to complement the First Nations Elections Act (also referred to 
as the "Act") and the First Nations Elections Regulations (also referred to as the 
"Regulations") found in section 12 of this handbook, but does not replace either one. 

Some people may try to take advantage of the Electoral Officer who is unsure of his or 
her duties. Learn the rules and do not let yourself be bullied into making the 
wrong decisions. 

This handbook is your guide to the various procedures and duties you are required to 
carry out as an Electoral Officer. 

On the day of the nomination meeting and the day of the election, you will be too busy 
to read this handbook. Read it now. Carefully study each of the prescribed forms found 
in the appendices and make sure that you understand their use. Accompanying this 
handbook is a CO-Rom containing electronic copies of all appendices. Take the time to 
customize the forms for the specific First Nation election. 

It is also important that you read and understand the First Nations Elections Act and the 
First Nations Elections Regulations. 

If you have any questions during the course of the election, do not hesitate to call your 
regional or district manager, or the Elections Unit at Aboriginal Affairs and Northern 
Development Canada (AANDC). 

Good luck! 

Name of Contact Person Telephone 

E-Mail 

Alternative Contact Person Telephone 

E-mail 
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2. Legislation and Regulations 

On April 2, 2015, the First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Election 
Regulations came into force. Together, they offer a new and modern electoral system 
for First Nations. The Act and the Regulations are optional, meaning the each First 
Nation decides for itself whether they wish to move to holding their elections under the 
new system. A First Nation who makes such a decision will adopt a band council 
resolution and provide it to the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs, who will, by order, add the 
First Nation to the schedule to the Act. 

It important for those who are familiar with the Indian Act electoral system and who have 
acted as Electoral Officers under this system to take note of the differences in the 
administration of an election under the First Nations Elections Act and the Regulations. 
Here are some key differences: 

Under the First Nations Elections Act 

• Terms of office of four years 

• No role for the Department and the Minister in election appeals, with this role 
shifting to the courts, as in municipal, provincial and federal elections 

• Defined offences and penalties enabling charges to be laid and penalties to be 
imposed for fraudulent activity in connection with an election (such as the selling 
and buying of mail-in ballots and bribery) 

Under the First Nations Elections Regulations 

• Shorter election period - 65 days 
• Number of councillor positions on the band council is established by the 1 per 

1 00 rule unless council reduces the number of positions by band council 
resolution 

• Candidates must provide a written acceptance of their nomination, and the band 
council can set a candidate fee of no more than $250 

• Mail-in ballots are sent only when the elector has made a written application 
accompanied by identification 

• On request of the Council, advance polls can be held on or off the reserve 
between the 1 Oth and 5th day before the election 

• Automatic recount is triggered when the difference between a winning candidate 
and a runner up is five or less 
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3. Getting Started: Preparing for the Election 

3. 1 Order Adding the First Nation to the Schedule to the First 
Nations Elections Act 

Before the electoral process under the First Nations Elections Act can launch, the 
Minister must have made an Order that adds the First Nation to the schedule to the 
First Nations Elections Act. It is important that you confirm this before you begin 
undertaking your responsibilities under the Regulations. You may contact the 
regional or district office of AANDC to obtain this information. 

3.2 Date of Election 

The date of the first election under the First Nations Elections Act is fixed by the 
Minister's order that adds the name of the First Nation to the schedule to the Act. It 
is important that you know this date as most other events during the election period 
depend upon it. A minimum of 65 calendar days (includes weekends and holidays) 
is required to conduct an election . 

3.3 Timeline or Calendar 

It is a good idea to develop a timeline or a calendar containing all the important 
dates. The Regulations require you to perform certain duties on specific days. 
Appendix 3-A contains a sample timeline. You should insert the important dates as 
indicated. Also, Appendix 3-C contains a checklist of your principal duties and 
when they must be carried out. 

TIPS 
Use the website calculator at: 

htt :1/www. timeanddate.com/date/dateadd/htm I 

& 

All days are considered clear calendar days 
(including weekends and holidays) 
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3.4 Number of Councillors 

Subsection 7(1) of the First Nations Elections Act sets outs how this number is 
determined. In most cases, a band elects one councillor for every 1 00 band 
members (referred to as the "1 per 100 rule"). The number of councillors is not to be 
less than two or exceed 12 (regardless of the population of the band). 

Note: When determining the number of councillors to be elected, it is important that 
the total population of the band be taken into account including members 
of all ages. The total population must be determined prior to completing the 
Notice of Nomination Meeting (Appendix 5-A). Keep in mind that the 
number of councillors may change as the population of the band changes. 
For example, if the population of the band at the last election was 480, four 
councillors would have been elected. If the population has increased to 510, 
five councillors would have to be elected at the next election. 

Under subsection 7(2) of the First Nations Elections Act, the council of a First 
Nation may, by resolution , reduce the number of councillor position to not less than 
two. This resolution takes precedence over the "1 per 1 00" rule. Therefore, it is 
important that you determine if the council of the First Nation for which you are 
conducting the election under the First Nations Elections Act has made such a 
resolution, and if so, that you obtain a copy. 

3.5 Candidate Fee 

Section 11 of the First Nations Elections Act allows a First Nation to impose a fee of 
up to $250 on each candidate in an election, to be refunded if the candidate receives 
more than 5% of the total votes cast at the election. Section 8 of the Regulations 
state that this decision is made by the council by resolution. You will need to know 
at the very start if a candidacy fee is applicable to the election, and if so, obtain a 
copy of the band council resolution. You will need to mention the candidacy fee and 
the related amounts in the Notice of Nomination Meeting (Appendix 5-A) . 

3.6 Deputy Electoral Officers 

As Electoral Officer, you will need to appoint at least 
one Deputy Electoral Officer to assist you in carrying 
out your election duties. You should also consider 
appointing additional Deputies taking into 
considerations factors such as the total number of 
electors, the specific number of off-reserve electors, 
whether or not advance polls will be held and special 
needs of electors. An Electoral Officer may delegate 
to a Deputy any responsibility under the Regulations 
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where it specifically states that a deputy can carry it out. You must complete, sign 
and have the Deputies you appoint sign the Appointment of Deputy Electoral Officer 
found at Appendix 3-C. Deputy Electoral Officers should be given a copy of the Act 
and the Regulations. If you are unable to carry out your duties at the last minute, a 
Deputy may replace you for the election. This should only be done where it is 
impossible to have another Electoral Officer appointed in the normal manner. 

3. 7 Facilities for the Election 

One of your primary responsibilities is to serve both 
electors and candidates, and therefore you should 
be available if they require assistance. Indicate on all 
documentation a telephone number and and e-mail 
address where you can be reached. 

You must arrange for the use of facilities for the 
nomination meeting and the poll ; and if the council 
has asked that one or more advance polls be held, 

TIP 
Visit location(s) and draw floor 
plans to accommodate the: 

• Nomination Meeting 
• Voting Process 
• Counting of the Ballots 

you will need to secure these facilities as well. When possible, the nomination 
meeting and the election should be held on the 
reserve. Advance polls can be held both on and off 
reserve and in urban centres. All facilities should 
provide suitable access for those who are physically 
disabled. 

Note that the Notice of Nomination Meeting 
(subsection 5(2) of the Regulations) and the Notice 
of Election (section 14 of the Regulations), which are 

TIP 

Also have Plan 8 in place in 

case the facility becomes 

unavailable (fire, flood, 

electrical, etc). 

posted, must specify where the nomination meeting, the advance polls and the 
election day poll are to be held , and therefore the locations must be selected in 
advance. The First Nation should be able to provide you with suggestions on 
possible locations. 

Finally, you should arrange to procure a post office box or a secure mailing address 
for the receipt of the mail-in nominations and mail-in ballots. This post office box 
should also be accessible for verification on the day of the nomination meeting and 
on the day of the election so that you may obtain any last minute mail-ins. Mail-in 
ballots should not be received as part of the regular mail at the band administration 
office to mitigate the possibility of ballot theft or perception of ballot tampering. 
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3.8 Getting Ready 

As Electoral Officer, you are responsible for having ballots and other forms printed 
and obtaining supplies. If you are an independent 
contractor, during the negotiation of your contract, 
you should have determined who is responsible for 
supplying and paying for various items you will 
require, such as paper, envelopes, stamps and 
photocopying. Below is a list of standard items and 
supplies that you should gather: 

Paper of different colours (for ballots) 
labels 
"ballot only" labels 

TIP 
Have an identifiable garbage bag 
or box for disposal of 
confidential election materials 
for post election shredding. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

labels containing your post office box address for the return of mail-in ballots 
regular envelopes 
smaller envelopes (to the regular) 
stamps 
letter opener 
pencils, markers 
elastics 
paper clips 
tape 
ballot boxes and seals 
voting compartments 

TIP 
To order ballot boxes, ballot box seals, 

and/or voting compartments from 
Elections Canada, call toll free 

1 800 463-6868 
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Appendix 3-A - Electoral Officer's Timeline 

~ 

fM\ 

~ 

,-., 
~ 

f""A., 

,...... 

(Relevant sections of the Electoral Officers Handbook are indicated in brackets next to ~ 
~~n~~~ ~ 

65 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

Date: ________ _ 

• Appoint Deputy Electoral Officers (3.6) 
• Determine if the First Nation controls its membership under section 1 0 of the 

Indian Act, or if the membership list is maintained by AANDC under section 11, 
and obtain the voters list from the appropriate source 

• Obtain the names and last known addresses of members not residing on the 
reserve (4.1) 

• Arrange for accommodations for the nomination meeting, advance polls (if 
necessary) and election day poll 

60 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY OR 
25 DAYS PRIOR TO THE NOMINATION MEETING 

Date: _________ _ 

• Post the Notice of Nomination Meeting (5.1) and the voters list (4.2.4) 
• Send nomination mail-out to electors residing off-reserve (5.2) 
• Update the Mail-Out Control Sheet (5.2) 

BETWEEN 60 DAYS AND 25 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

Dates: ______________ _ 

• Receive nomination forms and voter declarations through the mail 
• Begin completing the In-person Nomination Forms to be used at the nomination 

meeting (6.2) 
• Prepare list of off-reserve electors who have consented to having their names 

released to candidates 
• Respond to requests to revise the voters list ( 4.2.6) 
• Prepare candidate packages for the nomination meeting (6.3) 
• Meet with your Deputies to discuss the nomination meeting 
• Open a bank account for the candidate fees (if applicable) 
• Receive completed Request for Mail-in Ballot accompanied by identification and 

follow up with electors whose applications are incomplete 
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ELECTORAL OFFICER'S TIMELINE (cont'd) 

35 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

Date: __________ _ 

• Hold nomination meeting 
• Complete an In-person Nomination Form for each candidate nominated (6.4) 
• Distribute candidate packages (6.5) 
• Receive completed Candidate's Declaration and candidacy fee if applicable (6.5 

&6.6) 

UNTIL 6 P.M. ON THE THIRD DAY FOLLOWING THE NOMINATION MEETING 

Date: __________ _ 

• Receive completed Candidate's Declaration and candidate fee if applicable (6.5 
&6.6) 

AFTER 6 P.M. ON THE THIRD DAY FOLLOWING THE NOMINATION MEETING 

Date: __________ _ 

• Print ballots omitting the names of nominees who have not provided their signed 
Candidate's Declaration or the candidate fee (if applicable) (7.2) 

• Prepare the Electoral Officer's Nomination Meeting Report (6.7) 

AT LEAST 30 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

Date: __________ _ 

• Prepare and post Polling Notice (7 .1 ) 
• Prepare and send mail-in ballot packages to electors who have submitted a 

completed Request for Mail-in Ballot accompanied by an identification document 
(7.4. 

• Update the Mail-Out Control Sheet (7 .4.1) 
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ELECTORAL OFFICER'S TIMELINE (cont'd) 

BETWEEN 30 DAYS PRIOR TO THE ELECTION AND ELECTION DAY 

Dates: ------------------------------------

• Receive written candidate withdrawal forms (6.9) 
• Prepare and send mail-in ballot packages to electors who have submitted a 

completed Request for Mail-in Ballot accompanied by an identification document 
(7.3 & 7.4) and follow up with electors whose applications are incomplete (up to 
and including the 6th day prior to the election) 

• Prepare for the advance polls if applicable 

BETWEEN 10 AND 5 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

Dates: ------------------------------------

• Hold advance polls if applicable (Section 8) 
• At the close of each advance polling station, seal the ballot box and ensure the 

safekeeping of the ballot box until the counting of the votes following the close of 
the election day poll (7 .5) 

ELECTION DAY 

Date: _______________ _ 

• Arrive at the polling station at least one hour prior to opening to set things up. 
• Open the poll at 9 a.m. and close it at 8 p.m. (Section 8) 
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ELECTORAL OFFICER'S TIMELINE (cont'd) 

AT THE TIME DESIGNATED FOR COUNTING 

Date: Time: --------------- ----------

• Open mail-in ballot envelopes and verify voter declaration forms (9.3) 
• Place accepted mail-in ballots in the ballot box 
• Open the ballot box and count the ballots (9.4 to 9.6) 
• Announce the time for a recount if necessary (1 0.2) 
• Hold recount at the announced time and location 
• Break the tie if necessary (1 0.3) 
• Announce the elected candidates 
• Prepare and distribute the Statement of the Votes (1 0.4) 
• Deposit ballots in envelopes, seal them and ensure their safekeeping along with 

other election documents (10.5) 

WITHIN 4 DAYS AFTER THE COUNT 

Date: ------------------
• Post the Statement of the Votes and send a copy to AANDC (1 0.3) 

NO LATER THAN 30 DAYS AFTER THE ELECTION 

Date: ___________ _ 

• Refund the candidate fee to every candidate who received more than five 
percent of the total votes cast (1 0.7) 

• Remit to the First Nation the candidacy fees of all candidate who received five 
percent or less of the total votes (1 0.7) 

120 DAYS AFTER THE ELECTION 

Date: _________ _ 

• Destroy ballots and election documents unless you have been served that an 
election appeal has been filed in federal or provincial court (1 0.5) 
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Appendix 3-B - Electoral Officer's Checklist 
(When conducting an election under the First Nations Elections Ac~ 

BEFORE THE NOMINATION MEETING 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Obtain a copy of your appointment from the First Nation council. 

Appoint on or more Deputy Electoral Officer(s). 

Determine whether the First Nation controls its membership list (section 1 0) or if 
the memberhsip list is managed by AANDC (section 11) and obtain the voters list 
from the appropriate source. 

Obtain the list of names and last known postal and email addresses of off
reserve members from the First Nation (the regional office does not keep 
address lists or other election materials from previous elections). 

Create a database containing the names and addresses of off-reserve electors. 

Prepare and post the voters list as soon as possible in one or more conspicuous 
places on the reserve. This list must not contain personal information, such as 
addresses, dates of birth or band numbers. 

Confirm the number of councillors to be elected based on the total membership 
of the First Nation or obtain a copy of the band council resolution that reduces 
the number of councillors if applicable. 

Determine if the council has instituted a candidate fee. 

Determine if advance polls are going to be held, and if so, the dates and 
locations of each. 

Arrange for the use of facilities for the nomination meeting, advance polls (if 
applicable) and the election day poll. 

At least 25 calendar days prior to the date the nomination meeting is to be held 
and at least 60 calendar days prior to the date the election will be held, prepare 
and post a Notice of Nomination Meeting in one or more conspicuous places on 
the reserve. 

On the same day the Notice of Nomination Meeting is posted on the reserve, 
mail or deliver to off-reserve electors a package which includes: 

• The Notice of Nomination Meeting (Appendix 5-A) 

• A copy of the Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate Candidates 
(Appendix 5-B). Insert the name of the First Nation on the first line. 

• A copy of the Mail-In Nomination Form (Appendix 5-C) 

• A copy of the Request for Mail-in Ballot (Appendix 5-D) 
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Appendix 3-B (cont'd) 

Update the Mail-Out Control Sheet after the nomination mailing to off-reserve 
electors. 

Obtain documents, forms, papers, pencils, etc., for the nomination meeting. 

Collect, open and record the mail-in nominations. If necessary, contact the 
nominator for clarification. This information should be kept confidential until the 
meeting. 

Receive Request for Mail-in Ballot forms, accompanied by copies of identification 
documents and create and maintain a database of the names and addresses of 
these electors. 

~ AT THE NOMINATION MEETING 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Bring to the nomination meeting: 

• Several copies of the In-person Nomination Form (Appendix 6-B); 

• Several copies of the Candidate's Withdrawal Form (Appendix 6-E); 

• Several copies of the Request for Mail-in Ballot form (Appendix 5-D); 

• Several copies of the Candidate's Declaration form (Appendix 6-D) 

• Copies of the voters list (void of personal information such as addresses, 
dates of birth or band numbers); 

• A list of addresses of off-reserve electors who have provided you written 
consent to the release of their addresses; and 

• Copies of the First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Election 
Regulations 

Declare the nomination meeting open at the time specified in the notice. 

Provide the information contained in the Electoral Officer's Speaking Notes at 
Appendix 6-A. 

Open the floor to nominations and complete an In-person Nomination Form 
(Appendix 6-B) for each candidate nominated. Be sure to obtain the full name 
and complete mailing address of each candidate, including their telephone 
number and e-mail address. 
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Appendix 3-B (cont'd) 

AFTER THE NOMINATION MEETING 

D Complete the Nomination Meeting Report (Appendix 6-F). 

D Receive completed Candidate's Declaration and candidate fee if applicable 
(Appendix 6-D) 

D Prepare listing the names of the candidates for chief and for counci llors in 
alphabetical order by surname. 

D At least 30 days prior to the date election will be held, prepare and post a Notice 
of Election in one or more conspicuous places on the reserve. 

D At least 30 days before the election , send a mail-in ballot package to electors 
who have sent a duly completed Request for Mail-in Ballot accompanied by a 
copy of an identification document. The package includes: 

• the Notice of Election; 

• ballots containing your initials on the back; 

• an outer, postage-paid return envelope, pre-addressed with the address of 
your post office box; 

• a second inner envelope marked with the word "ballot", in which the elector 
will place his or her completed ballot; 

• A voter declaration form (Appendix 7-B); and 

• Instructions on how to complete the ballot and return it to you 
7-C). 

(Appendix 

D For better planning, request from candidates the names of their representatives 
(scrutineers) that will be attending the polling station. 

D Obtain at least one ballot box for each polling place, including the advance polls if 
applicable, and ensure that the ballot box can be locked or sealed. 

D If there is to be more than one polling location on the same day, deliver to the 
Deputy Electoral Officers all materials required for the conduct of the poll (ballot 
papers, ballot box, pens, directions for voting, 
etc.) 
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Appendix 3-B (cont'd) 

,__ ADVANCE POLLS 

D 

D 

D 

Advance polls may be held between the 1oth and 5th days before the election, on 
or off reserve. Advance polls are open from 9:00a.m. until8:00 p.m. Advise 
those present which time piece you will use for the official time, such as a cellular 
phone, a watch or a wall clock. 

Prior to locking or sealing the ballot box, ensure that witnesses are present to 
verify that the ballot box is empty. Complete the Witness Declaration at the 
Opening of the Poll (Appendix 8-A). 

At the close of the advance poll, seal the ballot box in a manner that prevents it 
from being opened without breaking the seal, place your initials on the seal, invite 
two witnesses to initial the seal, and ensure the safekeeping of the ballot box 
unity the counting of the votes on election day. 

~ ELECTION DAY 

D 

D 

D 

The poll must be open from 9:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m. Advise those present which 
time piece you will use for the official time, such as a cellular phone, a watch or a 
wall clock. 

Prior to locking or sealing the ballot box, ensure that witnesses are present to 
verify that the ballot box is empty. Complete the Witness Declaration at the 
Opening of the Poll (Appendix 8-A). 

Collect or have a Deputy Electoral Officer collect the mail-in ballots from your 
postal box after the last mail delivery of the day. 

AT THE TIME DESIGNATED FOR COUNTING 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Open and verify the Voter Declaration Forms Accompanying Mail-in Ballots 

Deposit the mail-in ballots in the ballot box 

Open the boxes and tally the votes received for each candidate from ballots not 
rejected. 

If the difference between a winning candidate and a runner up candidate is five 
or fewer, establish a date, time and place for a recount 

If the recount is not to be conducted immediately, deposit all ballots in enveJopes 
and seal them in a manner that prevents them from being opened without 
breaking the seal, place you initials on the seal and have any two people present 
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do the same, deposit the sealed envelopes into a ballot box and seal that box in 
a manner that prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal, and 
ensure safekeeping until the recount. 

Conduct the recount 

Break the tie if necessary by conducting a draw 

Publicly declare elected those candidates having the highest number of votes. 

Complete the Statement of the Votes at Appendix 1 0-A. 

Deposit all ballot papers in sealed envelopes. 

WITHIN FOUR DAYS AFTER THE COUNT 

D 

D 

Post a signed and witnessed copy of the Statement of the Votes in at least one 
conspicuous place on the reserve. 

Fax or e-mail a copy of the Statement of the Votes to the regional or district 
manager of AANDC. 

FINAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

D Complete the Electoral Officers Report (Appendix 1 0-B) 

D Within 30 days of the election, remit the candidate fees to the candidates and to 
the First Nation as required. 

D After a period of 120 days following the election, you may destroy the ballots and 
the election documents unless the election has been contested in a federal or 
provincial court. 
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Appendix 3-C - Appointment of Deputy Electoral Officer 

I, ___________ , duly appointed Electoral Officer for the election of 

the ______________ to be held on the __ day of 

____________ , 20_, do hereby appoint, pursuant to the First 
Nations Elections Regulations, the following person to act as Deputy Electoral Officer: 

Name: 

Address:. ___________________________ __ 

Dated at __________ this_ day of ____ , 20_. 

Signature of Electoral Officer 

TO BE SIGNED BY THE DEPUTY ELECTORAL OFFICER: 

I agree to diligently carry out my duties in accordance with the First Nations Elections 
Act and the First Nations Elections Regulations 

Signature of Deputy Electoral Officer 
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Notes 

Notes 
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4. Pre-Nomination Meeting Procedures 

4. 1 Addresses of Electors 

Subsection 4(1) of the Regulations requires the First Nation to provide you with a list 
of the names and last known postal and email addresses of each elector who 
resides off reserve at least 65 days before the election. You may request that 
theses addresses be provided to you in electronic format to facilitate your postal and 
electronic mail outs. 

Neither the First Nation nor the Electoral Officer are under any obligation to actively 
search or advertise to obtain the addresses of electors residing off reserve. The First 
Nation is only obligated to provide you with the addresses of those off reserve 
electors for whom they already have an address. 

The quality of the off reserve address register maintained by a First Nation can vary 
extensively. In some circumstances, the First Nation may only be able to provide you 
with a small number of addresses, either postal or 
email. During the election process, you will receive 
addresses from electors through the requests for 
mail-in ballots and other means. You may add these 
addresses of these electors to your list. After the 
election you will return an updated list to the First 
Nation. Keep a Mail-out Control Sheet (Appendix 
4-A) ensuring key dates and actions are recorded . 

4.2 The Voters List 

4.2. 1 General Description 

TIP 
The Regional office does not 

keep address lists from previous 
elections 

The voters list is the official list of the names of individuals who are qualified to vote 
(i.e. band members, 18 years old or older). It is not the same as a membership list 
which will contain the name of all band members, regardless of age. It is your 
responsibility to request the voters list from the appropriate source depending on 
the authority that maintains the First Nation's membership list (which will either be 
the AANDC Indian Registrar or the First Nation itself) . The voters list must be 
posted at least 60 days before the election . 

As Electoral Officer, you are responsible for determining the elig ibility of electors. An 
elector a person who will be at least 18 years of age on the day of the election and 
whose name appears on the First Nation's membership list. 
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4.2.2 Preparation of the Voters List when a First Nation has Assumed 
Control of its own Membership (Section 10 of the Indian Act) 

Once a First Nation assumes control of its own membership, as per section 10 of 
the Indian Act, all changes to the membership list are made by the First Nation 
without the involvement of AANDC. You require the membership list to prepare the 
voters list, and according to paragraph 3(1 )(a) of the Regulations, it is the First 
Nation's responsibility to provide you with a voters list at least 65 days prior to the 
election. 

The Electoral Officer cannot add or delete names from the voters list unless 
he or she has been informed, in writing, by the First Nation, of the changes. It 
is assumed that the persons whose names appear on the voters list are members 
of the First Nation. 

It is not the role of the Electoral Officer, to determine whether a person is a member 
of the First Nation if his or her name does not appear on the certified voters list. The 
Regulations allow an individual to demonstrate that his or her name has been 
omitted from the voters list by presenting to the Electoral Officer evidence from the 
First Nation that he or she is entitled to have his or her name entered on the voters 
list. The evidence usually takes the form of a registration paper signed by th~ band 
membership cl~rk. 

4.2.3 Preparation of the Voters List when the Band List is maintained 
by AANDC (Section 11 of the Indian Act) 

If you are the Electoral Officer for a First Nation whose band list is maintained by 
AANDC under section 11 of the Indian Act, the Registration Unit in the regional 
office of AANDC can provide you with an electronic voters list for posting purposes, 
plus a secondary master voters list which includes the band number and the dates 
of birth for each elector. 

It is strongly recommended that you request the above mentioned voters lists from 
AANDC as soon as you know the date of the election. 

4.2.4 Posting of the Voters List 

The posted voters list must provide the names of all electors in alphabetical order 
(both last and first names), including those residing off-reserve. This list should not 
include any personal information about the electors (such dates of birth, address, or 
band number). In preparing the voters list, we recommend that you follow the 
sample format found at Appendix 4-B. 

After completing the voters list, the Electoral Officer must post it on the reserve in at 
least one noticeable as per subsection 5(1)(a) of the Regulations. 
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4.2.5 Master Voters List 

You should also prepare a second voters list (commonly referred to as the master 
voters list) for your use only. This master voters list should contain the following 
additional information for each elector: date of birth, band number, address and e
mail address (if provided) . You may have to refer to the master voters list to 
correctly identify the elector. 

By preparing the master voters list early, you will be able to use it at the nomination 
meeting to determine the eligibility of candidates being nominated. 

4.2.6 Revision of the Voters List 

Subsection 3(4) of the Regulations allows you to revise the voters list during the 
election process. Any changes to the voters list must be noted. 

As Electoral Officer, you may add the name of an elector to the voters list if it has 
been demonstrated that his or her name has been omitted from the list. The elector 
must present to you evidence from the First Nation (if the First Nation controls its 
membership list- section 10 of the Indian Act) , or the AANDC Indian Registrar (if 
the membership list is maintained by AANDC -section 11) that the elector is either 
on the membership list or is entitled to have his or her name entered on the 
membership list and will be at least 18 years of age on election day. In most cases, 
this will be a letter confirming that the elector is a registered member of the First 
Nation, signed by the First Nation's membership clerk or the AANDC Indian 
Registrar. You can add names to the voters list at any time, including on the day of 
the election. 

When preparing or amending the voters list, consult with others who are 
knowledgeable about the membership list, such as the band membership clerk, the 
social development, education or housing officers. 

TIP 
Ask the Membership Clerk to 
participate on the day of the 

election 
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Appendix 4-A - Mail-Out Control Sheet 

Name of First Nation Election of ----~-- __ , 20 __ ~---

First Last Address Date of Date on Date on Mail-In Comments 
Ban Name Name Birth which which voter 
d# 

Notice of Mail-In Declaration 
Nominatio ballot Form# 
n Meeting package 

sent sent 
123 John Smith 123 Main St. Oct. 14, Oct.15 Nov. 10 A-001 Returned 

Winnipeg, MB 1969 undeliverable 
R2R 2R2 (Nov.15) 
jsmith@ 

rogers.com 
987 Jane Doe 987 Church March Oct.15 Nov. 10 A-002 

St. Regina, 19,1972 
SK S2S 2S2 
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Appendix 4-B - Voters List for Posting 

Prepared for the election of chief and council, to be held on _____ , _, 20_ 

I I First Name I Last Name I Alias 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Signed:------------- Date:-------
Electoral Officer 
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Notes 
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5. Preparing for the Nomination Meeting 

5.1 Notice of the Meeting 

As per subsection 5(1) of the Regulations, you must prepare, post and distribute a 
notice of nomination meeting. This notice must contain a great deal of information 
pertaining to the nomination of candidates and the election, all of which is listed in 
subsection 5(2) of the Regulations. You will find an example of a Notice of 
Nomination Meeting at Appendix 5-A. When preparing the notice, ensure that you 
follow the example closely so that all the required information appears in the notice. 

At least 25 days prior to the nomination meeting and at least 60 days before the day 
of the election, post the notice in at least one noticeable place on the reserve. 
Although not required by the Regulations, posting the Notice of Nomination Meeting 
on the First Nation's website or other social media ensures a greater visibility and 
can foster electoral participation. 

5.2 Sending the Notice of Nomination Meeting to Off-Reserve 
Electors 

On the same day you post the Notice of Nomination Meeting on the reserve (25 
calendar days prior to the meeting), send by mail and email to each off-reserve 
elector for whom you have an address the following documentation: 

• The Notice of Nomination Meeting (Appendix 5-A) 
• A copy of the Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate Candidates 

(Appendix 5-B, insert the name of the First Nation on the first line) 
• A copy of the Mail-In Nomination Form (Appendix 5-C) 
• A copy of the Request for Mail-in Ballot (Appendix 5-D) 

Off-reserve electors are given an opportunity to consent to having their address 
released to candidates for campaigning purposes by returning a signed form to you. 
This consent form appears on the bottom of the Notice of Nomination Meeting. You 
must keep a list of the names and addresses of electors who have returned their 
signed consent form to you. You will remit this list to nominated candidates at the 
nomination meeting. After the nomination meeting, update this list each time you 
receive another signed consent form and forward a copy to all candidates. It is not 
expected that you will receive numerous signed consent forms. 

Subsection 5(3) of the Regulations requires you to maintain a list of the members to 
whom you have mailed or delivered a copy of the Notice of Nomination Meeting. 
You must record the names, addresses and the dates the notice was mailed or 
delivered. Record this information on the Mail-out Control Sheet found at 
Appendix 4-A. 
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Appendix 5-A - Notice of Nomination Meeting 

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of the electors of the Insert Name of First Nation will be 
held at the location on the X day of month, 20XX beginning at X:OO a.m. and lasting for at least 
three hours, for the purposes of nominating candidates for the positions of chief and X councillor 
positions. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES: 

1. Any elector may nominate candidates by delivering or sending by mail, email or fax to the 
Electoral Officer a completed, signed and witnessed nomination and voter declaration form 
before the time set for the nomination meeting, OR by making a nomination orally at the 
nomination meeting. 

2. Under the First Nations Elections Act, an elector must not nominate more than one 
candidate for the position of chief and no more candidates for the position of councillor as 
there are councillor positions available for election. 

3. The Council of the Insert Name of First Nation has set out a candidate fee in the amount of 
$XX for the position of chief and $XX for the position of councillor. 

4. Under the First Nations Elections Act, a nominee does not become a candidate until they 
deliver to the Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer, by 6 p.m. on Monday. February 
16. 2015, a signed Candidate Declaration form, which can be obtained from the Electoral 
Officer. The candidate fee for the relevant position must be received by this time as well, in 
the form of cash, certified cheque money order or electronic transfer payable to the Electoral 
Officer. 

~ IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE ELECTION: 

1. The election will be held on the Monday. March 23. 2015 at the band hall 
a.m. to 8 p.m. 

from 9 

2. An advance poll will be held on Monday. March 16. 2015 at the Indian and Metis Friendship 
Centre of Winnipeg. located at 45 Robinson Street, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

3. Any elector may vote by mail-in ballot by submitting a Request for Mail-in Ballot form, which 
can be obtained from the electoral officer, along with a copy of identification, by Tuesday. 
March 17. 2015. 

4. Any elector may permit the electoral officer to release their name to the candidates. 

Given under my hand this X day of month, 20XX. 

John Smith 
Electoral Officer 

E-mail: John.Smith@ hotmail.com 

123 Mary Street 
Winnipeg, MB R3A 1 A 1 

Telephone: 204 555-5555 
Fax: 204 555-0000 

.................................................. ~ ....................... ~ ................................................. . 

If you want your name and address to be given to candidates at this election for the purpose of 
communicating with you, please check the statement below, print and sign your name, detach 
this form at the dotted line and return the bottom portion to the Electoral Officer. 

0 I authorize that my name and address be give to candidates at this election. 

Print Name 

Address 

Date of Birth 

City/Town/First Nation 
5-2 

Signature 

Province Postal code 
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Appendix 5-B - Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate 
Candidates 

In the matter of the election of the ;\iarn7: of .r=~rst t~Jatwn, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I,------------ solemnly declare that: 

1. I am a member of the----------------- Band of 
Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is ____ and/or my date of birth 
is ____ _ 

3. My current mailing address is: ------------------

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 
5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

Signature of Elector Date 

WITNESS DECLARATION : 

Declared before me------------ at ------------

this _______ day of ________ 20 _ 

Signature of Witness 
Note: This signature does not constitute the witness as a seconder to this 
nomination. 

Address: ------------------------

Telephone Number of Witness: (_) __ ----
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Appendix 5-C - Mail-In Nomination Form 

I, ______________________________________ ,Band# ____________ __ 

of the----------------------- hereby nominate 

of the 

for the position of CHIEF I:J COUNCILLOR CJ 

NOMINEE FOR CANDIDATE INFORMATION 

;ddress 

(_) __ -___ _ 
E-n~ail. '.3pp11cat:-:: T ::-1 O::·;J J::·~: 'L :~l~ ~' 

NOMINATOR INFORMATION 

(_) __ -___ _ 
:=-mail. 1f applrcaiJit:-

Signat~:re D ?.t·~ 

Note: This signature does not constitute the witness as a seconder to this 
nomination. 

It is important that your telephone number and address be included above in case the Electoral 
Officer needs to contact you for clarification regarding the name of the individual that you are 
nominating. 
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Appendix 5-D - Request for Mail-in Ballot 

INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 

The Band Council Election of the Insert Name of First Nation will be held on Monday, 

March 23, 2015. 

If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot, you must complete this form and send it to the 

Electoral Officer by mail, fax or e-mail. The information appears below. 

~ 

You must also include a~ of proof of identity, such as a copy of your ~ 

Certificate of Indian Status, drivers license, health card, or another document that ~ 

proves your identify. Do not provide the original identification. ,..... 
,...., 

If the Electoral Officer receives this request on or before Friday, March 13, 2015, a mail- ~ 

in ballot package will be sent to you at the address provided. If you have any questions, ,...., 

please contact the Electoral Officer. t--. 

123 Mary Street Telephone: 204 555-5555 John Smith 
Electoral Officer Winnipeg, MB R3A 1A1 Fax: 204 555-0000 

E-mail: John.Smith@ hotmail.com 

------am a qualified elector 
(name of elector) (band number) 

~ 

,..... 
of the First Nation and do hereby request that a mail-in ballot package be sent to me at ~ 

,....., 

~ 

Address Municipality Province Postal code 

Telephone: (~ __ - __ _ E-mail:-------

For use by the Electoral Officer only 

Request received on: --------- Mail-in Ballot sent on: _____ _ 

Type of identification: 
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Nomination of Candidates and the Nomination 
Meeting 

6.1 Eligibility to be a Candidate and to Nominate and Second 
Candidates 

Section 9 of the First Nations Elections Act provides the rules around the eligibility of 
candidates and the eligibility of nominators and seconders. Only eligible electors are 
qualified to be candidates for chief or councillor. Qualified electors are band 
members who will be at least 18 years of age on the day of the election. As well, 
only eligible electors are able to nominate and second the nomination of candidates. 

Subsection 9(2) of the First Nations Elections Act does not allow the same person to 
be a candidate for both the chief and a councillor position at the same election. If a 
person is nominated to both positions, he or she will have to indicate on the 
Candidate's Declaration (Appendix 6-D) the position for which they will be a 
candidate. 

Finally, subsection 9(4) of the First Nations Elections Act states that an elector must 
not nominate more than one candidate for each position to be filled. This means 
that if there is a chief and six councillor positions available for election, an elector 
cannot nominate more than one candidate for chief and six candidates for councillor. 
You will have to keep track of the number of nominations any one elector makes to 

ensure they do not exceed the limit. Note that this does not place a limit on the 
number of candidates any one elector can second. 

6.2 Written Nominations 

In accordance with subsection 6(1) of the Regulations, an elector may nominate a 
candidate and second the nomination of a candidate by delivering or sending by 
mail, email or fax to the Electoral Officer a written nomination (Appendix 5-C) 
accompanied by a completed, signed and witnessed voter declaration form 
(Appendix 5-B) before the time set for the nomination meeting. Mailed nominations 
not received by you before the time set for the nomination meeting are void. 

Upon receipt of a Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate and a Mail-in Nomination 
Form, first verify that the voter declaration has been properly completed and signed 
by both the elector and the witness. If the declaration has not been signed by the 
nominator or the witness, the nomination is not valid. If time permits, follow-up with 
the elector to resolve any issues. To facilitate the proceedings at the nomination 
meeting, you should complete an In-Person Nomination form for each written 
nomination your receive in advance of the meeting. 
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Before the meeting, inscribe all the written nominations on a flip chart, along with the 
name of the nominator and seconder if two nominations were received for the same 
person. This way, at the opening of the nomination meeting, electors will see 
immediately the candidates that have been nominated in writing and will know which 
ones require seconders. 

6.3 Materials Needed for the Nomination Meeting 

It is recommended that you meet with your Deputies to discuss the logistics and the 
conduct of the meeting. Prepare candidate packages which should contain: 

• The names and addresses of off-reserve electors who have provided consent 
to having their information released to candidates (by returning the bottom 
portion of the Notice of Nomination Meeting with their signature). 

• A Notice to Potential Candidates (Appendix 6-C) 
• A Candidate's Declaration (Appendix 6-D) 
• A Candidate's Withdrawal Form (Appendix 6-E) 

You will have to use your best judgment in determining how many of these 
packages to prepare. A good rule of thumb is to refer to the number of candidates 
who ran in the previous election. 

Here is a list of supplies you should bring to the nomination meeting: 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 

This handbook 
A few copies of the First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Elections 
Regulations 
Several blank copies of the In-person Nomination Form found at 
Appendix 6-B (you will require one for each candidate nominated) 
Partially completed copies of the In-Person Nomination Form for the 
candidates who have been nominated in writing 
Several copies of the Candidate's Declaration (Appendix 6-D) 
Several copies of the Request for Mail-in Ballot (Appendix 5-D) 
Several candidate packages as outlined above 
The master voters list (ONL V for EO and DEO use) 
A few copies of the posted voters list 
Your Mail-Out Control Sheet (ONL V for EO and DEO use) 
At least two flip charts and markers 
Masking tape 
Garbage bags 
Name tags for EO and DEOs 
Pencils, pens, stapler, staples 
Your appointment form and those of your Deputies 
The band council resolution reducing the number of councillor positions (if 
applicable) 
The band council resolution establishing a candidate fee (if applicable) 
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6.4 Conduct of the Nomination Meeting 

According to subsection 7(4) of the Regulations, the meeting must remain open for 
at least three hours regardless of whether the business of the meeting appears to 
have terminated in less time, and regardless of whether people present move to 
close the meeting. 

You may wish to open the meeting by introducing yourself and your Deputies and 
explaining certain key points. Refer to Appendix 6-A for suggested speaking points. 

You or your Deputies will complete an In-person Nomination Form, found at 
Appendix 6-B, for each candidate nominated. 

If there is doubt concerning the eligibility of a person who moves or seconds a 
nomination during the meeting, it may be wise to ask that another elector, whose 
qualifications are not questioned, to move or second the nomination. This will ensure 
that the nomination is not placed in doubt. 

Once a nomination meeting is officially closed, it is no longer possible to accept 
nominations or secondments. 

6.5 Candidate's Declaration 

In accordance with paragraph 9{3}{b} of the First Nations Elections Act, a nominee 
becomes a candidate only if they provide their consent to be a candidate. 

Paragraph 9(1 )(a) of the Regulations states that, to become a candidate, a nominee 
must remit to the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer, by 6 p.m. on the third 
day following the day on which the nomination meeting closes, a signed 
declaration accepting the nomination for no more than one of the positions for which 
they have been nominated and attesting to their eligibility to be a candidate. 

If the nominee is present at the nomination meeting, ask them to complete de 
Candidate Declaration on the spot. It is also important to obtain the candidate's 
address on this form. You will require these addresses when you complete 
your reports. At this time, give the candidate a package. 

6.6 Candidate Fee 

If the First Nation council has passed a resolution instituting a candidate fee, you will 
need to put in place a mechanism for receiving and managing these fees. Whenever 
possible, collect the candidate fee at the nomination meeting. 
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The fee is payable by cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer. For 
the latter, you will need to have the proper mechanisms in place to allow a nominee 
to transfer the fee to you electronically through services such as PayPal or email 
transfer. 

You may wish to open a bank account dedicated to the management of candidate 
fees for elections and consider not cashing the money orders or the certified 
cheques until after the election when it is known whether the candidate will receive a 
refund 

After the nomination meeting and until 6 p.m. on the third day following the close 
of the nomination meeting, a Deputy Electoral Officer can accept the fees, but 
must confirm to you that they have been received by the deadline. 

Only nominees who have provided their signed Candidate's Declaration and 
their candidate fee (if applicable) by the 6 p.m deadline will become 
candidates. 

6.7 Record of Nomination Meeting 

You should prepare and keep a written record of the nomination meeting. The 
record must include the names of nominees, the names of each nominator and 
seconder, whether they were confirmed as candidates, the time the meeting opened 
and closed, information on any rejected nominations, as well as any other 
information that may seem relevant. Use the Electoral Officer's Nomination Meeting 
Report found at Appendix 6-F to record this information. 

6.8 Acclamations 

Sections 11 and 12 of the Regulations provide the rules and procedures around 
acclamations. After 6 p.m. on the third day following the close of the nomination 
meeting, if there is only one candidate for chief, you will declare that candidate 
elected. If the number of candidates for councillor does not exceed the number of 
positions to be filled, you will declare those persons to be elected by acclamation. If 
the number of filled position is less than the number of positions that are required to 
be filled for the council to have quorum, you will need to hold another nomination 
meeting. 

When considering whether to declare a candidate elected by acclamation, it is 
important to remember that a nominee only becomes a candidate if they have 
submitted a completed Candidate's Declaration and the fee (if applicable) by 6 p.m. 
on the third day following the close of the nomination meeting. 

Candidates who are acclaimed are entitled to have their candidate fee refunded, 
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which you will return as soon as possible. 

6.9 Withdrawal of Candidates 

A candidate may withdraw their candidacy at any time prior to the close of the poll, 
by submitting to you a written declaration of withdrawal signed in your presence or 
in the presence of a justice of the peace, a notary public or a commissioner for 
oaths (refer to subsection 1 0(1) of the Regulations). Unless you have received a 
duly completed signed and witnessed withdrawal form found at Appendix 6-E, you 
must not consider the candidate to have withdrawn. 

The Electoral Officer must refrain from confirming candidate withdrawals to avoid 
providing additional information to electors living on the reserve. This is particularly 
important once ballots are printed and sent out. 

6.10 Death of a Candidate 

In accordance to subsection 1 0(2) of the Regulations, a candidate who dies before 
the close of the polls is considered to have withdrawn their candidacy. However, 
the candidate's name will remain on the ballot but not counted. It is not the mandate 
of the Electoral Officer or the Deputy Electoral Officer to inform voters of a death of 
a candidate for the same reason as explained in section 6.9. 
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Appendix S-A-Electoral Officer's Nomination Meeting 
Speaking Notes 

• Introduce yourself and your Deputies. 

• State the time, and declare the nomination meeting to be open. 

• State the closing time of the meeting (minimum duration is 3 hours). 

• Explain that you are now receiving nominations for the positions of chief and 
councillor, as well as the number of councillor positions available. 

• State the date of the election. 

• If advance polls will be held, state when and where. 

• State that, as required by the First Nations Election Regulations, you have sent a 
Notice of Nomination Meeting to all off-reserve electors, whose names and 
addresses have been provided to you by the First Nation, informing them of the 
nomination meeting and acquainting them with the nomination process. 

• State the nominations that you have received through the mail and have 
accepted. Do not discuss those nominations that you have rejected. 

• Explain the nomination process and how those wishing to make a nomination or 
to second a nomination can proceed. 

• Explain the candidate fee if there is one. 

• Explain the requirement that all nominees must provide you or you Deputy with a 
completed Candidate's Declaration and the candidate fee in the form of cash, 
money order or electronic transfer payable to you by 6 p.m. on the third day 
following the nomination meeting. 

• Explain that, nominees who fail to do this will not be candidates at the election. 

• Explain that, once a candidate has been nominated and seconded, you will call 
him or her forward to complete the Candidate's Declaration (Appendix 6-D) 

• Explain how you will use the flip charts. 

• Explain that, under the Regulations, mail-in ballots are only sent to electors who 
make a written request accompanied by a photocopy of an identification 
document. 
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• Explain that this request is made on a Request for Mail-in Ballot form which you 
have copies of and which can be sent to electors and returned to you by mail, 
email or fax. 

• Explain that you must receive this completed request, accompanied by an 
identification document, no later than on the sixth day prior to the election. 
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Appendix 6-B - In-Person Nomination Form 

I nominate 

For the position of Chief 0 Councillor 0 

NOMINATOR 

My name is ________ Band/Treaty/Registry/Status# _____ _ 

Signature 

Phone Number(_) ____ _ 

SECONDER 
I hereby second the nomination 

My name is ________ Band/Treaty/Registry/Status# _____ _ 

Signature ---------------

Phone Number{ __ ) __ -____ _ 
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Appendix 6-C - Notice to Potential Candidates 

Subject: Election of the ABC First Nation 

Dear Candidate: 

Congratulations on being nominated as a candidate in the upcoming election to be held on 
______ , 20_. 

You do not become a candidate at this election by virtue only of being nominated and 
seconded. Paragraph 9(1 )(a) of the First Nations Elections Regulations states that, to become 
a candidate, a nominee must remit to the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer, by 6 p.m. 
on the third day following the day on which the nomination meeting closes a signed 
declaration accepting the nomination for no more than one of the positions for which they have 
been nominated and attesting to their eligibility to be a candidate. 

Candidate Fee 

By virtue of section 8 of the First Nations Elections Regulations, the council of the First Nation 
has instituted a candidate fee in the amount of $X for the position of chief and $X for the 
position of councillor. 

To become a candidate at this election, you will need to provide a completed and signed 
Candidate's Declaration, which I can provide to you, and the candidate fee corresponding to the 
position for which you were nominated, no later than at 6 p.m. on , 20 _. If 
you do not meet this deadline, you will not be a candidate at this election. 

The fee must be in form of cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer payable to 
me. These fees will be held in trust until after the election, at which time they will be returned to 
you if you receive more than 5°/o of the total votes cast at the election. If you did not receive at 
least this number of votes, the fees will be remitted to the First Nation. 

Each candidate is allowed to have no more than two (2) scrutineers at any one time inside the 
polling station to observe the proceedings. You may appoint more than two scrutineers provided 
only two are present at the polling station at any one time. Please advise me in writing or by 
phone of the names of your scrutineers prior to the holding of the poll. 

If you have any questions concerning the election process, please do not hesitate to contact me 
at the telephone number or e-mail address appearing below. 

Yours truly, 

Name of Electoral Officer 
Electoral Officer's Address 
Electoral Officer's Telephone Number 
E-mail Address 
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Appendix 6-D - Candidate's Declaration 

---------~---- having been duly nominated and seconded as 
(name of nominee) 

a candidate in the election of the Band Council of the lnsc?' t ·:2r-r;e l~·rsr Narion, scheduled 

to be held on Ins err date of elect;oo do hereby accept my nomination as a candidate for the 

position of 

Chief 0 Councillor 0 (check one) 

I further attest that I am a member of the said First Nation, at least 18 years of age and 

eligible to be a candidate at this election under the First Nations Elections Act. 

Signature: 

Address CityfTown/First Nation Province Postal code 

Telephone: ( __ ) ____ _ E-mail: ----------

I want my name to appear on the ballot as (please print): 

Surname Given name(s) (nick name/alias) 

** This form can be submitted to the Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral by mail, 
e-mail or fax, and must be received by 6 p.m. on Monday, February 16, 2015. ** 

For use by the Electoral Officer only 

Nominated by:----------- Band#-------

For the position of Chief o Councillor 0 

Nomination seconded by: ________ Band#-------

Candidate fee received by: Cash 0 Cheque 0 Money Order 0 Electronic 0 
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Appendix 6-E - Candidate's Withdrawal Form 

I, -------' BandfrreatyiRegistryiStatus # ______ , hereby withdraw 

my name as a candidate for Chief 0 and/or Councillor 0 

to be held on the_ day of ______ , 20 __ . 

Witnessed by: 

Print Witness name Witness signature 

,-... Certification/ Registration number (if applicable) : ___________ _ 

Expiry date: ________ _ 

Note: The witness must be either the Electoral Officer, a justice of the peace, a notary 
public or a commissioner for oaths. 

BE ADVISED THAT ONCE THE ELECTORAL OFFICER RECEIVES THIS 
FORM SIGNED AND WITNESSED, YOUR WITHRAWAL IS FINAL AND 
THEREFORE IRREVOCABLE. 
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Appendix 6-F- Electoral Officer's Nomination Meeting 
Report 

1. Name of First Nation: ____ _ 

2. Band Number# __ _ 

3. District/Region:------------------

4. Total number of all band members: __ _ 

5. The band council is composed of one chief and ___ (#) councillors. 

6. The notice of nomination meeting was: 

a) Posted on the ___ day of _____ :, 20 ___ :, at the following 

locations: 

b) Mailed to ___ (#) off-reserve electors during the period from the 

_____ day of _____ to the __ day of _____ _ 

20 __ 

7. The nomination meeting was held on the __ day of _____ , 20_, 

at -------------'from ____ to ____ _ 
(Location) 
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8. Chief: 

Nominee and Nominator's and . Seconder and Confirmed 
Band Number Band Number Band Number Candidate 

./ 
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9. Councillor: 

Nominee and Band Nominator's Name and $.econder's Name and Confirmed 

Number Band Number Band Number Candidate 
./ 
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1 0. The following candidates have been declared elected by acclamation pursuant to 
section 11 of the First Nations Election Regulations: 

To THE OFFICE OF CHIEF: 

Name: _______________ _ 

To THE OFFICE OF COUNCILLOR: 

Name: ____________________ __ 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: ___________________ __ 

Name: ________________ __ 

Name: _______________________ _ 

Name: ___________________ _ 

Name: _____________________ __ 

Name: _________________________ __ 

Name: ________________________ __ 

Name: _________________ __ 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: ___________________ _ 

~. 11. As Electoral Officer, I declare that all information contained in this report of the 
...-. nomination meeting are true to the best of my knowledge. 
~ 

Signature of the Electoral Officer 
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Notes 
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Notes 
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7. Mail-in Ballots and Preparations for the Poll 

7. 1 Polling Notice 

If more candidates for councillor are nominated than there are vacant positions, or 
more than one candidate for chief is nominated, you must announce that an election 
will be held. No later than 30 days before the election, you must post a Notice of 
Election in at least one noticeable place on the reserve. 
See Appendix 7-A for a sample Notice of Election. 

On the Notice of Election, you must indicate the time at which you will count the 
votes. In most cases this will be immediately after the close of the poll(s). However, 
if there are a large number of votes to be counted, you may consider counting the 
ballots the next day, at a specified time. It is important that you discuss this decision 
with chief and council and that you finalize this decision before preparing the Notice 
of Election. Once the notice is posted and sent in the mail-in ballot packages, this 
time cannot be changed. Also, the opening of the mail-in ballots and the counting of 
the votes must occur consecutively. You cannot decide to open the mail -in ballots 
immediately after the polls close and defer the counting until the following day. 

7.2 Preparing Ballots 

Immediately after the deadline for receipt of Candidate 's Declaration forms and the 
candidate fee (if applicable) , you will know which nominees are candidates and will 
be able to design and print the ballots. The names of the candidates for chief must 
appear on the ballot separate from the names of 
candidates for councillor. Each group of names 
must be arranged in alphabetical order by family 
name. It is strongly recommended that you prepare 
two separate ballots, one for chief and one for 
councillor. Sample ballots are provided at 
Appendix 7-D. Keep a record of the total number of 
ballots that have been printed . 

When preparing ballots, ensure that the names of 
all candidates are arranged alphabetically by 
surname and are spelled correctly. Refer to the 
Candidate's Declaration (Appendix 6-D) where the 
candidate indicated how they wanted their name to 
appear on the ballot. To help differentiate between 
candidates and to further identify them, you may 
include a nickname or the name by which the 
person is commonly known, with the written consent 
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of the candidate. 

Review the ballot more than once. It would also be beneficial to have someone else, 
such as your Deputy, review the ballots. Problems have arisen on numerous 
occasions whereby the name of the candidate has been omitted, misspelled or not 
placed in alphabetical order. If you are using separate ballots for chief and 
councillor positions, it is recommended that they be printed on different colour 
paper. 

7.3 Requests for Mail-in Ballots 

As per section 15 of the Regulations, an elector who wants to receive a mail-in 
ballot must make a written request to the Electoral Officer that includes a copy of an 
identification document. Electors will make their request using the Request for Mail
in Ballot form (Appendix 5-D). This form was enclosed with the Notice of 
Nomination Meeting that you sent to off-reserve electors whose names, postal and 
e-mail addresses appeared on the list provided to you by the First Nation. You can 
also e-mail, mail or fax this form upon request. Subsection 16(2) of the 
Regulations state that requests for mail-in ballots are receivable up to and 
including the sixth day before the election. After this time, you can no longer 
distribute mail-in ballots and all electors, regardless of circumstance, must 
vote in person at an advance poll or at an election day poll. 

The Regulations do not provide additional requirements surrounding the 
identification that an elector who requests a mail-in ballot must provide, which 
means that you have discretion in determining what constitutes an acceptable 
identification document. Government issued identification that includes the elector's 
name, such as a Certificate of Indian Status Card, a birth certificate, a passport, a 
driver's license or a provincial health card are obviously acceptable forms of 
identification. You may also accept other documents or cards that include the 
elector's name, such as a bank card, a library card, a public transportation card, a 
personal cheque, or a bank or a utilities statement. As there is a requirement to 
provide identification when voting at federal elections, you may wish to view and 
consider the documents on the list of acceptable identification drawn up by 
Elections Canada. To view this list, go to: 

http://elections.ca/contentaspx?section=vot&dir=ids&document=index&lanq=e 

** It is important to note that, although an elector must provide an identification 
document to obtain a mail-in ballot, electors are not required to show identification 
to vote in person at a polling station. ** 
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7.4 Mail-in Ballot Packages 

Under subsection 16(1) of the Regulations, no later than 30 days before the 
election, you must mail to every elector who has made a written request for a mail
in ballot, accompanied by an identification document, a package consisting of: 

• the Notice of Election (Appendix 7 -A) 
• ballot(s) with your initials on the back 
• an outer, postage-paid return envelope, pre-addressed with the address of 

your post office box 
• a second inner envelope marked with the word "ballot", in which the elector 

will place his or her completed ballot 
• A Voter Declaration Accompanying Mail-in Ballot (Appendix 7-B) 
• Instructions on how to complete the ballot and return it to you (Appendix 7-C) 
• A list of any candidates who were elected by acclamation. 

7.4.1 Mail-Out Control Sheet 

Keep a record of each elector to whom a mail-in ballot was mailed or delivered, 
using the Mail-Out Control Sheet found at Appendix 4-A. Also, you must note next 
to the elector's name on your working copy of the voters list that he or she has been 
sent a mail-in ballot package. 

7.4.2 Tracking Voter Declaration Forms 

To improve the tracking of the mail-in ballot process the Voter Declaration 
Accompanying the Mail-In Ballot is numbered and that number is recorded on the 
Mail-out Control Sheet (see Appendix 4-A). This will ensure that mail-in ballots are 
received from individuals to whom a ballot was initially mailed, since mail-in ballots 
must not be transferred amongst electors. Voter Declaration Accompanying the 
Mail-In Ballot forms are easily cross-referenced ·with your Mail-out Control Sheet. 

-~:~HLfi itJ1$ V~te.r 1Q)(~I!itat,~t:J~5~~T.~lftY!:n~:\th,l'iM.i141n iBallot 
fpr,m, !1$· iilUm.bert{clJ ~-)N07.JrHE.iB~~L£Q'f t 

7.4.3 Requests for Mail-in Ballots after the Initial Mail-out 

Subsection 16(2) of the Regulations states that you must mail a mail-in ballot 
package to an elector who makes a written request accompanied by an 
identification document as soon as feasible after receiving the request. You may 
also deliver the mail-in ballot package at an agreed time and place. Again, you 
cannot issue mail-in ballots after the sixth day before the election. Avoid 
giving the mail-in ballot package to a person other than the elector him or 
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herself. By strictly adhering to this rule, you will avoid allegations of corrupt 
practices concerning mail-in ballots. 

7.4.4 Voting by Electors who have been sent a mail-in ballot 

You cannot send another set of mail-in ballots to the same elector, regardless of 
any claim they may make that they have lost or spoiled the mail-in ballots they were 
first sent. 

However, an elector who has been sent a mail-in ballot may vote in person on the 
day of the election, or at an advance polling station, if they either return the unused 
mail-in ballot to you or your Deputy when they present themselves to vote, or they 
provide you or your Deputy with a sworn affidavit stating that they have lost their 
mail-in ballot. If either of these two conditions is not met, you must not allow the 
elector to vote, even if you are sure that you will not count their mail-in ballot. 

7.5 Advance Polls 

TIP 
Leave returned mail-in ballots at 
the post office until Election Day. 

Ensure you know when the post 
office will close. 

Section 18 or the Regulations state that you may establish an advance polling 
station at any location that you consider suitable. You will have made this decision 
in consultation with the First Nation prior to your appointment. You will have also 
established the dates and locations of the advance polls prior to posting the Notice 
of Nomination Meeting. 

Preparations for advance polling stations and the proceedings during the taking of 
the votes are identical to those at the election day polling station on the reserve, with 
one key difference. The votes taken at an advance polling station are not 
counted until the close of the polls on the day of the election. In accordance 
with subsection 18(2) of the Regulations, at the close of the advance polling station, 
you must seal the ballot box in a manner that prevents it from being opened without 
breaking the seal, place your initials on the seal, invite two witnesses to initial the 
seal, and ensure the safekeeping of the ballot box until the counting of the votes 
following the close of the polling station on the day of the election. It is left to your 
discretion as to the manner in which you will ensure the safekeeping of the ballot 
box. 
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Appendix 7-A- Notice of Election 

Notice is hereby given to the electors of the Insert Name of First Nation that a poll will 

be held to elect a chief and X councillors on Monday, March 23, 2015, from 9 a.m. to 8 

p.m. at the band hall. 

An advance poll will be held on Monday, March 16. 2015 at the Indian and Metis 

Friendship Centre of Winnipeg, located at 45 Robinson Street, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

Any elector may vote by mail-in ballot by submitting a Request for Mail-in Ballot form, 

which can be obtained from the electoral officer, along with a copy of identification, by 

Tuesday, March 17, 2015. 
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All ballots cast at this election will be counted at the band hall immediately following the ~ 

close of the poll on Monday, March 23. 2015. ~ 

Given under my hand this X day of month, 20XX. 

123 Mary Street Telephone: 204 555-5555 John Smith 
Electoral Officer Winnipeg, MB R3A 1A1 Fax: 204 555-0000 

E-mail: John.Smith@ hotmail.com 
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Appendix 7-B- Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in 
Ballot 

This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the _________ , held according to the First 
Nations 

Election Regulations, I,--------------- solemnly declare that: 

1. I am a member of the Band of Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is ____ and/or my date of birth is ___ _ 

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

Signature of Elector Date 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 

Declared before me--------- at--------------

this _______ day of ________ 20 __ _ 
,I!' 

~ Signature of Witness 

Address 

· f~te_r·.·ile~laratlon IP.ttnl ·,111~ - -- --- . ... ___ _ ____ _ 
· .... _____________ :__~.2.-.....~-~-··~-~~:_.._ ___ ;:.~-~~~-------~--··,:,:_:...:__ ---- -~-.:...:._ ____ .......... ____ ~----- __, .. --·---- -~.,.--- ~--··· ~--' _______ ..,.4_._._---- ....:--------·.._..-"---
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Appendix 7-C - Instructions For Mail-In Voting 

Dear Elector: 

As per the attached Notice of Election, an election for chief and _ councillors of the 
Name of First Nation is currently underway. 

As a member of this First Nation, you are entitled to vote, provided you will be at least 
18 years of age on the date of the election. To assist you in casting a vote, please find 
enclosed a mail-in voting package consisting of: 

• a ballot for the position of chief with the Electoral Officer's initials on the back 
• a ballot for the position of councillor with the Electoral Officer's initials on the 

back 
• an outer, postage-paid pre-addressed return envelope 
• a second inner envelope marked with the word "Ballot" 
• a Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot 

Carefully follow the steps below to ensure that your ballot is valid and will not be 
rejected. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

ON THE BALLOT FOR CHIEF: 

Mark an "X" in the box immediately to the right of the name of the candidate of 
your choice. You must choose only one candidate. 

ON THE BALLOT FOR COUNCILLOR: 

Mark an "X" in the box immediately to the right of the names of the candidates 
of your choice. You may vote for up to _ councillors. 

Fold the ballots in the same way as you received them so that the Electoral 
Officer's initials are visible. 

Place the ballots into the envelope marked "Ballot," and seal the envelope. 

Complete the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form. Both you 
and a witness, who is at least 18 years of age, must sign it. 
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Appendix 7-C (cont'd) 

Do not place the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form 
inside the envelope marked "Ballot." 

In the larger postage paid pre-addressed outer envelope, place the completed 
and signed Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot and the sealed 
envelope marked "Ballot." 

Seal and drop the return envelope in the mail as soon as possible. It must be 
received by the Electoral Officer no later than 8 p.m. on Election Day. Note that 
ballots received after the close of the poll on _, 20_ will not be 
counted. You may also hand-deliver it to the Electoral Officer. 

For your ballots to be counted, they must be accompanied by a completed voter 
declaration form, signed by you and a witness. 

Although you have received this mail-in ballot package, you may still choose to vote in 
person at the polling station. The location(s) is/are indicated on the Notice of Election. If 
you choose to vote in person, please bring your mail-in ballots to the polling station so 
that they may be voided. If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you will only be permitted 
to vote in person if you provide the Electoral Officer or the Deputy Electoral Officer with 
a sworn affidavit stating that you have lost your mail-in ballots. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (_) _____ or 
by e-mail _________ _ 

Yours truly, 

Name of Electoral Officer 
Electoral Officer 
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Appendix 7-D- Sample Ballots 

BALLOT FOR CHIEF 

Election of the Chief of the 

(Name of First Nation) 

held on the __ day of ___ _ 
20_. 

Use a pencil or pen to mark your ballot 
paper by making an X within the space 
on the ballot paper to the right of the 
name of the candidate of your choice. 

Choose only one 
MANN, Charles John 

RANN, MaryS. 

TANN, John K. 

BALLOT FOR COUNCILLOR 

Election of Councillors of the 

(Name of First Nation) 

held on the __ day of ___ _ 
20_. 

Use a pencil or pen to mark your ballot 
paper by making an X within the space 
on the ballot paper to the right of the 
name of the candidates of your choice 

Choose up to (#) 
ACE, Margaret D. 

CASE, John H. (Jack) 

LACE, Brenda P. 

LACE, Marie Suzanne 

PACE, Patrick 
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8. Advance Polls and Election Day 

**The rules and procedures described in this section apply equally to 
proceedings at an advance polling station and at a polling station on the day of 
the election. 

B. 1 Equipping the Polling Station 

As per subsection 20(1) and (2) of the Regulations, you must ensure that each 
polling station is equipped with ballots boxes, ballots, pens and pencils. You must 
also provide compartments where the electors can mark their ballots without being 
observed by any other person. You may also delegate responsibility of a polling 
station to a Deputy Electoral Officer. However, you must provide them with the 
appropriate materials. . 

Here is a list of supplies you must bring to the polling station: 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

This handbook 

A few copies of the First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Election 
Regulations 

Ballot boxes, seals and voting compartments (to facilitate the counting of the 
ballots, it is suggested to have separate boxes for each of the chief and 
councillor ballots) 

Ballots for chief and councillors 

Several tally sheets for chief and councillors (Appendix 9-B). It is a good idea 
to preprint them with the names of the candidates for use by candidates' 
agents (scrutineers). 

Several copies of the Instructions for Voting (Appendix 8-B) 

The Witness Declaration at the Opening of the Poll (Appendix 8-A) 

Record of Objections (Appendix 9-C) 

The Statement of the Votes (Appendix 1 0-A). It is a good idea to preprint the 
name of the candidates. 

Copies of the Declaration of Persons Delivering Mail-in Ballots 
(Appendix 8-C) 

The master voters list 

Copies of the voters list (without personal information) for use by candidate 
representatives 

Your Mail-Out Control Sheet 
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D Masking tape 

D A least two letter openers 

D Pencils, pens of various colours, rulers, stapler, staples, markers 

D Elastic bands, paper clips 

D Several envelopes 

D Garbage bags 

D Name tags for electoral officer and deputies 

D Your appointment form and those of your deputy(ies) 

D The Ministerial Order regulating the size of council (if applicable) 

D Lunch, dinner and snacks 

8.2 Polling Hours 

You or one of your Deputy Electoral Officers must be in attendance at each of the 
polling stations at all times. On polling day, all polling stations are to open at 9:00 
a.m. and close at 8:00p.m .. You do not have the authority to extend polling hours. 
However, voters who are inside a polling place and waiting to vote at the time the 
poll closes are allowed to cast their ballot. For reference, see subsection 21 (12) of 
the Regulations. 

8.3 Before Opening the Poll 

Subsection 19(6) of the Regulations states that, immediately before the poll opens, 
the Electoral Officer must examine the ballot boxes in the presence of witnesses to 
ensure that they are empty. The boxes are then locked and/or sealed and must 
remain locked and/or sealed for the duration of the poll. It is suggested that you 
place labels over the opening of the ballot box, place your initials on the labels and 
ask that a witness do the same. Finally, complete and have a witness sign the 
Witness Declaration at the Opening of the Poll, found at Appendix 8-A. This witness 
should not be your Deputy. Remember that examination of the empty ballot box 
must occur every time a new ballot box is used. 

Speak briefly with your Deputies, the support staff and the representatives of 
candidates (scrutineers) to review the procedures that will be carried out throughout 
the day. 

8.4 Representatives of Canadidates (Scrutineers) 

As per subsection 20(5) of the Regulations, each candidate is entitled to a maximum 
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of two representatives (i.e., scrutineers) in a polling place at any given time. You 
should ask the candidates to provide you with the names of their appointed 
representatives. Representatives observe the election proceedings. If they are 
present before the poll opens, they may witness that the ballot boxes are empty. 
They may also be present at the counting of ballots after the poll is closed, and may 
be given tally sheets to follow along with the counting of the ballots. The 
representatives are not entitled to participate in the election. However, they are 
permitted to vote if they are qualified electors. 

8.5 Maintaining Order 

Efforts must be made at a polling station to maintain the secrecy of voting, and to 
ensure that electors are able to mark their ballots free from interference and undue 
influence. Here are some guidelines to consider: 

• If you deem it necessary, designate a constable to maintain order at the polling 
station as per subsection 20(3) of the Regulations. You may instruct the 
constable to remain in the polling station at all times until the counting of the 
ballots is completed. 

• In the absence of a full time appointed constable, contact the local police 
detachment prior to the polling day and ask that a constable conduct regular 
patrols as well as regular visits to the polling station on the day the poll is held. 
Ensure you have a telephone number where you can reach the local police at all 
times on that day. 

• Ensure that order is maintained in the polling station and that no one present is 
exercising any influence on electors attempting to cast their ballots. With the 
exception of an elector requiring assistance in marking his ballot pursuant to 
subsection 21 (7) of the Regulations, no person shall be in the same 
compartment with an elector marking his ballot, or be in a position to see the 
manner in which the elector marks their ballot. 

• You should also ensure that no persons are exercising influence on electors in 
other parts of the building in which the polling station is located as well as in the 
parking lot. Acts that are considered to be the exercise of influence include the 
shaking of hands by candidates, distribution of campaign material, the making of 
promises and the giving of items. 

• Should you see this type of activity occurring either within the confines of the 
polling station or in the immediate vicinity of the polling station, instruct the 
persons responsible to leave the premises of the polling station immediately. 

• Make a note of any such activities and include with your Electoral Officer's 
Report. 

• Sections 16 through 22 of the First Nations Elections Act prohibit several 
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activities in a polling station. It is important that you become familiar with these 
prohibitions. Furthermore, section 21 of the Act provides you and your Deputies 
with the authority to order a person to leave a polling station if a person is 
committing an offence under the Act that threatens the maintenance of order at 
the polling station. You may enlist the assistance of security personnel or law 
enforcement in this regard. 

8.6 Voting Procedures 

Most of the procedures for voting can be found in section 21 of the Regulations. 

8.6.1 Identity of the Elector 

When a person presents him or herself to you or your Deputy at the polling station, 
he or she should state his or her name. You will then verify that the elector's name 
appears on the voters list. 

8.6.2 Name of Elector Not on the Voters List 

You may add a person to the voters list and permit them to vote if you are satisfied 
that such a person is qualified. The person should provide you with documents from 
the band membership clerk (section 10) or AANDC Indian Registrar (section 11) 
clearly showing that he or she is a band member at least 18 years of age. 

If a person, who is not on the voters list, presents themselves at the poll and states 
that they are entitled to vote and will sign a declaration stating this, they should not 
be permitted to vote unless the person can 
present documentation outlined above. 

8.6.3 Issuing a Ballot 

Once you or your Deputy have determined that a 
person is a qualified voter, and that he or she 
has not been issued a mail-in ballot or has not 
voted at an advance polls, take a ballot, place 
your initials on the back and fold it in a manner 

TIP 
Provide clear and concise voting 

instructions to every elector, 

including the procedure for 

spoiled ballots 

which will allow your initials to be visible while at the same time hiding the front of 
the ballot. Hand the ballot to the elector requesting that it be returned in the same 
manner. Draw a line through the elector's name on the voters list indicating that a 
ballot was given. 

The voter should then immediately go to the compartment to mark the ballot. 
The voter should then immediately go to the compartment to mark the ballot. The 
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voter may ask for instructions on how to vote. These instructions are provided at 
Appendix 8-B. The instructions should be communicated verbally and they should 
also be posted in the polling compartment. 

8.6.4 Return of Ballot 

The voter should, upon leaving the polling compartment, immediately return the 
folded ballot to you or your Deputy. Without unfolding the ballot, verify that it is 
the same ballot given to the voter by checking that your initials are on it. Then, in 
the presence of the voter and anyone else who is there, deposit the ballot in the 
ballot box. 

8.7 Variations to the Regular Voting Procedures 

8. 7.1 Assisting an Elector 

Subsections 21 (7) and 21 (8) of the Regulations provide that, if a voter is unable to 
mark his or her own ballot, the Electoral Officer or the Deputy may, at the voter's 
request, mark the ballot. The Electoral Officer or Deputy must mark the ballot 
according to the voter's instructions, in the presence of another elector selected 
by the voter as a witness, and place the ballot in the ballot box. If the elector 
does not wish to select a witness, you or your Deputy can accompany the 
voter behind the compartment to mark the ballot. 

Only you or your Deputy may mark the ballot, not the witness chosen by the elector. 
After marking the ballot, fold it, verify that your initials are on the back and place the 
ballot in the ballot box in the presence of the elector and the witness. On the voters 
list, draw a line through the elector's name, indicating that he or she has voted, and 
further indicate in the comments section that you or your Deputy marked the ballot 
and the reason why you did so. 

8.7.2 Someone has Already Voted in the Voter's Name 

If the voters list shows that someone has already voted in the name of an elector 
who now wants to vote, this voter must first prove to you or your Deputy that he is 
the person whose name appears on the list. If you or your Deputy are satisfied that 
such person is qualified to vote and has not already voted, you may issue a ballot. 

On the voters list indicate that the initial voter was an impersonator but that the 
rightful voter did exercise their right to vote. Although a voter is not required to 
present identification prior to voting, it would be beneficial to have someone who is 
familiar with the community, such as the membership clerk, to be present during the 
voting process to discourage any impersonators. 
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B.7.3 Voter that Appears to be under the Influence 

If a voter who appears under the influence presents him or herself to vote, you 
must allow this person to vote. However, if the voter does not follow the 
procedures for voting and is creating a disturbance, politely ask the voter to leave 
and to return later but before 8 p.m. 

B.7.4 Someone Wishing to Vote on Behalf of Another Voter 

No legal document whether it be a power of attorney, guardianship, mandate or 
any other legal document can grant a person the right to vote on behalf of another 
elector. Proxy voting is not permitted. 

B. 7.5 Spoiled Ballot 

An elector may request another ballot because he or she has spoiled the first ballot 
you had given. According to subsection 21 {9) of the Regulations, an elector who 
has inadvertently made their ballot unusable may return it, and is on one occasion 
only, is entitled to receive another ballot. Upon receipt of the spoiled ballot, write 
the word "cancelled" on it, retain it and make a note on the voters list next to the 
elector's name, in the comments section. (The best way to retain it is to place it in a 
pre-identified envelope). You will then issue a new ballot to the elector, again 
placing your initials on the back. The elector should immediately proceed to the 
voting compartment to mark the ballot as previously indicated. 

B. 7.6 Forfeited Ballot 

It may occur that an elector, who has received a ballot, is refusing to vote, or leaves 
the polling place with the ballot. If this occurs, the elector loses the right to vote. 
Mark the word .. declined" on the voters list beside this elector's name. If the ballot 
is returned, it should be marked on the front side with the word "declined" and set 
aside but not discarded. Refer to subsection 21 (1 0) and (11) of the Regulations. 

8.8 Mail-in Ballots at the Polling Station 

B.B.1 Voting in Person 

An elector, to whom a mail-in ballot was mailed or otherwise provided, may only 
obtain a ballot and vote in person at a polling station if they return the mail-in ballot 
unused or if they provide you or your Deputy with a sworn affidavit stating that they 
have lost their mail-in ballot. If an elector presents him or herself to you or your 
Deputy at the polling station, and this elector has received a mail-in ballot according 
to your records, ask the elector what he or she has done with the ballot. If the 
elector returns the ballot package to you, put it aside and allow him or her to vote. If 
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the elector does not have the ballot package, he or she must provide you with a 
sworn affidavit stating that they have lost their mail-in ballot. If either of these two 
conditions are not met, you must not allow the elector to vote, even if you are 
sure that your will not count their mail-in ballot. 

8.8.2 Persons Hand-delivering Mail-in Ballot Package on Behalf of 
Electors 

A person may hand-deliver mail-in ballot packages to the Electoral Officer at the 
polling station. Any person delivering a completed mail-in ballot package on 
behalf of another elector must complete and sign the Declaration of Person 
Delivering a Mail-in Ballot Package (Appendix 8-C) for each mail-in ballot 
package delivered. This form will become important in tracking who was in 
possession of multiple mail-in ballot packages should it be alleged that mail-in 
ballots were bought or sold, which is prohibited under paragraphs 14(c) and (d) of 
the First Nations Elections Act. 

8.9 Closing the Poll 

At the designated time (8:00p.m. local time) the polling station is to be closed. Any 
elector, who is inside the polling place at closing time and who has not yet voted, 
may do so without delay. It is important to note, that the Electoral Officer has no 
authority to shorten or extend voting hours. Doing so would contravene the First 
Nations Elections Regulations. 

TIP 
Ensure that the polling station door 

is locked at 8:00 p.m. sharp. 
At 7:50 p.m. publicly announce the 

polling station will close in 1 0 

minutes. 
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Appendix 8-A - Witness Declaration at the Opening of the 
Poll 

In the_ matter of the election of the ---------------------------------
------------------------------ hereby declare that on the __ day 

t Prim w1tness na:ne .1 

of , 20 __ ,at a.m./p.m., I did witness that the ballot 
box(es) was/were empty before it/they was/were properly sealed and locked. I am 
confident that the box(es) cannot be opened without the seals or locks being broken. 

Signature of Witness 

Signature of Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer 
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Appendix 8-B - Instructions for Voting 

Place an X in the space beside the name of the candidate or candidates of your 
choice. You can also use a cross, a checkmark or other mark that clearly 
indicates your choice without identifying yourself. 

Vote for one candidate for chief and no more than candidates for councillor. 

When you have finished, fold the ballot so that the initials on the back can be 
seen (without showing how you voted), and hand the ballot to the Electoral 
Officer or the Deputy Electoral Officer. 

If you make a mistake, return your ballot to the Electoral Officer, who will give 
you another ballot (once only). 
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Appendix 8-C - Declaration of Person Delivering a Mail-in 
Ballot Package 

In the matter of the election for the 
Election Regulations, 

· , held according to the First Nations 

I, --------------solemnly declare that: 

1. My current mailing address is: 

2. My current telephone number is: ( __ ) __ - ___ _ 

3. I am delivering a mail-in ballot package on behalf of the following elector: 

4. This ballot package has come into my possession honestly and I was authorized by the 
above named elector to deliver his or her mail-in ballot package. I did not offer to the 
elector, nor was I offered inducement for delivering this ballot. 

5. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, this ballot package has not been 
opened or otherwise tampered with while in my care. 

Si nature Date 

~ TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ELECTORAL OFFICER OR DEPUTY ELECTORAL OFFICER 

Sworn before me-----------at 

this ___ day of----------' 20 __ . 

Signature 
Please verify the identification provided by the person delivering mail-in ballot and confirm 

this verification by checking the box 0 
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9. The Count 

Sections 22 and 23 of the Regulations provide the manner in which votes are to be 
counted. 

9.1 When the Count Takes Place 

The counting of the votes takes place at the time stated on the Notice of Election 
under paragraph 14( c) of the Regulations. In most cases it is immediately following 
the close of the poll. This time cannot change once it has been published in the 
Notice of Election. 

If you are counting the ballots on the day following the election, you must arrange 
for adequate security of the ballot box. We suggest that a security guard be hired to 
guard the boxes or that they be taken to the local police department for 
safekeeping. 

You begin the count immediately after the mail-in ballots have all been verified, as 
outlined below. 

9.2 Who May be Present 

Representatives of candidates (i.e. scrutineers) of the candidates may observe 
and/or be given tally sheets to follow along with the counting of the ballots. The 
agents should not handle any of the ballots or voter declarations. 

In some communities, it is a tradition for community members to be allowed to 
observe the counting process. However, community members must not interfere 
with the process. If this is the case, you should plan the set up accordingly. 

9.3 Verification of Mail-In Ballots 

Your first step at the beginning of the count is to verify the mail-in ballots. Open 
each envelope one at a time and set aside, unopened, the inner envelopes 
containing the ballots if: 

• a signed and witnessed Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot 
form is not enclosed; 

• the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form does not contain 
the elector's name; 

• the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form does not contain 
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at least one of the following two pieces of personal information related to the 
elector: 

- the elector's band/treaty/registry/status number as set out in the 
master voters list 

- the elector's date of birth as set out in the master voters list; 
• the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form has not been 

signed by a witness; 
• the name of the elector is not on the voters list; or 
• the voters list shows that the elector has already voted (in person). 

In all other cases, you will accept the inner envelope and mark opposite the name of 
the elector on the voters list that his or her ballot has been accepted. Open the inner 
envelope, and without looking at the ballot, verify that your initials appear on the 
back. If so, place the ballot in the box. This process takes approximately one hour 
for every 1 00 mail-in ballots. 

If you are rejecting the mail-in ballot, do not open the ballot envelope. Staple it to 
the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form, mark on the form the 
reason you have rejected it and set them both aside. 

9.4 Counting the Ballots 

Once you have completed the verification of all mail-in ballots and placed the valid 
ones in the ballot box, proceed to the counting. The ballot boxes, which include 
those from the advance polls, must be unsealed and opened in the presence of 
witnesses. Most often, the ballots for councillor are counted first. ONLY YOU OR A 
DEPUTY may handle the ballots. Take one ballot at a time from the box and 
proceed to examine them in the following way. 

• Unfold the ballot and make sure that your initials are on the back. As each 
ballot is opened ensure it contains no more votes than the required maximum 
number and, call out the name of the candidate(s) for whom it has been 
marked. 

• Make sure the counting method is simple and straightforward. Sample tally 
sheets appear at Appendix 9-B. Select tally sheets that have sufficient space 
for marking. Some communities with large memberships may take a long time 
to count and mistakes could be made. 
Change to new tally sheets from time to 
time and assemble the ballots with the 
tallies. If a recount is necessary, it is easy 
to then single out in which pile an error 
may have occurred. 

• The Deputies and the representatives of 
candidates present will keep score on the 
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tally sheet, as the candidates' names are called. 
• Place the ballot papers on the table in piles that will render their review easy. 

9.5 Rejected Ballots 

(As a guide, see samples of marked ballots at Appendix 9-A.) 

You or your Deputy may reject ballots for any of the following reasons: 

• the ballot was not supplied by you; 
• the ballot is marked "cancelled" or "declined"; 
• the ballot is not marked for any candidate; 
• the ballot is marked for more than the maximum number of candidates that 

are to be elected (for example, there are 12 councillor positions up for 
election and the ballot has been marked for 13 candidates); or 

• the ballot has been marked in such a way that the elector could be identified. 

Although all the instructions provided to electors on how to mark a ballot state to 
mark with an "X", subsection 21(4)(b) of the Regulations stipulates that the elector 
may mark his or her ballot with a cross "X", check mark "v" or any other mark that 
clearly indicates the elector's choice but does not identify the elector. Therefore, 
you must accept and count all ballots so marked, provided that the elector's 
choice is clear and that the mark is not unique enough to permit him or her to be 
identified. 

Note: A ballot which has less votes marked on it than there are candidates to be 
elected is acceptable. 

If there is only one ballot that includes both chief and councillor candidates, either 
portion may be rejected according to the above criteria, while the other portion may 
still be accepted. If you reject only one portion of a ballot, mark that portion with the 
word "rejected" and retain the ballot with the accepted ballots so that the votes on 
the good portion can be counted. Printing separate ballots for chief and councillor 
will eliminate any room for error or confusion. 

Remember that the right to vote is very important and that ballots should not be 
rejected lightly. If you are considering rejecting a ballot because it contains a mark 
that may identify the voter, you must be certain that the voter intended to be 
identified by it (for example, if they write their name or initials on the ballot). In the 
case of ballots marked slightly outside the designated marking area, if the intention 
of the voter can be clearly determined, the ballot should be accepted. 
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The following ballots should NOT BE REJECTED: 

• Ballots marked in any way by the Electoral Officer or the Deputy 
• Ballots marked with a sign other than a cross if th is sign is not intended to 

identify the elector 
• Ballots marked on the outside of the designated areas if the intention of the 

voter is clear 

9.6 Objections to Ballots 

During the examination of the ballots, a candidate or a representative (scrutineer) 
may object to your decision concerning the acceptability of a ballot. 

If such an objection is raised, record the objection 
on the Record of Objections {Appendix 9-C), 
describe the reasons for the objection and assign 
a consecutive number to the objection. Mark the 
ballot in question with the same number. Refer to 
paragraphs 23(c) & (d) of the Regulations. 

If you agree with the objection and decide to 

TIP 
DO use the Record of Objections 

form (helpful to have in case of an 
election appeal) 

reject the ballot, note this on the Record of Objections sheet, mark "disallowed" on 
the back of the ballot and place it in the rejected pile. 

If you do not agree with the objection, and decide that the ballot is valid, note this on 
the Record of Objections sheet, mark "allowed" on the back of the ballot and place it 
in the pile with the other valid ballots. 

Remember, the final decision to reject or to accept a ballot remains ultimately with 
the Electoral Officer. 
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Appendix 9-A - Samples of Marked Ballot Papers 

WHICH SHOULD BE ACCEPTED AND COUNTED 

DOE, Andrea X DOE, Andrea 

UNTEL, Richard UNTEL, Richard 

DOE, Andrea I DOE, Andrea 

UNTEL, Richard UNTEL, Richard 

DOE, Andrea 
0 

DOE, Andrea 

UNTEL, Richard UNTEL, Richard 
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Appendix 9-A (cont'd) 

Samples of Marked Ballot Papers 
WHICH SHOULD BE REJECTED 

DOE, Andrea DOE, Andrea X 
UNTEL, Richard UNTEL, Richard 

0 
Ben 

DOE, Andrea 1 DOE, Andrea 

UNTEL, Richard 2 UNTEL, Richard 

DOE, Andrea GS DOE, Andrea 

UNTEL, Richard 
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Appendix 9-B - Tally Sheet for Chief I Councillor 

Count# __ 

DOE, Andrea 

UNTEL, Richard 

•' --

R~JECTED BALL()T$ ; 

~ ' 
---, 

' I 
! 

-.-
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Appendix 9-C - Record of Objections 

/Yn!!_;u -~,.L):-/i_:'::_! __ _ L,t ~ J !' ·~· ~.I/ !:) :--[~ { i ~- J i ; 

#* Reason(s) for objection Name of person making Decision of the Electoral Officer 
the objection 

* Indicate the number of the objection on the back of the ballot. 
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Notes 
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~ 1 0. After the Count 
~ 

~ 

~ 
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10.1 Statement of the Votes 

Once you have finished counting the votes, complete the Statement of the Votes, 
found at Appendix 10-A, as per paragraph 23(f) of the Regulations. Ensure that you 
and a witness have signed the statement. 

10.2 Recount 

Under subsection 24(2) of the Regulations, if the difference between the number of 
votes of a candidate who you are going to declare elected and any runner up 
candidate is five or less, you must recount the ballots for those candidates. To 
determine if you are required to recount, and if so, for which candidates, you must 
add and subtract five from the candidate with the least votes who you would declare 
elected. For example, if there were five councillor positions available for election 
and the fifth place candidate had received 75 votes, you would need to recount the 
votes of all candidates who received between 70 and 80 votes. 

You can recount the votes immediately, or you may schedule a recount to begin up 
to 24 hours later. If you choose to hold the recount later, you must announce the 
date, time and place. If the recount is to be conducted later, you must, as per 
subsection 24(4) of the Regulations: 

• Deposit all ballots in envelopes and seal them in a manner that prevents them 
from being opened without breaking the seal; 

• Place your initials on the seal and have any two people present to do the 
same; 

• Deposit the sealed envelopes into a ballot box and seal that box(es) in a 
manner that prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal; and 

• Ensure the safekeeping of the sealed ballot box(es) until the recount. 

At the time and place established for the recount, open the sealed ballot box and the 
sealed envelopes in the presence of everyone present and recount the votes that 
were cast for only those candidates who have been identified as requiring their votes 
to be recounted (all those having between 70 and 80 votes in the example above). 

10.3 Declaration of Results and Tie Vote 
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As soon as you have counted (and recounted if necessary) all of the votes cast and 
arrived at the final tally, publicly declare elected the candidates who received the 
most votes for each position until all the positions on council are filled, as per 
subsection 24(1) of the Regulations. 

If, after the recount, you are unable to declare a winning candidate because of a tie, 
you must, as per section 24 of the First Nations Elections Act, conduct a draw, such 
as a coin toss or a selection out of a hat. You should mark a ballot for the candidate 
that won the draw and declare that candidate elected. 

As per subsection 15{2) of the First Nations Elections Act, the Electoral Officer 
is not allow to vote. 

10.4 Statement of Results 

Pursuant to subsection 24(7) of the Regulations, within FOUR days after completion 
of the counting of the votes, you must: 

• Sign and post, in at least one conspicuous place on the reserve, a copy of the 
Statement of the Votes you completed after the count. 

• Fax or e-mail a copy of the statement to the regional or district manager of 
AANDC. 

Finally, complete the Electoral Officers Report (found at Appendix 1 0-B) and keep 
it for your records. 

10.5 Retention of Election Material 

Once you have declared the candidates elected, place the ballots in envelopes and 
seal them and ensure their safekeeping along with other election documents for a 
period of 120 days. Here is a list of other election documents that you should keep: 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Copy of the Notice of Nomination Meeting 

The Electoral Officer's Nomination Meeting Report 

All In-Person Nomination Forms 

Copy of the Notice of Election 

Original appointment forms for your Deputies 

Original Mail-out Control Sheet 

All ballots (valid, rejected, spoiled, cancelled and unused) 

Completed Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot forms 
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Returned mail-in packages 

Tally sheets 

The Record of Objections 

Master voters list 

Completed Electoral Officer's Report containing the addresses of 
candidates 

List of addresses of off-reserve electors provided by the First Nation 

Original Witness Declaration(s) at the Opening of the Poll (Appendix 8-A) 

All signed consent forms to release address information to candidates 

List of candidate representatives (scrutineers) 

Copies of other election related documents/correspondence 

10.6 Updated List of Off-reserve Electors 

Over the course of the election period, you will have made updates to the names 
and postal and e-mail addresses on your list of off-reserve electors. Return this 
updated list to the band office and advise them that it must only be used for 
election purposes. This will assist the band in providing a more accurate and up
to-date list to the Electoral Officer at the next election. 

10.7 Return of Candidate Fees 

Within 30 days of the election, you must return the candidate fee to all candidates 
who received more than 5o/o of the total votes cast. The total votes cast is the total 
number of ballots deposited in the ballot box, including advance poll and mail-in 
ballots and ballots that were rejected. 

You must first determine the minimum vote threshold by multiplying the total number 
of votes cast by 0.05. Round the answer up to the next highest whole number. For 
example: 797 votes x 0.05 = 39. 75, rounded up is 40. 

All candidates with a number of votes higher than this threshold will be refunded 
their fee. If you have not cashed the certified cheques or the money orders, return 
them to the appropriate candidate. 

When returning the candidate fee, ensure that you have a record of the candidate 
having received it, either by having them sign upon receipt or sending it by 
registered mail. You will write a cheque to the First Nation for the total amount of 
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candidate fees not returned to the candidates. 
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Appendix 10-A- Statement of the Votes 

Na1ne of First Nation Date of Election 

To be completed by the Electoral Officer after the counting of the votes. The numbers on the 
Statement of the Votes submitted by Deputy Electoral Officers from other polling stations must 
be included in the numbers provided on this report. Ensure that the form is signed and 
witnessed. 

A copy of this statement must be sent (by e-mail or fax) to the regional office of the 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada no later than four 
days following the election. 

NAME OF CANDIDATE FOR CHIEF TOTAL VOTES RECEIVED 
DOE. Andrea 
UN I EL. Richard 

Number of valid ballots cast for candidates for chief: _____ _ 

Number of rejected ballots for candidates for chief: ______ _ 
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Statement of the Votes (page 2) 

NAME OF CANDIDATE FOR COUNCILLOR TOTAL VOTES RECEIVED 
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Statement of the Votes (page 3) 

~ NAME OF CANDIDATE FOR COUNCILLOR TOTAL VOTES RECEIVED 
~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

Number of valid ballots cast for candidates for councillor: ______ _ 

Number of rejected ballots for candidates for councillor: ______ _ 
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Statement of the Votes (page 4) 

Elected Candidates 

To THE OFFICE OF CHIEF: 

Name: ________________________ _ 

To THE OFFICE OF COUNCILLOR: 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: -------------------------
Name: -------------------------
Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Name: -------------------------
Name: -------------------------
Name: ________________________ _ 

This count was diligently conducted in accordance with the First Nations Elections 
Regulations. 

Signature of Electoral Officer Signature of Witness 

Date 
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Appendix 1 0-B - Electoral Officer's Report 

1. Name of First Nation: ______ _ 2. Band Number: ___ _ 

3. Date of Election: ________ _ 4. District/Region: ___ _ 

5. Type of election (General or By-election): 

6. Date of last general election (month/year): __________ _ 

7. Total number of band members: __ _ 

8. The band council is composed of one chief and __ (#) councillors. 
Is there a band council resolution setting the size of council: YES 0 NO 0 

9. Total number of eligible voters from the master voters list: __ _ 

10. The Notice of Nomination Meeting was: 
a) Posted on the day of _____ , 20 ___ , at the following 
locations: 
____________ and _______________ _ 

b) Mailed to __ (#) off-reserve electors during the period from the 
day of 
_________ to the ___ day of _______ , 20 __ . 

11. The nomination meeting was held on the __ day of ______ , 20 __ , 

at _______________ ,from ____ to __ _ 
(Location) 

12. The Notice of Election was posted on the ___ · day of _____ , 20 
_, at the following locations: 

13. (a) Total number of mail-in ballot packages sent to off-reserve electors: __ 
(b) Total number of mail-in ballot packages sent to on-reserve electors: __ 
(c) Mail-in ballot packages that were sent (from the first day to the very last day) to 

off and on reserve electors during the period 
from the __ day of to the __ day of , 20. __ 

14. The poll was held on the ___ day of _______ , 20. ___ , at the 
following location(s): 
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15. Mail-in Ballots (You must account for every ballot) 

FOR CHIEF 
FOR 

COUNCILLOR 

A) Total number of mail-in ballot packages sent to off 
and on reserve electors (including any second 
mail-outs to the same elector, if appJicable) 

B) Total number of mail-in packages returned as 
undeliverable 

C) Total number of mail-in ballots returned by the 
elector who voted in person at the polling station 

D) Total number of mail-in ballots not deposited in the 
ballot box during the verification process. 

E) Total number of mail-in ballots deposited in the 
ballot box 

F) Mail-in ballots not returned 
(A - B - C - D - E) (Subtract A through E) 

16. Ballot Reconciliation (You must account for every ballot) 

FOR CHIEF FOR 

COUNCILLOR 
A) Number of valid ballots cast (i.e. inserted in the 

ballot box - including the tie breaker vote, if 
applicable) 

B) Number of rejected ballots cast 
(i.e. inserted in the ballot box) 

C) Number of ballots spoiled 
(never placed in the ballot box) 

D) Number of unused ballots 

E) Total number of mail-in packages returned as 
undeliverable (same as 15 B) 

F) Total number of mail-in ballots returned by the 
elector who voted in person at the polling station 
(same as 15 C) 

G) Number of mail-in ballots not deposited in the ballot 
box during the verification process. (same as 15 D) 

H) Total provided at 15 F 
(Mail-in ballot not returned) 

I) Total number of ballots 
(A + B + C + D + E + F + G + H) (Add A through H) 

J) Total number of ballots printed 
~Should equal totals at (I) above) 
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~ 17. Please record all candidates' names, excluding those who withdrew before the 
~ close of the poll. Also complete all four columns below 

BAND/TREATY/REGISTRY NAME OF MAILING ADDRESS TOTAL 
/STATUS NUMBER CANDIDATE VOTES 

FOR CHIEF RECEIVED 
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18. Please record all candidates' names, excluding those who withdrew before the 
close of the poll. Also complete all four columns below 

BAND/TREATY/REGISTRY NAME OF MAILING ADDRESS TOTAL 

/STATUS NUMBER CANDIDATE VOTES 

FOR COUNCILLOR RECEIVED 
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19. The following candidates have been publicly declared elected: 

(a) To the Office of Chief: Name: __________________ __ 

(b) To the Office of Councillor: 

Name: Name: ------------------
Name: ----------------------- Name: ------------------

Name: ______________________ _ 
Name: ------------------

Name: ----------------------- Name: ------------------

Name: ----------------------- Name: ------------------

20. The term of office commences on the ___ day of _____________ , 20_ . 

21. Additional comments (i.e. election process, incident, disruption, objection raised, 
etc): 

~ 23. Declaration 

I, ___________________________ , appointed to the position of Electoral Officer on 
the (Print f\lame) 

day of , 20 __ , for the First Nation 
election, declare that the polling place(s) was kept open between the hours of 9:00a.m. 
and 8:00 p.m. (local time), and that I have correctly counted the votes cast for each 
candidate and have performed all other duties required of me by the First Nations Election 
Regulations and the First Nations Elections Act. I further declare that a copy of the 
Statement of the Votes was posted in at least one conspicuous place on the reserve. 

(Signature) (Date) 

(Address) (Phone#) 

(E-mail) (Cell#) 
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11. Appeals 

An election may be appealed by an elector by application to the federal court or to a 
superior court of the province in which one or more of the First Nation's reserves 
are located within 30 days after the day on which the results of the election 
were announce. If anyone approaches you to express dissatisfaction with the 
manner in which the election was held, refer them to sections 30 through 35 of the 
First Nations Elections Act. 

Section 34 of the First Nations Elections Act states that an application to contest an 
election (appeal) must be served by the applicant on the electoral officer and all the 
candidates who participated in the election. You may be asked to provide the 
addresses of the candidates, which you have compiled in the Electoral Officer's 
Report. 
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12. The First Nations Elections Act and the First 
Nations Elections Regulations 

12.1 First Nations Elections Act 

An Act respecting the election and term of office of chiefs and councillors of certain First 
Nations and the composition of council of those First Nations 

Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of Commons 
of Canada, enacts as follows: 

SHORT TITLE 

Short title 

1. This Act may be cited as the First Nations Elections Act. 

INTERPRETATION 

Marginal note:Definitions 

2. The following definitions apply in this Act. 

"council" 
cc conseil » 

"council" has the meaning assigned by the definition "council of the band" in subsection 
2(1) of the Indian Act. 

"deputy electoral officer'' 
« president d'election adjoint » 
"deputy electoral officer" means a person so appointed in accordance with the 
regulations. 

"election" 
(( election >> 

"election" means the election of the chief and councillors of a participating First Nation, 
including by way of a by-election. 

"elector'' 
(( electeur >> 

"elector'' means a person who is registered on a Band List, as defined in subsection 2(1) 
of the Indian Act, and 
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(a) in relation to an election, is 18 years of age or older on the day of the election; 

(b) in relation to a petition to remove from office a chief or councillor, was 18 years of 
age or older on the day of the election of that chief or councillor; 

(c) in relation to a nomination referred to in section 9, is 18 years of age or older on 
the day of the nomination; or 

(d) in relation to a vote on a proposed community election code referred to in 
paragraph 42(1 )(b), is 18 years of age or older on the day of the vote. 

"electoral officer'' 
« president d'election » 
"electoral officer" means a person so appointed in accordance with the regulations. 
"First Nation" 

« premiere nation » 

"First Nation" has the meaning assigned by the definition "band" in subsection 2(1) of 
the Indian Act. 

"mail-in ballot" 
« bulletin de vote postal » 

"mail-in ballot" means a ballot that is sent to an elector by mail or otherwise provided to 
an elector other than at a polling station. 

"member'' 
<< membre >> 

"member'', in relation to a participating First Nation, means a person whose name 
appears, or who is entitled to have their name appear, on the Band List maintained for 
that First Nation under section 8 of the Indian Act. 

"Minister" 
« ministre >> 

"Minister" means the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development. 
"nomination meeting" 

« assemblee de mise en candidature >> 

"nomination meeting" means a meeting held for the purpose of nominating candidates 
for an election. 

"participating First Nation" 
« premiere nation participante >> 

"participating First Nation" means a First Nation that is named in the schedule. 

"reserve" 
(( reserve >> 

"reserve" has the same meaning as in subsection 2(1) of the Indian Act. 
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ADDING TO THE SCHEDULE 

Order 

3. (1) The Minister may, by order, add the name of a First Nation to the schedule if 

(a) that First Nation's council has provided to the Minister a resolution requesting 
that the First Nation be added to the schedule; 

(b) the Minister is satisfied that a protracted leadership dispute has significantly 
compromised governance of that First Nation; or 

(c) the Governor in Council has set aside an election of the Chief and councillors of 
that First Nation under section 79 of the Indian Act on a report of the Minister that 
there was corrupt practice in connection with that election. 

Contents of the order 

(2) The order must specify the date of the first election for the First Nation in respect 
of which the order is made. 

Effect of order on term of office 

(3) The chief and councillors of a First Nation in respect of which an order is made 
who hold office on the day on which the order is made continue to hold office until 
the day of the first election and cease to hold office on that day. 

Marginal note:Exception 

(4) Subsection 7(1) does not apply to the council that is in office on the day on which 
the order is made. 

Marginal note:Change of name 

4. In the event of a change to the name of a participating First Nation, the Minister 
may, by order, amend the schedule to reflect the change. 

ELECTION DATES 

First election 

5. The date of a first election must not be later than, 

(a) in the case of a First Nation whose name is added to the schedule under 
paragraph 3(1 )(a), 

(i) the day on which, but for the making of the Minister's order, the term of office 
of its chief and councillors would have expired, or 

(ii) if that First Nation's council has requested in their resolution the establishment 
of a common election date with five or more other First Nations whose councils 
have made a similar request, one year after the earliest day on which, but for the 
order, the term of office of the chief and councillors of any one of those First 
Nations would have expired; and 
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(b) in the case of a First Nation whose name is added to the schedule under 
paragraph 3(1 )(b) or (c), six months after the day on which the order is made. 

Subsequent elections 

6. Subsequent elections, other than by-elections, must be held within the period of 30 
days before the day on which the term of office of the incumbent chief and councillors 
expires. 

COUNCIL 

Composition 

7. (1) The council of a participating First Nation is to consist of one chief and, for every 
100 members of that First Nation, one councillor, but the number of councillors is not to 
be less than two or more than 12. 

Reduction - number of councillors 

(2) Despite subsection (1 ), the council may, by resolution, reduce the number of 
councillor positions but to not less than two. The reduction is applicable as of the 
next election that is not a by-election. 

Statutory Instruments Act 

8. The resolution referred to in subsection 7(2) is not subject to the Statutory 
Instruments Act. 

CANDIDATES 

Eligibility 

9. (1) Only an elector of a participating First Nation is eligible to be nominated as a 
candidate for the position of chief or councillor of that First Nation. 

Limitation 

(2) An elector is not to be nominated as a candidate for the position of chief and the 
position of councillor in the same election. 

Nomination 

(3) An elector becomes a candidate only if 

(a) their nomination is moved and seconded, in the manner prescribed by regulation, 
by other electors of the First Nation; 

(b) they provide their consent to be a candidate; and 

(c) the fee imposed on them under section 11 , if any, is remitted. 

Limitation 

(4) An elector must not nominate more than one candidate for each position to be 
filled. 

Prohibition 
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10. A person must not, in connection with an election, consent to be a candidate 
knowing that they are not eligible to be a candidate. 

Candidacy fee 

11. Participating First Nations may, if authorized to do so by regulation, impose a fee 
of up to $250 on each candidate in an election, to be refunded if the candidate receives 
more than five per cent of the total votes cast. 

Prohibition 

12. A person must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) by intimidation or duress, attempt to influence another person to 

(i) nominate or refrain from nominating a particular candidate, 

(ii) accept or decline a nomination, or 

(iii) withdraw as a candidate; 

(b) act, or incite another person to act, in a disorderly manner, with the intention of 
disrupting the conduct of a nomination meeting; or 

(c) knowingly publish a false statement that a candidate is withdrawing or has 
withdrawn their candidacy. 

Order to leave 

13. (1) An electoral officer or deputy electoral officer may order a person to leave a 
nomination meeting if the person is committing an offence under this Act that threatens 
the maintenance of order at the meeting, or if the officer believes on reasonable 
grounds that the person has done so. 

Obligation 

(2) A person to whom an order is given under subsection (1) must obey it without 
delay. 

BALLOTS 

Prohibition 

14. A person must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) provide a false name in order to obtain a ballot; 

(b) possess a ballot that was not provided to them in accordance with the 
regulations; 

(c) purchase a mail-in ballot that was issued to another person; 

(d) sell or give away a mail-in ballot; or 

(e) print or reproduce a ballot with the intention that the print or reproduction be used 
as a genuine ballot, unless that person is authorized to do so under the regulations. 
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VOTING 

Elector entitled to vote 

15. (1) Subject to subsection (2), only an elector of a participating First Nation is 
entitled to vote in an election held by that First Nation. 

Exception 

(2) An elector who is appointed as the electoral officer in respect of an election is not 
entitled to vote in that election. 

Prohibition - any person 

16. A person must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) vote or attempt to vote knowing that they are not entitled to vote; 

(b) attempt to influence another person to vote knowing that the other person is not 
entitled to do so; 

(c) knowingly use a forged ballot; 

(d) put a ballot into a ballot box knowing that they are not authorized to do so under 
the regulations; 

(e) by intimidation or duress, attempt to influence another person to vote or refrain 
from voting or to vote or refrain from voting for a particular candidate; or 

(~offer money, goods, employment or other valuable consideration in an attempt to 
influence an elector to vote or refrain from voting or to vote or refrain from voting for 
a particular candidate. 

Prohibition - elector 

17. An elector must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) intentionally vote more than once in respect of any given position of chief or 
councillor; or 

(b) accept or agree to accept money, goods, employment or other valuable 
consideration to vote or refrain from voting or to vote or refrain from voting for a 
particular candidate. 

Secrecy of voting 

18. Voting at an election is to be conducted by secret ballot. 

Prohibition - elector 

19. An elector must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) show their ballot, when marked, to reveal the name of the candidate for whom 
the elector has voted, other than in accordance with the regulations; or 
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(b) in the polling station, openly declare for whom the elector intends to vote or has 
voted. 

POLLING STATIONS 

Prohibition 

20. A person must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) post or display in, or on the exterior surface of, a polling station any campaign 
literature or other material that promotes or opposes the election of a particular 
candidate; 

(b) within hearing distance of a polling station, orally promote or oppose the election 
of a candidate; 

(c) in a polling station, attempt to influence an elector to vote or refrain from voting or 
to vote or refrain from voting for a particular candidate; or 

(d) act, or incite another person to act, in a disorderly manner with the intention of 
disrupting the conduct of the vote in a polling station. 

Order to leave 

21. ( 1) An electoral officer or deputy elector officer may order a person to leave a 
polling station if the person is committing an offence under this Act that threatens the 
maintenance of order at the polling station, or if the officer believes on reasonable 
grounds that a person has done so. 

Obligation 

(2) A person to whom an order is given under subsection (1) must obey it without 
delay. 

Marginal note:Prohibition 

22. A person must not, in connection with an election, destroy, take, open or 
otherwise interfere with a ballot box knowing that they are not authorized to do so under 
the regulations. 

AWARDING OF POSITIONS 

Chief and councillor positions 

23. The chief and councillor positions of a participating First Nation are awarded to the 
candidates for those positions who receive the highest number of votes. 

Tied vote 

24. If it is not possible to award a position under section 23 because there are two or 
more candidates with the same number of votes, the electoral officer must conduct a 
draw to break the tie. 

BY-ELECTIONS 

By-elections 
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25. If the chief or a councillor of a participating First Nation ceases to hold office more 
than three months before the day on which their term of office would have expired under 
subsection 28(1) or section 29, the council of that First Nation may direct that a by
election be held for that position, in accordance with the regulations. 

OBSTRUCTION OF ELECTIONS 

Prohibition 

26. A person must not intentionally obstruct an electoral officer or deputy electoral 
officer in the performance of their duties. 

Prohibition 

27. A person must not, in a manner that this Act does not otherwise prohibit, 
intentionally obstruct the conduct of an election. 

TERM OF OFFICE 

Term of office 

28. (1) Subject to subsection (2) and section 29, the chief and councillors of a 
participating First Nation hold office for four years commencing at the expiry of the term 
of office of the chief and councillors that they replace. 

Term of office ceases 

(2) A chief or councillor of a participating First Nation ceases to hold office if 

(a) they are convicted of an indictable offence and sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment of more than 30 consecutive days; 

(b) they are convicted of an offence under this Act; 

(c) they die or resign from office; 

(d) a court sets aside their election under subsection 35(1 ); or 

(e) they are removed from office by means of a petition in accordance with the 
regulations. 

Term of office after by-election 

29. A chief or councillor who is elected in a by-election held under section 25 holds 
office commencing on the date of their election for the remainder of the term of office 
that they were elected to fill. 

CONTESTED ELECTIONS 

Means of contestation 
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30. The validity of the election of the chief or a councillor of a participating First Nation ~ 
may be contested only in accordance with sections 31 to 35. fl-. 

Contestation of election ,_. 

31. An elector of a participating First Nation may, by application to a competent court, ~ 
contest the election of the chief or a councillor of that First Nation on the ground that a ,.... 
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contravention of a provision of this Act or the regulations is likely to have affected the 
result. 

Time limit 

32. An application must be filed within 30 days after the day on which the results of 
the contested election were announced. 

Marginal note:Competent courts 

33. The following courts are competent courts for the purpose of section 31: 

(a) the Federal Court; and 

(b) the superior court of a province in which one or more of the participating First 
Nation's reserves are located. 

Service of application 

34. An application must be served by the applicant on the electoral officer and all the 
candidates who participated in the contested election. 

Court may set aside election 

35. (1) After hearing the application, the court may, if the ground referred to in section 
31 is established, set aside the contested election. 

Duties of court clerk 

(2) If the court sets aside an election, the clerk of the court must send a copy of the 
decision to the Minister. 

PETITION FOR REMOVAL FROM OFFICE 

Prohibition 

36. A person must not 

(a) provide money, goods, employment or other valuable consideration to another 
person for the purpose of obtaining their signature on a petition for the removal from 
office of a chief or councillor of a participating First Nation; or 

(b) accept money, goods, employment or other valuable consideration in exchange 
for their signature on such a petition. 

OFFENCES 

Offences 

37. (1) Every person is guilty of an offence who contravenes paragraph 16(a) or (b) or 
17(a), section 22 or paragraph 36(a). 

Offences to which an additional penalty applies 

(2) Every person is guilty of an offence who contravenes 

(a) section 1 0; or 
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(b) section 12, paragraph 14( a), (c) or (e), 16( c), (e) or ( ~ or 20( d) or section 26 or 
27. 

Offences - subsections 13(2) and 21 (2) 

(3) Every person who intentionally contravenes subsection 13(2) or 21 (2) is guilty of 
an offence. 

Offences 

38. (1) Every person is guilty of an offence who contravenes paragraph 16(d), 17(b), 
19(b) or 36(b). 

Strict liability offence 

(2) An electoral officer who fails to perform their duty under section 24 or an electoral 
officer or deputy electoral officer who fails to perform any of their duties under the 
regulations is guilty of an offence. 

Due diligence defence 

(3) A person is not to be found guilty of an offence under subsection (2) if they 
establish that they exercised due diligence to prevent the commission of the offence. 

Offences -paragraphs 14(b) and (d), 19(a) and 20(a) to (c) 

(4) Every person who intentionally contravenes any of paragraphs 14(b) and (d), 
19(a) and 20(a) to (c) is guilty of an offence. 

PENALTIES 

Dual procedure 

39. (1) Every person who is guilty of an offence under section 37 is liable 

(a) on conviction on indictment, to a fine of not more than $5,000 or to imprisonment 
for a term of not more than five years, or to both; or 

(b) on summary conviction, to a fine of not more than $2,000 or to imprisonment for 
a term of not more than six months, or to both. 

Summary conviction 

(2) Every person who is guilty of an offence under section 38 is liable on summary 
conviction to a fine of not more than $1 ,000 or to imprisonment for a term of not 
more than three months, or to both. 

Additional penalty 

40. Any person who is convicted of an offence under paragraph 37(2)(a), or any 
candidate who is convicted of an offence under paragraph 37(2)(b), in addition to any 
other punishment for that offence prescribed by this Act, is not eligible to be elected as 
chief or councillor of a participating First Nation during the five years after the date of 
conviction. 
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REGULATIONS 

Regulations 

41. The Governor in Council may make regulations with respect to elections, including 
regulations respecting 

(a) the appointment, powers, duties and removal of electoral officers and deputy 
electoral officers; 

(b) the requirement that electoral officers be certified, the certification process and 
the grounds for withdrawing certification; 

(c) the manner of identifying electors of a participating First Nation; 

(d) the manner in which candidates may be nominated; 

(e) the imposition, by participating First Nations, of a fee on each candidate in 
accordance with section 11 ; 

(~ the manner in which voting is to be carried out, including 

(i) permitting the electoral officer to establish polling stations and advance polling 
stations, 

(ii) procedures for obtaining and using mail-in ballots, and 

(iii) the counting of votes; 

(g) the removal from office of a chief or councillor of a participating First Nation by 
means of a petition, including 

(i) the percentage of electors of that First Nation who must sign that petition, and 

(ii) the period during which that petition is to be filed; 

(h) the holding of by-elections; and 

(1) anything else that by this Act is to be prescribed. 

REMOVAL FROM SCHEDULE 

Removing a participating First Nation from the schedule 

42. (1) If a participating First Nation's council has provided to the Minister~ proposed 
community election code and a resolution requesting that the name of that First Nation 
be removed from the schedule, the Minister may, by order, remove the name from the 
schedule if 

(a) the code establishes a procedure for its amendment; 

(b) the code and the request were approved by a majority of the votes cast in a 
secret vote in which a majority of the electors of that First Nation participated; 
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(c) the code has been published by that First Nation on a website maintained by or 
for it or in the First Nations Gazette; and 

(d) there are no outstanding charges under this Act against any member of that First 
Nation. 

Effective date of community election code 

(2) The community election code comes into force on the day on which the Minister's 
order is made. 

Amendments 

(3) Amendments to the community election code come into force on the day on 
which they are published by the First Nation on a website maintained by or for it or in 
the First Nations Gazette. 

Statutory Instruments Act 

(4) The community election code is not subject to the Statutorv Instruments Act. 

Meaning of "community election code" 

(5) In this section, "community election code" means a written code that sets out 
rules regarding the election of the chief and councillors of a First Nation. 
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12.2 First Nations Elections Regulations 

INTERPRETATION 

~ Definitions 

1.(1) The following definitions apply in these Regulations. 

"Act" 
« Loi" 
"Act" means the First Nations Elections Act. 

"quorum" 
«quorum,, 
"quorum", in relation to the council of a First Nation, means a majority of the members of 
the council, or five members if the council consists of nine or more members. 

"Register number'' 
« numero de registre ,, 
"Register number'' means the number assigned to a person registered under section 5 
of the Indian Act. 

(2) Unless the context otherwise requires, other words and expressions used in 
these Regulations have the same meaning as in the Indian Act. 

ELECTORAL OFFICER AND DEPUTY ELECTORAL OFFICERS 

Appointment of electoral officer 

2. (1) The council of the First Nation must, by resolution, appoint an electoral officer 
or, if it is not possible for the council to form a quorum, the Minister must appoint an 
electoral officer, who 

(a) has not been found guilty of an offence under the Act within the last two years 
before the appointment; and 

(b) is certified in accordance with subsection (2). 
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Certification 

(2) A person is certified if they successfully complete a training program that is 
approved by the Minister on the responsibilities of the electoral officer under the Act and 
these Regulations. 

Revocation of certification 

(3) The certification is revoked if the electoral officer is found guilty of an offence 
under the Act. 

Appointment of deputy electoral officer 

(4) The electoral officer may appoint one or more deputy electoral officers. 

VOTERS LIST 

Provision of information 

3. (1) At least 65 days before the day on which an election is to be held 

(a) the First Nation must provide the electoral officer with the information set out in 
subsection (2), if the First Nation holding the election has assumed control of its own 
membership under section 10 of the Indian Act, and 

(b) the Registrar must provide the electoral officer with the information set out in 
subsection (2), if the Band List of the First Nation holding the election is maintained 
in the Department under section 11 of the Indian Act. 

Compilation of list 

(2) The electoral officer must compile a voters list that contains the following 
information: 

(a) the names of all electors, in alphabetical order; and 

(b) each elector's band membership or Register number or, if the elector does not 
have a band membership or Register number, their date of birth. 

Revision of list 

(3) The electoral officer must revise the voters list if it is demonstrated that 

(a) an elector's name has been omitted from the list; 

(b) an elector's name is incorrectly set out in the list; or 

(c) the name of a person not entitled to vote is included in the list. 

Demonstration of omission and inclusion 

(4) For the purposes of subsection (3), 

(a) a person may demonstrate that an elector's name has been omitted from, or 
incorrectly set out in, the voters list by presenting to the electoral officer written 
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evidence frpm the Registrar or from the First Nation that the elector is in the Band 
List and will be at least 18 years of age on the day of the election; and 

(b) a person may demonstrate that the name of a person not entitled to vote has 
been included in the voters list by presenting to the electoral officer written evidence 
that that person is not in the Band List or will not be a least 18 years of age on the 
day of the election. 

Addresses 

4. (1) At least 65 days before the day on which an election is to be held, the First 
Nation must provide the electoral officer with a list setting out the last known postal 
address and email address of each elector who does not reside on the reserve. 

Provision of electors' names and addresses 

(2) On the request of a candidate for election as chief or councillor, the electoral 
officer must provide the candidate with a list of the names of electors and the address of 
any elector who has consented to have their address released to the candidates. 

NOMINATION MEETING 

Notice of nomination meeting 

5. (1) At least 25 days before the day on which a nomination meeting is to be held, the 
electoral officer must 

(a) post a notice of the nomination meeting and a list of the names of electors in one 
conspicuous place on the reserve; and 

(b) send by mail and email a notice of the nomination meeting, a voter declaration 
form and a form on which the elector may request a mail-in ballot to the addresses 
provided under subsection 4(1). 

Content of notice 

(2) A notice of a nomination meeting must contain the following information: 

(a) the date, time, duration and location of the nomination meeting; 

(b) the number of positions to be filled; 

(c) a description of the manner in which an elector can nominate a candidate or 
second the nomination of a candidate; 

(d) a statement that an elector must not nominate more than one candidate for each 
position to be filled in accordance with subsection 9(4) of the Act; 

(e) the date on which the election is to be held and the location and hours of 
operation of each polling station; 

(~the date on which any advance poll will be held and the location and hours of 
operation of each advance polling station; 
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(g) the electoral officer's name, phone number, fax number, postal address and 
email address; 

(h) a statement that the elector may permit the electoral officer to release their 
address to the candidates; 

(1) a statement that, if the elector wants to receive a mail-in ballot, they must make a 
written request to the electoral officer; 

(J) if the council of the First Nation has, by resolution, imposed a candidacy fee under 
section 8, a statement that sets out the fee to be paid by each candidate; and 

(k) a statement that a nominee who wishes to become a candidate must remit to the 
electoral officer or deputy electoral officer, by 6 p.m. on the third day following the 
day on which the nomination meeting closes, 

(i) a signed declaration accepting the nomination and attesting to their eligibility 
to be a candidate under the Act, and 

(ii) any applicable candidacy fee, in the form of cash, certified cheque, money 
order or electronic transfer payable to the electoral officer. 

Record of names 

(3) The electoral officer must record the names of electors to whom a notice of the 
nomination meeting was sent or delivered, the postal address and email address of 
those electors and the date on which the notice was sent or delivered. 

Voter declaration form 

( 4) A voter declaration form must be signed by the elector and attest to the following 
information: 

(a) the elector's name; 

(b) the name of the elector's band and the elector's Register or band membership 
number; and 

(c) the elector's date of birth. 

Witness 

(5) A voter declaration form must contain the name, address, telephone number and 
signature of a witness who is at least 18 years of age and who attests to the fact that 
the person completing and signing the voter declaration form is the person whose name 
is set out in the form. 

Witness 

(6) The voter declaration form of the elector who enlisted the assistance of another 
person under subsection 17(2) must be signed by a witness that attests to the fact that 
the elector is the person whose name is set out in the form and that the ballot was 
marked in the manner directed by the elector. 
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Nomination of candidates 

6. (1) An elector may nominate a candidate and second the nomination of a 
candidate, 

(a) by delivering or sending by mail, email or fax to the electoral officer a nomination 
and a voter declaration form; or 

(b) by orally nominating the candidate or seconding the nomination of the candidate 
at the nomination meeting. 

Witness 

(2) The witness to the elector's signature appearing on the voter declaration form is 
not to be considered a seconder to the nomination. 

Mailed nominations 

(3) Mailed nominations that are not received by the electoral officer before the 
beginning of the nomination meeting are void. 

Nomination meeting 

7. (1) A nomination meeting for an election must be held at least 35 days before the 
date of the election. 

Reading nominations 

(2) At the beginning of the nomination meeting, the electoral officer must read aloud 
the nominations that have been received. 

Two nominations 

(3) If the same person receives two written nominations for the same position, the 
second nomination is considered to second the first nomination. 

Duration 

(4) A nomination meeting must remain open for at least three hours. 

CANDIDATES 

Candidacy fee 

8. The council of a First Nation may by resolution impose a candidacy fee of up to 
$250 on every candidate for election as chief or councillor. 

Declaration and fee 

9. (1) To become a candidate, a nominee must remit to the electoral officer or deputy 
electoral officer, by 6 p.m. on the third day following the day on which the nomination 
meeting closes, 

(a) a signed declaration accepting the nomination for no more than one of the positions 
for which they have been nominated and attesting to their eligibility to be a candidate 
under the Act; and 
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(b) if the council of a First Nation has passed a resolution referred to in section 8, the 
candidacy fee, in the form of cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer 
payable to the electoral officer. 

In trust 

(2) The electoral officer must hold the candidacy fees in trust. 

Withdrawal of candidacy 

10. (1) A candidate may withdraw their candidacy at any time prior to the close of the 
polls by submitting to the electoral officer a written declaration of withdrawal, signed by 
the candidate in the presence of the electoral officer, a justice of the peace, a notary 
public or a commissioner for oaths. 

Death of candidate 

(2) A candidate who dies before the close of the polls is considered to have 
withdrawn their candidacy. 

Candidacy fee 

(3) A candidate who withdraws forfeits the candidacy fee and is considered to have 
received no votes. 

ELECTIONS 

Close of nomination meeting 

11. As soon as feasible after the deadline set out in subsection 9(1) expires, the 
electoral officer must 

(a) if there is only one candidate for chief, declare that person to be elected by 
acclamation; 

(b) if the number of candidates for councillor does not exceed the number of 
positions to be filled, declare those persons to be elected by acclamation; 

(c) if there are more candidates than the number of positions to be filled, announce 
that an election will be held on the date set out in the notice referred to in 
paragraph 5(2)(e); and 

(d) if, after candidates have been declared elected in accordance with paragraph (a) 
or (b), the number of positions filled is less than the number of positions that are 
required to be filled for the council of the First Nation to have quorum, post and send 
a notice of another nomination meeting in the manner described in subsection 5(1). 

Notice of acclamations 

12. (1) If, after candidates have been elected by acclamation, the number of positions 
filled is greater than or equal to the number of positions that are required to be filled for 
the council of the First Nation to have quorum, the electoral officer must post in at least 
one conspicuous place on the reserve, and mail to every elector who does not reside on 
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the reserve for whom an address was provided under subsection 4(1), a notice that sets 
out the names of the persons who have been elected by acclamation and states that an 
election will not be held. 

Refund of candidacy fee 

(2) Candidates who are elected to the position of chief or the position of councillor by 
acclamation are, for the purposes of section 11 of the Act, considered to have received 
more than five percent of the total votes cast and are entitled to be refunded the 
candidacy fee. 

Return of candidacy fee 

(3) The electoral officer must return the candidacy fee to candidates elected by 
acclamation as soon as feasible. 

Content of ballots 

13. (1) As soon as feasible after the deadline set out in subsection 9(1) expires, the 
electoral officer must prepare ballots setting out 

(a) the names of the candidates for chief in alphabetical order by surname; and 

(b) the names of the candidates for councillor in alphabetical order by surname. 

Additional distinguishing information 

(2) If two or more candidates have the same name, the electoral officer must add to 
the ballots any additional information that is necessary to distinguish between those 
candidates. 

Notice of election 

14. No later than 30 days before the day on which the election is to be held, the 
electoral officer must post in at least one conspicuous place on the reserve a notice that 
sets out 

(a) the date on which the election is to be held and the location and hours of 
operation of each polling station; 

(b) the date on which any advance poll is to be held and the location and hours of 
operation of each advance polling station; 

(c) the date on which and the time and place at which the counting of the votes is to 
take place; 

(d) the number of positions to be filled; 

(e) a statement that, if the elector wants to receive a mail-in ballot, they must make a 
written request to the electoral officer and provide the electoral officer with proof of 
identity; and 

(~ the electoral officer's name, phone number, fax number, postal address and email 
address. 
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Mail-in ballot 

15. An elector who wants to receive a mail-in ballot must make a written request to 
the electoral officer that includes a copy of their proof of identity. 

Marginal note: Mail-in ballot package 

16. (1) No later than 30 days before the day on which the election is to be held, the 
electoral officer must mail to every elector who has made a written request a mail-in 
ballot package consisting of 

(a) a ballot, initialed on the back by the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer; 

(b) an outer return envelope that is pre-addressed to the electoral officer and, if 
the elector's address is in Canada, is postage-paid; 

(c) an inner envelope marked "Ballot" for insertion of the completed ballot; 

(d) a voter declaration form; 

(e) instructions regarding voting by mail-in ballot; 

(I) the notice set out in section 14; 

(g) a statement that the elector may vote in person at a polling station on the day 
of the election, or at an advance polling station if applicable, in lieu of voting by 
mail-in ballot, if 

(i) they return the unused mail-in ballot to the electoral officer or deputy electoral 
officer, or 

(ii) they provide the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer with a sworn 
affidavit stating that they have lost their mail-in ballot; and 

(h) a list of the names of any candidates who were elected by acclamation. 

Six or more days before election 

(2) If an elector makes a written request for a mail-in ballot six or more days before 
the day on which the election is to be held, the electoral officer must mail, or deliver at 
an agreed time and place, a mail-in ballot package to the elector as soon as feasible 
after receipt of the request. 

Voters list 

(3) The electoral officer must indicate on the voters list, next to the name of each 
elector to whom a mail-in ballot package was mailed or delivered, that a package has 
been provided to that elector and keep a record of the date on which, and the address 
to which, each package was mailed or delivered. 

Mail-in ballot 
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17. (1) An elector may vote by mail-in ballot by 

(a) marking the ballot with a cross, check mark or other mark that clearly indicates 
the elector's choice, but does not identify the elector, next to the name of the 
candidates for whom they intend to vote; 

(b) folding the ballot in a manner that conceals the candidates' names and any 
marks on the ballot without hiding the initials on the back; 

(c) placing the ballot in the inner envelope and sealing that envelope; 

(d) completing and signing the voter declaration form; 

(e) placing the inner envelope and the completed voter declaration form in the outer 
envelope; and 

(~delivering or mailing the mail-in ballot package to the electoral officer or deputy 
electoral officer before the time at which the polls close. 

Assistance of another person 

(2) If an elector is unable to vote in the manner set out in subsection (1 ), the elector 
may enlist the assistance of another person. 

Marginal note:Voided mail-in ballot 

(3) A mail-in ballot is void if the mail-in ballot package is not received by the electoral 
officer or deputy electoral officer before the time at which the polls close. 

Marginal note:Safekeeping of mail-in ballot 

(4) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must ensure the safekeeping of 
the mail-in ballot packages until they are opened in accordance with section 22. 

Advance poll 

18. (1) The electoral officer may establish an advance polling station at any location 
that the electoral officer considers suitable and hold an advance poll for the period 
beginning on the tenth day and ending on the fifth day before the day on which the 
election is to be held. 

Procedures 

(2) The procedures set out in sections 20 and 21 apply to advance polling stations. 

On close of advance polling station 

(3) As soon as the advance polling station closes, the electoral officer must seal the 
ballot box in a manner that prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal, 
place their initials on the seal, invite two witnesses to initial the seal, and ensure the 
safekeeping of the ballot box until the counting of the votes following the close of the 
polling stations on the day of the election. 

~ Polling stations 
~ 
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19. The electoral officer must establish at least one polling station on the reserve on 
the day of the election unless the electoral officer is unable to do so, in which case the 
electoral officer must establish a polling station as close to the reserve as possible. 

Polling station materials 

20. (1) The electoral officer must, before the poll is open, ensure that each polling 
station is equipped with ballot boxes, ballots, materials for marking the ballots and any 
other necessary materials for the conduct of the vote. 

Compartments 

(2) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must provide a compartment at 
each polling station where the electors can mark their ballots without being observed by 
any other person. 

Security 

(3) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer may designate a person to 
maintain order at a polling station. 

Hours 

(4) Polling stations must be open from 9:00a.m. to 8:00p.m. on the day of the 
election. 

Candidate's representatives 

(5) A candidate is entitled to two representatives in a polling station. 

Sealed ballot box 

(6) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must, before the polling station is 
opened, open the ballot box, call all persons present to witness that it is empty, seal the 
box in a manner that prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal and place 
it in a location that is visible to the voters. 

Seal 

(7) The seal of a ballot box must not be broken and the ballot box must not be 
opened during the time that the polling station is open. 

Repeat of procedure 

(8) If another ballot box is required during the time that the polling station is open, 
the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must repeat the procedure set out in 
subsection (6). 

Ballot 

21. (1) Subject to subsection (3), the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must 
provide a ballot on which their initials have been placed to any person who has not 
voted at an advance poll, who attends at a polling station and whose name is set out in 
the voters list. 

Marked voters list 
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(2) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must place a mark on the voters 
list next to the name of each elector who was given a ballot. 

Mail-in ballot 

(3) An elector who received a mail-in ballot package under section 16 may obtain a 
ballot and vote in person at a polling station if the elector 

(a) returns the unused mail-in ballot to the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer; 
or 

(b) provides the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer with a sworn affidavit 
stating that they have lost their mail-in ballot. 

Procedure 

(4) After receiving a ballot, an elector must 

(a) immediately proceed to the compartment provided for marking ballots; 

(b) mark the ballot with a cross, check mark or other mark that clearly indicates the 
elector's choice, but does not identify the elector, next to the name of the candidates 
for whom they intend to vote; 

(c) fold the ballot in a manner that conceals the candidates' names and any marks 
on the ballot without hiding the initials on the back; and 

(d) give the ballot to the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer. 

Ballot box 

(5) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must, without unfolding the ballot, 
verify the initials placed on it and return the ballot to the elector to deposit in the ballot 
box or, at the elector's request, deposit it in the ballot box. 

Privacy 

(6) Subject to subsection (7), while an elector is in the compartment provided for 
marking ballots, no other person is allowed to be in the compartment or be in a position 
to see the manner in which the elector marks their ballot. 

Assistance 

(7) At the request of any elector who is unable to vote in the manner set out in 
subsection (4), the electoral officer or deputy electoral deputy must, in the presence of a 
witness that the elector has selected, assist that elector by marking their ballot in the 
manner directed by the elector and return the ballot to the elector to deposit in the ballot 
box or, at the elector's request, deposit it in the ballot box. 

Note on voters list 

(8) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must make a note on the voters 
list next to the elector's name to indicate that the ballot was marked by the electoral 
officer or deputy electoral officer at the elector's request. 

Spoiled ballot 
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(9) An elector who has inadvertently made their ballot unusable may return it to the 
electoral officer or deputy electoral officer and is, on one occasion, entitled to obtain 
another ballot, and the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must write the word 
"cancelled" on the spoiled ballot and preserve it. 

Forfeiture 

(10) Any person who has received a ballot and who declines to vote or who leaves 
the polling station without voting forfeits their right to vote at the election. 

Voters list 

(11) In the case of a person who forfeits their right to vote, the electoral officer or 
deputy electoral officer must make a note on the voters list next to that person's name 
to indicate that the person received a ballot and declined to vote and, if possible, write 
the word "declined" on the back of the ballot and preserve it. 

· Entitlement to vote before closure 

(12) Every elector who is inside the polling station at the time fixed for closing the 
poll is entitled to vote before the poll is to be closed. 

Rejection or acceptance of mail-in ballot 

22. At the time and on the date set for the counting of the votes in the notice referred 
to in section 14, the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must, in the presence of 
everyone present, open each envelope containing a mail-in ballot that was received 
before the close of the polls and, without unfolding the ballot, 

(a) reject the ballot if 

(i) it is not accompanied by a voter declaration form or the voter declaration form 
is not signed or witnessed, 

(ii) the name of the elector set out in the voter declaration form is not on the 
voters list, or 

(iii) the voters list shows that the elector has already voted; or 

(b) place a mark on the voters list next to the elector's name that is set out in the 
voter declaration form and deposit the ballot in a ballot box. 

Ballots 

23. After all mail-in ballots have been deposited in a ballot box, the electoral officer or 
deputy electoral officer must, in the presence of everyone present, open all ballot boxes 
and 

(a) examine the ballots and reject any ballots 

(i) that do not contain the electoral officer's or deputy electoral officer's initials, or 

(ii) on which any marks appear that would identify the voter; 
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(b) declare any portion of a ballot on which votes have been given for more 
candidates than are to be elected to an office as void with respect to the candidates 
for that office; 

(c) take note of any objection made by any candidate or their representative to any 
ballot found in the ballot box and decide any question arising out of the objection; 

(d) number any objection and place a corresponding number on the back of the 
ballot with their initials and the word ''allowed" or "disallowed", as the case may be; 

(e) from the ballots that are not rejected and from the portions of ballots that are not 
void, count the votes given for each candidate who has not withdrawn before the 
close of the polls; and 

(~ prepare and sign a statement of the number of votes for each candidate, the 
number of ballots that are rejected and the number of ballots that have a portion 
declared void. 

Declaration 

24. (1) Subject to subsection (2), after the completion of the counting of the 
votes, the electoral officer must, in the presence of everyone present, declare to be 
elected the candidates having the highest number of votes. 

Five or fewer votes 

(2) If the difference between the number of votes of a candidate with the highest 
number of votes - who would otherwise be declared elected - and another candidate 
for the same position is five or fewer, the electoral officer must establish a date, time 
and place for a recount of the votes cast for those candidates and announce that date, 
time and place in the presence of everyone present. 

Time of recount 

(3) A recount must commence within 24 hours after the announcement by the 
electoral officer that a recount is necessary. 

Handling of ballots 

(4) If the recount is not to be conducted immediately after the counting of the votes, 
the electoral officer must 

(a) deposit all ballots in envelopes and seal them in a manner that prevents them 
from being opened without breaking the seal; 

(b) place their initials on the seal and have any two people present do the same; 

(c) deposit the sealed envelopes into a ballot box and seal that box in a manner that 
prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal; and 

(d) ensure the safekeeping of the sealed ballot box until the time established for a 
recount. 
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Recount 

(5) On the date and at the time and place established for a recount, the electoral 
officer must open the sealed ballot box and the sealed envelopes in the presence of 
everyone present and conduct a recount. 

Declaration 

(6) After the completion of the recount, the electoral officer must, in the presence of 
everyone present, declare to be elected the candidates having the highest number of 
votes and, in the case where a draw has been held in accordance with section 24 of the 
Act, any candidate who has won the draw. 

Statement 

(7) Within four days after completion of the counting of the votes or, if there has 
been a recount, within four days after the recount, the electoral officer must 

(a) sign and post, in a conspicuous place on the reserve, a statement indicating the 
number of votes cast for each candidate and the names of the elected candidates; 
and 

(b) send a copy of the statement to the Department. 

DISPOSAL OF BALLOTS AND ELECTION DOCUMENTS 

Retention of documents 

25. (1) The electoral officer must deposit all ballots in envelopes, seal them and 
ensure their safekeeping along with other election documents, for a period of 120 days 
following the election. 

Destruction of documents 

(2) At the end of the period set out in subsection (1 ), the electoral officer must 
destroy the ballots and election documents, unless they are served, in accordance with 
section 34 of the Act, with an application to contest the election. 

CANDIDACY FEE 

Return of candidacy fee 

26. Within 30 days of the day on which the electoral officer declared the results of the 
election, the electoral officer must 

(a) refund the candidacy fee to every candidate who received more than five percent 
of the total votes cast; and 

(b) remit to the First Nation the candidacy fees of all candidates who received five 
percent or less of the total votes cast. 
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Notice of Nomination Meeting 

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of the Electors of the Key First Nation will be held at the Community 
Hall "Saulteaux-Piex" on the 25th day of August, 2016 beginning at 9:00 a.m. and lasting for at least three 
hours for the purposes of nominating candidates for the positions of one (1) Chief and five (5) Councillor 
positions. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES: 

1. Any Elector may nominate candidates by delivering or sending by mail, e-mail or fax to the 
Electoral Officer a completed, signed and witnessed "nomination" and " voter 
declaration" form before the time set for the nomination meeting, OR by making a 
nomination orally at the nomination meeting. 

2. Under the First Nations Elections Act, an Elector must not nominate more than one (1) 
candidate for the position of Chief and no more candidates for the position of Councillor as 
there are councillor positions available for election. There are five (5) Councillor positions 
available. 

3. The Council of the Key First Nation has set out a candidate fee in the amount of $250.00 
for the position of Chief and $250.00 for the position of Councillor. 

4. Under the First Nations Elections Act, a nominee does not become a candidate until they 
deliver to the Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer, by 6 p.m. on Sunday, August 
28th, 2016, a signed "Candidate Declaration" form, which can be obtained from the 
Electoral Officer. The candidate ''fee" for the relevant position must be received by this 
time as well, in the form of cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer 
payable to the Electoral Officer. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE ELECTION: 

1. The election will be held on the Saturday, October 1s', 2016 at the Community Hall 
"Saulteaux-Piex" from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

2. An advance poll will be held on Thursday, September 22"d, 2016 at the Sandman Hotel 
Edmonton West "Studio #3 Room", 17635 Stony Plain Road, Edmonton, AB TSS 1 E3, 
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on Saturday, September 24th, 2016 at the Ramada Plaza 
Regina " Willow Room" 1818 Victoria Ave., Regina, SK S4P OR1 from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

3. Any elector may vote by mail-in ballot by submitting a "Request for Mail-in Ballot" form, 
which can be obtained from the Electoral Officer, along with a Copy of Identification, by 
Sunday, September 25th, 2016. 

4. Any elector may permit the Electoral Officer to release their name to the candidates. 

er my hand this 26th day of July, 2016. 

Bu rke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854 @ hotmail.com 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (to ll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 
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SURNAME 

ADAM 
AHKIMNACHIE 
ALEXCEE 

ALI 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANTHONY 
ARKINSON-O'SOUP 
BADGER 
BADGER 
BADGER 
BAILEY 
BARKER 
BARKER 
BELL 
BRASS 

BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 

Voters List- October 1, 2016 

GIVEN NAMES 

RITA CHARLOTTE 
DONNA LEE 
ANNETTELEEANNE 
SHARON LYNN 
EARL WAYNE waLIAM 
LEON FLOYD GEORGE 
WILLA ANN 
BRENDAN JAMES 
JACOB CHARLES 
JOSHUA FRANKLIN 
ALEXANDER GEORGE 
TISHA LEE 
BLArREDDY 
JARED DANIEL 
KIANA CAROL 
CLARICE 

WilLARD CLARENCE 
LORNE OLIVER 
MARGARET JANE 
RICHARD JOSEPH 
RALPH GIFFORD 
JUDITH KAREN SANDRA 
FRED ALLAN 
MARLENE ROSE 
NICHOLES DUANE 
MAVIS REBECCA 
LLOYD WILLIAM 
FREDERICK THOMAS 
BLAIR MANFORD 
EDWARD MILES 
COLLEEN ELAINE 
MATTHEW DAVID EDWARD 
TIFFANIE LAURAN 
TYLER ERNEST EDWARD 
PATRICIA ANN 
RUTH NORA 
TYRONLEIGH 
CRYSTAL JAMIE GAY 
TENAELYSE 
JORDAN LEIGH 
KENNEDY RAY 
JACKSON JAMES 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 
BRASS CALVIN BLAIN 

BRASS VANESSA BLAINE 

BRASS JORDON JOSHUA 

BRASS KENNETH MILES 

BRASS DERRICK BRIAN 

BRASS MELODY RAE 
BRASS JESSE MARIE 
BRASS DONALDA RAY 

BRASS BRENDA 
BRASS SANFORD GEORGE 

BRASS GLENDA ROSE 

BRASS CODY AARON 
BRASS KENWARD ARNOLD 
BRASS TERRY 

BRASS ROBERT MILES 
BRASS ANTHONYDONALDLA~NCE 

BRASS ELAINE WINIFRED 
BRASS MERVIN BURYL 
BRASS NICOLE DAWN 
BRASS LEATTA DANIEL 
BRASS CYNTHIA EVE 

BRASS RANDELL KELLY 
BRASS ROXANEGALE 
BRASS JOSHUA TYSON DAVID 
BRASS NIKIT A BRITT ANY AMBER 
BRASS MICHAEL WAYNE 
BRASS KEVIN VAUGHN 
BRASS LORETIAMAY 
BRASS GERI LARISSA 
BRASS CODY JAMES 
BRASS AARON JOSEPH 
BRASS COLLEEN WILMA 
BRASS ASHLEY IRENE 
BRASS FERAL YN WILBERT 
BRASS DARREN DELBERT GEORGE 
BRASS SCOTT SOLOMON SHELDON 
BRASS RANDI CREE JUSTINE 
BRASS STANLEY EDWARD 
BRASS JOSEPH OWEN PATRICK 
BRASS KEITH THOMAS 
BRASS BERNELDA ROSE 
BRASS TONI RENEE 
BRASS JAY-CEE 
BRASS ALLISON LYN 
BRASS NATASHA ROSE 
BRASS DONNA LYNN 
BRASS AARON MICHEAL 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 

BRASS ANTHONY LAWRENCE 

BRASS JOSEPH JAMES 
BRASS KATHERINE VERNA 

BRASS FREDDRICK JAMES NORMAN 

BRASS ANITA LYNN 

BRASS SUMMER STORM 
BRASS DENISE CAROLE CLAUDETTE 
BRASS RYAN GORDON 
BRASS NATHAN DENNIS 

BRASS MARY LOUISE 
BRASS DALE BRADLEY 

BRASS CRYSTAL MONICA 

BRASS DAMIEN DEAN 

BRASS CHEYENNE ETHEL AMY 
BRASS RA YNELLE ELAINE 
BRASS DWANYE VERNON 

BRASS LAWRENCE KEITH 
BRASS TYLER WADE 

BRASS AMYRYCE 

BRASS DAVID VICTOR 
BRASS JAMES ALVIN 
BRASS RAMONA FAYE 
BRASS STEPHEN ALVIN EDMUND 

BRASS JOSHUA TRENTON 
BRASS MELANIE JOYCE 
BRASS TARA MARIE 

BRASS ELIVIRA MAY 
BRASS KENDRA ANN 
BRASS MORGAN ASHLEY 
BRASS BRENDA ANNE 

BRASS CHRlSTO PHER IV AN 

BRASS SKYLER 
BRASS RICHARD SEAN 

BRASS HOWARD GORDON 

BRASS KEVIN MILTON 
BRASS DARNELL JADE 

BRASS SHANNON MILES 
BRASS KALEEM DARIAN REED 
BRASS JOSEPH ANGUS 
BRASS ARNOLD DOUGLAS 
BRASS MELANIE 
BRASS JEREMY JOEL 
BRASS SHELDON ROY 
BRASS NICOLE DAWN 
BRASS LAUREENA MARIE 
BRASS SHELDON LYLE 
BRASS NORMAN DEREK 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 
BRASS DONNA LEE 
BRASS TREVOR ADRIAN 
BRASS DARREN JUSTIN 
BRASS IAN JOSEPH 
BRASS ERIC GLENN 
BRASS ROSE MARIE CHERYL 
BRASS JENNIFER JANE 
BRASS BONNIE LYNN 
BRASS BOB MICHAEL 
BRASS DANIEL SOLOMON 
BRASS SONIA DAWN 
BRASS ROBIN ROLAND 
BRASS RENEE DEXTER 
BRASS STANLEY DOLPHUS 
BRASS DAVID ELMER FRANK 
BRASS THERESA MARY LYNN 
BRASS SHIRLEY OLIVE 
BRASS EMILY JEAN 
BRASS RJVER WINSTON MORGAN 
BRASS LISA MARIE 
BRASS VANESSA ANN 
BRASS MALEYSIA ALICIA KELLY 
BRASS FELICIA ANN 
BRASS RODNEY JASON 
BRASS DARCY SHELDON 
BRASS PHILIP SEBASTIAN 
BRASS TRINA MARION DAWN 
BRASS JESSE THOMAS 
BRASS JEFFREY DESMOND 
BRASS PERCY MILTON JUNIOR 
BRASS NATHAN DANIEL 
BRASS TRACY LEAH 
BRASS EMILY MARJE 
BRASS ETHAN MICHAEL 
BRASS REBECCA GRACE 
BRASS CHRISTOPHER MATTHEW 
BRASS JADE ERIN 
BRASS CALVIN BLAINE JUNIOR 
BRASS PAMALA NICHOLE 
BRASS RUSSELL JOSEPH 
BRASS KELLY RENIE 
BRASS DUSTIN DAYAN 
BRASS DERRICK LEE 
BRASS CALEB CLIFFORD 
BRASS WILLIAM JOSEPH 
BRASS JEREMY DON 
BRASS MICHAEL LESLIE 
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BRASS RICHARD ANTHONY 

BRASS JOSEPH DOUGLAS 

BRASS DUSTIN WILLIAM VICTOR 

BRASS SONYA NOREEN 

BRASS CASSANDRA MARIE DAWN 

BRASS JOHNNY NOJAKANAPANAC 

BRASS DESIREE LANA MARIE 

BRASS ANGIE EILEEN 
BRASS-HILLMAN TRISTIAN MICHAEL 
BRASS-SULLIVAN MAIKA YLA RUTH IRENE 

BRAZEAU ELEANORE 
BRAZEAU MURIEL AUDREY 

BREMNER WANDA 
BRINLEY MICHAEL DAVID 

BROWN EVELYN RUTH MELVINE 
BROWN WESLEY JACKSON 
BROWN RANDOLF JAMES 

BRUCE DEVERYL ALANA 
CAREY DELORES JANE 
CAVALLO CARLA DAWN 
CAVALLO CARLEENA HELEENA MARIA 
CHAFFEE MICHELLE LEE 
CHARTRAND LLOYD KEITH 
CHARTRAND LLOYD LAMBERT 
CHARTRAND ABBEYGAIL AMANDA 
CHARTRAND GILBERT THOMAS 
CHARTRAND LAWRENCE DOUGLAS 
CHARTRAND IV AN ANTHONY 
CHARTRAND NATASHA LYNN MARIE 
CHARTRAND CARA MARGARET ELIZABETH 
CHARTRAND IV AN LEE JACOB 
CHARTRAND MARGARET ELIZABETH 
CHARTRAND MARVIN GLEN 
CHARTRAND WILLARD LORENCE JOSEF 
CHARTRAND STANLEY JAMES 
CHARTRAND WALLACE JOHN 
CHARTRAND DOLORES 
CHARTRANDE CHESLEY WALTER 
CLARKE KELLY RICHARD 
COPITHORNE KERRY SHANNON 
CO PITH ORNE ALANA MARIE 
COTE KARRISA JAYNE BARBARA 
COTE VANESSA MICHELLE 
COTE ETHAN BRYAL 
COTE DAVID DARRELL 
COTE DAVID ALLEN 
COTE DAVID HOWARD 
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Voters List - October 1, 2016 

COTE RACHELLE FAYE 
COTE NATASHA JEANETTE 

COTE JARVIS DARNELL 
COTE DEIDRE ROSE 

COTE DONALD DESMOND WILLIAM 
CRANE LORETTA LYNN 
CRANE WENDY LYNN 
CRANE BARBARA 
CRANE GEORGE LESLIE 
CRANE RICHARD 

CRANE DELBERT WARREN JAMES 
CRANE KAREN CECILIA 
CRANE HARRIETT DELMA 
CRANE ANN 
CRANE CLIFFORD LESLIE 
CRANE ANDY CLARENCE 
CRANE EMILY VICTORIA BEVERLY 
CRANE CODY MATTHEW 
CRANE CARMON DEAN 
CRANE CHERYL ANN 
CRANE TRUDY KIM 
CRANE MICHEAL RYAN 
CRANE KARISSA ASI-0..-EY 
CRANE TYRAJADE 
CRANE TEARRAH ELIZABETH 
CRANE GARDA CONSTANCE 
CRANE VELISE ROSE 
CRANE MICHAEL LEE 
CRANE TATUM 
CRANE RAINY CLYDE 
CRANE TYLER TRENT 
CRANE JOSEPH DELBERT 
CRANE SHAUN LITCHELL CHRISTIAN 
CRANE RYAN JAMES 
CRANE CASSIUS CLIFFORD 
CRANE RANDlE MARJE 
CRANE ADRIAN BERNARD 
CRANE COURTNEY DESIREE 
CRANE JAMIE DANIEL 
CRANE BRENT MICHAEL 
CRANE TRISTAN TRENT 
CRANE BRENDAN MARK 
CRANE DAVID MOSES 
CRANE KAYLAJAMIE 
CRANE REECE VICTOR 
CRANE MARTIN BRENDA LORRAINE 
CROWE VICTORIA LEE 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 

DEBLOIS SO LANGE 
DEGHENGHI LAVETTE RAE 
DEMONTIGNY ROLAND DESMOND JR. 
DERZAPH PATRICIA ANN 
DERZAPH CRYSTAL ANN 
DERZAPH MARK JOHN 
DESJARLAIS KENNY RAE 
DESJARLAIS NAOMI LEE 
DESJARLAIS ANGELA GAYLE 
DIAMOND MARIA 
DIAMOND ECHO NOREEN LESLIE 
DIAMOND NORMAN JAMES CARLYLE 
DIPAOLO DANIEL RICHARD 
DOKUCHIE GILDA BERTHA 
DOKUCHIE COLIN MAX 
DOKUCHIE CRYSTAL JOY 
DOKUCHIE LESLEY KAREN 
DUCHARME MARIE MADELEINE 
DUCHARME KENNETH WESLEY 
DUCHARME MARIE MARQUERITE CECILE 
DUROCHER REGINALD DELWIN 
DUROCHER RICHARD GENE 
DUROCHER ELAINE BARBARA 
DYKEMA JUDY LUCY 
ELUNOR SHARLENE DAWN 
EVANS LOIS PAULINE 
EVANS JAMES SPENCER 
EVANS PHILIP JOSEPH 
EVANS JOANNE LOIS 
EWEN CARL EMILE 
EWEN COURTNEY DONALDA MICHELLE 

EWEN WILFRED ARCHIE 
FA VEL MELODY LYNN 
FA VEL DESTINEY LAYNE 
FA VEL DENISE LYNN 
FA VEL ALBERT DAVID 
FIELD LORI LEANNE 
FIELD DONALDA 
FIELD COLLIN BENNETT 
FIELD ASHLEY GENEVIEVE 
FIELD MABEL DELORES 
FIELD DORIS KATHERINE 
FIELD QUANNAH GARRY 
FIELD MARK SHANNON 
FISHER BARBRAANN 
FISHER BERNADETTE MARY 
FORBES IRIS COLLEEN 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 

FORBES SHALON CARRIE LYNN 
FREEMAN JASON LEE BRASS 
FREEMAN SHAWN JOSEPH BRASS 
GALLAGHER VELMA CORRINE 
GAREAU CHRISTOPHER BRANT 
GENAILLE CATHERINE JOYCE 
GENAILLE TAYLOR CHASE GENAILLE 
GENAILLE JESSICA DEANNE 
GENAILLE YVONNE FAYE 
GORDON STORMY KARLY MYRTLE DEE 
GORDON MELVINA JOYCE 
GORDON CHARLES BARRON 
GORDON ERNEST 
GORDON NORMAN 
GORDON DELMAR DEAN 

GORDON STEWART BLAIR 
GORDON GAIL HOPE 

GORDON JUSTIN LOUIS 
GORDON JEREMYRAYE 
GORDON JESSICA HOPE 

GORDON GLENDA MAE 

GORDON COLTON ADAM 
GORDON ELISE KYLA SAN MIGUEL 

GORDON DARLENE DAWN 

GORDON COREY JOSEPH 

GORDON LILA DAWN 

GORDON JAMIE DARLENE 

GORDON MYRON DEAN 

GREENSTEIN TIAHNNA MICHAELA MARIE 

GUILBAULT KRISTINE SASKOSKY 

GWYNNE MARY VERONICA 

HAFNER RODNEY JAMES JR. 

HARBISON MATTHEW TANNER 

HARPER JESSICA MARIE 

HARPER JASMINE DENISE ANN-MARIE 

HARPER JUSTENE ALICE 
HATHER WILLIAM JOHN 
I-lATHER JAMES KENNETH 

RATHER RODNEY CALVIN MORGAN 

I-lATHER KENNETH MARLON 

RATHER KEVIN VINCENT 
HENRY PAMELA GAIL 

HILLMER KAREN RAE 

HINES CLAYTON DARRELL 
HINES DIANA MARIE 

HINES STONEY BUCK 
HOARD ROSALINA DAGMERE 
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HOARD 
HOARD 

HOARD 

HOARD 
HOARD 
HOARD 
HOARD 
HOBSON 
HODGSON 
HOLMES 
HOLMGREN 
HRYCYK 
HRYCYK 
HRYNIUK 
HUGHES 
INNIS 
INNIS 

IRONEAGLE 
IRONEAGLE 
IRON EAGLE 
IRONEAGLE 
IRON EAGLE 
IRONEAGLE-MCNAB 
ISFELD 
ISFELD 
ISFELD 
nNKERSON 
JOHNSON 
JOHNSON 
JOHNSON 
JOHNSTON 
JOHNSTON 
JUNE 
JUNE 
JUNE 

JUNE 
JUNE 
JUNE 
KARCH A 
KAY 
KAYSEAS 
KEEWATIN 
KEEWATIN 
KEEWATIN 
KEEWATIN 
KEGLER 
KESHANE 

' - NORQUAY, SIC 

Voters List- October 1, 2016 

RICHARD WILLIAM 
RICHARD ANTHONY 
LAWRENCE ADRIAN FREDERICK 
DEANNA VICTORIA 

SANDRA LEE 
TERRY EARL 
DONALD SIDNEY 
CORINNE LOVINA 
SKY ANNE LAUREEN 
DAMIAN LLOYD 
ERIN LEANNE 
CALVINA FAITH 
STEVEN SHAUN 
ELISA LYNN NOEL 
SHELLEY EMILY ANN 
DANIEL DALE 
DELORES 
DEANNA MARIE 
NADINE RENEE 
BRENT 
CRYSTAL DAWN 
EMMA STORM MARIE 
DENISEJADA 
AUDREY SHARON 
SHALONDAWN 
KALYEN EVE 
SHARON ESTER 
BELDEAN 
JACQUELINE DAWN 
JAMES JOHN 
DARLENE YVONNE 
JENNIFER SARA 
MARJORIE BERNELLDA 
RYAN PAUL 
ERIN LINDSAY 
KALLI JORDAN 
PERRI LYNN 
NICOLE LESLIE 
MELISSA LEANNE 
SARA ANN-MARIE 
DENISE LYNN 
SARAH CHRISTINA 
VICTOR EDWIN 
JOHN EDWARD 
DARNELL JOHN 
SHERRY LEA 
TASHINA AUDREY LYNN 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 

KESHANE MARGARET ROSE 

KESHANE DEBRA JOAN 
KESHANE LAWRENCE WAYNE 

KESHANE LAWRENCE EDWARD 

KESHANE KAREN DOLORES 

KESHANE PATRICK JAMES 

KESHANE FELIX DEAN 

KESHANE AMANDA ROSE 

KESHANE DALE FRANK 

KESHANE TERRENCE JOSEPH 

KESHANE TAYLOR JAY 

KESHANE CORNELIA JOYCE 

KESHANE DUSTIN DELANY 

KESHANE NATASHIA MARIE 

KESHANE KIMBERLEY RENEE 

KESHANE LISA WHITNEY 
KESHANE RYAN LEE PAXTON 

KESHANE SHAWNA LYNN 

KESHANE LA VERNE AUDREY 

KESHANE RACHEL SARAH MABEL 

KESHANE T ALIA MARIE JOAN 

KESHANE FLOYD WILLIAM 

KESHANE DAKOTA LESLIE 
KESHANE RANDY FARRON KELESY 
KESHANE MERCEDES MARYDE CHRYSTAL ROSE 

KESHANE MACKENZIE PARKER 

KESHANE SIDNEY DALLAS 
KESHANE DEVONIE GERALDINE 

KESHANE IRWIN JOESEPH 

KESHANE ANNE KAREN 
KESHANE CRAIG DEAN 
KESHANE MELISSA MARIE 
KESHANE JAMIE FRANK 

KESHANE MELANIE GRACE 
KESHANE CHRISTOPHER JOHN 
KESHANE SOMMER RAINE 
KESHANE LESLIE FRANK 
KESHANE LEN NET 

KESHANE MICHAEL 
KESHANE FAYE LORRAINE 

KESHANE CHEY ANNA IRENE 
KESHANE FARRAH DAWN 
KESHANE NOLAN WAYNE 
KESHANE CRYSTAL DAWN 
KESHANE FLORENCE CARLA 
KESHANE RENADALEE 
KESHANE EDNA RENE 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 

KESHANE CHAD ALLAN 
KESHANE DARCY STAN 
KESHANE ALYSSA BROOKE 
KESHANE-WILSON DREZ PATRICK 
KEY BERT MICHAEL 
KEY SHARON LYNN 
KEY DEVAN MICHAEL ARON 
KEY KAREN JOYCE 
KEY MICHEAL DILLON 
KEY DANATTE CARRIE 
KEY DAKAOTA GLEN DANIEL 
KEY CLINTON DAVID 
KEY CLAYTON ALEXANDER 
KEY MERVIN FREDERICK 
KEY JOSEPH 
KEY WILLIAM CHARLES 

KEY DELWYN DANIEL 
KEY SHELLY ANN 
KEY CHANTILE CLESTE 
KEY LEIGH ANN 
KEY SAHRADAWN 
KEY APRIL PRISCILLA 
KEY KESHlA MARIE 
KEY NICOLE DAWN 
KEY VICTORIA ALVINA COLLEEN 
KEY DARYL ROSS 
KEY DANIEL BERNARD 
KEY MISTY DAWN VICTORIA 
KEY ASHLEY DANIELLE 
KEY ST ARL Y ANN AMBER 
KEY-PICHIE STEPHANIE FAY 
KEY-PICHIE NADINE DANIELLE 
KEY-WHITECAP JERRICA ASHLYNN 
KITCHEMONIA LARISSA RAE 
KKAIKKA ANN 
KNUTSON LAURIE OPAL 
KOEHLER CHELSEA AMANDA 
KUNTZ CANDACE LEE 
LAFONTAINE SANDRA NOREEN 
LAFONTAINE ROBERT JONATHAN PAUL 
LAM EM AN VIVIAN NORA 
LAME MAN COURTNEY MICHELLE 
LAME MAN ALEXANDER MICHAEL 
LAMEMAN JOSHUA KYLE 
LARSON DELVIN GORDAN 
LE BOUTILLIER COURTNEY ANNE 
LE BOUTILLIER MITCHELL WAYNE 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 
LEFEVRE KEVIN EARL 
LOUIE DONNA CAROL 
LUSTY JASON ALBERT 
MACISAAC WILLIAM GORDON CHARLES 
MACISSAC DEBBIE LYNN 
MARLATT CALVIN WILLIAM RUSSELL 
MARLATT JEFFRY STEPHEN 
MATKOVICH CINDY LOU ELIZABETH 
MATTSON RICHARD TECKO 
MATTSON ROSS STANLEY 
MATTSON JUSTIN ROSS TREVOR 

MATTSON JULIEN RONALD FRANCES 
MATTSON EDWIN WALLACE SOLOMON 
MATTSON RUBY 
MATTSON CHANTELLE MARIE 
MATTSON RONALD ELARIUS 

MATTSON COLE RONALD 

MATTSON WADE EDWARD 

MATTSON OSCAR ALLEN 
MATTSON WAYNE WALLACE 

MATTSON GARY EDWIN 

MCARTHUR CAROL LYNN 

MCARTHUR CODY RHUEBEN 

MCDERMOTT JOSEPH EDMUND 

MCDONALD KAYLA DANIELLE 

MCDONALD KYLE JOSEPH 

MCDONALD KALENE KRISTIN 

MCGINNIS CINDY KATHERINE JOYCE 

MCGINNIS SONNY JAMES 

MCGINNIS TERENCE JASON 

MCGINNIS TRAVIS WESLEY 

MCLEAN DONALD TIMOTHY WILLIAM 

MEIER GLEN ROBERT 

MOO SO GEORGE VICTOR 

MUNROE ADAM NATHANIEL 

MUNROE RYAN ANTHONY 

MUSSO DANIEL FREDRICK 

MUSSO CATHLEEN MARIE 

MUSSO CHERYL ANN 

MUSSO WANDA MARIE 

NAHNEPOWISK ROBIN GAY 

NAHNEPOWISK NATHAN ALEXANDER 
NAHNEPOWISK RACHEL DAWN 
NAKONECHNY CHRISTINA ROSE 
NAKONECHNY KEVIN JAMES 
NAKONECHNY COLTON JAMES 
NAKONECHNY ASHLEA DAWN MARIE 
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NEAPETUNG 
NECHIPORENKO 
NEMETCHEK 
NEMETCHEK 
NEMETCHEK 
NEMETCHEK 
NEMETCHEK 
NIJJER 
NO NAME 
NO NAME 
O'RIORDAN 
O'RIORDAN 
O'RIORDAN 
OSOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 

Voters List- October 1, 2016 
JURDEL AARON 
KYLE JUSTIN LEE 
RITA JAMIE 
KEVIN JAMES 
RICHARD JERRY 
MELANIE DENA 
RUSSELL WINCHESTER 
DANIELLE JOY 
ROBYN CHELSEA 
TIARA KIRSTIN 
PATRICIA ANN 
KERRY ALANA 
SEAMUS FANAHAN 
FERNIE 
ROBERT GLEN 
CAREY TYLER 
ENAITHMAY 
TERRY HAZEL 
MILETA VIOLET 
MICHELLE EMILENE 
MATTHEW JIM FRANCIS 
HOWARD LAWRENCE GLENN 
LA VERNE LYNN 
PATRICK 
ALLAN 
PERCY 
GARTH GLEN 
PETER CURTIS 
GREGORY 
IVY JEAN 
VIVIAN 
MYRNA ALANNA 
LUCY AMANDA 
BRENDA ANNE 
SELWYN LLOYD 
LORRAINE 
DANIEL JAMES 
JOCELYN KIMBERLY RACHEAL 
T ASHA REBECCA 
DEVON ISSAC SAMUAL 
BURTON REID 
BRENDAN REID TY 
ISABEL 
DANA LEE MARIE 
LUCAS JORDAN WILLIAM 
DERRICK GLEN 
MYRNA DORIS 
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O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP 
O'SOUP-ROCHELEAU 
O'SOUP-ROCHELEAU 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 
PAPEQUASH 

Voters List- October 1, 2016 

AMANDA TERRIE MELISSA 
KESHAMARIE 
SPENCER DAVID 
JOSEPH SPENCER 
LINDA JOYCE 
SHELDON RICHARD 
SEAN RICHARD 
FRANK COREY 
HOWARD SOLAMON 
SHELLEY FAYE 
COBYBRAD 
RYAN OWEN 
STACEY LYNN 
BRITT ANY LYNN 
TYRALANELL 
JENNIFER LAURA 
DAVID AARON 
DALLAS HOWARD 
CAREY BLAKE 
DESIREE LYNN 
DWAN KATHLEEN 
STEPHEN ELLIOT 
JACQUELINE MARGARET 
ARONWAYNE 
GREGORY 
CARRIE DAWN 
JOSHUA LANCE DAMON ISAIAH 
CANDACE REANNA 
KURTIS ALLAN WILLIAM 
JUSTINE MORALES 
DENNIS MALCOLM ISAIAH COL 
MARYLAVERYRAYNE 
JESSIE CODY 
MICHAEL RYAN 
ASHLEY RAE 
CAROLINE ALICE 
LEROY DANIEL 
EDITH PEARL 
CHRISTINE 
AARON TROY 
BRANDON RYAN ALBERT 
ARNOLD WILLIAM 
RALPHAINER 
CAROL ANN 
RODNEY CLARENCE 
CHEYENE JADE GLORIA 
LEONA DARLENE 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 

PAPEQUASH ERVIN DANIEL 
PAPEQUASH ELAINE RUTH 
PAPEQUASH FLOYD WAYNE 
PAPEQUASH SHIRLEY 
PAPEQUASH EVA JEAN MARIE 
PAPEQUASH GERALD MICHAEL 
PAPEQUASH ANITA NOREEN 
PAPEQUASH DEEANDRASTAR 
PAPEQUASH DESTINY DAWN 
PAPEQUASH ESTHER ROSE 
PAPEQUASH ERVIN LLOYD 
PAPEQUASH KAREN JOYCE 
PAPEQUASH LYMAN CHARLES 
PAPEQUASH DARWIN CHARLES 
PAPEQUASH KEITH EARL 
PAPEQUASH NIOMAI STARLIGHT 
PAPEQUASH ROBERT RYAN 
PAPEQUASH MARLENE LEE 
PAPEQUASH ARMOND LESLIE 
PAPEQUASH THERESE MARIE 
PAPEQUASH CHARLENE MAE 
PAPEQUASH RENE MARIE 
PAPEQUASH KATHLEEN RAQUEL 
PAPEQUASH CASSIE ROBYN 
PAPEQUASH RONALD DESMOND 
PAPEQUASH MONTANA DELWYN 
PAPEQUASH KEVIN KEN 
PAPEQUASH KEVIN DOUGLAS 
PAPEQUASH CRAIG MICHEAL 
PAPEQUASH VONDALEE 
PAPEQUASH MAXINE ROSE 
PAPEQUASH JONATHAN PAUL 
PAPEQUASH CARL EDWIN 
PAPEQUASH DELILA JOY 
PAPEQUASH MICHAEL WILLIAM WAYNE 
PAPEQUASH MICHELLE DAWN 
PAPEQUASH NICHOLE DAWN 
PAPEQUASH NAOMI CHEYENNE 
PAPEQUASH DONALDA ANN 
PAPEQUASH BRIAN FRANCIS 
PAPEQUASH ELVIRA KIM 
PAPEQUASH JASMINE DANIELLE 
PAPEQUASH WILBERT JOHN DOUGLAS 
PAPEQUASH DARLENE KAREN 
PAPEQUASH ASHTON TERRENCE 
PAPEQUASH GLENN MARCEL 
PAPEQUASH MARIA EVELYN 
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Voters List- October 1, 2016 

PAPEQUASH ANGELINE JOYCE 
PAPEQUASH DWAYNE EDWIN 
PAPEQUASH NATHAN ERIC 
PAPEQUASH KELSEY TAYLOR 
PAPEQUASH BRIDGETT ANN 
PAPEQUASH LAWRENCE DAVID 
PAPEQUASH SHERIDAN THOMAS 
PAPEQUASH WAYNE EVERTT 
PAPEQUASH KIANA DESTINY DAWN 
PAPEQUASH CHARLIE DALE 
PAPEQUASH CANDIDA FAYE 
PAPEQUASH JONATHAN BLAIR 
PAPEQUASH SAMANTHA NATALIE LINDA FAYE 
PAPEQUASH VINCENT FARREL 
PAPEQUASH LILA FLORANCE 
PAPEQUASH CHARITY HOPE 
PAPEQUASH CHASITY LOVE 
PAPEQUASH SHANNA LYNN 
PAPEQUASH SHAY LYNN LAUREEN 
PAPEQUASH JASON TROY 
PAPEQUASH PETER MOSES 
PAPEQUASH PEGGY LAUREEN 
PAPEQUASH DALLAS THOMAS JAY 
PAPEQUASH SHAYNE ELIJAH 
PAPEQUASH DANIEL ASHLEY JOSEPH 
PAPEQUASH TROYLEE 
PAPEQUASH BRADLEY CHRISTIAN 
PAPEQUASH JARVIS CHARLES 
PAPEQUASH ASHLEY DEAN 
PAPEQUASH AARON VAUGHN 
PAPEQUASH ANGEL FAITH 
PAPEQUASH CHRISTOPHER JORDAN LEE 
PAPEQUASH SANDRA MAE 
PAPEQUASH JOSHUA CLINT 
PAPEQUASH CAMERON CLARENCE EARL 
PAPEQUASH KRISTIN LAUREN 
PAPEQUASH JEREMY DAVID DEL VIN 
PAPEQUASH SALENA ELMA PEARL 
PAPEQUASH CODY EAGLE 
PAPEQUASH CHELSA RAE 
PAPEQUASH-KEEPNESS JALISA SHARA Y 
PARROTT BRENDA LOUISE 
PASCAL LAURIE ANN 
PASCAL RYAN JAMES 
PASCAL CHRISTOPHER SEAN 
PASCAL WILBERT RICHARD 
PASCAL ELIZABETH MARJOREE 
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PEDERSON SARA ALEXIS 
PEDERSON ALANAH KRISTY 
PEDERSON SAMUEL ROBERT 
PELLETIER PEARLENE GRACE 
PELLETIER SLOAN PETER 
PELLETIER CHANTELLEISABELLE 
PELLETIER CODY DAVID EDWARD LEE 
PELLETIER SHEENA RAE 
PELLETIER SHAUN JENETTE 
PELLETIER SEAN GARRY 
PELLETIER SAUL JOSEPH 
PELLETIER SHERI DAWN 
PELLETIER MISHABRYCE 
PELLETIER DION LANE LANDERS 
PELLETIER MELANIE STARR 
PELLETIER MARCELLA DAWN 
PELLETIER TASHA 
PELLETIER SKYLER DONALD WOLF 
PELLETIER-BRASS KIANA TAIGE 
PETRUIC GORDON MARTIN 
PIC HIE CHARISSA AMBER DAWN 
PLANTE CHERLEANNE 
PLEITEZ AMANDA MARLENE 
POCHEL CHARLES ALBERT 
POWERS JESSICA RHONDA ANNE 
PRATT REBECCA SHAYNE JULIA 
QUILL ANITA JOY 
QUILL MITCHELL DARWIN 
RAPHAEL-COTE STANLEY JOSEPH 
RAPHAEL-COTE KAYLEM 
RAPHAEL-COTE TROY CRUZ 
REECE SOLOMON RICHARD 
REED BRADLEY SCOTT 
ROBERTS STEPHANIE LOUISE 
ROCHELEAU CAROL JOYCE 
ROCHELEAU ROBIN SPENCER 
ROCKTHUNDER PENNY MAXINE 
ROSS MARILYN JOY 
ROSS AL YSEN MARGARET 
ROSS ROBYN DEAN 
ROULETTE ALVIRALYNN 
ROURKE SAMANTHA LOVE BRASS 
ROURKE-BRASS RODNEY KYLE 
RUSSELL ALVINA GRACE 
SAMUEL AARON MCKENZIE 
SASKOSKY ANGELALYN 
SCHMINKE MAXINE RAE 
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SCHUETT 
SCHULT 
SCHULT 

SCHULT 
SECHTING 
SHIN GOOSE 

SHORE 
SHORE 
SHORE 
SHORE 
SILVA 
SILVA 
SILVA 

SKELTON 
SMITH 
SMITH 
STEWART 
STEWART 
STONECHILD 
STRONGEAGLE 
STRONG EAGLE 
STRONG EAGLE 
STRONGEAGLE 
TANNER 
THOMAS 
THOMAS 
THOMPSON 
THOMPSON 
THOMPSON 
THOMPSON 
THOMPSON 
THOMPSON 

TOURANGEAU 
TRAVERS 
VALDEZ 
VENNE 
VILLENEUVE 
VILLENEUVE 
VILLENEUVE 
VIVIE 
VIVIE 
WALTON 
WALTON 
WALTON 
WALTON 
WALTON 
WAPASH 

~'fhe.Key. 0 

\Jt!Jj .nrst Nation w .... N ORQUAY, SK 

Voters List- October 1, 2016 
KRISTY LEE 
WANDA 
KEVIN VAUGHN 
KIRSTEN ANNALIESSE 
KIMBERLY KRISTEN 

ARLENE LOUISE 
TRACEY ANN 
JOSHUA CHRISTOPHER 
JONATHAN NATHAN 
MARVIN 

ANGELA MICHELLE 
ALECIA ROSE BRASS 
JUSTINE ALYSSA 
TYLER WILLIAM ALLAN 
GEORGE ANTHONY 
BARBARA MAE 
BRANDY MERANDA 
TIAAUTUMN 
ROXANNE MARIE 
CHARLEEN MARIE 
JAMES ELMER 
SKYLAR JAMES 
VERNON SINCLAIR 
ANDREA SPRING DAWN 
KASHIF -JAMAAL 
SHERLYN JAMILYAH 
KYLAMARIE 
CAITLYN ALEXANDRA 
DARRELL WAYNE 
AARON BRADY 
MELISSA LYNN 
TYRONE CHRISTOPHER 
JAMES CLIFFORD 
CHARLEEN JOY 
WALTON KEVIN 
MARLENE 
RAY CONRAD 
KERRISA ANGELINE RAE 
LA VENDER ROSE 
DESTINY DESIREE SHINING STAR 
KENNETH VICTOR JOHN 
CARLA ALICE JOYCE 
RACHEL DAWN 
SHARON LOUISE 
CLARA ALINE 
DUSTY TYLER 
PRESTON NEIL JOSEPH 
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WARDMAN 
WARDMAN 
WARDMAN 
WARDMAN 
WASH 
WASH 

~The.Key . . 
\1'1~ ttrst N~t\,Q,J] 

Voters List- October 1, 2016 

ALFRED EARL DENNIS 
GERALDINE JOYCE 
TERRI L YN BERTHA 
JAIKSKULL 
ROY THOMAS FIELDS 
HOLLY CORRINE 

WATSON-DANIELS ERICA VIOLET RENEE 
WEATHERSTON JOANNA MAUREEN 
WERNER MYRNA ROSE 
WERNER DAWN LYNN 
WERNER BRYCE FREDERICK 
WHITE JANET ELIZABETH 
WHITE ANGELA GAYLE 
WHITE DARREN VINCENT 
WHITEHAWK MARLENE GRACE 
WHITEHAWK DERIAN CHERYLE 
WIEGELE SHARON ELIZABETH 
WORM NIKIT A NICOLE 
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Notice of Npt-nlnatlon Meeting 

No!« •5 hCOiby O•l'llll tfl.U.ltnl")tng d 11\t' Ehldet$ of ll'c !1, y Fl"'' NJ!GII" ~held atllle Community 
H>U •s autteaux.Pioll" on""' 25 .. cay ol Auguat, 2018 b<-q"lll~ 81 9·00 a.m bn11=nQ !Qr atanas: llr.,. 
hoors fat tnil pufPO>o. or nom'nutng t:~~ndid"t.n far ~no !JC'$ll.or.s of one 111 c....,r arvl ft•• 15) ~ 
110%ftionG 

----.. ·- ----;'t!'" ---- -- ----I IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE NOMINATION' OF CANDIDATES: . 

1. Any EIOc:tarmaynOITilnntu c:Mdielat~by dcfiVt!fWll ar 1"->ild•ng lr/ rr..1-i MIIII•IOt 1~1olf!e ~ 
Elec;;Oro ~ 11 a~,.pklUid. sl(Jnod On4 'o\1t~o~ !'/!OIIJIIII!{on• Oil(! •wr.r : ~, · 

I ileciAro~.o"ri" f01nl bOfC(u Utu limn sbl lor Ute !¥rnl{1litiolt mtoliiV.J. OR by tllAIUng tJ' - 1 
noo:t•nattonoiB!(}' ~~tho nomln»llan ntllcHmg_,' , ., 1 • . 

, 2. Under lllii: Frm Nario11s Eltcllor~Act, oo aoctar~IISI not nom~~~:t:o mcl\tth:m ono (f) 
condllola fo: liYJ ~lion o! Chlcl and no m1111t !i3ndlctlte~>t~ tnc• p()$111011 01 Counc::l;:.r a 
;here a111 COUllqllar P0\4;Qn> D>.llnbki lor I.'IHdlell\. Jbe•e om !In {5) Col.nolb' IX)Sl:ions 
aval!alllo I 

13. Tno Council of lhc Koy Fl .. I Nul/on IVl~ ~ct oul ~ wnd.dnte tw"' ~o :>mount o1 S2SO 00 
I !«tho po;·tlon cl en-or nn<l s~so oo 101 tno po$1l>an d eounona I 
4. Undor the First N• Uuna /!lOCI/on• Act o notnln*<IO\IS IIOil!OCQmiJ" r.onclldato un1>1 tn.ty I 

I 
deltvor to lh& l;lcG!Q<Qi on.cer or Dej)uty ~ctarel.cmc.or, by a p.m. 0!1 Sunday, Au;.M~t ' 
28"', ~ta, 'l ajgned ·candi~to DoclanJtfon~ (OIJ'1\!'olllliel\ CW1 be ObiD:n.d ftt.m~ll>e · 
Ei~LO~~ >;'(fill 08ttdi<lotll "fco"for lt>li,i)!),e~]i RQ~d.On mul1 bO retet¥ed by~ -.~ · '' . 
lilllUB W0 jg Ui<l·fonnd o.a~h. cort.lioel Cl~~'lt)Qr!oyotth>t or llllldtonic ltnh$1ur :, ~ i ! 

~bl.>el!JL~191~ - . ' ----- ··. '• 
r------~(~j~·~~ -~--
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE ElE.CT!OII: =l 
1. Ti!tl o•caroo 1\'111 bo hold oo 11>o Sa turday, OctobOr 1 ", 201G nt lb& Communlry HaU 

"Soultaaux·Piol<" from 9 a.m. to a p.m. 

I z. An advance pcOwtllb.l huld on Thursd~y. Septomber22"', 2016 at tho Sandman Ho,lel l 
Edmonton Wast "Studio it3 Room", f763S Stony PI~ Road, Edmonton, A8 T5S 1E3, 
!!an II a.m. to 8 p.m ulld on S.turday, September 2A , 2016 altho Ramada PI&~;~ 
Regina " WIDow RC9111" 1818 Vlelor!ll A~a ., ~!1!·1!KIWP OR1 !rom 9 a.m. to I p.m.' 

~ M't eiQCI~'~I'IL~te ~y mab·fn 1>.111~1 by ll1JJ>ri,lt!!ng>l)"Requ_,, forMa/J.lnSillol''~;:lf ~ 
whlcll Cllf\ bi;'Cili;lfl!od hom lhl> 1!/eeltltl!l Ol!le.!t, 61oilb 'tlilh11 Copy of ldcmtlfk:lltlon. 6y ' • 
sundoy, spet.mber 25", 2016. , · ; • ,. •, .

1 ~ t..rry Ole~ ~y ~t I~K!Orul Oll'cer \0 rt•~ll$8 tnetr na:.':, tile t3nd~~lo-s. __ _j 
Gf-iM ll'tdor my lland tilt 26'' doy o• Juty, 2016 ,' ~ 
, ~l~· · This is the £~J:i!Jit .. _ -~ __ " 

; 
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-~ 

Fw: Nomination notice and voters list of the Key first Nation 
posted 

Burke Ratte 

Sun 2016-11-06 5:56PM 

To:Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>: 

cc:Corey Shefman <cshefman@boudreaulaw.ca>; Ernest Gray <haidakloo@hotmail.com >; 

8 attachments (5 MB) 

IMG_2078.JPG; ATT00001.txt; IMG_2076.JPG; A TT00002.txt; Nomintion Meeting Notice final #1.pdf; Declaration to nominate 

candidates #2.pdt, Key Nomination form #3.pdf; key Request for mail in ballot form #4.pdf; 

Norman, see a picture of the Voters list of names only and the nomination meeting notice posted at 
the Key First Nation band office and other locations on the reserve July 26, 2016. The regulations 
require ONLY A LOCATION ON RESEVE. This notice and mail in nomination forms with the mail in ballot 
re·quest form were sent to electors also. 

See also the mail in nomination package sent. 

I should also note that all the polling station locations and information are included in this notice. 

I received an incomplete file of addresses from the band but managed to send out approximately 311. 

So, 311 electors were notified. 

Plus all on-reserve with the posting. 

Thanks, Burke 

Burke Ratte 
Electoral Officer 
1-204-228-4 786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

From: Burke Ratte <muskrat3854@hotmail.com> 

Sent: November 6, 2016 5:26 PM 

https://outlook.live.cornlowa/?viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&ItemiD=AQMkADAwAT... 12/17/2016 
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--
To: Burke Ratte-EO Account 

Subject: Nomination notice and voters list key 

https://outlook.live.com/owa/?viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&ItemiD=AQMkADAwAT... 12/17/2016 
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Appendix 5-A Notice of Nomination Meeting 

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of the Electors of the Key First Nation will be held at the Community Hall 
"Saulteaux-Piex" on the 25th day of August, 2016 beginning at 9:00a.m. and lasting for at least three hours for the 
purposes of nominating candidates for the positions of one (1) Chief and five (5) Councillor positions. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES: 

1. Any Elector may nominate candidates by delivering or sending by mail, e-mail or fax to the Electoral Officer a 
completed, signed and witnessed "nomination" and "voter declaration " form before the time set for the 

... nomination -~~~ing, QR by_ !Jlaking~ nomir:tation ~rally at the nomination meeting. ·- . .. --

2. Under the First Nations Elections Act, an Elector must not nominate more than one (1) candidate for the 
position of Chief and no more candidates for the position of Councillor as there are councillor positions available 
for election. There are five (5) Councillor positions available. 

3. The Council of the Key First Nation has set out a candidate fee in the amount of $250.00 for the position of 
Chief and $250.00 for the position of Councillor. 

4. Under the First Nations Elections Act, a nominee does not become a candidate until they deliver to the 
Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer, by 6 p.m. on Sunday, August 28th, 2016, a signed "Candidate 
Declaration" form, which can be obtained from the Electoral Officer. The candidate "fee" for the relevant 
position must be received by this time as well, in the form of cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic 
transfer payable to the Electoral Officer. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE ELECTION: 

1. The election will be held on the Saturday, October 1"\ 2016 at the Community Hali "Saulteaux-Piex" from 9 
a.m. to 8 p.m. 

2. An advance poll will be held on Thursday, September 22"d, 2016 at the Sandman Hotel Edmonton West 
"Studio #3 Room", 17635 Stony Plain Road, Edmonton, AB T5S 1E3, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on 
Saturday, September 24th, 2016 at the Ramada Plaza Regina" Willow Room" 1818 VIctoria Ave., Regina, 
SK S4P OR1 from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

3. Any elector may vote by mail-in ballot by submitting a "Request for Mail-In Ballot" form, which can be obtained 
from the Electoral Officer, along with a Copy of Identification, by Sunday, September 2Sih, 2016. 

4. Any elector may permit the Electoral Officer to release their name to the candidates. 

Given under my hand this 26th day of July, 2016. 

qt,""-' ----~ 
Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854@hotmail.com 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

in 

This is the Exhibit " _ _ ( __ " 

refer{j to in the Affida;yt +{-
of _ _ -~l&t-__ .f:6i __ Q.. 

\~--
17 

~ ...... ... .............. ~ ............. .............................. ...... . 
---- - --- --- ---- ----- . - .- ·--·--

If you want your name and address to be given to candidates at this election for the purpose of communicating with 
you, please check the statement below, print and sign your name, detach this form at the dotted line and return the 
bottom portion to the Electoral Officer. 

Q I authorize that my name and address be given to candidates at this election. 

Print Name Date of Birth Signature 

Address City/Town/First Nation Province Postal code 

1 
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Appendix 5-B - Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate Candidates 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, solemnly declare that: 

1. I am a member of the Band of Indians. ---------------------------------
2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is _______ and/or my date of birth is: ------

:-:J.·r-, I If'' 

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 
5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the same force 
and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false statement in this declaration. 

Signature of Elector Date 

WITNESS DECLARATION t 'C' 

Declared before me--------------- at --------------------

this _______ day of------------ 20 _ 

Signature of Witness 
Note: This signature does not constitute the witness as a seconder to this 
nomination. 

Address: --------------------------------

Telephone Number of Witness: (___) __ ----
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• Appendix 5-C Mail-in Nomination Form 

I, ______________________________________ ,Band# ____________ __ 
1 Piedse prinr name} 

of the Key First Nation 
( lvan7e of Ftrst Natton) 

for the position of: CHIEF 0 COUNCILLOR 0 

NOMINEE FOR CANDIDATE INFORMATION 

E-r-:1a.i 1f appiicab'e 

NOMINATOR INFORMATION 

(_) __ -___ _ 
E-maii. if c-1pplicabl : Tel~.:phcne N ur,lber 

Note: This signature does not constitute the witness as a seconder to this 
nomination. 

It is important that your telephone number and address be included above in case the Electoral 
Officer needs to contact you for clarification regarding the name of the individual that you are 
nominating. 
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Appendix 5-D - Request for Mail-in Ballot 

INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 

The Band Council Election of the Key First Nation will be held on Saturday, October 1, 2016. 

If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot, you must complete this form and send it to the Electoral Officer by mail, fax or e-mail. 
The information appears below. 

You must also include a~ of proof of identity, such as a copy of your Certificate of Indian Status, drivers 
license, health card, or another document that proves your identify. Do not provide the original identification. 

If the Electoral Officer receives this request on or before Sunday, September 25th, 2016, a mail-in ballot package will be 
sent to you at the address provided. If you have any questions, please contact the Electoral Officer. 

It is also important to note that once you fill out this application and return it to the Electoral Officer, you will not be able to 
vote in person at the polling station unless you bring your mail-in ballots to the polling station so that they may be voided. 
If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you must bring to the polling station a sworn affidavit stating that you have lost your 
mail-in ballots. 

Mail to: 
Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854@hotmail.com 
1-204-228-4 786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

(name of elector) 
-------am a qualified elector 

(band number) 

of th~ First Nation and do hereby request that a mail-in ballot package be sent to me at 

Address Municipality Province Postal code 

Telephone: ( __ ) __ - __ _ E-mail:--------

For use by the Electoral Officer only 

Request received on:---------- Mail-in Ballot sent on: ------

Type of identification: 
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Appendix 5-D- Request for Mail-in Ballot 

INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 

The Band Council Election of the Key First Nation will be held on Saturday, October 1, 2016. 

p .1 

If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot you must complete this form and send it to the Electoral Officer by mail, fax or e-mail. 
The information appears below. 

You must also include a £QQY of proof of identity, such as a copy of your Certificate of Indian Status, drivers 
license, health card , or another document that proves your identify. Do not provide the original identification. 

If the Electoral Officer receives this request on or before Sunday, September 25111 , 2016. a mail-in ballot package will be 
sent to you at the address provided. If you have any questions, please conlacllhe Electoral Officer. 

It is also important to note that once you fill out this application and retu rn it to the Electoral Officer, you will not be able to 
vote in person at the polling station unless you bring your mail-in ballots to the pol ling station so that they may be voided. 
If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you must bring to the polling station a sworn affidavit stating that you have lost your 
mail-in ballots. 

Mail to: 
Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854~hotma il. com 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

I ~ ~2 fl ?Jp£t~th't:S /t , J&%Do2, Lj(fJ/ am a qualified elector 
· (nameofetector) (band number) 

of the First Nation and do hereby request that a mali-in ballot package be sent to me at 

L?iJ<;o C!r Lsci /~ Itt St NW 
Addr~s 

flk_ . 
Province 

tJ~~Ja 'JGIL 
~1uniclpality Postal code 

Telephone: (foil..)~- &?2'( 

For use b 

Request received on: fo.!....L-_r_'...;../,:..:::';6..!.~-~-=':;__-- Mail-in Ballot sent on: ~T I --:J.-.((6 

I Type of identificati-on: {/A j ~ /7'hisis the Exhibit"_ , 
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GNtn nllo'l~. rtti'IOfl\1 

Ralph Anier 
~crelf'C)'U~I - - - -

N/A 
~~ . r~·N~-c.or 

3680024101 
~~1.11'1~1Ul01"\Sd0Lilb k.ff.tt lfi\M.f..., 
ch;q;ritt>74..'"1:Slal~d•r"~ I1ICY-.J 
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Appendix 5-D - Request for Mail-in Ballot 

INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 

The Band Council Election of the Key First Nation will be held on Saturday, October 1, 2016. 

If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot, you must complete this form and send it to the Electoral Officer by mail, fax or e-mail. 
The information appears below. 

You must also Include a~ of proof of Identity, such as a copy of your Certificate of Indian Status, drivers 
license, health card, or another document that proves your Identify. Do not provide the original Identification. 

If the Electoral Officer receives this request on or before Sunday, September 2Sttt, 2016, a mail-in ballot package will be 
sent to you at the address provided. If you have any questions, please contact the Electoral Officer. 

It is also important to note that once you fill out this application and return it to the Electoral Officer; you will not be able to 
vote in person at the polling station unless you bring your mail-in ballots to the polling station so that they may be voided. 
If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you must bring to the polling station a sworn affidavit stating that you have lost your 
mail-in ballots. This is the Exhibit " __ C::J: _ " 

Mall to: referred to ir~te Aff~i~ 
Burke Ratte of_ (S_"\. ( _ 't _____ £_ _ ~ 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 
P.O. Box405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854@hotmail. com 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) · 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

3;<:-;cccJLil'C 1 am a qualified elector 
(band number) 

of the First Nation and do hereby request that a mail-in ballot package be sent to me at 

) 0~ '" /<)']· S' tZ \ -flo A\/t \l
1
M\t ov·J.QV ~(_ J<::;r\/ / Lt 

Address Municipality Province Postal code 

Telephone: < ·,· -:-(,) ·1$S - LfLf f f E-mail: ~! dl' 1.:.6 -vJ {.. S..: '1 (~)~1 ~ 1t( J"'. ((. .. :'>~,._ 

For use by the Electoral Officer only 

Request received on: P ¥ .,L-- [31/k. Mail-in Ballot sent on: ~I; <t/r, 
T f

.d tifi t.r ' /~ I - J I / ype o t en 1ca 1on: --->~~I...:.J.....J...;;;..____;;;&'r:l;__ __ -.:r _____ _ 
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Appendix 7-B- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, ~~'"l..;...~~~t}_~;;;;;..._~~------ solemnly declare that: 
(Pie se prin your qameJ _ 

1. I am a member of the N~O'll' Band of Indians. 
3(0 \ . l~ 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number 1s ~ 40~nd/or my date of birth is '1\t(;Xfc\A. CO \ elS 
~ - 1- ,/ . 

3. My current mailing address is: ?;lfJ- LS ~ '(., fJ f<JV-e; \l~V\J W' \3>G 
\kL.Q\)J M (Street number ar.j tiae;;;:_ Box Numb~ N l Lb 

(First Nation/Municipality) (Province/Territory) (Postal Code) 
4. I am_~! least 18 i~~rs of age. "'- ~------ - -
5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be tiue and knowing that it,has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 

stateme · thi declaration. ~~ "2-'1:-~ - · 
Date 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 

Declared before me ·2£'f:i'~ 6-c..oklO at \Jo-.1'1 C..O'Vver 'B( 
(ftness name) (First Nation/Municipality) 

this mAc day of :Stid-oo he c 20 \ " 
(Dates. ~ (Month) (Year) 

I ~Witness f 1"7 \ 
30'1- /l./1"£ ~c%_ Qr(YA&AlA.X.t</ 

Address (Street number and name/P. 0. Box Number) 
Vi!.\.QCO\JV~ lSC V'5N IVB 
(First Nation/Municipality) (Province/Territory) (Postal Code) 

LL1B) ?"J't- 0 3 (0 -z 
(Telephone Number) 

· ... 
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Appendix 7 -C - Instructions For Mail-In Voting 

Dear Elector: 

As per the attached Notice of Election, an election for one (1) Chief and five (5) 
Councillors of the Key First Nation is currently underway. 

As a member of this First Nation, you are entitled to vote, provided you will be at least 
18 years of age on the date of the election. To assist you in casting a vote, please find 
enclosed a mail-in voting package consisting of: 

• a ballot for the position of Chief with the Electoral Officer's initials on the back 
• a ballot for the position of Councillor withJh~ Electoral Officer's initials on the 

back -
• an outer, postage-paid pre-addressed return envelope 
• a second inner envelope marked with the word "Ballots Only" 
• a Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot 

Carefully follow the steps below to ensure that your ballot is valid and will not be 
rejected. 

1. ON THE BALLOT FOR CHIEF: 

Mark an "X" in the box immediately to the right of the name-afthecali.didat~.;gf- -
your choice. You must choose only one (1) Candidate. --,_ ,·-, 

2. ON THE BALLOT FOR COUNCILLOR: 

Mark an "X" in the box immediately to the right of the names of the candidates 
of your choice. You may vote for up to five (5) Councillors. 

3. Fold the ballots in the same way as you received them so that the Electoral 
Officer's initials are visible. 

4. Place the ballots into the envelope marked "Ballots Only", and seal the envelope. 

5. Complete the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form. Both you 
and a witness, who is at least 18 years of age, must sig~ it. 
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Appendix 7-C (cont'd) 

6. 

1--.-

l 
I 

Do not place the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form 
inside the envelope marked "Ballots Only.'1 

i 

In the larger postage paid pre-addressed outer envelope, place the completed 
and signed Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot and the sealed 
envelope marked uBallots Only". 

Seal_ and drop the return envelope in the mail as[ soon as pos~ible. It must be 
rece1ved by the Electoral Officer no later than 8 p.m. on Election Day. Note that 
ba11ots received after the close of the poll on October 1, 2016 will not be 

.. Q.Q_Unted. ,You may also hand-deliver it to the Electoral Officer. 
~ . -..a .-- ~.--P_.. 

~---·--~ 

For you~ ~allots to~_~o_unted, ~ey mu~t be accorypanied by a completed voter 
declarat16o fQrrrt, s1gned by yott a~nd a Witness. , 

Although you have received this mail-in ballot package, you may still choose to vote in 
person at the polling station. The location(s) is/are indicated on the Notice of Election. If 
you choose to vote in person, please bring~your· m~ir;(ballots to the polling station s9 
tl 1atthey may be voided .. If you have lost-your ma11-in b~allots, you will only be permitted 
to vote in·person if you provide the Electoral Officer or the Deputy Electoral Officer with 
a sworn affidavit stating that you have lost your mail-in ballots. 

If you hav_e_any questions·, please Jo not hesitate to contact me. 

-~Burke Ratte 
Key First Na!ion 
Electoral· Officer 
P.O .. _Box405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854@hotmail.com 
1-204-228-4 786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 
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1+1 Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development Canada 

Affaires autochtones et 
Developpement du Nord Canada 

Burke Ratte 
Electoral Officer 

PO Box 405, 1364 McPhillips St 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

~~----

.1. ~ o:i:~ !;.ANAOA 
vwo J.-.::._;_.:...-41.,;:-,..---.; 
~:::~ ~o=-P...;O;.;;S;..;T--='-----
~~.- 01.71 
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o.-N 
~g~ IV6E 4S3 . 201~ 
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RE: Voters List-Key- Burke Ratte 

RE: Voters List-Key 

Bernelda Brass 

Mon 2016-08·22 4:25PM 

In box 

To:Burke Ratte <ELECTION3854@hotmail.com>; 

Afternoon , the list looks good. See you thursday 

From: Burke Ratte [rnailto:ELECTION3854@hotmail.com] 
Sent: August-19-16 9:58AM 
To: Bernelda Brass 
Subject: Voters List-Key 

Page I of I 

Hi Bernelda, here is the voters list file I got from you August 5. I had it reformatted, can you confirm all 
information is accurate in both the names only and the master list. Please advise before I print it. 

Thanks, Burke 

Burke Ratte 
Electoral Officer 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

in 

This is the Exhibit " Jl " -----
referred to i1 !he Affiffavit 

of _8:--~-'!L& f-_ -~ ft{. _ 
J "E)~ ------

. . 2o12 

https://outlook.live.cornlowa/?viewmodel= ReadMessageltem&ItemiD=AQMkADAwA T. .. 8/23/2016 
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-----MoJ-62Mk !J-WV-r - I J.~ 

r?:7J 1--tA)~J ~ J}) ?vII -@ 
Control Treaty Number Last Name 

1 3680087101 ADAM 

2 - 3680162501 - AHKIMNACHIE -

3 - ~36800_79901 - ALEXCEE -
'>t'C>I"V\'><"><">01 1\ -

5 3680182401 ANDERSON 

6 3680067201 ANDERSON 

7 3680059101 ANTHONY 

8 3680040704 ARKINSON-0°SOUP 

9 3680051806 BADGER 

10 3680051804 BADGER 

11 3680051805 BADGER 

12 3680082901 BAILEY 

13 3680046602 BARKER 

14 3680046603 BARKER 

15 3680073102 - BELL 

16 3680043204 BRASS 

17 3680049502 BRASS 

18 3680047204 BRASS - ~ -~ 

19 3680054105 BRASS 

20 3680083001 BRASS 

21 3680051901 BRASS 

22 3680150701 - BRASS 

23 3680049901 BRASS 

24 3680064801 
-

BRASS 

25 ~'"""~~ ~ ,.~~ nn r~ .... •vv .... u .~ ........ 

26 3680047201 - BRASS 

27 3680027501 - BRASS 

28 3680069801 ~ BRASS -
29 3680069201 BRASS 

30 3680036801 BRASS 

Page 1 of 29 

Given Names 

RITA CHARLOTIE 

DONNA LEE 

ANNE-TIE LEEANNE -
~ n~ ... 
'""'or ''-'" L. 

,. 

EARL WAYNE W ILLIAM 

LEON FLOYD GEORGE 

WILLA ANN 

BRENDAN JAMES 

ALEXANDER GEORGE 

JACOB CHARLES 

JOSHUA FRANKLIN 

TISHA LEE 

BLAIR EDDY 

JARED DANIEL 

KIANA CAROL 

AARON JOSEPH 

AARON M ICHEAL 

ALLISON LYN 

AMY RYCE 
··~ 

ANGIE EILEEN 

ANITA LYNN 

ANTHONY DONALD LAWRENCE 

ANTHONY LAWRENCE 

ARNOLD DOUGLAS 
~ ,..., on.- , ,... 

, .... OL.L. • ,,_ 'L. 

BERNELDA ROSE 

BLAIR MANFORD 

BOB MICHAEL 

BONNIE LYNN ~~~ 

BRENDA 

Birthdate 

11/ 16/ 1961 
9/20/1980 
5/ 21/ 1979 

~ 

-'--'-/ -'-/ -'--' V" 

10/ 14/ 1955 
2/ 17/ 1953 
2/ 12/ 1974 
5/ 26/ 1994 
12/ 13/1993 
10/31/1992 
10/ 31/ 1992 
7/29/1978 
5/24/ 1987 
2/24/1993 
3/10/1996 
6/ 13/ 1995 
4/4/1987 
10/5/1993 
5/ 22/1995 
9/1/1980 
1/31/1971 
12/ 2/ 1985 
10/21/ 1970 
9/3/1974 

,... il\0~ 

8/28/1969 
9/30/1954 
1/1/ 1976 
11/18/1969 
4/29/1963 

. 

fer:, I;.}()- Po!/ - fiii;)r};A 
1< c:0 rffUJI£ fbr I ~ U 

Comments 

~ 

) 

wtA_n _..1...ct U\P ~ J- """ ~l~ 
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Control Treaty Number last Name Given Names Birthdate Comments 
31 _-.rnnnr-nnn nn At"'t"' nnr- '" A~ or- "'"'"''""""' -'"''·"-'"'-'"'-''-'• v' .~ ........ v ·- ov .. ·- .... , -..- . ..- .... 

32 nn rr ,.. r-n ,.. , ' '" '" '"' " " "l /1 o I• noc 
~uuu ... · ,.., .., ... 

Ll l ' '"'-'-' 

33 3680032401 BRASS CALVIN BLAIN - 3/9/ 1960 
34 3680088601 BRASS CALVIN BLAINE JUNIOR 11/28/1982 
35 3680063102 

~ 

BRASS CASSANDRA MARIE DAWN 12/11/1991 
~ 

36 3680052903 DDI\CC r ICVCI\11\IC CTLICI 1\1\.A\< _..,_ /':1_L1 CICI1 

37 3680058902 .wLII.C::C:: rhiRICTI"\DI 10:0 ' II f\ ' 1 in ' 1 nnn -:J::A~J....l) l V' C~VIjQ,JJJ .,;c- d2P c( vY ~ - ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ 

38 3680088401 BRASS CHRISTOPHER MATIHEW 9/8/1982 uo 
39 3680011902 BRASS CLARICE 1/19/ 1925 
40 - 3680037102 BRASS CODY AARON 12/26/1986 
41 3680043203 BRASS CODY JAMES 6/16/1992 
42 3680030102 BRASS COLLEEN ELAINE 4/ 6/1963 
43 3680043601 - ....BRASS COLLEEN WILMA 2/9/1968 
44 3680032202 BRASS CRYSTAL JAMIE GAY 2/15/1961 
45 "lCOCICIC-.CIC\1 DO lCC ,..n,/t"'T • "'"' ,.. r- "' ' • ,.,.., . 

~· .... ·- ·~ '~' -'. ~•! • -' • 

46 3680040401 = BRASS .- - CYNTHIA EVE 11/22/1966 
47 3680052601 BRASS DALE BRADLEY 4/ 14/ 1971 C.DDN~) LL-0 R. \ 
48 3680052902 nn <"<" r. .1\Airll. r.r A J1 / 1-, /1CIOO 

v ·- v ,_ v-• ·~ 

49 3680070001 BRASS DANIEL SOLOMON 8/22/1982 
so 3680079001 BRASS DARCY SHELDON 2/2/1979 
51 3680061705 BRASS DARNELL JADE 9/26/1997 
52 "lC OnnAJ11f'l1 0.0/\CC n/\000:1\1 n0:1 DCDT f"Cf"\Dt·:c ,.. nrn Tu. '\..1\iV J. vV\. o A... c. k .::c C/ -'V' -' ~- ~..-vv 

53 3680068403 BRASS DARREN JUSTIN 5/31/ 1995 ~ 0 

54 3680073801 BRASS DAVID ELMER FRANK 4/24/1977 
55 3680054301 BRASS DAVID VICTOR 1/31/1960 
56 3680052101 BRASS DENISE CAROLE CLAUDETIE 2/22/ 1971 
57 3680034401 -= BRASS DERRICK BRIAN 4/25/1961 
58 3680092601 BRASS DERRICK LEE 8/20/1984 
59 3680040904 BRASS DESIREE LANA MARIE 6/16/1988 
60 3680036501 BRASS DONALDA RAY 1/31/1963 

Page 2 of 29 
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Control Treaty Number Last Name Given Names Birthdate Comments 

61 ~~ ~~ ~..-... . ~ ~ 7/'111n-,.-
~u, I.J. 

Ll ' ''"''"''"' 
'-''-' " ............ ·- ~ 

62 3680048301 -
- BRASS DONNA LYNN 6/24/1954 

63 3680092401 BRASS DUSTIN DAYAN - 8/16/1984 
64 3680152601 BRASS - DUSTIN WILLIAM VICTOR 6/ 26/ 1998 
65 3680054102 BRASS DWANYE VERNON - 10/16/1990 
66 3680030101 BRASS EDWARD MILES 5/20/1957 l):)l) r-J C,\ LLD rG \ d_ 
67 3680039401 BRASS ELAINE W INIFRED 2/12/1965 
68 3680057601 BRASS ELIVIRA MAY - -~ 10/13/1972 
69 -.rnl"\n"'71:1:n1 DDACC - I:~ Jill V II:AI\1 1 n/1 L1 """"" ~~ '<c{ {}.- C\.clo<. Q_ 'IJU""&c:P (/"- ~0" ... ~~~~ !>--. 
70 3680086601 BRASS EMILY MARIE 4/30/1983 

I 

-- -- -~--

71 3680068405 BRASS ERIC GLENN 7/10/1997 
72 3680086602 BRASS 

~- --~ 
ETHAN MICHAEL - - -. 6/30/1998 

73 3680077101 BRASS FELICIA ANN 10/9/1978 
74 3680044001 - BRASS FERALYN WILBERT S/9L1968 Lo 0 N CA Llt> '((_ \ 
75 3680022801 - BRASS FRED ALLAN 3/5/ 1949 -

76 3680051803 BRASS FREDDRICK JAMES NORMAN 10/10/1989 
77 3680026301 - BRASS FREDERICK THOMAS 6/7/1953 
78 3680043202 BRASS GERI LARISSA 2/17/1986 
79 3680037101 BRASS GLENDA ROSE 7/9/1963 
80 3680060901 BRASS HOWARD GORDON 10/16/1973 
81 3680068404 BRASS IAN JOSEPH 7/3/1994 
82 3680032206 BRASS JACKSON JAMES 12/12/1994 
83 3680088501 DDI\CC 1/\ 1"'\t: t:D I I\ I 1(1/")Q/100') 

84 3680055101 BRASS JAMES ALVIN 2/8/1972 
85 "3680047203 BRASS JAY-CEE 9/22/1991 
86 3680082501 BRASS JEFFREY DESMOND 6/23/1980 
87 3680068901 BRASS JENNIFER JANE 6/22/1969 
88 3680151101 BRASS JEREMY DON 3/26/ 1979 
89 3680065702 BRASS JEREMY JOEL 12/29/1995 
90 3680035102 BRASS JESSE MARIE 7/21/ 1985 

Page 3 of 29 
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Control Treaty Number Last Name Given Names Birthdate Comments 
91 3680082201 BRASS JESSE THOMAS - 4/ 29/ 1980 
92 3680078001 BRASS JOHNNY NOJAKANAPANAC 9/14/1954 
93 -.rn,...,.....,..,..,,...JI n n A c-c- · ~~~ . ~·~ 

J>J \V "'" L.L. I U .J. f.J f .J.::J::JV 

94 3680032407 BRASS JORDON JOSHUA 8/6/1991 
95 3680064701 BRASS JOSEPH ANGUS 9/9/1974 
96 3680162201 BRASS JOSEPH DOUGLAS 9/14/ 1954 
97 3680050701 BRASS JOSEPH JAMES - 11/ 25/1970 loo!'J c,\ tXoQ. \ 
98 3680044601 

~ 
BRASS -- JOSEPH OWEN PATRICK 8/8/1968 -:?}1 v-0.cJ. c~l l /U._.~ci. 

99 3680055303 BRASS JOSHUA TRENTON 1/ 29/ 1994 v 

100 3680040802 - BRASS JOSHUA TYSON DAVID 12/ 5/ 1987 
101 -:>conn-.-. en-:> DO/ICC" o"' O"T"O U An .- . ,.- 0.11"\0 1\ 0 / 10 / 1 (\ 1'" 1"\ 

~~~~ 

102 3680063103 BRASS KALEEM DARIAN REED 12/ 17/ 1994 
103 3680051801 BRASS KATHERINE VERNA 

~-~~ c -~ 
1/22/1971 

104 3680047001 BRASS KEITH THOMAS 8/17/1969 
105 3680092001 BRASS KELLY RENIE 11/ 26/1984 
106 3680057602 BRASS KENDRA ANN 8/1/1990 
107 ~h~nn~nn.:; ~- RQl\C::C:: , ,... , . , ,..,.,. " 01\ V 1') 11C / 1l"\l"\-, 

108 3680033001 BRASS KENNETH MILES 7/11/ 1960 
109 3680038001 BRASS KEN WARD ARNOLD 4/6/ 1964 
110 3680061702 BRASS KEVIN MILTON 9/3/ 1990 
111 3680042701 BRASS KEVIN VAUGHN 7/15/ 1967 
112 3680067001 - BRASS LAUR EENA MARIE --~- 2/18/1975 
113 3680054103 - BRASS LAWRENCE KEITH 

--~" ,- ·~ 4/19/1989 
114 3680040204 BRASS LEATIA DANI EL 1/ 25/1991 
115 3680076601 ~ BRASS ~~ LISA MARIE 7/ 30/ 1978 

I 

116 -3-68G"'c:1n1 D O/I CC -- I I f"'I VI""'I A A A -:> sn / 1 nr: -. /\f'>JT A .>, t_, ,11£-c_ c Itt-~ ~, ~~ ._,_, ... 

117 ..... 3680043201 BRASS LORETIA MAY 11/22/ 1966 I 0 
118 3680021101 BRASS LORNE OLIVER - 12/25/1946 
119 3680076902 - BRASS M ALEYSIA ALICIA KELLY 6/15/ 1996 
120 3680021102 - BRASS M ARGAR ET JANE 3/28/1956 ,. 

Page 4 of 29 
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121 3680022802 BRASS MARLENE ROSE 6/25/ 1953 (;00NCtLnR \ 
122 3680052501 BRASS MARY LOUISE 3/18/1971 
123 3680030105 BRASS MATIHEW DAVID EDWARD 7/10/ 1985 
124 3680023901 BRASS MAVIS REBECCA 12/20/1950 
125 3680065701 BRASS MELANIE 10/21/1974 
126 3680057101 BRASS - MELANIE JOYCE 4/21/1972 
127 3680035101 - BRASS ---- MELODY RAE - 10/ 1/ 1961 
128 3680039801 BRASS M ERVIN BURYL 7/ 6/ 1965 
129 ~ t:OfH t: Jl t::f'\1 nn A<"<" ~ 

~ ... __ - ''- .................. , ... ,, ...... , .J..:70~ -
130 3680042601 

~ 
BRASS MICHAEL WAYNE 6/13/1967 

131 3680057605 BRASS MORGAN ASHLEY 4/16/1996 
132 3680047205 BRASS NATASHA ROSE 7/7/1995 
133 3680084501 BRASS NATHAN DANIEL 3/2/1981 
134 3680052104 - BRASS NATHAN DENNIS 2/25/1998 
135 3680022902 BRASS NICHOLES DUANE 8/6/1985 
136 3680040203 BRASS NICOLE DAWN 11/4/1988 
137 ,conncccn 1 on • <""<'" .. lr"/'"\ C" 1"\1\ 1 ' 1 .. '1 ,......., ... -------- ~, ~ ~- _, 

138 3680040804 BRASS NIKITA BRITIANY AMBER 11/22/1997 
139 3680067501 - BRASS NORMAN DEREK 5/ 15/1975 ~~c"- L~ FD -
140 3680089801 BRASS 

-
PAMALA NICHOLE 7/16/1983 

141 3680030301 ~ BRASS PATRICIA ANN 10/21/1957 
142 3680084001 BRASS PE RCY MILTON JUNIOR 1/31/1981 
143 3680080901 BRASS PHILIP SEBASTIAN 7/25/1979 
144 c..,,..,.,,.,,., ...... ,..,., ...... ,...,... ... ... ,.., ... ~,... ....... ,.., 

.vv ... ... ' ' '"'-'-' -~- "r ''- ' 'U '-' ,.., -=--=- ... , ... "T, "- -
145 3680055301 BRASS RAMONA FAYE -- 3/5/1972 
146 3680040601 BRASS RANDELL KELLY 9/30/1965 
147 3680044402 BRASS RANDI CREE JUSTINE 11/28/1989 
148 3680053701 BRASS RAYNELLE ELAINE 8/ 14/1971 
149 ~ 

~ · - D Pol"\.;).;) lL.U '- '-'-r v "r ''- '- - Uf J.JUL 

150 '"''"' ,,-.- 1"\ C: V TC:D - , /1 /1 ,.......,...., 
JUOVV/L .:7V.J.. un,_,_,_, -~- ---:--=-
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151 3680161801 BRASS RICHARD ANTHONY 3/ 21/ 1966 
152 3680021201 BRASS RICHARD JOSEPH 9/24/1946 
153 3680059801 BRASS RICHARD SEAN 8/15/ 1973 
154 3680075502 - BRASS 

~ 

RIVER WINSTON MORGAN 6/16/1998 o n tAtl c~ ..Q. 1 .,., " ~ "' 

155 3680038701 - BRASS ROBERT M ILES 10/ 30/ 1964 
156 3680072401 BRASS ROBIN ROLAND 12/5/ 1984 
157 3680077601 BRASS RODNEY JASON 12/ 1/ 1978 
158 3680068801 BRASS ROSE MARIE CHERYL 9/ 26/ 1975 
159 3680040801 BRASS ROXANE GALE 12/ 22/ 1965 
160 3680091001 - BRASS RUSSELL JOSEPH 1/26/1984 
161 3680031301 nn . ,.. ,.. n , •~ • .,,.,n nhC' /1nr-n 

/ - "U '''"''"''"' ---- \J .'-" "<r --- ~--~ 

162 3680052103 BRASS RYAN GORDON 3/ 30/ 1992 
163 ~conn~cnn1 00 1\C"C" (" 1\ ....... 1"\01"'\ /"'1:"1"\ 0 r-t: c;: / ')(;. / 1 Q(;."J 

164 3680044201 BRASS SCOTT SOLOMON SHELDON 5/27/ 1968 -
165 3680063001 BRASS SHANNON MILES 4/27/ 1974 t U-+-1 ~r-:- I 
166 3680067401 BRASS SHELDON LYLE 5/30/ 1975 
167 3680066501 - BRASS SHELDON ROY 1/24/ 1975 
168 3680075401 BRASS SHIRLEY OLIVE 5/8/1943 ( DLHJCJ LL L\ Q I 
169 3680058905 BRASS SKYLER 12/14/ 1991 
170 3680070601 BRASS SONIA DAWN 6/ 3/ 1976 
171 3680063101 

~ 

BRASS " ~--· - SONYA NOREEN 
-

5/8/ 1974 
172 3680073001 BRASS STANLEY DOLPHUS 2/ 1/1977 
173 3680044501 BRASS STANLEY EDWARD 8/4/1968 
174 3680055302 BRASS STEPHEN ALVIN EDMUND - 9/ 19/ 1991 
175 3680051902 BRASS SUMMER STORM 8/11/ 1993 
176 3680057103 BRASS - TARA MARIE 7/31/ 1991 ...0!0(,-.J:LJ c h.vL-4 { ~ ( /la))o ~ 
177 3680032203 nn ,..,.. ... 

"' ''"''"''"' -.::1 '17' -~ r · .. :n:: L. f L. .J, .>...IUU 

178 r ·~~ ~.-

.JVUVV.JUVV .I. 
nn ' "",... -rrnn\ 1(\/ (;. / 1 0(;.11 

179 3680074801 BRASS THERESA MARY LYNN 7/ 30/ 1977 
180 3680030106 BRASS TIFFANIE LAURAN ~- 6/ 30/ 1986 
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181 3680047202 BRASS TONI RENEE 7/ 19/ 1989 
182 3680085901 BRASS TRACY LEAH - 9/ 8/ 1981 . 
183 J 1nn-. 

.:>UOUUUO'"+UL D I '"\.).) r.a::vv n:> 1rt ,,..~ •~! • J.n .. 

184 3680082101 BRASS TRINA MARION DAWN 3/ 16/ 1980 -
185 3680030107 BRASS TYLER ERNEST EDWARD - 12/ 5/ 1987 ~ 

186 3680054104 - BRASS TYLER WADE - 9/ 8/1993 
187 "H:onn-,-.-.rH D D II C'C' ~ TVDI"\1' r:: or 7 / 1 I:; / 1QI:;Q 

188 3680076901 BRASS VANESSA ANN 9/ 22/ 1978 
189 3680032406 BRASS VANESSA BLAINE 3/10/1990 
190 3680018401 BRASS WILLARD CLARENCE 5/ 12/ 1941 
191 3680150001 BRASS WILLIAM JOSEPH 12/ 13/ 1956 
192 3680076602 BRASS-HILLMAN TRISTIAN MICHAEL 2/ 2/ 1996 
193 3680076903 BRASS-SULLIVAN MAIKAYLA RUTH IRENE 9/ 13/ 1998 
194 3680050501 

~~ 

BRAZEAU ELEANORE 3/5/ 1955 C.,-\-\ I ~ p) 
195 3680021401 BRAZEAU - MURIEL AUDREY 9/ 21/ 1948 
196 3680034701 - BREMNER WANDA 8/9/1961 
197 3680061501 BRINLEY MICHAEL DAVID 1/ 24/ 1974 
198 -,connr::ncn1 D Dl"\' '"' 0::\/0:: 1 V" n ITL "~r:: r , /I " I C Q/17 / 10")0 

199 ..,,..,..,..,..,..,.....,n• nnn• '" ' n ,. , ,....,.... , ~ - ~~ n / o /1nr:1 I 
~· 

200 3680089001 BROWN WESLEY JACKSON 12/ 18/ 1953 
201 3680041202 - BRUCE DEVERYL ALANA ·~-- 9/ 21/ 1985 -~----

202 3680056301 CAREY DELORES JANE 3/18/ 1961 
203 3680046801 CAVALLO CARLA DAW N 7/31/ 1969 
204 CAVALLO CARLEENA HELEENA M ARIA 6/13/ 1996 
205 3680076201 CHAFFEE MICHELLE LEE 2/7/1978 
206 CHARTRAND ABBEYGAIL AMANDA 11/ 1/ 1986 
207 3680068003 CHARTRAND CARA MARGARET ELIZABETH 10/ 6/ 1989 
208 3680162901 CHARTRAND DOLORES 2/ 18/ 1963 
209 3680048201 CHARTRAND - GILBERT THOMAS 10/ 23/ 1957 
210 3680068001 CHARTRAND - IVAN ANTHONY 5/ 9/ 1961 
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211 3680068004 CHARTRAND IVAN LEE JACOB 2/20/1992 
212 3680055501 CHARTRAND LAWRENCE DOUGLAS 4/7/1925 
213 CHARTRAND LLOYD KEITH 7/8/1995 
214 CHARTRAND LLOYD LAMBERT 5/2/1960 
215 3680079101 CHARTRAND MARGARET ELIZABETH 2/7/1976 
216 3680085501 CHARTRAND MARVIN GLEN 2/20/1971 
217 3680068002 CHARTRAND NATASHA LYNN MARIE 4/17/1986 
218 3680162401 CHARTRAND STANLEY JAMES 7/1/1946 
219 3680162301 CHARTRAND WALLACE JOHN 11/28/1961 
220 3680087201 CHARTRAND WILLARD LORENCE JOSEF 10/20/1952 
221 3680050401 CHARTRANDE CHESLEY WALTER 8/ 1/1962 
222 3680039404 CLARKE KELLY RICHARD 11/21/1987 
223 3680087801 COPITHORNE ALANA MARIE 10/31/1972 
2-24- 3680081701 - COPITHORNE - KERRY SHANNON 1/3/1974 ~ ~~/ P L< '1, 0 c..Qpc/L. c..~IA - -
225 3680075301 COTE - DAVID ALLEN 9/ 3/ 1977 

~ 

226 ::t&:;S2nn717n1 rnT~ 1"\l\.\/11"\ 1"\l\.QQCI r:: ,., n tln1:._ 1 -C~O ul\ )C" I LL OR.. l\)~ ~J~~ 

227 3680086001 COTE DAVID HOWARD 9/26/1981 
228 3680041206 COTE DEIDRE ROSE 4/9/1993 
229 3680033705 COTE DONALD DESMOND WILLIAM 4/30/1987 
230 3680057604 COTE ETHAN BRYAL 8/22/1997 
231 3680041205 COTE JARVIS DARNELL 5/11/1989 
232 3680049504 COTE KARRISA JAYNE BARBARA 8/2/1989 
233 3680041204 COTE NATASHA JEANETIE 12/14/1991 
234 3680041203 - COTE RACHELLE FAYE 5/11/1988 
235 3680049505 COTE VANESSA MICHELLE 9/27/1990 
236 3680083901 CRANE ADRIAN BERNARD 1/6/1981 
237 3680035405 CRANE ANDY CLARENCE 9/ 5/1986 

12 38 3680034801 - CRANE ANN 9/4/1961 
~Q _2 c.ggffi ' ~ r rn/\~ 1 1: o.Aoo. . n" Of L f.l::l::>.l • J ~ ' JUUL - ·-
240 3680093901 CRANE BRENDAN MARK 3/14/1985 
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241 3680087901 CRANE BRENT M ICHAEL 7/22/1982 
242 3680041901 CRANE - CARMON DEAN 11/3/1967 
243 :>t:onno:>t:n1 

- ~~~ 

rDI\1\IC ri\CC III C ri iCCI'"\Dn 1 117.1/1 Q~n 

244 3680046301 CRANE CHERYL ANN 2/19/1969 
245 3680034901 CRANE CLIFFORD LESLIE 9/5/ 1961 
246 3680039203 CRANE CODY MATIHEW 10/2/1989 
247 11""01"\I"\OA1 1"\ ' rnA ~or 

_ --::;:--:::: 
rr. o n-r~·~• ~~~ o nr-r- .., /n '' nn• 

248 ..,rnnnrr~n~ rnA • or- "A "" .,.... r o-r n ,..,~ 

.... '" ·~ 

249 3680031902 CRANE DELBERT WARREN JAMES 1/18/1997 
250 3680035406 CRANE EM ILY VICTORIA BEVERLY 1/8/1992 
~1 3680062101 CRANE GARDA CONSTANCE - 4/8/1949 
252 3680030801 

~ 

CRANE GEORGE LESLIE 4/ 19/ 1958 
253 3680033201 CRANE HARRIED DELMA 8/6/1960 
254 3680085401 CRANE JAMIE DANIEL 5/6/1981 
255 3680080801 - CRANE JOSEPH DELBERT - 7/12/ 1979 
256 3680033101 ~ CRANE KAREN CECILIA 9/3/1960 
257 3680056603 CRANE KARISSA ASHLEY 4/27/1994 
258 3680084701 CRANE . ----·- .. ' KAYLA JAMIE 6/2/1997 
259 CRANE LORETIA LYNN 9/2/1981 
260 3680066701 CRANE MICHAEL LEE 11/18/1972 
261 3680056602 

~--
CRANE ~ 

MICHEAL RYAN 
---~------

11/5/1991 
262 3680074401 CRANE RAINY CLYDE 6/16/ 1977 
263 3680083701 ~ CRANE RANDlE MARIE 12/14/1980 
264 3680066702 CRANE REECE VICTOR 3/25/1992 
265 3680031901 CRANE 

-~ 
RICHARD • --- - .. - 6/3/1959 

266 3680082601 CRANE RYAN JAMES 6/8/1980 
267 3680081501 CRANE SHAUN LITCHELL CHRISTIAN 12/22/1979 
268 3680067601 CRANE TATUM 5/24/1975 
269 .., r n n n r- n-.n .., rn A , ,... ...-~ . nn A ~ • o -. An ~...- , II /1 II /11"\1"\A 

JVVVVJ J V<.. '- · ~ ~ ..... 
270 3680093201 CRANE TRISTAN TRENT - 1/10/1985 
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271 3680056601 CRANE TRUDY KIM ~- ·- 6/6/1972 
.272 3680077401 CRANE TYLER TRENT 10/7/1978 
273 3680056604 CRANE TYRAJADE 7/17/1998 
274 3680064501 CRANE VELISE ROSE 10/31/1968 
275 -3-&Sl"\1"\on-tn-t. 

~ ro A 11.11:: 11:: 1\. l r\ \J V l\.111. -- - Al-t -:> 1-tncc 
•vvvJ ..LV..L ~·" ·~ 

276 3680029701 CRANE MARTIN BRENDA LORRAINE 1/28/1957 
277 3680056702 CROWE VICTORIA LEE 8/15/1991 
278 3680082001 DEBLOIS SO LANGE 3/9/1980 
279 3680060301 DEGHENGHI LAVETIE RAE 9/19/1973 
280 DEMONTIGNY ROLAND DESMOND JR. 10/21/1986 
281 3680169201 DERZAPH CRYSTAL ANN 9/5/1986 
282 3680170101 DERZAPH MARK JOHN 3/19/ 1982 
283 3680051401 DERZAPH PATRICIA ANN 12/ 22/1959 
284 3680076301 DESJARLAIS ANGELA GAYLE = 6/2/1978 
285 ":lt::.S2nnAc:S2n":l m : C::I.li.QLIU<:. VI::I\11\IV Dill: ·-- --- t::./1 2/100t::. 

286 3680045805 DESJARLAIS NAOMI LEE 8/12/1989 
287 3680078201 DIAMOND - ECHO NOREEN LESLIE 9/28/1971 - -
288 3680051101 - DIAMOND MARIA 2/2/1943 -
289 - 3680157201 DIAMOND NORMAN JAMES CARLYLE 8/18/1969 
290 3680048401 DIPAOLO DANIEL RICHARD 5/28/1965 .. ;:, piJV<ocJ.._ c.~ ~CJ I 
291 ~COIV\Af\Cf\1 r\1"\VI 1/'UIJ::: rr\111\1 1\11/\ Y OL 1i::;L1Q70 ~-uJ. I) I P I~ 1?e 0. 
292 " "V\1 ,.... ,..,v, ,,., 1r _CDVCT 1\ I l f"IV 1n11.11. / 1 o 7 1 

._, 
~~~~~~ ·~~ - ~~ ~~ ·~ -

293 3680044801 - DOKUCHIE - GILDA BERTHA ~~ - 3/26/1950 LO() MC\ LLO e.t\ 1 
294 .., >1(\ 1 ..... r\ l/ 1 1r1 IC" CC" I I:\, V 1\01::11. 1 / 1 c / 1 n -.c 

~~~~~ ~-~ -

295 3680078801 DUCHARME KENNETH WESLEY 10/20/1956 
296 3680066801 DUCHARME MARIE MADELEINE 7/11/1934 
297 3680156401 DUCHARME MARIE MARQUERITE CECILE 5/25/1953 
298 "Jt::.O(V'C:: 1 t::.n 1 n IOAr l ,,...,., - .... 

~ ~~"dL ~~,.~ ~"~ - ;Jj L O j.l. ::J ;J/ 

299 3680048601 DUROCHER - REGINALD DELWIN 5/26/1958 
300 3680049701 DUROCHER RICHARD GENE 2/8/ 1954 

:--::?. Page 10 of 29 .... (?$'0 () t.f/2..0 I · ~!{Nf.-c C \Iter j I ).__._ htl r;;, f, z( Gb" t7-- d_1b~ / 0 . 2 s--
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301 3680075001 DYKEMA JUDY LUCY 5/17/1956 
302 

,..., ,...,... r n ,..., ,,... ,.... .. ..... ... ............. 
~~~~~~- ~ ~ o..o..v '"'" oJ or ' o.. o.. ' ' o.. ~ • v ...... , ... _, ... 

303 3680170901 EVANS JAMES SPENCER 9/20/1951 
304 EVANS JOANNE LOIS 1/10/1991 
305 3680041001 EVANS LOIS PAULINE 5/19/1966 
306 EVANS PHILIP JOSEPH 1/8/1992 
307 3680154801 EWEN CARL EM ILE 

~ 10/27/1970 
308 3680154901 EWEN COURTNEY DONALDA MICHELLE 3/1/1993 
309 3680157101 EWEN WILFRED ARCHIE 6/1/1975 
310 3680043304 FA VEL ALBERT DAVID 4/14/1996 
311 3680043303 FA VEL DENISE LYNN 4/1/1992 
312 3680043302 - FA VEL DESTINEY LAYNE 11/24/1987 
313 3680043301 FA VEL MELODY LYNN 1/26/1968 
314 3680060702 - FIELD ASHLEY GENEVIEVE 5/4/1987 
315 3680060701 FIELD COLLIN BENNETI 8/20/1947 
316 3680060201 FIELD DONALDA 8/1/1937 
317 3680166801 FIELD DORIS KATHERINE 7/27/1996 
318 FIELD LORI LEANNE 7/18/1992 
319 3680068201 - FIELD MABEL DELORES 1/11/1958 
320 3680157301 - FIELD MARK SHANNON 8/18/1980 
321 3680166901 FIELD QUANNAH GARRY 4/3/1998 
322 3680054101 FISHER BARBRAANN 10/25/1971 
323 3680078301 FISHER BERNADETIE MARY 3/22/1961 
324 ~~connct:."" rr"\ n nrr onor rr"\ r r• • ~ •~ n rn ... .... v ... v ' "~~ - .. ~ -'-'~~~ ~ .... ~---

325 3680152701 FORBES SHALON CARRIE LYNN 5/17/1982 
326 3680090101 FREEMAN JASON LEE BRASS 12/21/1976 
327 '>COr'" ,..,,... - ror-r-,.AA" = _c , •.AI~. J95EP++-BRASS r-+zfl4fi:9=i 8 ... 
328 3680044901 GALLAGHER VELMA CORRINE 9/29/ 1968 
329 3680091601 GAREAU CHRISTOPHER BRANT 8/6/1984 
330 3680057001 GENAILLE CATHERINE JOYCE 5/1/1972 
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331 3680167601 GENAILLE JESSICA DEANNE 

~ 

8/8/1997 
332 3680167501 GENAILLE TAYLOR CHASE GENAILLE 9/19/1998 
333 3680075601 GENAILLE YVONNE FAYE 10/20/1977 
334 3680030201 GORDON CHARLES BARRON 9/19/1957 
335 3680074202 GORDON COLTON ADAM 12/31/1993 
336 3680080291 GORDON COREY JOSEPH 6/19/1979 
337 ~COI"\1"\01"\11"\1 ~ f"'' D I"\1'"\f\. 1"\ A D 1:11.11: 1"\A \A/11. --··- C /1 A 11 1"\"'71"\ 

338 3680036301 GORDON DELMAR DEAN ~ 10/9/1962 
339 3680074203 GORDON ELISE KYLA SAN MIGUEL 2/5/1996 
340 3680030901 GORDON ERNEST 6/2/ 1958 Ll-lJ f'( C. ILLl)/Z I; 
341 3680061001 - GORDON GAIL HOPE - 1/17/1961 AI 
342 -. r nnn-, ..,,.. ,..,... n ..., ,.,.. ---- ,.. ,..., o .... . .... ~ I~ /1 1"\"'70 / ' JVVVV '~V· ~~ ·~~ ~--· ·~ ~- -
343 3680084901 GORDON JAMIE DARLENE 4/3/1981 
344 3680061003 ,.. ,... n..., ,... • 

~~ ·~~ 
II=QI=I\IIV Q li. V I= t=;/')Q/1QQQ 

345 3680061004 GORDON -- JESSICA HOPE 11/17/1989 
346 3680061002 GORDON JUSTIN LOUIS 4/11/1991 
3"47 36g0083501 - GORDON --- LILA DAWN 11/21/1980 
348 3680026701 GORDON MELVINA JOYCE 10/6/1953 
349 3680089601 

---.,.. 
GORDON MYRON DEAN 4/20/1983 

35"0 3680032701 -
~OR DON NORMAN 5/15/1960 "d' -

351 3680054701 GORDON STEWART BLAIR 1/6/1972 
~52 3680035408 GORDON STORMY KARL Y MYRTLE DEE - 7/23/1994 
353 3680157401 GREENSTEIN TIAHNNA M ICHAELA MARIE 1/26/1993 
354 3680058101 GUILBAULT KRISTINE SASKOSKY 4/8/1972 
355 3680064201 GWYNNE MARY VERONICA 5/22/ 1952 
356 3680051802 HAFNER RODNEY JAMES JR. 5/8/1988 
357 3680054002 _ld..l\.QR JC:()_I\.1 ll.nATTI 11:\A T AII. I II.I C D n /'Jc./1 nnJ: 

•J 

358 .An-. .nnr-n r• o•or- ...,,... , ,,..,... • • nor- ... ,..., .., ,..,.. 
~"' -· - - ~J · - ~ ...... J ... ~· " "" 

.... Jf<-Jf • J J ' 

359 r nn Ann~ An nrn --- ore-c-or-A ••~< nor ~/0 / 11"\0C: 
JVV - ·---- ·-

360 3680031404 HARPER JUSTENE ALICE 10/20/1985 
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361 3680068301 HATHER - JAM ES KENNETH 7/ 8/ 1968 
362 3680094601 HATHER KENNETH M ARLON 5/ 23/ 1985 
363 3680046902 HATHER KEVIN VINCENT 1/ 22/ 1991 
364 3680086201 HATH ER RODNEY CALVIN MORGAN - 9/ 16/ 1981 
365 3680046601 HATHER W ILLIAM JOHN 12/ 28/ 1962 
366 3680058601 

~ 

HENRY PAMELA GAIL 2/ 16/ 1973 
367 3680049401 HILLMER KAREN RAE 10/5/ 1955 
368 3680144901 HINES CLAYTON DARRELL 3/ 14/ 1958 
369 3680145001 HINES DIANA MARIE 2/ 18/ 1959 
370 3680145201 HINES STONEY BUCK 8/ 27/ 1969 
371 3680069604 HOARD DEANNA VICTORIA 2/ 15/ 1994 
372 3680091101 HOARD DONALD SIDNEY 5/ 16/1963 
373 3680069603 HOARD LAWRENCE ADRIAN FREDERICK 7/25/ 1991 
374 3680069602 HOARD RICHARD ANTHONY 9/7/1988 
375 3680069601 

~ 

HOARD RICHARD WILLIAM 4/20/1962 
376 3680060601 HOARD ROSALINA DAGMERE 1/28/1942 
377 3680071401 HOARD SANDRA LEE 10/26/1965 
378 3680071501 HOARD TERRY EARL 

~-
11/23/ 1959 

379 3680073202 HOBSON CORINNE LOVINA 10/ 13/ 1997 
380 3680045806 HODGSON SKY ANNE LAUREEN 11/21/ 1994 
381 3680036902 HOLMES DAMIAN LLOYD 9/ 2/ 1994 
382 3680078701 - HOLMGREN - ERIN LEANNE 

--=='·"Ell = = " 6/8/1977 C\J 0"' t\ U. D 'Q_ \ 
383 3680093401 - HRYCYK - CALVINA FAITH 2/ 18/ 1985 
384 3680147101 HRYCYK STEVEN SHAUN 5/ 22/ 1986 
385 3680165001 HRYNIUK ELISA LYNN NOEL 8/17/ 1979 
386 3680068701 HUGHES 

~ 
SHELLEY EM ILY ANN ---.. 8/15/ 1971 

387 3680053001 INNIS DANIEL DALE 5/16/ 1963 l 
388 r ·~~ ~ ~ .~ I" I" U" r.r-J 1"\nr-c- 1 1 11r- l 1nr- n I 

~~~~~JJJV.L ,. ... ..... ~~ ~- ·~~ ~~. ~~ ~--~ ~~ 

389 3680065502 IRON EAGLE ~ BRENT 2/27/ 1998 
390 3680065601 IRONEAGLE CRYSTAL DAWN 3/30/1980 
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391 3680065201 IRON EAGLE DEANNA MARIE 7/ 14/1974 

392 3680145801 IRON EAGLE EMMA STORM MARIE -
6/ 18/1997 

393 3680065501 IRONEAGLE NADINE RENEE 4/23/1978 

394 3680145901 IRONEAG LE-MCNAB DEN ISE JADA 9/11/1998 

395 3680045501 ISFELD AUDREY SHARON 6/25/1953 

396 3680093801 ISFELD KALYEN EVE 2/6/1985 

397 3680073701 ISFELD SHALON DAWN 4/1/1977 

398 -.rnnnt-.nn •~ •r-nc-,-,. ~ ..., 1-.1 I · n r-"'7 
J~~~~- •JJ~~ . .. ·-~ -'"r ov,. '--' '-' -~. ~--

399 3680059301 JOHNSON BELDEAN 6/9/1973 

400 3680070801 JOHNSON JACQUELINE DAWN 
~-= 

7/22/ 1976 

401 3680076701 JOHNSON JAMES JOHN 8/26/1978 

402 ' '> C/"\1 '"' , .. ,c-..-n .. r'\1\ D r: .. or: V\rf"\ .. I .. IC c 11 r: / 1n110 -- ·---- -~ - ., 
11£\':> -.rnnnr-.rn-. - lf"\ I Oc 

-~ ·- ~ - ''-" l~ l Ll -'MI\r -- -----~- J.Uf~UfJ.::701 

404 3680051203 JUNE ERIN LINDSAY 1/2/1990 

405 3680051204 JUNE KALLI JORDAN 7/25/1992 

406 3680051201 JUNE MARJORIE BERNELLDA 12/24/1955 

407 3680092801 JUNE NICOLE LESLIE 4/12/1985 

408 3680052105 JUNE PERRI LYNN 10/9/1995 

409 3680051202 JUNE RYAN PAUL 7/5/1988 

410 3680077201 KARCH A MELISSA LEANNE 10/31/1978 \ 
411 3680066202 KAY SARA ANN-MARIE 8/31/1995 

412 3680072501 KAYSEAS ---- ---· DENISE LYNN 12/5/1962 

413 ::~conn-::~7cn"J -- vrn •ATI I\ ~ n • ~· ~ ....... ,v '" ::JfOfJ.':JO I 

414 . -.rnnr.rr-nr.1 VCC\A/1\TI I\ lf"'' II\ j:(')\A/li.IH'\ 4/?qJ1q7~ 

415 
..,,.,..,...,...,.~ ,,... -- - ~~ · ..... - ~ .n ,., ,,.. ,,. ... , ---- .., 1-.c.11 non 

. ..... v ... ........... ,. 

416 3680062501 .JtJ;J;_ \IIIli. T II\ I VlrTnR FnWIN 1 1 ,1 
.~, ~..lf.l..;l 

417 3680145101 KEGLER SHERRY LEA 7/3/1960 

418 3680148001 KESHANE ALYSSA BROOKE 10/19/1994 

419 3680042402 KESHANE AMANDA ROSE 12/12/1991 - --
420 3680073501 ·- KESHANE AN NE KAREN 3/5/1977 I 
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421 .., c 0 '"""' 1 ( )1 

,,...,... , ..... ,..., ....... . . "7/'ll"l1nnA 

"" 
,,_...., or ' '- ,,_ 

~· -~ ~~ ~ 

422 1~680080702 
- KESHANE CHEYANNA IRENE 3/14/1998 

423 3680078102 KESHANE CHRISTOPHER JOHN 2/25/1996 
424 3680058801 KESHANE CORNELIA JOYCE -- 9/11/1973 Cot) N 01 LlG 'tG \ 
425 3680074001 KESHANE CRAIG DEAN 5/17/1977 
426 ~~nnnn n " .... .... . ' .... ,... n ,,,..~ .-.. • ·'" ., I "> ' 1 nn 

~ ·~ " '--' "'' ' '- ~-
............ ..., --- ..... , -, ~ ..... ....... 

427 3680067902 KESHANE DAKOTA LESLIE 2/18/1992 U( 
428 3680054501 KESHANE DALE FRANK 12/31/1971 
429 3680093701 - KESHANE DARCY STAN 2/20/1985 
430 3680028101 KESHANE DEBRA JOAN 1/1/1959 
431 3680071801 KESHANE DEVON IE GERALDINE 9/3/ 1964 
432 3680058802 KESHANE DUSTIN DELANY 7/18/1989 
433 3680086501 - KESHANE EDNA RENE 12/12/1981 ----~-

434 3680081001 
~ 

KESHANE FARRAH DAWN 10/3/1980 
435 3680080701 - KESHANE FAYE LORRAINE 7/12/1979 
436 3680042201 KESHANE FELIX DEAN 7/10/1966 ( oLJN C.ULt'l R_ \ 
437 3680085101 Vt:CUI\1\It: ,... , l'"\n r- 1urr- rAn i A c /1 /1001 

438 3680067901 KESHANE -- FLOYD WILLIAM 6/13/1975 
439 3680Q727Q1 - KESHANE IRWIN JOESEPH 12/29/1976 -
440 

, ,...~, ..... • • ,,... r-n • --- --- 1-o-. ,.....,,., 
.:> O OUU , -'..IV.L , ,__., ""'' .... J <"\ 0' IL \ r ~,-. 

441 3680032802 KESHANE KAREN DOLORES 6/9/1961 
442 3680058804 KESHANE KIMBERLEY RENEE 12/ 20/ 1992 
443 3680063901 KESHANE - LAVERNE AUDREY 7/4/1974 
444 3680032801 KESHANE LAWRENCE EDWARD 5/20/ 1960 
445 3680032608 KESHANE LAWRENCE WAYNE 6/14/1985 
446 3680080001 KESHANE LEN NET 7/7/1956 
447 3680079501 KESHANE LESLI E FRANK 4/8/1979 -
448 3680058805 - KESHANE LISA WHITNEY 10/ 27/ 1995 _) 

449 3680071202 KESHANE MACKENZIE PARKER 1/28/1997 
450 .., ,..,.,,..,.. .., ..,,..,..1 , ,...,.. ...... -- -.-- ---- ,..,..., ,., .... 

..... ..... , .... lOt I L ' I V..>L .Lf£. . .L.J.JV 
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451 3680076801 KESHANE MELANIE GRACE 8/5/1978 
452 ..,rnnn ..... .-....,n~ vee Al\11: IIIII: I ICC A 1\JI A 011: ~ ~ /~n/~ n"7"7 ~~A. fJ o.ci< ~ v~- v.>:JA.o.i D bt:l ko ~~~~~ ~ ~~ 

453 3680067904 KESHANE M ERCEDES MARYDE CHRYSTAL 7/14/1994 v 

ROSE 

454 3680080301 KESHANE M ICHAEL 6/2/1979 
455 3680058803 KESHANE NATASHIA MARIE 4/28/1991 
456 ~ · An~ vee Al\ 11: ~ ''"' ' A•at r- c\Ao ~ cJf ol-.. /<e \~ ~-· ·- .L.Lf.JVf .L.JUV 

457 3680039501 KESHANE PATRICK JAMES 3/17/1965 vv '-' 

458 3680063902 - KESHANE RACHEL SARAH MABEL ~~ 11/ 1/1992 
459 3680067903 KESHANE -- RANDY FARRON KELESY 1/ 29/1993 -

460 3680085701 KESHANE RENADA LEE 8/6/1981 
461 3680058806 - KESHANE RYAN LEE PAXTON 6/12/1998 
462 3680061601 KESHANE SHAWNA LYNN 1/24/ 1974 
463 3680071301 KESHANE SIDNEY DALLAS 8/18/ 1976 
464 3680078901 - KESHANE SOMMER RAINE 7/1/1994 
465 3680063903 

~ 
KESHANE TALIA MARIE JOAN - 2/ 18/1996 

466 3680040803 - KESHANE TASHINA AUDREY LYNN 3/8/1993 
467 3680057903 KESHANE TAY LOR JAY 7/23/1994 --;;; 
468 3680057902 KESHANE TERRENCE JOSEPH a 8/22/1993 
469 3680081002 - KESHANE-WILSON DREZ PATRICK 5/1/1997 
470 3680059401 KEY APRIL PRISCILLA 6/19/1973 
471 1...2 t::Qf'lf'IQ')')f'l1 vcv 1\ C"L ,--., I"'\ 1\ .. oo-t ,- "'7 h'> 111"\ 0 11 

~ 

472 3680031601 .,...,, DI:DT 1\JI Ir l AI: 1 11111 ac;a 
~ ·-

473 3680053902 KEY CHANTILE CLESTE 11/26/1987 
474 3680039902 KEY CLAYTON ALEXANDER 10/10/1989 
475 3680039901 - KEY CLINTON DAVID 7/29/1965 
476 . ~t::onn~"7nnA , ,...~ 1"\A A'"'T r"t ..- ~ 1"\A ,,... ~ - ~ --- - ·-- .LI..f ..JV, .LJ VV 

477 -~t::Qf'lf'l~7f'lf'l1 ltCV n AI\IATTI: rA DO l l: ...., · ~ nr.., 

478 3680090401 KEY DANI EL BERNARD 10/ 16/1983 
479 3680088101 KEY DARYL ROSS 8/9/1982 
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480 3680048701 KEY DELWYN DANIEL 

~ 3/26/1970 
481 3680033706 KEY DEVAN M ICHAEL ARON - 5/ 19/1992 
482 "')CC>/V\.Or-""71"\1 · r~ I 1"\C" r:.nJ 11"\ /1 c ,.,., .. 

~~ ·- -~-- · 

483 3680036001 - KEY KAREN JOYCE 
~ 

7/ 5/1962 
484 3680169301 KEY KESHIA MARIE 10/5/1991 
485 3680053903 KEY LEIGH ANN 5/ 19/1990 
486 3680041301 KEY MERVIN FREDERICK 6/19/1966 
487 3680036002 KEY MICHEAL DILLON 10/16/ 1995 
488 3680090501 KEY MISTY DAWN VICTORIA 10/ 17/1983 
489 • " "'. l1 ,.,..,,., 

--~~~-.10.1.'-+V.l. "[;' .................. ,_, .. ...... , 
490 3680053905 KEY SAHRA DAWN 11/1/1991 
491 ->r · ~~-- ·~ ~ --'"-1 LAnr\. "' .JVUVV.J.J ' V.&. , .. 

-'C ":: -=- .L'f '.Lf .L~UV 

492 3680053901 KEY SHELLY ANN 9/2/1971 
493 3680040903 - KEY STARLY ANN AMBER 5/4/1986 
494 3680083301 KEY --- VICTORIA ALVINA COLLEEN 10/19/1980 

' '""- · r • " '"., 11 1"\ '1"\ '"+JJ ' /(' •v·•v.&. , .. 
~ ~ ..::: ::: .... ~,~ ..... ~~ · ~ 

496 3680048703 - KEY-PICHIE NADIN E DANIELLE 12/ 21/1992 
497 3680048702 - KEY-PICH IE - STEPHANISfAY 3/14/1991 -":) () ~& ( f>-'AA.. c.Jl.' o._ ( ./\.QIA od - -
498 3680041302 KEY-W HITECAP JERRICA ASH LYNN 2/12/1992 
499 3680035103 KITCHEMONIA LARISSA RAE 4/17/1987 
500 3680063801 - KKAIKKA - ANN 11/ 22/1966 
501 3680174701 ov . ........... 

.10 I C ..L:I..D1U C:{/I/1Q&::Q 

502 3680177901 KOEHLER CHELSEA AMANDA 3/11/1995 
503 3680078101 KUNTZ CANDACE LEE 12/6/1983 
504 3680148201 LAFONTAINE ROBERT JONATHAN PAUL 8/14/1986 
505 3680029401 ----- LAFONTAINE -~--- SANDRA NOREEN ·--·- 1/9/1959 
506 3680048903 LAME MAN 

=~~ 

ALEXANDER MICHAEL 11/3/1990 
507 3680048902 LAME MAN COURTNEY MICHELLE 9/5/1988 
508 3680048905 LAME MAN JOSHUA KYLE 7/15/1996 
509 3680048901 - LAME MAN - VIVIAN NORA 1/11/1958 
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510 3680051301 LARSON DELVIN GORDAN ll/14/1965 
511 3680041703 I C: Df"IIITII I IC:D r()l LRTNFY ANNF 10/17/1997 
512 3680041704 '=L 01'"'1 I TI ILD ~~ITI"'l i L '1\ VNF Q//l/100t:: 

513 3680052401 LEFEVRE KEVIN EARL 1/17/1967 
514 ~ 11"01"\1"\11..,1"\1 ,.. , ,... 

T\1'"'1~1~ 1\ 1"'1\Df'"'l nl1':1 11 " ~'" " 
~~~~~~~-~~ --- ~~~·~ 

515 3680069501 
~ 

LUSTY 
~ 

JASON ALBERT 3/14/ 1970 -
516 - 3680090301 MACISAAC WILLIAM GORDON CHARLES 10/17/1983 
517 3680074101 MACISSAC DEBBIE LYNN 3/25/1958 
518 3680085601 MARLA IT CALVIN WILLIAM RUSSELL - 6/18/1981 
519 3680092501 MARLA IT JEFFRY STEPHEN -. 8/7/1984 
520 ...,,...,.,,...,...,.,,.,...,,... .A I T I/1"'\ 11r1 r1 ~1 nv _OLL~LI'Z_,..,RFTI-I 11/1 1/1 Oe:>1 ...IVVVVV Vo<.V.L ~ -
521 3680037505 MATISON CHANTELLE MARIE 11/18/ 1987 
522 3680164801 MATISON COLE RONALD 5/23/1995 
523 3680037501 MATISON EDWIN WALLACE SOLOMON 10/21/1963 
524 3680093601 MATISON GARY EDWIN 2/27/ 1985 
525 3680036103 MATISON JULIEN RONALD FRANCES 2/23/ 1992 
526 3680036102 MATISON JUSTIN ROSS TREVOR 12/9/1987 
527 3680047101 MATISON OSCAR ALLEN 8/19/ 1969 
528 3680034501 MATISON RICHARD TECKO 5/ 16/1961 
529 3680042001 MATISON RONALD ELARIUS 4/20/1967 
530~ 3680036101 MATISON ROSS STANLEY 7/27/1962 
531 3680037502 M ATISON RU BY 8/ 12/ 1962 
532 3680164901 MATISON WADE EDWARD 1/24/ 1998 
533 3680087001 MATISON WAYNE WALLACE 3/2/1982 
534 .... ,. -· .., l1 r •1nr r 

_, ._~~~ ~·v.~o. 
~~ -· · ~ -~··~~ ~ .. ' f .L ~f .LJVJ 

535 3680059402 MCARTHUR CODY RHUEBEN 2/12/1990 
536 3680160801 MCDERMOTI JOSEPH EDMUND 10/29/1975 
537 3680040406 ~-

MCDONALD 
~ 

KALENE KRISTIN 11/1/1994 
538 3680040404 MCDONALD KAYLA DANIELLE 2/28/ 1990 
539 3680040405 MCDONALD KYLE JOSEPH 11/21/1991 
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540 3680058903 MCGINNIS CINDY KATHERINE JOYCE 9/11/ 1996 
541 3680058904 MCGINNIS SONNY JAMES 7/8/1994 
542 3680163801 MCGINNIS TERENCE JASON 2/19/ 1992 
543 3680163901 MCGINNIS TRAVIS WESLEY 8/22/ 1995 
544 3680061801 MCLEAN DONALD TIMOTHY WILLIAM 10/ 5/ 1972 
545 3680077301 MEIER GLEN ROBERT 10/4/ 1978 
546 3680046101 MOO SO GEORGE VICTOR 1/ 30/ 1969 
547 3680044702 MUNROE ADAM NATHANIEL 1/ 23/ 1990 
548 3680044703 MUNROE RYAN ANTHONY 12/16/1993 ~:. 
549 3680028703 MUSSO CATHLEEN MARIE 10/ 20/ 1959 
550 3680082401 M USSO CHERYL ANN 6/ 8/ 1980 
551 3680028701 M USSO DANIEL FREDRICK 1/ 20/ 1955 
552 3680088901 MUSSO WANDA MARIE 1/ 6/ 1983 .I. 
553 3680094101 NAHNEPOWISK -- NATHAN ALEXANDER 

-~. 
4/ 15/ 1985 

554 3680035606 = NAHNEPOWISK RACHEL DAWN - - 2/8/ 1989 
555 3680087501 - NAHNEPOWISK - ROBIN GAY 4/ 17/ 1982 ·~-~ 

556 3680078501 NAKONECHNY ASHLEA DAWN MARIE 12/ 28/ 1991 
557 3680073601 NAKONECHNY CHRISTINA ROSE -· 2/8/ 1973 
558 3680078401 NAKONECHNY COLTON JAMES 10/ 24/1990 
559 3680058401 NAKONECHNY KEVIN JAMES 11/ 5/ 1971 
560 :~.:onn t:oAn:l ~ 1\lt:/\Dt:TII I\I t:: - 1nnr1 "" nn - - -- A'"" 11 nn r-- · ~ - ~---

561 3680030905 NECHIPORENKO KYLE JUSTIN LEE 8/ 1/ 1986 
562 --n ~onn~ ~ -,n.., 1\lt:I\A t:Tr u t:v Vt:\/ 11\1 1/\11/lt:C - 4 /7 n / 1 q qJ 

-~ 

563 -. r nrv-..r r-.r. ~ · .- ~ .... ,.,.. , II'" I / ~ l r- 1 ~ lr- .-...-~ " '.., 1-. n n 
-~~· ·- - ·-· ·--· ·- ~-

564 3680066303 "1~.Ar--rr 1 or-v ·- D l rU/\D n l t:DDV ~- h./1 /1_qq~ , .. _, 
565 -:168~~~~-~ ~ 

l r'A l £"-r"L" I l r.J -= - . niT A A" II'" .., /• ... '• ,......., , ·-· ·- -· ·-· - . ·- -. ·-. ~- . 
566 3680066305 NEMETCHEK RUSSELL W INCHESTER 1/ 8/ 1997 
567 3680168801 NIJJER DANIELLE JOY 1/16/ 1991 

Ji68 3680039204 NO NAME ROBYN CHELSEA 6/ 6/ 1991 
569 3680039205 NO NAME TIARA KIRSTIN 10/ 3/ 1988 
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570 n t n tnnnA v .-nn 

~~~~~~ ·~~~ 
1\ "" 1\ 

- - 7 /~ o 11 Q7A 

571 ,...In''"'"" A n \TDtr tA Al\11\1 1 17 / 1 Qt::l"\ ..>U O VV..J ..LVV..L ~ ·~ ·~ -
572 3680079601 O'RIORDAN SEAMUS FANAHAN 4/17/1979 
573 -. r nnn-. nnl"\1 .n.c,... ,,., ·--

t:t:DI\tl"' 1 / '"1 1 '101:7 _ _, ...,..., . 
~-.~~~ 

574 3680026201 O'SOUP ALLAN 5/5/ 1953 c~ n-;;~ 1 (o,e. ' l"JJ-1 tF I 
575 3680057202 O'SOUP AMANDA TER RIE MELISSA 7/28/1989 
576 3680089501 O'SOUP ARON WAYNE 4/1/ 1983 
577 3680038101 

~ 

O'SOUP BRENDA ANNE = 5/8/1964 
578 3680042802 O'SOUP BRENDAN REID TY 5/ 16/1992 
579 3680077902 O'SOUP BRITIANY LYNN 10/8/1995 
580 3680042801 - O'SOUP BURTON RE ID 2/27/1967 
581 3680093301 O'SOUP CANDACE REANNA 2/11/1985 
582 ~ t:OIV\Ot: ~ 1"\1 f"I IC f"\1 I D rAD C' 01 A VC n ,..,.., / 1 O Q1 ~ 

583 3680043101 O'SOUP CAREY TYLER 7/30/1967 
584 3680090901 - O'SOUP CARRIE DAWN 12/12/1983 
585 '"JCOI"\1"\""7["11"\') f"\ I C" f"\ on rf"\D DDI\ n ... '" / 1 I"\ I"\" 

' 
586 3680082301 O'SOUP DALLAS HOWARD 9/20/1981 
587 3680042902 O'SOUP DANA LEE MARIE 9/9/1986 
588 3680040701 O'SOUP DANIEL JAMES 11/30/1965 
589 3680081301 --· f"\ ICf"\ 10 1"'1 11. \/11"'1 /\ JI. Of"ll\1 1? / 1 F./1 Q7Q 

590 3680043704 O'SOUP DENNIS MALCOLM ISAIAH COL 8/10/1994 
591 3680056501 O'SOUP DERRICK GLEN 8/4/1972 
592 J _, I.L V..JVUI 

........ ,... 
Llt;...JI lt;.t;. I_ 1 ~ 1 ~ 

... , , _,, __ ...,_ 

593 f O'SOU P DEVON ISSAC SAMUAL 4/22/ 1990 
594 3680086901 O'SOUP DWAN KATHLEEN 2/28/1982 
595 3680013802 O'SOUP ENAITH MAY 5/15/1930 
596 3680066401 O'SOUP FRANK COREY 12/11/1974 

" 597 3680028301 O'SOUP GARTH GLEN 2/7/1955 LOuNl' ILL Q'Q_ \ 
598 3680033301 O'SOUP GREGORY 10/10/1960 
599 '"JC O I"\1"\01"\1"\1"\1 - n t c-,... on r-nr-r-,...n OL'l t: hno~ . ..., _, - ·- - .~ _;, 
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600 3680024501 O'SOUP - HOWARD LAWRENCE GLENN 1/15/1951 -
601 3680074601 O'SOUP HOWARD SOLAMON 7/18/1977 
602 3680042901 O'SOUP ISABEL 12/31/ 1966 
603 3680033302 O'SOUP IVY JEAN 1/23/1959 LoOf\lt-1 LlDI'2- [ 
604 3680088801 O'SOUP JACQUELINE MARGARET 1/17/1983 
605 noc-r. on ...... or- r-n A on c /c 11 n"7n 

~~~~~ -~~~ ~ ~~~ ~-~ 

606 O'SOUP JESSIE CODY 3/24/1993 
607 3680040702 ~ O'SOUP JOCELYN KIMBERLY RACHEAL --,_ 4/6/1988 
608 3680057401 0 1SOUP JOSEPH SPENCER 11/21/1972 
609 3680091501 O'SOUP JOSHUA LANCE DAMON ISAIAH . 6/16/1984 
610 3680043703 O'SOUP JUSTINE MORALES 7/2 1/ 1993 (\')DN~:r.LL OfC l 
611 3680057203 0 1SOUP KESHA MARIE 7/4/1996 
612 3680149201 O'SOUP KURTIS ALLAN WILLIAM 10/2/1987 I 

613 3680024601 O'SOU P LAVE RNE LYNN 4/9/1951 
614 3680061101 O'SOU P LINDA JOYCE 11/ 15/1973 
615 ... ,..,..,.,,., ,,.,,...,., ,...,.,,..,...,. ' " r\ DDA ll'.IC n r1n l1nr r-_,...,.., , - ~ ~~~ ~~ ·~ J f .J..Vf .J.. J V J 

616 3680042903 O'SOU P LUCAS JORDAN WILLIAM 1/ 11/ 1992 
617 ~COfH CC'"lf'\1 n 1cn t n lrV Al'.JIAI'.II"'\A ... 11 /11"\86 -

~ ~, ~-

618 3680055203 O'SOUP MARYL AV ERY RAYNE 10/ 19/1997 
619 -.rnnn-.-. r-nn ,-,.1.-,-,. '" l'.IIATTLi t:IA / ll'. JI t:D AI'.tr tC 1 [) / 1 7/1 O Q t:: 

~~~~~ -

620 3680023508 0 1SOUP M ICHELLE EM ILENE 11/26/1989 
621 -o r nnn...,-o r- n1 ,-,.1.-,-,. 1n 

~~~~~-~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ 11..1.. "" V I V L.L. .l. f:Jf .J. ::J JU - I 

622 '">C 0f'lf'l'">"70 1"11 r\I C" f"'' 10 .JtV O" 1\ 1\ /\"1"1/\ 1/ l ef±9ee lul)N C.,\ LLD 12--\ /\(2/~Vv~ Wly\ C<. • 

623 3680057201 ~ 0 1SOUP MYRNA DORIS 6/5/1972 
624 3680025001 O'SOUP PATRICK 3/17/ 1952 ( n t \r,JL\ LL-lYo \ -~l".rA ~ E [ D 
625 3680026801 O'SOUP PERCY 11/ 1/ 1953 
626 :>COI"If'l'"ln'"l f'l1 n •cn 1n nt:Tt:D r 1 IDTIC 1 f"\ ,1 

~, ~-Jv 

627 3680039601 O'SOUP ROBERT GLEN 5/9/1965 
628 3680168201 O'SOUP RYAN OWEN 4/2/1996 
629 3680064602 O'SOUP SEAN RICHARD 10/25/1993 
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630 c>connc>o-..f"\ 1 A 'CA on rr .. ' " " '""'" " - r: 11" 11 nc11 r j) t) N CJ l l "b-e. t -;Ao, e;~- t o.c c( 
631 ~r~~~r r~ ~•r~ on ,- , oro ~~• n<,..o • ., ,.... n / 1 A f 1f"\"7 A _, , 

~ ""-'"""' ..1 I LL'-''-' ''- "'' ·~ - - ~-

632 ..>UOUV ..>.I.V.I. 
-

v.:>uur .:>1 ICLLC "'~ O f ..Jj_ .I.:;J I I 

633 3680057301 O'SOUP SPENCER DAVID 4/ 27/ 1972 
634 3680077901 O'SOUP STACEY LYNN 10/ 29/ 1980 
635 -:>connoo-,n1 ,...,,-,... on -;..:,..rn or • r o o,.....- .1 h~ , , ~~~ 

..J L IL L.L.L.I'-' 

636 3680040703 OoSOUP TASHA REBECCA 5/ 12/ 1991 
637 3680021301 O'SOUP TERRY HAZEl 5/28/1946 
638 3680077903 O'SOUP TYRA LANELl 6/1/ 1998 
639 ~ '" .. " ..IML~bfl 'Z-)•f) QI"A /)A ~ 9 c2;2? ' rlh -' ' .... V ..>VU 

640 3680032304 O'SOUP-ROCHELEAU ASHlEY RAE 5/ 5/1991 T " 
641 -.rnn~A"7"7n1 ,....,,-,.... on n ,....,.. , ,,- , - - ,- , ~- ~~,LVtPFri.. _-y:_ -vv · ~ JL-.:1::1'"" ' '-1 or" ILL ..,,. v, - v , .I.:;JO ..> 

642 3680019902 PAPEQUASH AARON TROY 6/26/ 1986 
643 3680084801 - PAPEQUASH AARON VAUGHN 4/19/1981 
644 ..,,- , 

1.1. L\.,(,V•"\Jr Al'l\JtL rAil n -' / ::J/ .I. :;JOJ. 

645 3680056701 PAPEQUASH 
~ 

ANGELINE JOYCE 
-~ 

7/19/ 1972 
646 3680032001 PAPEQUASH ANITA NOREEN 6/25/1959 
647 3680039701 - PAPEQUASH ARMOND LESLIE 6/5/1965 
648 3680021701 PAPEQUASH 

~ 

ARNOlD WILLIAM 1/28/1947 
649 ,,-~~~~~ ~~ n nr~ ro 

M::JriLL ULI- ~ 0 / ::I f .I. ::IOU 

650 3680053302 PAPEQUASH ASHTON TERRENCE 4/ 1/ 1995 
651 3680081901 PAPEQUASH BRADlEY CHRISTIAN 2/ 9/ 1980 
652 3680019903 PAPEQUASH BRANDON RYAN ALBERT 1/4/ 1989 
653 3680049301 ---- PAPEQUASH - BRIAN FRANCIS 6/29/ 1970 
654 3680056901 PAPEQUASH BRIDGED ANN 8/28/1972 
655 3680087601 PAPEQUASH CAMERON CLARENCE EARL 6/ 27/ 1982 
656 3680069401 PAPEQUASH CANDIDA FAYE 10/24/1975 
657 3680044701 PAPEQUASH CARL EDWIN - -· 8/21/1968 
658 ~--~~~~ ~~ n nr~ r 

.JVVVV<-' r.I.V<- L'-<.V. '"1..1 .._, ,\.J'I:' l 'iT'i- U f Uf .I.JJJ 

659 3680057603 ~ PAPEQUASH 
~ 

CAROLINE ALICE 6/23/1994 
---~ 
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660 3680041604 PAPEQUASH CASSIE ROBYN 2/28/ 1994 
661 3680073101 PAPEQUASH - CHARITY HOPE 2/25/ 1977 
662 3680041601 PAPEQUASH - CHARLENE MAE 10/ 16/ 1966 
663 3680069301 PAPEQUASH - CHARLIE DALE 10/9/ 1975 
664 _2~Qf1f1"72"7f11 DI\DCr'l 1\C r 11\ CITV r'l ' I C , , , c / 1 0"7"7 _ ~c). ,{) a...c../c c-... \A. 

665 3680147201 PAPEQUASH CHELSA RAE 2/ 15/ 1986 
666 3680025303 ~ ..n.J\DCr'l 1\C L l"' l lr-H <: I\ 11: 1\r"\C t:: l r'I D I /1 1 n/'l1 / 1 aa~ - ~- -
667 3680018601 ~ PAPEQUASH ~ CHRISTINE 8/ 14/ 1941 
668 3680085201 PAPEQUASH CHRISTOPHER JORDAN LEE 5/3/ 1981 to 0 N C...l L L 0 t2.. \ 
669 3680093001 - PAPEQUASH CODY EAGLE 10/ 24/1984 
670 3680042503 PAPEQUASH CRAIG M ICHEAL 11/16/1988 
671 3680079402 PAPEQUASH DALLAS THOMAS JAY 5/3/1997 
672 3680080501 PAPEQUASH DANIEL ASHLEY JOSEPH 6/29/ 1979 
673 3680053301 PAPEQUASH DARLENE KAREN 6/ 13/ 1971 
674 3680037301 PAPEQUASH DARWIN CHARLES 8/29/ 1963 
675 3680032004 PAPEQUASH DEEANDRA STAR 4/4/ 1986 
676 3680046201 PAPEQUASH DELILA JOY 2/8/ 1969 
677 PAPEQUASH DESTINY DAWN 5/9/1989 
678 3680049201 PAPEQUASH DONALDA ANN 6/ 25/ 1970 
679 3680056703 PAPEQUASH ~·- DWAYNE EDWIN - - 4/ 26/ 1995 
680 3680015701 PAPEQUASH EDITH PEARL 8/15/ 1936 
681 3680030001 PAPEQUASH - ELAINE RUTH 5/8/1957 
682 3680052001 -·. PAPEQUASH ELVIRA KIM 2/1/1971 
683 3680029901 PAPEQUASH ERVIN DANIEL 4/9/1957 
684 3680035201 PAPEQUASH ERVIN LLOYD 11/ 25/ 1961 
685 3680034301 - --- PAPEQUASH 

-
-- ESTHER ROSE ·- 4/2/ 1961 C. D l> N C-1 LLn 1<._ 1 

686 3680174201 PAPEQUASH EVA JEAN M ARIE 7/16/1987 
687 3680030006 PAPEQUASH FLOYD WAYNE 10/29/1985 
688 3680031401 PAPEQUASH - GERALD M ICHAEL 10/ 10/ 1958 -
689 3680054801 

~ 

PAPEQUASH GLENN M ARCEL 1/ 16/1972 ~ \J0N t_\ LLDI? l 
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690 3680082701 PAPEQUASH JARVIS CHARLES 6/11/1980 
691 3680052002 PAPEQUASH JASMINE DANIELLE 9/8/ 1989 
692 3680076001 PAPEQUASH JASON TROY 1/ 28/ 1978 
693 3680089701 PAPEQUASH JEREMY DAVID DELVIN 7/1/1983 
694 3680069402 PAPEQUASH JONATHAN BLAIR 12/ 20/ 1992 
695 3680043802 PAPEQUASH JONATHAN PAUL 7/31/ 1987 
696 3680087401 PAPEQUASH - JOSHUA CLINT 4/ 11/ 1982 CDuNC-\LLo K l 
697 3680035601 - PAPEQUASH KAREN JOYCE 8/20/ 1962 
698 3680041603 PAPEQUASH KATHLEEN RAQUEL 3/ 17/ 1989 
699 3680037701 PAPEQUASH KEITH EARL 12/ 25/ 1963 
700 3680056705 PAPEQUASH KELSEY TAYLOR 2/ 27/ 1997 
701 '>COI"\1"\,'>1""1"\'> n11nr-l'"\ ,,.. 1/[""\ I" I"\ I"\ lr" II('" -·-.,.-- --- n 1-o.., ,... ,... .., 

·- ..... :-:= ~. ~~, · J~ 

702 --.rn'V)J\') 1: 1"\~ - n A ncf"\ i i\ C I( J: \ /1 1\1 I( j: 1\1 .. Q/14/ 1 Qfifi o."tt~ v l {J ·g&t J 

703 3680063302 PAPEQUASH KIANA DESTINY DAWN 2/8/1996 ./ 

704 3680089301 ~~ 
PAPEQUASH KRISTIN LAUREN 3/19/1984 

705 
. .., 

I/ L:5f J.":H L ..JVVVV..J V.I. ::' ' L. I...(.U MJ r L.M V • L.I ~ \...C U/-\V IU 

706 3680027201 - PAPEQUASH LEONA DARLENE 8/4/ 1955 LfJbt\[) ,l LL t~ ll "'¥ 
707 PAPEQUASH LEROY DANIEL 9/21/ 1988 
708 3680071901 - PAPEQUASH - LILA FLORANCE 3/16/ 1956 
709 3680036401 PAPEQUASH LYMAN CHARLES 1/19/1963 LOU \'J G\ U .D ¥2. l 
710 3680054802 PAPEQUASH MARIA EVELYN 8/19/1994 
711 3680039301 PAPEQUASH MARLENE LEE 12/4/ 1948 
712 3680043801 PAPEQUASH MAXINE ROSE 4/ 22/ 1968 
713 3680046204 PAPEQUASH . MICHAEL WILLIAM WAYNE 12/ 23/ 1985 
714 3680048501 PAPEQUASH MICHELLE DAWN 3/28/1971 
715 3680041702 RAnl:f"\ 1\C I 1\llni\IT .11.1\1.11. nJ: I \A/Vl\1 "::1 /') /~QQO::: 

716 3680048503 PAPEQUASH NAOMI CHEYENNE 5/ 20/1993 
717 3680056704 PAPEQUASH NATHAN ERIC - 12/ 13/ 1993 
718 3680048502 PAPEQUASH NICHOLE DAWN 

--~-
12/ 13/ 1986 ... 

719 3680037902 ·-- PAPEQUASH NIOMAI STARLIGHT 7/ 5/ 1987 \ 
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720 3680079401 PAPEQUASH PEGGY LAUREEN 3/ 11/ 1979 
721 3680079301 PAPEQUASH PETER MOSES 3/8/1979 
722 -. rnnn-. A~ n~ " ,.,,...,.... ,... " "' ........... 111-10'11"1[""1"\ 

J .. ~ .... ~ 'J ''"' 
723 3680041602 ~ PAPEQUASH RENE MARIE 9/25/1986 
724 3680038804 PAPEQUASH ROBERT RYAN 7/26/1990 
725 3680025301 - PAPEQUASH - RODNEY CLARENCE 6/25/1952 
726 3680041701 PAPEQUASH RONALD DESMOND 10/ 18/1967 
727 3680092701 PAPEQUASH SALENA ELMA PEARL 9/13/1984 
728 3680069403 PAPEQUASH SAMANTHA NATALIE LINDA FAYE 3/14/1997 
729 3680086301 PAPEQUASH SANDRA MAE 11/12/1981 
730 3680074501 PAPEQUASH SHANNA LYNN 4/4/ 1978 
731 3680074503 PAPEQUASH SHAY LYNN LAUREEN 1/ 7/ 1998 
732 3680080401 PAPEQUASH SHAYNE ELIJAH 6/23/1979 
733 3680057702 - PAPEQUASH SHERIDAN THOMAS 3/4/ 1994 
734 3680030501 PAPEQUASH SHIRLEY 1/11/ 1959 
735 3680040301 PAPEQUASH THERESE MARIE 3/30/1948 
736 3680081601 PAPEQUASH TROY LEE 1/19/1980 
737 3680070301 PAPEQUASH - VINCENT FARREL 3/18/1976 
738 3680043701 PAPEQUASH VONDA LEE 4/ 16/1968 
739 3680063301 - PAPEQUASH = WAYNE EVERTI 5/27/1974 
740 3680052801 PAPEQUASH WILBERT JOHN DOUGLAS 5/12/1971 
741 3680074502 PAPEQUASH- JALISA SHARA Y 12/31/ 1996 

KEEPNESS 

742 3680047301 PARROTI BRENDA LOUISE 8/30/1966 
743 3680048803 - PASCAL CHRISTOPHER SEAN 5/11/1992 
744 3680048805 PASCAL ELIZABETH MARJOREE 8/31/1996 
745 3680048801 PASCAL LAURIE ANN 3/29/1970 
746 3680048802 PASCAL RYAN JAMES 1/12/1990 
747 3680048804 PASCAL WILBERT RICHARD 9/2/1995 
748 3680039602 - PEDERSON ~ ALANAH KRISTY 8/21/1991 
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Control 
749 
7~0 

751 
752 
753 
754 
755 
756 
757 
758 
759 
760 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
769 
-,-,n 

771 
772 
773 
774 
775 
776 
777 
778 

I 
I 

Treaty Number 
3680039603 
3680050702 -

3680035506 
3680069702 
3680151201 
3680035701 -
3680155601 
3680091701 
3680035501 
3680086801 
3680083201 
3680080601 
3680072001 
3680088301 
3680035705 .. ~-

3680035505 
-.rnnn-. r- -.n A 
JVV VVJJ V ~~ 

3680063002 
3680070501 

3680071001 
">C0r\1'"7r\'"7r\1 

~ 

3680040001 
3680032501 -
3680065102 ~ 
3680046901 
3680046903 
3680068603 -

3680068602 
3680068604 
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last Name 
PEDERSON 

PEDERSON 

PELLETIER 

PELLETIER 

PELLETI ER 

PELLETIER 

PELLETI ER 

PELLETIER 

PELLETIER 

PELLETIER 

PELLETI ER 

PELLETIER 

PELLETIER 

PELLETIER 

PELLETIER --
PELLETIER 
nr- ,....,.,,...., 

L. L.L.L. 'L. ' 

PELLETIER-BRASS 

PETRUIC 

PICHIE 

PLANTE 
D l CITC 7 

POCHEL 

POWERS 

PRATI 

QU ILL 

QUILL 

RAPHAEL-COTE 

RAPHAEL-COTE 

RAPHAEL-COTE 

Given Names Birthdate Comments 
SAMUEL ROBERT 4/3/1996 
SARA ALEXIS 8/26/1993 
CHANTELLE ISABELLE 8/30/ 1988 ~ 
CODY DAVID EDWARD LEE - 6/20/1988 
DION LANE LANDERS 12/17/1981 
MARCELLA DAWN 1/ 10/ 1962 CouciLLoR I 
MELANIE STARR 6/11/1983 
M ISHA BRYCE 4/16/1984 
PEARLENE GRACE 10/ 31/ 1962 ;r'! 

SAUL JOSEPH 2/ 1/ 1982 
SEAN GARRY 9/26/ 1980 
SHAUN JENETIE 7/7/ 1979 
SHEENA RAE 11/17/1986 
SHERI DAWN 9/11/1982 
SKYLER DONALD WOLF - 8/29/ 1995 
SLOAN PETER 8/8/1986 
... ,.. "' ,.. ,.,,., .... 

.,_, or -'o -'-V, -'--' '-'-' 

KIANA TAIGE --~ - 4/21/1997 
GORDON MARTIN 12/ 9/ 1975 
CHARISSA AMBER DAWN 6/19/ 1994 
CHER LEANNE 7/13/1976 
Al\111\1\ l nA 1\111\0 C I\ IC C:./1 , /100C:. 

~. ~-, ~--~ 

CHARLES ALBERT 11/6/1960 
JESSICA RHONDA ANNE - 10/24/1960 
REBECCA SHAYNE JULIA -= 5/21/ 1992 
ANITA JOY - 2/27/1966 
M ITCHELL DARWIN 3/12/1992 
KAYLEM 6/ 17/ 1995 . 
STANLEY JOSEPH 8/6/ 1993 :{AA\,..nCPr.9 r ~ j) /\ /) -"• ...o..-1 
TROY CRUZ 3/12/1997 

.j 
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Control Treaty Number Last Name Given Names Birthdate Comments 
779 :J t::onnA :J on-, occrc Cl""\ O.lL~fl~ n lr'l A nr. 

~ - ·~ - ........ , v, ~~~~ 

?Bo l-3680074301 REED - BRADLEY SCOTI - 6/28/1976 
781 2t::onnonc:n1 Dr'IDCDTC r -rrn1 A 1 r 1"\ or r 

~· .. ·~ ~~~·-~ --- ~, ~~ .L.:I U ' 

7 82 t-3680032301 -- ROCHELEAU ~ CAROL JOYCE 10/10/1959 
783 3680084601 - ROCHELEAU - ROBIN SPENCER 3/21/1981 ~ 

784 3680055201 ROCKTHUNDER PENNY MAXINE 2/20/1972 
785 r~~~ n~rr <~c- r-~ 1\AADt::ADCT o/1n / 1oo.., .:> U OU .L v VV.L - ~ ·- -- ~ 

786 3680071101 ROSS MARILYN JOY 6/18/1975 
787 ">C0f'I1Cf'l"7f'l1 -- Dr'ICC RnRVI\J n,:: !11\J 7 / 1 ~/1 q7q 

788 3680083101 ROULETIE ALVIRA LYNN 9/28/1980 I 

789 3680061704 ROURKE SAMANTHA LOVE BRASS 1/16/1995 
790 3680061703 ROURKE-BRASS RODNEY KYLE 3/30/1992 
791 3680022301 RUSSELL ALVINA GRACE 6/18/1949 
792 3680048303 SAMUEL AARON MCKENZIE 11/26/1987 
793 3680074901 SASKOSKY ANGELA LYN 7/12/1977 
794 3680152401 SCHM INKE MAXINE RAE 2/27/1977 
795 3680147901 SCHUETI KRISTY LEE 7/8/1985 
796 3680036704 SCHULT KEVIN VAUGHN 8/26/1995 
797 3680159801 SCHULT KIRSTEN ANNALIESSE 8/18/1998 
798 3680036701 SCHULT WANDA 3/23/1963 
799 3680048904 - SECHTING - KIMBERLY KRISTEN 6/20/1994 
800 3680028801 ...__ SHINGOOSE ~ ARLENE LOUISE 12/ 15/ 1956 r \JDr-\0 1 Ll D'R-- \ 
801 3680069903 SHORE JONATHAN NATHAN 1/6/1994 
802 3680069902 SHORE JOSHUA CHRISTOPHER 1/6/1994 
803 3680069904 SHORE MARVIN 4/23/1996 
804 3680069901 SHORE TRACEY ANN 11/17/ 1975 
805 3680068502 SILVA ALECIA ROSE BRASS 12/31/1993 
806 3680068501 SILVA ANGELA MICHELLE 7/28/1975 L 

807 3680068503 SILVA JUSTINE ALYSSA 10/19/1997 ~~ \()t,Ui)\ &){\~ t'~~ 
808 3680146801 SKELTON TYLER WILLIAM ALLAN 8/8/1988 
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809 3680063401 SMITH BARBARA MAE 8/ 6/ 1931 
810 3680043702 SMITH GEORGE ANTHONY 11/7/1987 
811 3680057102 STEWART BRANDY MERANDA 12/13/1989 
812 3680057104 STEWART TIAAUTUMN 11/5/ 1997 
813 3680090001 fTr\ ICI'I f"'l Qf"\Y/11\11\11= 1\11/\DIJ: 'X/Q/1 Q'X~ 

814 3680064401 ~ STRONG EAGLE CHARLEEN MARIE 5/ 24/ 1954 
815 3680065301 STRONG EAGLE - JAMES ELMER - - - - 2/16/1976 -y l 
816 3680065302 STRONG EAGLE SKYLAR JAMES 3/14/1993 
817 3680065401 - STRONG EAGLE VERNON SINCLAIR 2/ 13/1977 
818 3680092901 TANNER =- AN DREA SPRING DAWN 10/30/1984 
819 3680159501 ..,..,,,.... r VJ\C i II: IJ\f\ AI\ 1\ '"> ' " r ' " nnr 

~ ·~ ~ ~~ ~J~~ 

820 .......... 
-''-''-''-''-'-''-''-''-''-' IVIV "'\J J l IL. \L. t• " ,"'\ IV IL. "'\1 .l..l.f .l. ::>f .l.:JO I 

821 3680167901 THOMPSON AARON BRADY 8/20/1993 
822 3680085801 THOMPSON CAITLYN ALEXANDRA 11/4/ 1997 
823 3680062201 ~ THOMPSON - DARRELL WAYNE 12/9/1970 
824 3680066201 THOMPSON KYLA MARIE 10/24/1978 <> ()~ c~ t i\.P-Y.J4 <~ &>(__ 
825~ 3680167401 - THOMPSON MELISSA LYNN 9/ 19/1996 
826 3680157901 THOMPSON TYRONE CHRISTOPHER 10/11/ 1992 l 

827 3680155801 TOURANGEAU -- .. JAMES CLIFFORD = 7/3/1991 
828 3680145401 TRAVERS CHARLEEN JOY 6/18/1962 
829 3680070901 VALDEZ - -

WALTON KEVIN 7/6/1976 
830 3680062901 - VENNE - MARLENE ~ 3/17/ 1960 
831 3680054602 VILLENEUVE KERRISA ANGELINE RAE 5/25/ 1993 
832 3680054603 VILLENEUVE LAVENDER ROSE 6/ 5/ 1990 
833 3680054601 VILLENEUVE RAY CONRAD 3/19/1970 
834 3680046203 VIVIE DESTINY DESIREE SHI NING STAR 7/7/ 1993 
835 3680046205 VIVIE KE NNETH VICTOR JOHN 10/25/1988 
836 3680159301 WALTON CARLA ALICE JOYCE 8/ 28/1995 
837 3680091401 WALTON RACHEL DAWN 10/28/1982 
838 3680148401 WALTON CLARA ALINE 5/27/1994 
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839 3680148501 WALTON DUSTY TYLER 8/7/1988 
840 3680148301 WALTON SHARON LOUISE 7/ 7/1986 
841 3680062001 WAPASH PRESTON NEIL JOSEPH 5/ 23/ 1988 
842 3680045101 WARDMAN ALFRED EARL DENNIS 7/ 14/ 1965 
843 3680045901 WARD MAN GERALDINE JOYCE 2/ 20/ 1943 
844 3680168601 WARDMAN JAIK SKULL 9/1/ 1998 
845 3680055701 WARDMAN TERRI LYN BERTH A 3/ 13/ 1968 
846 3680094501 WASH HOLLY CORRINE 5/ 18/ 1985 
847 3680038103 WASH ROY THOMAS FI ELDS 5/ 25/ 1987 I 

848 3680052102 WATSON-DANI ELS ERICA VIOLET RE NEE 8/ 20/ 1989 
849 3680077801 W EATHERSTON JOANNA MAUREEN 2/ 17/ 1986 
850 ~~~~~ · ~ ~ · ~~ · ~~ ~~ · ·- ~ ~~~~~~ -· ~'"' .., ~"" <.J ~ -.I, \;..t{ \) I () F- ct l"v"Qoll-\ov , .... .._ , I L. I U '- L. \L.LJL. I '-1 ~~/ ~~. ~ ..JV ..J 

851 3680047402 W ERNER DAWN LYNN 1/ 24/ 1988 
852 3680047401 WERNER M YRNA ROSE 9/ 11/ 1969 
853 3680062701 W HITE ANGELA GAYLE 10/ 8/ 1973 
854 3680064901 WHITE DARREN VINCENT 3/26/ 1971 
855 3680062601 W HITE JANET ELIZABETH 11/ 27/ 1949 
856 3680068601 W HITE HAWK DERIAN CHERYLE 3/ 6/ 1975 
857 3680040901 W HITE HAWK M ARLENE GRACE 3/11/ 1966 
858 3680040101 W IEG ELE SHARON ELIZABETH 6/25/ 1965 
859 3680032607 WORM NI KITA NICOLE 5/27/ 1986 
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1 ADAM RITA CHARLOTIE 
2 AHKIMNACHIE DONNA LEE 

~ ALEXCEE ANNETIE LEEANNE 
All SHARON LYNN 

5 ANDERSON EARL WAYNE WILLIAM 
6 ANDERSON LEON FLOYD GEORGE 
7 ANTHONY WILLA ANN 
8 ARKINSON-O'SOUP BRENDAN JAMES 

9 BADGER ALEXANDER GEORGE 

10 BADGER JACOB CHARLES 

11 BADGER JOSHUA FRANKLIN 

12 BAILEY TISHA LEE 

13 BARKER BLAIR EDDY 

14 BARKER JARED DANIEL 

15 BELL KIANA CAROL 

16 BRASS AARON JOSEPH 

17 BRASS AARON MICHEAL 

18 BRASS ALLISON LYN 

19 BRASS AMY RYCE 

20 BRASS ANGIE EILEEN 

21 BRASS ANITA LYNN 

22 BRASS ANTHONY DONALD LAWRENCE 

23 BRASS ANTHONY LAWRENCE 

24 BRASS ARNOLD DOUGLAS 

~5 BRASS ASHLEY IRENE 

5 BRASS BERNELDA ROSE 

27 BRASS BLAIR MANFORD 

28 BRASS BOB MICHAEL 

29 BRASS BONN IE LYNN 

30 BRASS BRENDA 

31 BRASS BRENDA ANNE 

32 BRASS CALEB CLIFFORD 

33 BRASS CALVIN BLAIN 

34 BRASS CALVIN BLAINE JUNIOR 

35 BRASS CASSANDRA MARIE DAWN 

36 BRASS CHEYENNE ETHEL AMY 

37 BRASS CHRISTOPHER IVAN 

38 BRASS CHRISTOPHER MATIHEW 

39 BRASS CLARICE 

40 BRASS CODY AARON 

41 BRASS CODY JAMES 

42 BRASS COLLEEN ELAINE 

43 BRASS COLLEEN W ILMA 

44 BRASS CRYSTAL JAMIE GAY 

45 BRASS CRYSTAL MONICA 

46 BRASS CYNTHIA EVE 

~7 BRASS DALE BRADLEY 

3 BRASS DAMIEN DEAN 

49 BRASS DAN IEL SOLOMON 

50 BRASS DARCY SHELDON 

51 BRASS DARNELL JADE 

52 BRASS DARREN DELBERT GEORGE 

53 BRASS DARREN JUSTI N 

54 BRASS DAVID ELMER FRANK 

55 BRASS DAVID VICTOR 

56 BRASS DENISE CAROLE CLAUDETIE 

57 BRASS DERRICK BRIAN 
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58 BRASS DERRICK LEE 
59 BRASS DESIREE LANA MARIE 
~0 BRASS DONALDA RAY 

1 BRASS DONNA LEE 
62 BRASS DONNA LYNN 
63 BRASS DUSTIN DAYAN 
64 BRASS DUSTIN WILLIAM VICTOR 
65 BRASS DWANYE VERNON 
66 BRASS EDWARD MILES 
67 BRASS ELAINE WINIFRED 
68 BRASS ELIVIRA MAY 
69 BRASS EMILY JEAN 
70 BRASS EMILY MARIE 
71 BRASS ERIC GLENN 
72 BRASS ETHAN MICHAEL 
73 BRASS FELICIA ANN 
74 BRASS FERALYN WILBERT 
75 BRASS FRED ALLAN 
76 BRASS FREDDRICK JAMES NORMAN 

77 BRASS FREDERICK THOMAS 
78 BRASS GERI LARISSA 

79 BRASS GLENDA ROSE 

80 BRASS HOWARD GORDON 

81 BRASS IAN JOSEPH 

~2 BRASS JACKSON JAMES 
,3 BRASS JADE ERIN 

84 BRASS JAMES ALVIN 

85 BRASS JAY-CEE 

86 BRASS JEFFREY DESMOND 

87 BRASS JENNIFER JANE 

88 BRASS JEREMY DON 

89 BRASS JEREMY JOEL 

90 BRASS JESSE MARIE 

91 BRASS JESSE THOMAS 

92 BRASS JOHNNY NOJAKANAPANAC 

93 BRASS JORDAN LEIGH 

94 BRASS JORDON JOSHUA 

95 BRASS JOSEPH ANGUS 

96 BRASS JOSEPH DOUGLAS 

97 BRASS JOSEPH JAMES 

98 BRASS JOSEPH OWEN PATRICK 

99 BRASS JOSHUA TRENTON 

100 BRASS JOSHUA TYSON DAVID 

101 BRASS JUDITH KAREN SANDRA 

102 BRASS KALEEM DARIAN REED 

103 BRASS KATHERINE VERNA 

-1.04 BRASS KEITH THOMAS 
_as BRASS KELLY RENIE 

106 BRASS KENDRA ANN 

107 BRASS KENNEDY RAY 

108 BRASS KENNETH MILES 

109 BRASS KENWARD ARNOLD 

110 BRASS KEVIN MILTON 

111 BRASS KEVIN VAUGHN 

112 BRASS LAUREENA MARIE 

113 BRASS LAWRENCE KEITH 

114 BRASS LEATIA DANIEL 
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115 BRASS LISA MARIE 
116 BRASS LLOYD WILLIAM 

"\17 BRASS LOREnA MAY 
... 18 BRASS LORNE OLIVER 
119 BRASS MALEYSIA ALICIA KELLY 
120 BRASS MARGARET JANE 
121 BRASS MARLENE ROSE 
122 BRASS MARY LOUISE 
123 BRASS MAnHEW DAVID EDWARD 
124 BRASS MAVIS REBECCA 
125 BRASS MELANIE 
126 BRASS MELANIE JOYCE 
127 BRASS MELODY RAE 
128 BRASS MERVIN BURYL 
129 BRASS MICHAEL LESLIE 
130 BRASS M ICHAEL WAYNE 
131 BRASS MORGAN ASHLEY 
132 BRASS NATASHA ROSE 
133 BRASS NATHAN DANIEL 
134 BRASS NATHAN DENNIS 
135 BRASS NICHOLES DUANE 
136 BRASS NICOLE DAWN 
137 BRASS NICOLE DAWN 
138 BRASS NIKITA BRinANY AMBER 

"'-B9 BRASS NORMAN DEREK 
140 BRASS PAMALA NICHOLE 
141 BRASS PATRICIA ANN 

142 BRASS PERCY M ILTON JUNIOR 
143 BRASS PHILIP SEBASTIAN 
144 BRASS RALPH GIFFORD 

145 BRASS RAMONA FAYE 
146 BRASS RANDELL KELLY 

147 BRASS RAND! CREE JUSTINE 
148 BRASS RAYNELLE ELAINE 

149 BRASS REBECCA GRACE 
150 BRASS RENEE DEXTER 

151 BRASS RICHARD ANTHONY 

152 BRASS RICHARD JOSEPH 

153 BRASS RICHARD SEAN 

154 BRASS RIVER WINSTON MORGAN 

155 BRASS ROBERT MILES 

156 BRASS ROBIN ROLAND 

157 BRASS RODNEY JASON 

158 BRASS ROSE MARIE CHERYL 

159 BRASS ROXANE GALE 

160 BRASS RUSSELL JOSEPH 
, 161 BRASS RUTH NORA 

162 BRASS RYAN GORDON 

163 BRASS SANFORD GEORGE 

164 BRASS SCOn SOLOMON SHELDON 

165 BRASS SHANNON MILES 

166 BRASS SHELDON LYLE 
167 BRASS SHELDON ROY 

168 BRASS SHIRLEY OLIVE 

169 BRASS SKYLER 

170 BRASS SONIA DAWN 

171 BRASS SONYA NOREEN 
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172 BRASS STANLEY DOLPHUS 
173 BRASS STANLEY EDWARD 
~74 BRASS STEPHEN ALVIN EDMUND 

-'-75 BRASS SUMMER STORM 
176 BRASS TARA MARIE 
177 BRASS TENA ELYSE 
178 BRASS TERRY 
179 BRASS THERESA MARY LYNN 
180 BRASS TIFFANIE LAURAN 
181 BRASS TONI RENEE 
182 BRASS TRACY LEAH 
183 BRASS TREVOR ADRIAN 
184 BRASS TRINA MARION DAWN 
185 BRASS TYLER ERNEST EDWARD 
186 BRASS TYLER WADE 
187 BRASS TYRON LEIGH 
188 BRASS VANESSA ANN 
189 BRASS VANESSA BLAINE 
190 BRASS WILLARD CLARENCE 
191 BRASS WILLIAM JOSEPH 
192 BRASS-HILLMAN TRISTIAN MICHAEL 
193 BRASS-SULLIVAN MAIKAYLA RUTH IRENE 
194 BRAZEAU ELEANORE 
195 BRAZEAU MURIEL AUDREY 

'1.96 BREMNER WANDA 
i97 BRINLEY MICHAEL DAVID 
198 BROWN EVELYN RUTH MELVINE 
199 BROWN RANDOLF JAMES 
200 BROWN WESLEY JACKSON 
201 BRUCE DEVERYL ALANA 
202 CAREY DELORES JANE 
203 CAVALLO CARLA DAWN 
204 CAVALLO CARLEENA HELEENA MARIA 
205 CHAFFEE MICHELLE LEE 
206 CHARTRAND ABBEYGAIL AMANDA 
207 CHARTRAND CARA MARGARET ELIZABETH 
208 CHARTRAND DOLORES 
209 CHARTRAND GILBERT THOMAS 
210 CHARTRAND IVAN ANTHONY 
211 CHARTRAND IVAN LEE JACOB 
212 CHARTRAND LAWRENCE DOUGLAS 
213 CHARTRAND LLOYD KEITH 
214 CHARTRAND LLOYD LAMBERT 
215 CHARTRAND MARGARET ELIZABETH 
216 CHARTRAND MARVIN GLEN 
217 CHARTRAND NATASHA LYNN MARIE 

~~18 CHARTRAND STANLEY JAMES 
219 CHARTRAND WALLACE JOHN 
220 CHARTRAND WILLARD LORENCE JOSEF 
221 CHARTRANDE CHESLEY WALTER 
222 CLARKE KELLY RICHARD 
223 COPITHORNE ALANA MARIE 
224 COPITHORNE KERRY SHANNON 
225 COTE DAVID ALLEN 
226 COTE DAVID DARRELL 
227 COTE DAVID HOWARD 

228 COTE DEIDRE ROSE 
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229 COTE DONALD DESMOND WILLIAM 
230 COTE ETHAN BRYAL 
~31 COTE JARVIS DARNELL 

_32 COTE KARRISA JAYNE BARBARA 
233 COTE NATASHA JEANETTE 
234 COTE RACHELLE FAYE 
235 COTE VANESSA MICHELLE 
236 CRANE ADRIAN BERNARD 
237 CRANE ANDY CLARENCE 
238 CRANE ANN 
239 CRANE BARBARA 
240 CRANE BRENDAN MARK 
241 CRANE BRENT MICHAEL 
242 CRANE CARMON DEAN 
243 CRANE CASSIUS CLIFFORD 
244 CRANE CHERYL ANN 
245 CRANE CLIFFORD LESLIE 
246 CRANE CODY MATTHEW 
247 CRANE COURTNEY DESIREE 
248 CRANE DAVID MOSES 
249 CRANE DELBERT WARREN JAMES 
250 CRANE EMILY VICTORIA BEVERLY 
251 CRANE GARDA CONSTANCE 
252 CRANE GEORGE LESLIE 

~53 CRANE HARRIETT DELMA 
L54 CRANE JAMIE DANIEL 
255 CRANE JOSEPH DELBERT 
256 CRANE KAREN CECILIA 
257 CRANE KARISSA ASHLEY 
258 CRANE KAYLAJAMIE 
259 CRANE LORETTA LYNN 
260 CRANE MICHAEL LEE 
261 CRANE MICHEAL RYAN 
262 CRANE RAINY CLYDE 
263 CRANE RANDlE MARIE 
264 CRANE REECE VICTOR 
265 CRANE RICHARD 
266 CRANE RYAN JAMES 
267 CRANE SHAUN LITCHELL CHRISTIAN 
268 CRANE TATUM 
269 CRANE TEARRAH ELIZABETH 
270 CRANE TRISTAN TRENT 
271 CRANE TRUDY KIM 
272 CRANE TYLER TRENT 
273 CRANE TYRAJADE 
274 CRANE VELISE ROSE 

~75 CRANE WENDY LYNN 
2.76 CRANE MARTIN BRENDA LORRAINE 
277 CROWE VICTORIA LEE -
278 DEBLOIS SO LANGE 
279 DEGHENGHI LAVETTE RAE 
280 DEMONTIGNY ROLAND DESMOND JR. 
281 DERZAPH CRYSTAL ANN 
282 DERZAPH MARK JOHN 
283 DERZAPH PATRICIA ANN 
284 DESJARLAIS ANGELA GAYLE 
285 DESJARLAIS KENNY RAE 
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286 DESJARLAIS NAOMI LEE 
287 DIAMOND ECHO NOREEN LESLIE 
~88 DIAMOND MARIA 

_89 DIAMOND NORMAN JAMES CARLYLE 
290 DIPAOLO DANIEL RICHARD 
291 DOKUCHIE COLIN MAX 
292 DOKUCHIE CRYSTAL JOY 
293 DOKUCHIE GILDA BERTHA 
294 DOKUCHIE LESLEY KAREN 
295 DUCHARME KENNETH WESLEY 
296 DUCHARME MARIE MADELEINE 
297 DUCHARME MARIE MARQUERITE CECILE 
298 DUROCHER ELAINE BARBARA 
299 DUROCHER REGINALD DELWIN 
300 DUROCHER RICHARD GENE 
301 DYKEMA JUDY LUCY 
302 ELUNOR SHARLENE DAWN 
303 EVANS JAMES SPENCER 
304 EVANS JOANNE LOIS 
305 EVANS LOIS PAULINE 

306 EVANS PHILIP JOSEPH 
307 EWEN CARL EMILE 

308 EWEN COURTNEY DONALDA MICHELLE 

309 EWEN WILFRED ARCHIE 

" 10 FA VEL ALBERT DAVID 

J11 FA VEL DENISE LYNN 

312 FA VEL DESTINEY LAYN E 

313 FA VEL MELODY LYNN 

314 FIELD ASHLEY GENEVIEVE 

315 FIELD COLLIN BENNETI 

316 FIELD DONALDA 

317 FIELD DORIS KATHERINE 

318 FIELD LORI LEANNE 

319 FIELD MABEL DELO RES 

320 FIELD MARK SHANNON 

321 FIELD QUANNAH GARRY 

322 FISHER BARBRA ANN 

323 FISHER BERNADETIE MARY 

324 FORBES IRIS COLLEEN 

325 FORBES SHALON CARRIE LYNN 

326 FREEMAN JASON LEE BRASS 
327 FREEMAN SHAWN JOSEPH BRASS 

328 GALLAGHER VELMA CORRINE 

329 GAREAU CHRISTOPHER BRANT 

330 GENAILLE CATHERINE JOYCE 

331 GENAILLE JESSICA DEANNE 
... 332 GENAILLE TAYLOR CHASE GENAILLE 

333 GENAILLE YVONNE FAYE 

334 GORDON CHARLES BARRON 

335 GORDON COLTON ADAM 

336 GORDON COREY JOSEPH 

337 GORDON DARLENE DAWN 
338 GORDON DELMAR DEAN 

339 GORDON ELISE KYLA SAN MIGUEL 

340 GORDON ERNEST 
341 GORDON GAIL HOPE 
342 GORDON GLENDA MAE 
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343 GORDON JAMIE DARLENE 
344 GORDON JEREMY RAVE 
~45 GORDON JESSICA HOPE 
J46 GORDON JUSTIN LOUIS 
347 GORDON LILA DAWN 
348 GORDON MELVINA JOYCE 
349 GORDON MYRON DEAN 
350 GORDON NORMAN 
351 GORDON STEWART BLAIR 
352 GORDON STORMY KARLY MYRTLE DEE 
353 GREENSTEIN TIAHNNA MICHAELA MARIE 
354 GUILBAULT KRISTINE SASKOSKY 
355 GWYNNE MARY VERONICA 
356 HAFNER RODNEY JAMES JR. 
357 HARBISON MATTHEW TANNER 
358 HARPER JASMINE DENISE ANN-MARIE 
359 HARPER JESSICA MARIE 
360 HARPER JUSTENE ALICE 
361 HATHER JAMES KENNETH 
362 HATHER KENNETH MARLON 
363 HATHER KEVIN VINCENT 
364 HATHER RODNEY CALVIN MORGAN 
365 HATHER WILLIAM JOHN 
366 HENRY PAMELA GAIL 

~67 HILLMER KAREN RAE 

368 HINES CLAYTON DARRELL 

369 HINES DIANA MARIE 

370 HINES STONEY BUCK 

371 HOARD DEANNA VICTORIA 

372 HOARD DONALD SIDNEY 

373 HOARD LAWRENCE ADRIAN FREDERICK 

374 HOARD RICHARD ANTHONY 

375 HOARD RICHARD WILLIAM 

376 HOARD ROSALINA DAGMERE 

377 HOARD SANDRA LEE 

378 HOARD TERRY EARL 

379 HOBSON CORINNE LOVINA 

380 HODGSON SKY ANNE LAUREEN 

381 HOLMES DAMIAN LLOYD 

382 HOLMGREN ERIN LEANNE 

383 HRYCYK CALVINA FAITH 
384 HRYCYK STEVEN SHAUN 

385 HRYNIUK ELISA LYNN NOEL 
386 HUGHES SHELLEY EMILY ANN 
387 INNIS DANIEL DALE 
388 INNIS DELORES 

~89 IRON EAGLE BRENT 
.390 IRON EAGLE CRYSTAL DAWN 
391 IRON EAGLE DEANNA MARIE 
392 IRON EAGLE EMMA STORM MARIE 
393 IRONEAGLE NADINE RENEE 
394 IRON EAGLE-MCNAB DENISE JADA 
395 ISFELD AUDREY SHARON 
396 ISFELD KALYEN EVE 
397 ISFELD SHALON DAWN 
398 JINKERSON SHARON ESTER 
399 JOHNSON BELDEAN 
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400 JOHNSON JACQUELINE DAWN 
401 JOHNSON JAMES JOHN 

r-~02 JOHNSTON DARLENE YVONNE 
.·03 JOHNSTON JENNIFER SARA 

404 JUNE ERIN LINDSAY 
405 JUNE KALLI JORDAN 
406 JUNE MARJORIE BERNELLDA 
407 JUNE NICOLE LESLIE 
408 JUNE PERRI LYNN 
409 JUNE RYAN PAUL 
410 KARCHA MELISSA LEANNE 
411 KAY SARA ANN-MARIE 
412 KAYSEAS DENISE LYNN 
413 KEEWATIN DARNELL JOHN 
414 KEEWATIN JOHN EDWARD 
415 KEEWATIN SARAH CHRISTINA 
416 KEEWATIN VICTOR EDWIN 
417 KEGLER SHERRY LEA 
418 KESHANE ALYSSA BROOKE 
419 KESHANE AMANDA ROSE 
420 KESHANE ANNE KAREN 
421 KESHANE CHAD ALLAN 
422 KESHANE CHEYANNA IRENE 
423 KESHANE CHRISTOPHER JOHN 

~24 KESHANE CORNELIA JOYCE 
25 KESHANE CRAIG DEAN 

426 KESHANE CRYSTAL DAWN 
427 KESHANE DAKOTA LESLIE 

428 KESHANE DALE FRANK 

429 KESHANE DARCY STAN 

430 KESHANE DEBRA JOAN 

431 KESHANE DEVONIE GERALDINE 

432 KESHANE DUSTIN DELANY 

433 KESHANE EDNA RENE 

434 KESHANE FARRAH DAWN 

435 KESHANE FAYE LORRAINE 

436 KESHANE FELIX DEAN 

437 KESHANE FLORENCE CARLA 

438 KESHANE FLOYD WILLIAM 

439 KESHANE IRWIN JOESEPH 

440 KESHANE JAMIE FRANK 

441 KESHANE KAREN DOLORES 

442 KESHANE KIMBERLEY RENEE 
443 KESHANE LAVERNE AUDREY 
444 KESHANE LAWRENCE EDWARD 
445 KESHANE LAWRENCE WAYNE 

~46 KESHANE LEN NET 
47 KESHANE LESLIE FRANK 

448 KESHANE LISA WHITNEY 
449 KESHANE MACKENZIE PARKER 
450 KESHANE MARGARET ROSE 
451 KESHANE MELANIE GRACE 
452 KESHANE MELISSA MARIE 
453 KESHANE MERCEDES MARYDE CHRYSTAL 

ROSE 
454 KESHANE MICHAEL 
455 KESHANE NATASHIA MARIE 
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456 KESHANE NOLAN WAYNE 
457 KESHANE PATRICK JAMES 

"'458 KESHANE RACHEL SARAH MABEL 
+59 KESHANE RANDY FARRON KELESY 
460 KESHANE RENADA LEE 
461 KESHANE RYAN LEE PAXTON 
462 KESHANE SHAWNA LYNN 
463 KESHANE SIDNEY DALLAS 
464 KESHANE SOMMER RAINE 
465 KESHANE TALIA MARIE JOAN 
466 KESHANE TASHINA AUDREY LYNN 
467 KESHANE TAYLOR JAY 
468 KESHANE TERRENCE JOSEPH 
469 KESHANE-WILSON DREZ PATRICK 
470 KEY APRI L PRISCILLA 
471 KEY ASHLEY DANIELLE 
472 KEY BERT MICHAEL 
473 KEY CHANTI LE CLESTE 
474 KEY CLAYTON ALEXANDER 
475 KEY CLINTON DAVI D 

476 KEY DAKAOTA GLEN DANIEL 

477 KEY DANA TIE CARRIE 

478 KEY DANIEL BERNARD 

479 KEY DARYL ROSS 

~80 KEY DELWYN DANI EL 

~81 KEY DEVAN MICHAEL ARON 

482 KEY JOSEPH 

483 KEY KAREN JOYCE 

484 KEY KESHIA MARIE 

485 KEY LEIGH ANN 

486 KEY MERVIN FREDERICK 

487 KEY MICHEAL DILLON 

488 KEY MISTY DAWN VICTORIA 

489 KEY NICOLE DAWN 

490 KEY SAHRA DAWN 

491 KEY SHARON LYNN 

492 KEY SHELLY ANN 

493 KEY STARLY ANN AMBER 

494 KEY VICTORIA ALVINA CO LLEEN 

495 KEY WILLIAM CHARLES 

496 KEY-PICHIE NADINE DANIELLE 

497 KEY-PICHIE STEPHANIE FAY 

498 KEY-WHITECAP JERRICA ASHLYNN 

499 KITCHEMONIA LARISSA RAE 

500 KKAIKKA ANN 

501 KNUTSON LAURIE OPAL 

~02 KOEHLER CHELSEA AMANDA 

.503 KUNTZ CANDACE LEE 

504 LAFONTAINE ROBERT JONATHAN PAUL 

505 LAFONTAINE SANDRA NOREEN 
506 LAM E MAN ALEXANDER M ICHAEL 

507 LAME MAN COURTN EY MICHELLE 

508 LAMEMAN JOSHUA KYLE 
509 LAME MAN VIVIAN NORA 

510 LARSON DELVIN GORDAN 

511 LE BOUTILLIER COURTNEY ANNE 
512 LE BOUTILLIER MITCHELL WAYNE 
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513 LEFEVRE KEVIN EARL 
514 LOUIE DONNA CAROL 
~15 LUSTY JASON ALBERT 
J16 MACISAAC WILLIAM GORDON CHARLES 
517 MACISSAC DEBBIE LYNN 
518 MARLATT CALVIN WILLIAM RUSSELL 
519 MARLATT JEFFRY STEPHEN 
520 MATKOVICH CINDY LOU ELIZABETH 
521 MATTSON CHANTELLE MARIE 
522 MATTSON COLE RONALD 
523 MATTSON EDWIN WALLACE SOLOMON 
524 MATTSON GARY EDWIN 
525 MATTSON JULIEN RONALD FRANCES 
526 MATTSON JUSTIN ROSS TREVOR 
527 MATTSON OSCAR ALLEN 
528 MATTSON RICHARD TECKO 
529 MATTSON RONALD ELARIUS 
530 MATTSON ROSS STAN LEY 
531 MATTSON RUBY 
532 MATTSON WADE EDWARD 
533 MATTSON WAYNE WALLACE 
534 MCARTHUR CAROL LYNN 
535 MCARTHUR CODY RHUEBEN 
536 MCDERMOTT JOSEPH EDMUND 

~37 MCDONALD KALENE KRISTIN 
j38 MCDONALD KAYLA DANIELLE 
539 MCDONALD KYLE JOSEPH 
540 MCGINNIS CINDY KATHERINE JOYCE 
541 MCGINNIS SONNY JAMES 
542 MCGINNIS TERENCE JASON 
543 MCGINNIS TRAVIS WESLEY 
544 MCLEAN DONALD TIMOTHY WILLIAM 

545 MEIER GLEN ROBERT 

546 MOO SO GEORGE VICTOR 
547 MUNROE ADAM NATHANIEL 

548 MUNROE RYAN ANTHONY 

549 MUSSO CATHLEEN MARIE 

550 MUSSO CHERYL ANN 

551 MUSSO DANIEL FREDRICK 

552 MUSSO WANDA MARIE 
553 NAHNEPOWISK NATHAN ALEXANDER 

554 NAHNEPOWISK RACHEL DAWN 
555 NAHNEPOWISK ROBIN GAY 
556 NAKONECHNY ASHLEA DAWN MARIE 
557 NAKONECHNY CHRISTINA ROSE 
558 NAKONECHNY COLTON JAMES 

~59 NAKONECHNY KEVIN JAMES 
.560 NEAPETUNG JURDEL AARON 
561 NECHIPORENKO KYLE JUSTIN LEE 
562 NEMETCHEK KEVIN JAMES 
563 NEMETCHEK MELANIE DENA 
564 NEMETCHEK RICHARD JERRY 
565 NEMETCHEK RITA JAMIE 
566 NEMETCHEK RUSSELL WINCHESTER 
567 NIJJER DANIELLE JOY 
568 NO NAME ROBYN CHELSEA 
569 NO NAME TIARA Kl RSTI N 
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570 O'RIORDAN KERRY ALANA 
571 O'RIORDAN PATRICIA ANN 

L-.572 O'RIORDAN SEAMUS FANAHAN 
J73 OSOUP FERNIE 
574 O'SOUP ALLAN 
575 O'SOUP AMANDA TERRIE MELISSA 
576 O'SOUP ARON WAYNE 
577 O'SOUP BRENDA ANNE 
578 O'SOUP BRENDAN REID TY 
579 O'SOUP BRITIANY LYNN 
580 O'SOUP BURTON REID 
581 O'SOUP CANDACE REANNA 
582 O'SOUP CAREY BLAKE 
583 O'SOUP CAREY TYLER 
584 O'SOUP CARRIE DAWN 
585 O'SOUP COBY BRAD 
586 O'SOUP DALLAS HOWARD 
587 O'SOUP DANA LEE MARIE 
588 O'SOUP DANIEL JAMES 

589 O'SOUP DAVID AARON 

590 O'SOUP DENNIS MALCOLM ISAIAH COL 

591 O'SOUP DERRICK GLEN 

592 O'SOUP DESIREE LYNN 

593 O'SOUP DEVON ISSAC SAMUAL 

L...s94 O'SOUP DWAN KATHLEEN 

.)95 O'SOUP ENAITH MAY 

596 O'SOUP FRANK COREY 

597 O'SOUP GARTH GLEN 

598 O'SOUP GREGORY 

599 O'SOUP GREGORY 

600 O'SOUP HOWARD LAWRENCE GLENN 

601 O'SOUP HOWARD SOLAMON 

602 O'SOUP ISABEL 

603 O'SOUP IVY JEAN 

604 O'SOUP JACQUELINE MARGARET 

605 O'SOUP JENNIFER LAURA 

606 O'SOUP JESSIE CODY 

607 O'SOUP JOCELYN KIMBERLY RACHEAL 

608 O'SOUP JOSEPH SPENCER 

609 O'SOUP JOSHUA LANCE DAMON ISAIAH 

610 O'SOUP JUSTINE MORALES 

611 O'SOUP KESHA MARIE 

612 O'SOUP KURTIS ALLAN WILLIAM 

613 O'SOUP LAVERNE LYNN 

614 O'SOUP LINDA JOYCE 

615 O'SOUP LORRAINE 

, 616 O'SOUP LUCAS JORDAN WILLIAM 

617 O'SOUP LUCY AMANDA 
618 O'SOUP MARYL AVERY RAYNE 

619 O'SOUP MATIHEW JIM FRANCIS 
620 O'SOUP M ICHELLE EMILENE 
621 O'SOUP M ILETA VIOLET 
622 O'SOUP MYRNA ALANNA 

623 O'SOUP M YRNA DORIS 
624 O'SOUP PATRICK 
625 O'SOUP PERCY 
626 O'SOUP PETER CURTIS 
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627 O'SOUP ROBERT GLEN 
628 O'SOUP RYAN OWEN 

-Q29 O'SOUP SEAN RICHARD 
J30 O'SOUP SELWYN LLOYD 
631 O'SOUP SHELDON RICHARD 
632 O'SOUP SHELLEY FAYE 
633 O'SOUP SPENCER DAVID 
634 O'SOUP STACEY LYNN 
635 O'SOUP STEPHEN ELLIOT 
636 O'SOUP TASHA REBECCA 
637 O'SOUP TERRY HAZEL 
638 O'SOUP TYRA LANELL 
639 O'SOUP VIVIAN 
640 O'SOUP-ROCHELEAU ASHLEY RAE 
641 O'SOUP-ROCHELEAU MICHAEL RYAN 
642 PAPEQUASH AARON TROY 
643 PAPEQUASH AARON VAUGHN 
644 PAPEQUASH ANGEL FAITH 
645 PAPEQUASH ANGELINE JOYCE 
646 PAPEQUASH ANITA NOREEN 
647 PAPEQUASH ARMOND LESLIE 
648 PAPEQUASH ARNOLD WILLIAM 
649 PAPEQUASH ASHLEY DEAN 
650 PAPEQUASH ASHTON TERRENCE 

-.(i_51 PAPEQUASH BRADLEY CHRISTIAN 
.)52 PAPEQUASH BRANDON RYAN ALBERT 
653 PAPEQUASH BRIAN FRANCIS 

654 PAPEQUASH BRIDGETT ANN 
655 PAPEQUASH CAMERON CLARENCE EARL 

656 PAPEQUASH CANDIDA FAYE 
657 PAPEQUASH CARL EDWIN 
658 PAPEQUASH CAROL ANN 
659 PAPEQUASH CAROLINE ALICE 
660 PAPEQUASH CASSIE ROBYN 
661 PAPEQUASH CHARITY HOPE 
662 PAPEQUASH CHARLENE MAE 
663 PAPEQUASH CHARLIE DALE 
664 PAPEQUASH CHASITY LOVE 
665 PAPEQUASH CHELSA RAE 
666 PAPEQUASH CHEYENE JADE GLORIA 
667 PAPEQUASH CHRISTINE 
668 PAPEQUASH CHRISTOPHER JORDAN LEE 
669 PAPEQUASH CODY EAGLE 
670 PAPEQUASH CRAIG MICHEAL 
671 PAPEQUASH DALLAS THOMAS JAY 
672 PAPEQUASH DANIEL ASHLEY JOSEPH 

~73 PAPEQUASH DARLENE KAREN 
.)74 PAPEQUASH DARWIN CHARLES 
675 PAPEQUASH DEEANDRA STAR 
676 PAPEQUASH DELILA JOY 
677 PAPEQUASH DESTINY DAWN 
678 PAPEQUASH DONALDA ANN 
679 PAPEQUASH DWAYNE EDWIN 
680 PAPEQUASH EDITH PEARL 
681 PAPEQUASH ELAINE RUTH 
682 PAPEQUASH ELVIRA KIM 
683 PAPEQUASH ERVIN DANIEL 
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684 PAPEQUASH ERVIN LLOYD 
685 PAPEQUASH ESTHER ROSE 
~86 PAPEQUASH EVA JEAN MARI E 

J87 PAPEQUASH FLOYD WAYNE 
688 PAPEQUASH GERALD MICHAEL 
689 PAPEQUASH GLENN MARCEL 
690 PAPEQUASH JARVIS CHARLES 
691 PAPEQUASH JASMINE DANIELLE 
692 PAPEQUASH JASON TROY 
693 PAPEQUASH JEREMY DAVID DELVIN 
694 PAPEQUASH JONATHAN BLAIR 
695 PAPEQUASH JONATHAN PAU L 
696 PAPEQUASH JOSHUA CLINT 
697 PAPEQUASH KAREN JOYCE 
698 PAPEQUASH KATHLEEN RAQUEL 
699 PAPEQUASH KEITH EARL 
700 PAPEQUASH KELSEY TAYLOR 
701 PAPEQUASH KEVIN DOUGLAS 
702 PAPEQUASH KEVIN KEN 
703 PAPEQUASH KIANA DESTINY DAWN 

704 PAPEQUASH KRISTIN LAUREN 
705 PAPEQUASH LAWRENCE DAVID 

706 PAPEQUASH LEONA DARLENE 

707 PAPEQUASH LEROY DANIEL 
~08 PAPEQUASH LILA FLORANCE 

/09 PAPEQUASH LYMAN CHARLES 

710 PAPEQUASH MARIA EVELYN 
711 PAPEQUASH MARLENE LEE 

712 PAPEQUASH MAXINE ROSE 

713 PAPEQUASH MICHAEL WILLIAM WAYNE 

714 PAPEQUASH MICHELLE DAWN 

715 PAPEQUASH MONTANA DELWYN 

716 PAPEQUASH NAOMI CHEYENNE 

717 PAPEQUASH NATHAN ERIC 

718 PAPEQUASH NICHOLE DAWN 

719 PAPEQUASH NIOMAI STARLIGHT 

720 PAPEQUASH PEGGY LAUREEN 

721 PAPEQUASH PETER MOSES 

722 PAPEQUASH RALPH AINER 

723 PAPEQUASH RENE MARIE 

724 PAPEQUASH ROBERT RYAN 

725 PAPEQUASH RODNEY CLARENCE 

726 PAPEQUASH RONALD DESMOND 

727 PAPEQUASH SALENA ELMA PEARL 

728 PAPEQUASH SAMANTHA NATALIE LINDA FAYE 

729 PAPEQUASH SANDRA MAE 
730 PAPEQUASH SHANNA LYNN 
/31 PAPEQUASH SHAY LYNN LAUREEN 
732 PAPEQUASH SHAYNE ELIJAH 
733 PAPEQUASH SHERIDAN THOMAS 
734 PAPEQUASH SHIRLEY 
735 PAPEQUASH THERESE MARIE 
736 PAPEQUASH TROY LEE 
737 PAPEQUASH VINCENT FARREL 

738 PAPEQUASH VONDA LEE 
739 PAPEQUASH WAYNE EVERTI 
740 PAPEQUASH WILBERT JOHN DOUGLAS 
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741 PAPEQUASH-KEEPNESS JALISA SHARAY 
742 PARROTT BRENDA LOUISE 
~43 PASCAL CHRISTOPHER SEAN 

.44 PASCAL ELIZABETH MARJOREE 
745 PASCAL LAURIE ANN 
746 PASCAL RYAN JAMES 
747 PASCAL WILBERT RICHARD 
748 PEDERSON ALANAH KRISTY 
749 PEDERSON SAMUEL ROBERT 
750 PEDERSON SARA ALEXIS 
751 PELLETIER CHANTELLE ISABELLE 
752 PELLETIER CODY DAVID EDWARD LEE 
753 PELLETIER DION LANE LANDERS 
754 PELLETIER MARCELLA DAWN 
755 PELLETIER MELANIE STARR 
756 PELLETIER MISHA BRYCE 
757 PELLETIER PEARLENE GRACE 
758 PELLETIER SAUL JOSEPH 
759 PELLETIER SEAN GARRY 
760 PELLETIER SHAUN JENETTE 
761 PELLETIER SHEENA RAE 
762 PELLETIER SHERI DAWN 
763 PELLETIER SKYLER DONALD WOLF 

764 PELLETIER SLOAN PETER 

~65 PELLETIER TASHA 
,66 PELLETIER-BRASS KIANATAIGE 
767 PETRUIC GORDON MARTIN 
768 PICHIE CHARISSA AMBER DAWN 
769 PLANTE CHER LEANNE 
770 PLEITEZ AMANDA MARLENE 
771 POCHEL CHARLES ALBERT 
772 POWERS JESSICA RHONDA ANNE 
773 PRATT REBECCA SHAYNE JULIA 
774 QUILL ANITA JOY 
775 QUILL MITCHELL DARWIN 
776 RAPHAEL-COTE KAYLEM 
777 RAPHAEL-COTE STANLEY JOSEPH 
778 RAPHAEL-COTE TROY CRUZ 
779 REECE SOLOMON RICHARD 
780 REED BRADLEY SCOTT 
781 ROBERTS STEPHANIE LOUISE 
782 ROCHELEAU CAROL JOYCE 
783 ROCHELEAU ROBIN SPENCER 
784 ROCKTHUNDER PENNY MAXINE 
785 ROSS ALYSEN MARGARET 
786 ROSS MARILYN JOY 

'787 ROSS ROBYN DEAN 
/88 ROULETTE ALVIRA LYNN 
789 ROURKE SAMANTHA LOVE BRASS 
790 ROURKE-BRASS RODNEY KYLE 
791 RUSSELL ALVINA GRACE 
792 SAMUEL AARON MCKENZIE 
793 SASKOSKY ANGELA LYN 
794 SCHMINKE MAXINE RAE 
795 SCHUETT KRISTY LEE 
796 SCHULT KEVIN VAUGHN 
797 SCHULT KIRSTEN ANNALIESSE 
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798 SCHULT WANDA 
799 SECHTING KIMBERLY KRISTEN 

-a.oo SHINGOOSE ARLENE LOUISE 
... 01 SHORE JONATHAN NATHAN 
802 SHORE JOSHUA CHRISTOPHER 
803 SHORE MARVIN 
804 SHORE TRACEY ANN 
805 SILVA ALECIA ROSE BRASS 
806 SILVA ANGELA MICHELLE 
807 SILVA JUSTINE ALYSSA 
808 SKELTON TYLER WILLIAM ALLAN 
809 SMITH BARBARA MAE 
810 SMITH GEORGE ANTHONY 
811 STEWART BRANDY MERANDA 
812 STEWART TIAAUTUMN 
813 STONECHILD ROXANNE MARIE 
814 STRONG EAGLE CHARLEEN MARIE 
815 STRONG EAGLE JAMES ELMER 
816 STRONG EAGLE SKYLAR JAMES 
817 STRONG EAGLE VERNON SiNCLAIR 
818 TANNER ANDREA SPRING DAWN 
819 THOMAS KASH I F-JAMAAL 
820 THOMAS SHERLYN JAMILYAH 
821 THOMPSON AARON BRADY 
~_22 THOMPSON CAITLYN ALEXANDRA 
J23 THOMPSON DARRELL WAYNE 
824 THOMPSON KYLA MARIE 
825 THOMPSON MELISSA LYNN 
826 THOMPSON TYRONE CHRISTOPHER 
827 TOURANGEAU JAMES CLIFFORD 
828 TRAVERS CHARLEEN JOY 
829 VALDEZ WALTON KEVIN 

830 VENNE MARLENE 

831 VILLENEUVE KERRISA ANGELINE RAE 

832 VILLENEUVE LAVENDER ROSE 
833 VILLENEUVE RAY CONRAD 

834 VIVIE DESTINY DESIREE SHINING STAR 

835 VIVIE KENNETH VICTOR JOHN 

836 WALTON CARLA ALICE JOYCE 
837 WALTON RACHEL DAWN 
838 WALTON CLARA ALINE 
839 WALTON DUSTY TYLER 
840 WALTON SHARON LOUISE 
841 WAPASH PRESTON NEIL JOSEPH 
842 WARD MAN ALFRED EARL DENNIS 
843 WARD MAN GERALDINE JOYCE 

~44 WARD MAN JAIK SKULL 
d45 WARD MAN TERRI LYN BERTHA 
846 WASH HOLLY CORRINE 
847 WASH ROY THOMAS Fl ELDS 
848 WATSON-DANIELS ERICA VIOLET RENEE 
849 WEATHERSTON JOANNA MAUREEN 
850 WERNER BRYCE FREDERICK 
851 WERNER DAWN LYNN 
852 WERNER MYRNA ROSE 
853 WHITE ANGELA GAYLE 

854 WHITE DARREN VINCENT 

Page 15 of 16 
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855 WHITE JANET ELIZABETH 
856 WHITEHAWK DERIAN CHERYLE 

4 57 WHITEHAWK MARLENE GRACE 
,58 WIEGELE SHARON ELIZABETH 
859 WORM NIKITA NICOLE 

Page 16 of 16 
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Appendix 5-D - Request for Mail-in Ballot 

INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 

The Band Council Election of the Key First Nation will be held on Saturday, October 1, 2016. 

If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot. you must complete this form and send it to the Electoral Officer by mail, fax or e-mail. 
The information appears below. 

You must also Include a f.Q.1ri of proof of identity, such as a copy of your Certificate of Indian Status, drivers 
license, hea!th card, or another document that proves your identify. Do not provide the orig inal identification. 

If th~ Electoral Officer receives this request on o r before Sunday, September 251
h, 2016 , a mail-In ballot package will be 

sent to you at the address provided. If you have any questions, please contact the Electoral Officer. 

It Is also important to note t11~t once you fill out this application and return it to the Electoral Officer; you will not be able to 
vote in person at the polling. station unless you bring your mail-in ballots to the polling station s9· that they may be voided. 
If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you must bring to the polling station a sworn affidavit sta ·ng that.you have lost youf 
mail-in ballots. . ~ 

'h1s is the Exhibit "_-=-'::. __ " 
Mall to: 
Burke Ratte .. 
Key Fi r-St Nation 
Electoral Offi cer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854@hotmail.com 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231 -7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

referrlf' to in the Affidr:;yil ... JJ 
of..: ~~ f._.e_ _ ~£._ 
Sworn bl'jore me '1;5 _ 1 ~~- _ 
day of I_ .D. 20 /.2 

'i:Je.S\cee D\~t 1p 3fA riJSCJioL am a qualified elector 
(name of elector) (band number) 

of the First Nation and do hereby request that a mail-in ballot package be sent to me at 

(:,~ % ~ \\-=tA COl~~~ 
Address Mu lc1pahty 

COo-\= 
Province 

t.art ~J>tB 
Postal code 

Telephone: ijfB) ffi+- ()t/-88 E-mail: __ ___:..-:...._ _ _ _ 

For use b the Electoral Officer on I 

Request received on: /-/-s--/1(, Mail-in Ballot sent on: ~~ $ 
~//A e.nJ!/ Type of identification: 

9'd 8LL617££ t>02 ""t: : 01 ""t:££022LS0L 
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b ' d BL2..6b££b02~ :01 

lndio1l und NOf'Ulom Affoir09 lncttcnnaa 
Allllh CaMdo e1 du No!d Canodu 

~££022LS0L 

CERTIFICATE.Q~ I~Q!~)!_'!:AT.4.~ 
cfiRTifiCATUc STATUT II!IDIEH 

, 

: wo~~ dl7~ = ~0 9~02-S~ -d3S 
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SEP-15- 2016 01 : 15P FROM : 7057220331 

IIII!Jirll l~l~ll ii~I~M I~IImll~l~lll ll~ll~lllll 

. -- ·- ~ - - - -

IIHHillllllllalllllllllll 
9 s s ci'ec:"i i ~~':.~;~~m· 
~J~f .tqU..._," ........... 

a3anvtd.Lt- ~·""._ .. ... n-......_, .... .......,~ 
.::::e.=::=~w:-~ 

tO 6S8Sll000 10900 1111111111 1111 Jlllllllll ll ll llllll ·-- - --~- . -- .. ..-

T0:12043349778 P.5 

0 .. 
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,n 
er 
1364 McPhillips Street 

' R2X2M4 

Q •• ., . ~ f•jL:n(~l 
<~ ~r_,· ., . ..., Jr~.: .~ \ 

Desiree~' Soup 
6420 Del Drive 
Niagara, 0 L2H 2X8 

J 

II 

''t' lti!t.l' l' ' lt1111tl 1r, .rt,l 'l l11 tlll l"'"'" 11111 1' 1'11'11 11 ··'1' 11 · 

MOVE D I UNKNOWN // DEMENAGE 0 0 INCONND 
RET URN TO SENDER 
RENVOI P L' EXPE DIT t UR 
~ 2 X 2M t, 

CANADA 

I' I 
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Appendix 5-D- Request for Mail-in Ballot 

INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 

The Band Council Election of the Key First Nation will be held on Saturday, October 1, 2016. 

If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot, you must complete this form and send it to beEiectma 
The information appears below. _ .---

You must also include a £QQY of proof of identity, sucCs~ copy of your Certific~te of Indian Stat E' drivers 
license, health card , or another document tha~r6ves your identify. Do not provide the original identification. 

If the Electoral Officer receives this request on {r before Sunday, September 251h, 2016, a mail-in bal~t package will be 
sent to you at the address provided. If you havT any questions, please contact the Electoral Officer. 

It is also important to note that once you fill out\this application and return it to the Electoral OfJjceG:u will not be able to 
vote in person at the polling station unless you t)~ng your mail-in ballots to the polling st~n'So that they may be voided. 
If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you must bring to the polling station a sworn affida\flt stating that you have lost your 
mail-in ballots. . -'r 

Th1s is the Exhibit " -.J " 

Mail to : 
Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electo ral Officer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854@hotmail.com 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

-----
:~,C~tif~~~-
Sl:?m b•' i: r~ me tl:fr JY!: __ _ 
day· of- 'D. 20 L 7_ 

Public 
rovince of Manitoba 

------------------------------------------------------------------
-t.B-""'o~A--'"tJa~ra.......:::::::..._C!J=-.:.....f"...~.o::OlJ...L{/J....lf ....... .--:..___ , D fa ~ DV.d S 6 OJ am a qualified elector 

(name of elector) (band number) 

of the First Nation and do hereby request that a mail-in ballot package be sent to me at 

p: al c)__- ohJ8 Deel'cte.=l Dr. flJorth Ua!lcouiJ&~ 8C:...-
Address Municipality Province 

i/76-@:? ()_S 9 
Postal code 

Te lephone: (.0Jii_) ~- 0 09 b E-mail: bC:.-r-o. n e_ ')- / 7 'i)6) Cj m::<.t (. C.OIYI . 

For use by the Electoral Officer only 

Request received on: ------------------- Mail-in Ballot sent on: _ ____ __ 

Type of identification: 

AR3220



CERTIFICATE OF INDIAN STATUS 
CERTIFICAT DE STATUT INDIEN 

~ro~~-····~ 
3680025602 •"-'•u•""'-r...,_ .. _ 

CRANE Glowi-BARBARA 

-F 
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• a-rY Pu611c 
and t r the Province of Manit 

Appendix 7-8 -Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, No /g n tJo..vne_ /Xe;, ha, 11f? solemnly declare that: 
(Please pmnt your name) 

1. I am a member of the J6 e c{ Band of Indians. ( 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is ·.~'<:FKorl13>to/and/or my date of birth is {\)cl\1 { S C> t[O 
3. My current mailing address is: L1o>< d 9 ,{$g /C(/It eY ~_., .J ?f~ S: 0 (-.r ' 0 (__ 0 

(Street number and name IP. 0 . Box Number) 

_B:o,.=....;O\=--=--:(-:=c_:=-:-a_:-"-:-:-v-:::(-:-'e~F-:::' ______ ~ q5(( 5 fc I.e< >c; 11 So 6 ~ 6 C 0 

(First Nation/Municipality) (Province!Territory) (Postal Code) 
4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting· at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

~~~ IGh-~ 
S1gna ure of ElectorNoter 

~,j ~~0 2ol6 
ate 

ature of Witness a 
Address (Street number and name!P.O. a_ox_N_u=m_b_er_) -.,....--- .r.4A (;/;?;~ t( ~ 
(First Nation/Municipality) (Province!Territory) (Postal Code) ~~~ne Number) 
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

,, 
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15 Sep 15 03:45p The Key Health Centre 306-594-2168 p , 1 

--

Appendix 5-D- Request for Mail-in Ballot 

INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 

The Band Council Election of the Key First Nation will be held on Saturday, October 1, 2016. 

If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot. you must complete this form and send it to the Electoral Officer by mail, fax or e-mail. 
The information appears below. 

You must also include a .!:.2QY of proof of identity, such as a copy of your Certificate of Indian Status, drivers 
license, health card, or another document that proves your identify. Do not provide the original identification. 

If the Electoral Officer receives this request on or before Sunday, September 25th, 2016, a mail·in ballot package will be 
se~t to you at :he aodress provided. If you have any questions, please contact the Electoral Officer. 

It is also important to note that once you fill out this application and return it to the Electo~al{fficer: you will not be able to 
vote in person at the polling station unless you bring your mail- in ballots to the polling station so that they may be voided. 
If you ha11e lost your mail-in ballots. you must bring to the polling station a sworn aft' avit staling that you have lost your 
mail- in ballots. . . . . ., L , Thts ts the Exhtbtt ____ _ 

Mail to: 
Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
Election3854ccvhotmail.com 
1-204-228-4786 (eel~ 
1-877-231-7769 (toll f ree) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

of the First Nation and do hereby request that a mail-in ba llot package be sent to me at 

Bo,K .3 5-6 !Vro c~ 1,.., q~/ Sli 5f7 SO A-~ U 0 
Address M icipali Province Postal code 

Telephone : c31>f )~- C-{ I t C( E-mail:--------

For use b 

Mail-in Ballot sent on: !r 1" &ffi. 

Type of identificati n: -~-r=+f-9+-. ___ ___:::_./~ . 
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15 Sep 15 03:45p 

-
The Key Health Centre 306-594-2168 

_§a~~Jlew~-·~J4.?.~fiflf~#. Q!l: _ far.f!_ -~ 

V~Jds!ion Nt.'ll".bU 
0217227957 

Ctw.01W tA..nlbor 
32769887 
OSOUP. 
Gregory 

PO B.?x 1104 
Tisdale. SK SOE ITO 

Dote C.: Birth 
1963AUG26 
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Appendix 7-B- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness~ who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 
1 

Election Regulations, I, ar ~go V" '-'/ D s 0 vf1 
""(Pipa;l; print your nam~ 

solemnly declare that: 

1. I am a member of the · tj, e V Band of Indians. 
------~~~~,-------------------

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is l&4 qo{ and/or my date of birth is 9 / :{ G ft.3 
r t 

3. My current mailing address is: Boy 3 b')> ;J o T'i L<. ot V 5 k 
(Street number and nfrne IP.:O. Box Number) 

5~ $o n-'ZVo ~~t1 ~ation/Municipality) (Province!T erritory) (Postal Code) 
4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

s~~~e¥ Date 

at least 18 years old) 

(Fir. t Nation/Municipality) 

~~---2ollo 
(Year) 

~5'94- 7~ ~ () 
(Telephone Number) 
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

CANADA 180 
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Mail in reqest fonn-key - Burke Ratte 

Mail in reqest form-key 

Burke Ratte 

Thu 2016-09-01 12:18 PM 

To:JOH NNYBRASS54@YAHOO.CA <JOH NNYBRASS54@YAHOO.CA>; 

1 attachments (81 KB) 

Request for mail in ballot.pdf, 

Page I of 1 

Good day Mr. Brass, here is the form I need back with a copy of any type of identification before 
September 25. You can fax, mail or scan and e-mail these items back to me. Thank you, Burke Ratte 

Burke Ratte 
Electoral Officer 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

https://outlook.live.cornlowa/?viewmodel=ReadMessageitem&ItemiD=AQMkADAwA T... 12/17/2016 
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 
P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 

Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

~ ~ .~ ~ 

; II~~~ ~ -· 
I ~:::. 
I 0 if 
IC... - ,..,.. 
~~· ~· 

,.... ~ -
u 1,..10 ~ g.: 
"'"\ ~1 1.....!2" '!-- { .~ ::::: 
0 ..;· k .:::::-. 
< lc:::>- ' 
5' ~ ?; ~ ~ c_. "'-~ I . f\ ~-;,:-::..· 

0 C lv~ l.k 
0 :::::1, ri a 1 ,~ 
- () ' 1: -..J I ~ I 

m 
::J 

a= 
0" 
D) 

I 

:<::. 
: 

0 
~ su~l'· ;;:k\r&SE 
Mr;::;s'i: incr:.is\:a.'lt2 

0 t.t.!:l.f~S inu~~ 
A--If~ iiiCOil'P\Qt 

.. ··· ... ·• .. ·~--Jt~'.-.i''l.,. -~· ·l ·· .... · 

.. ·· ... ·· ........ ·· .-··· .... · ... ·· ... ·· .... · ... .. 

JO Y N. BRASS {l.o't-ed I Unl<..llOY~ 
r.1:1113o~e 1 lfltOllml 

\ BOX 
WHITE 
Y1A 6S1 

53 OGILVIE STREET 
SE, YUI .- '-"' ~such POll Oftl:le 

- ~--

· II 

' 

1·t· 111 h •1• 11 • lt1lr111' 11 ·It· P lllltl!l'l' ·t r•r1·1' ,,.,,: "''''''''' ,,,, 
J.lOVED I UNKNO'Vm II DEfofENAG E 'JU INCONNO 
RETURN TO SENDER 
RENVOI A L'EXPEDI TEUR 
R2X 2M 4 II 
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Fw: Voters List-Key -Sheryl Lynn Crane- Burke Ratte Page I of2 

Fw: Voters List-Key -Sheryl Lynn Crane 

Burke Ratte 

Sun 2016-11-06 6:46PM 

To Norman Boudreau < nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca >; 

Cc Corey Shefman <cshefman@boudreaulaw.ca>; Ernest Gray <haidakloo@hotmail.com>; 

During the polling in Edmonton these two members were added to the band voters list on September 
22, 2016 at 7:08pm Saskatchewan time, 8:08pm Manitoba time and not sure of the time zone in 
Alberta. The Key First Nation is a section 10 membership band. Burke 

Burke Ratte 
Electoral Officer 
1-204-228-4786 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

From: Bernelda Brass <B.Brass@keyband.ca> 

Sent: September 22, 2016 8:08 PM 

To: Burke Ratte 

Subject: RE: Voters List-Key -Sheryl Lynn Crane 

Hi, Yes she a band member, Cheryl lynn Crane -D.O.B-

Marcus Seth Brass is also member. D.O.B 

From: Burke Ratte [mailto:ELECTION3854@hotmail.com] 

Sent: September-19-16 8:52PM 
To: Bernelda Brass 

Subject: Re: Voters List-Key -Sheryl Lynn Crane 

This is the Exhibit "_ ~ __ " 

referred to in the Affidavit 

of_ ~ J k_ ~ _ ~--1-j.!S. 
Sworn b~fcr.z 1::e th:. _ L~~- _ 
day oB., (Jj . 20 L2 

Status number-

Good evening Bernelda, I got a call from Cheryl Lynn Crane band number# 412-01. She is not on the 
list? All of her kids are under the 412 number? Can you confirm if she is a member. Thanks, Burke Ratte 

Burke Ratte 
Electoral Officer 
1-204-228-4 786 (cell) 

https://outlook.live.com/owal?viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&ItemiD=AQMkADAwAT... 12117/2016 
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Fw: Voters List-Key -Sheryl Lynn Crane - Burke Ratte 

1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

From: Bernelda Brass <B.Brass@keyband.ca> 

Sent: August 22, 20 6 4:25 PM 
To: Burke Ratte 

Subject: RE: Voters List-Ke 

Afternoon, the list looks good. e you thursday 

From: Burke Ratte [mailto:ELECTION3~4 hotmail.com] 

Sent: August-19-16 9:58AM 

To: Bernelda Brass 

Subject: Voters List-Key 

Page 2 of2 

Hi Bernelda, here is the voters list file I got f rom you August 5. I had it reformatted, can you confirm all 
information is accurate in both the names only and he master list. Please advise before I print it. 

Thanks, Burke 

Burke Ratte 
Electoral Officer 
1-204-228-4 7~6 (cell) 
1-877-231-7769 (toll free) 
1-204-334-9778 (fax) 

https://outlook.live.com/owa!?viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&ltemlD=AQMkADAwAT... 12/17/20 16 
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Fri. 2016/ 09/30 

13 envelopes 1 return 
1 sayisi Dene letter 

2:42PM 

Fri. 2016/1 0/07 

Breakfast downstairs 
8:38AM 

There in 10 
8:41 AM 

Ok 
8:42AM 

Sun. 201 6/10/09 

Ok 

& Enter message 

.-~~ ' • ·'• •·•.~ l , 'l :t II ~ IJ 7. ::,; :. (, ·~ L. • ., •. ). - - - - -

rf!{;:rr~t . .'. J •· ~ :.!;c ~ j!~ ... :·vit 

IJ fu.~ ,~\_\~- - --
•' . . . l.-JL '"' . ,. ' \. • · .. . ~ :.,:--_-
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Appendix 8-A -Witness Declaration at the Opening of the 
Advance Polling Station in the City of Edmonton 

In the matter of the election of the ____ .._!._!.Ke~yL.!....:Fi:.!..::rs~t...:....N:..::::a~tio:::..:n...:.._ ______ _ 
(1\jdr; ;H (ll {:. r::/ (\ifi!J:J: i /1 

J" OS'e-p ~ 5 pe n ee K [)' 5~·n=>ft1ereby declare that on the 22nd day 
' ' t.Jr:. ·; •. \ 

of September , 2016_, at 9 a.m., I did witness that the ballot box(es) was/were empty 
before it/they was/were properly sealed and locked. I am confident that the box(es) 
cannot be opened without the seals or locks being broken. 

Signature of Electoral Officer or De~ lectoral Officer 
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Appendix 8-A - Witness Declaration at the Closing of the 
Advance Polling Station in the City of Edmonton 

In the matter of the election of the ____ __;K~e:::.JyL...,;F~i.:....::rs=t ..:....:N=a=tio=n..:....__ ______ _ 
r \ 1 Y).;, 1 I-Jr ' 1 'J<:,I f)i' 

hereby declare that on the 22"d day 

of September , 2016_, at 8 p.m., I did witness that the ballot box(es) was/were 
properly sealed and locked. I am confident that the box(es) cannot be opened without 
the seals or locks being broken. 
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~~ ~ir~Nation 
~ NO RQLJA V, ~IC 

Appendix 8-A -Witness Declaration at the Closing of the 
Advance Polling Station in the City of Edmonton 

In the matter of the election of the -------'K~e:!J.y..!.F..!!ir:::!..!st..!.N!.!::a:.!!:tio~n!.,__ ______ _ 

hereby declare that on the 22"d day 

of September I 2016_ I at 8 p.m., I did witness that the ballot box(es) was/were 
properly sealed and locked. I am confident that the box(es) cannot be opened without 
the seals or locks being broken. 
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Appendix 8-A- Witness Declaration at the Opening of the 
Advance Polling Station in the City of Regina 

In the matter of the election of the ----~Kc:::.ev.L...!...F.:.:...irs=t:....:.N_,_,a=t=io..:....:n _______ _ 

_ ___:_/{4-1-1( Co~-1.1..1t l'~O..::....· -~-R~D~u~l.~..-t~..u..::::~---- hereby declare that on the 24
1
h day 

of September , 2016_, at 9 a .m., I did witness that the ballot box(es) was/were empty 
before it/they was/were pmperly sealed and locked. I am confident that the box(es) 
cannot be opened without the seals or locks being broken. 

Signature of Witness 

Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer 

...,., . . I Ex' 'b. " f " . 1 , us ts t 1e · 111 11 _ ~- __ 

:;~'~:;: tC~~~tt-_ ~ _ 
Swum be ore ;;ze this _ J~ _ 

.D.20 Ll 

, 'Ub~ic 
rovince of Manito::>a 
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Appendix 8-A- Witness Declaration at the Closing of the 
Advance Polling Station in the City of Regina 

In the matter of the election of the ____ ....:...K=e~v...:....F.!!.,;irs:::.!;t....:...N=a~tio=n..:__ ______ _ 
' . 

l---=5::....__1_;:~:.....::..-(6_----'{ir<.......=~c:...........c::....::......:=:..........<lh....LpJ&~{ ___ hereby declare that on the 24th day -. ; .. 

of September , 2016_, at 8 p.m., I did witness that the ballot box(es) was/were 
properly sealed and locked. I am confident that the box(es) cannot be opened without 
the seals or locks being broken. 

Signature of Witness 

Signatur of Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer 

'(!Mts 1qiiJ~5'>~ 

~ Ce ':) -:r1 Co ~ 
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Appendix 8-A - Witness Declaration at the Closing of the 
Advance Polling Station in the City of Regina 

lnfuematter~fuee~dion~fue~~~~~K=e~v~F~ir~~~N=a~tl~on~~~~~~~~ 
(liJame of First Nation) 

~-~_ .... _l<_t-/_~_-s_T __ G-..;;;;....___1'<_14-_.J-=----- hereby declare that on the 24th day 
(Print lf!itness namo) 

of September, 2016_, at 8 p.m., I did witness that the ballot box(es) was/were 
properly sealed and locked. I am confident that the box(es) cannot be opened without 
the seals or locks being broken. 

e of Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer 
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Appendix 8-A- Witness Declaration at the Closing of the 
Advance Polling Station in the City of Regina 

In the matter of the election of the ____ K=e~y-!.F...:.:.i r=st:....:..N=a=tio=n.:....__ ______ _ 
~ ' . , . ; ,. : 

I ---=5;....__1 Ql/(d~-~--=-----{i--=~=----~=-.....::lh-r..pa;."f-{ ___ hereby declare that on the 24th day 
P. •,,' ,, • , 

of September , 2016_ , at 8 p.m., I did witness that the ballot box(es) was/were 
properly sealed and locked. I am confident that the box(es) cannot be opened without 
the seals or locks being broken. 

Signature of Witness 

Signatur of Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer 

11KnS 1~lild-3'l~ 

~<e ') -:y1 (o d-
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Appendix 8-A -Witness Declaration at th~ Opening of the 
Reserve Polling 

In the matter of the election of the ------'K~e~vL..;F:.._!i.!...!:rs::.!..t .!...:N~a~ti o:::.!n.!.._ ______ _ 

l_{i-~---=-£::.......:..l_/t.-rt;_· --~.J/-l.-_· __ ...!::;;/)_1S_ O_G..-l1 fJ~-.-_ hereby declare that on the 1st day r ,. . 

of October, 2016_ , at 9 a.m., I did witness that the ballot box(es) was/were empty 
before it/they was/were properly sealed and locked. I am confident that the box(es) 
cannot be opened without the seals or locks being broken. 

Number of ballot boxes: 
c;1 . 

---

c_()/./- /1 ~ SigatUre of~tness 

IJL::e_ Q,;~ in 
Signature of Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer 

This is t/p E::hibit " .$ " 
c - - - - -

:;:73~~~-:: ~Z;Ae __ 
Svorn I':Jfore 1:;e t1 is _ L ~~- _ 
day oJ:J:! Y. .. 20 LZ 

ry 
rovince of Manitoba 
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In the matter of the election for the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 
Election Regulations, 

I, '\Rv2:1.~l~vGf± \ ~ solemnly declare that: 

1. My current mailing address is: () 

a~ t'¥M?!e&\:; lJ~ 

2. My current telephone number is: ~ ii{:f)- S-==t(?)D 
3. I am delivering a mail-in ballot package on behalf of the following ele~{% 

~- /k: ~~~/ ..£~ -. ~ 
4. This ballot package has come into my possession honestly and I was authorized by the 

above named elector to deliver his or her mail-in ballot package. I did not offer to the 
elector, nor was 1 offer inducement for delivering this ballot. 

5. To t~~est of m~11 H wle dge, information and belief, this ballot package has not been 
open d r othei"Wi e anlPered with while in my care . 

. 0[~1\)r) ~ october 1. 2o16 
V'U,J ~ -signature Date 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ELECTORAL OFFICER OR DEPUTY ELECTO 

Ke First Nation 

~is:i:Lda.y-ef---GGtGbeL t. 2016. 

( 1- -
Si~re 

Please verify the identification provided ~persof/~~eri~g J ail-in ,9allot ~d confirm 

this verification by checking the box Ef'~ r::- /. i../--' ~ l . .J/d/ ,hJ · 7 

AR3259



~ ~~I"') ?Le.lTI_'..z. - _ - ~ _ 

Q)) 'DeLocz.tfs l r-u's 

__ 3)LA?s·,lA~ ~e __ 
- , ~ 1 

- 4)"' '"'~ 0~ 

--~- -

- - -- -- ---
-- S-)~R~~ ~ -- ----= h)Vwe-V) ~ D~p _____ _ 

~- ~)~J>N O~p ~- ~ - -=--- --
t?) L..,_~ A"'~ O~.._.p ~- --- - - - - ~ -

').) J\1\;(J\e-....-c t}~p- \2.clfeL~"'- - --

- -..,. 

---H-- -- --

--4--------~ 

---'-'----- - Pagej--
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·-

Appe~dix 7-8- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, _....;Sk,:;;;....L...-+:g_,_f,-'-=e:-:-n _ ___;:O~· '--,._.S!=-::-+P----- solemnly declare that: 
VeJPle~e!(:;tHr name) 

1 . I am a member of the -~~_,._==-t-f-----!....1 -J=-=~:..=..:Io...l()f__o.£1.._ _ _______ Band of Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is 3b'b 00$10/and/or my date of birth is tJov ;( 3 f8d.. 

3. My current mailing addre3s is: 

(First Nati n!Mu · ipality) 
4. I am at least 18 years o age. 

ms 
(Province/Territory) 

k9P(SL/ 
(Postal Code) 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously bel ieving it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a fa lse 
statement i is d claration. 

Date 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled! by any person w ho is at least 18 years old) 

Declared before me ~((ZdJQJ D lAS lJ L t~t \d tJ N I /2~ . \;1\m IT~ 
(Witness name) (First Natibn!Municipality) 

-~=--- dayof <;uv\. 20 )({> . 
(Month) (Year) 

Voter Declaration Form #: _ _ __________ _ 
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P .0. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
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Appendix 7-8 -Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, Vt· t/1 0 r7 f)" Sou ,Q solemnly declare that: 
~-=:.(':;ease print your nafne) 

1. I am a member of the L::l.....L= f- Band of Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/reg istry/status number is c;:Jtzl and/or my date of birth is /J7t)lf' . .:?5
1
!961 

3. My current mailing address is: db G CJ IZ?ac/;e#z &e-:> ~ 
(Street number and name /P. 0 . Box Number) 

Q,C. f/:3{) IC2 
(Postal Code) ~ (First Nation/Municipality) (Province/Territory) 

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

~/~ a~/7P SlnatUre of ElectorN oter>" 
~- l 'l', , Qt'.J/6 

ate 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 

Declared before me ~~0 lJ Un..-10t ..tf' b. o ( at ---"r:\~la~b~c.u~...JoR~itl~d__,li--"'B::....c=---· __ _ 
(Witness name) (Firs"i'Nlifon/Mumclpallty) 

Signature w· e s 

;) (daD M LAebNh ~a.h, 
Address (Street number a9f1 name/P. 0. Box f./umber) 
~a¥£uz( . ~rC-, V ~h1 tv:l 
(F1rst Nation/Municipality) (Province/Territory) (PO!ial Code) 

(k;jtL) lznL-!3! q a' 
(Telephone Number) 

Voter Declaration Form#: ------------------------------
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&~II~~-.. ~e-V 8hl/11LJ -

~(}j(/¥_ 
~~~A~
AUd/J:fotd; & --
V3fl !2o2- _ 
0#?3---:l-3~33 

... --
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
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Appendix 7-8 -Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, \_ ot= I' ~'"' e Q 1$ ou '(? solemnly declare that: 
(Please print your name) 

1. I am a member of the \<\f:) £ \ c<. \- N a,k-,~0 Band of Indians. 
ooYo-?o\ 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is ~~ Cb and/or my date of birth is $.e e \. . \ot ~' 

3. My current mailing address is: \\ ~\..-\ - I\..{ lD lo t 4 1-\1\ Av.J- l ~ U..v nc. h y. l ~ c... 
(Street number and name IP. 0 . Box Number) V\'1::. IV l-'- C\.' 

(First Nation/Municipality) 
4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

(Provincelr'erritory) (Postal Code) 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

Signature of ElectorNoter ' 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 

CARE'( B (.,J(e, 0 'Soof at _ __.13=-v=-.:...._(' n~~b""-t::J+--.!--1 __.S:.,L...!M.L.:......_ __ _ 
(Witness name) (First Nation!Mumc!pallty) 

Declared before me 

this >5..ee-f 13 day of 5ef'Jt" 
(Date) ~ (Month) 

Signature of Witnes;:¥ 

Voter Declaration Form#: 

20 I b 
(Year) 

( 1. d·i) z.~- 51 bo 
(Telephone Number) 

~~---------------------------
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

CANADA 
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Appendix 7-8- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, l .~l 0 . solemnly declare that: 
( lease E!!!2!-YOLJr nam ... f\ V\.. 

1. I am a member of the f' B'and of Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is an /or my date of birth i~ /'-/(j)V tf:> 'J o -:5""' '() 00 J?' 0 I I I ~./-C:/ 

3. My current mailing address is: /0 - b Lf -s;-~ I -::1.- I fS. C_ 
(Street number and name IP. 0 . Box Number) ·. · 

(First Nation/Municipality) 
4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

(Province/Territory) 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect a · under 09,th. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statem tin this decl ation. 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 

Declared before me ,f\(Yl~ ,.Lt/(4 ;\ lr:t.J: at ~~=l-\--lL--'-!!...:::....I-~:l.C:....~....l.LJc_j,__ 
(Wilnes~ name) irst Nation/Municipality) 

g 20 l G, 
(Month) (Year) 

(First Nation/Municipality) 

4E t t - Co L-f 5 S - I '2- \ s ~ S ~r f U-\ 
an -~ame/PO ~/d(' \13( lA) ~-=--~ (I J il~ \) 1.-{ _ 

ovin erritory) ~Code) · (Telephone Number) 3 L-f I 1 

Address 

Voter Declaration Form#: -------------------------------
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.., 

Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P .0. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

CANADA 180 
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Appendix 7-8- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. · 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is =z l\ =I O\ and/or my date of birth is 0 foj} 2.__ ) 9 ~ 
3. My current mailing address is: 1- I . 

(First Nation/Municipality) 
4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

6 . (_ - \J :3L0 <6Jt ~ 
(Province/Territory) (Postal Code) 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 

ent in this declaration. 

09 } 13) /0 
Date 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 
I 

Declared before me :beC<J-f e<j~V\~~ r:e~ .f\ r~t h\o t td b <:; 
(Witness na~ \.. (first Nation!tvTunicipal~y) '" 

this Oj 20 I ~-
(Month)'- (Ye~r) 

Signa re of itness _ _ J--- ::_: ~ 
I() - 6s.L -"j 5 I;).- I ·~G't=- ., ~~ ~ 

Address (Street number and name!P. 0. Box ).': mber) 0 ?! _ ~~ \/ 
:!>' Q \L~lA ) 3 D=-=J==' ($f)5_"'-L 5 ~ l -~ 

(First Nation/Municipality) (Province/Territory) (Postal Code) (Telephone Numbei-F 

Voter Declaration Form#: 
------------------------~-----
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
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(~ TI!e. Key: . 
t l -~· ~y£ .t·rrs-r Nation w ,• .. - NORQUAY, SK 

Appendix 7 -B- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, Lu. S S ·~ 1..t <;. L 1'~{4~ d [ r M1-t solemnly declare that: 
J (Please print your name) 

1. I am a member of the 1'"\ -e. y \S C.VI of Band of Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is?::, b k' 0 D ~ 3 bcP~d/or my date of birth is N DV - d4 1 l CJ X'D 

3. My current mailing address is: 0) ) S - I l UU 'OllA € tJ W 
(Street number and name IP. 0. Box Number) 

At:, --16 £ o( :J-
(First Nation/Municipality) 

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 
(Provincerrerritory) (Postal Code) 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

1 make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a fa lse 
statement in this declaration. 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 

Declared before me (A12.c 'i \S lAILe. c5 Sou e at ----:-t: __ =_J-:m-:~--:--+_c __ V'~':--:'-A_\3~----
(Witness name) (First Nation/Municipality) 

this 20 lb 
(Year) 

Address (Street number and na e/P. 0. Box Number) 

\t) ,nV\~ ~eCj MD @L. JV'\ Yq9 
(First NatJOnlMunicipality) (Province/Territory) (Postal Code) 

Voter Declaration Form #: 

1...b'7 
{ £.ct..() __ - S 7 60 

(Telephone Number) 

----------------------------
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

CANADA 
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Appendix 7-B- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, tv\,~~E:L. l)5DUP- ~'E.L~~ ·solemnly declare that: 
(Please print your name) 

1. I am a member of the k:_E:Y Band of Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is 36YD!lf 7~~~/or my date of birth is t0\'6B\ 95 
·l~0D {'"-3. My current mailing address is: · c:J. ..:::c.-~~ eJL. j?\.:e-L&. 

(Street number and name IP. 0. Box Number) 

ft{3 \~f.OLto 
(First Nation/Municipality) 

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 
(Province/Territory) (Postal Code) 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

Signature of ElectorNoter Date 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 

Declaredbeforeme\e_vesc \(~'th~~ at l-Q~~ -AG 
(Witness name) (First Nalion/Municipality) 

this __ 'd_'d._n_d __ day of ~erA~ 20 ____;,_;;l~~-
~ • (Month) (Year) 

Signature oi Witness 
l'd.tO ~<2-\L ~ 
Address (Street number and name/P. 0. Box Number) 
~e__ -AB 1~-EtJLla 
(First Nation/Municipality) (Province/Territory) (Postal Code) 

cSBi-> ~~- 4m.S 
(Telephone Number) 
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
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Appendix 7-B- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, CAf<E '( 51A(f o'Sa,)p solemnly declare that: 
(Please print your name) 

1. I am a member of the K t:::'{ Band of Indians. 
~ 3bS'oo~blol 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is }jf, l and/or my date of birth is 1...l./o9[8J 

3.Mycurre~mailingaddress~: ~~~~~~~~~~~~r_td_9~e~~B~~~1~~~~~~~~ 
(Street number and name IP. 0. Box Number) 

MD R2MLf[?9 
(Provincefferritory) (Postal Code) 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

Date 
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

CANADA 
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Appendix 7-B- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. 

(Street number and name IP. 0. Box Numbe~ J 

--~-~-~-~-~-~~~-~~·--------- mTS KdV 
(First Nation!Mlmicibality) (Province/Territory) (Postal Code) 

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 

Declared before me Em'" e,e, 0 \.SUu p at __ \)_; t'\_._,;-+~-g,.____ _______ _ 
(Witness name) (Firs/Nailon/Municipality) 

this Q. ~ day of s eJt -e r'h\o-e Y'" 
~:!fi:_ (Month) 

Sign~ure of w¥, f:J 

20 J (o 
(Year) 

Wivlt1• bRQ · ro8 ~~~ L..t b~ 
(First NationiMunlcipality) (Province/Territory) (Postal Code) 

( Jo4>jQ_~ -7 1 13 
(Telephone Number) 

AR3278



• 
Burke Ratte 

Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 

CANADA 180 
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Appendix 7-B- Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 
returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 
counted. · 

In the matter of the election of the Key First Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, =rc,~"S:-M~ <3:'>~t'\. solemnly declare that: 
( ease print your name) 

1. I am a member of the l<ey Band of Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number i~68'00' I 0 0 ~d/or my d~te of birth is :Wwe 
1 

7-9 
1 
l ~ 8 g 

3. My current mailing address is: I a._-3 00 f'Oco n-fb Ave_ 
(Street number and name IP. 0. Box Number) 

(First Nation/Municipality) 
4. I am at least 18 years of age. 

Mob,"fob "
(Province/Territory) 

Rl~ $k£1 
(Postal Code) 

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 

~-.. I b....,....A.~· .-
SignUfe crl'EfectorNoter 

SignatuOf Witness 
'{3ok 5""6 'Tcavecs-e B~ 

(Q>o~~ olq~ 
(Telephone Number) 
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Burke Ratte 
Key First Nation 
Electoral Officer 

P.O. Box 405, 1364 McPhillips Street 
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2M4 
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Election of Key First Nation Chief & Council 
Held on the 1st day of October, 2016. 

For Chief: 

Brass, Rodney J. 219 

Cote, David Daryl 198 

O'Soup, Myrna Allanna 87 

Number of valid ballots cast for Chief: 507 

Number of rejected or spoiled ballots for Chief placed in Ballot Box: 3 
*(2 no vote, 1 identifying mark) 

For Councillor: 

Brass, Colleen Elaine 76 Keshane, Sidney 

'7'/"• • h Exh·b · .. t1 , l n/S IS t e . I It __ - - -

214 

Brass, Dale 69 Key, Clinton D. (Ice Cream) 139 

Brass, Ferlyn W. 23 O'Soup, Rev. Allan 55 

. 
Brass, Jesse Thomas 129 OSoup, Fernie 66 

Brass, Joseph Joe 99 O'Soup, Glen 180 

Brass, Melody Rae 99 O'Soup, Ivy Jean 122 

Brass, Robert 17 O'Soup/Brass, Marlene R. 96 

Page 1 of2 
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Brass, Shannon Miles 112 O'Soup, Percy 80 

Brass, Shirley Olive 32 Papequash, Glenn Marcel 101 

Desjarlais, Angela G. 140 Papequash, Clarence R. 172 

Dokuchie-Crane, Gilda B. 93 Pelletier (Brass), Marcella (Marcy) 87 

Hather, Kenneth Marlon 60 ********************************** ******** 

Number of valid ballots cast for Councillor: 507 

Number of rejected or spoiled ballots for Councillor placed in Ballot Box: 1 0 
*(8 more than 5 votes, 1 no vote, 1 identifying mark) 

Elected Candidates for a four (4) year term: 

To the Office of one (1) Chief: 

• Brass, Rodney J. 

To the Office of five (5) Councillors: 

• Desjarlais, Angela G. 

• Keshane, Sidney 
• Key, Cl inton D. 
• O'Soup, Glen 
• Papequash, Clarence R. 

This count was diligen.tly conducted in accordance with the "First Nations Elections Act". 

urke Ratte 
Electoral Officer 
Key First Nation 

Page 2 of 2 

Witness·, 

C_'O-z~ 
Ernest Gray ~ 
Deputy Electoral Officer 
Key First Nation 
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A-14 January 7, 2021
Austin Ahenakew

Stephanie Marocco

A-14 January 12, 2021
Dana Falcon

Stephanie Marocco
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July 31, 2020 

Federal Court 

363 Broadway, Suite 400 

Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 3N9 

via e-file 

              

Re:  Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin v Clinton Wuttunee, et al. T-474-20 

Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 

 

Please bring this letter to the attention of Prothonotary Sylvie M. Molgat. 

 

Further to my letter dated July 22, 2020, and the letter of Mr. Stooshinoff dated July 22, 2020, the 

dates identified for a case management conference have passed. Yesterday I requested, and today 

I received the current availability of counsel for each of the parties for a case management 

conference. 

 

I am available morning and afternoon August 4-5 and 10-14, and the afternoon of August 6.  

 

Mr. Boudreau is only available at 4 pm August 5, the morning of August 10, and 2-5 pm on August 

13 (Winnipeg time). 

 

Mr. Stooshinoff has indicated that he is available August 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, and 26. Mr. 

Stooshinoff has not provided the availability of his co-counsel, Mr. Winegarden, who has 

previously acted in his absence during case management.  

 

The Applicants seek to have the following agenda items discussed: 

 

1. Timetable for next steps in this proceeding 

a. There were two Directions of the Court issued June 5, 2020. The second Direction 

identified a timetable for “completion of next steps in the application” 

b. The Applicants request that the timetable continue to govern the deadlines in this 

proceeding 

c. In accordance with paragraph 1 of that timetable, the Applicants served their 14 

affidavits in support of the Notice of Application on July 29, 2020. Proof of service 

was filed with the Court on the same date 

d. The deadline for the Respondents’ affidavits is August 28, 2020 
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2. Amendment of the Notice of Application 

a. The Applicants propose amendments to the Notice of Application, copy of which 

are enclosed herewith, that include further particulars of the electoral corruption 

and vote buying of the Chief and Council elect. As noted above, the Applicants 

served their 14 affidavits in support of the Notice of Application on July 29, 2020, 

which contained the evidentiary basis for the further particulars sought to be plead 

 

3. With respect to the pending motions for 1) removal and disqualification of Mr. 

Stooshinoff, and 2) relief from production, the Applicants respectfully request that 

those motions be held in abeyance until the next case management conference, at 

which time the Applicants will propose the following directions: 

b. The pending motion for removal and disqualification be determined at the hearing 

of the Notice of Application, and 

c. The pending motion for relief from production, and the costs thereof, be subject to 

determination and direction of the Court at the hearing of the Notice of Application 

 

4. If the Motions for removal and disqualification, and relief from production, proceed 

immediately, the Applicants intend to: 

a. Bring a Motion to enforce Mr. Wuttunee’s undertaking during cross-examination 

and address his breach thereof. That Motion will also address Mr. Wuttunee’s 

potential fabrication of his reply to undertaking served thus far 

b. Continue to seek leave to file their Supplementary Submissions enclosed with my 

letter to the Court dated July 22, 2020  

 

5. Motion to compel a certified tribunal record 

d. The Applicants intend to bring their motion to compel a certified tribunal record 

upon receipt of the Court’s direction as to the amendments sought to the Notice of 

Application 

 

6. Motion pursuant to Rule 41 to subpoena the full and unredacted Edmonton Remand 

telephone recordings between the Respondents Jason Chakita and Samuel Wuttunee, 

and Robin Dean Wuttunee 

e. Enclosed is the affidavit of Robin Dean Wuttunee sworn July 28, 2020, Exhibit 

“M” (page 60 of the PDF) of which contains the particulars of this proposed Motion 

f. The remainder of the affidavit informs the Court as to the anticipated evidentiary 

foundation for the Motion  

 

7. Motion pursuant to Rule 41 to compel the testimony of witnesses who have been 

influenced by the Respondents to not participate in this proceeding 
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8. Conduct of cross-examinations 

a. The public interest demands that this proceeding progress to final hearing as 

quickly as possible. Mr. Stooshinoff has previously obstructed the conduct of cross-

examinations and failed to adhere to Rule 95 despite repeated requests. Moreover, 

Motions to address objections will delay this proceeding by a month or more 

b. The Applicants respectfully request the attendance of Prothonotary Sylvie M. 

Molgat (by Zoom video conference) at the cross-examinations throughout or upon 

the occurrence of objection to determine objections and ensure that the cross-

examinations conclude effectively 

 

9. Proposal to resolve the issue of service pursuant to s. 34 of the First Nations Elections 

Act, on the late Lester Nicotine 

g. Pursuant to paragraph 3 of the June 25, 2020, Direction of the Court, on July 3, 

2020, the Applicants submitted a proposal to the Federal Court. The Applicants 

request direction in relation thereto 

h. The Applicants’ proposal is that the wife of the late Lester Nicotine (Laurie-Ann 

Moosomin), who has been appointed the administrator of his estate, be served.  

i. Laurie-Ann Moosomin is currently a councilor of a neighboring First Nation with 

a publicly posted email address. The Notice of Application was already provided 

to Laurie-Ann Moosomin by email on July 2, 2020 

j. The Applicants propose that service be further directed upon Laurie-Ann 

Moosomin with a hard copy delivered to her attention at her place of business (the 

band office of Mosquito, Grizzly Bear's Head, Lean Man First Nations) 

k. The Applicants then propose that an order for validation of service be issued similar 

to that issued by the Court on July 3 in relation to validation of service upon Jacob 

Moosomin/Moosuk.  

Mr. Boudreau has not identified any agenda items. Mr. Stooshinoff has not identified any agenda 

items beyond those that he previously communicated to the Court.  

 

 

Yours truly, 

 

PHILLIPS & CO. 

 

Per: 

 

 Nathan Phillips 

 

 

CC. Norman Boudreau 

CC. Nicholas Stooshinoff, QC 
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(SEAL)             Court File No. T-474-20 

 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants 

AND: 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

 

 AMENDED NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
 
TO THE RESPONDENTS: 

 A PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED by the Applicants. The relief 

claimed by the Applicants appears on the following page. 

 THIS APPLICATION will be heard by the Court at a time and place to be fixed 

by the Judicial Administrator. Unless the Court orders otherwise, the place of hearing 

will be as requested by the Applicants. The Applicants request that this application be 

heard at Regina, Saskatchewan. 

 IF YOU WISH TO OPPOSE THIS APPLICATION, to receive notice of any 

step in the application or to be served with any documents in the application, you or a 

solicitor acting for you must prepare a notice of appearance in Form 305 prescribed by 

the Federal Courts Rules and serve it on the Applicants' solicitor, or where the 
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Applicants are self-represented, on the Applicants, WITHIN 10 DAYS after being 

served with this notice of application. 

Copies of the Federal Courts Rules information concerning the local offices of the 

Court and other necessary information may be obtained on request to the Administrator 

of this Court at Ottawa (telephone 613-992-4238) or at any local office. 

 IF YOU FAIL TO OPPOSE THIS APPLICATION, JUDGMENT MAY BE 

GIVEN IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO YOU. 

April 17, 2020 

 

Issued by:  ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

  ROBERT M’VONDO 

  REGISTRY OFFICE 

 

 

 

Address of local office:  Winnipeg Local Office Regina Local Office 

  400 – 363 Broadway  2425 Victoria Avenue 

  Winnipeg, Manitoba  Regina, Saskatchewan 

  R3C 3N9   S4P 3V7 
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TO:  CLINTON WUTTUNEE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  LUX BENSON: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  JASON CHAKITA: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  MANDY CUTHAND: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  DANA FALCON: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  HENRY GARDIDPY: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  GARY NICTOINE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  SAMUEL WUTTUNEE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  SHAWN WUTTUNEE: P.O. Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

TO:  BURKE RATTE: 100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 3Y6 

TO:  RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION: PO Box 70, Cando, SK, S0K 0V0 

 

TO: Unsuccessful Chief candidates: 

TODD BAPTISTE 

LESTER NICOTINE 

 

TO: Unsuccessful Councillor candidates: 

ALVIN BAPTISTE  

ALVIN LEROY NICOTINE 

ANDREA NICOTINE 

CAROLYN ROSE KISKOTAGAN 

CHARLES MEECHANCE 

CHARLOTTE BENSON 

CHUCKIE HARRIET NICOTINE 

DEANNA BUGLER ARCAND 

DENNIS RUSSEL NICOTINE 

DICKIE LEE BAPTISTE-BULL  

DONNA ANGUS  

EDGAR BAPTISTE  

ELLEN CUTHAND 

ELVIN FREDRICK NICOTINE 

GERALD MEECHANCE 

GLEN BUGLER 

IDA WUTTUNEE 

JACOB MOOSOMIN/MOOSUK 

KEITH WUTTUNEE 

KELLIE WUTTUNEE 

LANGFORD DOUGLAS WUTTUNEE 

LYNALE BENSON 

MARGARET NICOTINE  

MICHAEL WUTTUNEE 

RUDY W. WUTTUNEE 

SABRINA THERESA PEEAYCHEW 

STEWART SR. BAPTISTE  

TREVOR CUTHAND 
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AMENDED APPLICATION 

 This is an application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections 

Act, S.C. 2014, c. 5 (“First Nations Elections Act”) contesting the election of Chief and 

Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation conducted on or about March 20, 2020, 

wherein Burke Ratte was the Electoral Officer (“EO RATTE”), CLINTON 

WUTTUNEE was elected to the office of Chief, and LUX BENSON, JASON 

CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIDPY, GARY 

NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and SHAWN WUTTUNEE were elected to the 

office of Councillor. 

 

The Applicants make an application for the following relief:  

1. An Order setting aside the Red Pheasant First Nation election of Chief and eight 

Councillors conducted on or about March 20, 2020, pursuant to s.31 and s.35 

of the First Nations Elections Act; and 

2. Costs on a solicitor and client basis jointly and severally against CLINTON 

WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, 

DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL 

WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, and Red Pheasant First Nation, in 

addition to any person that opposes this application.  
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The grounds for the application are: 

3. The Red Pheasant First Nation is and at all material times has been on the 

schedule of Participating First Nations and as such elections of the Red 

Pheasant First Nation are governed by the First Nations Elections Act, and the 

First Nations Elections Regulations. 

4. The Applicants MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN are 

Electors and Members of Red Pheasant First Nation eligible to commence this 

election appeal proceeding. 

5. On or about March 20, 2020, the results of the Red Pheasant First Nation 

election (“Election”) were announced by EO RATTE.  

6. The Respondent EO RATTE was the Electoral Officer.  

7. CLINTON WUTTUNEE was elected to the office of Chief, and LUX 

BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, 

HENRY GARDIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE were elected to the office of Councillor, all of whom 

are named as Respondents to this application. Each of the Respondents in this 

paragraph and/or their agents or persons acting on their behalf including but not 

limited to Shelley Wuttunee (wife of SHAWN WUTTUNEE), Cody Benson 

(Band Manager for Red Pheasant First Nation), Austin Ahenakew (Director of 

Finance for Red Pheasant First Nation), and Deloris Peyachew (Indian Registry 

Administrator for Red Pheasant First Nation)(collectively referred to as 

“Participants”) contravened the First Nations Elections Act, the First Nations 
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Elections Regulations and/or other applicable laws, which contraventions 

include but are not limited to vote buying, forging requests for mail-in ballots, 

paying for electors to request their mail-in ballots, forging mail-in ballot 

declarations, requesting and receiving information from EO RATTE as to who 

had requested a mail-in ballot and who had not, and other electoral corruption 

as identified herein in a manner that likely affected the result of the Election of 

the Chief and eight Councillors conducted on or about March 20, 2020, or in 

any event warrants the setting aside of the Election in its entirety. 

8. The Respondent Red Pheasant First Nation is named as a Respondent for the 

limited purpose of a costs award being made against it in relation to these 

proceedings. 

9. The balance of the persons identified on page 3 hereof as being served with this 

application were unsuccessful candidates in the Election. Those persons are 

served pursuant to section 34 of the First Nations Elections Act. While those 

persons are not respondents to this application, the Applicants consent to any 

of those persons becoming a respondent.  

10. To date, certified election results have not been received from EO RATTE or 

otherwise.  

11. A large number of candidates, most notably the Participants, contravened the 

First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Elections Regulations. These 

candidates and most notably the Participants offered and in fact provided money 

and other valuable consideration to electors and persons that have influence 

upon electors in exchange for the vote and/or mail-in ballot of electors. The 
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Applicants are aware of certain instances at this point in time, with full 

particulars of these and other instances within the exclusive knowledge of the 

Participants and candidates in question. The following paragraphs contain 

particulars that are presently within the knowledge of the Applicants. 

Additional particulars will be provided following production and cross-

examination. 

12. CLINTON WUTTUNEE, JASON JAKITA, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the Participants including themselves) 

engaged in electoral corruption and vote buying when they procured the forgery 

of a request for mail-in ballot, purchased the mail-in ballot, and forged the mail-

in ballot declaration of Robin Dean Wuttunee who was incarcerated between 

January 12 and June 23, 2020, at the Edmonton Remand Centre. 

13. CLINTON WUTTUNEE, JASON JAKITA, and SAMUEL WUTTUNEE had 

several communications with Robin Dean Wuttunee between January and the 

Election in which they arranged for the purchase of his mail-in ballot and 

provided instructions in relation thereto. They sent $300 to Heather Wuttunee 

by e-transfer that was to be forwarded by her to her brother, Robin Dean 

Wuttunee, for the purchase of his mail-in ballot. 

14. EO RATTE improperly provided the Participants with direct access to his list 

of voters, including those that had requested a mail-in ballot. One example is 

that EO RATTE informed the Participants that Robin Dean Wuttunee had not 

yet requested or received a mail-in ballot. Concerned that the Election was 

rapidly approaching, the Participants instructed Deloris Peyachew to forge a 
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replacement for photo ID for Robin Dean Wuttunee, which she did on or about 

March 10, 2020, and filed same with a forged request for mail-in ballot with 

EO RATTE by text message to unlawfully procure the issuance of a mail-in 

ballot. 

15. The Participants sent the mail-in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee to an address 

in North Battleford that they controlled with someone acting on their behalf, 

which is that of Leroy Nicotine Jr. or someone else. 

16. The Participants then received the mail-in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee, and 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE (on his behalf and on behalf of the Participants) 

requested that his wife, Shelley Wuttunee, forge the mail-in ballot declaration 

of Robin Dean Wuttunee, which she did on or about March 17, 2020, indicating 

that she witnessed Robin Dean Wuttunee solemnly declare that he had 

appropriately cast his mail-in ballot in North Battleford on that date. However, 

Robin Dean Wuttunee was in the Edmonton Remand Centre and did not and 

could not have made that solemn declaration before Shelley Wuttunee in North 

Battleford. The Participants, or persons acting on their behalf, forged the mail-

in ballot of Robin Dean Wuttunee and unlawfully cast votes for Chief and 

Council candidates. 

17. The Participants caused Deloris Peyachew to forge a replacement for photo ID 

for Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, and filed same with EO RATTE by text message 

approximately nine days prior to the Election to unlawfully procure the issuance 

of a mail-in ballot. CLINTON WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the Participants 

including himself) further engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote 
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buying, when he caused Constance Johnston to purchase the mail-in ballot of 

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee on or about three days prior to the Election for $700, 

and gave her the cash to do so. Shelley Wuttunee (wife of SHAWN 

WUTTUNEE) on behalf of the Participants then forged the mail-in ballot 

declaration of Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, which she did on or about March 18, 

2020, two days prior to the Election. 

18. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he attended to the 

house of Heather Meechance on Red Pheasant First Nation on or about 

February 9, 2020, and persuaded and assisted Heather Meechance to forge a 

request for mail in ballots in relation to each of her niece and nephew, Rickell 

Frenchman and Romello Meechance, in exchange for which GARY 

NICTOINE (through his agent Rosalie Kelly) provided Heather Meechance 

$100 through etransfer. While Heather Meechance did not have some of the 

required information to forge the request for the mail in ballots, GARY 

NICTOINE already possessed and provided same to assist Heather Meechance 

in forgoing the said ballots. GARY NICTOINE also offered Heather 

Meechance and/or her family members $200 for each mail in ballot that was 

given to GARY NICTOINE. 

19. On February 18, 2020, Heather Meechance received the mail in ballots of 

Rickell Frenchman and Romello Meechance. GARY NICTOINE and MANDY 

CUTHAND (on behalf of the Participants including themselves) met with 

Heather Meechance, got her to purport to be Rickell Frenchman and Romello 
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Meechance and to forge the voter declaration cards, and picked up the said mail 

ballots, at which time they called CLINTON WUTTUNEE and placed him on 

speakerphone. CLINTON WUTTUNEE told Heather Meechance that he would 

send her money in exchange for the mail in ballots. Heather Meechance then 

waited with GARY NICTOINE and MANDY CUTHAND until she received 

the etransfer of $400 from CLINTON WUTTUNEE (through his agent Austin 

Ahenakew), at which time Heather Meechance provided the mail in ballots to 

GARY NICTOINE and MANDY CUTHAND. 

20. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when on March 5, 2020, 

he offered to purchase the mail in ballot of Breanna Wahobin ($50 when the 

request for mail in ballot was sent, and $300 upon receipt of the purchased 

ballot) and then on March 10, 2020, he in fact purchased the mail in of ballot of 

Breanna Wahobin for $300 $350, and the mail-in ballot of Jerette Wahobin for 

$350. 

21. CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, and Cody Benson (on behalf of the 

Participants including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption, and in 

particular vote buying, when during the first week of February, 2020, they paid 

Paul Tobaccojuice $200 to request his mail-in ballot, and offered to purchase 

his mail-in ballot when it arrived. 

22. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he purchased the 

mail in ballot of Paul Tobaccojuice for $200 on or about February 14, 2020. 
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23. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he is purchased the 

mail in ballot of Trezdin Kiskotagen on February 18, 2020, for $200, at which 

time GARY NICTOINE added it to his briefcase that he was carrying that had 

several further purchased mail in ballots. 

24. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he offered and then 

paid Dion Bugler $50 for requesting his mail-in ballot. GARY NICTOINE and 

the Participants then caused Deloris Peyachew to forge a replacement for photo 

ID for Dion Bugler, and filed same with the forged request for mail-in ballot 

with EO RATTE by text message to unlawfully procure the issuance of a mail-

in ballot. 

25. GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when prior to the Election 

he offered to purchase the mail in ballot of Dion Bugler prior to the Election for 

$150. 

26. CLINTON WUTTUNEE and DANA FALCON (on behalf of the Participants 

including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote 

buying, when they purchased the mail in ballot of Dion Bugler for $500 prior 

to the Election. DANA FALCON handed Dion Bugler $300 in cash, which he 

obtained from an e-transfer from CLINTON WUTTUNEE and/or persons 

acting on his behalf. The remaining $200 was paid by e-transfer from Austin 
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Ahenakhew on behalf of CLINTON WUTTUNEE and the Participants to 

Loraine Bugler, the mother of Dion Bugler on or about March 17, 2020. 

27. HENRY GARDIDPY (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he purchased the 

request for mail-in ballot and the mail in ballot of Wendall John Albert for $20 

at the end of February, 2020. HENRY GARDIPY and the Participants then filed 

the forged request for mail-in ballot with EO RATTE by text message to 

unlawfully procure the issuance of a mail-in ballot, which the Participants 

forged to cast votes for Chief and Council in the Election. While Wendall John 

Albert had not requested a mail in ballot, HENRY GARDIDPY already had a 

mail in ballot issued to Wendall John Albert which he had him sign. The votes 

to be cast for candidates were blank when it was signed and returned to HENRY 

GARDIDPY.  

28. HENRY GARDIPY (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged 

in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he purchased the 

mail in ballots of Michael Ernest Stevens and Ardella Benson prior to the 

Election for $60 each. 

29. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) 

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he offered 

to purchase the mail in ballot of Angel Nicotine on or about January 26, 2020. 

Thereafter, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE again offered to purchase the mail in ballot 

of Angel Nicotine, and offer to have someone assist Angel Nicotine with filling 

out the papers to get her mail in ballot.  
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30. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE and GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants 

including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote 

buying, when they paid $100 to Heather Wuttunee at the beginning of February, 

2020, to request her mail-in ballot, and then purchased the ballots of Heather 

Wuttunee prior to the Election., Veronica Whitford, and Darian Wuttunee at the 

start of February, 2020. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE and GARY NICTOINE 

instructed and knew that Veronica Whitford was forging the signature for the 

mail in ballot of her daughter (Darian Wuttunee). $200 was paid for each of the 

ballots. 

31. SAMUEL WUTTUNEE and GARY NICTOINE (on behalf of the Participants 

including themselves) engaged in electoral corruption and vote buying when 

they paid $100 to Veronica Whitford to request her mail-in ballot at the 

beginning of February, 2020, and instructed Veronica Whitford to forge a 

request for mail-in ballot of her daughter, Darian Whiteford, and paid her a 

further $100 for doing so. GARY NICTOINE and the Participants then caused 

Deloris Peyachew to forge a replacement for photo ID, and filed same with the 

forged request for mail-in ballot with EO RATTE by text message to unlawfully 

procure the issuance of a mail-in ballot. 

32. The Participants forged a request for mail-in ballot for Wesley Wuttunee and 

received his mail-in ballot. SHAWN WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the 

Participants including himself) engaged in electoral corruption, and in 

particular vote buying, when he contacted and then met with Westly Wuttunee 

prior to the Election on or about February 20, 2020. SHAWN WUTTUNEE 
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already had the mail in ballot of Westly Wuttunee in his possession, which 

Westly Wuttunee then signed. SHAWN WUTTUNEE paid Westly Wuttunee 

$200 for the mail in ballot. 

33. SHAWN WUTTUNEE and his wife Shelley Wuttunee (on behalf of the 

Participants including himself) engaged in electoral corruption, and in 

particular vote buying, when he contacted and then met with Burton Ward. 

SHAWN WUTTUNEE already had the mail in ballot of Burton Ward in his 

possession, however it was not shown to Burton Ward. SHAWN WUTTUNEE 

paid Burton Ward $300 for the mail in ballot. 

34. Upon learning that Patricia Bird, an Elector, needed a new furnace, CLINTON 

WUTTUNEE (on behalf of the Participants including himself) exploited her 

financial vulnerability and engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular 

vote buying, by attempting to purchase the vote and mail in ballot of Patricia 

Bird and the family members of Patricia Bird. 

35. DANA FALCON (on behalf of the Participants including himself) engaged in 

electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he replied to a 

Facebook post by Jeff Wuttunee offering to sell his mail in ballot. DANA 

FALCON then met with Jeff Wuttunee and purchased his mail in ballot. 

36. Leroy Nicotine Jr. (on behalf of the Participants and himself) engaged in 

electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when he offered to purchase 

the mail in ballot of Lionel Brabant Jr. However, Lionel Brabant Jr. did not have 

a mail in ballot. Instead, Leroy Nicotine Jr. picked up Lionel Brabant Jr., gave 
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him a list of candidates to vote for, paid him for voting for those candidates, 

and dropped him of at the polling station. 

37. Leroy Nicotine Jr. (on behalf of the Participants) engaged in electoral 

corruption, and in particular vote buying, on February 27, 2020, when he 

contacted Justin Brabant and offered to purchase his mail in ballot. They met 

on the same date, and the mail in ballot was purchased for $300 in cash. 

38. The Participants engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, 

when they retained Cameron Nicotine to purchase mail in ballots for them. On 

behalf of the Participants, Cameron Nicotine offered to purchase the mail in 

ballot of Jennifer Peyachew for $200 on or about February 18, 2020. Cameron 

Nicotine assisted Jennifer Peyachew with completing her request for mail in 

ballot, after which he gave her $40.  

39. LUX BENSON and HENRY GARDIDPY (on behalf of the Participants) 

engaged in electoral corruption, and in particular vote buying, when they 

retained Darrel Peyachew to purchased mail in ballots for them. On behalf of 

the Participants, Darrel Peyachew, LUX BENSON and HENRY GARDIDPY 

purchased the mail in ballots of several Members in Great Falls and Billings, 

Montana, including but not limited to the purchase of the mail in ballots of 

Shadric Chippewa and Gregory Chippewa for $200 each. 

40. The voters list as prepared by Deloris Peyachew upon the instructions of the 

Participants contains at least 34 names of voters that passed away prior to 

January 1, 2020. EO RATTE used that list in relation to the Election. The 

Participants and persons acting on their behalf forged requests for mail-in 
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ballots on behalf of those deceased voters, received their mail-in ballots, and 

forged the mail-in ballot declarations and mail-in ballots in relation thereto. 

Further particulars will be provided upon production of the voters list by EO 

RATTE, which has been denied by EO RATTE thus far. 

41. None of the payments made to voters by the Participants and persons acting on 

their behalf had any legitimate or lawful justification or purpose. 

42. The Participants unlawfully possessed a large number of mail-in ballots, which 

mail-in ballots were not their respective mail-in ballots. 

43. The Participants forged each mail-in ballot that they purchased and the 

associated mail-in ballot declaration, unlawfully casting votes for Chief and 

Council candidates. The Participants then filed those forged mail-in ballots to 

EO RATTE, who accepted them. 

44. EO RATTE improperly accepted a large number of requests for mail-in ballot 

on behalf of other electors directly from the Participants by text message and 

hand delivery, rather than requiring that the elector deliver the request for mail-

in ballot. 

45. EO RATTE improperly accepted a large number of mail-in ballots directly from 

the Participants, rather than requiring that the elector deliver the request for 

mail-in ballot. Several persons attended to polling stations and were permitted 

by EO RATTE to deposit several mail in ballots, notwithstanding the limitation 

that an Elector may only vote once. This conduct further enabled electoral 

corruption, and in particular vote buying, to occur in the Election. 
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46. EO RATTE mailed and delivered multiple mail-in ballots to electors, and failed 

to document and cannot account for the duplicate mail-in ballots, raising further 

systemic concerns as to the integrity of the Election. 

47. EO RATTE mailed and delivered a large number of mail-in ballots to persons 

other than the electors in question. Moreover, EO RATTE failed to document 

on the voters list the information required by section 16(3) of the First Nations 

Elections Regulations, including but not limited to whom a mail-in ballot was 

mailed or delivered, that a package had been delivered to that elector, and the 

date on which, and the address to which, each package was mailed or delivered, 

raising further systemic concerns as to the integrity of the Election. 

48. EO RATTE is unable to produce mail-in ballot voter declarations despite 

authorization to do so by the voters in question, raising further systemic 

concerns as to the integrity of the Election. 

49. Contraventions of the First Nations Elections Act, the First Nations Elections 

Regulations and/or other applicable laws likely affected the result of the 

Election of the Chief and eight Councillors conducted on or about March 20, 

2020, or in any event warrant the setting aside of the Election in its entirety. 

Certain of the specific provisions of the First Nations Elections Act and the 

First Nations Elections Regulations are referenced in this Application, however 

all provisions thereof are relied upon in relation to this Application. Sections 3, 

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28, 30-35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41 of the 

First Nations Elections Act and sections 3, 4, 5, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 

25 of the First Nations Elections Regulations are specifically relied upon. 
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50. The conduct of the Participants predominantly giving rise to this Application as 

aforesaid exhibits electoral corruption and a complete disregard for the First 

Nations Elections Act. In the circumstances, the Participants should be wholly 

responsible for the costs incurred to rectify their criminal conduct, rather than 

the Members of Red Pheasant First Nation and in particular the Applicants.  

51. The Applicants are impecunious and cannot afford to prosecute this application. 

An award of costs on a solicitor and client basis jointly and severally against 

the Participants and Red Pheasant First Nation, in addition to any person that 

opposes this application, is in the interests of justice and is appropriate in the 

context of this application pursued in the public interest including the Members 

of the Red Pheasant First Nation, and the fact that the Applicants and the 

Members of the Red Pheasant First Nation would otherwise be deprived of the 

ability to seek the relief requested in this application. 

52. The Participants have engaged in misconduct during this proceeding, 

particulars of which are in the full knowledge of the Participants engaging in 

same. Full particulars will be provided at the hearing of this Notice of 

Application upon direction of this Honourable Court in relation to the issue of 

costs. 

53. Such further and other grounds as Counsel may advise and this Honourable 

Court may allow. 
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This application will be supported by the following material:  

54. Affidavits sworn by the Applicants and Electors with knowledge of the facts in 

dispute; 

55. Such other evidence as may be filed in accordance with the Rules; 

56. Materials certified by the Electoral Officer and transmitted under Rules 317 and 

318, including those materials enumerated below; and  

57. Such further and other materials as Counsel may advise and this Honourable 

Court may allow. 

Pursuant to Rule 317(1), the Applicants request the Electoral Officer, BURKE 

RATTE, to send a certified copy of the following material that is not in the 

possession of the Applicants but is in the possession of the Electoral Officer to the 

Applicants and to the Registry:  

1. all documents retained pursuant to subsection 25(1) of the First Nations 

Elections Regulations; 

2. certified election results; 

3. all versions of the membership list provided by the Red Pheasant First Nation; 

4. all versions of the voters list; 

5. all documentation that identifies who voted and by what mode; 

6. all documentation that identifies mail-in ballots that were sent to electors, and 

mail-in ballots that were received from electors; and 

7. all emails, letters, text messages, or other correspondence between January 1, 

2020, and April 17, 2020, in the possession, custody, or control of EO RATTE 

that include any one or more of CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, 
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JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY 

GARDIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, and SHAWN 

WUTTUNEE; 

8. all emails, letters, text messages, or other correspondence received or 

transmitted by EO RATTE in connection with the Red Pheasant First Nation 

election, including but not limited to all requests for a mail in ballot. 

DATED at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 17th day of April, 2020. 

 

PHILLIPS & CO. 

 

 

Per: “Nathan Phillips”______________________ 

 Nathan Phillips, 

 Solicitors for the Applicants, 

 Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE 

 

 

Phillips & Co. 
Barristers & Solicitors 

2100 Scarth Street 

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 

T: (306) 569-0811 

F: (306) 565-3434 

Email:  nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca   

Lawyer in charge of file:  Nathan Phillips   
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Burke Ratte

October 26, 2020
Stephanie Marocco
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Appendix 7-B - Voter Declaration Accompanying the 

Mail-in Ballot 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and returned to the
Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be counted.

In the matter of the election of the Red Pheasant Cree Nation, held according to the First Nations 

Election Regulations, I, r/\�_r_.JJ \ �(€Y'.\...� solemnly declare that: 
0 \!_P�::_�� name) ...\.-

1. I am a member of the � � C...v'.\� Band of Indians. 

2. My band/treaty/registry/status number i�tl '£o'iF��d/or my date of birth is� r\7) 2.._
3. My current mailing address is: �� �'1 .e.... (Q 5

(Street number and name IP. 0. Box Number) 

�Bw�t;i6i� (Pro�ritory) Ef21j,co�% 

4. I am at least 18 years of age.

5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election.

I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the same force 
and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false statement in this 
declaration� 

Q \� �Q__ � -D-
a

�
te

-��-��-�����--

(7�k '>J!Z.- z� It;)
(Telephone Number) 

Voter Declaration Form #: ____________ _ 

A-38
Burke Ratte

October 26, 2020
Stephanie Marocco
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Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 10:29:13 Central Standard Time

Page 1 of 1

Subject: RE: Undertakings
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 at 5:26:49 PM Central Standard Time
From: Stooshinoff Law
To: 'Norman Boudreau', 'Darren'
CC: 'John Isfeld', nathanphillips

Thanks Norman.
 
Nicholas J Stooshinoff Q.C.
Stooshinoff & Associates
#300 – 416 21st Street East
Saskatoon, SK  S7K OC2
Phone: 306 653-9002 | Fax: 306 653-5284
 
Confidentiality Warning:  This message and any attachments are solely for the use of intended recipients.
They may contain privileged and/ or confidential information.  If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this email and any attachment is strictly prohibited.
If you receive this email in error please contact the sender and delete the message
and any attachments associated therewith from your computer.
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
 
From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Sent: September-14-20 4:58 PM
To: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Cc: John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: Undertakings
 
As requested, I am attaching with the undertakings provided to Mr. Phillips. There is also the
mail-in ballot of Robin D. Wuttunee that was provided to Mr. Phillips. However, because it is
unredacted we are unable to provide you with a copy of same.
 
Sincerely,
 
J.R. Norman Boudreau
BOUDREAU LAW 
*Legal Services provided through Norman Boudreau Law Corpora]on
Barristers & Solicitors - Avocats & Notaires
100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6
Direct Line (204) 318-2681; Cell (204) 771-2577; Fax (204) 477-6057
Office (204) 318-2688; Toll Free 1-866-885-5759
nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca
www.boudreaulaw.ca
WARNING: 
From ]me to ]me, our spam scanners eliminate legi]mate e-mail from clients. If your e-mail contains important instruc]ons, please
ensure that we acknowledge receipt of those instruc]ons.
This e-mail may be privileged and/or confiden]al, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obliga]ons. Any distribu]on, use
or copying of this e-mail or the informa]on it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you received this e-mail in
error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately.
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Clinton R Wuttunee

Robin D Home

Clinton R Wuttunee

Ok what address u want me to use ?

Mar 3, 2020, 9:29 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Ok send that an noone sent nothing

Mar 3, 2020, 9:22 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee

U want me to send for your ballot ? It’s not in system yet so u r not getting one

Mar 3, 2020, 12:31 AM

Clinton R Wuttunee

Sent 50

Mar 2, 2020, 8:21 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee

Ok

Mar 2, 2020, 8:19 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

There

Mar 1, 2020, 8:45 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Send it
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Robin D Home
Mar 1, 2020, 8:44 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Cheyennepahsaknunk@gmail.com

Mar 1, 2020, 8:44 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

I really need it

Feb 29, 2020, 9:55 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Please

Feb 29, 2020, 9:55 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Yes

Feb 29, 2020, 9:55 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee

Ya few $

Feb 28, 2020, 10:30 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

R u still going to help out getting my thing soon

Feb 28, 2020, 8:27 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Hey

Feb 28, 2020, 8:24 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee
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Robin D HomeOk

Feb 26, 2020, 3:15 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Ask Sam

Feb 26, 2020, 2:16 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Sam is mailing it

Feb 26, 2020, 2:14 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee

Did she order your ballot ?

Feb 26, 2020, 1:28 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Snap her

Feb 26, 2020, 1:19 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee

Ok

Feb 26, 2020, 1:29 AM

Robin D Wuttunee

??

Feb 25, 2020, 11:54 AM

Robin D Wuttunee

I'm taking a agricultural course

Feb 24, 2020, 10:54 PM
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Robin D Home
Robin D Wuttunee

Heather is the only person who is helping me here in Edmonton.

Feb 24, 2020, 10:53 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

I don't have a way of getting pictures I just need something for canteen Heather Knows how to get 
my cash to me.

Feb 24, 2020, 10:53 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee

Can I get a picture of your id?

Feb 23, 2020, 9:41 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee

I’ll figure something out bro

Feb 23, 2020, 9:41 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Can u get my ballot mailed to me I'm in Edmonton remand.

Feb 23, 2020, 8:55 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

wuttunee16@gmail.com

Feb 23, 2020, 8:54 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Send it to my sister

Feb 23, 2020, 8:44 PM

Robin D Wuttunee
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Generated by Robin D Wuttunee on Wednesday, July 22, 2020 at 4:50 PM UTC-06:00
Contains data from January 1, 2020 to March 30, 2020

Robin D Home
Send me 50$ bro

Feb 23, 2020, 8:44 PM

Clinton R Wuttunee

Hi bro

Feb 23, 2020, 1:00 AM

Robin D Wuttunee

Hey yo I'm in jail in Edmonton I'm going to mail my ballot out to Heather she has her ballot too ....if u 
can email me cash send it to Heather wuttunee16@gmail.com

Feb 22, 2020, 4:37 PM
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Samuel Wuttunee

Robin D Home

Samuel Wuttunee

Call my cell 4412316

Mar 16, 2020, 1:56 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Before Tuesday

Mar 16, 2020, 1:28 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Hey Hook me up some cash bro

Mar 16, 2020, 1:28 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Whats up then

Feb 26, 2020, 10:21 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Ok

Feb 25, 2020, 11:57 AM

Samuel Wuttunee

I gotta get the money from the boys

Feb 25, 2020, 11:55 AM

Samuel Wuttunee

I'm not in nb yet I'm on my way
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Robin D Home
Feb 25, 2020, 11:55 AM

Robin D Wuttunee

Today

Feb 25, 2020, 11:54 AM

Robin D Wuttunee

What's up my cut off for canteen is todat

Feb 25, 2020, 11:54 AM

Samuel Wuttunee

Ok

Feb 24, 2020, 11:07 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

I talked to Heather already

Feb 24, 2020, 11:07 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Ya bro

Feb 24, 2020, 11:06 PM

Samuel Wuttunee

????

Feb 24, 2020, 11:04 PM

Samuel Wuttunee

I need it blank though

Feb 24, 2020, 11:04 PM

Samuel Wuttunee
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Robin D HomeYes when I get back to nb

Feb 24, 2020, 11:03 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Email wuttunee16@gmail.com

Feb 24, 2020, 11:02 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Send it to her emy

Feb 24, 2020, 11:01 PM

Samuel Wuttunee

Ok

Feb 24, 2020, 11:00 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Send it to my sister Heather

Feb 24, 2020, 10:59 PM

Samuel Wuttunee

But around nb

Feb 24, 2020, 10:59 PM

Samuel Wuttunee

Ask tara if I can send thst to her house or one of ur chicks

Feb 24, 2020, 10:59 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Ok

Feb 24, 2020, 10:58 PM
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Robin D Home
Samuel Wuttunee

When I get back to nb

Feb 24, 2020, 10:57 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Tomorrow

Feb 24, 2020, 10:55 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

I need cash tonight to make canteen

Feb 24, 2020, 10:55 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

What's up bro

Feb 24, 2020, 10:54 PM
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Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 16:10:39 Central Standard Time

Page 1 of 2

Subject: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Na5on Elec5on Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 at 4:22:15 PM Central Standard Time
From: nathanphillips
To: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net
CC: MervinPhillips
AEachments: 2020-07-24-Affidavit-Michael Ernest Stevens.pdf, 2020-07-27-Affidavit-Dion Bugler.pdf, 2020-

07-27-Affidavit-Wendall John Albert.pdf, 2020-07-28-Affidavit-Robin Dean Wu[unee.pdf,
2020-07-29-Affidavit-Burton Ward.pdf, 2020-07-29-Affidavit-Stephanie Reid.pdf, 2020-07-29-
Affidavit-Wesley Wu[unee.pdf, 2020-05-01-Affidavit-Heather Meechance.pdf, 2020-05-12-
Affidavit-Paul Tobaccojuice.pdf, 2020-05-29-Affidavit-Breanna Wahobin.pdf, 2020-07-29-
Affidavit-Arnold Bruce Wu[unee.pdf

Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
A[ached for service upon your clients is the following (two separate emails given the size of the
a[achments):

1.      Affidavit of Heather Meechance sworn May 1, 2020

2.       Affidavit of Paul Tobaccojuice sworn May 12, 2020

3.       Affidavit of Breanna Wahobin sworn May 29, 2020

4.       Affidavit of Veronica Whibord sworn July 23, 2020

5.       Affidavit of Michael Ernest Stevens sworn July 24, 2020

6.       Affidavit of Dion Bugler sworn July 27, 2020

7.       Affidavit of Wendall John Albert sworn July 27, 2020

8.       Affidavit of Robin Dean Wu[unee sworn July 28, 2020

9.       Affidavit of Burton Ward sworn July 29, 2020

10.   Affidavit of Wesley Wu[unee sworn July 29, 2020

11.   Affidavit of Arnold Bruce Wu[unee sworn July 29, 2020

12.   Affidavit of Mary Linda Whibord sworn July 29, 2020

13.   Affidavit of Alicia Moosomin sworn July 29, 2020

14.   Affidavit of Stephanie Reid sworn July 29, 2020

The download link for the audio files on the CDs exhibited to the affidavit of Stephanie Reid:
h[ps://phillipsco-
my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/nathanphillips_phillipsco_ca/EvU2mrz9BnBHjodMORIOxPYB9VeDxUcFB9
WHh8l6Vbn0EQ?e=UBMN2M
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h[ps://phillipsco-
my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/nathanphillips_phillipsco_ca/EuZlJWoV0ApKmkTkVuhGuk0B0ajkWYRuiuG
w5KBCW9kHMQ?e=6hYo[
 
On behalf of your clients (CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA
FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, AND RED PHEASANT
FIRST NATION) please confirm your receipt of the forgoing.
 
The deadline for your clients’ affidavits opposing to the No5ce of Applica5on is August 28, 2020. Please
confirm that your clients intend to comply with that deadline.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional Corpora5on
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
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STOOSHINOFF BITZER 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 
#300, 416 - 21 st Street East 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

S7K 0C2 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
B.A. (Hons.) LL.B. LL.M. 
Professional Law Corporation 

Telephone: (306) 653-9000 
Fax: (306) 653-5284 

E-mail: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net 

Clara Bitzer 
B.A. (Hons.) LL.B. 
Professional Law Corporation 

July 28, 2020 

Na than Phillips 
Phillips & Co. 
2100 Scarth Street, 
Regina, Sk. S4P 2H6 

Dear Sir: 

Re: Whitford et.al. v. Wuttunee et.al. (File Number T-474-20) 
Your July 22, 2020 Correspondence 

I am sending you this letter in response to your correspondence of July 22, 2020 regarding 
communications that you say has come into your possession through your dealings with inmate 
#1543410 at the Edmonton Remand Centre. Your letter sets out a series of very disturbing facts 
and of even more concern to me, you make very serious and deeply offensive threats. 

As you were advised in several e-mails over the last week, I needed to meet with my clients 
before I could provide you with a more complete response. I made the effort to drive to North 
Battleford yesterday to meet with my clients, Mr. Jason Chakita and Mr. Samuel Wuttunee and to 
receive their instructions regarding the matters you raise. 

The contents of your letter are very unprofessional and you make highly improper threats which 
carries implications of both a civil and criminal nature. It is my opinion that your letter is 
extortionist. You admit that you are in possession of evidence of communication that you know to 
be improperly or perhaps illegally obtained involving my clients and despite the possibly that you 
are unlawfully in possession of that evidence you are demanding that my clients consent to your 
use of that illegally obtained evidence or otherwise you intend to apply to the court for a ruling 
that the court draw an adverse inference from their refusal to consent your use of it. This is 
outrageous and unprofessional, if not criminal in nature. 

You are also trying to force me to compromise my client's rights and make me complicit in your 
misuse of that evidence. You must surely realize that my clients have a right to privacy in their 
communication and you have obtained a third party communication when you were not a party to 
the communication nor did you receive it through a judicial authorization. You admit that you 
received it "inadvertently". My clients are entitled to have their civil right and their rights under 
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms respected in the judicial process. You are in 
violation of those rights. 
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My clients are deeply disturbed by the manner in which you came into possession of what is 
privacy protected recordings. As you know, there is a statutory process in place for the release of 
government intercepted recordings. As you indicated in your correspondence, you came into the 
possession of the "unredacted" recordings by an "inadvertent" release of the recording by "Justice 
and Solicitor General, Alberta" as you say. Clearly, you knew then that the material should not 
have come into your possession and that it should not remain in your possession but yet you are 
trying to make use of it when you know that the process to protect the Constitutional Rights of 
persons from the release of protected materials was not followed by the various institutions in 
Alberta or respected by you. 

Your attempt to extort concession from me and my clients and to use intimidation tactics to force 
them to permit the filing of ill-gotten and perhaps illegally obtained materials into a judicial 
proceeding before the Federal Court of Canada is another aspect of your misconduct. It is most 
troubling that you believe that it is acceptable for an officer of the court to file with the Federal 
Court of Canada what you know to be improperly obtained evidence. 

We will not under any circumstance consent to your use of the ill-gotten evidence in your 
possession, either in this or any Court proceeding. And be further advised that we have taken 
steps to bring your most troubling conduct to the attention of the appropriate authorities. 

Yours truly, 

CC: The Law Society of Saskatchewan 
Norman Boudreau, Boudreau Law 
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Burke Ratte

October 26, 2020
Stephanie Marocco
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Jason D Chakita

Robin D Home

Jason D Chakita

I just checked and it's still on hold

Mar 13, 2020, 3:04 PM

Jason D Chakita

That was 2 daysbagao

Mar 13, 2020, 1:24 PM

Jason D Chakita

I tried it says it's on hold

Mar 13, 2020, 1:24 PM

Jason D Chakita

Mar 13, 2020, 1:24 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

What's the chiefs number Robin wants to know if u guys sent anything for his phone

Mar 13, 2020, 1:16 PM

Jason D Chakita

3067133437

Mar 10, 2020, 8:32 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Ya slap some cash in there bro
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Robin D Home
Mar 10, 2020, 2:24 PM

Jason D Chakita

Trusttransfers.ca

Mar 9, 2020, 7:51 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Robin wants to know if u can drop any cash off by Tuesday night for canteen

Mar 8, 2020, 7:46 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

What's up

Mar 2, 2020, 4:39 PM

Jason D Chakita

I feel you I ain't got not cash so your going to have to keep waiting until I get cash

Feb 28, 2020, 2:40 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

It's been two weeks I'm still waiting for 60$,

Feb 28, 2020, 2:39 PM

Jason D Chakita

Lmao sluffing what

Feb 27, 2020, 10:27 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

Why u sluffing

Feb 27, 2020, 9:10 PM

Robin D Wuttunee

AR3510



Generated by Robin D Wuttunee on Wednesday, July 22, 2020 at 4:50 PM UTC-06:00
Contains data from January 1, 2020 to March 30, 2020

Robin D HomeWhat's up then

Feb 25, 2020, 11:57 AM

Robin D Wuttunee

Hey

Feb 25, 2020, 11:56 AM
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PHILLIPS & CO.
Nathan Phillips

iialhaiiphillipS(J?)philli|)sco.c;i
T: 306,569,081 I

T: 306.565,3434

I’l IILIJPS LHGAL I’ROFIISSIONAL CORPORATION

Mcrvin C. Phillips. R.S.W., LL.B,. LL.M.
I.cane Phillips, B.A., .1.1).
Nalhan Phillips. B.A., J.D.

July 22, 2020
Attention: Nicholas J Stooshinoff, O.C.

Stooshinoff Bitzer

#3 00 — 416 21 St Street East

Saskatoon, SIC S7K OC2

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosorain v Clinton Wuttunee, et al. T-474-20
Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal

Re:

The Applicants were informed by Inmate #1543410 of the Edmonton Remand Centre that all

telephone calls are recorded while an inmate of the Edmonton Remand Centre and that accordingly
Inmate #1543410’s telephone calls with Jason Chakita and Samuel Wuttunee had been recorded.

Those telephone calls included efforts to buy votes.

The Applicants previously received authorization from Inmate #1543410 of the Edmonton

Remand Centre to request and receive recordings of telephone calls. That authorization was
submitted to the Edmonton Remand Centre, and Justice and Solicitor General, Alberta.

In the course of that request, the full and unredacted recordings were produced to counsel for the
Applicants. Justice and Solicitor General, Alberta, alleged that production was inadvertent. Prior
to being notified of same, counsel for the Applicants reviewed the recordings in full and concluded
that they were important evidence in connection with this election appeal and its determination on
its merits. However and in the context of the alleged inadvertent production, counsel for the
Applicants waited for the determination of Justice and Solicitor General, Alberta, as to what parts
of the recordings were to be properly produced.

Yesterday Justice and Solicitor General, Alberta, finally produced redacted recordings of the
telephone calls. The redactions were applied on the basis of invasion of a third party’s personal
privacy, and in particular that “...we did not receive consent for the other caller...” and that it

included “...third party names...” The persons involved are Jason Chakita and Samuel Wuttunee.

Authorization from your clients, Jason Chakita and Samuel Wuttunee, will conclude this issue and
permit the full and unredacted recordings to be adduced into evidence. Enclosed herewith are two

authorizations for review by your clients, Jason Chakita and Samuel Wuttunee. Please have them

sign and return the executed authorizations as soon as possible so that they may be forwarded to
Justice and Solicitor General, Alberta.

Phillips & Co. I Barrislcrs & Solicitors | 2100 Scnrlh Street | Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 21-16 Page 1 of2
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In the event that Jason Chakita and Samuel Wuttunee refuse to execute the enclosed authorizations,

the Applicants will proceed as follows:

There is only one reason why your clients’ consent would not be forthcoming: they do not
want the evidence of their misconduct to be considered by the Federal Court. This letter

and your clients’ refusal will be adduced as evidence at the hearing of the Notice of

Application in connection with a request for adverse inference, and to impugn the

credibility of Jason Chakita and Samuel Wuttunee.

A Motion will be brought for a subpoena directed to the Edmonton Remand Centre and

Justice and Solicitor General, Alberta, to produce the unredacted recordings. Alternatively,
the Motion will seek authorization of the Federal Court to permit utilization of the full and

unredacted recordings which are in the possession of counsel for the Applicants.

2.

I look forward to your anticipated cooperation.

Yours truly.

PHILLIPS & CO.

\Per:

Nathan Phillips

Norman BoudreauCC.

Phillips & Co. I Barristers & Solicitors | 2100 Scarth Street | Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 Page 2 of2
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July 22, 2020
To: Edmonton Remand Centre

18415 127 St NW

Edmonton, AB T6V IBl

Justice and Solicitor General

9th Floor John E. Brownlee Bldg.
10365 - 97 Street

Edmonton, AB T5J 3W7

To:

Pursuant to subsection 40(1 )(d) of the Freedom of Information and Protection ofPrivacy Act,
and section 7 of the Freedom ofInformation and Protection ofPrivacy Regulation, I hereby
consent, authorize and direct you to immediately disclose and produce the following recordings

of telephone calls:

1. Inmate #1543410 of the Edmonton Remand Centre and Jason Chakita using telephone

(780) 863-6426 - February 1 through March 20, 2020

Please disclose and produce the recordings referred to in the first paragraph of this letter to:

Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

and

Nathan Phillips
Phillips & Co.
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

The said recordings may only be utilized as evidence in connection with Federal Court

proceeding T-474-20, namely an appeal of the March, 2020, Election of Red Pheasant First
Nation.

Jason Chakita
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July 22, 2020
Edmonton Remand Centre

18415 127 St NW

Edmonton, AB T6V IBl

To:

Justice and Solicitor General

9th Floor John E. Brownlee Bldg.
10365 - 97 Street

Edmonton, AB T5J 3W7

To:

Pursuant to subsection 40(1 )(d) of the Freedom of Information and Protection ofPrivacy Act,
and section 7 of the Freedom ofInformation and Protection ofPrivacy Regulation, I hereby

consent, authorize and direct you to immediately disclose and produce the following recordings

of telephone calls:

1. Inmate #1543410 of the Edmonton Remand Centre and Samuel Wuttunee using

telephone (306) 441-2316 - February 1 through March 20, 2020

Please disclose and produce the recordings referred to in the first paragraph of this letter to:

Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

and

Nathan Phillips
Phillips & Co.
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

The said recordings may only be utilized as evidence in connection with Federal Court

proceeding T-474-20, namely an appeal of the March, 2020, Election of Red Pheasant First
Nation.

Samuel Wuttunee
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nathanphillips

From: Darren Winegarden <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Sent: July 27, 2020 11:59 AM
To: nathanphillips
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]

Mr. Phillips  
 
We are on route to North Battleford to meet our clients at this moment. As we said before will be in touch once we 
have our instructions. 
 
 Please be patient.  

Darren Winegarden 
 
 

On Jul 27, 2020, at 11:41 AM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 

  
Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Further to my letter of July 22, 2020, you would think that your clients would immediately provide their 
consent to the full and unredacted recordings if they had nothing to hide. Their hesitation in responding 
speaks for itself.  
  
As noted in my letter of July 22, 2020, if your clients’ consent is not forthcoming an adverse inference 
will be sought and a motion brought to compel production of the full and unredacted recordings.  
  
May I please have your immediate reply?  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: July 24, 2020 11:54 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 
Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips 
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We will be in communication with you soon. We may have to travel to North Battleford to facilitate a 
meeting with our clients. I understand they also have meetings scheduled in Alberta for next week 
which makes a trip to Saskatoon difficult for them, logistically.   
  
We are in the process of making arrangements to meet assign as possible. 
  
Darren Winegarden 
 
 
 

On Jul 24, 2020, at 11:13 AM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Winegarden, 
  
When will that be? 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and 
destroy any copies. 
  

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: July 24, 2020 10:23 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-
001] 
  
Mr. Phillips 
  
We contacted our clients immediately after we received your e-mail and 
correspondence and then arranged for an in-person meeting with them, at which time 
we will receive our instructions. As soon as we have met with them and received our 
instructions we will provide you with our fulsome reply. 
  
Darren Winegarden 
 
 
 
 

On Jul 24, 2020, at 10:11 AM, nathanphillips 
<NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden, 
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You confirmed receipt and review of my letter of July 22, 2020, letter 
on the same date. 
  
May I please have your immediate reply?  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone 
(collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: July 22, 2020 3:52 PM 
To: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren 
<dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld 
<jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; MervinPhillips 
<MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 
[PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Attached for your immediate attention is a letter. Please confirm your 
receipt. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone 
(collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 

  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 

  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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nathanphillips

From: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net
Sent: July 27, 2020 1:10 PM
To: nathanphillips
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]

Nathan as you know I am about to meet my clients to discuss this. You can take my position to be a very firm objection. 
Thank you.  
 
Nicholas Stooshinoff  

Sent from my iPhone 
 
 

On Jul 27, 2020, at 11:41 AM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 

  
Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Further to my letter of July 22, 2020, you would think that your clients would immediately provide their 
consent to the full and unredacted recordings if they had nothing to hide. Their hesitation in responding 
speaks for itself.  
  
As noted in my letter of July 22, 2020, if your clients’ consent is not forthcoming an adverse inference 
will be sought and a motion brought to compel production of the full and unredacted recordings.  
  
May I please have your immediate reply?  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: July 24, 2020 11:54 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 
Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips 
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We will be in communication with you soon. We may have to travel to North Battleford to facilitate a 
meeting with our clients. I understand they also have meetings scheduled in Alberta for next week 
which makes a trip to Saskatoon difficult for them, logistically.   
  
We are in the process of making arrangements to meet assign as possible. 
  
Darren Winegarden 
 
 
 

On Jul 24, 2020, at 11:13 AM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Winegarden, 
  
When will that be? 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and 
destroy any copies. 
  

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: July 24, 2020 10:23 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-
001] 
  
Mr. Phillips 
  
We contacted our clients immediately after we received your e-mail and 
correspondence and then arranged for an in-person meeting with them, at which time 
we will receive our instructions. As soon as we have met with them and received our 
instructions we will provide you with our fulsome reply. 
  
Darren Winegarden 
 
 
 
 

On Jul 24, 2020, at 10:11 AM, nathanphillips 
<NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden, 
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You confirmed receipt and review of my letter of July 22, 2020, letter 
on the same date. 
  
May I please have your immediate reply?  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone 
(collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: July 22, 2020 3:52 PM 
To: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren 
<dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld 
<jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; MervinPhillips 
<MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 
[PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Attached for your immediate attention is a letter. Please confirm your 
receipt. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone 
(collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 

  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 

  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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Thursday, September 24, 2020 at 11:21:03 Central Standard Time

Page 1 of 20

Subject: Re: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2020 at 11:18:56 AM Central Standard Time
From: nathanphillips
To: Stooshinoff Law
CC: 'Darren Winegarden', MervinPhillips

Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
You terminated our phone call that included Heather Meechance and the Court Reporter. We remain on the
record with the Court Reporter. Heather Meechance has been sworn in and is waiVng for you to cross-
examine her on her affidavit in this proceeding sworn May 1, 2020. We will conVnue to wait unVl for you for
another 30 minutes (unVl 11:50 am this morning). If you do not a]end at that Vme, the cross-examinaVon
will conclude.
 
Heather Meechance has agreed to provide you one further opportunity to cross-examine her at 8 am
tomorrow morning, September 25. If you would like to a]end the cross-examinaVon in person, please advise.
If you would like to a]end by video conference cross-examinaVon, please confirm your a]endance.
 
If we do not receive your confirmaVon by email by 8 am tomorrow, September 25, Heather Meechance will
return to Calgary. If your clients fail to cross-examine Heather Meechance today or tomorrow, whether in
person in Regina or by video conference cross-examinaVon, your clients will not receive another opportunity
to cross-examine her.
 
I take excepVon to your below email. As a result of the urgency of this email, you will receive a separate reply.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 

From: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2020 at 10:58 AM
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Cc: 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>, Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Phillips.  There seems to be very li]le point in trying to communicate with you or trying to work out
scheduling.  You ignore what I say and act unilaterally.  You know that my posiVon throughout has been to
conduct cross examinaVons in person.  You can conduct yours remotely if you wish.  On Thursday September
17 we met in person and came up with a plan.   It was agreed that I would cross Heather Meechance in
Calgary on September 25 in person.  I would cross your affiants in North Ba]leford on Wednesday September
23 and in Saskatoon on September 24.  We agreed that you would cross my clients on Sunday September 27
in Saskatoon as a convenience you and as you had offered to do so on a Sunday.   You then cancelled that
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because you did not want to travel.  As a result we had to re-shuffle the arrangements.  I was to cross Heather
Meechance in Calgary on September 25 and immediately thereajer you were to commence the cross of my
clients as they would be in Calgary and so would I. The September 25 cross of Heather Meechance was later
cancelled because a court reporter was not available in Calgary and similarly the September 23 and 24 cross
examinaVons in North Ba]leford and Saskatoon were cancelled because a court reporter was not available. 
The September 25 remote cross of my clients was then cancelled because my clients had not completed their
meeVngs and would not be available.  In the absence of any consultaVon or agreement you then decided to
send Heather to Regina for me to cross rather than Calgary, Saskatoon or North Ba]leford.  I made it clear
that my clients were not going to be paying several thousands of dollars to send Heather to Regina plus pay
me to drive 5 or 6 hours to do so and now you are trying to force me do so remotely when the foregoing
narraVve clearly demonstrates that you have known at all Vmes that I expect to cross in person.  The
quotaVon from my email is predicated on an in-person cross, not remotely, and you know that.  We have the
enVre week of September 28 to get this done but I can’t get your cooperaVon for some unknown reason.
Furthermore the cause of mess we find ourselves in is a]ributable to only one person and that is you.  I
contacted you to try and set up a reasonable schedule for the cross of all affiants.  You refused to engage in
an meaningful way and insisted on a firm applicaVon of the 20 day rule.  I even reached out to your Law
Society approved PracVce Supervisor to intervene and talk some sense to you but I never received a response
even though he assured me that he was having a meeVng with you that day.  This lej me with no choice but
to serve DirecVons to A]end and set dates to comply with the 20 day rule that you clearly intended to rely
on.  I could not compromise my clients and so the dates were set.  You however unilaterally cancelled my
cross examinaVon of your affiants even though they were not your clients and you had put them forward as
mere witnesses.  That was and remains a very disturbing act of professional misconduct.  You are now trying
to manufacture an exit from the very disastrous mess you created and trying to shij some blame onto me
including implying that I am reneging on an undertaking.  That is a preposterous and deeply offensive
accusaVon and I demand that you either immediately report it to the Law Society or retract it.  If I do not
have your retracVon before noon I will report the ma]er to the Law Society.  I believe it was JusVce Barnes in
the Key Band case that you were counsel on, who commented to the effect that in his 13 years on the bench
he has not seen a more hosVle and unprofessional relaVonship between counsel as the one you were in.  The
one common denominator between the Key Band case and this case is that you are counsel.  You refuse all
efforts to come to reasonable arrangements.  We obviously cannot communicate in a meaningful way.  We
obviously require oversite of some sort to get this ma]er completed.  An intervenVon of some sort is
required.
 
Nicholas J Stooshinoff Q.C.
Stooshinoff & Associates
#300 – 416 21st Street East
Saskatoon, SK  S7K OC2
Phone: 306 653-9002 | Fax: 306 653-5284
 
Confidentiality Warning:  This message and any attachments are solely for the use of intended recipients.
They may contain privileged and/ or confidential information.  If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this email and any attachment is strictly prohibited.
If you receive this email in error please contact the sender and delete the message
and any attachments associated therewith from your computer.
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
 
From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Sent: September-24-20 9:39 AM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: Re: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
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Importance: High
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
May I please have your reply to my below email?
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 

From: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 at 4:43 PM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>, Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
I disagree with your asserVon that in person cross-examinaVons of Heather Meechance in Calgary was
agreed. Among other communicaVons, see your below email of September 21 at 4:44 pm in which you
agreed to the cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance in Regina:

I can also proceed with Heather Meechance on September 25 despite the huge inconvenience of
forcing me to travel to Regina when Calgary is closer to Saskatoon than Regina by at least 160 klms if
she is driving, and if she is flying it is equally accessible so this imposiVon makes li]le sense to me. 
However I am prepared to make the compromise to get this maEer completed.

 
Moreover, you have also advised that your Court Reporter is not available in Calgary. An in person cross-
examinaVon in Calgary is therefore not even a possibility.
 
We have advised you on several occasions that the DirecVon to A]end you served upon Heather Meechance
sVpulated an irregular locaVon of North Ba]leford. Your asserVon that we cancelled her cross-examinaVon is
incorrect. On September 17, that being the date sVpulated in your irregular DirecVon to A]end, you made no
a]empt to cross-examine Heather Meechance at the locaVon that she is enVtled to be cross-examined:
Calgary. Moreover, you made no a]empt to cross-examine Heather Meechance by video conference or
otherwise.
 
The deadline for serving a proper DirecVon to A]end expired almost three weeks ago. The deadline for cross-
examinaVons has already expired. My clients and Heather Meechance are extending every reasonable
opportunity to your clients to cross-examine her, including most recently her travel to Saskatchewan at your
request and undertaking to pay her expenses. You did not respond in a Vmely manner to our urgent emails
yesterday. Heather Meechance will be in Regina for her scheduled cross-examinaVon tomorrow morning,
which locaVon you agreed to. If your clients refuse to cross-examine Heather Meechance tomorrow morning
as scheduled, whether in person in Regina or by video conference cross-examinaVon, your clients will not
receive another opportunity to cross-examine her.
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The parVculars to join the video conference cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance tomorrow morning at
11 am as scheduled have been received from the Court Reporter. You were copied on that email. For greater
certainty, those parVculars are as follows:

h]ps://zoom.us/j/99261546941?pwd=d1I4SS9PaGJVcExuRUYrZEIxOHVjQT09
MeeVng ID: 992 6154 6941
Passcode: 688441

 
Please a]end the cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance in person in Regina tomorrow at 11 am, or by
video conference. You may a]end by either mode.
 
An undertaking of a lawyer is a ma]er that I do not take lightly. Your below email concerns me and
accordingly I seek your clarificaVon. Please advise if you are refusing to honour your undertaking to pay the
costs of Heather Meechance to travel to Saskatchewan.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Sent: September 23, 2020 2:59 PM
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Cc: 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Good ajernoon Mr. Phillips.  Unfortunately what you propose is not acceptable.  You simply don’t have the
right to determine when or if I will cross examine Heather Meechance or anyone else for that ma]er.   You
cannot just announce that you will produce her at some locaVon and demand that I travel there and pay her
costs when that was not agreed to nor required by the Rules or court direcVve.  I remind you that she was
served and it was you that improperly and unilaterally cancelled her cross examinaVon.  I have been telling
you since last Thursday that I will cross examine Heather Meechance in Calgary and you agreed to that.  We
served her in Calgary to appear in North Ba]leford as that is her home but if she is currently residing in
Calgary that is also acceptable to us.  We are advised that Chief and Council are conVnuing meeVngs into
Thursday ajernoon and evening and therefore cannot travel back to Saskatchewan unVl someVme Friday
September 25.  As a result they will not be available on Friday at all.  AusVn Ahenakew is not available
because I am advised that he is with Chief and Council in Calgary and I have already explained the situaVon
with Constance and John.  I remind you that we have the enVrety of next week open for the raVonal and
orderly scheduling of the remaining cross examinaVons for both sides.  We have technical requirements to
meet which arises due to the inability of Royal ReporVng to conduct in-person sessions and so we require the
Vme to make the arrangements for next week.  Having said that we are agreeable that the cross of your
affiants take place on Monday September 28 in North Ba]leford.  The cross of Jason Chakita, Alicia
Moosomin and Michael Stevens will take place in Saskatoon on September 29.  That will be in-person session
with you but the reporter will be remote.  With regard to arranging for a translator for Ms. Whizord I assume
you have dropped that requirement and if you have not, I can advise that Mr. Fox is not acceptable and my
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clients will produce a translator in accordance with the Rules.  If any witness is ill or who’s cross is not
completed on either September 28 or 29 then we can re-schedule that person for later in the week.  We will
cross Heather Meechance in Calgary as soon as is reasonable and upon Calgary court reporters confirming
that they can accommodate an in-person cross.  The foregoing represents a reasonable proposal and
compromise for the lawyers as well as our respecVve clients, and affiants. I trust this will be acceptable.
 
Nicholas J Stooshinoff Q.C.
Stooshinoff & Associates
#300 – 416 21st Street East
Saskatoon, SK  S7K OC2
Phone: 306 653-9002 | Fax: 306 653-5284
 
Confidentiality Warning:  This message and any attachments are solely for the use of intended recipients.
They may contain privileged and/ or confidential information.  If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this email and any attachment is strictly prohibited.
If you receive this email in error please contact the sender and delete the message
and any attachments associated therewith from your computer.
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
 
From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Sent: September-23-20 12:22 PM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
At your request Heather Meechance is travelling to Saskatchewan for her cross-examinaVon notwithstanding
her right to be cross-examined in Calgary. Regina (260 km drive from Saskatoon) is by far closer for you than
Calgary (600 km drive from Saskatoon). Inconvenience is being imposed upon Heather Meechance, to your
benefit. If you refuse to cross-examine her tomorrow notwithstanding her lengthy drive to Regina, your
clients will not receive another opportunity to cross-examine her.
 
The cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance will proceed tomorrow in Regina. As reflected in my below
emails I offered to move the Vme from 9 am to 11 am, I need your Vmely confirmaVon so that I can inform
the Court Reporter today so that they are not waiVng at 9 am tomorrow if you are requesVng an 11 am start
Vme. It is a 2.5 hr drive to Regina, and as such if we start at 11 am your departure from Saskatoon at 8:30 am
tomorrow is sufficient. In any event, if you have difficulty along the way you can email or call me. I note that
you propose that we all drive to North Ba]leford tomorrow, which is a 4 hour drive for me. As you are aware,
on the morning of September 15 my co-counsel and I travelled from Regina to Saskatoon for a 10 am start
Vme to that cross-examinaVon. With respect, 11 am is reasonable. Please let me know your preferred start
Vme for the cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance tomorrow morning.
 
As for the remainder of the proposed cross-examinaVons tomorrow, we can defer those unVl tomorrow
ajernoon when you arrive back in Saskatoon. AlternaVvely, we can defer to September 25 if those witnesses
remain unavailable for video conference cross-examinaVon tomorrow ajernoon. However, Heather
Meechance will be in Regina tonight and must be cross-examined tomorrow morning.
 
Having regard for the above, and anVcipaVng you will request an 11 am start Vme tomorrow, we will proceed
with the following revision to the schedule in my below emails:

1. September 24: Cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance to start at 11 am in Regina with your
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a]endance in person. If you are able to get AusVn Ahenakew, John Benson, and/or Constance Johnson
to a]end thereajer by video conference, we will proceed with their video cross-examinaVons in the
ajernoon upon your return to Saskatoon, otherwise we will proceed with them on September 25

2. September 25: Video conference cross-examinaVon of the remainder of your clients’ affiants starVng
at 9 am with the excepVon of Jason Chakita

3. September 28: Cross-examinaVon of the remainder of the Applicants’ affiants
4. September 29: ConVnuaVon of our cross-examinaVon of Jason Chakita in person in Saskatoon,

followed by your cross-examinaVon of Alicia Moosomin and Michael Ernest Stevens
 
Please confirm that you will saVsfy your undertaking and bring your trust cheque in the amount of $1,378 to
the cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance tomorrow morning in Regina.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Sent: September 23, 2020 11:55 AM
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Cc: 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Good morning Mr. Phillips.  Sorry for the delay but we have many balls in the air not only on this ma]er but
also on other urgent ma]ers.  Unfortunately we cannot proceed with the plan you propose regarding
September 24.  The cross of Heather Meechance commencing at 9:00 requires that I leave at 5:30 in the
morning for travel and then forces me to remain in Regina while you cross my other clients, in my absence,
which you know is simply not acceptable to me or my other clients.  Furthermore the Vme, costs and effort is
just not reasonable or an acceptable use of resources for my clients.  I realize the proposed arrangement may
be convenient to you but it conveniences only you and no one else including Ms. Meechance or her driver. 
We will remain commi]ed to cross examining her either in Calgary or North Ba]leford if she wants to drive to
North Ba]leford.  I am willing to travel to Calgary and complete this cross in any event.   We have yet to
confirm with AusVn Ahenakew as to whether or not he would be available to a]end to our office tomorrow
for a remote cross by you but Constance remains very ill as you were advised and John Benson is working and
I have yet to receive his response.  I can agree on the September 25 video cross of my clients except Chakita. 
I can agree on the cross of your affiants on September 28 in North Ba]leford and well as the cross in
Saskatoon on Chakita, Moosomin and Stevens on the 29.  However I suggest we can make be]er use of Vme
and resources by my crossing your affiants in North Ba]leford tomorrow September 24.  However to do so
 we must have your immediate agreement so that arrangements can be made with the hotel, Royal and the
other technical requirements.  Thank you.
 
Nicholas J Stooshinoff Q.C.
Stooshinoff & Associates
#300 – 416 21st Street East
Saskatoon, SK  S7K OC2
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Phone: 306 653-9002 | Fax: 306 653-5284
 
Confidentiality Warning:  This message and any attachments are solely for the use of intended recipients.
They may contain privileged and/ or confidential information.  If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this email and any attachment is strictly prohibited.
If you receive this email in error please contact the sender and delete the message
and any attachments associated therewith from your computer.
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
 
From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Sent: September-23-20 11:11 AM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Darren Winegarden <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
I have not heard from you. May I please have your immediate reply to my urgent email below?
 
The cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance remains scheduled for 9 am tomorrow in Regina.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 22, 2020 5:50 PM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Darren Winegarden <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
You have started a new email chain rather than replying to my below several emails today. Your reply email at
5:03 pm today was as follows:

Good ajernoon Mr. Phillips.  I have been reviewing this ma]er with my clients and Mr. Winegarden
trying to make everyone’s schedules work.  As advised I had freed up the enVre week of September
28 to accommodate you and the need to get this completed.  That week would work for all of us
however it now appears that there are no in-person quesVoning sessions available.  Royal ReporVng
advises that there will not be any openings unVl the week of October 26, 2020.  This week will work
for me personally.  I can advise that Royal advises that October 26 is simply the starVng week and that
“it will be Vght” so if we want that week we had be]ers start reserving dates and Vme now.  I can
advise that arranging to cross Heather Meechance on September 24 is just not workable and requires
too much cost and management on my part when the witness is not mine – having to arrange a
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schedule for her when I have no contact with her and then trying to fly her to Regina and back,
arranging cab fare,  arranging to deliver a Vcket and boarding pass to her, booking 2 days of hotel
rooms for her in the Hotel Saskatchewan, arranging for funds for her meals; and then booking a
separate room in the Hotel Saskatchewan where she would appear and have a computer set up for a
remote link in with a court reporter, then covering my own cost and hotel and driving 5 hours to
Regina,  is not possible or acceptable.  I will examine her in Calgary or North Ba]leford as originally
set.  This cannot be done on Friday if you wish to cross my clients and in any event there are no court
reporters available in Calgary.  I understand lock-down has been implemented again.
 
With regard to the witnesses we propose that we cross your affiants in North Ba]leford on Thursday
September 24.  We can work with the remote court reporter.  Your affiants will appear in person and
so will I and we can get them crossed.  We ask you to kindly drop the pretense that Mary Linda
Whizord requires a translator.  It’s become a farce.  I note that she parVcipated in 4 days of cross
examinaVons and was able to follow along and make numerous comments to the witnesses during
their cross.  She even spoke to you on numerous occasions without a translator.  If fact you stopped
her from speaking on the record a couple of Vmes.  Of interest to us if that she has a brand new cell
phone which she was accessing during your quesVoning in regard to emails she was receiving.  In any
event Ray Fox is not acceptable so lets just proceed with her cross.
 
Once we complete your affiants then you can commence with my clients on September 25.  They will
be travelling back Thursday evening and so  I expect that we can make some if not all available in our
office on Friday for a remote cross by you.  The remaining witnesses can be completed next week in
North Ba]leford or Saskatoon and Heather in Calgary or North Ba]leford.  I would be happy to tender
the extra conduct money she may require to travel next week to North Ba]leford for a date that we
can agree on.  As advised I have the whole week available.  You can cross Jason Chakita next week
and also Constance Johnston and John Benson.  However Constance is sVll quite ill and John Benson
works so requests some addiVonal noVce.  Thank you     

 
There is no longer a need for you to make the arrangements. When Heather Meechance failed to receive a
reply she made arrangements to retain someone to drive her from Calgary to Regina. Heather Meechance
will be in Regina at 9 am on September 24 as scheduled for you to cross-examine her. The Court Reporter has
been confirmed, as per my earlier email to you today. I expect you to saVsfy your undertaking previously
offered to pay for the costs of Heather Meechance to travel. The trip is 758 km one way, 1,516 total, and at
$.50 per km that is $758. Conduct money is $50 per day, three days is $150. Nine meals at $30 per meal is
$270. Hotel for two nights is approximately $300 total. Total conduct money is therefore $1,478, minus $100
received thus far. Please confirm that you will bring your trust cheque in the amount of $1,378 to the cross-
examinaVon of Heather Meechance on September 24.
 
As for the Court Reporter, you will recall that I linked in the Court Reporter from Regina to Winnipeg on
September 24. I will bring a separate laptop to link them in again if this is technically difficult for you.
 
Although it is our preference to start at 9 am September 24, we will agree to start at 10 or 11 am (whichever
you prefer) to accommodate you. Please advise by 10 am tomorrow so that arrangements with the Court
Reporter may be made. If I do not hear from you as to a start Vme or locaVon in Regina, Heather Meechance
will be on the Zoom video conference cross-examinaVon link at 9 am on September 24.
 
I disagree with the asserVons in your email, including but not limited to those in relaVon to an interpreter. If
you disagree with Ray Fox as the selected interpreter, please advise of an independent interpreter proposed
by your clients.
 
As for Constance Johnson, video conference cross-examinaVon should resolve the concern as to whether she
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has COVID. If same does not resolve your concern, please advise and we can arrange a different date for
Constance Johnson.
 
We will proceed with the schedule I provided to you in my below emails. Namely:

1. September 24: Cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance to start at 9 am in Regina with your
a]endance in person. Thereajer, video conference cross-examinaVon of AusVn Ahenakew, John
Benson, and Constance Johnson

2. September 25: Video conference cross-examinaVon of the remainder of your clients’ affiants starVng
at 9 am with the excepVon of Jason Chakita (although they can a]end in person Regina if they would
like, as you indicate that they are travelling back on September 24)

3. September 28: Cross-examinaVon of the remainder of the Applicants’ affiants
4. September 29: ConVnuaVon of our cross-examinaVon of Jason Chakita in person in Saskatoon,

followed by your cross-examinaVon of Alicia Moosomin and Michael Ernest Stevens
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 22, 2020 4:01 PM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Darren Winegarden <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
Importance: High
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
May I please have your immediate reply to my urgent emails below? Arrangements need to be concluded in
the next hour for the cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance. She needs to be sent the proposed
arrangements before then.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 22, 2020 2:06 PM
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To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Darren Winegarden <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
Importance: High
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
May I please have your immediate reply?
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 22, 2020 1:15 PM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Darren Winegarden <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
Importance: High
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
I conVnue to await your reply to my urgent emails below. If you want Heather Meechance get on a flight to
Regina tomorrow to be cross-examined at 9 am on Thursday, you will need to book her plane Vcket, hotel
accommodaVons at the Hotel Saskatchewan, etc, this ajernoon. Moreover, as I previously advised you
Heather Meechance needs to make child care arrangements. She needs to know immediately whether your
clients will, or will not be cross-examining her.
 
Please immediately provide the proposed flight details (and in any event no later than 3 pm this ajernoon). I
will obtain confirmaVon from Heather Meechance immediately upon receipt of same this ajernoon. You will
then need to make those bookings by 5 pm today.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
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Sent: September 22, 2020 10:17 AM
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
The Court Reporter has indicated that you will need to book a board room for the in person cross-
examinaVon of Heather Meechance on September 24. I suggest Hotel Saskatchewan for you to book your
board room.
 
I conVnue to await your reply to my urgent emails below.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 22, 2020 10:11 AM
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
The Court Reporter has confirmed our reservaVons for September 24 and 25.
 
I conVnue to await your reply to my urgent emails below.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 22, 2020 9:33 AM
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
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Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
Ira Horse was the interpreter for Mary Linda Whizord at her last cross-examinaVon in this proceeding. She
has difficulty with September 28 in North Ba]leford for the scheduled cross-examinaVon of Mary Linda
Whizord. She has recommended Ray Fox as the interpreter. I have confirmed that Ray Fox is available,
however he wants to know when you will commence the cross-examinaVon. Can we schedule Mary Linda
Whizord for 9 am on September 28?
 
I conVnue to await your reply to my urgent email below.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 22, 2020 8:46 AM
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
Further to my below email, arrangements need to be made for the travel of Heather Meechance. This ma]er
is urgent. May I please have your immediate reply?
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 21, 2020 5:08 PM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Darren Winegarden <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
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Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
In your co-counsel’s below email of September 18 your clients offered themselves for cross-examinaVon in
Calgary September 25 starVng at 9 am. With the excepVon of Jason Chakita, I am requesVng the same
schedule however cross-examinaVons by video conference. You can be wherever you prefer for the video
cross-examinaVons on the same date that you have already offered.
 
If the remaining Councillors are not available September 24, then we will proceed with AusVn Ahenakew, Lux
Benson, and Constance Johnson on September 24, and I will a]empt to have Heather Meechance fly to
Regina September 23 for cross-examinaVon September 24 so that we can have the enVre day September 25
to cross-examine the remaining Councillors by video conference.
 
With reference to Heather Meechance, you specifically requested that she fly to Saskatchewan
notwithstanding her right to be cross-examined in Calgary. Moreover, Regina (260 km drive from Saskatoon)
is by far closer for you than Calgary (600 km drive from Saskatoon). Heather Meechance has agreed to fly to
Regina. Inconvenience is being imposed upon Heather Meechance, to your benefit.
 
To summarize, please confirm your agreement to the following schedule:

1. September 24: Cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance to start at 9 am in Regina with your
a]endance in person. Thereajer, video conference cross-examinaVon of AusVn Ahenakew, John
Benson, and Constance Johnson

2. September 25: Video conference cross-examinaVon of the remainder of your clients’ affiants starVng
at 9 am with the excepVon of Jason Chakita

3. September 28: Cross-examinaVon of the remainder of the Applicants’ affiants that reside near North
Ba]leford (please confirm the order of a]endance as you seek to cross-examine them in person, which
is not as flexible as video conference cross-examinaVon)

4. September 29: ConVnuaVon of our cross-examinaVon of Jason Chakita in person in Saskatoon,
followed by your cross-examinaVon of Alicia Moosomin and Michael Ernest Stevens

 
You have not confirmed that you will be directly responsible for the costs associated with Heather
Meechance travelling to and from Regina, including flights, hotel, meals, etc. Please confirm same.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Sent: September 21, 2020 4:44 PM
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Good ajernoon Mr. Phillips.  Further to our email exchange I can agree to cross your North Ba]leford affiants
on Sept 28 and Alicia Moosomin and Michael Stevens in Saskatoon on Sept 29 subject of course to the
availability of Royal ReporVng.  I can also proceed with Heather Meechance on September 25 despite the
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huge inconvenience of forcing me to travel to Regina when Calgary is closer to Saskatoon than Regina by at
least 160 klms if she is driving, and if she is flying it is equally accessible so this imposiVon makes li]le sense
to me.  However I am prepared to make the compromise to get this ma]er completed.  Regarding my clients
as we had discussed at length last week my clients cannot be available on September 24 and 25 as you
suggest.  You will recall that last week I advised that they would be travelling to Calgary on September 22  and
would then be in meeVngs on September 23 and 24.  They intended to travel back on the 25 but you offered
to conduct in-person cross in Calgary on that day as well.  You now propose to cross them in Calgary by
video.  This will not work as they are not available at all on September 24 and secondly, I wish to be present
in person when the cross is being conducted and third I cannot have them standing around at the local
MacDonald’s awaiVng cross as they will not take the same amount of Vme and some will finish earlier than
others, and fourth they will have to acquire a laptop and get the link and all the logisVcal issues that arise
with that.  In short this is simply impracVcal and will not work.  We suggest that you proceed with my
witnesses next week in Saskatoon.  You are already going to have to deal with Alicia and Michael on Tuesday
September 29 and can use the rest of the day to cross my clients.  You have also indicated that you want to
cross Jason Chakita in person anyway on September 29 and that will also be done in Saskatoon.  This is the
best soluVon and given that I have agreed to spend 5 hours travelling to Regina and return it is a reasonable
compromise to ask you to complete your cross next week in Saskatoon.  Thank you.
 
Nicholas J Stooshinoff Q.C.
Stooshinoff & Associates
#300 – 416 21st Street East
Saskatoon, SK  S7K OC2
Phone: 306 653-9002 | Fax: 306 653-5284
 
Confidentiality Warning:  This message and any attachments are solely for the use of intended recipients.
They may contain privileged and/ or confidential information.  If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this email and any attachment is strictly prohibited.
If you receive this email in error please contact the sender and delete the message
and any attachments associated therewith from your computer.
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
 
From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Sent: September-21-20 2:14 PM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; 'Darren Winegarden' <DWWinegarden@shaw.ca>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
If you want to conduct your cross-examinaVons of the Applicants’ affiants that reside near North Ba]leford
on September 28 and then Alicia Moosomin and Michael Ernest Stevens in Saskatoon September 29 please
confirm and book the Court Reporter.
 
My clients want to move forward with their cross-examinaVons September 24 and 25 this week as indicated
below. The conVnuaVon of the in person cross-examinaVon of Jason Chakita can proceed the morning of
September 29 in Saskatoon.
 
Heather Meechance prefers to travel September 24 and be cross-examined the morning of September 25.
 
To summarize, please confirm your agreement to the following schedule:

1. September 24: Video conference cross-examinaVon of the remainder of your clients’ affiants starVng
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at 9 am with the excepVon of Jason Chakita. Your clients’ affiants need to have access to a laptop for
the video conference cross-examinaVons so that the Court Reporter may see them and they may view
the exhibits

2. September 25: Cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance to start at 9 am in Regina with your
a]endance in person. Upon conclusion of that cross-examinaVon, we will conVnue with video
conference cross-examinaVon of the remainder of your clients’ affiants with the excepVon of Jason
Chakita

3. September 28: Cross-examinaVon of the remainder of the Applicants’ affiants that reside near North
Ba]leford (please confirm the order of a]endance as you seek to cross-examine them in person, which
is not as flexible as video conference cross-examinaVon)

4. September 29: ConVnuaVon of our cross-examinaVon of Jason Chakita in person in Saskatoon,
followed by your cross-examinaVon of Alicia Moosomin and Michael Ernest Stevens

 
I remind you that you will be responsible for all costs associated with Heather Meechance travelling to Regina
as you have requested her in person cross-examinaVon and travel from Calgary for that purpose. You will
need to incur those costs directly and in advance for the flights, hotel, etc. Please send the proposed flight
details so that I can pass those on to Heather Meechance.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Sent: September 21, 2020 1:48 PM
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Darren Winegarden' <DWWinegarden@shaw.ca>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Good ajernoon Mr. Phillips.  I apologize for the delay in responding.  I see you were emailing me late Friday
and then Sunday morning with a number of follow up emails today.  I saw your emails this morning.  As
advised last week and as you probably know, Mr. Winegarden conVnues in his treatment and recovery from
cancer.  He was scheduled to be in medical treatment all day today and then likely recovery tomorrow.  I have
2 pre-trial conferences today and am awaiVng a second shortly ajer 2:00 with the Chief JusVce.  I was
informed last week that Royal did not have any openings this week and later this morning the Calgary court
reporVng service also advised that they could not accommodate us on Friday in Calgary.  On the posiVve side
I was in discussions with solicitors involved in the 4 quesVoning session which I had scheduled for next week
and counsel were able to commence negoVaVons with the result that the quesVoning session has now been
adjourned thus freeing up all of next week for me.  Given the scramble required to force everything into this
week I suggest that we now resume and then complete quesVoning next week.  I will want to quesVon the
affiants in person so I could probably complete Ms. Meechance on the 24th however I would have to confirm
with Royal as they have said there are no openings.  In any event we can now book the week of the 28th in
North Ba]leford and Saskatoon.  Please confirm.  Thank you.
 
Nicholas J Stooshinoff Q.C.
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Stooshinoff & Associates
#300 – 416 21st Street East
Saskatoon, SK  S7K OC2
Phone: 306 653-9002 | Fax: 306 653-5284
 
Confidentiality Warning:  This message and any attachments are solely for the use of intended recipients.
They may contain privileged and/ or confidential information.  If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this email and any attachment is strictly prohibited.
If you receive this email in error please contact the sender and delete the message
and any attachments associated therewith from your computer.
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
 
From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Sent: September-21-20 1:30 PM
To: Darren Winegarden <DWWinegarden@shaw.ca>; Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Winegarden/Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
As I recall our discussion last week Mr. Winegarden, you indicated that you would be in the office this
morning and out of the office this ajernoon. As such, I anVcipated a reply to my below emails this morning.
 
My below emails to you since Friday have gone without your reply. This ma]er is urgent. If you want Heather
Meechance to a]end for in person cross-examinaVon from Calgary to Regina this week then travel
arrangements need to be made immediately. Heather Meechance also needs to make child care
arrangements.
 
Please reply tomorrow morning.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: Darren Winegarden <DWWinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Sent: September 21, 2020 1:19 PM
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: Re: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
As you might recall, I am away sick today (medical tesVng) but we will reply tomorrow. Please be paVent. 

Darren Winegarden 
 

On Sep 21, 2020, at 1:14 PM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote:
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Mr. Winegarden/Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
Further to my below emails, arrangements need to be made for the travel of Heather
Meechance. This ma]er is urgent. May I please have your immediate reply?
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 21, 2020 9:13 AM
To: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Winegarden/Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
Further to my below email, this ma]er is urgent. May I please have your reply?
 
I confirm that I have booked Royal ReporVng for video conference cross-examinaVon September
24 and 25.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips 
Sent: September 20, 2020 11:24 AM
To: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Subject: RE: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Winegarden/Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
I have not received your reply to my below email. If your clients want to cross-examine the
remainder of the Applicant’s affiants, your clients need to conduct those cross-examinaVons
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with due diligence. You have thus far insisted upon in person cross-examinaVon of Heather
Meechance. We have a]empted to accommodate same. Our offer to produce Heather
Meechance for in person cross-examinaVon in Regina September 24 conVnues. You can a]end
in person or by video conference.
 
You split the email chain on September 18. As such your further email cancelling your proposed
cross-examinaVons in North Ba]leford for September 24 and those in Saskatoon September 25
is not reflected below.
 
Royal ReporVng has confirmed that they can provide a Court Reporter for video conference
cross-examinaVons both September 24 and 25.
 
Having regard for your representaVon on September 17 that you are not available September 21
and 22, the Applicants propose the following:

1. September 24: Cross-examinaVon of Heather Meechance in Regina with your a]endance
in person or by video conference, followed by video conference cross-examinaVon of the
remainder of your clients’ affiants with the excepVon of Jason Chakita

2. September 25: ConVnuaVon of the video conference cross-examinaVon of the remainder
of your clients’ affiants with the excepVon of Jason Chakita

3. If you could like to conduct video conference cross-examinaVon of any of the Applicants’
affiants, please idenVfy the names of those affiants and we can a]empt to schedule them
following the conclusion of the affiants in paragraphs 1 and 2 above on September 25, or
September 28-October 2. We will do our best to have those idenVfied affiants a]end by
video conference as their faciliVes may permit

4. The conclusion of the cross-examinaVon of Jason Chakita will need to be in person, please
advise of his next in person availability in Saskatoon or Regina

 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 
From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Sent: September 18, 2020 5:28 PM
To: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Subject: Re: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Winegarden/Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
Your email misstates our discussion yesterday. I a]empted to work construcVvely with both of
you, however no schedule was agreed. Moreover, we did not agree on Calgary as the locaVon
for the cross-examinaVon of your clients. I note that you appear to have again double booked
cross-examinaVons in both Saskatoon and Calgary at the same Vme – in addiVon to not being
agreed, this was not even menVoned.
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I have spoken with Heather Meechance and she is prepared to fly to Regina on September 23 to
be cross-examined on the morning of September 24. You would be responsible for all costs
associated with same, and you would need to incur those costs directly and in advance for the
flights, hotel, etc. Please send the proposed flights details so that I can pass those on to Heather
Meechance.
 
As your clients refused to provide a single day to be cross-examined September 21-25, and you
represent that you are not available to parVcipate in cross-examinaVon September 28-October
2, we had discussed cross-examining your clients on Sunday September 27 in Regina as we are
accommodaVng your clients’ schedule.
 
I propose that the cross-examinaVon of Michael Ernest Stevens, Alicia Moosomin, Constance
Johnston, and John Benson occur September 25 in Saskatoon.
 
As for your cross-examinaVon of the remaining witnesses, please advise of the next date that
you are available following September 27 and that date will likely be booked in North Ba]leford.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaVon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Date: Friday, September 18, 2020 at 4:52 PM
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Subject: Court Reporter Bookings
 
Mr. Phillips
 
Further to our discussion yesterday in North Ba]leford. We have booked the following si�ngs
for Court reporters in the following locaVons and for the listed witnesses:
 
September 24, 2020 - North Ba]leford, Sask. Tropical Inn - 10:00am
 
- Breanna Wahobin;
- Dion Bugler;
- Wendall John Clark;
- Burton Ward;
- Wesley Wu]unee;
- Arnold Bruce Wu]unee; and
- Mary Linda Whizord
 
September 25, 2020 - Saskatoon, Sask. - Royal ReporVng Offices - 9:00am
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- Michael Ernest Stevens; and
- Alicia Moosomin.
 
September 25, 2020 - Calgary Alberta - Independent ReporVng Services - 9:00am
 
- Jason Chakita; 
- Lux Benson; 
- Dana Falcon; 
- Henry Gardipy; 
- Gary NicoVne; 
- AusVn Ahenakew;
- Shawn Wu]unee; and
 
Your witness
 
- Heather Meechance
That leaves only: 
 
- John Benson; and 
- Constance Johnston.
 
Yet to be arranged.  We await your thoughts in this regard.
 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB.
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca
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Subject: Re: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2020 at 11:36:05 AM Central Standard Time
From: nathanphillips
To: Stooshinoff Law
CC: 'Darren Winegarden', MervinPhillips
ADachments: 2020-09-24-Cross-ExaminaTon of Heather Meechance-Exhibit A-64-2020-09-24-Emails

between NP and NS.pdf

Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
The below email chain has been marked as the next exhibit in the proceeding, Exhibit A-64. A copy of same is
aZached to this email. I will forward same again when stamped by the Court Reporter. Please confirm your
receipt.
 
Please confirm whether you will aZend the video conference cross-examinaTon today. If we do not receive
your reply, as noted below we will conclude at 11:50 am.
 
Please confirm whether you will cross-examine Heather Meechance tomorrow, September 25, at 8 am. You
may cross-examine her in person in Regina or by video conference cross-examinaTon. If we do not receive
your reply by 8 am tomorrow, September 25, as noted below Heather Meechance will return to Calgary and
your clients will not receive another opportunity to cross-examine her.
 
Yours truly,
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D.
 
Phillips & Co.
Legal Professional CorporaTon
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434
 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.
 

From: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2020 at 11:18 AM
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>
Cc: 'Darren Winegarden' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>, Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>
Subject: Re: Court Reporter Bookings[PCO:13676-001]
 
Mr. Stooshinoff,
 
You terminated our phone call that included Heather Meechance and the Court Reporter. We remain on the
record with the Court Reporter. Heather Meechance has been sworn in and is waiTng for you to cross-
examine her on her affidavit in this proceeding sworn May 1, 2020. We will conTnue to wait unTl for you for
another 30 minutes (unTl 11:50 am this morning). If you do not aZend at that Tme, the cross-examinaTon
will conclude.
 
Heather Meechance has agreed to provide you one further opportunity to cross-examine her at 8 am
tomorrow morning, September 25. If you would like to aZend the cross-examinaTon in person, please advise.
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AFFIDAVIT OF HEATHER Rl~A BECKY KELLY MEECHANCE 

I) Heather Meechance, of Red Pheasant First "1tatioo, in the Province of Saskatchewan, Make 
Oath and Say as follows: 

1. I.am band memher of th, Red Pheasant First Nation, my status number Is 3460159001. 

2. All. of the facts and information contained in this Affidavit remain to b.e true and 
accurate. 

3. ·on February 9th, 2020, Gary Sauvte-Nlcotlne ,attended my housJ #573 on the Red 
·Pheasant First Natlon·.:Gary Sauvle-Nlcotlne, assisted me In fll!lng out the FORM .S(D) for 
my niece Rickel! F.renchrnan,,and nephew Romello Meechance. I did not know their 
statue numbers or year of birth J\JSt their blrthdates. But Gary:Sauvie-Nlcotlne provided 
their status numbers and year of birth for me. 

4;. Qn February 9th, 2020 I receive~. an etransfer from Rosalie Kelly In the amount of 100.00 
for filling outthe form S(d). See Exhibit" .A." 

5.. On February 9th, 2020 I was told by Gary Sauvle-Nlcotlne that Clint Wuttunee and his 
.administration would sen!i me 200.00 for each.mall In ballot once received. 

6. On Febr.ua_ry 9.th, 2Q20 I was lnstru.¢ted by Gary Sauvle-:"Nlcotlne not to sign the ballots 
· once I recel.ved them. 

7. On February 18, 2020, I received In the majl, m_y nel.ce and nephew Rlckell Frenchman 
and Romello Meechance voting_ ballots. 

8. On Februar:y 18,. 2020, Gary SauvhHil.cotlne and Mandy "Gonz" <;uthaod•c~me to my 
house #57-3 on the _Red Pheasant First Nation and picked up the ballots. Before-the 
ballots were taken from my possession. Mandy Cuthand made a c.ell phone call to Cllnt 
Wuttunee and put the cc;,nversatlon on spukersphon·e, s.o I c.ould hea·r the conversation. 
Mandy told Clint that he h~d tw.o ballots In his possession, that being Rlckell Frenchman 
and Romello Meechance. Clint then stated that he-would get money. $.ent tQ me In 
exchange for the malr In ballots. 

9. On February 18, 2020 at around 3:00 p.m. I recel.ved ._fl etran~r from Austin Ahenakew 
In the amount of 400.00. See exHlblt ".Jl". 
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10, I felt duressed to accept the money because I am on social assistance, I recently got my 
children back from the Ministry of Social Services and struggling to make ends meet 
because I was not receiving family allowance. 

~,.µ.M 
SWORN~t~°.._,~~~~ 
at, ~~askatcliewan, 
this 18th day of March, 

2020. • 

Commissioner for Oaths 
for Saskatchewan or being a solicitor •. 

,, • \ "")J::)~ 
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, . .. : . . : 1· ·:: -:}\"0-~ ~~~~~~::·: .. -:•~<r•-~ · ... .... ,.~,.~--:--""~:~~ :7;~~i·--,7--:-~";· 
.· FeJ>rijafY.0:9, 2Q20··: . .\ ,' ' . 

' . . ' '. ' . . ' ' ·: ' ... '~ . . . 

$100.00 $97'.79 
e-Transfer - Credit Payer: 
ROSALIE KELLY 
Category: Transfers 

--~i;t~l~iii;~,·:~92Ef ~~~·:·~·~··=···-··-.... ,r.~··--·-~--~ · :~: :_ ·,.:.::,: :c·~,1~+:~~,: ·:~•--· 
-$2. so ~$z:21 
ATM Transaction Fee 
Category; Servi.ce Char~s/Fees 

-$22.75 
Ar:M Withdrawal R&'.D PHEASANT 
GAS BARRED PHEASASKC:4. 
Category: Gasoline/Fu.el 

$0.57 
Deposit MD Tfr from 
890511408270 SAV 
Catego1y: Transfers 

$1.05 
Depo.sit -MD Tfr from 
830:511384836 SAV 
Cate~,ory: Transfers 

$20..00 
e-Transf.er - Credit Payer: 
BREANNAWAHOBIN 
Category: Transfers 

Load next 1 5 days 

$22;47 

·$21,42 
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_,ate I Effe cfo•e Date 

:::-2-1)20 ! 02-29-:'1.l?O 
l. Cr1eque 
• Number 
r ····----
1 

l Ger,cription 
--------···-· · --------· I OD Excess. Bal lntere~tp1a_rge . , 

Amount 

-19-20io ·lll-19;.2020 
. (35,00) 

36.00 

'02-19-2020 02-19-2020 Deposit 20.00 
· .. ·•· (2.50) 

02-18-2020 02-18-2020 (82.75) 
' . . 

: _:·.,.-:":(300.00) ·:_· . . 
02-13-2020 ~0.00 
02-17-2020. · · .02-11.:.2020 -(9.49) 
02-15-2020 02-15-2020 10.00 
Il2-12-:2020 . 02~12-2020 .. 

02-10-2020 02-1,Q..2020 ATM Tranaacllon Fee · · (5.ilO)· · 

02-10-2020 02-1o.202t) Poklt Of Sale Wll\dr&wlll RED PHEASAHTGAS & CON SA. .. (16.20) 

·02-1:0-2020 02-10-2020 

: 02-09-2020 100.<IO 
. . {2.50) 

02-04-20.20 02-04-2020 ATJ.I WJll'ldrawal .RED PHEASANT GAS BARRED Pt!EASAS ..• (22.75) 

02-04-2020 Oaposil MD Tfr from 830511384836 SAV 

'flllir., 
_ 1NNOVAT10tt CREO\T UNION .. INNOVATION CREDIT UNION 

POBOX638 
M~\t, 8 2020 North Battleford,. Sask S9A 2V7 

1-. .Avenue Branch 9·99 , .. , , · 601 8•. 
Tel\E!f 13 

Curreri 
B~lanc 

H 

. 1 

_4 
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Actlvi1y 

,.$300.,00 
ATty1 Wrth_gr~w~l lNNOVATION 
.CUN. BATTLEFSKCA 
category: ATM/Cash Wrthdrawals: 

$400.00 
Transfer - Credit Payer. 

.austln ahenakew 
cqa_t~gory.· Transfers 

~ir~:~'t:: 
-$9·~49 
.Point Of Sate Withdrawal 
"RED PHEASANT GAS & CON 
SASKATOONSl<CA 
Category: GasoUne/Fuef 

$101:.24 

$401,2.4-

$10.'00 $10.73' 
.e-Transfer- Credit Payer: 
DESlRAE.REIMER . 
C$teqory: Tra,n$fers 

~$7. 00 :$0. 73 
.Pq,1ntof $ale Withd~awa1 
RED PHEASANT GAS· & CON 

· :SASKATOONSKOA 
. categonr, Gasoline/R.iel. 
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.. ,;ie 

02-19-2020 e-Trans fer - Debt Revel'$al ClfSt!Hner cancel 
--- ----,---t- - -...,..,..-,--+--,,-,.-----,----l----

: 02~19.,2020 . . > e:.iriin'ar.iC:~,a~:)'~int . \•.; 

.1 "G?ll 02-2g-:c>02!l 

·-· ,-~.-. -· , 
I I • I I 

DD 

e-Tranafer-OeblPay_ee:T(enton-Chlef . ., '; . -

. . (35.00) 

02-19-2020 02-19-2020 Oepod 20.00 

• 02~18-2020 

02-18-2020 02-13-2020 ATM Wllhchvtal REDP (82..75) 

02--13-2020 
. 1~ 

02-'f~020 02-13-2020 e-Transfer- ·Credlh)'er. auatnllhenalGew 40 

02-15-2020 02-15-2020 e-Transfer. Credi Payer; llESlRAf RmER 

02-12.::2020 . 02-12-2020 . . ···. · .. PmtOfSa~Wlthdr~wal ~~~GAS&Cmi,~::. 
02-10-2620 02-10-2020 ATVTfSIISllclion Fee (5.00) 

02-10-2020 02-1:0-2020 e-Ttansfer- •Cr«IIPayar. HEVAKISKOTAGAN 60.00 8 

,0,2-10-2020 . 02-1~ Poln,l Of Sale Withdrawal RfD PHfASA.NT GAS & CON SA... (13.36) 

02-09-2020 02--09-2020 
9 

.02-04-2020 02_.04-2.020 . . . 
02-04-2020 · 02-04-2020 ATV Wlhdrawlll RED PllEA.SANTGAS BARRED PHEASAS ... (22.75) 

0.57 .: .·.: 2 

02-04-2020 02-04-2020 Oepoa,I MO Tfr from 850511384836 SAV 'l:.05 2 

e-Tran-afer ;_ tj'i!41Payep BREAANAWAlfOBIJi//: . 2 

- -~'I:~ ~r- ~, '~ ii ~.r~tif'~~-•"c!i~_, -:: ®?~f~: 

. Teluu'.H. 
VATION CREDIT. UNION . li\l~SOVA'flON CREDIT Ui·JlG:i-! 

PO BOX638 
MAR 18 !O!O North Battleford, Sask S9A 2Y7 
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--------------·-----------------------------Note Balance H1story Ac;.cQlll'lt Nuooer ~0511~ · -------- .... --------- -- .... -.......... -- --------... - .. 
02-01, 2020 to 02-29-2020 

Post Date Eff Date Cl\eck Nbr Descr1pti!l0 . 'Im.Int Runni g ·1111 Status 
02-29-2020 02-29•2020 00 Excess Ba 1 Interest Charge (0 .:01) 0.:98 Calplete<! 
02-19-2020 02-19-2020 e-Transfer - Deb1t Payee: Tre (35.00) 0.99 C~leted 
02-19-2020 02-19-2020 e-Transfer - Debit Reversal c 35.00 35 .99 ~Jeted 
02-19-2020 02-19-2020 e.-Transfer - Deb1t Payee: Tre (35.00) 0.99 ~leted 
02-19-2020 02-19-2020 Deposit 20.00 35.99 Col1)1eted 
02-18-2020 02-18-2020 ATH Transaction Fee (2 .50) r-99 C~leted 
02-18-2020 02-18-2020 AlM. Withdr:awa 1 REO·PHEASNfi' (82.7~) 18 .49 Cqll>leted 
02-18-2020 02°18-2020 ATH Withdrawal ~Nl()VA'fl CU (3QP .•. 00) 01.24 ~lete(! 
02-18-2020 02-18-2020 e-Tran$fer - Cre!l·it .Payer: au · 4q0 .. QO 401 ,24 ~leted 
02-17-2020 02-17-2020 Point Of Sale Withdrawal RED . (9..49) i 1.24 Carpleted 
02-15-2020 02-15-2020 e-Transfer - Cr,edit ·Payer:. DE 10.00 ;10 .73 eoo.,1eted· 
02-12-2020 02-12-2020 Point Of Sale Withdrawal RED ,(7'.00) :·o.73 C~leted. 
02-10-2020 02-10-2020 AlH Transaction Fee . (5.00) L 1.13 ~Jeted 
02-10-2020 02-10-2020 e-Transfer - Credit Pa1er: NE 10.00 1i2.z3 C0111?leted 
02°10-2020 02-10-2020 Point Of Sale Withdrawal RED p6.20) ', 2:73 CCJ111? leted 
02-10-2020 ·02, 10-2020 AlH -Withdrawal RED~J (62, ?5) lis ,.93 C.C!IJ>leted 
02-10-2020 02-lQ-20?0 e-Transfer - Cre\lj t P~er :, NE 60.;DO !s1 .. !18 C~leted 
02-10-2020 02-10-2020 e-Tr.ansfer - Cf'e91t PaY,r: f!E 20.00 121. C0111?Jeted 
02-10,_2020 02-10-20,2~ Pojnt Sale Wt thd~awal .RED m.39> , 1.68 ~leted 
Q2-lH02Q 02:.10-2020 AlM Withdrawal Rm PHEASANT (82.75) !15 .. 04 Coq>leted 
02-09-2020 02-09-2020 e-Transfer - Credit Payer~ RO 100.QO ~7. 79 ~leted 
02-04-2020 02·0402020 .AlH Tr,i!nsaction. Fee (2.50) (;2 .21) -~leted 
o~-M-2020 .02'-04-2020 ATM W1thdrMl REDPIIEASNfT (22 .75) I 0.29 ~leted 
02'· 04-2020 02-04-2020 DepositJ O Tfr from 830511408 o.~7 ~3.04 Cmpleted 

02-04-2020 02-04-2020 Deposit 'ltl"T.fr fi:cn -,8;305113.84 LQS · ~ :47 ~Jeted 
02-04-2020 02-04~2020 e-Transfer - Ctedit Payer: BR 20 .00 ~1.42 ~leted 
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············································Note Balance History Account lillter 830511384844 ------- -- .-------·--- .......... -----. -------- -- --
02-01-2020 to 02-29-2020 

Post Date Eff Date Check lt>r Description MIOU/lt Runnfr/g Ba 1 Status 

!)2-29-2020 02-29-2020 00 mess Ba 1 Interest .Charge (0.01) 0.98 Coq>l~ed 

02-19-2020 02-19-2020 e-Transfer - Debit Pa~: Tre (35.00) 0.99 :~leted 

02-19-2020 02-19-2020 e-Transfer • Debit Reversal C 35.00 . · 35.99 Cool)leted 

02-19-2020 02-19-2020 e-Transfer - Debit Payee: Tre (35.00) 0.99 C~leted 

. 02-19-2020 02-19-2020 Deposit 20.00 35.99 ~leted 

02-18-2020 02-18-2020 All1 Transaction Fee ,(2 .~) 15.99 Coq>leted 

02-18-2020 02-18-2020 AlM W1thdrawa l RED PHUSANT (82.75) .1~_49 Coq>leted 

02-18-2020 02-18-2020 ATM llithdrawa 1 Ilt«JYATION CU (300.00) 101.24 Cool)leted 

02-18-2020 02-18-2020 e-Traosfe_r - Credit Payer: au 400.00 401.24 Coopleted 

02-17-2020 02-17-2020 Point Of Sale Withdrill!al RED (9.49) 1.24 'ca11>leted 

02-15-2020 02-15-2020 e~Transfer • Credit Payer: DE 10.00 10.73 Coq)leted 

02-12-2020 02-12-2020 Point .Of Sale Withdrawal RED (7.00) . 0.7l Cal{)leted 

02-10-2020 02-10-2020 ATII 'Transaction Fee (5.00) 7.73 Coq>leted 

02-10-2020 02-10-2020 e-Transfer - C.redit eaxer: NE 10·.00 12.73 .C,~leted 

02-10-2020 02-10-2020 Point Of Sale Withdrawal RED' (16.20) 2.73 C!J!lp 1 eted 

02-10-2020 02-10-2020 ATH Withdrawal RED PHEASANT (62.75) 18',93 C.CJ11Pleted 

02-10-2020 02-10-2020 e-Transfer - Credit· Payer: NE 6()..00 81.68 Ccapleted 

02-10-2020 02-10-2020 e-Transfer - Credit Payer: -HE 20 .. 00 21.611 C<Jl!l)leted 

02-10-2020 02-10-2020 Point Of Sale Withdrawal REO (13.36) · 1.68 ca,>leted 

02-10-2020 02-10-2020 AlN 111 thdrawa 1 RED PHEASANT (82.75) 15.04 Coq>leted 

02-0902020 02-09-2020 e-Transfer • Credit Payer: RO 100:00 97.79 Cal)Pleted 

Q2-04-20_20 02-04-2020 ATH Transaction Fee (2.50) (2.21}, Coq>leted 

02-04-2020 ,02-~-2020 ATl1 Withdrawal RED~ (22.7~) 0.29 ~1eted 
02-04-2020 02-04-2020 Deposit Tfr froo 830511408 0.57 23.04 C.~leted 

02-04-2020 02-0+2020 Deposit~ Tfr fraa 830511384 1.05 22 .. 47 Coq>leted 

02-04-2020 02-04-2020 es Transfer • Credit Payer: BR 20 .00 21.42 Cal1>1eted 
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A-69 January 12, 2021
Dana Falcon

Stephanie Marocco
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New Stamp
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A-70

October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk

A-70 January 7, 2021

Austin Ahenakew
Stephanie Marocco
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New Stamp

Reporter 174
New Stamp
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October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk
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A-72

October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk

A-72 January 12, 2021
Dana Falcon

Stephanie Marocco
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EIR-FrontDesk
New Stamp

Reporter 174
New Stamp
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October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk
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October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk
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A-75

October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk

January 7, 2021A-75
John Benson

Stephanie Marocco
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EIR-FrontDesk
New Stamp

Reporter 174
New Stamp
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October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk
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October 13, 2020 
Dyana Pewarchuk
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A-78

October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk

A-78 January 7, 2021
Austin Ahenakew

Stephanie Marocco
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New Stamp

Reporter 174
New Stamp
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A-79

October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk
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A-80

October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk

A-80 January 12, 2021

Dana Falcon
Stephanie Marocco
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New Stamp

Reporter 174
New Stamp
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October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk
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A-82

October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk

A-82 January 7, 2021

John Benson
Stephanie Marocco
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Reporter 174
New Stamp
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October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk
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October 13, 2020
Dyana Pewarchuk
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A-85
Burke Ratte

October 26, 2020
Stephanie Marocco
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EIR-FrontDesk
New Stamp
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A-86
Burke Ratte

October 26, 2020
Stephanie Marocco 
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EIR-FrontDesk
New Stamp
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A-87

Burke Ratte
October 26, 2020

Stephanie Marocco
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nathanphillips

From: nathanphillips
Sent: October 15, 2020 11:04 AM
To: 'John Isfeld'; Norman Boudreau
Cc: MervinPhillips
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]

Mr. Boudreau and Mr. Isfeld, 

Thank you for providing the documents in relation to Rickell Frenchman this morning. However, we still need the 
balance of the documents identified below. Can you please provide those as quickly as possible so that they may be 
labelled for the cross-examination to proceed smoothly this afternoon? 

Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 

Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434

This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 14, 2020 10:19 PM 
To: 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 

Mr. Boudreau and Mr. Isfeld, 

For your convenience, here is list of some of the documents that remain to be produced by your client prior to the 
cross-examination tomorrow. Please produce them as quickly as possible tomorrow morning so that they be labelled for 
the cross-examination to proceed smoothly: 

1. Both sides of the outer envelope enclosing mail-in ballot in relation to: Romellow Meechance, Arnold Bruce
Wuttunee, Burton Ward, Dion Bugler, Paul Tobaccojuice, Wesley Wuttunee, Darian Whiteford, and Veronica
Whitford

2. Rickell Frenchman: all documents, including but not limited to request for mail-in ballot, voter declaration form,
mail-in ballot control sheet, voters list, and both sides of the outer envelope enclosing mail-in ballot

3. Rosalie Frenchman: all documents, including but not limited to request for mail-in ballot, voter declaration
form, mail-in ballot control sheet, voters list, and both sides of the outer envelope enclosing mail-in ballot

In addition, I believe there are several declarations of a person delivering a mail-in ballot package to Mr. Ratte that have 
not been produced. Please specifically check your records for declarations in relation to each of these persons: 
Romellow Meechance, Rickell Frenchman, Breanna Wahobin, Arnold Bruce Wuttunee, Burton Ward, Dion Bugler, 
Michael Ernest Stevens, Paul Tobaccojuice, Robin Wuttunee, Wesley Wuttunee, and Rosalie Frenchman 

Yours truly, 
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Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 14, 2020 4:43 PM 
To: 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau and Mr. Isfeld, 
 
Further to my below email, the transcript of the cross-examination of Mr. Ratte on September 14 discloses that his 
cellular carrier is Rogers. One of the multiple ways that Mr. Ratte can obtain his detailed logs of text messages and 
photo text messages is identified here: https://about.rogers.com/stories/access-to-information/ 
 
In short, your client needs to request his detailed logs of all text messages and photo text messages sent and received 
for the months of January, February, and March, 2020, from the email address privacy@rci.rogers.com 
 
Has Mr. Ratte done this? If so, please provide a copy of Mr. Ratte’s written request to the Chief Privacy Officer of 
Rogers.  
 
I understand that the content of the text messages is unlikely to be able to be produced. My clients are seeking the logs 
of text messages and photo text messages sent and received, which will identify the phone number with which a text 
message or photo text message was sent or received and the date and time of same. This information is important. As 
your client has already testified, Mr. Ratte received several requests for mail-in ballots by photo text message. Certain 
of the respondents have denied sending any such photo text messages enclosing request for mail-in ballots to your 
client.  
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 14, 2020 4:15 PM 
To: John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
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Mr. Isfeld, 
 
Please provide a copy of the communications from Mr. Ratte to his cell carrier, and the response of Mr. Ratte’s cell 
carrier thereto in which they advise this information is not available.  
 
Pending same, please advise as to the identity of Mr. Ratte’s cell carrier.  
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 14, 2020 4:10 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Phillips, 
 
Thank you for the authorization. The requested information will be provided tomorrow. 
 
Regarding the balance of the requested undertakings: 
 

Undertakings 7, 9, and 10: Mr. Ratte has contacted his cell carrier and has been advised that 
the information requested is not available. 
Undertaking 24: no voter declaration forms were released to any person prior to May 19, 2020. 

 
The only undertaking remaining outstanding is Undertaking 8, regarding the attempted recovery of 
data from Mr. Ratte’s broken cell phone. This undertaking is dependent upon agreement on an 
expert. Upon such agreement, this undertaking will be fulfilled. As stated in our earlier emails, we 
propose to use Truedata Recovery.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
John Isfeld 
Associate 
 
BOUDREAU LAW 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS | AVOCATS ET NOTAIRES 
100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 
Direct Line (204) 318-2680; Fax (204) 477-6057  
Office (204) 318-2688; Toll Free 1-866-885-5759 
jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
www.boudreaulaw.ca 
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WARNING:  
From time to time, our spam scanners eliminate legitimate e-mail from clients. If your e-mail contains important instructions, please 
ensure that we acknowledge receipt of those instructions. 
This e-mail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. Any distribution, 
use or copying of this e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you received this e-
mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately. 

 

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 4:42 PM 
To: John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
Attached is the authorization of Rickell Frenchman. Please send the unredacted request for mail in ballot and voter 
declaration form as a priority today. Please also send the mail in ballot control sheet, voters list, outer envelope, and the 
rest of the documentation requested as soon as possible prior to the cross-examinations.  
 
Please advise as to the balance of the undertakings and documents referred to below.  
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 14, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Phillips, 
 
Please see attached additional documents relating to Breanna Wahobin and Michael Stevens 
pursuant to the authorizations provided. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
John Isfeld 
Associate 
 
BOUDREAU LAW 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS | AVOCATS ET NOTAIRES 
100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 
Direct Line (204) 318-2680; Fax (204) 477-6057  
Office (204) 318-2688; Toll Free 1-866-885-5759 
jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
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www.boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 
WARNING:  
From time to time, our spam scanners eliminate legitimate e-mail from clients. If your e-mail contains important instructions, please 
ensure that we acknowledge receipt of those instructions. 
This e-mail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. Any distribution, 
use or copying of this e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you received this e-
mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately. 

 

From: John Isfeld  
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 10:31 AM 
To: 'nathanphillips' <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Phillips, 
 
Regarding our client’s formal position in relation to an expert to recover the data from his phone, we 
have proposed Truedata Recovery in Winnipeg, a company that specializes in such recovery of data, 
and have received no reason for your objection to this company. 
  
Regarding the voter declaration forms of Michelle Bretzer and Chantel Bear, you have received the 
forms marked “duplicate” for each of the individuals. Upon review of all of the voter declaration forms 
received, these were the only voter declaration forms received from these individuals. It appears that 
these ballots were marked as duplicates by mistake. 
  
Regarding the authorizations of Breanna Wahobin and Michael Stevens, the balance of these 
documents will be provided shortly. 
  
Regarding the remainder of the undertakings, which relate to Mr. Ratte’s phone records, you will note 
that the requested undertaking to provide these records was taken under advisement. We are 
currently awaiting instruction from our client on this matter, and will follow up with him today. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
John Isfeld 
Associate 
 
BOUDREAU LAW 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS | AVOCATS ET NOTAIRES 
100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 
Direct Line (204) 318-2680; Fax (204) 477-6057  
Office (204) 318-2688; Toll Free 1-866-885-5759 
jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
www.boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 
WARNING:  
From time to time, our spam scanners eliminate legitimate e-mail from clients. If your e-mail contains important instructions, please 
ensure that we acknowledge receipt of those instructions. 
This e-mail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. Any distribution, 
use or copying of this e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you received this e-
mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately. 
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From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 9:51 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
Importance: High 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
Cross-examination is scheduled to resume tomorrow. May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails?  
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 13, 2020 2:09 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
Importance: High 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your reply to my below email? 
 
May I please also have your reply to my email of October 12 at 11:22 am, which was as follows: 

With reference to undertaking 17 and your below email of September 14, the voter declaration forms of 
Michelle Nicotine and Brian Wuttunee have been provided however you have overlooked providing the voter 
declaration forms of Michelle Bretzer and Chantel Bear. Please provide same in relation to undertaking 17. 

 
May I please also have your reply to my email of 6:03 am this morning, which was as follows: 

While you received the authorizations of Breanna Wahobin and Michael Stevens, I have only received one side 
of the outer envelope and the unredacted voter declaration forms. 
 
Please send the balance of the documents requested. Please also send both sides of the outer envelope for the 
mail-in ballots. 

 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
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Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 12, 2020 10:23 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
Please provide your client’s formal position in relation to this undertaking respecting an expert to recover the data. 
Same is necessary so that I may comply with the ground rules established by the case management judge when 
referring this issue to the Court in a letter requesting a case management conference. Please also advise of your 
availability for a case management conference between tomorrow and October 23. 
 
With respect to the remainder of your client’s undertakings and further to your email of October 6 at 5:08 pm, your 
client has had a month to satisfy his undertakings yet several undertakings remain outstanding. When will your client 
finally satisfy his undertakings? We require these replies to undertakings to appropriately conduct the resumption of 
the cross-examination of your client on October 15.  
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 12, 2020 8:50 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Phillips,  
 
Our client instructed me not to ship to DriverSavers but to use Truedata Recovery in 
Winnipeg. Please confirm that your clients are amenable to this.  
 
Sincerely,   
 
J.R. Norman Boudreau 
BOUDREAU LAW  
*Legal Services provided through Norman Boudreau Law Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors - Avocats & Notaires 
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100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 
Direct Line (204) 318-2681; Cell (204) 771-2577; Fax (204) 477-6057 
Office (204) 318-2688; Toll Free 1-866-885-5759 
 
 
 
On Oct 9, 2020 at 16:44:41 CDT, nathanphillips <nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 

Mr. Boudreau, 
  
May I please have your immediate reply? Please send the phone to DriveSavers today with the prepaid Fedex label. This 
matter must proceed without any further delay on your client’s part. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 3:07 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
I will seek instructions from my client. In all likelihood, the answer will be the same. I'll get back to you 
as soon as I can. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 3:59 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
The undertaking that I have proposed in my below email of October 7 at 4:09 pm already addresses this concern. Again, 
that undertaking is as follows: 

If your client’s concern is the protection of his personal information of no relation to this case, an undertaking 
seems an appropriate way to address same. In the circumstances, please send the phone to DriveSavers today 
with the Fedex prepaid label I sent you so that they may conduct the evaluation tomorrow or Friday as to 
whether data may even be recovered. You have my undertaking that I will only request information from 
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them as to whether any data from the phone may be recovered, and if data may be recovered that I will 
attempt to arrange a price for their services to recover that data. If data is recoverable at a reasonable cost, 
we can then agree upon the terms of an undertaking as to how that data will be recovered and provided to 
protect your client’s personal information. 

  
Can you please send the phone to DriveSavers today with the prepaid Fedex label that I sent you? That label provides 
for free overnight shipping to them, and the phone will be returned to you afterward free of charge if the recovery of 
data is not possible or does not proceed. Hopefully we will know by this weeked or Monday whether any data is 
recoverable.  
  
If the forgoing undertaking is unacceptable to your client, please propose your alternative undertaking.  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 2:50 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips, the issues are not only with my client's personal information but also include the 
information contained in his phone regarding this case and the privacy of the members. If 
DriveSavers confirms that the data may be recovered you will be required to return the phone to my 
office without recovering the data. It is clear that we will need to review all the data and redact them if 
necessary prior to sharing it with you. We will not agree to any other terms. 
  
Please let me know why you do not want Truedata Recovery Solutions Inc. here in Winnipeg to 
recover the information. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 1:04 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
When you first raised that concern, I responded 16 minutes later with the following in my below email of October 7 at 
4:09 pm: 
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If your client’s concern is the protection of his personal information of no relation to this case, an undertaking 
seems an appropriate way to address same. In the circumstances, please send the phone to DriveSavers today 
with the Fedex prepaid label I sent you so that they may conduct the evaluation tomorrow or Friday as to 
whether data may even be recovered. You have my undertaking that I will only request information from 
them as to whether any data from the phone may be recovered, and if data may be recovered that I will 
attempt to arrange a price for their services to recover that data. If data is recoverable at a reasonable cost, 
we can then agree upon the terms of an undertaking as to how that data will be recovered and provided to 
protect your client’s personal information. 

  
In my email this morning I again indicated that I am prepared to consider any other appropriate undertaking that your 
client may request. You have not responded to same or requested a different undertaking.  
  
May I please have your immediate reply? 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 11:57 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
I believe that I made it sufficiently clear that my client is not amenable to have his personal 
information possibly being disseminated or viewed by others then his on legal counsel. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 12:53 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
With respect, your email is again non-responsive to my below email of October 8 at 9:20 AM. May I please have your 
immediate reply to same? Why is your client “not amenable” to DriveSavers? 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
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Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
There is a data Recovery specialist on Grant Avenue with good reviews, Truedata Recovery 
Solutions Inc. this is a “specialist” as has requested. Please confirm your agreement to send the 
phone at that location.  
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 10:16 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
With respect, your email is non-responsive to my below email of October 8 at 9:20 AM. Please specifically respond to 
the following: 

1. On September 14, your client gave an undertaking to send the phone to an expert to have the data retrieved. It 
is now almost a month later and the phone has not been sent. “Mission Repair Centre” is not an expert in the 
retrieval of data from cell phones and therefore not eligible to discharge the undertaking granted by your client. 
As noted in my below email, upon my review of their website there does not appear to be a single reference to 
data recovery of any sort, let alone data recovery from inoperable cell phones. I requested that you state the 
specific qualifications and certifications of “Mission Repair Centre” to perform data recovery from inoperable 
phones. You have not done so.  

2. My client does not agree to “Mission Repair Centre”. Please do not send the phone there. As noted below, any 
further effort to recover data, especially from a firm like “Mission Repair Centre” that lacks the specific 
expertise required to recover the data, will diminish if not eliminate the likelihood that DriveSavers will be able 
to recover any data successfully. DriveSavers has advised me of same, and that the phone should not be 
powered on again before it reaches them to increase the likelihood of successful recovery. 

3. Why is your client “not amenable” to DriveSavers?  
4. Is some issue taken with their expertise or qualifications?  
5. I have no prior relationship with them, and I have offered you an appropriate undertaking. I am prepared to 

consider any other appropriate undertaking that your client may request. Please advise of your proposed 
undertaking. 

  
It is necessary to resolve this issue immediately so that the phone may be sent to a suitable expert today to determine 
whether data may be recovered. May I please have your prompt reply this morning? 
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Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 9, 2020 8:59 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips, my client's position has not changed. He would like to attempt to proceed with Mission 
Repair Centre retrieving the information. If this fails, then I will have a further conversation with our 
client. Please provide us with your agreement to send the phone to Mission Repair Centre. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 8, 2020 4:10 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
I requested delivery of the phone to DriveSavers directly using the prepaid Fedex label yesterday. That was not done. I 
would like to conclude this issue today with delivery of the phone today so that we may know by Saturday whether data 
is recoverable.  
  
May I please have your immediate reply? 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
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From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 8, 2020 9:20 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
Why is your client “not amenable” to DriveSavers? Is some issue taken with their expertise or qualifications? I have no 
prior relationship with them, and I have offered you an appropriate undertaking. I am prepared to consider any other 
appropriate undertaking that your client may request. 
  
My concern with proceeding with “Mission Repair Centre” is that any further effort to recover data, especially from a 
firm that lacks the specific expertise required to recover the data, will diminish if not eliminate the likelihood that 
DriveSavers will be able to recover any data successfully. DriveSavers has advised me of same, and that the phone 
should not be powered on again before it reaches them to increase the likelihood of successful recovery. 
  
If you insist upon “Mission Repair Centre”, please state their specific qualifications and certifications to perform data 
recovery from inoperable phones. Upon my review of their website, there does not appear to be a single reference to 
data recovery of any sort, let alone data recovery from inoperable cell phones.  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 at 9:09 AM 
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>, John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips, we receive instructions from our client and he is not amenable to have the phone sent to 
DriverSavers even with the undertaking. 
  
Perhaps we should first attempt to proceed with Mission Repair Centre retrieve the information. If this 
fails, then I will have a further conversation with our client. Please provide us with your agreement to 
send the phone to Mission Repair Centre. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 8, 2020 9:40 AM 
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To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
May I please have your reply? Has the phone been sent to DriveSavers? 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 at 4:09 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>, John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
This is a specialized area with specific expertise required. DriveSavers, Inc. possesses that expertise, and are prepared to 
conduct a free evaluation as to whether any data is recoverable.  
  
If your client’s concern is the protection of his personal information of no relation to this case, an undertaking seems an 
appropriate way to address same. In the circumstances, please send the phone to DriveSavers today with the Fedex 
prepaid label I sent you so that they may conduct the evaluation tomorrow or Friday as to whether data may even be 
recovered. You have my undertaking that I will only request information from them as to whether any data from the 
phone may be recovered, and if data may be recovered that I will attempt to arrange a price for their services to recover 
that data. If data is recoverable at a reasonable cost, we can then agree upon the terms of an undertaking as to how 
that data will be recovered and provided to protect your client’s personal information. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 at 3:53 PM 
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>, John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
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Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips, 
  
My client is not amenable to use DriveSavers. My client is concerned that this company will release 
any and all information to you directly. The information contained in this phone not only pertains to 
the above-noted matter but also has personal information. As such, we will not comply with your 
instructions. 
  
What is your objection in using Mission Repair Centre? 
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 7, 2020 2:27 PM 
To: John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Isfeld, 
  
My clients propose DriveSavers, Inc. They have experience in this specific area of recovery of data from phones. They 
will also do the evaluation free of charge, including overnight shipping the phone to them and return of the phone to 
you. I have arranged for the free evaluation, the Fedex label is attached. If same is agreeable, please carefully package 
the phone and affix the attached Fedex label and deliver to a Fedex pickup location today. 
  
DriveSavers, Inc., needs the passcode for the phone. Please advise so that I may forward it to them. Please also confirm 
the model of the phone.  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 at 11:49 AM 
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>, Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips, 
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We are currently working on the remaining undertakings. I note that undertaking 8 states that we 
must have Mr. Ratte’s cell phone examined by an expert mutually agreed upon. We propose to use 
Mission Repair Centre located at 2077 Pembina Highway in Winnipeg. Please advise whether this is 
acceptable to your clients. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
John Isfeld 
Associate 
  
BOUDREAU LAW 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS | AVOCATS ET NOTAIRES 
100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 
Direct Line (204) 318-2680; Fax (204) 477-6057  
Office (204) 318-2688; Toll Free 1-866-885-5759 
jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
www.boudreaulaw.ca 
  
  
WARNING:  
From time to time, our spam scanners eliminate legitimate e-mail from clients. If your e-mail contains important instructions, please 
ensure that we acknowledge receipt of those instructions. 
This e-mail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. Any distribution, 
use or copying of this e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you received this e-
mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately. 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2020 11:55 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
The Court Reporter has responded advising that 1 pm on October 15 is available for the cross-examination 
(Saskatchewan time, I believe that is 2 pm your time). Please confirm your client will satisfy the balance of his 
undertakings by 4 pm tomorrow. 
  
May I please have your reply to the following request in my below email: 

…Please provide your client’s position on the specific redaction of the address in paragraph 3 of Exhibits A-12 
and A-13 so that I forward same in my forthcoming letter to the Court. 

  
I would like to have this issue raised with the Court as quickly as possible. Your client’s position in a format I may 
forward to the Court is necessary to do so. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
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This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 at 10:45 AM 
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>, John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Please be advised that our client is not available on October 13. However, he is available at any time 
on October 15. Please provide me with the time you wish to examine him. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 6, 2020 6:07 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
Please provide the replies to undertakings no later than 4 pm on October 8. We may then proceed with the video 
conference cross-examination the afternoon of October 13. Pease confirm.  
  
Your email of 4:32 pm today split the email chain. For clarity, your email was as follows: 

We have stated our clients position in several previous emails. 
  
We are unable to provide your office with personal information of voters without receiving a signed 
authorization from those voters. Your speculation regarding the contents of the forms in question does not 
change our client’s obligations to protect the information of those voters. 
  
In addition, although you claim that the addresses contained on these mail-in ballot forms would be “concrete 
evidence”, this is simply not the case. As your affiant has stated, the voters in question are closely related to 
her. Even if her address was used for the purpose of receiving their mail-in ballots, which we do not confirm, 
this would not be determinative of the alleged fraud, as it is also possible that they the voters themselves 
directed the ballots to that address. 

  
You will recall that one of the Prothonotary’s ground rules established during the first case management conference 
was that parties advise the Court of the position of other parties when writing to the Court. I will be writing to the Court 
in relation to the redaction of the address on paragraph 3 of Exhibits A-12 and A-13. As such, I require your client’s 
position in a format which I may include in a letter to the Court when requesting a case management conference. Your 
reply of 4:32 pm, reproduced above, is not in a format that may be included in my forthcoming letter to the Court. 
Please provide your client’s position on the specific redaction of the address in paragraph 3 of Exhibits A-12 and A-13 so 
that I forward same in my forthcoming letter to the Court. 
  
Thank you  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
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Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Date: Tuesday, October 6, 2020 at 3:35 PM 
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>, John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips, 
  
We are presently working on the undertakings. These are not yet ready. 
  
With respect to October 8, I am not available that day. Please provide me with alternative dates. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 6, 2020 3:02 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
May I please have your reply to my below email? 
  
In addition, I need to know whether your client will attend for the resumption of his cross-examination on October 8. I 
need to advise the Court Reporter by 5 pm today. This is a video conference cross-examination, not in person. 
Moreover, it will be short. Please advise.  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
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From: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Date: Monday, October 5, 2020 at 3:53 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>, John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
The redacted voter’s list that you sent in relation to Heather Meechance does not identify her address, or the address to 
which her mail-in ballot package was sent. That address is PO Box 446, Cando, Saskatchewan. As I understood your 
client’s evidence during cross-examination, he has a separate document identifying where and when he sent mail-in 
ballot packages. Can you please provide that information in relation to Heather Meechance? 
  
In relation to Rickell Frenchman and Romellow Meechance, I have advised you of the specific address on Exhibits A-12 
and A-13 that your client has thus far redacted: PO Box 446, Cando, Saskatchewan. That is the address of Heather 
Meechance. Your client has not asserted that that address is incorrect. I take that to be an acceptance that Heather 
Meechance has correctly testified that she received those mail-in ballots to her locked PO Box. While my clients may 
pragmatically decide not to challenge some of the heavy redactions applied by your client, the address on paragraph 3 
of Exhibits A-12 and A-13 is one of the redacted that my clients cannot ignore and will be the subject of a Motion. Your 
client will then be in the position of incurring substantial further cost and delay associated with a Motion in relation 
thereto, and attempting to justify his contradictory positions in this matter and the election appeal with respect to The 
Key First Nation (see Exhibit A-8 to the cross-examination of your client). You have concrete evidence that those mail-in 
ballot voter declaration forms were forged by Heather Meechance. The address on those forms is very important 
evidence as it will disclose that Heather Meechance is the only person that could have completed those forms if they 
went to her locked PO Box.  
  
We are not seeking to have Exhibits A-12 and A-13 completely unredacted at this time. I am only seeking to have the 
address line in paragraph 3 thereof unredacted to show that the address in those two documents is that of Heather 
Meechance, namely PO Box 446, Cando, Saskatchewan. The only question is whether your client will unredact the 
address line to confirm that Heather Meechance’s testimony is correct.  
  
If your client refuses to do so, please advise of your client’s position in relation to redaction of paragraph 3 of Exhibits A-
12 and A-13 in a format which I may include in a letter to the Court when requesting a case management conference.  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Date: Sunday, October 4, 2020 at 12:37 PM 
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>, John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
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Mr. Phillips, 
  
As indicated in my email of September 28, 2020 below, we will be unable to provide unredacted 
copies of the documents without signed authorizations from these individuals. The protected 
information includes the addresses of those individuals as they appear on these forms. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: September 28, 2020 10:12 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
I am not seeking to have Exhibits A-12 and A-13 completely unredacted at this time. I am only seeking to have the 
address line in paragraph 3 thereof unredacted to show that the address in those two documents is that of Heather 
Meechance, namely PO Box 446, Cando, Saskatchewan. If the addresses on those forms are different, please advise. 
However, if they are the same then that is relevant if not decisive evidence confirming the testimony of Heather 
Meechance. In particular, that she received those ballots that she received by mail and forged them. The only question 
is whether your client will unredact the address line to confirm that Heather Meechance’s testimony is correct.  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Date: Monday, September 28, 2020 at 5:52 PM 
To: Nathan Phillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Mervin Phillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>, John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips, 
  
Please see attached the following as per authorizations and requests that you have provided:  

1) Unredacted request for mail-in ballot of Heather Meechance;  
2) Unredacted voter declaration form of Heather Meechance; 
3) Voter’s list for Heather Meechance; and 
4) Unredacted voter declaration of Paul Tobaccojuice. 
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Regarding a re-examination of Mr. Ratte relating to the undertakings to be provided, and as stated in 
my previous email, we have yet to receive the transcript. As such, you will not be able to cross-
examine Mr. Ratte regarding these undertakings on September 30, 2020, two days from today, as 
they will not be provided until after we receive the transcript. 
  
Regarding the requests for mail-in ballot of Rickell Frenchman and Romellow Meechance, these are 
signed documents that were provided with acceptable proof of identity, and contain personal 
information about these individuals. As such, we will be unable to provide unredacted copies of same 
without signed authorizations from these individuals.  
  
I trust the above is satisfactory to you. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: September 28, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
The transcripts are anticipated to arrive soon. Your client has produced some documents pursuant to some of the 
undertakings. My clients request a short (approximately 15 minutes) video conference resumption of his cross-
examination anytime on September 30 or thereafter in relation to undertakings and matters incidental thereto. Please 
confirm.  
  
Further to the authorization of Heather Meechance that you received September 24, we continue to await the 
unredacted request for mail-in ballot, and voter declaration form.  
  
Further to our email of September 26, we continue to await the mail in ballot voter declaration form of Paul 
Tobaccojuice.  
  
We continue in our efforts to get the authorization of Rickell Frenchman and Romellow Meechance. Pending same, 
resolution of this matter should be possible without authorization therefrom. This matter relates to attached Exhibits A-
12 and A-13 (redacted by your client) to the cross-examination of your client and your client’s forthcoming production 
of the request for mail-in ballots of both Rickell Frenchman and Romellow Meechance in relation thereto. The specific 
redaction that is necessary to remove is limited to paragraph 3 of Exhibits A-12 and A-13, that being the address used in 
connection therewith.  
  
I can tell you that all three mail-in ballot voter declarations forms (Rickell Frenchman, Romellow Meechance, and 
Heather Meechance), and the requests for mail-in ballots in relation thereto, will have the same address of Heather 
Meechance, namely PO Box 446, Cando, Saskatchewan. You have the authorization of Heather Meechance to provide 
her full and unredacted documents. It is essential for the Court to have Exhibits A-12 and A-13 with paragraph 3 thereof 
unredacted showing that the address in those two documents is identical to that in Heather Meechance’s documents, 
namely PO Box 446, Cando, Saskatchewan.   
  
You have the affidavit of Heather Meechance sworn May 1, 2020, which includes her testimony that she forged the 
request for mail-in ballots on February 9, and thereafter she forged the voter declaration forms on February 18 (which 
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documents are the attached Exhibits A-12 and A-13). Paragraph 8 of that affidavit also includes her testimony that she 
received the mail-in ballots of Rickell Frenchman and Romellow Meechance by mail. I have told you the address that 
your client delivered those mail-in ballots, namely PO Box 446, Cando, Saskatchewan. With respect, your client is 
lawfully permitted to unredact the address of Exhibits A-12 and A-13 so that the Court may confirm that the address 
used for the forged ballots of Rickell Frenchman and Romellow Meechance is indeed that of Heather Meechance as also 
reflected on her forthcoming mail-in ballot voter declaration form. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: September 25, 2020 3:29 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips, it is my recollection that you had completed your examination of Mr. Ratte. We are 
waiting to receive the transcript of the examination so that we may provide the undertakings given 
during the examination. Once these undertakings are provided, you will be at liberty to re-examine 
Mr. Ratte on these undertakings only. 
  
Can you please indicate when these transcripts will be ready and provided to us. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Norman Boudreau 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: September 25, 2020 4:17 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
May I please have your reply to my below email? Thank you 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
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Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: September 24, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Boudreau, 
  
Please advise of your client’s availability to attend a short video conference resumption of his cross-examination 
anytime on September 30. I anticipate it will last approximately 15 minutes, and will mostly be limited to exhibiting the 
further documents that your client has produced. 
  
In addition, I anticipate that you will receive an authorization from Rickell Frenchman and/or Romellow Meechance. 
Please have their request for mail-in ballot and voter declaration forms available for production in unredacted format as 
soon as you receive their authorizations.   
  
Further to the authorization of Heather Meechance that you received this morning, I have not received the requested 
documents. Please advise. 
  
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
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1. Forward - Why Read this Handbook? 
 
This handbook is intended for use by Electoral Officers certified under the First Nations 
Elections Regulations, appointed by a First Nation council to conduct an election under 
the First Nations Elections Act.  It will assist you in carrying out your duties, and it 
should also be read by any deputies that you may appoint to assist you in running the 
election. 

 
This handbook is meant to complement the First Nations Elections Act (also referred to 
as the “Act”) and the First Nations Elections Regulations (also referred to as the 
“Regulations”) found in section 12 of this handbook, but does not replace either one. 
 
Some people may try to take advantage of the Electoral Officer who is unsure of his or 
her duties. Learn the rules and do not let yourself be bullied into making the 

wrong decisions.  

 
This handbook is your guide to the various procedures and duties you are required to 
carry out as an Electoral Officer. 
 
On the day of the nomination meeting and the day of the election, you will be too busy 
to read this handbook. Read it now. Carefully study each of the prescribed forms found 
in the appendices and make sure that you understand their use. Accompanying this 
handbook is a CD-Rom containing electronic copies of all appendices. Take the time to 
customize the forms for the specific First Nation election.    
 
It is also important that you read and understand the First Nations Elections Act and the 
First Nations Elections Regulations. 
 
If you have any questions during the course of the election, do not hesitate to call your 
regional or district manager, or the Elections Unit at Indigenous and Northern Affairs 
Canada (INAC). 
 
Good luck! 

 
 

  

Name of Contact Person  Telephone 
 
 

E-Mail   
 

 
  

Alternative Contact Person  Telephone 
 
 
E-mail   
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2. Legislation and Regulations 
 

On April 2, 2015, the First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Election 
Regulations came into force.  Together, they offer a new and modern electoral system 
for First Nations.  The Act and the Regulations are optional, meaning the each First 
Nation decides for itself whether they wish to move to holding their elections under the 
new system. A First Nation who makes such a decision will adopt a band council 
resolution and provide it to the Minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, 
who will, by order, add the First Nation to the schedule to the Act.   
 
It important for those who are familiar with the Indian Act electoral system and who 
have acted as Electoral Officers under this system to take note of the differences in the 
administration of an election under the First Nations Elections Act and the Regulations. 
Here are some key differences: 
 
Under the First Nations Elections Act: 
 

 Terms of office of four years 
 No role for the Department and the Minister in election appeals, with this role 

shifting to the courts, as in municipal, provincial and federal elections 
 Defined offences and penalties enabling charges to be laid and penalties to be 

imposed for fraudulent activity in connection with an election (such as the selling 
and buying of mail-in ballots and bribery) 
 

 
Under the First Nations Elections Regulations 
 

 Shorter election period – 65 days 
 Number of councillor positions on the band council is established by the 1 per 

100 rule unless council reduces the number of positions by band council 
resolution 

 Candidates must provide a written acceptance of their nomination, and the band 
council can set a candidate fee of no more than $250  

 Mail-in ballots are sent only when the elector has made a written application 
accompanied by identification 

 On request of the Council, advance polls can be held on or off the reserve 
between the 10th and 5th day before the election 

 Automatic recount is triggered when the difference between a winning candidate 
and a runner up is five or less 
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3. Getting Started:  Preparing for the Election 
  

3.1 Order Adding the First Nation to the Schedule to the First 

Nations Elections Act 

 
Before the electoral process under the First Nations Elections Act can launch, the 
Minister must have made an Order that adds the First Nation to the schedule to the 
First Nations Elections Act.  It is important that you confirm this before you begin 
undertaking your responsibilities under the Regulations. You may contact the 
regional or district office of INAC to obtain this information.  
 

3.2 Date of Election 

 
The date of the first election under the First Nations Elections Act is fixed by the 
Minister’s order that adds the name of the First Nation to the schedule to the Act.  It 
is important that you know this date as most other events during the election period 
depend upon it. A minimum of 65 calendar days (includes weekends and holidays) 
is required to conduct an election. 
  

3.3 Timeline or Calendar 

 
It is a good idea to develop a timeline or a calendar containing all the important 
dates. The Regulations require you to perform certain duties on specific days. 
Appendix 3-A contains a sample timeline. You should insert the important dates as 
indicated. Also, Appendix 3-C contains a checklist of your principal duties and 
when they must be carried out.     

3.4 

TIPS 

Use the website calculator at: 

http://www.timeanddate.com/date/dateadd/html 

&  

All days are considered clear calendar days 

(including weekends and holidays) 
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Number of Councillors 

 
Subsection 7(1) of the First Nations Elections Act sets out how this number is 
determined. In most cases, a band elects one councillor for every 100 band 
members (referred to as the “1 per 100 rule”). The number of councillors is not to 
be less than two or exceed 12 (regardless of the population of the band). 
 

Note: When determining the number of councillors to be elected, it is important that 
the total population of the band be taken into account including members 
of all ages. The total population must be determined prior to completing the 
Notice of Nomination Meeting (Appendix 5-A). Keep in mind that the 
number of councillors may change as the population of the band changes. 
For example, if the population of the band at the last election was 480, four 
councillors would have been elected. If the population has increased to 510, 
five councillors would have to be elected at the next election.  

 
Under subsection 7(2) of the First Nations Elections Act, the council of a First 
Nation may, by resolution, reduce the number of councillor position to not less than 
two.  This resolution takes precedence over the "1 per 100" rule. Therefore, it is 
important that you determine if the council of the First Nation for which you are 
conducting the election under the First Nations Elections Act has made such a 
resolution, and if so, that you obtain a copy.   
 
If a First Nation had a ministerial order under the Indian Act that fixed the 

number of councillors outside the “1 per 100” rule, that order is null and void 

under the First Nations Elections Act.  The council must adopt a band council 

resolution reducing the number of councillors prior to the launch of the 

electoral process, otherwise the “1 per 100 rule” will apply. 

 

3.5 Candidate Fee 

 

Section 11 of the First Nations Elections Act allows a First Nation to impose a fee of 
up to $250 on each candidate in an election, to be refunded if the candidate 
receives more than 5% of the total votes cast at the election.   Section 8 of the 
Regulations state that this decision is made by the council by resolution.  You will 
need to know at the very start if a candidacy fee is applicable to the election, and if 
so, obtain a copy of the band council resolution.  You will need to mention the 
candidacy fee and the related amounts in the Notice of Nomination Meeting 
(Appendix 5-A). 
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3.6 Deputy Electoral Officers 

 
As Electoral Officer, you will need to appoint at least one Deputy Electoral Officer to 
assist you in carrying out your election duties.  You should also consider appointing 
additional Deputies taking into considerations factors such as the total number of 
electors, the specific number of off-reserve electors, whether or not advance polls 
will be held and special needs of electors.  An 
Electoral Officer may delegate to a Deputy any 
responsibility under the Regulations where it 
specifically states that a deputy can carry it out. You 
must complete, sign and have the Deputies you 
appoint sign the Appointment of Deputy Electoral 

Officer found at Appendix 3-C. Deputy Electoral 
Officers should be given a copy of the Act and the 
Regulations. If you are unable to carry out your 
duties at the last minute, a Deputy may replace you 
for the election. This should only be done where it is 
impossible to have another Electoral Officer appointed in the normal manner. 
 

3.7 Facilities for the Election 

 
One of your primary responsibilities is to serve both 
electors and candidates, and therefore you should 
be available if they require assistance. Indicate on all 
documentation a telephone number and e-mail 
address where you can be reached. 
 
You must arrange for the use of facilities for the nomination meeting and the poll; 
and if the council has asked that one or more advance polls be held, you will need 
to secure these facilities as well.  When possible, the nomination meeting and the 
election should be held on the reserve. Advance polls can be held both on and off 
reserve and in urban centres. All facilities should provide suitable access for those 
who are physically disabled.  
 
Note that the Notice of Nomination Meeting 

(subsection 5(2) of the Regulations) and the Notice 
of Election (section 14 of the Regulations), which 
are posted, must specify where the nomination 
meeting, the advance polls and the election day poll 
are to be held, and therefore the locations must be 
selected in advance. The First Nation should be able 
to provide you with suggestions on possible 
locations. 
 

TIP 

Appoint at least one experienced 

Deputy Electoral Officer should 

you need to be unexpectedly 

replaced. 

TIP 

Also have Plan B in place in 

case the facility becomes 

unavailable (fire, flood, 

electrical, etc). 

TIP 

Visit location(s) and draw floor 

plans to accommodate the: 

 Nomination Meeting 

 Voting Process 

 Counting of the Ballots 
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Finally, you should arrange to procure a post office box or a secure mailing address 
for the receipt of the mail-in nominations and mail-in ballots. This post office box 
should also be accessible for verification on the day of the nomination meeting and 
on the day of the election so that you may obtain any last minute mail-ins. Mail-in 
ballots should not be received as part of the regular mail at the band administration 
office to mitigate the possibility of ballot theft or perception of ballot tampering.   
 

3.8 Getting Ready 

 
As Electoral Officer, you are responsible for having 
ballots and other forms printed and obtaining 
supplies. If you are an independent contractor, 
during the negotiation of your contract, you should 
have determined who is responsible for supplying 
and paying for various items you will require, such 
as paper, envelopes, stamps and photocopying. 
Below is a list of standard items and supplies that 
you should gather: 
 
 Paper of different colours (for ballots) 
 labels 
 “ballot only” labels 
       labels containing your post office box address for the return of mail-in ballots  
 regular envelopes 
 smaller envelopes (to the regular) 
 stamps 
 letter opener 
 pencils, markers 
 elastics 
 paper clips 
 tape 
 ballot boxes and seals 
 voting compartments 

 

 

 

 

 

TIP 

Have an identifiable garbage bag 

or box for disposal of 

confidential election materials 

for post election shredding. 

 

TIP 

To order ballot boxes, ballot box seals, 

and/or voting compartments from 

Elections Canada, call toll free  

1 800 463-6868 
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Appendix 3-A – Electoral Officer’s Timeline 

 

(Relevant sections of the Electoral Officer’s Handbook are indicated in brackets next to 
certain activities) 

 

65 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 
 

Date:  ______________________ 
 

 Appoint Deputy Electoral Officers (ss. 3.6) 
 Determine if the First Nation controls its membership under section 10 of the 

Indian Act, or if the membership list is maintained by INAC under section 11, and 
obtain the voters list from the appropriate source 

 Obtain the names and last known addresses of members not residing on the 
reserve (ss. 4.1) 

 Arrange for accommodations for the nomination meeting, advance polls (if 
necessary) and election day poll 

 

60 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY OR 

25 DAYS PRIOR TO THE NOMINATION MEETING 
 

Date:  ________________________ 
 

 Post the Notice of Nomination Meeting – Appendix 5-A (ss. 5.1) and the voters 
list (par. 4.2.4) 

 Send nomination mail-out to electors residing off-reserve (ss. 5.2)  
 Update the Mail-Out Control Sheet - Appendix 4-A (ss. 5.2) 

 

BETWEEN 60 DAYS AND 25 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

 
Dates:  ___________________________________ 

 
 Receive nomination forms and voter declarations through the mail 
 Begin completing the In-person Nomination Forms to be used at the nomination 

meeting - Appendix 6-B (ss. 6.2)  
 Prepare list of off-reserve electors who have consented to having their names 

released to candidates 
 Respond to requests to revise the voters list (par. 4.2.6) 
 Prepare candidate packages for the nomination meeting (ss. 6.3) 
 Meet with your Deputies to discuss the nomination meeting 
 Open a bank account for the candidate fees (if applicable) 
 Receive completed Request for Mail-in Ballot accompanied by identification and 

follow up with electors whose applications are incomplete 
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ELECTORAL OFFICER’S TIMELINE (cont’d) 

 

35 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

 

Date:  _________________________ 
 

 Hold nomination meeting  
 Complete an In-person Nomination Form - Appendix 6-B for each candidate 

nominated (ss. 6.4)  
 Distribute candidate packages (ss. 6.3) 
 Receive completed Candidate’s Declaration – Appendix 6-D and candidacy fee if 

applicable (ss. 6.5 & ss. 6.6) 
 

UNTIL 6 P.M. ON THE THIRD DAY FOLLOWING THE NOMINATION MEETING 

 

Date:  _________________________ 

 

• Receive completed Candidate’s Declaration and candidate fee if applicable (ss. 
6.5 & ss. 6.6) 

 

AFTER 6 P.M. ON THE THIRD DAY FOLLOWING THE NOMINATION MEETING 

 

Date:  _________________________ 

 
 Print ballots omitting the names of nominees who have not provided their signed 

Candidate’s Declaration or the candidate fee (if applicable) (ss. 7.2) 
 Prepare the Electoral Officer’s Nomination Meeting Report - Appendix 6-F  

 (ss. 6.7)  
 

AT LEAST 30 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

 

Date:  _________________________ 
 

 Prepare and post Notice of Election – Appendix 7-A (ss. 7.1) 
 Prepare and send mail-in ballot packages to electors who have submitted a 

completed Request for Mail-in Ballot - Appendix 5-D accompanied by an 
identification document (ss. 7.4).  

 Update the Mail-Out Control Sheet – Appendix 4-A (par. 7.4.1) 
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ELECTORAL OFFICER’S TIMELINE (cont’d) 

 

BETWEEN 30 DAYS PRIOR TO THE ELECTION AND ELECTION DAY 

 

Dates:  __________________________________________ 
 

 Receive written Candidate’s Withdrawal Form - Appendix 6-E (ss. 6.9)  
 Prepare and send mail-in ballot packages to electors who have submitted a 

completed Request for Mail-in Ballot – Appendix 5-D accompanied by an 
identification document (ss. 7.3 & ss. 7.4) and follow up with electors whose 
applications are incomplete (up to and including the 6th day prior to the election) 

 Prepare for the advance polls if applicable 
 

 

BETWEEN 10 AND 5 DAYS PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY 

 

Dates:  __________________________________________ 

 

• Hold advance polls if applicable (s. 8) 
 At the close of each advance polling station, seal the ballot box and ensure the 

safekeeping of the ballot box until the counting of the votes following the close of 
the election day poll (ss. 7.5) 

 

 

ELECTION DAY 

 

Date:  _____________________________ 
 

 Arrive at the polling station at least one hour prior to opening to set things up. 
 Open the poll at 9 a.m. and close it at 8 p.m. (ss. 8.2) 
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ELECTORAL OFFICER’S TIMELINE (cont’d) 

 

AT THE TIME DESIGNATED FOR COUNTING 

 

Date:                                       Time:  ____________ 
 

 Open mail-in ballot envelopes and verify Voter Declaration Accompanying the 
Mail-in Ballot – Appendix 7-B forms (ss. 9.3) 

 Place accepted mail-in ballots in the ballot box 
 Open the ballot box and count the ballots (ss. 9.4 to ss. 9.6) 
 Announce the time for a recount if necessary (10.2) 
 Hold recount at the announced time and location 
 Break the tie if necessary (ss. 10.3) 
 Announce the elected candidates 
 Prepare and distribute the Statement of the Votes – Appendix 10-A (ss. 10.4) 
 Deposit ballots in envelopes, seal them and ensure their safekeeping along with 

other election documents (ss. 10.5) 
 

WITHIN 4 DAYS AFTER THE COUNT 

 

Date:  ______________________ 
 

 Post the Statement of the Votes and send a copy to INAC (ss. 10.4)  

 

NO LATER THAN 30 DAYS AFTER THE ELECTION 

 

Date:  _____________________ 
 

 Refund the candidate fee to every candidate who received more than five 
percent of the total votes cast (ss. 10.7) 

 Remit to the First Nation the candidacy fees of all candidate who received five 
percent or less of the total votes (ss. 10.7) 

 

120 DAYS AFTER THE ELECTION 

 

Date:  _____________________ 
 
• Destroy ballots and election documents  unless you have been served that an 

election appeal has been filed in federal or provincial court (ss. 10.5) 
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Appendix 3-B – Electoral Officer’s Checklist 
(When conducting an election under the First Nations Elections Act) 

 
BEFORE THE NOMINATION MEETING 
 
 Obtain a copy of your appointment from the First Nation council.  
 Appoint on or more Deputy Electoral Officer(s). 
 Determine whether the First Nation controls its membership list (section 10) or if 

the membership list is managed by INAC (section 11) and obtain the voters list 
from the appropriate source. 

 Obtain the list of names and last known postal and email addresses of off-
reserve members from the First Nation (the regional office does not keep 
address lists or other election materials from previous elections). 

 Create a database containing the names and addresses of off-reserve electors. 
 Prepare and post the voters list as soon as possible in one or more conspicuous 

places on the reserve. This list must not contain personal information, such as 
addresses, dates of birth or band numbers.  

 Confirm the number of councillors to be elected based on the total membership 
of the First Nation or obtain a copy of the band council resolution that reduces 
the number of councillors if applicable. 

 Determine if the council has instituted a candidate fee. 
 Determine if advance polls are going to be held, and if so, the dates and 

locations of each. 
 Arrange for the use of facilities for the nomination meeting, advance polls (if 

applicable) and the election day poll. 
 At least 25 calendar days prior to the date the nomination meeting is to be held 

and at least 60 calendar days prior to the date the election will be held, prepare 
and post a Notice of Nomination Meeting in one or more conspicuous places on 
the reserve. 

 On the same day the Notice of Nomination Meeting is posted on the reserve, 
mail or deliver to off-reserve electors a package which includes: 

 The Notice of Nomination Meeting  (Appendix 5-A) 

 A copy of the Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate Candidates      

(Appendix 5-B). Insert the name of the First Nation on the first line. 

 A copy of the Mail-In Nomination Form (Appendix 5-C) 
 A copy of the Request for Mail-in Ballot (Appendix 5-D) 
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Appendix 3-B (cont’d) 
 

 Update the Mail-Out Control Sheet after the nomination mailing to off-reserve 
electors. 

 Obtain documents, forms, papers, pencils, etc., for the nomination meeting. 
 Collect, open and record the mail-in nominations. If necessary, contact the 

nominator for clarification. This information should be kept confidential until the 
meeting. 

 Receive Request for Mail-in Ballot forms, accompanied by copies of identification 
documents and create and maintain a database of the names and addresses of 
these electors. 

 

AT THE NOMINATION MEETING 
 
 Bring to the nomination meeting: 
 

 Several copies of the In-person Nomination Form (Appendix 6-B); 
 Several copies of the Candidate’s Withdrawal Form (Appendix 6-E); 
 Several copies of the Request for Mail-in Ballot form (Appendix 5-D); 
 Several copies of the Candidate’s Declaration form (Appendix 6-D) 
 Copies of the voters list (void of personal information such as addresses, 

dates of birth or band numbers);  
 A list of addresses of off-reserve electors who have provided you written 

consent to the release of their addresses; and 
 Copies of the First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Election 

Regulations 
 Declare the nomination meeting open at the time specified in the notice. 
 Provide the information contained in the Electoral Officer’s Speaking Notes at 

Appendix 6-A. 
 Open the floor to nominations and complete an In-person Nomination Form 

(Appendix 6-B) for each candidate nominated. Be sure to obtain the full name 
and complete mailing address of each candidate, including their telephone 
number and e-mail address.  
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Appendix 3-B (cont’d) 

 

AFTER THE NOMINATION MEETING  

 
 Complete the Nomination Meeting Report (Appendix 6-F). 
 Receive completed Candidate’s Declaration and candidate fee if applicable 

(Appendix 6-D) 
 Prepare listing the names of the candidates for chief and for councillors in 

alphabetical order by surname. 
 At least 30 days prior to the date election will be held, prepare and post a Notice 

of Election in one or more conspicuous places on the reserve. 
 At least 30 days before the election, send a mail-in ballot package to electors 

who have sent a duly completed Request for Mail-in Ballot accompanied by a 
copy of an identification document. The package includes:   
 the Notice of Election; 

 ballots containing your initials on the back; 
 an outer, postage-paid return envelope, pre-addressed with the address of 

your post office box; 
 a second inner envelope marked with the word “ballot”, in which the elector 

will place his or her completed ballot; 
 A voter declaration form (Appendix 7-B); and 
 Instructions on how to complete the ballot and return it to you         

(Appendix 7-C). 
 For better planning, request from candidates the names of their representatives 

(scrutineers) that will be attending the polling station. 
 Obtain at least one ballot box for each polling place, including the advance polls 

if applicable, and ensure that the ballot box can be locked or sealed. 
 If there is to be more than one polling location on the same day, deliver to the 

Deputy Electoral Officers all materials required for the conduct of the poll (ballot 
papers, ballot box, pens, directions for voting, 
etc.) 

 
TIP 

The use of the checklists will 

ensure that all electoral 

processes have been followed  
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Appendix 3-B (cont’d) 

 

ADVANCE POLLS 

 
 Advance polls may be held between the 10th and 5th days before the election, on 

or off reserve. Advance polls are open from 9:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.  Advise 
those present which time piece you will use for the official time, such as a cellular 
phone, a watch or a wall clock. 

 Prior to locking or sealing the ballot box, ensure that witnesses are present to 
verify that the ballot box is empty. Complete the Witness Declaration at the 

Opening of the Poll (Appendix 8-A). 
 At the close of the advance poll, seal the ballot box in a manner that prevents it 

from being opened without breaking the seal, place your initials on the seal, 
invite two witnesses to initial the seal, and ensure the safekeeping of the ballot 
box unity the counting of the votes on election day.   

 

ELECTION DAY 

 
 The poll must be open from 9:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.  Advise those present 

which time piece you will use for the official time, such as a cellular phone, a 
watch or a wall clock. 

 Prior to locking or sealing the ballot box, ensure that witnesses are present to 
verify that the ballot box is empty. Complete the Witness Declaration at the 

Opening of the Poll (Appendix 8-A). 
 Collect or have a Deputy Electoral Officer collect the mail-in ballots from your 

postal box after the last mail delivery of the day. 

 

AT THE TIME DESIGNATED FOR COUNTING 
 
 Open and verify the Voter Declaration Forms Accompanying Mail-in Ballots 
 Deposit the mail-in ballots in the ballot box 
 Open the boxes and tally the votes received for each candidate from ballots not 

rejected. 
 If the difference between a winning candidate and a runner up candidate is five 

or fewer, establish a date, time and place for a recount 
 If the recount is not to be conducted immediately, deposit all ballots in envelopes 

and seal them in a manner that prevents them from being opened without 
breaking the seal, place you initials on the seal and have any two people present 
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do the same, deposit the sealed envelopes into a ballot box and seal that box in 
a manner that prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal, and 
ensure safekeeping until the recount. 

 Conduct the recount 
 Break the tie if necessary by conducting a draw  
 Publicly declare elected those candidates having the highest number of votes. 
 Complete the Statement of the Votes at Appendix 10-A. 
 Deposit all ballot papers in sealed envelopes. 

 

WITHIN FOUR DAYS AFTER THE COUNT 
 
 Post a signed and witnessed copy of the Statement of the Votes in at least one 

conspicuous place on the reserve. 
 Fax or e-mail a copy of the Statement of the Votes to the regional or district 

manager of INAC. 
 

FINAL RESPONSIBILITIES  
 

 Complete the Electoral Officer’s Report (Appendix 10-B)  
 Within 30 days of the election, remit the candidate fees to the candidates and to 

the First Nation as required.  
 After a period of 120 days following the election, you may destroy the ballots and 

the election documents unless the election has been contested in a federal or 
provincial court. 
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Appendix 3-C – Appointment of Deputy Electoral Officer 

 
 
I, _________________________, duly appointed Electoral Officer for the election of  
            Name of Electoral Officer   
 
the _________________________________________ to be held on the ____ day of  
             Name of First Nation  
 

___________________________, 20___, do hereby appoint, pursuant to the First 
Nations Elections Regulations, the following person to act as Deputy Electoral Officer: 
 
 
 
Name:     _____________________________________________________________  
                                                                                                                  
 
Address:______________________________________________________________ 
                                    (Home Address or P.O. Box)                                                                 
                              
____________________   ______________  ____________  (____)___-___________ 
(First Nation/Municipality) (Province/Territory)        (Postal Code)            (Telephone Number) 
                                                             
_________________________________________________ 
                                               (E-mail address) 

                                                                          
                                                                          
Dated at _______________________ this ___ day of __________, 20__. 
                 (Location Name)  

 
 

  _______________________________________ 
 Signature of Electoral Officer 

 

 

TO BE SIGNED BY THE DEPUTY ELECTORAL OFFICER: 

 
I agree to diligently carry out my duties in accordance with the First Nations Elections 
Act and the First Nations Elections Regulations 
 
 

 _______________________________________ 
                                             Signature of Deputy Electoral Officer 
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4. Pre-Nomination Meeting Procedures 
 

4.1 Addresses of Electors 

  
Subsection 4(1) of the Regulations requires the First Nation to provide you with a list 
of the names and last known postal and email addresses of each elector who 
resides off reserve at least 65 days before the election.  You may request that 
theses addresses be provided to you in electronic format to facilitate your postal and 
electronic mail outs.    
 
Neither the First Nation nor the Electoral Officer are under any obligation to actively 
search or advertise to obtain the addresses of electors residing off reserve. The First 
Nation is only obligated to provide you with the addresses of those off reserve 
electors for whom they already have an address.  
 
The quality of the off reserve address register maintained by a First Nation can vary 
extensively. In some circumstances, the First Nation may only be able to provide 
you with a small number of addresses, either postal 
or email. During the election process, you will 
receive addresses from electors through the 
requests for mail-in ballots and other means.  You 
may add these addresses of these electors to your 
list. After the election you will return an updated list 
to the First Nation.  Keep a Mail-out Control Sheet 
(Appendix 4-A) ensuring key dates and actions are 
recorded. 
 

4.2 The Voters List 
 

4.2.1 General Description 
 
The voters list is the official list of the names of individuals who are qualified to vote 
(i.e. band members, 18 years old or older). It is not the same as a membership list 
which will contain the name of all band members, regardless of age. It is your 
responsibility to request the voters list from the appropriate source depending on 
the authority that maintains the First Nation’s membership list (which will either be 
the INAC Indian Registrar or the First Nation itself).  The voters list must be posted 
at least 60 days before the election. 

 
As Electoral Officer, you are responsible for determining the eligibility of electors. 
An elector a person who will be at least 18 years of age on the day of the election 
and whose name appears on the First Nation’s membership list.    

 
 

TIP 

The Regional office does not 

keep address lists from previous 

elections 
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4.2.2 Preparation of the Voters List when a First Nation has Assumed 

Control of its own Membership (Section 10 of the Indian Act) 
 

Once a First Nation assumes control of its own membership, as per section 10 of 
the Indian Act, all changes to the membership list are made by the First Nation 
without the involvement of INAC. You require the membership list to prepare the 
voters list, and according to paragraph 3(1)(a) of the Regulations, it is the First 
Nation’s responsibility to provide you with a voters list at least 65 days prior to the 
election.  

 
The Electoral Officer cannot add or delete names from the voters list unless 

he or she has been informed, in writing, by the First Nation, of the changes. It 
is assumed that the persons whose names appear on the voters list are members 
of the First Nation. 

 
It is not the role of the Electoral Officer, to determine whether a person is a member 
of the First Nation if his or her name does not appear on the certified voters list. 
The Regulations allow an individual to demonstrate that his or her name has been 
omitted from the voters list by presenting to the Electoral Officer evidence from the 
First Nation that he or she is entitled to have his or her name entered on the voters 
list. The evidence usually takes the form of a registration paper signed by the band 
membership clerk.  

 
4.2.3 Preparation of the Voters List when the Band List is maintained 

by INAC (Section 11 of the Indian Act) 
 
If you are the Electoral Officer for a First Nation whose band list is maintained by 
INAC under section 11 of the Indian Act, the Registration Unit in the regional office 
of INAC can provide you with an electronic voters list for posting purposes, plus a 
secondary master voters list which includes the band number and the dates of birth 
for each elector. 

 
It is strongly recommended that you request the above mentioned voters lists from 
INAC as soon as you know the date of the election.  

 
4.2.4 Posting of the Voters List 

 
The posted voters list must provide the names of all electors in alphabetical order 
(both last and first names), including those residing off-reserve. This list should not 
include any personal information about the electors (such dates of birth, address, or 
band number). In preparing the voters list, we recommend that you follow the 
sample format found at Appendix 4-B.  
 
After completing the voters list, the Electoral Officer must post it on the reserve in at 
least one noticeable as per subsection 5(1)(a) of the Regulations.  
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4.2.5 Master Voters List 
 
You should also prepare a second voters list (commonly referred to as the master 
voters list) for your use only. This master voters list should contain the following 
additional information for each elector:  date of birth, band number, address and e-
mail address (if provided).  You may have to refer to the master voters list to 
correctly identify the elector. 
 
By preparing the master voters list early, you will be able to use it at the nomination 
meeting to determine the eligibility of candidates being nominated.  
 

4.2.6  Revision of the Voters List 
 
Subsection 3(4) of the Regulations allows you to revise the voters list during the 
election process. Any changes to the voters list must be noted.  
 
As Electoral Officer, you may add the name of an elector to the voters list if it has 
been demonstrated that his or her name has been omitted from the list. The elector 
must present to you evidence from the First Nation (if the First Nation controls its 
membership list - section 10 of the Indian Act), or the INAC Indian Registrar (if the 
membership list is maintained by INAC – section 11) that the elector is either on the 
membership list or is entitled to have his or her name entered on the membership 
list and will be at least 18 years of age on election day. In most cases, this will be a 
letter confirming that the elector is a registered member of the First Nation, signed 
by the First Nation’s membership clerk or the INAC Indian Registrar. You can add 
names to the voters list at any time, including on the day of the election.   
 
When preparing or amending the voters list, consult with others who are 
knowledgeable about the membership list, such as the band membership clerk, the 
social development, education or housing officers. 
 

TIP 

The master list contains 

confidential information  

For EO and DEOs use ONLY 

 

TIP 

Ask the Membership Clerk to 

participate on the day of the 

election  
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Appendix 4-A – Mail-Out Control Sheet 

Name of First Nation                                                           Election of ____                         _______ ____, 20___ 
 

 
 

Ban

d # 

First 

Name 
Last 

Name 
Address Date of 

Birth 

Date on 

which 

Notice of 

Nominatio

n Meeting 

sent 

Date on 

which 

Mail-In 

ballot 

package 

sent 

Mail-In voter 

Declaration 

Form # 

Comments 

123 John Smith 123 Main St. 
Toronto, ON 

M2R 2R2 
jsmith@ 

rogers.com 

Oct. 14, 
1969 

July 28 August 27 A-001 Returned 
undeliverable 
(September 9) 

987 Jane Doe 987 Church 
St. Regina, 

SK S2S 2S2 

March 
19,1972 

July 28 August 27 A-002  
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Appendix 4-B – Voters List for Posting 
 

Name of First Nation 

 
Prepared for the election of chief and council, to be held on ____________, __, 20__ 

 

 First Name Last Name Alias 
1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

6.    

7.    

8.    

9.    

10.    

11.    

12.    

13.    

14.    

15.    

16.    

17.    

18.    

19.    

20.    

 
 
 
Signed:                                                                     Date:  __________________    
                                   Electoral Officer 
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Notes 
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5. Preparing for the Nomination Meeting  
 

5.1 Notice of the Meeting 

 
As per subsection 5(1) of the Regulations, you must prepare, post and distribute a 
notice of nomination meeting. This notice must contain a great deal of information 
pertaining to the nomination of candidates and the election, all of which is listed in 
subsection 5(2) of the Regulations. You will find an example of a Notice of 

Nomination Meeting at Appendix 5-A.  When preparing the notice, ensure that you 
follow the example closely so that all the required information appears in the notice.  
 
At least 25 days prior to the nomination meeting and at least 60 days before the day 
of the election, post the notice in at least one noticeable place on the reserve. 
Although not required by the Regulations, posting the Notice of Nomination Meeting 
on the First Nation’s website or other social media ensures a greater visibility and 
can foster electoral participation. 
 

5.2 Sending the Notice of Nomination Meeting to Off-Reserve 
Electors  

 
On the same day you post the Notice of Nomination Meeting on the reserve (25 
calendar days prior to the meeting), send by mail and email to each off-reserve 
elector for whom you have an address the following documentation: 
 

 The Notice of Nomination Meeting (Appendix 5-A) 
 A copy of the Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate Candidates           

(Appendix 5-B, insert the name of the First Nation on the first line) 
 A copy of the Mail-In Nomination Form (Appendix 5-C) 
 A copy of the Request for Mail-in Ballot (Appendix 5-D) 

 
Off-reserve electors are given an opportunity to consent to having their address 
released to candidates for campaigning purposes by returning a signed form to you. 
This consent form appears on the bottom of the Notice of Nomination Meeting. You 
must keep a list of the names and addresses of electors who have returned their 
signed consent form to you. You will remit this list to nominated candidates at the 
nomination meeting. After the nomination meeting, update this list each time you 
receive another signed consent form and forward a copy to all candidates. It is not 
expected that you will receive numerous signed consent forms.  
 
Subsection 5(3) of the Regulations requires you to maintain a list of the members to 
whom you have mailed or delivered a copy of the Notice of Nomination Meeting. 
You must record the names, addresses and the dates the notice was mailed or 
delivered. Record this information on the Mail-out Control Sheet found at  
Appendix 4-A.  
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Appendix 5-A – Notice of Nomination Meeting 
 

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of the electors of the Ataro First Nation will be held at the 
Ataro Community Hall on Saturday the 22 day of August, 2015 beginning at 7:00 a.m. and 
lasting for at least three hours, for the purposes of nominating candidates for the positions of 
chief and X councillor positions.    
 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES: 
 
1. Any elector may nominate candidates by delivering or sending by mail, email or fax to the 

Electoral Officer a completed, signed and witnessed nomination and voter declaration form 
before the time set for the nomination meeting, OR by making a nomination orally at the 
nomination meeting.    

 
2. Under the First Nations Elections Act, an elector must not nominate more than one 

candidate for the position of chief and no more candidates for the position of councillor as 
there are councillor positions available for election. 

 
3. The Council of the Ataro First Nation has set out a candidate fee in the amount of $250 for 

the position of chief and $150 for the position of councillor. 
 
4. Under the First Nations Elections Act, a nominee does not become a candidate until they 

deliver to the Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer, by 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 25, 
2015, a signed Candidate Declaration form, which can be obtained from the Electoral 
Officer.  The candidate fee for the relevant position must be received by this time as well, in 
the form of cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer payable to the Electoral 
Officer. 

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE ELECTION: 

 
1. The election will be held on the Saturday, September 26 2015 at the Ataro Community 

Centre from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.  
 
2. An advance poll will be held on Saturday, September 19, 2015 at the Indian and Métis 

Friendship Centre of Ataro, located at 45 Robinson Street, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
 
3. Any elector may vote by mail-in ballot by submitting a Request for Mail-in Ballot form, which 

can be obtained from the electoral officer, along with a copy of identification, by Thursday, 
September 20, 2015.   

 
4. Any elector may permit the electoral officer to release their name to the candidates. 
 

 
Given under my hand this 28 day of July, 2015. 
 
 
    
Terry Douglas  123 Mary Street  Telephone: 416 555-5555 
Electoral Officer    Ataro ON M3A 1A1  Fax:  416 555-0000 
 
E-mail:  Terry.Douglas@hotmail.com 
 
..................................................  ....................... .................................................. 
 
If you want your name and address to be given to candidates at this election for the purpose of 
communicating with you, please check the statement below, print and sign your name, detach 
this form at the dotted line and return the bottom portion to the Electoral Officer. 
 
   ❑ I authorize that my name and address be give to candidates at this election. 

 
 
             

Print Name          Date of Birth   Signature 

              
                 Address     City/Town/First Nation     Province     Postal code 
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Appendix 5-B – Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate 

Candidates 

 
In the matter of the election of the Name of First Nation, held according to the First Nations  
 
Election Regulations, I,                                                            solemnly declare that: 

(Please print your name) 

 
1. I am a member of the                                                                                   First Nation. 
 
2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is                   and/or my date of birth                      

is ____________. 
  
3.  My current mailing address is:  ____________________________________________  
                      (Street number and name or P.O. Box)  

___________________  ________________             ____________ 
(First Nation/Municipality)                          (Province/Territory)                      (Postal code) 
 

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 
5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 
 
I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 
   
 
            
    Signature of Elector     Date 
 
WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 
 
Declared before me                                                           at  ____________________________  
           (name)                             (municipality) 
 
this                                 day of                                         20        . 
      (date)      (month)                     (year) 

                                                                                          
Signature of Witness 
Note: This signature does not constitute the witness as a seconder to this 

nomination. 
 
Address:  ________________________________________________________________                       
                                                       (Street number and name or P.O Box)  

                _____________________  ________________  _____________ 
                 (First Nation/Municipality)                (Province)                               (Postal code) 
 

Telephone Number of Witness:  (___) ____ -______    
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Appendix 5-C – Mail-In Nomination Form 
              
           
I, ___________________________________________, Band # ________________ 
            (Please print name) 
 

 
of the                                                                                                       hereby nominate 
                     (Name of First Nation)   
 

  _______________________________________ 
                                      (Name of nominee)   
    
 
of the      ________________________________________________  

                  (Name of First Nation) 
 
 

for the position of  CHIEF  ❑           COUNCILLOR  ❑ 

 
NOMINEE FOR CANDIDATE INFORMATION 

 
___________________________   _________________  ______________   _________     
Address                                                 First Nation/Municipality   Province/Territory      Postal code      
     
 __________________________   (___) _____-__________   
 E-mail, if applicable                            Telephone Number 
     
 

 

NOMINATOR INFORMATION 

 
____________________________   __________________  ______________   _________     
Address                                                    First Nation/Municipality    Province/Territory      Postal code      
     
______________________________  (___) _____-__________ 
E-mail, if applicable                              Telephone Number 
 
 
                                                                   ___________________                      
Signature                                 Date  
 
It is important that your telephone number and address be included above in case the Electoral 
Officer needs to contact you for clarification regarding the name of the individual that you are 
nominating. 
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Appendix 5-D – Request for Mail-in Ballot 
 
INFORMATION FOR THE ELECTOR: 

 
The Band Council Election of the Ataro First Nation will be held on Saturday, September 26, 
2015.  
 
If you wish to vote by mail-in ballot, you must complete this form and send it to the Electoral 
Officer by mail, fax or e-mail.  The information appears below. 
 
You must also include a copy of proof of identity, such as a copy of your Certificate of 

Indian Status, driver’s license, health card, or another document that proves your identify. 

 Do not provide the original identification. 
 
If the Electoral Officer receives this request on or before Friday, September 18, 2015, a mail-in 
ballot package will be sent to you at the address provided. If you have any questions, please 
contact the Electoral Officer. 
 
It is also important to note that once you fill out this application and return it to the Electoral 
Officer, you will not be able to vote in person at the polling station unless you bring your mail-in 
ballots with you so that they may be voided. If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you must bring 
to the polling station a sworn affidavit stating that you have lost your mail-in ballots. 
 
Terry Douglas  123 Mary Street  Telephone: 416 555-5555 
Electoral Officer    Ataro, ON  M3A 1A1  Fax:  416 555-0000 
 
E-mail: Terry.Douglas@hotmail.com 
              

I         ,     am a qualified elector 
(name of elector)   (band number)  

of the First Nation and do hereby request that a mail-in ballot package be sent to me at  
 
              
                 Address            Municipality                  Province     Postal code  
 
Telephone:  (        )           -    E-mail:       
 

Signature:        
 
For use by the Electoral Officer only 
 
Request received on:       Mail-in ballot sent on:     
 
Type of identification:                            
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6. Nomination of Candidates and the Nomination 

Meeting 
 

6.1 Eligibility to be a Candidate and to Nominate and Second 
Candidates 

 

Section 9 of the First Nations Elections Act provides the rules around the eligibility of 
candidates and the eligibility of nominators and seconders.  Only eligible electors 
are qualified to be candidates for chief or councillor.  Qualified electors are band 
members who will be at least 18 years of age on the day of the election.  As well, 
only eligible electors are able to nominate and second the nomination of candidates.  
 
Subsection 9(2) of the First Nations Elections Act does not allow the same person to 
be a candidate for both the chief and a councillor position at the same election.  If a 
person is nominated to both positions, he or she will have to indicate on the 

Candidate’s Declaration (Appendix 6-D) the position for which they will be a 
candidate.  
 
Finally, subsection 9(4) of the First Nations Elections Act states that an elector must 
not nominate more than one candidate for each position to be filled.  This means 
that if there is a chief and six councillor positions available for election, an elector 
cannot nominate more than one candidate for chief and six candidates for 
councillor.  You will have to keep track of the number of nominations any one elector 
makes to ensure they do not exceed the limit.  Note that this does not place a limit 
on the number of candidates any one elector can second. 
 

6.2 Written Nominations 

 

In accordance with subsection 6(1) of the Regulations, an elector may nominate a 
candidate and second the nomination of a candidate by delivering or sending by 
mail, email or fax to the Electoral Officer a written nomination (Appendix 5-C) 
accompanied by a completed, signed and witnessed voter declaration form 
(Appendix 5-B) before the time set for the nomination meeting. Mailed nominations 
not received by you before the time set for the nomination meeting are void. 
 
Upon receipt of a Mail-in Voter Declaration to Nominate and a Mail-in Nomination 
Form, first verify that the voter declaration has been properly completed and signed 
by both the elector and the witness. If the declaration has not been signed by the 
nominator or the witness, the nomination is not valid.  If time permits, follow-up with 
the elector to resolve any issues.  To facilitate the proceedings at the nomination 
meeting, you should complete an In-Person Nomination form for each written 
nomination you receive in advance of the meeting. 
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Before the meeting, inscribe all the written nominations on a flip chart, along with the 
name of the nominator and seconder if two nominations were received for the same 
person.  This way, at the opening of the nomination meeting, electors will see 
immediately the candidates that have been nominated in writing and will know which 
ones require seconders.   

 

6.3 Materials Needed for the Nomination Meeting 
 
It is recommended that you meet with your Deputies to discuss the logistics and the 
conduct of the meeting. Prepare candidate packages which should contain: 
 

 The names and addresses of off-reserve electors who have provided consent 
to having their information released to candidates (by returning the bottom 
portion of the Notice of Nomination Meeting with their signature).  

 A Notice to Potential Candidates (Appendix 6-C) 
 A Candidate’s Declaration (Appendix 6-D) 
 A Candidate’s Withdrawal Form (Appendix 6-E) 

 
You will have to use your best judgment in determining how many of these 
packages to prepare. A good rule of thumb is to refer to the number of candidates 
who ran in the previous election. 
 
Here is a list of supplies you should bring to the nomination meeting: 
 
 This handbook 
 A few copies of the First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Elections 

Regulations 
 Several blank copies of the In-person Nomination Form found at       

Appendix 6-B (you will require one for each candidate nominated) 
 Partially completed copies of the In-Person Nomination Form for the 

candidates who have been nominated in writing  
 Several copies of the Candidate’s Declaration (Appendix 6-D) 
 Several copies of the Request for Mail-in Ballot (Appendix 5-D) 
 Several candidate packages as outlined above 
 The master voters list (ONLY for EO and DEO use) 
 A few copies of the posted voters list 
 Your Mail-Out Control Sheet (ONLY for EO and DEO use) 
 At least two flip charts and markers 
 Masking tape 
 Garbage bags 
 Name tags for EO and DEOs 
 Pencils, pens, stapler, staples 
 Your appointment form and those of your Deputies 
 The band council resolution reducing the number of councillor positions (if 

applicable)  
 The band council resolution establishing a candidate fee (if applicable) 
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6.4 Conduct of the Nomination Meeting 

 

According to subsection 7(4) of the Regulations, the meeting must remain open for 
at least three hours regardless of whether the business of the meeting appears to 
have terminated in less time, and regardless of whether people present move to 
close the meeting. 
 
You may wish to open the meeting by introducing yourself and your Deputies and 
explaining certain key points. Refer to Appendix 6-A for suggested speaking points. 
 
You or your Deputies will complete an In-person Nomination Form, found at 
Appendix 6-B, for each candidate nominated.  
 
If there is doubt concerning the eligibility of a person who moves or seconds a 
nomination during the meeting, it may be wise to ask that another elector, whose 
qualifications are not questioned, to move or second the nomination. This will 
ensure that the nomination is not placed in doubt.  
 
Once a nomination meeting is officially closed, it is no longer possible to accept 
nominations or secondments.   
 

6.5 Candidate’s Declaration  

 

In accordance with paragraph 9(3)(b) of the First Nations Elections Act, a nominee 
becomes a candidate only if they provide their consent to be a candidate.   
 
Paragraph 9(1)(a) of the Regulations states that, to become a candidate, a 
nominee must remit to the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer, by 6 p.m. on 

the third day following the day on which the nomination meeting closes, a 
signed declaration accepting the nomination for no more than one of the positions 
for which they have been nominated and attesting to their eligibility to be a 
candidate.   
 
If the nominee is present at the nomination meeting, ask them to complete de 
Candidate Declaration on the spot.  It is also important to obtain the candidate’s 

address on this form. You will require these addresses when you complete 

your reports, as well as for returning candidate’s fees, if applicable. At this 
time, give the candidate a package. 
 

6.6 Candidate Fee  

 

If the First Nation council has passed a resolution instituting a candidate fee, you will 
need to put in place a mechanism for receiving and managing these fees. 
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Whenever possible, collect the candidate fee at the nomination meeting.  
 
The fee is payable by cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer. For 
the latter, you will need to have the proper mechanisms in place to allow a nominee 
to transfer the fee to you electronically through services such as PayPal or email 
transfer. 
 
You may wish to open a bank account dedicated to the management of candidate 
fees for elections and consider not cashing the money orders or the certified 
cheques until after the election when it is known whether the candidate will receive a 
refund 
 
After the nomination meeting and until 6 p.m. on the third day following the close 

of the nomination meeting, a Deputy Electoral Officer can accept the fees, but 
must confirm to you that they have been received by the deadline.  
 
Only nominees who have provided their signed Candidate’s Declaration and 

their candidate fee (if applicable) by the 6 p.m deadline will become 

candidates. 
 

6.7 Record of Nomination Meeting 

 
You should prepare and keep a written record of the nomination meeting. The 
record must include the names of nominees, the names of each nominator and 
seconder, whether they were confirmed as candidates, the time the meeting 
opened and closed, information on any rejected nominations, as well as any other 
information that may seem relevant. Use the Electoral Officer’s Nomination Meeting 

Report found at Appendix 6-F to record this information. 
 

6.8 Acclamations 

 

Sections 11 and 12 of the Regulations provide the rules and procedures around 
acclamations. After 6 p.m. on the third day following the close of the nomination 
meeting, if there is only one candidate for chief, you will declare that candidate 
elected.  If the number of candidates for councillor does not exceed the number of 
positions to be filled, you will declare those persons to be elected by acclamation.  If 
the number of filled position is less than the number of positions that are required to 
be filled for the council to have quorum, you will need to hold another nomination 
meeting. 
 
When considering whether to declare a candidate elected by acclamation, it is 
important to remember that a nominee only becomes a candidate if they have 
submitted a completed Candidate’s Declaration and the fee (if applicable) by 6 p.m. 
on the third day following the close of the nomination meeting.  
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Candidates who are acclaimed are entitled to have their candidate fee refunded, 
which you will return as soon as possible.  

 

6.9 Withdrawal of Candidates 

 
A candidate may withdraw their candidacy at any time prior to the close of the poll, 
by submitting to you a written declaration of withdrawal signed in your presence or 
in the presence of a justice of the peace, a notary public or a commissioner for 
oaths (refer to subsection 10(1) of the Regulations). Unless you have received a 
duly completed signed and witnessed withdrawal form found at Appendix 6-E, you 
must not consider the candidate to have withdrawn. 
 
The Electoral Officer must refrain from confirming candidate withdrawals to avoid 
providing additional information to electors living on the reserve. This is particularly 
important once ballots are printed and sent out.   
 

6.10 Death of a Candidate 

 

In accordance to subsection 10(2) of the Regulations, a candidate who dies before 
the close of the polls is considered to have withdrawn their candidacy. However,  
the candidate’s name will remain on the ballot but not counted. It is not the 
mandate of the Electoral Officer or the Deputy Electoral Officer to inform voters of a 
death of a candidate for the same reason as explained in section 6.9. 
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Appendix 6-A–Electoral Officer’s Nomination Meeting 

Speaking Notes 
 

 Introduce yourself and your Deputies. 
 
 State the time, and declare the nomination meeting to be open. 
 
 State the closing time of the meeting (minimum duration is 3 hours). 
 
 Explain that you are now receiving nominations for the positions of chief and 

councillor, as well as the number of councillor positions available. 
 
 State the date of the election. 

 
 If advance polls will be held, state when and where. 
 
 State that, as required by the First Nations Election Regulations, you have sent a 

Notice of Nomination Meeting to all off-reserve electors, whose names and 
addresses have been provided to you by the First Nation, informing them of the 
nomination meeting and acquainting them with the nomination process. 

 
 State the nominations that you have received through the mail and have 

accepted. Do not discuss those nominations that you have rejected. 
 
 Explain the nomination process and how those wishing to make a nomination or 

to second a nomination can proceed. 
 

 Explain the candidate fee if there is one. 
 

 Explain the requirement that all nominees must provide you or you Deputy with a 
completed Candidate’s Declaration and the candidate fee in the form of cash, 
money order or electronic transfer payable to you by 6 p.m. on the third day 

following the nomination meeting.   
 

 Explain that, nominees who fail to do this will not be candidates at the election. 
 
 Explain that, once a candidate has been nominated and seconded, you will call 

him or her forward to complete the Candidate’s Declaration (Appendix 6-D) 
 
 Explain how you will use the flip charts.   

 
 Explain that, under the Regulations, mail-in ballots are only sent to electors who 

make a written request accompanied by a photocopy of an identification 
document.   
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 Explain that this request is made on a Request for Mail-in Ballot form which you 
have copies of and which can be sent to electors and returned to you by mail, 
email or fax. 
 

 Explain that you must receive this completed request, accompanied by an 
identification document, no later than on the sixth day prior to the election.  
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Appendix 6-B – In-Person Nomination Form 
 

 
Insert name of First Nation                                         Insert Nomination Meeting date 

 
I nominate    __________________________________________________________ 

For the position of        Chief  ❑           Councillor  ❑  
 
 

NOMINATOR 
 
My name is  ____________________  Band/Treaty/Registry/Status # _______________ 
 
Signature   ___________________________________ 
 
Phone Number (___) ___________ 
 
 

SECONDER 
I hereby second the nomination 
 
My name is  ____________________  Band/Treaty/Registry/Status # _______________ 
 
Signature  ____________________________________ 
 
Phone Number (_____) _____-_____________ 
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Appendix 6-C – Notice to Potential Candidates   
 

Date: __________________________ 
 
Subject:  Election of the ABC First Nation 
  
Dear Candidate: 
 
Congratulations on being nominated as a candidate in the upcoming election to be held on  
____________ __, 20__. 
 
You do not become a candidate at this election by virtue only of being nominated and seconded. 
  Paragraph 9(1)(a) of the First Nations Elections Regulations states that, to become a 
candidate, a nominee must remit to the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer, by 6 p.m. on 

the third day following the day on which the nomination meeting closes a signed 
declaration accepting the nomination for no more than one of the positions for which they have 
been nominated and attesting to their eligibility to be a candidate.   
 
Candidate Fee 
 
By virtue of section 8 of the First Nations Elections Regulations, the council of the First Nation 
has instituted a candidate fee in the amount of $X for the position of chief and $X for the position 
of councillor.  
 
To become a candidate at this election, you will need to provide a completed and signed 
Candidate’s Declaration, which I can provide to you, and the candidate fee corresponding to the 
position for which you were nominated, no later than at 6 p.m. on _____________, 20 __.  If 

you do not meet this deadline, you will not be a candidate at this election.  
 
The fee must be in form of cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer payable to 
me. These fees will be held in trust until after the election, at which time they will be returned to 
you if you receive more than 5% of the total votes cast at the election.  If you did not receive at 
least this number of votes, the fees will be remitted to the First Nation.  
 
Each candidate is allowed to have no more than two (2) scrutineers at any one time inside the 
polling station to observe the proceedings. You may appoint more than two scrutineers provided 
only two are present at the polling station at any one time. Please advise me in writing or by 
phone of the names of your scrutineers prior to the holding of the poll. 
 
If you have any questions concerning the election process, please do not hesitate to contact me 
at the telephone number or e-mail address appearing below. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
   
Name of Electoral Officer 
Electoral Officer’s Address 
Electoral Officer’s Telephone Number 
E-mail Address 
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Appendix 6-D – Candidate’s Declaration 
 

I         having been duly nominated and seconded as  
(name of nominee) 

 
a candidate in the election of the Band Council of the Insert name of First Nation, scheduled 

to be held on Insert date of election do hereby accept my nomination as a candidate for the 

position of                                       

Chief  ❑           Councillor  ❑   (check one) 
 

I further attest that I am a member of the said First Nation, at least 18 years of age and 

eligible to be a candidate at this election under the First Nations Elections Act.   

Signature:          
 

 
              
                 Address    City/Town/First Nation               Province     Postal code  
 
Telephone:  (        )           -     E-mail:       
   
 
I want my name to appear on the ballot as (please print): 
 
 
            
Surname                                                                  Given name(s) (nick name/alias) 

 
 

** This form can be submitted to the Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral by mail, 

e-mail or fax, and must be received by 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 25, 2015. ** 
 

For use by the Electoral Officer only 
 
Nominated by: ____________________________  Band # _________________ 
 
For the position of        Chief  ❑           Councillor  ❑  

 
Nomination seconded by:  ____________________ Band # _________________ 
 
Candidate fee received by:    Cash  ❑       Cheque  ❑       Money Order  ❑         Electronic   ❑ 
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Appendix 6-E – Candidate’s Withdrawal Form  
 
 
 

I,                                   , Band/Treaty/Registry/Status # _______________, hereby withdraw 
                (Name) 

my name as a candidate for  Chief❑ and/or  Councillor❑   
 
 

for the ___________________________________________election  
                                                                  (Name of First Nation) 

 
 

to be held on the ___ day of                              , 20          . 
 
 
 
Witnessed by: 
 
 
_________________________________ ____________________________ 
                      Print Witness name                                     Witness signature  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certification/ Registration number (if applicable) :  ___________________________ 
 
Expiry date:  ____________________  
 
Note: The witness must be either the Electoral Officer, a justice of the peace, a notary 

public or a commissioner for oaths.  
 

BE ADVISED THAT ONCE THE ELECTORAL OFFICER RECEIVES THIS 

FORM SIGNED AND WITNESSED, YOUR WITHRAWAL IS FINAL AND 

THEREFORE IRREVOCABLE. 
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Appendix 6-F – Electoral Officer’s Nomination Meeting Report 

 
1. Name of First Nation:                           
 
2.  Band Number # ________ 
                   
3. District/Region: ____________________________________________  
                        
4. Total number of all band members: ______    
             
5. The band council is composed of one chief and                 (#) councillors. 
 
6. The notice of nomination meeting was: 
 

a) Posted on the                 day of                          , 20             , at the following  
 

locations: 
 

______________________________ 
 

______________________________ 
 

                                                
 

b) Mailed to ______ (#) off-reserve electors during the period from the   
 
 

            day of  ___________ to the ____ day of _______________,  
 
 
20 _____. 

 
 
7. The nomination meeting was held on the            day of                           , 20___, 
 
 
           at                                                               , from                     to                          . 
                                     (Location) 
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8. Chief:  
 

Nominee and  

Band Number 
Nominator’s and 

Band Number  
 

Seconder and  

Band Number 

 

Confirmed 

Candidate 
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9. Councillor: 
 

Nominee and Band 

Number 
Nominator’s Name and 

Band Number  
 

Seconder’s Name and 

Band Number 

 

Confirmed 

Candidate 
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10.  The following candidates have been declared elected by acclamation pursuant to 
section 11 of the First Nations Election Regulations:   

 
TO THE OFFICE OF CHIEF: 

 
Name: ____________________________________ 

 
    

TO THE OFFICE OF COUNCILLOR: 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Name: ____________________________________ 
 

 
11.  As Electoral Officer, I declare that all information contained in this report of the 

nomination meeting are true to the best of my knowledge.  
                                    
 
 
 
                                        

____________________________ 
                                           Signature of the Electoral Officer 
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Notes 
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Notes 
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7. Mail-in Ballots and Preparations for the Poll 
 

7.1 Polling Notice 

 
If more candidates for councillor are nominated than there are vacant positions, or 
more than one candidate for chief is nominated, you must announce that an 
election will be held.  No later than 30 days before the election, you must post a 
Notice of Election in at least one noticeable place on the reserve.  
See Appendix 7-A for a sample Notice of Election.  
 
On the Notice of Election, you must indicate the time at which you will count the 
votes. In most cases this will be immediately after the close of the poll(s). However, 
if there are a large number of votes to be counted, you may consider counting the 
ballots the next day, at a specified time. It is important that you discuss this decision 
with chief and council and that you finalize this decision before preparing the Notice 
of Election. Once the notice is posted and sent in the mail-in ballot packages, this 
time cannot be changed. Also, the opening of the mail-in ballots and the counting of 
the votes must occur consecutively. You cannot decide to open the mail-in ballots 
immediately after the polls close and defer the counting until the following day. 
 

7.2 Preparing Ballots 

 
Immediately after the deadline for receipt of Candidate’s Declaration forms and the 
candidate fee (if applicable), you will know which nominees are candidates and will 
be able to design and print the ballots.  The names of the candidates for chief must 
appear on the ballot separate from the names of 
candidates for councillor. Each group of names 
must be arranged in alphabetical order by family 
name. It is strongly recommended that you prepare 
two separate ballots, one for chief and one for 
councillor. Sample ballots are provided at 
Appendix 7-D. Keep a record of the total number 
of ballots that have been printed.  
 
When preparing ballots, ensure that the names of 
all candidates are arranged alphabetically by 
surname and are spelled correctly. Refer to the 
Candidate’s Declaration (Appendix 6-D) where the 
candidate indicated how they wanted their name to 
appear on the ballot. To help differentiate between 
candidates and to further identify them, you may 
include a nickname or the name by which the 
person is commonly known, with the written 

TIP 

Double check ballot papers before 

printing! Ensure font size is the 

same for all names. If a mistake 

is made in the spelling of a 

candidate’s name, or a name was 

omitted, you will be required to 

re-print and re-send all mail-in 

ballot packages. This might 

postpone the election.  
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consent of the candidate. 
 
Review the ballot more than once. It would also be beneficial to have someone 
else, such as your Deputy, review the ballots. Problems have arisen on numerous 
occasions whereby the name of the candidate has been omitted, misspelled or not 
placed in alphabetical order. If you are using separate ballots for chief and 
councillor positions, it is recommended that they be printed on different colour 
paper. 
 

7.3 Requests for Mail-in Ballots  
 

As per section 15 of the Regulations, an elector who wants to receive a mail-in 
ballot must make a written request to the Electoral Officer that includes a copy of 
an identification document.  Electors will make their request using the Request for 

Mail-in Ballot form (Appendix 5-D).  This form was enclosed with the Notice of 
Nomination Meeting that you sent to off-reserve electors whose names, postal and 
e-mail addresses appeared on the list provided to you by the First Nation. You can 
also e-mail, mail or fax this form upon request.  Subsection 16(2) of the 

Regulations state that requests for mail-in ballots are receivable up to and 

including the sixth day before the election.  After this time, you can no longer 

distribute mail-in ballots and all electors, regardless of circumstance, must 

vote in person at an advance poll or at an election day poll.  

 
The Regulations do not provide additional requirements surrounding the 
identification that an elector who requests a mail-in ballot must provide, which 
means that you have discretion in determining what constitutes an acceptable 
identification document.  Government issued identification that includes the 
elector’s name, such as a Certificate of Indian Status Card, a birth certificate, a 
passport, a driver’s license or a provincial health card are obviously acceptable 
forms of identification.  You may also accept other documents or cards that include 
the elector’s name, such as a bank card, a library card, a public transportation card, 
a personal cheque, or a bank or a utilities statement.  As there is a requirement to 
provide identification when voting at federal elections, you may wish to view and 
consider the documents on the list of acceptable identification drawn up by 
Elections Canada.  To view this list, go to: 
 
http://elections.ca/content.aspx?section=vot&dir=ids&document=index&lang=e 
 
** It is important to note that, although an elector must provide an identification 
document to obtain a mail-in ballot, electors are not required to show identification 
to vote in person at a polling station. ** 
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7.4 Mail-in Ballot Packages  

 

Under subsection 16(1) of the Regulations, no later than 30 days before the 
election, you must mail to every elector who has made a written request for a mail-
in ballot, accompanied by an identification document, a package consisting of: 

 
 the Notice of Election (Appendix 7-A) 
 ballot(s) with your initials on the back 
 an outer, postage-paid return envelope, pre-addressed with the address of 

your post office box 
 a second inner envelope marked with the word “ballot”, in which the elector 

will place his or her completed ballot 
 A Voter Declaration Accompanying Mail-in Ballot (Appendix 7-B) 
 Instructions on how to complete the ballot and return it to you (Appendix 7-C) 
 A list of any candidates who were elected by acclamation. 

 
7.4.1 Mail-Out Control Sheet 

 

Keep a record of each elector to whom a mail-in ballot was mailed or delivered, 
using the Mail-Out Control Sheet found at Appendix 4-A. Also, you must note next 
to the elector’s name on your working copy of the voters list that he or she has 
been sent a mail-in ballot package. 
 

7.4.2 Tracking Voter Declaration Forms 
 
To improve the tracking of the mail-in ballot process, and to mitigate ballot fraud, 
you must assign sequential numbers, or a combination of random numbers and 
letters, to the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form (not on the 
ballot) and record this number on the Mail-out Control Sheet next to the name of 
the elector who will be sent that particular numbered form.  This is an administrative 
measure only and may provide valuable information in the event of an appeal 
where questionable practices surrounding mail-in ballots are alleged. However, you 
may not reject a mail-in ballot because the tracking number on the voter 
declaration form does not match the tracking number on the form that you originally 
issued to the elector.  
 

 

Carefully ensure that ONLY the Voter Declaration 

Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form, NOT THE BALLOT, is 

numbered. 
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7.4.3 Requests for Mail-in Ballots after the Initial Mail-out   
 

Subsection 16(2) of the Regulations states that you must mail a mail-in ballot 
package to an elector who makes a written request accompanied by an 
identification document as soon as feasible after receiving the request. You may 
also deliver the mail-in ballot package at an agreed time and place.  Again, you 

cannot issue mail-in ballots after the sixth day before the election.  Avoid 

giving the mail-in ballot package to a person other than the elector him or 

herself. By strictly adhering to this rule, you will avoid allegations of corrupt 
practices concerning mail-in ballots.  
 

7.4.4   Voting by Electors who have been sent a mail-in ballot 

 
You cannot send another set of mail-in ballots to the same elector, regardless of 
any claim they may make that they have lost or spoiled the mail-in ballots they were 
first sent.  
 
However, an elector who has been sent a 
mail-in ballot may vote in person on the day 
of the election, or at an advance polling 
station, if they either return the unused 
mail-in ballot to you or your Deputy when 
they present themselves to vote, 
or they provide you or your Deputy with a 
sworn affidavit stating that they have lost 
their mail-in ballot.  If either of these two 

you must not allow conditions is not met, 
the elector to vote, even if you are sure that you will not count their mail-in ballot.    
 

7.5 Advance Polls 

 

Section 18 or the Regulations state that you may establish an advance polling 
station at any location that you consider suitable.  You will have made this decision 
in consultation with the First Nation prior to your appointment.  You will have also 
established the dates and locations of the advance polls prior to posting the Notice 
of Nomination Meeting.   
 
Preparations for advance polling stations and the proceedings during the taking of 
the votes are identical to those at the election day polling station on the reserve, with 
one key difference.  The votes taken at an advance polling station are not 

counted until the close of the polls on the day of the election.  In accordance 
with subsection 18(2) of the Regulations, at the close of the advance polling station, 
you must seal the ballot box in a manner that prevents it from being opened without 
breaking the seal, place your initials on the seal, invite two witnesses to initial the 
seal, and ensure the safekeeping of the ballot box until the counting of the votes 

TIP 

Leave returned mail-in ballots at 

the post office until Election 

Day. 

  

Ensure you know when the post 

office will close. 
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following the close of the polling station on the day of the election.  It is left to your 
discretion as to the manner in which you will ensure the safekeeping of the ballot 
box.   
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Appendix 7-A – Notice of Election 

 

Notice is hereby given to the electors of the Insert Name of First Nation that a poll will 

be held to elect a chief and 7 councillors on Saturday, September 26, 2015, from 9 a.m. 

to 8 p.m. at the Ataro Community Centre. 

 

An advance poll will be held on Saturday, September 19, 2015 at the Indian and Métis 

Friendship Centre of Ataro, located at 45 Robinson Street, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

 

Any elector may vote by mail-in ballot by submitting a Request for Mail-in Ballot form, 

which can be obtained from the electoral officer, along with a copy of identification, by  

Friday, September 20, 2015.   

 

All ballots cast at this election will be counted at the Ataro Community Centre 

immediately following the close of the poll on Saturday, September 26, 2015.   

 

 

Given under my hand this 25 day of August, 2015. 
 
 
     
Terry Douglas  123 Mary Street  Telephone: 416 555-5555 
Electoral Officer    Ataro, ON  M3A 1A1 Fax:  416 555-0000 
 
E-mail:  Terry.Douglas@hotmail.com 
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Appendix 7-B – Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in 

Ballot 

 
This declaration must be signed by you and a witness, who is at least 18 years old, and 

returned to the Electoral Officer with your completed ballot, or your vote will not be 

counted.  
 
In the matter of the election of the _____________________, held according to the First Nations  
     (Name of First Nation) 

Election Regulations, I,                                                                          solemnly declare that: 
                                                (Please print your name) 

1. I am a member of the                                                                               Band of Indians. 
 
2. My band/treaty/registry/status number is __________ and/or my date of birth is __________ 
 
3. My current mailing address is:  _________________________________________________ 
              Street number and name (P.O. Box Number) 

        
____________________________________________  ________________   _____________ 
(First Nation/Municipality)                                                            (Province/Territory)         (Postal Code)      
                                                  

4. I am at least 18 years of age. 
 
5. I do not know of any reason why I would be disqualified from voting at this election. 
 
I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it has the 
same force and effect as if made under oath. I understand that it is an offence to make a false 
statement in this declaration. 
 
____________________________________ __________________________________ 
Signature of Elector     Date 
 
                                                                                                                                                            
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Witness Declaration – (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 
 
Declared before me                                                at ______________________ 
 
 Voter Declaration Form #:____________________________ 
 

WITNESS DECLARATION (to be filled out by any person who is at least 18 years old) 
 
Declared before me                                                at __________________________________ 
             (Witness name)                 (First Nation/Municipality) 
 
this                                 day of                                         20                . 
                 (Date)    (Month)   (Year) 

                                                                                                           
Signature of Witness                        
________________________________________________________                                      
Address (Street number and name (P.O. Box Number) 

________________      ______________  _______________  (____)___-___________ 
(First Nation/Municipality)      (Province/Territory)            (Postal Code)            (Telephone Number) 
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Appendix 7-C – Instructions For Mail-In Voting 

 
Dear Elector: 
 
As per the attached Notice of Election, an election for chief and ___ councillors of the  
Name of First Nation is currently underway.   
 
As a member of this First Nation, you are entitled to vote, provided you will be at least 
18 years of age on the date of the election. To assist you in casting a vote, please find 
enclosed a mail-in voting package consisting of: 
 

 a ballot for the position of chief with the Electoral Officer’s initials on the back 
 a ballot for the position of councillor with the Electoral Officer’s initials on the 

back 
 an outer, postage-paid pre-addressed return envelope  
 a second inner envelope marked with the word “Ballot” 
 a Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot 
 

Carefully follow the steps below to ensure that your ballot is valid and will not be 

rejected. 
 
            
1. ON THE BALLOT FOR CHIEF: 
 

Mark an “X” in the box immediately to the right of the name of the candidate of 
your choice. You must choose only one candidate. 

 
2. ON THE BALLOT FOR COUNCILLOR: 
 

Mark an “X” in the box immediately to the right of the names of the candidates 

of your choice. You may vote for up to ___ councillors. 
 
 
3. Fold the ballots in the same way as you received them so that the Electoral 

Officer’s initials are visible. 
 
4. Place the ballots into the envelope marked “Ballot,” and seal the envelope. 

 
5. Complete the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form. Both you 

and a witness, who is at least 18 years of age, must sign it.  
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Appendix 7-C (cont’d) 
 
 

 

 Do not place the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form  
 inside the envelope marked “Ballot.” 

 
 

6. In the larger postage paid pre-addressed outer envelope, place the completed 
and signed Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot and the sealed 
envelope marked “Ballot.” 

 
7.     Seal and drop the return envelope in the mail as soon as possible. It must be 

received by the Electoral Officer no later than 8 p.m. on Election Day. Note that 
ballots received after the close of the poll on ___________ __, 20__ will not be 
counted. You may also hand-deliver it to the Electoral Officer. 

 
For your ballots to be counted, they must be accompanied by a completed voter 

declaration form, signed by you and a witness. 
 
Although you have received this mail-in ballot package, you may still choose to vote in 
person at the polling station. The location(s) is/are indicated on the Notice of Election.  
If you choose to vote in person, please bring your mail-in ballots to the polling station so 
that they may be voided. If you have lost your mail-in ballots, you will only be 

permitted to vote in person if you provide the Electoral Officer or the Deputy 

Electoral Officer with a sworn affidavit stating that you have lost your mail-in 

ballots.  
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (___) ___-______ or 
by e-mail ______________________. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
 
 
 
Name of Electoral Officer 
Electoral Officer
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Appendix 7-D – Sample Ballots 
 

 

BALLOT FOR CHIEF 
 

Election of the Chief of the  

 

          (Name of First Nation) 

 

held on the ____ day of _________ 

20__. 

 

Use a pencil or pen to mark your ballot 

paper by making an X within the space 

on the ballot paper to the right of the 

name of the candidate of your choice. 

 

Choose only one 

MANN, Charles John 
 

 

RANN, Mary S. 
 

 

TANN, John K.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BALLOT FOR COUNCILLOR 
 

Election of Councillors of the 

 

          (Name of First Nation) 

 

held on the _____ day of _________ 

20__. 

 

Use a pencil or pen to mark your ballot 

paper by making an X within the space 

on the ballot paper to the right of the 

name of the candidates of your choice 
 

Choose up to _____ (#) 

ACE, Margaret D. 
 

 

CASE, John H. (Jack) 

 

 

LACE, Brenda P. 
 

 

LACE, Marie Suzanne 

 

 

PACE, Patrick 
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Notes 
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8. Advance Polls and Election Day 
 

**The rules and procedures described in this section apply equally to 

proceedings at an advance polling station and at a polling station on the day of 

the election.  

 

8.1 Equipping the Polling Station 

 
As per subsection 20(1) and (2) of the Regulations, you must ensure that each 
polling station is equipped with ballots boxes, ballots, pens and pencils.  You must 
also provide compartments where the electors can mark their ballots without being 
observed by any other person.  You may also delegate responsibility of a polling 
station to a Deputy Electoral Officer. However, you must provide them with the 
appropriate materials.  .  
 
Here is a list of supplies you must bring to the polling station: 

 
 This handbook 
 A few copies of the First Nations Elections Act and the First Nations Election 

Regulations 
 Ballot boxes, seals and voting compartments (to facilitate the counting of the 

ballots, it is suggested to have separate boxes for each of the chief and 
councillor ballots)  

 Ballots for chief and councillors 
 Several tally sheets for chief and councillors (Appendix 9-B). It is a good 

idea to preprint them with the names of the candidates for use by candidates’ 
agents (scrutineers). 

 Several copies of the Instructions for Voting (Appendix 8-B) 
 The Witness Declaration at the Opening of the Poll (Appendix 8-A) 
 Record of Objections (Appendix 9-C) 
 The Statement of the Votes (Appendix 10-A). It is a good idea to preprint the 

name of the candidates. 
 Copies of the Declaration of Persons Delivering Mail-in Ballots        

(Appendix 8-C) 
 The master voters list 
 Copies of the voters list (without personal information) for use by candidate 

representatives  
 Your Mail-Out Control Sheet 
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 Masking tape 
 A least two letter openers 
 Pencils, pens of various colours, rulers, stapler, staples, markers 
 Elastic bands, paper clips 
 Several envelopes 
 Garbage bags 
 Name tags for electoral officer and deputies 
 Your appointment form and those of your deputy(ies) 
 The Ministerial Order regulating the size of council (if applicable)  
 Lunch, dinner and snacks 

8.2 Polling Hours 

 
You or one of your Deputy Electoral Officers must be in attendance at each of the 
polling stations at all times. On polling day, all polling stations are to open at 9:00 

a.m. and close at 8:00 p.m.. You do not have the authority to extend polling hours. 
However, voters who are inside a polling place and waiting to vote at the time the 
poll closes are allowed to cast their ballot. For reference, see subsection 21(12) of 
the Regulations. 
 

8.3 Before Opening the Poll 

 
Subsection 19(6) of the Regulations states that, immediately before the poll opens, 
the Electoral Officer must examine the ballot boxes in the presence of witnesses to 
ensure that they are empty. The boxes are then locked and/or sealed and must 
remain locked and/or sealed for the duration of the poll. It is suggested that you 
place labels over the opening of the ballot box, place your initials on the labels and 
ask that a witness do the same. Finally, complete and have a witness sign the 
Witness Declaration at the Opening of the Poll, found at Appendix 8-A. This 
witness should not be your Deputy. Remember that examination of the empty ballot 
box must occur every time a new ballot box is used. 
 
Speak briefly with your Deputies, the support staff and the representatives of 
candidates (scrutineers) to review the procedures that will be carried out throughout 
the day.  
 

 

8.4 Representatives of Candidates (Scrutineers) 

 

As per subsection 20(5) of the Regulations, each candidate is entitled to a maximum 
of two representatives (i.e., scrutineers) in a polling place at any given time. You 
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should ask the candidates to provide you with the names of their appointed 
representatives.  Representatives observe the election proceedings. If they are 
present before the poll opens, they may witness that the ballot boxes are empty. 
They may also be present at the counting of ballots after the poll is closed, and may 
be given tally sheets to follow along with the counting of the ballots. The 
representatives are not entitled to participate in the election. However, they are 
permitted to vote if they are qualified electors. 
 

8.5  Maintaining Order 

 
Efforts must be made at a polling station to maintain the secrecy of voting, and to 
ensure that electors are able to mark their ballots free from interference and undue 
influence.  Here are some guidelines to consider:    
 

 If you deem it necessary, designate a constable to maintain order at the polling 
station as per subsection 20(3) of the Regulations. You may instruct the 
constable to remain in the polling station at all times until the counting of the 
ballots is completed.  

 In the absence of a full time appointed constable, contact the local police 
detachment prior to the polling day and ask that a constable conduct regular 
patrols as well as regular visits to the polling station on the day the poll is held. 
Ensure you have a telephone number where you can reach the local police at all 
times on that day. 

 Ensure that order is maintained in the polling station and that no one present is 
exercising any influence on electors attempting to cast their ballots. With the 
exception of an elector requiring assistance in marking his ballot pursuant to 
subsection 21(7) of the Regulations, no person shall be in the same 
compartment with an elector marking his ballot, or be in a position to see the 
manner in which the elector marks their ballot.  

 You should also ensure that no persons are exercising influence on electors in 
other parts of the building in which the polling station is located as well as in the 
parking lot. Acts that are considered to be the exercise of influence include the 
shaking of hands by candidates, distribution of campaign material, the making of 
promises and the giving of items.  

 Should you see this type of activity occurring either within the confines of the 
polling station or in the immediate vicinity of the polling station, instruct the 
persons responsible to leave the premises of the polling station immediately.  
 

 Make a note of any such activities and include with your Electoral Officer’s 
Report. 

 Sections 16 through 22 of the First Nations Elections Act prohibit several 
activities in a polling station.  It is important that you become familiar with these 
prohibitions.  Furthermore, section 21 of the Act provides you and your Deputies 
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with the authority to order a person to leave a polling station if a person is 
committing an offence under the Act that threatens the maintenance of order at 
the polling station. You may enlist the assistance of security personnel or law 
enforcement in this regard.   

 

8.6 Voting Procedures 
 
Most of the procedures for voting can be found in section 21 of the Regulations.  

  
8.6.1  Identity of the Elector 

 
When a person presents him or herself to you or your Deputy at the polling station, 
he or she should state his or her name. You will then verify that the elector’s name 
appears on the voters list.  
 

8.6.2 Name of Elector Not on the Voters List 

 
You may add a person to the voters list and permit them to vote if you are satisfied 
that such a person is qualified. The person should provide you with documents from 
the band membership clerk (section 10) or INAC Indian Registrar (section 11) 
clearly showing that he or she is a band member at least 18 years of age.  
 
If a person, who is not on the voters list, presents themselves at the poll and states 
that they are entitled to vote and will sign a declaration stating this, they should not 
be permitted to vote unless the person can present documentation outlined above.  
 

8.6.3 Issuing a Ballot 

 
Once you or your Deputy have determined that a 
person is a qualified voter, and that he or she 
has not been issued a mail-in ballot or has not 
voted at an advance polls, take a ballot, place 
your initials on the back and fold it in a manner 
which will allow your initials to be visible while at 
the same time hiding the front of the ballot. Hand 
the ballot to the elector requesting that it be 
returned in the same manner. Draw a line 
through the elector’s name on the voters list indicating that a ballot was given. 
 
 
The voter should then immediately go to the compartment to mark the ballot. The 
voter may ask for instructions on how to vote. These instructions are provided at 
Appendix 8-B. The instructions should be communicated verbally and they should 
also be posted in the polling compartment. 

 

TIP 

Provide clear and concise voting 

instructions to every elector, 

including the procedure for 

spoiled ballots 
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8.6.4 Return of Ballot 
 

The voter should, upon leaving the polling compartment, immediately return the 
folded ballot to you or your Deputy. Without unfolding the ballot, verify that it is 
the same ballot given to the voter by checking that your initials are on it. Then, in 
the presence of the voter and anyone else who is there, deposit the ballot in the 
ballot box. 

 

8.7 Variations to the Regular Voting Procedures 

 
8.7.1 Assisting an Elector 

 

Subsections 21(7) and 21(8) of the Regulations provide that, if a voter is unable to 
mark his or her own ballot, the Electoral Officer or the Deputy may, at the voter’s 
request, mark the ballot. The Electoral Officer or Deputy must mark the ballot 
according to the voter’s instructions, in the presence of another elector selected 

by the voter as a witness, and place the ballot in the ballot box. If the elector 

does not wish to select a witness, you or your Deputy can accompany the 

voter behind the compartment to mark the ballot. 
 
Only you or your Deputy may mark the ballot, not the witness chosen by the elector. 
After marking the ballot, fold it, verify that your initials are on the back and place the 
ballot in the ballot box in the presence of the elector and the witness. On the voters 
list, draw a line through the elector’s name, indicating that he or she has voted, and 
further indicate in the comments section that you or your Deputy marked the ballot 
and the reason why you did so. 
 

8.7.2 Someone has Already Voted in the Voter’s Name 
 

If the voters list shows that someone has already voted in the name of an elector 
who now wants to vote, this voter must first prove to you or your Deputy that he is 
the person whose name appears on the list. If you or your Deputy are satisfied that 
such person is qualified to vote and has not already voted, you may issue a ballot. 

 
On the voters list indicate that the initial voter was an impersonator but that the 
rightful voter did exercise their right to vote. Although a voter is not required to 
present identification prior to voting, it would be beneficial to have someone who is 
familiar with the community, such as the membership clerk, to be present during the 
voting process to discourage any impersonators. 
 

8.7.3 Voter that Appears to be under the Influence 
 

If a voter who appears under the influence presents him or herself to vote, you 
must allow this person to vote.  However, if the voter does not follow the 
procedures for voting and is creating a disturbance, politely ask the voter to 
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leave and to return later but before 8 p.m.  
 

8.7.4 Someone Wishing to Vote on Behalf of Another Voter 
 

No legal document whether it be a power of attorney, guardianship, mandate or 
any other legal document can grant a person the right to vote on behalf of another 
elector. Proxy voting is not permitted. 

 
8.7.5 Spoiled Ballot 

 
An elector may request another ballot because he or she has spoiled the first ballot 
you had given. According to subsection 21(9) of the Regulations, an elector who 
has inadvertently made their ballot unusable may return it, and is on one occasion 

only, is entitled to receive another ballot.  Upon receipt of the spoiled ballot, write 
the word “cancelled” on it, retain it and make a note on the voters list next to the 
elector’s name, in the comments section. (The best way to retain it is to place it in a 
pre-identified envelope). You will then issue a new ballot to the elector, again 
placing your initials on the back. The elector should immediately proceed to the 
voting compartment to mark the ballot as previously indicated.  
 

8.7.6 Forfeited Ballot 
 
It may occur that an elector, who has received a ballot, is refusing to vote, or leaves 
the polling place with the ballot. If this occurs, the elector loses the right to vote. 
Mark the word "declined” on the voters list beside this elector’s name. If the ballot 
is returned, it should be marked on the front side with the word “declined” and set 
aside but not discarded. Refer to subsection 21(10) and (11) of the Regulations. 
 

8.8 Mail-in Ballots at the Polling Station   

 
8.8.1 Voting in Person 

 
An elector, to whom a mail-in ballot was mailed or otherwise provided, may only 
obtain a ballot and vote in person at a polling station if they return the mail-in ballot 
unused or if they provide you or your Deputy with a sworn affidavit stating that they 
have lost their mail-in ballot.  If an elector presents him or herself to you or your 
Deputy at the polling station, and this elector has received a mail-in ballot according 
to your records, ask the elector what he or she has done with the ballot. If the 
elector returns the ballot package to you, put it aside and allow him or her to vote. If 
the elector does not have the ballot package, he or she must provide you with a 
sworn affidavit stating that they have lost their mail-in ballot. If either of these two 
conditions are not met, you must not allow the elector to vote, even if you are 
sure that your will not count their mail-in ballot. 

 
8.8.2 Persons Hand-delivering Mail-in Ballot Package on Behalf of 
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Electors  

 
A person may hand-deliver mail-in ballot packages to the Electoral Officer at the 
polling station. Any person delivering a completed mail-in ballot package on 

behalf of another elector must complete and sign the Declaration of Person 

Delivering a Mail-in Ballot Package (Appendix 8-C) for each mail-in ballot 

package delivered. This form will become important in tracking who was in 
possession of multiple mail-in ballot packages should it be alleged that mail-in 
ballots were bought or sold, which is prohibited under paragraphs 14(c) and (d) of 
the First Nations Elections Act.  

 

8.9 Closing the Poll 

 
At the designated time (8:00 p.m. local time) the polling station is to be closed. Any 
elector, who is inside the polling place at closing time and who has not yet voted, 
may do so without delay. It is important to note, that the Electoral Officer has no 
authority to shorten or extend voting hours. Doing so would contravene the First 
Nations Elections Regulations. 

TIP 

Ensure that the polling station door 

is locked at 8:00 p.m. sharp.  

At 7:50 p.m. publicly announce the 

polling station will close in 10 

minutes. 
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Appendix 8-A – Witness Declaration at the Opening of the 

Poll 

 
In the matter of the election of the         
                                                                           (Name of First Nation) 

 
I                                                                         hereby declare that on the             day 
                              (Print witness name) 

 
 of                                 , 20          , at ______ a.m./p.m., I did witness that the ballot 
box(es) was/were empty before it/they was/were properly sealed and locked. I am 
confident that the box(es) cannot be opened without the seals or locks being broken.  
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________    
Signature of Witness 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Signature of Electoral Officer or Deputy Electoral Officer 
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Appendix 8-B – Instructions for Voting 

 
 
1. Place an X in the space beside the name of the candidate or candidates of your 

choice. You can also use a cross, a checkmark or other mark that clearly 
indicates your choice without identifying yourself. 

 
2. Vote for one candidate for chief and no more than ___ candidates for councillor. 
 
3. When you have finished, fold the ballot so that the initials on the back can be 

seen (without showing how you voted), and hand the ballot to the Electoral 
Officer or the Deputy Electoral Officer. 

 
4. If you make a mistake, return your ballot to the Electoral Officer, who will give 

you another ballot (once only). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 8-C – Declaration of Person Delivering a Mail-in 
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Ballot Package 

 

 
In the matter of the election for the Name of First Nation, held according to the First Nations 
Elections Regulations,  
 
I,                                                                       solemnly declare that:                                           
                          (Print name)             

                                                                         
1. My current mailing address is:        
    

_______________________________________________________                         
  (Street number and name or P.O. Box) 

 
_______________________   _______________   _______________ 

                            (First Nation/Municipality)               (Province/Territory)      (Postal Code) 
 
2. My current telephone number is: (_____) _____ - __________ 
                                                                                                 
3. I am delivering a mail-in ballot package on behalf of the following elector: 
 

__________________________________________ 
 
4. This ballot package has come into my possession honestly and I was authorized by the 

above named elector to deliver his or her mail-in ballot package. I did not offer to the 
elector, nor was I offered inducement for delivering this ballot.                 

 
5. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, this ballot package has not been 

opened or otherwise tampered with while in my care. 
 
__________________________________    ______________________________ 
Signature                                        Date 

 
TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ELECTORAL OFFICER OR DEPUTY ELECTORAL OFFICER 
 
 
Sworn before me                                                       at   _____________________________ 
                                            (Print Name)                           (First Nation/Municipality)  

this               day of                                                  , 20            . 
 
                                                                                          ____________________________    
                                                                                                                  Signature 
Please verify the identification provided by the person delivering mail-in ballot and confirm this 

verification by checking the box ❑  

 

Notes 
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Notes 
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9. The Count 

 
Sections 22 and 23 of the Regulations provide the manner in which votes are to be 
counted. 
 

9.1 When the Count Takes Place 

 

The counting of the votes takes place at the time stated on the Notice of Election 
under paragraph 14(c) of the Regulations.  In most cases it is immediately following 
the close of the poll. This time cannot change once it has been published in the 
Notice of Election.   
 
If you are counting the ballots on the day following the election, you must arrange 
for adequate security of the ballot box. We suggest that a security guard be hired to 
guard the boxes or that they be taken to the local police department for 
safekeeping. 
 
You begin the count immediately after the mail-in ballots have all been verified, as 
outlined below. 
 

9.2 Who May be Present 

 

Representatives of candidates (i.e. scrutineers) of the candidates may observe 
and/or be given tally sheets to follow along with the counting of the ballots. The 
agents should not handle any of the ballots or voter declarations. 
 
In some communities, it is a tradition for community members to be allowed to 
observe the counting process. However, community members must not interfere 
with the process. If this is the case, you should plan the set up accordingly. 
 

9.3 Verification of Mail-In Ballots 
 
Your first step at the beginning of the count is to verify the mail-in ballots. Open 
each envelope one at a time and set aside, unopened, the inner envelopes 
containing the ballots if: 
 

 a signed and witnessed Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot 

form is not enclosed; 
 the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form does not contain 

the elector’s name; 
 the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form does not contain 

at least one of the following two pieces of personal information related to the 
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elector: 
- the elector’s band/treaty/registry/status number as set out in the 

master voters list 
- the elector’s date of birth as set out in the master voters list;  

 the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form has not been 
signed by a witness;  

 the name of the elector is not on the voters list; or 
 the voters list shows that the elector has already voted (in person). 

 
In all other cases, you will accept the inner envelope and mark opposite the name 
of the elector on the voters list that his or her ballot has been accepted. Open the 
inner envelope, and without looking at the ballot, verify that your initials appear on 
the back. If so, place the ballot in the box. This process takes approximately one 
hour for every 100 mail-in ballots.  
 
If you are rejecting the mail-in ballot, do not open the ballot envelope. Staple it to 
the Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot form, mark on the form the 
reason you have rejected it and set them both aside.   
 

9.4 Counting the Ballots 

 
Once you have completed the verification of all mail-in ballots and placed the valid 
ones in the ballot box, proceed to the counting. The ballot boxes, which include 
those from the advance polls, must be unsealed and opened in the presence of 
witnesses. Most often, the ballots for councillor are counted first. ONLY YOU OR A 

DEPUTY may handle the ballots. Take one ballot at a time from the box and 
proceed to examine them in the following way.   
 

 Unfold the ballot and make sure that your initials are on the back. As each 
ballot is opened ensure it contains no more votes than the required maximum 
number and, call out the name of the candidate(s) for whom it has been 
marked. 

 Make sure the counting method is simple and straightforward. Sample tally 
sheets appear at Appendix 9-B. Select tally sheets that have sufficient space 
for marking. Some communities with large memberships may take a long 
time to count and mistakes could be made. Change to new tally sheets from 
time to time and assemble the ballots with the tallies. If a recount is 
necessary, it is easy to then single out in 
which pile an error may have occurred.
  

 The Deputies and the representatives of 
candidates present will keep score on the 
tally sheet, as the candidates’ names are 
called.  

 Place the ballot papers on the table in piles 

TIP 

Votes for candidates who withdrew 

before the close of the poll  

must not be counted 
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that will render their review easy.  
 

9.5 Rejected Ballots  
 
(As a guide, see samples of marked ballots at Appendix 9-A.) 
 
You or your Deputy may reject ballots for any of the following reasons: 
 

 the ballot was not supplied by you; 
 the ballot is marked “cancelled” or “declined”; 
 the ballot is not marked for any candidate; 
 the ballot is marked for more than the maximum number of candidates that 

are to be elected (for example, there are 12 councillor positions up for 
election and the ballot has been marked for 13 candidates); or 

 the ballot has been marked in such a way that the elector could be identified. 
 
Although all the instructions provided to electors on how to mark a ballot state to 
mark with an “X”, subsection 21(4)(b) of the Regulations stipulates that the elector 
may mark his or her ballot with a cross “X”, check mark “√” or any other mark that 
clearly indicates the elector’s choice but does not identify the elector. Therefore, 
you must accept and count all ballots so marked, provided that the elector’s 
choice is clear and that the mark is not unique enough to permit him or her to be 
identified.  

 
Note:  A ballot which has less votes marked on it than there are candidates to be 
elected is acceptable.  
 
If there is only one ballot that includes both chief and councillor candidates, either 
portion may be rejected according to the above criteria, while the other portion may 
still be accepted. If you reject only one portion of a ballot, mark that portion with the 
word “rejected” and retain the ballot with the accepted ballots so that the votes on 
the good portion can be counted. Printing separate ballots for chief and councillor 
will eliminate any room for error or confusion. 
 
Remember that the right to vote is very important and that ballots should not be 
rejected lightly. If you are considering rejecting a ballot because it contains a mark 
that may identify the voter, you must be certain that the voter intended to be 
identified by it (for example, if they write their name or initials on the ballot). In the 
case of ballots marked slightly outside the designated marking area, if the intention 
of the voter can be clearly determined, the ballot should be accepted. 
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The following ballots should NOT BE REJECTED: 
 

 Ballots marked in any way by the Electoral Officer or the Deputy 
 Ballots marked with a sign other than a cross if this sign is not intended to 

identify the elector 
 Ballots marked on the outside of the designated areas if the intention of the 

voter is clear 
 

9.6 Objections to Ballots 

 

During the examination of the ballots, a candidate or a representative (scrutineer) 
may object to your decision concerning the acceptability of a ballot.  
 
If such an objection is raised, record the objection on the Record of Objections 

(Appendix 9-C), describe the reasons for the 
objection and assign a consecutive number to the 
objection. Mark the ballot in question with the 
same number. Refer to paragraphs 23(c) & (d) 
of the Regulations. 
 
If you agree with the objection and decide to 
reject the ballot, note this on the Record of 
Objections sheet, mark “disallowed” on the back 
of the ballot and place it in the rejected pile.  
 
If you do not agree with the objection, and decide that the ballot is valid, note this 
on the Record of Objections sheet, mark “allowed” on the back of the ballot and 
place it in the pile with the other valid ballots.  

 
Remember, the final decision to reject or to accept a ballot remains ultimately with 
the Electoral Officer. 
 

TIP 

DO use the Record of Objections 

form (helpful to have in case of an 

election appeal) 
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Appendix 9-A — Samples of Marked Ballot Papers 

 
WHICH SHOULD BE ACCEPTED AND COUNTED 

 
 

DOE, Andrea 
 ✕ 

 DOE, Andrea + 

UNTEL, Richard 
 

  UNTEL, Richard  

 
 

    

DOE, Andrea 
 ∕ 

 DOE, Andrea 0 

UNTEL, Richard 
 

  UNTEL, Richard  

 
 

    

DOE, Andrea 
  o 

 DOE, Andrea I 

UNTEL, Richard 
 

  UNTEL, Richard  
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Appendix 9-A (cont’d) 
 

Samples of Marked Ballot Papers 
WHICH SHOULD BE REJECTED 

 
 
DOE, Andrea 
 

  DOE, Andrea 

✕ 

UNTEL, Richard 

                                   
      Ben 

   UNTEL, Richard 
o 

 
 

    

DOE, Andrea 
  1 

 DOE, Andrea  

UNTEL, Richard 
  2 

 UNTEL, Richard  

 
 

    

DOE, Andrea 
 

GS  DOE, Andrea  

UNTEL, Richard 
 

  UNTEL, Richard  
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Appendix 9-B – Tally Sheet for Chief / Councillor 

 

Name of First Nation Election 

 

 Date of Election                                        Count #______ 

 

 

DOE, Andrea 

 
 

             

            

            

 

UNTEL, Richard 
 

             

            

            

 

 
 

             

            

            

 

 
 

             

            

            

              

            

            

              

            

            

 
 
REJECTED BALLOTS 
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Appendix 9-C – Record of Objections 
 

 

 

Name of First Nation                           Date of Election 
 
 

# *  Reason(s) for objection Name of person making 

the objection  
Decision of the Electoral Officer 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 
 

* Indicate the number of the objection on the back of the ballot. 
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Notes 
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10. After the Count 
 

10.1    Statement of the Votes 

 

Once you have finished counting the votes, complete the Statement of the Votes, 
found at Appendix 10-A, as per paragraph 23(f) of the Regulations. Ensure that you 
and a witness have signed the statement. 
 

10.2    Recount   

 

Under subsection 24(2) of the Regulations, if the difference between the number of 
votes of a candidate who you are going to declare elected and any runner up 
candidate is five or less, you must recount the ballots for those candidates. To 
determine if you are required to recount, and if so, for which candidates, you must 
add and subtract five from the candidate with the least votes who you would declare 
elected.  For example, if there were five councillor positions available for election 
and the fifth place candidate had received 75 votes, you would need to recount the 
votes of all candidates who received between 70 and 80 votes.  
 
You can recount the votes immediately, or you may schedule a recount to begin up 
to 24 hours later. If you choose to hold the recount later, you must announce the 
date, time and place.  If the recount is to be conducted later, you must, as per 
subsection 24(4) of the Regulations: 
 

 Deposit all ballots in envelopes and seal them in a manner that prevents 
them from being opened without breaking the seal;  
 

 Place your initials on the seal and have any two people present to do the 
same; 

 
 Deposit the sealed envelopes into a ballot box and seal that box(es) in a 

manner that prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal; and  
 
 Ensure the safekeeping of the sealed ballot box(es) until the recount. 

 
At the time and place established for the recount, open the sealed ballot box and 
the sealed envelopes in the presence of everyone present and recount the votes 
that were cast for only those candidates who have been identified as requiring their 
votes to be recounted (all those having between 70 and 80 votes in the example 
above).  

10.3  Declaration of Results and Tie Vote  
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As soon as you have counted (and recounted if necessary) all of the votes cast and 
arrived at the final tally, publicly declare elected the candidates who received the 
most votes for each position until all the positions on council are filled, as per 
subsection 24(1) of the Regulations.  
 
If, after the recount, you are unable to declare a winning candidate because of a tie, 
you must, as per section 24 of the First Nations Elections Act, conduct a draw, such 
as a coin toss or a selection out of a hat.  You should mark a ballot for the candidate 
that won the draw and declare that candidate elected. 
 
As per subsection 15(2) of the First Nations Elections Act, the Electoral Officer 

is not allow to vote.    
 

10.4 Statement of Results  

 
Pursuant to subsection 24(7) of the Regulations, within FOUR days after completion 
of the counting of the votes, you must:   

 
 Sign and post, in at least one conspicuous place on the reserve, a copy of 

the Statement of the Votes you completed after the count.  
 

 Fax or e-mail a copy of the statement to the regional or district manager of 
INAC. 

 
Finally, complete the Electoral Officers Report (found at Appendix 10-B) and keep 
it for your records. 
 

10.5 Retention of Election Material 

 

Once you have declared the candidates elected, place the ballots in envelopes and 
seal them and ensure their safekeeping along with other election documents for a 
period of 120 days. Here is a list of other election documents that you should keep: 
 
 Copy of the Notice of Nomination Meeting 
 The Electoral Officer’s Nomination Meeting Report  

 All In-Person Nomination Forms 

 Copy of the Notice of Election 

 Original appointment forms for your Deputies 

 Original Mail-out Control Sheet 
 All ballots (valid, rejected, spoiled, cancelled and unused) 
 Completed Voter Declaration Accompanying the Mail-in Ballot forms 
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 Returned mail-in packages 
 Tally sheets     
 The Record of Objections  
 Master voters list 
 Completed Electoral Officer’s Report containing the addresses of 

candidates 
 List of addresses of off-reserve electors provided by the First Nation  
 Original Witness Declaration(s) at the Opening of the Poll (Appendix 8-A) 
 All signed consent forms to release address information to candidates 
 List of candidate representatives (scrutineers) 
 Copies of other election related documents/correspondence 

 

10.6 Updated List of Off-reserve Electors 

 

Over the course of the election period, you will have made updates to the names 
and postal and e-mail addresses on your list of off-reserve electors. Return this 
updated list to the band office and advise them that it must only be used for 

election purposes. This will assist the band in providing a more accurate and up-
to-date list to the Electoral Officer at the next election. 
 

10.7 Return of Candidate Fees 

 
Within 30 days of the election, you must return the candidate fee to all candidates 
who received more than 5% of the total votes cast.  The total votes cast is the total 
number of ballots deposited in the ballot box, including advance poll and mail-in 
ballots and ballots that were rejected. 
 
You must first determine the minimum vote threshold by multiplying the total number 
of votes cast by 0.05.  Round the answer up to the next highest whole number.  For 
example:  797 votes x 0.05 = 39.75, rounded up is 40. 
 
All candidates with a number of votes higher than this threshold will be refunded 
their fee.  If you have not cashed the certified cheques or the money orders, return 
them to the appropriate candidate.   
 
 
When returning the candidate fee, ensure that you have a record of the candidate 
having received it, either by having them sign upon receipt or sending it by 
registered mail.  You will write a cheque to the First Nation for the total amount of 
candidate fees not returned to the candidates. 
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Appendix 10-A – Statement of the Votes 
 
 

Name of First Nation    Date of Election 
 
 
To be completed by the Electoral Officer after the counting of the votes. The numbers on the 
Statement of the Votes submitted by Deputy Electoral Officers from other polling stations must 
be included in the numbers provided on this report. Ensure that the form is signed and 

witnessed. 
 

A copy of this statement must be sent (by e-mail or fax) to the regional office of the 

Department of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada no later than four 

days following the election. 
 
 

NAME OF CANDIDATE FOR CHIEF TOTAL VOTES RECEIVED 
DOE, Andrea  
UNTEL, Richard  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

Number of valid ballots cast for candidates for chief: ______________                               
  
 
Number of rejected ballots for candidates for chief: ________________                
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Statement of the Votes (page 2) 
 
 
 

NAME OF CANDIDATE FOR COUNCILLOR TOTAL VOTES RECEIVED 
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Statement of the Votes (page 3) 

    

NAME OF CANDIDATE FOR COUNCILLOR TOTAL VOTES RECEIVED 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
Number of valid ballots cast for candidates for councillor: ________________              
  
 
Number of rejected ballots for candidates for councillor:  _________________ 
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Statement of the Votes (page 4) 

  
Elected Candidates 

 
TO THE OFFICE OF CHIEF: 

 
Name: _____________________________ 

   
 

TO THE OFFICE OF COUNCILLOR: 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

 Name: _____________________________ 

 
Name: _____________________________ 

 

 
This count was diligently conducted in accordance with the First Nations Elections 
Regulations. 
 
__________________________________  __________________________________ 
Signature of Electoral Officer          Signature of Witness 
 
_____________________________________     
Date   
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Appendix 10-B – Electoral Officer’s Report 
 
1. Name of First Nation: _________________ 2. Band Number: __________ 

                                                           
3. Date of Election: _____________________ 4. District/Region: __________ 

           
5. Type of election (General or By-election):   _________________________        
 
6. Date of last general election (month/year):  _________________________         

                                                
7. Total number of band members: ______ 
 
8. The band council is composed of one chief and ____ (#) councillors. 
  Is there a band council resolution setting the size of council:  YES ❑      NO ❑ 
 
9.        Total number of eligible voters from the master voters list: ________ 
  
10. The Notice of Nomination Meeting was: 

a) Posted on the                 day of                          , 20             , at the following 
locations: 
____________________________ and ______________________________    
                                                                                                           
b) Mailed to            (#) off-reserve electors during the period from the                
day of   
______________________to the _______ day of ________________, 20____. 
     

11. The nomination meeting was held on the            day of                           , 20        , 
 
            at  ___________________________________, from                    to                  . 
                                         (Location) 
 
12. The Notice of Election was posted on the                 day of                       , 20     

   , at the following locations: 
   ______________________________       ______________________________ 
                                 
13. (a) Total number of mail-in ballot packages sent to off-reserve electors:  ____      

 (b) Total number of mail-in ballot packages sent to on-reserve electors:  ____ 
 (c) Mail-in ballot packages that were sent (from the first day to the very last day) to 

off and on reserve electors during the period     
  from the ____ day of ___________ to the ____ day of ___________, 20_____   
        
14. The poll was held on the                day of                                   , 20            , at 

the following location(s):   _____________________________ 
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15. Mail-in Ballots (You must account for every ballot) 
  

 FOR CHIEF FOR 

COUNCILLOR 
A) Total number of mail-in ballot packages sent to off 

and on reserve electors (including any second mail-
outs to the same elector, if applicable) 

  

B) Total number of mail-in packages returned as 
undeliverable   

C) Total number of mail-in ballots returned by the 
elector who voted in person at the polling station   

D) Total number of mail-in ballots not deposited in the 
ballot box during the verification process.   

E) Total number of mail-in ballots deposited in the 
ballot box   

F) Mail-in ballots not returned 
 (A – B – C – D – E) (Subtract A through E)   

 
  
16. Ballot Reconciliation (You must account for every ballot) 
 
  FOR CHIEF  FOR 

COUNCILLOR 
A) Number of valid ballots cast (i.e. inserted in the ballot 

box - including the tie breaker vote, if applicable) 
  

B) Number of rejected ballots cast 
( i.e. inserted in the ballot box) 

  

C) Number of ballots spoiled 
(never placed in the ballot box) 

  

D) Number of unused ballots   

E) Total number of mail-in packages returned as 
undeliverable (same as 15 B) 

  

F) Total number of mail-in ballots returned by the elector 
who voted in person at the polling station (same as 
15 C) 

  

G) Number of mail-in ballots not deposited in the ballot 
box during the verification process. (same as 15 D) 

  

H) Total provided at 15 F 
(Mail-in ballot not returned) 

  

I) Total number of ballots 
(A + B + C + D + E + F + G + H)  (Add A through H) 

  

J) Total number of ballots printed 
(Should equal totals at (I) above) 
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17. Please record all candidates’ names, excluding those who withdrew before the 

close of the poll. Also complete all four columns below  
 
           
BAND/TREATY/REGISTRY

/STATUS NUMBER 
NAME OF 

CANDIDATE 

 FOR CHIEF 

MAILING ADDRESS 
 

TOTAL 

VOTES 

RECEIVED 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
18.  Please record all candidates’ names, excluding those who withdrew before the 
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close of the poll. Also complete all four columns below  
 
  
BAND/TREATY/REGISTRY

/STATUS NUMBER 
NAME OF 

CANDIDATE 

 FOR COUNCILLOR 

MAILING ADDRESS 
 

TOTAL 

VOTES 

RECEIVED 
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19. The following candidates have been publicly declared elected: 
 

(a) To the Office of Chief:  Name: _______________________  
  
 (b)    To the Office of Councillor: 
 
 Name:       Name:        
 

Name:       Name:        
 

Name:       Name:        
 

Name:       Name:        
 

Name:       Name:        
                                                   

20. The term of office commences on the              day of                               , 20       . 
 
21. Additional comments (i.e. election process, incident, disruption, objection raised, 
etc): 
                                  
 
                                
 
 
23. Declaration 
 
I, _________________________________, appointed to the position of Electoral Officer 
on the                (Print Name)            
    
day of                                    , 20          , for the                                                   First Nation 
election, declare that the polling place(s) was kept open between the hours of 9:00 a.m. 
and 8:00 p.m. (local time), and that I have correctly counted the votes cast for each 
candidate and have performed all other duties required of me by the First Nations Election 
Regulations and the First Nations Elections Act. I further declare that a copy of the 
Statement of the Votes was posted in at least one conspicuous place on the reserve.  
 
 ____________________________________ __________________________________ 
(Signature)              (Date) 
 
____________________________________ __________________________________ 
(Address)      (Phone #) 
 
____________________________________      _________________________________ 
(E-mail)      (Cell#)              
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11. Appeals 
 

An election may be appealed by an elector by application to the federal court or to a 
superior court of the province in which one or more of the First Nation’s reserves 

are located within 30 days after the day on which the results of the election 

were announce.  If anyone approaches you to express dissatisfaction with the 
manner in which the election was held, refer them to sections 30 through 35 of the 
First Nations Elections Act.   
 
Section 34 of the First Nations Elections Act states that an application to contest an 
election (appeal) must be served by the applicant on the electoral officer and all the 
candidates who participated in the election.  You may be asked to provide the 
addresses of the candidates, which you have compiled in the Electoral Officer’s 
Report.  
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12. The First Nations Elections Act and the First 

Nations Elections Regulations  
 

12.1 First Nations Elections Act 

 

An Act respecting the election and term of office of chiefs and councillors of certain 
First Nations and the composition of council of those First Nations 

Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of Commons 
of Canada, enacts as follows: 
 

SHORT TITLE 
 

Short title 
1. This Act may be cited as the First Nations Elections Act. 

 
INTERPRETATION 

Definitions 
2. The following definitions apply in this Act. 

“council” 
« conseil » 
“council” has the meaning assigned by the definition “council of the band” in subsection 
2(1) of the Indian Act. 
 
“deputy electoral officer” 
« président d’élection adjoint » 
“deputy electoral officer” means a person so appointed in accordance with the 
regulations. 
 
“election” 
« élection » 
“election” means the election of the chief and councillors of a participating First Nation, 
including by way of a by-election. 
 
“elector” 
« électeur » 
“elector” means a person who is registered on a Band List, as defined in subsection 
2(1) of the Indian Act, and 
 

(a) in relation to an election, is 18 years of age or older on the day of the election; 
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(b) in relation to a petition to remove from office a chief or councillor, was 18 years 
of age or older on the day of the election of that chief or councillor; 
(c) in relation to a nomination referred to in section 9, is 18 years of age or older on 
the day of the nomination; or 
(d) in relation to a vote on a proposed community election code referred to in 
paragraph 42(1)(b), is 18 years of age or older on the day of the vote. 
 

“electoral officer” 
« président d’élection » 
“electoral officer” means a person so appointed in accordance with the regulations. 
“First Nation” 
 
« première nation » 
“First Nation” has the meaning assigned by the definition “band” in subsection 2(1) of 
the Indian Act. 
 
“mail-in ballot” 
« bulletin de vote postal » 
“mail-in ballot” means a ballot that is sent to an elector by mail or otherwise provided to 
an elector other than at a polling station. 
 
“member” 
« membre » 
“member”, in relation to a participating First Nation, means a person whose name 
appears, or who is entitled to have their name appear, on the Band List maintained for 
that First Nation under section 8 of the Indian Act. 
 
“Minister” 
« ministre » 
“Minister” means the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development. 
“nomination meeting” 
 
« assemblée de mise en candidature » 
“nomination meeting” means a meeting held for the purpose of nominating candidates 
for an election. 
 
“participating First Nation” 
« première nation participante » 
“participating First Nation” means a First Nation that is named in the schedule. 
 
“reserve” 
« réserve » 
“reserve” has the same meaning as in subsection 2(1) of the Indian Act. 

 
ADDING TO THE SCHEDULE 
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Order 
3. (1) The Minister may, by order, add the name of a First Nation to the schedule if 

(a) that First Nation’s council has provided to the Minister a resolution requesting 
that the First Nation be added to the schedule; 
(b) the Minister is satisfied that a protracted leadership dispute has significantly 
compromised governance of that First Nation; or 
(c) the Governor in Council has set aside an election of the Chief and councillors of 
that First Nation under section 79 of the Indian Act on a report of the Minister that 
there was corrupt practice in connection with that election. 

Contents of the order 
(2) The order must specify the date of the first election for the First Nation in respect 
of which the order is made. 

Effect of order on term of office 
(3) The chief and councillors of a First Nation in respect of which an order is made 
who hold office on the day on which the order is made continue to hold office until 
the day of the first election and cease to hold office on that day. 

Marginal note:Exception 
(4) Subsection 7(1) does not apply to the council that is in office on the day on which 
the order is made. 

Marginal note:Change of name 
4. In the event of a change to the name of a participating First Nation, the Minister 

may, by order, amend the schedule to reflect the change. 
ELECTION DATES 

First election 
5. The date of a first election must not be later than, 

(a) in the case of a First Nation whose name is added to the schedule under 
paragraph 3(1)(a), 

(i) the day on which, but for the making of the Minister’s order, the term of office 
of its chief and councillors would have expired, or 
(ii) if that First Nation’s council has requested in their resolution the 
establishment of a common election date with five or more other First Nations 
whose councils have made a similar request, one year after the earliest day on 
which, but for the order, the term of office of the chief and councillors of any one 
of those First Nations would have expired; and 

(b) in the case of a First Nation whose name is added to the schedule under 
paragraph 3(1)(b) or (c), six months after the day on which the order is made. 

Subsequent elections 
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6. Subsequent elections, other than by-elections, must be held within the period of 30 
days before the day on which the term of office of the incumbent chief and councillors 
expires. 

COUNCIL 
Composition 

7. (1) The council of a participating First Nation is to consist of one chief and, for 
every 100 members of that First Nation, one councillor, but the number of councillors is 
not to be less than two or more than 12. 
Reduction  — number of councillors 

(2) Despite subsection (1), the council may, by resolution, reduce the number of 
councillor positions but to not less than two. The reduction is applicable as of the 
next election that is not a by-election. 

Statutory Instruments Act 
8. The resolution referred to in subsection 7(2) is not subject to the Statutory 

Instruments Act. 
CANDIDATES 

Eligibility 
9. (1) Only an elector of a participating First Nation is eligible to be nominated as a 

candidate for the position of chief or councillor of that First Nation. 
Limitation 

(2) An elector is not to be nominated as a candidate for the position of chief and the 
position of councillor in the same election. 
Nomination 
(3) An elector becomes a candidate only if 
(a) their nomination is moved and seconded, in the manner prescribed by regulation, 
by other electors of the First Nation; 
(b) they provide their consent to be a candidate; and 
(c) the fee imposed on them under section 11, if any, is remitted. 

Limitation 
(4) An elector must not nominate more than one candidate for each position to be 
filled. 

Prohibition 
10. A person must not, in connection with an election, consent to be a candidate 

knowing that they are not eligible to be a candidate. 
Candidacy fee 
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11. Participating First Nations may, if authorized to do so by regulation, impose a fee 
of up to $250 on each candidate in an election, to be refunded if the candidate receives 
more than five per cent of the total votes cast. 
Prohibition 

12. A person must not, in connection with an election, 
(a) by intimidation or duress, attempt to influence another person to 

(i) nominate or refrain from nominating a particular candidate, 
(ii) accept or decline a nomination, or 
(iii) withdraw as a candidate; 

(b) act, or incite another person to act, in a disorderly manner, with the intention of 
disrupting the conduct of a nomination meeting; or 
(c) knowingly publish a false statement that a candidate is withdrawing or has 
withdrawn their candidacy. 

Order to leave 
13. (1) An electoral officer or deputy electoral officer may order a person to leave a 

nomination meeting if the person is committing an offence under this Act that threatens 
the maintenance of order at the meeting, or if the officer believes on reasonable 
grounds that the person has done so. 
Obligation 

(2) A person to whom an order is given under subsection (1) must obey it without 
delay. 

BALLOTS 
Prohibition 

14. A person must not, in connection with an election, 
(a) provide a false name in order to obtain a ballot; 
(b) possess a ballot that was not provided to them in accordance with the 
regulations; 
(c) purchase a mail-in ballot that was issued to another person; 
(d) sell or give away a mail-in ballot; or 
(e) print or reproduce a ballot with the intention that the print or reproduction be 
used as a genuine ballot, unless that person is authorized to do so under the 
regulations. 
 
 

VOTING 
Elector entitled to vote 
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 15. (1) Subject to subsection (2), only an elector of a participating First Nation is 
entitled to vote in an election held by that First Nation. 
Exception 

(2) An elector who is appointed as the electoral officer in respect of an election is 
not entitled to vote in that election. 

Prohibition  — any person 
16. A person must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) vote or attempt to vote knowing that they are not entitled to vote; 
(b) attempt to influence another person to vote knowing that the other person is not 
entitled to do so; 
(c) knowingly use a forged ballot; 
(d) put a ballot into a ballot box knowing that they are not authorized to do so under 
the regulations; 
(e) by intimidation or duress, attempt to influence another person to vote or refrain 
from voting or to vote or refrain from voting for a particular candidate; or 
(f) offer money, goods, employment or other valuable consideration in an attempt to 
influence an elector to vote or refrain from voting or to vote or refrain from voting for 
a particular candidate. 

Prohibition  — elector 
17. An elector must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) intentionally vote more than once in respect of any given position of chief or 
councillor; or 
(b) accept or agree to accept money, goods, employment or other valuable 
consideration to vote or refrain from voting or to vote or refrain from voting for a 
particular candidate. 

Secrecy of voting 
18. Voting at an election is to be conducted by secret ballot. 

Prohibition  — elector 
19. An elector must not, in connection with an election, 

(a) show their ballot, when marked, to reveal the name of the candidate for whom 
the elector has voted, other than in accordance with the regulations; or 
(b) in the polling station, openly declare for whom the elector intends to vote or has 
voted. 

POLLING STATIONS 
Prohibition 
20. A person must not, in connection with an election, 
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(a) post or display in, or on the exterior surface of, a polling station any campaign 
literature or other material that promotes or opposes the election of a particular 
candidate; 
(b) within hearing distance of a polling station, orally promote or oppose the election 
of a candidate; 
(c) in a polling station, attempt to influence an elector to vote or refrain from voting 
or to vote or refrain from voting for a particular candidate; or 
(d) act, or incite another person to act, in a disorderly manner with the intention of 
disrupting the conduct of the vote in a polling station. 

Order to leave 
21. (1) An electoral officer or deputy elector officer may order a person to leave a 

polling station if the person is committing an offence under this Act that threatens the 
maintenance of order at the polling station, or if the officer believes on reasonable 
grounds that a person has done so. 
Obligation 

(2) A person to whom an order is given under subsection (1) must obey it without 
delay. 

Marginal note:Prohibition 
22. A person must not, in connection with an election, destroy, take, open or 

otherwise interfere with a ballot box knowing that they are not authorized to do so under 
the regulations. 

AWARDING OF POSITIONS 
Chief and councillor positions 

23. The chief and councillor positions of a participating First Nation are awarded to 
the candidates for those positions who receive the highest number of votes. 
Tied vote 

24. If it is not possible to award a position under section 23 because there are two or 
more candidates with the same number of votes, the electoral officer must conduct a 
draw to break the tie. 

BY-ELECTIONS 
By-elections 

25. If the chief or a councillor of a participating First Nation ceases to hold office more 
than three months before the day on which their term of office would have expired 
under subsection 28(1) or section 29, the council of that First Nation may direct that a 
by-election be held for that position, in accordance with the regulations. 

OBSTRUCTION OF ELECTIONS 
Prohibition 
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26. A person must not intentionally obstruct an electoral officer or deputy electoral 
officer in the performance of their duties. 
Prohibition 

27. A person must not, in a manner that this Act does not otherwise prohibit, 
intentionally obstruct the conduct of an election. 

TERM OF OFFICE 
Term of office 

28. (1) Subject to subsection (2) and section 29, the chief and councillors of a 
participating First Nation hold office for four years commencing at the expiry of the term 
of office of the chief and councillors that they replace. 
Term of office ceases 

(2) A chief or councillor of a participating First Nation ceases to hold office if 
(a) they are convicted of an indictable offence and sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment of more than 30 consecutive days; 
(b) they are convicted of an offence under this Act; 
(c) they die or resign from office; 
(d) a court sets aside their election under subsection 35(1); or 
(e) they are removed from office by means of a petition in accordance with the 
regulations. 

Term of office after by-election 
29. A chief or councillor who is elected in a by-election held under section 25 holds 

office commencing on the date of their election for the remainder of the term of office 
that they were elected to fill. 

CONTESTED ELECTIONS 
Means of contestation 

30. The validity of the election of the chief or a councillor of a participating First Nation 
may be contested only in accordance with sections 31 to 35. 
Contestation of election 

31. An elector of a participating First Nation may, by application to a competent court, 
contest the election of the chief or a councillor of that First Nation on the ground that a 
contravention of a provision of this Act or the regulations is likely to have affected the 
result. 
Time limit 

32. An application must be filed within 30 days after the day on which the results of 
the contested election were announced. 

Marginal note:Competent courts 
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33. The following courts are competent courts for the purpose of section 31: 
(a) the Federal Court; and 
(b) the superior court of a province in which one or more of the participating First 
Nation’s reserves are located. 

Service of application 
34. An application must be served by the applicant on the electoral officer and all the 

candidates who participated in the contested election. 
Court may set aside election 

35. (1) After hearing the application, the court may, if the ground referred to in section 
31 is established, set aside the contested election. 
Duties of court clerk 

(2) If the court sets aside an election, the clerk of the court must send a copy of the 
decision to the Minister. 

PETITION FOR REMOVAL FROM OFFICE 
Prohibition 

36. A person must not 
(a) provide money, goods, employment or other valuable consideration to another 
person for the purpose of obtaining their signature on a petition for the removal from 
office of a chief or councillor of a participating First Nation; or 
(b) accept money, goods, employment or other valuable consideration in exchange 
for their signature on such a petition. 

OFFENCES 
Offences 

37. (1) Every person is guilty of an offence who contravenes paragraph 16(a) or (b) or 
17(a), section 22 or paragraph 36(a). 
Offences to which an additional penalty applies 

(2) Every person is guilty of an offence who contravenes 
(a) section 10; or 
(b) section 12, paragraph 14(a), (c) or (e), 16(c), (e) or (f) or 20(d) or section 26 or 
27. 

 
Offences  — subsections 13(2) and 21(2) 

(3) Every person who intentionally contravenes subsection 13(2) or 21(2) is guilty of 
an offence. 

Offences 
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38. (1) Every person is guilty of an offence who contravenes paragraph 16(d), 17(b), 
19(b) or 36(b). 
Strict liability offence 

(2) An electoral officer who fails to perform their duty under section 24 or an 
electoral officer or deputy electoral officer who fails to perform any of their duties 
under the regulations is guilty of an offence. 

Due diligence defence 
(3) A person is not to be found guilty of an offence under subsection (2) if they 
establish that they exercised due diligence to prevent the commission of the 
offence. 

Offences  — paragraphs 14(b) and (d), 19(a) and 20(a) to (c) 
(4) Every person who intentionally contravenes any of paragraphs 14(b) and (d), 
19(a) and 20(a) to (c) is guilty of an offence. 

PENALTIES 
Dual procedure 
39. (1) Every person who is guilty of an offence under section 37 is liable 

(a) on conviction on indictment, to a fine of not more than $5,000 or to imprisonment 
for a term of not more than five years, or to both; or 
(b) on summary conviction, to a fine of not more than $2,000 or to imprisonment for 
a term of not more than six months, or to both. 

Summary conviction 
(2) Every person who is guilty of an offence under section 38 is liable on summary 
conviction to a fine of not more than $1,000 or to imprisonment for a term of not 
more than three months, or to both. 

Additional penalty 
40. Any person who is convicted of an offence under paragraph 37(2)(a), or any 

candidate who is convicted of an offence under paragraph 37(2)(b), in addition to any 
other punishment for that offence prescribed by this Act, is not eligible to be elected as 
chief or councillor of a participating First Nation during the five years after the date of 
conviction. 

 
 

REGULATIONS 
Regulations 
41. The Governor in Council may make regulations with respect to elections, including 
regulations respecting 
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(a) the appointment, powers, duties and removal of electoral officers and deputy 
electoral officers; 
(b) the requirement that electoral officers be certified, the certification process and 
the grounds for withdrawing certification; 
(c) the manner of identifying electors of a participating First Nation; 
(d) the manner in which candidates may be nominated; 
(e) the imposition, by participating First Nations, of a fee on each candidate in 
accordance with section 11; 
(f) the manner in which voting is to be carried out, including 

(i) permitting the electoral officer to establish polling stations and advance polling 
stations, 
(ii) procedures for obtaining and using mail-in ballots, and 
(iii) the counting of votes; 

(g) the removal from office of a chief or councillor of a participating First Nation by 
means of a petition, including 

(i) the percentage of electors of that First Nation who must sign that petition, and 
(ii) the period during which that petition is to be filed; 

(h) the holding of by-elections; and 
(i) anything else that by this Act is to be prescribed. 

REMOVAL FROM SCHEDULE 
Removing a participating First Nation from the schedule 

42. (1) If a participating First Nation’s council has provided to the Minister a proposed 
community election code and a resolution requesting that the name of that First Nation 
be removed from the schedule, the Minister may, by order, remove the name from the 
schedule if 

(a) the code establishes a procedure for its amendment; 
(b) the code and the request were approved by a majority of the votes cast in a 
secret vote in which a majority of the electors of that First Nation participated; 
(c) the code has been published by that First Nation on a website maintained by or 
for it or in the First Nations Gazette; and 
(d) there are no outstanding charges under this Act against any member of that First 
Nation. 

Effective date of community election code 
(2) The community election code comes into force on the day on which the 
Minister’s order is made. 

Amendments 
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(3) Amendments to the community election code come into force on the day on 
which they are published by the First Nation on a website maintained by or for it or 
in the First Nations Gazette. 

Statutory Instruments Act 
(4) The community election code is not subject to the Statutory Instruments Act. 

Meaning of “community election code” 
(5) In this section, “community election code” means a written code that sets out 
rules regarding the election of the chief and councillors of a First Nation. 
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12.2 First Nations Elections Regulations 
 

INTERPRETATION 
 

Definitions 
 

1.(1) The following definitions apply in these Regulations. 
 

“Act” 
« Loi » 
“Act” means the First Nations Elections Act. 
 
“quorum” 
« quorum » 
“quorum”, in relation to the council of a First Nation, means a majority of the members 
of the council, or five members if the council consists of nine or more members. 
 
“Register number” 
« numéro de registre » 
“Register number” means the number assigned to a person registered under section 5 
of the Indian Act. 
 

 (2) Unless the context otherwise requires, other words and expressions used in 
these Regulations have the same meaning as in the Indian Act. 

 
ELECTORAL OFFICER AND DEPUTY ELECTORAL OFFICERS 

 
Appointment of electoral officer 

2. (1) The council of the First Nation must, by resolution, appoint an electoral officer 
or, if it is not possible for the council to form a quorum, the Minister must appoint an 
electoral officer, who 

(a) has not been found guilty of an offence under the Act within the last two years 
before the appointment; and 
(b) is certified in accordance with subsection (2). 
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Certification 
(2) A person is certified if they successfully complete a training program that is 

approved by the Minister on the responsibilities of the electoral officer under the Act 
and these Regulations. 
Revocation of certification 

(3) The certification is revoked if the electoral officer is found guilty of an offence 
under the Act. 
Appointment of deputy electoral officer 

(4) The electoral officer may appoint one or more deputy electoral officers. 
 

VOTERS LIST 
 

Provision of information 
3. (1) At least 65 days before the day on which an election is to be held 

(a) the First Nation must provide the electoral officer with the information set out in 
subsection (2), if the First Nation holding the election has assumed control of its own 
membership under section 10 of the Indian Act; and 
(b) the Registrar must provide the electoral officer with the information set out in 
subsection (2), if the Band List of the First Nation holding the election is maintained 
in the Department under section 11 of the Indian Act. 

Compilation of list 
(2) The electoral officer must compile a voters list that contains the following 

information: 
(a) the names of all electors, in alphabetical order; and 
(b) each elector’s band membership or Register number or, if the elector does not 
have a band membership or Register number, their date of birth. 

Revision of list 
(3) The electoral officer must revise the voters list if it is demonstrated that 
(a) an elector’s name has been omitted from the list; 
(b) an elector’s name is incorrectly set out in the list; or 
(c) the name of a person not entitled to vote is included in the list. 

Demonstration of omission and inclusion 
(4) For the purposes of subsection (3), 
(a) a person may demonstrate that an elector’s name has been omitted from, or 
incorrectly set out in, the voters list by presenting to the electoral officer written 
evidence from the Registrar or from the First Nation that the elector is in the Band 
List and will be at least 18 years of age on the day of the election; and 
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(b) a person may demonstrate that the name of a person not entitled to vote has 
been included in the voters list by presenting to the electoral officer written evidence 
that that person is not in the Band List or will not be a least 18 years of age on the 
day of the election. 

Addresses 
4. (1) At least 65 days before the day on which an election is to be held, the First 

Nation must provide the electoral officer with a list setting out the last known postal 
address and email address of each elector who does not reside on the reserve. 

Provision of electors’ names and addresses 
(2) On the request of a candidate for election as chief or councillor, the electoral 

officer must provide the candidate with a list of the names of electors and the address 
of any elector who has consented to have their address released to the candidates. 

 
NOMINATION MEETING 

 
Notice of nomination meeting 

5. (1) At least 25 days before the day on which a nomination meeting is to be held, 
the electoral officer must 

(a) post a notice of the nomination meeting and a list of the names of electors in one 
conspicuous place on the reserve; and 
(b) send by mail and email a notice of the nomination meeting, a voter declaration 
form and a form on which the elector may request a mail-in ballot to the addresses 
provided under subsection 4(1). 

Content of notice 
(2) A notice of a nomination meeting must contain the following information: 
(a) the date, time, duration and location of the nomination meeting; 
(b) the number of positions to be filled; 
(c) a description of the manner in which an elector can nominate a candidate or 
second the nomination of a candidate; 
(d) a statement that an elector must not nominate more than one candidate for each 
position to be filled in accordance with subsection 9(4) of the Act; 
(e) the date on which the election is to be held and the location and hours of 
operation of each polling station; 
(f) the date on which any advance poll will be held and the location and hours of 
operation of each advance polling station; 
(g) the electoral officer’s name, phone number, fax number, postal address and 
email address; 
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(h) a statement that the elector may permit the electoral officer to release their 
address to the candidates; 
(i) a statement that, if the elector wants to receive a mail-in ballot, they must make a 
written request to the electoral officer; 
(j) if the council of the First Nation has, by resolution, imposed a candidacy fee 
under section 8, a statement that sets out the fee to be paid by each candidate; and 
(k) a statement that a nominee who wishes to become a candidate must remit to the 
electoral officer or deputy electoral officer, by 6 p.m. on the third day following the 
day on which the nomination meeting closes, 

(i) a signed declaration accepting the nomination and attesting to their eligibility 
to be a candidate under the Act, and 
(ii) any applicable candidacy fee, in the form of cash, certified cheque, money 
order or electronic transfer payable to the electoral officer. 

Record of names 
(3) The electoral officer must record the names of electors to whom a notice of the 

nomination meeting was sent or delivered, the postal address and email address of 
those electors and the date on which the notice was sent or delivered. 
Voter declaration form 

(4) A voter declaration form must be signed by the elector and attest to the following 
information: 

(a) the elector’s name; 
(b) the name of the elector’s band and the elector’s Register or band membership 
number; and 
(c) the elector’s date of birth. 

Witness 
(5) A voter declaration form must contain the name, address, telephone number and 

signature of a witness who is at least 18 years of age and who attests to the fact that 
the person completing and signing the voter declaration form is the person whose name 
is set out in the form. 
Witness 

(6) The voter declaration form of the elector who enlisted the assistance of another 
person under subsection 17(2) must be signed by a witness that attests to the fact that 
the elector is the person whose name is set out in the form and that the ballot was 
marked in the manner directed by the elector. 
 
Nomination of candidates 

6. (1) An elector may nominate a candidate and second the nomination of a 
candidate, 
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(a) by delivering or sending by mail, email or fax to the electoral officer a nomination 
and a voter declaration form; or 
(b) by orally nominating the candidate or seconding the nomination of the candidate 
at the nomination meeting. 

Witness 
(2) The witness to the elector’s signature appearing on the voter declaration form is 

not to be considered a seconder to the nomination. 
Mailed nominations 

(3) Mailed nominations that are not received by the electoral officer before the 
beginning of the nomination meeting are void. 
Nomination meeting 

7. (1) A nomination meeting for an election must be held at least 35 days before the 
date of the election. 
Reading nominations 

(2) At the beginning of the nomination meeting, the electoral officer must read aloud 
the nominations that have been received. 
Two nominations 

(3) If the same person receives two written nominations for the same position, the 
second nomination is considered to second the first nomination. 
Duration 

(4) A nomination meeting must remain open for at least three hours. 
 

CANDIDATES 
 

Candidacy fee 
8. The council of a First Nation may by resolution impose a candidacy fee of up to 

$250 on every candidate for election as chief or councillor. 
Declaration and fee 

9. (1) To become a candidate, a nominee must remit to the electoral officer or deputy 
electoral officer, by 6 p.m. on the third day following the day on which the nomination 
meeting closes, 
(a) a signed declaration accepting the nomination for no more than one of the positions 
for which they have been nominated and attesting to their eligibility to be a candidate 
under the Act; and 
(b) if the council of a First Nation has passed a resolution referred to in section 8, the 
candidacy fee, in the form of cash, certified cheque, money order or electronic transfer 
payable to the electoral officer. 
In trust 
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(2) The electoral officer must hold the candidacy fees in trust. 
Withdrawal of candidacy 

10. (1) A candidate may withdraw their candidacy at any time prior to the close of the 
polls by submitting to the electoral officer a written declaration of withdrawal, signed by 
the candidate in the presence of the electoral officer, a justice of the peace, a notary 
public or a commissioner for oaths. 
Death of candidate 

(2) A candidate who dies before the close of the polls is considered to have 
withdrawn their candidacy. 
Candidacy fee 

(3) A candidate who withdraws forfeits the candidacy fee and is considered to have 
received no votes. 

 
ELECTIONS 

 
Close of nomination meeting 

11. As soon as feasible after the deadline set out in subsection 9(1) expires, the 
electoral officer must 

(a) if there is only one candidate for chief, declare that person to be elected by 
acclamation; 
(b) if the number of candidates for councillor does not exceed the number of 
positions to be filled, declare those persons to be elected by acclamation; 
(c) if there are more candidates than the number of positions to be filled, announce 
that an election will be held on the date set out in the notice referred to in 
paragraph 5(2)(e); and 
(d) if, after candidates have been declared elected in accordance with paragraph (a) 
or (b), the number of positions filled is less than the number of positions that are 
required to be filled for the council of the First Nation to have quorum, post and send 
a notice of another nomination meeting in the manner described in subsection 5(1). 

Notice of acclamations 
12. (1) If, after candidates have been elected by acclamation, the number of positions 

filled is greater than or equal to the number of positions that are required to be filled for 
the council of the First Nation to have quorum, the electoral officer must post in at least 
one conspicuous place on the reserve, and mail to every elector who does not reside 
on the reserve for whom an address was provided under subsection 4(1), a notice that 
sets out the names of the persons who have been elected by acclamation and states 
that an election will not be held. 
Refund of candidacy fee 
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(2) Candidates who are elected to the position of chief or the position of councillor 
by acclamation are, for the purposes of section 11 of the Act, considered to have 
received more than five percent of the total votes cast and are entitled to be refunded 
the candidacy fee. 
Return of candidacy fee 

(3) The electoral officer must return the candidacy fee to candidates elected by 
acclamation as soon as feasible. 
Content of ballots 

13. (1) As soon as feasible after the deadline set out in subsection 9(1) expires, the 
electoral officer must prepare ballots setting out 

(a) the names of the candidates for chief in alphabetical order by surname; and 
(b) the names of the candidates for councillor in alphabetical order by surname. 

Additional distinguishing information 
(2) If two or more candidates have the same name, the electoral officer must add to 

the ballots any additional information that is necessary to distinguish between those 
candidates. 
Notice of election 

14. No later than 30 days before the day on which the election is to be held, the 
electoral officer must post in at least one conspicuous place on the reserve a notice that 
sets out 

(a) the date on which the election is to be held and the location and hours of 
operation of each polling station; 
(b) the date on which any advance poll is to be held and the location and hours of 
operation of each advance polling station; 
(c) the date on which and the time and place at which the counting of the votes is to 
take place; 
(d) the number of positions to be filled; 
(e) a statement that, if the elector wants to receive a mail-in ballot, they must make 
a written request to the electoral officer and provide the electoral officer with proof of 
identity; and 
(f) the electoral officer’s name, phone number, fax number, postal address and 
email address. 
 

Mail-in ballot 
15. An elector who wants to receive a mail-in ballot must make a written request to 

the electoral officer that includes a copy of their proof of identity. 
Mail-in ballot package 
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16. (1) No later than 30 days before the day on which the election is to be held, the 
electoral officer must mail to every elector who has made a written request a mail-in 
ballot package consisting of 

(a) a ballot, initialed on the back by the electoral officer or deputy electoral 
officer; 
(b) an outer return envelope that is pre-addressed to the electoral officer and, if 
the elector’s address is in Canada, is postage-paid; 
(c) an inner envelope marked “Ballot” for insertion of the completed ballot; 
(d) a voter declaration form; 
(e) instructions regarding voting by mail-in ballot; 
(f) the notice set out in section 14; 
(g) a statement that the elector may vote in person at a polling station on the day 
of the election, or at an advance polling station if applicable, in lieu of voting by 
mail-in ballot, if 
(i) they return the unused mail-in ballot to the electoral officer or deputy electoral 
officer, or 
(ii) they provide the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer with a sworn 
affidavit stating that they have lost their mail-in ballot; and 

(h) a list of the names of any candidates who were elected by acclamation. 
Six or more days before election 

(2) If an elector makes a written request for a mail-in ballot six or more days before 
the day on which the election is to be held, the electoral officer must mail, or deliver at 
an agreed time and place, a mail-in ballot package to the elector as soon as feasible 
after receipt of the request. 
Voters list 

(3) The electoral officer must indicate on the voters list, next to the name of each 
elector to whom a mail-in ballot package was mailed or delivered, that a package has 
been provided to that elector and keep a record of the date on which, and the address 
to which, each package was mailed or delivered. 
 
 
 
Mail-in ballot 

17. (1) An elector may vote by mail-in ballot by 
(a) marking the ballot with a cross, check mark or other mark that clearly indicates 
the elector’s choice, but does not identify the elector, next to the name of the 
candidates for whom they intend to vote; 
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(b) folding the ballot in a manner that conceals the candidates’ names and any 
marks on the ballot without hiding the initials on the back; 
(c) placing the ballot in the inner envelope and sealing that envelope; 
(d) completing and signing the voter declaration form; 
(e) placing the inner envelope and the completed voter declaration form in the outer 
envelope; and 
(f) delivering or mailing the mail-in ballot package to the electoral officer or deputy 
electoral officer before the time at which the polls close. 

Assistance of another person 
(2) If an elector is unable to vote in the manner set out in subsection (1), the elector 

may enlist the assistance of another person. 
Voided mail-in ballot 

(3) A mail-in ballot is void if the mail-in ballot package is not received by the electoral 
officer or deputy electoral officer before the time at which the polls close. 
Safekeeping of mail-in ballot 

(4) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must ensure the safekeeping of 
the mail-in ballot packages until they are opened in accordance with section 22. 
Advance poll 

18. (1) The electoral officer may establish an advance polling station at any location 
that the electoral officer considers suitable and hold an advance poll for the period 
beginning on the tenth day and ending on the fifth day before the day on which the 
election is to be held. 
Procedures 

(2) The procedures set out in sections 20 and 21 apply to advance polling stations. 
On close of advance polling station 

(3) As soon as the advance polling station closes, the electoral officer must seal the 
ballot box in a manner that prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal, 
place their initials on the seal, invite two witnesses to initial the seal, and ensure the 
safekeeping of the ballot box until the counting of the votes following the close of the 
polling stations on the day of the election. 
 
Polling stations 

19. The electoral officer must establish at least one polling station on the reserve on 
the day of the election unless the electoral officer is unable to do so, in which case the 
electoral officer must establish a polling station as close to the reserve as possible. 
Polling station materials 
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20. (1) The electoral officer must, before the poll is open, ensure that each polling 
station is equipped with ballot boxes, ballots, materials for marking the ballots and any 
other necessary materials for the conduct of the vote. 
Compartments 

(2) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must provide a compartment at 
each polling station where the electors can mark their ballots without being observed by 
any other person. 
Security 

(3) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer may designate a person to 
maintain order at a polling station. 
Hours 

(4) Polling stations must be open from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on the day of the 
election. 
Candidate’s representatives 

(5) A candidate is entitled to two representatives in a polling station. 
Sealed ballot box 

(6) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must, before the polling station is 
opened, open the ballot box, call all persons present to witness that it is empty, seal the 
box in a manner that prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal and place 
it in a location that is visible to the voters. 
Seal 

(7) The seal of a ballot box must not be broken and the ballot box must not be 
opened during the time that the polling station is open. 
Repeat of procedure 

(8) If another ballot box is required during the time that the polling station is open, 
the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must repeat the procedure set out in 
subsection (6). 
Ballot 

21. (1) Subject to subsection (3), the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must 
provide a ballot on which their initials have been placed to any person who has not 
voted at an advance poll, who attends at a polling station and whose name is set out in 
the voters list. 
Marked voters list 

(2) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must place a mark on the voters 
list next to the name of each elector who was given a ballot. 
Mail-in ballot 

(3) An elector who received a mail-in ballot package under section 16 may obtain a 
ballot and vote in person at a polling station if the elector 
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(a) returns the unused mail-in ballot to the electoral officer or deputy electoral 
officer; or 
(b) provides the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer with a sworn affidavit 
stating that they have lost their mail-in ballot. 

Procedure 
(4) After receiving a ballot, an elector must 
(a) immediately proceed to the compartment provided for marking ballots; 
(b) mark the ballot with a cross, check mark or other mark that clearly indicates the 
elector’s choice, but does not identify the elector, next to the name of the candidates 
for whom they intend to vote; 
(c) fold the ballot in a manner that conceals the candidates’ names and any marks 
on the ballot without hiding the initials on the back; and 
(d) give the ballot to the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer. 

Ballot box 
(5) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must, without unfolding the ballot, 

verify the initials placed on it and return the ballot to the elector to deposit in the ballot 
box or, at the elector’s request, deposit it in the ballot box. 
Privacy 

(6) Subject to subsection (7), while an elector is in the compartment provided for 
marking ballots, no other person is allowed to be in the compartment or be in a position 
to see the manner in which the elector marks their ballot. 
Assistance 

(7) At the request of any elector who is unable to vote in the manner set out in 
subsection (4), the electoral officer or deputy electoral deputy must, in the presence of 
a witness that the elector has selected, assist that elector by marking their ballot in the 
manner directed by the elector and return the ballot to the elector to deposit in the ballot 
box or, at the elector’s request, deposit it in the ballot box. 
Note on voters list 

(8) The electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must make a note on the voters 
list next to the elector’s name to indicate that the ballot was marked by the electoral 
officer or deputy electoral officer at the elector’s request. 
Spoiled ballot 

(9) An elector who has inadvertently made their ballot unusable may return it to the 
electoral officer or deputy electoral officer and is, on one occasion, entitled to obtain 
another ballot, and the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must write the word 
“cancelled” on the spoiled ballot and preserve it. 
Forfeiture 
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(10) Any person who has received a ballot and who declines to vote or who leaves 
the polling station without voting forfeits their right to vote at the election. 
Voters list 

(11) In the case of a person who forfeits their right to vote, the electoral officer or 
deputy electoral officer must make a note on the voters list next to that person’s name 
to indicate that the person received a ballot and declined to vote and, if possible, write 
the word “declined” on the back of the ballot and preserve it. 
Entitlement to vote before closure 

(12) Every elector who is inside the polling station at the time fixed for closing the 
poll is entitled to vote before the poll is to be closed. 
Rejection or acceptance of mail-in ballot 

22. At the time and on the date set for the counting of the votes in the notice referred 
to in section 14, the electoral officer or deputy electoral officer must, in the presence of 
everyone present, open each envelope containing a mail-in ballot that was received 
before the close of the polls and, without unfolding the ballot, 

(a) reject the ballot if 
(i) it is not accompanied by a voter declaration form or the voter declaration form 
is not signed or witnessed, 
(ii) the name of the elector set out in the voter declaration form is not on the 
voters list, or 
(iii) the voters list shows that the elector has already voted; or 

(b) place a mark on the voters list next to the elector’s name that is set out in the 
voter declaration form and deposit the ballot in a ballot box. 

Ballots 
23. After all mail-in ballots have been deposited in a ballot box, the electoral officer or 

deputy electoral officer must, in the presence of everyone present, open all ballot boxes 
and 

(a) examine the ballots and reject any ballots 
(i) that do not contain the electoral officer’s or deputy electoral officer’s initials, or 
(ii) on which any marks appear that would identify the voter; 

(b) declare any portion of a ballot on which votes have been given for more 
candidates than are to be elected to an office as void with respect to the candidates 
for that office; 
(c) take note of any objection made by any candidate or their representative to any 
ballot found in the ballot box and decide any question arising out of the objection; 
(d) number any objection and place a corresponding number on the back of the 
ballot with their initials and the word “allowed” or “disallowed”, as the case may be; 
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(e) from the ballots that are not rejected and from the portions of ballots that are not 
void, count the votes given for each candidate who has not withdrawn before the 
close of the polls; and 
(f) prepare and sign a statement of the number of votes for each candidate, the 
number of ballots that are rejected and the number of ballots that have a portion 
declared void. 

Declaration 
 24. (1) Subject to subsection (2), after the completion of the counting of the 

votes, the electoral officer must, in the presence of everyone present, declare to be 
elected the candidates having the highest number of votes. 
Five or fewer votes 

(2) If the difference between the number of votes of a candidate with the highest 
number of votes — who would otherwise be declared elected — and another candidate 
for the same position is five or fewer, the electoral officer must establish a date, time 
and place for a recount of the votes cast for those candidates and announce that date, 
time and place in the presence of everyone present. 
Time of recount 

(3) A recount must commence within 24 hours after the announcement by the 
electoral officer that a recount is necessary. 
Handling of ballots 

(4) If the recount is not to be conducted immediately after the counting of the votes, 
the electoral officer must 

(a) deposit all ballots in envelopes and seal them in a manner that prevents them 
from being opened without breaking the seal; 
(b) place their initials on the seal and have any two people present do the same; 
(c) deposit the sealed envelopes into a ballot box and seal that box in a manner that 
prevents it from being opened without breaking the seal; and 
(d) ensure the safekeeping of the sealed ballot box until the time established for a 
recount. 

 
 
Recount 

(5) On the date and at the time and place established for a recount, the electoral 
officer must open the sealed ballot box and the sealed envelopes in the presence of 
everyone present and conduct a recount. 
Declaration 

(6) After the completion of the recount, the electoral officer must, in the presence of 
everyone present, declare to be elected the candidates having the highest number of 
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votes and, in the case where a draw has been held in accordance with section 24 of the 
Act, any candidate who has won the draw. 
Statement 

(7) Within four days after completion of the counting of the votes or, if there has 
been a recount, within four days after the recount, the electoral officer must 

(a) sign and post, in a conspicuous place on the reserve, a statement indicating the 
number of votes cast for each candidate and the names of the elected candidates; 
and 
(b) send a copy of the statement to the Department. 

 
DISPOSAL OF BALLOTS AND ELECTION DOCUMENTS 

 
Retention of documents 

25. (1) The electoral officer must deposit all ballots in envelopes, seal them and 
ensure their safekeeping along with other election documents, for a period of 120 days 
following the election. 
Destruction of documents 

(2) At the end of the period set out in subsection (1), the electoral officer must 
destroy the ballots and election documents, unless they are served, in accordance with 
section 34 of the Act, with an application to contest the election. 

 
CANDIDACY FEE 

 
Return of candidacy fee 

26. Within 30 days of the day on which the electoral officer declared the results of the 
election, the electoral officer must 

(a) refund the candidacy fee to every candidate who received more than five percent 
of the total votes cast; and 
(b) remit to the First Nation the candidacy fees of all candidates who received five 
percent or less of the total votes cast. 
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Voter Name Request for 

mail-in 

ballot 

(redacted) 

Request for 

mail-in 

ballot 

Mail-in 

ballot 

control 

sheet 

Address mail-in 

ballot sent to 

Voter 

declaration 

form 

(redacted) 

Voter 

declaration 

form 

Chief and Councillor 

mail-in ballots received 

with voter declaration 

form placed into ballot 

boxes? 

Voters list Outer envelope 

received by 

Burke Ratte 

enclosing mail-in 

ballot 

Alia Desmeules Exhibit A-120 

Arnold Bruce 

Wuttunee 

Exhibit A-17 Exhibit A-104 PO Box 232, 

Cando, SK, S0K 

0V0 

Exhibit A-18 Yes Exhibit A-134 

Breanna 

Wahobin 

Exhibit A-96 Exhibit A-104 PO Box 251, 

Battleford, SK, 

S0M 0E0 

Exhibit A-19 Exhibit A-39 Yes Exhibit A-99 Exhibit A-98 

Brian Wuttunee Exhibit A-116 Exhibit A-40 Yes 

Burton Ward Exhibit A-100 Exhibit A-104 Box 2095, 

Battleford, SK, 

S0M 0E0 

Exhibit A-56 No - voted in person Envelope not 

located by Burke 

Ratte 

Chantel Bear Exhibit A-117 Exhibit A-42 No - duplicate mail-in 

ballot 

Cynthia 

Wuttunee 

Exhibit A-121 Exhibit A-32 No - voted in person 

Darian Whiteford Exhibits A-20 
and 21 

Exhibit A-104 11635-102 Ave., 

Edmonton, AB, 

T5K 0R4 

Envelope not 

located by Burke 

Ratte 

Dion Bugler Exhibit A-23 Exhibit A-104 #1 1451-101 Street, 

North Battleford, 

SK, S9A 1A1 

Exhibit A-22 Yes Exhibit A-135 

Eric Brabant Exhibit A-122 

Ernestine 

Nicotine 

Exhibit A-123 

A-139
Burke Ratte

October 26, 2020
Stephanie Marocco
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Voter Name Request for 

mail-in 

ballot 

(redacted) 

Request for 

mail-in 

ballot 

Mail-in 

ballot 

control 

sheet 

Address mail-in 

ballot sent to 

Voter 

declaration 

form 

(redacted) 

Voter 

declaration 

form 

Chief and Councillor 

mail-in ballots received 

with voter declaration 

form placed into ballot 

boxes? 

Voters list Outer envelope 

received by 

Burke Ratte 

enclosing mail-in 

ballot 

Heather 

Meechance 

 
Exhibit A-101 Exhibit A-104 PO Box 446, 

Cando, 

Saskatchewan, S0K 

0V0 

Exhibit A-16 Exhibit A-102 Yes Exhibit A-103 

 

Jenna Pritchard Exhibit A-124 

  
  Exhibit A-43 

 
No - voted in person 

  

Jerette Wahobin 
   

  Exhibit A-24 

 
Yes 

  

Joshlyn Pritchard Exhibit A-125 

  
  Exhibit A-44 

 
Yes 

  

Kelly Nicotine Exhibit A-126 

  
  Exhibit A-45 

 
No - voted in person 

  

Michael Ernest 

Stevens 

 
Exhibit A-105 Exhibit A-104 322 Ave QS, 

Saskatoon, SK, 

S7M 2Y3 

Exhibit A-25 Exhibit A-38 Yes Exhibit A-108 Exhibit A-107 

Michelle Bretzer Exhibit A-118 

  
  

  
  

  

Michelle 

Nicotine 

Exhibit A-119 

  
  Exhibit A-46 

 
Yes 

  

Nikki Brabant Exhibit A-127 

  
  

  
  

  

Paul 

Tobaccojuice 

  
Exhibit A-104 11312 Clark Drive 

Apt. 4, North 

Battleford, SK, S9A 

3P3 

 
Exhibit A-109 Yes 

 
Exhibit A-136 

Petula Wuttunee Exhibit A-128 

  
  Exhibit A-129 

 
No - voted in person 

  

Rickell 

Frenchman 

 
Exhibit A-85 Exhibit A-88 PO Box 446, 

Cando, 

Saskatchewan, S0K 

0V0 

Exhibit A-12 Exhibit A-86 Yes Exhibit A-89 Exhibit A-87 
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Voter Name Request for 

mail-in 

ballot 

(redacted) 

Request for 

mail-in 

ballot 

Mail-in 

ballot 

control 

sheet 

Address mail-in 

ballot sent to 

Voter 

declaration 

form 

(redacted) 

Voter 

declaration 

form 

Chief and Councillor 

mail-in ballots received 

with voter declaration 

form placed into ballot 

boxes? 

Voters list Outer envelope 

received by 

Burke Ratte 

enclosing mail-in 

ballot 

Robin Dean 

Wuttunee 

 
Exhibit A-14 Exhibit A-104 1291-97th 104, 

North Battleford, 

Saskatchewan, S9A 

0J6 

 
Exhibit A-11 Yes 

 
Exhibit A-111 

Romellow 

Meechance 

 
Exhibit A-92 Exhibit A-94 PO Box 446, 

Cando, 

Saskatchewan, S0K 

0V0 

Exhibit A-13 Exhibit A-93 Yes Exhibit A-95 Exhibit A-137 

Shaun Brabant Exhibit A-130 

  
  Exhibit A-57 

 
No - voted in person 

  

Sherry Brabant Exhibit A-131 

  
  

  
  

  

Steve Nicotine Exhibit A-132 

  
  

  
  

  

Veronica 

Whitford 

 
Exhibit A-26 Exhibit A-104 154 Dickins Field 

Court, Edmonton, 

AB, T5E 5V8 

  
  

 
Envelope not 

located by Burke 

Ratte 

Wesley 

Wuttunee 

 
Exhibit A-27 

 
  

 
Exhibit A-28 Yes Exhibit A-29 Exhibit A-138 
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nathanphillips

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>
Sent: October 25, 2020 12:06 PM
To: nathanphillips
Cc: MervinPhillips; John Isfeld
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]

This is to confirm that Mr. Ratte will be participating in the cross-examination tomorrow commencing 
at 3 PM central time. 

With respect to your October 20, 2020, our client's position remains the same. 

Sincerely, 

Norman Boudreau 

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 24, 2020 9:20 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 

Mr. Boudreau, 

May I please have your immediate reply to my below email of October 20, 2020, at 1:58 PM? 

Please confirm the attendance of Mr. Ratte at your office for the video conference cross-examination on October 26 at 
3-5 pm (Winnipeg time, or 2-4 pm Saskatchewan time).

Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 

Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434

This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies.

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 23, 2020 9:43 AM 
To: 'Norman Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 

Mr. Boudreau, 

May I please have your immediate reply to my below email of October 20, 2020, at 1:58 PM? 

A-140
Burke Ratte

October 26, 2020
Stephanie Marocco
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With respect to the cross-examination of Burke Ratte scheduled for October 26 at 3-5 pm (Winnipeg time, or 2-4 pm 
Saskatchewan time), I anticipate receiving the Zoom link on Monday. I will forward same at that time. Please confirm 
attendance of Mr. Ratte at your office for the video conference cross-examination. 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 22, 2020 9:48 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your immediate reply to my below email of October 20, 2020 at 1:58 PM? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 22, 2020 9:23 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Nicholas Stooshinoff 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
At this time, I am available during the afternoon of October 28 and all day on October 29 and 30 th . 
Please note, however, that my schedule tends to fill out quickly. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Norman Boudreau 
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From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 22, 2020 10:16 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your immediate reply to my below email? 
 
At the very least may I please have your updated availability for a case management conference October 26-30? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 21, 2020 8:23 AM 
To: 'Norman Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your immediate reply to my below email? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 20, 2020 1:58 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
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I have reviewed your letter to the Court. It would have been helpful if you had responded to my several requests for 
your client’s position in relation to those issues. While I continue to review your letter, with respect to your assertion in 
relation to item 12 that you have not received those exhibits: the exhibits are attached to the proposed supplementary 
affidavit Alicia Moosomin sworn October 16 enclosed with my October 19 letter to the Court. Please confirm receipt of 
same, and advise if your client takes a position in relation thereto. 
 
With respect to item 8, in your letter to the Court today you raised two concerns for the first time. First, that Truedata 
Recovery Solutions Inc. requires more than four days to conduct its examination. Second, that it is necessary to power 
the phone on to conduct the evaluation of whether data is recoverable. I believe both of these concerns may be 
addressed by the following amendments to my clients’ proposal provided to you on October 15 (I have highlighted and 
bolded some of the revisions that specifically respond to your client’s expressed concerns): 

1. Truedata Recovery may perform the free diagnostic that they advertise on their website. The phone will be 
delivered to them immediately today.  

2. Truedata Recovery shall not power on the phone, or perform any destructive testing/examination. However, 
the phone may be opened to inspect its internal components.  

3. In the event that Truedata Recovery determines it necessary to power on the phone or perform any 
destructive testing/examination, same shall not occur until the consent of counsel for Mr. Ratte and counsel 
for the Applicants has been obtained. Counsel shall attempt to resolve the issue in good faith without delay. 
In the absence of a resolution between counsel, the issue shall be subject to case management 

4. All communications with Truedata Recovery shall be in writing, copied to counsel for the Applicants and to 
counsel for Mr. Ratte 

5. A written diagnostic report and estimate for recovery of data shall be provided by Truedata Recovery, a full and 
unredacted copy of which shall be provided to counsel for the Applicants and to counsel for Mr. Ratte 

6. If Truedata Recovery in unable to confirm within 8 days that it is able to recover the photo text messages from 
the phone, Mr. Ratte shall so advise and counsel shall confer to determine whether an extension should be 
granted. If no extension is granted, the phone shall be immediately sent to an expert selected by the 
Applicants subject to the agreement of Mr. Ratte, failing which the selection of a further expert shall be 
subject to case management 

 
Please advise if this revised proposal is acceptable. If so, please proceed. 
 
In addition to the forgoing, I continue to await your reply to paragraph 4 of my below email of October 15 at 1:39 PM: 
                4. Detailed logs of all text photo messages: May I please have your reply to my below email of October 14 at 
4:43 pm? 

 
My email of October 14 at 4:43 pm was as follows: 

Further to my below email, the transcript of the cross-examination of Mr. Ratte on September 14 discloses that 
his cellular carrier is Rogers. One of the multiple ways that Mr. Ratte can obtain his detailed logs of text 
messages and photo text messages is identified here: https://about.rogers.com/stories/access-to-information/ 
 
In short, your client needs to request his detailed logs of all text messages and photo text messages sent and 
received for the months of January, February, and March, 2020, from the email address privacy@rci.rogers.com 
 
Has Mr. Ratte done this? If so, please provide a copy of Mr. Ratte’s written request to the Chief Privacy Officer 
of Rogers.  
 
I understand that the content of the text messages is unlikely to be able to be produced. My clients are seeking 
the logs of text messages and photo text messages sent and received, which will identify the phone number 
with which a text message or photo text message was sent or received and the date and time of same. This 
information is important. As your client has already testified, Mr. Ratte received several requests for mail-in 
ballots by photo text message. Certain of the respondents have denied sending any such photo text messages 
enclosing request for mail-in ballots to your client.  
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May I please have your reply to same? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 20, 2020 11:12 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Nicholas Stooshinoff 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Phillips, you know very well that my client was sick and that is the reason why he could not 
proceed with the cross-examination. It would be disingenuous to attempt to characterize my client’s 
action in any other manner. 
 
You have our position on the determination of the recovery of data from my client cell phone. This 
has not changed. 
 
With respect to our position on Clinton Wuttunee’s undertakings and the issues proposed for the 
case management, this will be provided to the court directly. This is necessary so that we can 
transmit our position to the court without interference or mischaracterization. 
 
We are amenable to the fixed time of 3 PM to 5 PM on October 26 for the cross-examination. Please 
send us the Zoom link. 
 
Please note that we are cc’ing Mr. Stooshinoff and Mr. Winegarden with this email in the event that 
they wish to participate in the cross-examination of my client. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Norman Boudreau 
 

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 20, 2020 11:47 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
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Please advise if we can set a fixed time of 3 pm-5 pm (Winnipeg time) on October 26 rather than 2 pm. Absent same and 
given your client’s conduct thus far and the necessity of cross-examining him immediately following his unilateral 
cancellation of the last cross-examination, we will keep October 26 at 2 pm (Winnipeg time). This issue will be raised 
with the case management judge, as will your repeated failure to: 

1. Reply to correspondence including paragraphs 3 and 4 of my below email of October 15, 2020, at 1:39 PM 
2. Provide your client’s position in relation to each of the issues proposed for case management contained in my 

October 19, 2020, letter to the Court 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 20, 2020 10:38 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Why did you confirm your availability on October 26 when you were in fact conducting examination 
on that day? We need a confirmed start time on October 26. I am not available at 4 PM. My client will 
not be waiting for you to conclude your other cross-examination. 
 
If you cannot comply with the 2 PM start time on October 26, please confirm your availability on 
October 28 or 30th commencing at 2 PM. 
 
I look forward to your immediate reply! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Norman Boudreau 
 

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 20, 2020 11:16 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
Yes, the cross-examination will be conducted by video conference. I will send you the Zoom link on October 26. 
 
It is possible that we will commence at 2 pm (Winnipeg time) on October 26, however the start time depends upon 
when my cross-examinations on another matter conclude. When those cross-examinations conclude, I will send you an 
email advising you that we are ready to commence with the video conference cross-examination. Otherwise, we can 
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schedule a fixed start time of 4 pm (Winnipeg time) as I should be done by then. Please advise of your client’s 
preference – a fixed start time of 4 pm, or starting whenever my other cross-examinations conclude.  
 
Your reply has not been received in relation to paragraphs 3 and 4 of my below email of October 15, 2020, at 1:39 PM. 
In addition, I continue to await your client’s position in relation to each of the issues proposed for case management. 
Those issues are identified below. Most recently, they are contained in my October 19, 2020, letter to the Court copied 
to your office. Please provide your client’s position in relation to each of those issues no later than today. 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 20, 2020 10:04 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
My client made alternative arrangements for October 26 in order to accommodate you and your 
clients. This is to confirm that the cross-examination will take place on October 26, 2020 commencing 
at 2 PM Winnipeg time.  
 
Please confirm that the cross-examination will be done via video conference. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Norman Boudreau 
 

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 20, 2020 11:00 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
In your most recent email of 9:50 am this morning you identified October 26 as being available. However, your email of 
8:21 am this morning indicated that your client is not available. Please confirm that your client is available October 26. If  
so, we will proceed on October 26. 
 
Your reply has not been received in relation to paragraphs 3 and 4 of my below email of October 15, 2020, at 1:39 PM. 
In addition, I continue to await your client’s position in relation to each of the issues proposed for case management. 
Those issues are identified below. Most recently, they are contained in my October 19, 2020, letter to the Court copied 
to your office. Please provide your client’s position in relation to each of those issues no later than today. 
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Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 20, 2020 9:50 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
My client is available on October 26, 28 and 30th commencing at 2 PM Winnipeg time. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Norman Boudreau 
 

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 20, 2020 10:08 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
Your email this morning did not include the most recent emails in the below email chain. Your email of 8:21 am this 
morning: 

Please be advised that Mr. Ratte is not available to attend the cross-examination on October 26 as requested 
below. He is in a northern community at that time. Mr. Ratte can be available on Wednesday or Thursday 
afternoon October 28 and 29 commencing at 1 PM Winnipeg time. My preference would be for the October 28 
date. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

 
I have contacted the Court Reporter this morning. The Court Reporter is not available October 28 or 29. The Court 
Reporter is available anytime this Friday, October 23. The cross-examination will be two hours or less. Please 
immediately confirm your availability for October 23. Otherwise, no later than today please advise of your client’s 
availability for all days between today and November 5, including weekends. Your client unilaterally cancelled the 
scheduled resumption of his cross-examination on October 15. Your client did so less than two hours prior to 
commencement. Your client then refused to pay the Court Reporter’s cancellation fee consequent upon your client’s 
failure to provide timely notice. The conclusion of the cross-examination of your client is necessary to move this Notice 
of Application to hearing.  
 
Your reply has not been received in relation to paragraphs 3 and 4 of my below email of October 15, 2020, at 1:39 PM. 
In addition, I continue to await your client’s position in relation to each of the issues proposed for case management. 
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Those issues are identified below. Most recently, they are contained in my October 19, 2020, letter to the Court copied 
to your office. Please provide your client’s position in relation to each of those issues no later than today. 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 19, 2020 9:23 PM 
To: 'Norman Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 19, 2020 2:15 PM 
To: 'Norman Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
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This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 19, 2020 6:39 AM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 18, 2020 2:00 PM 
To: 'Norman Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 17, 2020 9:05 AM 
To: 'Norman Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
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May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails? With respect to my below email of October 15, 2020, at 
1:39 PM, your client has not provided his response. For example, in relation to paragraph 1 your client has not yet 
confirmed that he is available at approximately 2 pm Saskatchewan time on October 26 for resumption of cross-
examination. In relation to paragraphs 3 and 4, no reply has been received from you. 
 
In the circumstances of your failure to respond with your availability for the continued cross-examination of Mr. Ratte 
on October 26, or to provide your specific availability for October 19, my clients will be including same as a further issue 
for the agenda on the forthcoming case management conference: 
                Scheduling a date for the continued cross-examination of Burke Ratte 
 
There is one further issue in relation to Mr. Stooshinoff’s clients that will be included on the agenda: 

The Respondents have failed to comply with Rule 86: notwithstanding the request of the Applicants, the 
Respondents have not provided a copy of the transcripts of their cross-examinations 

 
Please immediately advise of your clients’ position in relation to these two additional issues. 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 16, 2020 4:46 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Nicholas Stooshinoff 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your immediate reply? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 16, 2020 10:56 AM 
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To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Nicholas Stooshinoff 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
The ground rules are that a party requesting a case management conference provide the issues proposed for the 
agenda and the positions of the other parties. Please provide your client’s position in relation to the identified issues so 
that I may include same in my letter to the Court today.  
 
If your client is refusing to provide his position in relation to the below issues proposed, same will be noted in my letter 
to the Court requesting the case management conference.  
 
With respect to my below email of October 15, 2020, at 1:39 PM, your client has not provided his response. For 
example, in relation to paragraph 1 your client has not yet confirmed that he is available at approximately 2 pm 
Saskatchewan time on October 26 for resumption of cross-examination. In relation to paragraphs 3 and 4, no reply has 
been received from you. 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>  
Sent: October 16, 2020 10:31 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Nicholas Stooshinoff 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Phillips, I am available on October 21 and 22nd for the case management conference. Once you 
confirm with the court the hearing date for the case management conference, we will provide our 
reply to the court directly. 
 
With respect to your email below of October 15, 2020, we already provided you with our position on 
each of these points. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Norman Boudreau 
 

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: October 15, 2020 7:11 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
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Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your reply to my below email? 
 
In addition, please advise of your availability to attend a case management conference October 20, 21, 22 or 23. Please 
also advise of your clients’ position in relation to the following issues in a format that I may include with my letter to the 
Court when requesting a case management conference: 

1. Timetable for next steps in this proceeding 
2. Amendment of the Notice of Application 

a. I understand your position to be “No position”, please confirm 
3. Determination of an expert to recover data from the cell phone of the electoral officer, Burke Ratte 
4. Clinton Wuttunee has failed to reply to undertakings that he gave during cross-examination on September 

16 
a. Please advise if your client’s position is “No position” 

5. Leave to bring a Motion returnable at the hearing of the Notice of Application pursuant to Rule 97 to strike 
affidavits tendered by the Chief and Council Respondents 
a. Please advise if your client’s position is “No position” 

6. Issuance of a subpoena to compel the attendance of Leroy Nicotine Jr. and Shelley Wuttunee at hearing, 
with leave to bring a Motion pursuant to Rule 41 returnable at the hearing of the Notice of Application to 
permit their testimony 
a. Please advise if your client’s position is “No position” 

7. Leave pursuant to Rule 312(a) to file a supplementary affidavit authenticating cross-examination Exhibits A-
34, A-36, A-37, and A-69 
a. Please advise if your client’s position is “No position” 

8. Leave to bring a Motion returnable at the hearing of the Notice of Application pursuant to Rule 41 to 
subpoena the full and unredacted Edmonton Remand Centre telephone recordings between Robin Dean 
Wuttunee and the Respondents Jason Chakita and Samuel Wuttunee 
a. Please advise if your client’s position is “No position” 

9. Direction that costs be determined subsequent to the hearing of the Notice of Application 
a. Please advise if your client’s position is “No position” 

10. Proposal to resolve the issue of service pursuant to s. 34 of the First Nations Elections Act, on the late Lester 
Nicotine 
a. Please advise if your client’s position is “No position” 

 
I intend to write to the Court tomorrow afternoon requesting a case management conference. Please advise of your 
availability and your clients’ position in relation to the forgoing issues no later than 3 pm tomorrow.  
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
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From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 15, 2020 4:51 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 
May I please have your reply? 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 15, 2020 1:39 PM 
To: Norman Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Boudreau, 
 

1. Cross-examination date: Please advise if you are available at approximately 2 pm Saskatchewan time on 
October 26. Please also continue to hold both October 21 and 22. I will attempt to locate a different Court 
Reporter to accommodate those dates. With respect to October 19, please advise of the start and end times of 
your matter to determine whether we may commence before or after same. 
 

2. Cancellation fee for the Court Reporter today: your client is properly responsible for the $125 Court Reporter 
cancellation fee today. The cancellation is exclusively caused by your client. Please advise of the basis upon 
which your client is refusing to pay same. 

 
3. Expert in relation to undertaking number 8: While my clients continue to disagree with your proposed expert 

“Truedata Recovery in Winnipeg”, they will agree to the following: 
a. Truedata Recovery may perform the free diagnostic that they advertise on their website no later than 

tomorrow morning 
b. Truedata Recovery shall not power on the phone, or perform any destructive testing/examination. 

However, the phone may be opened to inspect its internal components 
c. All communications with Truedata Recovery shall be in writing, copied to counsel for the Applicants and 

to counsel for Mr. Ratte 
d. A written diagnostic report and estimate for recovery of data shall be provided by Truedata Recovery, a 

full and unredacted copy of which shall be provided to counsel for the Applicants and to counsel for Mr. 
Ratte 

e. If Truedata Recovery in unable to confirm by 2 pm on October 19 that it is able to recover the photo 
text messages from the phone, the phone shall be sent to DataSavers no later than 4 pm on October 19 
for an evaluation to be performed by DataSavers on the same basis as identified in a through d above 
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Please advise if your client will agree to the forgoing proposal to attempt to resolve the issue of an expert with 
respect to undertaking number 8. If so, please proceed with same as soon as possible. 

 
4. Detailed logs of all text photo messages: May I please have your reply to my below email of October 14 at 4:43 

pm? 
 

5. Availability for a case management conference: May I please have your reply to my below email of October 12 
at 10:23 am? In particular, please advise of your availability for a case management conference on or prior to 
October 23.  

 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT

BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.3I and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

SECOND REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: John Benson

Address: #300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 27, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding,

on January 7. 2021. at 9:00 am fSaskatchewan time! bv video conference. Meeting

ID: 931 5494 6944. Passcode: 571341. at the following Zoom link:

httDs://zoom.us/i/93154946944?nwd=MWJriaUlLVmxrLldwelZVRUwxO3NLUT09

October 13, 2020, at 8:00 am (Saskatchewan time) bv video conference. Meeting ID^

930 5222 1503.■P-asscode^Q27251. at the following Zoom link:

httDs://zoommsfi/-930522-215Q3?Dwd^'fmEvL05COUxlbic0J^DZthkNldkl FUT09

A-141 January 7, 2021
John Benson

Stephanie Marocco
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September 15, 2020, at 10:00 am (Saskatchewan time) at 305 ●102 21^ Street East,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of Royal Reporting).

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@,phillipsco.ea in PDF format by no later

than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

doeuments and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

1. All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

2. The original of your affidavit in this proeeeding sworn August 27, 2020;

3. With reference to paragraph 4 of your Affidavit, all documents referring or

related to the “adult upgrading course”, ineluding but not limited to your

enrollment records, transcript, certificate of completion or graduation, and any

similar sueh documents;

4. With reference to Exhibit “A” to your affidavit, the original film negative or

similar such record from which the photograph was printed;

TRAVEL EXPENSES: Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of
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Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.

INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to; Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23'''^ day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per:

Nathan Phillips,

Solicitors for the Applicants,

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co.
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434
Email: nathanpliillips@phillipsco.ca

Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips
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Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

TO:

TO: Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204)318-2681

Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca
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nathanphillips

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Sent: January 6, 2021 6:34 PM
To: nathanphillips
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]

Mr. Phillips; 
 
We have now received instructions and tomorrow morning January 7 we are able to produce: 
 
1. John Benson; 
2. Austin Ahenakew; 
3. Dana Falcon; and  
4. Jason Chakita  
 
5. Constance Johnston is in transit from Edmonton and we can not confirm that she will be available tomorrow since we 
have not heard from her yet.  We are informed she will be here for Friday, January 8. 
 
We are also informed that some of the group have problems with travel.  Therefore, we can confirm that on January 12, 
2021 we will have the following persons available: 
 
6. Chief Clinton Wuttunee; 
7. Lux Benson; and 
8. Shawn Wuttunee. 
 
8. We should be able to have Henry Gardipy present on January 12, 2021 but he has broken his leg and has a very 
difficult time travelling. 
 
We again ask for your entire list and all of the exhibits you are planning to refer to.  We again ask for all of the Exhibits 
you have referred to in this proceeding and that all of the those exhibits be sent immediately.  
 
 
 

On Jan 5, 2021, at 4:43 PM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
 
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Your email is objectionable and incorrect. See the below emails in this chain. Produce the witnesses in 
the order identified. Also, please answer our several requests for basic courtesy and send us the 
executed acknowledgement of receipt.  
  
I note that in your reply email you have used a different email address for Mr. Stooshinoff. Mr. 
Stooshinoff’s prior email address is the address for service. When you finally return the 
acknowledgement of service, please identify thereon the current email address for service so that 
appropriate service of all further documents may occur. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
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Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: January 5, 2021 4:14 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholass@wmcz.com>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 
Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips: 
 Thank you for your schedule sent today.  As you know, we have provided your earlier schedule to the 
Respondents and there have already been travel arrangements made by them.  Waiting until the last 
minute to change your proposal for examinations is clearly objectionable. We will provide the most 
recent schedule to them, seek their instructions and provide you with the schedule of when they are 
available. I can confirm that it will be acceptable to begin with John Benson and Constance Johnston. 
 As you also know, we have stated our formal objection to your detailed Directions to Attend, be they 
the original Directions to Attend, those regarding any Motions, any amended Directions to Attend and 
these most recent Directions to Attend. We will make motion to the Court for relief as needs be and the 
Court permits.  As we and the Court have informed you this proceeding is an Application not an Action 
and therefore your attempts to confuse matters with discovery of documents is completely out of 
order. 
 In other matters, we ask that you provide us with a complete list and copies of all Exhibit documents 
you have brought forth during cross-examinations, as well as any exhibits you intend to present in the 
forthcoming cross-examinations. Your piecemeal procedure of bringing forward documents at the 
hearing with no evidential foundation and with no fore-notice is objectionable as well. 
 
 
 

On Jan 5, 2021, at 3:31 PM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
With the exception of one page produced in relation to an undertaking, none of your 
witnesses have produced any documents in relation to their Directions to Attend. Will 
any of them be producing any documents, or do your witnesses intend to ignore their 
Directions to Attend? The cross-examinations will be conducted by video conference. I 
need to prepare in advance for any documents produced to expedite the conclusion of 
cross-examinations as efficiently as possible. 
  
The order of witnesses for Thursday, January 7, will be as follows: 

1. John Benson 
2. Constance Johnston 
3. Austin Ahenakew 
4. Dana Falcon 
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The order of witnesses for Friday, January 8, will be as follows: 

1. Jason Chakita 
2. Lux Benson 

The order of witnesses for Tuesday, January 12, will be as follows: 

1. Clinton Wuttunee 
2. Henry Gardipy 
3. Shawn Wuttunee 

Please confirm the attendance of these witnesses by video conference on the dates and 
in the order identified above. These witnesses have already received the Zoom link in 
each of their respective Second Revised Directions to Attend. They will require a laptop 
with video camera and clear audio so that the Court Reporter may appropriately 
transcribe their evidence, and so that the witnesses may view exhibits to the cross-
examinations. Please confirm. 
  
Finally, I have still not received your reply to my below emails. May I please have your 
reply? At the very least, please immediately return the executed acknowledgement of 
receipt that you received two weeks ago in relation to the Directions to Attend served 
December 23.  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and 
destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: January 4, 2021 9:36 AM 
To: 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; 'Nicholas Stooshinoff' 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Norman Boudreau' 
<nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-
001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
May I please have your reply to my below emails? You have not returned the executed 
acknowledgement of receipt. Please do so immediately. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
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Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and 
destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: December 31, 2020 11:22 AM 
To: 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; 'Nicholas Stooshinoff' 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Norman Boudreau' 
<nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; 'Norman 
Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-
001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
My below email yesterday was successfully sent to Mr. Stooshinoff 
at stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net. However, my below email today received an error 
message from Mr. Stooshinoff’s email address. Please confirm your receipt of this email 
on behalf of Mr. Stooshinoff and yourself. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and 
destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: December 31, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; 'Nicholas Stooshinoff' 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Norman Boudreau' 
<nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; 'Norman 
Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-
001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails? 
  
Yours truly, 
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Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and 
destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: December 30, 2020 1:19 PM 
To: 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; 'Nicholas Stooshinoff' 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 'Norman Boudreau' 
<nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; 'John Isfeld' <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; 'Norman 
Boudreau' <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-
001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
You have not returned the executed acknowledgement of receipt. Please do so. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and 
destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: December 24, 2020 11:16 AM 
To: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>; Nicholas Stooshinoff 
<stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; Norman Boudreau 
<nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Norman 
Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-
001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
You have not returned the executed acknowledgement of receipt. Please do so. 
  
Your below email is again objectionable. As you know, the cross-examinations are by 
video conference. The witnesses may therefore attend from wherever is convenient for 
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them. The Applicants will determine the order of witnesses by which the cross-
examinations will be conducted by video conference. You will be informed of the order 
of witnesses.  
  
With respect to January 15, you have still not provided the details to us. Please provide 
the video conference cross-examination link and start time. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and 
destroy any copies. 
  

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: December 24, 2020 11:03 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-
001] 
  
Mr. Phillips: 
  
On December 9 we were informed by Elaine Koski that she sent you confirmation of our 
January 15 booking. Please check your emails in that regard. 
  
Given the covid related travel restrictions and the related restrictions on the numbers 
of people who are able to congregate together, we are not able to have our clients 
come to Saskatoon and wait for days as your cross-examinations slowly proceed. We 
will have the witnesses available in the order of the first list you provided and as we 
have scheduled. We are unable to seek further instructions given the holidays and 
therefore we are unable to change the schedule at this late date.  
  
As we had informed you, the office is now closed as there is an office move in process 
and we are not able to accommodate your ongoing attempts to increase the complexity 
of this proceeding and the costs for the Respondents.  However, in that regard we again 
ask if you will consider accepting personal responsibility when costs are ordered as 
against the Applicants. This would forgo the need for our Rule 404 motion in that 
regard. Please advise as this would free up valuable Court time.  
  

On Dec 23, 2020, at 10:34 AM, nathanphillips 
<NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
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Attached for service upon you and the identified witnesses are the 
following Revised Direction to Attend (Clinton Wuttunee) and Second 
Revised Direction to Attend (remainder of the witnesses): 

1. 2020-12-23-Revised Direction to Attend-Clinton Wuttunee 
2. 2020-12-23-Second Revised Direction to Attend-Austin 

Ahenakew 
3. 2020-12-23-Second Revised Direction to Attend-Constance 

Johnston 
4. 2020-12-23-Second Revised Direction to Attend-Dana Falcon 
5. 2020-12-23-Second Revised Direction to Attend-Henry Gardipy 
6. 2020-12-23-Second Revised Direction to Attend-Jason Chakita 
7. 2020-12-23-Second Revised Direction to Attend-John Benson 
8. 2020-12-23-Second Revised Direction to Attend-Lux Benson 
9. 2020-12-23-Second Revised Direction to Attend-Shawn 

Wuttunee 

Please execute and return the attached acknowledgement of receipt. 
Please confirm the attendance of the witnesses for video conference 
cross-examination. 
  
Your below email is objectionable. The Applicants will determine the 
order of witnesses by which the cross-examinations will be conducted. 
You will be informed of the order of witnesses in due course. We will 
continue with the cross-examinations on the dates scheduled (January 
7, 8, and the afternoon of 12) until complete.   
  
With respect to January 15, you have not provided the details yet. 
Please provide the video conference cross-examination link and start 
time. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone 
(collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: December 14, 2020 5:11 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Norman 
Boudreau <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld 
<jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; MervinPhillips 
<MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 
[PCO:13676-001] 
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Mr. Phillips; 
  
We asked the Court to instruct you to provide a firm schedule for the 
order of the attendance of the witnesses you wish to cross-
examine.  You have failed to do that.  Therefore, be advised that we will 
proceed with have our witnesses available in accordance with the list 
you have provided and in no other order.  I am attempting to confirm 
the attendance of our witnesses for the dates of January 7, 8 and 12 as 
follows: 
  
January 7: 
  

1. Clinton Wuttunee 
2. Austin Ahenakew 
3. Constance Johnston 
4. Dana Falcon 

  
January 8: 
  

1. Henry Gardipy 
2. Jason Chakita 
3. John Benson 

  
January 12: 
  

1. Lux Benson 
2. Shawn Wuttunee 

  
I will confirm the above schedule as soon as I have agreement from our 
witnesses. 
  
In regards to your Directions to Attend, those are the subject of our 
Motion for Relief from production and we will not be considering your 
tactical attempts to confuse the proceeding further.  
  
As you are aware, the dates you have suggested for the cross-
examination of your witnesses are dates that we are not available.  We 
are not available on January 4, 5, 6 or 13.  Suggesting dates that are not 
workable does not help resolve the circumstances and flies in the face 
of the Court’s direction.  We suspect your witnesses are out of contact 
and you are therefore trying to create an excuse for their failure to 
attend by blaming our schedule.  
  
We are available on January 15 to cross-examine Dion Bugler and 
Michael Ernest Stevens and we will expect them to be ready on that 
date and we have a court reporter booked for that date. 
  
  

On Dec 14, 2020, at 4:08 PM, nathanphillips 
<NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
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Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Further to the Case Management Conference 
conducted today, on January 7, 8, and the afternoon of 
12, we will cross-examine the following affiants 
tendered by your clients: 

1. Clinton Wuttunee 
2. Austin Ahenakew 
3. Constance Johnston 
4. Dana Falcon 
5. Henry Gardipy 
6. Jason Chakita 
7. John Benson 
8. Lux Benson 
9. Shawn Wuttunee 

  
With respect to witness 1, it is a supplementary cross-
examination on undertakings. In respect of witnesses 2 
through 9 above, the Directions to Attend (including 
production of documents) dated October 2, 2020, and 
September 4, 2020, will apply. Please confirm your 
agreement to same, and confirm that it will not be 
necessary to serve a further set of revised Directions to 
Attend as they agree that the existing two Directions to 
Attend will apply. 
  
The order of conducting the cross-examination of these 
witnesses will not be the order identified above. The 
order will be determined closer to January 7. 
  
I have booked a Court Reporter January 7, 8, and 12 for 
the cross-examinations. 
  
Michael Ernest Stevens is likely available for cross-
examination January 4, 5, 6 or 13. We can tentatively 
schedule Dion Bugler for January 13 or 14 however 
those dates may change depending upon his 
circumstances. Please advise of the specific date and 
time for their cross-examinations. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by 
legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately 
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-
mail and destroy any copies. 
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Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
  
  
  

  
<2020-12-23-Acknowledgement of Receipt-NS.pdf><2020-12-23-
Directions to Attend-serve.pdf> 

  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 

  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 

 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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nathanphillips

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Sent: January 7, 2021 9:11 AM
To: nathanphillips
Subject: Re: Zoom Address[PCO:13676-001]

Thank you. 
 
We are joining from a new platform at the new office and we will join as soon as possible. 
 
In the meantime I can inform you that Connie Johnston is in lockdown and she has be exposed to Covid-19 and she is in 
lockdown on the Red Pheasant First Nation until January 20, 2021 at the earliest. I understand she cannot leave her 
location and she does not have email or wifi access in her location. 
 
We have John Benson and Jason Chakita available this morning and when we sign on you can decide who you will begin 
with.  
 
 

On Jan 7, 2021, at 8:59 AM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://zoom.us/j/93154946944?pwd=MWJGaUlLVmxrL1dwelZVRUwxQ3NLUT09 
 
Meeting ID: 931 5494 6944 
Passcode: 571341 
One tap mobile 
+13126266799,,93154946944#,,,,,,0#,,571341# US (Chicago)  
+13462487799,,93154946944#,,,,,,0#,,571341# US (Houston) 
 
Dial by your location 
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
        +1 929 205 6099 US (New York) 
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) 
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C) 
        +1 587 328 1099 Canada 
        +1 647 374 4685 Canada 
        +1 647 558 0588 Canada 
        +1 778 907 2071 Canada 
        +1 204 272 7920 Canada 
        +1 438 809 7799 Canada 
Meeting ID: 931 5494 6944 
Passcode: 571341 
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/aF7BqAyG7 
 
Join by SIP 
93154946944@zoomcrc.com 
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Join by H.323 
162.255.37.11 (US West) 
162.255.36.11 (US East) 
69.174.57.160 (Canada) 
Meeting ID: 931 5494 6944 
Passcode: 571341 

  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: January 7, 2021 8:58 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholass@wmcz.com> 
Subject: Zoom Address 
  
Mr. Phillips; 
  
We have been trying for sometime to join the zoom meeting through the access numbers you provided 
however it continually gives us the notification that the meeting does not exist. 
  
Please advise. 
  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 

 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT
BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.3I and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

SECOND REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: Constance Johnston

Address: #300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LfNDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 28, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding.

on January 7, 2021. at 9:00 am tSaskatchewan timel bv video conference. Meeting

ID: 931 5494 6944. Passcode: 571341. at the following Zoom link:

httPs://zoom.us/i/93154946944?nwd=MWJGaUlLVmxrLldwelZVRUwxO3NLUT09

October 13. 2020. at-8:00 am (Saskatchewan time) bv video conference. Meeting ID:

930 52224403—Passcode: 027251. at the following Zoom link:

https://ze0m.us/i/93O5222l5O3?Dwd=TmEvLO5COUxlbicOTDZtbkNldldUyT-O9

1
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Septem-ber 15, 2020, at 10:00-am (Saskatchewan time-)-at-305 ̂ 02 21^ Street East,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of Royal Reporting).

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca in PDF format by no later

than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

1. All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

The original of your affidavit in this proceeding sworn August 28, 2020;2.

All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence3.

that you had with the Chief or anyone else with Red Pheasant First Nation as

referred to at paragraphs 10 and 12 of your Affidavit;

4. All documents referring or relating to your receipt of financial assistance as

referred to at paragraphs 10 and 12 of your Affidavit, including but not limited

to all bank statements, e-transfer documents, cheques, and similar such

documents and the correspondence by which same was delivered to you, and

all related documents;

2
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TRAVEL EXPENSES; Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of

Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.

3
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@,phillipsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23''^ day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per:

Nafh^ Phillips,
Solicitors for the Applicants,

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co.
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434
Email: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax:(306)653-5284
Email: stooshinoff law@sasktel.net

TO:

Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204)318-2681

Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca

TO:

4
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT
BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.3I and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

SECOND REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: Austin Ahenakew

Address: #300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 28, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding.

on January 7. 2021. at 9:00 am tSaskatchewan time') bv video conference. Meeting

ID: 931 5494 6944. Passcode: 571341. at the following Zoom link:

httDs://zoom.us/i/93154946944?pwd=MWJGaUlLVmxrLldwelZVRUwxO3NLUT09

October 13. 2020. at 8:00 am (Saskatchewan time) bv video conference. Meeting ID:

930 5222 1503. Passcode: 027251-. at the following Zoom link:

httns:-/-/z00imus/i/-93Q^a2215O3?pwd^TmEvLO5GOUxlbicOTDZtbl<NldklFUTO9

1
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September 15, 2020, at 10:00 am (Saskatchewan time) at 305 ̂ 02 21^ Street East,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of Royal Reporting).

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@Dhillipsco.ca in PDF format by no later

than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are1.

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

2. The original of your affidavit in this proceeding sworn August 28, 2020;

Bank statements and credit card statements for the period January 1 through3.

March 20, 2020, in respect of each bank account or credit card that you, or

anyone acting on your behalf, were an authorized eheque signer (or similar such

authorized person) at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, or in

respect of which you had any legal or beneficial interest at any point between

January 1 and March 20, 2020. For greater certainty, these bank accounts and

credit cards include, but are not limited to, all of your personal bank accounts

and credit cards, and all bank accounts and credit cards of Red Pheasant First

Nation. These bank and credit card statements shall be the official statements

issued by the financial Institution, and include all transactions on these accounts

and credit cards, and cheque images depositing or withdrawing funds;

2
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4. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds.

including but not limited to email or phone transfers, in respect of which you or

Red Pheasant First Nation, or anyone acting on your behalf, had any direet or

indirect involvement of any nature whatsoever between January 1 and Mareh

20, 2020;

5. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and Mareh 20, 2020, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

6. All documentation relating or referring to the repayment or reimbursement of

financial assistance and/or band member assistance initially paid by Clinton

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson,

and/or Austin Ahenakew with respect to the time period January 1 and March

20, 2020;

7. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2019, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

3
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8. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf received from any

member or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf

thereof, between January 1 and March 20, 2020; and

9. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf sent to any member

or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf thereof.

between January 1 and March 20, 2020.

10. All telephone records, logs, ledgers, and similar such documents issued by the

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that you utilized at any

point in the months of January, February, and March, 2020;

11. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Burke Ratte;

12. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

between any two or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly

Wuttunee, Leroy Nicotine Jr., Cameron Nicotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather

Wuttunee, and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf;

4
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13. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to

Robin Wuttunee;

14. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include, or that relate or refer to, any of the following people or anyone on

their behalf:

Angel Nicotine;a.

b. Ardella Benson;

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee,c.

d. Breanna Wahobin;

Burton Ward;e.

f. Darian Whiteford;

Dion Bugler;g-

h. Gregory Chippewa;

Jeff Wuttunee;1.

Jerette Wahobin;J-

k. Justin Brabant;

Lionel Brabant Jr.;

Michael Ernest Stevens;m

5
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Paul Tobaccojuice;n.

Rickell Frenchman;o.

Robin Dean Wuttunee;P-

Romello Meechance/Romellow Nathaniel Jewell Meechance;q-

Shadric Chippewa;r.

Trezdin Kiskotagen;s.

Veronica Whitford;t.

Wendall John Albert;u.

Wesley Wuttunee;V.

15. All pictures or videos that you took of any polling station during the Election,

including but not limited to all pictures that you took on March 20 and 21, 2020,

at Red Pheasant First Nation;

16. All documents in your possession, power, or control that relate or refer to 1291

97^'^ 104, North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the

persons that resided at that address or frequented same at any time between

January 1 and March 20, 2020;

17. Complete export of your Facebook data for each Facebook account that you

used at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall

have the following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days

prior to the cross-examination to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca. in its original

6
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format that you receive/download it from Facebook, not PDF format, with

instructions here https://www.facebook.eom/help/212802592074644):

a. Date Range: January 1 through March 20, 2020;

b. Format: FITML;

c. Media Quality: High;

d. Your Information: All categories of data/information shall be selected;

18. Complete export of your Google data for each Google account that you used at

any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the

following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the

cross-examination to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca. in its original format that

you receive/download it from Google when using the utility located here

https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout. not PDF format):

a. Select data to include: All products/categories of data/information shall

be selected;

b. With respect to “Location History”, click the button “Multiple formats”.

and select “KML” and click “OK”;

c. Frequency: Export once;

d. File type & size: .zip;

19. All documents referring or related to identifying who was present at the Band

Office of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any point between March 1 and 20,

2020, and on what date(s) and time(s) they were present;

7
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20. With reference to paragraph 9 of your Affidavit, all information, records, logs.

and data stored, kept by, or in connection with your “system” in relation to the

time period January 1 through March 20, 2020, including but not limited to the

general ledgers for all accounts;

21. With reference to paragraph 12 of your Affidavit, all documents referring or

relating to request for approval of that process by ISC, approval of that process

by ISC, and implementation of that process;

22. All documents referring, relating, created by, or kept in connection with, the

dd hoc BMA committee” referred to in your Affidavit with respect to the time

period January 1 through March 20, 2020;

23. The “directive” referred to at paragraph 15 of your Affidavit, and all documents

referring or relating to same;

24. With respect to the “directive” referred to at paragraph 15 of your Affidavit, all

similar such directives that you received in relation to any Member of Red

Pheasant First Nation with respect to the time period January 1 through March

20, 2020, and all documents referring or relating to same;

25. The original documents by which you were requested to forward the BCR

referred to at paragraph 17 of your Affidavit, and the email, letter, or

communication by which you forwarded same;

26. The meeting minutes in relation to the Band Council meeting at which the BCR

referred to at paragraph 17 of your Affidavit was passed, which meeting minutes

8
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shall be produced in this original Microsoft Word format without redaction or

alteration of any nature;

9
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TRAVEL EXPENSES: Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of

Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.

10
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@phiHipsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23''^ day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per:

Nathan Phillips,
Solicitors for the Applicants,

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co.
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434
Email: nathanphillips@DhilliDSCo.ca
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

TO: Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21 St Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff law(a),sasktel.net

TO: Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204) 318-2681

Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau(a),boudreaulaw.ca

11
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Name Phone Number
Gary Nicotine (306) 481-5802
Shawn Wuttunee (306) 441-6581
Dana Falcon (306) 480-7647
Henry Gardipy (306) 490-8852
Jason Chakita (780) 863-6426 and (780) 782-2679
Lux Benson (306) 481-5580
Clinton Wuttunee (306) 442-7972
Samuel Wuttunee (306) 317-0845 and (306) 441-2316
Mandy Cuthand (306) 480-8091
Leroy Nicotine Jr. (306) 317-7212
Shelley Wuttunee (306) 441-5728
Cody Benson (306) 480-7064
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Mary Linda Whitford, et al v Clinton Wuttunee, et al 
Clinton Wuttunee on 7/6/2020  182

royalreporting.com
1.800.667.6777

 1                  Court File No. T-474-20

 2                      FEDERAL COURT

 3

 4                          BETWEEN:

 5

 6          MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

 7                                          Applicants

 8                          - and -

 9

10

11       CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA,

12      MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY

13        NICOTINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE,

14        BURKE RATTE, AND RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION

15                                          Respondents

16

17                          Volume 2

18      ________________________________________________

19             CROSS-EXAMINATION ON AFFIDAVIT OF

20                      CLINTON WUTTUNEE

21                     BY MR. N. PHILLIPS

22                     HELD: July 6, 2020

23                North Battleford, Saskatchewan

24  ________________________________________________

25
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Mary Linda Whitford, et al v Clinton Wuttunee, et al 
Clinton Wuttunee on 7/6/2020  213

royalreporting.com
1.800.667.6777

 1    A.   Yeah, I eTransferred -- like I said, I

 2         eTransfer people 365 days a year.

 3    Q.   This is from your personal bank account,

 4         though, correct, sir?

 5    A.   But do you know as chief I'm able to recover

 6         that because it -- our membership expects

 7         money right now.  If they ask for it, and if

 8         they're in Vancouver or United States or

 9         Saskatoon or Regina, they don't want money

10         next week, they need help right now, so we

11         make it a little easier for them, and then

12         I -- yeah, I may send money to them, but many

13         times I get reimbursed, so it is coming from

14         the band.

15    Q.   So that's just -- that's to say if it's a

16         legitimate band member assistance request,

17         there will be a corresponding repayment to

18         you from Red Pheasant First Nation from its

19         accounts, correct?

20    A.   Yes.

21    Q.   Now, there is documentation that's submitted

22         to Red Pheasant First Nations in connection

23         with that repayment, a request that you make?

24    A.   Yeah.

25    Q.   And those requests are filed with the band
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 1         office, correct?

 2    A.   Correct.

 3    Q.   And those remain filed with the band office,

 4         to your knowledge, correct?

 5    A.   To my knowledge, yes.

 6    Q.   So they're readily available if the Court

 7         directs that they be produced, then, correct,

 8         sir?

 9    A.   I would think so.

10    Q.   And so these documents -- this request for

11         repayment, it will individually identify the

12         elector in question, the amount of money

13         given and the reason for it; is that correct,

14         sir?

15    A.   Well, it will say band member assistance for

16         sure.

17    Q.   But otherwise it will identify the specific

18         elector to whom the money was given by you

19         and the dates?

20    A.   Yeah, that's correct.

21    Q.   And it will for sure say band member

22         assistance, but it might also go on to

23         provide a specific reason, correct, sir?

24    A.   It may.

25    Q.   Is there a standard form for those requests?
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 1    A.   I believe there is forms that are -- yeah,

 2         properly documented the transaction.

 3    Q.   Sorry, can you say that again, sir?

 4    A.   There would be forms properly documenting the

 5         transaction.

 6    Q.   So what is the name of that form?

 7    A.   Band member request, I imagine, band member

 8         assistance.

 9    Q.   Well, you filled it out several times,

10         correct, sir?

11    A.   I let my administration do that.

12    Q.   Suffice it to say, though, that in every

13         instance where there is band member

14         assistance, and it's legitimate, that it's

15         given by you directly to an elector, there is

16         always documentation on file at the band

17         office reflecting that, correct, sir?

18    A.   There should be.  We go through audits, so

19         there should be.

20    Q.   That's to say, yes, if there is legitimate

21         band member assistance that you have given

22         directly to an elector from your personal

23         bank account, there will always be

24         documentation, correct?

25 MR. STOOSHINOFF:           Objection, Nathan.  You
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1

nathanphillips

From: nathanphillips
Sent: January 7, 2021 8:54 PM
To: Nicholas Stooshinoff
Cc: 'Nicholas Stooshinoff'; 'Darren'; amanda@indreporters.com; MervinPhillips
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]

Mr Stooshinoff, 
 
You were to advise if Dana Falcon could attend tomorrow morning prior to the delayed start of Austin Ahenekew. You 
refused to produce Austin Ahenekew earlier tomorrow and insisted upon a delayed start.  
 
Now you are refusing to produce Dana Falcon at all. That is unacceptable. We will be proceeding tomorrow. If the 
witnesses fail to attend when Austin Ahenekew is concluded, we will seek to have their affidavits struck for their 
repeated failure to attend for cross-examination as a result of their personal decisions to travel out of province during 
the dates scheduled for cross-examinations. 
 
Nathan Phillips 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips 

From: Nicholas Stooshinoff <NicholasS@wmcz.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 8:44 PM 
To: amanda@indreporters.com; nathanphillips 
Cc: 'Nicholas Stooshinoff'; 'Darren' 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Good evening all.  The only witness tomorrow will be the continuation of Austin Ahenekew.  We will be starting at 
11:00.  Thanks. 
  
Nicholas Stooshinoff, Q.C.  
  

From: amanda@indreporters.com <amanda@indreporters.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 8:36 PM 
To: 'nathanphillips' <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: 'Nicholas Stooshinoff' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Good Evening, 
  
Could we please get an update on the scheduled start time for tomorrow and list of witnesses?  
  
Much appreciated, Thank you! 
  
Amanda Amyotte 
IR Scheduling Coordinator /Production 
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2

Calgary/Edmonton Independent Reporters 
amanda@indreporters.com 
The Realtime Text Experts 
Calgary - 403.265.2550  
Edmonton - 780.488.1464 Option 1 
Nationwide – 800.340.1352 
Find us online at: 
www.indreporters.com  
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/CalgaryEdmontonCourtReporters/ 
Twitter - @AB_CourtReport 
google.com/+Indreporters  
  

From: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>  
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 3:40 PM 
To: amanda@indreporters.com 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
A-147 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: January 7, 2021 3:16 PM 
To: amanda@indreporters.com 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
A-14 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: January 7, 2021 3:11 PM 
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT
BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

SECOND REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: Dana Falcon

Address: #300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 28, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding.

on January 7. 2021. at 9:00 am ISaskatchewan time! bv video conference. Meeting

ID: 931 5494 6944. Passcode: 571341, at the following Zoom link:

httDs://zoom.us/i/93154946944?nwd=M WJGaUILVmxrLl dwelZVRUwxO3NLUT09

October 13. 2020. at 8:00 am (Saskatchewan time) bv-video conference. Meeting ID:

930 5222 1503. Passcode: 027251. at the following Zeem link:

httDs://zoom.us/i/9305222l503?pwd^JJnEvL05COUxlbic0TBZtbkNldklFUT09

1
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September 15, 2020, at 10:00 am-(Saskatchewan-ti-me)-at-305 ●I02 21^ Street East,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of-Reya] Reporting).

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@.phillipsco.ca in PDF format by no later

than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

1. All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

The original of your affidavit in this proceeding sworn August 28, 2020;2.

3. Bank statements and credit card statements for the period January 1 through

March 20, 2020, in respect of each bank account or credit card that you, or

anyone acting on your behalf, were an authorized cheque signer (or similar such

authorized person) at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, or in

respect of which you had any legal or beneficial interest at any point between

January 1 and March 20, 2020. For greater certainty, these bank accounts and

credit cards include, but are not limited to, all of your personal bank accounts

and credit cards, and all bank accounts and credit cards of Red Pheasant First

Nation. These bank and credit card statements shall be the official statements

2
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issued by the financial institution, and include all transactions on these accounts

and credit cards, and cheque images depositing or withdrawing funds;

4. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds.

including but not limited to email or phone transfers, in respect of which you or

Red Pheasant First Nation, or anyone acting on your behalf, had any direct or

indirect involvement of any nature whatsoever between January 1 and March

20, 2020;

5. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

6. All documentation relating or referring to the repayment or reimbursement of

financial assistance and/or band member assistance initially paid by Clinton

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson,

and/or Austin Ahenakew with respect to the time period January 1 and March

20, 2020;

7. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2019, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

3
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those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

8. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf received from any

member or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf

thereof, between January 1 and March 20, 2020; and

9. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf sent to any member

or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf thereof,

between January 1 and March 20, 2020.

10. All telephone records, logs, ledgers, and similar such documents issued by the

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that you utilized at any

point in the months of January, February, and March, 2020;

11. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Burke Ratte;

12. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

between any two or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly

4
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Wuttunee, Leroy Nicotine Jr., Cameron Nicotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather

Wuttunee, and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf;

13. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to

Robin Wuttunee;

14. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that Include, or that relate or refer to, any of the following people or anyone on

their behalf:

Angel Nicotine;a.

b. Ardella Benson;

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee,c.

d. Breanna Wahobin;

Burton Ward;e.

f. Darian Whiteford;

Dion Bugler;g-

h. Gregory Chippewa;

Jeff Wuttunee;1.

Jerette Wahobin;J-

k. Justin Brabant;

5
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Lionel Brabant Jr.;

Michael Ernest Stevens;m.

Paul Tobaccojuice;n.

Rickell Frenchman;o.

Robin Dean Wuttunee;P-

Romello Meechance/Romellow Nathaniel Jewell Meechance;q-

Shadric Chippewa;r.

Trezdin Kiskotagen;s.

Veronica Whitford;t.

Wendall John Albert;u.

Wesley Wuttunee;V.

15. All pictures or videos that you took of any polling station during the Election,

including but not limited to all pictures that you took on March 20 and 21,2020,

at Red Pheasant First Nation;

16. All documents in your possession, power, or control that relate or refer to 1291

97“’ 104, North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the

persons that resided at that address or frequented same at any time between

January 1 and March 20, 2020;

17. Complete export of your Facebook data for each Facebook account that you

used at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall

have the following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days

6
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prior to the cross-examination to nathanphillips@,phillipsco.ca,  in its original

format that you receive/download it from Facebook, not PDF format, with

instructions here https://www.facebook.eom/help/212802592074644):

a. Date Range: January 1 through March 20, 2020;

b. Format: FITML;

c. Media Quality: High;

d. Your Information: All categories of data/information shall be selected;

18. Complete export of your Google data for each Google account that you used at

any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the

following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the

cross-examination to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca. in its original format that

you receive/download it from Google when using the utility located here

https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout, not PDF format):

a. Select data to include: All products/categories of data/information shall

be selected;

b. With respect to “Location History”, click the button “Multiple formats”.

and select “KML” and click “OK”;

c. Frequency: Export once;

d. File type & size: .zip;

7
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19. All documents referring or related to identifying who was present at the Band

Office of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any point between March 1 and 20,

2020, and on what date(s) and time(s) they were present;

20. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, between you or anyone on your behalf.

and Dion Bugler or anyone on his behalf;

TRAVEL EXPENSES: Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of

Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.

8
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@philliDsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23'“'^ day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

r
Per:

Nathan Phillips,
Solicitors for the Applicants,
Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips 4& Co.
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434

Email: nathanphillips@,phillipsco.ca
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

TO: Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax:(306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinofflaw@sasktel.net

TO: Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204)318-2681

Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca

9
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT
BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.3I and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

SECOND REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: Jason Chakita

Address: #300 - 416 2Ist Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 28, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding.

on January 7. 202 L at 9:00 am ISaskatchewan timel bv video conference. Meeting

ID: 931 5494 6944. Passcode: 57I34L at the following Zoom link:

https://zoom.us/i/93154946944?pwd=MWJGaUlLVmxrLldwelZVRUwxO3NLUT09

October 13. 2020, at 8:00 am (Saskatchewan time) bv video conference. MeetingTOf

9-30 5222 1503. Passcode: 02725 L at the following Zoom link:

https://zoom.us/i/9305222l50-3?pwd^TmEvL03€Oyxlbic0TDZtbkNldktf4JT09

1
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September--l-§—3030;-at 10:00 am (Saskatchewan time) at 305 102 21^ Street East,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of Royal Reporting).

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the

Federal Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca in PDF format by

no later than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination), the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

1. All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

2. The original of your affidavit in this proeeeding sworn August 28, 2020;

3. Bank statements and credit card statements for the period January 1 through

March 20, 2020, in respect of each bank account or credit eard that you, or

anyone acting on your behalf, were an authorized eheque signer (or similar such

authorized person) at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, or in

respect of which you had any legal or beneficial interest at any point between

January I and March 20, 2020. For greater certainty, these bank accounts and

credit cards include, but are not limited to, all of your personal bank accounts

and credit cards, and all bank accounts and credit cards of Red Pheasant First

Nation. These bank and credit card statements shall be the official statements

issued by the financial institution, and include all transactions on these accounts

and credit cards, and cheque images depositing or withdrawing funds;

2
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4. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds,

including but not limited to email or phone transfers, in respect of which you or

Red Pheasant First Nation, or anyone acting on your behalf, had any direct or

indirect involvement of any nature whatsoever between January 1 and March

20, 2020;

5. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

6. All documentation relating or referring to the repayment or reimbursement of

financial assistance and/or band member assistance initially paid by Clinton

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson,

and/or Austin Ahenakew with respect to the time period January 1 and March

20, 2020;

7. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2019, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

3
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8. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf received from any

member or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf

thereof, between January 1 and March 20, 2020; and

9. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf sent to any member

or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf thereof.

between January 1 and March 20, 2020.

10. All telephone records, logs, ledgers, and similar such documents issued by the

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that you utilized at any

point in the months of January, February, and March, 2020;

11. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Burke Ratte;

12. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

between any two or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Flenry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly

Wuttunee, Leroy Nicotine Jr., Cameron Nicotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather

Wuttunee, and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf;

4
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13. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondenee

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to

Robin Wuttunee;

14. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include, or that relate or refer to, any of the following people or anyone on

their behalf:

Angel Nicotine;a.

Ardella Benson;b.

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee,c.

d. Breanna Wahobin;

Burton Ward;e.

f. Darian Whiteford;

Dion Bugler;g-

h. Gregory Chippewa;

Jeff Wuttunee;1.

Jerette Wahobin;J-

k. Justin Brabant;

Lionel Brabant Jr.;

Michael Ernest Stevens;m

5
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Paul Tobaccojuice;n.

Rickell Frenchman;o.

Robin Dean Wuttunee;P-

Romello Meechance/Romellow Nathaniel Jewell Meechance;q-

Shadric Chippewa;r.

Trezdin Kiskotagen;s.

Veronica Whitford;t.

Wendall John Albert;u.

Wesley Wuttunee;V.

15. All pictures or videos that you took of any polling station during the Election,

including but not limited to all pictures that you took on March 20 and 21,2020,

at Red Pheasant First Nation;

16. All documents in your possession, power, or control that relate or refer to 1291

97‘'^ 104, North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the

persons that resided at that address or frequented same at any time between

January 1 and March 20, 2020;

17. Complete export of your Facebook data for each Facebook account that you

used at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall

have the following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days

prior to the cross-examination to nathanphillipsfftiphillipsco.ca, in its original

6
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fonnat that you receive/download it from Facebook, not PDF format, with

instructions here https://www.facebook.eom/help/212802592074644):

a. Date Range: January 1 through Mareh 20, 2020;

b. Format: HTML;

e. Media Quality: High;

d. Your Information: All categories of data/information shall be selected;

18. Complete export of your Google data for each Google account that you used at

any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the

following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the

cross-examination to nathanphillips@,phillipseo.ca. in its original format that

you receive/download it from Google when using the utility loeated here

https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout, not PDF format):

a. Select data to include: All products/categories of data/information shall

be selected;

b. With respeet to “Location History”, click the button “Multiple formats”.

and select “KML” and click “OK”;

c. Frequency: Export once;

d. File type & size: .zip;

19. All documents referring or related to identifying who was present at the Band

Offiee of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any point between March 1 and 20,

2020, and on what date(s) and time(s) they were present;

7
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20. All recordings, videos, and photos that you or anyone on your behalf made on

August 24, 2020, including but not limited to those referred to at paragraph 17

of your Affidavit (please email the recordings, videos, and photos in their

original format 7 days prior to the cross-examination to

nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca):

21. With reference to paragraph 17 of your Affidavit, the device that those

recordings were made on, and all cassettes, media, storage, and similar upon

which that device created recordings on August 24, 2020 (you are not required

to provide the cell device/cassettes, etc, in PDF format by email, please bring

them to the cross-examination);

22. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between July 29 and August 28,2020, in your possession, power, or control that

include, or that relate or refer to, Dion Bugler;

23. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, between you or anyone on your behalf,

and Robin Dean Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf;

24. All recordings of telephones calls between you and Robin Dean Wuttunee

(Inmate #1543410) recorded by the Edmonton Remand Centre February 1

through March 20,2020 (the half of the recordings where Robin Dean Wuttunee

speaks are exhibited to the affidavit of Stephanie Reid sworn July 29, 2020,

with the other half where you speak requiring your consent to be provided to

the Edmonton Remand Centre/Alberta Justice and Solicitor General, which
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consent was requested in the July 22, 2020, letter of counsel for the Applicants

to your counsel, and declined in your counsel’s reply letter of July 28, 2020);

TRAVEL EXPENSES; Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of

Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.

9
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23'''* day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per:

Nafh^Phillips,

Solicitors for the Applicants,

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co.
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434
Email: iiathanphilliDS@.phillipsco.ca
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

TO: Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21 St Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

TO: Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau
Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204) 318-2681

Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboLidreau@boudreaulaw.ca
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT

BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

SECOND REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: Lux Benson

Address: #300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 28, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding.

on January 7, 2021. at 9:00 am tSaskatchewan timel bv video conference. Meeting

ID: 931 5494 6944. Passcode: 571341. at the following Zoom link:

httDs://zoom.us/i/93l54946944?pwd=MWJOaUlLVmxrLldwelZVRUwxO3NLUT09

October ■I3.-2QSOr-at 8:00 am (Saskatchewan time)-bv video conference. Meeting ID:

930 5222 1503. Passcode: 027251. at the following Zoom link:

httns://zoom.us/i/93052221503?Dwd^TmEvL05COUxIbic0TDZtbkNldklFUT09
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September 15, 2020, at 10:00 am (Saskatchewan time) at 305 402 21^ Street East,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of Royal Reporting).

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@,phillipsco.ca in PDF format by no later

than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are1.

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

The original of your affidavit in this proceeding sworn August 28, 2020;2.

3. Bank statements and credit card statements for the period January 1 through

March 20, 2020, in respect of each bank account or credit card that you, or

anyone acting on your behalf, were an authorized cheque signer (or similar such

authorized person) at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, or in

respect of which you had any legal or beneficial interest at any point between

January 1 and March 20, 2020. For greater certainty, these bank accounts and

credit cards include, but are not limited to, all of your personal bank accounts

and credit cards, and all bank accounts and credit cards of Red Pheasant First

Nation. These bank and credit card statements shall be the official statements

2
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issued by the financial institution, and include all transactions on these accounts

and credit cards, and cheque images depositing or withdrawing funds;

4. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds,

including but not limited to email or phone transfers, in respect of which you or

Red Pheasant First Nation, or anyone acting on your behalf, had any direct or

indirect involvement of any nature whatsoever between January 1 and March

20, 2020;

5. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

6. All documentation relating or referring to the repayment or reimbursement of

financial assistance and/or band member assistance initially paid by Clinton

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson,

and/or Austin Ahenakew with respect to the time period January 1 and March

20, 2020;

7. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2019, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

3
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those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

8. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf received from any

member or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf

thereof, between January 1 and March 20, 2020; and

9. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf sent to any member

or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf thereof.

between January 1 and March 20, 2020.

10. All telephone records, logs, ledgers, and similar such documents issued by the

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that you utilized at any

point in the months of January, February, and March, 2020;

11. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Burke Ratte;

12. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

between any two or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly

4
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Wuttunee, Leroy Nicotine Jr., Cameron Nicotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather

Wuttunee, and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf;

13. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to

Robin Wuttunee;

14. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include, or that relate or refer to, any of the following people or anyone on

their behalf:

a. Angel Nicotine;

b. Ardella Benson;

c. Arnold Bruce Wuttunee,

d. Breanna Wahobin;

e. Burton Ward;

f. Darian Whiteford;

g. Dion Bugler;

h. Gregory Chippewa;

i. Jeff Wuttunee;

j. Jerette Wahobin;

k. Justin Brabant;

5
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Lionel Brabant Jr.;

Michael Ernest Stevens;m.

Paul Tobaccojuice;n.

Rickell Frenchman;o.

Robin Dean Wuttunee;P-

Romello Meechance/Romellow Nathaniel Jewell Meechance;q-

Shadric Chippewa;r.

Trezdin Kiskotagen;s.

Veronica Whitford;t.

Wendall John Albert;u.

Wesley Wuttunee;V.

15. All pictures or videos that you took of any polling station during the Election,

including but not limited to all pictures that you took on March 20 and 21,2020,

at Red Pheasant First Nation;

16. All documents in your possession, power, or control that relate or refer to 1291

97"^ 104, North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the

persons that resided at that address or frequented same at any time between

January 1 and March 20, 2020;

17. Complete export of your Facebook data for each Facebook account that you

used at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall

have the following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days

6
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prior to the cross-examination to nathanphillips@,phillipsco.ca,  in its original

format that you receive/download it from Facebook, not PDF format, with

instructions here https://www.facebook.eom/help/212802592074644):

a. Date Range: January 1 through March 20, 2020;

b. Format: HTML;

c. Media Quality: High;

d. Your Information: All categories of data/information shall be selected;

18. Complete export of your Google data for each Google account that you used at

any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the

following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the

cross-examination to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca, in its original format that

you receive/download it from Google when using the utility located here

https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout, not PDF format):

a. Select data to include: All products/categories of data/information shall

be selected;

b. With respect to “Location History”, click the button “Multiple formats”,

and select “KML” and click “OK”;

c. Frequency: Export once;

d. File type & size: .zip;

7
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19. All documents referring or related to identifying who was present at the Band

Office of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any point between March 1 and 20,

2020, and on what date(s) and time(s) they were present;

20. All documents referring or related to any payment that you have made or

attempted to make to Stephanie Morin Tootosis (or similar such person)

anytime in 2020, whether by electronic transfer of funds or otherwise;

21. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

anytime in 2020, in your possession, power, or control that include Stephanie

Morin Tootosis (or similar such person);

TRAVEL EXPENSES: Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of

Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@philliDsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23''‘* day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per:

Nathan Phillips,
Solicitors for the Applicants,

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co.
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F; (306) 565-3434
Email: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax:(306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

TO:

TO: Burke Ratte
J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6

Tel: (204)318-2681

Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@,boudreaulaw.ca
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT
BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

SECOND REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: Henry Gardipy

Address: #300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY EINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 28, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding.

on January 7. 2021. at 9:00 am fSaskatchewan timel bv video conference. Meeting

ID: 931 5494 6944. Passcode: 571341, at the following Zoom link:

https://zoom.us/i/93154946944?nwd=MWJGaUlLVmxrLldwelZVRUwxO3NEUT09

October 13. 2020. at 8:00 am (Saskatchewan time) bv video conference. Meeting ID:

930 5222 1503, Passcode: 02725 E at the following Zoom link:

httDs://zoom.uW9305222l503?pwd^TmEvL05COUxlbic0TBZtbkNldklFUT09
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September 15, 2020, at 10:00 am (Saskatchewan tme) at 305 102 21^ Street East,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of Royal Reporting).

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal

Court to produce by email to nathanDhillips@,phillipsco.ca in PDF format by no later

than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are1.

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

The original of your affidavit in this proceeding sworn August 28, 2020;2.

3. Bank statements and credit card statements for the period January 1 through

March 20, 2020, in respect of each bank account or credit card that you, or

anyone acting on your behalf, were an authorized cheque signer (or similar such

authorized person) at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, or in

respect of which you had any legal or beneficial interest at any point between

January 1 and March 20, 2020. For greater certainty, these bank accounts and

credit cards include, but are not limited to, all of your personal bank accounts

and credit cards, and all bank accounts and credit cards of Red Pheasant First

Nation. These bank and credit card statements shall be the official statements

2
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issued by the financial institution, and include all transactions on these accounts

and credit cards, and cheque images depositing or withdrawing funds;

4. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds,

including but not limited to email or phone transfers, in respect of which you or

Red Pheasant First Nation, or anyone acting on your behalf, had any direct or

indirect involvement of any nature whatsoever between January 1 and March

20, 2020;

5. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

6. All documentation relating or referring to the repayment or reimbursement of

financial assistance and/or band member assistance initially paid by Clinton

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson,

and/or Austin Ahenakew with respect to the time period January 1 and March

20, 2020;

7. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2019, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of
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those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

8. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf received from any

member or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf

thereof, between January 1 and March 20, 2020; and

9. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf sent to any member

or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf thereof.

between January 1 and March 20, 2020.

10. All telephone records, logs, ledgers, and similar such documents issued by the

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that you utilized at any

point in the months of January, February, and March, 2020;

11. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Burke Ratte;

12. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

between any two or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly
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Wuttunee, Leroy Nicotine Jr., Cameron Nicotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather

Wuttunee, and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf;

13. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to

Robin Wuttunee;

14. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include, or that relate or refer to, any of the following people or anyone on

their behalf:

a. Angel Nicotine;

b. Ardella Benson;

c. Arnold Bruce Wuttunee,

d. Breanna Wahobin;

e. Burton Ward;

f Darian Whiteford;

g. Dion Bugler;

h. Gregory Chippewa;

i. Jeff Wuttunee;

j. Jerette Wahobin;

k. Justin Brabant;

5
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1. Lionel Brabant Jr.;

m. Michael Ernest Stevens;

n. Paul Tobaccojuice;

0. Rickell Frenchman;

p. Robin Dean Wuttunee;

q. Romello Meechance/Romellow Nathaniel Jewell Meechance;

r. Shadric Chippewa;

s. Trezdin Kiskotagen;

t. Veronica Whitford;

Wendall John Albert;u.

V. Wesley Wuttunee;

15. All pictures or videos that you took of any polling station during the Election,

including but not limited to all pictures that you took on March 20 and 21,2020,

at Red Pheasant First Nation;

16. All documents in your possession, power, or control that relate or refer to 1291

97th North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the

persons that resided at that address or frequented same at any time between

January 1 and March 20, 2020;

17. Complete export of your Facebook data for each Facebook account that you

used at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall

have the following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days

6
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prior to the cross-examination to nathanphillipsfalphillipsco.ca,  in its original

format that you receive/download it from Facebook, not PDF format, with

instructions here https://www.facebook.eom/help/212802592074644k

a. Date Range: January 1 through March 20, 2020;

b. Format: HTML;

c. Media Quality: High;

d. Your Information: All categories of data/information shall be selected;

18. Complete export of your Google data for each Google account that you used at

any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the

following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the

cross-examination to nathanphillips@,phillipsco.ca, in its original format that

you receive/download it from Google when using the utility located here

https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout. not PDF format):

a. Select data to include: All products/categories of data/information shall

be selected;

b. With respect to “Location History”, click the button “Multiple formats”.

and select “KML” and click “OK”;

c. Frequency: Export once;

d. File type & size: .zip;

7
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19. All documents referring or related to identifying who was present at the Band

Office of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any point between March 1 and 20,

2020, and on what date(s) and time(s) they were present;

20. With reference to paragraphs 3 and 5 of your Affidavit, all documents referring

or related to the requests or statements made by Michael Ernest Stevens

including that “Every election he tells me that he is supporting me and asks for

my help in organizing and completing his 0-5, which is a request for a mail-in

ballot.”;

21. With reference to paragraph 5 of your Affidavit, all documents referring or

related to the request made by Michael Ernest Stevens that you assist him with

him D-5 request for a mail-in ballot;

22. With reference to paragraph 6 of your Affidavit, all documentation referring or

relating to the payment of money that you made to Michael Ernest Stevens;

23. With reference to paragraph 6 of your Affidavit, all documentation referring or

relating to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

24. With reference to paragraph 6 of your Affidavit, all documentation referring or

relating to the repayment of that money to you by the Red Pheasant First Nation;

8
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TRAVEL EXPENSES: Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of

Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.

9
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23''^* day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per:

Natfian Phillips,
Solicitors for the Applicants,

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co,
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434
Email: nathanphilliDS@phillipsco.ca
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax:(306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

TO:

Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204)318-2681
Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca

TO:
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT
BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURICE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT FIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.3I and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

SECOND REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

Shawn WuttuneeTO:

Address: #300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 28, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding.

on January 7. 2021. at 9:00 am (Saskatchewan timel bv video conference. Meeting

ID: 931 5494 6944. Passcode: 571341. at the following Zoom link:

httPs://zoom.us/i/93154946944?Dwd=MWJGaUlLVmxrLldwelZVRUwxO3NLUT09

OctebeiM-3.-2Q20r^-8--0» ■(-Saskatehewan time) bv video conference. Meeting ID:

930 5222 1503. Passcode: 027251. at the following Zoom link:

https://zoom.us/i/93D^ l503?nwd^TmEvL05COUxlbic0'l'DZthkNldklFU4^09OOP
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September 15, 2020, at 10:00 am (Saskatchewan time) at 305 ̂ 02 21^-Street East,

Saskatoon, Sask-atehewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of Royal Reporting).

YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@Dhillipsco.ca in PDF format by no later

than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are1.

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

The original of your affidavit in this proceeding sworn August 28, 2020;2.

Bank statements and credit card statements for the period January 1 through3.

March 20, 2020, in respect of each bank account or credit card that you, or

anyone acting on your behalf, were an authorized cheque signer (or similar such

authorized person) at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, or in

respect of which you had any legal or beneficial interest at any point between

January 1 and March 20, 2020. For greater certainty, these bank accounts and

credit cards include, but are not limited to, all of your personal bank accounts

and credit cards, and all bank accounts and credit cards of Red Pheasant First

Nation. These bank and credit card statements shall be the official statements

2
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issued by the financial institution, and include all transactions on these accounts

and credit cards, and cheque images depositing or withdrawing funds;

4. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds.

including but not limited to email or phone transfers, in respect of which you or

Red Pheasant First Nation, or anyone acting on your behalf, had any direct or

indirect involvement of any nature whatsoever between January 1 and March

20, 2020;

5. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

6. All documentation relating or referring to the repayment or reimbursement of

financial assistance and/or band member assistance initially paid by Clinton

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Flenry

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson,

and/or Austin Ahenakew with respect to the time period January 1 and March

20, 2020;

7. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2019, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of
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those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

8. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf received from any

member or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf

thereof, between January 1 and March 20, 2020; and

9. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf sent to any member

or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf thereof.

between January 1 and March 20, 2020.

10. All telephone records, logs, ledgers, and similar such documents issued by the

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that you utilized at any

point in the months of January, February, and March, 2020;

11. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Burke Ratte;

12. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

between any two or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly
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Wuttunee, Leroy Nicotine Jr., Cameron Nicotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather

Wuttunee, and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf;

13. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to

Robin Wuttunee;

14. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include, or that relate or refer to, any of the following people or anyone on

their behalf:

a. Angel Nicotine;

b. Ardella Benson;

c. Arnold Bruce Wuttunee,

d. Breanna Wahobin;

e. Burton Ward;

f. Darian Whiteford;

g. Dion Bugler;

h. Gregory Chippewa;

i. Jeff Wuttunee;

j. Jerette Wahobin;

k. Justin Brabant;
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Lionel Brabant Jr.;1.

Michael Ernest Stevens;m.

Paul Tobaccojuice;n.

Rickell Frenchman;o.

Robin Dean Wuttunee;P-

Romello Meechance/Romellow Nathaniel Jewell Meechance;q-

Shadric Chippewa;r.

Trezdin Kiskotagen;s.

Veronica Whitford;t.

Wendall John Albert;u.

Wesley Wuttunee;V.

15. All pictures or videos that you took of any polling station during the Election,

including but not limited to all pictures that you took on March 20 and 21,2020,

at Red Pheasant First Nation;

16. All documents in your possession, power, or control that relate or refer to 1291

97th 104, North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the

persons that resided at that address or frequented same at any time between

January 1 and March 20, 2020;

17. Complete export of your Facebook data for each Facebook account that you

used at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall

have the following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days
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prior to the cross-examination to nathanphillips@,Dhillipsco.ca,  in its original

format that you receive/download it from Facebook, not PDF format, with

instructions here https://www.facebook.eom/help/212802592074644):

a. Date Range: January 1 through March 20, 2020;

b. Format: FITML;

c. Media Quality: High;

d. Your Information: All categories of data/information shall be selected;

18. Complete export of your Google data for each Google account that you used at

any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the

following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the

cross-examination to nathanphillips@.phillipsco.ca, in its original format that

you receive/download it from Google when using the utility located here

https://takeout.google.com/settinus/takeout, not PDF format):

a. Select data to include: All products/categories of data/information shall

be selected;

b. With respect to “Location History”, click the button “Multiple formats”,

and select “KML” and click “OK”;

c. Frequency: Export once;

d. File type & size: .zip;
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19. All documents referring or related to identifying who was present at the Band

Office of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any point between March 1 and 20,

2020, and on what date(s) and time(s) they were present;

20. With reference to paragraphs 3 and 4 of your Affidavit, all documents referring

or related to the sale of the work of art from Burton Ward to Bobby Cameron;

21. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, between you or anyone on your behalf.

and Bobby Cameron or anyone on his behalf;

22. With reference to paragraph 10 of your Affidavit, all documents referring or

related to the allegation that someone had gotten Wesley Wuttunee “drunk and

then had him sign the affidavit”;

23. All documents referring or related to your purchase of anything at the Kentucky

Fried Chicken in North Battleford on or about March 14, 2020, as referred to at

paragraphs 7 and 8 of the August 28, 2020, affidavit of your wife, Shelly

Wuttunee;

TRAVEL EXPENSES: Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of

Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).
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THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23^^ day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per: /V
Nathan Phillips,

Solicitors for the Applicants,

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co.
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434
Email: nathanDhilliDS@philliDsco.ca
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax:(306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinofflaw@sasktel.net

TO:

TO: Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204)318-2681

Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca
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Court File No. T-474-20

FEDERAL COURT
BETWEEN:

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN

Applicants
AND:

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE,

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED
PHEASANT EIRST NATION

Respondents

Application pursuant to s.3I and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting
the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election

REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND

TO: Clinton Wuttunee

Address: #300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000
Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn August 28, 2020 (“Affidavit”), in this proceeding,

on January 7. 2021, at 9:00 am (Saskatchewan time) by video conference. Meeting ID:

at the following Zoom link:931 5494 6944. Passcode: 571341.

https://zoom.us/i/93154946944?pwd=MWJGaUILVmxrLl dwelZVRUwxO3NLUT09

September 15, 2020, at 10:00 am (Saskatchewan time) at 305 402 21^ Street East,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (i.e. Saskatoon office of Royal-RepoFting).

A-154 January 8, 2021
Austin Ahenakew

Stephanie Marocco
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YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal

Court to produce by email to nathanDhilliDS@phillipsco.ca in PDF format by no later

than September 8, 2020 (i.e. 7 days prior to cross-examination),  the following

documents and things in full without redaction or alteration of any nature:

1. All documents and other materials in your possession, power, or control that are

relevant to the Notice of Application in this Federal Court File No. T-474-20,

including without limiting the foregoing, the matters identified herein;

2. The original of your affidavit in this proceeding sworn August 28, 2020;

3. Bank statements and credit card statements for the period January 1 through

March 20, 2020, in respect of each bank account or credit card that you, or

anyone acting on your behalf, were an authorized cheque signer (or similar such

authorized person) at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, or in

respect of which you had any legal or beneficial interest at any point between

January 1 and March 20, 2020. For greater certainty, these bank accounts and

credit cards include, but are not limited to, all of your personal bank accounts

and credit cards, and all bank accounts and credit cards of Red Pheasant First

Nation. These bank and credit card statements shall be the official statements

issued by the financial institution, and include all transactions on these accounts

and credit cards, and cheque images depositing or withdrawing funds;

4. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds.

including but not limited to email or phone transfers, in respect of which you or

Red Pheasant First Nation, or anyone acting on your behalf, had any direct or
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indirect involvement of any nature whatsoever between January 1 and March

20, 2020;

5. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

6. All documentation relating or referring to the repayment or reimbursement of

financial assistance and/or band member assistance initially paid by Clinton

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson,

and/or Austin Ahenakew with respect to the time period January 1 and March

20, 2020;

7. All documentation referring or relating to requests for financial assistance

and/or band member assistance made to you or Red Pheasant First Nation

between January 1 and March 20, 2019, and all documentation relating or

referring to the processing, consideration, refusal, grant, audit, or reporting of

those requests or their disposition, and all policies of Red Pheasant First Nation

in relation thereto;

8. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf received from any
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member or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf

thereof, between January 1 and March 20, 2020; and

9. All emails, letters, cellular text messages, Facebook messages, or other

correspondence that you or anyone acting on your behalf sent to any member

or elector of Red Pheasant First Nation or any person acting on behalf thereof.

between January 1 and March 20, 2020.

10. All telephone records, logs, ledgers, and similar such documents issued by the

telecommunications provider in respect of any telephone that you utilized at any

point in the months of January, February, and March, 2020;

11. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include Burke Ratte;

12. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

between any two or more of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly

Wuttunee, Leroy Nicotine Jr., Cameron Nicotine, Darrel Peyachew, Heather

Wuttunee, and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf;

13. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control
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that include Robin Wuttunee or anyone on his behalf, or that relate or refer to

Robin Wuttunee;

14. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include, or that relate or refer to, any of the following people or anyone on

their behalf:

Angel Nicotine;a.

b. Ardella Benson;

Arnold Bruce Wuttunee,c.

d. Breanna Wahobin;

Burton Ward;e.

f. Darian Whiteford;

Dion Bugler;g-

h. Gregory Chippewa;

Jeff Wuttunee;1.

Jerette Wahobin;J-

k. Justin Brabant;

Lionel Brabant Jr.;

Michael Ernest Stevens;m

n. Paul Tobaccojuice;
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Rickell Frenchman;o.

Robin Dean Wuttunee;P-

Romello Meechance/Romellow Nathaniel Jewell Meechance;q-

Shadric Chippewa;r.

Trezdin Kiskotagen;s.

Veronica Whitford;t.

Wendall John Albert;u.

Wesley Wuttunee;V.

15. All pictures or videos that you took of any polling station during the Election,

including but not limited to all pictures that you took on March 20 and 21, 2020,

at Red Pheasant First Nation;

16. All documents in your possession, power, or control that relate or refer to 1291

97* 104, North Battleford, Saskatchewan, or a similar such address, or the

persons that resided at that address or frequented same at any time between

January 1 and March 20, 2020;

17. Complete export of your Facebook data for each Facebook account that you

used at any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall

have the following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days

prior to the cross-examination to nathanDhillips@phillipsco.ca. in its original

format that you receive/download it from Facebook, not PDF format, with

instructions here https://www.facebook.eom/help/2128025920746441:
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a. Date Range: January 1 through March 20, 2020;

b. Format: FITML;

c. Media Quality: High;

d. Your Information: All categories of data/information shall be selected;

18. Complete export of your Google data for each Google account that you used at

any point between January 1 and March 20, 2020, which export shall have the

following settings (to be provided by email or download link 7 days prior to the

cross-examination to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca. in its original format that

you receive/download it from Google when using the utility located here

https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout, not PDF format):

a. Select data to include: All products/categories of data/information shall

be selected;

b. With respect to “Location History”, click the button “Multiple formats”.

and select “KML” and click “OK”;

c. Frequency: Export once;

d. File type & size: .zip;

19. All documents referring or related to identifying who was present at the Band

Office of the Red Pheasant First Nation at any point between March 1 and 20,

2020, and on what date(s) and time(s) they were present;

20. The “policy” at paragraph 5 of your Affidavit, and all documents referring or

relating thereto;
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21. The “policy” at paragraph 6 of your Affidavit, and all documents referring or

relating thereto;

22. All communications that you or anyone with Red Pheasant First Nation had

with the family of Arnold Bruce Wuttunee referred to at paragraph 16 of your

Affidavit;

23. All documents referring or relating to receipt, consideration, granting, or

payment with respect to the request for funding referred to at paragraph 16 of

your Affidavit;

24. All documents referring or relating to you looking into the matter for Robin

Dean Wuttunee and being advised that he was not eligible to vote, as referred

to at paragraph 26 of your Affidavit;

25. All documents referring or relating to the requests for money that Robin Dean

Wuttunee made to you, as referred to at paragraph 30 of your Affidavit;

26. All documents referring or relating to the “Band Land Code” referred to at

paragraph 31 of your Affidavit, and any drafts or consultation in relation

thereto;

27. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control

that include, or that relate or refer to, Patricia Bird;
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28. The original of your reply to undertakings given on September 16. 2020.

including but not limited to your reply of October 19 and December 4. 2020:

29. With reference to your reply to undertaking 1 in letter format dated December

4, 2020. all Facebook posts by which you “shareTdl that photograph on Tvourl

Facebook page”, including but not limited to the March 11. 2020. post (Exhibit

A=37};

TRAVEL EXPENSES: Pursuant to paragraph 5(b) of the June 5, 2020,

Direction of the Federal Court, conduct money is payable to you is fixed in the amount

of $150, which has been delivered per agreement to Nicholas J Stooshinoff, Q.C., of

Stooshinoff Bitzer (the lawyer that commissioned your Affidavit with you on August

28, 2020).

THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT.
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Phillips

of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Saskatchewan

S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-3434, E-mail

address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 23’'^* day of December, 2020

PHILLIPS & CO.

Per:

Nafhan Phillips,
Solicitors for the Applicants,

Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin

Phillips & Co.
Barristers & Solicitors
2100 Scarth Street

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6
T: (306) 569-0811
F: (306) 565-3434
Email: nathaiiphillips@phillipsco.ca
Lawyer in charge of file: Nathan Phillips

TO: Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita,

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel
Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C.
Stooshinoff Bitzer

#300 - 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K OC2

Tel: (306) 653-9000

Fax: (306) 653-5284
Email: stooshinofflaw@sasktel.net

TO: Burke Ratte

J.R. Norman Boudreau

Boudreau Law

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3Y6
Tel: (204)318-2681

Fax: (204) 477-6057
Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca
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nathanphillips

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Sent: October 19, 2020 4:13 PM
To: nathanphillips
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff; MervinPhillips
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]

Mr. Phillips: 
 
In reply to your email of October 15, 2020 at 6:08 pm. Please find the following reply in relation each of the points 
you raise. 
  

                  

 
  

                    
  

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
                  

 
  

4.                 Clinton Wuttunee has failed to reply to undertakings that he gave during cross-examination on September 
16 

Your choice of words is objectionable. In regards to the undertakings you refer to please find the 
following: 

1.     Mr. Wuttunee does not believe that he made the March 11, 2020 referred to. 

2.     Mr. Wuttunee has refused this undertaking as it is the subject of an Objection to the Directions to 
Attend and is out of order in this proceeding. 

3.     Mr. Wuttunee does not believe that he made the March 3, 2020 referred to. 

4.     Mr. Wuttunee does not believe that there were additional messages between January 1, 2020 and 
March 30, 2020 as referred to. 

5.     Mr. Wuttunee does not know who made inquiry of Deloris Peyachew referred to. 

A-155 January 8, 2021
Austin Ahenakew

Stephanie Marocco
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6.     Mr. Wuttunee does not have any correspondence related to the inquiry of Deloris Peyachew 
referred to.  

                  
 

 
 

 
                 

 

  
 

                 

 

 
 

                 

 
 

 
 

 
                  

 
  

                  
 

 

  
 
 

On Oct 19, 2020, at 2:15 PM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
 
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails?  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
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Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 19, 2020 6:39 AM 
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails?  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 18, 2020 2:01 PM 
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
May I please have your immediate reply to my below emails?  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 17, 2020 9:02 AM 
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
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Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
May I please have your immediate reply?  
  
In the circumstances of your failure to comply with Rule 86, my clients will be including same as a 
further issue for the agenda on the forthcoming case management conference: 

The Respondents have failed to comply with Rule 86: notwithstanding the request of the 
Applicants, the Respondents have not provided a copy of the transcripts of their cross-
examinations 

  
There is one further issue in relation to Mr. Boudreau’s client that will be included on the agenda: 
                Scheduling a date for the continued cross-examination of Burke Ratte 
  
Please immediately advise of your clients’ position in relation to these two additional issues. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 16, 2020 4:45 PM 
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
May I please have your immediate reply?  
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 16, 2020 12:59 PM 
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
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Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
May I please have your immediate reply? At the very least, please confirm that you are available for a 
case management conference on the dates identified by Mr. Boudreau, namely October 21 and 22. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 15, 2020 6:08 PM 
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Please advise of your availability to attend a case management conference October 20, 21, 22 or 23. 
Please also advise of your clients’ position in relation to the following issues in a format that I may 
include with my letter to the Court when requesting a case management conference: 

1.                   Timetable for next steps in this proceeding 
2.                   Amendment of the Notice of Application 

a. On October 5 Mr. Winegarden provided the following position on behalf of his clients: 
“We can advise that we are opposed to the amendment of your originating Application 
in any form.  As you might be aware, we take the position that as this is an Application 
and not an Action of any kind you are quite constrained in what you are able to do in 
regards to interlocutory maneuvering.  You Application and your originating evidence 
should comprise you entire case. Essentially, you are therefore, once again, completely 
out of order. That being said, we have instructions to vigorously oppose your proposed 
Motion for amendment.” 

3.                   Determination of an expert to recover data from the cell phone of the electoral officer, 
Burke Ratte 

4.                   Clinton Wuttunee has failed to reply to undertakings that he gave during cross-
examination on September 16 

5.                   Leave to bring a Motion returnable at the hearing of the Notice of Application pursuant to 
Rule 97 to strike affidavits tendered by the Chief and Council Respondents 

6.                   Issuance of a subpoena to compel the attendance of Leroy Nicotine Jr. and Shelley 
Wuttunee at hearing, with leave to bring a Motion pursuant to Rule 41 returnable at the 
hearing of the Notice of Application to permit their testimony 

7.                   Leave pursuant to Rule 312(a) to file a supplementary affidavit authenticating cross-
examination Exhibits A-34, A-36, A-37, and A-69 

8.                   Leave to bring a Motion returnable at the hearing of the Notice of Application pursuant to 
Rule 41 to subpoena the full and unredacted Edmonton Remand Centre telephone 
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recordings between Robin Dean Wuttunee and the Respondents Jason Chakita and Samuel 
Wuttunee 

9.                   Direction that costs be determined subsequent to the hearing of the Notice of Application 
10.               Proposal to resolve the issue of service pursuant to s. 34 of the First Nations Elections Act, 

on the late Lester Nicotine 
  
I intend to write to the Court tomorrow afternoon requesting a case management conference. Please 
advise of your availability and your clients’ position in relation to the forgoing issues no later than 3 pm 
tomorrow. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 15, 2020 3:58 PM 
To: 'Stooshinoff Law' <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; 'Darren' <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Please provide the reply to the undertakings of Clinton Wuttunee with respect to cross-examination on 
September 16, 2020. For your reference, I attach that transcript. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: October 15, 2020 3:43 PM 
To: Stooshinoff Law <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net>; Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Subject: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
  
Pursuant to Rule 86, my clients request the transcripts of the cross-examinations that you conducted of 
the following witnesses: 

1. Heather Meechance 
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2. Paul Tobaccojuice 
3. Breanna Wahobin 
4. Veronica Whitford 
5. Dion Bugler 
6. Wendall John Albert 
7. Robin Dean Wuttunee 
8. Alicia Moosomin 
9. Arnold Bruce Wuttunee 
10. Burton Ward 
11. Mary Linda Whitford 
12. Stephanie Reid 
13. Wesley Wuttunee 

  
Please provide these transcripts no later than tomorrow. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 

 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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nathanphillips

From: nathanphillips
Sent: December 6, 2020 7:31 PM
To: Darren; Nicholas Stooshinoff
Cc: MervinPhillips; John Isfeld; Norman Boudreau
Subject: RE: Reply to Requests and Undertakings[PCO:13676-001]
Attachments: 2020-12-06-Reply to Undertakings-Clinton Wuttunee.pdf

Mr. Winegarden/Mr. Stooshinoff, 
 
As your client Clinton Wuttunee seems incapable of providing a Rule-compliant Reply to Undertakings that he gave 
almost three months ago on September 16, 2020, and he refuses to provide a sworn affidavit in reply to undertakings, 
attached is a draft Reply to Undertakings for your signature that complies with Rules 65 and 66. We require compliance 
with those Rules as the Reply to Undertakings must be filed with the Court. 
 
You will note that we have included verbatim in relation to Undertakings 5 and 6 the responses in your October 19, 
2020, 4:13 pm, email that you proffered as a Reply to Undertakings.  
 
With reference to Undertakings 1 and 3, Clinton Wuttunee does not directly answer the Undertaking in your letter of 
December 4, 2020, however the answer is readily apparent and included in the attached draft. We have included your 
qualification as to “third party” in relation to Undertaking 3. 
 
To date we have not received a clear reply to Undertaking 4. You will note that Jason Chakita produced other Facebook 
messages. This Undertaking in relation to Clinton Wuttunee is similarly clear: are there any other Facebook messages 
with the Facebook account of Robin Dean Wuttunee? Please advise and we will include same for your review and 
signature to finally conclude this long outstanding matter of the Reply to Undertakings of Clinton Wuttunee. 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: December 4, 2020 4:33 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; Norman Boudreau 
<nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net> 
Subject: Reply to Requests and Undertakings 
 
Gentlemen;  
 
Further to our conference call and my email of yesterday’s date.  I apologize for the lateness of my reply however it took 
longer to receive instruction than I had anticipated. 
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Please find herewith the responses to the undertakings of Clinton Wuttunee and our position given during our 
conference call. 
 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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Court File No. T-474-20 

 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants 

AND: 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

 

 

REPLY TO UNDERTAKINGS OF CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

 

This is the Reply to Undertakings of Clinton Wuttunee given during cross-

examination by the Applicants on September 16, 2020:  

 

  

Undertaking No. 1: RE EXHIBIT A-37: REVIEW RECORDS TO DETERMINE 

AND ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT CLINTON WUTTUNEE MADE THE MARCH 

11, 2020 POST ON HIS FACEBOOK ACCOUNT 

Reply of Clinton Wuttunee to Undertaking No. 1: Exhibit A-37 is a Facebook post 

made by Clinton Wuttunee on March 11, 2020. While Clinton Wuttunee made the 

Facebook post including photograph, he was not the photographer. 
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Undertaking No. 2: (REFUSED) PRODUCE TELEPHONE RECORDS FOR CLINT 

WUTTUNEE SHOWING ALL INCOMING AND OUTGOING CALLS FOR 

FEBRUARY OF 2020  

Reply of Clinton Wuttunee to Undertaking No. 2: Refused 

 

Undertaking No. 3: RE EXHIBIT A-50: REVIEW RECORDS TO DETERMINE 

AND ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT CLINTON WUTTUNEE SENT AND 

RECEIVED THE FACEBOOK MESSAGE ON MARCH 3, 2020 AT 9:29 P.M. AND 

THE FACEBOOK MESSAGE ON MARCH 3, 2020 AT 9:22 P.M. 

Reply of Clinton Wuttunee to Undertaking No. 3: With reference to Exhibit A-50, 

Clinton Wuttunee received the Facebook message of March 3, 2020, at 9:22 pm, and 

he thereafter sent the Facebook message of March 3, 2020, 9:29 pm. While the 

Facebook messages were sent and received between the Facebook accounts of Clinton 

Wuttunee and Robin Wuttunee, Clinton Wuttunee believes that a third party was using 

the Facebook account of Robin Wuttunee on his behalf.  
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Undertaking No. 4: RE EXHIBIT A-50: REVIEW RECORDS TO DETERMINE 

AND ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT WERE ANY OTHER FACEBOOK 

MESSAGES THAT WERE SENT BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 2020 THROUGH 

MARCH 30, 2020 

Reply of Clinton Wuttunee to Undertaking No. 4: [**Clinton Wuttunee has not 

provided an answer to Undertaking 4 – are there any other Facebook messages other 

than those in Exhibit A-50?**] 

 

Undertaking No. 5: (REFUSED) RE EXHIBIT A-14: MAKE INQUIRIES TO 

DETERMINE AND ADVISE WHO MADE THE REQUEST OF DELORIS 

PEYACHEW TO ISSUE THE REPLACEMENT FOR IDENTIFICATION FOR 

ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE 

Reply of Clinton Wuttunee to Undertaking No. 5: Mr. Wuttunee does not know who 

made inquiry of Deloris Peyachew referred to. 
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Undertaking No. 6: (REFUSED) RE EXHIBIT A-14: REVIEW RECORDS AND 

PROVIDE COPIES OF ANY CORRESPONDENCE THAT CAN BE LOCATED 

WHEREIN A REQUEST WAS MADE OF DELORIS PEYACHEW TO ISSUE THE 

REPLACEMENT FOR IDENTIFICATION FOR ROBIN DEAN WUTTUNEE 

Reply of Clinton Wuttunee to Undertaking No. 6: Mr. Wuttunee does not have any 

correspondence related to the inquiry of Deloris Peyachew referred to. 

 

Dated at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, this 6th day of December, 2020 

 

STOOSHINOFF BITZER 

 

 

Per: ______________________________ 

 Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C., 

 Solicitors for Clinton Wuttunee 

 

 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

Stooshinoff Bitzer 

#300 – 416 21st Street East, Saskatoon, SK  S7K OC2 

Tel: (306) 653-9000 

Fax: (306) 653-5284 

Email: stooshinoff.law@sasktel.net  

 

 

 

 

TO:  Applicants, Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin  

c/o Nathan Phillips, Phillips & Co. 

2100 Scarth Street 

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 

T: (306) 569-0811 

F: (306) 565-3434 

Email:  nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  
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BETWEEN: 

Court File No. T-596-16 

FEDERAL COURT OF CANADA 

MICHELLE GOOD 

APPLICANT 

and 

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA; 

RESPONDENT 

and 

CHIEF ELECT CLINTON WUTTUNEE and COUNCILLORS ELECT LUX 

BENSON, SABRINA BAPTISTE, RYAN BUGLER, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA 

FALCON, HENRY "BOSS" GARDIPY, LARRY WUTTUNEE, SHAWN 

WUTTUNEE and GARY SAUVE NICOTINE AND THE RED PHEASANT FIRST 

NATION; 

RESPONDENTS 

and 

FORMER CHIEF STEWART BAPTISTE JR. OF THE RED PHEASANT FIRST 

NATION; 

RESPONDENT 

AFFIDAVIT OF DANA FALCON 
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I, DANA FALCON, of the Red Pheasant First Nation, in the Province of 

Saskatchewan, SWEAR THAT: 

1. My date of birth is August 29, 1980 and I am a registered member of the Red 
Pheasant First Nation. I live on the reserve and am entitled to vote in the Band's 
elections. 

2. I was elected to the office of Councillor of the Red Pheasant First Nation in the 
Election held March 20, 2016. 

3. I make this affidavit in in reply to the Affidavits: #2 of Sandra Arias, #5 of 
Michelle Good, #2 of Elsie Wuttunee and Eldon Wuttunee. 

4. A few weeks before the election I was attended a meeting together with Chief 
Clint Wuttunee, at which time we did ask Sandra Arias to work together with us in 
the election campaign, however, I did not make any offer to her to engage in any 
illegal or corrupt activity. I deny that there was any discussion between Sandra 
Arias and myself regarding the delivery of illegal ballots to her as she deposes. I 
deny offering her blank ballots. 

5. We did meet with Sandra and we invited her and her supporters to join with us 
and our supporters so that we would have a stronger slate of candidates. 
Sandra had strong support and I believed that it would be beneficial to Red 
Pheasant First Nation if we could join in a united group of candidates. 

6. Sandra and I had aligned our support in the past when we were both elected 
to Council and I saw no reason why we could not join our support in this election 
as well. 

7. In fact the meeting referenced herein that did occur between the Chief, Clint 
Wuttunee, Sandra Arias and myself came about as a result of the efforts of 
Sandra's uncle, Gerald Wuttunee, who was pushing both Sandra and myself to 
align families on Red Pheasant to work together on the issues facing the Band. 
Gerald Wuttunee is an elder on the reserve and is a former Chief and has 
considerable influence and respect on the reserve. Accordingly, when he 
pressed myself and Sandra to meet his suggestions were respected. 

21 
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a.When we met we invited Sandra and her brother, Nathan Arias, to join with us 
as a slate. Sandra advised that she was leading her family and that she would 
be delivering the family's block vote. She left the meeting saying she would 
discuss the proposal to join forces with her family and would get back to me. The 
meeting was very short. Sandra did come back to me and say she was not 
interested. 

9. I believe that Sandra Arias is angry that she lost the March 18, 2016 election 
on Red Pheasant and she is seeking to overturn those results. She has made it 
clear that she intends to run in any future elections. I believe her current 
involvement with Michelle Good and the within appeal is an attempt to claim 
moral superiority and maintain a high profile by vilifying myself, the Chief and the 
other councillors as a rallying cry to her supporters so that she can run for office 
in the future. 

10. I make this affidavit in reply to the Affidavits: #2 of Sandra Arias, #5 of 
Michelle Good, #2 of Elsie Wuttunee and Eldon Wuttunee and for no improper 
purpose what so ever. 

SWORN before me at Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan thi~ 30th day of January, 2018 

v -q ,.,cl e,, , , , 

A bainmissione'r for Oaths in and for 
Saskatchewan, or-eeingcrsutrcitor. ,_..-
My appointment expires: 'S\ ,' •tLo =s ~he r1 r..~ j 

(_) 

) 

) -~~ 
) -· ~ 
) Dana Falcon 
) 
) 
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---------------==-- Page 1 --~------------

Court File T-596-16 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

MICHELLE GOOD 

- and -
APPLICANT 

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA 

RESPONDENT 
- and -

CHIEF ELECT CLINTON WUTTUNEE and COUNCILLORS 
ELECT LUX BENSON, SABRINA BAPTISTE, RYAN BUGLER, 

MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY "BOSS" GARDIPY, 
LARRY WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE and GARY SAUVE 

NICOTINE OF THE RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

RESPONDENTS 

- and -

FORMER CHIEF STEWART BAPTISTE JR OF THE 
RED PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

RESPONDENT 
- and -

HOWARD MCMASTER, ELECTORAL OFFICER 

RESPONDENT 

CROSS-EXAMINATION ON AFFIDAVIT OF DANA 
YVES FALCON 
BY MS. GOOD 
HELD: JANUARY 31, 2018 

I============== Royal Reporting Services Ltd . 
Professional Court Reporters 
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----------------- Page 2 ----------------

FOR THE APPELLANT: 

MICHELLE GOOD 

c/o Donovan & Company 

6th Floor, 73 Water Street 

Vancouver, BC V6B lAl 

(604) 688-4272 

FOR THE RESPONDENTS CHIEF ELECT CLINTON WUTTUNEE 

and COUNCILLORS ELECT LUX BENSON, SABRINA BAPTISTE, 

RYAN BUGLER, MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY 

"BOSS" GARDIPY, LARRY WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE 

and GARY SAUVE NICOTINE OF THE RED PHEASANT FIRST 

NATION: 

NICHOLAS STOOSHINOFF, Q.C. 

Stooshinoff Bitzer 

#300 - 416 - 21st Street East 

Saskatoon SK S7K 0C2 

(306) 653-9000 

OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER: 

LISA MACDONALD 

Royal Reporting Services Ltd. 

305 - 402 - 21st Street East 

Saskatoon, SK S7K 0C3 

(306) 242-3455 

11============= Royal Reporting Services Ltd. 
Professional Court Reporters 
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1 (Proceedings commenced at 9:42 a.m.) 

2 DANA YVES FALCON, sworn, 

3 Cross-examined by MS. GOOD: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Thank you, Michelle. 

Michelle, if we may first go forward, Dana 

has a correction he wants to make to his 

Affidavit. 

MS. GOOD: Oh, okay. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And it's paragraph 1 . 

Dana has 

Q 

A 

Did you get your birth date wrong? 

No. 

Q I'm kidding. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No. He says he's not 

presently living on the reserve. 

MS. GOOD: Oh, I see. Okay. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: He's --

A In Wilkie. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Sorry, he had been, but 

he's now living full time in Wilke. 

MS. GOOD: Right. I knew that. 

didn't even pick up on that . That's fine. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right. 

Q 

A 

Okay. 

1980. 

37. 

So your birth date is August 29th, 

How old does that make you? 

Royal Reporting Services Ltd. 
Professional Court Reporters 
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----------------- Page 4 -----------------. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

And what level of education have you 

achieved? 

My grade 12 and, I guess, any training that 

I've taken. Like, I'm a certified conductor 

and certified, like, crane operator type 

thing and lots of various oilfield 

certificates. 

And you're currently employed other than with 

Red Pheasant? 

No, I'm not. 

Were you not working with CN? 

No, I never was. 

You never were? 

Never was. 

Okay. 

I had a -- I had had a contract for the Great 

Sandhills Railway. 

Oh, I see. Okay. And you have sworn this 

Affidavit in the proceedings, correct? 

Yes. 

Okay. And this is your signature? 

Yes. 

Maybe I'll ask your lawyer to put that in 

front of you. I'm going to ask you to take a 

look at paragraph 4 of your Affidavit. 

Okay. 

!!============ == Royal Reporting Services Ltd . 
Professional Court Reporters 
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-------------=--~- Page 5 -----------=-------
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

And in that paragraph you state that you had 

a meeting with Chief Wuttunee at the time and 

that you asked in that meeting -- or you 

asked Sandra Arias to work together with you 

and Wuttunee in the election campaign, right? 

Yes. 

Okay. Can you tell me when you first started 

speaking with Sandra in that regard about 

that, about working together in the election? 

Well, we talked about it throughout the whole 

time and even before. 

Well, that's what I'm getting at, is how much 

before? 

Well --

To the best of your memory. 

Like, when it first started? 

Like, when the election was called, yeah. 

I don't know. Maybe a month before. 

And did you send text messages to Sandi with 

respect to --

Yeah. I was texting both her and Nathan, 

both. 

With respect to working together and -

Yes. 

-- inviting her to meet with you and Clint on 

that subject? 

============== Royal Reporting Services Ltd. 
Professional Court Reporters 
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------------------ Page 6 ----------------

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

No, not -- not this. 

together in general. 

Like, just working 

Oh, just about working together? 

Yeah. 

Do you still have copies of those text 

messages? 

No. 

No. Okay. And I'm going to ask you to just 

take a look at the part of this paragraph 

that it's -- it's the middle of the sentence, 

but i t s t arts with: 

However, I didn't make any offer to her 

to engage in any illegal or corrupt 

activity. 

And this sentence in particular: 

I deny that there was any discussion 

between Sandra Arias and myself 

regarding the delivery of the legal 

ballots to her as she deposes. 

Is that right? 

Yeah. 

Do you have a copy of Sandi's Affidavit with 

you? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes. Which paragraph? 

MS. GOOD: 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: 

Paragraph 15, please. 

Yeah. 
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Q Okay. And I will specifically ask you to 

look at that starting at the second sentence 

of that paragraph where she said "He," and, 

you know, she is referring to you: 

He told me that he had 80 blank ballots 

that had not yet been filled out. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: I 'rn sorry, Michelle, I'm 

not sure -- it says: 

MS. GOOD: 

Wuttunee told me that he needed working 

councillors and that Falcon --

the second 

Yeah, I'm talking about 

starting at the second --

13 MR. STOOSHINOFF: 

14 -- and that Falcon was going to be his 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

A 

Q 

right-hand man. 

80 ballots. 

He told me that he had 

I take that to mean Wuttunee . 

That's what I take there . 

Okay. So, he, Wuttunee: (as read) 

Told me that he had 80 blanks ballots 

that he had not yet filled out and that 

they were needing that night to fill 

them out. Wuttunee and Falcon told me 

that these ballots would be filled out 

as votes for me if I agreed to join 

their team. All I had to do for these 
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Q 

ballots was to convince my supporters to 

vote for Wuttunee's team. Again, I was 

noncommittal in my response. 

Okay? 

Mmhmm. 

Now, I'm going to ask you to turn, again, to 

your Affidavit, paragraph 4, where it states: 

I deny that there was any discussion 

between Sandra Arias and myself 

regarding the delivery of illegal 

ballots to her as she deposes. 

Well, she doesn't depose that you said that 

you would deliver ballots to her, does she? 

In fact, she doesn't say that, does she, in 

paragraph 15? 

No. 

So why did you swear to that in your 

Affidavit, then, when, in fact, she doesn't 

say that, she doesn't depose to that in her 

Affidavit? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, that's --

A We were --

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That's what I take it to 

mean, is that --

MS. GOOD: But that's not what she 

says in her Affidavit. 
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MR. 

MS. 

MR. 

MS. 

STOOSHINOFF: 

says? 

GOOD: 

to. 

STOOSHINOFF: 

says? 

GOOD: 

says anything. 

What do you think she 

It's not what she deposes 

What do you think she 

Well, I don't think she 

What she actually says is: 

Wuttunee and Falcon told me that these 

ballots would be filled out as votes for 

me. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Right. 

MS. GOOD: Not that they would be 

delivered to her. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, okay, Michelle, 

then we're splitting hairs. The intention 

MS. GOOD: Regarding the delivery of 

illegal ballots to her. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: 

MS. GOOD: 

Okay . 

No. I don't want to hear 

you talking about what his intention 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Well, then I'll have to 

examine him and correct him because obviously 

we're both misconstruing what you think it 

says and what I think it says. I think it 

says that it was making available for her use 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

or benefit. 

Okay. So I'm going to ask you now to -- if 

you could look to paragraph 6 of your 

affidavit there, and in that paragraph you 

say: 

Sandra and I had aligned our support in 

the past when we were both elected to 

council, and I saw no reason why we 

could not join our support in this 

election as well. 

And I understand or believe that what you are 

referring to was the previous election --

Yes. 

-- when both of you ran effectively on the 

same slate; is that right? 

That's correct. 

And when you --

Two elections in a row. 

Right, but we'll just go back as far as the 

previous election to this, and you --

Okay. 

You were working together, you were on the 

same slate, and you had hoped to work 

effectively together on council; is that 

right? 

Yes. 
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A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

In fact, I will refer you to paragraph 16 of 

Sandra Arias's Affidavit where it states: 

Wuttunee also told me that he would 

arrange for repayment of the honourarium 

payments that were withheld from me 

during my previous term as band 

councillor. 

Now, Ms. Arias was denied honourarium 

payments while she was on council during the 

2014 term; is that correct? 

I'm not sure. I was. I know that I was for 

sure. 

That's my next question. You also were 

denied honourarium payments, correct? 

I was, yes. 

And why were you denied honourarium payments? 

I am assuming because I ran for -- I was 

running for chief against Stewart. 

So was there a meeting where there was a 

vote --

Not that I'm aware of. 

-- to deny you honourarium payments? 

Not that I'm aware of. 

So they just stopped paying you honourarium 

payments. Was there any conversation with 

anybody with respect to why you weren't 
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A 

Q 

A 

Q 

receiving your honourarium payments? 

When I asked Chief Baptiste he said because 

it was for working council, and he didn't 

agree that -- because I was not working with 

them, then I was not a working council. 

What do you mean that you were not working 

with them? 

Well, I guess in disagreement of whatever he 

was doing or 

So there was disagreement between you and 

other members of the council, of the chief 

and council, with 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, no, no, no. He said 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

the chief, not other members of council . 

So you're not aware that there was a vote 

I'm not aware. 

So there was no Band Council Resolution that 

was passed -- that was written and passed to 

deny you your honourarium? 

Not that I know of, no. 

Okay, so it was just denied to you, and it 

was denied because you had a different 

opinion from Chief Baptiste. Did any other 

councillors step up in your defence? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, Michelle, your 

mischaracterizing 
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MS. GOOD: No, no. I said 

Mr. Baptiste, Chief Baptiste. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yeah, Chief Baptiste. It 

was that Chief Baptiste said that --

MS. GOOD: He wasn't working with 

them. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Yes. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes, plural. Was there any other councillors 

that stood in your defence with respect to -

In my defence, no. 

with respect to getting your honourarium 

payments? 

No. 

Did you ever get reimbursed for those 

honourarium payments? 

No, I didn't. 

And so Clint Wuttunee didn't stand up for you 

and say how come Dana is not getting his 

honourarium payments? 

No, Clint Wuttunee did not. 

And you're saying that this was never the 

subject of a band council agenda, band 

council meeting agenda? 

Not that I'm aware of. 

And, to your knowledge, there was no Band 

Council Resolution to withhold your 
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A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

honourarium payments? 

No. 

And I think I may have asked this again, but 

I'll just ask it for good measure, and you 

were never reimbursed for those? 

No, I was not. 

Okay. And, again, looking at paragraph 6, 

when you say that you and Sandra had aligned 

your support in the past and that you were 

I think your evidence was that you were 

working together, and what was it that you 

had hoped to accomplish? 

In terms of what, like? 

I guess I'm asking that or I'm putting to 

you that you and Ms. Arias were of a similar 

mindset in terms of what would be good for 

Red Pheasant in terms of how you would work 

as councillors on the band council? 

I'm not sure what her mindset fully was. 

But you were aligned. You must have seen 

eye-to-eye on certain issues in order to be 

aligned; is that correct? 

Yes, we agreed to work together. 

Okay. I'm going to ask you to refer to 

paragraph 7 of your Affidavit. 

Okay. 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

And in this paragraph you refer to Gerald 

Wuttunee, and you say that Gerald was pushing 

Sandra Arias and yourself to align the 

families, and you say that Gerald Wuttunee is 

an Elder on the reserve, a former chief, and 

has considerable influence and respect on the 

reserve. Isn't it true that members of the 

slate that was running with you and Clint 

Wuttunee during the course of the 2016 

election campaign were providing Gerald 

Wuttunee, who is an alcoholic and dependent 

on prescription drugs, with alcohol? 

No. 

You deny that? 

I do. 

Can you tell me what you mean in paragraph 9 

by moral superiority? 

That she would like -- she would like to be 

in power. 

And can you tell me what you mean by 

vilifying? 

Like, she is -- it just seems like she is 

she is against us because we are -- we are 

in, and she -- she isn't. 

And isn't it true that you had a sexual 

affair with Sandra Arias? 
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MR. 

MR. 

MS. 

MR. 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Q 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

No. 

I'll remind you, you are under oath. 

Does that have anything to do with this? 

It certainly does in terms of your 

motivations. 

My motivations? 

Isn't it true? 

STOOSHINOFF: 

Isn't it true? 

STOOSHINOFF: 

possibly have --

GOOD: 

Her motivations. 

Well, now, what does that 

Okay. 

STOOSHINOFF: You know, you have to be 

very careful as to what you're asking because 

now I'm going to redirect him on issues, 

okay? 

Okay. So I'm going to ask you, when was the 

first time that you saw this affidavit? 

Which? 

This one, yours? 

Well, we did this last week or two weeks ago 

or something. Last week. 

Was it last week or two weeks ago? 

Like, I don't know. Probably -- I think it 

was last week that we -- well, I'm trying to 

think of when I was here. I believe it was 
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A 

probably -- I'll look at my calendar. 

believe it was a week ago. 

Do you have your calendar? 

I 

Yeah, because I had another meeting that I 

had come in for. I came in to look at some 

CMHC stuff, it's not on my calendar, with 

Matt, and I came in to do my -- sign my 

Affidavit as well. 

All right. 

Affidavit? 

So you didn't write this 

No. Like, myself and Nick did. 

So Nick wrote the Affidavit? 

Yes. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Typed it. 

MS. GOOD: Those are my questions. 

Thank you. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Hang on, Dana. We have 

just a couple of questions on redirect. 

19 Re-examined by MR. STOOSHINOFF: 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Q You were asked about the issue of illegal 

ballots and this so-called meeting that 

Sandra had deposed to, that Wuttunee told me 

that he needed working ballots, Falcon was 

going to be his right-hand man, told me he 

had 80 ballots that had not been filled out. 

Tell us more about what conversations you had 
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A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

with Sandra Arias about working together or 

illegal ballots. 

Well, we talked about, like, a blocked vote 

type of thing, like, aligning families 

because Gerald had his part of the family, 

and he -- he wanted, like, myself and Sandra 

and Chief Baptiste all -- or, sorry, Chief 

Wuttunee to all work together just to have, 

like, a stronger alignment, I guess, with his 

family and 

And Sandra was part of that family? 

Yes. That's his niece. 

And were there any so-called 80 blank 

ballots? 

No. There was no talk about ballots or any 

ballots that I've seen. 

All right. After the election did you and 

Sandra talk about her Affidavit? 

She had threatened an Affidavit after the 

election. 

To do this very Affidavit that we're talking 

about? 

Yes. 

And what was she threatening? 

Well, she was saying that she would write -

that she would write one saying -- well, that 
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A 
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A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

she would write one because she felt that 

after the election that we weren't working 

with her family because Nathan was working as 

a contractor, and Jared was as well, and that 

we weren't giving them work and that if it -

if we continued not working with her family, 

she would write an Affidavit. 

So she wasn't shy about threatening to 

produce this Affidavit? 

No. No, she wasn't. 

All right. And, secondly, with regard to the 

honourarium payments that you did not 

receive, Ms. Arias has indicated that she 

didn't receive -- let me see. She doesn't 

say the amount, but can you tell us how much 

of the honourarium? Was it a year, was it 

two years, or what was it? 

That she didn't receive? 

That were withheld from you. 

Like, at least three months. 

And what about for Sandra; did you know? 

I didn't even know that hers were withheld. 

All right. Had she ever told you that hers 

were withheld? 

Not that I recall. Like, I know I would have 

heard about it if it was a year. 
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Q All right. And the last thing I want to make 

note of on the record, there was an objection 

from Ms. Good that Sandra Arias did not 

depose that she would give ballots. 

going to read an Affidavit 

I'm 

MS. GOOD: I'm sorry, could you say 

that again? 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: That Sandra Arias did not 

say that Chief Wuttunee and Dana Falcon would 

give her ballots. 

MS. GOOD: That's correct. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: And this Affidavit says 

as follows, and this is the Affidavit of 

Ms. Good, paragraph 36: 

MS. GOOD: 

In addition to this, an unsuccessful 

candidate for council --

But that's not the 

Affidavit of Sandra Arias. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: No, but it's your 

Affidavit. You sworn this to be true, and 

you've just contradicted this individual, and 

you swore as follows: 

In addition to this, an unsuccessful 

candidate for council confided in me, 

and I believe it to be true, that one of 

the eight councillors elect who were 
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running on the same slate as the chief 

elect, Clinton Wuttunee, approached her 

and offered to give the candidate 80 

illegal ballots if the candidate would 

join their group. 

And that was Ms. Good's Affidavit sworn May 

13th, 2016. 

MS. GOOD: Which was subsequently 

clarified by Ms. Arias. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: All right. Those are my 

questions on redirect, then. 

MS. GOOD: Okay. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: Thank you, Dana, you are 

MS. 

MR. 

MS. 

MR. 

free to go, and we're going to stay on 

record, Lisa, and, Dana, you can stay if you 

want. We're just going to discuss this 

matter so that we can resolve it, and you can 

communicate what was discussed, if you 

don't 

GOOD: I don't mind. 

STOOSHINOFF: -- you don't object. 

GOOD: No, not at all. 

STOOSHINOFF: All right. For the 

record, Prothonotary --

MS. GOOD: Milczynski. 

MR. STOOSHINOFF: -- Milczynski had the 
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JUDGMENT AND REASONS 

I. Introduction 

[1] This is an appeal arising from the March 18, 2016 Red Pheasant First Nation election.  
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D. Issue Analysis 

Has the Applicant discharged its burden to satisfactorily prove that the FNEA has 

been contravened? And if so did it affect the election? 

(a) Allegation #1-Filling out Blank Ballots for Support and joining 

Wuttunee’s slate of candidates (corrupt practice) 

[140] In her Amended Affidavit, Sandra states that Dana approached her two weeks before 

March 11, 2016 and told her that “Wuttunee’s team was going to win and that they had runners 

all over buying ballots.” No first name is provided, but I assume “Wuttunee” refers to Chief 

Clinton, and not one of the other candidates with the same last name (such as Keith Wuttunee), 

who is also mentioned in the Amended Affidavit.  

[141] In Sandra’s Amended Affidavit, she further stated that the slates of candidates are called 

“teams” and often have names such as “Team United”. Dana allegedly approached Sandra to join 

their team, to which Sandra was non-committal.  

[142] Sandra’s evidence (paragraphs 15-18 ) was that: 

Wuttunee told me that he needed working councillors and that 

Falcon was going to be his right-hand man. He told me that he had 

80 blank ballots that had not yet been filled out and that they were 

meeting that night to fill them out. Wuttunee and Falcon told me 

that these ballots would be filled out as votes for me if I agreed to 

join their team. All I had to do for these ballots was to convince 

my supporters to vote for Wuttunee’s team. Again, I was non-

comital in my response.  

… 
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Over the final week before the election, the offer was first reduced 

to 50 ballots and then to 30 ballots in return for convincing my 

supporters to vote for Wuttunee’s team.  

I did not accept the offer. I was not successful in my bid for 

council and lost by a gap of 30 votes.  

[143] Good’s submissions regarding this allegation are that Chief Clinton and Dana were 

unlawfully in control of enough blank ballots to control the outcome of the election. At the 

hearing, Good submitted that such a practice was corrupt, affected the integrity of the election, 

and breached the prohibitions set out in the FNEA. Good alleges that this practice is essentially 

vote buying by Chief Clinton, as Chief Clinton used a surrogate to do it for him.  

[144] Good created and filed a summary of the walked in 8C ballots. I allowed Good to file this 

summary against the objection of the Respondents. During oral argument, it was discovered that 

the summary Good filed did not correspond with the actual ballots in the record. Good then 

chose to withdraw the summary.  

[145] I note that this allegation overlaps with the next allegation regarding walk-in ballots.  

[146] Sandra’s affidavit evidence is that Chief Clinton and Dana told her that 80 blank ballots 

would be filled out as votes for her if she agreed to join their team, and convince supporters to 

vote for Chief Clinton team:  

Q. All right. And do you have any evidence that Dana Falcon was 

talking about the physical ballots as opposed to delivering the 

votes to support you? 

A. They won by quite a large margin. 
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Q. That’s your evidence? 

A. It— 

Q. I’m just asking 

A. I would have had the evidence had I gone to meet with them 

that evening, later on that evening.  

Q. But should have, could have, would have, might have, you 

don’t have any evidence? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Correct? 

A. You are correct. 

[147] In the re-examination, Sandra further said that Dana had stated to her that he could bring 

80 blank ballots that she could help fill out to bolster her campaign.  

[148] In contrast, the Respondents’ position is that the Wuttunee team wanted Sandra and her 

brother to join their slate of candidates, and if she did join their slate, they could swing votes her 

way as they did with all the candidates that were on their team. In other words, they argue that 

the Wuttunee team did not provide blank ballots, but rather provided the opportunity to gain 80 

potential votes.  

[149] In the cross-examination of Dana, he stated that he did talk to Sandra about working 

together with Chief Clinton and himself both before the election campaign and throughout the 

election period.  
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[150] In Dana’s affidavit, he denied there ever being a discussion with Sandra and himself 

about the delivery of the 80 blank legal ballots to be filled out to her as she deposes. He does 

confirm that he and Sandra ran on the same slate last election and were elected, so he hoped to 

work together again. 

[151] He does say that Elder Gerald Wuttunee who is Sandra’s uncle wanted Dana to approach 

Sandra so that the two families could work together. On redirect :  

A. well. We talked about, like, a blocked vote type of thing, like, 

aligning families because Gerald had his part of the family, and 

he—he wanted, like, myself and Sandra and Chief Baptiste all—or 

sorry, Chief Wuttunee to all work together just to have, like, a 

stronger alignment, I guess, with his family and— 

Q. And Sandra was part of that family? 

A. Yes that’s his niece.  

Q. And were there any so-called 80 blank ballots? 

A. No. there was no talk about ballots or any ballots that I’ve seen. 

[152] Sandra’s Amended Affidavit stated that she was intimidated by the Chief and others, 

including Gary. 

[153] Good alleges that Sandra was intimidated by the now deceased Michael Cote, who was 

the step-son of Councillor Gary. It was argued that Gary may harbour unhappiness because of his 

step son being incarcerated for an incident involving Sandra that happened in 2003.  

[154] However, in her cross-examination, Sandra stated clearly that she is not intimidated by 

the current Chief. When crossed-examined she admitted that she was not intimidated by the 
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current Chief, Council or other Respondents, and that her affidavit referred to something that 

happened in or around 2012: 

Q. You’re talking about an incident that happened sometime in 

around 2010 or 2012? 

A. 2012. 

Q. But nothing related to this current chief and council, the parties 

named in relation to this litigation? Nobody tried to intimidate you, 

Sandra, with regard to not speaking out about this election that’s 

the subject of this lawsuit, the 2016 election? 

A. I don’t think that I was—that’s what I was referring to in my 

Affidavit. 

Q Well, that’s what I thought you were referring to. So your 

answer to my question is, no, nobody tried to intimidate me and 

stop me from speaking out about this 2016 election? 

A. No. 

[155] Based on the evidence before me, it is clear that Sandra is not intimated, so any allegation 

regarding the intimidation of Sandra affecting the election is unfounded.  

[156] In cross-examination, it was confirmed that Sandra had no personal issues with Dana. In 

fact, Sandra had been on Council in 2012 with Dana, and they had successfully run together on 

the same slate in 2012. In cross-examination, Sandra stated, “He is very mild mannered, yeah.”  

[157] She further confirmed in cross-examination that:  

Q. So he was urging you to join with him on a slate? 

A. Yes 

Q. and you refused? 

A. I had considered it, but ultimately I did refuse, yes. 
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Q. Did you join another slate? 

A. I was already currently running with another group of people. 

Q. Well, that makes sense, then. So which group of people or slate 

or team was that? 

A. I was running with Chief Candidate Todd Baptiste and his 

group of supporters. 

… 

Q. And did your brother also run with— 

A. My brother did run, yes. 

Q. Nathan? 

… 

A. Oh, yes. Yes, my brother, Nathan Arias, did run as well. 

Q. And neither of you were successful; is that correct? 

A. That is correct.  

[158] Chief Clinton’s evidence in his affidavit dated January 20, 2018, says: 

4. …I deny that there was any discussion between Sandra Arias 

and myself to provide illegal ballots to her as the Applicant claims. 

I deny offering to hand over to her blank ballots at any time. We 

did have a general discussion in which it was proposed that we 

work together to join support that each of us had amongst band 

members.  

5. I did ask Sandra Arias to work with us in the election campaign, 

however, I deny making any sort of offer to her to engage in any 

illegal or corrupt activity. 

[159] She was re-examined on this, but Good’s questions were leading questions and at some 

points, Good was directly supplying answers. For example, Good asked:  
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Q. And you gave evidence—or you were asked if Dana Falcon had 

stated to you that he could bring you the vote, that he could bring 

you support in the form of their supporters voting for you. In your 

Affidavit you swear that he had said that there were 80 blank 

ballots that were going to be filled out that night and that they 

would be given to bolster your campaign, that they would be given 

to you; is that correct?  

A. Yes. I should—  

Q. But they were not—your evidence is that the ballots were being 

filled out that night, correct? 

A. Yes, that they were inviting me to fill them out with them, so 

they would ensure that my name would be on them and that— 

Q. Correct.  

[160] When Dana was cross-examined by Good on December 29, 2016, there were no 

questions regarding the alleged meeting or the blank ballots.  

[161] I counted the 8C ballots in evidence and found only 7 ballots where Dana had solemnly 

declared that he had a ballot package of a named person and that he actually delivered. Even if 

the number count is minutely off, it is far from the alleged 80 ballots that Dana supposedly had 

and was filling out and delivering.  

[162] In cross-examination it was explored why she was not paid after disrupting Council 

session. Her lack of forthrightness in other matters, as well as the corroborating evidence of 

Chief Clinton and Dana, leads me to believe that there were not blank ballots that were going to 

be filled out. 
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[163] Rather, I find that she is a strong successful woman that had been elected as a supporter 

of one group, and when she chose not to be part of that block, she lost. The allegations have 

reasonable explanations given by the Respondents that were also at the “meeting” and I will 

prefer their evidence.  

[164] I find that Sandra and her brother were asked to join the Wuttunee slate of candidates, 

and not that they would have 80 blank ballots to fill out with her selected. In the last election 

(2012-2014 interim) that Sandra had won, she had been part of the Wuttunee slate of candidates.  

[165] Having slates or teams of candidates in political elections is not uncommon. Sandra 

herself confirms as much:  

Q. Okay. Now— 

A. And it’s done in every type of election, municipal, provincial, 

federal.  

Q. Because you will appreciate that in election talk people will 

frequently say I can deliver 100 votes for you, right? You have 

heard that kind of talk? 

A. Oh, yes. 

Q. That’s not the same thing as handing over to you official 

unsigned ballots? 

A. No, it is not. 

[166] I do not find it a violation of the FNEA or any common-law principles to be asked to join 

a slate of candidates. I find on the evidence before me that Dana, on behalf of a slate of 

candidates, did try to have Sandra join their slate. This political maneuvering would appear to be 

what occurs in many elections, and is a recognized part of the political process.  
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[167] This allegation has not been proven on a balance of probabilities.  

(b) Allegation #2- Walk-in ballots 

[168] Good alleges that the fraud that occurred was facilitated by the overbroad use of Form 5D 

(Form to Request a Mail-in Ballot) and Form 8C (Declaration of Person Delivering a Mail-in 

Ballot Package) which allowed illegally obtained ballot forms to be placed in the ballot box, 

therefore controlling the outcome of the election.  

[169] Good stated that if a member lived off-reserve, the member can fill out a request to 

receive a ballot, and then the Electoral Officer would then mail it to them.  

[170] Good argued that Chief Clinton and Dana would use a Form 5D to get a ballot, and then 

send it to someone other than that person so they could pick the blank ballot and then the 

Wuttunee team would then fill out the blank ballot and then walk the ballot in.  

(i) Jennifer Peyachew & Sam Wuttunee 

[171] Jennifer Peyachew [Jennifer] filed an affidavit that indicates that on or about March 5, 

2016, she was picked up by Sam Wuttunee [Sam], a candidate for Council from work. Sam then 

took her to another candidate, Charles Meechance [Charles]’s house. She stated in her affidavit 

that Charles had blank 5D Forms in his house. She says she signed one to request mail-in ballots. 

She said she put a Lloydminister address that was not hers on the 5D Form. 
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[172] Jennifer’s affidavit states that her ballot package arrived in Lloydminister and Stayce 

Peyachew [Stayce] took a picture of the ballot package and posted it on Facebook on March 10, 

20l6. 

[173] Jennifer filed a photo of Stayce’s Facebook entry with a photo of an envelope that says 

“Ballots”. Keeshawn Armstrong [Keeshawn] is tagged and asked on her wall why Keeshawn 

was using her address because Stayce just received a ballot with Keeshawn’s name on it. When 

Keeshawn expressed bemusement with the situation, Stayce indicated “I’ll just discard it haha” 

and later the chain of comments on the wall from others went to the effect that Stayce should 

burn the ballot and that it not worth the paper it was written on.  

[174] Jennifer stated in her affidavit that roughly a week after first meeting with Sam and 

Charles, in or around March 11, 2016, Sam met her at the Tropical Inn and they went outside to 

meet Todd Baptiste, who she says picked up her ballot from Lloydminister. She says Todd 

Baptiste gave her $130 and Sam gave her a gram of marijuana. Her evidence is that Sam said 

that the gram of marijuana came from another candidate, Russell Podgurny. He further promised 

her Pampers which she never received. She said they would not tell her which candidates they 

marked her ballot for.  

[175] I note the evidence of Form 8C that shows that Sam did indeed walk-in Jennifer’s ballot 

package on March 18, 2016. 
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[176] I find that the Facebook evidence alluded to is about Keeshawn’s ballot, and has nothing 

to do with Jennifer’s ballot. It is only speculation that because Keeshawn’s ballot that was posted 

about on Facebook that was sent to Stayce is related at all to Jennifer. I have no evidence from 

Stayce that she received Jennifer’s ballot. I have no evidence that Todd Baptiste picked up a 

blank ballot of Jennifer’s or if he is Chief candidate Baptiste who is not part of this application.  

[177] I am being asked by the Applicant to engage in speculation without the relevant evidence. 

The evidence on the Facebook page is given no weight. This is irrelevant and not supportive of 

her affidavit evidence. 

[178] Jennifer was not cross-examined on her evidence and it does not relate to any of the 

respondents.  

[179] Jennifer’s evidence is that she received money and drugs from candidates and that the 8C 

Form shows that Samuel Wuttunee walked in a ballot. I find that Samuel is the Sam that Jennifer 

refers to. On the basis of this evidence corroborated by material documentation, I find on a 

balance of probabilities that Sam did indeed breach section 16 of the FNEA. 

[180] The next step I must take is to determine whether the contravention likely affected the 

election results. 

[181] In my view, it is of note that neither Sam, nor any of the other individuals involved were 

part of the slate of candidates with Chief Clinton that I am aware of. Furthermore, Sam is not a 
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respondent in this appeal, and there is no affidavit from Sam or any of the other named 

individuals. It is also relevant that Sam was unsuccessful in his election bid on this occasion and 

had never been elected before. 

[182] Therefore, I do not find that the contravention affected the election result as the 

perpetrator of this prohibited conduct was not an incumbent and was not elected. In addition, 

there is no magic number count back at issue in this case. For these reasons, the election results 

were not affected.  

(ii) Marguerite Benson & Crystal Baptiste 

[183] Good submits that Marguerite Benson [Marguerite]’s evidence provides further evidence 

of fraud utilizing walk-in ballots. Marguerite says on March 18, 2016, she was sitting in a 

vehicle outside a hall that was being used as a polling station with her husband, Dwayne Benson 

[Dwayne], who was a candidate in the election. She says that she saw Nola Wuttunee [Nola] 

drive up, park, and then walk to Benson’s car. Marguerite further stated in her affidavit that Nola 

reached in the window of the car and removed a stack of white legal size envelopes which 

Marguerite “deduced were ballot envelopes”, after which Nola walked to the polling station.  

[184] Marguerite says she confronted Nola at 7:30 (PM I presume) and asked her what she was 

doing. Marguerite stated, “I said to her that I thought she was for change. I told her I saw what 

she did taking the ballot envelopes from Benson. She was speaking to Benson on the phone at 

the time but went silent when I said this and looked at me with a shocked look on her face as 

though I had exposed her.”  
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same category as Trina Kent’s and Sandra Furrie’s, as it was no longer advanced against Howard 

McMaster.  

(iv) Agricultural Equipment 

[291] Archie gave evidence concerning the instance of purchase of agricultural equipment by 

the band and the lack of council meetings in regard to the agricultural equipment, which he 

alleged demonstrated that corruption is pervasive in the community. I will give no weight to that 

evidence as it is not relevant to the election and is not otherwise persuasive evidence.  

[292] There were several other affidavits that I will not specifically address as the evidence is 

related to issues not relevant or not before the court.  

[293] This application is dismissed.  

VII. Conclusion 

[294] This election was a complex web of intrigue. Every recent election of the Red Pheasant 

First Nation has been appealed. The band is clearly divided in its loyalty and this toxic 

environment can never be in the best interests of the band.  

[295] This leads me to make an unrequested observation that the Respondents have put 

themselves in situations that bring their actions into question by giving money during election 

campaigns to individuals that request it when they are in times of need. While I recognize that 
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members of the band will still need support during an election-period, many solutions exist. For 

example a moratorium on candidates giving out financial help during elections could be 

supplemented by having a separate fund and an independent person to administer the provision 

of cash for these emergencies.  

[296] I cannot condone the practise of evidence of people posting their wishes to sell their 

votes. This is sad indeed given the importance of having a vote and a fair and democratic 

election. This too must stop. Nor can I condone the fishing expedition of attempting to sell votes 

to gather evidence against an individual running for Chief or Council. Many incidents do not 

meet the smell test but nor do they meet the standard of proof to find a breach of a prohibition.  

[297] I cannot reasonably and rationally conclude on the evidence produced that there was 

proof on a balance of probabilities of contraventions of the Act or Regulations other than the one 

found at paragraph 178 against someone that is not a respondent. In that case, I found it would 

not have affected the results of the election.  

[298] The Applicant has not discharged its burden to satisfactorily prove that the FNEA has 

been contravened and even if there was a contravention found in the evidence it is not likely to 

have affected the results of the 2016 election.  

[299] On a balance of probabilities, I do not find that the outcome of the 2018 election results 

was affected and I will dismiss this appeal.  
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VIII. Costs 

[300] At the hearing, the parties were given until May 1, 2018 to reach an agreement on costs.  

[301] The Attorney General waived costs I was to award that was associated with the Rule 302 

motion as Good discontinued against them. The Attorney General seeks costs so I will not award 

any costs, payable to the Attorney General.  

[302] The Applicant and remaining Respondents (Chief Elect Clinton Wuttunee and 

Councillors Elect Lux Benson, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry “Boss” Gardipy, and 

Shawn Wuttunee) submitted an agreement in writing to the Court that is attached as Appendix 

“B”. In summary, the parties agreed that costs and disbursements in a lump sum of $100,000.00 

shall be awarded to the successful party, which is the Respondent.  
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JUDGMENT in T-596-16 

THIS COURT’S JUDGMENT is that: 

1. The Attorney General of Canada; Ryan Bugler, Sabrina Baptiste, former Chief Stewart 

Baptiste Jr, the Red Pheasant First Nation, Shawn Wuttunee, Howard McMaster 

(deceased), and Larry Wuttunee , will be removed as parties and from the style of cause; 

2. This application is dismissed; and 

3. Costs will be awarded to the defendants in the lump sum amount of $100,000.00 

inclusive of taxes and disbursements and are payable forthwith.  

"Glennys L. McVeigh" 

Judge 
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nathanphillips

From: nathanphillips
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:05 AM
To: Nicholas Stooshinoff
Cc: Darren; MervinPhillips
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]
Attachments: Documents subject to trust condition - read and accept trust condition in email first.pdf

Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
 
Attached are the communications referred to at paragraphs 23(c)/(d)/(f) of Mr. Pritchard’s affidavit, provided on trust 
condition that their production in no way constitutes or will be suggested by your clients to be a waiver of litigation 
privilege over any other documents or communications.  If this trust condition is not acceptable to you, please destroy 
the attachment to this email and do not use it for any purpose.  
 
To be clear: 

1. My clients are not requiring that you agree that litigation privilege applies.  That issue will be determined by the 
Court.  

2. With reference to the direction to attend dated September 23, 2021, that you served in relation to Mr. 
Pritchard, litigation privilege is being claimed in relation to paragraphs 5 and 6 

 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:01 AM 
To: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 
Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Winegarden, 
 
Litigation privilege 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
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This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:58 AM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca>; 
Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
What form of privilege are you suggesting applies to those requests? 
 

On Sep 30, 2021, at 8:49 AM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
 
Mr. Stooshinoff, 
  
With respect to the cross-examination of Mr. Pritchard and the direction to attend served by your 
clients, privilege applies to several of the documents requested.  The documents referred to at 
paragraphs 23(c)/(d)/(f) of Mr. Pritchard’s affidavit will be produced if your clients agree that such 
production does not constitute a waiver of privilege over other documents or the content of 
communications with counsel for the Applicants. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 

 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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nathanphillips

From: nathanphillips
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:04 AM
To: Nicholas Stooshinoff
Cc: MervinPhillips; Norman Boudreau; John Isfeld; Darren
Subject: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]
Attachments: message_1.html; photos\87026390_802945563538557_7464849925784731648_n_

802945536871893.jpg; photos\87068371_613868019169182_4019383631439986688_n_
613868015835849.jpg; photos\89510131_2605229926468541_2515641540169170944
_n_2605229916468542.jpg; photos\89595912_519865448938895_
7414933141560754176_n_519865442272229.jpg

Mr. Stooshinoff, 
 
This morning you made reference to the “original” Facebook messages between Mr. Pritchard and Leroy Nicotine 
Jr.  Attached is the original export from Facebook, which is in “.html” format and does not print clearly nor have page 
numbers as a result of that format.  Thus the format in Exhibit “A” to the affidavit of Mr. Pritchard, including page 
numbers. 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
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nathanphillips

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Sent: Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:00 AM
To: nathanphillips
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff; MervinPhillips; Boudreau Law; John Isfeld
Subject: Leroy Nicotine Jr. Cross-examination
Attachments: Nicotine - Doctors Letter.pdf

Mr. Phillips;  
 
We are sorry to report that Mr. Nicotine had contracted Covid-19 about 3 weeks ago.  He was quite ill with the disease 
and had partially recovered.  However, in the last week he has had a sort of relapse that he had left untreated. Mr. 
Nicotine became so sick that he had to seek medical attention and see his Doctor on September 30, 2021 and his Doctor 
has provided the attached letter dated September 30, 2021. 
 
Please see that Doctor’s letter here attached. 
 
We only found our about the full extent of Mr. Nicotine’s illness last evening and we were still hopeful that could attend 
today. However that is not the case.  We are prepared to conduct his cross-examination when he is healthy enough or to 
provide his answers in writing after the receipt of your questions in writing pursuant to Rule 88. 
 
Chief Clinton Wuttunee is prepared to being cross-examinations as scheduled. 
 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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Court File No. T-474-20 

 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants 

AND: 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

 

 

REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND 

 

TO:  Leroy Nicotine Jr.  

  

 Suite 410, 475 2nd Avenue S, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 1P4 

 Tel: (306) 659-1227 

 Fax: (306) 933-2006 

 Email: Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca  

 

 YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of 

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn September 9, 2021 (“Affidavit”) in this proceeding, 

on a date and time to be ordered by the Federal Court, to be conducted by video 

conference at the following link: https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-

join/19%3ameeting_MmU3MmYxM2MtNjE1My00NjI3LTgyMDUtZGRmZjY5NT

BhYmU5%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2206c2b94b-72df-41f6-

8204-03be332f44e2%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%227ec2a799-695d-4b24-afb6-

eadfd0be55de%22%7d  

AR4138
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 YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the 

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal 

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca in PDF format 7 days prior 

to cross-examination the following documents and things in full without redaction or 

alteration of any nature: 

1. With reference to paragraph 3 of your affidavit, all cheques, pay stubs, or other 

documents relating or referring to payments that you received or the hours that 

you worked for Do-All Holdings Ltd. or any other employer between April 1, 

2019, and April 1, 2020; 

2. With reference to paragraph 7 of your affidavit, all documents relating or 

referring to the “election volunteer work” that you did; 

3. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control 

that include Tomas Pritchard (formerly Lionel Brabant Jr.); 

4. All documentation relating or referring to any payment made between January 

1 and April 1, 2020, to Leroy Nicotine Jr. from any one or more of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, any operating entity of Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton 

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry 

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, or 

Austin Ahenakew; 

5. All documentation referring or relating to any electronic transfer of funds that 

you participated in between January 1 and March 20, 2020. 
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6. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control 

between you and any of Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy 

Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, 

Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, Austin Ahenakew, Shelley / Shelly Wuttunee, 

and/or Deloris Peyachew, or anyone acting on their behalf; 

7. All emails, letters, text messages, Facebook messages, or other correspondence 

between January 1 and March 20, 2020, in your possession, power, or control 

that include Burke Ratte; 

 TRAVEL EXPENSES: none, the cross-examination will be conducted by video 

conference. 

 THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to 

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must 

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination. 

 IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS 

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN 

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT. 
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INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan Xiao-

Phillips of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, 

Saskatchewan S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-

3434, E-mail address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca 

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 24th day of September, 2021 

 

PHILLIPS & CO. 

 

 

Per: ______________________________ 

 Nathan Xiao-Phillips, 

 Solicitors for the Applicants, 

 Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 

 
 

Phillips & Co. 
Barristers & Solicitors 

2100 Scarth Street 

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 

T: (306) 569-0811 

F: (306) 565-3434 

Email:  nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca   

Lawyer in charge of file:  Nathan Xiao-Phillips  

 

 

 

TO:  Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, 

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Garidpy, Gary Nicotine, Smuel 

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

Lakefield 

Suite 410, 475 2nd Avenue S, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 1P4 

Tel: (306) 659-1227 

Fax: (306) 933-2006 

Email: Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca  

 

TO:  Burke Ratte 

 J.R. Norman Boudreau 

 Boudreau Law 

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 

Tel: (204) 318-2681 

 Fax: (204) 477-6057 

Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca  
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nathanphillips

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 5:45 PM
To: nathanphillips; MervinPhillips; Boudreau Law; John Isfeld
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff
Subject: Our correspondence
Attachments: Letter of Oct 1 to Phillips.pdf

Mr. Phillips; 
 
Please find herewith our correspondence of today’s date.  
 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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October l, 2021 

Phillips & Co. 
2 I 00 Scarth Street, 
Regina, Sk. S4P 2H6 

Attention: Nathan Phillips 

LAKE FIE LOLL, 

Please be advised that we are in receipt of your Directions to Attend to our witnesses. Thank you for your 
agreement regarding Marie Adam, her attendance for October 2, 2021 has been cancelled pursuant to our 
agreement. 

In regards to the two remaining Directions to Attend, be advised that we take exception to and hereby 
f~ly object to your Directions to Attend. Your Directions to Attend are out of order as it is 
impossible to provide the documents "7 days prior" to the examinations pursuant to the June 5, 
2020 Order as the Court issued its Order in regard to the pending cross examinations on 
September 28, 2021 thereby giving less than 7 days advance notice. 

As we advised earlier, we have been provided several Orders and Directions from the Court in 
regard to the many examinations during the course of this proceeding and it is obvious the Court 
will not enforce, the now, completely unworkable June 5, 2020 Order given the changed 
circumstances we are now in. How can we be determined to be in breach of the 7 day rule when 
the Order was made only 3 days prior. Your anticipated attempt to force our compliance with yet 
another impossible deadline is completely objectionable. 

In spite of the untoward and objectionable nature·ofyour Directions to Attend we will answer 
each of your requests for production with reference to each of the two remaining witnesses in 
order. · 

Clinton Wuttunee 

1. Chief Wuttunee informs that he became aware that Mr. Nicotine Jr. was assisting with 
their re-election efforts by word of mouth. He is unsure who told him that. 

2. Mr. Wuttunee recalls that he saw a copy of the email from Indigenous Services Canada to 
Mr. Burke instructing them that it was "perfectly fine ... to assist as many electors as 
possible to vote." (Attached to his Affidavit and the Affidavit of Burke Ratte) 

3. ChiefWuttunee infon11S that there were no payments from himselfor from Red Pheasant 
First Nation to Mr. Nicotine Jr. Of course, he has no access to the personal financial 
records of the other persons listed in your request, however, he is not aware of the 
existence of any payments between any of the persons listed and Mr. Nicotine Jr. 

4. Chief Wuttunee informs that he has no access to any of the decisions with respect to the 
student funding of Mr. Pritchard. Those decisions are made by a Board of Directors and 
as such is entirely out of his hands. 

306 933 0004 I 306 933 2006 (fax) I lakefieldlaw.ca 
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LAKE FIE LDLL, 
5. Chief Wuttunee informs that he has no access to any of the decision with respect to the 

student funding of Mr. Pritchard. Those decisions are made by a Board of Directors and 
as such is entirely out of his hands. Such documents are not available to him. 

Leroy Nicotine Jr. 

1. Mr. Nicotine Jr. provides confirmation of his employment with Do-All Holdings Ltd. 
attached hereto. 

2. Mr. Nicotine Jr. informs that he does not have, nor did he ever have any documents to 
confirm that he was involved in "election volunteer work" .. His assistance was entirely ad 
hoc in nature and there was never an offer of service, a letter of engagement, a formal 
contract or any other form of written engagement agreement. 

3. Mr. Nicotine Jr. indicates that you are in possession of all of the written records between 
himself and Mr. Pritchard as contained in Mr. Pritchard's Affidavit of February 8, 2021. 
He is not aware of any other communications between he and Mr. Pritchard beyond what 
has been filed. 

4. Mr. Pritchard has indicated that there have been no payments whatsoever made between 
himself and any of the persons or entities listed in the request at number 4. 

5. This request is far too broad in scope and we formally object to the release of such a 
broad swath of information. and documentation which would reach far beyond what is 
reasonable. We are prepared to make informal application for relief should the Applicants 
persist with this request. 

6. This request is far too broad in scope and we formally object to the request for 
documentation which is unrelated to the proceedings herein and reaches beyond what is 
therefore acceptable. 

7. Mr. Nicotine Jr. indicates that he has had no communication with Mr. Ratte. 

We object to those portions of your Directions to Attend referenced above and we ask that you 
withdraw those requests and avoid the cost and time required for the litigants to make informal 
motion for relief from your objectional requests. 

We note that the Court ruled against your motions of September 23, 2021 and September 24, 
2021. I think we can expect that the court will firmly enforce the directions given to counsel in 
its Order's to date and ensure that this matter is finally heard in a timely and just manner. 

CC: Norman Boudreau, Boudreau Law 
Nathan Phillips, Phillips & Co. 

306 933 0004 I 306 933 2006 (fax) I lakefleldlaw.ca 
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Malling: 
P.O. Box 98 
NORTH BATTLEFORD, SK 
S9A2X6 

Phone (306)445-2905 

October 1, 2021 

Leroy Nicotine 

To Whom It May Concernr 

DO-ALL HOLDINGS LTD. 
C/0 DELROY FAUTH 

Shop: 
10037 THATCHER AVE 
NORTH BATTLEFORD, SK 
S9A 3L8 

Email: do.allholdings@sasktel.net 
cell (306)441~1973 fax (306)445-4677 

This is to inform you that Leroy worked at Do-All Holdings Ltd. from 
2013-2019. 

Regards, 

Debbie Dillabough 
Office Administrator 
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Court File No. T-474-20 

 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants 

AND: 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

 

 

REVISED DIRECTION TO ATTEND 

 

TO:  Clinton Wuttunee  

  

 Suite 410, 475 2nd Avenue S, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 1P4 

 Tel: (306) 659-1227 

 Fax: (306) 933-2006 

 Email: Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca  

 

 YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of 

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn September 13, 2021 (“Affidavit”) in this proceeding, 

on a date and time to be ordered by the Federal Court, to be conducted by video 

conference at the following link: https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-

join/19%3ameeting_MmU3MmYxM2MtNjE1My00NjI3LTgyMDUtZGRmZjY5NT

BhYmU5%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2206c2b94b-72df-41f6-

8204-03be332f44e2%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%227ec2a799-695d-4b24-afb6-

eadfd0be55de%22%7d  
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 YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the 

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal 

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca in PDF format 7 days prior 

to cross-examination the following documents and things in full without redaction or 

alteration of any nature: 

1. With reference to paragraph 4 of your Affidavit, all documents by which you 

were “aware that he (Leroy Nicotine Jr.) supported us during the election”; 

2. With reference to paragraph 7 of your Affidavit, the “directions of Indigenous 

Services Canada (ISC) regarding campaigning and the Electoral Officer who 

conducted the election.”; 

3. All documentation relating or referring to any payment made between January 

1 and April 1, 2020, to Leroy Nicotine Jr. from any one or more of Red Pheasant 

First Nation, any operating entity of Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton 

Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry 

Gardipy, Gary Nicotine, Samuel Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee, Cody Benson, or 

Austin Ahenakew; 

4. All decisions as to student funding in relation to Tomas Pritchard (formerly 

Lionel Brabant Jr.) between between 2015 and 2021; 

5. All documents relating or referring to the consideration or determination of 

student funding in relation to Tomas Pritchard (formerly Lionel Brabant Jr.) 

anytime between 2015 and 2021; 
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 TRAVEL EXPENSES: none, the cross-examination will be conducted by video 

conference. 

 THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to 

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must 

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination. 

 IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS 

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN 

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT. 

 INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan 

Xiao-Phillips of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, 

Saskatchewan S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-

3434, E-mail address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca 

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 24th day of September, 2021 

 

PHILLIPS & CO. 

 

 

Per: ______________________________ 

 Nathan Xiao-Phillips, 

 Solicitors for the Applicants, 

 Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 

 
 

Phillips & Co. 
Barristers & Solicitors 

2100 Scarth Street 

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 

T: (306) 569-0811 

F: (306) 565-3434 

Email:  nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca   

Lawyer in charge of file:  Nathan Xiao-Phillips  
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TO:  Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, 

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Garidpy, Gary Nicotine, Smuel 

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

Lakefield 

Suite 410, 475 2nd Avenue S, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 1P4 

Tel: (306) 659-1227 

Fax: (306) 933-2006 

Email: Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca  

 

TO:  Burke Ratte 

 J.R. Norman Boudreau 

 Boudreau Law 

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 

Tel: (204) 318-2681 

 Fax: (204) 477-6057 

Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca  
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Court File No. T-474-20 

 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants 

AND: 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

 

 

REPLY TO UNDERTAKINGS OF BURKE RATTE 

 

This is the Reply to Undertakings of Burke Ratte given during cross-examination 

by the Applicants on September 14, 2020:  

 

  

Undertaking No. 8 (summary as provided by Court Reporter – further particulars 

on pages 138-140 of transcript): SEND MR. RATTE'S CELLPHONE TO AN 

EXPERT OF MUTUAL AGREEMENT TO SEE IF THE DATA CAN BE 

RETRIEVED 

Reply of Burke Ratte to Undertaking No. 8:  

1. The inoperable cell phone (“Cell Phone”) was provided to an expert that was 

mutually agreed as between the Applicants Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 

(“Applicants”), and the Respondent Burke Ratte (“Mr. Ratte”). That expert was Noel 

Pe of Truedata Recovery Solutions of Winnipeg, Manitoba (“Truedata”).  
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2. Pursuant to the process agreed between the Applicants and Mr. Ratte with respect 

to recovery of data from the Cell Phone, all communications with Truedata occurred in 

writing. Only counsel for Mr. Ratte corresponded with Truedata relaying the mutually 

agreed information and instructions to Truedata.  

3. Pursuant to the process agreed between the Applicants and Mr. Ratte with respect 

to recovery of data from the Cell Phone, the SIM card of the cell phone was removed 

and it remained disconnected from the internet to maintain the integrity of the data on 

the phone.  

4. Truedata was instructed to recover text and photo text messages from the Cell 

Phone. Trudata was able to recover the Cell Phone and start it up, however the USB 

port on the Cell Phone remained inoperable. As a result, Truedata took photographs of 

all text and photo text messages located on the Cell Phone that occurred between Mr. 

Ratte and a list of phone numbers or names (or similar names) provided by mutual 

agreement between the Applicants and Mr. Ratte. 

5. Mr. Ratte has applied redactions to personal information of electors contained 

within the photographs of text and photo text messages. Where appropriate 

authorization was received from the elector with respect to release of their personal 

information, no redactions have been applied. 

6. Marked and attached hereto as Schedule “1” are the photographs of all text and 

photo text messages on the Cell Phone between Mr. Ratte and Clinton Wuttunee, phone 

number (306) 442-7972. 

7. The internal clock of the Cell Phone remains approximately March 12, 2020, that 

being the date when it became inoperable. The dates and times indicated in the 
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photographs of the text and photo text messages are therefore relative to March 12, 

2020, when the phone became inoperable.  

8. As an example and for greater certainty, the following are text messages between 

Mr. Ratte and Clinton Wuttunee contained within Schedule “1”: 

 

9. The text message from Clinton Wuttunee to Mr. Ratte on “Wednesday 8:40 PM” 

was sent relative to March 12, 2010. As such, it was sent by Clinton Wuttunee to Mr. 

Ratte on Wednesday, March 11, 2020, at 8:40 pm, from “CW” or “Chief”, who is the 

Respondent Clinton Wuttunee, from his phone number (306) 442-7972, to Mr. Ratte.  
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10. That PDF text message from Clinton Wuttunee to Mr. Ratte on Wednesday, 

March 11, 2020, at 8:40 pm, contains the following two pages also contained within 

Schedule “1”: 
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11. The second page of the PDF text message: 
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12. As a second example and for greater certainty, the following are two consecutive 

photographs of text messages between Mr. Ratte and Clinton Wuttunee contained 

within Schedule “1”: 
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13. With reference to the second photograph immediately above this paragraph, the 

text messages from Clinton Wuttunee to Mr. Ratte on “Tuesday 8:19 PM” (date and 

time noted in the first photograph) were sent relative to March 12, 2010. As such, they 

were sent by Clinton Wuttunee to Mr. Ratte on Tuesday, March 10, 2020, at 8:19 pm, 

from “CW” or “Chief”, who is the Respondent Clinton Wuttunee, from his phone 

number (306) 442-7972, to Mr. Ratte.  
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14. The final text message in the second photograph is a PDF text message from 

Clinton Wuttunee to Mr. Ratte on Tuesday, March 10, 2020, at 8:19 pm, and contains 

the following two pages also contained within Schedule “1”: 
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15. The second page of the PDF text message: 
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16. Marked and attached hereto as Schedule “2” are the photographs of all text and 

photo text messages on the Cell Phone between Mr. Ratte and Gary Nicotine, phone 

number (306) 481-5802. 

17. Some of the photo text messages were not accessible on the Cell Phone as noted 

in the photographs as the Cell Phone was disconnected from the internet when 

photographs were taken. Truedata has not been able to obtain those images 

notwithstanding the request of the Applicants for same.  

18. As an example, Schedule “2” confirms that Gary Nicotine sent four photo text 

messages to Mr. Ratte on February 9, 2020, at 7:13 pm.   

19. Marked and attached hereto as Schedule “3” are the photographs of all text and 

photo text messages on the Cell Phone between Mr. Ratte and Shawn Wuttunee, phone 

number (306) 441-6581. 

20. Marked and attached hereto as Schedule “4” are the photographs of all text and 

photo text messages on the Cell Phone between Mr. Ratte and Dana Falcon, phone 

number (306) 480-7647. 

21. Marked and attached hereto as Schedule “5” are the photographs of all text and 

photo text messages on the Cell Phone between Mr. Ratte and Henry Gardipy, phone 

number (306) 490-8852. 

22. Marked and attached hereto as Schedule “6” are the photographs of all text and 

photo text messages on the Cell Phone between Mr. Ratte and Mandy Cuthand, phone 

number (306) 480-8091. 
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TO:  Respondents, CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, 

MANDY CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY 

NICTOINE, SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, and RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

c/o Nicholas Stooshinoff, QC 

Suite 410, 475 – 2nd Avenue South 

Saskatoon, SK S7K 1P4 

T: (306) 659-1227 

F: (306) 933-2006  

Email:  Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca   
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This is Schedule “1” referred to in the Reply to Undertakings of Burke Ratte 
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Court File No. T-474-20 

 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants 

AND: 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARIDPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

 

 

DIRECTION TO ATTEND 

 

TO:  Burke Ratte  

 

 100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 

 Tel: (204) 318-2681 

 Fax: (204) 477-6057 

 Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca  

 

 YOU ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN EXAMINATION on behalf of 

Applicants, MARY LINDA WHITFORD and ALICIA MOOSOMIN, to be cross-

examined on your affidavit sworn July 23, 2021 (“Affidavit”) in this proceeding, on 

October 4, 2021, at 1 pm (Saskatchewan time) to be conducted by video conference at 

the following link: https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-

join/19%3ameeting_ZjQyMjM4OTktODQ2Yi00ODA3LTlhMGYtYjVmYTFjNWM

0YjFl%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2206c2b94b-72df-41f6-8204-

03be332f44e2%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%227ec2a799-695d-4b24-afb6-

eadfd0be55de%22%7d  
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 YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO BRING WITH YOU to produce at the 

examination, and pursuant to paragraph 4 of the June 5, 2020, Direction of the Federal 

Court to produce by email to nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca in PDF format 7 days prior 

to cross-examination the following documents and things in full without redaction or 

alteration of any nature: 

1. All text and photo text messages between Gary Nicotine and you on February 

9 and 18, 2020, including without limiting the generality of the forgoing the 

four photo text message attachments contained in the image labelled IMG_8383 

on February 9, 2020, and the two photo text message attachments contained in 

the image labelled IMG_8392 on February 18, 2020; 

2. All emails or other correspondence that you sent or received with Clinton 

Wuttunee or Debra Laliberty referred to in your text messages with Clinton 

Wuttunee contained within Tab 1 to your May 18, 2021, Reply to Undertakings; 

and 

3. Your May 18, 2021, Reply to Undertakings. 

 

 TRAVEL EXPENSES: none, the cross-examination will be conducted by video 

conference. 

 THE EXAMINATION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN English. If you prefer to 

be examined in the other official language, an interpreter may be required and you must 

immediately advise the solicitor for the party conducting the examination. 

AR4777
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 IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND OR REMAIN UNTIL THE END OF THIS 

EXAMINATION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ATTEND AT YOUR OWN 

EXPENSE AND YOU MAY BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT OF COURT. 

 INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS DIRECTION may be directed to: Nathan 

Xiao-Phillips of Phillips & Co. who can be reached at: 2100 Scarth Street, Regina, 

Saskatchewan S4P 2H6, Telephone number: (306) 569-0811, Fax number: (306) 565-

3434, E-mail address: nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca 

Dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, this 24th day of September, 2021 

 

PHILLIPS & CO. 

 

 

Per: ______________________________ 

 Nathan Xiao-Phillips, 

 Solicitors for the Applicants, 

 Mary Linda Whitford and Alicia Moosomin 

 
 

Phillips & Co. 
Barristers & Solicitors 

2100 Scarth Street 

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2H6 

T: (306) 569-0811 

F: (306) 565-3434 

Email:  nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca   

Lawyer in charge of file:  Nathan Xiao-Phillips  

 

 

 

 

TO:  Red Pheasant First Nation, Clinton Wuttunee, Lux Benson, Jason Chakita, 

Mandy Cuthand, Dana Falcon, Henry Garidpy, Gary Nicotine, Smuel 

Wuttunee, Shawn Wuttunee 

Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 

Lakefield 

Suite 410, 475 2nd Avenue S, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 1P4 

Tel: (306) 659-1227 

Fax: (306) 933-2006 

Email: Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca  
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TO:  Burke Ratte 

 J.R. Norman Boudreau 

 Boudreau Law 

100-1619 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, MB  R3T 3Y6 

Tel: (204) 318-2681 

 Fax: (204) 477-6057 

Email: nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca  
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nathanphillips

From: nathanphillips
Sent: Monday, October 11, 2021 7:31 PM
To: Nicholas Stooshinoff; Darren
Cc: Boudreau Law; John Isfeld; MervinPhillips
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001]

Mr. Stooshinoff/Mr. Winegarden, 
 
While I received your letter to the Court that you emailed yesterday at 2:51 pm, I have not received your reply to my 
below email from Friday.  Please advise. 
 
The Court Reporter was scheduled on short notice late on Friday for the cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr. 
tomorrow between 9 am and 1 pm.  I have emailed the Court Reporter to determine if they are available between 1 – 5 
pm tomorrow, October 12.  I have not received a reply.  The cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr. must proceed 
without any further delay.  As you are aware, the Applicants Record is due in under two weeks and I need to receive the 
transcript from the cross-examination with a meaningful opportunity to review and make submissions in relation to 
same.   
 
Leroy Nicotine Jr. ignored the date ordered for his first cross-examination – October 2.  He then ignored the second 
mutually rescheduled date – October 7.  Further to your update to the Court yesterday, Leroy Nicotine Jr. himself 
concedes that he is well enough to attend cross-examination tomorrow.  Please have Leroy Nicotine Jr. attend the video 
conference cross-examination from his residence at 9 am tomorrow.  There is no need for him to travel anywhere.  If 
Leroy Nicotine Jr. again fails to attend the third date scheduled for his cross-examination, the Applicants will seek to 
have his affidavit struck.  
 
Again, the Zoom link for Leroy Nicotine Jr. to join at 9 am tomorrow for the cross-examination: 
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89131438957?pwd=TmFJekZ6RENMQ0VDcm8yUXV6cEE1QT09 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: nathanphillips  
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 5:15 PM 
To: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca>; Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John 
Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: RE: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
Mr. Winegarden, 
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The Court has ordered the cross-examination to proceed on October 12, 2021.  The cross-examination has been 
scheduled on very short notice to the Court Reporter late today.  It is fortunate that a Court Reporter is available at 
all.  At this point my clients are not prepared, not can they afford, a Court Reporter cancellation fee for the morning of 
October 12, 2021.  Moreover, the cross-examination is anticipated to be lengthy and commencing in the afternoon is 
not adequate.  The cross-examination will proceed as ordered and scheduled for October 12, 2021, at 9 am, subject only 
to the medical ability of Leroy Nicotine Jr. to attend the video conference cross-examination. 
 
In your below email at 4:01 pm, you asserted that your office had previously advised that Mr. Stooshinoff was not 
available the morning of October 12, 2021.  That is not the case.  If you suggest otherwise, please provide a copy of the 
correspondence by which you suggest that you advised Mr. Stooshinoff is not available.   
 
In any event, Mr. Stooshinoff’s availability is not required as it is the Applicants that are conducting the cross-
examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr.  Mr. Winegarden, you are Mr. Stooshinoff’s co-counsel and thus far you have not 
asserted that you are unavailable October 12 at 9 am.   Please confirm. 
 
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
 

From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 5:03 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca>; Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John 
Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca>; MervinPhillips <MervinPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
 
I’m sorry but that is now beyond our control at this point Mr. Phillips. His health permitting, he will be available at 
1:00pm on Tuesday, October 12, 2021 for the competition of cross-examinations.  
 
 

On Oct 8, 2021, at 4:58 PM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
 
Mr. Winegarden, 
  
The Applicants agree that the only consideration as to the start time for the cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr. is 
whether he is medically able to attend for a video conference cross-examination.  If your required updated to the Court 
on October 10, 2021, indicates that Leroy Nicotine Jr. is medically able to attend for cross-examination on October 12, 
2021, he shall be required to attend as scheduled at 9 am on October 12, 2021. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
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2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  
From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 4:44 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca>; Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John 
Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
We are sorry, but this is not the forum to litigate this issue.  We are only informing you of the circumstances we face on 
Monday. Did you review the Direction and the Order we sent? It looks as if the Court was unequivocal that the start time 
will depend on Mr. Nicotine’s health and as we have already informed you, you will be advised on Sunday when the 
Court is informed. 
  
Thank you. 
 

On Oct 8, 2021, at 4:37 PM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Winegarden, 
  
As noted in the affidavits of Eldon Wuttunee and Eldon Wuttunee Jr. sworn October 8, 2021, Leroy Nicotine Jr. was in 
fact available for the cross-examination as originally scheduled for October 2, 2021, at 9 am.  Neither your office nor 
Leroy Nicotine Jr. took issue with the start time of 9 am on October 2, although Leroy Nicotine Jr. deliberately did not 
attend his scheduled cross-examination on that date and then misled the Court as to the reason for his non-
attendance.  Leroy Nicotine Jr. then refused to attend the rescheduled cross-examination on October 7.  This is the third 
date for his cross-examination. 
 
If Leroy Nicotine Jr. is in fact medically unable to attend for cross-examination on the third date scheduled (October 12, 
2021, at 9 am), the Direction of the Court requires medical documentation. 
  
If Leroy Nicotine Jr. is medically able to attend for cross-examination he must do so at 9 am on October 12, 2021, at the 
video conference link 
provided: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89131438957?pwd=TmFJekZ6RENMQ0VDcm8yUXV6cEE1QT09 
  
The cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr. may be lengthy and as such the Applicants will not agree to reschedule to 1 
pm.  
  
The Applicants have expressly requested that Leroy Nicotine Jr. not travel and that he attend from his own 
residence.  However, even if he does travel from his residence for the video conference cross-examination it is only a 1.5 
hour drive from Leroy Nicotine Jr.’s residence to your offices in Saskatoon.  Alternatively, he can travel the night 
prior.  With respect, the start time of 9 am on October 12, 2021, is appropriate in the circumstances. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
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Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  
From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 4:22 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca>; Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John 
Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips;  
  
It appears you are not in receipt of today’s Direction from the Court. I have attached a copy for your convenience.  
  
Also, I remind you of the direction of the court we received just yesterday, where the Court included the following; 

With respect to Mr. Nicotine Jr.’s cross-examination, the cross-examination shall be held on October 12, 2021, subject to 
(a) confirmation that Mr. Nicotine is medically fit to be cross-examined: and (b) securing a court reporter for that date. 

It appears you have a Court reporter arranged and Mr. Nicotine might will be available at 1:00pm.  Therefore, will the 
link below be functional at that time? 
  
However, I repeat, neither Mr. Stooshinoff nor Mr. Nicotine are available until 1:00pm. As, Mr. Stooshinoff will be in 
Court and Mr. Nicotine, his health permitting, will be en route to Saskatoon. Therefore neither will attend for 9:00am. 
Please correct your schedule. 
  
In regard to the Court’s Order of today’s date we ask for your Trust cheque in the amount of $1,500 CDN, further to that 
Order as it appears that costs were awarded "payable forthwith”.  I have attached that Order for your convenience as 
well.  Please courier that Cheque at your earliest convenience. 
  
 
 

On Oct 8, 2021, at 4:04 PM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Winegarden, 
  
The Applicants renew their request that Leroy Nicotine Jr. not travel for the cross-examination.  It is being conducted by 
video conference and there is no need or request that he travel from Red Pheasant First Nation to your offices in 
Saskatoon. 
  
The cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr. will commence at 9 am on October 12, 2021, as scheduled. 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
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This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  
From: Darren <dwwinegarden@shaw.ca>  
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> 
Cc: Nicholas Stooshinoff <Nicholas.Stooshinoff@lakefieldlaw.ca>; Boudreau Law <nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca>; John 
Isfeld <jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca> 
Subject: Re: T-474-20 - Red Pheasant First Nation Election Appeal 2020 [PCO:13676-001] 
  
Mr. Phillips: 
  
We are sorry to report that given Mr. Nicotine’s ill health, if he is able, he will be getting a ride from a family member, 
from his home on the Red Pheasant First Nation to Saskatoon for the Cross-examination set by the Court for Tuesday, 
October 12, 2021 at 1:00pm CST. Of course, Mr. Stooshinoff is also not available in the morning, as you will know. 
Therefore, please correct your schedule for the cross-examination as it appears you mistakenly indicate a start time of 
9:00am in your email. 
  
Since Mr. Nicotine is not at all well and might not be able to attend on Tuesday, we will confirm this weekend, as 
directed by the Court, whether he is fit to be examined on Tuesday.  Note, we will provide you with our thorough report 
this Sunday when it is sent to the Court. 
  
We trust this is in order. 
  

On Oct 8, 2021, at 3:22 PM, nathanphillips <NathanPhillips@phillipsco.ca> wrote: 
  
Mr. Stooshinoff, 
  
The cross-examination of Leroy Nicotine Jr. will commence October 12, 2021, at 9 am.  Please confirm his attendance 
Oct 12 at 9 am at your earliest convenience. 
  
Topic: Mary Linda Whitford, et al v, Clinton Wuttunee, at al - Oct 12 
Time: Oct 12, 2021 09:00 AM Saskatchewan 
The video conference link: Join Zoom 
Meeting: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89131438957?pwd=TmFJekZ6RENMQ0VDcm8yUXV6cEE1QT09 
  
Yours truly, 
Nathan Xiao-Phillips, B.A., J.D. 
  
Phillips & Co. 
Legal Professional Corporation 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2100 Scarth Street, Regina, Sask. S4P 2H6 
Tel: #1 (306) 569-0811 
Fax: #1 (306) 565-3434 
  
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply e-mail or by telephone (collect if necessary), delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. 
  
  
  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
  
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
 
Darren Winegarden BA. LLB. JD. 
dwwinegarden@shaw.ca 
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Court File No. T-474-20 

 

FEDERAL COURT 

BETWEEN: 

 

MARY LINDA WHITFORD AND ALICIA MOOSOMIN 

 

Applicants 

AND: 

 

CLINTON WUTTUNEE, LUX BENSON, JASON CHAKITA, MANDY 

CUTHAND, DANA FALCON, HENRY GARDIPY, GARY NICTOINE, 

SAMUEL WUTTUNEE, SHAWN WUTTUNEE, BURKE RATTE, AND RED 

PHEASANT FIRST NATION 

 

Respondents 

 

Application pursuant to s.31 and 35 of the First Nations Elections Act contesting 

the election of Chief and Council of the Red Pheasant First Nation Election  

rother 

 

AFFIDAVIT OF ELDON WUTTUNEE JR. 

 

 I, Eldon Wuttunee Jr., of Red Pheasant First Nation, Saskatchewan, have 

personal knowledge of the matters deposed to herein, MAKE OATH AND SAY 

THAT: 

1. I am a Member of Red Pheasant First Nation and Leroy Nicotine Jr. is 

personally known to me.  I make this affidavit in good faith for the purpose of 

informing this Honourable Court and for no improper purpose. 

2. On October 4, 2021, my father Eldon Wuttunee drove me to the Discovery Co-

operative Mall in North Battleford, Saskatchewan, for my physio appointment.  We 

arrived at 9:30 am and he parked his truck in the parking lot.  Leroy Nicotine Jr. and 

Eddie Standinghorn exited the mall together and walked straight to our truck.  Eddie 

Standinghorn pumped his fists in the air as though he was shooting a shotgun and 

nodded to me.  Leroy Nicotine Jr. was carrying a box of ammunition for a firearm and 
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it appeared to me that he was preparing to go hunting because he was also dressed in 

camouflage hunting gear.  

3. It did not appear to me that anything was medically wrong with Leroy Nicotine 

Jr. In fact, he appeared to be normal and completely healthy.   

4. I then went into my physio appointment in the mall while my father remained in 

the truck waiting for me. 
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5. This is a screenshot that I took on the morning of October 7, 2021, of a post 

made by Leroy Nicotine Jr. on SnapChat: 
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6. The SnapChat indicates that Leroy Nicotine Jr. took this photograph 19 hours 

before I took the screenshot, and as such Leroy Nicotine Jr. took this photograph at 

noon on October 6, 2021.  

7. Leroy Nicotine Jr. runs an outfitting business that provides hunting tourists with 

the opportunity to shoot wild game.  “WORK DAY Shenanigans” is a reference to 

Leroy Nicotine Jr.’s outfitting business, and his taking hunters to sight in the scope on 

their guns before going hunting as shown in the photo.   

8. There were also three videos posted to SnapChat by Leroy Nicotine Jr. which I 

was unable to save.  In one of those videos which was taken at the same time as the 

above photo at noon on October 6, 2021, Leroy Nicotine Jr. was speaking as he was 

holding the phone taking the video.  Leroy Nicotine Jr. was bragging to the hunter in 

front of him who was dialing in the sight on his scope on his gun. 
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9. I have observed the Facebook profile of Leroy Nicotine Jr. and his recent posts.  

I include one of them in this my affidavit:   
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Federal Court 

  

Cour fédérale 

 

           Ottawa, ON 
           K1A 0H9  
 
           October 26 2021 
   
           BY EMAIL 
 
 
Counsel for Applicants Counsel for Respondents 
Nathan Phillips Nicholas J. Stooshinoff, Q.C. 
nathanphillips@phillipsco.ca  NicholasS@wmcz.com 
  
Mervin Phillips Darren Winegarden 
mervinphillips@phillipsco.ca dwwinegarden@shaw.ca  
 
 J.R. Norman Boudreau 
 nboudreau@boudreaulaw.ca 
 
 John Isfeld  
 jisfeld@boudreaulaw.ca  
 
 
RE: MARY LINDA WHITFORD ET AL. v. CLINTON WUTTUNEE ET AL. 
 Court File: T-474-20 
 
 
 This is to advise of the following Direction of the Honourable Madam Justice Aylen 
dates October 26, 2021; 

  
“Due to the delay in the cross-examination of Mr. Nicotine Jr., the timetable for this 
proceeding is hereby modified as follows: 

 
(a) The Applicants shall serve and file their application records by no later than November 

1, 2021. 
 

(b) The Respondents shall serve and file their responding application records by no later 
than November 22, 2021. 

 
 

(c) The Applicants shall serve and file a requisition for hearing by no later than November 
29, 2021. However, the Applicants are granted leave to serve and file the requisition 
for hearing as early as November 1, 2021.” 
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            Yours truly, 
 
                    Kathy Craigie 
 

          Kathy Craigie  
Registry Officer
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